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INTRODUCTION

WHAT THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS

This publication is a cumulative index to the abstracts contained in NASA SP-7037(210) through NASA SP-
7037(221 ) of Aeronautical Engineering: A Continuing Bibliography. NASA SP-7037, and its supplements have
been compiled through the cooperative efforts of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA),
and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). Entries prepared by the two contributing
organizations are identified as follows:

1. NASA entries by their STAR accession numbers (N87-10000).
2. AIAA entries by their IAA accession numbers (A87-10000 series).

HOW THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS ORGANIZED

This Cumulative Index includes a subject, personal author,
number, report number, and accession number index.

corporate source, foreign technology, contract

HOW TO USE THE SUBJECT INDEX

Two types of cross-references appear in the subject index:

1. Use (U) references indicate that the subject term is not "postable," i.e., not a valid term, and that the
following term or terms are used instead. For example:

AIRCRAFT PROTUBERANCES
U PROTUBERANCES

FLIGHT PERFORMANCE

U FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS

2. Narrower Term (NT) references refer the user to more specific headings in the same subject area,
under which additional material on the subject may be found. For example:

FLOW RESISTANCE

NT AERODYNAMIC DRAG

NT FRICTION DRAG

NT SUPERSONIC DRAG

In addition, a searcher may use the title or title and title extension in the index to narrow further his quest for
particular items; this is because subject terms may include documents on different aspects of the same subject
term. For example:

AIRLINE OPERATIONS

All-weather operations, including pilot role, instrument landing systems and guidance aids.
Airport congestion as constraint on air travel, considering runway capacity and adjusted demand.

HOW TO USE THE PERSONAL AUTHOR INDEX

All personal authors used in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements appear in the index.
Differences in translation schemes may require multiple searching on the index for variants of an author's name.
For example:

EMELIANOV, M. D.
and

YEMELYANOV, M. D.



HOW TO USE THE CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX

The corporate source index entries are abridged versions of the corporate sources used in the abstract-section
citations in the individual Supplements. The corporate source supplementary (organizational component) does
not appear in the index. For example:

BOEING CO., SEATTLE, WASH. MILITARY AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS DIV. (Source citation entry)

BOEING CO., SEATLE, WASH. (Source index entry)

HOW TO USE THE FOREIGN TECHNOLOGY INDEX

The foreign technology index identifies research performed outside of the United States. Listings in this index
are arranged alphabetically by country of intellectual origin. For example:

CHINA, PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF

HOW TO USE THE CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX

All contract numbers that are identified in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements appear
in this index. Changes by agencies in the style in which contract numbers are presented may require multiple
searching for variants. For example:

AF 33(615)-71-C-1758
F33615-71 -C-1758

HOW TO USE THE REPORT/ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX

All report numbers that have been assigned by the corporate source, monitoring agency or cataloging activity
appear in this index. Variations in cataloging may result in different report number series. For example:

TP-924

ONERA-TP-924

IDENTIFICATION OF DESIRED SUPPLEMENT

The abstract and descriptive cataloging for any accession number selected from the indexes may be found in
the appropriate Supplement. The page-number range of each Supplement appears on the inside front cover
of this index. Once the range of page numbers containing the selected accession number is located in the
second column, the desired supplement number will be found in the first column. For example:

Page 257 will be found in Supplement 213

AVAILABILITY OF DOCUMENTS

Information concerning the availability of documents announced in Aeronautical Engineering Supplements is
found in the Introduction to the most currently issued Supplement.

PUBLIC COLLECTIONS OF NASA DOCUMENTS

DOMESTIC: NASA and NASA-sponsored documents and a large number of aerospace publications are available
to the public for reference purposes at the library maintained by the American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, Technical Information Service, 555 West 57th Street, 12th Floor, New York, New York 10019.

EUROPEAN: An extensive collection of NASA and NASA-sponsored publications is maintained by the British
Library Lending Division, Boston Spa, Wetherby, Yorkshire, England for public access. The British Library
Lending Division also has available many of the non-NASA publications cited in STAR. European requesters
may purchase facsimile copy or microfiche of NASA and NASA-sponsored documents, those identified by both
the symbols # and * from ESA -- Information Retrieval Service European Space Agnecy, 8-10 rue Mario-Nikis,
75738 CEDEX 15, France.

iv



FEDERAL DEPOSITORY LIBRARY PROGRAM

In order to provide the general public with greater access to U.S. Government publications, Congress established
the Federal Depository Library Program under the Government Printing Office (GPO), with 50 regional de-
positories responsible for permanent retention of material, inter-library loan, and reference services. At least
one copy of nearly every NASA and NASA-sponsored publication, either in printed or microfiche format, is
received and retained by the 50 regional depositories. A list of the regional GPO libraries, arranged alphabetically
by state, appears on the inside back cover. These libraries are not sales outlets. A local library can contact a
Regional Depository to help locate specific reports, or direct contact may be made by an individual.

STANDING ORDER SUBSCRIPTIONS

NASA SP-7037 and its supplements are available from the National Technical Information Service (NTIS) on
standing order subscription as PB88-914100 at the price of $8.50 domestic and $17.00 foreign, and at $14.50
domestic and $29.00 foreign for the annual index. Standing order subscriptions do not terminate at the end of
a year, as do regular subscriptions, but continue indefinitely unless specifically terminated by the subscriber.
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AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING/A Continuing Bib/iography
1987 Cumulative Index

Typical Subject Index Listing

I SUBJECT HEADING ]

I
AERODYNAMIC BALANCE

Low speed rotan/ aerodynamics of F-18 configuration

rral0sd:g to 90 deg angle of attack: Test results and

ASA-CR-3608] p 15 N87-10836

T
L_j | NOMBERI

The subject heading is a key to the subject content

of the document. The title is used to provide a

description of the subject matter. When the title is

insufficiently descriptive of document content, a

title extension is added, separated from the title

by three hyphens. The (NASA or AIAA) accession

number and the page number are included in each

entry to assist the user in locating the abstract in

the abstract section. If applicable, a report number

is also included as an aid in identifying the docu-

ment. Under any one subject heading, the acces-

sion numbers are arranged in sequence with the

AIAA accession numbers appearing first.

A

A-10 AIRCRAFT
Impact resistant hybrid composite for aircraft leading

edges p 24 A87-11848
A-300 AIRCRAFT

demonstration p 655 A87.44594

Simulation of fly-by-wire control for civil transport aircraft
at the French Centre d'Essais en Vol

p 600 N87-23647
A-310 AIRCRAFT

Display of navigation information on aircraft screens
p 158 A87-16989

A-310 Aircraft Integrated Data SystemS (AIDS) design
philosophy p 30 N87.10076

The Airborne Integrated Data System (AIDS) for the
Airbus A-310 engine condition monitoring

p 31 N87-10082

Lufthansa's Aircraft Integrated Data Systems (AIDS)
based A-310 engine condition monitoring system: Progress
achieved between the 12th and tJth AIDS Symposiums

p 31 N87-10084

Comparative evaluation of redundant flight data
recorded by a digital aircraft integrated data system
recorder (DAn) on board an Airbus A-310 aircraft

p 33 N87-10098
A310-300 CFRP fin damage tolerance demonstration

[MBB-UT-015/86] p 658 N87-25317
A-320 AIRCRAFT

The evolution of air transport aircraft flight deck
p 30 A87-12688

A320 - Fly-by.wire airliner p 96 A87-16394
A320 - The challenge of fly-by-wire controls

p 189 A87-18449
Control evolution and the A320 p 253 A87-22920
The Airbus rudder . An example of new fabrication

technologies p 623 A87.44228
V.2500. Back on course? p 676 A87-46372

Modern Aircraft Integratsd Data Systems (AIDS)
technology exemplified on the A-320 p 30 N87-10078

Simulation of fly-by-wire control for civil transport aircraft
at the French Centre d'Ess._is sn Vol

p 600 N87-23647
Design of a composite tail for the Airbus A-320

[MBB.UT-12-86] p 658 N87-25316
A-6 AIRCRAFT

Master of night attack --- improved aircraft
instrumentation design p 365 A87-28389

Development of an airframe medifioation to improve the

mission effectiveness of the EA-6B airplane
[AIAA PAPER 87-2358] p 748 A87-49075

Wind-tunnel test results of airfoil modifications for the
EA-6B
[AIAA PAPER 87-2359] p 748 A87-49076

EA-6B high-lift wing modifications
[AIAA PAPER 87-2360] p 748 A87-4g077

High-angle-of-attack stability and control improvements
for the EA-6B Prowler
[AIAA PAPER 87-2361] p 767 A87-49078

Innovative aerodynamics. The sensible way of restoring
growth capability to the EA.6B Prowler
[AIAA PAPER 87-2362] p 748 A87-49079

A-7 AIRCRAFT

Corsair with more - A-7 plus p 824 A87-53744

Development of flight performance algorithms and a
tactical computer aided mission planning system for the
A-7E aircraft

lAD-A175724] p 364 N87-19387

Real time programs. Design implementation of
validation: A survey
lAD-A182144] p 796 N87.28309

ABLATION
Radiative and convective heat transfer over ablatin 9

composite flat surface in hypersonic flow regime
[AD-A182119] p 810 N87-28503

ABLATIVE MATERIALS

Testing of Fe-Cu-base ablative composites. II
p 41 A87.12971

ABNORMALITIES
Real time simultaneous in-line wear and lubricant

condition monitoring
[AD-A183286] p 852 N87-29842

ABORT TRAJECTORIES

Optimization and guidance of abort landing trajectories
in a windshear

p i i i P_oi-DU4OUL_t_ r_r_n Ol-_O'_lj
ABORTED MISSIONS

In-flight ejection seat test using the Aircrew Gliding
Escape System (AGES) parachute
[AD.A172987] p 235 N87-15948

Aircraft accident report: NASA 712, Convair 990,
N712NA, March Air Force Base, California, July 17, 1985,
facts and analysis
[NASA-TM-87356-VOL-2] p 496 N87-21879

Analysis of Convair 990 rejected-takeoff accident with
emphasis on decision making, training and procedures
[NASA-TM.100189) p 819 N87-29471

ABRASION RESISTANCE
Real time simultaneous in-line wear and lubricant

condition monitoring
[AD-A183288] p 852 N87-29842

ABRASIVES

Cutting aerospace structures with water
p 531 A87-35395

ABSTRACTS
FAA helicopter/heliport research, engineering, and

development bibliography, 1964-1986
[FAA/PM-86/47] p 118 N87-tt798

Compendium of NASA Langley reports on hypersonic
aerodynamics
[NASA.TM-87760] p 291 N87-16802

ABUNDANCE
Infrared emission lines from planetary nebulae

p 62 N87-10791

AC GENERATORS
The model of the variable speed constant frequency

closed-loop system operating in generating state
p 320 A87-24718

SUBJECT INDEX

January 1988

ACCELERATED LIFE TESTS

Operational engine usage and mission analysis
[AIAA PAPER 87-2097] p 671 A87-45404

Composite main rotor b_ade of PZL-Sokdi helicopter
p 746 A87-48938

Performance of high temperature coatings on F100
turbine blades under simulated service conditions

[NLR-MP-86021-U] p 370 N87-18569

Composite repair of cocured J.stiffened panels: Design
and test verification p 404 N87.20181

ACCELERATION (PHYSICS)
Acceleration to a steady state for the Euler equations

p 70 A87-14096

Optimization and acceleration guidance ol flight
trajectories in a windshear p 765 A87.47807

Acceleration display system for aircraft zero-gravity
research

[NASA-TM.87358] p 389 N87.18801

Controllable ejection seat catapult
[AD-D012592] p 355 N87-19370

A rational approach to lifting surface theory with
application to large angles of attack

p 414 N87-20196
ACCELERATION TOLERANCE

Incompatibility of the M-1 maneuver with US Navy
tactical aircraft oxygen systems
lAD-At83731] p 856 N87-30072

ACCELEROMETERS

Accelerometer placement in active flutter suppression
systems p 828 A87-52963

Theoretical and experimental investigations of sensor
location for optimal aereelastic system state estimation

p 115 N87.11794
Small, self-contained aircraft fatigue data recorder

[AD-A172400] p 243 N87-15207
Evaluation of the safe flight instrument corporation stall

warning system for the OV/tD aircraft
lAD-A177364] p 511 N87.21918

ACCEPTABILITY

Bird impact qualification test for A-10 windshield
[AD-A179263] p 575 N87-23599

ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION

Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US civil and
foreign aviation, issue number 7 of 1985 accidents
[PB86-gt6921] p 235 N87-15195

Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US civil and

[PB86-916920] p 235 N87.15196
Aircraft accident reports. Brief format, US civil and

foreign aviation, issue number 11, 1985 accidents
[PB86-916925] p 236 N87-15951

ACCIDENT PREVENTION
Impact severity and potential injury prevention in general

aviation accidents p 79 A87-13687
Summary of windshear accidents and views about

prevention
[SAE PAPER 861697] p 351 A87-29585

Overview of the integrated Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) wind shear program ptan
[SAE PAPER 861702] p 351 A87o29589

FAA - An agency beseiged. II - Technology for air
safety p 401 A87.31618

Obstacle-warning radar for helicopters
p 132 N87.13149

ACCIDENTS

Deep start characteristics of MU-300
[NASA-TM-88502] p 175 N87-14318

ACCOUNTING
A software quality assurance tool for code auditing

p 472 A87.31496
ACCUMULATIONS

An analytical study of icing similitude for aircraft engine

testing
[AD.A173713] p 252 N87-15973

ACCUMULATORS

Why accumulators? --- in aircraft hydraulic systems
p 300 A87-27333

ACCURACY

Navigational coordinate systems - How to get your
surface and air positioning very precise and still be off
by 20 nautical miles p 157 A87-16750

A-1



ACEE PROGRAM

Novet accuracy and resolution algorithms for the third
generation MTD p 160 A87-19408

Reliable high accuracy long range real time differential
G.P.S. using a lightweight high frequencies data link

p 581 A87-41393

A program to investigate requirements for effective flight
simulator displays p 683 A87-44715

Study of the effects of vibration on inertial navigation

system accuracy
[AD-A172420] p 237 N87-15954

Controlled diffusion compressor blade wake
measurements
[AD-A175141] p 350 N87-19355

Optical interferometry dimensional gauge for
dimensional gauging of precision high speed aircraft
bearing components
[AD-A177338] p 539 N87-22234

ACEE PROGRAM

DC-10 winglet flight evaluation
[NASA-CR-3748} p 302 N87-17694

Development of laminar flow control wing surface

composite structures
[NASA-CR-172330] p483 N87-21849

ACEE composite structures technology
[NASA-CR-172359] p 844 N87-28613

ACEE composite structures technology
[NASA-CR-172358] p 844 N87-28614

ACEE composite structures technology
[NASA-CR-172360] p 845 N87-28615

The ACEE program and basic composites research at
Langley Research Center (1975 to 1986): Summary and
bibliography
[NASA-RP-1177] p 846 N87-29612

ACOUSTIC ATTENUATION
The active minimization of harmonic enclosed sound

fields p 138 A87-13593
Laboratory study of sidewall noise transmission and

treatment for a light aircraft fuselage
p 824 A87-52887

Investigation into the attenuation and velocity of acoustic
emissions in carbon fiber composite aircraft structures
[BAE-KGT.R-GEN-O1349J p 41 N87-10180

Acoustic guide for noise-transmission testing of
aircraft
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13111-l-CU] p 477 N87-21652

ACOUSTIC EMISSION
Correlation of acoustic emission and sfrain/defiection

measurement during composite airframe static tests
p 168 A87-1g227

Monitoring the state of theblades of gas turbine engines
by fhe acoustic emission method p 262 A87-20346

Investigation into the attenuation and velocity Ofacoustic
emissions in carbon fiber composite aircraft structures
[SAE-KGT.R-GEN-01349] p 41 N87-10180

An approach to AE monitoring during the rig shop testing

of large CFRP aero-engine components --- acoustic
emission (AE)
[PNR90350] p 308 N87-1684t

ACOUSTIC EXCITATION
Mechanics of flow-induced sound and vibration. Volume

1 General concepts and elementary source. Volume 2 -
Complex flow-structure interactions --- Book

p 57 A87-10293
Excitation of the natural oscillations of a boundary layer

by an external acoustic field p 4 A87-10610
Active transition fixing and control of the boundary layer

in air p 148 A87-18927
Acoustic fatigue - A Monte Carlo approach

[AIAA PAPER 87-0916] p 465 A87-33722
Effects Of large deflection and transverse shear on

response Of rectangular symmetric composite laminates
subjected to acoustic excitation
[AIAA PAPER 87-0933] p 465 A87-33733

Self-excited oscillations injet engine test cells
p 859 A87-512f5

Supersonic flow induced cavity acoustics
p 476 N87-2060t

Enhanced mixing of an axisymmetric jet by aerodynamic
excitation

[NASA-CR.175059] p815 N87-29418

Control of shear flows by artificial excitation
[NASA-TM.100201] p 815 N87-29420

ACOUSTIC FATIGUE
Acoustic fatigue: Overview of activities at NASA

Langley
[NASA-TM-89143] p 620 N87-24965

Influence of large deflation and transverse shear on
random response of rectangular symmetric composite
laminates to acoustic loads
[NASA-CR-178313] p 798 N87-27489

ACOUSTIC INSTABILITY
Acoustic-vortex interactions and low frequency

oscillations in axisymmetric combustors --- of ramjet
engines
[AIAA PAPER 87-0165] p 249 A87-22454

A-2

Pressure oscillations and acoustic-entropy interactions
in ramjet combustion chambers
[AIAA PAPER 87-1872] p 668 A87-45267

ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENT
Sources and observers in motion. IV - Acoustic

measurements on aerofoils moving in a circle at high

speed p 59 A87-12996
The application of sub-boundary layer vortex generators

to reduce canopy 'Maoh rumble' interior noise on the
Gulfstream In
[AIAA PAPER 87-0084] p 239 A87-22405

Supplementary calibration test of the tip-aerodynemics-
and acoustics-test pressure transducers
[NASA-TM-88312] p 131 N87-12830

Power cepstrum technique with application to model
helicopter acoustic data
[NASA-TP-2586] p 335 N87-17479

Combustion noise from gas turbine aircraft engines
measurement of far-field levels

JrNASA-TM-88971 Jr p 335 N87-17480
Noise propagation from a four-engine, propeller-driven

airplane
[NASA-TM-89035] p 335 N87-t7482

The 1985 small propeller-driven aircraft noise test

program
JrAD-A175596] p 477 N87-20799

Activities report in aerospace sciences
[ETN-87-99369] p 478 N87-21845

Acoustic testing of simplified cabin box, phase 1 ---
helicopter cabin
[RP-698] p 549 N87-23248

Coupled aerodynamic and acoustical predictions for
turboprops
[NASA-TM-87094] p 571 N87-23598

Experimental and analytical studies in fluids
[NASA-CR-181242] p 79t N87-27943

First article noise survey of the A/F32T-9 large turbo
fan engine enclosed noise suppressor system, far-field
noise, McConnell AFB, Kansas

lAD-A182475] p 860 N87-29308
ACOUSTIC PROPAGATION

Nonlinear acoustic propagation of broadband noise
p 58 A87-11773

Non-linear propagation of broadband noise signals
p 619 A87-41560

Acoustic mode measurements in the inlet Of a turbofan

engine p 859 A87-52877
ACEE composite structures technology

[NASA-CR-172360] p 845 N87-28615
ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES

Window acoustic study for advanced turboprop aircraft
[NASA-CR-172391] p 138 N87-12322

Lightweight sidewalls for aircraft interior noise control
[NASA-CR-1724g0] p 138 N87-12323

The 1985 small propeller-driven aircraft noise test
program
[AD-A175596] p 477 N87-20799

ACOUSTIC SCATTERING
Calculation Of the statistical characteristics of

high-intensity diffracted acoustic noise
p 548 A87-35770

Computational aeroacoustics as applied to the diffraction
of sound by cylindrical bodies p 707 A87-43383

Scattering of sound by a semi-infinite elastic plate with
a soft backing - A matrix Wiener-Hopf problem

p 859 A87-52846
Noise propagation from a four-engine, propoller-driven

airplane
[NASA-TM-89035] p 335 N87-17482

ACOUSTIC SIMULATION

Free-jet acoustic investigation of high-radius-ratio
coannular plug nozzles
[NASA-CR-3818] p 59 N87-f0753

Aircraft noise synthesis system: Version 4 user
instructions

[NASA-TM-8908g] p 477 N87-20797
ACOUSTIC VELOCfTY

Application of the Fast Field Program to outdoor sound
propagation p 334 A87-27103

Investigation into the attenuation and velocity of acoustic
emissions in carbon fiber composite aircraft structures
[BAE-KGT-R-GEN-01349] p 41 N87-10180

ACOUSTICS
Nonlinear acoustics - Achievements, prospects,

problems p 138 A87-15582
Modeling the effects of wind tunnel wall absorption on

the acoustic radiation characteristics of propellers
JrAIAA PAPER 86-1876] p 208 A87-17991

Internal acoutics in turbomachinery
p 333 A87-25844

Helicopter blade-vortax interaction locations:
Scale-model acoustics and free-wake analysis results
[NASA-TP-2658] p 348 N87-18537

Mechanisms Of exciting pressure oscillations in ramjet
engines
[AO-A174608] p 370 N87-19396

SUBJECT INDEX

NASTRAN application for the prediction of aircraft
interior noise p 797 N87.27248

Propfan test assessment propfan propulsion system
static test report
[NASA-CR-179613Jr p 834 N87.29536

Acoustic effects on profile drag of a laminar flow airfoil
JrNASA-TM-100505] p 860 N87-30155

ACQUISITION

The F-15E R&M challenge p 699 A87-46715
A comparison of Air Force versus Federal Aviation

Administration airframe structural qualification criteria:
MIL-A-87221 (USAF) versus FAR parts 23 and 25
[AD-A180922] p 715 N87-26855

ACTINOMETERS

An improvement of the calibration of the Eppley
pyrgeometer for the case of airborne measurements

p 365 A87-28966
ACTIVATION

Reactivation study for NASA Lewis Research Center's
Hypersonic Tunnel Facility
[AIAA PAPER 87-1886] p 779 A87-50190

Reactivation study for NASA Lewis Research Center's
hypersonic tunnel facility
[NASA-TM-89918] p 603 N87-23664

ACTIVE CONTROL
The active minimization of harmonic enclosed sound

fields p 138 A87-13593
Redundant computer system for fly-by-wire controls

p 111 A87-t4013
Integrated active control systems: Methods of

algorithmic integration --- Russian book
p 135 A87.14682

, A perspective on superaugmented flight control -
Advantages and problems p 188 A87.17752

Active transition fixing and control of the boundary layer
in air p 148 A87-18927

Pulse control of flexible multibody systems
p 382 A87.29268

Research on control law for active flutter suppression

p 372 A87-29607
Experiments on reduction of propeller induced interior

noise by active control of cylinder vibration

p 361 A87-30933
Transonic aeroelasticity of wings with active control

surfaces
[AIAA PAPER 87-0709] p 411 A87-33657

Active suppression of an 'apparent shock induced
instability'
[AIAA PAPER 87-0881] p 446 A87.33702

Helicopter individual-blade-control research at MIT
1977-85 p 448 A87-34855

Development of an experimental system for active
control of vibrations on helicopters - Development
methodology for an airborne system

p 448 A87.34856
Separation control over an airfoil at high angles of attack

by sound emanating from the surface
[AIAA PAPER 87-1261] p 564 A87-42351

Simulator evaluations of inceptors for ACT helicopters
p 678 A87-43405

Helicopter individual-blade-control reSearch at M)T
1977-1985 p 679 A87-43446

Development of an experimental system for active
control of vibrations on helicopters p 679 A87-43447

Kinematic observers for active control of helicopter rotor
vibration p 679 A87-43448

Validation of a method for air resonance testing of
helicopters at model scale using active control of Pylon
dynamic characteristics p 683 A87-43462

Active control of aerofoil flutter p 681 A87-46792
Flight control system philosophy for active control of a

helicopter p 766 A87-48948
A review of the applications of a horizontal tail in the

single main and tailrotor helicopter p 766 A87-48960
".Compatibility aspects of active control technologies with

aircraft structure design
[MBB-LKE-292/S/PUB/200] p 770 A87-49965

On design of restructurable control systems for aircraft
with some failures p 835 A87-51981

Accelerometer placement in active flutter suppression
systems p 828 A87-52963

Interactions between an aircraft structure and active

control Systems p 835 A87-52964
An active control landing gear for the alleviation of

aircraft taxi ground loads p 824 A87-53573
Simultaneous active controls on wind tunnel model

p 836 A87-54190
Application of optimization techniques to the design of

a flutter suppression control law for the DAST ARW-2
p 115 N87-1173(

Adaptive inverse control for rotorcraft vibratior
reduction

[NASA-TM-86829] p 207 N87-1491(

Development of selected advanced aerodynamics an(
active control concepts for commercial transport aircraf
[NASA.CR-3781] p 275 N87-1765 ¢,



SUBJECT INDEX AERIALPHOTOGRAPHY

Development of an advanced pitch active control system
and a reduced area horizontal tail for a wide-body jet
aircraft

[NASA-CR-172283] p 312 N87-17711

Extended flight evaluation of a near-term pitch active
control system
]NASA-CR-172266] p 313 N87.17712

Development of an advanced pitch active control system
for a wide body jet aircraft
[NASA-CR-172277] p 313 N87-17713

Tilt-rotor flutter control in cruise flight
INASA-TM-68315] p 373 N87-18572

Sensitivity method for integrated structure/active control
law design p 390 N87-18860

Improved combat performance using relaxed static
stability and a spin prevention system (FBW Jaguar)

p 523 N87-22674
Static calibration of the RSRA active-isolator rotor

balance system
[NASA-TM-88211] p 588 N87-24459

An introduction to time-dependent aerodynamics of
aircraft response, guStS and active controls
[ESDU-64029] p 682 N87-26048

A study of methods to predict and measure the
transmissk_ of sound through the waits of light =rcraft.
Numerical method for analyzing the optimal performance
of active noise controllers
(NASA-CR-181186] p 798 N87-27485

An interactive synthesis approach for robust active flutter

suppression control law design p 776 N87-27673

Integrated Application of Active Controls (IAAC)
technology to an advanced subsonic transport project: Test
act system validation
[NASA-CR-172525] p 836 N87-28583

ACTUATION
Advanced actuation, controls and integration for

aerospace vehicles; Proceedings of the Symposium, San
Diego, CA, October 9, 1985
[SAE P-170] p 112 A87-15476

Advanced digital optical control actuation for the
ADOCS

[SAE PAPER 851755] p 112 A87-15480

Energy efficient actuation using variable displacement
hydraulic control
[SAE PAPER 851757] p 112 A87-15481

Requirement analysis of an intelligent, redundant,
actuation system p 179 A87-16766

ACTUATOR DISKS
An actuator disc analysis of unsteady subsonic cascade

flow p 147 A87-18539
ACTUATORS

Optimal stochastic observers applied to hydraulic
actuat;on systems p 87 A67-13354

Actuating system with digital signal converters and
fiber-optic control p 93 A87-14018

A redundant actuating system with servo valves of low
hydraulic loss p 93 A87-14025

Reducing complexity in fly-by-wire flight control
actuators

ISAE PAPER 851752] p 112 A87-15477

for primary flight control
[SAE PAPER 851753] p 112 A87-15478

Advanced flight control actuation systems and their
interface with digital commands
[SAE PAPER 851754] p 112 A87-15479

The second electronics revolution - The impact potential

of new power electronic technologies on aircraft actuation
systems p 197 A67-16765

Vulnerability and survivability of flight control actuators
on helicopters p 166 A87-18511

Determination of optimal position of actuators for flexible
flight vehicles p 190 A87-18528

Flight control actuators for tomorrow's lighters
p 426 A87.32070

Electro-mechanical actuators for helicopter blade folding
application p 746 A87.48937

Fabrication and testing of lightweight hydraulic system
simulator hardware

[AD-A169884] p 130 N87-12711
A digital simulation of the failure performance of a

multipiox actuat¢_ --- aircraft control
[BU-337] p 375 N87-19407

Advanced Electromechanical Actuation System (EMAS),
flight test
[AD-At76148] p 449 N87-21001

Research and development of aircraft control actuation

systems
[AD-A177491] p 522 N87-21958

Improved control surface actuator
[NASA-CASE-LAR-12852.1] p 588 N87-24461

Acta aeronautica et astronautica sinica (selected
articles)
[AD-A182447] p 802 N87-28500

Flight evaluation of the UH-6OA helicopter with the pitch
bias actuator centered and electrically disconnected
lAD-A183954] p 827 N87-29495

ADA (PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE)
Some views on the use of Ada for digital flight control

systems p 472 A87-31508
Recontigurable display panel using embedded Aria

p 472 A87-31509
Ada- From promise to practice? p 546 A87-37550
Simulation in Ada- How do you get there from here?

IAIAA PAPER 87-22991 p 794 A87-49157
The implementation and use of Ada on distributed

systems with high reliability requirements
[NASA-CR-179842] p 137 N87-12265

ADAPTATION

Adaptive noise reduction in aircraft communication
systems
[AD-A178267] p 612 N87-23851

ADAPTIVE CONTROL

Aircraft flutter suppression via adaptive LQG control
p 109 A97-13344

Extensions of a simplified continuous-time multivariable
adaptive control algorithm p134 A87-13399

Adaptive flutter suppression p 113 A87-t6182
Design of adaptive direct digital flight-mode control

systems incorporating recursive step.response matrix
identifiers for high-performance aircraft

p 187 A87-16771
Adaptive tactical navigation concepts

p 158 A87-16845
Life threat assessment logicfor adaptive control of the

crest ejection seat p 161 A87-16941
On the construction of an adaptive flight control system

with the angle limitation of control surface
p 373 A87-30227

Transonic and supersonic lateral control of aircraft by
adaptive perfect serve p 444 A87-32101

Adaptive methods for control system design --- Book
p 474 #.87-33249

Multi-control system in unsteady aerodynamics using
spoilers
[AIAA PAPER 87-08551 p 446 A87-33695

The study of aircraft adaptive control augmentation
system implemented with microcomputer

p 447 A87-34704
Multi-rate adaptive control with applications to lateral

dynamics of aircraft p 520 A87-36367
An approach to the synthesis of an adaptive flight control

system with incomplete information p 680 A67-45096

Preliminary flight results of an adaptive engine control
system of an F-15 airplane
[AIAA PAPER 87-1647] p 667 A87-45247

Performance seeking control for cruise optimization in
fighter aircraft
]AIAA PAPER 87-1929] p 681 A87-45307

Recursive real-time identification of step-response
matrices o1 high-performance aircraft with noisy sensors
for adaptive digital flight control
[AIAA PAPER 87-2309] p 771 A87-50430

Interactions between an aircraft structure and active

control systems p 835 A87-52964
iRth_J_ fnr A_o_inn wail int_rf_r=nr= in th= O_ ht_

2-foot adaptive-wall wind tunnel
]NASA-TM-88252] p 118 b487-11800

Procedures for computing transonic flows for control
of adaptive wind tunnels
[NASA-TM-88530] p 257 N87-15235

Acta Aeronautica et Astronautica Sinica (selected
articles)
lAD-A173610] p 255 N97-1597g

Inherent robustness of discrete-time adaptive control
systems
(NASA-CR-1782241 p 373 NB7.18571

State constraints for predictive control with air vehicle
application
[AD.A176205] p 450 N87-21002

Highly integrated digital electronic control: Digital flight
control, aircraft model identification, and adaptive engine
control

[NASA-TM-86793] p 592 N87-2361g

Dual adaptive control: Design principles and
applications
[NASA-CR-181050] p 705 N87-25804

An investigation of helicopter higher harmonic control
using a dynamic system coupler simulation

p 682 N87-26051

Conceptual studies of control systems for wings with
variable camber
[MBB-UT-221/861 p 682 N87-28836

ADAPTIVE OPTICS
Aero/optics effects of airborne laser turrets

]AIAA PAPER 87-1397] p 589 A87-42435
ADDITIVES

Thickened oils p 40 A87-12902

Data evaluation and technique development for analysis
of JP-6 fuels
[DE87-002925] p 380 N87-19534

Gas turbine combustor and engine augmentor tube
sooting characteristics
[AD-A179423] p 519 N87-22679

Laboratory characterization tests for antimisting fuel
lAD-A182196] p 785 N87-27818

ADHESION

Factors affecting the sticking of insects on modified
aimraft wings
[NASA-CR-t80957] p 659 N87-26037

Development of a primer/topcoat and flexible primer
for aluminum

[AD-A182132] p 784 N87-27806
ADHESION TESTS

Conductive barrier primer for composite aircraft parts
p 262 A87-20087

ADHESIVE BONDING
How to maintain a consistent quality in your bonding

process? p 48 A87-12656
Clarification of adhesive binding mechanisms of

aluminum structural bonds in aircraft fabrication
[MBB-UT-226-66] p 121 A87-13985

Some effects of moisture on adhesive-bonded

CFRP-CFRP joints p 129 A87-16160
International Conference on Structural Adhesives in

Engineering, University of Bristol, England, July 2-4, 1986,
Proceedings p 198 A87-18183

Stress analysis concepts for adhesive bonding of aircraft
primary structure p 198 A87-18184

Quality control of adhesive bonding in the manufacture
of aircraft structures p198 A87-18191

Structural applications of adhesives
p 199 A87-18195

British Airways experience with composite repairs
p 143 A87-18197

Adhesion in bonded aluminium joints for aircraft
construction p 196 A87-tg373

NDT methods for bonded assemblies
p 461 A87-32202

BASTART 85 - Bonded aircraft structures, technical
application and repair techniques; Proceedings of the
Workshop, Bremen, West Germany, Jan. 22-24, 1985

p 481 A87-35276
Adhesively sealed fuel tanks - R&D to production

[SAWE PAPER 1688] p 504 A87-36276
The effect of multiple elevated temperature bonding

cycles on AS/3501-6 mechanical properties
p 529 A87-38617

The evaluation of surface treatment for bond durability
p 534 A87-38630

Evolution of the notion of quality in adhesively bonded
structures for aeronautical and space applications

p 609 A67-40511
The art of reticulation and applicable adhesives --- for

acoustically treated engine nacelles p 665 A87-44582
Adhesives in aerospace p 689 A87-44743
Some important considerations in the design of

composite bonded joints in aerospace structures
p 785 A87-47120

Novel jointing techniques for aircraft

Development of field level repairs for composite
structures p 404 N87-20177

Effect of adhesive bonding variables on the performance
of bonded CFRP patch repairs of metallic structures

p 404 N87-20182
Composite repair material and design development

efforts p 405 N87-20188
British Airways experience with composite repairs

p 406 N87-20192
ADHESIVES

International Conference on Structural Adhesives in

Engineering, University of Bristol, England, July 2-4, 1986,
Proceedings p 198 A87-18183

Will the joint bold? p 383 A87-29875
The art of reticulation and applicable adhesives

p 529 A87-38616
Adhesives in aerospace p 689 A87-44743
High-performance adhesives on the line

p 783 A87-50617
High-temperature polymers for adhesive and composite

applications p 843 A87-53888
Development of field level repairs for composite

structures p 404 N87-20177
ADJOINTS

Optimal control concepts in design sensitivity analysis
p 390 N87-18864

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY

Aerial photography: Automation of aerial-photography
processes --- Russian book p 180 A87-17722

Cessna aircraft cabin door mount for photographic and

videographic cameras p 365 A87-28125
Airborne remote sensing from remotely piloted aircraft

p 393 A87-29001
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AERIAL RECONNAISSANCE

Flight inspection procedures and position fixing
techniques p 499 A87-38874

AERIAL RECONNAISSANCE

Airborne reconnaissance IX; Proceedings of lhe
Meeting, San Diego, CA, August 20, 21, 1985
[SPIE-561] p 18 A87-10931

Long range E-O Reconnaissance System and flight test
results p 28 A87-t0933

The KS-147A LOROP camera system
p 28 A87-10934

Integration Of the KS-147A LOROP into the RF-5E
p 28 A87-10935

Operational usage of the KS-147A (LOROP) in the
RF-5E p 29 A87-10936

Effects of atmosphere on oblique reconnaissance ---
in CCD cameras p 29 A87-10937

Single or dual pod concepts for tactical
reconnaissance p 29 A87-10939

Ground and flight tests of Tornado reconnaissance
pod p 22 A87-10940

Integrated logistics for reconnaissance systems
p 61 A87.10942

Reconnaissance and the microprocessor --- in aircraft
applications p 29 A87-10943

Rapid target Iocator p 18 A87-10944
Data compression for IR reconnaissance

p 18 A87-10947
Management of airborne reconnaissance images

through real-time processing p 19 A87-t094g
Reconnaissance interface - The near real time is now

p 29 A87-10950

Aircraft microwave radiometry of land
p 853 A87-5326g

MM wave SAR sensor design: Concept for an airborne
low level reconnaissance system p 388 N87-18729

AERIAL RUDDERS
The Airbus rudder * An example of new fabrication

technologies p 623 A87-44228
Evaluation of the OV-1D aircraft with the YT53-L-704

engine and rudder augmentation system, phase 2
[AD-A180966] p 752 N87-26900

AEROACOUSTICS

Recent advances in aeroacoustics p 58 A87-11766
On broadband shock associated noise of supersonic

jets p 58 A87*11768
Analyses of broadband noise mechanisms of rotors

p 58 A87-11769
The evolution of methods for noise prediction of high

speed rotors and propellers in the time domain
p 58 A87-11770

Sources and observers Jnmotion JJ- Acoustic radiation

from a small rigid body in arbitrary motion. III - Acoustic
radiation from non-compact rigid bodies moving at high
speed p 59 A87-12995

Sources and observers in motion. IV - Acoustic

measurements on aerofoils moving in a circle at high
speed p 59 A87-12996

Aero- and hydro-acoustcs; Proceedings of the
Symposium, Ecole Centrale de Lyon, Ecully, France, July
3-6, 1985 p 137 A87-13585

Analytical model lor investigation of interior noise

characteristics in aircraft with multiple propellers including
synchrophasing p 94 A87-14925

Large-scale coherent structures in free turbulent flows
and their aerodynamic sound p138 A87o15458

Application of the cepstrum toremove echoes from rotor
acoustic spectra p 208 A87-19243

The role of wind tunnel models in helicopter noise
research p 208 A87°19244

Acoustic propagation using computational fluid
dynamics p 149 A87-19246

Helicopter impulsive noise . Theoretical and
experimental status p 271 A87-21195

A prediction of helicopter rotordiscrete frequency noise
tor three scale models using a new acoustics program
[AIAA PAPER 87-0252] p 272 A87-22512

Experimental study of flight effect on fan noise II - Fan
noise source variation due to flight effect

p 250 A87-22960
Computational aeroacoustics of propeller noise in the

near and far field
[AIAA PAPER 87.0254] p 304 A87-24944

High-speed propeller noise predictions - Effects of
boundary conditions used in blade loading calculations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0525] p 333 A87-24978

A directional array approach for the measurement of
rotor noise source distributions with controlled spatial
resolution p 344 A87-29859

Comments on the aeroacoustics of helicopter rotors
p 397 A87-31141

Main rotor broadband noise study in the DNW

p 397 A87-31142
Acoustic results of the blade-vodex interaction acoustic

test of a 40 percent model rotor in the DNW
p 397 A87.31143

Concepts for reduction of blade/vortex interaction
noise p 428 A87-33245

A five year review on DFVLR helicopter/rotor acoustics
research

[AIAA PAPER 87-0912] p 476 A87-33720

Significance of unsteady thickness noise sources
p 619 A87-39537

A new approach to the solution of boundary value
problems involving complex configurations

p 617 A87-41230

Importance of broadband noise for advanced
turboprops p 620 A87-41631

Computational aeroacoustics as applied to the diffraction
of sound by cylindrical bodies p 707 A87-43383

A comparison of the acoustic and aerodynamic
measurements of a model rotor tested in two anechoic

wind tunnels p 683 A87-43425

An analysis of in-fin tail rotor noise
p 652 A87-43427

Results of acoustic tests of a Prop-Fan model
[AIAA PAPER 87-1894] p 707 A87-45282

The acoustic experimental investigation of
counterrotatin9 propeller configurations
[SAE PAPER 871031] p 796 A87-48760

Theoretical and experimental correlation of low-speed
model helicopter blade slap p 797 A87-48909

Mach number scaling of helicopter rotor blade/vortex
interaction noise p 797 A87-48910

An experimental investigation of the generation and
consequences of acoustic waves in an axial-flow
compressor - The effect of variations in the axial spacing
between blade rows p 860 A87-54239

Prediction of helicopter rotor discrete frequency noise:
A computer program incorporating realistic blade motions
and advanced acoustic formulation

[NASA-TM-87721] p 59 N87-10750
An analysis of blade vortex interaction aerodynamics

and acoustics p 77 N87-12547
High-speed propeller noise predictions: Effects of

boundary conditions used in blade loading calculations
[NASA-TM-68913] p 208 N87-14957

A comparison of the acoustic and aerodynamic
measurements of a model rotor tested in two anechoic
wind tunnels

[NASA.TM-88364] p 230 N87-15178
The aerodynamics and aeroacoustics of rotating

transonic disturbances p 289 N87-16786
A review of the performance of swept tip helicopter main

rotor blades and an analysis of aeroacoustical effects
|ETN-67-98936] p 302 N87-17696

AEROASSIST
Direct simulation of aerothermal loads for an aeroaseist

flight experiment vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 87-1546] p 626 A87.43063

A computational study of the tlowiield surrounding the
Aeroassist Flight Experiment vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 87-1575] p 626 A87-43084

AERODYNAMIC BALANCE

The aeroelastic instability of an elevator balance horn
in a shear layer wake flow
[SAE PAPER 861827] p 427 A87-32661

Weight and center of gravity determination on ground
and airborne
[SAWE PAPER 1695] p 524 A87-36281

Microstructures and properties of AI-6.0Fe-2.0Mo
[SAWE PAPER 1696] p 510 A87-36282

A review of the applications of a horizontal tail in the
single main and tailrotor helicopter p 766 A87-48960

Theoretical and experimental investigations on a
six-component rotor balance p 778 A87-48971

Linear optimum trim solution for aircraft with three
longitudinal control effectors
[AIAA PAPER 87-2590] p 774 A87-50553

Effect of dynamic stall on helicopter trim and flap-lag
response p 835 A87-54139

Low speed rotary aerodynamics of F-18 configuration
for 0 deg to 90 deg angle of attack: Test results and
analysis
[NASA-CR-3608] p 15 N87-10836

Rotary balance data and analysis for the X-29A airplane
for an angle-ol-attack range of 0 deg to 90 deg
[NASA-CR-3747] p 15 N87-10837

Piloted simulation study of the effects of an automated
trim system on flight characteristics of a light twin-engine
airplane with one engine inoperative
[NASA-TP-2633] p 16 N87-10843

The 8 m x 6 m low speed wind tunnel at the Chinese
Aerodynamic Research and Development Center
[AD-A168448] p 119 N87-11803

Potential benefits of magnetic suspension and balance
systems
[NASA-TM-89079] p 316 N87.17718

Effect of dynamic stall and elastic parameters on the
fundamental mechanisms of helicopter vibrations
[AD-A175561] p 449 N87.20292

SUBJECT INDEX

Visual display and alarm system for wind tunnel static
and dynamic loads
[NASA-TM.89455] p 453 N87.20298

Airplane automatic control force trimming device for
asymmetric engine failures
[NASA°CASE-LAR-13280.1] p 449 N87.20999

Aeroelastic effects in mulfirotor vehicles. Part 2: Methods

of solution and results illustrating coupled rolor/body
aeromechanical stability
[NASA-CR-4009] p 522 N87.21957

Quiet aircraft study Aerodynamic considerations of
proposed swept shielded aircraft configurations
[BAE-AERO/PROJ/087] p 587 N87-24456

Validation of the ARL (Aeronautical Research
Laboratories) mathematical model of the Sea King Mk 50
helicopter
[AD-A181314] p 752 N87-26901

Experimental techniques for three-axes load cells used
at the National Full-Scale Aerodynamics Complex
[NASA-TM-66693] p 826 N87-28546

Trimming an aircraft model for flight simulation
[NASA-TM-89466] p 828 N87-29502

AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

Aerodynamic anomalies - Can CFD prevent Or correct
them? --- Computational Fluid Dynamics tor transport
aircraft design p 4 A87-10521

Conical wing of maximum lift.to-drag ratio in a supersonic
gas flow p 4 A87-10615

Mathematical modeling of separated flow past a wing

profile and aerodynamic hysteresis p 5 A87-10619
Methods of in-flight aerophysical studies --- Russian

book p 23 A87-11343
Calculation of boundary layer of a three dimensional

S-shaped inlet p 6 A87-11495
Similarity law for the supersonic flow past flat surfaces

with intense distributed injection p 10 A87-12843
Laminar flow control tor transport aircraft applications

p 24 A87-13021
Turbulent buoyant flow and pressure variations around

an aircraft fuselage in a cross wind near the ground ---
simulated lire in cabin p 78 A87-13187

Automatic variable reefing of parachutes by application
of inflation forces

[AIAA PAPER 86-2434] p 79 A87-13784
On the utilization of vortex methods for parachute

aerodynamic predictions
[AIAA PAPER 86.2455] p 68 A87-13795

Axisymmetric vortex lattice method applied to parachute

shapes
[AIAA PAPER 86.2456] p 68 A87-13796

Aerodynamic characteristics and flow round cross
parachutes in steady motion
[AIAA PAPER 86.2458] p 68 A87-13798

Theoretical studies of the ETW diffuser and of the
second throat p 69 A87-14022

Wind-tunnel investigation of the OMAC canard
configuration
[AIAA PAPER 86-2608] p 69 A87-14038

Impact of airfoil profile on the supersonic aerodynamics
of delta wings p 71 A87.14363

A study of the effect of surface roughness on the head
resistance of an aircraft p 94 A87-14717

Using vibration spectrum charecteristios for the flow-path
diagnostics of aircraft gas turbine engines

p 105 A87-15210
The induced aerodynamics of jet and fan powered

V/STOL aircraft p 73 A87-15459
Aerodynamic characteristics of porous disks at subsonic

incoming flow velocities p 145 A87-17589
A pack of applied programs for aerohydrodynamics

GAMMA --- Russian book p 206 A87-17735
Experimental investigation of apex fence flaps on delta

wings p 146 A87-17817
The aerodynamic design of oblique wing aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 86-2624] p 147 A87-17883

Aerodynamic structural optimization of
positive/negative stagger joined wing configurations
[AIAA PAPER 86-2626] p 163 A87-17885

Aerodynamic development of the V-22 tilt rotor
[AIAA PAPER 86-2678] p 164 A87-17919

Arbitrary motion unsteady aerodynamics and its
application to rotary-wing aeroelasticity

p 149 A87-19259

Design verification and flight testing of a boaringless
soft inplane tail rotor p 172 A87-19286

Construction of wing profiles on the basis of the theory
of inverse boundary value problems using the method of
quasi-solutions p 212 A87.20380

Spectral composition of the forces exciting vibrations
in turbomachines p 262 A87-20388

An analysis of losses due to shock waves
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-113] p 213 A87-21032

An investigation of the aerodynamic characteristics of
a cruciform missile in subsonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 87-0143] p 219 A87-22439
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SUBJECT INDEX

Improved algorithms for circulation-control airfoils in
tranSo_c flow
[AIAA PAPER 87-0154] p 219 A87-22447

A numerical study of the Weis-Fogh mechanism --- for
solution of wing aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 87-0238] p 221 A87-22503

Wind tunnel test results of heavy rain effects on airfoil
performance
[AIAA PAPER 87-0260] p 222 A87-22519

Three-dimensional Euler solutions on blocked grids
using an implicit two*pass algorithm
[AIAA PAPER 87-0450] p 225 A87-22642

Numerical solution of singular integral equations in a
class of singular funct_ns and the problem of flow suction
in aerodynamics p 279 A87-24246

Influence of the regular water wave upon the
aerodynamic charectedstics of a wing during the low
altitude flying p 280 A87-24713

A comparison of inviscid and viscous transonic

separated flows
[AIAA PAPER 87-0036] p 280 A87-24907

Flat plate delta wing separated flows with zero total
pressure losses
[AIAA PAPER 87-0038] p 280 A87-24908

An experimental study of the aerodynamic
characteristics of planar and son-planar outboard wing
planforms
[AIAA PAPER 87-0588] p 284 A87-24989

Circulation control airfoils as applied to rotary-wing
aircraft p 287 A87-25716

Full-potential circular wake solution of a twisted rotor
blade in hover p 287 A87-25723

Unsteady aerodynamic characteristics of annular
cascade oscillating in transonic flow. I - Measurement of
aerodynamic damping with freon gas controlled-oscillated
annular cascade test facility p 288 A87-27168

Conical, separated flows with shock and shed vorticity
p 341 A87-27957

Supersonic laminar flow development in a square duct
p 341 A87-27958

Euler solutions for highly loaded turbine cascades
p 342 A87-27981

Inverse aerodynamic design method for aircraft
components p 342 A87-28067

Euler solutions for transonic flow past a fighter wing
p 342 A87-28068

Some features of the approximate calculation of the

integral aerodynamic characteristics of polygonal lifting
configurations at supersonic flight velocities

p 344 A87.29086
Installation aerodynamics of ejectors in combat

aircraft p 387 A87-29265
Solvability of some problems concerning supersonic flow

past a wedge using the Lavrent'ev-Bitsadze
approximation p 345 A87-29893

The prediction of the dynamic behavior of aircraft
engines Critical speeds, the effects of unbalances

p 369 A87-29951
The aerodynamic characteristics of aircraft with strip

wing and lifting fuselage p 345 A87-30406

[AIAA PAPER 87-0001] p 345 A87-31101
Navier.Stokse simulations of transonic flows over a

practical wing configuration p346 A87-31153
Spanwise pressure distribution on delta wing with

leading-edge vortex flap p 348 A87-31299
Construction of a generating solution and a generating

system of equations in a study of sail-oscillatory parachute
motion p 408 A87-31729

Experimental investigations of separated flow around

high-angle-of-attack slender bodies p 408 A87-32353
A thin wing in compressible flow (2nd revised and

enlarged edition) --- Russian book p 409 A87-32723
Aerodynamics of a double membrane aidoil

p 410 A87-33168
Wind tunnel test and analysis on gust load alleviation

of a transporf-type wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-0781] p446 A87-33677

Measured unsteady transonic aerodynamio
characteristics of an elastic supercritical wing

p 412 A87-34505
A medal of a curved helicopter blade in forward flight

p 430 A87-34859
Some basic methods of structural dynamics and

unsteady aerodynamics and their application to
helicoptem

[ONERA TP NO. 1987-35] p 431 A87-34860
A study of the effect of the separation zone on the

oscillations of a cone p 484 #,87.35824
Modelling aircraft wing downwash transit time effects

in the direction of flight
[DGLR PAPER 86-165] p 521 A87-36792

A computational method for three-dimensional flow
fields of transonic turbine stages and its application

p 486 A87-36916

Transonic flow along arbitrary stream filament of
revolution solved by separate computations with shock
fitting p 486 A87-36917

The calculations and experiments of aerodynamic
characteristics of the radial circular cascades

p 486 A87-36918
Analysis of computation methods in $2 stream surfaces

for quasi.three-dimensional design of turbine
p 486 A87-36920

Study of the aerodynamic field of a helicopter rotor in
hover - Comparison between theory and experiment
]AAAF PAPER NT 86-19] p 489 A87-38042

Aero-marine design and flying qualities of floatplanes
and flying.boats p 508 A87-39146

Motion of a high-lift wing in supersonic flow
p 489 A87-39218

Multignd approximate lactodzation scheme for

two-element airfoil flows p 552 A87-39529
Experience with synchronous and asynchronous digital

control systems --- for flight
[AIAA PAPER 86-2239] p 595 A87-40274

Analysis of a delta wing with loading-edge flaps
p 556 A87-41626

Accurate numerical solutions for transonic viscous flow

over finite wings p 556 A87-41630
Calculation of the aerodynamic characteristics of a

helicopter rotor under conditions of atmospheric gusts
p 557 A87-41847

Effect of the longitudinal static stability margin on the
take-off mass of aircraft p 596 A87-42140

Study of the dynamic response of helicopters to a large
airplane wake p 678 A87-43429

Effect of fabrication.related deviations of the geometrical
parameters of blade profiles on flow in a compressor

p 629 A87-43603
Investigation of flow structure in a compressor with two

types of guides p 629 A87-43604
Investigation of rotating additional blades on the

periphery of an axial.compresssor rotor
p 629 A87-43618

An experimental investigation of a supercritical airfoil
at transonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 87-1241] p 630 A87-44914

Two-dimensional numerical analysis for inlets at
subsonic through hypersonic speeds
]AIAA PAPER 87-1751] p 634 A87-45184

Aerodynamic design modification of a hypersonic wind
tunnel nozzle by CSCM with high order accuracy ---
Conservative Supra-Characteristics Method
[AIAA PAPER 67-1896] p 635 A87-45284

Aerodynamic characteristics of wave riders
p 637 A87-46094

Underexpanded jet-free stream interactions on an
axisymmetrio afterbody configuration

p 639 A87-46232
Investigation of the aerodynamic performance and noise

characteristics of a 1/5th scale model of the Dowty Rotol
R212 propeller p 640 A87-46265

Control of the discrete vortices from a delta wing
p 641 A87-46779

Nonsymmetric transonic flow over an airfoil

Theoretical prediction of aerodynamic characteristics on
wings intransonic-supersonic flow at higher angle of attack
and its agreement with experimental results

p 717 A87-47674

Flight test investigations of a wing designed for natural
laminar flow
[SAE PAPER 871044] p 720 A87-48770

The aerodynamic calculation ot counter rotating coaxial
rotors p 720 A87-48925

Influence of rear end spoiler on aerodynamic
characteristics and wake structure of a helicopter

fuselage p 721 A87-48930
A robust general hetioopter trim program

p 766 A87-48961

High angle of attack subsonic non-linear vortex flow
calculations

[AIAA PAPER 87-2275] p 722 A87-49057

Computation of transonic aerodynamically
compensating pitot tube
[AIAA PAPER 87-2613] p 728 A87-49112

Validation of aerodynamic parameters at high angles
of attack for RAE high incidence research models
[AIAA PAPER 87-2558] p 729 A87-49608

Partitioning of flight data for aerodynamic modeling of
aircraft at high angles of attack
[AIAA PAPER 87-2621] p 750 A87-49621

Experimental investigation of a double circular arc
cascade with 73 deg camber p 762 A87-49979

Supersonic and transonic aerodynamic characteristics
of S6301 two.dimensional cascade wind tunnel

p 779 A87-49990

Computer-aided experimental investigation of axial.flow
compressors p 730 A87-49991

AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

Method for the determination of the three dimensional

aerodynamic field of a rotor-stator combination in
compressible flow
[AIAA PAPER 87-t742] p 730 A87-50187

Optimization of wing tip store modeling
p 730 A87-50338

Aerodynamic characteristics of biplanes with wingiets
p 730 A87-50339

The application of the method of streams to the
numerical modeling of unsteady aerohydrodynamics
problems p 804 A87-51654

Calculation of the aerodynamic characteristics of bodies
of complex shape in transition flow p 805 A87-51664

Study of the flow visualization on the rotary wing with
low aspect ratio p 807 A87-52359

Leading- and trailing-edge flaps on a low Reynolds
number airfoil p 806 A87-52886

Prediction of gust Ioadings and alleviation at transonic
speeds
lAD-A167748] p 13 N87-10047

Engine-airframe integration considerations for
preliminary air vehicle performance analysis

p 26 N87-10068
Supersonic second order analysis and optimization

program user's manual
[NASA-CR-172342] p 15 N87-10842

An experimental study of the aerodynamics of a NACA
0012 airfoil with a simulated glaze ice accretion
[NASA-CR-179897] p 75 N87-11701

The 8 m x 6 m low speed wind tunnel at the Chinese
Aerodynamic Research and Development Center
lAD.A168448] p 119 N87-11803

NASA rotor systems research aircraft: Fixed-wing
configuration flight-test results
[NASA-TM-86789] p 100 N87-12557

The handling qualities and flight characteristics of the
Grumman design 698 simulated twin-engine tilt Nacelle
V/STOL aircraft
[NASA-TM-86785] p 100 N87-12558

Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a generic
fighter model with a wing designed for sustained transonic
maneuver conditions
[NASA-TM-87729] p 150 N87-13404

Aerodynamic breakup of polymer solutions via digital
image processing techniques
lAD-A170982] p 196 N87-13545

Turbine vane external heat transfer, Volume 2. Numerical

solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations for two- and
three-dimensional turbine cascades with heat transfer

[NASA-CR-174828] p 200 N87-13661
Some numerical calculations by using linear classical

sonic theories approached from sub- or supersonic
speeds p 152 N87-14262

Investigation of a prediction method of transonic flutter
characteristics using unsteady transonic aerodynamics

p 191 N87-14274
Aerodynamic characteristics of general aviation at high

angle of attack with the propeller slipstream
[NASA-TM-88503] p 153 N87-14280

Compressibility effects on flows around simple
components o 154 N87-14642

LOW-speea aerodynamic characteristics Of a
wing-canard configuration with underwing spanwisa
blowing on the trailing-edge flap system
[NASA-TM-89020] p 231 N87-t5180

Aerodynamic characteristics of two-dimensional wing
configurations at angles of attack near -90 deg
[NASA-TM-88373] p 231 N87-15182

Wind tunnel data from a rotor wake/airframe interaction

study
lAD-A171333] p 232 N87-15190

Developments in STOL aircraft reported
p 232 N87-15935

Helicopter hover performance estimation comparison
with UH-IH Iroquois flight data
lAD-A173707] p 244 N87-15963

The effects of heavy rain on profile aerodynamics
[ETN-87.98848] p 292 N87-16809

Unsteady aerodynamics of a rotating compressor blade
row in incompressible flow. Volume 1: Experimental
facilities, procedures and sample data
lAD-A173043] p 307 N87-16831

Unsteady aerodynamics of a rotating compressor blade
row at low Msch number. Volume 2: Analysis of
experimental results end comparison with theory
lAD-A173044] p 307 N87-16832

Development of selected advanced aerodynamics and
active control concepts for commercial transport aircraft
[NASA-CR-3781] p 275 N87-17659

Nonlinear potential analysis techniques for supersonic
aerodynamic design
[NASA-CR-172507] p 293 N87-17670

Effects of empennage surface location on aerodynamic
characteristics of a twin-engine afterbody model with
nonaxisymmetric nozzles
[NASA-TP-2392] p 302 N87-17693
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The case for aerodynamic sensitivity analysis
p 349 N87-18661

Dynamic stall penetration experiments on a swept
wing
[AD-A174962] p 363 N87-19380

Simulating the helicoptar-ship interface as an alternative
to current methods of determining the safe operating
envelopes
]AO-At75911] p 364 N87-19388

The feasibility of aircraft with rotating cylinder wings
[BU-327] p 364 N87-19390

Research on aero-thermodynamic distortion induced
structural dynamic response of multi-stage compressor

blading
[AD-A175904] p 370 N87-19398

The effect of heavy rain on an airfoil at high lift
[NASA-CR-178248] p 417 N87-20232

Investigation of transonic region Of high dynamic
response encountered on an elastic aupercdtical wing
[NASA-TM-89121] p 417 N87-20236

The aerodynamic effects of a serrated strip near the
leading edge of an airfoil
[ETN-87-99480] p 418 N87-20248

Aerodynamic measurements and thermal tests of a

strain-gage balance in a cryogenic wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-89039] p 466 N87-20517

La Recherche Aerospatiale, bimonthly bulletin, number
1986-2, 231 /March-April
[ESA-]-r-998] p 419 N87-20974

Fluid dynamics of high performance turbomachines
[AD-A177003] p 469 N87-21341

Research on post-stall aerodynamics
[AD-A177107] p 490 N87-21851

The prediction of transitional separation bubbles at low
Reynolds numbers p 490 N87-21857

Nonplanar vortex lattice method for analysis of complex
multiple lifting surfaces
(NAL-TM-AE-8606] p 491 N87-21866

Analysis of structures with rotating, flexible substructures

applied to rotorcraft aeroelasticity in GRASP (General
Rolorcraff Aeromechanical Stability Program)
[AD-A178941] p 510 N87-22677

Effect of surface roughness on drag of aircraft
p 584 N87-23571

Experimental study of supersonic stream sliding at angle
past one-step wedge with jaws p 569 N87-23573

Two-dimensional aerodynamic characteristics of the
AMES HI-120, HI-8, and LOW-12 airfoils
[NASA-CR-181018] p 570 N87-23589

An experimental investigation into methods for
quantifying hang glider airworithness parameters
[CAR-8705] p 585 N87-23613

Vortex interaction on a canard-wiog configuration
[AD-A179718] p 574 N87-24430

Integration of aerodynamic, performance, stability and
control requirements into the design process of modern
unstable fighter aircraft configurations

p 586 N87-24446

Computational fluid dynamics applications at McDonoel
DOuglas p 701 N87-26007

Aerodynamics of unmanned aircraft at full-scale in the
RAE 24ff wind-tunnel
[RAE-TM-AERO-2081] p 645 N87-26027

An experimental investigation of dynamic ground
effect
[NASA-CR-180560] p 659 N87-26036

Calculation of aerodynamic characteristics at high
angles of attack for airplane configurations
[NASA-CR-180678] p 731 N87-26860

Non-linear unsteady wing theory, part 1. Quasi
two-dimensional behavior: Airfoils and slender wings
[NASA-CR-181008] p 731 N87-26862

Aerodynamic/dynamic interaction
[AD-A180621] p 731 N87-26866

Aerodynamic characteristics of the modified 40- by
80-foot wind tunnel as measured in a 1/50th-scale
model
[NASA.TM-88336] p 732 N87-26875

The aerodynamics of parachutes
[AGARD-AG-295] p 733 N87-26881

An investigation of some simple models for the F/A-18
flight dynamics
[AD-A181638] p 752 N87-26903

China aerodynamics research society
lAD-A182577] p 716 N87-27612

Viscous/inviscid interaction analysis of the aerodynamic
performance of the NACA 65-213 airfoil
[AD-A182091] p 735 N97-27634

Study of a variable sweep wing in sub or transonic
flow
[NASA-'I-r-20117] p 736 N87-27644

To enhance the capability and increase the productivity

of a group working on critical problems of high speed fluid
mechanics - both experimentally and through numerical
calculations
lAD.A182559] p 791 N87-27970
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A contribution to the aerodynamics of unsymmetrical
aircraft configurations

[ETN-87-90030] p 810 N87-28504
Some numerical calculations by using linear classical

sonic theories approached from sub- or supersonic
speeds
[NASA-TT-20112] p 813 N87-28527

Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a twin-engine
general aviation configuration with aft-fuselage-mounted
pusher propellers
[NASA-TP-2763] p 817 N87-29462

AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS

Aerodynamic coefficients of a circular wing in steady
subsonic flow p 67 A87-13653

Calculation of aerodynamic force coefficients
p 73 A87-15229

Determination of the regime coefficients in the local

theory of interaction from plate data p 74 A87-15561
Parameter estimation of aircraft with fly-by-wire control

systems p 113 A87-16186

Determination of nonlinear aerodynamic coefficients
using the estimation-before-modeling methods

p 114 A87-16202

Correlation of icing relationships with airfoil and rotorcraff
icing data p 155 A87-17809

Calculation formulae for lift and moment coefficients for

oscillating arbitrary airfoils in supersonic flow
p 150 A87-19292

The interference of the model support mast with
measurements of the longitudinal and lateral aerodynamic
coefficients

[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-181] p 256 A87-21080
A preliminary design and screening process for missile

airframe configurations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0211] p 240 A87-22488

New approach to finite-state modeling of unsteady

aerodynamics p 278 A87-23651
Unsteady sweep - A key to simulation of

threedimensional rotor blade airloads
p 285 A87-25028

Aerodynamic coefficients of a thin wing with elliptic
planform in unsteady motion p413 A87-35016

Validation of cryogenic tests at the T2 wind tunnel
[AAAF PAPER NT 86.07] p 525 A87-38033

High-lift - Theoretical and experimental problems
[AAAF PAPER NT 86-22] p 489 A87-38045

Aerodynamic coefficients of a thin elliptic wing in
unsteady motion p 552 A87-39526

Evaluation of three numerical methods for propulsion

integration studies on transonic transport configurations
[AIAA PAPER 86-1814] p 554 A87-40273

An optimized method for computing the coefficients of
the simplified model Of the lateral motion of an airplane

p 596 A87-40522
Viscous Transonic Airfoil Workshop compendium of

results
]AIAA PAPER 87-1460] p 568 A87-42471

Helicopter modelling for performance calculation
p 652 A87-43434

Validation of aerodynamic measurement techniques and
calculation methods for high-tiff systems

p 640 A87-46363
Optimization of airplane wing structures under taxiing

loads p 785 A87-47192
Aerodynamic parameters for a pitching airfoil

[AIAA PAPER 87-2352] p 724 A87-49071
Estimation of the aerodynamic coefficients of the Navion

aircraft at high angles of attack and sideslip
[AIAA PAPER 87-2622] p 769 A87-49622

Calculation of the aerodynamic coefficients of aircraft
on a computer with allowance for physicochemicat
reactions p 803 A87-50876

Lift and pitching moment coefficient changes from
low-level freestream turbulence p 808 A87-52888

An analysis of the approximation of the aerodynamic
coefficients of thin bodies in a rarefied gas

p 808 A87-53526
On the feasibility of low-speed aircraft maneuvers

involving extreme angles of attack p 835 A87-54140
Effects of flap position on longitudinal parameters of

HFB-320
[NAL-TM-SE-8602] p 25 N87-10062

Report on tests of a CAST 10 airfoil with fixed transition
in the T2 transonic cryogenic wind tunnel with self-adaptive
walls
[RT-OA-63/1685] p 14 N87-10834

Flight-determined aerodynamic derivatives of the AD-1
oblique-wing research airplane
[NASA-TP-2222] p 36 N87-10871

Supplementary calibration test of the tip-aerodynamics-
and acoustics-test pressure transducers
[NASA-TM-88312] p 131 N87-12830

Remote boundary conditions for unsteady
multidimensional aerodynamic computations
[NASA-CR-178211] _ o33 N87-15943

SUBJECT INDEX

Modeling aerodynamic discontinuities and the onset of
chaos in flight dynamical systems
[NASA-TM.89420] p 292 N87-17663

The influence of a 90 deg sting support on the
aerodynamic coefficients Of the investigated aircraft
model
[F+W-FO-1839] p 294 N87 17684

Potential benefits of magnetic suspension and balance
systems
[NASA-TM-89079] p 316 N87-17718

Comparison of finite difference calculations of a large
region of recirculating flow near an airfoil trailing edge

p 415 N87-20218

Calculations for a generic fighter at supersonic high-lift
conditions p 432 N87-20226

Numerical simulation of the flow field around a complete
aircraft p 416 N87-20231

Design criteria for multi-loop flight control systems
p 522 N87-21901

Verification of performance results for a low-speed 15
percent elliptical circulation control airfoil
[NASA-CR-181020] p 494 N87-22633

Quiet aircraft study. Aerodynamic considerations of
proposed swept shielded aircraft configurations
[BAE-AERO/PROJ/087] p 587 N87-24456

The interference of the model support mast with
measurements of the longitudinal and lateral aerodynamic
coefficients
[NASA-TT.20079] p 644 N87-25307

Aerofoil maximum liff-coefficient for Mach numbers up
to 0.4
[ESDU-84026] p 645 N87-26028

An experimental investigation of dynamic ground
effect

[NASA-CR.180305] p 731 N87-26858
A study of the effects of Reynolds number and Mach

number on constant pressure coefficient jump for
shock-induced trailing-edge separation
[NASA-CR-4O90] p 731 N87-26864

Theoretical evaluation of the aerodynamic performance
of a transonic wing
[ONERA-20/3423-AY] p 810 N87-28507

AERODYNAMIC CONFIGURATIONS
A review of the technical development of Concorde

p 96 A87-16408

Flying-wing SST for the Pacific p 162 A87-17144
A comparison between the integral characteristics and

the shape of the profiled contours of Lava/nozzles with
gradual and abrupt convergence p 145 A87-17590

Aerodynamic design considerations for efficient high-lift
supersonic wings p 146 A87-17816

Comment on 'Convergence characteristics of a
vortex-lattice method for nonlinear configuration

aerodynamics' p 146 A87-17818
Integrated aerodynamic/structural design of a sailplane

wing
[AIAA PAPER 86-2623] p 163 A87-17882

Aerodynamic design of low-speed aircraft with a NASA
fuselage/wake-propeller configuration
[AIAA PAPER 86-2693] p 165 A87-17930

Rotor/wing aerodynamic interactions in hover
p 149 A87-19225

A comparison and validation o1 methods for solving the
Euler equations
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-183] p 215 A87-21082

New numerical techniques in the method of singularities
for application to complex three-dimensional
configurations --- aerodynamic flow simulation
]ONERA, TP NO. 1986-186] p 215 A87-21085

TRANAIR - A computer code for transonic analyses of
arbitrary configurations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0034] p 216 A87-22369

In-flight measurement of ice growth on an airfoil using
an array of ultrasonic transducers
[AIAA PAPER 87-0178] p 234 A87-22464

Flame stabilization using large flameholders of irregular
shape
[AIAA PAPER 87-0469] p 259 A87-22656

Unsteady full potential computations for complex
configurations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0110] p 281 A87-24920

Analysis of velocity potential around intersecting
bodies p 287 A87-25907

Off-design analysis of counter-rotating propeller
configurations p 366 A87-27989

Some features of the approximate calculation of the

integral aerodynamic characteristics of polygonal lifting
configurations at supersonic flight velocities

p 344 A87-29086

Mesh generation by a sequence of transformations ---
for three dimensional aircraft shape mapping

p 361 A87-30443

X-29 Flight Test Program including wind tunnel and
computational support
[SAE PAPER 861642] p 427 A87-32584
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Installation aerodynamics of wing-mounted,
single-rotation propfans
[SAE PAPER 861719] p 409 A87-32610

High speed wind tunnel tests of the PTA aircraft ---
Propfan Test Assessment Program
[SAE PAPER 861744] p409 A87-32619

On the application of axiomatic aerodynamic modelling
to aircraft dynamics p 445 A87-33326

Flight tests aimed at measuring power reduction in
formation flight
[DGLR PAPER 86-128} p 494 A87-36768

On the application of axiomatic aerodynamic modelling
to aircraft dynamics. IV - Two dimensional dynamic stall

p 521 A87-36842

Are tandem, diamond, joined and Warren wings
related? p 583 A87-39478

Shaping of airplane fuselages for minimum drag
p 553 A87-39889

A new approach to the solution of boundary value
problems involving complex configurations

p 617 A87.41230

Solution of the surface Euler equations for accurate
three-dimensional boundary-layer analysis of aerodynamic
configurations
[AIAA PAPER 87_1154] p 559 A87-42100

Unsteady full potential aeroelastic computations for
flexible configurations
[AIAA PAPER 87-1238] p 563 A87-42335

New aerodynamic design of the fenestron for improved
performance p 651 A87-43403

Investigation of helicopter twin-rotor characteristics
p 628 A87-43438

Flying wing could stealthily reappear
p 657 A87-46870

Aerodynamic analysis of a complex configuration using
a full potential code
(AIAA PAPER 87-2418] p 725 A87-49088

DFVLR-F5 test wing experiment for computational
aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 87.2485] p 727 A87-49099

Program EAGLE - Numerical grid generation as applied
to advanced airframe configurations
[AIAA PAPER 87-2294] p 750 A87-49587

Application of the TranAir full-potential code to the
F-t6A p 730 A87-50342

Calculation of the aerodynamic characteristics of bodies
of complex shape in transition flow p 805 A87-51664

A technique of holographic visualization to flow fields
of a model with variable angles of attack

p 806 A87-52306
Influence of forebody cross-sectional shape on wing

vortex-burst location p 808 A87-52885
Solution of aerodynamic integral equations without

matrix inversion p 808 A87.52889
Supersonic second order analysis and optimization

program user's manual
[NASA-CR-172342] p 15 N87-10842

Forward-swept wing configuration designed for high
maneuverability by use of a transonic computational
method

Assessment of damage tolerance requirements and
analyses: A user's manual for crack growth and crack
initiation analysis: DAMGRO

[AD-A171209] p 132 N87-12939
More recent research results of the DFVLR inthe domain

of aerodynamics and flight mechanics
[ETN-86-98216] p 151 N87-13412

Unsteady transonic flow computations for AGARD
two-dimensional and three-dimensional aeroelastic
configurations

[ONERA-NT-1985-5] p 152 N87o13418
Effects of winglet on transonic flutter characteristics of

a cantilevered twin-engine-transpor_ wing model
[NASA-TP-2627] p 201 N87-13789

AGARD Fluid Dynamics Panel Symposium on
Applications of Computational Fluid Dynamics in
Aeronautics: Proceedings
[NASA-TM-88356] p 231 N87-15181

High altitude, long endurance RPV design technology
study p 245 N87-16011

A comparison of single-block and multi-block grids
around wing-fuselage configurations
[FFAo'rN-1986-42] p 292 N87-16811

Flight investigation of the effect of tail configuration on
stall, spin, and recovery characteristics of a low-wing
general aviation research airplane
[NASA-TP-2644] p 300 N87-16815

Flight characteristics of the AD-1 oblique-wing research
aircraft

[NASA-TP-2223] p 373 N87-18570
Applications of Computational Fluid Dynamics in

Aeronautics

[AGARD-CP-412] p 414 N87-20199

Applications and developments of computational
methods for the aerodynamic problems of complex
configurations p 415 N87-20209

The integration of computational fluid dynamics into the
military aircraft design process p 431 N87-20210

Application of the Navier-Stokes equations to solve
aerodynamic problems p 416 N87-20225

Transonic Navier-Stokes wing solution using a zonal
approach. Part 1: Solution methodology and code
validation p 416 N87-20228

Development of a mathematical model that simulates
the longitudinal, and lateral-directional response of the
F/A-18 for the study of flight control recontiguration
[AD-A176333] p 450 N87-2t004

Comparison of transonic aidoil characteristics by
Navier-Stokes computation and by wind tunnel test at high
Reynolds number
[NAL*TR-911T] p 492 N87-21869

Numerical simulation ofthe hypersonic flow around lifting
vehicles

[NASA-TM-89444] p 536 N87-22116
Computation of unsteady flows using the point vortex

method p 536 N87-22138
Improved combat performance using relaxed static

stability and a spin prevention system (FBW Jaguar)
p 523 N87-22674

Performance and loads data from a hover test of a
tuft-scale advanced technology XV-15 rotor
[NASA-TM-86854] p 572 N87-24409

On the nonlinear aerodynamic and stability
characteristics of a generic chine-forebody slender-wing
fighter configuration
[NASA-TM-89447] p 643 N87-25305

A multi-body aircraft with an all-movable center fuselage
actively controlling fuselage pressure drag
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13511-1] p 658 N87-25320

National Aerospace Plane Program: Principal
assumptions, findings and policy options
[RAND/P-7288-RGS] p 625 N87-25990

Computational fluid dynamics: Transition to design
applications p 700 N87-26004

Experience with 3-D composite grids
p 706 N87-26021

Effect of Reynolds number variation on aerodynamics
of a hydrogen-fueled transport concept st Mach 6
[NASA-TP.2728] p 645 N87-26031

Gust response of helicopters p 682 N87-26049
Subsonic longitudinal and lateral-directional

characteristics of a forward-swept-wing fighter

configuration at angles of attack up to 47 deg
INASA-TP-2727} p 732 N87-26874

Numerical solutions of Navier-Stokes equations for a
Butler wing
[NASA-CR-180331} p790 N87-27929

Program LRCDM2: Improved aerodynamic prediction
program for supersonic canard-tail missiles with
axisymmetric bodies
[NASA-CR-3883] p 813 N87-28525

Propfan test assessment testbed aircraft flutter model
test report
[NASA-CR-179458] p 814 N87-29413

Investigation of genedc hub fairing and pylon shapes
,_ .^_ .... _..L =.__

[NASA-TM-100008] p 816 N87-29422

Parachute recovery systems design manual, chapter 5
[AD-A183191] p 816 N87-29426

Transonic rotor tip design using numerical optimization
[NASA-TM-86771] p 816 N87-29431

Trimming an aircraft model for flight simulation
[NASA-TM-89466} p 828 N87-29502

AERODYNAMIC DRAG

Drag reducing outer-layer devices in rough wall turbulent
boundary layers p 8 A87-11890

Expansion of flow due to resistance of a wire gauze

placed in a parallel-sided channel p 48 A87-12133
The prediction of the drag of aerofoils and wings at

high subsonic speeds p9 A87-12266
Unsteady drag over cylinders and aerofoils in transonic

shock tube flows p 10 A87-12617
Induced drag of a curved wing p 10 A87-12805
Drag and stability improvements of a square

parachute
[AIAA PAPER 86-2471] p 68 A87-13805

Wave drag analysis of realistic fighter aircraft using a
full potential method
[AIAA PAPER 86-2627) p 147 A87-17886

Comparison of vortex lattice and PrandtI-Munk results
for optimized three-surface aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 86-2695] p 147 A87-17932

Passive shock wave/boundary layer control of a

helicopter rotor airfoil in a contoured transonic wind
tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 87-0438] p 225 A87-22632

Flame stabilization using large flameholders of irregular

shape
{AIAA PAPER 87-0469] p 259 A87-22656

AERODYNAMIC DRAG

Direct drag and hot-wire measurements on thin-element
riblet arrays p 266 A87-23226

Aerodynamics of a vortex chamber with gas flow rate
adjustment at the outlet p 343 A87-29085

Skin friction measurements following manipulation of a
turbulent boundary layer p386 A87-31173

Force coefficients for a NACA-0015 airfoil undergoing
constant pitch rate motions p 347 A87-31195

Transonic wave drag estimation and optimization using
the nonlinear area rule p 348 A87-31295

A summary of the effects of Reynolds number on drag
divergence for airfoils tested in the Langley 0.3-meter
transonic cryogenic tunnel
[SAE PAPER 861767] p 409 A87-32627

Induced-drag characteristics of crescent-moon-shaped
wings p 410 A87-33244

A calculation method of determining blade section drag
in a rotor based on wake measurements

p 488 A87-37849

High-lift - Theoretical and experimental problems
[AAAF PAPER NT 86-22] p 489 A87-38045

First-order viscous flow predictions with symmetric and
aft-loaded airfoils p 551 A87-39429

Evaluation of three numerical methods for propulsion
integration studies on transonic transport configurations
[AIAA PAPER 86-1814] p 554 A87-40273

Measurement of the drag of various three-dimensional
excrescences in turbulent boundary layers

p 555 A87-41249

Thick supercritical airfoils with low drag and natural
laminar flow p 556 A87-41634

Influence of yaw and incidence on base drag of
rectangular wings p 556 A87-41667

The use of computer models in helicopter drag

prediction p 628 A87-43424

Thrust/drag accounting for aerospace plane vehicles
[AIAA PAPER 87-1966] p 656 A87-45335

Aspects of supercritical wing theory
p 718 A87-48120

Evaluation of icing drag coefficient correlations applied
to iced propeller performance prediction
[SAE PAPER 671033] p 737 A87-48781

Wind-tunnel test results of airfoil modifications for the

EA-6B
[AIAA PAPER 87-2359] p 748 A87-49076

Winglets on low aspect ratio wings
[AIAA PAPER 87-2482] p 726 A87-49097

Wave drag analysis of realistic fighter aircraft using a
full-potential method p 807 A87-52882

Wind tunnel test of the modified goldschmied model
with propulsion and empennage: Analysis of test results
[AD-A167360] p 13 N87-10045

Effects of tail span and empennage arrangement on
drag of a typical single-engine fighter aft end
[NASA-TP-2352) p 15 N87-10838

Propellar/body interaction for thrust and drag
]ESDU-86017] p 76 N87-12537

Length adjustable strut link with lew aerodynamic drag
lAD-D012279) p 77 N87-12543

Notes on a generic parachute opening force analysis

USAF test pilot school. Performance phase textbook,
volume 1
lAD-A170957) p 173 N87-13430

Drag predictions for projectiles at transonic and
supersonic speeds
lAD-A171462) p 232 N87-15191

Effects of empennage surface location on aerodynamic
characteristics of a twin-engine afterbody model with
nonaxisymmetric nozzles
tNASA-TP-2392} p 302 N87-17693

Computational drag analysis and minimization. Mission
impossible?
[NLR-MP-85080-U] p 349 N87-18543

Further studies on the 21% thick, supercritical N LF airfoil
NAE (National Aeronautical Establishment)68-060-21:1
[AD-A175923] p 350 N87-19358

Pressure measurement around the aft body of the NAL
STOL-resesrch-aircraft model
[NAL-TR-919] p 491 N87-21867

The aerodynamic optimization of wings at subsonic
speeds and the influence of wingtip design
[NASA-TM-B8534] p 493 N87-22627

An experimental investigation o1 dynamic ground
effect

[NASA-CR-180305] p 731 N87-26858
_ntreduction to installation effects on thrust and drag

for propeller-driven aircraft
[ESDU-85015] p 751 N87-26896

Drag measurements of blunt stores tangentially mounted
on a flat plate at supersonic speeds
[NASA-TP-2742] p 734 N87-27626

Supersonic and transonic supersonic flow
[MPLS-16/1986} p811 N87-28508
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AERODYNAMIC FORCES

AERODYNAMIC FORCES
An aerodynamic analysis and the subsequent motion

of external store p 66 A87-13501
Aerodynamic force calculations of an elliptical circulation

control airfoil p 71 A87-14360
Lower-side normal force characteristics of delta wings

at supersonic speeds p 72 A87-14372
Calculation of aerodynamic force coefficients

p 73 A87.15229

An actuator disc analysis of unsteady subsonic cascade
flow p 147 A87-18539

Normal force characteristics at supersonic speeds of

sharp edged delta wings
[AIAA PAPER 87-0214] p 221 A87-22491

The rotating nose method for controlling asymmetric
forces at high angle of attack p 311 A87-24722

New rotary rig at RAE and experiments on HIRM
p 375 A87-29264

Applications of a fast, time accurate full potential scheme
to a statically flexible wing inthe transonic regime
[AIAA PAPER 87-0707] p 411 A87-33655

Nonlinear programming extensions to rational function
approximations of unsteady aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 87-0854] p 412 A87-33694

Lifting surface calculations in the Laplace domain with
application to root loci p 487 A87-37108

Unified model for the calculation of blade profile losses
of axial compressors p 489 A87-39079

Normal-force characteristics of sharp-odged delta wings
at supersonic speeds p 553 A87-39894

Improvements on a Green's function method for the
solution of linearized unsteady potential flows

p 556 A87-41627
Force accounting for airframe integrated engines

[AIAA PAPER 87-1965] p 636 A87-45334
Two-dimensional subsonic and transonic wind tunnel

wall interference corrections for varied walls
p 686 A87.46955

Influence of Reynolds number on forebody side forces
for 3.5-diameter tangent-egive bodies
[AIAA PAPER 87-2274] p 722 A87.49056

The effect of a winglet on the spatial vortex of a slender
body at high angle of attack
[AD-A169925] p 65 N87-12533

A summary of the development of integral aerodynamic
methods for the computation of rotor wake interactions
lAD-A169254] p 77 N87-12545

Measurement of forces, moments and pressures --- wind
tunnel tests
[BAE-ARG-217] p 151 N87-13407

USAF test pilot school. Performance phase textbook,
volume 1
[AD-A170957] p 173 N87-13430

Modeling three dimensional vortex flow in
aerodynamics p 154 N87-14636

Research on aero-thermodynamic distortion induced
structural dynamic response of multi-stage compressor

bleding
[AD-A175904] p 370 N87-19398

Acts Aerodynamica Sinica
lAD-A176552] p 483 N87-21847

Two blowing concepts for roll and lateral control of
aircraft

[NASA-CR-180478] p 597 N87-23627
Steady and unsteady aerodynamic forces from the

SOUSSA surfece.panel method for a fighter wing with tip
missile and comparison with experiment and PANAIR

[NASA-TP-2736] p 645 N87.26032
Computation of generalized aerodynamic forces over

an entire aircraft, taking into account the subsonic
interactions by means of the velocity potential method
[ONERA-RT-26/3064-RY-052-R] p 733 N87-26882

Development of a computing code for three dimensional
unsteady transonic small perturbations
[ONERA.RT-27/3064-RY-052-R] p 733 N87-27619

AERODYNAMIC HEAT TRANSFER
Navier Stokes solution of the flowfield over ice accretion

shapes
[AIAA PAPER 87-0099] p 218 A87-22414

Calculation of aerodynamic heat transfer on blunt-nosed

thin wings at angles of attack p 343 A87-28338

Aerodynamic and heat transfer analysis of the low aspect
ratio turbine

[AIAA PAPER 87.1916] p 696 A87-45296
Numerical analysis of heat transfer at surface of delta

wing in hypersonic air stream with large angle of attack
p 233 N87-16183

Numerical study of high speed viscous flows
[AD-A178639] p 542 N87-22940

AERODYNAMIC HEATING
Determination of dynamic stresses in the heat.insulating

coatings of flight vehicles during aerodynamic heating
p 72 A87-15223

A bibliography of aerodynamic heating references
[BAE-BT-13481] p 14 N87-10832

AERODYNAMIC INTERFERENCE
Further development of the influence function method

for store aerodynamic analysis p 4 A87-10523

Special opportunities in helicopter aerodynamics
p 74 A87.15469

The interference of the model support mast with
measurements of the longitudinal and lateral aerodynamic
coefficients
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-181] p 256 A87.21080

A numerical investigation on wing/nacelle interferences
of USB configuration
[AIAA PAPER 87-0455] p 226 A87-22647

A study of multi-body aerodynamic interference af
transonic Mach numbers

[AIAA PAPER 87-0519] p 226 A87-22682
Experimental and theoretical study of propeller

spinner/shank interference
[AIAA PAPER 87.0145] p 281 A87-24929

Reflections regarding recent rotary rig results
p 375 A87-28070

An assymptotic theory of wind-tunnel-wall interference
on subsonic slender bodies p 554 A87-40827

Two-dimensional subsonic and transonic wind tunnel
wall interference corrections for varied walls

p 686 A87-46955

Development of experimental investigation on transonic
wind tunnel wall interference p 687 A87-46960

Application of a panel code to unsteady wing-propeller
interference p 731 A87-50347

Tunnel interference from pressure measurements on
control surfaces

[AE-TM-8-83] p 37 N87-10104
Interference effects of thrust reversing on horizontal tail

effectiveness of twin-engine fighter aircraft at Mach
numbers from 0.15 to 0.90
[NASA-TP-2350] p 36 N87-10870

Methods for assessing wall interference in the 2- by
2-foot edaptive-wall wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-88252] p 118 N87-11800

An approximate method of estimating the aerodynamic
interference between two parallel bodies in a supersonic
flow (axial force)
[BR100271] p 76 N87-12540

Correction for wall-interferenca by means of a measured
boundary condition method --- wind tunnel walls
[NLR-TR-84114-U] p 151 N87-13414

Two-dimensional wall interference assessment using
CALSPAN pipes *-- wind tunnel walls
[NLR-TR-85065-U] p 151 N87-13415

A simplified fourwall interference assessment procedure
for airfoil data obtained in the Langley 0.3-meter transonic

cryogenic tunnel
[NASA-CR.4042] p 231 N87-15187

Over-the-wing propeller
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13134-2] p 307 N87-16828

Aerodynamic analysis for aircraft with nacelles, pylons,
and winglets at transonic speeds
[NASA-CR-4066] p 349 N87-18538

An investigation into the factors affecting the flow quality
in a small suction wind tunnel

[BU-344] p 453 N87-20299
Vortex interaction on a canard-wing configuration

[AD-A179718] p 574 N87-24430
The interference of the model support mast with

measurements of the longitudinal and lateral aerodynamic
coefficients
[NASA-TT-20079] p 644 N87-25307

A multi-body aircraft with an all-movable center fuselage
actively controlling fuselage pressure drag
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13511-1] p 658 N87-25320

Two-degree.of-freedom subsonic wing rock and
nonlinear aerodynamic interference p 811 N87-28511

Propulsion and airframe aerodynamic interactions of

supersonic V/STOL configurations, phase 1
[NASA-CR-177369] p 812 N87-28521

Transonic interference reduction by limited ventilation

wall panels
[NASA-CR-175039] p 815 N87.29419

AERODYNAMIC LOADS
Influence of airfoil mean loading on convected gust

interaction noise p 137 A87-13587

Improved measurement of the dynamic loads acting on
rotating parachutes
[AIAA PAPER 86-2473] p 68 A87-13807

Application of diverging motions to calculate loads for
oscillating motions p 148 A87-18955

Calculated and measured blade structural response on
a full-scale rotor p 168 A87-19207

Measurement of deformations of models in a wind
tunnel
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-126] p 264 A87-21044

Prediction of fatigue life for aircraft loading and
importance of the relative method in the case of Local
Strain Approach p 238 A87-22333

IFM applications to theoretical trajectory predictions
[AIAA PAPER 87-0210] p 221 A87-22487

SUBJECT INDEX

Free vibration characteristics of multiple load path blades
by the transfer matrix method p 297 A87-23739

Calculating the aerodynamic loads and moments on
airplane wings: Cantilever monoplanes --- Book

p 279 A87-24647
Application of a panel method (QUADPAN) to the

prediction of propeller blade loads
[SAE PAPER 861743J p 440 A8;-32618

Measured and calculated stress in a ribbon parachute
canopy p 410 A87-33239

Euler calculations for flowfield of a helicopter rotor in
hover p 430 A87-34506

Measurement of model deformations in wind tunnels
p 525 A87-36943

Numerical analysis of three-dimensional elastic

membrane wings p 487 A87-37105
Predicting propeller blade loads without testing

p 552 A87-39483
Effect of helicopter blade dynamics on blade

aerodynamic and structural loads
[AIAA PAPER 87-0919] p 583 A87-39647

Calculated performance, stability, and maneuverability
of high-speed tilting.prop-rotor aircratt

p 651 A87-43408
Prediction of blade airloads in hovering and forward flight

using free wakes p 651 A87-43411
A prescribed radial distribution circulation of a hovering

rotor blade p 627 A87.43414
Correlation of SA349/2 helicopter flight-test data with

a comprehensive rotorcraft model p 653 A87-43456
Unsteady aerodynamic interactions in a multistage

compressor
• [ASME PAPER 87-GT-171] p 719 A87-48725

Performance and noise analyses of advanced
turbo.prop p 760 A87-48914

The prediction of the vibratory airloads of helicopter
rotors in forward flight p 823 A87-51214

An active control landing gear for the alleviation of
aircraft taxi ground loads p 824 A87-53573

Aeroelastic stability of composite rotor blades in hover
p 25 N87-10060

Effect of static inplane loads and boundary conditions
on the flutter of flat rectangular panels
[NAL-TM-ST-8604] p 50 N87-10404

Unsteady airload computations for airfoils oscillating in
attached and separated compressible flow
[NLR-MP-85040-U] p 16 N87-10846

Introduction to aerodynamics dedvitives, equations of
motion and stability
[ ESDU-86021] p76 N87-12536

Unsteady aerodynamic load estimates on turning vanes
in the national full-scale aerodynamic complex

[NASA-TM-88191] p 230 N87-15179
Dynamics of a helicopter with a sling load

p 243 N87-15957
Optimum bearing surfaces of wings with intricate

geometry for supersonic flight p 245 N87-16187
Over-the-wing propeller

[NASA-CASE-LAR-13134-2] p 307 N87-16828
ACTA aeronautics et astronautics sinica (selected

articles)
lAD-At73364] p 276 N87-17661

Description of the US Army small-scale 2-meter rotor

test system
[NASA-TM-87762] p 292 N87-17664

Structural and aerodynamic loads and performance
measurements of an SA349/2 helicopter with an advanced
geometry rotor
[NASA-TM-88370] p 301 N87-17691

Correlation of SA349/2 helicopter flight-test data with

a comprehensive rotorcraft model
[NASA-TM-88351] p 302 N87-17692

Calculated performance, stability and maneuverability

of high-speed tilting-prop-rotor aircraft
[NASA-TM-88349] p 302 N87-17695

Optimum aeroelastic characteristics for composite
supermaneuverable aircraft
[AD-A174785] p 362 N87-19377

Dynamic stall penetration experiments on a swept

wing
[AD-A174962] p 363 N87-19380

The prediction of transonic loading on advancing
helicopter rotors p 414 N87-20206

Applications and developments of computational
methods for the aerodynamic problems of complex
configurations p 415 N87-20209

Summary of the modeling and test correlations of a
NASTRAN finite element vibrations model for the AH-1G

helicopter, task 1
[NASA-CR-178201 ] p 469 N87-21373

A comprehensive estimate of the static aerodynamic
forces and moments of the 8 x 8 x 20 ft. cargo container

[NASA-TM-89433] p 492 N87-21875
Performance and loads data from a hover test of a

full-scale advanced technology XV-15 rotor
[NASA-TM-86854] p 572 N87-24409
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An improved computational procedure for the unsteady
doublet lattice method
[ARL.STRUC-R-423] p 619 N87-24934

Performance and loads data from a hover test of a
0.65B-scale V-22 rotor and wing
[NASA-TM-89419] p 642 N87-25296

Analytical description of crack resistance curves for
aluminum sheets used in aircraft construction

[MBB-UT-133/85] p 700 N87-25604

An investigation of tip planform influence on the
aerodynamic load characteristics of semispan, upswept
wing and wing-tip
[NASA-CR-177428] p 731 N87-26865

Time-averaged aerodynamic loads on the vane sets of
the 40- by 80-foot and 80- by 120-foot wind tunnel
complex
[NASA-TM-89413] p 780 N87-27680

Effect of airfoil mean loading on high-frequency gust
interaction noise p 811 N87-28513

Comparison between 2D transonic flutter calculations
in the time and frequency domain p 812 N87-28520

Experimental techniques for three-axes load cells used
at the National Full-Scale Aerodynamics Complex
[NASA-TM-86693] p 826 N87-28546

Estimation of blade airloads from rotor blade bending
moments
[NASA-TM-t00020] p 815 N87-29421

Application of a panel method to wake-vortex/wing
interaction and comparison with experimental data
[NASA-TM-88337] p 817 N87-29461

AERODYNAMIC NOISE
Sources and observers in motion. IV - Acoustic

measurements on aerofoils moving in a circle at high
speed p 59 A87-f2996

Noise of high speed surfaces p 138 A87-13595
Noise and performance of a counter-rotation propeller

p 105 A87-14366

Large-scale coherent structures in free turbulent flows
and their aerodynamic sound p138 A87-15458

Progress in tail rotor noise analysis
p 208 A87-19245

High speed flight effects on noise propagation
[AIAA PAPER 87-0013] p 271 A87-22359

A computational and experimental study of high-speed
impulsive noise from a rotating cylinder
[AIAA PAPER 87-0253] p 272 A87-22513

Experimental study of flight effect on fan noise. II - Fan
noise source variation due to flight effect

p 250 A87-22960
An Euler code calculation of blade-vortex interaction

noise

[ASME PAPER 86-WA/NCA-3] p 333 A87-25316
Propeller pseudonoise p 306 A87-27536
Noise from a circulation control wing with upper surface

blowing p 342 A87-28074
Significance of unsteady thickness noise sources

p 619 A87-39537
The influence of winglets on rotor aerodynamics

p 628 A87-43422
Investigations of the aerodynamic performance and

noise characteristics of a Dowh/Rotoi R212 oroDeller at

=u.-scale m me z4 tt wind tunnel p 763 A87-50588
Calculation ol noise caused by interaction of supersonic

cascade and varied oncoming gust p 859 A87-51812
Supersonic rotor noise calculation with sonic boom

prediction methods p 860 A87-53903
Effect of static inplane loads and boundary conditions

on the flutter of flat rectangular panels
[NAL-TM-ST-8604] p 50 N87-10404

Design and fabrication of the NASA decoupler pylon
for the F-16 aircraft, addendum 2
[NASA-CR-172494] p 27 N87-10859

Propeller aircraft interior noise model utilization study
and validation

[NASA-CR-172428] p 60 N87-11576
Noise development in transonic flows at the impact of

vortices on a profile leading edge
[MPIS-5/1986] p 209 N87-14960

Prediction of high.speed rotor noise with a Kirchhoff
formula

[AD*A178982] p 549 N87-23250
Cruise noise of the 2/9th scale model of the Large-scale

Advanced Propfan (LAP) propeller, SR-7A
[NASA-TM-fO0175] p 798 N87-28398

First article noise survey of the A/F32T-9 large turbo
fan engine enclosed noise suppresser system, far-field
noise, McConnell AFB, Kansas

[AD-A182475] p 860 N87-29308
AERODYNAMIC STABILITY

Application of time-domain unsteady aerodynamics to
rotary.wing aeroelasticity p 94 A87-14103

The effect of random wind gusts on the stability of a
parachute system p 72 A87-15216

Application of diverging motions to calculate loads for
oscillating motions p 148 A87-18955

Pilot�vehicle analysis of the lateral/vertical control of
a twin.lift helicopter configuration
[AIAA PAPER 87-0345] p 253 A87-22571

Stabilization of helicopter blade flapping
p 297 A87-23740

Unsteady motion of a wing due to a vertical gust
p 279 A87-24468

A look at handling qualities of canard configurations
p 444 A87-32226

Transonic aeroelasticity of wings with active control
surfaces

[AIAA PAPER 87-0709] p 411 A87-33657
Supersonic flutter of aeroelastloaliy tailored obl_lUe

wings
[AIAA PAPER 87-0734] p 445 A87-33661

Validation of flutter test analysis method
]AIAA PAPER 67-0780] p 445 A67-33676

Unsteady aerodynamics in rotary-wing aeroelastieity -
A review p 487 A87-37204

Aerodynamic instability performance of an advanced
high-pressure-ratio compression component
[AIAA PAPER 86-1619] p 555 A87-41157

Helicopter individual.blade-control research at MIT
1977-1985 p679 A87-43446

Aereelastic control of stability and forced response of
supersonic rotors by aerodynamic detuning

p 676 A87-46249
High altitude flutter investigation and exploration of the

flutter boundary of the TR-1 and specially configured
U-2R p 743 A87-47842

Notes regarding fundamental understandings of
rOtoreraft aeroelastic instability p 746 A87-48951

An experimental and analytical investigation of isolated
rotor flap-lag stability in forward flight

p 747 A87-48954
Optimal control of helicopter aeromechanical stability

p 747 A87-48958
On the nonlinear aerodynamic and stability

characteristics of a generic chine-forebody slender-wing
fighter configuration
[AIAA PAPER 87-2617] p 728 A87-49114

Experimental results of aeroelastic instability of an axial
compressor p 762 A87-49976

Jet spoiler as a yaw control device
p 835 A87-52880

Acts Aeronautiea et Astronautics Sinica (selected
articles)
lAD-A167918] p 3 N87-10004

Wind tunnel test of the modified goldschmied model
with propulsion and empennage: Analysis of test results
[AD-A167360] p 13 N87-10045

Performance and quality flight test textbook. Volume 2:
Plying qualities
[AD-A168124] p 3 N87-10830

Transonic flow analysis for rotors. Part 2:
Three-dimensional, unsteady, full-potential calculation
[NASA-TP-2375-PT-2] p 15 N87-10841

Vortex flap technology: A stability and control
assessment
[NASA-CR-172439] p 115 N87-11795

Dynamic stability of hingeless and bearingless rotor
blades in forward flioht 10242 N87-15201

I-larecl landing approach flying qualities. Volume 2:
Appendices
[NASA-CR.178188-VOL-2] p 254 N87-15976

Modelling of rigid-body and elastic aircraft dynamics for
flight control development
lAD-A172423} p 255 N87-15978

Acts Aeronautica et Astronsutiea Sinica (selected
articles)
[AD-A173610] p 255 N87-15979

Over-the-wing propeller
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13134-2] p 307 N87-16828

Development of a sensitivity analysis technique for
multiloop flight control systems p 311 N87-16847

On the prediction of the aeroelastic behavior of lifting
systems due to flow separation
[DFVLR-FB-86-35] p 294 N87.17685

Potential benefits of magnetic suspension and balance
systems
[NASA-TM-89079] p 316 N87-17718

Introduction to GRASP (General Rotorcraft

Aeromechanical Stability Program): A modern approach
to rotoreraft modeling
[AD-A174161] p 374 N87-18573

Aeroelastic stability of bearingless rotors in forward

flight p 432 N87-20260
Stability regions of relaxed static stability aircraft under

control saturation constraints p 448 N87-20288

Buffet onset measurements on an aircraft model at
transonic Mach numberS
[NAL-TM-AE-8602] p 490 N87-21861

Identification of dynamic systems - applications to
aircraft. Part 1: The output error approach
[AGARD-AG-300-VOL-3-PT-t] p 508 N87-21913

AERODYNAMIC STALLING

QFT (Quantitative Feedback Theory) digital flight control
design as applied to the AFTI/F16
[AD-A177744] p 522 N87-21959

Estimation of divergence and flutter boundaries from
IocaUy stationary random responses
[NAL-TR-898] p 537 N87-22169

An experimental investigation of the aeromechanical
stability of a hingeless rotor in hover and forward flight
]NASA-TM-89107] p 540 N87-22276

An experimental investigation into methods for
quantifying hang glider airworithness parameters
[CAR-8705] p 585 N87-23613

On the nonlinear aerodynamic and stability
characteristics of a generic chine-forebody slender-wing
fighter configuration
[NASA-TM-89447] p 643 N87-25305

Pitot and static errors due to non-steady flight
[ESDU-85011] p 813 N87-29410

AERODYNAMIC STALLING

Vortex simulation of propagating stall in a linear cascade
of airfoils p 5 A87-11117

Stall margin indication --- aircraft accident prevention
[AIAA PAPER 86.2595] p 101 A87-14030

Summary of NASA stall/spin research for general

aviation configurations
[AIAA PAPER 86-2597] p 111 A87-14032

Stall margin indicator development
[AIAA PAPER 86-2694] p 180 A87-17931

A generalised model for airfoil unsteady aerodynamic
behaviour and dynamic stall using the indicial method

p 149 A87-19224

Dynamic stall of oscillating airfoils
p 150 A87-19278

Unsteady three-dimensional stall on a rectangular
wing
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-119] p 213 A87-21038

The use of advanced aerodynamic models in the
aeroelastic computations of helicopter rotors
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-120] p 238 A87-21039

Further comparisons of interactive boundary-layer and
thin-layer Navier-Stokes procedures
[AIAA PAPER 87-0430] p 225 A87-22625

Investigating dynamic stall using a modified
momentum-integral method
[AIAA PAPER 87-0431] p 225 A87-22626

Spanwise-perlodic 3-D disturbances in the wake of a
slightly stalled wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-0456] p 226 A87-22648

Stall transients of axial compression systems with inlet
distortion p 279 A87-24010

Dynamic stall wake interaction with a trailing airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 87.0239] p 282 A87-24942

Computation of dynamic stall of a NACA-0012 airfoil
p 347 A87-31160

Trailing-edge separation/stall alleviation
p 347 A87-31196

Experimental study of the aerodynamics of incipient
torsional stall flutter p 347 A87-31285

Propeller swirl effect on single-engine general-aviation

On the application of axiomatic aerodynamic modelling
to aircraft dynamics. W - Two dimensiooel dynamic stall

p 521 A87-36842
A method for compressor axisymmetrlo characteristics

by the aid of rotating stall parameters
p 488 A87-37839

Measurements and analysis of surge, stall and surge
point parameters in turbojet compressors

p 513 A87°37841

Experimental validation of the criterion of stall-related
flutter
[AAAF PAPER NT 86-18] p 521 A87-38041

Airfoil dynamic stall at constant pitch rate and high
Reynolds number
[AIAA PAPER 87-1329] p 565 A87-42391

Dynamic stall vortex development and the surface
pressure field of a pitching airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 87-1333] p 566 A87-42394

The effect of pitch rate on the dynamic stall or a modified
NACA 23012 aerofoil and comparison with the unmodified
case p 628 A87-43420

Unsteady separation characteristics of airfoils operating
under dynamic stall conditions p 628 A87-43421

A new simulation of airfoil dynamic stall due to velocity
and incidence fluctuations

[AIAA PAPER 87-1242] p 630 A87-44915
Investigation on the stall margin of a turbofan engine

p 675 A87-46239

J85 surge transient simulation p 675 A87.46240
X-3t - Breaking the stall barrier p 744 A87-48366
Spin resistance evaluation of a light airplane

[SAE PAPER 871021} p 766 A87-48758

The effect of pitch rate on the dynamic stall of a NACA
23012 airfoil p 721 A87-48931
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Analysis and application of aircraft departure prediction
criteria to the AV-8B Harder II

]AIAA PAPER 87-2561] p 769 A87-49611
Dynamic stall around an airfoil at high Reynolds numbers

- A comparison between numerical results and
experimental visualization p 804 A87-51454

Effect of dynamic stall on helicopter trim and flap-lag
response p 835 A87-54139

Application of bifurcation and catastrophe theories to
near stall flight mechanics
[AD-A167697) p 13 N87-10046

Deep stall characteristics of MU-300
[NASA-TM-88502] p 175 N87-14318

Flight investigation of the effect of tail configuration on
stall, spin, and recovery characteristics of e low-wing
general aviation research airplane
[NASA-TP-2644] p 300 N87-16815

A comparative study of some dynamic stall models
[NASA-TM-88917] p 391 N87-18883

Dynamic stall penetration experiments on a swept

wing
[AD-A174962] p 363 N87-19380

Comparison between measured and calculated
stail.fiuttar behavior of a one-bladed model rotor

[NLR-MP-85059-U] p 374 N87-19403
Effect of dynamic stall and elastic parameters on the

fundamental mechanisms of helicopter vibrations
[AD-A175561] p 449 N87-20292

Research on post-stall aerodynamics
lAD-A177107) p 490 N87-21851

Evaluation of the safe flight instrument corporation stall
warning system for the OV/1D aircraft
[AD-A177364] p 511 N87-21918

A pest-stall compression system modeling technique
[AD-A1776t0] p 515 N87-21924

Improved combat performance using relaxed static
stability and a spin prevention system (FBW Jaguar)

p 523 N87-22674
Dynamic stall calculations using a Navier-Stokes

solver

[AD-A178566] p 523 N87-22688
Flight investigation of the effects of an outboard

wing-leading-edge modification on stall/spin
characteristics of a low-wing, single-engine, T-tail light
airplane
{NASA-TP-2691] p 585 N87-23614

Stall flutter p 598 N87-24404

Aircraft accident report: Midwest Express Airlines, Inc.,
DC-9-14, N100ME, General Billy Mitchell Field, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, September 6, 1985
[PB87-910401] p 576 N87-24438

A study of supermaneuver aerodynamics
[AD-At81490] p 732 N87-26872

Toward comparing experiment and theory for
corrobefative research on hingeless rotor stability in
forward flight
[NASA-CR-181354] p 836 N87-28562

AERODYNAMICS

Recent developments in FEM-CFD p 5 A87-11411
Numerical and physical aspects of aerodynamic flows

III; Proceedings of the Third Symposium, California State
University, Long Beach, CA, January 21-24, 1985

p 8 A87-11782
Calculation methods for aerodynamic flows - A review

p8 A87-11783
The classification of wind shears from the point of view

of aerodynamics and flight mechanics
p 24 A87-11898

The balance between theoretical, computational and
experimental work in turbomachines p 49 A87-13015

Questions and problems in aerodynamics --- Russian
book p 66 A87-13050

Aerodynamic Decelerator and Balloon Technology
Conference, 9th, Albuquerque, NM, October 7-9, 1986,
Technical Papers p 79 A87-13776

The usa of mathematical models in aerodynamics (The
W. Rupert Tumbull Lecture) p 72 A87-15189

Recent advances in aerodynamics p 73 A87-15451
Method for designing closed airfoils for arbitrary

supercritical speed distributions
[AIAA PAPER 85-5023] p 146 A87-17815

Transonic aerodynamics --- Book p 212 A87-20357
A numerical method for subsonic unsteady liffing

surfaces-(BIS). II - Numerical results
p 213 A87-20697

Vortical flow aerodynamics - Physical aspects and
numerical simulation

[AIAA PAPER 87-0205] p 220 A87-22483
Computational methods in potential aerodynamics

p 276 A87-23626

Basic principles and double lattice applications in
potential aerodynamics p 276 A87-23631

Comparison of analysis methods used in lifting surface
theory p 276 A87-23632

Introduction to the Green's function method in
aerodynamics p 276 A87*23633

Mathematical foundations of integral-equation
methods p 277 A87-23634

Transonic computational design and analysis
applications p 277 A87-23636

Computational procedures in aerodynamic design
p 277 A87-23637

An integral equation method for potential
aerodynamics p 277 A87-23641

Wake dynamics for incompressible and compressible
flows p 278 A87-23643

ADAM - An aerosarvoelastic analysis method for analog
or digital systems p 310 A87.24034

Applications of color graphics to complex aerodynamic
analysis
[AIAA PAPER 87-0273] p 332 A87-24947

Construction of explicit and implicit symmetric TVD
schemes and their applications --- Total Variation
Diminishing for fluid dynamics computation

p 344 A87-29688
The application of transient aerodynamics to the

structural nonlinear flutter problem
[AIAA PAPER 87-0908] p 447 A87-33717

GE's big fan gets bigger p 513 A87-38034
Transonic wing design - Oft-design efficiency and effect

of fictitious gas parameter p 551 A87-39409
Status and projections of the NAS Program --- NASA

Numerical Aerodynamic Simulation Program
p 616 A87-41227

Computational Fluid Dynamics Conference, 8th,
Honolulu, HI, June 9-11, 1987, Technical Papers

p 557 A87-42051
Computational fluid dynamics in France

[AIAA PAPER 87-1131] p 617 A87-42080
Computational fluid dynamics in the United Kingdom

[AIAA PAPER 87-1132] p 618 A87-42081
Status of computational fluid dynamics in the United

States

[AIAA PAPER 87-1135] p 618 A87-42083
Color graphics techniques for shaded surface displays

of aerodynamic flowfield parameters
[AIAA PAPER 87-1182] p 619 A87-42125

Three-dimensional problems in computational fluid
dynamics --- Russian book p 693 A87-42916

Correlation of SA349/2 helicopter flight-test data with
a comprehensive rotorcraft model p 653 A87-43456

Designing transonic wind-tunnel test sections for flow
diagnostics and laser velocimeter applications
[AIAA PAPER 87-1434] p 684 A87-44954

Development efficient algorithms for the solutions of full
potential and Euler equations on vector computers

p 718 A87-47853
Numerical simulation of confined unsteady

aerodynamical flows p 719 A87-48339
Euler analysis of the three-dimensional flow field of a

high-speed propeller - Boundary condition effects
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-253] p 719 A87-48719

AIAA Applied Aerodynamics Conference, 5th, Monterey,
CA, Aug. 17-19, 1987, Technical Papers

p 721 A87-49051
Innovative aerodynamics - The sensible way of restoring

growth capability to the EA-6B Prowler
]AIAA PAPER 87-2362] p 748 A87-49079

AIAA Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference,
Monterey, CA, Aug. 17-19, 1987, Technical Papers

p 767 A87-49577
Flow visualization techniques applied to full.scale

vehicles
[AIAA PAPER 87-2421] p 750 A87-49594

Numerical modeling in aerohydrodynamics
p 804 A87-51651

Aerogasdynamics and its development at the Institute
of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics of the Siberian
Section of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR

p 809 A87-53544
Numerical aerodynamics using large computers

p 809 A87-53562
Calculation of frictionless flow about airfoil wings and

propellers by numerical solution of the Eular equations
p 809 A87-53563

Applications of CONMIN to wing design optimization with
vortex flow effect p 98 N87-11737

Aircraft configuration optimization including optimized
flight profiles p 98 N87-11743

Aeroelastic-aerodynamic optimization of high s_
helicopterocompound rotor p 99 N87-11758

Analysis and verification of the icing scaling equations.
Volume 1: Revision

[AD-A167976] p 85 N87-12551
Characterization and dynamical studies of polymers in

dipolar (aprotic) liquids
[AD-A169243] p 123 N87-12685

More recent research results of the DFVLR in the domain

of aerodynamics and flight mechanics
[ETN-86-98216] p 151 N87-13412

Formulation and minimaiity of nonlinear discrete time
control systems p 254 N87-15233

Dynamics of a helicopter with a sling load
p 243 N87-15957

Aerodynamics research and development at the Royal
Aircraft Establishment (RAE), Farnborough in the United
Kingdom
[AD-A171837] p 258 N87-15982

The aerodynamics and aeroacoustics of rotating
transonic disturbances p 269 N8Z-16186

Euler analysis of the three dimensional flow field of a
high-speed propeller: Boundary condition effects
[NASA-TM-88955] p 291 N87-16798

Computational, unsteady transonic aerodynamics and

aeroelasticity about airfoils and wings
[NASA-TM-89414] p 291 N87-16801

Compendium of NASA Langley reports on hypersonic
aerodynamics
[NASA-TM-87760] p 291 N87-16802

Unsteady aerodynamics of a rotating compressor blade
row in incompressible flow. Volume 1: Experimental
facilities, procedures and sample data
[AD-A173043] p 307 N87-16831

Correlation of SA349/2 helicopter flight-test data with
a comprehensive rotorcraft model
[NASA-TM-88351] p 302 N87-17692

Unsteady transonic flow calculations for realistic aircraft
configurations

[NASA-TM-89120] p 417 N87-20234
Surface pressure measurements on a double delta

Wing/Body configuration at Mach 2 and Mach 3 0NTR
1396)
[AD-At75951] p 418 N87-20245

Activities report in aerodynamics
[ETN-87-99372] p 419 N87-20973

Air Force technical objective document, Flight Dynamics
Laboratory plans for fiscal year 1988
lAD-At76115) p483 N87-21846

Computational methods for unsteady transonic flows
[NASA-TM.89106] p 492 N87-21874

Design criteria for multi-loop flight control systems
p 522 N87-21901

Vortex dynamics: A report on work in Germany
p 536 N87-22139

Simulation of impinging shear layers using vortex
dynamics p 536 N87-22140

An approach to practical aerodynamic calculations
p 537 N87-22151

Evolution of combat performance of the Hawk light
combat aircraft p 509 N87-22668

Analysis of structures with rotating, flexible substructures
applied to rotorcraft aeroelasticity in GRASP (General
Rotorcratt Aeromechenicai Stability Program)
[AD-A178941] p 510 N87-22677

Product assurance policies and procedures for flight
dynamics software development
[NASA-TM-89377] p 548 N87-23192

Coupled aerodynamic and acoustical predictions for
turboprops
[NASA-TM-87094] p 571 N87-23598

Evaluation of the angle of attack limiter of the F-16 C/D
aircraft

lAD-A177941) p 585 N87-23612
Aeroelasticity in axial-flow turbomachines. Volume 1:

Unsteady turbomachinery aerodynamics
[AGARD-AG-298-VOL-1] p 571 N87-24398

Linearized unsteady aerodynamic theory
p 571 N87-24399

Numerical methods for unsteady transonic flow
p 572 N87-24403

Unsteady aerodynamic measurements in flutter
research p 572 N87-24405

The classification of wind shears from the point of view
of aerodynamics and flight mechanics
[NASA-i"r-20020] p 615 N87°24866

Experimental studies on the dynamic development and
control of unsteady separated flows p 642 N87-25297

An introduction to time-dependent aerodynamics of
aircraft response, gusts and active controls
[ESDU-84020] p 682 N87°26048

Aerodynamic/dynamic interaction
lAD-A180621) p 731 N87-26866

An experimental investigation of an advanced turboprop
installation on a swept wing at subsonic and transonic
speeds
[NASA-TP-2729] p 733 N87-26883

Development of direct-inverse 3-D method for applied
aerodynamic design and analysis
[NASA-CR-180646] p 751 N87-26895

An investigation of some simple models lor the F/A-18
flight dynamics
[AD-A181638] p 752 N87-26903

China aerodynamics research society
lAD-A182577] p 716 N87-27612

A direct-invarse method for transonic and separated
flows about airfoils

[NASA-CR-181233] p 733 N87-27620
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Aerodynamics of 3-dimensional bodies in transitional
flow

{NASA-CR-181395] p 816 N87-29429
AEROELASTIC RESEARCH WINGS

In-flight total forces, moments and static aeroelastic
characteristics of an oblique-wing research airplane
[NASA-TP-2224] p 36 N87-10103

Theoretical and experimental investigations of sensor
location for optimal aeroelastic system state estimation

p 115 N87-11794

Prediction of wing aeroelastic effects on aircraft lift and
pitching moment charactedstics

[NASA-TM-89060] p 254 N87-15975
The effects of aercelastic deformation on the

unaugmented stopped-rotor dynamics of an X-Wing
aircraft

[NASA-TM-100480] p 791 N87-28056
AEROELASTICITY

Unsteady transonics of a wing with tip store
p 4 A87-10524

Application of time-domain unsteady aerodynamics to
rotary-wing aaroeiesticity p 94 A87-14103

Aeroelastic divergence of tdmmed aircraft
p 94 A87-14368

Application of a mixed variational approach to
aeroelastic stability analysis of a nonuniform blade

p 126 A87-14423

Unsteady transonic aerodynamics and aeroelasticity
p 73 A87-15453

The aerodynamics and dynamics of rotors - Problems
and perspectives p 74 A87-15468

Adaptive flutter suppression p 113 A87-16182

Recent developments in the dynamics of advanced rotor
systems. II p 161 A87-16962

Nonlinear flexure and torsion of rotating beams, with
application to helicopter rotor blades. I - Formulation. II.

Response and stability results p 161 A87-16963

CVR method for identification of nonsteady aerodynamic
model -- coupled vibration record p 148 A87-18577

Introduction to GRASP - General rotororaft

aeromechanical stability program . A modem approach
to rotorcraft modeling p 170 A87-19258

Arbitrary motion unsteady aerodynamics and its
application to rotary-wing aeroelasticity

p 149 A87-19259

Mathematical modeling of tile opening dynamics of an
axisymmetdc parachute p 212 A87-20412

The use of advanced aerodynamic models in the
aeroeiestic cemputatioes of helicopter rotors
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-120] p 238 A87-21039

Influence of the static deformation on a wing in the
unsteady aerodynamic

[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-152] p 214 A87-21054

Asymptotic solutions for unsteady flow in cascades
p 215 A87-21542

Computational methods for unsteady transonic flows
[AIAA PAPER 87-0107] p 218 A87-22418

An efficient algorithm for solution of the unsteady

[AIAA PAPER 87-0109] p 218 A87-22420
Longitudinal stability analysis o1 elastic vehicles

[AIAA PAPER 87-0348] p 253 A87-22573

Aeroeiestic stability analysis of a composite bearingless
roter blade p 296 A87-23738

ADAM - An aerosorvoelastic analysis method for analog
or digital systams p310 A87-24034

Unsteady motion of a wing due to a vertical gust
p 279 A87.24468

Vibrations of a cylindrical panel in a turbulent pressure
pulsation field p 333 A87.26332

GP-180 wind-tunnel flutter test p 375 A87-28554
Research on control law for active flutter suppression

p 372 A87-29607
Stochastic response of nonlinear structures with

parameter random fluctuations p 385 A87-30297
The aeroelastic tailoring of swept forward wings with

advanced composites p 361 A87-30390
Low aspect ratio axial flow compressors - Why and what

it means

[SAE PAPER 861837] p 369 A87-31150
Derivation of a fundamental solution to the equation of

aeroeiestic vibrations of a panel p 461 A87-31994
Finite element approach to rotor blade modeling

p 427 A87-32073
The aeroelastic instability of an elevator balance horn

in a shear layer wake flow
[SAE PAPER 861827] p 427 A87-32661

Transonic aeroelastioity of wings with active control
surfaces

[AIAA PAPER 87-0709] p 411 A87-33657

Supersonic flutter of aeroelastically tailored oblique
wings

[AIAA PAPER 87-0734] p 445 A87-33661

Calculation of steady and unsteady pressures on wings
at supersonic speeds with a transonic small disturbance
code

[AIAA PAPER 87-0851] p 411 A87-33691
Integrated aeroservoelastic analysis capability with

X-29A analytical comparisons
[AIAA PAPER 87-0907] p 447 A87-33716

Aeroelastic characteristics of swept cimulation control

wings /
[AIAA PAPER 87-0920] p 428 A87-33724

Use of an implicit formulation based on quasilinearization
for the aeroelastic response and stability of rotor blades
in forward flight

[AIAA PAPER 87-0921] p 428 A87-33725
Analysis of structures with rotating, flexible substructures

applied to rotorcraft aercelasticity in GRASP -- General
Rotorcraft Aerornechanicai Stability Program
[AIAA PAPER 87-0952] p 429 A87-33748

Application of GRASP to nonlinear analysis of a
cantilever beam -- General Rotorcraft Aeromechanical
Stability Program
[AIAA PAPER 87-0953] p 429 A87-33749

Design sensitivity analysis for an aeroelastic optimization
of a helicopter blade

[AIAA PAPER 87-0923] p 429 A87-33761
Measured unsteady transonic aerodynamic

characteristics of an elastic supercritioal wing
p 412 A87-34505

Aeroelastic tailoring - Creative uses of unusual
materials

[AIAA PAPER 87-0976] p 430 A87-34702
Development of an experimental system for active

control of vibrations on helicopters - Development
methodology for an airborne system

p 448 A87-34856
Recent trends in rotary-wing aeroeiesticity

p 430 A87-34857
Dynamics of COmposite rotor blades in forward flight

p 430 A87-34858
Non-linear eduation of motion of fibre reinforced

composite rotor blades p 531 A87-35657
Wind-tunnel testing of an adaptive flutter-suppression

concept

[MBB-S-PUB-279] p 521 A87-36799
Numencal analysis of three-dimensional elastic

membrane wings p 487 A87-37105
Unsteady aerodynamics in rotary-wing aeroelasticity -

A review p 487 A87-37204
Validation of aerodynamic models for predicting the

aeroelastic behavior of aircraft with exterior stores
[AAAF PAPER NT 86-21 ] p 489 A87-38044

A simplified state-space modeling of elastic vehicle
p 582 A87-39272

Aircraft servo-aeroelasticity stability
p 594 A87-39410

A dynamic model of an aeroplane with wings of high
aspect ratio for flutter analys_s by the method of finite
elements p 595 A87-39773

Analysis of local flutter and forced vibrations of the

covering of supersonic aeroplane p 583 A87-39774
A dynamic model for studying vibrations of a helicopter

fall h_m _ _Rq AQ7 QQ77¢

Nonlinear aeroelasticity - An overview
p 608 A87-40060

Unsteady aerodynamics of blade rows

p 554 A87-40082
Analytical flutter investigation of a composite propfan

model

[AIAA PAPER 87-0738] p 609 A87-40497
Unsteady full potential sercelastic computations for

flexible configurations
[AIAA PAPER 87-1238] p 563 A87-42335

The influence of the induced velocity distribution and
the flapping-lagging coupling on the derivatives of the rotor
and the stability of the helicopter _ 679 A87-43436

Recent trends in rotary-wing aernelasticity
3 652 A87-43442

Aeroelastic stability of a beadngless circulation control
rotor in forward flight _ 652 A87-43443

Helicopter individual-blade-control research at MIT
1977-1985 _ 679 A87-43446

A unique approach to seroelastic testing of scaled
rotors _ 683 A87-43461

The numerical simulation of subsonic flutter

[AIAA PAPER 87-1428] _ 633 A87-44952
Mechanical evaluation of the aeroelastic behaviour of

a fan blade p 675 A87-46248
Aeroelastic control of stability and forced response of

supersonic rotors by aerodynamic detuning
p 676 A87-46249

Trends in the aeroeiestic analysis of combat aircraft
p 657 A87-46362

Aeroelastic derivatives as a sensitivity analysis of
nonlinear equations p 699 A87-46797

Helicopter rotor head condition monitoring
p 713 A87-48941

AEROELASTICITY

Notes regarding fundamental understandings of
rotorcraft aeroelastic instability p 746 A87-48951

Elastic fuselage modes and higher harmonic control in
the coupled rotor/airframe vibration analysis

p 747 A87-48957
Development of a real-time blade element aeroelastic

rotor

[AIAA PAPER 87-2500] p 749 A87-49171

The effects o1 aeroelastic deformation on the
unaugmented stopped-rotor dynamics of an X.Wing
aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 87-2563] p 769 A87-49613

Experimental results of aeroelastic instability of an axial
compressor p 762 A87-49976

A new model of a self-controlled system --- cross-flow
excited elastically suspended body vibration

p 847 A87-51158

Voriex influence on oscillating airfoils at high angle of
attack p 809 A87-,,53777

Experimental aeroeiestic behavior of forward-swept
graphite/epoxy wings with dgid-bedy freedom

p 824 A87-53781

Aercelastic oscillations caused by transitional boundary
layers and their attenuation p 824 A87-53782

Unsteady test method applied to wind tunnel studies
of flutter p 838 A87-54189

Aeroelastic stability of composite rotor blades in hover
p 25 N87-10060

Design and tabrication of the NASA decoupier pylon
for the F-16 aircraft

[NASA-CR-172354] p 25 N87-10065

Effect of static inplane loads and boundary conditions
on the flutter of flat rectangular panels
[NAL-TM-ST-8604] p 50 N87-10404

Performance and quality flight test textbook. Volume 2:
Flying qualities

[AD-At68124] p 3 N87-10830

Calculated effects of varying Reynolds Number and
dynamic pressure on flexible wings at transonic speeds

p 75 N87-11738

Some experiences in aircraft aeroelastic design using
Preliminary Aeroeiestic Design of Structures (PAD)

p 98 N87-11747
On sound propagation in centrifugal fan casings

[ESA-TT-957] p 138 N87-12326
Unsteady transonic flow computations for AGARD

two-dimensional and three-dimensional aeroelastic
configurations
[ONERA-NT-1985-5] p 152 N87-13418

USAF test pilot school. Flying qualities textbook, volume
2, part2
[AD-A170960] p 173 N87-13432

Dynamic stability of hingeless and beadngiess rotor
blades in forward flight p 242 N87-15201

An experimental investigation of the structural dynamics
of a torsionally soft" rotor in vacuum

[NASA-CR-177418] p 244 N87-15965
Prediction of wing aeroelastic effects on aircraft lift and

pitching moment characteristics

" Modeilingof-rigi;:l-body and elastic aircraft dynamics for
flight control development
[AD-A172423] p255 N87-15978

Dynamics and aeroelasticity of composite structures
[AD-A172922] p 260 N87-16078

Nonlinear integro--differentiai equations for
aeroelasticity p 245 N87-16189

Leads and Aeroelasticity Division research and
technology accomplishments for FY 1986 and plans for
FY 1987

[NASA.TM-89084] p 291 N87-16796
Computational, unsteady transonic aerodynamics and

aeroelssticity about airfoils and wings
[NASA-TM-89414] p 291 N87-16801

The static aeroelasticity of a composite wing
p 326 N87-17085

On the prediction of the aeroelastic behavior of lifting
systems due to flow separation
[DF'VLR-FB-86-35] p 294 N87-17685

Analytical flutter investigation o1 a composite proptan
model
[ NASA-TM-88944 ] p327 N87-18115

Introduction to GRASP (General Rotororaft

Aeromecbanical Stability Program): A modem approach
to rotorcraft modeling
[AD-A174161] p 374 N87-18573

Sensitivity method for integrated structure/actlve control
law design p 390 N87-18860

Optimum aeroelastic characteristics for composite
supermaneuverable aircraft
[AD-A174785] p 362 N87-19377

UnSteady transonic flow calculations for realistic aircraft
configurations
[NASA-TM-89120] p 417 N67-20234
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Investigation of transonic region of high dynamic
response encountered on an elastic supercritical wing
[NASA-TM-89121] p 417 N87-20236

Aeroelastic stability of bearingless rotors in forward
flight p 432 N87-20260

Development of optimization system OPTSYS:
Implementation of static aeroelastic constraints
(FFA-TN-1986-40J p 434 N87-20994

Activities report in structures
[ETN-87-99375] p 467 N87-21166

Unstalled flutter stability predictions and comparisons
to test data for a composite prop-fan model
]NASA-CR-179612] p 519 N87-21955

Aercelastic effects in multirotorvehicles. Part 2: Methods
of solution and results illustrating coupled rotor/body
aeromechanical stability
[NASA-CR-4009] p 522 N87-21957

Eigenspace techniques for active flutter suppression
[NASA-CR-4071] p 522 N87-21960

Static aeroelastic effects on the flutter of a supercdtical
wing
[NASA-TM-89132] p 540 N87-22270

Structural and aeroelastic analysis of the SR-7L
propfan
[NASA-TM-86877] p 540 N87-22273

Analysis of structures with rotating, flexible substructures
applied to rotorcraff aeroelasticity in GRASP (General
Rotorcraft Aercmechanical Stability Program)
[AD-A178941] p 510 N87-22677

Correlation of analytical calculations from GRASP
(General Rotorcraft Aeromechanical Stability Program)
with torsionally-soft rotor data
[AD-A178881] p 524 N87-22689

Aeroelasticity in axial-flow turbomachines. Volume 1:
Unsteady turbomachinery aerodynamics
[AGARD-AG-298-VOL-1] p 571 N87-24398

Numerical methods for unsteady transonic flow

p 572 N87-24403
Understanding fan blade flutter through linear cascade

aeroelastic testing p 572 N87-24407
Coupling iteration method linkingaerodynamic fields with

periodic dynamic fields
[ONERA-RT-19/3239-RY-054-R] p 574 N87-24428

Symbolic generation of elastic rotor blade equations
using a FORTRAN processor and numerical study on
dynamic inflow effects on the stability of helicopter
rotors

[NASA-TM-86750] p 587 N87-24455
The Aeronautical Research Institue (FFA) wing body 85

computer program. A panel method for determination of
aeroelastic characteristics applying direct block iterative
solution techniques
[FFA-TN-1986-28] p 642 N87-25298

Aeroelasticity in turbomachines comparison of
theoretical and experimental cascade results. Appendix
A5: All experimental and theoretical results for the 9
standard configurations

[AD-Af80534] p 677 N87-25326
Development of a computing code for three dimensional

unsteady transonic small perturbations
[ONERA-RT-27/3064-RY-052-R] p 733 N87-27619

Dynamics and aeroelasticity of composite structures
[AD-Af82713] p 825 N87-28543

Modeling and computational algorithms for parameter
estimation and optimal control of aeroelastic systems and
large flexible structures
[AD-A183302] p 852 N87-29893

AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING

The effect of advanced technology on the
second-generation SST

[AIAA PAPER 86-2672] p 142 A87-17914
Aircraft research and development trends in the US and

USSR

[AIAA PAPER 86-2720] p 142 A87-17944

Logistics/engineering community cooperation - A case
study p 144 A87-19235

Commissioning of the 'Aeronautique' computer at
ONERA p 332 A87-27534

Military developments in aeronautics - The next thirty
years p 339 A87-29276

Engineering and cost principles for increasing the
production efficiency and maintainability of aircraft
engines p 664 A87-43620

Airbreathing propulsion system design at the United
States Air Force Academy - An integrated approach
[AIAA PAPER 87-1870] p 709 A87-45265

Graduate engineering research participation in
aeronautics

[NASA-CR-179796] p 3 N87-10828

Overview of the support of the aeronautics research
and technology by the Bundesministeriom fuer Forschung
und Technologie (BMFT)
[ETN-66-98215] p 144 N87-13402

On a data base system for numerical simulator
p 210 N87-14252
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Application of computational aerodynamics to wing
design under fuselage interference p 174 N87-14276

The role of computational fluid dynamics in aeronautical
engineering: Third report p 174 N87-14277

A method for the manufacture of model helicopter rotor
blades from glass fiber reinforced plastic
[RAE-TR.85040] p 175 N87-14316

The dynamic scaling and development of model
helicopter rotor blades for the RAE 24ft wind tunnel test

rig
[RAE*TR-85052] p 242 N87-15203

Design of aircraft (selected chapters)
[AD-A172865J p 244 N87-15962

Acta Aeronautica et Astronautiea Sinica (selected
articles)
[AD.A173610] p 255 N87-15979

A distributed data acquisition system for aeronautics test
facilities

[NASA-TM-68961] p 315 N87-16851

State constraints for predictive control with air vehicle
application
[AD-A176205] p 450 N87-21002

Air Force technical objective document, Flight Dynamics
Laboratory plans for fiscal year 1988
[AD-A176115] p483 N87-21846

Description of an aeronautical geometry conversion
package: Wave-drag to Langley Wireframe Geometry
Standard (LaWGS) to Supersonic Implicit Marching
Potential (SIMP)
[NASA*CR-178299] p 548 N87-23194

Engineer in charge: A history of the Langley Aeronautical
Laboratory, 1917-1958
[NASA-SP-4305] p 621 N87-24390

Some innovations and accomplishments of Ames
Research Center since its inception
[NASA-TM-88348] p 716 N87-27609

AERONAUTICAL SATELLITES

Military aeronautical satellite communications
p 18 A87-10137

An overview of aeronautical satellite communications

p 740 A87-48356
Space communications to aircraft: A new development

in international space law. I p 861 A87-51477
Satellites for air navigation - An airline view

p 820 A87-53580
AERONAUTICS

Scientific problems of aviation and space: History and
present state --- Russian book p 62 A87-11339

Radio Technical Commission for Aeronautics, Annual

Assembly Meeting and Technical Symposium,
Washington, DC, November 19-21, 1985, Proceedings

p 1 A87-11801
Joint National Symposium on the Influence of Aviation

on Engineering and the Future of Aeronautics in Australia,
Melbourne, Australia, August 8, 9, 1985, Preprints and
Supplementary Papers p 1 A87-13001

Developments at ARL to meet future Australian needs
in aeronautics p 2 A87-13017

Israel Annual Conference on Aviation and Astronautics,
27th, Haifa, Israel, February 27, 28, 1985, Collection of
Papers p 64 A87-13635

M. V. Keldysh: Selected works - Mechanics --- Russian
book p 141 A87-17707

Aeronautical meteorology in practice
p 470 A87-35000

Yearbook 1986 I; DGLR, Annual Meeting, Munich, West
Germany, Oct. 8-10, 1986, Reports p 482 A87-36751

Yearbook 1986 II; DGLR, Annual Meeting, Munich, West
Germany, Oct. 8-10, 1986, Reports p 711 A87-48154

Going beyond the limits. Aviation in Germany
[SO-1-87] p 710 N87-26853

Acta aeronautica et astronautica sinica (selected
articles)
lAD-A182447] p 802 N67-28500

AEROSPACE ENGINEERING

Annual Aerospace Applications of Artificial Intelligence
Conference, 1st, Dayton, OH, September 16-19, 1985,
Proceedings p 56 A87-12211

Joint National Symposium on the Influence of Aviation
on Engineering and the Future of Aeronautics in Australia,
Melbourne, Australia, August 8, 9, 1985, Preprints and
Supplementary Papers p 1 A87-13001

Developments at ARL to meet future Australian needs

in aeronautics p 2 A87-13017
Automated flexible assembly of aerospace structures

p 63 A87-13063
NAECON 1986; Proceedings of the National Aerospace

and Electronics Conference, Dayton, OH, May 19-23, 1986.
Volumes 1, 2, 3, & 4 p 141 A87-16726

On wings into space --- history of Ames-Dryden Flight
Research Facility p 255 A87-20679

Database application to aircraft engineering functions
related to flight testing
[AIAA PAPER 86-9823] p 241 A87-23263

Aerospace highlights 1986 p 399 A87-28399

SUBJECT INDEX

Wind shear; Proceedings of the Aerospace Technology
Conference and Exposition, Long Beach, CA, Oct. 13-16,
1986

[SAE SP-681J p 351 A87-29584
V/STOL/STOVL; Proceedings of the Aerospace

Technology Conference and Exposition, Long Beach, CA,
Oct. 13-16, 1986

[SAE SP-680] p 359 A87-29634
The principles of composite optimum design of

compound aggregate complexes p 474 A87-32463

Military aircraft system engineering
[SAE PAPER 861690] p 402 A87-32604

DFVLR, Annual Report 1985 p 403 A87-35176
Cutting aerospace structures with water

p 531 A87-35395
Interdisciplinary optimum design --- of aerospace

structures p 657 A87-47009
Application of artificial intelligence (AI) to aerospace

manufacturing - A user perspective p 857 A87-53075
International Conference - Superplasticity in Aerospace

Aluminium
[BAE-S85/AMR/0066] p 42 N87-10994

The portfolio model of technological development in the
aircraft industry
[AD-A170832] p 66 N87-12534

Diffusion welding of component parts in the aviation and
space industries
[RAE-TRANS-2147] p 324 N87-17032

Advanced Joining of Aerospace Metallic Materials ---
conference proceedings
[AGARD-CP-398] p 324 N87-17051

Research on structural analysis at the DFVLR,
Brunswick p 326 N87-17078

Flight-vehicle structures education in the US:
Assessment and recommendations
[NASA-CR-4048] p 336 N87-17526

ONERA 1946-1968

[ETN-87-99158] p 337 N87-18518
Langley aerospace test highlights - 1986

[NASA-TM-89144] p 550 N87-22602
AEROSPACE INDUSTRY

The influence of aerospace developments upon
developments in manufacturing p 1 A87-13002

Impact of aviation on the environment
p 132 A87-13584

Use of ultrasonic models in the design and validation
of new NDE techniques p 262 A87-20165

Japan advances its aerospace timetable
p 478 A87-31615

The need for new technologies for the U.S. aerospace
industry p 482 A87-35283

Toward the factory of the future p 531 A87-35397
High temperature titanium alloys p 689 A87-44739
Cooperation know*how in high-tech products

[MBB-Z-101-86-PUB] p 799 A87-49966
ONERA 1946-1986

[ETN-87-99158] p 337 N87-18518
AEROSPACE MEDICINE

Reported in-flight incapacitation - The early birds of
1911 p 550 A87-35425

AEROSPACE SAFETY
A systems approach to safe airspace operations

p 294 A87-24174
AEROSPACE SYSTEMS

Design verification system for advanced aerospace
engines p 367 A87-29454

Control operations in advanced aerospace systems
p 474 A87-32117

Aerospace information report 1939 trial application
[SAE PAPER 861787] p 478 A87-32636

Air Force technical objective document fiscal year
1987

[AD-A167324] p 62 N87-10779
A survey of military aerospace systems technology

developments in Western Europe and the Middle East
[AD-A175635] p 403 N87-20173

Activities report in systems
[ETN-87-99371] p 407 N87-20962

Fiscal year 1988 technical objective document
[AD-A180311] p 861 N87-29364

Air force technical objective document fiscal year
1988

[AD-A183017] p 662 N87-30224
AEROSPACE TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

AIAA Lighter-Than-Air Technology Conference, 7th,
Monterey, CA, Aug. 17-19, 1987, Technical Papers

p 711 A87-48638
Cooperation know-how in high-tech products

[MBB-Z-lO1-86-PUB] p 799 A87-49966
Aircraft derivative gas turbine development in China

[PNR90359] p 309 N67-t6844
AEROSPACE VEHICLES

Advanced actuation, controls and integration for
aerospace vehicles; Proceedings of the Symposium, San
Diego, CA, October 9, 1985
[SAE P-170] p 112 A87.15476



SUBJECT INDEX AIR BREATHING ENGINES

Advanced information processing system - Status report
--- for fault tolerant and damage tolerant data processing
for aerospace vehicles p 205 A87-t6763

Longitudinal stability analysis of elastic vehicles
[AIAA PAPER 87-0348] p 253 A87-22573

Thrust/drag accounting for aerospace plane vehicles
[AIAA PAPER 87-1966] p 656 A87-45335

Transmission efficiency in advanced aerospace
powerplant
[AIAA PAPER 87-2043] p 671 A87-45376

Design of aircraft (selected chapters)
[AD-A172865] p 244 N87-15962

Practical Application ot Finite Element Analysis to
Aircraft Structural Design
[AGARD-LS-147] p 268 N87-16376

Extension and application of a procedure for damage
assessment of aerospace structures
[AD-A174035] p 396 N87-19004

A survey of military aerospace systems technology
developments in Western Europe and the Middle East
[AD-A175635] p 403 N87-20173

Application of the Navier-Stokes equations to solve
aerodynamic problems p 416 N87-20225

Net shape technology in aerospace structures. Volume
1

[AD-A176508] p 406 N87-20957
Net shape technology in aerospace structures. Volume

2. Appendix. Precision Forgings in Aerospace Structures.
Presentations of a workshop held on December 3*5, 1984
in Oxnard, California
[AD-A176509] p 406 N87-20958

Net shape technology in aerospace structures. Volume
3. Appendix. Emerging Net Shape Technologies.
Presentations of a workshop held on March 27-29, 1985
in Santa Barbara, California
[AD-A176510] p 406 N87-20959

Net shape technology in aerospace structures. Volume
4. Appendix. Future Composite Manufacturing Technology.
Presentations of a workshop held on September 9-12,1985

in Gaithersburg, Maryland
[AD-A176511] p 407 N87-20960

Fiscal year 1988 technical objective document
[AD-A180311] p 861 N87-29364

AEROSPACEPLANES

Aerospace plane - Fact or fantasy?
p 65 A87-16396

National Aero-Space Plane - Technology for America's
future p 141 A87-17142

Will the aerospace plane work? p 339 A87-28613
Combination engines for spaceplanes

p 378 A87-29357
Transition to space - A history of 'space plane' concepts

at Langley Aeronautical Laboratory 1952-1957
p 478 A87-33152

Hotol - A multi-role aerospacecraft for Europe
p 760 A87-47776

On waverider shapes applied to aero-space plane
forebody configurations

[AIAA PAPER 87-2550] p 727 A87-49102
An overview of the British Aerospace HOTOL

transatmospheric vehicle

NASA authorizations, fiscal year 1987
[GPO-61-975] p 274 N87-15904

A model test vehicle for hypersonic aerospace systems
development
[MBB-UR-875/86] p 658 N87-25314

National Aerospace Plane Program: Principal
assumptions, findings and policy options
[RAND/P-7288-RGS] p 625 N87-25990

AEROSTATICS

Nonlinear dynamic simulation of a moored aerostat
[AIAA PAPER 87-2505] p 736 A87-48648

Automated aircraft static structural testing with computer
aided interpretation
[AD-A175321] p 363 N87-19384

AEROTHERMOCHEMISTRY

Numerical method for non-equilibrium hypersonic
boundary layers
[AIAA PAPER 87-0516] p 284 A87-24976

AEROTHERMODYNAMICS

Unsteady heat transfer coefficient estimation for long
duration

[AIAA PAPER 86-1240] p 264 A87-21534
Muttigrid acceleration of the isenthalpic form of the

compressible flow equations p 382 A87-28750
Dynamics of compressible air flow in ducts with heat

exchange p 383 A87-29279
Local heat transfer and fluid flow studies on a rectangular

plate inclined at different angles of attack and yaw to an
air stream p 386 A87-30707

On the heat transfer characteristics of constrained air
jets impinging on a flat surface p 532 A87-37040

The thermal environment of transatmospheric vehicles
[AIAA PAPER 87-1514] p 626 A87.43038

Volume interchange factors for hypersonic vehicle wake
radiation
[AIAA PAPER 87-1520] p 707 A87-43044

Direct simulation of aerothermal loads for an aeroassist

flight experiment vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 87-1546] p626 A87-43063

High temperature transport properties of air
[AIAA PAPER 87-1632] p 707 A87-43129

Integration of propulsion/integration test results through
the use of reference plane transfers
[AIAA PAPER 87-1964] p 670 A87-45333

Comparison of wet and dry growth in artificial and flight
icing conditions p 646 A87-45635

Aerothermodynamic computations for
super-/hypersonic flight p 640 A87-46328

Application of the hydraulic analogy to understand an
in-flight total temperature anomaly p 756 A87-49204

Fick's first law correction by an exact solution of the
Boltzmann equation p 859 A87-51483

Flow behind a rearward facing step in hypersonic high
enthalpy flow - Some interferometric studies

p 807 A87-52371
Aerothermodynamies of transatmospheric vehicles

p 807 A87-52878
A bibliography of aerodynamic heating references

]BAE-BT-13481] p 14 N87-10832
Host turbine heat transfer overview

p 52 N87-11184
Aerothermal modeling program, phase 2

p 35 N87-11200
Aerothermal tests of spherical dome protuberances on

a flat plate at a Mach number of 6.5
[NASA-TP-2631] p 201 N87-13664

Thermodynamic and Flow Mechanical Problems in
Aircraft and Spacecraft Drives
[ETN-87-98751] p 185 N87-14331

Unsteady aerodynamic and heat transfer processes in
a transonic turbine stage p 251 N87-15220

Thermodynamic and Flow Mechanical Problems in
Aircraft and Spacecraft Drives. Summary of conference
reports for 1974, 1975, 1976
[ETN-87-98750] p 251 N87-15223

Contamination and distortion of steady flow field induced

by various discrete frequency disturbances in aircraft gas
turbines
[AD-A173294] p 310 N87-17704

Research on aero-thermodynamic distortion induced
structural dynamic response of multi-stage compressor
blading
[AD-A175904] p 370 N87-19398

Activities report in aerospace sciences
[ETN-87-99369] p 478 N87-21845

The Jacobi matrix technique in computational fluid
dynamics p 796 N87-28348

The aerothermodynamic environment for holes in
hypersonic configurations
[DE87-003790] p 814 N87-29414

AFTERBODIES

Afterbody flowfield computations at transonic and
supersonic Mach numbers p 342 A87-27983

Underexpanded jet-free stream interactions on an
axisymmetric afterbody configuration

A method for calculating axisymmetric afterbody flows
p 716 A87-47087

Turbulence modeling for steady three-dimensional
supersonic flows
[AD-A170042] p 154 N87-14285

A calculation method for the propulsive jet and its
aerodynamic interaction with an afterbody
[DFVLR-FB-86-29] p 154 N87-14292

Effects of empennage surface location on aerodynamic
characteristics of a twin-engine afterbody model with
nonaxisymmetric nozzles
[NASA-TP-2392] p 302 N67-17693

Surface pressure measurements on a double delta
Wing/Body configuration at Mach 2 and Mach 3 (WTR
1396)
[AD-A175951] p 418 NS7-20245

Pressure measurement around the aft body of the NAL
STOL-research-aircraft model

[NAL-TR-919] p 491 N87-21867
Effects of afferbody boattail design and empennage

arrangement on aeropropulsive characteristics of a
twin-engine fighter model at transonic speeds
[NASA-TP.2704] p 492 N87-21873

AFFERBURNINO
A test research for improving the performance of V-type

flameholder used in an afterburner p 34 A87-12965
Closed loop control of an afterburning F100 gas turbine

engine p 103 A87-13323
Model and full scale study of twin supersonic plume

resonance
[AIAA PAPER 87-0244] p 249 A87-22507

CARS applications to combustion diagnostics
p 323 A87-26679

Flight test research on static characteristics of
afterburner fuel control system for turbojet engines

p 513 A87-37844

Cooling flow technique for designing afterburner heat
shields p 513 A87-37847

Effect of nonuniform excess air ratio distribution in the

afterburner on the specific pulse of the nozzle and the
effective heat release coefficient p 591 A87-42145

High performance turbofan afterburner systems
[AIAA PAPER 87-1830] p 666 A87-45234

Numerical study of combustion processes in
afterburners p 458 N87-20269

AGING (MATERIALS)
Glasflugel H 201 Libelle glider: Aging study, test report,

part 1
[REPT-3707-LC-85*PT-1] p 195 N87-13496

Small, self-contained aircraft fatigue data recorder
[AD-A172400] p 243 N87-15207

Data evaluation and technique development for analysis
of JP-5 fuels

[DE87-002025] p 380 N87-19534

AGING (METALLURGY)
Age forming aluminum in an autoclave

p 848 A87-52678

The effect of prestrain and of ageing at room temperature
on the mechanical properties of an AI-Li-Cu-Mg alloy

p 842 A87-52683
AGRICULTURAL AIRCRAFT

Parametric sizing of aerial application airplanes based
on varying levels of technology p139 A87-13636

AH-1G HELICOPTER

AH-1G flight vibration correlation using NASTRAN and
the C81 rotor/airframe coupled analysis

p 167 A87-19205

Summary of AH-1G flight vibration data for validation
of coupled rotor-fuselage analyses
[NASA-CR-178160] p 201 N87-13795

Summary of the modeling and test correlations of a
NASTRAN finite element vibrations model for the AH-1G

helicopter, task 1
[NASA-CR-178201] p 469 N87-21373

AH-64 HELICOPTER
Multivariable flight control for an attack helicopter

p 109 A87-13379

AH-64A Apache Helicopter - Reliability, availability,
maintainability/logistics RAM/Log data system

p 169 A87-19234
Deicing the McDonnell Douglas AH-64A

p 172 A87-19273
AH-64 Combat Mission Simulator tactical system

[AIAA PAPER 87-2575] p 779 A87-49176
Optimization process in helicopter design

p 98 N87-11726
Inertia welding of nitralloy N and 18 nickel maraging

250 grade steels for utilization in the main rotor drive shaft
for the AR-64 military helicopter program

p 325 N87-17067
Effect of planform taper on hover performance of an

advanced AH-64 model rotor

[NASA-TM-89145] p 643 N87-25304

A redundant actuating system with sorvo valves of low
hydraulic loss p 93 A87-14025

Flutter investigations involving a free floating aileron
[AIAA PAPER 87-0909] p 447 A87-33718

Flight service evaluation of advanced composite ailerons
on the L-1011 transport aircraft
[NASA-CR-178170] p 318 N87-16883

Development of field level repairs for composite
structures p 404 N87-20177

Damage repair of in-service composite structures:
Application to the Mirage 2000 p 405 N87-20184

Aileron reversal of swept wings with crossflexibilities
[RAE-TR-83023] p 433 N87-20988

Advanced Electromochanical Actuation System (EMAS),
flight test
[AD-A176148] p 449 N87-21001

Flight service evaluation of advanced composite ailerons
on the L-1011 transport aircraft
[NASA-CR-178321] p 691 N87.25439

Performance and power regulation characteristics of two
aileron-controlled rotors and a pitchable tip-controlled rotor
on the Mod-O turbine
[NASA-TM-100136] p 855 N87-29956

AIR BREATHING ENGINES
Prospective, characteristics and problems of the use

of boron in different air augmented propulsion modes
[IAF PAPER 86-191] p 122 A87-15924

Computational analysis of hypersonic airbreathing
aircraft flow fields

[AIAA PAPER 87-0279] p 222 A87-22531
Morphology of a standing oblique detonation wave ---

for hypersonic airbreathing propulsion
[AIAA PAPER 87-1785] p 695 A87-45201
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AIR CARGO SUBJECT INDEX

System performance apfxoach to air breathing
propulsion design - A new undergraduate design
competition
[AIAA PAPER 87-1869] p 668 A87-45264

Progress toward shock enhancement of supersonic
combustion processes
[AIAA PAPER 87-1880] p 690 A87-45274

Modification to the Langley 8.Foot High Temperature
Tunnel for hypersonic propulsion tasting
[AIAA PAPER 87-1887] p 685 A87-46277

Force accounting for airframe integrated engines
[AIAA PAPER 87-1965] p636 A87-45334

Thrust/drag accounting for aerospace plane vehicles
[AIAA PAPER 87-1966] p 656 A87-45335

Advancements in hydrogen expander airbreething
engines
(AIAA PAPER 87-2003] p 670 A87-45348

The influence of flow non-uniformities in air-breathing
hypersonic propulsion systems
[AIAA PAPER 87-2079] p 636 A87-45394

International Symposium on Air Breathing Engines, 8th,
Cincinnati, OH, June 14-19, 1987, Proceedings

p 673 A87-46176
The origins and future possibilities of air breathing jet

propulsion systems p 709 A87-46178
Future trends - A European view --- of air breathing

engines p673 A87-46179
Efficiency parameters for inlets operating at hypersonic

speeds p 638 A87-46189
Diagnostic methods for air-breathing engines

p 686 A87-46243
Computational analysis of hypersonic airbreathing

aircraft flow fields p 645 N87-26019
AIR CARGO

Standardizing air cargo containers
p 155 A87o17418

Nationality and registration of aircraft operated by joint
air transport operating organizations or international
operating agencies p 398 A87-29486

Microstructures and properties of AI-8,0Fe-2.0Mo
[SAWE PAPER 1696] p 510 A87-36282

Automatical Ioadsheet preparation .-- aircraft weight and
balance data

[SAWE PAPER 1697] p 525 A87-36283
Weight growth in airline service

[SAWE PAPER 1698] p 494 A87-36284
Dynamics of a helicopter with a sling load

p 243 N87-15957
Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US Civil and

Foreign Aviation, issue number 13, 1985 accidents
[PB86-916927] p 353 N87-18550

Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US Civil and

Foreign Aviation, issue number 12, 1985 accidents
[PB86-916926] p 353 N87.18551

Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US Civil and
Foreign Aviation, issue number 10, 1985 accidents
[PB86-916924] p 353 N87-18552

Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US Civil and
Foreign Aviation, issue number 9 of 1985 accidents
[PB86-916923] p 354 N87-18553

Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US Civil and
Foreign Aviation, issue number 8, 1985 accidents
[PB86-916922] p 354 N87-18554

Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US Civil and
Foreign Aviation, issue number 17 of 1984 accidents
[PB86-916913] p 354 N87-18555

Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US Civil and
Foreign Aviation issue number 16 of 1984 accidents
[PB86-916912] p 354 N87-18556

AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT
Air conditioning systems for helicopters

p 654 A87-43473
AIR COOLING

The effectiveness of heat-protection coatings on the
blades of gas turbine engines p 465 A87-34272

On the heat transfer cheracteristics of constrained air

jets impinging on a flat surface p 532 A87-37040

Experimental investigation on cooling effectiveness of
high.temperature air-cooled turbine blade

p 513 A87-37845

Experimental investigation on cooling effectiveness of
a turbine b_ade under various design conditions

p 513 A87-37846

Cooling flow technique for designing afterburner heat
shields p 513 A87-37847

Heat transfer through multi-turns of cooling passages
in a turbine blade p 533 A87.37848

A ram air driven air cycle cooling system for avionics
pods
[SAE PAPER 860912] p 514 A87-38704

Fabdcation of cooled radial turbine rotor

[NASA-CR-179503] p 107 N87-11789
Temperature detection system for use on film cooled

turbine airfoils
[AD-D012475] p 251 N87-15971

AIR DATA SYSTEMS
Complementing INS with air data - An improved

navigation system p 578 A87-39411

A promising low speed air data system for helicopters
p 661 A87-43437

Contribution of laser anemometry to aircraft safety

p 699 A87-46361
Statistical distribution of extreme atmospheric

turbulences

[ONERA, TP NO. 1987-56] p 702 A87-46757
Proceedings of the 13th Symposium on Aircraft

Integrated Data Systems
[DFVLR.MITI'-86-04] p 30 N87-10075

A-310 Aircraft Integrated Data SystemS (AIDS) design

philosophy p 30 N87-10076
Aircraft Integrated Data Systems (AIDS): Evolution and

revolution p 30 N87-10077
Modem Aircraft Integrated Data Systems (AIDS)

technology exemplified on the A-320 p 30 N87-10078
Experience with the Onboard Checkout And Monitoring

System (OCAMS) of a military aircraft resulting
improvements and the consequence for future design

p 31 N87-10079
Integrated monitoring systems for tactical aircraft

p 31 N87-10080
The Airborne Integrated Data System (AIDS) for the

Airbus A-310 engine condition monitoring
p 31 N87-10082

Choosing Aircraft Integrated Data Systems (AIDS)
architecture suitable for Engine Health Monitoring (EHM)
on future generation engines p 31 N87-10083

Luffhense's Aircraft Integrated Data Systems (AIDS)
based A-310 engine condition menitodng system: Progress
achieved between the 12th and 13th AIDS Symposiums

p 31 N87.10084
Data recovery techniques, an update --- flight data

p 32 N87-10089
The air/ground transfer of aircraft integrated data

systems (AIDS) for Air Traffic Control (ATC) purposes:
Present experiments and possible future intentions

p 32 N87-10091

Airline data acquisition in an ACARS environment
p 32 N87-10092

Comparative evaluation of redundant flight data

recorded by a digital aircraft integrated data system
recorder (DAR) on board an Airbus A-310 aircraft

p 33 N87-10098
Introduction to air data system parameters, errors and

calibration laws
[ESDU.86031] p 247 N87-t5967

Qualitative evaluation of a flush air data system at
transonic speeds and high angles of attack
[NASA-TP-2716] p 827 N87.29497

AIR DEFENSE
The design of a supportable fighter

[AIAA PAPER 86-2618] p 162 A87-17879
AIR FILTERS

Hot corrosion site environment in gas turbines
p 830 A87-51353

AIR FLOW

Performance end optimisation of an airblast nozzle -
Drop size distribution and volumetric air flow

p 125 A87-13828
Air flow and particle trajectories around aircraft

fuselages, IV - Orientation of ice crystals
p 246 A87-20958

Fuel nozzle air flow modeling
[AIAA PAPER 86-1667] p 264 A87-21520

Construction of a 2- by 2-fcot transonic apaptive-wail
test section at the NASA Ames Research Center
[AIAA PAPER 86-1089] p 256 A87-21532

Droplet field visualization and cherectedzation via digital
image analysis p 320 A87-25291

Analysis of the air flow into ramjet combustion
chambers p 288 A87-27474

An experimental study on distribution of cold and hot
airflows in combustor p 306 A87-27493

Some aspects of gas turbine combustion using air-blast
atomizers p 367 A87-29389

The effect of lower and upper overlaps on the efficiency
of centripetal radial-fiow air microturbines with partial
admission p460 A87-31732

Aspects of unsteady transonic flow
p 554 A87-40083

The development of an air motion measurement system
for NASA's Electra aircraft p 589 A87-42183

Flight test and evaluation of propulsion system
operability characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 87-2092] p 656 A87-45400

Numerical simulation of confined unsteady
aerodynamical flows p 719 A87-48339

Airborne measurement methods applied to the
determination of boundary conditions at the sea surface:
The TOSCANE experiment p 55 N87-11242

Notes on a generic parachute opening force analysis
[AD-A170962] p 151 N87-13411

Investigation of flow under the fuselage of a powered
light aircraft model
[BU-351] p 418 N87-20247

The physics of fuel sprays. Volume 1: Experimental
measurements

[AD-A175660] p 442 N87-20285
Laser vaiocimetry study of stator/rotor interactions in

a multi-stage gas turbine compressor
p 467 N87-2t 181

Evaporation of monodisperse fuel sprays in flowing air
[AD-A177119] p 529 N87-22054

Development of gas-to-gas lift pad dynamic seals,
volumes 1 and 2

[NASA-CR-179486] p 539 N87-22245
User's manual for ADAM (Advanced Dynamic Airfoil

Model)
[DE87-012342] p 813 N87-28524

Airflow calibration and exhaust pressure/temperature
survey of an F404, SIN 215-109, turbofan engine
[NASA-TM-100159] p 834 N87-29537

AIR INTAKES
Air intake flow visualization

[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-162] p 264 A87-21062

Analysis of the influence of the height above the ground
of a jet-engine air-intake on the structure of free inlet air
flow p 288 A87-25972

Calculation of a plane nonadjustable supersonic air
intake for CAD p 438 A87-31723

A synthesis of procedures for selecting the geometric
features of an air intake - For M = 0 to 1.8

p 487 A87-37209
A study of compressor erosion in helicopter engine with

inlet separator
[AD-A173288] p 309 N87-17703

Acquisition and processing of non-stationary pressure
measurments in studies of air intake distortion

p 468 N87-21191
Experimental study of supersonic stream sliding at angle

past one-stop wedge with jaws p 569 N87-23573
AIR JETS

A study of recirculation region boundaries for a turbulent
jet impinging on a screen in external flow

p 212 A87-20386
On the heat transfer characteristics of constrained air

jets impinging or) a flat surface p 532 A87-37040
The air-injection method of fixing boundary-layer

transition and investigating scale effects
p 639 A87-46264

AIR LAND INTERACTIONS

Ground and air resonance of pearingless rotors in
hover

[AIAA PAPER 87-0924] p 429 A87-33759
AIR LAW

The role of choice of law in determining damages for
international aviation accidents p 61 A87-10508

Keep your eye on the birdie - Aircraft engine bird
ingestion p 61 A87-10509

The FAA 'Buy-Soil' slot rule - Aidine deregulation at the
crossroads p 210 A87-19297

Pilot certificate actions and civil penalties
p 210 A87-19298

Recent developments in aviation case law
p 210 A87-19300

Air worthy p 273 A87-23264

Deregulation of air transport in North America and
western Europe p 273 A87-23268

Eurocontrol * Liability and jurisdiction
p 273 A87-23270

The aircraft commander in legal turbulence
p 273 A87.23272

The international regulation of liability in the field of air
traffic control services p 274 A87-23273

The 'right to fly' and the 'right to carry traffic by air', in
international air transportation, after 40 years

p 274 A87-23274

Visual and oral signals between aircraft in flight as a
means to convey instructions issued by a state

p 274 A87-23275

Annals of air and space law. Volume 10 --- Book
p 398 A87-29483

Custom in international air relations

p 398 A87-29485

Nabonality and registration of aircraft operated by joint
air transport operating organizations or international

operating agencies p 398 A67-29486
Article 17 of the Warsaw Convention - An accident is

required for recovery p 399 A87-29487
Air carder's passenger liability in Japan

p 399 A87-29488

Legitimate responses to aerial intruders - The view from
a neutral state p 399 A87-29489

The current status of the Warsaw Convention and

subsequent Protocols in leading Asian countries
p 478 A87-32002
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The role of the International Civil Aviation Organization
on deregulation, discrimination, and dispute resolution

p 550 A87-37566
ATS and VTS - Some observations towards a

synthesis p 582 A87-41696
Liability of the United States government in cases of

air traffic controller negligence p 708 A87-42859
Interception of civil aircraft vs. misuse of civil aviation

p 708 A87-42861
The effect of European law on air transport

p 709 A87-42862
Aidines are exempt from law on rights of the disabled

p 709 A87-42863
The Warsaw Convention system regarding air career

responsibility - Now developments in jurisprudence
p 709 A87-42864

Aviation tort litigation against the United States - Judicial
inroads on the pilot-in-command concept

p 861 A87-52171
Aidino management prerogative in the deregulation

era p 861 A87-52172

Civil liability concerning unlawful interference with civil
aviation p 861 A87-52900

Flight recorders: New US regulations and now
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)
standards p 32 N87-10093

Extended Range Twin Operations (ETOPS) --- twin
engined aircraft
[CAP-513] p 422 N87.20976

A study of environmental noise with a view to aircraft
with prop-fans
[FFA-TN-1987-15] p 798 N87-27491

AIR MASSES
Turbulence forecasting p 543 N87-22351

AIR NAVIGATION
Fundamentals of navigation according to geophysical

fields --- Russian book p 19 A87-11337
Radio Technical Commission for Aeronautics, Annual

Assembly Meeting and Technical Symposium,
Washington, DC, November 19-21, 1985, Proceedings

p 1 A87-11801
Transition to new systems and international

perspectives p 20 A87-11806
Navigation and environment; Proceedings of the Fifth

International Congress, Tokyo, Japan, October 1-5, 1985
p 20 A87-12676

Characterizing height keeping error distribution based
on indirect observation p 17 A87-12683

The U.S. Federal Radionavigation Plan
p 21 A87-12684

Interference of the aeronautical navaids (frequency band
108-118 MHz) from F.M broadcasting service (88-108
MHz) p 21 A87-12690

ION, National Technical Meeting, Long Beach, CA,
January 21-23, 1986, Proceedings p 85 A87-13532

MTFCS (multiple target formation flight control system)
Formation position sensor trade-off analysis

p 110 A87-13536
Weather safety aspects in future civil air navigation

p 85 A87-13540
Improving Loran coverage at minimum cost

p 86 A87-13544
Development and testing o1 new technologies for flight

operation and safety p 86 A87-14004
Tailoring a major weapon environmental program --- for

Low Altitude Navigation and Targeting Infrared System for
Night p 102 A87-15430

Synthesis of devices for the optimal processing of pulsed
radio signals in LORAN systems p86 A87-15563

Mobile communications, navigation and surveillance
[IAF PAPER 86-333] p 86 A87.16027

Navigational coordinate systems - How to get your
surface and air positioning very precise and still be off
by 20 nautical miles p 157 A87.16750

Modern flight control from the point of view of the
cockpit p 158 A87-16987

Display of navigation information on aircraft screens

p 158 A87-16989
Characterizing height-keeping error distribution based

on indirect observation --- applicable to evaluation of safety
of air traffic control systems p 158 A87-17243

Automated aircraft navigation --- Russian book
p 158 A87-17702

The application of altitude observation in CNI relative
navigation p 159 A87-18534

Institute of Navigation, Annual Meeting, 42nd, Seattle,
WA, June 24.26, 1986, Proceedings

p 159 A87-19351
The Standard Inertial Navigation Set - A decade of

progress p 159 A87-19364
Standard Integration Filter (SIF) state specification and

accuracy projections --- for external navigation aids
p 160 A87.19365

GPS enhancements for aircraft p 236 A87-19997

Visual and oral signals between aircraft in flight as a
means to convey instructions issued by a state

p 274 A87-23275
Low cost Doppler aided strapdown inertial navigation

system p 296 A87-24719
An airspace-surveillance and collision-avoidance system

based on the standard commercial-aviation DME

p 355 A87-29632
Man-machine aircraft-navigation complexes --- Russian

book p 424 A87-32670
Encircling the earth --- Voyager aircraft

circumnavigation p 402 A87-33136
DFVLR develops inexpensive integrated navigation,

communication and airspace surveillance system based
on the distance measuring system DME

p 425 A87-35177
On-line vehicle motion estimation from visual terrain

information. I - Recursive image registration. II - Ground
velocity and position estimation p 497 A87-35342

Flight testing of flight control and navigation equipment
--- Russian book p 497 A87-36588

Integrated inertial reference device for flight control and
navigation
[DGLR PAPER 86-150] p 497 A87-36769

Decentralized filtering and redundancy management for
multisonsor navigation p 578 A87-39736

PLANS '86 - Position Location end Navigation
Symposium, Las Vegas, NV, Nov. 4-7, 1986, Record

p 579 A87-41351
Implementation and future of Loran-C for general

aviation p 579 A87-41358
Siting analysis for LORAN-C operational monitor

deployment p 579 A87-41359
Ring laser gyro inertial and GPS integrated navigation

system for commercial aviation p 579 A87-41364
SITAN implementation inthe SAINT system

p 579 A87-41365
Flight test results of an integrated GPS and strapdown

inertial system p 580 A87-41377
Partial inertial aiding for low cost aircraft GPS

navigators p 581 A87-41391
Adaptive Tactical Navigation p 581 A87-41399
Requirements for sole means navigation in U.S. Navy

aircraft p 581 A87-41402

Integrated communications navigation identification
avionics moves into the next generation avionics

p 588 A87-41404
ATS and VTS - Some observations towards a

synthesis p 582 A87-41696
Worldwide navigation into the 21st century - An aidine

view p 649 A87-44036
Integrated navigation, communication and surveillance

systems based on standard distance measuring
equipment p 649 A87-44039

Navigation --- systems for helicopters
p 741 A87-49641

Space-age navigation p 820 A87-51325
A comparison between integrated and separated

navigation and flight control motion sensing equipment and
a concept for aircraft motion sensing and attitude/heading
determination p 828 A87-51941

InertiaI-GPS. A marriage of convenience under test
n Rgn AR7.F;RF;7R

Airborne navigation plots its future
p 821 A87-53800

Joint University Program for Air Transportation
Research, 1983
[NASA-CP-2451] p340 N87-18520

Loran-C approach guidance project current status
p 356 N87-18523

Minimum operational performance standards for
airborne area navigation equipment using Loran-C inputs
[RTCA/DO-194] p 357 N87-19372

Efficient Conduct of Individual Flights and Air Traffic or
Optimum Utilization of Modem Technology for the Overall
Benefit of Civil and Military Airspace Users
[AGARD-CP-410] p 500 N87-21881

Air navigation services and aircraft around the year
2000 p 500 N87-21883

InertiaI-GPS: A marriage of reason, an analysis
p 500 N87-21885

Communication, Navigation and Surveillance services
for the aviation industry using satellite technology

p 500 N87-21886
Microwave Landing System (MLS) area navigation:

Computed centerlino experiments and system accuracy
analysis in an RF environment p 501 N87-21891

Some experiences in integrating avionic systems on the
civil flight deck p 511 N87-21902

Investigation of sir transportation technology at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1984

p 496 N87-22605
Aircraft approach guidance using relative Loran-C

navigation p 503 N87-22606
Investigation of air transportation technology at Ohio

University, 1984 p 496 N87-22609

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL

Loran-C approach considerations p 503 N87.22612
Investigation of air transportation technology at

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1985
p 740 N87-27597

Loran-C monitoring p 741 N87-27600
AIR PIRACY

The aircraft commander in legal turbulence
p 273 A87-23272

The new Annex 17 - The latest contribution by
international civil aviation to the battle against terrorism

p 708 A87-42860
AIR POLLUTION

Aircraft measurements of medium-range transport of air
pollutants over complex terrain p 203 A87-16599

The effect of fuel quality on the emission of pollutants
by aircraft gas-turbine engines p 456 A87-34225

Large-scale distribution of peroxyacatylnitrata results
from the STRATOZ III flights p 702 A87-46481

AIR SAMPLING
Ground vibration test and flutter analysis of air sampling

probe
[NASA-TM-86742] p 173 N87-13428

AIR START

Aviation fuel property effects on altitude reiight
[NASA-CR-179582] p 607 N87-24578

AIR TO AIR MISSILES

A highly accurate feedback approximation for horizontal
variable-speed interceptions p 310 A87-23988

Airborne telemetry and the advanced medium range
air-to-air missile p 498 A87-37414

AIR TO AIR REFUELING

The lateral dynamic stability and control of a large
receiver aircraft during air-to-air refuelling

p 36 A87-12268

The longitudinal dynamic stability and control of a large
receiver aircraft during air-to-air refuelling

p 521 A87-36841
AIR TRAFFIC

Weather and system delays
[AIAA PAPER 87.0442] p 234 A87-22635

A systems approach to safe airspace operations
p 294 A87-24174

Realization of an airport noise monitoring system for
determining the traffic flow in the surroundings of a military
airbaso p 329 A87-27108

Reductions in oceanic separation standards through the
use of a TCAS-derived CDTI -- Traffic Alert and Collision

Avoidance System - Cockpit Display of Traffic
Information p 419 A87-31488

ATS and VTS - Some observations towards a

synthesis p 582 A87-41696
Time modulation. I - Modulation scheme helps air-fraffic

safety p 582 A87-42609
The quality of radar data and its determination at the

radar installations of the Bundesanstalt fuer

Flugsicharung p 650 A87-45878
The use of new technology in the control of civil air

traffic at airway junctions
[AD.A174303] p 357 N87-18557

FAA (Federal Aviation Administration) air traffic activity
cv IO_R

lAD-A183624] p 802 N87-29407
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL

Stochastic modelling of radar returns
p 18 A87-10143

The methodology and tools for processing radar data
p 19 A87-11662

The system engineering and integration contract - An
overview p 61 A87-11804

Project management support p 61 A87-11805
FANS - A U.S. perspective p 20 A87-11807
Automated functions for air traffic control systems

p 21 A87-12687
A new concept in air traffic control - The multi-radar

tracking (MRT) p 21 A87-12689
Time.based air traffic management using expert

systems p 85 A87-13362
Fault-tolerant C31 system A(0), A(I), MTBF allocations

p 86 A87.15427

Radar.supported traffic monitoring systems for maritime
and air safety p 158 A87-16988

Characterizing height-keeping error distribution based
on indirect observation --- applicable to evaluation of safety
of air traffic control systems p 158 A87-17243

The future of the National Airspace System
[AIAA PAPER 86-2743] p 210 A87-17959

A matter of margins --- US ATC technological
obsolescence p 236 A87-22220

ATMOS: Reel-time simulation of

man/machine-interaction in air traffic management
(ATMOS - Air Traffic Management and Operations
Simulator) p 236 A87-23068

Eurecontrol - Liability and jurisdiction
p 273 A87-23270
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Visual and oral signals between aircraft in flight as a
means to convey instructions issued by a state

p 274 A87.23275
RSM-870 - An autonomous Mode-S compatible SSR

beacon p 295 A87-24172
The evolution in ATC system design

p 295 A87-24175
Wind shear revisited p 295 A87-25848

An examination of distributed planning in the world of
air traffic control p 355 A87-28353

The FAA's Advanced Automation System - Strategies
for future air traffic control systems p 356 A87-30270

Evaluating proposed architectures for the FAA's
Advanced Automation System p 395 A87-3027f

Capacity management of air traffic control computer
systems p 395 A87-30274

On the achievement of a highly dependable and
fault-tolerant Air Traffic Control System

p 356 A87-30275
ATC air/ground digital communications architecture

p 424 A87-31523
Application of ground/air data link to general aviation

operations p 424 A87-31544
Case study- Developing an operations concept for future

air traffic control p 424 A87-33030
The equipping of the AVIA-D radar installation with a

weather channel as a contribution to the modernization

of the radar complex AVIA-D/KOREN
p 425 A87-33330

ACAS signal-interference studies carried out in the
USSR --- Airborne Collision Avoidance System

p 437 A87-34899
Update on the U.S. Oceanic Display and Planning

System p 425 A87-34900
Experimental detection of anomalous mode-C reports

using radar data p 497 A87-35340
Low cost air surveillance radar developed

p 497 A87-35559
Automation - A necessity for higher ATC efficiency

p 577 A87-39261
Managing the crowded sky - The UK experience

p 578 A87-39950
Possible solutions to future airspace and airport

congestion - An aircraft manufacturer's contribution
p 551 A87-40388

Real-time wind estimation and trackingwith transponder
downlinked airspeed and heading data

p 648 A87-42779
Worldwide navigation into the 21st century - An airline

view p 649 A87-44036
Aviation safety and the FAA's quality assurance

program p 709 A87-44064
An airborne collision avoidance system - The TCAS

p 649 A87-44231
Wind determination from aircraft-movement data

p 702 A87-45892
Lessons learned from past programs - Air traffic

control
[AIAA PAPER 87-2222] p 793 A87-48603

Air traffic controller aids for planning of arrival traffic -
An AI approach
[AIAA PAPER 87-2526] p 741 A87-50529

Aviation tort litigation against the United States - Judicial
inroads on the pilot-in-command concept

p 861 A87-52171
Helicopter MLS Flight Inspection Project

[DOT/FAA/CT-86/14] p 2 N87-10002
The air/ground transfer of aircraft integrated data

systems (AIDS) for Air Traffic Control (ATC) purposes:
Present exporiments and possible future intentions

p 32 N87-10091
Potential impacts of advanced technologies on the ATC

capacity of high-density terminal areas
[NASA-CR-4024] p 22 N87-10854

Ground-based time-guidance algorithm for control of
airplanes in a time-metered air traffic control environment:
A piloted simulation study
[NASA-TP-2616] p 34 N87-10864

Runway incursions at controlled airports in the United
States

[PB86-917003] p 84 N87-11711
Mode S beacom system: Functional description

[DOT/FAA/PM-86/19] p 87 N87-11715
Aircraft accident report: Bar Harbor Airlines Flight 1808,

Beech BE-99, N300WP, Auburn-Lewiston Municipal
Airport, Auburn, Maine, August 25, 1985
[PB86-910408] p 84 N87-12550

Activities report in air traffic control
[ETN-87-98861] p 160 N87-14309

An evaluation of descent strategies for TNAV-equipped
aircraft in an advanced metering environment
[NASA-CR-178093] p 236 N87-15197

Air traffic control radar beacon system transponder
performance study and analysis. Vol. 1: Transponder test
methodology results, analysis and recommendations
[DOT/FAA/FS-86/1-VOL-1] p 236 N87-15198

Air traffic control: FAA's (Federal Aviation

Administration's) advanced automation system acquisition
strategy is risky
[PB86-231743] p 237 N87-15200

A proposed single criterion for IFR (Instrument Flight
Rules) approaches to converging runways
[AD-A171844] p 237 N87-15953

Air traffic control radar beacon system transponder
performance study and analysis. Volume 2: Appendixes
[DOT/FAA/FS-86/1-VOL-2] p 296 N87-16812

The use of new technology in the control of civil air
traffic at ainNay junctions
[AD-A174303] p 357 N87-18557

Aircraft control tower service

[ETN-87-99169] p 357 N87-19371
Traffic scenario generation technique for piloted

simulation studies

[NASA-TM-86397] p 421 N87-20254
Developments in air traffic control systems and their

relation with meteorology

[RAE-TRANS-2143] p 426 N87-20981
A coordinate conversion algorithm for multisensor data

processing
[AD-Af76368] p 476 N87-21603

Efficient Conduct of Individual Flights and Air Traffic or
Optimum Utilization of Modern Technology for the Overall
Benefit of Civil and Military Airspace Users
[AGARD-CP-410] p 500 N87-21881

Air navigation services and aircraft around the year
2000 p 500 N87-21883

Possible contributions from the SSR mode S data link

to the conduct of efficient aircraft operations
p 500 N87-21887

Monopulse secondary radar: Practical realization and
achievement. Mode S: The radar of tomorrow

p 535 N87-21889
A practical example of Moving Target Detection (MTD)

processing for an air traffic control radar with weather
channel p 535 N87-21890

Microwave Landing System (MLS) area navigation:
Computed centerline experiments and system accuracy
analysis in an RF environment p 501 N87-21891

MLS: its technical features and operational capabilities
p 501 N87-21892

Advanced ATC: An aircraft perspective
p 501 N87-21893

Strategic control to improve efficiency of air traffic
management p 501 N87-21894

A time-based concept for terminal-area traffic
management p 501 N87-21895

Philosophy of applying automation to air traffic control
p 501 N87-21896

Computer assisted arrival sequencing and scheduling
with the COMPAS system p 502 N87-21897

Next generation of control techniques in advanced
TMA p 502 N87-21898

Exploiting the capabilities of flight management systems
in solving the airport arrival problem

p 502 N87-21899
Some experiences in integrating avionic systems on the

civil flight deck p 511 N87-21902
Semi-automatic cross-checking between different

copies of the same flight plan p 502 N87-21903
The application of intelligent knowledge based systems

to air traffic control p 503 N87-21904
Fuel penalties and time flexibility of 4D flight profiles

under mismodeled wind conditions
[NASA-TM-89128] p 509 N87-21917

Development of an air ground data exchange concept:
Flight deck perspective
[NASA-CR-4074] p 582 N87-23607

Efficient conduct of individual flights and air traffic or
optimum utilization of modern technology for the overall
benefit of civil and military airspace users
[AGARD-AR-236] p 582 N87-23608

Aircraft accident report: Midair collision of Nabisco
Brands, Inc., Dassault Falcon, DA50, N784B and Air
Pegasus Corporation, Piper Archer, PA28-181, Nf977H,
Fairview, New Jersey, November 10, 1985
[PB87-910405] p 577 N87-24439

Multiple paths in complex tasks
[NASA-CR-180392] p 619 N87-24911

Aircraft accident report: Collision of Aeronaves de
Mexico, S.A., McDonnell Douglas DC-9-32, XA-JED and
Piper PA-28-181, N4891F, Cerritos, California, August 31,
1986

[PB87-910409] p 739 N87-26889
Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance System (TCAS-3)

[BCD-TR-157] p 741 N87-26892
Air traffic system: Pilot program to contract out

maintenance at selected facilities

[PB87-186607] p 741 N87-26894
Joint University Program for Air Transportation

Research, 1985

[NAS 1.55:2453] p 715 N87-27596
Loran-C monitoring p 741 N87-27600

Investigation of air transportation technology at
Princeton University, 1985 p 740 N87-27603

An expert system for air traffic control system
p 742 N87-27607

Modeling of Systems for Aircraft Guidance and Air Traffic
Control for Research, Development, and Evaluation ---
conference

[DFVLR-MITT-86-24] p 821 N87-28530
Models for the description of holding procedures in air

traffic as an aid for optimization with respect to safety
and efficiency p 822 N87-28536

Models of the description of air traffic control scenarios,
for the evaluation of future air traffic control systems

p 822 N87-28538
Models for the ground based approach planning system

Computer Oriented Metering Planning and Advisory
System (COMPAS) p 822 N87-28539

Systems evaluation procedure using simulation
illustrated by the Computer Oriented Metering Planning
and Advisory System (COMPAS) project

p 822 N87-28540
FAA (Federal Aviation Administration) air traffic activity

FY 1986

[AD-A183624] p 802 N87-29407
Jet transport flight operations using cockpit display of

traffic information during instrument meteorological
conditions: Simulation evaluation

[NASA-TP-2567] p 819 N87-29469
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS (PERSONNEL)

The international regulation of liability in the field of air
traffic control services p 274 A87-23273

Managing with the onboard data link - A pilot's view
p 424 A87-31524

Liability of the United States government in cases of
air traffic controller negligence p 708 A87-42859

Aviation safety and the FAA's quality assurance
program p 709 A87-44064

The simulator: The perfect illusion --- flight simulator
[FACHTHEMEN-9] p 193 N87-14354

Aircraft control tower service

[ETN-87-99169] p 357 N87-19371
Efficient Conduct of Individual Flights and Air Traffic or

Optimum Utilization of Modern Technology for the Overall
Benefit of Civil and Military Airspace Users
[AGARD-CP-410] p 500 N87-21881

Philosophy of applying automation to air traffic control

p 501 N87-21896
Computer assisted arrival sequencing and scheduling

with the COMPAS system p 502 N87-21897
Next generation of control techniques in advanced

TMA p 502 N87-21898
Exploiting the capabilities of flight management systems

in solving the airport arrival problem
p 502 N87-21899

The application of intelligent knowledge based systems
to air traffic control p 503 N87-21904

AIR TRANSPORTATION

Theoretical aspects and practical questions regarding
the assurance of flight safety p17 A87-11900

US air transport technology - Where next?
p 65 A87-16398

Cost effective transportation and high technology
p 141 A87-17022

Noise reduction abatement and mitigation - A history
of noise control programs and review of the regulatory
process
[AIAA PAPER 86-2745] p 210 A87-17960

Deregulation of air transport in North America and
western Europe p 273 A87-23268

The 'right to fly' and the 'right to carry traffic by air', in
international air transportation, after 40 years

p 274 A87-23274
Custom in international air relations

p 398 A87-29485
Nationality and registration of aircraft operated by joint

air transport operating organizations or international
operating agencies p 398 A87-29486

Air carrier's passenger liability in Japan
p 399 A87-29488

The future of hydrogen - An analysis at world level with

a special look at air transport p 340 A87-30165
Evaluation of transport alternatives

p 399 A87-31145
The current status of the Warsaw Convention and

subsequent Protocols in leading Asian countries
p 478 A87-32002

Changing scene in the U.S. air transportation system
(Lecture) p 403 A87-33424

Future use of knowledge-based systems for
man-machine interfaces in air transport systems
[DGLR PAPER 86-159] p 511 A87-36785

Aviation antitrust - International considerations after
Sunset p 549 A87-37016

The effect of European law on air transport
p 709 A87-42862
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The Warsaw Convention system regarding air carrier
responsibility - New developments in jurisprudence

p 709 A87-42864

A program for development of an airship transport
system
[AIAA PAPER 87-2303] p 736 A87-48639

Semiannual report to Congress on the effectiveness of
the Civil Aviation Security Program
[AD-Af69813] p 155 N87-13420

Joint University Program for Air Transportation
Research, 1983
[NASA-CP-2451] p 340 N87-18520

Investigation of air transport technology at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1983

p 352 N87-18521
Air transportation technology program at Ohio University,

1983 p 352 N87-18524

Investigation of air transportation technology at
Princeton University, 1983 p 352 N87-18528

Extended Range Twin Operations (ETOPS) --- twin
engined aircraft
{CAP-513] p 422 N87-20976

Joint University Program for Air Transportation
Reseamh, 1984
[NASA-CP-2452] p 483 N87-22604

Investigation of air transportation technology at
Princeton University, 1984 p 496 N87-22619

Joint University Program for Air Transportation
Research, 1985
[NAS 1.55:2453] p 715 N87-27596

investigation of air transportation technology at
Princeton University, 1985 p 740 N87-27603

AIR WATER INTERACTIONS
Influence of the regular water wave upon the

aerodynamic characteristics of a wing during the low
altitude flying p 280 A87-24713

AIRBORNE EQUIPMENT

Airborne reconnaissance IX; Proceedings of the
Meeting, San Diego, CA, August 20, 21, 1985
[SPIE-561] p 18 A87-10931

The KS-147A LOROP camera system
p 28 A87.10934

Operational usage of the KS-147A (LOROP) in the
RF-5E p 29 A87-10936

Single or dual pod concepts for tactical
reconnaissance p 29 A87-10939

Integrated logistics for reconnaissance systems
p 61 A87-10942

Rapid target locater p 18 A87-10944
Data prOcessing and calibration for an airborne

soatterometer p 30 A87-12694
Low cost aerial testing of parachutes

[AIAA PAPER 86-2472] p 79 A87-13806
ATTAS - The new test bed p 92 A87-14003
Effect of E-field mill location on accuracy of electric field

measurements with instrumented airplane
p 95 A87-15027

Experimental calibration of an aircraft vector electric field
meter system p 102 A87-15028

Radio-navigation meters based on the K588 series

microprOcessor unit p 86 A87-15569

aircraft for flying qualities research at DFVLR

p 192 A87-f6777
Millimeter-wave imaging sensor p 181 A87-19094
Measurement errors in GPS observables

p 159 A87-19357
Australian trials of Phase II Navstar GPS user

equipment p 159 A87-19362
Characteristics and specification of airborne fiber optic

components p 245 A87-19629
On ground calibration of a pushbroom scanner

p 255 A87-19651
In-flight resolution and sensitivity evaluation for airborne

thermal imaging systems p 245 A87-19695
Equivalent line transformations during the design of

electrical networks using the minimum-mass criterion
p 263 A87-20403

A thermal device for aircraft measurement of the solid

water content of clouds p 246 A87-20951
Multiwavelength scanning radiometer for airborne

measurements of scattered radiation within clouds

p 246 A87-20964
Airborne infrared wind shear detector performance in

rain obscuration

[AIAA PAPER 87-0186] p 247 A87-22471
Airborne Doppler lidar measurements

p 247 A87-22797
Facilities and procedures for test and evaluation of

airborne infrared imaging systems at Edwards Air Force
Base

[AIAA PAPER 86-9816] p 257 A87-23261
Airborne radar sensor and display prOcessing

p 435 A87-31510
Optical effects of aircraft boundary layer turbulence

p 436 A87-32157

Use of a computer network with optical bus
communication in the DFVLR flight test system ATTAS
[DGLR PAPER 86.151] p 510 A87-36770

Flight test airborne data processing system
p 498 A87-37401

The Pacific Missile Test Center's airborne telemetry
collection capability p 499 A87-37418

Scan stabilization and jitter control for an airborne
telescope p 660 A87-42812

Development of an experimental system for active
control of vibrations on helicopters p 679 A87-43447

Errors in the measurement of the course angles of radar
reference points due to the imprecise stabilization of the
antenna mounting in bank and pitch

p 649 A87-44312
Wind tunnel experimental study of optical beam

degradation through heterogeneous aerodynamic flows

[ONERA, TP NO. 1987-50] p 707 A87-46753
Flight test and evaluation of a prototype airborne video

and pulse code modulation multiplexing system

p 756 A87-49205
Experimental comparison of radiometric scales from

laboratory standards and solar radiation
p 849 A87-53576

Minimum operational pedormance standards for
airborne ILS glide slope receiving equipment operating
within the radio frequency range of 328.6-335.4 MHz
[RTCA/DO-192] p 21 N87-10853

Mobile intercept of storms p 132 N87-13064
Laser systems, airborne

[AD-A173775] p 268 N87-16276
Development of new aviation technology for gravimetdc

surveying p 331 N87-17106
Minimum operational performance standards for

airborne area navigation equipment using Loran-C inputs
[RTCA/DO-194] p 357 N87-19372

Lightning strikes on aircraft, Exploitation of Landes
(France)-Front '84 campaign and complementary
development of airborne electrical sensors

[ONERA-RF-91/7154-PY] p 470 N87-20706
Development and operation of a measuring data

acquisition system for use in light airplanes
p 438 N87-21467

History of wind shear turbulence models
p 703 N87-25269

Analysis of airborne antenna systems using geometrical
theory Of diffraction and moment method computer
codes

[NASA-CR-tBt248] p 790 N87-27869
Simulation and analysis of airborne antenna radiation

patterns
[NASA-CR-181250] p 790 N87-27870

AIRBORNE LASERS

Laser airborne depth sounding in Australia
p 30 A87-12677

Aero/optics effects of airborne laser turrets
[AIAA PAPER 87-1397] p 589 A87-42435

Airborne laser communications scintillation
measurements p 649 A87-45722

An airborne laser air motion sensing system. I - Concept
and preliminary experiment p 662 A87-45732

criteria and measurement possibilities
p 662 A87-45733

AIRBORNE RADAR APPROACH

Investigation of air transportation technology at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1984

p 496 N87-22605

Aircraft approach guidance using relative Loran-C
navigation p 503 N87-22606

Prebabilistic Modeling of Loran-C for nonprecision
approaches p 503 N87-22607

Investigation of air transportation technology at Ohio
University, 1984 p 496 N87-22609

Loran-C approach considerations p 503 N87-22612
AIRBORNE SURVEILLANCE RADAR

Stochastic modelling of radar returns
p 18 A87-10143

Covert penetration systems future strategic aircraft
missions will require a new sensor system approach

p 178 A87-16744

Electronically steerable antenna technology and its

application to airborne radars p178 A87-16745
Oil slick detection with an airborne SLAR

p 178 A87-16746

F-15E - Heavyweight Eagle p506 A87-36699

An airborne telemetry relay system for the Gulf Range
p 498 A87-37415

An airborne collision avoidance system - The TCAS
p 649 A87-44231

Radar requirements for future avionics systems
p 662 A87-45879

Approach to study of PRF sensitivity in airborne
pulse-Doppler radar p 829 A87-53802

Multifunction Radar for Airborne Applications ---
conference
[AGARD-CP-381] p 387 N87-18721

MM wave SAR sensor design: Concept for an airborne
tow level reconnaissance system p 388 N87-18729

AIRBORNE/SPACEBORNE COMPUTERS

Reconnaissance and the microprocessor --- in aircraft
applications p 29 A87-10943

The ASPRO parallel inference engine (A real-time expert
system) p 29 A87-f2218

Sensor-based fault diagnosis in a flight expert system
p 177 A87-16681

Progress in knowledge-based flight monitoring
p 177 A87-16705

AF multiprocessor flight control architecture
developments CRMMFCS and beyond ..- Continuously
Reconfiguring Multi-Microprocessor Flight Control
System p 179 A87-16764

Management of utility systems in the Experimental
Aircraft Programme p 181 A87-18998

The electric jet p 298 A87-25437

AI/expert system processing of sensor information ---
for high quality target recognition in military aircraft

p 423 A87-31498

Flight control software for test generation
p 472 A87-31507

Channelized or nonchannelized fault-tolerant computers
- A hardware complexity comparison of fault-tolerant
computers for flight control systems p 473 A87-31536

Fault-free performance validation of avionic
multiprocessors p 473 A87-31538

Evaluation of data busses for flight critical control
applications p 473 A87-31542

Flight test airborne data processing system
p 498 A87-37401

AI applications and treP_s in the Aeronautical Systems
Division
[AIAA PAPER 87-1659] p 616 A87-41151

H/W and S/W redundancy techniques for 90's retorcraft
computers p 756 A87-48949

Digital data recording on floppy disks applied for
on-board use in helicopters
[DFVLR-MITT-86-10] p 51 N87-11149

Exploiting the capabilities of flight management systems
in solving the airport arrival problem

p 502 N87-21899
Evaluation of the safe flight instrument corporation stall

warning system for the OV/1D aircraft
lAD-A177364] p 511 N87-21918

Microprocessor applications in airborne flight test
instrumentation
[AGARD-AG-160-VOL-18] p 511 N87-21920

Validation of a fault-tolerant multiprocesser: Baseline
experiments and workload implementation
[NASA-CR-181238] p 795 N87-28277

AIRCRAFT
Parameter estimation and in-plane distortion invariant

chord processing p 135 A87-13689
Edwards' automated weight and balance system

to,'_vvm r'P,_'=_ Ifu_l p b25 A87-36286
AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION

Case study of Royal Australian Air Force P3B Orion
aircraft ground oxygen fire incident p 16 A87-10866

Aircraft accident investigation p 78 A87*13578
Aircraft accidents, survival, and rescue

p 78 A87-13581
Analysis of U.S. civil rotororaft accidents for deve4opment

of improved design criteria p78 A87-13685
Acquisition and use of data for crashworthiness

improvements in U.S. Army aircraft p 78 A87-13686

Impact severity and potential injury prevention in general
aviation accidents p 79 A87-13687

Pilot certificate actions and civil penalties
p 210 A87-19298

Recent developments in aviation case law
p 210 A87-19300

Boeing 747 crash accident - A theoretical consideration
on the variation of the internal pressure

p 238 A87-21276
Boeing 747 crash accident - A theoretical consideration

on the fractures of the structure p 238 A87-21277
The menacing microburst --- wind shear detection for

aircraft accident avoidance p 233 A87.22221
An analysis of the Delta 191 windshear accident

[AIAA PAPER 87-0626] p 234 A87.22747
Article 17 of the Warsaw Convention - An accident is

required for recovery p 399 A87-29487
Insight gained from analysis of windshear related

accidents end incidents
[SAE PAPER 861699] p 351 A87.29587

Loss of cabin pressure in Canadian Forces transport
aircraft, 1963-1984 p 494 A87-35424

Reported in-flight incapacitation - The early birds of
1911 p 550 A87-35425
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AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS

Bo_ng 747 crash accident- A theoretical consideration
on the fractures of the structure. II - On DFDR records

p 495 A87-38478
Burning questions -- fireworthiness of aimraft cabin

materials p 646 A87-46373
Summary report on the National Transportation Safety

Board's general aviation crashworthiness project
findings
[SAE PAPER 871006] p 737 A87-48693

Conclusions of the Investigative Commission on Air
Safety of the COlA concerning the accident occurring in
Baralas on December 7, 1983 p738 A87-48800

The usa of flight test iechniques in aircraft accident
investk3ations p 738 A87-49202

Aircraft fires - Living through the smoke
p 818 ,6,87-54315

Aircraft accident reports: Brief format US civil and foreign
aviation, issue number 2 of t985 accidents
[PB86-916916] p 17 N87.10056

The Boeing B 720 aircraft Controlled Impact
Demonstration {CID): Flight data recorder/cockpit voice
recorder experiment p 33 N87.10096

United States Navy - Canadian Forces solid state flight
data recorder/crash position Iocator experiment on the
B-720 controlled impact demonstration

p 33 N87-10097
Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US civil and

foreign aviation, issue number 5 of 1985 accidents
[PB86-916919] p 83 N87o11710

Aircraft accident/incident summary reports: Erie,
Pennsylvania, October 14, t984; Albuquerque, New
Mexico, February 11, 1985
[PB86-910407] p 84 N87-12549

Aircraft accident report: BarHarbor Aidines Flight 1808,
Beech BE-99, N300WP, Auburn-Lewiston Municipal

Airport, Auburn, Maine, August 25, 1985
[PB86-910408] p 84 N87.12550

Aircraft accident report: Henson Aidines Beech B99,

N339HA, Grottoes, Virginia, September 23, 1985
[PB86-910409] p 155 N87.t3419

Accident of the DC-10 EC-DEG aircraft at Malaga on
September 13, 1982
[NASA-TM-88007] p 156 N87-14305

Readiness and retention. Pilot flight experience and
aircraft mishaps
[AD-A173911] p 353 N87-18548

Aircraft accident repods: Brief format, US Civil and
Foreign Aviation, issue number 13, 1985 accidents
[PB86-916927] p 353 N87.18550

Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US Civil and
Foreign Avia_on, issue number 12, 1985 accidents
[PB86.916926] p 353 N87-18551

Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US Civil and
Foreign Aviation, issue number 10, 1985 accidents

[PB86-916924] p 353 N87-18552
Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US Civil and

Foreign Aviation, issue number 9 of 1985 accidents

[PB86-916923] p 354 N87.18553
Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US Civil and

Foreign Aviation, issue number 8, 1985 accidents

[PB86-916922] p 354 N87-18554
Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US Civil and

Foreign Aviation, issue number 17 of 1984 accidents

[PB86-916913] p 354 N87.18555
Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US Civil and

Foreign Aviation issue number 16 of 1984 accidents
[PB86-916912] p 354 N87-18556

WSUH-t D: Review of damage following lightning strike
30 November 1981

[RAE-TRANS-2103] p 432 N87.20262
Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US civil and

foreign aviation, issue number 14, 1985 accidents
[PB86-916928] p 422 N87-20980

Aircraft accident report: NASA 712, Convair 990,
N712NA, March Air Force Base, California, July 17, 1985,
executive summary
[NASA-TM-87356-VOL- 1] p495 N87-21878

Aircraft accident report: NASA 712, Convair 990,
N712NA, March Air Force Base, California, July 17, 1985,
facts and analysis
[NASA.TM-87356-VOL-2] p 496 N87-21879

Results of the specialized investigation of accidents
involving German a/rcraft at home and abroad, and with
foreign aircraft at home
[ISSN-O178-8094] p 576 N87-23602

Aircraft accident data: US air carrier operations calendar
year 1884
[PB87-183992] p 576 N87.23603

Aircraft accident report: Southern Air Transport LOGAIR
Flight 51, Lockheed L.382G, Kelly Air Force Base, Texas,
October 4, 1986
[PB87-910404] p 576 N87.23604

Aircraft accident report: Midwest Express Airlines, Inc.,
DC-9-14, N100ME, Generar Billy Mitchell Field, Mi/waukee,
Wisconsin, September 6, 1985
[PB87-910401] p576 N87-24438
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Aircraft accident report: Midair collision of Nabisco
Brands, Inc., Dassault Falcon, DA50, N784B and Air
Pegasus Corporation, Piper Archer, PA28.181, N1977H,
Fairview, New Jersey, November 10, 1985
[PB87-910405] p 577 N87-24439

Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US civil and
foreign aviation, issue number 15, 1985 accidents

[PB87-916901] p 577 N87-24443

Accident investigation p 647 N87-25285
Aircraft accident/incident summary reports: Unaiaska,

Alaska, September 25, 1985; Jenkinsburg, Georgia,
September 29, 1985; Boston, Massachusetts, December
15, 1985; DeKalb, Texas, December 31, 1985; Erie,
Pennsylvania, February 21, 1986
[PB87-910408] p 646 N87-25310

Crash of Delta flight 191 at Dallas-Fort Worth
International Airport on 2 August 1985: Muifiscale analysis
of weather conditions

[PB87-t83455] p 739 N87-26887

Aircraft accident report: Collision of Aeronaves de
Mexico, S.A., McDonnell Douglas DC-9-32, XA-JED and
Piper PA-28-181, N4891 F, Cerritos, California, August 31,
1986

[PB87-910409] p 739 N87-26889

Aircraft accident report: Piper PA-23-150, N2185P and
Pan American World Airways Boeing 727-235, N4743,
Tampa, Florida, November 6, 1986
[PB87-910407] p 740 N67-27649

Aircraft accident/incident summary report, Keflavik,
Iceland, January 29, 1986
[PB87-910406] p 740 N87-27650

Aircraft accident reports, Bdef format, US civil and
foreign aviation, issue number 2, 1986 accidents
[PB87-916904] p 818 N87-28528

Aircraft accident reports. Brief format, US civil and
foreign aviation, issue number 3, 1986 accidents
[PB87-916905] p 819 N87-28529

Analysis of Convair 990 rejected-takeoff accident with
emphasis on decision making, training and procedures
[NASA-TM-100189] p 819 N87-29471

AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS

The role of choice of law in determining damages for
international aviation accidents p 61 A87-10508

Keep your eye on the birdie - Aircraft engine bird
ingestion p 61 A87-10509

The crash of Delta Flight 191 - Are the nightmares
compensable? p 61 A87-10510

Turbulent buoyant flow and pressure variations around
an aircraft fuselage in a cross wind near the ground ---
simulated fire in cabin p 78 A87-13187

'Lost' data recovery technique p 246 A87-20797
Hero or scapegoat? --- aircraft pilot tasks and

responsibilities p 233 A87-22224
A high resolution spatial and temporal multiple Doppler

analysis of a microburst and its application to aircraft flight
simulation p 392 A87-28020

Search strategy for the potential collision between two
aircraft p 351 A87-28152

Summary of windshear accidents and views about
prevention
[SAE PAPER 861697] p 351 A87-29585

Crashworthiness analysis of transport aircraft seats
p 352 A87-31135

Propeller swid effect on single--engine general-aviation
aircraft stall-spin tendencies p 447 A87-34515

Health and usage monitoring of helicopter mechanical
systems p 403 A87-34864

The controlled impact demonstration (CID structural
experiments, philosophy, and results) --- of transport
aircraft crashworthiness p 495 A87-38694

Development of an airframe modificaUon to improve the
mission effectiveness of the EA-6B airplane
[AIAA PAPER 87-2358] p 748 A87-49075

Structural dynamics research in a full-soaie transport
aircraft crash test p 818 A87-53780

Pool fires in a simulated aircraft cabin interior with

ventilation p 818 A87o53783
National Transportation Safety Board safety

recommendation p 18 N87-10852
Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US civil and

foreign aviation, issue number 4 of 1985 accidents
[PB86-916918] p 84 N87-t1712

Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US civil and
foreign aviation, issue number 3 of 1985 accidents
[PB86-916917] p 84 N87-11713

Review of accident data: US general aviation calender
year 1982

[PB86-201910] p84 N87-11714
Accidents to UK aircraft and to large jet and turbo-prop

transport aircraft worldwide in 1984

[CAA-PAPER-85009] p 156 N87.14297
Accidents to United Kingdom aircraft and to large jet

and turbo-prop transport aircraft worldwide in 1985
[CAA-PAPER.86005] p 156 N87-14301

SUBJECT INDEX

Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US civil and
foreign aviation, issue number 7 of 1985 accidents
[PB86-916921] p 235 N87-15195

Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US civil and
foreign aviation, issue number 6 of 1985 accidents

[PB86-916920] p 235 N87-15196
Aircraft accident reports. Brief format, US civil and

foreign awauon, msue number 11, 1985 acclderlts
[PB86-916925] p 236 N87-15951

The effects of heavy rain on profile aerodynamics
[ETN-87-98848] p 292 N87-16809

Annual review of aircraft accident data US genera/
aviation, calendar year 1983
[PB87-t61915J p 354 N87-19367

A decision support system for the diagnosis of aircraft
emergencies
lAD-A177394] p 495 N87-21876

Comments on the problem Of turbulence in aviation
p 496 N87-22342

DOD (USAF) turbulence accidents and incidents
p 496 N87-22343

Integrated FAA Wind Shear Program plan
[DOT/FAAIDL-87/1] p 544 N87-23067

Results Of the specialized investigation of accidents
involving German aircraft at home and abroad, and with
foreign aircraft at home
[ISSN-0178-8094] p 576 N87-23602

Annual review of aircraft accident data, US general
aviation: Calendar year 1984
[PB87-194791] p 576 N87-23606

Aircraft accident report: Midair collision of Nabisco
Brands, Inc,, Oassault Falcon, DA50, N784B and Air

• Pegasus Corporation, Piper Archer, PA28-181, N1977H,
Fairview, New Jersey, November 10, 1985
[PB87-910405] p 577 N87-24439

History of wind shear turbulence models

p 703 N87-25269
Introduction to the JAWS Program

p 703 N87-25270
JAWS multiple Doppler derived winds

p 703 N87-25271
Status of the JAWS Program p 703 N87-25272
B-57B gust gradient program p 657 N87-25276
Microburst model requirements for flight simulation: An

airframe manufacturer's perspective
p 687 N87-25278

Military specifications p 658 N87-25281
Simulator systems integration p 687 N87-25283
United Airlines wind shear incident of May 31, 1984

p 647 N87-25287
United Aidines wind shear incident of May 3t, 1984

p 647 N87-25288
KRASH analysis correlation. Transport airplane

controlled impact demonstration test
lAD-A179906] p 647 N87-25308

Aircraft accident/incident summary reports: Unaiaska,
Alaska, September 25, 1985; Jenkinsburg, Georgia,
September 29, 1985; Boston, Massachusetts, December
15, 1985; DeKalb, Texas, December 31, 1985; Ede,

Pennsylvania, February 21, 1986
[PB87-910408] p 648 N87-25310

Annual review of aircraft accident data, US air carrier

operations calendar year 1983
[PB87-160628J p 648 N87-25311

Aircraft accident report: Collision of Aeronaves de
Mexico, S.A., McDonnell Douglas DC-9.32, XA-JED and
Piper PA-28-181, N4891F, Corritos, California, August 31,
1986

[PB87-9t0409] p 739 N87-26889
A high resolution spatial and temporal multiple Doppler

analysis of a microburst and its application to aircraft flight
simulation

[DOTIFAAIPM-87111] p854 N87-29060
AIRCRAFT ANTENNAS

Features of antenna aperture synthesis for an arbitrary
flight-vehicle trajectory p 158 A87-17586

Antenna suitability for aircraft installation

p 381 A87-28538

Spatial decoupling between antennas on large bodies
p 382 A87-29167

Phased arrays for airborne ECM - The rest of the
story p 355 A87-30118

The consequences of accurate bearing resolution on
the TCAS Limited Implementation Program

p 436 A87-31549

The annular aperture antenna with a hemispherical
center conductor extension p 461 A87-32022

Radiation resistance of thin antennas of arbitrary
elevation and configuration over perfectly conducting
ground p 848 A87-52189

Monopole element at the center of a circular

groundpiene of arbitrary radius. Volume 2: Appendices
[AD-Af71228] p 2(30 N87-13616

Compact antenna range analysis
[AD-A171556] p 200 N87-1362
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SUBJECT INDEX

Radiation resistance of thin antennas of ad0it_m/
aiovation and configuration over perfectly conducting
ground
[AD-A170945] p 267 N87.15397

Conformal microsUip slot antenna and antenna array
tAD-A174370] p 268 N87-16213

EHF multifuection phased array antenna
p 388 N87-18752

Basic parameters of antennas for aircraft, satellites and
missiles p 613 N87-23860

Aircrafl radar antennas p 613 N87-23861
Aircraft antennas/conformel antennas missile

antennas p 613 N87-23862
A conformal aircraft phased array antenna for

airplane-satellite communication in the L band
[DFVLR-FB-86-47] p 701 N87-26259

Analysis of airborne antenna systems umeg geometrical
theory of diffraction and moment method computer
codes
[NASA-CR-181248] p 790 N87-27869

AIRCRAFT APPROACH SPACING

Sensitivity studies of 4D descent strategies in an
advanced metering environment p 88 A87-13361

Application of wedge diffraction theory to estimating
power density at airport humped runways

p 650 A87-46861
A flight simulator evaluation of the approach path

parameters for MLS curved approaches
[AIAA PAPER 87-2574] p 738 A87-49174

Air traffic controller aids for planning of arrival traffic -
An Al approach
[AIAA PAPER 87-2526] p 741 A87-50529

Runway incursions at controlled airports in the United
States

[PB86-917003] p84 N87-11711
AIRCRAFT CARRIERS

The AV-8B goes aboard - TACAIR operations from the
LHD 1
[SAE PAPER 861632] p 339 A87-29639

Aircraft carrier landing research at the visual technology
research simulator - Implicatioes for simulator design

p 375 A87-30848
Simulator design and instructional features for carder

landing: A field transfer study
tAD-A169962] p 119 N87-12573

The retinal image of the freshet lens optical landing
system
tAD.A176090] p426 N87-20258

AIRCRAFT COMMUNICATION
Military aaronauticei satellite communications

p 18 A87-10137
Disturbances brought by atmospheric statics to airborne

navigation and communication systems
p 20 A87-12678

Synthesis and test issues for future aircraft inertial
systems integration p 157 A87-f6751

The application of altitude observation in CNI relative
navigation p 159 A87-18534

V_Jal and oral signals between aircraft in flight as a
means to convey instructions issued by s state

p 274 A87-23275
Modeling interference effects for land-mobile and

=,-muc_m communlcauons p 385 A87-30319
Laboratory measurements and a theoretical ana_j_,Jisot

the TCT fading channel radio system -- Tone Calibrated
Technique p 385 A87-30321

Aircraft earth station for experimental mobile satellite
system p 386 A87-30779

Aaronautical satellRe communications over the Atlantic

- A technical demonstration p 422 A87-31457
Opera,on and performance of an integrated helicopter

communication system p 422 A87-31469
Avionics standard communications bus - Its

implementation and usage p 472 A87-31483
Mode S data link - Characteristics, capacity, and

applications p 423 A87-31522
Avionics electromagnetic interference immunity and

environment p 424 A87-31533
Evaluation of data busses for flight critical control

applications p 473 A87.31542
Application of groundlair data link to general aviation

operations p 424 A87-31544
Modular ICNIA packaging technology

p 436 A87-31546
Experimental mobile satellite system (EMSS) using

ETS-V p 462 A87-32419
ACAS signal-interference studies carried out in the

USSR --- Airborne Collision Avoidance System
p 437 A87-34899

Syntax analysis for a cockpit speech recognition
system

[DGLR PAPER 86-158] p 498 A87-36784
UC-880 telemetry relay airborne command system

p 499 A87.37416
Towards satellite service for aircraft

p 578 A87-40360

Integrated communications navigation idenltfication
aviordcs moves into the next generation avionics

p 588 A87-41404
Universal receiver for ICNIA p 589 A87-41405
Integrated navigation, communication and surveillance

systems based or_ steward distarce meesunng
equipment p 649 A87-44039

Multi-aircraft simulation - Some problems and
prospects
[AIAA PAPER 87-2300] p 778 A87-49158

Tailonng MIL-STD-461B for naval avk_dcs applications
p 757 A87-50004

Dynamic performance and stability of integrated
communication and control systems
[AIAA PAPER 87-2603] p 775 A87-50564

Aviation sarcoma p 820 A87-51322
Space communications to aircraft: A new development

in international space law. I p 861 A87-51477
Ground testing of an operational fighter aircraft for

p-static discharge effects p 824 A87-52522
Mobile aviation services in the

1545-155911646.5-1660.5 MHz band

p 266 N87-15364
Communication, Nawgation and Surveillance _es

for the aviation industry using satellite technology
p 500 N87-21886

Possible contributions from the SSR mode S data link
to the conduct of efficient aircraft operations

p 500 N87-21887
Adaptive noise reduction in aircraft communication

systems
tAD-A178267] p 612 N87-23851

AIRCRAFT COMPARTMENTS

The applioalton of seb boundary layer vortex generators
to reduce canopy 'Mash rumble' interior noise on the
Guifstroam III

[AIAA PAPER 57-0084] p 239 A87-22405
Validation of an intenor noise prediction model for a

composite cylinder
[AIAA PAPER 87-0529] p 240 A87-22689

Comparative rates of heat release from five different
types of test apparatuses p 317 A87-2343f

Cabin noise levels in single engine general aviation
aircraft p 428 A87-33073

Aircraft fog contro_ systems
[SAE PAPER 860914] p 507 A87-38706

Fire, smoke, toxicity --- in airline operations
p 646 A87-44748

_t mounted displays for tactical aircraft
p 755 A87-47112

Designing interiors for real people
p 711 A87-47250

A review of mathematical modelling of aircraft cabin
fires p 739 A87-50714

The problems of aircraft microclimate (Review of the
literature) p 855 A87-50949

Detection of in-flight propsiior-induced structure-borne
noise p 838 A87-53779

Pool fires in a simulated sircraft cabin interior with

ventilation p 818 A87-53783
An experimental investigation of the interior noise control

effects of Drooeiler svnchrcohasina

tNA_SA-CR-178185] p 60 N87-11577
Propeller aircraft interior noise model: User's manual

for computer program
[NASA-CR.172425] p 336 N87-18402

Acoustic testing of simplified cabin box, phase 1 ---
helicopter cabin
[RP-698] p 549 N87-23248

Annoyance response to simulated advanced turboprop
aircraft interior noise containing tonal beats
[NASA-TP-2689] p 620 N87-24161

Effects of aircraft engine bleed air duct failures on
surrounding aircraft structure
[AD-A18f071] p 739 N87-26884

AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

Exploratory wind-tunnel investigation of the stability and
control characteristics of advanced general aviation

configurations
[AIAA PAPER 86-2596] p 111 A87-1403t

Aerodynamic tradecff study ofconventional, canard, and
titsurfaco aircraft systems p 146 A87-17814

Aerodynamic - structural optimization of
positive/negative stagger joined wing configurations
[AIAA PAPER 86-2626] p 163 A87-17885

Configuration development of a tandem fan V/STOL
assault transport
[AIAA PAPER 86.2642] p 163 A87-17898

Application of proptan propulsion to general aviation
[AIAA PAPER 86-2698] p 184 A87-17934

Predicting the effects of aircraft geometry on the carriage
and release of exlerneistures
[AIAA PAPER 87-0270] p 240 A87-22524

A zonal grid generation method for complex
configurations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0276] p 270 A87-22528

AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

Toward the Navk)r-Stokes analysis of transport aircraft
configurations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0428] p 224 A87-22623

Improvements to the aircraft Euler method
[AIAA PAPER 87-0452] p 225 A87-22644

Flow simulations for a complex airplane configuration
using Euler equations

[AIAA PAPER 87-0454] p 225 A87-22646
A numerical investigation on wing/nacelle interferences

of USB configuration

[AIAA PAPER 87-0455] p 226 A67-22647
Strake<jenarated vortex interactions for a fighter.like

configuration
[AIAA PAPER 87-0589] p 227 A87-22723

Transonic Naviar-Stokes solutions for a fighter-like
configuration
[AIAA PAPER 87-0032] p 280 A87-24906

Nevier-Stokes solution for a complete re-entW
configuration p 287 A87-25718

Mikoyen Flogger p 357 A87-27774
CAD ap_icatk_ in definitionof aircraftgeomet_

p 357 A87-27822
Afterbody flowfield computations at transonic and

supersonic Msch numbers p 342 A87-27983
New aircraft architecture. II p 359 A87-29352
Design scope for student supersonic projects

p 361 A87-30300
The aerodynamic charactanstics of aircraft with strip

wing and lifting fuselage p 345 A87-30406
PAN AIR analysis of a transport high-lift configuration

p 348 A87-312g2
Euler solutions for aircraft configurations employing

upper-surfaca blowing p 348 A87-31293
Commercial supersonic operations . Ten years of

experience with Concorde
[SAE PAPER 861683] p 427 A87-32599

F.100 - Fellowship renewed p 428 A87-33135
Unsteady transonic flow calculations for realistic aircraft

configurations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0850] p 4f I A87-33690

Full potential transonic multignd code for art_trary
configurations p 413 A87-35013

Are tandem, diamond, joined and Warren wings
related? p 583 A87-39478

Shaping of airplane fuselages for minimum drag
p 553 A87-39889

Improvements on a Green's function method for the
solution of linoarized unsteady potential flows

p 556 A87-41627
Three dimensional mesh generation by triangulation of

arbitrary point sets
[AIAA PAPER 87-1124] p 617 A87-42073

A new multignd Euler method for fighter-type
configurations
[AIAA PAPER 87-1160] p 560 A87-42106

Transonic analysis for complex airplane configurations
[AIAA PAPER 87-1196] p 562 A87-42313

A zonal method for modeling 3-D aircraft flow fields with
jet plume effects
[AIAA PAPER 87-1436] p 569 A87-42480

An analytic method of quantifying helicopter agility
r ............

Transonic analysis of the F.f6A with under-wing fuel
tanks - An applioatiort of the TrsoAir full-potential code
[AIAA PAPER 87-1198] p 630 A87-44905

Simulation of transonic viscous flow over a fighter-like

configuration including inlet
[AIAA PAPER 87-1199] p 630 A87-44906

Underexpanded jet-free stream interactions on an
axisymmetric afterbody configuration

p 639 A87-46232
Analysis of the wake dynamics of a typical tilt-rotor

configuration in transition flight p 720 A87-48926
Numerical simulation of compressible viSCOUS flows

around practical aircraft configurations
[AIAA PAPER 87-2410] p 724 A87-49081

Aerodynamic characteristics of biplanes with winglets
p 730 A87-50339

Effects of tail span and empennage errangement on
drag of a typical single-engine fighter aft end
[NASA-TP-2352] p 15 N87-10838

Experiences performing conceptual design optimization
of transport aircraft p 97 N87-11723

PIAS: A program for an itarative aeroeisetic solution
p 97 N87-11725

Helicopter rotor blade aerodynamic optimization by
methematicei programming p 99 N87-11753

NASA rotor systems research aircraft: Fixed-wing
configuration flight-test results
[NASA-TM-86789] p 100 N87-12557

Wstar facilities in _retroepect and prospect: An
illuminating tool for vehicle design
[NASA-TM-89409] p 150 N87-13403

Computer code to interchange CDS and wave-drag
geometry formats
[NASA-TM-88988] p 172 N87-13427
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An analysis of elliptic grid generation techniques using
an implicit euler solver
[AD-A189240] p 207 N87-14061

Boundary layer transition control for takeoff and landing
configurations p 242 N87-f5162

Experiences with transition fixing in the high speed
regime at NLR, Netherlands p 242 N87-15163

Generation of surface grids through elliptic parhal
differential equations for aircraft and missile
configurations
[AD-A172867) p 271 N87-16557

Top-mounted inlet pedormance for a VISTOL

fighter/attack aircraft configuration
]NASA-TM-88210] p 293 N87-17671

A flight dynamic simulation program in air-path axes
using ACSL (Advanced Continuous Simulation
Language)
[AD-A173849] p 332 N87-18337

Aerodynamic analysis for aircraft with nacelles, pylons,
end winglets at transonic speeds
[NASA-CR-4066] p 349 N87-18538

Numerical grid generation around complete aircraft
configurations p 475 N87-20202

Geometry definition and gridgeneration for a complete
fighter aircraft p 475 N87-20203

An assessment of the use Of low-order panel methods

for the calculation of supersonic flows
p 476 N87-20204

Matrics, transonic potential flow calculations about
transport aircraft p 415 N87-20208

Euler solution for a complete fighter aircraft at sub- and
supersonic speed p 432 N87-20216

Calculations for a generic fighter at supersonic high-lift
conditions p 432 N87-20226

High speed viscous flow calculations about complex
configurations p 416 N87-20227

Transonic Navier-Stokes wing solutions using a zonal
approach. Part 2: High angle-of-attack simulation

p 416 N87-20229
Numerical simulation of the flow field around a complete

aircraft p 416 N87-20231
Unsteady transonic flow calculations for realistic aircraft

configurations
[NASA-TM-89120] p 417 N87-20234

Analysis of NLR configurations using OCM for pilot
modeling
[NASA-CR-180656] p 449 N87-20289

Numerical analysis of inviscid compressible flows about
wing-fuselage combinations based on the Euler
equations
[NAL-TR-896T] p 491 N87-21868

A simulation investigation of scout/arrack helicopter
directional control requirements for hover and low-speed
tasks
[NASA-TM-86755] p 522 N87-21961

The assessment and evaluation of combat performance
improvements p 509 N87-22675

Integrated Design of Advanced Fighters
|AGARD-LS-159] p 586 N87-24445

Integration o1 aerodynamic, performance, stability and
control requirements into the design process of modern
unstable fighter aircraft configurations

p 586 N87-24446
Design Optimization of fighter aircraft

p 586 N87-24451
Acoustic fatigue: Overview of activities at NASA

Langley
[NASA-TM-89143] p 620 N87-24965

Predictions of wing and pylon forces caused by propeller
installation

[NASA-CR-178298] p620 N87-24966
Canard configurations

[ETN-87-99914] p 659 N87-26039
Introduction to installation effects on thrust and drag

for propeller-driven aircraft
(ESDU-85015] p 751 N87-26896

Comparing an improved first order panel method results
with wind-tunnel measurements for a complete airplane
configuration
[INPE-4132-PRE/1043] p 735 N87-27633

A contribution to the aerodynamics of unsymmetrical
aircraft configurations
[ETN-87.90030J p 810 N87-28504

Advanced Prop-fan Engine Technology (APET) single-
and counter-rotation gearbox/pitch change mechanism
[NASA-CR-168114-VO/-1 ] p 833 N87-28552

Advances in Guidance and Control Systems and
Technology
[AGARD-CP-411] p 822 N87-29474

AIRCRAFT CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS

Composite materials for aircraft structures --- Book
p 38 A87-10294

Properties and processing of fiber-reinforced
polyetheretherketone (PEEK) p 38 A87-11372

Aeronautical manufacturers requirements for new

materials p 38 A87-11791
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Aeronautical research spin-offs on the development of
civil applications for aluminium alloys p 48 A87-11792

Impact resistant hybrid composite for aircraft leading
edges p 24 A87-11848

Fiber-reinforced superalfoy composites provide an
added performance edge p 39 A87-12647

improved durability airline paint schemes
p 40 A87-12660

New materials in gas turbine technology
p 41 A87-13009

Advanced fibre composites and other new materials for
airframe applications p 41 A87-13010

Structural design with new materials
p49 A87-13011

Advanced composites applications for the B-1 B bomber
- An overview p 87 A87-13101

Use of filament winding in manufacturing high quality
aerospace composite components p 123 A87-13164

Testing of fiber-reinforced construction elements -
Simulation of mechanical loads and environmental
influences p 92 A67-14012

Results of research on materials and construction
methods by the DFVLR p 64 A87-14015

Materials for aerospace p 194 A87-17283
Design of McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Company's

new Composite Development Center
p 192 A87-19217

Design of the McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Company
- Advanced composite rotor system p 172 A87-19288

Advanced pressure molding end fiber form
manufacturing technology for composite
aJrcraftJaerospace components p 261 A87-20079

Applications of composites in commercial aircraft
abound p 258 A87-20574

Future bright for composites use in general aviation
p 259 A87-20575

Comparative rates of heat release from five different
types of test apparatuses p317 A87-23431

Present-day metallic materials employed in the
structures of aircraft and helicopters used end
manufactured in Poland p 317 A87-25970

The application of new ceramic materials in the

construction of aircraft gas-turbine engines
p 317 A87-25975

Windshields - More than glass and plastics
p 299 A87-27331

Aluminium alloys for airframes - Limitations and
developments p 318 A87-27560

Advanced composites for future aerospace systems
p 378 A87-28390

Composites proving durable --- for aircraft structures

p 359 A87-29593
New materials in civil aviation; Proceedings of the

Aerospace Technology Conference and Exposition, Long
Beach, CA, Oct. 13-16, 1986
[SAE SP-682] p 339 A87-29640

Application of advanced composites in civil aircraft
]SAE PAPER 861673J p 379 A87-29642

Lessons learned from the DC-10 carbon-epoxy rudder
program
[SAE PAPER 861675] p 360 A87-29644

The cost effectiveness of weight reduction by advanced
material substitution --- AI-Li alloy use in transport aircraft
components
[SAE PAPER 861850] p 399 A87-29645

New commercial aircraft promise efficiency
p 340 A87-30918

Composites for aerospace dry bearing applications
p 454 A87-31373

Rheological characteristics of parts of MR material used
in gas turbine engines --- porous metallic wire analog of
resin p 460 A87-31722

Composites use in aircraft with emphasis on Kevlar
arimide p 456 A87-32201

Titanium aluminides - Future turbine materials
p 456 A87-33272

Ingot metallurgy aluminum.lithium alloys for aircraft
structure p 487 A87-34509

Materials pace ATF design p 403 A87-34647
Aeroelastic tailoring - Creative uses of unusual

materials

[AIAA PAPER 87-0976] p 430 A87-34702
Composites in future --- aircraft structure design

considerations p 481 A87-35280
Gear materials in helicopter transmissions

p 527 A87-35669
Aluminum matrix composite structures for fighter

aircraft

[SAWE PAPER 1689] p 527 A87-36277
TORLON engineered parts cut weight in half --- poly

(amide-imide) resin
[SAWE PAPER 1690] p 528 A67-36278

The cost effectiveness of weight reduction by advanced
material substitution
[SAWE PAPER 1693] p 505 A87-36280

SUBJECTINDEX

Repair concept and verification for carbon high-lift flaps
of the ATR.42 p 482 A87-36940

Evaluation of aluminum-lithium alloys in compression
stiffened aircraft structures
[AIAA PAPER 87-07581 p 607 A87-39641

Moisture diffusion in

graphite/bismalimide-modified-epoxy composite
IM6/5245C p 604 A67-405184

Composite vital parts optimisation for EH 101 rotor
hub p 653 A87-43451

The microstructure and mechanical properties of various

aluminium-lithium alloy product forms for helicopter
structures p 688 A87-43454

Prospects for the use of composites in civil aircraft

p 655 A87-44577
The art of reticulation and applicable adhesives --- for

acoustically treated engine nacelles p 665 A87-44582
A310-300 CFRP fin Damage tolerance

demonstration p 855 A87-44594
Materials in aerospace; Proceedings of the First

International Conference, London, England, Apr. 2-4, 1986,
Volumes 1 & 2 p 689 A87-44729

Materials in helicopters - A review
p 624 A87-44731

Developments in titanium alloys p 689 A87-44744
Materials for structures of the future

p 689 A87-44745
Fire, smoke, toxicity --- in airline operations

p 646 A87-44748
The current application of titanium in Japan and an

outlook for the future p 781 A87-47978
Superplastic forming/diffusion bonding of titanium - An

• Air Force overview p 782 A87-48018
SPF/titanium and the B-1B aircraft

p 782 A87-48020
Toughened composites selection criteria

p 782 A87-48531
Damage tolerance of toughened resin graphite

composites p 782 A87-48532
Composites for general aviation aircraft; Proceedings

of the General Aviation Aircraft Meeting and Exposition,
Wichita, KS, Apr. 28-30, 1987
[SAE SP-717] p 712 A87-48686

Structures technology of modern general aviation
aircraft
[SAE PAPER 871025] p 712 A87-48689

Use of composites in propulsion systems
p 761 A87-49633

Novel manufacturing techniques for aircraft
p 714 A87-49635

Design of high-temperature, ordered intermetallic
alloys p 840 A87-51177

Application studies of a new graphite/epoxy material
for the vertical fin of a commercial transport aircraft

p 841 A87-51792

Mechanical properties of rapidly solidified AI-4Be
p 842 A87-52658

Development of fine-grained 7075-0 sheet for aircraft
taper-rolled stringer p 842 A87-52661

The effect of prestrain and of ageing at room temperature
on the mechanical properties of an AI-Li-Cu-Mg alloy

p 842 A87-52683

Practical application to composite materials of a portable
digital ultrasound device controlled by a microprocessor

p 849 A87-53585

Polymer systems for rapid sealing of aircraft structures
at low temperature
[AD-A167667] p 41 N87-10209

International Conference - Superplasticity in Aerospace
Aluminium

[BAE-S85/AMR/0966] p 42 N87-10994
GaJvanic corrosion between carbon fiber reinforced

plastics and metallic aeronautical materials
[DFVLR-FB-86-16] p 42 N87-11003

Glasflugel H 201 Libelle glider: Aging study, test report,
part 1
[REPT-3707-LC-85-PT-l] p 195 N87-13496

Activities report in materials and construction ---
aerospace structures
[ISSN-0174-3910] p 200 N87-13589

First International Conference Materials )n Aerospace
[BAE-S85/AMR/0080] p 144 N87-14243

Information notice about the repair of composite
structures

[STPA-42744] p 196 N87-14447
Elementary characterization of the AS4/2220,3

Hercules prepreg
[CEAT-M4-475-000] p 198 N87-14448

Fatigue life and fastener flexibility of single shear riveted
and bolted joints
[FFA-TN-1986-35] p 326 N87-17094

Diffusion welding of component parts in the aviation and
space industries
[BLL-LIB-TRANS-2147-(5207.9] p 326 N87-18094
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Advanced aluminum alloy plate materials for damage
tolerant aircraft structures

[NLR-MP-85078-U] p 379 N87-18660

Fatigue in aircraft corrosion testing: The first 10 years
[NLR-MP-86009-U] p 380 N87-18662

Evaluation of AI-Li alloys as construction materials for
aircraft applications
[FOA-C-20623-2.5(2.t)] p 380 N87-t9508

Design for repairability of helicopter composite blades
p 431 N87-20176

Effect of adhesive bonding variables on the performance
of bonded CFRP patch repairs of metallic structures

p 404 N87-20182
Integrated design of structures p 509 N87-22669
Effects of impact loading on carbon fiber reinforced

structures

[MBB-Z-83/86] p 891 N87-25436
Analytical description of crack resistance curves for

aluminum sheets used in aircraft construction

[MBB-UT-133/85] p 700 N87-25604
Development and testieg ol critical components for the

technological preparation on an Airbus fuselage made of
carbon fiber reinforced plastics, phase 1
[BMFT-FB-W-86-017] p 692 N87-26151

Industrial application of computer aided structural
optimization in aircraft construction
[MBB-UT-273/86] p 706 N87-26523

Modern composites for primary aircraft structures
[VTH-LR-480] p 784 N87-27736

Advanced composite vertical fin for L-1011 aircraft
[NASA-CR-3816] p 845 N87-28617

Standard test evaluation of graphite fiber/resin matrix
composite materials for improved toughness
[NASA-TM-86298] p 845 N87-28618

Study of utilization of advanced composites in fuselage
structures of large transports
[NASA-CR-172404] p 845 N87-28619

Diffusion bonding of metals p 852 N87.29646
AIRCRAFT CONTROL

Reconnaissance interface - The near real time is now

p 29 A87-10950
The lateral dynamic stability and control of a large

receiver aircraft during air-to-air refuelling
p 36 A87-12268

Decoupling control synthesis for an oblique-wing
aircraft p 108 A87-t3342

Aircraft flutter suppression via adaptive LQG control
p 109 A87-13344

Bank-to-turn utilizing sampled data non-linear control
p 109 A87-13346

Computational enhancements to a 4D algorithm --- for
aircraft trajectory optimization p 134 A87-t3359

Impact of mismedeled idle engine performance on
calculation and tracking of optimal 4-D descent
trajectories p 88 A87-13360

Eigenstructure assignment by dynamic output
feedback p 134 A87-13385

Renewed interest in hinge moment mOdels for failure
detection and isolation p110 A87-13426

Evaluation of detectability and distinguishability of
aircraft control element failures using flight test data

Microelectronics in aircraft systems '--- Book

p 101 A87-t3469
Combined guidance - Flight control of atmospheric

vehicles p 110 A87-13654
Design considerations for fly-by.wire control of new

Airbus aircraft

[MBB-UT-222-86] p tf0 A87-13991
ATLAS. The new test bed p 92 A87-14003
ESSY - An electromechanicat adjustment system for

aircraft control surfaces p 92 A87-14014
Actuating system with digital signal converters and

fiber-optic control p 93 A87-14018
Stall margin indication -- aircraft accident prevention

[AIAA PAPER 86.2595] p 101 A87-14030
Modeling of the aircraft mechanicel control system

p 111 A87-14135
Optimal guidance law with first order lag icop and normal

constraint p 86 A87-14140
All-digital jets are taking off p 102 A87-14352
Integrated active control systems: Methods of

algorithmic integration -- Russian book
p 135 A87-14682

Implementation of CDFM generator control -- cascaded
doubly fed machine pt35 A87-14957

The principle of optimality in the mean for fault-tolerant

systems .-- for aircraft terminal guidance
p 112 A87-t5212

Reducing complexity in fly-by-wire flight control
actuators

]SAE PAPER 851752] p 112 A87-15477
A system look at actuation concepts and alternatives

for primary flight control
[SAE PAPER 651753] p 112 A87-t5478

Adaptive flutter suppression p 113 A87o16182

Aircraft control input optimization for aerodynamic
derivative estimation in dynamic manoeuvres

p 113 A87-16183
Parameter estimation of aircraft with fly-by-wire control

systems p 113 A87-16186
Frequency domain parameter estimation of aeronautical

systems without and with time delay
p 114 A87-16193

Analytical redundancy through nonlinear observers ---
of aircraft motion p 114 A87-16197

Impact of display dynamics on flying qualities
p 186 A87-16758

Computer-aided procedures for analyzing
pilot/vehicle/system interactions p 186 A87-t6759

The pilot workload factor in aircraft handtieg qualities
assessment p 186 A87-16760

The second electronics revolution - The impact potentiel

of new power electronic technologies on aircraft actuation
systems p 197 A87-16765

Investigation of an automatic trim algorithm for
restructurabie a_rcraft control p 186 A87-16767

Longitudinal control requirements for statically unstable
aircraft p 187 A87-16770

Robust controller design for a Short Take-Off and
Landing (STOL) aircraft using quantitative feedback
theory p 187 A87-16772

Modern flight control from the point of view of the
cockpit p 158 A87-16987

A perspective on superaugmented flight control -
Advantages and problems pt88 A87-17752

Control law synthesis for an airplane with relaxed static
stability p 188 A87-17754

Flight evaluation of augmented controls for approach
and landing of powered-rift aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 85-1944] p 188 A87-t7755

Effect of time delay on flying qualities - An update
p 189 A87-17758

Design and development of a three-axis augmentation
system for a Class Ill STOL assault transport
[AIAA PAPER 86-2709] p 189 A87-17939

Reducing the gap between the quantitative and
qualitative design, development and testing of control
systems --- linear models for highly maneuverable
aircraft

[AI.AA PAPER 86-2710] p 189 A87-17940
A new technolegy in energy-efficient electrically driven

aircraft environmental control systems
p 166 A87.18116

Preliminary study of multi-mode control laws design
methods for fighter's longitudinal control

p 196 A87-18536
V-22 control law development p 190 A87-19254
Early evaluation of the V-22 Osprey through piloted

simulation p 171 A87-19268
Control and display requirements for decelerating

approach and landing of fixed- and rotary-wing VSTOL
aircraft p 193 A87-19279

Synthesis of piecewise constant control with memory
for continuous stochastic systems p 269 A87-20379

Invariance of the lateral disturbed motion of VTOL
aircraft with a vector control system p 252 A87-20383

raldlll_LIIU _ylI[II_SIS or rllgR[ vehicle control in the case
of indeterminacy of the initial conditions and
perturbations p 252 A87-20384

Application of modern synthesis to aircraft control -
Three case studies p 252 A87-20973

On the control of auto-rotational characteristics of light
airplane fuselages
[AIAA PAPER 87-0349] p 253 A87-22574

Aircraft parameter estimation
[AIAA PAPER 87°0623] p 241 A87-22745

Modeling, design, and analysis of a discrete autopilot
and the air vehicle it controls p 253 A87-23078

Sensitivity analysis of automatic flight COntrol systems
using singular-value concepts p 310 A87-23978

Aircraft control design using improved time-domain
stability robustness bounds p 332 A87-23991

The elimination of limit cycles of an aircraft flight control
system-linear model following approach

p 311 A67-24724

Control of aircraft landing approach in wind shear
[AIAA PAPER 87-0632] p 311 A67-24994

Numerical-analytical calculation of aircraft control
systems p 311 A67-25521

The distributed intelligence system and aircraft
pilotage p 332 A67-26096

Bounded random oscillations - Model and numerical

solution for an airfoil p 311 A87-27532

The use of discrete minimization in the design of a
straight control section in the fuselage Of transport
aircraft p 358 A87-28151

Linear.quadratic-Gaussian with loop-transfer recovery
methodology for an unmanned aircraft
]AIAA PAPER 85-1927] p 371 A67-28912

Aircraft performance and control in downburst wind
shear

[SAE PAPER 861698] p 372 A87-29586

A new look at piloting procedures in microbursts
p 372 A87-29588

Control of aircraft by decoupled high feedback gain
servo p 372 A87-30226

The optimization of longitudinal aircraft motion control

during take-off p 373 A87-30407
Optical disk tessellated geoid management for digital

map p 423 A87-31484
Integrated controls - Preparing for the Advanced Tactical

Fighter p 443 A87-31540
Solvability condition for the fundamental control

problem p 474 A87-31719
Transonic and supersonic lateral control of aircraft by

adaptive perfect servo p 444 A87-32101
Control operations in advanced aerospace systems

p 474 A87-32117
A modal control procedure for multiloop digital design

p 474 A87-32450
Flight testing TECS - The Total Energy Control

System
[SAE PAPER 861803] p 444 A87-32646

Mufti-control system in unsteady aerodynamics using
spoilers
[AIAA PAPER 87-0855] p 446 A87-33696

Forebody vortex management for yaw control at high
angles of attack p 447 A87-34506

The study of aircraft adaptive control augmentation
system implemented with microcomputer

p 447 A87-34704
Multi-rate adaptive control with applications to lateral

dynamics of aircraft p 520 A87-36367
The longitudinal dynamic stability and control of a large

receiver aircraft during air-to-air refuelling
p 521 A87-3684t

Synthesis of time-invariant linear systems under
determinate and random excitations --- for flight vehicle
motion stability p 521 A87-39009

Purifying hydraulic systems p 607 A87-39484
Comparison of analytic and pragmatic model reduction

methods using as an example the dynamics of aircraft
lateral motion p 595 A87-40521

Design methodology for robust stabilizing controllers
p 596 A87-40860

An approximate analysis of the accuracy of the optimal
discrete control of nonlinear stochastic systems using the
method of semiinvariants p619 A87-42138

Analytical determination of the optimal parameters of
automatic pilots p 596 A87-42139

Robust nonlinear control for high angle of attack flight
]AIAA PAPER 87-0346] p 597 A87-42649

An approach to the synthesis of an adaptive flight cOntrol
system with incomplete information p 680 A87-45096

Validation of an integrated flight and propulsion control
design for fighter aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 87-1928] p 680 A87-45306

Fokker 56 - Pedigree with power p 656 A87-45647
Integration of engine/aircraft control - 'How far is it

sensible to clo' o R74 AR7.aR_gR

UVl m the mmtary cockpit - A third hand for the combat
pilot --- Direct Voice Input p 681 A87-46315

Integrating pitch and power control
p 765 A87-48276

A full authority digital electronic control system for
multi-engine rotorcraft p 761 A87-48965

High-angle-of-attack stability and control improvements
for the EA-eB Prowler

[AIAA PAPER 87-236t ] p767 A87-49078
Simulation studies of translation rate command systems

for hover and low speed flight
[AIAA PAPER 87-2286} p 767 A87-49579

Dynamic characteristics of flight near the ground
[AIAA PAPER 87-2288] p 768 A87-4958t

Alternative design guidelines for pitch tracking
[AIAA PAPER 87-2289} p 768 A87-49582

Exploratory studies of actuated forebedy strakes for yaw
control at high angles of attack
[AIAA PAPER 87-2557] p 768 A87-49607

Conceptual studies of control systems for the
variable-camber wing
[MBB-UT-221-86-PUB] p 769 A87-49960

Solutions of the Grumman F-14 benchmark control
problem p 770 A87-50233

Spherical mapping and analysis of aircraft angles for
maneuvering flight p 776 A87°50340

Application of eigenstructure assignment to self
reconfiguring aircraft MIMO controllers
[AIAA PAPER 87-2235] p 770 A87-50402

Estimating projections of the playable set
[AIAA PAPER 87-2242] p 795 A87-56408

Simulation evaluation of the control system command
monitoring concept for the NASA M/STOL research aircraft
(VSRA)
[AIAA PAPER 87-2255] p 770 A67-50418
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Recursive real-time identification of step-response
matrices of high-porformance aircraft with noisy sensors
for adaptive digital flight control
[AIAA PAPER 87.2309] p 771 A87-50430

Total energy control concepts applied to flight in
windshear

[AIAA PAPER 87-2344] p 772 A87.50463
An angle-only tracking filter in modified sphencal

coordinates --- for fighter aimraft maneuvers
[AIAA PAPER 87-2380] p 741 A87-50465

Application of muitivanabie control to the STOL and

Manouver Technology Demonstrator
[AIAA PAPER 86-2403] p 751 A87-50487

Singular trajectories in airplane cruise-dash
optimization
[AIAA PAPER 87-2404] p 772 A87-50488

Model-following output feedback controller for
oblique-wing aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 87-2408] p 772 A87-5049t

Handling qualifies design of a Northrop
high-performance fighter
[AIAA PAPER 87-2450] p 772 A87-50496

Model foliowieg flight control system design for ATTAS,
DFVLR'a new in-tiight simulator
[AIAA PAPER 87.2451 ] p 773 A87-50497

Simulation evaluation of the advanced control concept
for the NASA V/STOL research aircraft (VSRA)
[AIAA PAPER 87-2535] p 773 A87-50536

Loop separation parameter - A new metric for landing
flying qualities
[AIAA PAPER 87-2536] p 774 A87-50537

investigating aircraft handling qualities using a structural
model of the human pilot
[AIAA PAPER 87-2537] p 774 A87-50538

On design of restructureble control systems for aircraft
with some failures p 835 A87-5198t

Accelarometer placement in active flutter suppression
systems p 828 A87-52963

An active control landing gear for the alleviation of
aircraft taxi ground loads p 824 A87-53573

Head-up flying p 835 A87-53583
On tile feasibility of low-speed aircraft maneuvers

involving extreme angles ot attack p 835 A87-54140
Simultaneous active controls on wind tunnel model

p 836 A87-54190
Aircraft positioning using Global Positioning System

carrier phase data p 821 A87-54367
Applica6on of bifurcation and catastrophe theories to

near stall flight mechanics
lAD-A167697] p 13 N87-10046

Low speed rotary aerodynamics of F.18 configuration
for 0 dee to 90 dee angle of attack: Test results and
analysis
[NASA-CR-3608] p 15 N87-10836

Rotary balance data and analysis for the X-29A airplane
for an angle-of-attack range of 0 deg to 90 deg
[NASA-CR-3747] p 15 N87-I0837

Tradeofl methods in multicbjective insensitive design
of airplane control systems p 115 N87-I 1730

Application of optimization techniques to the design of
a flutter suppression control law for the DAST ARW-2

p 115 N87-11736
The implementation and use of Ada on distributed

systems with high reliability requirements
[NASA-CR-179842] p 137 N87-12265

Flared landing approach flying qualities, Volume 1:
Experiment design and analysis
[NASA-CR-178188-VOL-1] p 254 N87-15234

Dynamics of a helicopter with a sling load
p 243 N87-15957

Optimal turning at high angle of attack of supersonic
and hypersonic vehicles p 300 N87-16814

The apl:dication of quadratic optimal cooperative control
synthesis to • CH-47 helicopter
[NASA-TM-88353] p 313 N87-t7715

Bounded random oscillations: Model and numerical
solution for an airfoil p 294 N87-t8513

High performance forward swept wing aircraft
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11636.f] p 361 N87-18561

Development of a device for controlling the leading edge
vortices on a delta wing
[AD-A175207] p 350 N87-19356

Aircraft parameter estimation
[NASA-TM-88281] p362 N87-19376

Design and evaluation of dynamic flight test
meneuvere

[ETN-87-99085] p 364 N87-19389

Robustness qualification and improvement of
multivariable regulators, with application to airplane
control
[ESA-1-1"-867] p 374 N87-19401

Design and experimental verification of a ca;colation
method far frequency response analysis of digital control

systems in e continuous environment --- aircraft control
[NLR-TR-85090-U] p 374 N87-19402

A digital simulation of the failure performance of a
multiplex actuator -- aircraft control
[BU-337] p 375 N87-t9407

Development of simulated directional audio for cockpit
applications
[AD-At75350] p 391 N87-19570

Stability regions of relaxed static stability aircraft under
control saturation constraints p 448 N87-20288

Rotary-wing aircraft terrain-following/terrain-avoidance
system development
[NASA-TM-88323] p 426 N87-20982

Airplane automatic control force trimming device for
asymmetric engine failures
[ NASA-CASE-LAR-t 3280-1 ] p449 N87.20999

State constraints for predictive control with air vehicle

application
[AD-A176205] p 450 N87-21002

Fault tolerant electrical power system. Phase 2: Analysis
and preliminary design
(AD-At77278] p 508 N87.21907

Joint University Program for Air Transportation
Research, 1984
[NASA-CP.2452] p 483 N87-22604

Invesfiga_on of air tranepodation technology at
Princeton University, 1984 p 496 N87-22619

Improved combat performance using relaxed static
stability and a spin prevention system (FBW Jaguar)

p 523 N87-22674
Aircraft control position indicator

[NASA-CASE-LAR-t2984.t] p 512 N87-22678
Evaluation of numerator lead effects on aircraft handling

quali_es
[AD-A179388] p 523 N87-22687

Effects of thrust reversing in ground proximity
p 573 N87-24416

Integration of aerodynamic, performance, stability and

control requirements into the design process of modern
unstable fighter aircraft configurations

p 586 N87-24446
Turbulance models p 703 N87.25277
Military specifications p 658 N87-25281
Unresolved issues in wind shear encounters

p 647 N87-25282
Helicopter-V/STOL dynamic wind and turbulence design

methodology p 658 N87-25284
Optimal cooperative control synthesis of active

displays
[NASA-CR-4058] p 705 N87-25807

Control of aircraft under severe wind shear conditions

p 682 N87-26050
Conceptual studies of control systems for wings with

variable camber

[MBB-UT-221186] p 682 N87-26836
Investigation of air transportation technology at

Princeton University, 1985 p 740 N87-27603
Optimization of aircraft trajectories through severe

microbursts p 753 N87.27604
Design and evaluation of dynamic flight test

maneuvers

[VTH-LR-497] p 753 N87-27657
A muifichannel model for the description of the pilot in

the closed control system, for the evaluation of future
aircraft guidance systems p 822 N87.28537

Advances in Guidance and Control Systems and
Technology
[AGARD-CP-41t] p 822 N87-29474

Joint development of the Multi-function Integrated
Inertial Sensor Assembly (MnSA) p 852 N87-29479

Application of parameter estimation to aircraft stability
and control: The output-error approach
[NASA-RP-lt 68] p827 N87-29499

Automation at the man-machine interface
p 855 N87-29504

Evaluation of the F/A-18 head-up-dieplay for recovery
from unusual attitudes

[AD-A183303] p 829 N87-29532
Design verification of SIFT

[NASA.CR-4097] p 858 N87-30099
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Aerodynamic anomalies - Can CFD prevent or correct
them? -- Computational Fluid Dynamics for transport
aircraft design p 4 A87-10521

Palmdala end the bomber connection

p 22 A87-10574
Yakevlev Forger -- history of the Yak-38 Soviet Very

Short TakeOff end Landing aircraft, p 22 A87-10575
Ground and flight tests of Tornado reconnaissance

pod p 22 A87-10940
Dirigibles - For what? p23 A87-11661
Numerical methods for engine-airframe integration

p23 A87.11776
CFD applications to engine/airframe integration

p 23 A87-11780
CFD - A user's technology assessment --- for propulsion

integration and aircraft engine installation
p 23 A87-11781

JAS39 Gripen - A Swedish solution to a multi-role
need p 23 A87-11798

Structural design with new materials
p 49 A87-13011

The future of international air transport
p 2 A87-13016

Laminar flow control for transport aircraft applications
p 24 A87-13021

Design considerations for superplastically formed
complex aircraft structures p 87 A87-13151

Cost drivers and design methodology for automated
airframe assembly p 63 A87-13157

Utilization of 3-D programs for aircraft design and
development p 88 A87-13646

National Specialist's Meeting on Crashworthy Design
of Rotorcraft, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, April
7-9, 1986, Proceedings p 89 A87-13662

State-of-the-art crashworthy cargo restraint systems for
military aircraft p 89 A87-13667

Mechanism of energy absorption via buckling - An
analytical study p 124 A87-13682

Correlation of experimental static and dynamic response

of simple structural components p 124 A87-13683
Increasing the economy of deeign and preparation for

manufacturing by integrated and graphic data processing:
CAD/CAM - Phase Iti
[MBB-UT-225-86] p 125 A87-13986

The amphibian technology test vehicle - Summary and
results p 91 A87-13992

Development of a GFRP wing in accordence with FAR
Part 23 p 92 A87-13993

Impetus of new technologies for utility, executive, and
commuter aircraft p 104 A87-14000
• New fuselage technologies for general.aviation aircraft

p 93 A87-14027
Static test of an ultralight airplane

[AIAA PAPER 86-2600] p 64 A87-14034
General aviation cost effectiveness

[AIAA PAPER 86-2607] p 139 A87-14037

Propeller design by optimization p 105 A87-t4123
Direct-inverse transonic wing analysis-dealgn method

with viscous interaction p 71 A87-14365
Aeroelastic divergence of trimmed aircraft

p 94 A87-14368

Computation of optimum-optimorum wing-fuselege
configuration for future generation of supersonic aircraft

p 74 A87-15761

A320 - Fly-by.wire airliner p 96 A87-16394

V-22 Osprey - Multi-sen/ioe workhorse
p 96 A87-16400

A review of the technical development of Concorde
p 96 A87-16408

National Aero-Space Plane - Technology for America's
future p 141 A87-17142

How different a modern SST would be

p 162 A87-17143

Flying-wing SST for the Pacific p 162 A87-17144

From the history of Soviet aviation: Uyushin aircraft ---
Russian book p 141 A87-17705

Slat wings --- RusSian book p 145 A87-17709

Aerodynamic design considerations for efficient high-lift
supersordc wings p 146 A87-17816

F-20 evolution
[A[AA PAPER 86-2612J p 162 A87-17876

X-29 advanced technology integration lor tomorrow's
fighter aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 86-2613] p 162 A87-17877

Application of decomposition techniques to the
preliminary design of a transport aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 86-2617] p 162 A87-17878

The design of a supportable tighter
[AIAA PAPER 86-2618] p 162 A87-17879

PropuLsion challenges for hypersonic flight
[AIAA PAPER 86-2620] p 183 A87-17880

Integrated aerodynamic/structural design of a sailplane
wing

[AIAA PAPER 86.2823] p 163 A87-17882

The aerodynamic design of oblique wing aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 86-2624] p 147 A87-17883

Aerodynamic structural optimization of

positive/negative stagger joined wing configurations
[AIAA PAPER 86-2626] p 163 A87-17885

X-29 - Managing an integrated advanced technology
design
[AIAA PAPER 86.2630] p 163 A87-17889

Lessons learned from the B-52 program evolution - Past,
present and future
[AIAA PAPER 86.2839] p t 42 AB7*t 7896

Bomber design trends
[AIAA PAPER 86-2640] p 142 A87-t7897

The application of computational fluid dynamics to
aircraft design
[AIAA PAPER 86-2651] p 147 A87-17902
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optimum structural sizing of conventional cantilever and
joined wing configurations using equivalent beam
models

[AIAA PAPER 86-2653] p 197 A87-17903

Design analysis and methodology for evaluating flight
control systems
[AIAA PAPER 86-2655] p 189 A87-17904

Supportability into design - The MCAIR experience
[AIAA PAPER 86-2664] p 142 A87-17909

Translating supportability requirements into design
reality
]AIAA PAPER 86-2665] p 197 A87-t7910

The role of supportability engineering in the design

process
]AIAA PAPER 86-2666] p 197 A87-17911

Economics in new commercial aircraft design
[AIAA PAPER 86-2667] p 209 A87-17912

Advanced technology tactical transport --- design
feasibility analysis
]AIAA PAPER 86-2668] p 164 A87-17913

The effect of advanced technology on the
second-generation SST
[AIAA PAPER 86-2672] p 142 A87-17914

Performance studies on the application of four-engine
and two-engine USB proputsive lift to the E-2C aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 86-2674] p 164 A87-17915

Sea-based multimission STOVL application of an
AIBF/VT hybrid powered-lift system -- Advanced Internally
Blown Jet Flop/Vectored Thrust
[AIAA PAPER 86-2675] p 164 A87-17916

Aerodynamic development of the V-22 tilt rotor
[AIAA PAPER 86-2678] p 164 A87-17919

The Air Combat Simulator and its role in the aircraft
development process
[AIAA PAPER 86-2682] p 192 A87-17922

Optimisation of the conceptual design and mission
profiles of short-haul aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 86-2696] p 165 A87-17933

Application of propfan propulsion to general aviation
[AIAA PAPER 86-2698] p 184 A87-17934

Design and development of a three-axis augmentation
system for a Class III STOL assault transport
[AIAA PAPER 86-2709] p 189 A87-17939

Aircraft research and development trends in the US end
USSR

[AIAA PAPER 86-2720] p 142 A87-17944
System design trends in commercial transport aircraft

evolution or revolution? --- with emphasis on flight control
and flight deck display systems
[AIAA PAPER 86-2722] p 180 A87-17945

Advanced trainer aircraft design for fighter-aftack-recce
roles
[AIAA PAPER 86-2729] p 165 A87-17947

Graphics in conceptual aircraft design - A designer's
viewpoint
[AIAA PAPER 86-2733] p206 A87-17951

Maximum size of a nonrigid airship
[AIAA PAPER 86-2736] p 165 A87-17954

Test flying the cycio-crane 'preof-of-concopt'
experimental model N240AL

[AIAA PAPER 86-2737] p 165 A87-17955
The other hybrid airship developments

_.'.'..'.'. 7,',77__.'-,33 :, _vj p ,_ _ol- i tu_q
Energy conversion for long endurance air vehicles

p 184 A87-18117
B-SURF (three-dimensional CAD) system for designing

and manufacturing of products with complex contour
p 206 A87-18538

Results of the V-22 preliminary design wing test
program p 168 A87-19228

Logistics/engineering community cooperation -A case
study p 144 A87-19235

Supportability and aircraft design p 144 A87.19236
Folding titt rotor demonstrator feasibility study

p 169 A87-19247
The 'Fenestron' - A shrouded tail rotor concept for

helicopters p 169 A87-19249
Introduction tO GRASP General rotorcraft

aeromechanical stability program - A modern approach
to rotorcraft modeling p 170 A87.19258

Early evaluation of the V-22 Osprey through piloted
simulation p 171 A67-19268

Design verification and flight testing of a bearingless
soft inplana tail rotor p 172 A87-19286

An evaluation of the efficiency of design solutions during
the design of airships p 237 A87-20378

Fundamentals of fighter aircraft design - Engine intake
and afterbody

[ONERA, TP NO, 1986-83] p 238 A87-21014
Eurofighter avionics - How advanced?

p 246 A87-21175
Experts dissect MiG-29 p 238 A87-21252
Design for iow post p 211 A87-21287
MiG-29 - Last of the hot Red fighters?

p 238 A87-21449
Mikoyan Fulcrum p 238 A87-21450

'Gold-plated' design ---redundancy and safety factors
in aircraft structures p 233 A87-22222

A zonal grid generation method for complex
configurations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0276] p 270 A87-22528

Searching the horizon of Navier-Stokes simulation of
transonic aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 87-0524] p 227 A87-22686
A hodogroph-based method for the design of shock-free

cascades

[AIAA PAPER 87-0606] p 228 A87-22734
Automated optimum design of wing structures - A

probabilistic approach p 241 A87-22823
X wing begins flight testing p 241 A67-22625
Control evolution and the A320 p 253 A87-22920
Panel methods - PAN AIR p 276 A87-23629
The light stuff - Burt Rutan transforms aircraft design

p 275 A87-23744
Applications of color graphics to complex aerodynamic

analysis
[AIAA PAPER 87-0273] p 332 A87-24947

Transonic wing optimization using evolution theory
[AIAA PAPER 87-0520] p 284 A87-24977

The development of advanced technology blades for
tilt-rotor aircraft p 298 A87-25027

A procedure for the mechanical design of military aircraft
head-up-displays to withstand bird-strike loads

) 303 A87-25882

CAD application in definition of aircraft geometry
357 A87-27822

Inverse aerodynamic design method for aircraft
components _ 342 A87.28067

Rellectiens regarding recent rotary rig results
375 A87.28070

Unitary optimization design for the large aircraft
structure _ 381 A87.28328

Military developments in aeronautics - The next thirty
years _ 339 A87-29276

New aircraft architecture. II > 359 A87.29352

Workstations take over conceptual design
p 395 A87.29596

Market supremacy through engineering automation
p 395 A87-29596

Development of damage tolerance and durability design
technology p 359 A87-29602

A parametric approach to hover balance analysis of two
STOVL fighter concepts
[SAE PAPER 861631] p 359 A87-29636

High Technology Test Bed program MOD 3 STOL
[SAE PAPER 861633] p 360 A87-29637

Boeing 7J7 design to be frozen in July
p 360 A87-300_1

A new approach for USAF's Advanced Tactical
Fighter p 361 A87-30006

Amphibians - Toe in the water again, or big new
splash? p 361 A87-30007

Design scope for student supersonic projects
p 361 A87-30300

New commercial aircraft promise efficiency
p 340 A87-30918

Integrating speech technology to meet crew station
design requirements p 459 A87-31491

_ll_ut.JImuu U_OIlU_l_ - _'tepart_ lerIne_ovanceo I ect_cal
Fighter p 443 A87-31540

System methods for avionics development and
integration p 401 A87-31548

Are general aviation modifiers needed?
p 401 A87-31619

A design method of an aircraft with ACT by nonlinear
optimization p 427 A87-32103

The Boeing 7J7 advanced technology airplane
p 444 A87-32118

A look at handling qualities of canard configurations
p 444 A87-32226

Aircraft fire safety overview
[SAE PAPER 861617] p 420 A87-32576

Installation aerodynamics of wing-mounted,
single-rotation propfans
[SAE PAPER 861719] p 409 A87-32610

Transition to space - A history of 'space plane' concepts
at Langley Aeronautical Laboratory 1952-1957

p 476 A87-33152
On the application of axiomatic aerodynamic modelling

to aircraft dynamics p 445 A87-33326
Thermoplastic composite C-130 beny skins - Design,

manufacturing, and test
[AIAA PAPER 87-0798] p 403 A87-33598

Multilevel/multidisciplinary optimization scheme for
sizing a transport aircraft wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-0714] p 428 A87-33651

Supersonic flutter of aeroelastically tailored oblique
wings
[A_AA PAPER 87-0734] p 445 A87.33661

Applications of similitude in airship design
p 430 A87-34516

Materials pace ATF design p 403 A87-34647
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Soviets learn widebody lessons p 420 A87-34766

Calculated performance, stability, and maneuverability
of high speed tilting proprotor aircraft

p 431 A87-34863
The use of artlticial-intelligenee methods in the

conceptual design of light, and aeriel-application aircraft
p 431 A87-35005

Aircraft availability optimization --- tradeoffs in optimal
systems design p 475 A87-35009

Practical aspects for repairing composites --.A-310
aircraft structures p 481 A87-35277

An integrated approach to advanced conceptual
design
[SAWE PAPER 1716] p 545 A87-36288

Gultstream Corporate Aircraft design evolution through
the model Gulfstream IV

[SAWE PAPER 1717] p 505 A87.36289
Fifteen years of flight control evolution on European

Airbus aircraft weight impact
[SAWE PAPER 1743] p 506 A87.36305

Interrelationship of weight end cost reduction
[SAWE PAPER 1748] p 549 A87-36307

The influence of inflation rates and fuel prices on
optimized aircraft design
[DGLR PAPER 86-110] p 506 A87.36765

The joint program Laminar Wings
[DGLR PAPER 86-124] p 485 A87-36766

Design of a two-seater training aircraft with propeller
turbines

[DGLR PAPER 86-127] p 506 A87-36767
An approach to structudeg and formalizing knowledge

for a design support system
[DGLR PAPER 86-115] p 545 A87-36776

Aspects of future CIM solutions
[DGLR PAPER 86-169] p 532 A87-36796

Aero-marine design and flying qualities of floatpienes
and flying-bodts p 508 A87-39146

A new concept of surface-airplane (Power-Augmented
Ram Wing) p 582 A87.39265

Are tandem, diamond, joined and Warren wings
related? p 583 A67-39476

The case of Airbus A320 - Product development without
the drawing board? p 584 A87-40200

Europe's tilt-rotor - The gauntlet is taken up
p 551 A87-41027

A U.S. civil tilt-rotor - Is the gauntlet thrown?
p 551 A87-41028

Analytical design of a complex of multimode dynamic
systems --- for multiple-purpose aircraft

p 575 A87-42135
An algorithm for specifying the diroctrix in the design

of transition surfaces --- for wing-fusstege joints
p 584 A87-42152

The role of experimental aerodynamics in future
transport aircraft design
[AIAA PAPER 87-1371] p 567 A87-42418

Honeycomb structures: Parameter selection and design
--- Russian book p 693 A87-42914

The tilt-rotor aircraft - A response to the future? From
European interrogations to Eurofar actions
[MBB-UD-485.86-PUB] p 654 A87-43474
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design for fighter aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 87-1928] p 680 A87-45306

Fokker 50 - Pedigree with power p 656 A87-45647
Seastar - Glass, plastic, and tradition

p 656 A87-45648
Technological aspects in preparing the development of

regional airliners p 657 A87-46327
The real world - A maintainer's view .-. on military

aircraft p 624 A67-4_708
The F°15E R&M challenge p 699 A87-46715
Study of the aerodynamics of high-speed propellers

[ONERA, TP NO. 1987-61] p 640 A87-46761

Interdisciplinary optimum design --- of aerospace
structures p 657 A87-47009

Optimization of airplane wing structures under taxiing
loads p 785 A87-47192

Designing interiors for real people
p 711 A87o47250

More Eagles for the USAF eyrie --- F-15E aircraft design
and performance p 742 A87.47306

Combat aircraft avionic systems - The next generation
p 755 A87-48061

Problems in seaplane research
[DGLR PAPER 86-126] p 744 A87-48160

The future use of the European Transonic Wind Tunnel
ETW in the development of advanced aircraft
[OGLR PAPER 86-140] p 777 A87.48162

Possibilities and methods of structural optimization
[DGLR PAPER 86-166] p 787 A87.48164

European V/STOL: From the pioneers to production -
and the future p 711 A87°48167

X-31 - Breaking the stall barrier p 744 A87.48366
Large crane airships - Design and dynamics

[AIAA PAPER 67-2376] p 744 A67-48643
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Design Or radial-wire airship bulkheads

[AIAA PAPER 87-2441] p 744 A87-48645
Structures technology of modern general aviation

aircraft
[SAE PAPER 871025] p 712 A87-48689

About the design philosophy of long range LFC
transports with advanced supercritical LFC airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 87-1284] p 745 A87-48727

Human factors associated wilh glass cockpit design
[SAE PAPER 871036] p 756 A87-48764

Optimization of aircraft structures using STARSTRUC
[SAE PAPER 87t049] p 788 A87-48773

Autorotating wings - A concept that remains vital
p 745 A87-48799

A strake design method for supersonic speeds and low
lift
(AIAA PAPER 87-2638] p 723 A87-49059

Ultra high bypass installation design for transport
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 87-2280] p 748 A87-49061

Development of an airframe modification tO improve the
mission effectiveness of the EA-6B airplane
[AIAA PAPER 87-2358] p 748 A87-49075

Wind-tunnel test results of airfoil modifications for the
EA-6B
[AIAA PAPER 87-2359] p 748 A87-49076

EA-6B high-lift wing modifications
[AIAA PAPER 87-2360] p 748 A87-49077

Innovative aerodynamics -The sensible way of restoring
growth capability to the EA-6B Prowler
]A/hA PAPER 87-2362] p 746 A87-49079

Inviscid transonic wing design using inverse methods
in curvilinear coordinates

[AIAA PAPER 87-2551] p 727 A87-49t03
A hybrid algorithm for transonic airfoil and wing design

[AIhA PAPER 87-2552] p 727 A87-49104
Compressible, viscous, multi.foil analysis and design on

a micro-computer
[AIAA PAPER 87-2556] p 727 A87-49107

Evaluation of airplane spin resistance using proposed
criteria for light general aviation airplanes
]AIAA PAPER 87-2562] p 769 A87-49612

Designing for low cost fabrication; Proceedings Of the
Workshop, Loughborough University of Technology,
England, Apr. 16, 17, 1986 p 714 A87-49627

Airframe cost engineering p 799 A87-49630
Conceptual studies of control systems for the

variable-camber wing
[MBB-UT-221-86-PUB] p 769 A87-49960

Interactive development of structural components for
lightweight fiber-reinforced composite designs - The case
of the Airbus vertical tails

[MBB-UT-023-86] p 750 A87-49964
Compatibility aspects of active control technologies with

aircraft structure design
[MRB-LKE-292/S/PUB/200] p 770 A87-49965

Translating supportability requirements into design
reality p 789 A87-50333

Piaggio's Avanti combines jet-like handling with
turboprop efficiency p823 A87-51347

Around-the-worfd flight p 801 A87-53553
Multimission STOVL application of a hybrid powered-lift

system p 824 A87-53776
Principles of the computer-aided design Of aircraft ---

Russian book p 858 A87-53957
Spin-tunnel investigation of a 1/25.scale model Of the

General Dynamics F-16XL airplane
[NASA-TM-85660] p 12 N87-10041

Engine-Airframe Integration for Rotorcraff
[AGARD-LS-148] p 26 N87-10067

Engine-transmission-structural airframe members
compatibility p 26 N87-10069

Response of a small-turboshaft-engine compression
system to inlet temperature distortion
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Application of joining processes to aero engine critical

- Prndoolk_ and ref_ir p 788 A87-49507
Use of conies in propulsion systems

p 761 A87-49633
Transonic vibration induced by mismatching between

engine and thrust nozzle p 762 A87-49985
Static tests of the propulsion system -- Propfan Test

Assessment program
(AIAA PAPER 87-1728] p630 A87-52245

UHB demonstrator flight test program
[AIAA PAPER 87-1732] p 824 A87-52844
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Development of a takeoff performance monitoring
system
[AIAA PAPER 86-2145] p 828 A87-52962

Structural ceramics in heat engines - The NASA
viewpoint p 842 A87-53352

Engine Structural Integrity Program (ENSIP) - A viewpoint
based on experience p 831 A87-53424

M_nt of spectral emia_vity of technical surfaces
in high-performance engines p 832 A87-53575

Corsaw with more - A-7 plus p 824 A87-53744

Local recoating of components of Ivgh-pressure jet
aircraft engines p 843 A87-53823

Engine-Airframe integration for Rotorcraft
[AGARD-LS-148] p 26 N87-10067

Engine-airframe integration consk_rotions for
preliminary air vehicle performance analysis

p 26 N87-10068
Engine-airframe integration for rotorcraft: Component

specifications and qualification p 26 N87-10071
Influence of engine variables on future helicopter

systems p 27 N87-10072
Haiicoptor air intake protection systems

p 27 N87-10073

Engine-airframe integration for rotorcraft: System
s_Uone and qualification p 27 N87-10074

Choosing Aircraft Integrated Data Systems (AIDS)
architecture suitable for Engine Health Monitoring (EHM)
on future generation engines p 31 N87-10083

Future aero-engine control systems, why FADEC? Cost,
design cycle timescale, reliability, weight and size targets
--- Full Authority Digital Electronic Control (FADEC)
[PNR-90296] p 35 N87-10667

Engine pedormance monitonng for airlines
[PNR-90305] p 35 N87-10868

Turbine Engine Hot Section Technology, 1984
[ NASA-CP-2339] p52 N87-11180

STAEBL: Structural tailoring of engine blades, phase 2
p 106 N87-11731

Optimization applications in aircraft engine design and
test p 106 N87-11768

Control of gas turbines. The future: Is a radical approach
needed? --- aircraft engines
[PNR-90295] p 107 N87-11793

Cerbunziog steel for high temperature service
lAD-A168327] p 122 N87-11877

Research on mechanical properties for engine life
predlotion
[AD-A169570] p 108 N87-12563

Analysis of mixed-mode crack propagation using the
boundaw integral method
[NASA-CR.179516] p 131 N87-12915

Thermodynamic and Flow Mechanical Problems in
Aircraft and Spacecraft Drives
[ETN-87-98751] p 185 N87-14331

Elementary-reaction and flow-mecbanicai problems in
aircraft and spacecraft drives p 196 N87-14333

Small, self-contained aircraft fatigue data recorder
lAD-A172400] p 243 N87-15207

Thermodyrmmic and Flow Mechanical Problems in
Aircraft and Spaceoraft Drives. Summaw of conference
reports for 1974, 1975, 1976
[ETN-87-987501 p 251 N87-15223

Evaluation of improved engine compartment overheat
detection techniques
[AD-A173960] p 235 N87-15950

Propulsion --- aircraft
(PNRgO321] p 251 N87-15968

Cosigning with titanium --- aircraft engines
[PNR90325] p 251 N87-15969

An analytical study of icing similitude for aircraft engine
testing
[AD-A173713] p 252 N87-15973

Reducing the cost of aero engine research and
develomne.t
[PNRg0341] p 308 N87-16836

Component ,ring -- akcraft engines
(PNRg0346] p 308 N87-f6838

Observation of ice/water formations on a model intake

section subjected to simulated cloud conditions -- aircraft
engine
(PNRg0347] p 308 N87-16839

Future trends in propulsion _ a_craft
[PNRg0349] p 308 N87-16840

An approach to AE monitoring dunng the rigshop testing
of large CFRP aero-engine components -- acoustic
em_on (AEI
[PNRg0350] p 308 N87-16841

The technology of advanced prop-fan transmissions
[PNRg0357] p 309 N87-16843

Aircraft derivative gas turbine devaiogment in Chine
[PNRg0359] p 309 N87-16844

Operational aids to engine development
[PNRg0362] p 309 N87-16845

Gdndtng of steel: A case study
[AD.A174649] p 324 N87-17048
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A study of compressor erosion in helicopter engine with
inlet separator
lAD-A173288] p309 N87-17703

Use of composites in propulsion systems
[PNR-90323] p 310 N87-17707

Perton'mmce of high temperature coatings on F10O
turbine blades under aimulatad service conditions
[NLR-MP-86021-U] p 370 N87-18569

Theory end design of flight-vehicle engines
[NASA-TM-88583] p 442 N87-20281

High tamperatere protective coatings for esro engine
gas _ cempenents
[AD-At7600t] p 442 N87-20286

Advanced composite combustor structural concepts
program
[NASA-CR-174733] p 458 N87-20387

Aircraft and engine development t_
[AD-A176711 ] p 407 N87-2096t

Advanced Instrumentation for Aero Engine
_ts
[AGARD-CP-399] p 467 N87-21170

and pro_s_ng of nen-stel_nary pressure
meesurments in studies of air intake distorlion

p468 N87-21191

An experimental and theoretical investigation of an air
injection type an_-idng system far aircraft

p 495 N87-21877

Propulsion system technologies for thrust vectunng
p 519 N87-22670

Analysis of an advanced technok)gy subsonic turbofan
incorporating revolutionary metectsts
[NASA-TM-89868] p 519 N87-22680

AI (Artificial Intelligence) gas turbine rotor diagnostics
[AD-A178996] p 520 N87-22683

FCberreinforced supemlloys
[NASA-TM-89_5] p 530 N87-22811

Acta aeronautk:a et astronautica ainica

[AD-A179673] p 592 N87-23618
Highly integrated digital electronic control: Digital fl_ht

control, aircraft rnod_ identification, and adaptive engine
control

[NASA-TM-86793] p 592 N87-23619
Effects of aircraft engine bleed air duct failures on

surrounding aircraft structure
[AD-A18t071] p739 N87-26884

Advanced turbine bleding: A challenge for deaigne r,
materiels developer end manufacturer

[PNRg0365] p 763 N87-26911
Rolls Royce civil engines, the next generation

[PNRg0370] p 763 N87-26912
Application of SPATE to high frequency vibration

measurement of aero engine components --- Stress
Pattern Analysis by Thermal Emission (SPATE)
[PNR90373] p 764 N87-27667

The application of radiation physics and
photogrammeVic techniques for the diagnosis end solution
of mechanical engineering problems and performance
improvements in the development of aero gas turbine
engines at Rolls-Royce
[PNRg0388] p 764 N87-27669

Advanced technology and its application to aero

[PNRg0389] p 764 N87-27670
The Rolia-Royca wide chord fan blade

[PNRg0392] p 764 N87-27671
Policy options for the akcraft turbine engine component

iml_'ovement program

[AD-At82727] p 764 N87-27672
Development and testing of highly loaded engine

components made of carbon fiber reinforced p_stJce
[ETN-87-9(X)36] p 832 N87-28550

High accuracy thrust measurement of aer_t
propulsion systems with particular consideration to a

hydraulic forca meesudng devioe, part t
[NASA-TT-20080] p 834 N87-28558

Elevated temperature aluminum alloys
[ NASA-CASE-LAR- 13632-1] p846 N87.29650

Real time simultaneous in-line wear and lubricant
condition monitoring
[AD-A183286] p852 N87-29842

AIRCRAFT EQUIPMENT

Airborne reconnaissance IX; Proceedings of the
Meeting, San Diego, CA, August 20, 21. 1985
[SPIE-561] p 18 A87-10931

Single or dual pod corcepts for _1
reconnaissance p 29 A87-10939

An efficient data hierarchy for integrating background
image information in an aircraft map system

p 177 A87-16730
Aircraft color CRT expedenca p178 A87-16742
An expert system for the con_tion of aircraft modular

VSCF generator systems p 205 A87-16755
Display of navigation informa6on On aircraft screens

p 158 A87-16989
Management of utility systems in the Experimental

Aircraft Programme p 181 A87-18998

A heater made from graphite compo_te material for
potential deicing application

[AIAA PAPER 87-0025] p 297 A87-24905
A system of problems in the deaign of computer-aided

processes for the ground testing of aviation equipment
p 451 A87-3t724

CADAM applications in the design and evaluation of
aircraft diaplays p 437 A87-33041

Avionics weight control for the starahip and beyond
[SAWE PAPER 1736] p 505 A87-36300

Airborne pulse-Dop_ radar. Faise.aiann control
p 499 A87-37577

Low-power electric mechanisms of aircraft -- Russian

book p 609 A87-40329
EMC characteristics of grounding networks and

electrical interfaces -- in aircraft p 746 A87-48950
Satellites for air navigation - An aidine view

p 820 A87-53580
Air Force technical objective document fiscal year

1967

lAD-A167324] p 62 N87-10779
Carbunzing steel for high temperature service

lAD-At68327] p 122 N87-t1877
A heater made from graphite composite material for

potential deicing application
[NASA-TM-88888] p 101 N87-12559

Fabrication and testing of lightweight hydratdic system
simulator hardware

[AD-A169884] p 130 N87-12711
Aircraft battery state of charge and charge control

system
[AD-A169411] p 130 N87-12766

TSAR (Theater Simulation of Airbase Resources)
database dictionary F-4E
[AD-A169575] p t39 N87-13352

A model for the extraction of pedodic wavefonns by
time domain averaging
[AD-A170688] p 207 N87-14066

Optical transducer. STOL aircraft p 254 N87-15936
Permanent magnet variable speed constant frequency

power generation system

[AD-A173959] p 252 N87-15974
Laser systems, aid0orne

[AD-A173775] p 268 N87-16276
SHARP (Stationary High AIl_Jde Relay Platform). Part

A: Technicel feaai_lity of microwave-powered airplanes
[CRC-1393-PT-A] p 361 N87-18562

About the future of airborne radar

p 387 N87-18722
Multimiaaion airborne radar for the 1990s

p 387 N87-t8724
Multitunction millimetre-wave radar for ell-weather

ground attack akcraft p 387 N87-18725
Motion compensation requirements for a high resotution

spotlight SAR p 388 N87-18727
Implementation of an airborne SAR motion

compensation system p 388 N87-18728
MM wave SAR senaor design: Concept for an a.'bome

low _ reconnaissance system p 388 N87-18729
EHF multifunction phased array antenna

p 388 N87-t8752

p 389 N87-18756
Requirements and applications for radar aimulatione: A

standpoint of an airframe company p 389 N87-18759
Selection parameters for hydraulic system fleers with

a con_uar_en of aircraftand manna applications

(AD-A174045] p 389 N87-18825
Integrating a head-up di_o_y _ dome visual simulation

technology
[AD-A175222] p 366 N87-t9394

Net shape technology in aefoapace structures. Volume
1

[AD-A176508] p 406 N87-20957

Advanced Electromechenicai Actuation System (EMAS),
flight test
[AD-A176148] p 449 N87-21001

Fault tolerant electrical powcr system. Phase 1: Study
[AD-A177061-PH-1] p468 N87-21246

A new recovery parachute system for the F111 aircraft
crew esoape module
[DE87-000973] p 576 N87-24437

ElacVon_gnetic pedurbations created onboard ai¢craft
by direct or cloae lightning
[ONERA-RF-15/7234-PY] p 577 N87o24441

Improved control surface actuator
[NASA-CASE-LAR-12852-1] p 588 N87-24461

TACAN/INS Performance Evaluation ('rIPE) flight test
report
lAD-A180138] p 650 N87-25313

Portable fuel leak detector

[AD-A180095] p 700 N87-25550

Flight worthiness of fire resistant hydraulic systems.
Volume 2: Component and endurance testing
[AD-A180865] p 751 N87-26899

Lightweight 2 fiber aviation cable featuring low fiber
stress lavels

(AD-P005282] p 826 N87-29297

Fighter aircraft OBIGGS (On-Board Inert Gas Generator
System) study, volume 1
[AD-A183690] p 826 N87-29493

Fighter aircraft OSlGGS (On-Soard Inert Gas Generator
System) study, volume 2
[AD-A183781] p826 N87-29494

AIRCRAFT FUEL SYSTEMS

Minimum ignition levels of aircraft tust constituents to
lightning retstad ignition sources p 83 A87-15038

Moving closer to fully integrated control
p 247 A87.20937

Robust control of aircraft refueling - A preliminary
investigation

[AIAA PAPER 87-0070] p 253 A87-22392

Optimizing aircraft fuel t_ management
p 440 A87-32068

Design verification and engine test of an advanced tuel

management system for aircraft gas turbine engines
[SAE PAPER 861727] p 440 A87-32616

FADEC - Every jet engine should have one --- Full
Authority Digital Electronic Control
[SAE PAPER 861802] p 440 A87-32647

Integrated aircraft fuel thermal management
[SAE PAPER 860911] p 514 A87-38703

X-29 fuel/auxiliary oil systems thermal management
[SAE PAPER 860913] p 514 A87-38705

General aviation aircraft/fuel system configuration study
regarding fuel bladder cell installation
[SAE PAPER 8710tl) p 737 A87-48698

Antimlating Fuel (AMK) flight degrader development and
aircraft fuel system investigation
[DOT/FAA/CT-86/6] p 606 N87-23816

Fuel saving and fuel related subjects within an aidine's
operational environment

[ETN-87-90148] p 648 N87-26034
AIRCRAFT FUELS

Long-latin deposit formation in aviation turbine fuel at

elevated temperature p 121 A87-14986
The tuture of hydrogen - An analyais et wodd levol with

a special look at =dr transport p 340 A87-30165

Optimizing akcraft fuel thermal management
p 440 A87-32068

Wear resistance of aircraft tuel and hydraulic systems
--- Russian book p 441 A87-32700

The effect of fuel quality on the emission of pollutants
by aircraft gas-turbine en_nes p 456 A87-34225

The effect of operabort factors on the fu_ system of
aircraft -- Russian book p 528 A87-36578

Degradation mechanisms of sulfur and nitrogen
containing compounds during thermal stability testing of
model fuels

[AIAA PAPER 87-2039] p 690 A87-45372
Automotive gasoline usage in reciprocating aircraft

en_nas

[SAE PAPER 871012] p 783 A87-48752
A veriabla geometrycombustor for broadened Wopertlas

fuels

Avges/autogas comparison: Winter fuels
[DOT/FAA-CT-86/21] p 43 N87-1t014

Antimisting kerosene: Evaluation of low temperature
performance
[DOT/FAA/CT-85/31] p 122 N87-1tg02

Aviation turbine fuels, 1985
[DE86-012140] p 122 N87-11908

Evaluation of FM-9 antimisting kerosene variants
[NASA.CR-180015] p 196 N87-13566

Aircraft accident report: NASA 712, Convair 990,
N7f2NA, March Air Force Base, California, July 17, 1985,
executive summary
[NASA-TM-87356-VOL-1 ] p 495 1187-21878

Laboratory characterization tests for antimlating fuel
[DOT/FAA/CT-86/23] p 530 N87-22864

Autogas in general aviation aircraft
[DOT/FAA/CT-87/05] p 606 N87-23815

Aviation fuel property effects on altitude relight
[NASA-CR-179582] p 607 N87-24578

Advanced aircraft fuel evaluation, phase 1

[AD-A182029] p 784 N87-27816
Laboratory ch_ectarizalk_ tests for antimisting

[AD-A182196] p 785 N87-27818
Production of high energy aviation fuels from advanced

coal liquids, phase 1
[AD-A182333] p 785 N87-27819

Evaluation of naphthene rich turbine fuels as heat ainks
for hypersonic aircraft
[AD.A182118] p 845 N87-28658

AIRCRAFT GUIDANCE

Guidance strategies for near-optimum take-off
performance in a windshear p 24 A87-12138

Flight experiments on MLS elevation guidance
p 21 A87-12686
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Synthesis and test issues for future aircraft inertial

systems integration p 157 A87-16751

Quasi-steady flight to quasi-steady flight transition in a

windshear - Trajectory guidance

[AIAA PAPER 87-0271 ] p 311 A87-24946

Guidance automation for nap-of-the-earth flight

p 423 A87-31485

Man-machine aircraft-navigation complexes --- Russian

book p 424 A87-32670

Maximum survival capability of an aircraft in a severe

windshear p 680 A87-44254

Quasi-steady flight to quasi-steady flight transition in a

windshear - Trajectory optimization and guidance

p 765 A87-47884

HUD guidance improves landing performance

p 755 A87-48278

Nonlinear guidance algodthrn for aircraft pursuit-evasion

and target interception

[AIAA PAPER 87-2316] p 715 A87-50437

Optimization and guidance of abort landing trajectories

in a windshear

[AIAA PAPER 87-2341] p 771 A87-50460

Boeing windshear systems

[AIAA PAPER 87-2342] p 771 A87-50461

Guidance on maneuvering flight paths for rotary wing

aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 87-2406] p 772 A87-50489

A piloted simulator evaluation of a ground-based 4D

descent advisor algorithm

[AIAA PAPER 87-2522] p 715 A87-50525

Energy management of 3-dimensional minimum-time

intercept p 27 N87-10858

Joint University Program for Air Transportation

Research, 1983

[NASA-CP-2451J p 340 N87-18520

Investigation of air transport technology at

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1983

p 352 N87-18521

Loran-C approach guidance project current status

p 356 N87-18523

Investigation of air transportation technology at

Princeton University, 1983 p 352 N87-18528

Design criteria for multi-loop flight control systems

p 522 N87-21901

Joint University Program for Air Transportation

Research, 1984

[NASA-CP-2452J p 483 N87-22604

Investigation of air transportation technology at

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1984

p 496 N87-22605

Aircraft approach guidance using relative Loran-C

navigation p 503 N87-22606

Investigation of air transportation technology at

Princeton University, 1984 p 496 N87-22619

Modeling of Systems for Aircraft Guidance and Air Traffic

Control for Research, Development, and Evaluation ---

conference

[DFVLR-MITT-86-24] p 821 N87-28530

A multichannel model for the description of the pilot in

the closed control system, for the evaluation of future

aircraft guidance systems p 822 N87-28537
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Fire occurring and expanding in connection with oits in

aviation p 16 A87-11368

Ground-based detection of aircraft icing conditions using

microwave radiometers p 80 A87-14861

A review of aerospace and ground lightning threat

characteristics and applications p 132 A87-15002

F-106 data summary and model results relative to threat

criteria and protection design analysis

p 81 A87-15004

Interpretation of a class of in-flight lightning signatures

p 81 A87-15005

Stata-of-the-art techniques for lightning

susceptibility/vulnerability assessments

p 126 A87-t5006

Comparison of low level frequency domain lightning

simulation test to pulse measurements --- on modified

F-14A aircraft p 126 A87-15007

Lightning strikes to aircraft of the German Federal Armed

Forces p 81 A87-15008

Simulated lightning current tests on a Lynx helicopter

p 95 A87-t5011

Spatial and temporal description of strikes to the FAA

CV-580 aircraft p 81 A87-15013

Simultaneous airborne and ground measurement of low

altitude cloud-to-ground lightning strike on CV-580

aircraft p 81 A87-15014

Compadsen of electromagnetic measurements on an

aircraft from direct lightning attachment and simulated

nuclear electromagnetic pulse p 81 A87-15015

Analysis of the first milliseconds of aircraft lightning

attachment p 81 A87-15016

Current levels and distributions on an aircraft dunng

ground lightning simulation tests and in-flight lightning

attachments p 82 A87-15017

Aircraft lightning-induced transient test and protection

comparison p 82 A87-15022

Experimental study of the interaction between an arc

and an electrically floating structure p 126 A87-15023

Minimum ignition levels of aircraft fuel constituents to

lightning related ignition sources p 83 A87-15038

Basic principles for protecting aircraft against lightning

strikes

[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-174] p 233 A87-21073

An analysis of the Delta 191 windshear accident

]AIAA PAPER 87-0626] p 234 A87-22747

Bird strike test facility p 315 A87-25871

Aircraft fire safety overview

[SAE PAPER 861617] p 420 A87-32576

State-of-the-art of ground aircraft deicing technology

]SAE PAPER 861656] p 452 A87-32590

Aviation and satellite climatology p 469 A87-34445

Description of an aircraft lightning and simulated nuclear

electromagnetic pulse (NEMP) threat based on

experimental data p 420 A87-34569

Molecular-beam study of the formation and properties

of H20 clusters p 528 A87-36644

Formation and accretion of supercooled water droplets

and their effect on aircraft p 575 A87-40095

Oklahoma downbursts and their asymmetry

p 615 A87-40245

EMI-fault prevention and self recovery of digital flight

control systems p 661 A87-43470

Maximum survival capability of an aircraft in a severe

windshear p 680 A87-44254

Extreme atmospheric turbulence

[ONERA, TP NO. 1987-8] p 680 A87-44328

Helicopter Rotor Icing Symposium, London, England,

Jan. 14, 1986, Proceedings p 646 A87-44701

Where and when helicopter icing occurs

p 702 A87-44702

Rotor icing experience at Westlaod and its application

to current and future helicopters p 646 A87-44703

Comparison of wet and dry growth in artificial and flight

icing conditions p 646 A87-45635

Numerical simulation of cruiser on aircraft lightning

p 646 A87-46317

Burning questions --- fireworthiness of aircraft cabin

materials p 646 A87-46373

Conclusions of the Investigative Commission on Air

Safety of the COlA concerning the accident occurring in

Barajas on December 7, 1983 p 738 A87-48800

The use of flight test techniques in aircraft accident

investigations p 738 A87-49202

Prospects for destructive self-induced interactions in a

vortex pair --- due to sinusoidal disturbances from large

transport aircraft wakes p 809 A87-53778

Pool fires in a simulated aircraft cabin interior with

ventilation p 818 A87-53783

Aircraft fires - Living through the smoke

p 818 A87-54315

Doppler Radar Detection of Wind Shear

[NASA-CP-2435] p 17 N87-10054

Vulnerability methodology and protective measures for

aircraft fire and explosion hazards. Volume 3: On-Board

Inert Gas Generator System (OBIGGS) studies. Part 1:

OBIGGS ground performance tests

[AD-A167357] p 26 N87-10066

Surface measurements of gust fronts and microbursts

during the JAWS (Joint Airport Weather Studies) Project:

Statistical results and implications for wind shear detection,

prediction and modeling

]PB86-200847] p 55 N87-10665

An investigation of the FAA vertical Bunsen burner

flammability test method

[DOT/FAA/CT-86/22] p 42 N87-10985

Atmospheric electrical modeling in support of the NASA

F106 Storm Hazards Project

[NASA-CR-179801] p 132 N87-12082

Evaluation of FM-9 antimisting kerosene variants

[NASA-CR-180015] p 196 N87-13566

Numerical simulation of an aircraft icing

p 174 N87-14248

Calculation of ice accretion on cylindrical reds according

to Bain's model and comparison with experimental results

--- stratus clouds

[ESA-l-r-970] p 176 N87-14325

Fuel spray ignition by hot surfaces and aircraft fire

stabilization

[AD-A172827] p 260 N87-16094

Simulation investigation of the effect of the NASA Ames

80-by 120-foot wind tunnel exhaust flow on light aircraft

operating in the Moffett field trefftic pattern

[NASA-TM-86819] p 295 N87-17686

International Aerospace and Ground Conference on

Lightning and Static Electricity held in Dayton, Ohio on

24-26 June 1986

[AD-A174859] p 394 N87-19856

WSUH-1D: Review of damage following lightning strike

30 November 1981

[RAE-TRANS-2103] p 432 N87-20262

An experimental and theoretical investigation of an air

injection type anti-icing system for aircraft

p 495 N87-21877

Turbulence as observed by concurrent measurements

made at NSSL using weather radar, Doppler radar, Doppler

lidar and aircraft p 543 N87-22348

Statistics on aircraft gas turbine engine rotor failures

that occurred in US commercial aviation dunng 1981

[DOT/FAA/CT-86/42J p 520 N87-22684

Integrated FAA Wind Shear Program plan

[DOT/FAA/DL-87/1] p 544 N87-23067

AIRCRAFT HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS

Fire occurring and expanding in connection with oils in

aviation p 16 A87-11368

Optimal stochastic observers applied to hydraulic

actuation systems p 87 A87-13354

Valves for high pressure hydraulic systems

p 197 A87-17417

Connecting 8000 psi hydraulic systems

p 241 A87-22824

Why accumulators? --- in aircraft hydraulic systems

p 300 A87-27333

Past, present and future of hydraulic APU start

systems

[SAE PAPER 861711 ] p 368 A87-29577

Flight control actuators for tomorrow's fighters

p 426 A87-32070

Hydraulic components for high pressure hydraulic

systems

[SAE PAPER 861677] p 462 A87-32597

Wear resistance of aircraft fuel and hydraulic systems

--- Russian book p 441 A87-32700

Puritying hydraulic systems p 607 A87-39484

Fabrication and testing of lightweight hydraulic system

simulator hardware

[AD-A169884] p 130 N87-12711

Improved control surface actuator

[NASA-CASE-LAR-12852-1] p 588 N87-24461
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A design-support team views forty years of commercial

helicopter value p144 A87-19233

The market potential of future supersonic aircraft

[SAE PAPER 861684] p 402 A87-32600

The global nature of the aircraft manufacturing

industry p 402 A87-32936

The portfolio model of technological development in the

aircraft industry

lAD-A170832] p 66 N87-12534

An examination of Brazil and the US as potential partners

in a joint supersonic military fighter aircraft codevelopment

and production program

]AD-A174118] p 274 N87-1666t

BAE Wharton Hot Gas Laboratory

[ARG-207] p 376 N87-18577

A survey of military aerospace systems technology

developments in Western Europe and the Middle East

[AD-A175635] p 403 N87-20173

Cost analysis of aircraft projects p 483 N87-22664

AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTS

The evolution of air transport aircraft flight deck

p 30 A87-12688

Precision point target tracking p 101 A87-13545

Development and testing of new technologies for flight

operation and safety p 86 A87-14004

Avionics systems for future commercial helicopters

p 101 A87-14005

Stall margin indication --- aircraft accident prevention

]AIAA PAPER 86-2595] p 101 A87-14030

Experimental calibration of an aircraft vector electric field

meter system p 102 A87-15028

Compadson of two techniques of I,F.D. based on a

non-linear stochastic model of an aircraft --- Instrument

FaLdt Detection p 114 A87-16196

A320 - Fly-by*wire airliner p 96 A87-16394

Covert penetration systems future strategic aircraft

missions will require a new sensor system approach

p 178 A87-16744

Stall margin indicator development

[AIAA PAPER 86-2694] p 180 A87-17931

A multi-purpose airborne integration display and data

collection system for monitoring jet engines

[AIAA PAPER 86-2719] p 180 A87-17943

Interactive design tool for cockpit controls and displays

development

[AIAA PAPER 86-2735] p 181 A87-17953

Application of a statistical method of fault detection and

isolation to a flight control system p 206 A87-18318

Determination of optimal position of actuators for flexible

flight vehicles p 190 A87-18528

Control and display requirements for decelerating

approach and landing of fixed- and rotary-wing VSTOL

aircraft p 193 A87-19279

GPS enhancements for aircraft p 236 A87-19997

A new pyrgeometer --- for infrared irrediance

measurement p 263 A87-20952
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Detection and measurement of ice accretion on a profile
by an ultrasonic method
[AIAA PAPER 87-0179] p 234 A87-22465

Three-dimensional trajectory analyses of two drop sizing
instruments - PMS OAP and PMS FSSP --- Optical Array
Probe and Forward Scattering Spectrometer Probe
[AIAA PAPER 87-0180] p 265 A87-22466

New technology and its applications to mini-RPVs
p 299 A87-27299

Master of night attack --- improved aircraft
instrumentation design p 365 A87-28389

Aerospace highlights 1986 p 399 A87-28399

Development and experiment of airborne microwave
rain-seatterometer/radiometer system. I - Hardware
system. II - Experimental data processing software
system p 365 A87-28435

Development and experiment of airborne microwave
rain-scatterometer/radiometer system. III Rain
measurement and its data analysis p 393 A87-28436

New horizons in flight displays p 366 A87-30550

In-service monitoring and maintenance of engines at
Air France p 340 A87-30844

Application of low-power, high-rate PCM telemetry in a
helicopter instrumentation system p356 A87-31100

The digital map as a tactical situation display
p 423 A87-31487

Flight deck avionics for the MD-11

p 435 A87-31490
Avionics for the small remotely piloted vehicle

p 435 A87-31511
Rotorcraft avionics tailored for adverse conditions

p 436 A87-31547

Steering bit by bit --- with digital terrain map tested in
AFTI-16 aircraft p 436 A87-31613

The use of skewed inertial sensors in flight control
systems
[SAE PAPER 861825] p437 A87-32660

Designing to MIL-STD-2165 - Testability --- of V-22
avionics p 437 A87-33872

Description of an aircraft lightning and simulated nuclear
electromagnetic pulse (NEMP) threat based on
experimental data p 420 A87-34569

Flight testing of flight control and navigation equipment
--- Russian book p 497 A87-36588

An airborne telemetry relay system for the Gulf Range
p 498 A87-37415

Dual-mode coupled cavity TWT p 610 A87-41322
Adaptive Tactical Navigation p 581 A87-41399

The development of an air motion measurement system
for NASA's Electra aircraft p 589 A87-42183

A flight expert system (FLES) for on-beard fault
monitoring and diagnosis p 589 A87-42629

Irish Dauphin helicopter S.A.R. system flight tests ---
Search and Rescue p 648 A87-43455

Optically interfaced sensor system for aerospace
applications p 694 A87-45107

Fiber optic control of jet aircraft engines
p 661 A87-45115

Onboard instrumentation for flight test takeoff
performance p 662 A87-45126
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p 699 A87-46361
Wind tunnel experimental study of optical beam

degradation through heterogeneous aerodynamic flows
[ONERA, TP NO. f987-50] p 707 A87-46753

Statistical distribution of extreme atmospheric
turbulences

[ONERA, TP NO. 1987-56] p 702 A87-46757
Parameter-insensitive technique for aircraft sensor fault

analysis p 793 A87-47806
The impact on cost of new sensor technologies

p 799 A87-48065
Application of the hydraulic analogy to understand an

in-flight total temperature anomaly p 756 A87-49204
The AV-8B flight test video system

p 757 A87-49214
Boeing windshear systems

[AIAA PAPER 87-2342] p 771 A87-50461
Wind shear p 853 A87-51232
A comparison between integrated and separated

navigation and flight control motion sensing equipment and
a concept for aircraft motion sensing and attitude/heading
determination p 828 A87-51941

Head-up flying p 835 A87-53583
Auditory warnings on the BAC 1-11 and the Boeing 747.

An application of the guidelines of CAA Paper 82017
[CAA-PAPER-85004] p 156 N87-14303

A simulated instrument, serial bus system --- aircraft
instruments

[LM/TR/654/2/2] p 183 N87-14329
Airspeed sensing pressure valve system

[AD-D012569] p 438 N87-20266
Principles of data display in aviation instruments

p 590 N87-23572

AIRCRAFT LANDING

Laser remote sensing procedures provide an aid to
aviation during the approach for landing

p 19 A87-11370
Project management support p 61 A87-11805
Monitoring of terminal flight phases environment

Observations and mndels p55 A87-12679

The equivalent masses at nose landing-geara during
landing-impacts and when taxiing over runway
perturbations p 88 A87-13637

Airplane flight through wind-shear turbulence
p 80 A87-14371

Flying qualities of pitch range command/attitude hold
control systems for landing p188 A87-17753

Flight evaluation of augmented controls for approach
and landing of powered-lift aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 85-1944] p 188 A87-17755

In-flight evaluation of incremental time delays in pitch
and roll p 188 A87-17757

Landing approach handling qualities of transport aircraft
with relaxed static stability p 189 A87-17812

Numerical simulation of a flexible aircraft taking-off and
landing on uneven runway p 190 A87-18529

Control and display requirements for decelerating
approach and landing of fixed- and rotary-wing VSTOL
aircraft p 193 A87-19279

First mobile arresting systems now being deployed

p 255 A87-20936
A flight-path-overshoot flying qualities metric for the

landing task p 310 A87-23976
Determination of visibility at airports

p 328 A87-24366
Control of aircraft landing approach in wind shear

[AIAA PAPER 87-0632] p 311 A87-24994
Test and flight evaluation of precision distance

measuring equipment p 296 A87-26003
Wind shear; Proceedings of the Aerospace Technology

Conference and Exposition, Long Beach, CA, Oct. 13-t 6,
1986

[SAE SP-681] p 351 A87-29584
Effect of sink rate on ground effect of low-aspect-ratio

wings p 348 A87-31291
Dynamic optimization problems with bounded terminal

conditions p 474 A87-31682
Closed-loop pilot vehicle analysis of the approach and

landing task p 444 A87-32233
Tire and runway surface research

(SAE PAPER 861618] p 451 A87-32577
Instrument landing systems of today and tomorrow -

From ILS to MLS p 425 A87-33333

A quasi-stationary calculation model for simulating
helicopter starting and landing procedures with emphasis
on the ground effects
[DGLR PAPER 86-152] p 506 A87-36771

MLS evaluation programme under way in France
p 577 A87-39262

Advanced fighter thrust reverser integration for minimum
landing distance
[AIAA PAPER 87-1923] - p 655 A87-45302

Classification of the load-carrying capacity of runway
surfaces by the ACN-PCN method. IV

n 777 AR7.47_ 1R

Basic principles for the design and operation of off-shore
helidecks p 777 A87-47880

Integrating pitch and power control
p 765 A87-48276

HUD guidance improves landing performance
p 755 A87-48278

Vibration control of flexible multibody aircraft during
touchdown impacts p 745 A87-48713

Simulation studies of translation rate command systems
for hover and low speed flight
[AIAA PAPER 87-2286] p 767 A87-49579

Comparison of in-flight and ground-based simulator
derived flying qualities and pilot performance for approach
and landing tasks
[AIAA PAPER 87-2290] p 768 A87-49583

Takeoff and landing in a downburst
p 738 A87-50344

Optimization and guidance of abort landing trajectories
in a windshear

[AIAA PAPER 87-2341] p 771 A87-50460

Loop separation parameter - A new metric for landing
flying qualities
[AIAA PAPER 87-2536] p 774 A87-50537

The problem of the aviation-meteorological prediction
of strong surface winds in eastern Bulgaria

p 853 A87-51195

Electroluminescent (EL) remotely-controlled landing
zone marker light system
[AD-D012386] p87 N87-11716

Simulator design features for helicopter landing on small
ships. 1: A performance study
lAD-A169514] p 119 N87-12572

Simulator design and instructional features for carrier
landing: A field transfer study
[AD-A169962] p 119 N87-12573

Frictional and retarding forces on aircraft tyres. Part 4:
Estimation of effects of yaw

[ESDU-86016-PT-4] p 131 N87-12868

USAF test pilot school. Flying qualities textbook, volume
2, part 2

[AD-Af70960] p 173 N87-13432
Performance prediction of low volume airfield

pavements
(AD-A172270] p 193 N87-13454

Measurements of landing gear loads of a commuter
airliner

[FFA-TN-1986-37] p 176 N87-14323

Boundary layer transition control for takeoff and landing
configurations p 242 N87-15162

Evaluation of alternatives for Army precision landing
system: Ground guidance

[AD-A174093] p 237 N87-15956

Noise levels from urban helicopter operations, New
Orleans, Louisiana
[AD-A174129] p 273 N87-16590

Investigation on MLS approach path interception and
transition techniques. Part 2: Flight simulator
investigation
[NLR-TR-85097-U-PT-2] p 357 N87-18560

V/STOL concepts and developed aircraft. Volume 1:
A historical report (1940-1986)
[AD-A175379] p 341 N87-19347

Investigation on Microwave Landing System (MLS)
approach path interception and transition techniques. Part
1: Fast-time computer simulations
[NLR-TR-85097-U-PT-1] p 357 N87-19373

Simulating the helicopter-ship interface as an alternative
to current methods of determining the safe operating
envelopes
[AD-Af75911] p 364 N87-19388

STOL handling qualities criteria for precision landings
lAD-A175369] p 374 N87-19400

The retinal image of the fresnel lens optical landing
system

[AD-A176090] p 426 N87-20258
Accurate prediction of longitudinal flying qualities for

landing aircraft

[AD-A179069] p 509 N87-22676
Aircraft Dynamic Response to Damaged and Repaired

Runways
[AGARD-R-739] p 584 N87-23609

interpretation in terms of the response of a one
degree-of-freedom oscillator to two successive
disturbances p 585 N87-23610

Flight test evaluation of techniques to predict longitudinal
pilot induced oscillations
[AD-A179229] p 597 N87-23629

Simulation of aircraft behaviour on and close to the

ground: Summary of AGARD°lc6)ograph AG-285
p 600 N87-23640

The ground effects of a powered-lift STOL aircraft during
landing approach p 586 N87-24421

Optimal flight trajectories in the presence of windshear,

[NASA-CR-180316] p 682 N87-26047

Investigation of air transportation technology at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1985

p 740 N87-27597
Acta aeronautica et astronautica sinica (selected

articles)
[AD-Af82447] p 802 N87-28500

Anticipation of the landing shock phenomenon in flight
simulation

[NASA-TM-89465] p 826 N87-29491
Langley Aircraft Landing Dynamics Facility

[NASA-RP-1189] p 839 N87-29544
AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE

Condition monitoring of large commercial turbofan
engines p 34 A87-13008

Development of high-alumina ceramic materials suitable
for making jet engine fixtures p 120 A87-13092

Repair of composite components - A Navy approach
p 117 A87-13122

Novel composite repair methods p 123 A87-13123
Multi-Echelon Repair Level Analysis - MERLA

p 64 A87-15414
Development of a maintenance automation system

p 128 A87-15425
Demonstration of combat damage repair estimator

p 65 A87-15436
The inspectable structure p 65 A87-16397

CEPS - B-1B diagnostic expert system --- CITS Expert
Parameter System p 205 A87-16778

An integrated vehicle management system concept for
military transport p 187 A87-16849

Expert maintenance diagnostic system for the F-15 flight
control system p 141 A87-16850
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AIRCRAFT MANEUVERS

Translating aircraft reliabi4ity and maintainability into
measures of oparetionai effectiveness
[AIAA PAPER 86.2690] p 198 A87-17927

Bddsh Avweys expadenoa with compo_e repairs
p 143 A87.16197

Avionics Maintenance 2010 p 181 A87-19069
AH-64A Apache Helicopter • Reliability, availability,

maintelnability/Iogistics RAM/Log data system
p 169 A67-19234

Repair of aircraft and helicopters -- Russian book
p 211 A87-21863

Keeping them flying -- aircraft maintenance
sho_lcominge p 211 A87-22223

An automatic test system for a fightcr ai_aft
p 314 A87-25870

Enhanced stop-drill repair procedure for cracked
structures p 384 A87-30109

Avco-Pratt - Getting its LHX engine fiak:l-rnedy
p 369 A87-30501

Methods for monitoring lind maintaining military
turbojets p 340 A87-30843

In-sa_ice monitoring and maintenance of engines at
Ak" France p 340 A87-30844

F-t6 SAMT ovaiustJon. Overview and commentary --
Simulated Akcraft Maintenance Trainers

p 376 A87-30850

Robotic systems for aircraft sstvictng/mainter_rce
p340 A87-31149

Adjustment dingnost_s and fault isolation for calibration
test of jet engine controls p 459 A87-31526

The Boeing 7J7 advanced technology airplane
p444 A87-32118

Current oapablUties of NDT - A service operator's view
p 462 A87-33173

Health and usage monitoring of heacopter mechanical
systems p 403 A87-34864

Practical aspects for repairing composites --- A-310
aircraft s_h_'es p 481 A87-35277

Bntish Airways alternative method for the repair of
metal/metal, metal honeycomb and fibreglass,
carbon-fitxe or Kovler/honeycomb components using
hot-setting film or paste adhesives p 481 A87-35278

Todays repair methods for composites -- for A-310 and

Boeing 767 aircraft p 481 A87-35270
At/expert systems - A concept for their application in

the n,.ainter_ce and repar of _crafl =yster_
[DGLR PAPER 86-117] p 546 A87-36777

Repair concept and vedfcai_on for carbi3n high-Iltt lteps
Of the ATR.42 p 482 AB7-36940

Repair of helicopter structural composites - Techniques
and their velidstlona p 482 A87-36941

In-service damage repair of structural compoaites
Aeplication to the Mirage 2000 p 482 A67-36942

XMAN - An expert maintenance tool --- for jet engine
diagnostics p 482 _7-38654

AFTA - A platform to expert systems in ATE -- Avionics
Fault Tree Analyzer p 483 A87-38656

Feedback from the front - User _s to 8.52

Avlonica ATE p 546 A87-38657
AI_ diageestic testing on ATE

p 546 A87-38661
Microprocessor based UUT testing in a depot

environment p 547 A87-38666

The Air Force Organic MATE Operations Center - Status
and plans -- Modular Automaac Test Equipment

) 547 A87-38679

Influence of debonding on the efficiency of crack
patching ) 610 A87-41690

Akcreft structurel maintenance recommenda_ona based

on fracture mechanics analysis ) 623 A87-42857

Design of en automated information-proces_ng
system ) 704 A87-44241

Corrosion protection -- in aircraft sblmtures
) 624 A87-44750

Engine maintenance improvement considerations
[AIAA PAPER 87-1716] ) 624 A87-45159

Real-time neutron imaging of gas tud_nes
[AIAA PAPER 67-1762] ) 695 A87-45189

Performance seeking conl/o( for cruise Optimization in
fighter aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 87-1929] p 681 A87-45307

Project for an intelligent system for on-line trouble
shooting p 705 A87-46365

The real world - A maintainor's view --. on military
aircraft p 624 A87-46708

The F-t5E R&M _ p 899 A87-46715
Sparing to optimize naval airship availability

p 625 A87-46716

Objectives of maintemmce - Airworthiness
p 711 A87-47777

Monitoring of gas turbine engines - Used oil
[SAE PAPER 671014] p 783 A87-48753

Helicopter condition monitoring in UK military service
today p 712 A87-48939
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Operational ex_ with the advanced transmission
health monitoring techniques on (he Westlend 30
helicopter p 713 A87-48940

The integration of health monitoring techniques for
helicopter gearboxes p 713 A87-48943

Managing helicopter dynamic components
p 713 A87-48944

Structural damage and rejuvenation of used turbine
blades p 761 A87-49530

Translating aimraft reliability and maintainability into
measures of operational effectiveness

p 789 A87-50334
The 214ST drive system Load-the-Fleet program ---

inspections of component durability in helicopter engines
p 801 A87-53414

Suppoctabllity model - Que_s reliability and
maintainability influence on cost -- of militwy aircraft

p 801 A87-53415
Engine S_I Integrity Program (ENSIP)- Aviewpoint

based on experience p 831 A87-53424
Improved reliability and maintainability (RAM) in

advanced technology engines p 831 A87-53426
Local recoating of components of high-pressure jet

akcraft engines p 843 A87-53823
Po_jmer systems for rapid sealing of akcraft stnJctures

at low temperature
[AD-A167667] p 41 N67-10209

TSAR (Theater Simulation of Airbasa Resources)
database dictlooaW F-4E
[AD-A169575] p 139 N87-13352

Information from the Federal Aviation Office on

dove_pment, manufacturing, noise, model licensing, traffic
licensing, maintenance and se_vidng
[ETN-86-98202] p 144 N67-13401

An assessment of aircraft repair schemes for battle

damage and permanent usage
[R946/6] p 145 N87-14246

Information notice about the repair of composite
structures
[STPA-42744] p 196 N87-14447

An analysis of the cost-volume relationships within the
aircraft program of the Naval Air Rework Facility, Alameda,
Ca_orrda
[AD-A171729] p 212 N87-15933

Evaluation of DDH and weld repaired F100 turt_ne vanes
under aimuleted esrvice cor_W_erm p325 N87.17070

Rep_r teshr.ques for 9as turbine components
p 325 N87-17071

Short stress con'oaion cracks in aluminum alloy
components
[NLR-MP-86001-U] p 380 N87.18661

The Repair of A_rcraft Structures IovoMng Composite
Materials

[AGARD-CP-402] p 403 N87.20174
Repair procedures for composite parts on the alpha

jet p 404 N87-20175
Design for repairability of helicopter composite blades

p 431 N87-20176
Development of field level repaks for composite

structures p 404 N87-20177
A.T,R. 42 carbon fibre flap repair deign and

inspection p 457 N87-20178
Repair of helicopter composite structure techniques and

substantiations p 404 N87-20179
Composite repair of co,cured J-stiffened panels: Design

and test verification p 404 N87.20181
Effect of adhesive bonding variables on the performance

of bonded CFRP patch rep_rs of metallic structures
p 404 N87-20182

Composite repair of cracked aluminum structure
p 404 N87-20183

Damage repair of in-service composite structures:
Application to the Mirage 2000 p 405 N87-20184

Composite structure repairs carded out according to
aeronautioal techniques p405 N87-20185

Composite repair techniques for J.stiftened composite
fuee_ge structures p 405 N87.20186

Fitxe composite repair of cracked metallic aircraft
components: Precltcel and base aspects

p 405 N87-20187
Composite repair material and design development

efforts p 405 N87-20188

Baffle damage repair of composite struofures
p 405 N87-20189

Unconventional approaches to field repair
p 406 N87-20190

Patch repair of corroded aircraft skin areas
p 406 N87-20191

BritiSh Airways experience with composite repairs
p 406 N87-20192

Light akcrefl maintenance. General guidance on
intplementation of the Light Ai¢craft Maintenance Scheme
(LAMS), for aircraft not exceeding 2730 kg MTWA, with
a certificate of airworthiness in the transport, aerial work
or private category
[CAP-520] p 406 N67-20954

SUBJECT INDEX

Ground de-icing of aircraft
[CAP-512] p 422 N87-20975

Future fighters: Will they be supportable?
[AD-A177790] p 483 N87-21848

AGARD com)aion handbook. Volume 2: Aircraft

corrosion control documents: A descriptive catalogue
[AGARD-AG-278-VOL-2] p 607 N87-24553

Corrosion maintenance end experimental design
lAD-A181926] p 716 N67-27610

Development of a primer/topooat and flexible primer
for elurninum

lAD-A182132] p 784 N87-27806
Prototype aircraft sustainability modal

[AD-A163183] p 802 N87-29405
AIRCRAFT MANEUVERS

Maneuver eptimization in the case of combat aircraft
p35 A87-11369

Gust and maneuver spectra for general aviation
aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 86-2690] p 93 A87-14033
Coordinated turn relations - A graphical representation
of akcraft maneuver p 111 A87-14367

Aircraft control input optimization for aerodynamic
derivative estimation in dynamic manoeuvres

p 113 A87-16183

Aircraft flight data compaB_llty checking using maximum
likelihood and extended Kaiman filter estimation

p 113 A87-16184
AFTI/F-16 program - Phase II oventlew eutomated

maneuvering attack system p 187 A87-16780
Features of antenna aperture synthesis for an arbitrary

flight-vehiclo trajectory p 158 A87-17586
Nonlinear flying quelibas - One approach

[AIAA PAPER 87-0347] p 253 A87-22572
STOL/Manouver Technology Demonsfrator test

program
[AIAA PAPER 86-9762] p 241 A87-23260

Nonlinear flight test frajectow controllers for aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 85-1890] p 371 A87-28910

Non-lineer observer for estimating airmaft state from
flight test data p 372 A87-29558

The optimization of longitudinal aircraft motion control
during take-off p 373 A87-30407

A nonlinear tracker using attitude measurements
p 496 A67-35337

Multi-rata adapth_ control with applications to lateral
dynamics of aircraft p 520 A87-36367

Design of flight control system with maneuver
erthanceme_t and gust ailovisticn p594 A87-39419

Calculation of the minimum.time turn of an aircraft

without sideslip p 596 A87-40921

Transonic characteristics of a humped airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 67-1239] p 563 A87-42336

Rotor design for maneuver performance
p 652 A87-43431

An analytic method of quantifying helicopter agility
p 678 A87-43432

Obesrvation$ of pilot control strategy in low level
helicopter flying tasks p 678 A87-43433

Time modulation. II - Scheme codes avoloerce
maneuvers for aircraft p 649 A87-44845

Navy departure resistance and air combat maneuvering
ovaiuatlon of the FA-18B airplane p 765 A87-47843

Nonlinear s_mulation of a flexible aircraft in maneuvering
flight
[AIAA PAPER 87.2501] p 767 A87-49172

Spherical mapping and analysis of aircraft angles for
maneuvering flight p 770 A87-50340

Guidance on maneuvering flight paths for rotary wing
aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 67-2406] p 772 A87-50489
On the feasibility of low-speed aircraft maneuvers

involving extreme angles of attack p 835 A87-54140
Toward companng experiment and theory for

corroborative research on hingelesa rotor stability in
forward flight (an experimental end analytical investigation
of kmJatad rotor-flap-lag stability in forward flight)
[NASA-CR-179711] p 25 N87-10063

USAF test pilot school, Performance phase textbook,
volume I

[AD-A170957] p 173 N87-13430

USAF test pilot school. Flying qualities textbook, volume
2, pert I
[AD-A170950] p 173 N87-13431

Flight simulator: Field of view utilized in performing
tacticai meneuvers

[AD-A172048] p 193 N87-13453
Investigetions of flight paths for maneuvers with constant

energy and constant changes of energy including different
strategies of steering, calculations of energy requ#ements
for given flight paths, determination of the criteria for
successful completion of turning maneuvers in the vertical
plane
[ETN-87-99017] p 362 N87-18565



SUBJECT INDEX

Design and evaluation of dynamic flight test
maneuvers
[ETN-87-990e5] p 364 N87-19389

A simulation investigation of ecout/attack helicopter
directional control requirements for hover and low-speed
tasks

[NASA-TM-86755] p 522 N87-21961
Improved combat performance using relaxed static

stability and • spin prevention system (FBW Jaguar)
p 523 N87-22674

D_ control of higtdy augmented combat rotorcraft
[NASA-TM-88346] p 524 N87-22691

Utilization of simutation to support F-14A low altitude
high angle of attack flight testing p 600 N87-23649

Singular trajectories in airplane cruise-dash
optkn_zetion

[NASA-CR-180636] p 659 N87-26035
Non-linear unsteady wing theory, part 1. Quasi

two-dimeneional behavior: Airfoils and slender wings
[NASA-CR-181008] p 731 N87-26862

Elementary data analysis of measurements innonstsedy
longitudinal end lateral flight test maneuvers
[VTH-LR-409] p 752 N87-26905

Optimization of aircraft trajectories through severe
microburats p 753 N87-27604

Design and evaluation of dynamic flight test

[VTH-LR-497] p 753 N87-27657
Singular trajectorm in atrp_ne cruise-dash

optimization p 825 N87-28544
AIRCRAFT MOOELS

Modeling of the aircraft mechanical controf system
p 111 A87-14135

Apldication of regression analysla to coupled responses
at highangtssofattank p 113 A87-16185

Comparison of two techniques of I.F.D. based on a
non-linear stochastic model of an aircraft -- Instrument
Fault Detec6on p 114 A87-18196

Determination of nonlinear aerodynamic coefficients

using the estimafien-before-modeling methods
p 114 A87-16202

Nu_ simulation of a flexible aircraft takieg-off and
landing on uneven runway p 190 A87-18529

A matheclatinal model for reliability analysis of aircraft
structure p 167 A87-18530

Basic research in structural dynamic system
identification p 206 A87-19242

In@ to GRASP - General rotorcraft

aeromechanical stability program - A modern approach
to mtorcrafl modeling p 170 A87-19258

Early evalnaUon of the V-22 Osprey through piloted
simulation p 171 AB7-19268

The role of modeling and flight teat_g in rotorcraft
parameter identification

[AD-A174776] p 172 A87-19287
Recent progress in the measurement of the drag

coefficient of models of transport aircraft in a wind
turs'ml

[ONERA_ TP NO. 1986-170] p 256 A87-21070

Comparative transport aircraft model tests in many
European wind tunnels
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-178] p 214 A87-21077

coeffickmts

[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-181] p 256 A87-21080
Modeling, deign, and analys_ of e discrete autopiiot

and the ak vehicle it controls p 253 A87-23078
The role of computerized symbolic manipulation in

rotorcrafl dynamics analysis p 296 A87-23458
Dynamic support interference in high-alpha testing --

angle of attack in oscillatory tests p 314 A87-25719
Applications of the statistical discrete element theory

to vehicle response p 322 A87-25878
Devek)prnent end application of a convolution technique

for flying qualities research p 444 A87-32234
A discrete model of a deformable aeroplane with moving

control surfaces for natural vibrations analysis
p 428 A87-32934

On the application of axiomatic aerodynamic modelling
to aircraft dynamics p 445 A87-33326

Structural analysis of the controlled impact
demonstration of • jet transport airplane

p 430 A87-34512
A model for helicopter performance calculations

p 431 A87.35014
On the application of axiomatic aerodynamic modelling

to aircraft dynamics. IV - Two dimensional dynansc stall
p 521 A87-36842

On the natural vibration of the akcroft structural modal

p 532 A87-36898
Measurement of model deformations in wind tunnels

p 525 A87-36943
Validation of aerodynamic models for predicting the

aeroulaatio behavior of aircraft with extedcr stores

[AAAF PAPER NT 86-21 ] p 489 A87-38044

A dynamic model of an aeroplane with wings of high
aspect ratio fix flutter analysis by the method of finite
_ts p 595 A87-39773

A dynamic model for studying vibrations of a he_ioupter
tail boom p 583 A87-39775

Rotor des_ for maneuver performance
p 652 A87-43431

Helicopter modelling for performance calculation
p 652 A87-43434

Helicopter model in flig_lt identification by a real time
self adaptive digital process p 680 A87-43458

Experimental study of the vortex flow behavior on a

generic fighter wing at subso,_c and transonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 87-1262] p 631 A87-44920

Investigefien of a delts-wing fighter model flow field at
transonic speeds

[AIAA PAPER 87-t749 p 634 A87-45182
Scale model test results of a thrust reverser concept

for advanced multi-tunctionsi exhaust systems
[AIAA PAPER 87.1833] p 667 A87-45235

Wind tunnel testa on • one-foot dtsmeter SR-7L propfan
model

[AIAA PAPER 87-1892] p 635 Afl7-45281

P-15 SMTD hot gas ingestion wind tunnel test results
-- STOL end Maneuver Technology Demonstrator
[Alia PAPER 87-1922 p 669 A87-45301

Exploratory evaluation of a moving-model technique for
measurement of dynamic Found effects
[AIAA PAPER 87-1924] p 685 A87-45303

A retrofit crash protection installation in two models of
general aviation airplanes

[SAE PAPER 871008] p 737 A87-48695
Deveiopmem of a real-_e blade element aeroates_

rotor

[Alia PAPER 87-2500] p 749 A87-4917t

Validation of eero_ parameters at high angles
of attack for RAE high incidence research models
[Alia PAPER 87-2558] p 729 A87-49608

Use of the updated NASA Langley radio-controlled
drop-model technique fix high-alpha studies of the X-29A
configuration
[Alia PAPER 87-2559] p 768 A87-49609

Partitioning of flight data for aerodynamic modeling of
aircraft at high angles of attack
[AIAA PAPER 87-2621 ] p 750 A87-49621

Analysis of lateral stability of X-29 drop model using
system idarW_,etion methodology
[Alia PAPER 87-2625] p 769 A87-49624

Simulation and characteristic value determination in

helicopters p 824 A87-53564

A study of some approximations in the modaling of a
coupled rotor/fusatage eeromechanical system

p 825 A87-53901

Icing and de-icing on a downscate model in ONERA
$1 MA wind tunnel p 818 A87-54t91

Laboratory testa of the sensors of the Stelnheii-Lesr
Siegler Strapdown Measurement Unit model 1903-SB for
model attitude measurements in a wind tunnel
[DFVLR-MITT-86-15] p 202 N87-14682

Practical Application of Finite Element Anal_ to

[AGARD-LS-t47] p 268 N87-16376

The influence of a 90 deg sting support on the
aerodynamic coefficients of the investigated aircraft
model

[F+W-FO-1839] p 294 N87-17684

Experiments in an adaptable-wall wind tunnel for
V/STOL testing
[AD-A174900] p 377 N87-19412

Model of aircraft for testing in a wind tunnel
[AD-A176095] p 378 N87-19413

Flight simulator with trsnsp_era
[BU-333] p 378 N87-19415

Investigation of flow under the fuselage of • powered
light aircraft model

[BU-351] p 418 N87-20247

Highly integrated digital electronic control: Digital flight
controi, aircraft model idectificafien, and adaptive eng_na
control
[NASA-TM-86793] p 592 N87-23619

Magnatuetatic surface field measurement facility
[AD-A178258] p 6f2 N87.23850

Laboratory testa of the sensors of the StelnhatI-Leer
Slagler atrapdown measurement unit model 1903-SB for
model attitude measurements in a wind tunnel. Volume
2 of the documentation on the Model Attitude

Measurement System (MAMS) for the German/Dutch
Wind Tunnel (DNW)
[ESA-TT-1017-VOL-2] p 590 N87-24462

Recent progress in the measurement of the drag
coefficionta of models of transport aircraft in a wind
tunna_

[NASA-TT-20096] p 644 N87-25306

AIRCRAFT NOISE

The interference of the model support mast with
measurements of the longitudinal and lateral aerodynamic
coasts

[NASA-TT-20079] p 644 N87-25307

The use of NASTRAN in the design of wind tunnel
research aircraft p 788 N87-27242

Low speed wind tunnel test of a propulsive wing/canard
concept in the STOL configuration. Volume 1: Test
description and discussion of results
[NASA-CR-178348] p 735 N87-27641

Low speed wind tunnel test of a propulsive wing/canard
concept in the STOL configuration. Volume 2: Test data
[NASA-CR-178349] p 735 N87-27642

An improved design technique for model following
control systems in in-flight simulation
[DF'VLR-FB-87.09] p 836 N87-28561

Tdmming en aircraft model for flight simulation
[NASA-TM-89466] p 828 N87-29502

AIRCRAFT NOISE

Reaction to aircraft noise in residential areas around

Australian airports p 54 A87-10116
Compadsen of the effectiveness of measures of aircraft

noise exposure by using social survey dets
p 54 A87-fO117

Methods of in-ltight aerophysical studies -- Russian
book p23 A87-11343

Recontadvancesinaoroecouatics p58 A87-11766
Helicopter impulsive noise . Theoretical and

experimental status p 58 A87-11771
Resonant and non-resonant acoustic propert_m of

elastic panels. I - The radiation problem
p 49 A87-13026

Influence of airfoil mean loading on corwected gust
interaction noise p 137 A87-13587

Cornpadecn of two propeller source models for aln_'aft

interior noise studies p 88 A87-13596
Noise and perlormance of a counter-rotation propeller

p 105 A87-14366
Analytical model for investigation of interior noise

characteristics in aircraft with multiple propatlers including
synchrophasing p 94 A87-14925

Experimental study of turbesbaft engine core noise
[ONERA, TP NO. 1987-19] p 183 A87-17813

Noise reduction abatement and mitigation - A history
of noise control programs and review of the regulatory
process
[AIAA PAPER 86-2745] p210 A87-17960

Application of the cepstrum to remove echoes from rotor
acoustic specVa p 208 A87-19243

The role of wind tunnel models in helicopter noise
research p 208 A87-19244

Progress in tail rotor noise analysis
p 208 A87-19245

High speed flight effects on noise propagation
[Alia PAPER 87-0013] p 271 A87-22359

The application of sub-boundary layer vortex generators
to reduce canopy 'Mach rumble' interior no_se on the
Gulfstrsem III

[AIAA PAPER 87-0084] p 239 A87-22405
A prediction of helicopter rotor discrete frequency noise

fcr three scate models uelng a new anouatics prognmn
[AIAA PAPER 87-0252] p 272 A87-22512

windtunnal and flyover data
[Alia PAPER 87-0527] p 272 A87-22687

Test procedures for detection of in-flight
propeller-induced structure-borne noise

[AIAA PAPER 87-0528] p 272 A87-22688
Benefits of blede sweep fix advanced tudcoprops

p 303 A87-24007
Propeller aircraft noise legislation - A comprehensive

review p 336 A87-25926
A prediction model for alrpml ground noise

propagation p 334 A87-27104
Realization of an airport noise monitoring system for

determining the traffic flow in the surroundings of a miiitary
aidoase p 329 A87-27108

Airport noise pollution and adverse health effects
p330 A87-27111

A citizen acoustician's observations of aircraft noise
p 330 A87-27112

How to limit the resk_entlal area affected by aircraft noise
around an airport p 330 A87-27113

An international study of the influence of residual noise
on community disturbance due to aircraft noise

p 330 A87-27114
The need for a representative international noise

standard -- for airports p 330 A87-27115
Ldn dictates Iocat options - Why? -- sociological effect

of _lly-modeled no_e standards
p 331 A87-27117

Aircraft noise descriptor and its application
p 334 A87-271t8

A mobile aircraft flyover noise data acquisition and
analysis system for the calculation of reference noise

metdcs p 334 A87-27119
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Prediction of light aircraft interior sound pressure level

from the measured sound power flowing in to the cabin

p 299 A87-27120

Propeller pseudonoise p 306 A87-27536

A directional array approach for the measurement of

rotor noise source distributions with controlled spatial

resolution p 344 A87-29859

Experiments on reduction of propeller induced interior

noise by active control of cylinder vibration

p 361 A87-30933

Structureborne noise control in advanced turboprop

aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 87-0530] p 397 -A87-31110

Comments on the aeroacoustics of helicopter rotors

p 397 A87-31141

Main rotor broadband noise study in the DNW

p 397 A87-31142

Aircraft turbofan noise p 398 A87-31144

Spectra of noise and amplified turbulence emanating

from shock-turbulence interaction p 398 A87-31164

Recognition of synthesized, compressed speech in noisy

environments p 424 A87-33049

Cabin noise levels in single engine general aviation

aircraft p 428 A87-33073

A five year review on DFVLR helicopter/rotor acoustics

research

[AIAA PAPER 87-0912] p 476 A87-33720

Low altitude aircraft tracking and registration system

[DGLR PAPER 86-137] p 498 A87-36780

The role of helicopter noise-induced vibration and rattle

in human response p 549 A87-38106

Flight noise control - Tasks and methods

p 619 A87-40307

Non-linear propagation of broadband noise signals

p 619 A87-41560

Interaction of airborne and structure-borne noise

radiated by plates p 796 A87-47352

The acoustic experimental investigation of

counterrotating propeller configurations

[SAE PAPER 871031] p 796 A87-48760

Measured sound levels of the Raisbeck quiet turbofan

propellers on medium-twin aircraft

[SAE PAPER 8710341 p 796 A87-48762

Theoretical and experimental correlation of low-speed

model helicopter blade slap p 797 A87-48909

Mach number scaling of helicopter rotor blade/vortex

interaction noise p 797 A87-48910

Blade/vortex interactions and noise abatement

techniques during descent p 797 A87-48911

On helicopter rotor low frequency broadband noise

p 797 A87-48912

Sound intensity measurements inside aircraft

p 745 A87-48913

Performance and noise analyses of advanced

turbo-prop p 760 A87-48914

Community reactions to helicopter noise - Results from

an experimental study p 853 A87-52064

Scattering of sound by a semi-infinite elastic plate with

a soft backing - A matrix Wiener-Hopf problem

p 859 A87-52846

Doppler frequency shift in a refractive atmosphere

p 859 A87-52876

Laboratory study of sidewall noise transmission and

treatment for a light aircraft fuselage

p 824 A87-52887

Detection of in-flight propeller-induced structure-borne

noise p 838 A87-53779

Prediction of helicopter rotor discrete frequency noise:

A computer program incorporating realistic blade motions

and advanced acoustic formulation

[NASA-TM-87721] p 59 N87-10750

An experimental investigation of the interior noise control

effects of propeller synchrophasing

[NASA-CR-178185] p 60 N87-11577

Aircraft noise measurement: The 1.2 metre microphone

height saga

[PNR-90315] p60 N87-11578

Lightweight sidewalls for aircraft interior noise control

[NASA-CR-172490] p 138 N87-12323

On sound propagation in centrifugal fan casings

[ESA-TT-957] p 138 N87-12326

Introduction to helicopter noise

[ISL-NB-401/84] p 139 N87-12327

An analysis of blade vortex interaction aerodynamics

and acoustics p 77 N87-12547

Cruise noise of counterrotation propeller at angle of

attack in wind tunnel

[NASA-TM-88869] p 139 N87-13252

Information from the Federal Aviation Office on

development, manufacturing, noise, model licensing, traffic

licensing, maintenance and servicing

[ETN-86-98202] p 144 N87-13401

United Kingdom aircraft noise index study: Main report

[DR-84021 p 203 N87-14780

Noise disturbance at night near Heathrow and Gatwick

airports: 1984 check study --- London airports

[DR-8513} p 203 N87-14781

CEC joint study of community response to aircraft noise

1984: Main report. The influence of residual noise on

disturbance from aircraft noise --- Commission of the

European Communities (CEC)

[DR-8601] p 203 N87-14782

Noise certification and noise sensitivity studies on the

BO-t 05 helicopter

[DFVLR-MITT-86-13} p 209 N87-14958

Structureborne noise control in advanced turboprop

aircraft

[NASA-TM-88947} p 272 N87-16587

Noise levels from urban helicopter operations, New

Orleans, Louisiana

[AD-A1741291 p 273 N87-16590

Identification and proposed control of helicopter

transmission noise at the source

[NASA-TM-89312] p 300 N87-16816

The influence of wind-tunnel walls on discrete frequency

noise p 315 N87-16850

Combustion noise from gas turbine aircraft engines

measurement of far-field levels

[NASA-TM-88971] p 335 N87-17480

Aircraft noise synthesis system

[NASA-TM-89040] p 335 N87-17483

Methods for designing treatments to reduce interior

noise of predominant sources and paths in a single engine

light aircraft

[NASA-CR-172546] p 336 N87-18401

Propeller aircraft interior noise model: User's manual

for computer program

[NASA-CR-172425] p 336 N87-18402

Propeller pseudonoise p 336 N87-18517

Realization of an airport noise monitoring system for

determining the traffic flow in the surroundings of a military

airbase

[NLR-MP-88016-U} p 377 N87-18580

Cumulative airport noise exposure metrics: An

assessment of evidence for time-of-day weightings

lAD-A174848] p 393 N87-19815

Aircraft noise synthesis system: Version 4 user

instructions

[NASA-TM-89089J p 477 N87-20797

The 1985 small propeller-driven aircraft noise test

program

[AD-A175596] p 477 N87-20799

Noise measurements on the helicopter BK f 17 design.

Weighted noise levels and influence of airspeed

[ESA-TT-7481 p 477 N87-20800

Acoustic guide for noise-transmission testing of

aircraft

[NASA-CASE-LAR-13111-1-CU] p 477 N87-21652

NOISEMAP 5.1 computer program update. Operator's

manual, addendum 2

[AD-A177345] p 543 N87-22314

Acoustic testing of simplified cabin box, phase 1 ---

helicopter cabin

[RP-698] p 549 N87-23248

Annoyance response to simulated advanced turboprop

aircraft interior noise containing tonal beats

[NASA-TP-2689] p 620 N87-24161

Quiet aircraft study. Aerodynamic considerations of

proposed swept shielded aircraft configurations

[BAE-AERO/PROJ/087] p 587 N87-24456

Measurement of noise from airplanes traveling at 3500

to 11000 m altitude

[FFA-TN-1986-21] p 708 N87-25824

Effect of signal jitter on the spectrum of rotor impulsive

noise

[NASA-TM-100477] p 708 N87-25827

An experimental study of the properties of surface

pressure fluctuations for separating turbulent boundary

layers

[NASA-CR-180295] p 789 N87-27124

NASTRAN application for the prediction of aircraft

interior noise p 797 N87-27248

A study of methods to predict and measure the

transmission of sound through the walls of light aircraft

[NASA-CR-180632] p 797 N87-27479

Interior noise reduction by alternate resonance tuning

[NASA-CR-1811891 p 797 N87-27484

A study of environmental noise with a view to aircraft

with prop-fans

[FFA-TN-1987-15] p 798 N87-27491

Cruise noise of the 2/9th scale model of the Large-scale

Advanced Propfan (LAP) propeller, SR-7A

[NASA-TM-100175] p 798 N87-28398

Noise attenuation properties of headsets in a helicopter

noise environment

[CAA-PAPER-87004] p 860 N87-29311

An experimental investigation of wing-tip turbulence and

sound radiated from the tip region of a blunt-tipped

airfoil p 818 N87-29466

SUBJECT INDEX

Aerodynamic performance investigation of advanced

mechanical suppressor and ejector nozzle concepts for

jet noise reduction

[NASA-CR-174860] p 834 N87-29534

Propfan test assessment propfan propulsion system

static test report

[NASA-CR-179613} p 834 N87-29536
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Computerized ultrasonic test inspection enhancement

system for aircraft components p 44 A87-10721

In-service environmental effects on carbon fibre

composite material p 39 A87-12659

Advances in toughness of structural composites based

on interleaf technology p 40 A87-12661

CAD as a prerequisite for computer-integrated

manufacturing p 135 A87-14019

Design and manufacturing of a CFRP tail fin for the

A300

[MBB-UT-006-86] p 93 A87-14026

The design and manufacture of a large zinc sulphide

window for an airborne application p 245 A87-19684

Transient thermal technique for infrared non destructive

testing of composite materials p 261 A87-19689

Composite Ply Management p 261 A87-20080

Conductive barrier primer for composite aircraft parts

p 262 A87-20087

Technology and the service life of aircraft --- Russian

book p 275 A87-25268

Evaluation of composite components on the Bell 206L

and Sikorsky S-76 helicopter

[SAE PAPER 861671] p 360 A87-29641

Nonlinear analysis of pretwisted rods using 'principal

curvature transformation'. I - Theoretical derivation

p 386 A87-31169

Strain determination during the explosive expansion of

pipes p 460 A87-31727

Practical aspects for repairing composites --- A-310

aircraft structures p 481 A87-35277

Quantitative fractographic examination of aircraft

components tested under a fatigue spectrum loading

p 534 A87-38545

The case of Airbus A320 - Product development without

the drawing board? p 584 A87-40200

Prediction of the reliability of aircraft part manufacturing

processes p 610 A87-42128

Parameters of optimal planetary gears of AI type

p 694 A87-43622

Aluminium-lithium alloys --- for aerospace structures

p 781 A87-47938

SPF/titanium and the B-1B aircraft

p 782 A87-48020

Managing helicopter dynamic components

p 713 A87-48944

A robust general helicopter trim program

p 766 A87-48961

Fatigue strength of 30KhGSN2A steel lugs under

programmed loading p 843 A87-53441

Effect of cold-working by hole expansion on fatigue life

of 7075-T7351 and 7475-T761 aluminum lugs with and

without initial flaws under maneuver loading spectrum

[TAE-561] p 259 N87-15291

Practical Application of Finite Element Analysis to

Aircraft Structural Design

[AGARD-LS-1471 p 268 N87-16376

Diffusion welding of component parts in the aviation and

space industries

[BLL-LIB-TRANS-2147-(5207.01 p 326 N87-18094

Analytical description of crack resistance curves for

aluminum sheets used in aircraft construction

[MBB-UT-133/85] p 700 N87-25604

Industrial application of computer aided structural

optimization in aircraft construction

[MBB-UT-273/861 p 706 N87-26523

AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE

Parametric sizing of aerial application airplanes based

on varying levels of technology p139 A87-13636

Combined guidance - Flight control of atmospheric

vehicles p 110 A87-13654

Potential influences of heavy rain on general aviation

airplane performance

[AIAA PAPER 86-2606] p 94 A87-14036

Coordinated turn relations - A graphical representation

--- of aircraft maneuver p 111 A87-14367

An integrated vehicle management system concept for

military transport p 187 A87-16849

Mirage 2000 and F-t6 - One pilot flies them both

p 161 A87-16974

Flight testing of aircraft and processing of test results

--- Russian book p 162 A87-17718

Optimisation of the conceptual design and mission

profiles of short-haul aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 86-2696] p 165 A87-17933

Performance characteristics of a 25 ton payload

Agilifter

[AIAA PAPER 86-27381 p 165 A87-17956
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Flying Dassault's big bird --- Falcon 900 passenger
aircraft flight test p 167 A87-18644

Application of rotor icing analyses to the design of a
rotororaft deicing system p 172 A87-19272

Sukhoi fitter p 237 A87-20525

On aircraft flight performance in a perturbed
atmosphere p 237 A87-20799

Challenges in modeling the X-29A flight test
performance
[AIAA PAPER 87-0081] p 239 A87-22402

Aircraft parameter estimation
[AIAA PAPER 87-0623] p 241 A87-22745

The organization of flight testing in an university
environment
[AIAA PAPER 86-9820] p 273 A87-23262

Performance augmentation of a 60-degree delta aircraft
configuration by spanwise blowing p 279 A87-24026

A semiempirical interpolation technique for predicting
full-scale flight characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 87-0427] p 283 A87-24964

Dynamic loading of aircraft during ground operations
p 298 A87-25522

Advanced composites for future aerospace systems
p 378 A87-28390

Fastest blades in the world p 359 A87-29322
New aircraft architecture. II p 359 A87-29352
Aircraft performance and control in downburst wind

shear

[SAE PAPER 861698] p 372 A87-29586
Takeoff predictions for powered-lift aircraft

[SAE PAPER 861630] p 359 A87-29635
The efficient fighter - Small is not necessarily beautiful

p 360 A87-30005
Improved engine performance utilizing integrated inlet

control p 438 A87-31541
Commercial supersonic operations - Ten years of

experience with Concorde
]SAE PAPER 861683] p 427 A87-32599

Aeroelastic tailoring - Creative uses of unusual
materials

[AIAA PAPER 87-0976] p 430 A87-34702
Test flying the Cycle-Crane 'proof-of-concept'

experimental model N240AL p 504 A87-35675
Automatical Ioadsheet preparation --- aircraft weight and

balance data

[SAWE PAPER 1697] p 525 A87-36283
Flight tests aimed at measuring power reduction in

formation flight

[DGLR PAPER 86-128] p 494 A87-36768
Determination of the flight performance of the hybrid

aircraft Helitruck

[DGLR PAPER 86-144] p 507 A87-36789
Cold weather trials for military aircraft

p 599 A87-41625
Expanding tilt rotor capabilities p 651 A87-43407
Countdown to the propfan p 664 A87-44272
Onboard instrumentation for flight test takeoff

performance p 662 A87-45126
HALE thermal balance --- High Altitude Long Endurance

remotely piloted vehicles
[AIAA PAPFR R7-21721 n R_R AR7.4R4R;)

Fokker 50 - Pedigree with power p 656 A87-45647
Flying the CF-18 Hornet p 656 A87-46313
Flying wing could stealthily reappear

p 657 A87-46870
CASA CN-235 - Last but not least

p 742 A87-47248
1986 report to the aerospace profession; Proceedings

of the Thirtieth Symposium, Beverly Hills, CA, Sept. 24-27,
1986 p 742 A87-47835

Canards - The myths and the realities

p 743 A87-47840
Navy departure resistance and air combat maneuvering

evaluation of the FA-18B airplane p 765 A87-47843
T-46A flight test results p 743 A87-47844
Thrust vectoring - Why and how?

[DGLR PAPER 86-t 11] p 744 A87-48159
Integrating pitch and power control

p 765 A87-48276
HUD guidance improves landing performance

p 755 A87-48278
Wind-tunnel investigation of a general aviation airplane

equipped with a high aspect-ratio, natural laminar-flow
wing

[SAE PAPER 871019] p 719 A87-48757
Potential performance gains for light aircraft by the

application of a staler behind the propeller
[SAE PAPER 871029] p 745 A87-48759

Development of an airframe modification to improve the
mission effectiveness of the EA*6B airplane
[AIAA PAPER 87-2358] p 748 A87-49075

NLR contributions to the flutter certification of aircraft
with external stores p 749 A87-49209

Vortical flow management techniques

p 728 A67-49496

Estimation of the aerodynamiccoefficients of the Navion
aircraft at high angles of attack and sideslip
[AIAA PAPER 87-2622] p 769 A87-49622

New technological considerations that improve avionic
reliability p 750 A87-50336

Statistical evaluation of performance indices of

microburst-generated wind effect on airplane flight
[AIAA PAPER 87-2345] p 772 A87-50464

Integral LQG controller design for a fighter aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 87-2452] p 773 A87-50498

Development of a takeoff performance monitoring
system
[AIAA PAPER 86-2145] p 828 A87-52962

Voyager crew faces turbulence, fatigue on world flight
attempt p 801 A87-53552

Corsair with more - A-7 plus p 824 A87-53744
Canadair's CL-227 Sentinel gains credibility

p 824 A87-53798
Flight test report of the NASA icing research airplane:

Performance, stability, and control after flight through
natural icing conditions

[NASA-CR-179515] p 116 N87-t1797
Simplified forms of performance equations. Addendum

A: Effect on aeroplane level speed of small changes in
thrust, drag, weight, power
[ESDU-86004-ADD-A] p 100 N87-12556

NASA rotor systems research aircraft: Fixed-wing
configuration flight-test results
[NASA-TM-86789] p 100 N87-12557

Problems of the application of wind tunnel results to
aerodynamic performance of large aircraft

p 242 N87-15161
Performance data Aeroc 8.2.AC.20, issue 5, Dash 8,

series 100 p 301 N87-16817
High performance forward swept wing aircraft

[ NASA-CASE-ARC- 11636-1 ] p361 N87-18561

Development of a takeoff performance monitoring
system
[NASA-CR-178255] p 437 N87-20264

Analysis of NLR configurations using OCM for pilot
modeling
[NASA-CR-180656] p 449 N87-20289

Challenges in modeling the X-29 flight test
performance
[NASA-TM-88282] p 433 N87-20991

A look at handling qualities of Canard configurations
[NASA-TM-88354] p 493 N87-22629

Evolution of combat performance of the Hawk light
combat aircraft p 509 N87-22668

Improved combat performance using relaxed static
stability and a spin prevention system (FBW Jaguar)

p 523 N87-22674

The assessment and evaluation of combat performance
improvements p 509 N87-22675

Integrated Design of Advanced Fighters
[AGARD-LS-153] p 586 N87-24445

Integration of aerodynamic, pedormance, stability and
control requirements into the design process of modern
unstable fighter aircraft configurations

p 586 N87-24446

aircraft p 586 N87-24450

Advanced fighter design: Operational experience and
future requirements p 587 N87-24453

The integration and operational suitability of emerging
technologies for future fighter aircraft: A pilot's
perspective p 587 N87-24454

Wind Shear/Turbulence Inputs to Flight Simulation and
Systems Certification
[NASA-CP-2474] p 625 N87-25267

History of wind shear turbulence models
p 703 N87-25269

Modeling and implementation of wind shear data
p 709 N87-25273

Application of data to piloted simulators
p 687 N87-25275

Helicopter-V/STOL dynamic wind and turbulence design
methodology p 658 N87-25284

An introduction to time-dependent aerodynamics of
aircraft response, gusts and active controls
[ESDU-84020] p 682 N87-26048

Estimation of spillage drag for a wide range of
axisymmetric intakes at M 1
[ESDU-84004] p 701 N87-26301

Computation of generalized aerodynamic forces over
an entire aircraft, taking into account the subsonic
interactions by means of the velocity potential method
[ONERA-RT-26/3064-RY-052-R] p 733 N87-26882

Propfan experimental data analysis
[NASA-CR-166582] p 826 N87-28545

AIRCRAFT PILOTS

Expert systems for aiding combat pilots
p 29 A87-12212

Average landing force dependence on length and
direction of landing, parachute velocity components and
wind speed
[AIAA PAPER 86-2452] p 79 A87-13794

Computer-aided procedures for analyzing
pilot/vehicle/system interactions p 186 A87-16759

Rapid prototyping of pilot interfaces as an aid to defining
software requirements p 179 A87-16807

Pilot certificate actions and civil penalties
p 210 A87-19298

Hero or scapegoat? --- aircraft pilot tasks and
responsibilities p 233 A87-22224

The aircraft commander in legal turbulence
p 273 A87-23272

Cross coupling in pilot-vehicle systems
p 310 A87-23977

Reported in-flight incapacitation - The early birds of
1911 p 550 A87-35425

Evaluation of a takeoff performance monitoring
system
[AIAA PAPER 87-2256] p 757 A87-50419

Investigating aircraft handling qualities using a structural
model of the human pilot
[AIAA PAPER 87-2537] p 774 A87-50538

In real time with a pilot in the loop
p 857 A87-53066

Some experiences in integrating avionic systems on the
civil flight deck p 51t N87-21902

AIRCRAFT POWER SUPPLIES

Implementation of CDFM generator control --- cascaded
doubly fed machine p 135 A87-14957

The model of the variable speed constant frequency
closed-loop system operating in generating state

p 320 A87-24718
Aircraft power requirement in the production process

p 599 A87-40306

Permanent magnet variable speed constant frequency
power generation system
[AD-At73959] p 252 N87-15974

Fault tolerant electrical power system. Phase 1: Study
[AD-A177061-PH-1] p468 N87-21246

AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION
Palmdale and the bomber connection

p 22 A87-10574

The influence of aerospace developments upon
developments in manufacturing p 1 A87-13002

Computer integrated manufacturing
p 49 A87-13003

Manufacture of bonded composite assemblies for
aircraft p 1 A87-13005

Future developments and manufacturing at GAF
p 2 A87-13013

Future developments and manufacturing at C.A.C
p 2 A87-13014

Implementation of a robotic assembly cell
p 63 A87-13062

Automated flexible assembly of aerospace structures
p 63 A87-t3063

Clarification of adhesive bindine mechanisms of
aluminum structural bonds in aircraft fabrication

[MBB-UT-226-86] p 121 A87-13985
Automation of support processes for aircraft production

using computers and numerical control --- Russian book

p 64 A87-14687
CAD/AI applications for automated manufacturing of

composite structures p 205 A87-16779

Quality control of adhesive bonding in the manufacture
of aircraft structures p 198 A87-18191

Design of McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Company's
new Composite Development Center

p 192 A87-19217
Technology and the service life of aircraft --- Russian

book p 275 A87-25268
Higher cruise speed commercial aircraft evolution

[SAE PAPER 861686] p 402 A87-32602
The global nature of the aircraft manufacturing

industry p 402 A87-32936
Aircraft production technology --- Book

p 463 A87-33250
Landing gear - A complete systems approach

p 504 A87-35674
Aircraft assembly processes --- Russian book

p 482 A87-36583
Aspects of future CIM solutions

[DGLR PAPER 86-169] p 532 A87-36796
Aircraft power requirement in the production process

p 599 A87-40306
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transports p 551 A87-40840
Prediction of the reliability of aircraft part manufacturing

processes p 610 A87*42128
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building --- Russian book p 693 A87-42905
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aircraft manufacture
[ASME PAPER 86-WA/TS-2] p 623 A87-43723

The Airbus rudder - An example of new fabrication
technologies p 623 A87-44228

The new Soviet fighters. How good are they?
p 656 A87-46312
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[SAE PAPER 871045] p 712 A87-48771
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civil-aircraft manufacturing
[MBB-UT-002-87-PUB] p 799 A87-49968
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p 849 A87-53416

Information from the Federal Aviation Office on
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[ETN-86-98202] p 144 N87-13401

An examination of Brazil and the US as potential partners
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and production program
[AD-A174118] p 274 N87-16661

Economical manutactudng and inspection of the
elestron-heam-welded Tornado wing box

p 324 N87-17055
Diffusion bonding in the manufacture of aircraft

structure p 324 N87-17057
Inertia welding of nitralloy N and 18 nickel meraging

250 grade steels for utilization in the main rotor drive shaft
for the AR-64 military heticopter program

p 325 N87-17067
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Design for low cost p 211 A87-21287
Engineering economic analysis of breakeven in aircraft

production p 211 A87-23296
Forecasting development and proquctlon costs

p 799 A87-48056

Real cost savings through standard interlace
hardware p 755 A87-48062

Airframe cost engineering p 799 A87-49630
Use of composites in pr0pulsion systems

p 761 A87-49633
Novel manufacturing techniques for aircraft

p 714 A87-49635

Novel jelntiog techniques for alroraft
p 714 A87-49636

Helicopter logistics p 715 A87-49646
Net shape forming: The mute to low cost components.

The view point of the aerospace industry
[PNR-90306] p 51 N87-11020

AIRCRAFT REUABlUTY

Airworthiness of composite structures . Some
exponencas from civil certification p 78 A87-13627

All-digital jets are taking off p 102 A87.14352
Airworthiness conald_allone of lightning strike

protection for helicopter digital engine controls
p 105 A87-15010

Environmental Stress Screening (ESS) demonstrates its
value in the field p 127 A87.15403

Reliability growth during flight teat p 127 A87-15412
RADC automated R&M package (RAMP)

p 128 A87-15417

MD-80 ss_loe maturity program p64 A87-15418
FIA-18 Hornet reliability program - Status report

p64 A87-15419
VLSl impact on RAMS strategies in avionics design

p 128 A87-15423
Assessing the R&M attributes of advanced structures

-- Reliability & Malntaicabitily of composite helicopters
p96 A87-15424

Reverse tailoring for realistic reliability tests
p 128 A87-15432

Sizing hybrid packages for optimum reliability
p 128 A87-15433

An integrated vehicle management system concept for
military transport p 187 A87-16849

Flight test results of a control element failure detection
and isolation algorithm p 187 A87-16853

Translating aircraft reliability and maintainability into
measures of operational effectiveness
[AlAA PAPER 86-2690] p 198 A87-17927

A mathematical model for reliability analysis of aircraft
structure p 167 A87-18530

Model for analysis of combat susiainability
p 143 A87-19213

Strengthening the weak link of fatigue qualification
p 143 A87-19229

AH-64A Apache Helicopter - Reliability, availability,
malntainepilify/Iogistica RAM/Log data system

p 169 A87-19234

Air werthy p 273 A87-23264

Applications of the statistical discrete element theory
to vehicle response p 322 A87-25878

F/A-t8 Hornet: Reliability developrnent testing - An
update p 299 A87-26035

Derivation of vibration test spectra from flight data
p 358 A87-28925

The reliability and the intensity of aircraft structures
p 383 A87-29601

Crsshworthiness analysis of transport aircraft seats
p352 A87-31135

Software reliability- Measures and effects in flight critical

digital avionics systems p473 A87-31537
Analytical redundancy technology for engine reliability

improvement
[SAE PAPER 861725] p 462 A87-32614

Current capabilities of NDT - A service operator's view
p 462 A87-33173

Probabilistic damage tolerance analyis of aircraft
structures p 530 A87-35288

Aircraft structural reliability and risk analysis
p 530 A87-35289

Data acquisition system for aircraft qualification
p 499 A87-37426

Military flight checking of navigation and landing aids
p 500 A87-38875

Determination of the life of a typical filament-wound

section of a helicopter rotor using a continuity criterion
p 610 A87-41914

Highly reliable, microprocessor-bassd engine corltrol
[AIAA PAPER 87-1927] p 669 A87-45305

The real world - A rcaintainer's view --- on military
aircraft p 624 A87-46708

Objectives of maintenance - Al_
p 711 A87-47777

Parameter-inssnsitive technique for aircraft sensor fault
analysis p 793 A87-47806

Production implementation of titanium superelsstically
formed/diffusion bonded structure p 782 A87-48019

Equipment reliability real and perceived-- environmental
lectern affecting avionics MTBF
[SAE PAPER 871038] p 788 A87-48765

Impacts of reguiabons on engine airworthiness
[SAE PAPER 871051] p738 A87-48774

Helicopter condition monitodng in UK military service
today p 712 A87-48939

Operational experience with the advanced transmission
health monitoring techniques on the Westlend 30
helicopter p 713 A87-48940

Report of the Working Group on Helicopter Health
Monitoring p 713 A87-48942

The rote and the detection of residual stress in helicopter

and aircraft components p 788 A87-48966
Translating aircraft reliability and maintainability into

measures of operational effectiveness
p 789 A87-50334

The 214ST drive system Lead-the-Fleet program --
inspections of component durability in helicopter engines

p 801 A87-53414
Supportability model - QuartZes reliability and

maintainability influence on cost -- of military aircraft
p 801 A87-53415

Improved reliability and maintainability (RAM) in

advanced technology engines p 831 A87-53426
Summary of artificial and natural icing tests conducted

on US Army aircraft from 1974 to 1985
[FAA/CT-85/26] p 25 N87-10064

National Transportation Safety Board safety
recommendation p 18 N87-10852

Report of the Working Group on Helicopter Health
Monitoring
[CAA.PAPER-85012] p 175 N87-14313

Fault detection sensitivity in thick light alloy specimens,
test report
[REPT-47-084/F] p 202 N87-14721

Airworthiness and Flight Characteristics Test (A and FC)
of the BHTI (Bell Helicopter Textron, Inc.) 214ST
helicopter
lAD-A175349] p 364 N87-19385

Flight worthiness of tire resistant hydraulic systems.
Volume 2: Con_nent and endurance testing
[AD-A180865] p 751 N87-26899

Corroalon maintenance and experimental design
[AD-A181926] p 716 N87-27610

The effects of flight hours and sorties on failure rates
[AD-At82084] p 716 N87-27611

Preliminary airworthiness evaluation of the UH-1H
helicopter with the T53-L-703 engine installed
[AD-A182369] p 825 N87-28541

AIRCRAFT SAFETY

Braking performance of aircraft tires
p 24 A87-12649

Condition monitoring of large commercial turbofan
engines p 34 A87-13008

National Specialist's Meeting on Cxeshworthy Design
of Rotorcraft, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, April
7-9, 1986, Proceedings p 89 A87-13662
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Evolution of MIL.STD-1290A, light fixed and rotary-wing
aircraft crashworthiness ) 89 A87-13663

The status of creshworthiness design criteria
) 89 A87-13664

Son,,ivabilify and creshwodhtheas design criteria
) 89 A87-t3665

The development of dynamic performance standards
for civil rotorcraft seats ) 89 A87-13666

Design of airframe structures for crash impact
90 A87-13668

Crew seat stroke requirements for helicopter rolled
attitude impact crsshworthiness _ 90 A87-13669

Program KRASH - The evolution of an analytical tooJ
to evaluate aircraft structural crash dynamics response

p gO A87-13672
Crashworthy crewseat limit load optimization through

dynamic testing p 91 A87-13675
The design and qualification testing of an

energy-absorbing seat for the Navy's H-53 A/D
helicopters p 91 A87-13679

Realistic civil helicopter crash safety
p 78 A87-13684

Impact severity and potential injury prevention ingeneral
eviabon accidents p 79 A87-13687

Development and testing of new technologies for flight
operation and safety p 86 A87-14004

Stall margin indication -- aircraft accident prevention
[AIAA PAPER 86-2595] p 101 A87-14030

Summary of NASA stall/spin research for general
aviation conagurations
[AlAA PAPER 86-2597] p 111 A87-14032

Now hear this -- sound warnings to alrcrews
p 80 A87-14620

international Aerospace and Ground Conference on
Lightning and Static Electricity, 11th, Dayton, OH, June
24-26, 1986, Technical Papers p 80 A87-15001

Zoning of aircraft for lightning attachment and current
transfer p 94 A87-15009

Airworthiness considerations of lightning strike
protection for helicopter digital engine controls

p 105 A87-15010
Effect of E-field mill location on ecctxacy of electric field

measurements with instrumented airplane
p 95 A87-15027

Implementation of GEMACS for lightning interactions
analysis --- general electromagnetic model for analysis of
complex systems p 82 A87-15033

Comparison of absorption and radiation boundary
conditions in a time-domain thres-dimenelonai
finite-differenoe code p 82 A87-15034

The inepectabia structure p 65 A87-16397
Stall margin indicator development

[AlAA PAPER 86-2694] p 180 A87-17931
The characterization of lightning. A step toward better

protection of aircraft against lightning
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-177] p 233 A87-21076

Modelling of surface blowing from discrete slots as a
mechanism for preventing ice accretion on aircraft
surfaces

[AlAA PAPER 87-0026] p 239 A87-22365
Simulator training (retraining) of aircrews with emphasis

on hazardous weather
[AIAA PAPER 87-0337] p 234 A87-22568

Control of aircraft landing approach in wind shear
[AlAA PAPER 87-0632] p 311 A87-24994

Aviation safety - A review of the 1985 record
p 295 A87-25845

Nationality and registration of akcraft oparatod by joint
air transport operating organizations or international
operating agencies p 398 A87-29486

Operatlomil wind sheer detection and warning - The
'CLAWS' experience at Denver and future objectives
[SAE PAPER 861847] p 352 A87-29590

Escaping from burning cabins - Are smoke hoods the
answer? p 352 A87-30003

The FAA's Advanced Automation System - Strategies
for future air traffic control systems p 356 A87-30270

FAA - An agency beseiged. II - Technology for air
safety p 401 A87-31618

Aircraft tire safety overview
[SAE PAPER 861617] p 420 A87-32576

Aldine requirements on a fly-by-wire aircraft - A pilot's
view
[SAE PAPER 861804] p 445 A87-32649

Current capabilities of NDT - A ss_ica operator's view
p 462 A87-33173

Probabilistic damage tolerance analyis of aircraft
structures p 530 A87-35288

Negligence of the aircraft commander and bad
alrmanship - New frontiers p 549 A87-37015

With twin-jets across the North Atlantic - A legal
reflection p 549 A87-37017

Fire safety aspects for construction of civil aircraft
p 575 A87-42682

Testing automated ground collision avoidance systems
on the AFTI/F-16 p 660 A87-43375
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Lightning protection activity inthe development of a new
helicopter ) 654 A87-43471

Helicopter rotor icing protection methods
) 654 A87-44256

Development of the Chinook helicopter rotor blade
de-icing system ) 655 A87-44704
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) 646 A87-44705
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) 699 A87-46361
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materials ) 646 A87-46373

General aviation aircraft crash dynamics; Proceedings
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[SAE SP-716] p 736 A87-48892

Summary report on the National Transportation Safety
Board's general aviation crashworthinesa project

[SAE PAPER 871006] p 737 A87-48693

Static test procedures for restraint anchorages iri small
aircraft

[SAE PAPER 871007] p 737 A87-48694

A retrofit crash protection installation in two models of
general aviation airplanes
[SAE PAPER 871008] p 737 A87-48695

Dynamic test methodology for aircraft seat and restraint
systems
[SAE PAPER 871010] p 737 A87-48697

General aviation aircraft/fue_ system configuration study
regarding fuel bladder cell installation
[SAE PAPER 871011] p 737 A87-48698

Conclusions of the Invest_five Commission on Air
Safety of the COlA concerning the accident occurring in
Barajes on December 7, 1983 p 738 A87-48800

The coming-of-age of the public transport helicopter
p 712' A87-48908

Infiight anti/de-icing experience from the certification of
the SF340 p 738 A87-49203

Severe winds in the DFW micmburst meesurod from
two aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 87-2340] p 792 A87-50459
Heed-up f_ p 835 A87-53583
Helicopter ce_fion - New test techniques

p 825 A87-54201
Summary of _ and natural icing tests conducted

on US Army aircraft front 1974 to 1985
[FAA/CT-85/26] p 25 N87-10064

Vulnerability methodology and protective measures for
aircraft fire and explosion hazards. Volume 3: On-Boerd
Inert Gas Generator System (OBIGGS) studies. Part 1:
OBIGGS ground performance tests
[AD-At67357] p 26 N87-10066

Sudace measurements of gust fronts and _ts
during the JAWS (Joint Airport Weather Studies) Project:
Statistical results and implications far wind shear defecfion,
prediction and modeling
[PB86-200847] p 55 N87-10665

parameters p 55 N87-11433
Ice eccre_on calculations on cylindrical rods following

the Baln model, and comparison with experimental results
(Fucba, Schickel, Kaluza, Uwira, 1985)

p 56 N87-11434
The influence of weather-active fronts on visual flight

conditions p 56 N87-11437
National Transportafion safety Board safety

recommendation p 83 N87-11706
Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US civil and

foreign aviation, issue number 5 of 1985 accidents
[PB86-916919] p 83 N87-11710

Flight test report of the NASA icing research airplane:
Performance, stability, and control after flight through
natural icing
[NASA-CR-179515] p 118 N87-11797

Accident of the DC-10 EC-DEG aircraft at Malaga on
September 13, 1982
[NASA-TM-88007] p 156 N87-14305

Report of the Working Group on Helicopter Health
Mo_to_g

[CAA-PAPER-85012] p 175 N87-14313
International Aerospace and Ground Conference on

Lightning and Sfefic ElectS. Technical papers: The key
to lightning technology, held in Orlando, Florida on 26-28
June 1984

[AD-A169867] p235 N87-15192
Aircraft accident reports: Brief foflnat, US civil and

foreign aviation, issue number 6 of 1985 accidents
[PB86-916920] p 235 N87-15196

Fuel spray ignition by hot surfaces and aircraft fire
stabilization

[AD-A172827] p 260 N87-16094

DYCAST: A finite element program for the crash analysis
of structures

[NASA-CR-4040] p 271 N87-16553
Ground de-icing of aircraft

[CAP-512] p 422 N87-20975
Semi-automatic cross-checking between differenl

copies of the same flight plan p 502 N87-21903
Atmospheric Turbulence Relative to Aviation, Missile,

and Space Proteins
[NASA-CP-2468] p 543 N87-22341

Measurements of atmnsphedc turbulence
p 543 N87-22347

Statistics on aircraft gas turbine engine rotor failures
that occurred in US commemlal aviation during 1981
[DOT/FAA/CT-86/42] p 520 N87-22684

Integrated FAA Wind Shear Program plan
[DOT/FAA/DL-87/1] p 544 N87-23067

Anfimisfing kerosene JT3 engine fuel system integration
study
[NASA-CR-4033] p 607 N87-24577

Aircraft accidsm/incidsnt summary reports: Uneleska,
Alaska, September 26, 1985; Jenkinsburg, Georgia,
September 29, 1985; Boston, Massachusetts, December
15, 1985; DeKalb, Texas, Decemb_ 31, 1985; Erie,
Pennsylvania, February 21, 1986
[PB87-910408] p 648 N87-25310

Control of _craft under severe wind ahear conditions

p 682 N87-26050
Experimental methodologies to support aircraft icing

analysis p 740 N87-27598
Validation of a fsult-toler_t multiprocossor: Baseline

experiments and workload implementation
[NASA-CR-181238] p 795 N87-28277

New methods and rnstedsis for melding and casting
ice formations

[NASA-TM-100126] p 819 N87-29470
AIRCRAFT SPECIFICATION6

Staying ahead in meri_me patrol
[SAWE PAPER 1738] p 506 A87-36302

Proving that Avanfi atsnds for progress
p 656 A87-46314
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Summery of NASA stall/spin research for general
aviation configurations
[AIAA PAPER 86-2597] p 111 A87-14032

On the control of auto-rotaticnal characteristics of light
avp_ne fuea_ea
[AIAA PAPER 87-0349] p 253 A87-22574

Effect of atrakes on the suterotational characteristics

of noncircular cylinders p 410 A87-33241
Propeller swirl effect on single-engine gener_,.av_rlk)n

aircraft stall-spin tendencies p 447 A87-34515
Spin resistance evaluation of • light airplane

[SAE PAPER 871021 ] p 766 A87-48758

Evaluation of airplane spin resistance using proposed
criteria for light general aviation airplanes
[AiAA PAPER 87-2562] p 789 A87-49612

Low speed rotary aerodynamics of F-18 configuration
for 0 dog Io 90 deg angle of attack: Test results and
analysis
[NASA-CR-3608] p 15 N87-10836
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general aviationresearch airplane

[NASA-TP-2644] p 300 N87-16815

Spin-tunnelinvestigationof a 1115-scale model of an

Auatrallan trainer airplane
[NASA-TM-89049] p 418 N87-20240

Improved combat performance using relaxed static
stability and a spin prevention system (FBW Jaguar)

p 523 N87-22674
Utilization of simulation to support F-14A low altitude

high angle of attack flight lesiing p 600 N87-236,49
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Non-linear stability analysis of aircraft at high angles
of attack p 36 A87-12082

The lateral dynamic _ and control of a large
receiver aircraft during sir-to-sir refuelling

p 36 A87-12268
Longitudinal con_ol requirements for statically unstable

aircraft p 187 A87-16770
A perspective on aupersugmented flight control -

Advantages and problems p 188 A87-17752
Introduction to GRASP - General rotorcralt

aeromechanical stability program - A modem approach
to rotorcraft modeling p 170 A87-19258

New capabilities and recent research programe of the
NASA/Army C1-1-47B verlable-alabillty helicopter

p 191 A87-19266
Application of modem synthesis to aircraft control -

Three case studies p 252 A87-20973

Flight test techniques for the X-29A aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 87-0082] p 239 A87-22403

The influence of support o_:illafion in dynamic stability
tests --- sting plunging effects
[AIAA PAPER 87-0243] p 257 A87-22506

Real-time comparison of X-29A flight data and simulation
data

[AIAA PAPER 87-0344] p 253 A87-22570

Performance augmentation of a 60-dngrea delta aircraft
configuration by spanwise blowing p 279 A87-24026

The aeroelesfic instability of an elevator balance horn
in a shear layer wake flow
[SAE PAPER 861827] p 427 A87-32661

Multi-control system in unsteady aerodynamics using
sp_-s
[AIAA PAPER 87-0855] p 446 A87-33695

integrated aerosorvoelastic analysis capability with
X-29A analytical comparisons
[AIAA PAPER 87-0907] p 447 A87.33716

The application of transient aerodynamics to lhe
structural nonlinear flutter problem
[AIAA PAPER 87-0908] p 447 A87-33717

Calculated performance, stability, and maneuverability
of high speed tilting proprotor aircraft

p 431 A87-34863
On the stability of a VTOL supported by one-ducted-fan

(preliminary study) p 448 A87-35079

The longitudinal dynamic stability and control of a large
receiver aircraft during air-to-air refuelling

p 521 A87-36841
A procedure for simultaneously stabilizing a collection

of single input linear systems using non-linear state
feedback control p 546 A87.36843

Aircraft servo-aeroelesticity stability
p 594 A87-39410

A computational method for stability and maneuverability
of helicopter p 595 A87-39420

On-line aircreft state and stability derivative estimation
using the modified-gain extended Kalman filter

p 596 A87-40862
Accurate estimation of aircraft inertia cheracfeitalica

from a single suspension experiment
p 596 A87-41628

A mathematical model of processes in a multiple discrete
aircraft stabilization system p 596 A87-42127

A simple theory on hovering stability of one-ductsd-fan
VTOL p 597 A87-42623

Calculated performance, stability, and meneuvcrability
of high-speed filting-prop-rotor aircraft

p 651 A87-43408
Stability and control modelling -- helicopters in near

hovering flight p 678 A87-43428
The influence of the induced velocity dis_ and

the flapping-lagging coupling on the derivatives of the rotor
and the stability of the helicopter p 679 A87-43436

The effect of periodic ballonet jet exhaust on the stability
of a tethered aernefet

[AIAA PAPER 87-2504] p 765 A87-48647
A comparison of a nonlinear flight dynamic simulation

of an airship with flighl lest results
[AIAA PAPER 87°25007] p 785 A87-48649

Spin resistance evaiuefion of a light airplane
[SAE PAPER 871021] p 766 A87-48758

High-angle-of-afteck stability and control improvements
for the EA-6B Prowler

[AIAA PAPER 87-2361 ] p 767 A87-49078
On the nonlinear aerodynamic and stability
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fighter configuration
[AIAA PAPER 87-2617] p728 A87-49114

Dynamic characteriefics of flight near the ground
[AIAA PAPER 87-2288] p 768 A87-49581

An experimental etudy to determine the flow and the
subsonic static and dynamic etability cheracterislics of
aircraft operating at high angles-of-attack
[AIAA PAPER 87-2560] p 768 A87-49610

Analysia and application of aircraft departure prediction
cntarla to the AV-8B Harrier II

[AIAA PAPER 87-2561 ] p 769 A87-49611
Evaluation of airplane spin resistance using proposed

,criteria for light general aviation airplanes
[AIAA PAPER 87-2562] p 769 A87-49612

Efficient computation of pammeler confidence
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[AIAA PAPER 87-2624] p 795 A87-49623
Inflight evaluation of a modal suppression yew damper

[AIAA PAPER 87-2257] p 770 A87-50420
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and boundary integral equations with applications to
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and afferbody
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-83] p 238 A87-21014

A preliminary design and screening process for missile

airframe configurations
[AIAA PAPER 87-02111 p 240 A87-22488

Aluminium alloys for airframes - Limitations and

developments p 318 A87-27560
Rotor-body coupling revisited p 427 A87-32074
Stochastic approach for predicting functional impairment

of metallic airframes
[AIAA PAPER 87-0752] p 464 A87-33575

Use of fiber composite structures in the Airbus

program
[DGLR PAPER 86-145] p 528 A87-36797

Theoretical foundations of a method for the strength
analysis of fuselage frames p 507 A87-39080

The generation of airframe finite element models using
an export system p 616 A87-39912

Helicopter activities in Germany p 623 A87-43401
Materials for structures of the future

p 689 A87-44745
Powder metallurgy (P/M) near-net shape titanium

components from prealloyed powder
p 782 A87-48007

Development of an airframe modification to improve the
mission effectiveness of the EA-6B airplane
[AIAA PAPER 87-2358] p 748 A87-49075

Program EAGLE - Numerical grid generation as applied
to advanced airframe configurations
[AIAA PAPER 87-2294] p 750 A87-49587

Airframe cost engineering p 799 A87-49630

Piaggio's Avanti combines jet-like handling with
turboprop efficiency p 823 A87-51347

Engine-Airframe Integration for Rotorcraff
[AGARD-LS-148] p 26 N87-10067

Engine-airframe integration for rotorcraff: Component
specifications and qualification p 26 N87-10071

Influence of engine variables on future helicopter
systems p 27 N87-10072

Engine-airframe integration for rotorcraft: System
specifications and qualification p 27 N87-10074

Assessment of damage tolerance requirements and

analyses: A user's manual for crack growth and crack
initiation analysis: DAMGRO
[AD-A171209] p 132 N87-12939

Assessment of damage tolerance requirements and
analysis. Volume 3: Analytical predictions and
correlations
[AD-A170989] p 173 N87-13433

Assessment of damage tolerance requirements and
analysis. Volume 4: Raw test data
lAD-A170990] p 174 N87-13434

Assessment of damage tolerance requirements and
analysis, task 1 report. Volume 2: Analytical methods
[AD-A170327] p 175 N87-14319

SUBJECT INDEX

Wind tunnel data from a rotor wake/airframe interaction

study
lAD-A171333] p 232 N87-15190

Small, self-contained aimraft fatigue data recorder
lAD-A172400] p 243 N87-15207

Study of the effects of vibration on inertial navigation

system accuracy
lAD-A172420] p 237 N87-15954

Rotorcraft icing: Progress and potential
[AGARD-AR-223] p 244 N87-15966

Assessment of damage tolerance requirements and
analysis. Volume 1: Executive summary
[AD-A1751t0] p 301 N87-16822

Design sensitivity analysis of rotorcraft airframe
structures for vibration reduction p 391 N87-18874

Crew escape capsule to airframe latch/disconnect
mechanisms
[AD-A181565] p 739 N87-26886

Thrust and drag accounting for propeller/airframe
interaction
[ESDU-85017] p 751 N87-26897

Propulsion and airframe aerodynamic interactions of
supersonic V/STOL configurations, phase 1
[NASA-CR-177369] p 812 N87-28521

AIRLINE OPERATIONS

The future of international air transport
p 2 A87-13016

Airlines look at 150-eeaters p 83 A87-15180

Commuter, corporate and light aircraft - Analysis of
international operations and markets
[AIAA PAPER 86-2724] p 143 A87-17946

Noise reduction abatement and mitigation - A history

of noise control programs and review of the regulatory
process
[AIAA PAPER 86-2745] p 210 A87-17960

The FAA 'Buy-Sell' slot rule - Airline deregulation at the
crossroads p 210 A87-19297

Repair of aircraft and helicopters --- Russian book
p 211 A87-21863

Keeping them flying --- aircraft maintenance
shortcomings p 211 A87-22223

Weather and system delays
]AIAA PAPER 87-0442] p 234 A87-22635

Deregulation of air transport in North America and
western Europe p 273 A87-23268

Aviation safety - A review of the 1985 record
p 295 A87-25845

Air carrier's passenger liability in Japan
p 399 A87-29488

Changing scene in the U.S. air transportation system
(Lecture) p 403 A87-33424

British Airways alternative method for the repair of
metal/metal, metal honeycomb and fibreglass,
carbon-fibre or Kevlar/honeycomb components using

hot-setting film or paste adhesives p 481 A87-35278
Todays repair methods for composites --- for A-310 and

Boeing 767 aircraft p 481 A87-35279
Automatical Ioadsheet preparation --- aircraft weight and

balance data

[SAWE PAPER 1697] p 525 A87-36283
Weight growth in airline service

[SAWE PAPER 1698] p 494 A87-36284
Operating costs of transport airplanes - Influence of the

wing aspect ratio and flight conditions
[SAWE PAPER 1720] p 505 A87-36291

An operational loading analysis of the B-757-232
aircraft
[SAWE PAPER 1742] p 510 A87-36304

The effect of operation factors on the fuel system of
aircraft--- Russian book p 528 A87-36578

Aviation antitrust - International considerations after
Sunset p 549 A87-37016

Possible solutions to future airspace and airport

congestion - An aircraft manufacturer's contribution
p 551 A97-40386

Airlines are exempt from law on rights of the disabled
p 709 A87-42863

Worldwide navigation into the 21st century - An airline
view p 649 A87-44036

Fire, smoke, toxicity --- in airline operations
p 646 A87-44748

Aviation satcoms p 820 A87-51322
The impact of flight data on an airline: A case study

p 32 N87-10088
Airline data acquisition in an ACARS environment

p 32 N87-10092
Aviation statistics, 1984

[ISBN-90-357-0386-3] p 18 N87-10851
Engine performance monitoring for airlines

[PNR-90305] p 35 N87-10868
Systems, avionics and instrumentation of transport

category helicopters
[NLR-MP-85066-U] p 102 N87-11785

Extended Range Twin Operations (ETOPS) --- twin

engined aircraft
[CAP-513] p 422 N87-20976
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Aviation safety: Procedures for registering and certifying
air carriers
[PB87-193249] p 819 N87-29468

AIRPORT BEACONS

Colour dependence and surplus information in airport
visual aids during VFR operations p 649 A87-44040

AIRPORT LIGHTS

Colour dependence and surplus information in airport
visual aids during VFR operations p 649 A87-44040

AIRPORT PLANNING

The airport passenger terminal --- Book
p 255 A87-20352

First results of parallel-runway separation studies in the
USSR p 777 A87-47881

Washington metropolitan wind study, 1981-1986
[PB87-151908] p 544 N87-22375

The problems of the calculation of the capacity of flight
operation surfaces of airports
[ILR-MITT-170] p 838 N87-28566

AIRPORT SECURITY
A review of modern X-ray screening devices

p 314 A87-25846

AIRPORTS
Reaction to aircraft noise in residential areas around

Australian airports p54 A87-10116

Comparative evaluation of weather conditions at
Moscow-area airports during which flights are cancelled

p 328 A87-24362

Determination of visibility at airports
p 328 A87-24366

Structure of the time variability of the meteorological

visibility range at Tolmachevo Airport
p 329 A87-25258

Characteristics of the vertical wind and temperature
profile in the boundary layer in the case of strong ground
winds near Ural and Siberian airports

p 329 A87-25261

Space-time characteristics of vertical wind shears above
certain airports of the UraI-Sibedan region

p 329 A87-25262

Regression method for predicting wind velocity and
direction at circuit altitude at Eniseisk Airport

p 329 A87-25263

A new range of initial intervention vehicles foreseen ---
for airport firofighting p 314 A87-25847

Airport lighting p315 A87-26001
New developments in airfield lighting

p 315 A87-26002
A prediction model for airport ground noise

propagation p 334 A87-27104
Prediction of aircraft noise around airports by a

simulation procedure p 334 A87-27109
Effects of weather conditions on airport noise

prediction p334 A87-27110
Airport noise pollution and adverse health effects

p 330 A87-27111
How to limit the residential area affected by aircraft noise

around an airport p330 A87-27t 13
The need for a representative international noise

stendRrd --- f_r nir_nrt¢_ _ *_-'_t_ ^o'x n_44 =

Jackson Hole Airport - A case study o:fdual noise metrics
in the airportnoise control plan p 330 A87-27116

Ldn dictates local options - Why? --- sociological effect
of artificially-modeled noise standards

p 331 A87-27117
Robotic technology for ground support equipment yields

high performance and reliability
[SAE PAPER 861658] p 452 A87-32692

Aircraft without airports - The tilt-rotor concept and VTOL
aviation (Seventy-Fifth Wilbur and Orville Wright Lecture)

p 403 A87-35073
Development of a microcomputer-supported airport

weather information system p 616 A87-40305
Possible solutions to future airspace and airport

congestion - An aircraft manufacturer's contribution
p 551 A87-40386

Classification of the Ioed-carrying capacity of runway
surfaces by the ACN-PCN method. II

p 686 A87-46354
The microbursts of 22 June 1982 in JAWS

p 792 A87-49368
Pilot evaluation of population-minimal ground tracks in

the airport community p 838 A87-52879
Surface measurements of gust fronts and microbursts

during the JAWS (Joint Airport Weather Studies) Project:
Statistical results and implications for wind shear detection,
prediction end modeling
[PB86-200847] p 55 N87-10665

Potential impacts of advanced technologies on the AT(]
capacity of high-density terminal areas
[NASA-CR-4024] p 22 N87-10654

Runway incursions at controlled airports in the United
States

[PS86-917003] p 84 N87-11711

Advanced construction procedures: Confined bases for

airport pavements
[FAA/PM-66/9] p 118 N87-11799

Number and duration of Runway Visual Range (RVR)
runs for RVR-values lower than 225 m

[KNMI-TR-85(FM)] p 119 N87-11805
A review of microbursts and their analysis and detection

with Doppler radar
[AD-A170458] p 133 N87-13110

TSAR (Theater Simulation of Airbase Resources)
database dictionary F-4E
[AO-A169575] p 139 N87-13352

Performance prediction of low volume airfield

pavements
lAD-A172270] p 193 N87-13454

United Kingdom aircraft noise index study: Main report
[DR-8402] p 203 N87-14780

Noise disturbance at night near Heathrow and Gatwick
airports: 1984 check study --- London airports
[DR-8513] p 203 N87-14781

CEC joint study of community response to aircraft noise
1984: Main report. The influence of residual noise on
disturbance from aircraft noise --- Commission of the

European Communities (CEC)
[DR-8601] p 203 N87-14782

A study to monitor microseismic activity to detect
sinkholes

[DOT/FAA/PM-86/34] p 204 N87-14792
A proposed single criterion tot IFR (Instrument Flight

Rules) approaches to converging runways
lAD-A171844] p 237 N87-15953

Airport pavement load analysis
[DOT/FAA/PM-66/36] p 258 N87-15981

Noise levels from urban helicopter operations, New
Odeans, Louisiana
lAD-A174129] p 273 N87-16590

Frost action predictive techniques for roads and airfields:
A comprehensive survey of research findings
|DOT/FAA/PM-85/23] p 316 N87-16853

Probabilistic and reliability analysis of the California
Bearing Ratio (CBR) design method for flexible airfield
pavements
lAD.A173231] p 316 N57.17719

Cumulative airport noise exposure metdcs: An
assessment of evidence for time-of-day weightings
lAD-A174648] p 393 N87-19815

Performance of recycled asphalt concrete airport
pavement surfaces
[DOT/FAA-PM-86-f2] p 466 N87.20432

Resilient modulus of freeze-thaw affected granular soils
for pavement design and evaluation. Part 3: Laboratory
tests on soils from Albany County Airport
[DOT/FAA-PM-84-16.3] p 466 N87-20433

Runway Visual Range (RVR) documentation of the civil
airports in the Netherlands
[KNMI-TR-84] p 426 N87.20986

Criteria for asphalt-rubber concrete in civil airport
pavements. VOL 2: Evaluation of asphalt-rubber concrete
[DOE/FAA/PM-86/39-VOL-2] p 526 N87.21964

NOISEMAP 5.1 computer program update. Operator's
manual, addendum 2

Low altitude wind shear detection with Doppler radar

[DOT/FAA/PM-87/6] p 544 N87-22379
Otis ANGB (Air National Guard Base) visibility sensor

field test study
lAD-A179176] p 615 N87-24045

Modeling of radio navigation systems in the
neighborhood of airports p 821 N87-28533

Pressuremeter moduli for airport pavement design and
evaluation
[DOT/FAA/PM-87/10] p 839 N87-28572

Soil stabilization for roadways and airfields
[AD-Af83362] p 639 N87-29545

Calculation of noise around airports for powered

gliders
[VTH-LR-475] p 860 N87-30150

AIRSHIPS
Dirigibles - For what? p 23 A87-11661
Maximum size of a nonrigid airship

[AIAA PAPER 86-2736] p 165 A87-17954
An evaluation of the efficiency of design solutions during

the design of airships p 237 A87-20378
Applications of similitude in airship design

p 430 A87-34516

Sparing to optimize naval airship availability
p 625 A87.46716

AIAA Lighter-Than-Air Technology Conference, 7th,
Monterey, CA, Aug. 17-19, 1987, Technical Papers

p 711 A87-48636

A program for development of an airship transport
system
[AIAA PAPER 87-2303] p 736 A87-48639

Investigation of hybrid airship RPV for entomological
research
[AIAA PAPER 87-2304] p 744 A87-48640

ALGORITHMS

Large crane airships - Design and dynamics
[AIAA PAPER 87-2378] p 744 A87-46643

Emergency descent simulation of an aerostat after
breakaway
[AIAA PAPER 87-2440] p 736 A87-48644

Design or radial-wire airship bulkheads
[AIAA PAPER 87-2441} p 744 A87-48645

A heat transfer model for a hot helium airship
(AIAA PAPER 87-2443] p 787 A87-48646

The effect of periodic ballonet jet exhaust on the stability
of a tethered aerostat
[AIAA PAPER 87-2504] p 765 A87-48647

Nonlinear dynamic simulation of a moored aerostat
{AIAA PAPER 87-2505} p 736 A87-48648

A comparison of a nonlinear flight dynamic simulation
of an airship with flight test results
[AIAA PAPER 87-25007] p 765 A87-48649

Pre- and post-flight-test models versus measured
skyship-500 control responses
[AIAA PAPER 87-2508] p 765 A87-48650

Possible military applications of stratospheric airship
discussed p 101 N87-12716

AIRSPACE
The future of the National Airspace System

[AIAA PAPER 86-2743] p 210 A87-17959
Eurocontrol - Liability and jurisdiction

p 273 A67-23270

Legitimate responses to aerial intruders - The view from
a neutral state p 399 A87-29489

Possible solutions to future airspace and airport

congestion - An aircraft manufacturer's contribution
p 551 A87-40386

A proposed single criterion for IFR (Instrument Flight
Rules) approaches to converging runways
[AD-A171844] p 237 N87-15953

Advanced ATC: An aircraft perspective
p 501 N87-21893

Heliport visual approach surface testing test plan
[AD-A179897] p 650 N87-25312

Heliport critical area flight test results
lAD-A183153] p 823 N87-29487

AIRSPEED

Real-time wind estimation and tracking with transponder
downlinked airspeed and heading data

p 648 A87-42779
A new method of analytical evaluation of helicopter true

airspeed p 661 A87-43439
Wind determination from aircraft-movement data

p 702 A87-45892
Simplified forms of performance equations. Addendum

A: Effect on aeroplane level speed of small changes in

thrust, drag, weight, power
[ESDU-86004-ADD-A] p 100 N87-f2556

Digital program for calculating static pressure position
error
[NASA-TM-86726] p 301 N87-16821

integration of altitude and airspeed information into a
primary flight display via moving-tape formats
]NASA-TM-89064] p 438 N87-20265

Airspeed sensing pressure valve system
lAD-D012569] p 438 N87-20266
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Mach/CAS control law for the NASA TCV B737 aircraft

[NASA-CR-178029] p 449 N87-20290
Noise measurements on the helicopter BK 117 design.

Weighted noise levels and influence of airspeed
[ESA-TT-748] p 477 N87-20800

Flight duration, airspeed practices and altitude
management of airplanes involved in the NASA VGH
General Aviation Program
(NASA-TM-89074] p 625 N87-25293

Integration of altitude and airspeed information into a
primary flight display via moving-tape formats: Evaluation
during random tracking task
[NASA-TM-4010] p 758 N87-27665

Experimental and analytical studies influids
[NASA-CR-181242] p 791 N87-27943

Singular trajectories in airplane cruise-dash
optimization p 825 N87-28544

ALGORITHMS
A real-time simulation evaluation of an advanced

detection, isolation and accommodation algorithm for
sensor failures in turbine engines p 103 A87-13318

Computational enhancements to a 4D algorithm --- for
aircraft trajectory optimization p 134 A87-13359

Investigation of an automatic trim algorithm for
restructurable aircraft control p 186 A87-16767

Novel accuracy and resolution algorithms for the third
generation MTD p 160 A87-19408

A zonal grid generation method for complex
configurations
[AIAA PAPER 67-0276] p 270 A87-22528

inverse aerodynamic design method for aircraft

components p 342 A87-28067
Fast methods applied to the calculation of transonic

airfoils p 641 A87-46962
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Development efficient algorithms for the solutions of full
potential and Euler equations on vector computers

p 718 A87.47853

Vector algorithm for large-memory Cybar 205
simulations of Euler flows p 718 A87-47856

A hybrid algorithm for transonic airfoil and wing design
[AIAA PAPER 87-2552] p 727 A87-49104

Full-soaie engine demonstration of an advanced sensor
failure detection isolation, and accommodation algorithm

- Preliminary results
[AIAA PAPER 87.2259] p 763 A87.50422

Nonlinear guidance algorithm for aimraft pursuit-evasion
and target interception
[AIAA PAPER 87-2316] p 715 A87-50437

A piloted simulator evaluation of a ground-based 4D
descent advisor algorithm
[AIAA PAPER 87-2522] p 715 A87-50525

Development of a takeoff performance monitoring
system
[AIAA PAPER 86-2145] p 828 A87-52962

Signal processing and interpretation using multilevel

signal abstractions
[AD-A169166] p 57 N87.11513

Design of a takeoff performance monitoring system
p 103 N87-11787

Guidance law simulation studiesfor complex approaches

using the Microwave Landing System (MLS)
[NASA-CR-178182] p 87 N87-12552

Application of the AIPA (Approximate Iterative
Preprocessing Algorithm) to F-106 data
[AD-A169084] p 116 N87.12569

An efficient algorithm for solution of the unsteady
transonic small-disturbance equation
[ NASA.TM-89014] p230 N87-15176

An application of artificial intelligence theory to
reconfigoreble flight control p 373 N87-18530

Development of flight performance algorithms and a
tactical computer aided mission planning system for the
A-7E aircraft
[AD-A175724] p 364 N87-19387

Using the boundary-layer equations inthree-dimensional
viscous flow simulation p 466 N87-20222

Transonic Navier-Stokes wing solution using a zonal
appcoach. Part 1: Solution methodology and code
validation p 416 N87-20228

A coordinate conversion algorithm for multisensor data

processing
lAD-A176368] p 476 N87-21603

An experimental study on the threshold of roll

perception
[NAL-TR-905] p 526 N87-21968

Full-scale engine demonstration of an advanced sensor
failure detection, isolation and accommodation algorithm:
Preliminary results
[NASA-TM-89880] p 536 N87-22097

Non-linear identification of a squeeze-film damper
p 538 N87-22213

A dual-processor multi-frequency implementation of the
FINDS algorithm
[NASA-CR-178252] p 590 N87-23617

Automatic systems and the low-level wind hazard
p 681 N87-25279

Development and application of unified algorithms for
problems in computational science p 705 N87-26006

Computational chemistry p 706 N87-26023
Full.potential modeling of blade-vortex interactions

p 817 N87-29465
Advances in Guidance and Control Systems and

Technology
[AGARD-CP-411] p 822 N87-29474

A vector-based failure detection and isolation algorithm
for a dual fail-operational redundant strapdown inertial
measurement unit

[NASA-TM-100493] p 829 N87-29531
Modeling and computational algorithms for parameter

estimation and optimal control of aeroelastic systems and
large flexible structures
[AD-A183302] p 852 N87-29893

Smell.scale rotor test rig capabilities for testing vibration
alleviation algorithms
[NASA-TM-100002] p 858 N87-30102

ALIGNMENT
In.flight transfer alignment/calibration of a strapdown

INS that employs carouseled instruments and IMU
indexing p 85 A87-13438

An open-loop initial alignment scheme for strepdown
inertial navigation systems p 158 A87-18533

Development and evaluation of an airplane electronic
display format aligned with the inertial velocity vector
[NASA-TP-2648] p 182 N87-13438

Compact antenna range analysis
[AD-A171556] p 200 N87-13621

ALL-WEATHER AIR NAVIGATION
Rotorcraft avionics tailored for adverse conditions

p 436 A87-31547

F-15E - Heavyweight Eagle p 506 A87-36699

International Aerospace end Ground Conference on

Lightning and Static Electricity Technical papers: The key
to lightning technology, held in Orlando, Florida on 26-28
June 1984

[AD-At69867] p 235 N87-15192
Multifunction millimetre-wave radar for all-weather

ground attack aircraff p 387 N87.18725
ALLOCATIONS

NASA authorizations, fiscal year 1987
[GPO-61-975] p 274 N87-15904

ALLOYS
Erosion study of AM355 end AI203 ceramics

[AD-A178882] p 530 N87-22858
Corrosion maintenance and experimental design

[AD-A181926] p 716 N87-27610

High temperature static strain gage development
contract, tasks 1 and 2
[NASA-CR-180811] p850 N87-28869

ALOUETTE HELICOPTERS

Aeroapatiaie design bureaus. II - Helicopters for the year
2000 p 166 A87-18450

ALPHA JET AIRCRAFT
Repair procedures for composite parts on the alpha

jet p 404 N87-20175

ALTERNATING DIRECTION IMPLICIT METHODS
A diagonal implicit multigrid algorithm for the Euler

equations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0354] p 223 A87-22578

Transonic viscous flow predictions with the Lockheed
Navier-Stokes code

[AIAA PAPER 87-0410] p 223 A87-22615
Navier-Stokes computations of transonic flows using the

LU.ADI method --- Lower/Upper block diagonal -

Altemating Direction Implicit method
[AIAA PAPER 87-0421] p 224 A87-22620

Simulation of external flowfiaids using a
three-dimensional Euler/Nevier-Stokes algorithm
[AIAA PAPER 87-0484] p 226 A87-22664

Relaxation algorithms for the Euler equations
[AIAA PAPER 85-1516] p 387 A87-31179

ALTIMETRY
Airborne multiboam radar altimetry --- of oceans

p 853 A87.53115

ALTITUDE
The application of altitude observation in CNI relative

navigation p 159 A87-18534

Investigation of air transport technology at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1983

p 352 N87-18521
Integration of altitude and airspeed information into s

primary flight display via moving-tape formats
[NASA-TM-89064] p 438 N87-20265

Integration of altitude and airspeed information into a
primary flight display via moving-tape formats: Evaluation
during random tracking task
[NASA-TM-4010] p 758 N87-27665

ALTITUDE CONTROL

On-board system for the automatic control of balloon
altitude p 436 A87-32484

Strategic control to improve efficiency of air traffic
management p 501 N87-21894

ALTITUDE SIMULATION
Full-scale thrust reverser testing in an altitude facility

[AIAA PAPER 87-1788] p 684 A87-45203
Effects of test cell reciroulation on high-bypass turbofan

engines during simulated altitude tests
[AD-A171418] p 108 N87.12565

Full-scale thrust reverser testing in an altitude facility
[NASA-TM-88967] p 376 N87-18575

Detailed flow surveys of turning vanes designed for a
0.1-scale model of NASA Lewis Research Center's

proposed altitude wind tunnel
[NASA-TP-2680] p 452 N87-20295

ALTITUDE TESTS

On the improvement of an expendable turbojet engine
flight envelope p 104 A87-f3647

Application of computational fluid dynamics to analysis
of exhaust gas/diffuser interactions in a turbine engine
altitude test cell
[AIAA PAPER 87-2014] p 670 A87-45354

ALUMINUM

Effect of cold-working by hole expansion on fatigue life
of 7075-T7351 and 7475-T761 aluminum lugs with and
without initial flaws under maneuver loading spectrum

p 604 A87-40230

Age forming aluminum in an autoclave
p 848 A87-52678

International Conference - Superplasticity in Aerospace
Aluminium
[BAE-S85/AMR/0066] p 42 N87-10994

Composite repair of cracked aluminum structure
p 404 N87-20183

Shot peening for Ti-6AI-4V alloy compressor blades
[NASA-TP-2711] p 467 N87-20566

SUBJECT INDEX

Effects of aircraft engine bleed air duct failures on
surrounding aircraft structure
[AD-A181071] p 739 N87-26884

Development of a primer/topcoat and flexible pdmer
for aluminum
[AD-A182132] p 784 N87-27806

ALUMINUM ALLOYS
Aeronautical manufacturers requirements for new

materials p 38 A87-11791
Aeronautical research spin-offs on the development of

civil applications for aluminium alloys p 48 A87-11792
In.service environmental effects on carbon fibre

composite material p 39 A87-12659
7050 aluminum rivets for military aircraft

p 124 A87-13173
Clarification of adhesive binding mechanisms of

aluminum structural bonds in aircraft fabrication
[MBB-UT-226-86] p 121 A87-13985

Crash impact behaviour of simulated composite and
aluminium helicopter fuselage elements

p 161 A87-16964
Adhesion in bonded aluminium joints for aircraft

construction p 195 A87-19373
Aluminium alloys for airframes - Limitations and

developments p 318 A87-27560
New materials in civil aviation; Proceedings of the

Aerospace Technology Conference and Exposition, Long
Beach, CA, Oct. 13-16, 1986
[SAE SP-682] p 339 A87-29640

The cost effectiveness of weight reduction by advanced
material substitution --- AI-Li alloy use in transport aircraft

components
[SAE PAPER 861850] p 399 A87-29645

Fatigue life enhancement and high interference bushing
installation using the ForoeMate bushing installation
technique p 384 A87-30103

Rare earth oxide dispersions in rapidly solidified
titanium-aluminum alloys p 455 A87-31388

Powder metallurgy of titanium aluminide components
p 455 A87-31399

Characterization and modeling of the high temperature
flow behavior of aluminum alloy 2024

p 455 A87-32032

Solid state phase transformations in aluminium alloys
containing lithium p 456 A87-33180

Advances in superplastic materials
p 456 A87-33269

Titanium sluminides - Future turbine materials
p 456 A87-33272

Ingot metallurgy aluminum-lithium alloys for aircraft
structure p 457 A87.34509

An assessment of the small-crack effect for 2024.T3

aluminum alloy p 457 A87-34668
The effect of thermal treatment on properties of rapidly

solidified AA2024 p 528 A87-36855
Elevated temperature mechanical behavior of P/M

dispersion strengthened AI-Fe-Ni alloys
p 528 A87.36866

Quantitative fractographic examination of aircraft
components tested under a fatigue spectrum loading

p 534 A87-38545
The evaluation of surface treatment for bond durability

p 534 A87-38630
Evaluation of aiuminum-lifhium alloys in compression

stiffened aircraft structures

[AIAA PAPER 87-0758] p 607 A87-39641
Failure analysis of a large wind tunnel compressor

blade p 692 A87-42852
The microstructure and mechanical properties of various

aluminium-lithium alloy product forms for helicopter
structures p 688 A87-43454

Aluminium-lithium alloys --- for aerospace structures
p 781 A87-47938

Low cost manufacture in titanium and aluminium alloys
using the processes of suparplastic forming (SPF) and
diffusion bonding p 788 A87-49637

The preparation and properties of vapor deposited
AI-Cr-Fe alloys p 841 A87-51634

Mechanical properties of rapidly solidified AI-4Be
p 842 A87-52658

Development of fine-grained 7075-0 sheet for aircraft
taper-rolled stringer p 842 A87-52661

The effect of composition and heat treatment upon
microstructure/property relationships in AI-Li-Cu-Mg

alloys p 842 A87-52673
The effect of prestrain and of ageing at room temperature

on the mechanical properties of an AI-Li-Cu.Mg alloy
p 842 A87-52683

Residual stresses in 2024.T81 aluminum using caustics

and moire interferometry p 843 A87-53785
Aluminium-lithium alloys for helicopter structures

p 843 A87.53892

Development of aluminium-lithium alloys in the UK
p 843 A87-53893

Dispersion strengthened alloys for aerospace
p 844 A87-53894
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The effects of temperature and loading rate on R-curves

using the CLWL techniques -- crack growth resistance
curve (R curve); crack line wedge load (CLWL)
]BAE-MSM-R-GEN-0544] p 50 N67-10405

Galvanic corrosion between carbon fiber reinforced
plastics and metallic aeronautical materials
[DFVLR-FB.86-t6] p 42 N87-11003

Corrosion and load transfer effects on fatigue of
mechanically fastened joints
lAD-A173802] p 268 N87-16365

Diffusion bonding in the manufacture of aircraft
structure p 324 N87.t7057

Advanced aluminum alloy plate materials for damage
tolerant aimraft structures

[NLR.MP-85076-U] p 379 N87-18660
Short stress corrosion cracks in aluminum alloy

components
[NLR.MPJ_'oO01-U] p 380 N87-18661

Fatigue in aircreft corrosion testing: The first 10 years
[NLR-MP-86(x)g-u] p 380 N87-18662

Evaluation of AI-Li alloys as construction materials for
aircraft applications
[FOA-C-20623-2.5(2,1)] p 380 N87-19508

Patch repair of corroded aircraft skin areas
p 406 N87-20191

Development of powder metallurgy 2XXX series AI alloy
plate and sheet materials for high temperature aircraft
structural applications, FY 1983/1984
[NASA-CR-172521] p 458 N87-20406

Net shape technology in aerospace structures, Volume
1

lAD-At76508] p 406 N87-20957
Net shape technology in aerospace structures. Volume

2. Appendix. Precision Forgings in Aerospace Structures.
Presentations of e workshop held on December 3-5, 1984
in Oxnard, C,alifomia
lAD-A176509] p406 N87-20958

Net shape technclogy in aerospace structures. Volume
3. Appendix. Emerging Net Shape Technologies.
Presentations of a workshop held on March 27-29, 1985
in Santa Barbara, Calitomta
lAD-A176510] p 406 N87-20959

Analytical description of crack resistance curves for
aluminum sheets used in aircraft constructieo

[MBB-UT-133/85] p 700 N87-25604
Sequence effects of high-amplitude loads in the most

severe flights of miniTWlST on fatigue crack growth in

AI-alloy sheet material
[VTH-LR-493] p 791 N87-28052

Processing and properties of atrtramo materials
lAD-A182159] p 792 N87.28065

Diffusion bonding of metals p 852 N87-29646
Elevated temperature aluminum alloys

[NASA.CASE-LAR-13632-1 ] p 846 N87-29650
ALUMINUM BORON COMPOSITES

Aieminum matrix composite structures for fighter
aircraft

[SAWE PAPER 1689] p 527 A87-36277
ALUMINUM OXIDES

Alumina-CoCrAJY material as an improved intermediate
laver fn_ nrArl_l r'_r=mit" n=_.n=th o_al;n_ ;n _._l,,.4.;_

engines p40 A87-12928
Development of high-alumina ceramic materials suitable

for making jet engine fixtures p 120 A87-13092
Erosion study of AM355 and AI203 ceramics

lAD-A178882] p 530 N87-22858
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE

The use of a numerical filter to correct airborne
temperature measurements for the effects of sensor lag

p 589 A87-42184
AMPHIBIOUS AIRCRAFT

The amphibian technology test vehicle - Summary and
results p 91 A87-13992

Amphibians - Toe in the water again, or big new
splash? p 361 A87-30007

Saastar - Glass, plastic, and tradition
p 656 A87-45648

AMPHIBIOUS VEHICLES

The AV-8B goes aboard - TACAIR operations from the
LHD 1

[SAE PAPER 861632] p 339 A87-29639
AMPLITUDE MODULATION

Supplemental data transmission in AM radio

broadcasting p 425 A87-33332
AMPLITUDES

Finite amplitude waves in ramjet combustors
[AIAA PAPER 87-0221 ] p 304 A87-24940

ANALOG DATA

Research and development of aircraft control actuation
systems
lAD-A177491] p 522 N67.21958

ANALOG SIMULATION

Development of a digital/analogue electronic flight
instrumontatien system (EFIS] simulation

p 451 A87-31545

ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTERS

Flight test airborne data p_ooassing system
p 498 A87-37401

ANALYSIS (MATHEMATICS)
Numerical-analytical calculation of aircraft control

systems p 311 A87-25521
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

Structure of the time variability of the meteorological
visibility range at Tolmachevo Airport

p 329 A87-25258
ANECHOIC CHAMBERS

Sources and observers in motion. IV - Acoustic

mcas_ements on aerofoils moving in a circle at high
speed p 59 A87-12996

A comparison of the acoustic and aerodynamic
measurements of a model rotor tested in two anechoic

wind tunnels p 683 A87-43425
A comparison of the acoustic and aerodynamic

measurements of a model rotor tested in two anechoic
wind tunnels
[NASA-TM-88364] p 230 N87-15178

ANGLE OF ATTACK
Numerical simulation of wsoous supersonic flow over

a generic fighter configuration p6 A87-11509
Non-linear stability analysis of aircraft at high angles

of attack p 36 A87-12082
A split canard configuration for improved control at high

angles of attack p 67 A87-13643
Experimental investigation of vortex flow over

double-delta wing at high alpha p 67 A87-13652

Application of regression analysis to coupled responses
at high angles of attack p 113 A87-16185

Bolt.on STOL kit -.. for shorter takeoff by attitude
controlling struts in landing gear of fighters

p 160 A87-16927
Validation of a fighter aircraft simulation using high

angle-of-attack flight test data
[AIAA PAPER 86-2681] p 164 A87-17921

The stability of the boundary layer on an ellipsoid at
angle of attack
[AIAA PAPER 86-1045] p 215 A87-21528

A computational analysis of flow separation over five
different airfoil geometries at high angles-of-attack
]AIAA PAPER 87-0188] p 220 A87-22472

Rain effects at low Reynolds number
[AIAA PAPER 87-0258] p 221 A87-22517

The role of flow visualization in the study of

high-angle-of-attack aerodynamics p 266 A87-22928
Low aspect ratio wings at high angles of attack

p 228 A87-22929
Numerical simulation by TVD schemes of complex shock

reflections from airfoils at high angle of attack --- Total

Variation Diminishing
[AtAA PAPER 87-0350] p 282 A87-24953

Visualization and registration of unsteady phenomena
in transonic flows p 286 A87-25293

Reflections regarding recent rotary rig results
p 375 A87-28070

Calculation of aerodynamic heat transfer on blunt.nosed

thin wings at angles of attack p 343 A87-28338
A computational method for free time optimal control

aircraft-like projectile p 372 A87-29677

Force coefficients for a NACA-0015 airfoil undergoing
constant pitch rate motions p 347 A87-31195

Experimental investigations of separated flow around
high-angle.of-attack slender bodies p 408 A87-32353

Forebody vortex management for yaw control at high
angles of attack p 447 A87-34508

Muitiaxis aircraft control power from thrust vectoring at

high angles of attack
[AIAA PAPER 86.1779] p 595 A87-40272

Optimum flap schedules and minimum drag envelopes
for combat aircraft p 556 A87-41635

Slender delta wing at high angles of attack - A flow
visualization study
[AIAA PAPER 87-1230] p 562 A87-42327

Separation control over an airfoil at high angles of attack
by sound emanating from the surface
[AIAA PAPER 87.1261] p 564 A87-42351

Computation of flow around an NACA0012 airfoil at high
angle of attack
[AI/U L,PAPER 87-1425] p 568 A87-42448

Robust nonlinear control for high angle of attack flight
[AIAA PAPER 87-0346] p 597 A87-42649

Experimental determination of position of vortex core
at higher angle of attack in transonic-suparsonic flow

p 717 A87-47673

High angle of attack subsonic non-linear vortex flow
calculations
[AIAA PAPER 87-2275] p 722 A87-49057

The control of vortical flow ona delta wing at high angles
of attack

[AIAA PAPER 87-2278] p 723 A87-49060

ANGLE OF ATrACK

High.angle-of-attack stability and control improvements
for the EA-6B Prowler
[AIAA PAPER 67-2361 ] p767 A87-49078

Investigat_, of wall intederence at high angle of attack
in a low speed wind tunnel with slotted wall
[AIAA PAPER 87-2611] p 778 A87-49110

A new analytical approach to vortex breakdown
investigation
[AIAA PAPER 87-2495] p 728 A87-49604

Exploratory studies of actuated forebody strakes for yaw
control at high angles of attack
[AIAA PAPER 87-2557] p 768 A87-49607

Validation of aerodynamic parameters at high angles
of attack for RAE high incidence research models
[AIAA PAPER 67-2558] p 729 A87.49608

Use of the updated NASA Langley radio-controlled
drop-model technique for high-alpha studies of the X-29A
configuration
[AIAA PAPER 67-2559] p 768 A87-49609

An experimental study to determine the flow and the
subsonic static and dynamic stability characteristics of
aircraft operating at high angles-of-attack
[AIAA PAPER 67-2560] p 768 A87-49610

Partitioning of flight data for aerodynamic modeling of
aircraft at high angles of attack
[AIAA PAPER 67.2621] p 750 A87-49621

Estimation of the aerodynamic coefficients of the Navion
aircraft at high angles of attack and sideslip
[AIAA PAPER 87-2622] p 769 A87-49622

Navier-Stokes computations of prolate spheroids at
angle of attack
[AIAA PAPER 87-2627] p 729 A87-49626

A three-dimensional boundary layer on blunt bodies with
a porous surface at angles of attack and sideslip

p 803 A87.51007

A technique of holographic visualization to flow fields
of a model with variable angles of attack

p 806 A87.52306
Rain effects at low Reynolds number

p 808 A87-52884

On the feasibility of low-speed aircraft maneuvers
involving extreme angles of attack p 835 A87-54140

Application of bifurCation and catastrophe theodes to
near stall flight mechanics
lAD-A167697] p 13 N87.10046

Low speed rotary aerodynamics of F-18 configuration
for 0 deg to 90 deg angle of attack: Test results and
analysis
[NASA-CR-3608] p 15 N87-10836

Rotary betance date and analysis for the X-29A airplane
for an angle-of-attack range of 0 deg to 90 deg
[NASA-CR-3747] p 15 N87.10837

The effect of a wingiot on the spatial vortex of a slender
body at high angle of attack
lAD-A169925] p 65 N87-12533

Mach 6 experimental end theoretical stability and

performance of a finned cylindrical body at angles of attack
up to 65 deg
[HASA-TM-89050] p 76 N87-12638

Cruise noise of counterrotation propeller at angle of

[NASA-TM-88869] p 139 N87-13252
Theoretical and experimental investigations of flow

vector measurements with angle-of-attack and sideslip
sensors on DFVLR meteorological research aircraft
[ESA-TT-976] p 177 N87.14327

Aerodynamic characteristics of two-dimansienal wing

configurations at angles of attack near .90 deg
[NASA-TM-88373] p 231 N87-15182

Optimal turning at high angle of attack of supersonic
and hypersonic vehicles p 300 N87-16814

The influence of a 90 deg sting support on the
aerodynamic coefficients of the investigated aircraft
model
[F+W-FO-1839] p 294 N87-17684

A rational approach to lifting surface theory with
application to large angles of attack

p 414 N87-20196
Static aeroelastic effects on the flutter of a subercritical

wing
[NASA-TM.89132] p 540 N87-22270

Investigation of periodic pitching through tile static stall
angle of attack
lAD-A179512] p 493 N87.22623

Dynamic stall calculations using a Nsvier-Stokes
solver
[AD-A178566] p 523 N87-22688

Evaluation of the angle of attack limitar of the F-16 C/D
aircraft
lAD-A177941] p 585 N87-23612

High-angle-of-attack pneumatic lag and upwesh
corrections for a hemispherical flow direction sensor
[NASA-TM.86790] p 590 N87-23616

Utilization of simulation to support F-14A low altitude
high angle of attack flight testing p 600 N87.23649
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ANGLES (GEOMETRY)

On the nonlinear aerodynamic and stability

characteristics of a generic chine-forebody slender-wing

fighter configuration

INASA-TM-89447] p 643 N87-25305

Subsonic longitudinal and lateral-directional

characteristics of a forward-swept-wing fighter

configuration at angles of attack up to 47 deg

[NASA-TP-2727] p 732 N87-26874

Experimental study of wing-in-ground effects in the AFIT

5-foot wind tunnel

[AD-At82570] p 735 N87-27638

High angle of attack position sensing for the

Southampton University magnetic suspension and balance

system

[NASA-CR-178358] p 780 N87-27681

Qualitative evaluation of a flush air data system at

transonic speeds and high angles of attack

[NASA-TP-2716] p 827 N87-29497

ANGLES (GEOMETRY)

Recursive attitude determination from vector

observations Euler angle estimation p 444 A87-32228

ANGULAR ACCELERATION

Motion software for a research flight simulator

p 704 A87-44713

ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION

The MLS angle receiver p 820 A87-51231

ANGULAR VELOCITY

The effect of the rotation frequency on the efficiency

of a centrifugal screw pump under steady and unsteady

conditions p 262 A87-20385

Development of fuel pump-motor rotational speed

control system p 598 A87-39417

Assessment of rotor critical speeds - A note

p 608 A87-39935

The influence of the induced velocity distribution and

the flapping-lagging coupling on the derivatives of the rotor

and the stability of the helicopter p 679 A87-43436

Motion characteristics of the UTIAS flight research

simulator motion-base

[UTIAS-TN-281) p 119 N87-11802

ANISOTROPIC MEDIA

Determination of the structural properties of helicopter

rotor blades by theoretical and experimental methods

p 653 A87-43450

ANNULAR DUCTS

An experimental investigation of shock waves and

turbulent boundary layer interactions in a supersonic

flowfield through an annular duct p 790 N87-27931

Turbofan aft duct suppressor study. Contractor's data

report of mode probe signal data

[NASA-CR-175067) p 834 N87-29538

Turbofan aft duct suppressor study

[NASA-CR-175067] p 834 N87-29539

ANNULAR FLOW

Effect of two endwall contours on the performance of

an annular nozzle cascade p 71 A87-14119

Experimental investigations of the circular wall jet on a

circulation control airfoil

]AIAA PAPER 87-0155] p 219 A87-22448

Mathematical model for calculating the atomization of

a liquid jet by an annular gas stream

p 693 A87-43610

Computational fluid dynamic studies of certain ducted

bluff-body flowfields relevant to turbojet combustors.

Volume 1 : Time-dependent calculations with the k-epsilon

turbulence model for an existing centerbody combustor

[AD-A171434] p 131 N87-12816

Measurement of the three-dimensional aerodynamics of

an annular cascade airfoil row p 290 N87-16788

Unsteady aerodynamic measurements in flutter

research p 572 N87-24405

ANNULAR NOZZLES

An experimental investigation of compressible

three-dimensional boundary layer flow in annular

diffusers

[AIAA PAPER 87-0366] p 282 A87-24954

NO(x) reduction and combustion phenomena in the

multi-annular gas turbine swirl burner

[AIAA PAPER 87-2036] p 671 A87-45370

Free jet feasibility study of a thermal acoustic shield

concept for AST/VCE application: Dual stream nozzles

[NASA-CR-3867] p 59 N87-10752

Free-jet acoustic investigation of high-radius-ratio

coannular plug nozzles

[NASA-CR-3818] p 59 N87-10753

Free.jet investigation of mechanically suppressed, high

radius ratio coannular plug model nozzles

[ NASA-CR-3596] p 860 N87-29315

ANNUM

A novel form of damper for turbo-machinery

p 539 N87-22216

ANODIC COATINGS

The evaluation of surface treatment for bond durability

p 534 A87-38630

ANTENNA ARRAYS

Spatial decoupling between antennas on large bodies

p 382 A87-29167

Phased arrays for airborne ECM - The rest of the

story p 355 A87-30118

Phased arrays for microwave landing systems

p 356 A87-30121

New concepts concerning ILS siting

p 497 A87-35558

An airborne telemetry relay system for the Gulf Range

p 498 A87-37415

Conformal microstrip slot antenna and antenna array

lAD-A174370] p 268 N87-16213

Basic parameters of antennas for aircraft, satellites and

missiles p 613 N87-23860

A conformal aircraft phased array antenna for

airplane-satellite communication in the L band

[DFVLR-FB-86-47] p 701 N87-26259

Results of numerical and physical modelling of airborne

adcock arrays for VHF DF (Direction Finding)

applications

[AD-P005423] p 790 N87-27851

ANTENNA DESIGN

Features of antenna aperture synthesis for an arbitrary

flight-vehicle trajectory p 158 A87-17586

Antenna sqitability for aircraft installation

p 381 A87-28538

Conformal microstrip communication antenna

p 697 A87-45689

Radiation resistance of thin antennas of arbitrary

elevation and configuration over perfectly conducting

ground p 848 A87-52189

Radiation resistance of thin antennas of arbitrary

elevation and configuration over perfectly conducting

ground

[AD-A170945] p 267 N87-15397

EHF multifunetion phased array antenna

p 388 N87-18752

Microwave Antennas for Avionics

[AGARD-LS-151] p 813 N87-23859

Aircraft radar antennas p 613 N87-23861

Aircraft antennas/conformal antennas missile

antennas p 613 N87-23862

Millimeter wave antennas for avionics

p 613 N87-23864

Analysis of airborne antenna systems using geometrical

theory of diffraction and moment method computer

codes

[NASA-CR-181248] p 790 N87-27869

Simulation and analysis of airborne antenna radiation

patterns

[NASA-CR-181250] p 790 N87-27870

ANTENNA FEEDS

Conformal microstrip slot antenna and antenna array

[AD-A174370] p 268 N87-16213

EHF multifunction phased array antenna

p 388 N87-18752

ANTENNA RADIATION PAl-TERNS

The annular aperture antenna with a hemispherical

center conductor extension p 461 A87-32022

Radiation resistance of thin antennas of arbitrary

elevation and configuration over perfectly conducting

ground p 848 A87-52189

Monopole element at the center of a circular

groundplane of arbitrary radius. Volume 2: Appendices

[AD-A171228] p 200 N87-13616

Compact antenna range analysis

[AD-A171556] p 200 N87-13621

Basic parameters of antennas for aircraft, satellites and

missiles p 613 N87-23860

Aircraft radar antennas p 613 N87-2386t

Millimeter wave antennas for avionics

p 813 N87-23864

Results of numerical and physical modelling of airborne

adcock arrays for VHF DF (Direction Finding)

applications

lAD-P005423] p 790 N87-27851

Simulation and analysis of airborne antenna radiation

patterns

[NASA-CR-181250] p 790 N87-27870

ANTENNAS

ICNIA (Integrated Communications Navigation

Identification Avionics) HF transmitter system preliminary

study

lAD-At73013] p 303 N87-16823

Heliport critical area flight test results

[AD-A183153] p 823 N87-29487

Test plan for helicopter GPS (Global Positioning System)

applications

lAD-A183299] p 823 N87-29488

ANTHROPOMETRY

The derivation of low profile and variable cockpit

geometries to achieve 1st to 99th percentile

accommodation

[AD-A173454] p 295 N87-17687

SUBJECT INDEX

ANTIFRICTION BEARINGS

Selection of rolling-element bearing steels for long-life

application

[NASA-TM-88881] p 129 N87-11993

ANTIIClNG ADDITIVES

Evaluation of capillary reinforced composites for

anti-icing

[AIAA PAPER 87-0023] p 297 A87-24904

State-of-the-art of ground aircraft deicing technology

[SAE PAPER 861656J p 452 A87-32590

ANTIMISTING FUELS

Antimisting kerosene: Evaluation of low temperature

performance

[DOT/FAA/CT-85/31J p 122 N87-11902

Evaluation of FM-9 antimisting kerosene variants

[NASA-CR-180015] p 196 N87-13566

Laboratory characterization tests for antimisting fuel

[DOT/FAA/CT-86/23] p 530 N87-22864

Antimisting Fuel (AMK) flight degrader development and

aircraft fuel system investigation

[DOT/FAA/CT-86/8] p 606 N87-23816

Antimisting kerosene JT3 engine fuel system integration

study

[NASA-CR-4033] p 607 N87-24577

Laboratory characterization tests for antimisting fuel

[AD-A182196] p 785 N87-27818

ANTIOXIDANTS

Data evaluation and technique development for analysis

of JP-5 fuels

[DE87-002025] p 380 N87-19534

ANTISUBMARINE WARFARE

LAMPS MK Ill - A 'New Look' success story --- reliability

engineering of ship/helicopter system for antisubmarine

warfare p 102 A87-15415

Mission avionics for the SR-60F CV HELD

p 434 A87-31467

A Hardware and Software Integration Facility (HSIF) for

SH-60F CV-Helo p 451 A87-31478

Staying ahead in maritime patrol

[SAWE PAPER 1738] p 506 A87-36302

Validation of the ARL (Aeronautical Research

Laboratories) mathematical model of the Sea King Mk 50

helicopter

[AD-A181314| p 752 N87-26901

APPLICATIONS PROGRAMS (COMPUTERS)

CSA/NASTRAN - A general purpose program for

structural analysis p 56 A87-10879

A pack of applied programs for aerohydrodynamics

GAMMA --- Russian book p 206 A87-17735

Design of a takeoff performance monitoring system

p 103 N87-11787

Airport pavement load analysis

[DOT/FAA/PM-86/36] p 258 N87-15981

Evaluation of reliability modeling tools for advanced fault

tolerant systems

[NASA-CR-178067] p 271 N87-16559

Calculation of sidewall boundary-layer parameters from

rake measurements for the Langley 0.3-meter transonic

cryogenic tunnel

[NASA-CR-178241] p 292 N87-16807

Digital program for calculating static pressure position

error

[NASA-TM-86726] p 301 N87-16821

Failure detection and identification for a reconfigurable

flight control system p 373 N87-18529

Traffic scenario generation technique for piloted

simulation studies

[NASA-TM-86397] p 421 N87-20254

Analysis of two-dimensional multi-component airfoils in

viscous flows

[NAL-TM-AE-8701] p 491 N87-21863

Nonplanar vortex lattice method for analysis of complex

multiple lifting surfaces

[NAL-TM-AE-8606) p 491 N87-21866

A numerical study of the 3D flowfield in a transonic

compressor rotor with a modelling ol the tip clearance

flow p 518 N87-21945

Comparison between inverse designed (PVD) airfoils

and standard series airfoils for high loaded axial turbine

nozzle application p 518 N87-21951

Use of a liquid-crystal, heater-element composite for

quantitative, high-resolution heat transfer coefficients on

a turbine airfoil, including turbulence and surface

roughness effects

[NASA-TM-87355] p 538 N87-22181

Results of the integration of a transonic full-potential

analysis program with a free-wake lifting-line program for

hovering rotors

[NASA-TM-89494] p 493 N87-22631

The 2GCHAS: A high productivity software development

environment p 548 N87-23162

Interpretation in terms of the response of a one

degree-of-freedom oscillator to two successive

disturbances p 585 N87-23610
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Improvements to the lastex flutter analysis computer
code
[NASA-CR-181072] p 598 N87-24483

Development and application of unified algorithms for
problems in computational science p 705 N87-26006

Design applications for supercomputers
p 706 N87-26010

Computational fluid dynamics research at the United
Technologies Research Center requiring
supercomputers p 701 N87-26011

Implementation and validation of a wake model for
vortex-surface interactions in low speed forward flight
[NASA-CR°180623] p 779 N87-26923

3-D inelastic analysis methods for hot section
components. Volume 2: Advanced special functions
models
[NASA-CR°179517] p 790 N87-27267

Parachute systems technology: Fundamentals,
concepts, and applications. Advanced parachute des_Jn
[DE87-011634] p 814 N87-29415

Application of a panel method to wake-vortex/wing
interaction and comparison with experimental data
[NASA-TM-88337] p 917 N87-29461

Cost characteristics of tilt-rotor, conventional air and high
speed rail short-haul intercity passenger sen_ice
[NASA-CR-181421] p 928 N87-29501

Some proposed enhancements to 1he NASA Langley
13-inch magnetic suspension and balance system
[NASA-CR-181152] p839 N87-29543

APPROACH

Laser remote sensing procedures provide an aid to
aviation during the approach for landing

p 19 A87-11370

Comparison of in-flight and ground-based simulator
derived flying qualities and pilot performance for approach
and landing tasks
[AIAA. PAPER 87.2290} p 768 A87-49583

Guidance law simulation studies for complex approaches
using the Microwave Landing System (MLS)
[NASA-CR-178182] p 87 N87-12552

Simulator design and instructional features for carrier
landing: A field transfer study
fAD-A169962] p 119 N87-12573

A proposed single criterion for IFR (Instrument Flight
Rules) approaches to converging runways
fAD-A171844} p 237 N67-15953

MLS: Its technical features and operational capabilities
p 501 N87-21892

The ground effects of a powered-lift STOL aircraft during
landing approach p 586 N87-24421

Heliport visual approach surface testing test plan
fAD-A179997] p 650 N87-25312
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program
[AD-A175596] p 477 N87-20799

AUDITORY DEFECTS

Cabin noise levels in single engine general aviation
aircraft p 428 A87-33073

AUDITORY PERCEPTION

Development of simulated directional audio for cockpit
applications
lAD-A175350] p 391 N87-19570

AUDITORY SIGNALS

Auditory warnings on the BAC 1-11 and the Boeing 747.
An application of the guidelines of CAA Paper 82017
[CAA-PAPER-85004] p 156 N87-14303

Development of simulated directional audio for cockpit
applications

[AD-A175350] p 391 N87.19570

AUTOMATIC CONTROL

AUGMENTATION

Optimal cooperative control synthesis of active
displays

[NASA-CR-4058] p 705 N87-25807
To enhance the capability and increase the productivity

of a group working on critical problems of high speed fluid
mechanics - both experimentally and through numerical
calculations

[AD-A182559] p 791 N87-27970
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS

The effect of protective coatings on the high-temperature
fatigue of heat-resistant alloys p195 A87-17465

AUSTRALIA

Spin-tunnel investigation of a 1/15.scale model of an
Australian trainer airplane

[NASA-TM-89049] p 418 N87-20240
AUTOCLAVES

Age forming aluminum in an autoclave

p 848 A87-52678
AUTOGYROS

Spanish contribution to rotorcraft development -
Homage to de la Cierva p 623 A87-43426

AUTOMATED EN ROUTE ATC

Sensitivity studies of 4D descent strategies in an
advanced metering environment p 88 A87-13361

Air traffic controller aids for planning of arrival traffic -
An AI approach

[AIAA PAPER 87-2526] p 741 A87-50529
AUTOMATED PILOT ADVISORY SYSTEM

Automated aircraft navigation --- Russian book
p 158 A87-17702

An avionic Caution and Advisory Display Panel
p 435 A87-31471

Windshear detecticn/alerf and guidance cockpit
displays - A pilot's perspective p 420 A87-31489

A piloted simulator evaluation of a ground-based 4D
descent advisor algorithm

[AIAA PAPER 87-2522] p 715 A87-50525
AUTOMATIC CONTROL

Reconnaissance interface - The near real time is now

p 29 A87-10950
Automated functions for air traffic control systems

p 21 A87-12687
Decoupling control synthesis for an oblique-wing

aircraft p 108 A87-13342
Automatic variable reefing of parachutes by application

of inflation forces

[AIAA PAPER 86-2434] p 79 A87-13784
Safety of flight issues for an automatic trajectory control

system p 186 A87.16761
Investigation of an automatic trim algorithm for

restructurable aircraft control p 186 A87°16767
Automated aircraft navigation --. Russian book

p 158 A87-17702
An investigation of single-piloted advanced cockpit and

control configurations for nap-of-the-earth helicopter
combat mission tasks p 193 A87-19253

A modular flight control and navigation system for the
next generation of Army aviation p 181 A87-19282

SHADOW --. experimental helicopter based on S-76A
p 152 A87-19284

Control operations in advanced aerospace systems

p 4/4 ,_._/-_Z11/
On-boerd system for the automatic control of balloon

altitude p 436 A87.32484
Aircraft servo°aeroelesticity stability

p 594 A87-39410
Design of CCV flight control system of STOL flying

boat p 680 A87-45097
The siting, installation and operational suitability of the

Automated Weather Observing System (AWOS) at
heliports

[DOT/FAA/PM-86/30] p 133 N87-13099
Automatic braking system modification for the Advanced

Transport Operating Systems (ATOPS) Transportation
Systems Research Vehicle (TSRV)

[NASA-CR-178155] p 191 N87-13446
Air traffic control: FAA's (Federal Aviation

Administration's) advanced automation system acquisition
strategy is dsky
[PB86-231743] p 237 N87-15200

The operational suitability of the Automated Weather
Observing System (AWOS) at heliports
[DOT/FAA/PM.86/52] p 393 N87-18945

A simulation evaluation of a pilot interface with an
automatic terminal approach system
[NASA-TP.2669] p 366 N87-19393

Rotary-wing aircraft terrain-following/terrain.avbidance
system development
[NASA-TM-88323] p 426 N87.20982

Airplane automatic control force trimming device for
asymmetric engine failures
[ NASA-CASE-LAR-13280-1] p449 N87°20999

State constraints for predictive control with air vehicle
application

[AD-A176205] p 450 N87-21002
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AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL

Efficient conduct of individual flights and air traffic or

optimum utilization of modern technology for the overall

benefit of civil and military airspace users

[AGARD-AR-236] p 582 N87-23608

Validation of the ARL (Aeronautical Research

Laboratories) mathematical model of the Sea King Mk 50

helicopter

IAD-A161314J p 752. N87-26901

Systems Testbed for Avionic Research (STAR)

automation concept development

lAD-A180658] p 757 N87-26907

A computational procedure for automated flutter

analysis

[NASA-TM-100171J p 791 N87-28058

Automation at the man-machine interface

p 855 N87-29504

AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL

A320 - Fly-by-wire airliner p 96 A87-16394

AFTI/F-16 program - Phase II overview automated

maneuvering attack system p 187 A87-16780

Handling qualities evaluation of the ADOCS primary flight

control system p 191 A87-19257

Sensitivity analysis of automatic flight control systems

using singular-value concepts p 310 A87-23978

ADAM - An aeroservoelastic analysis method for analog

or digital systems p 310 A87-24034

A decentralized approach to integrated flight control

synthesis p 372 A87-29249

The optimization of longitudinal aircraft motion control

during take-off p 373 A87-30407

Some views on the use of Ads for digital flight control

systems p 472 A87-31508

Evaluation of data busses for flight critical control

applications p 473 A87-31542

Flight testing of flight control and navigation equipment

--- Russian book p 497 A87-36588

Aircraft automatic flight control system with model

inversion p 596 A87-40863

Piloted simulation study of the effects of an automated

trim system on flight characteristics of a light twin-engine

airplane with one engine inoperative

[NASA-TP-26331 p 16 N87-10843

Potential impacts of advanced technologies on the ATC

capacity of high-density terminal areas

[NASA-CR-4024] p 22 N87-10854

Efficiency of various control surfaces in steady and

unsteady flow

[SNIAS-861-t11-1011 p 37 N87-10872

Aircraft automatic-flight-control system with inversion of

the model in the feed-forward path using a

Newton-Raphsen technique for the inversion

[NASA-TM-882091 p 116 N87-11796

Design and evaluation of dynamic flight test

maneuvers

[ETN-87-99085] p 364 N87-19389

An evaluation of the TSIM control systems computer

package

[BU-336] p 375 N87-19406

Design criteria for multi-loop flight control systems

p 522 N87-21901

Integrated restrueturable flight control system

demonstration results

[NASA-CR-1783051 p 524 N87-22692

A rotorcraft flight/propulsion control integration study

[NASA-CR-1795741 p 587 N87-24457

Automatic systems and the low-level wind hazard

p 681 N87-25279

Accident investigation p 647 N87-25285

AUTOMATIC LANDING CONTROL

Flying qualities of pitch range command�attitude hold

control systems for landing p 188 A87-17753

Flight evaluation of augmented controls for approach

and landing of powered-lift aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 85-19441 p 188 A87-17755

Integrating pitch and power control

p 765 A87-48276

Flight test of a digital controller used in a helicopter

autoland system p 835 A87-53079

Helicopter MLS Flight Inspection Project

[OOT/FAA/CT-86/14] p 2 N87-10002

Automatic braking system modification for the Advanced

Transport Operating Systems (ATOPS) Transportation

Systems Research Vehicle (TSRV)

[NASA-CR-178155] p 191 N87-13448

Investigation on MLS approach path interception and

transition techniques. Part 2: Flight simulator

investigation

[NLR-TR-85097-U-PT-2] p 357 N87-18560

MLS: Its technical features and operational capabilities "_

p 501 N87-21892

A time-based concept for terminal-area traffic

management p 501 N87-21895

Philosophy of applying automation to air traffic control

p 501 N87-21896

Computer assisted arrival sequencing and scheduling

with the COMPAS system p 502 N87-21897
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Next generation of control techniques in advanced

TMA p 502 N87-21898

A combined stochastic feedforward and feedback

control design methodology with application to autoland

design

[NASA-CR-4078] p 705 N87-25806

AUTOMATIC PILOTS

Modeling, design, and analysis of a discrete autopilot

and the air vehicle it controls p 253 A87-23078

A modal control procedure for multiloop digital design

p 474 A87-32450

Analytical determination of the optimal parameters of

automatic pilots p 596 A87-42139

The electronic copilot - A look at the future of cockpit

automation p 755 A87-47869

Terminal guidance with low update rates

[AIAA PAPER 87-2592] p 774 A87-50555

A simulation evaluation of a pilot interface with an

automatic terminal approach system

[NASA-TP-2669] p 366 N87-19393

The effects of display and autopilot functions on pilot

workload for Single Pilot Instrument Flight Rule (SPIFR)

operations

[NASA-CR-40731 p 512 N87-2192f

NASA B737 flight test results of the total energy control

system

_NASA-CR-1782851 p 775 N87-26918

Flight evaluation of the UH-60A helicopter with the pitch

bias actuator centered and electrically disconnected

lAD-A183954] p 827 N87-29495

AUTOMATIC TEST EQUIPMENT

RFC automated inspection overview --- eddy current and

ultrasonic testing of gas turbine engine parts

p 45 A87-10730

Technical diagnosis by automated reasoning

p 57 A87-12217

How to maintain a consistent quality in your bonding

process? p 48 A87-12656

Automated infrared inspection of jet engine turbine

blades p 125 A87-f3719

Sensor-based fault diagnosis in a flight expert system

p 177 A87-16681

Automatic fringe analysis in double exposure and live

fringe holographic interferometry p 261 A87-19810

An automatic test system for a fighter aircraft

p 314 A87-25870

A computer controlled vibratory fatigue test rig with

programmed loading for blading p 315 A87-27490

Adjustment diagnostics and fault isolation for calibration

test of jet engine contro!s p459 A87-31526

A system of problems in the design of computer-aided

processes for the ground testing of aviation equipment

p 451 A87-31724

AUTOTESTCON '86; Proceedings of the International

Automatic Testing Conference, San Antonio, TX, Sept.

8-1f, 1986 p 546 A87-3865t

HITS DATPG implementation techniques --- Digital

Automatic Test Program Generator p 546 A87-38653

AFTA - A plafform to expert systems in ATE --- Avionics

Fault Tree Analyzer p 483 A87-38656

Feedback from the front - User contributions to B-52

Avionics ATE p 546 A87-38657

AI-based diagnostic testing on ATE

p 546 A87-38661

Artificial Intelligence as applied to advanced ATE

p 547 A87-38668

The Air Force Organic MATE Operations Center - Status

and plans --- Modular Automatic Test Equipment

p 547 A87-38679

Engineering and application of the control interface

intermediate language imposed by MATE

p 547 A87-38660

Optimization of systems for the automatic testing of

aircraft engines according to cost criteria

p 664 A87-43621

AUTOMATIC TRAFFIC ADVISORY AND RESOLUTION

Evaluating proposed architectures for the FAA's

Advanced Automation System p 395 A87-30271

The consequences of accurate bearing resolution on

the TCAS Limited implementation Program

p 436 A87-31549

Traffic alert and collision avoidance system (TCAS)

surveillance performance in helicopters

[DOT/FAA/PM-85/29] p 503 N87-21905

AUTOMATION

Project management support p 61 A87-11805

FANS - A U.S. perspective p 20 A87-11807

Automatically woven three-directional composite

structures p 48 A87-11843

Automated flexible assembly of aerospace structures

p 63 A87-13063

Automated assembly-trends, concepts and

requirements p 63 A87-13105

Cost drivers and design methodology for automated

airframe assembly p 63 A87-13157

SUBJECTINDEX

Automation of support processes for aircraft production

using computers and numerical control --- Russian book

p 64 A87-14687

Development of a maintenance automation system

p 128 A87-15425

CAD/AI applications for automated manufacturing of

composite structures p 205 A87-16779

Pilot's associate demonstration one - A look inside

p 180 A87-16841

Aerial photography: Automation of aerial-photography

processes --- Russian book p 180 A87-17722

Aircrew automated escape systems requirements

formulation, evaluation, test and acceptance

p 294 A87-25836

Market supremacy through engineering automation

p 395 A87-29596

Automating the software development process

p 470 A87-31453

Operation and performance of an integrated helicopter

communication system p 422 A87-31469

Guidance automation for nap-of-the-earth flight

p 423 A87-31485

FAA - An agency beseiged. II - Technology for air

safety p 401 A87-31618

HELIX - A causal model.based diagnostic expert

system p 401 A87-32071

Automated measuring system for ILS

p 425 A87-33331

Toward the factory of the future p 531 A87-35397

Edwards' automated weight and balance system

[SAWE PAPER 1702] p 525 A87-36286

Testing automated ground collision avoidance systems

on the AFTI/F-16 p 660 A87-43375

Design of an automated information.processing

system p 704 A87-44241

The electronic copilot - A look at the future of cockpit

automation p 755 A87-47869

Future impact of manufactuhng technology and

automation in Pratt & Whitney Canada

p 849 A87-53416

Principles of the computer.aided design of aircraft ---

Russian book p 858 A87-53957

AUTOMOBILE ENGINES

Advanced Gas Turbine (ACT) Technology Project

[NASA-CR*179484] p 130 N87-11995

AUTOMOBILE FUELS

Automotive gasoline usage in reciprocating aircraft

engines

[SAE PAPER 871012} p 783 A87-48752

Avgas/autogas comparison: Winter fuels

[DOT/FAA-CT-86/21] p 43 N87-11014

Autogas in general aviation aircraft

[DOT/FAA/CT-87/051 p 606 N87-23815

AUTOMOBILES

Composite structure repairs carried out according to

aeronautical techniques p 405 N87-20185

Activities report of the German-Dutch wind tunnel

[B8677593} p 603 N87-23665

Activities report of the German-Dutch wind tunnel

_$8677594_ p 603 N87-23666

AUTONOMOUS NAVIGATION

Knowledge-based tactical terrain analysis ---

autonomous helioopter systems p 19 A87-f1061

Autonomous navigation system for the new generation

of military helicopters and associated flight tests

p 648 A87-43469

Operating and support hazard analysis for self-contained

navigation system LSl model 6216A, B and C, group B

[AD-A189381] p 22 N87-10855

F-16 digital terrain system: Concept of operations and

support

[AD.Af77737] p 511 N87-21919

Digital Autonomous Terminal Access Communication

(DATAC) system p 540 N87-22610

AUTOROTATION

On the control of auto-rotational characteristics of light

airplane fuselages

[AIAA PAPER 87-03491 p 253 A87-22574

Dynamic optimization problems with bounded terminal

conditions p 474 A87-31682

Determination of pressure losses in the compressor of

a gas turbine engine in the autorotation mode

p 461 A87-31739

Effect of strakes on the autorotational characteristics

of noncircular cytinders p.410 A87-33241

Autorotatieg wings - A concept that remains vital

p 745 A87-48799

Numerical and experimental study of dynamics of

two-dimensional body

[ISAS-619] p 59 N87-10748

AUXILIARY POWER SOURCES

APU fuel efficiency and affordabitity for commercial

aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 87-19071 p 669 A87-45290



SUBJECT INDEX AVIONICS

AUXILIARY PROPULSION
Starting systems technology II; Proceedings of the

Aerospace Technology Conference and Exposition, Long
Beach, CA, Oct. 13-16, 1986
[SAE SP-678] p 367 A87-29576

Past, present and future of hydraulic APU start
systems
[SAE PAPER 861711] p 368 A87-29577

Fast start APU technology
[SAE PAPER 861712] p 368 A87-29578

Advanced pneumatic start systems for APUs
[SAE PAPER 861713] p 368 A87-29579

Development of a hot gas vane motor for aircraft starting
systems
[SAE PAPER 861714] p 368 A87-29580

Advanced technology payoffs for future small propulsion
systems p 758 A87-47081

AVAILABILITY
Aircraft availability optimization --- tradeoffs in optimal

systems design p 475 A87-35009

New concepts concerning ILS siting
p 497 A87-35558

AVERAGE

Interpolation techniques for the time domain averaging
of vibration data with application to helicopter gearbox
monitoring
[AD-A182572] p 754 N87-27662

Time-averaged aerodynamic loads on the vane sets of
the 40- by 80-foot and 80- by 120-foot wind tunnel
complex
[NASA-TM-89413] p 780 N87-27680

AVIONICS

Military aeronautical satellite communications
p 18 A87-10137

Avionics in the sub-microscopic world
p 48 A87-11800

The evolution of air transport aircraft flight deck
p 30 A87-12688

Selection of media access protocol for distributed digital
avionics p 134 A87-13436

Microelectronics in aircraft systems --- Book
p 101 A87-13469

Navstar Global Positioning Systems Collins user
equipment - An evolutionary assessment

p 85 A87-13533
Combined radar, ECM functions will enhance Lavi

survivability p 101 A87-13912
Avionics systems for future commercial helicopters

p 101 A87-14005
All-digital jets are taking off p 102 A87-14352
A system model, a logic design diagram, and a general

synthesis algorithm for optimal systems of onboard
electrical equipment in computer-aided design

p 96 A87-15214
RADC automated R&M package (RAMP)

p 128 A87-15417
VLSI impact on RAMS strategies in avionics design

p 128 A87-15423
Sizing hybrid packages for optimum reliability

p 128 A87-15433
NAECON t986; Proceedings of the National Aerospace

and Electronics Conference, Dayton. OH. May 19-23,1986.
VOlumes 1, 2, 3, & 4 p 141 A87-16726

Design for testability for future digital avionics systems
p 177 A87-16727

A digital map set for the night attack aircraft
p 177 A87-16729

The high speed interconnect system
p 204 A87-16733

An expert system for the configuration of aircraft modular
VSCF generator systems p 205 A87-16755

A new meaning to 'flying the desk' --- high fidelity cockpit
simulator p 192 A87-16762

The second electronics revolution - The impact potential
of new power electronic technologies on aircraft actuation
systems p 197 A87-16765

lESS - Dynamic test and evaluation facility for integrated
CNI --- Integrated Electromagnetic System Simulator for
Communication, Navigation, and Identification

p 192 A87-16827
Pilot's associate demonstration one - A look inside

p 180 A87-16841
An integrated vehicle management system concept for

military transport p 187 A87-16849
Automated thermal and reliability analysis of avionics

designs
[AIAA PAPER 86-2730] p 180 A87-17948

Interactive design tool for cockpit controls and displays
development
[AIAA PAPER 86-2735] p 181 A87-17953

Energy conversion for long endurance air vehicles
p 184 A87-16117

Management of utility systems in the Experimental
Aircraft Programme p 181 A87-18998

Avionics Maintenance 2010 p 181 A87-19069
A highly reliable LAN protocol p 199 A87-19071

System sensory perception (SSP) p 181 A87-19283

SHADOW --- experimental helicopter based on S-76A
p 182 A87-19284

HH-6O avionics - A progress report
p 182 A87-19285

V-22 avionics methodology and design
p 182 A87-19289

Standard Integration Filter (SIF) state specification and
accuracy projections --- for external navigation aids

p 160 A87-19365
A technique for the objective measurement of MRTD

--- Minumum Resolvable Temperature Difference
p 261 A87-19686

An experimental study of the nearly isothermal operating
conditions of low-temperature heat pipes --. for avionics

p 262 A87-20393
Equivalent line transformations during the design of

electrical networks using the minimum-mass criterion

p 263 A87-20403
Eurofighter avionics o How advanced?

p 246 A87-21175
Avionics systems within a training environment -

Hardware versus software models p 270 A87-23072
The model of the variable speed constant frequency

closad-loop system operating ingenerating state
p 320 A87-24718

F/A-18 Hornet: Reliability development testing - An
update p 299 A87-26035

New technology and its applications to mini-RPVs
p 299 A87-27299

Digital Avionics Systems Conference, 7th, Fort Worth,
TX, Oct. 13-16, 1986, Proceedings p 401 A87-31451

Automating the software development process
p 470 A87-31453

A customer's perspective of integrated CNI avionics
p 434 A87-31459

Universal receiver for ICNIA p434 A87-31460
Helicopter avionics architecture for integrating flight

critical functions p 434 A87-31466
Mission avionics for the SH-60F CV HELD

p 434 A87-31467
An avionic Caution and Advisory Display Panel

p 435 A87-31471
Advanced avionics display processor architecture

p 470 A87-31472
Use of microprocessor elements in simulation of digital

avionic systems p 450 A87-31473
A generic methodology for passive sensor avionics

emulation in man-in-the-loop cockpit simulators
p 450 A87-31474

Avionics system development in a ground based
laboratory environment p 456 A87-31476

Prototype real-time simulation software for the
concurrent multiprocessing environment

p 471 A87-31477
A Hardware and Software Integration Facility (HSIF) for

SH-60F CV-Helo p 451 A87-31478
Digital autonomous terminal access communication

(DATAC) p 471 A87-31479
Global system data bus using the Digital Autonomous

Terminal Access Communication protocol
p 471 A87-31480
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data bus for avionics applications p 471 A87-31481

Simulation model of a high-speed token-passing bus for
avionics applications p 471 A87-31482

Avionics standard communications bus Its
implementation and usage p 472 A87-31483

Flight deck avionics for the MD-11
p 435 A87-31490

A software quality assurance tool for code auditing
p 472 A87-31496

Digital processing for emerging avionics systems
p 472 A87-31497

Testability management for digital avionics
p 459 A87-31500

Measuring instability during avionic design
p 459 A87-31501

Avionics for the small remotely piloted vehicle
p 435 A87-31511

Real-time fault tolerant software in distributed avionics

systems architectures using digital data buses
p 473 A87-31517

Embedded expert systems for avionics applications
p 435 A87-31529

Embedded expert systems for fault detection and
isolation --- in avionics systems p 436 A87-31530

Avionics electromagnetic interference immunity and
environment p 424 A87-31533

Software reliability - Measures and effects in flight critical
digital avionics systems p 473 A87-31537

Fault-free performance validation of avionic
multiprocessors p 473 A87-31538

Problems with failure modes and effects analysis for
digital avionics p460 A87-31539

Digital avionics systems Overview of
FAA/NASA/industry-wide briefing p 401 A87-31543

Development of a digital/analogue electronic flight
instrumentation system (EFIS) simulation

p 451 A87-31545
Modular ICNIA packaging technology

p 436 A87-31546
Rotorcraft avionics tailored for adverse conditions

p 436 A87-31547
System methods for avionics development and

integration p 401 A87-31548
The Boeing 7J7 advanced technology airplane

p 444 A87-321t 8
Research on speech processing for military avionics

p 425 A87-33070
Designing to MIL-STD-2165 - Testability --- of V-22

avionics p 437 A87-33872
Avionics systems integration - There is a better way

p 519 A87-35672
Avionics weight control for the starship and beyond

[SAWE PAPER 1736] p 505 A87-36300
AI/expert systems - A concept for their application in

the maintenance and repair of aircraft systems
[DGLR PAPER 86-117] p 546 A87-36777

Integrated 1553 Data Bus Monitor System

p 499 A87-37417
Data acquisition techniques used for MIL-STD-1553

data _ 533 A87-37428
Ada - From promise to practice? _ 546 A87-37550
AFTA - A platform to expert systems in ATE --- Avionics

Fault Tree Analyzer 3 483 A87-38656
Feedback from the front - User contributions to B-52

Avionics ATE :) 546 A87-38657

AI-based diagnostic testing on ATE
546 A87-38661

Microprocessor based UUT testing in a depot
environment _ 547 A87-38666

Increased avionics cooling capacity for F-15 aircraft
[SAE PAPER 860910] 3 514 A87-38702

A ram air driven air cycle cooling system for avionics
pods
[SAE PAPER 860912] p 514 A87-38704

AI applications and trends in the Aeronautical Systems
Division

[AIAA PAPER 87-1659] p 616 A87-41151
Integrated communications navigation identification

avionics moves into the next generation avionics
p 588 A87-41404

Universal receiver for ICNIA p589 A87-41405
A promising low speed air data system for helicopters

p 661 A87-43437
Standardization and logistic support cost effectiveness

of advanced avionics systems p 661 A87-43468
The Air Force Flight Test Center - Now and the future

p 684 A87-45125
Radar requirements for future avionics systems

662 A87-45879

Integration of engine/aircraft control - 'How far is it
sensible to go' 3 674 A87-46226

Culprits causing avionic equipment failures
662 A87-46727

Equivalent testing temperature --- for SAAB avionics

Cost effective avionics - Customer's views: Experience
with civil aircraft 3 798 A87-48053

Forecasting development and production costs
799 A87-48056

Combat aircraft avionic systems - The next generation
755 A87-48061

Real cost savings through standard interface
hardware 3 755 A87-48062

The impact of new technologies on the life cycle cost
of avionic systems 3 787 A87+48064

Data bus systems 3 787 A87-48066
Integrated avionics system - Impact on costs

p 799 A87.46067
Integrated avionics systems - Where are they headed

[SAE PAPER 871035] p 755 A87-48763
Equipment reliability real and perceived --- environmental

factors affecting avionics MTBF
[SAE PAPER 871038] p 788 A87-48765

H/W and S/W redundancy techniques for 90's rotorcraft
computers p 756 A87-48949

EMC characteristics of grounding networks and
electrical interfaces --- in aircraft p 746 A87-48950

Automated thermal and reliability analysis of avionics
designs p 757 A87-50335

New technological considerations that improve avionic
reliability p 750 A87-50336

Wind shear p 853 A87-51232
Experience with the Onboard Checkout And Monitoring

System (OCAMS) of a military aircraft resulting
improvements and the consequence for future design

p 31 N87-10079
Integrated monitoring systems for tactical aircraft

p 31 N87-10060
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AWACS AIRCRAFT

Operati_j and support hazard analysis for self-contained

navigation system LSI model 6216A, B and C, group B
[AD-A169381] p 22 N87-10855

Low-cost avionics simulation for aircrew training
[AD-A169198] p 34 N87-10865

Future aero-engine control systems, why FADEC? Cost,
desKjn cycle timeecale, reliability, weight and size targets
--- Full Authority Digital Electronic Control (FADEC)
[PNR-90298] p 35 N87-10867

General aviation activity and avionics survey
[AD-A168582] p 65 N87-11686

Systems, avionics and instrumentation of transport
category helicopters
[NLR-MP-85066-U] p 102 N87.11785

Trends in aidiner flight deck design
[NLR-MP-85007-U] p 174 N87-13437

Integrated communication, navigation, and identification
avionics resource allocation
[AD-A170357] p 182 N87-13439

A simulated instrument, serial bus system --- aircraft
instruments
[LM/TR/654/2/2] p 183 N87-14329

Handbook. Volume 1: Validation of digital systems in
avionics and flight control applications
[DOT/FAA/CT-82/115-VOL-1-RE] p 243 N87-15204

Evaluation of alternatives for Army precision landing
system: Ground guidance
[AD-A174093] p 237 N87-15956

ICNIA (Integrated Communications Navigation
Identification Avionics) HF transmitter system preliminary
study
[AD-A173013] p 303 N87-16823

Joint University Program for Air Transportation
Research, 1983
[NASA-CP-2451] p 340 N87-18520

Fault-tolerant system analysis: Imperfect switching and
maintenance
[AD-A176514] p 438 N87-20995

Air Force technical objective document, Flight Dynamics
Laboratory plans for fiscal year 1988
lAD-A176115] p 483 N87-21846

Some experiences in integrating avionic systems on the
civil flight deck p 511 N87-21902

F-16 digital terrain system: Concept of operations and
support
[AD.A177737] p 511 N87-21919

Microprocessor applications in airborne flight test
instrumentation

[AGARD-AG-160-VOL-18] p 511 N87-21920
Joint University Program for Air Transportation

Research, 1984

[NASA--CP-2452] p 483 N87-22604
The assessment and evaluation of combat performance

improvements p 509 N87-22675
Aircraff control position indicator

[NASA-CASE-LAR.12984-1] p 512 N87-22678
Electromagnetic interference (EMI) fault prevention and

self recovery of digital flight control systems ---

helicopters
[MBB-UD-483/86] p 523 N87-22686

Digital control of highly augmented combat rotorcraft
[NASA-TM-88346] p 524 N87-22691

Millimeter wave antennas for avionics

p 613 N87.23864
Wind Shear/Turbulence Inputs to Flight Simulation and

Systems Certification
[NASA-CP-2474] p 625 N87-25267

Avionics systems for future civil helicopters
[MBB-UD-473/86] p 662 N87.26838

Systems Testbed for Avionic Research (STAR)
automation concept development
lAD-A180658] p 757 N87-26907

A flight evaluation of voice interaction as a component
of an integrated helicopter avionics system
[RAE-TM-FS(B)-637] p 829 N87.28547

The flight development of a color oiectronic display
format and monitoring system of helicopter engine and
transmission data
[RAE-TM-FS(B)-638] p 829 N87.28548

Advances in Guidance and Control Systems and

Technology
[AGARD-CP-411] p822 N87-29474

Joint development of the Multi-function Integrated
Inertial Sensor Assembly (MIISA) p 852 N87.29479

Configuration design of a helicopter integrated
navigation system p 823 N87-29480

Navigation systems for the new generation of combat
and transport helicopters and associated flight tests

p 823 N87-29481
AWACS AIRCRAFT

The E-3 Joint Test Force - A unique test organization
p 713 A87-49208

AXIAL COMPRESSION LOADS

Experimental investigation on advanced
compesite-stiffaned structures under uniaxial compression
and bending p 263 A87-20889

AXIAL FLOW
A study on the axially curved mixed-flow vaneiess

diffusers p 47 A87-11481

Stall transients of axial compression systems with inlet
distortion p 279 A87-24010

Tip clearance flows. I - Experimental investigation of
an isolated rotor. II - Study of various models and
comparison with test results p 638 A87-46208

Journal of engineering thermophysics (selected
articles)
[AD.A169452] p 139 N87-13347

SIMPROP: A system for simple aerodynamic analysis

of propellers in axial flow, Description of method and user's
guide
[NLR-TR-84128-U] p 154 N87-14288

Measurements of the unsteady flow field within the stator
row of a transonic axial-flow fan, 1: Measurement and

analysis technique
[NASA-TM-88945] p 290 N87.16789

Design of an axial flow research compressor operating
in the subsonic and transonic ranges
[NAL-TM-PR-8607] p 518 N87-21952

Through flow analysis within axial flow turbomachinery
blade rows

[NAL-PD-PR-8609] p 537 N87-22167
AXIAL FLOW TURBINES

The effect of lower and upper overlaps on the efficiency

of centripetal radial-flow air microturbines with partial
admission p 460 A87.31732

Performance of a high-efficiency redial/axial turbine
[ASME PAPER 86-GT-18] p 514 A87-38467

An experimental investigation of turbine case
treatments
[AI/U_ PAPER 87-19191 p 669 A87-45299

Visualisation of axial turbine tip clearance flow using a
linear cascade

[CUED/A.TURBO/TR-122] p 107 N87-12560
Measurements of the unsteady flow field within the stator

row of a transonic axial-flow fan, Part 2: Results and

discussion
[NASA-TM-88946] p 290 N87-16790

Unsteady flows in a single-stage transonic axial-flow fan
stator row

[NASA-TM-88929] p 292 N87-16805
Application of flow calculation methods to transonic and

supersonic axial turbomachines
[ONERA-RTS-80/7103-EY] p 309 N87-16846

Comparison between inverse designed (PVD) airfoils
and standard series airfoils for high loaded axial turbine
nozzle application p 518 N87-21951

Aeroelasticity in axial-flow turbomachines. Volume 1:
Unsteady turbomachinery aerodynamics
[AGARD-AG-298-VOL-1] p 571 N87-24398

Linearized unsteady aerodynamic theory
p 571 N87-24399

Stall flutter p 598 N87-24404
AXIAL LOADS

A higher order beam element for vibration of beams
with discontinuities p 46 A87-10898

AXISYMMETRIC BODIES

Body of revolution comparisons for axial- and
surface-singularity distributions p 4 A87-10525

Method of meridional sections in problems involving a
three-dimensional boundary layer p 4 A87-10609

Particle trajectory computer program for icing analysis
of axisymmetric bodies - A progress report
[AIAA PAPER 87-O027] p 234 A87-22366

A study of supersonic three-dimensional flow past
pointed axisymmetric bodies p 286 A87-25232

Static internal performance of single.expansion-ramp
nozzles with thrust-vectoring capability up to 60 deg
[NASA-TP-2364] p 15 N87-10839

Application of viscous-inviecid interaction methods to
transonic turbulent flows

[NASA-CR-179900] p 75 N87-11700
Effects of empennage surface location on aerodynamic

characteristics of a twin-engine afferbody model with
nonaxisymmetric nozzles
[NASA-TP-2392] p 302 N87-17693

Effect of a tral_:lebetween boattail angle and wedge size

on the performance of a nonaxisymmatric wedge nozzle
[NASA-TP.2717] p 570 N87-23593

Analysis and design of airfoils and axisymmetric bodies
in transonic nonuniform flow p 811 N87-28509

Program LRCDM2: Improved aerodynamic prediction
program for supersonic canard-tail missiles with
axisymmetric bodies
[NASA-CR-3883] p 813 N87-28525

AXlSYMMETRIC FLOW

A split-matrix method for the integration of the
quasi-conservative Eular-equations p7 A87-11544

A method for calculation of flow process in an

axisymmetdc straight.wall annular diffuser
p 289 A87-27479

Calculation of supersonic steady axisymmetric nozzle
and jet p 343 A87-28337

SUBJECT INDEX

structure and pulsation characteristics of a compressible
turbulent boundary layer behind a fan of rarefaction
waves p484 A87-35813

Unsteady axisymmetric turbulent boundary layer on a
slender body of revolution p 485 A87-36562

A method for compressor axisymmetric characteristics
by the aid of rotating stall parameters

p 488 A87-37839
Stability of axisymmetric boundary layers on sharp cones

at hypersonic Mach numbers
[AIAA PAPER 87-1413] p 567 A87-42442

Computations of axisymmetric turbulent flows in wakes

beyond bluff bodies by using an algebraic-stress model
[AIAA PAPER 87-1440] p 568 A87-42458

A method for calculating axisymmetric aftarbody flows
p 716 A87-47087

Effects of aftarbody boaftail design and empennage
arrangement on aaropropulsive characteristics of a
twin-engine fighter model at transonic speeds
[NASA-TP-2704] p 492 N87-21873

Estimation of spillage drag for a wide range of
axisymmetric intakes at M 1
[ESDU-84004] p 701 N87-26301

Enhanced mixing of an axisymmetric jet by aerodynamic
excitation

[NASA-CR-175059] p 815 N87-29418
AZlDES (ORGANIC)

Combustion, vaporization, and microexplosion of
droplets of organic azides p 606 N87-23806
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B-1 AIRCRAFT
Palmdaie and the bomber connection

p 22 A87.10574
Advanced composites applications for the B-1B bomber

- An overview p 87 A87.13101
CEPS - B-IB diagnostic expert system --- CITS Expert

Parameter System p 205 A87.16778
The B-1B Central Integrated Test System Expert

Parameter System p 179 A87-16839
SPF/titanium and the B-1B aircraft

p 782 A87-48020
Unsteady inlet distortion characteristics with the S-1 B

p 575 N87-24478

Correlation of S-1 flight test subjective assessments and
some ride quality/vibration exposure criteria
[AD.A179844] p 658 N87-25318

B-82 AIRCRAFT

Lessens learned from the B-52 program evolution - Past,
present and future
[AIAA PAPER 86-2639] p 142 A87-17896

Feedback from the front - User contributions to B-52
Avionics ATE p 546 A87-38657

B-7O AIRCRAFT

An experimental investigation of dynamic ground
effect

[NASA-CR-180560] p 659 N87-26036
BACKGROUND NOISE

Recognition of synthesized, compressed speech in noisy
environments p 424 A87-33049

Effects of background noise on total noise annoyance
[NASA-TP-2630] p 208 N87-14120

BACKSCATTERING
Variations in ultrasonic beckscafter attributed to

porosity p 45 A87-10768

Airborne Doppler lidar measurements
p 247 A87-22797

Two-color short-pulse laser altimeter measurements of
ocean surface beckscafter p 588 A87-39462

BACKWARD FACING STEPS
Flow behind a rearward facing step in hypersonic high

enthalpy flow - Some interferometdc studies
p 807 A87-52371

Acoustic response of turbulent reacting recirculatory
flows p 620 N87-23799

BALANCE
The development of belance tubes for Dowty Rotol

composite bladed propellers p 63 A87-13630

Automatical Ioadsheet preparation --- aircraft weight and
balance data
[SAWE PAPER 1697] p 525 A87-36283

High angle of attack position sensing for the
Southampton University magnetic suspension and balance
system
[NASA-CR-178358] p 780 N87-27681

BALANCING
Microprocessors in jet engine balancing machines

[SAE PAPER 861704] p 462 A87.32605

Edwards' automated weight and balance system
[SAWE PAPER 1702] p 525 A87-36286

BALLISTICS

Notes on a generic parachute opening force analysis
[AD-A170962] p 151 N87-13411
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BALLOON FLIGHT

Extension of hot air balloon flight duration through
adaption of balloon surface characteristics

p 344 A87-29262
BALLOON-BORNE INSTRUMENTS

On-board system for the automatic control of balloon
altitude p 436 A87-32484

A simulation platform for three-axis attitude control of
a large balloon gondola p 436 A87-32485

Mobile intercept of storms p 132 N87-13064
BALLOONS

Aerodynamic Decelerator and Balloon Technology
Conference, 9th, Albuquerque, NM, October 7-9, 1986,
Technical Papers p 79 A87-13776

Prediction of He gas lift in a plastic balloon
p 402 A87-32482

BANDWIDTH

Aircraft collision warning system
[AD-D012463] p 236 N87-15199

Flight test evaluation of techniques to predict iongifudinal
pilot induced oscillations
[AD-A179229] p 597 N87-23629

BASE FLOW

A nunmfical analysis of supersonic bottom flow with
thermal modification of the wake p 3 A87-10409

Influence of yaw and incidence on base drag of
rectangular wings p556 A87-41667

BASE PRESSURE

Influence of yaw and incidence oct base drag of
rectangular wings p 556 A87-41667

High Reynolds number flows around smooth and rough
cylinders. Volume 1. Mean surface pressure distribution
[AD-At 83531] p816 N87-29428

BATTERY CHARGERS

Aircraft battery state of charge and charge control
system
(AD-A169411] p 130 N87-12766

BAYES THEOREM
Statistical classification of radar clutter --- for air traffic

control feature extraction p 160 A87-19415
BEACON COLLISION AVOIDANCE SYSTEM

Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance System (I"CAS-3)
[BCD-TR.157] p 741 N87-26892

BEAMS (SUPPORTS)

A higher order element for stepped rotating beam
vibration p 263 A87-20950

Buckling and vibration of s rotating beam
p264 A87-21196

Optimum design of beams with different cross-sectional
shapes p 266 A87-22821

Some considerations on the modem beam theory -
Development of the practical methods

p 381 A87-28434
A method of predicting the energy-abserption capability

of compeaita subfioor beams

[AIAA PAPER 87-0800] p 464 A87-33600
The structural optimization of a spreader bar for twin

lift helicopter operations p 100 N87-11759
Comparison of compes=te rotor blade models: A

coupled-beam analysis and an MSC/NASTRAN
finite-element model

[NASA-TM.89024] p 318 N87-16884
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of composite subfloor beams
[NASA-TM-89088] p 380 N87-19450

BEARING (DIRECTION)
The consequences of aCCurate bearing resolution on

the TCAS Limited Implementation Program
p 436 A87-31549

Evaluation of the F/A-18 head-up-displey for recovery
from unusual attitudes

[AD-A183303] p 829 N87-29532
BEARING ALLOYS

Selection of rolling-element bearing steels for long-life
application

[NASA-TM-88881] p 129 N87-11993
BEARINGLESS ROTORS

Testing a tail rotor system infiber-reinforced construction
manner p 92 A87-14016

Development of a new type of bearinglees rotor
system p 93 A87-14017

Design verification and flight testing of a beednglese
soft inplane tait rotor p 172 A87.19286

Development of a rotating blade finite element with an

spplicatiort to the analysis of hetw,opter rotor systems
[AIAA PAPER 87-0141] p 240 A87.22437

Aeroelestic stability analysis of a composite beadngiess
rotor blade p 296 A87.23738

Ground and air resonance of bearingless rotors in
hover

[AIAA PAPER 87-0924] p 429 A87.33759
Structural analysis aspects of composite helicopter

components

[MBB-UD-480-86-OE] p 584 A87-42674
Aeroelsstio stability of a boaringiess circulation control

rotor in forward flight p 652 A87-43443

Substantiation of the analytical prediction of ground and
air resonance stability of a bearingless rotor, using model
scale tests p 654 A87-43463

Aeroolastic stability of bearingless rotors in forward
flight p 432 N87-20260

Development of novel baaringless rotor systems
[MBB-UD-471/86] p 702 N87-26837

BEARINGS

Advances in the vibration monitoring of gears and rolling
element bearings p 49 A87-13007

Composites for aerospace dry bearing applications
p 454 A87-31373

A hybrid nonlinear programming method for design
optimization p 545 A87-35718

Experimental observation of cavitating squeeze-film
dampers p 534 A87-38461

FEL - A new main rotor system p 651 A87.43402
An experimental and theoretical investigation of an

uncentralized squeeze-film damper bearing and the test
results on a jet engine p847 A87-51471

Advances and applications of Pyrowear 53 in helicopter
transmission systems p 849 A87-53419

Carburizing steel for high temperature service
lAD-A168327] p 122 N87-11877

Experimental measurement of the dynamic pressure
distribution in a squeeze film bearing damper executing
circular centered orbits p 539 N87-22219

BEECH 9g AIRCRAFT

Aircraft aCCident report: Henson Aidines Beech B99,
N339HA, Grottoes, Virginia, September 23, 1985

[PB86-910409] p 155 N87-13419
BEECHCRAFT AIRCRAFT

Avionics weight control for the starship and beyond
[SAWE PAPER 1736] p 505 A87.36300

BELL AIRCRAFT

Evaluation of composite COmponents on the Bell 206L
and Sikorsky S-76 helicopter
[SAE PAPER 861671] p 360 A87.29641

WSUH-1D: Review of damage following lightning s_ke
30 November 1981

[RAE-TRANS-2103] p 432 N87-20262
Airborne simulation at the National Aeronautical

Establishment of Canada p 602 N87-23659
BENARD CELLS

Some results from parabolic flights --- on liquid.gas
mixtures p 608 A87-39839

BENDING

Experimental investigation on advanced
composite-stiffened structures under uniaxial compressmn
and bonding p 263 A87-20889

The effect of circumferential aerodynamic detuning on
coupled bending.tors.,on unstalled supersonic flutter
[ASME PAPER 86-GT-100] p 304 A87-25396

Aeroeiastic stability of composite rotor blades in hover
p 25 N87-10060

Supersonic flow over elastic bodies in oscillation

p 817 N87-29464
BENDING FATIGUE

Effects of large deflection and transverse sheer on
response of rectangular symmetric composite laminates
subjected to acoustic excitation
[AIAA PAPER 87.0933] p 465 A87-33733
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p 840 A87-51400
BENDING MOMENTS

Calculated and measured blade structural response on
a full-scale rotor p 168 A87-19207

A higher order element for stepped rotating beam
vibration p 263 A87-20950

Nonlinear analysis of pretwisted rods using 'principal
curvature transformation'. I -Thaoreticai dedvabon

p 386 A87-31169

Determination of the structural properties of helicopter
rotor blades by theoretical and experimental methods

p 653 A87-43450

Aeroelastic oscillations caused by transitional boundary
layers and their attenuation p 824 A87.53782

Estimation of blade airioeds from rotor blade bending
moments
[NASA-TM-100020] p 815 N87-29421

BENDING THEORY
Some observations on the behavior of the Langley model

rotor blade

[NASA-CR-179880] p 74 N87-11695
RENDING VIBRATION

The vibration of rotating cylindrical shells
p 323 A87-27174

Vortex-induced banding oscillation of a swept wing
p 348 A87-31294

The influence of the induced velocity distribution and
the flepping-laggicg coupling on the derivatives of the rotor
and the stability of the helicopter p 679 A87-43436

Complex model balancing of flexible rotors including
residual bow
[AIAA PAPER 87-1840] p 695 A87-45241

BERYLLIUM ALLOYS

Mechanical properties of rapidly solidified AI-4Be
p 842 A87-52658

BIAS

Estimation of bias errors in measured airplane responses
using maximum likelihood method
[NASA-TM-89059] p 254 N87-15977

BIBLIOGRAPHIES

A bibliography of aerodynamic heating references
[BAE-BT-13481] p 14 N87-10832

FAA helicopter/beliport research, engineering, and
development bibliography, 1964-t986

[FAA/PM-86/47] p 118 N87-11798
Wind shear and flight safety: A select bibliography

[CAA-PAPER-86003] p 156 N87-14300
Compendium of NASA Langley reports on hypersonic

aerodynamics
[NASA.TM.87760] p 291 N87-16802

An assessment of artificial intelligence and expert
systems technology for application to management of
cockpit systems
[AD-A175456] p 394 N87-19911

Bibliography for aircraft parameter estimation
[NASA-TM-86804] p 827 N87-29498

BINARY DATA

Passive fiber-optic coherence multiplexing for aircraft
sensors p 459 A87-31506

BIODYNAMICS

Symposium on Vehicle Crashworthiness Including
Impact Biomechanics; Proceedings of the Winter Annual
Meeting, Anaheim, CA, Dec. 7-12, 1986

p 495 A87.38693
BIOLOGICAL MODELS (MATHEMATICS)

The technique of pragmatic simulation

p 616 A87-40520
BIPLANES

Aerodynamic characteristics of biplanes with winglets
p 730 A87.50339

BIRD-AIRCRAFT COLLISIONS

Keep your eye on the birdie - Aircraft engine bird
ingestion p 61 A87-10509

MAGNA nonlinear finite element analysis of T-46 aircraft
windshield bird impact
[AIAA PAPER 86-2732] p 165 A87-17950

Bird stdke test facility p315 A87-25871
A procedure for the mechanical design of military aircraft

head-up-displays to withstand bird.strike loads

p 303 A87-25882
Windshields - More than glass and plastics

p 299 A87-27331
Fight against bird stnkes continues

p 494 A87-35560
Analysis of bird strikes reported by European aldinss

1976-1980. Civil aircraft over 5700 kg (12 500 Ib) maximum
weight
[CAA-PAPER.84019] p 155 N87.14296

Analysis of bird strikes to United Kingdom registered
aircraft 1983 (civil aircraft over 5700 kg maximum
weight)
[CAA-PAPER-85018] p 156 N87-14299

Bird impact qualification test for A-10 windshield
[AD-A1792631 o 575 N87-23599

BISMALEIMIOE

Development of a toughened b_smalaimlde resin preprng
for carbon fiber composites p 40 A87-12667

Moisture diffusion in

graphite/bismaiimide-modified-epoxy compeaite
IM6/5245C p 604 A87-40384

BIT ERROR RATS

Avionics standard communications bus - Its
implementation and usage p 472 A87-31483

BIT SYNCHRONIZATION
Investigations on a digital bit synchronizer for a detailed

flight data recovery p 33 N87-10099
BLACK BODY RADIATION

Measurement of spectral emissiw_y of technical surfaces
in high-performance engines p 832 A87-53575

BLADE SLAP NOISE

Benefits of blade sweep for advanced turboprops
p 303 A87-24007

Acoustic results of the blade-vortex interaction acoustic

test of a 40 percent model rotor in the DNW
p 397 A87-31143

Theoretical and experimental correlation of low-speed
model helicopter blade slap p 797 A87-48909

An analysis of blade vortex interaction aerodynamics
and acoustics p 77 N87-12547

Correlation of helicopter impulsive noise from
blade-vortex interaction with rotor mean inflow
[NASA-TP-2650] p 336 N87-18399

BLADE TIPS
Two-dimensional blade-vortex flow visualization

investigation p 70 A87-14111
Special opportunities in helicopter aerodynamics

p 74 A87-15469
Fastest blades in the world p 359 A87-29322
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BLADES

Application of a 3D Euler code to transonic blade tip

flow p 628 A87-43419

An experimental investigation of turbine case

treatments

[AIAA PAPER 87-1919] p 669 A87-45299

Tip clearance flows. I - Experimental investigation of

an isolated rotor. II - Study of various models and

comparison with test results p 638 A87-46208

Remarks on the development history of the tip-jet-rotor

helicopter p 800 A87-48166

A study of the leading edge vortex and tip vortex on

prop-fan blades

[ASME PAPER 87-GT-234] p 719 A87-48718

Some experiments with a supersonic axial compressor

stage p 719 A87-48723

Supersonic rotor noise calculation with sonic boom

prediction methods p 860 A87-53903

Parametric analysis of a passive cyclic control device

for helicopters

[NASA*CR-166608] p 28 N87-10862

An analysis of blade vortex interaction aerodynamics

and acoustics p 77 N87-12547

The evaluation of a number of prototypes for the free-tip

rotor constant-moment controller

[NASA-TM-86664] p 131 N87-12869

Transonic compressor blade tip flow visualization on a

water table

[AD-A176592] p 468 N87-21265

Analysis of the free-tip rotor wind-tunnel lest results

[NASA-TM-86751] p 508 N87-21915

Performance and loads date from a hover test of a

full-scale advanced technology XV-15 rotor

{NASA-TM-86854] p 572 N87-24409

Low-cost FM oscillator for capacitance type of blade

tip clearance measurement system

[NASA-TP-2746] p 594 N87-24481

Application of a three-dimensional Euler code to

transonic blade tip flow --- helicopter rotors

{MBB-UD-482/86] p 642 N87-25299

Effect of planform taper on hover performance of an

advanced AH-64 model rotor

[NASA-TM-89145] p 643 N87-25304

Velocity measurements near the blade tip and in the

tip vortex core of a hovering model rotor

p 645 N87-26030

Transonic rotor tip design using numerical optimization

[NASA-TM-86771] p 816 N87-29431

Performance and power regulation characteristics of two

aileron-controlled rotors and a pitchable tip-controlled rotor

on the Mod-O turbine

[NASA-TM-100136] p 855 N87-29956

BLADES

Calculation of unsteady supersonic flow past a plane

blade row under the effect of vortex inhomogeneities in

the oncoming flow p 5 A87-10618

An equation of state for the material of the nozzle vanes

of a gas-turbine engine under thermal cycling in a

sulfur-containing medium p 379 A87-29203

Performance of two 10-Ib/sec centrifugal compressors

with different blade and shroud thicknesses operating over

a range of Reynolds numbers

[AIAA PAPER 87-1745] p 762 A87-50188

Preliminary structural design of composite main rotor

blades for minimum weight

[NASA-TP-2730] p 691 N87-25435

BLAST LOADS

Blast gust loading on a 35 degree swept-back wing

lAD-A169415] p 116 N87-12570

Development Of a drag measurement system for the

CERF 6-foot shock tube

lAD-A173087] p 316 N87-16854

BLOCKING

Lift-interference and blockage corrections for a

two-dimensional aerofoil during a sudden change of

incidence

[BU-334] p 350 N87-19364

BLOOD FLOW

A method for computing flow fields around moving

bodies p 484 A87-35552

BLOWDOWN WIND TUNNELS

Closed-loop Mach number control in a blowdown

transonic wind tunnel p 314 A87-25279

The role of short duration facilities in gas turbine

research p 685 A87-46222

Boundary layer two-dimensionatity in wind tunnels

p 778 A87-48294

Investigation of the components of the NAL high

Reynolds number two-dimensional wind tunnel. Part 4:

Design, construction and performance of the exhaust

silencer

[NASA-TM-88513] p 258 N87-15237

Two-dimensional aerodynamic characteristics of the

AMES H1-120, HI-8, and LOW-12 airfoils

[NASA-CR-181018] p 570 N87-23589
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The 0.6 m x 0.6 m triSonic section (TMK) of DFVLR in

Cologne-Porz, West Germany

_ DFVLR-MITT-86-21] p687 N87-26053

The vertical test section (VMK) of DFVLR in

Cologne-Porz, West Germany --- wind tunnel

[DFVLR-MITT-86-22] p 688 N87-26054

Support of the eight-foot high temperature tunnel

modification project

[NASA-CR-181280] p 780 N87-27678

BLOWING

Similarity law for the supersonic flow past fiat surfaces

with intense distributed injection p 10 A87-12843

Combination of suction and tangential blowing in

boundarylayercontrol p67 A87-13641

Modelling of surface blowing from discrete slots as a

mechanism for preventing ice accretion on aircraft

surfaces
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BOEING AIRCRAFT

CFD applications to engine/airframe integration
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7J7 manual flight control functions
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UDF/727 flight test program
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BOEING 737 AIRCRAFT

Experimental, water droplet impingement data on
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Boeing 747 crash accident - A theoretical consideration
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Boeing 747 crash accident - A theoretical consideration
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Boeing 747 crash accident - A theoretical consideration
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aircraft
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and bolted joints
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test results
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and bolted joints
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Fick's first law correction by an exact solution of the
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Bomber design trends
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Stochastic crack propagation with applications to
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Some development trends in light ground attack
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Thermal barrier coatings for engine applications
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A quadrature-collocation technique for boundary
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On the boundary element method for compressible flow
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3D and axisymmetric thermo-etastic stress analysis by
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A study of methods to predict and measure the
transmission of sound through the walls of light aircraft
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BOUNDARY INTEGRAL METHOD

Shock boundary layer interactions in laminar transonic
flow over airfoils using a hybrid method
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An exterior Poisson solver using fast direct methods

and boundary integral equations with applications to
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On the boundary element method for compressible flow
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integral method
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Application of low-Reynolds-number K-epsilon model to
solid fuel turbulent boundary layer combustion
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Status of holographic interferometry at Wright Patterson
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BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL

Optimal control of viscous flow at high Reynolds
numbers p 5 A87-10620
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boundary layer control p 67 A87-13641
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Active transition fixing and control of the boundary layer
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Pressure fluctuation measurements with passive
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boundary layers
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Application of the e sup N method to calculations of
laminar flow control p 202 N87-14263

Boundary layer transition control for takeoff and landing
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Development of laminar flow control wing surface
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airfoils by zonal solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations
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Experiences with the numerical solution of the 3-D
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An experimental investigation of a laminar separation
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Canard configurations
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[DGLR PAPER 86-147] p 528 A87-36793

Repair concept and verification for carbon high-lift flaps

of the ATR.42 p 482 A87-36940

Prospects for the use of composites in civil aircraft

p 655 A87-44577

A3t0-3O0 CFRP fin Damage tolerance

demonstration p 655 A87-44594

Interactive development of structural components for

lightweight fiber-reinforced composite designs - The case

of the Airbus vertical tails

[MBB-UT-023-86] p 750 A87-49964

Investigation into the attenuation and velocity of acoustic

emissions in carbon fiber composite aircraft structures

[BAE-KGT-R-GEN-01349] p 41 N87-10180

Galvanic corrosion between carbon fiber reinforced

plastics and metallic aeronautical materials

[DFVLR-FB-86-16] p 42 N87-11003

Nondestructive tests of Carbon Fiber Reinforced Plastics
(_,FRP_ in th_ fr_?n_wnrk _f rl_m_n= m_ho_i_

investigations p 196 N87-14438

Elementary characterization of the AS4/2220.3

Hercules prepreg

[CEAT-M4-475-000] p 196 N87-t4448

An approach to AE monitoring during the rig shop testing

of large CFRP aero-engine components --- acoustic

emission (AE)

[PNR90350] p 308 N87-16841

A.T.R. 42 carbon fibre flap repair design and

inspection p 457 N87-20178

Effect of adhesive bonding variables on the performance

of bonded CFRP patch repairs of metallic structures

p 404 N87-20182

Damage repair of in-service composite structures:

Application to the Mirage 2000 p 405 N87-20184

Composite repair techniques for J-stiffened composite

fuselage structures p 405 N87-20186

Design of a composite tail for the Airbus A-320

[MBB-UT-12-86] p 658 N87-25316

A310-300 CFRP fin damage tolerance demonstration

]MBB-UT-015/86] p 658 N87-25317

Effects of impact loading on carbon fiber reinforced

structures

]MBB-Z-83/86] p 691 N87-25436

Development and testing of cdtical components for the

technological preparation on an Airbus fuselage made of
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[ BMFT-FB-W-86-017] p692 N87-26151

Development and testing of highly loaded engine

components made of carbon fiber reinforced plastics

[ETN-87-90036] p 832 N87-28550

The effect of load dwells on the fatigue of carbon fiber

composites

]BAE-MSM-R-GEN-0547] p 844 N87-28606

Nondestructive tests of Carbon Fiber Reinforced Plastics

(CFRP) in the framework of damage mechanics

investigations

[DFVLR-MI'I-1"-86-09] p 851 N87-28923

CARBON FIBERS

Technologies for a mechanized carbon fiber

construction element for commercial aircraft production

[MBB-UT-005-86] p 126 A87-13999

Stripping paint from composite structures - Experience

acquired and problems to solve p 379 A87-29355

British Airways alternative method for the repair of

metal/metal, metal honeycomb and fibreglass,

carbon-fibre or Kevlar/honeycomb components using

hot-setting film or paste adhesives p 481 A87-35278

Composites - What next p 841 A87-51807
Carbon fibers
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British Airways experience with composite repairs
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[CD6500551] p 844 N87-28607

CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING

Medical helicopters - Carbon monoxide risk?

p 420 A87-31698

CARBON TETRAFLUORIDE

Computational analysis and preliminary redesign of the

nozzle contour of the Langley hypersonic CF4 tunnel

[NASA-TM-89042] p 453 N87-20296

CARBON-CARBON COMPOSITES

Advanced composite combustor structural concepts

program
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Advances and applications of Pyrowear 53 in helicopter

transmission systems p 849 A87-53419
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lAD-A168327] p t22 N87-11877

CARET WINGS

On waverider shapes applied to aero-space plane

forebody configurations

[AIAA PAPER 87-2550] p 727 A87-49102

CARGO

National Transportation Safety Board safety

recommendation p 18 N87-10852

Analysis of shock and vibration environments for cargo

on C9B transport aircraft

]DE86-016101] p 176 N87-14322

A comprehensive estimate of the static aerodynamic

forces and moments of the 8 x 8 x 20 ft. cargo container

[NASA-TM-89433] p 492 N87-21875
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State-of-the-art crashworthy cargo restraint systems for

military aircraft p 89 A87-13667

Standardizing air cargo containers

p 155 A87-17418

High Technology Test Bed program MOD 3 STOL

[SAE PAPER 861633] p 360 A87-29637

Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US civil and

foreign aviation, issue number 5 of 1985 accidents

[PB86-916919] p 83 N87-11710

Analysis of shock and vibration environments for cargo

on C9B transport aircraft

[DE86-016101] p 176 N87-14322

Aircraft accident report: Southern Air Transport LOGAIR

Flight 51, Lockheed L-382G, Kelly Air Force Base, Texas,

October 4, 1986

[PB87-910404] p 576 N87-23604

CARRIER FREQUENCIES

Aircraft positioning using Global Positioning System

carrier phase data p 821 A87-54367

CARTESIAN COORDINATES

Euler calculations for wings using Cartesian grids

[AIAA PAPER 87-0356] p 223 A87-22579

Viscous transonic flow over aerofoils using transonic

full potential equation in a system of Cartesian

coordinates

[AIAA PAPER 87-0411] p 223 A87-22616

Full-petential flow computations using Cartesian grids

[AIAA PAPER 87-1164] p 560 A87-42109

CARTRIDGES

Controllable ejection seat catapult

[AD-D012592] p 355 N87-19370

CASCADE CONTROL

Implementation of CDFM generator control --- cascaded

doubly fed machine p 135 A87-14957

CASCADE FLOW

Vortex simulation of propagating stall in a linear cascade

of airfoils p 5 A87-11117

Experimental investigation on the performances of a

transonic turbine blade cascade for varying incidence

angles p 9 A87-12205

Transonic cascade flow solved by shock-capture

computation followed by separate-region computation with

shock fitting p 10 A87-12956

An experimental study on large negative incidence

separated flow in two-dimensional turbine cascades

p 10 A87-12957

Effect of two endwall contours on the performance of

an annular nozzle cascade p 71 A87-14119

Performance evaluation of an inverse integral equation

method applied to turbomachine cascades

p 72 A87-14771

An actuator disc analysis of unsteady subsonic cascade

flow p 147 A87-18539

Determination of the cavitation region in a row of

supersonic blades

]ONERA, TP NO. 1986-112] p 213 A87-21031

Asymptotic solutions for unsteady flow in cascades

p 215 A87-21542

Time dependent computation of the Euler equations for

designing fully 3D turbomachinery blade rows, including

the case of transonic shock free design

[AIAA PAPER 87-0007] p 216 A87-22355

A hodograph-based method for the design of shock-free

cascades

]AIAA PAPER 87-0606] p 228 A87-22734

Calculation of transonic potential flow through a

two-dimensional cascade using AF 1 scheme

p 278 A87-23728

A time marching method of explicit scheme for solving

transonic viscous flow within cascades

p 278 A87-23755

Analysis of flowfield on leading edge of transonic blade

profile p 279 A87-23757

Experimental investigation on compressor stator tandem

cascades at high subsonic speed p 287 A87-25416

A numerical study of incompressible Navier-Stokes flow

through rectilinear and radial cascade of turbine blades

p 288 A87-26079

A method for computation of viscid/inviscid interaction

on transonic compressor cascades p 289 A87-27483

Computation of transonic flows in turbomaehines using

the Runge-Kutta integration scheme

p 341 A87-27938

Numerical solutions of viscous transonic flow in

turbomachinery cascades p 342 A87-27962

Euter solutions for highly loaded turbine cascades

p 342 A87-27981

Aerodynamic research into the high cambered MCA-type

supersonic compressor cascade p 343 A87-28417

Supersonic solution of problems involving analysis and

design calculation by streamline curvature method in

turbomachinery p 344 A87-29564

On performance of a cascade with varying geometry

converging passage p 344 A87-29565

Calculation of transonic potential flow through a
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Fast time marching approach to cascade transonic

flow p 412 A87-34042

The calculations and experiments of aerodynamic

characteristics of the radial circular cascades

p 486 A87-36918

Rapid computation of unsteady transonic cascade

flows p 487 A87-37118

Unsteady aerodynamics of blade rows

p 554 A87-40082

Improving the accuracy and cutting the time required

in numerical investigation of transonic flow of gas in

turbomachine cascades p 554 A87-40871

Adaptation methods for a new Navier-Stokes

algorithm

[AIAA PAPER 87-1167] p 560 A87-42112

Unsteady transonic flow with shocks around oscillating

airfoils and cascades - A variational theory

[AIAA PAPER 87-1426] p 568 A87-42449

Calculation of the boundary layer at the inlet section

of a compressor cascade p 629 A87-43608

Development of a viscous cascade code based on scalar

implicit factorization

[AIAA PAPER 87-2150] p 637 A87-45435

Navier-Stokes solutions for highly loaded turbine

cascades

[AIAA PAPER 87-2151] p 637 A87-45436
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Flow phenomena in transonic turbine cascades detailed

experimental and numerical investigation
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through a vibrating cascade p 717 A87-47658
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Unducted fan aerodynamic design
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-233] p 759 A87-48717

Supercritical cascade flow analysis with shock -
Boundary layer interaction and shock-free redesign

p 719 A87-48724
Finite-time arbitrary.motion unsteady cascade airfoil

theory for helicopter rotors in hover p 720 A87-48924
Numerical simulations of unsteady, viscous, transonic

flow over isolated and cascaded airfoils using a deforming
grid
[AIAA PAPER 87-1316] p 729 A87.49649

Comparison of three experimental methods for transonic
turbine cascades p 729 A87-49978

Experimental investigation of a double circular arc
cascade with 73 deg camber p 762 A87-49979

Investigation of supersonic multiple circular arc (MCA)
airfoil cascade of axial-flow compressor

p 729 A87-49980
Experimental investigation on flow performance of

tandem blade cascades with double circular arc profiles
p 730 A87-49989

The unsteady flow Euler amplitude equation in vibrating
cascades and its numerical method p 830 A87-51810

Nurnencal soiotion of transonic stream function equation
on $1 stream surface p 805 A87-51811

Calculation of noise caused byinteraction of supersonic
cascade and varied oncoming gust p 859 A87-51812

Processes in turbomachinery: Applications and
exercises -- Romanian book p 808 A87.53412

Viscous-invisoid interaction intransonic separated flow
over solid and porous airfoils and cascades

p 76 N87-12535
Unsteady aerodynamic load estimates on turning vanes
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[NASA-TM-88191] p230 N87-15179

A study of passage flow through a cascade of turbine
blades using image plane holographic interferometry
[PNR90326] p 251 N87-15970

Measurement of the three-dimensional aerodynamics of
an annular cascade airfoil row p 290 N87-16788

The high-speed cascade wind tunnel - still an important
test facility for turbomachinery blade investigations
[ESA-'I-1"-1912] p 453 N87-20300

Transonic compressor blade tip flow visualization on a
water table

[AD-A176592] p 468 N87-21265
The boundary layer behaviour of highly loaded

compressor cascade at transonic flow conditions

p 516 N87-21931
Influence of shook and bour_dary-layer losses on the

performance of highly loaded supersonic axial flow
compressors p 516 N87-21935

Experimental investigations on shook losses of transonic
and supersonic compressor cascades

p 517 N87-21937

Computation of transonic 2D cascade flow and
compansen with experiments p 517 N87-21943

A numerical study of unsteady flow effects in a
supersonic compressor cascade p 518 N87-21944

Determination of the supersonic cascade entrance
zone p 536 N87-21948

Downstream flow angle correlations for turbine cascades
in subsonic and transonic flow conditions

p 518 N87-21949

Unsteady stator/rotor interaction p 541 N87-22767

A linearized Euler analysis of unsteady flows in
turbomachinery
[NASA-CR-180987] p 542 N87-22948

Understanding fan blade flutter through linear cascade
aeroelastic testing p 572 N87-24407

Numerical simulations of unsteady, viscous, transonic
flow ever isolated and cascaded airfoils using a deforming
grid
[NASA-TM-89890] p 575 N87-24435

Aeroelasticity in turbomachines comparison of
theoretical and experimental cascade results. Appendix
A5: All experimental and theoretical results for the 9
standard configurations
[AD-A180534] p 677 N87-25326

CASCADE WIND TUNNELS

Unsteady aerodynamic characteristics of annular
cascade oscillating in transonic flow. I - Measurement of
aerodynamic damping with frson gas controlled-oscillated
annular cascade test facility p 288 A87-27168

Supersonic and transonic aerodynamic characteristics
of SB301 two-dimensional cascade wind tunnel

p 779 A87-49990
The high speed cascade wind tunnel: Still an important

test facility for investigations on turbomechinery blades
[DFVLR-MI'I-r-86-11 ] p 38 N87-10878

A comparison of aerodynamic measurements of the
transonic flow through a plane turbine cascade in four
European wind tunnels
[OUEL-1624/86] p 294 N67-17682
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The high-speed cascade wind tunnel - still an important
test facility for turbomachinery blade investigations
[ESA-TT-1012] p 453 N87-20300
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inroads on the pilot-in-command concept

p 861 A87-52171
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Low cycle fatigue life testing research of an aeroengina
casing p 304 A87-25411

CASING

The effect of casing treatment on the performance and
flowfield in axial compressors p 184 A87-18531

CAST ALLOYS

Developments of melting and casting technology of
titanium base alloys p 782 A87-48012

Acta aeronautica et astronautica sinica

[AD-Af79673] p 592 N87-23618
CASTING

Resin-hardener systems for resin transfer molding
p 120 A87-13093

The structure and properties of binary
magnesium-lithium alloys during die casting

p 317 A87-24401

The effect of near net shape processing methods on
the titanium industry p 781 A87-47992

Fabrication of cooled radial turbine rotor

[NASA-CR-179503] p 107 N87-11789
Unitized high temperature probes

[AD-D012508] p 324 N87-17020
Now methods and materials for molding and casting

ice formations

[NASA-TM-100126] p 819 N87-29470
CATALOGS (PUBLICATIONS)

AGARD corrosion handbook. Volume 2: Aircraft

corrosion control documents: A descriptive catalogue
[AGARD-AG-278-VOL-2] p 607 N87-24553

CATALYSTS

Polymer systems for rapid sealing of aircraft structures
at low temperature
[AD.A167667] p 41 N87-10209

CATAPULTS

Controllable ejection seat catapult
[AD-DOt2592] p 355 N87-19370

CATHODE RAY TUBES

Aircraft color CRT experience p 178 A87-16742
Beam index display - The answer to modern helicopter

cockpit design p 756 A87-48921
OASIS: A modern tool for real-time simulation

p 600 N87-23638
CAUCNY INTEGRAL FORMULA

Direct calculation of wall interferences and wall

adaptation for two-dimensional flow in wind tunnels with
closed walls

[NASA-TM-88523] p 258 N87-15236
CAUSES

Aircraft accident reports. Brief format, US civil and
foreign aviation, issue number 3, 1986 accidents
[PB87-916905] p 819 N87-28529

CAUSTICS (OPTICS)
Residual stresses in 2024-T81 aluminum using caustics

and moire interferometry p 843 A87-53785
CAVITATION FLOW

The effect of lubricant cavitation on the characteristics

of a short hydrodynamic damper p 127 A87-15203
Determination of the cavitation region in a row of

supersonic blades
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-112] p 213 A87-21031

Calculation of three-dimensional cavity flowfieids
[AIAA PAPER 87-0117] p 281 A87-24921

Analysis of transitional separation bubbles on infinite
swept wings p347 A87-31162

Computations of three-dimensional cavity flow at
subsonic and supersonic Mach numbers

[AIAA PAPER 87.1208] p 562 A87-42317
A unique measurement technique to study

laminar-separation bubble characteristics on an airfoil

[AIAA PAPER 87-1271] p 631 A87-44921
Supersonic flow induced cavity acoustics

p 476 N87-20601
CAVITIES

Navier-Stokes simulation for flow past an open cavity
[AIAA PAPER 86-2628] p 147 A87.17887

Machine vision inspection of combustor holes
p 199 A87-19218

Computational and experimental investigation of cavity
flowfioids

[AIAA PAPER 87-0114] p 218 A87-22424
Numerical simulation of compressible flow around

complex two-dimensional cavities

[AIAA PAPER 87-0116] p 219 A87-22425
Causes of the formation of fatigue cracks with a

compressed cavity p 611 A87-42171
Aero-optical analysis of compressible flow over an open

cavity

[AIAA PAPER 87.1399] p632 A87-44943

SUBJECT INDEX

A study to monitor microseismic activity to detect
sinkholes

[DOT/FAAIPM-86134] p 204 N87-14792
Patch repair of corroded aircraft skin areas

p 406 N87-20191
Supersonic flow induced cavity acoustics

p 476 N87-20601
Investigations on a transonic airfoil with a 30 mm wide

perforation/cavily arrangement
[DFVLR-FB-86-59] p 810 N87-28506

The aerothermodynamic environment for holes in
hypersonic configurations
[DE87-003790] p 814 N87-29414

CDC COMPUTERS

Simulating 3D Euler flows on a Cyber 205 vector
computer p 718 A87-47855

Vector algorithm for large-memory Cyber 205
simulations of Euler flows p 718 A87-47856

CELESTIAL BODIES
Ramjet application in atmospheres of different celestial

bodies

[IAF PAPER 86-181] p 120 A87-15920
CELESTIAL NAVIGATION

Automated aircraft navigation --- Russian book
p 158 A87-17702

CEMENTS

Consequence of layer separation on pavement
performance
]DOT/FAA/PM-86/48] p 602 N87-23661

CENSUS
Census of US civil aircraft, calendar year 1986

]AD-A183423] p 892 N87-29406
CENTER OF GRAVITY

The electric jet p 298 A87-25437

Effects of three centres of blade on fluttering
p 306 A87-27461

Weight and center of gravity determination on ground
and airborne

[SAWE PAPER 1695] p 524 A87-36281
A fully automatic mass properties machine

[SAWE PAPER 1723] p 525 A87-36294
Accurate estimation of aircraft inertia characteristics

from a single suspension experiment
p 596 A87-41628

CENTIERBOOIES

A multi-body aircraft with an all-mevable center fuselage
actively controlling fuselage pressure drag
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13511-1] p 658 N87-25320

CENTRAL PROCESSING UNITS

Helicopter flight testing and real time analysis with data
flow array processors p 498 A87.37402

CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSORS
A study on the axially curved mixed-flow vaneless

diffusers p 47 A87.11481
Further development of the axial-radial compressor

p 104 A87-13998
A study on the rotating stall in vaneless diffusers of

centrifugal fans I - Rotational speeds of stall cells, critical
inlet flow angle p 488 A87-37856

The design of low-stress/high performance centrifugal
impellers
[AIAA PAPER 87-2099] p 697 A87-45405

Performance prediction in a centrifugal compressor
impeller p 674 A87-46190

3-D viscous flow calculations at design and off-design
conditions for the NACA 48-inch radial-inlet centrifugal
impeller p638 A87-46191

Investigation of the three dimensional flow near the exit

of two backswept transonic centrifugal impellers
[ONERA, TP NO. 1987-70] p 638 A87-46192

Transonic stream function solution on S(2)
stroamsurface for a high pressure ratio centrifugal
compressor p638 A87-46195

Performance of two 10-1b/sac centrifugal compressors
with different blade and shroud thicknesses operating over
a range of Reynolds numbers
[AIAA PAPER 87-1745] p 762 A87-50188

Scaled centrifugal compressor program
[NASA.CR-174912] p 185 N87-14349

Experimental investigation on small turboprop behaviour
under compressor rotating stall for different inlet flow
conditions p 594 N87-24476

CENTRIFUGAL FORCE

Lateral fluid forces on whirling centrifugal impeller. I -
Theol. II - Experiment in vaneless diffuser

p 786 A87-47717
CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS

The effect of the rotation frequency on the efficiency
of a centrifugal screw pump under steady and unsteady
conditions p 262 A87-20385

Antimisting Fuel (AMK) flight degrader development and
aircraft fuel system investigation
[DOT/FAA/CT-86/6] p 606 N87-23816

CENTRIFUGES

A method for controlling a centrifuge cabin
p 857 A87-52823
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CEPSTRAL ANALYSIS

Application of the capstrum to remove echoes from rotor
acoustic spectra p 208 A87-19243

Homomorphic filtering for the resolution of
radio-navigation signals and rereflections

p 355 A87-29759

Power cepstrum technique with application to model
helicopter acoustic data
[NASA-TP-2586] p 335 N87-17479

CERAMIC COATINGS
Coatings for perfcrmance retention -- in gas turbine

engines p 322 A87-26111
Ceramic coatings for advanced heat engines - A review

and projection p 379 A87.29571
Inverse design of coolant flow passages in ceramically

coated scram jet combustor struts p 514 A87.38807
Application of ceramics to ramjet engine nozzles

p 690 A87-46221
Now ZrO2-Yb203 plasma-sprayed coatings for thermal

barrier applications p 843 A87-53623
Investigation of coating performance and corrosion of

compressor components in the TF30-P-3 engine of F111C
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Advanced Gas Turbine (AGT) TechnokxJy Project
[NASA-CR.179484] p130 N87-11995

Journal of engineering thermophysica (selected
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Thermal ban'k_ coatings for engine applications
[AD-A172983] p 260 N87-16146

High temperature protective coatings for aero engine
gas turbine components
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CERAMIC HONEYCOMBS
Ceramic honeycomb structures and the method

thereof

[ NASA-CASE-ARC-11652-1 ] p605 N87-23737
CERAMIC MATRIX COMPOSITES

Polymer, metal, and ceramic matrix composites for
advanced aircraft engine applications

p 121 A87-15187
Si3N4-SiC composites p 455 A87-32064
Advanced Gas Turbine (AGT) Technology Project

[NASA-CR.179484] p 130 N87.11995
Advanced composite combustor structural concepts

program
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Activities report in aerospace sciences
[ETN-87-99369] p 478 N87-21845

Artificial composites for high temperature applications:
A review

[DME-007] p 530 N87-22808
CERAMICS

Alumina-CoCrAIY material as an improved intermediate

layer for graded ceramic gas-path sealing in aeroturbine
engines p 40 A87-12928

Development of high-alumina ceramic materials suitable
for making jet engine fixtures p120 A87-13092

Requirements for engineering ceramics in gas turbine
engines p 194 A87-17182

Ceramics - The fabrication challenQe
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The application of new ceramic materials in the
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Microstructural engineering of ceramics for
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Application of modern materials technologies in small
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A constitutive law for finite element contact problems
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Ceramic technology for advanced heat engines

project
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Net shape technology in aerospace structures. Volume
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Tensile strength of engineering ceramics
[NAL-TR.900] p 529 N67-22052
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incorporating revolutionary materials
[NASA.TM-89868] p 519 N87-22680
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[NASA-CR-180813] p 764 N87-26914
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Characteristics of oxide dispersions in rapidly solidified
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p 455 A87-31399
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p 844 A87-53894

CERTIFICATION

Certification problems for composite airplane
structures p 39 A87-12652

Airworthiness of composite structures - Some
experiences from civil certification p 78 A87-13627

Pilot certificate actions and civil penalties
p 210 A87-19298

Propeller aircraft noise legislation - A comprehensive
review p 336 A87-25926

Icing clearance criteria for UK military helicopters
p 646 A87-44705

Icing clearances on civil helicopters - Unheated and
heated blades p 646 A87-44707

Impacts of regulations on engine airworthiness
[SAE PAPER 871051] p738 A87-48774
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the SF340 p 738 A87-49203
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Helicopter certification - New test techniques

p 825 A87-54201
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[FAA/CT-85/26] p 25 N87-10064

Certification of the PIK30 powered glider
[REPT-5/CEV/IS/SE/AV/86] p 174 N87-13436

Noise cartifioation and noise sensitivity studies on the
BO-105 helicopter
[DFVLR-Mfl-r-86-13] p 209 N87-14958

Light aircraft maintenance, General guidance on
implementation of the Light Aircraft Maintenance Scheme
(LAMS), for aircraft not exceeding 2730 kg M'rWA, with
a certificate of airworthiness in the transport, aerial work
or private category
[CAP-520] p 406 N87-20954

Aircraft ground vibration testing at NASA Ames.Dryden
Flight Research Facility
[NASA-TM-88272] p 753 N87-27655

CESSNA AIRCRAFT

The organization of flight testing in an university
environment

[AIAA PAPER 86-9820] p 273 A87-23262
Cessna aircraft cabin door mount for photographic and

vidaographic cameras p 365 A87-28125
National Transportation Safety Board safety

recommendation p 83 N87-11706
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Flight evaluation of height response characteristics for
the hover bob-up task and comparison with proposed
criteria p 170 A87-19255

Now capabilities and recent research programs of the
NASA/Army CH-47B variable-stability helicopter

p 191 A87-19266
The application of quadra_c optimal cooperative control

synthesis to a CH-47 helicopter p 444 A87-32072
Development of the Chinook helicopter rotor blade

de-icing system p 655 A87-44704
A prototype maintenance expert system for the CH-47

flight control hydraulic system
[AD-A169019] p 116 N87-12568

Helicopter Icing Spray System (HISS) evaluation and
improvement
[AD-A170732] p 173 N87-13429

Identification of a dynamic model of a helicopter from
flight tests p 300 N87.16813

Identification of a dynamic model of a helicopter from

flight tests p 659 N87-26040
CH-64 HELICOPTER

The structural optimization of a spreader bar for twin

lift helicopter operations pl00 N87-11759
CHANNEL FLOW

Motion of a gas in a duct behind a moving body
p 5 A87-10675

Expansion of flow due to resistance of a wire gauze
placed in a parallel-sided channel p 48 A87-12133

Numerical solution of transonic potential flows with finite
elements method using multigrid technique

p 68 A87-13900

Flow through channels interconnected by slot(s)
p 323 A87-27473

Calculation of jet flow in a diffuser

p 439 A87-31733
Modelling of separating flow and its stability

p 533 A87-37216
Study of three-dimensional separation on a spheroid at

incidence p 49 N87-10016
Response of transonic diffuser flows to abrupt increases

of back pressure: Wall pressure measurements
p 611 N87-23793

To enhance the capability and increase the productivity
of a group working on critical problems of high speed fluid
mechanics, both experimentally and through numerical
calculations

[AD-A182559] p 791 N67-27970
CHANNELS (DATA TRANSMISSION)

Physical layer considerations for a high throughput.
fiber-optic serial high-speed data bus

p 205 A87-16739
A highly reliable LAN protocol . p 199 A87-19071
Characteristics and specification of airborne fiber optic

components p 245 A87-19629
Laboratory measurements and a theoretical analysis of

the TCT fading channel radio system --- Tone Calibrated
Technique p 385 A87-30321

SAE AE-98 draft standard high speed token passing
data bus for avionics applications p 471 A87-31481

Avionics standard communications bus - Its

implementation and usage p 472 A87-31483
Real-time fault tolerant software in distributed avionics

systems architectures using digital data buses
p 473 A87-31517

Evaluation of data busses for flight critical control
applications p473 A87-31542

The equipping of the AVIA-D radar installation with a
weather channel as a contribution to the modernization

of the radar complex AVIA-D/KOREN
p 425 A87-33330

Integrated 1553 Data Bus Monitor System
p 499 A87-37417

Data acquisition techniques used for MIL-STD-1553
data p 533 A87-37428

Data bus systems p 787 A87-48066

The air/ground transfer of aircraft integrated data
systems (AIDS) for Air Traffic Control (ATC) purposes:
Present experiments and possible future intentions

p 32 N87-10091
Fault tolerant electrical power system. Phase 2: Analysis

and preliminary design
[AD-A177278] p 508 N87-21907

Investigation of air transportation technology at Ohio
University, 1984 p 496 N87°22609

Digital Autonomous Terminal Access Communication
(DATAC) system p 540 N87-22610

Fiber optic data transmission p 540 N87-22611
CHAOS

Modeling aerodynamic discontinuities and the onset of
chaos in flight dynamical systems
[ NASA-TM-89420] p292 N87-17663

CHARGE COUPLED DEVICES

Long range E-O Reconnaissance System and flight test
results p 28 A87-10933

Management of airborne reconnaissance images
mrougn real-eme processing p lU ,'_¢)I-IUU4U

CHECKOUT

Experience with the Onbeard Checkout And Monitoring
System (OCAMS) of a military aircraft resulting
improvements and the consequence for future design

p 31 N87-10079
Real time debugging software package for flight

simulator software system with vanable labeled COMMON
blocks

[ NLR-MP-85013-U] p57 N87-11530
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

The effect of composition and heat treatment upon
microstructure/property relationships in AI-Li-Cu-Mg
alloys p 842 A87-52673

Development of aluminium-lithium alloys in the UK
p 843 A87-53893

Criteria for asphalt-rubber concrete in civil airport
pavements: Mixture design
[DOT/FAA/PM-86/39] p 129 N87-11910

Capillary GC detection methods for nitrogen and sulfur
compounds in shale-derived jet prop_Jlsion fuels
[AD.A181865] p 784 N87-27812

CHEMICAL FUELS
Fuels combustion research

lAD-A175040] p 318 N87-16897
CHEMICAL LASERS

An approach to the numerical modeling of the dynamics
of reacting gases in nozzles --- gasdynamic and chemical
lasers p 847 A87.50872

CHEMICAL PROPERTIES

Ff00 fuel sampling analysis: Foreign samples
[AD.A168573] p 122 N87.11904

Aviation fuel property effects on altitude relight
[NASA-CR.179582] p 607 N87-24578
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CHEMICAL PROPULSION

CHEMICAL PROPULSION

Alternatives for the propulsion of global range transport

aircraft

[ETN-87-98978] p 371 N87-19399

CHEMICAL REACTIONS

Spectral methods for modeling supersonic chemically

reacting flowfields p 70 A87-14110

Calculation of the aerodynamic coefficients of aircraft

on a computer with allowance for physicochemical

reactions p 803 A87-50876

Theoretical kinetic computations in complex reacting

systems p 476 N87-20277

Computational chemistry p 706 N87-26023

The 1-((diorganooxy phosphonyl) methyl)-2,4- and

-2,6-diamino benzenes and their derivatives

[NASA-CASE-ARC-11425-2] p 844 N87-28605

CHEMICAL REACTORS

The current application of titanium in Japan and an

outlook for the future p 781 A87-47978
CHINA

China aerodynamics research society

lAD-A182577] p 716 N87-27612
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Purifying hydraulic systems p 607 A87-39484

CHOKES

Comment on 'Computation of choked and supersonic

turbomaohinery flows by a modified potential method'

p 71 A87-14129

CHOKES (FUEL SYSTEMS)

Numerical and experimental studies on choked

underexpanded jets

[AIAA PAPER 87-1378J p 567 A87-42423

CHORDS (GEOMETRY)

The Rolls-Royce wide chord fan blade

[PNR90392] p 764 N87-27671

CHROMIUM ALLOYS

The preparation and properties of vapor deposited

AI-Cr-Fe alloys p 841 A87-51634

CHROMIUM STEELS

Fatigue strength of 30KhGSN2A steel lugs under

programmed loading p 843 A87-53441

CIRCUIT BOARDS

Microprocessor based UUT testing in a depot

environment p 547 A87-38666

CIRCUIT RELIABILITY

VLSI impact on RAMS strategies in avionics design

p 128 A87-15423

A rugged electronic pressure scanner designed for

turbine test p 695 A87-45124

New technological considerations that improve avionic

reliability p 750 A87-50336

CIRCULAR CYLINDERS

Upwind Navier-Stokes solutions for separated periodic

flows p 347 A87-31182

Local heat-transfer coefficients of simulated smooth

glaze ice formations on a cylinder p 420 A87-32163

Unsteady viscous flows round moving circular cylinders

and airfoils. II p 637 A87-45792

Flow of a monoatomic rarefied gas around a rotating

circular cylinder p 803 A87-50880

A description of a turbulent flow past a circular cylinder

by a discrete vortex method p 11 N87-10014

Results of icing flights in winter 1983/1984: Ice accretion

thickness in correlation with cloud physical parameters,

object and cloud parameters

[ESA-TF-969] p 176 N87-14324

Determination of the local heat transfer characteristics

on glaze ice accretions on a cylinder and a NACA 0012

airfoil

[AD-At79931] p 647 N87-25309

High Reynolds number flows around smooth and rough

cylinders. Volume 1. Mean surface pressure distribution

[AD-A183531] p 816 N87-29428

CIRCULAR PLATES

Aerodynamic coefficients of a circular wing in steady

subsonic 8ow p67 A87-13653

CIRCULATION CONTROL AIRFOILS

Aerodynamic force calculations of an elliptical circulation

control airfoil p 71 A87-14360

A new class of circulation control airfoils

[AIAA PAPER 87-0003] p 216 A87-22351

Further development of pneumatic powered-lift systems

with capability for thrust deflection and recovery

[AIAA PAPER 87-0005] p 248 A87-22353

Development of compressible flow similarity concepts
for circulation control airfoils

[AIAA PAPER 87-0153] p 219 A87-22446

Improved algorithms for circulation-control airfoils in

transonic flow

[AIAA PAPER 87-0154] p 219 A87-22447

Experimental investigations of the circular wall jet on a

circulation control airfoil

[AIAA PAPER 87-0155] p 219 A87-22448

Boundary-layer and wake measurements on a swept,

ciroulation-control wing

[AIAA PAPER 87-0156] p 219 A87-22449
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Evaluation of a research circulation control airfoil using
Navier-Stokes methods

[AIAA PAPER 87-0002] p 228 A87-22754

Circulation control airfoils as applied to rotary-wing

aircraft p 287 A87-25716

Section characteristics of a finite, swept circulation

control airfoil p 342 A87-28072

Noise from a circulation control wing with upper surface

blowing p 342 A87-28074

The predicting method for the performance of the

modern supersonic/transonic stage of the axial-flow

compressor p 344 A87-29566

Recent progress in circulation control aerodynamics

[AIAA PAPER 87-0001 ] p 345 A87-31101

A study of a circulation control airfoil with leading/trailing

edge blowing

[AIAA PAPER 87-0157] p 345 A87-31104

Aeroelastic characteristics of swept circulation control

wings

[AIAA PAPER 87-0920] p 428 A87-33724

Large-scale static investigation of

circulation-control-wing concepts applied to upper

surface-blowing aircraft

[NASA-TP-2684] p 243 N87-15959

Verification of performance results for a low-speed 15

percent elliptical circulation control airfoil

[NASA-CR-181020] p 494 N87-22633

CIRCULATION CONTROL ROTORS

NOTAR (No Tail Rotor) hover testing using a scale model

in water p 148 A87-19223

The use of discrete vortices to predict liff of a circulation

control rotor section with a trailing edge blowing slot

p 627 A87-43418

Aeroelastio stability of a bearingless circulation control

rotor in forward flight p 652 A87-43443

Extension of local circulation method to counter rotation

propeller

[AIAA PAPER 87-1891 I p 635 A87-45280

CIRCULATION DISTRIBUTION

A prescribed radial distribution circulation of a hovering

rotor blade p 627 A87-43414

CITIES

A program for development of an airship transport

system

[AIAA PAPER 87-2303] p 736 A87-48639

Noise levels from urban helicopter operations, New

Orleans, Louisiana

(AD-A174129] p 273 N87-16590

CIVIL AVIATION

Weather safety aspects in future civil air navigation

p 85 A87-13540

Airworthiness of composite structures - Some

experiences from civil certification p 78 A87-13627

The development of dynamic performance standards

for civil rotorcraft seats p 89 A87-13666

Summary of NASA stall/spin research for general

aviation configurations

[AIAA PAPER 86-2597] p 111 A87-14032

General aviation cost effectiveness

[AIAA PAPER 86-2607] p 139 A87-14037

The future of the National Airspace System

[AIAA PAPER 86-2743] p 210 A87-17959

Noise reduction abatement and mitigation - A history

of noise control programs and review of the regulatory

process

[AIAA PAPER 86-2745] p 210 A87-17960

The development of dynamic performance standards

for civil rotorcraft seats p 155 A87-19251

The FAA 'Buy-Sell' slot rule - Airline deregulation at the

crossroads p 210 A87-19297

Pilot certificate actions and civil penalties

p 210 A87-19298

Recent developments in aviation case law

p 210 A87-19300

The airport passenger terminal --- Book

p 255 A87-20352

A matter of margins --- US ATC technological

obsolescence p 236 A87-22220

Keeping them flying --- aircraft maintenance

shortcomings p 211 A87-22223

Hero or scapegoat? --- aircraft pilot tasks and

responsibilities p 233 A87-22224

Use, non-use, and abuse of weather radar

[AIAA PAPER 87-0441] p 269 A87-22634

Improving aircraft icing forecasts

[AIAA PAPER 87-0532] p 269 A87-22690

The 'right to fly' and the 'right to carry traffic by air', in

international air transportation, after 40 years

p 274 A87-23274

Aviation safety - A review of the 1985 record

p 295 A87-25845

Cost-effective, high-technology civil transports

p 358 A87-29278
Custom in international air relations

p 398 A87-29485

SUBJECTINDEX

Legitimate responses to aerial intruders - The view from

a neutral state p 399 A87-29489

An airspace-surveillance and collision-avoidance system

based on the standard commercial-aviation DME

p 355 A87-29632

New materials in civil aviation; Proceedings of the

Aerospace T_chncdc_0y _..onf__rence and Exposition, Long

Beach, CA, Oct. 13-16, 1986

[SAE SP-682J p 339 A87-29640

Application of advanced composites in civil aircraft

[SAE PAPER 861673] p 379 A87-29642

Digital avionics systems Overview of

FAA/NASA/industry-wide briefing p 401 A87-31543

Changing scene in the U.S. air transportation system

(Lecture) p 403 A87-33424

ACAS signal-interference studies carried out in the

USSR --- Airborne Collision Avoidance System

p 437 A87-34899

Update on the U.S. Oceanic Display and Planning

System p 425 A87-34900

Todays repair methods for composites --- for A-310 and

Boeing 767 aircraft p 481 A87-35279

Low cost air surveillance radar developed

p 497 A87-35559

The role of the International Civil Aviation Organization

on deregulation, discrimination, and dispute resolution

p 550 A87-37566

Automation - A necessity for higher ATC efficiency

p 577 A87-39261

Managing the crowded sky - The UK experience

p 578 A87-39950

Independent ground monitor coverage of Global

Positioning System (GPS) satellites for use by civil

aviation p 580 A87-41389

Advances in numerical weather prediction for aviation

forecasting p 615 A87-42483

Fire safety aspects for construction of civil aircraft

p 575 A87-42682

The new Annex 17 - The latest contribution by

international civil aviation to the battle against terrorism

p 708 A87-42860

Interception of civil aircraft vs. misuse of civil aviation

p 708 A87-42861

Airlines are exempt from law on rights of the disabled

p 709 A87-42863

Prospects for the use of composites in civil aircraft

p 655 A87-44577

Civil propulsion technology for the next twenty-five

years p 624 A87-46177

Cost effective avionics - Customer's views: Experience

with civil aircraft p 798 A87-48053

T700/CT7 growth engine for European helicopters

p 760 A87-48962

New developments in military and civil helicopters in

Western Europe p 714 A87-49639

Aviation satcoms p 820 A87-51322

Airline management prerogative in the deregulation

era p 861 A87-52172

Civil liability concerning unlawful interference with civil

aviation p 861 A87-52900

The role of Navstar/GPS in civil aviation

p 820 A87-53582

Aircraft accident reports: Brief format US civil and foreign

aviation, issue number 2 of 1985 accidents

]PB86-916916] p 17 N87-10056

Aviation statistics, 1984

[ISBN-90-357-0386-3] p 18 N87-10851

General aviation activity and avionics survey

[AD-A168582] p 65 N87-11686

Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US civil and

fore!gn aviation, issue number 5 of 1985 accidents

[PB86-916919] p83 N87-11710

Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US civil and

foreign aviation, issue number 4 of 1985 accidents

[PS86-916918] p 84 N87-11712

Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US civil and

foreign aviation, issue number 3 of 1985 accidents

[PB86-916917] p 84 N87-11713

Review of accident data: US general aviation calendar

year 1982

[PB86-201910] p 84 N87-11714

Semiannual report to Congress on the effectiveness of

the Civil Aviation Security Program

lAD-A169813] p 155 N87-13420

Aerodynamic characteristics of general aviation at high

angle of attack with the propeller slipstream

[NASA-TM-88503] p 153 N87-14280

Analysis of bird strikes reported by European airlines

1976-1980. Civil aircraft over 5700 kg (12 500 Ib) maximum

weight

[CAA-PAPER-84019] p 155 N87-14296

Accidents to UK aircraft and to large jet and turbo-prop

transport aircraft worldwide in 1984

[CAA-PAPER-85009] p 156 N87-14297
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Analysis of bird strikes to United Kingdom registered
aircraft 1983 (civil aircraft over 5700 kg maximum
weight)
[CAA-PAPER-85018] p 156 N87-14299

Accidents to United Kingdom aircraft and to large jet
and turbo-prop transport aircraft worldwide in 1985
[CAA-PAPER-86005] p 156 N87-14301

Deep stall characteristics of MU-300
[NASA-TM-88502] p 175 N87-14318

Aimraff accident reports: Brief format, US civil and
foreign aviation, issue number 7 of 1985 accidents
[PB86-916921] p 235 N87-15195

Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US civil and
foreign aviation, issue number 6 of 1985 accidents
[PB86-916920] p 235 N87-15196

Aircraft accident reports. Brief format, US civil and
foreign aviation, issue number 11, 1985 accidents
[PB86-916925] p 236 N87-15951

Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US Civil and
Foreign Aviation, issue number 12, 1985 accidents
(PB86-916926] p 353 N87-1855t

Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US Civil and
Foreign Aviation issue number 16 of 1984 accidents
[PB86-916912] p 354 N87-18556

The use of new technology in the control of civil air
traffic at airway junctions
[AD-A174303] p 357 N87-18557

Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US civil and
foreign aviation, issue number 14, 1985 accidents
[PB86-916928] p 422 N87-20980

Communication, Navigation and Surveillance services

for the aviation industry using satellite technology
p 500 N87-21886

Some experiences in integrating avionic systems on the
civil flight deck p 511 N87-21902

NOISEMAP 5.1 computer program update. Operator's
manual, addendum 2
lAD-A177345] p 543 N87-22314

Results of the specialized investigation of accidents
involving German aircraft at home and abroad, and with
foreign aircraft at home
[ISSN-0178-8094) p 576 N87-23602

Annual review of aircraft accident data. US air carrier

operations calendar year 1983
[PB87-160628] p 648 N87-25311

Measurement of the effect of manufacturing deviations
on natural laminar flow for a single engine general aviation
airplane

[NASA-CR-180671] p 677 N87-26044
First approximation to landing field length of civil

transport aeroplanes (50 ft., 15.24 m screen)

[ESDU-84040] p 688 N87-26056
Aircraft accident reports. Brief format, US civil and

foreign aviation, issue number 2, 1988 accidents
[PB87-916904] p 818 N87-28528

General aviation aircraft utilization in the construction
industry
[AD-A183155] p 802 N87-29404

Census of US civil aircraft, calendar year 1986
[AD-A183423] p 802 N87-29406

CLASSIFICATIONS

Classification of the load-carrying capacity of runway

p 686 A87-46353
Classification of the load-carrying capacity of runway

surfaces by the ACN-PCN method. IV

p 777 A87-47316
Radar target identification techniques applied to a

polarization diverse aircraft data base

[AD-A180044] p 614 N87-24599
CLASSIFYING

Statistical classification of radar clutter --- for air traffic

control feature extraction p 160 A87-19415
CLEAN FUELS

NASA/GE advanced low emissions combustor
program

[AIAA PAPER 87-2035] p 671 A87-45369
CLEANING

Cleaning methods and procedures for military oxygen
equipment - Investigation results p 46 A87-10867

Ionic cleaning after wave solder and before conformal

coat p 534 A87-38591
Corrosion maintenance and experimental design

[AD-A181926] p 716 N87-27610
CLEAR AIR TURBULENCE

The use of flight test techniques in aircraft accident
investigations p 738 A87-49202

Comments on the problem of turbulence in aviation

p 496 N87-22342
Measurements of atmospheric turbulence

p 543 N87-22347
Turbulence forecasting p 543 N87-22351
History of wind shear turbulence models

p 703 N87-25269
Wind shear and turbulence simulation

p 703 N87-25274

Turbulence models p 703 N87-25277
CLEARANCES

A method for evaluating the effect of the radial clearance
on the efficiency of the turbocompressor during the
selection of process parameters for a turbofan engine

p 247 A87-20400
Calculation of the radial clearance chronogram for the

compressors of aircraft gas turbine engines
p 591 A87-42149

CLIMBING FLIGHT

A model comparison of a supersonic aircraft minimum
time-to-climb problem
[AIAA PAPER 87-0146] p 240 A87-22441

CLINICAL MEDICINE

Medical helicopters - Carbon monoxide risk?
p 420 A87-31698

CLOSE PACKED LATTICES

High temperature titanium alloys p 689 A87-44739
Alpha silicon carbide components for heat engine

applications p 842 A87-53354
CLOSURE LAW

A comparison of turbulence closure models for transonic
flows about airfoils

[AIAA PAPER 87-0418] p 224 A87-22619
CLOUD COVER

Multiwavelength scanning radiometer for airborne
measurements of scattered radiation within clouds

p 246 A87-20964
Aviation and satellite climatology p 469 A87-34445

CLOUD GLACIATION

Comparison of wet and dry growth in artificial and flight
icing conditions p 646 A87-45635

Ice accretion dependence on cloud physical
parameters p 55 N87-11433

Comparative flight measurement of icing parameters for
the DO 28 D2 propeller*driven aircraft of the German Army
Testing Office 61 and for DFVLR's Falcon 20 E jet aircraft
in stratus clouds

[ESA-TT-941] p 83 N87-11709
CLOUD HEIGHT INDICATORS

Cloud signals from lidar and rotating beam ceilometer
compared with pilot ceiling p 263 A87-20963

CLOUD PHYSICS
A thermal device for aircraft measurement of the solid

water content of clouds p 246 A87-20951
Ice accretion dependence on cloud physical

parameters p 55 N87-11433

Ice accretion calculations on cylindrical rods following
the Bain model, and comparison with experimental results
(Fuchs, Schickel, Kaluza, Uwira, 1985)

p 56 N87-t1434
Helicopter Icing Spray System (HISS) evaluation and

improvement
[AD-A170732] p 173 N87-13429

Results of icing flights in winter 1983/1984: Ice accretion
thickness in correlation with cloud physical parameters,
object and cloud parameters
[ESA-TT-969] p 176 N87-14324

SPACE/COHMEX data inventory document
[NASA-TM-4006] p 854 N87-29068

CLOUDS

Interaction of aircraft and explosive eruption clouds -

CLOUDS (METEOROLOGY)
The terminal area simulation system. Volume 1:

Theoretical formulation

[NASA-CR-4046] p 421 N87-20255
Experiences with hot-wire instruments for the

measurement of the liquid water content in clouds
[DFVLR-MITT-86] p 704 N87-26476

CLUMPS

Molecular-beam study of the formation and properties
of H20 clusters p 528 A87-36644

CLUTCHES
Helicopter having a disengageable tail rotor

[NASA-CASE-LAR-13609-1] p 588 N87-24460
CLUTTER

Statistical classification of radar clutter --- for air traffic
control feature extraction p 160 A87-19415

COAL

Production of high energy aviation fuels from advanced
coal liquids, phase 1
[AD-A182333] p 785 N87-27819

Combustion by-products on F-4 drogue parachutes
[AD-A182929] p 819 N87-29472

COAL DERIVED LIQUIDS

Production of high energy aviation fuels from advanced
coal liquids, phase 1
[AD-A182333] p 785 N87-27819

COAL GASIFICATION
Materials for large land-based gas turbines

[PB87-120531] p 443 N87-20998

COASTAL WATER

Laser airborne depth sounding in Australia
p 30 A87-12677

COATING

Consequence of layer separation on pavement
performance

[DOT/FAA/PM-86/48] p 602 N87-23661
COATINGS

Solving structural test problems with photoelastic
coatings p 532 A87-36885

Advances in flow visualization using liquid-crystal
coatings
ISAE PAPER 871017] p 787 A87-48755

Net shape technology in aerospace structures. Volume
3. Appendix. Emerging Net Shape Technologies.
Presentations of a workshop held on March 27-29, 1985
in Santa Barbara, California
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Materials for Advanced Turbine Engines (MATE). Project
4: Erosion resistant compressor airfoil coating
]NASA*CR-179622] p 784 N87-27029

COAXIAL FLOW

A model for effects of large-scale motion on coaxial
jet development
[AIAA PAPER 87-0380] p 265 A87-22599

The prediction of the dynamic behavior of aircraft
engines Critical speeds, the effects of unbalances

p 369 A87-29951
An experimental study of the structure of coaxial

nonisobaric reacting jets p 484 A87-35822

Mathematical model for calculating the atomization of
a liquid jet by an annular gas stream

p 693 A87-43610

The aerodynamic calculation of counter rotating coaxial
rotors p 720 A87-48925

COAXIAL NOZZLES

Muffiaxis aircraft control power from thrust vectoring at
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[AIAA PAPER 86-1779] p 595 A87-40272

COBALT ALLOYS

Alumina-CoCrAIY material as an improved intermediate
layer for graded ceramic gas-path sealing in aeroturbine
engines p 40 A87-12928

Dip process thermal barrier coatings for gas turbines
p 322 A87-26114

High temperature static strain gage program
p 52 N87-11188

COCKPIT SIMULATORS

A new meaning to 'flying the desk' --- high fidelity cockpit
simulator p 192 A87-16762

Early evaluation of the V-22 Osprey through piloted
simulation p 171 A87-19268

Some fundamentals of simulator cockpit motion
generation p 683 A87-44714

A new method for low cost testing and evaluation of
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phases p 745 A87-48920
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[AIAA PAPER 87-2437] p 778 A87-49168

Simulation in support of advanced cockpit
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[AIAA PAPER 87-2572] p 778 A87-49173

traffic info'rmation du'ring instrument meteorological
conditions: Simulation evaluation

]NASA-TP-2567] p 819 N87-29469
COCKPITS

Integration of the KS-147A LOROP into the RF-5E

p 28 A87-10935
Reconnaissance interface - The near real time is now

p 29 A87-10950
Now hear this --- sound warnings to aircrews

p 80 A87-14620
Dynamic holography for real-time 3-D cockpit display

p 178 A87-16741
A microprocessor-based noise cancellor for the

cockpit p 180 A87-16848
Modern flight control from the point of view of the

cockpit p 158 A87-16987
Cockpit added for evaluating helicopter systems

p 162 A87-17416
Interactive design tool for cockpit controls and displays

development

[AIAA PAPER 86-2735] p 181 A87-17953
An investigation of single-piloted advanced cockpit and

control configurations for nap-of-the-earth helicopter
combat mission tasks p 193 A87-19253

SHADOW --- experimental helicopter based on S-76A
p 182 A87-19284

HH-60 avionics - A progress report

p 182 A87-19285
GPS failure detection by autonomous means within the

cockpit p 159 A87-19353
Toward the omnipotent pilot p 246 A87-21253
Advanced Helmet Integrated Display Systems

p 434 A87-31470
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CODES

A ganedc methodology for passive sensor avionics
emulation in man.in-the-loop cockpit simulators

p 450 A87.31474
Reductions in oceanic separation standards through the

use of a TCAS-derived CDTI -- Traffic Aled and Collision
Avoidance System - Cockpit Display of Traffic
Information ) 419 A87-31488

Windshear detection/alert and guidance cockpit

displays - A pilot's perspective ) 420 A87.31489
Flight deck avionics for the MD-11

) 435 A87-31490

Integrating speech technology to meet crew station
design roquiroments )459 A87-31491

HELIX - A causal model-based diagnostic expert
system ) 401 A87-32071

Airbus A320 side stick and fly by wire. An update
[SAE PAPER 861801] ) 444 A87.32646

Syntax analysis for a cockpit speech recognition
system
[ DGLR PAPER 86-158] p498 A87-36784

Future usa of knowledge.based systems for
man-machine interfaces in air transport systems
[DGLR PAPER 86-159] p 511 A87-36785

Aircraft fog control systems
[SAE PAPER 860914] p 507 A87-38706

EH101 cockpit design p 661 A87-43404
Helmet mounted displays fer tactical aircraft

p 755 A87-47112
The electronic copilot - A look at the future of cockpit

automation p 755 A87-47869
Human factors associated with glass cockpit design

[SAE PAPER 871036] p 756 A87-48764

Flight tests confirming the operability of night vision
display cockpits for the new helicopters

p 756 A87-48918

Beam index display - The answer to modern helicopter
cockpit design p 756 A87-48921

Pilot report - Air Force's Sikorsky HH-60 Night Hawk
p 750 A87.50225

A test on the reliability and performance of the verbex
series 4000 voice recognizer
[AD-A169066] p 130 N87-12729

Trends in sidiner flight deck design
[NLR-MP-85007-U] p 174 N87-13437

Investigation of the electroacoustic properties of cockpit
recorders and cockpit area microphones in passenger
aircraft

[PTB-AK-30] p 183 N87-13440
The derivation of low profile and variable cockpit

geometries to achieve 1st to 99th percentile
accommodation

[AD-A173454] p 295 N87-17687
Halon extinguishment of small aircraft instrument panel

tires
[DOTIFAAICT-86/26] p 354 N87.19369

Development of simulated directional audio for cockpit
applications
[AD-A175350] p 391 N87-19570

An assessment of artificisl intelligence and expert
systems technology for application to management of
cockpit systems
[AD-A175456] p394 N87.19911

Traffic scenario generation technique for piloted
simula_on studies

[NASA-TM-86397] p 421 N87-20254

Integration of altitude and airspeed infom_ation into a
primary flight display via moving-tape formats
[NASA-TM-89064] p 438 N87-20265

A graphics environment supporting the rapid prototyping
of pictorial cockpit displays
[AD-A178636] p 548 N87-23182

Visual and motion cueing inhelicopter simulation
p 599 N87-23634

OASIS: A modern tool for real-time simulation
p 600 N87-23638

Trends in ground-based and in-flight simulators for
development applications p 600 N87-23645

Systems Testbed for Avionic Research (STAR)
automation concept development

[AD-A180658] p 757 N87-26907
Organization of displays in thevisual space of the combat

aircraft pilot p 856 N87-29516

Voice control of cockpit systems p 837 N87.29526

The flight evaluation of a speech recognition and a
speech output system in an advanced cockpit display and
flight management system for helicopters

p 829 N87-29527

Evaluation of the F/A-18 head.up-display for recovery
from unusual attitudes

[AD.A183303] p829 N87-29532
CODES

Time modulation. II - Scheme codes avoidance
maneuvers for aircraft p 649 A87-44845

CODING
Evaluation of three numerical methods for propulsion

integration studies on transonic transport configurations
[AIAA PAPER 86-1814] p 554 A87-40273

Application of a potential code to general steady flows
in three dimensions p 50 N87-10262

Computer code to interchange CDS and wave-drag

geometry formats
[NASA.TM.88988] p 172 N87.13427

A method for aimraft simulation verification and

validation developed at the United States Air Force Flight
Simulation Facility p 601 N87-23654

User's manual for ADAM (Advanced Dynamic Airfoil

Model)
[ DE87-012342] p813 N67-28524

COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION
Frictional and retarding forces on aircraft tyres. Part 4:

Estimation of effects of yaw
[ESDU-86016-PT-4] p 131 N87-12868

Expedmental rotordynamic coefficient results for
teeth-on-rotor and teeth-on-stator labyrinth gas seals

p 538 N87-22212

COGNITION
Multiple paths in complex tasks

[NASA-CR-180392] p 619 N87-24911

Sophisticated integral control methods for usa in flight
p 856 N87-29510

COHERENT RADAR
Dual-mode coupled cavity TWT p 610 A87-41322

COLD FLOW TESTS
An experimental study on distribution of cold and hot

aidlows in combustor p 306 A87-27493
Numerical simulations of cold flow in a ramjet dump

combustor with a choked exit nozzle
p 612 N87-23802

COLD GAS

Influence of vane/blade spacing and cold-gas injection
on vane and blade heat-flux distributions for the Teledyne

702 HP turbine stage
[AIAA PAPER 87-1915] p 669 A87-45295

COLD WEATHER TESTS
Cold weather trials for military aircraft

p 599 A87-41625

Antimisting kerosene: Evaluation of low temperature
performance
[DOT/FAA/CT-85/31] p 122 N87-11902

COLD WORKING
The effect of matariai compressibility (Poisson ratio) on

the elasto-plastic solution to the problem of a cylinder under
internal pressure (coldworkieg situation)

p 124 A87-13642

Enhanced stop-drill repair procedure for cracked
structures p 384 A87-30109

Effect of cold.working by hole expansion on fatigue life
of 7075-T7351 and 7475-T761 aluminum lugs with and
without initial flaws under maneuver loading spectrum

p 604 A87-40230
Effect of cold-working by hole expansion on fatigue life

of 7075-T7351 and 7475-T761 aluminum lugs with and
without initial flaws under maneuver loading spectrum
[TAE-561] p 259 N87-15291

COLLISION AVOIDANCE

Automated functions for air traffic control systems
p 21 A87-12687

Characterizing height-keeping error distribution based
on indirect observation --- applicable to evaluation of safety
of air traffic control systems p 158 A87-17243

Search strategy for the potential collision between two
aircraft p 351 A87.28152

Near-field radar for helicopter obstacle avoidance
p 365 A87-29631

An airspace-surveillance and collision-avoidance system
based on the standard commercial-aviation DME

p 355 A87-29632
The consequences of accurate bearing resolution on

the TCAS Limited Implementation Program
p 436 A87.31549

FAA - An agency beseiged. II - Technology for air
safety p 401 A87-31618

ACAS signal-intarference studies carried out in the
USSR --- Airborne Collision Avoidance System

p 437 A87-34899

Testing automated ground collision avoidance systems
on the AFTI/F-16 p 660 A87-43375

An airborne collision avoidance system - The TCAS
p 649 A87-44231

Time modulation, II - Scheme codes avoidance
maneuvers for aircraft p 649 A87-44845

Estimating projections of the playable sat
[AIAA PAPER 87-2242] p 795 A87-50408

Runway incursions at controlled airports in the United
States
[PB86-917003] p 84 N87.11711

Obstacle-warning radar for helicopters
p 132 N87-13149

SUBJECT INDEX

Aircraft collision warning system
[AD-D012463] p 236 N87-15199

Aircraft control tower service
[ETN-87-99169] p 357 N87-19371

Traffic alert and collision avoidance system (TCAS)
surveillance performance in helicopters
[DOTIFAAIPM.65/29] p503 N87-21905

COLOR
Aircraft color CRT experience p 178 A87-16742
Applications of color graphics to complex aerodynamic

analysis
[AIAA PAPER 87-0273] p 332 A87-24947

Electronic display equipment for use in the advanced
flight deck simulator at Bdtish Aerospace, Weybridge
[RID-1912] p 453 N87-21005

The flight development of a color electronic display
format and monitoring system of helicopter engine and
transmission data
[RAE-TM-FS(S)-638] p 829 N87-28548

COLOR VISION

Colour dependence and surplus information in airport
visual aids during VFR operations p 649 A87.44040

COMBAT

Expert systems for aiding combat pilots
p 29 A87-12212

Fault tolerance - An affordable necessity --- maintaining

weapon system operational capability
p 178 A87-16737

The Air Combat Simulator and its role in the aircraft

development process
[AIAA PAPER 86-2682] p 192 A87-17922

The effects of gun accuracy and rotororaft
maneuverability on sir-to-air combat effectiveness

p 143 A87-19210

Model for analysis of combat sustainability
p 143 A87.19213

Mission simulators p314 A87-24611

Mission and flight path planning in a tactical air combat
computer
[DGLR PAPER 86-156] p 521 A87-36782

Navy departure resistance and air combat maneuvering
evaluation of the FA-18B airplane p 765 A87-47843

AH-64 Combat Mission Simulator tactical system
[AIAA PAPER 87-2575] p779 A87-49176

An assessment of aircraft repair schemes for battle

damage and permanent usage
[R946/8] p 145 N87-14246

A case study of a combat aircraft's single hit

vulnerability
[AD-A175723] p 364 N87-19386

Future fighters: Will they be supportable?
[AD-A177790] p 483 N87-21848

The usa of Aedtalie flight simulator for the development
of the AM-X weapon system p 601 N87-23650

Operational training: Application and experience
p 601 N87-23653

COMBINED STRESS
A study on fatigue crack propagation superimposing high

cycles on low cycles for turbine materials
p 317 A87-25423

COMBUSTIBLE FLOW
Spectral methods for modeling supersonic chemically

reacting fiowtields p70 A87-14110
Visualization of flows in a motored rotary combustion

engine using holographic interferometry
[AIAA PAPER 86-1557] p 248 A87-21514

Rapid convergence numerical methods for calculating
reactive flows p 323 A87-27529

Development of test facility and optical instrumentation
for turbulent combustion research p376 A87-31276

Computational models for gas-turbine combustors
p 515 A87-38954

Calculation of aerospace propulsion combustors - A view
from industry p 515 A87-38955

Impact of numerical methods on gas turbine combustor
design and development p 515 A87-38959

Efficient calculation of chemically reacting flow
p 607 A87-39539

Simulations of ramjet combustor flow fields, I - Numerical
model, large-scale and mean motions
[AIAA PAPER 87-1421] p633 A87-44949

Combustion-generated turbulence in practical
combustors
[AIAA PAPER 87-1721] p 665 A87-45161

A mixing augmentation technique for hypervelocity
soramjets
[AIAA PAPER 87-1882] p 668 A87-45275

Studies of ecramjet flowfields
[AIAA PAPER 87-2161] p 688 A87-45443

Acta Aeronautica et Astronautics Sinica (selected

articles)
[AD-A167918] p 3 N87-10004

Holographic interferometry at Wright Aeronautical
Laboratories p 851 N87-29435

Status of holographic interferometry at Wright Patterson
Air Force Base p 851 N87-29436
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COMBUSTION

Combustion noise from gas turbine aircraft engines
measurement of far-field levels
[NASA-TM-88971] p335 N87-17480

Effects of aircraft engine bleed air duct failures on
surrounding aircraft structure
lAD-A181071] p 739 N87-26884

High-speed reacting flows: Research to understand
processes in supersonic combustors
lAD-A183952] p846 N87.29629

COMBUSTION CHAMBERS

Experimental investigation of a solid fuel ramjet
combustor p 104 A87-13658

Machine vision inspection of combustor holes
p 199 A87-19218

A study of heat release in the primary zone of the
combustion chamber of a gas-turbine engine

p 247 A87-20401
Visualization of flows in a motored rotary combustion

engine using holographic interferomefry
]AIAA PAPER 86-1557] p 248 A87-21514

Acoustic-vortex interactions and low frequency
oscillations in axisymmetric combustors -- of ramjet
engines
[AIAA PAPER 87-0185] p 249 A87-22454

A three-dimensional grid generation method for
gas-turbine combustor flow computations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0204] p 249 A87-22482

A model for effects of large-soaie motion on coaxial
jet development
[AIAA PAPER 87-0380] p 265 A87-22599

Quantitative measurement of transverse injector and
free stream interaction in a nonreacting SCRAM JET
combustor using laser-induced iodine fluorescence
[AIAA PAPER 87-0087] p 281 A87-24916

Finite amplitude waves in ramjet combustors
[AIAA PAPER 87-0221 ] p 304 A87-24940

Microfoous radiography of jet engines
p 321 A87-25822

Flow through channels interconnected by slot(s)
p 323 A87-27473

Analysis of the air flow into ramjet combustion
chambers p 288 A87-27474

An experimental study on distribution of cold and hot
airflows in combustor p 306 A87-27493

Combustion of liquid fuel in the counter-swirled jets of
a gas turbine plant annular combustion chamber

p 381 A87-28347
Flame tube wall temperature and combustion efficiency

of a combustor using air blast atomization
p 379 A87-29385

Experimental examination of a prevaporized premixed
combustor p369 A87-31187

Prediction of the structure of fuel sprays in cylindrical
combustion chambers p 369 A87-31277

Temperature and concentration measurements in a solid
fuel ramjet combustion chamber p 369 A87-31278

Technology for the design of high temperature rise
combustors p 370 A87-31287

Geometric effects on the combustion in solid fuel

ramjets p 457 A87-35024
Development of aircraft engine combustors

Inverse design of coolant flow passages in ceramioaily
coated scram jet combustor struts p 514 A87-38807

Computational models for gas-turbine combustors

p 515 A87-38954
Calculation of aerospace propulsion combustors- A view

from industry p 515 A87-38955
Impact of numerical methods on gas turbine combustor

design and development p 515 A87-38959
Effects of multiple rows and noncircular orifices on

dilution jet mixing p 608 A87-39805
Numerical study of the gasdynamic process ina pulsojet

engine p 663 A87-43614
Simulations of ramjet combustor flow fields. I - Numerical

model, larga-scaio and mean motions
[AIAA PAPER 87-1421] p 633 A87-44949

Simulations of ramjet combustor flow fields. II - Origin
of pressure oscillations

[AIAA PAPER 87-1422] p 633 A87-44950
Combustion.generated turbulence in practical

combustors

[AIAA PAPER 87.1721] p665 A87-45161
Design and test verification of a combustion system for

an advanced turbofan engine
[AIAA PAPER 87-1826] p 666 A87-45231

The influence of dilution hole aerodynamics on the
temperature distribution in a cornbustor dilution zone
[AIAA PAPER 87-1827] p666 A87-45232

Pressure oscillations and acoustic-enfropy interactions
in ramjet combustion chambers
[AIAA PAPER 87-1872] p 668 A87-45267

NASA/GE advanced low emissions combustor
program
[AIAA PAPER 87.2035] p 671 A87-45369

Diagnostic methods for sir-breathing engines
p 686 A87-46243

Exhaust carbon - The effects of fuel composition
p 676 A87-46253

Numerical simulation of diffusor/combustor dome

interaction p 676 A87-46255
Pressure scaling effects in a scramjet combustion

chamber p 676 A87-46258
Characteristic times for lean blowoff in turbine

combustors p 758 A87-47090
Radiation heat transfer in combustion systems

p 785 A87-47165
Liner cooling research at NASA Lewis Research Center

--- for gas turbine combustion chambers
[AIAA PAPER 87-t828] p 762 A87-50189

Transpiration cooling - Contribution of film cooling to
the overall cooling effectiveness p 847 A87-51475

A variable geometry combustor for broadened properties
fuels

[AIAA PAPER 87-1832] p 830 A87-52246
Flow visualization studies of transverse fuel injection

patterns in a nonreacting Mach 2 combustor
p 807 A87-52386

A nun'mfical study of flow in gas-turbine combustor
[AIAA PAPER 87-2132] p 832 A87-53986

Hot section viewing system
[NASA-CR-174773] p 51 N87-t1144

Combustion overvmw p 43 N87-11181
Flame radiation p 43 N87-11204
Computational fluid dynamic studies of certain ducted

bluff-body flowfields relevant to turbojet combustors.
Volume 1: Time-dependent calculations with the k-apsiion
turbulence model for an existing centerbody combustor
[AD.A171434] p 131 N87-12816

Pressure interactions in supersonic combustion

[AD-A172711] p 259 N87-15289
Developments in data acquisition and processing using

an advanced combustion research facility -.- gas turbine
engines
[RAE-TM-P1089] p 315 N87.16852

Thermodynamic study of ramjet engines
[INPE-4071-RPE/527] p 370 N87-18567

Mechanisms of exciting pressure oscillations in ramjet
engines
[AD-A174608] p 370 N87-19396

Effect of flame-tube bead structure on combustion

chamber performance p 441 N87-20275
Advanced composite combustor structural concepts

program
]NASA-CR-174733] p 458 N87-20387

Velocity and temperature measurements in a can-type
gas-turbine combustor p 443 N87-21184

Developments in data acquisition and processing using
an advanced combustion research facility

p 454 N87-21192
An experiment on a cylindrical scramjet combustor. 1:

Simulated flight Mach number of 4.4
[NAL-TR-918] p 519 N87-21953

The effects of an embedded vortex on a film cooled
turbulent boundary layer
[AD-A177785] p 536 N87-22136

Gas turbine combustor and engine augmentor tube

....... ==...............
[AD-A179423] p 519 N87-22679

Linear coupling of acoustics and entropy and acoustic
stability in ramjet combustion chambers containing a plane
flame p 603 N87-23795

Vortex-nezzio interactions inramjet combustors
p 612 N87.23800

Computational studies of the effects of acoustics and
chemistry on the flow field in an axisymmetric ramjet
combustor p 612 N87-23801

Numerical simulations of cold flow in a ramjet dump
combustor with a choked exit nozzle

p 612 N87-23802
China aerodynamics research society

[AD-A182577] p 716 N87-27612

Toward improved durability inadvanced combustors and
turbines: Progress in the prediction of thermomechanical
loads
[NASA.TM-88932] p 832 N87-28551

High-speed reacting flows: Research to understand
processes in supersonic combustors
[AD-A183952] p 848 N87-29629

COMBUSTION CHEMISTRY

NO(x) reduction and combustion phenomena in the
multi-annular gas turbine swid burner
[AIAA PAPER 87-2036] p 671 A87-45370

Fick's first law correction by an exact solution of the
Boltzmann equation p 859 A87-51483

COMBUSTION CONTROL

Passive shear-flow control to minimize ramjet
combustion instabilities p 605 N87-23798

COMBUSTION EFFICIENCY
Spray characteristics of two combined jet atomizers

p 124 A87-13660

Flame tube wall temperature and combustion efficiency
of a combustor using air blast atomization

p 379 A87-29385

Some aspects of gas turbine combustion using air.blast
atomizers p 367 A87-29389

An experimental study on solid fuel ramjet type
combustion p 378 A87.29390

Electrostatic spray modification in gas turbine
combustion p 379 A87-31288

APU fuel efficiency and affordability for commercial
aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 87-1907] p 669 A87-45290

Effects of scale on supersonic combustor
performance
[AIAA PAPER 87-2164] p 672 A87-45444

Fuel effects on gas turbine combustion
p 830 A87-51474

Performance and efficiency evaluation and heat release
study of an outboard Marine Corporation Rotary
Combustion Engine
[NASA-TM-89833] p 442 N87-20282

Plasma torch igniter for scramjets
p 605 N87-23789

COMBUSTION PHYSICS

Application of spatially precise laser diagnostics to
fundamental and applied combustion research

p 608 A87-39804
Further shook tunnel studies of scramjet phenomena

[NASA-CR-179937] p 77 N87-12542
Elementary-reaction and flow-mechanical problems in

aircraft and spacecraft drives p 196 N87-14333
Combined use of hydrogen as fuel atomizer and

additional fuel in gas-turbine engine p 261 N87-16182
Combustion research in the Internal Fluid Mechanics

Division p 457 N87-20268
Combustion research activities at the Gas Turbine

Research Institute p 458 N87-20273
Effect of flame-tube head structure on combustion

chamber performance p 441 N87-20275
Developments in data acquisition and processing using

an advanced combustion research facility
p 454 N87-21192

COMBUSTION PRODUCTS

A method for calculating the susceptibility of jet fuels
to smoking p 40 A87-12901

CARS applications to combustion diagnostics
p 323 A87-26679

Heater block assembly for use in thermal oxidation
testing of jet fuel
[AD-D012472] p 267 N87-16176

Haion extinguishment of small aircraft instrument panel
fires

[DOT/FAA/CT.86126] p 354 N87-19369
COMBUSTION STABILITY

Acoustic-vortex interactions and low frequency
oscillations in axisymmetric combustors -.. of ramjet
engines
[AIAA PAPER 87-0165] p 249 A87-22454

Vortex-nezzle interactions in ramjet combustors
[AIAA PAPER 87-1871] p 668 A87-45266

Mechanisms of exciting pressure oscillations in ramjet
u, _j. mo
[AD-A174608] p 370 N87-19396

Downstream boundary effects on the frequency of
self-excited oscillations in transonic diffuser flows

p 611 N87-23794
Tones generated due to the impingement of two jets

on each other p 620 N87-23797
Passive sbear-flow control to minimize ramjet

combustion instabilities p 605 N87-23798
Computational studies of the effects of acoustics and

chemistry on the flow field in an axisymmetric ramjet
combustor p 612 N87-23801

Combustion instabilities in dump type ramjet
combustors p 605 N87-23803

Spray combustion: A driving mechanism for ramjet
combustion instability p 606 N87-23805

COMBUSTION WIND TUNNELS

Development of test facility and optical instrumentation
for turbulent combustion research p376 A87-31276

COMMAND AND CONTROL
Piloting of unmanned air vehicles. II

p 23 A87-10941
NAECON 1986; Proceedings of the National Aerospace

and Electronics Conference, Dayton, OH, May 19-23,1986.
Volumes 1, 2, 3, & 4 p 141 A87-16726

GPS enhancements for aircraft p 236 A87-19997
COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT

Condition monitoring of large commercial turbofan
engines p 34 A87-13008

The future of international air transport
p 2 A87-13016

Technologies for a mechanized carbon fiber
construction element for commercial aircraft production
[MBB-UT-005-86] p 126 A87-13999
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COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT

Avionics systems for future commercial helicopters

p 101 A87-14005

Airlines look at 150-seaters p 83 A87-15180

Manufacturers plan new long-range aircraft

p 95 A87-15181

US air transport technology - Where next?

p 65 A87-16398

Progress in knowledge-based flight monitoring

p 177 A87-16705

Multipurpose aircraft monitoring with a smart recorder

p 179 A87-t6836

Cost effective transportation and high technology

p 141 A87-17022

How different a modern SET would be

p 162 A87-17143

Economics in new commercial aircraft design

[AIAA PAPER 86-2667] p 209 A87-17912

A commercial view of hybrid airships

[AIAA PAPER 86-2703] p 209 A87-17936

System design trends in commercial transport aircraft

evolution or revolution? --- with emphasis on flight control

and flight deck display systems

[AIAA PAPER 86-2722] p 180 A87-17945

Commuter, corporate and light aircraft - Analysis of

international operations and markets

[AIAA PAPER 86-27241 p 143 A87-17946

Flying Dassault's big bird --- Falcon 900 passenger

aircraft flight test p 167 A87-t8644

A design-support team views forty years of commercial

helicopter value p 144 A87-19233

Characteristics and specification of airborne fiber optic

components p 245 A87-19629

Applications of composites in commercial aircraft

abound p 258 A87-20574

Gulfstream IV - Flying the corporate leader

p 241 A87-22919

Reduction of turbulent skin friction - Turbulence

moderators p 287 A87-25912

Cost-effective, high-technology civil transports

p 358 A87-29278

Boeing 7J7 design to be frozen in July

p 360 A87-30001

Has the Orient Express been murdered? --- technological

development of hypersonic transport aircraft

p 340 A87-30002

Escaping from burning cabins - Are smoke hoods the

answer? p 352 A87-30003

In-service monitoring and maintenance of engines at

Air France p 340 A87-30844

New commercial aircraft promise efficiency

p 340 A87-30918

Prototype real-time simulation software for the

concurrent multiprocessing environment

p 471 A87-31477

Flight deck avionics for the MD-11

p 435 A87-31490

Fault-tolerance in distributed digital fly-by-wire flight

control systems p 435 A87-31515

Higher cruise speed commercial aircraft evolution

[SAE PAPER 861686] p 402 A87-32602

Ultra high bypass engine applications to commercial and

military aircraft

[SAE PAPER 861720] p 440 A87-32611

Towards total simulation p 452 A87-34768

Composite structure design p 527 A87-35281

With twin-jets across the North Atlantic - A legal

reflection ) 549 A87-370f 7

Data acquisition system for aircraft qualification

) 499 A87-37426

Pace of structural materials slows for commereial

transports r 551 A87-40840

A U.S. civil tilt-rotor - Is the gauntlet thrown?

) 551 A87-41028

Ring laser gyro inertial and GPS integrated navigation

system for commercial aviation _57g A87-41364

Interception of civil aircraft vs. misuse of civil aviation

) 708 A87-42861

Technological change and skill requirements - A case

study of numerically controlled riveting in commercial

aircraft manufacture

[ASME PAPER 66-WA/TS-2] p 623 A87-43723

Countdown to the propfan p 664 A87-44272

Icing clearances on civil helicopters - Unheated and

heated blades p 646 A87-44707

APU fuel efficiency and affordability for commercial

aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 87-1907] p 669 A87-45290

Engine variable geometry effects on commercial
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field around delta wings
[AIAA PAPER 87-2420] p 725 A87-49089

Trailing vortex roUup computations using the point vortex
method

[AIAA PAPER 87-2479 p 726 A87-49095
DFVLR-F5 test win experiment for computational

aerodynamics
AIAA PAPER 87-2485 o 727 A87.49099

Wiil_Jtt_i_lglt:t, viscous, multi-tOll analysis and design on
a micro-computer

[AIAA PAPER 87-2556] p 727 A87-49107
Numerical computations and measurements of transonic

flow in a slotted-wall wind tunnel

[AIAA PAPER 57-2610] p 727 A87-49109

Program EAGLE - Numerical grid generation as applied
to advanced airframe configurations
[AtAA PAPER 87-2294] p 750 A87.49587

Numerical simulations of unsteady, viscous, transonic
flow over isolated and cascaded airfoils using a deforming
grid
[AIAA PAPER 87-1316] p 729 A87.49649

Investigation of supersonic multiple circular arc (MCA)
airfoil cascade of axial-flow compressor

p 729 A87-49980
Numerical simulation ol transonic separated flows over

Iow-aspeet-rafio wings p 730 A87-50341
Application of the TranAir full-potential code to the

F-16A p 730 A87-50342
Calculation of flow over multieiement airfoils at high lift

p 730 A87-50343
Low Reynolds number effects on subsonic

compressibility son'ecfiens p 730 A87-50346
Rekindled vision of hypersonic travel

p 715 A87.50373
Dynamic stall around an airfoil at high Reynolds numbers

- A comparison between numerical results and
experimental visualization p 804 A87-51454

Modified characteristic method for calculation of

supersonic $2 flow field in compressor
p 804 A87-51473

Numerical modeling in aerohydrodynamios
p 804 A87-51651

The application of the method of streams to the
numerical modeling of unsteady aerohydrodynamics
problems p 804 A87-51654

Numerical modeling of supersonic muliphase flows
p 804 A87-51659

Calculation of the aerodynamic characteristics of bodies
of complex shape in transition flow p 805 A87-51664

Calculation of three-dimensional supersonic flow pest
cone-like bodies with a separated shock wave

p 805 A87-51671
The unsteady flow Euler amplitude equation in vibrating

cascades and its numerical method p 830 A87-51810
Numerical solution of transonic stream function equation

on $1 stream surface p 805 A87-51811
Viscous shock-layer analysis of hypersonic flows over

long slender bodies
[AIAA PAPER 87-2487] p 806 A87-52291

Finite element methods for incompressible viscous
flow p 848 A87-52393

Processes in turbomachinery: Applications and
exercises --- Romanian book p 808 A87-53412

A supersonic jet in a chamber v_th a diaphragm
p 808 A87-53520

Numerical aerodynamics using large computers
p 809 A87-53562

Calculation of fricfionless flow about airfoil wings and
propellers by numerical suiution of the Euler equations

p 809 A87-53563
A numerical study of flow in gas.turbine combustor

[AIAA PAPER 87-2132] p 832 A87-53986
On the computation of transonic leading-edge vortices

using the Euler equations p 809 A87-54361
Numerical solutienol the 3-dimensional boundary layer

equations in the inverse mode using finite differences
p 11 N87-10005

Report of the International Symposium on Computational
Fluid Dynamics, Tokyo p 49 N87-10029

Computational aerodynamics of supersonic lifting
vehicles p 12 N87-10030

Computation of transonic separated wing flows using
an Euier/Navior Stokes zonal approach

p 16 N87-10849
Advanced method for computing the flow around wings

with rear separation and ground effect
[DFVLR-FB-86-17] p 50 N87-11017

Coolant passage heat transfer with rotation, a progress
report p 53 N87-11225

Calculated effects of varying Reynolds Number and
dycamic pressure on flexible wings st transonic speeds

p 75 N87-11738
The prediction of transonic loading advancing helicopter

ret(_s
[AD-A168217] p 100 N87.11781

Computational fluid dynamic studies of certain ducted
bluff-body flowfields relevant to turbojet combustors.
Volume 1: Time-dependent calculations with the k-epsilon
turbulence model for an existing centarbody combustor
[AD-A171434] p 131 N87-12f116

Computation of multi-dimensional viscous supersonic jet
flow
[NASA-CR-4020] p 151 N87-13405

Current caoabilifies and future directinn_ in

computationalfluiddynamics

[NASA-CR-179946] p 200 N87-13663
An analysis of elliptic grid generation techniques using

an implicit euler solver
[AD-A169240] p 207 N87.14061

Proceedings of the 3rd NAL Symposium on Aircraft
Computational Aerodynamics
[NAL-SP-5] p 152 N87-14247

An easily vectodzable numericaisdutic, n of the Euier
equations p 207 N87-14258

Some numerical calculations by using linear classical
sonic theories approached from sub- or supersonic
speeds p 152 N87-14262

Application of the e sup N method to calculations of
laminar flow control p 202 N87-14263

Numerical simulation of transonic flowfields by solving

the three-dimensional Navier-Stukss equations
p 152 N87-14266

The reliability of numerical solutions for the viscous
transonic flows over an li=rtoil p 152 N87.14267

Computational study of flow around an airfoil at high
angles of attack by a block pentadisgonai matrix method

p 152 N87-14268
Computations of two- and threc-dimensionai flows using

an adaptive mesh p 202 N87-14269
Direct numerical control in grid generation

p 207 N87-14270
Two.dimensional incompressible flows arotmd an auloil

at several attack angles p 153 N87-14271
Transonic aileron computation in comparison to wind

tunnel test p 153 N87.14273

Investigation of a prediction method of transonic flutter
characteristics using unsteady transonic aerodynamics

p 191 N87-14274
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Transonic wing and airfoil design using inverse code
WlNDES p 174 N87-14275

Application of computational aerodynamics to wing
design under fuselage interference p 174 N87-14276

The role of computational fluid dynamics in aeronautical
engineering: Third report p 174 N87-14277

Transonic and supersonic compressors
p 185 N87-14344

AGARD Fluid Dynamics Panel Symposium on
Applications of Computational Fluid Dynamics in
Aeronautios: Proceedings
[NASA.TM-88356] p 231 N87-f5181

Procedures for computing transonic flows for control
of adaptive wind tunnels
[NASA-TM-88530] p 257 N87-15235

Comparison of theoretical and flight-measured local flow
aerodynamics for a Iow-aspeet-rafie fin
[NASA-TM.86806] p 232 N87-15941

Unsteady 3-dimenaion_ Euler equations solutions on
dynamic blocked grids
[AD-A173977] p 232 N87-15942

Remote boundary conditions for unsteady
multidimensional aerodynamic computations
[NASA.CR-178211] p233 N87-15943

Acts Aeronautica et Astronautics Sinica (selected
articles)
lAD-A173610] p 255 N87-15979

Numerical analysis of heat transfer at surface of delta

wing in hypersonic air stream with large angle of attack
p 233 N87-16183

Optimum bearing surfaces of wings with intricate
geometry for supersonic flight p 245 N87-16187

Euler analysis of the three dimensponal flow field of a

high-speed propeller: Boundary condition effects
[NASA-TM-88955] p 291 N87.16798

Computational, unsteady transonic aerodynamics and
aeroelasticily about airfoils and wings
[NASA-TM-89414] p 291 N87.16801

Profile design in transonic regime
[ETN-87-g8849] p 292 N87-16810

Application of flow calculation methods to transonic and
supersonic axial turbomachines
[ONERA-RTS.80/7103-EY] p 309 N87-16846

Analysis of viscous transonic flow over airfoil sections
[NASA.TM-88912] p 323 N87-17001

Nonlinear potential analysis techniques for supersonic
aerodynamic design
[NASA-CR-172507] p 293 N87-17670

Calculation of viscous transonic flows about a

suparcritical airfoil
[AD-A173519] p 293 N87-17673

Computational drag analysis and minimization, Mission
impossible?
[NLR.MP-85080-U] p 349 N87-18543

Multicomponent Aircraft Transonic Inviscid Computation
System (MATRICS) transonic potential flow calculations
about transport aircraft
[NLR-MP-86019-U] p 349 N87-18544

Full Approximativa Scheme (FAS) multigrid employing
Incomplete Lower Upper decomposition/Strongly Implicit
Procedure (ILU/SIP) smoothing: A robust fast solver for

[NLR.MP-85()72-U] p 389 N87-18798

The case for aerodynamic sensitivity analysis
p 349 N87-18861

Numerical treatment of shocks in unsteady potential flow

computation
[NLR.MP-85044-U] p 392 N87-19676

A numerical study of the Weis-Fogh mechanism
p 414 N87-20197

Applications o1 Computational Fluid Dynamics in
Aeronautics

[AGARD-CP-412] p 414 N87-20199
The integration of computational fluid dynamics into the

military aircraft design process p 431 N87-20210
Using the boundary-layer equations in three-dimensional

viscous flow simulation p 466 N87-20222
Applications of RAE viscous flow methods near

separation boundaries for three-dimensional wings in
transonic flow p 416 N87.20224

Transonic Navier-Stokes wing solutions using a zonal
approach. Part 2: High angle-of-aftack simulation

p 416 N87-20229
Simulation of transonic viscous wing and wing-fuselage

flows using zonal methods
[NASA.TM-89421] p 418 N87-20242

Wing.nacelle interactions. Program 1985. Part two:
Development of a finite element code for an isolated
nacelle
[ONERA-RTS-21/3271-AY} p41g N87-20250

Combustion research in the internal Fluid Mechanics

Division p 457 N87-20268
Activities report in aerodynamics

[ETN-87-99372] p 419 N87-20973
Fluid dynamics of high performance turbomachines

[AD-A177003] p 469 N87.21341
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Computational studies in low speed rotor

aerodynamics p 490 N87-21856

Computational methods for unsteady transonic flows

[NASA-TM-89106] p 492 N87-21874

Transonic and Supersonic Phenomena in

Turbomachines

[AGARD-CP-401] p 515 N87-21927

Influence of shock and boundary-layer losses on the

performance of highly loaded supersonic axial flew

compressors p 516 N87-21935

Numerical viscous-inviscid interaction method for

internal separated flews and shock wave-boundary layer

interaction p 535 N87-21939

Three-dimensional computation around turbomachine

blades with fins p 517 N87-21940

A quasi three dimensional method for the calculation

of transonic flows in turbomachines p 517 N87-21941

Transonic three-dimensional inviscid calculations in

turbomachines p 517 N87-21942

Computation of transonic 2D cascade flow and

comparison with experiments p 517 N87-21943

A numerical study of unsteady flow effects in a

supersonic compressor cascade p 518 N87-21944

A numerical study of the 3D flewfiefd in a transonic

compressor rotor with a modelling of the tip clearance

flow p 518 N87-21945

Some turbomachinery blade passage analysis methods:

RetrospeCt and prospect p 518 N87-21947

Determination of the supersonic cascade entrance

zone p 536 N87-21948

Downstream flow angle correlations for turbine cascades

in subsonic and transonic flow conditions

p 518 N87-21949

A shock loss model for supercritical subsonic flows in

transonic axial flow compressors p 518 N87-21950

Comparison between inverse designed (PVD) airfoils

and standard series airfoils for high loaded axial turbine

nozzle application p 518 N87-21951

Numerical simulation of the hypersonic flow around lifting

vehicles

[NASA-TM-89444] p 536 N87-22116

Computation of unsteady flows using the point vortex

method p 536 N87-22138

Results of the integration of a transonic full-potential

analysis program with a free-wake lifting-line program for

hovering rotors

[NASA-TM-89494] p 493 N87-22631

Unsteady stator/rotor interaction p 541 N87-22767

Conservative zonal schemes for patched grids in 2 and

3 dimensions

[NASA-TM-88326] p 541 N87-22932

Numerical study of high speed viscous flows

lAD-A178639] p 542 N87-22940

A lineadzed Euler analysis of unsteady flows in

turbomachinery

[NASA-CR-180987] p 542 N87-22948

Some aspects of vortex flows determined from the

thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations

[NASA-TM-88375] p 571 N87-23595

Unsteady three-dimensional simulation Of VTOL upwash

fountain turbulence p 572 N87-24414

Numedcal optimization design of transonic airfoils

p 573 N87-24424

Computation of unsteady transonic flows over moving

airfoils p 574 N87-24426

Numerical simulations of unsteady, viscous, transonic

flow over isolated and cascaded airfoils using a deforming

gdd

[NASA-TM-89890] p 575 N87-24435

Symbolic generation of elastic rotor blade equations

using a FORTRAN processor and numerical study on

dynamic inflow effects on the stability of helicopter

rotors

[NASA-TM-86750] p 587 N87-24455

Improvement of the parallel compressor model by

consideration of unsteady blade aerodynamics

p 594 N87-24473

Viscid/inviscid separated flows

[AD-A179858] p 699 N87-25536

Detailed near-wake flowfleld surveys with comparison

to an Euler method of an aspect ratio 4 rectangular wing

[NASA-TM-89357] p 644 N87-25993

An experimental low Reynolds number comparison of

a Wortmann FX67-K170 airfoil, a NACA 0012 airfoil and

a NACA 64-210 airfoil in simulated heavy rain

[NASA-CR-181119] )644 N87-25997

Computational fluid dynamics: Transition to design

applications ) 700 N87-26004

CFD applications: The Lockheed perspective

i 644 N87-26005

Development and application of unified algorithms for

problems in computational science ) 705 N87-26006

Computational fluid dynamics applications at McDonnel

Douglas ) 701 N87-26007

Application of computational physics within Northrop

706 N87-26008

Application of CFD codes to the design and development

of propulsion systems p 677 N87-26009

Computational fluid dynamics research at the United

Technologies Research Center requiring

supercomputers p 701 N87-26011

Computational analysis of hypersonic sirbreathing

aircraft flow fields p 645 N87-26019

Experience with 3-D composite grids

p 706 N87-26021

Numerical solution Of the Navier-Stokes equations about

three-dimensional configurations: A survey

p 701 N87-26022

Non-linear unsteady wing theory, part 1. Quasi

two-dimensional behavior: Airfoils and slender wings

[NASA-CR-181008] p 731 N87-26862

A study of supermaneuver aerodynamics

]AD-At81490] p 732 N87-26872

Computational methods for vortex dominated

compressible flows

{NASA-CR-t8t144] p 789 N87-27f30

Development of a computing code for three dimensional

unsteady transonic small perturbations

[ONERA-RT-27/3064-RY-O52-R] p 733 N87-27619

Unsteady hybrid vortex technique for transonic vortex

flows and llutter application

[NASA-CR-180308] p 734 N87-27623

Transonic airfoil computation using the integral equation

with and without embedded Euler domains

p 734 N87-27624

Applications of classical and zero-total-pressure-loss

sets of Euler equations to delta wings

p 734 N87-27625

Comparing an improved first order panel method results

w/th wind-tunnel measurements for a complete airplane

configuration

[INPE-4132-PRE/1043] p 735 N87-27633

Numerical solutions of Navier-Stokes equations for a

Butler wing

]NASA-CR-180331] p 790 N87-27929

The Jacobi matrix technique in computational fluid

dynamics p 796 N87-28348

A contribution to the computation of unsteady, transonic,

inviscid flow about a wing profile

]ETN-87-90038J p 810 N87-28505

Theoretical evaluation of the aerodynamic performance

of a transonic wing

IONERA-20/3423-AY] p 810 N87-28507

Numerical calculation of unsteady inviscid rotational

transonic flow past airfoils using Euler equations

p 811 N87-28510

implementation and validation of a wake model for

low-speed forward flight

I NASA-CR-181341] p 811 N87-28514

Future Research on Transonic Unsteady Aerodynamics

and Its Aeroelastic Applications

[AGARD-R-749] p 812 N87-28518

Development of supersonic computational aerodynamic

program using panel method

[NASA-'Fr-20113] p 813 N87-28526

Some numerical calculations by using linear classical

sonic theories approached from sub- or supersonic

speeds

[NASA-]-r-20112] p 813 N87-28527

Contribution to the description of rotating flow

instabilities and inlet perturbations in axial flow

compressors

[ETN-67-90040] p 850 N87-28845
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Eu_er solutions on O-O grids around wings using local

refinement p 6 A87-11512

Expedences with an unfactored implicit

predictor-corrector method p 47 A87-11522

A simulation of rotor-stator interaction using the Euler

equations and patched grids p 7 A87-11536

Numerical solution of the Euler equations using rational

Runge-Kutta method p 7 A87-11538

Calculation of strong viscous/inviscid interactions on

airfoils by zonal s_lutions of the Navier-Stokes equations

p 7 A87-11540

A survey of composite grid generation for general

three-dimensional regions p 56 A87-11779

An analytical parametric investigation of numerical

nonlinear vortex-lattice methods p 67 A87-13638

Numerical solution Of transonic potential flows with finite

elements method using multigrid technique

p 68 A87-13900

Influence Of trailing-edge meshes on skin friction in

Navier.Stokes calculations p 71 A87-14125

Vectorizable multigrid algorithms for transonic-flow

calculations p 72 A87-14652

The influence of the choice of computational parameters

on the results of three-dimensional potential methods ---

transonic flow

[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-169] p 214 A87-21069

The validation of solution methods for the Navier-Stokes

equations for a compressible fluid - Results of the

'GAMM-Workshop' in Nice

[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-184] p 215 A87-21083

New numerical techniques in the method of singularities

for application to complex three-dimensional

configurations --- aerodynamic flow simulation

[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-166] p 215 A87-21085

A combined integrating- and differentiating-matrix

formulation for boundary-value problems on rectangular

domains p 270 A87-21270

TRANAIR - A computer code for transonic analyses of

arbitrary configurations

[AIAA PAPER 87-0034] p 216 A87-22369

A three-dimensional grid generation method for

gas-turbine combustor flow computations

[AIAA PAPER 87-02041 p 249 A87-22482

A zonal grid generation method for complex

configurations

[AIAA PAPER 87-0276] p 270 A87-22528

A diagonal implicit multigdd algorithm for the Euler

equations

[AIAA PAPER 87-0354] p 223 A87-22578

Euler calculations for wings using Cartesian grids

[AIAA PAPER 87-0356] p 223 A87-22579

Three-dimensional Euler solutions on blocked grids

using an implicit two-pass algorithm

[AIAA PAPER 87-0450] p 225 A87-22642

Improvements to the aircraft Euler method

[AIAA PAPER 87-0452] p 225 A87-22644

Flow simulations for a complex airplane configuration

using Euler equations

[AIAA PAPER 87-0454] p 225 A87-22646

Solution of the two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations

using sparse matrix solvers

[AIAA PAPER 87-0603] p 285 A87-24991

Multigrid solution of inviscid transonic flow through

rotating blade passages

[AIAA PAPER 87-0608] p 285 A87-24992

Multigrid acceleration of the isenthalpic form of the

compressible flow equations p 382 A87-28750

Mesh generation by a sequence of transformations ---

for three dimensional aircraft shape mapping

p 361 A87-30443

Two- and three-dimensional viscous computations of a

hypersonic inlet flow

[AIAA PAPER 87-0283] p 346 A87-31106

Self-adaptive-grid method with application to airfoil

flow p 347 A87-31177

Full potential transonic multigrid code for arbitrary

configurations p 413 A87-35013

A vertex based multigrid algorithm for three dimensional

compressible flow calculations p 489 A87-38493

Impact of numerical methods on gas turbine combustor

design and development p 515 A87-38959

Multigrid approximate factorization scheme for

two-element airfoil flows p 552 A87-39529

Computation of internal flows at high Reynolds number

by numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equations

p 553 A87-39709

Improving the accuracy and cutting the time required

in numerical investigation of transonic flow of gas in

turbomachine cascades p 554 A87-4087t

Multigrid methods for calculating the lifting potential

incompressible flows around three-dimensional bodies

p 555 A87-41411

FAS multigrid employing ILU/SIP smoothing - A robust

fast solver for 3D transonic potential flow

p 555 A87-41419

Calculation of transonic steady and oscillatory pressures

on a low aspect ratio model p 556 A87-41632

Three dimensional mesh generation by tnangulation of

arbitrary point sets

[AIAA PAPER 87-1124] p 617 A87-42073

Grid generation and inviscid flow computation about

cranked-winged airplane geometries

[AIAA PAPER 87-1125] p 558 A87-42074

Time-accurate Euler equations solutions on dynamic

blocked grids

[AIAA PAPER 87-1127] p 558 A87-42076

Viscous flow computations using a composite grid

/AIAA PAPER 87-1128] p 617 A87-42077

Application of MACSYMA and sparse matrix technology

to multielement airfoil calculations

[A/AA PAPER 87-1142] p 618 A87-42088

Multigrid acceleration of a relaxation procedure for the

RNS equations

[AIAA PAPER 87-1145] p 558 A87-42091

Extension and applications of flux-vector splitting to

unsteady calculations on dynamic meshes

[AIAA PAPER 87-1152] p 559 A87-42098

A fast implicit MAF scheme for solving 3D transonic

potential flow in turbomachines --- multigrid approximate
factorization

[AIAA PAPER 87-11531 p 559 A87-42099
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Calculations of unsteady Navier-Stokes equations
around an oscillating 3-D wing using moving grid system
[AIAA PAPER 87-1158] p 559 A87-42104

Full.potential flow computations using Cartesian grids
[AIAA PAPER 87-1164] p 560 A87-42t09

Grid adaption for hypersonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 87-1169] p 561 A87-42114

An interactive approach to surface-fitting complex
geometries for flowfield applications
[AIAA PAPER 87-1476] p 625 A87-43009

Transonic analysis of the F-16A with under-wing fuel
tanks - An application of the TranAir full*potantial code
[AIAA PAPER 87-1198] p 630 A87-44905

Development of a viscous cascade code based on scalar
implicit factonzation
[AIAA PAPER 87-2150] p 637 A87.45435

Program EAGLE - Numerical grid generation as applied
to advanced airframe configurations
[AIAA PAPER 87-2294] p 750 A87-49587

Application of the TranAir full-potential code to the
F-taA p 730 A87-50342

Interaction of bodies with a nonuniform supersonic
flow p 804 A87-51663

An analysis of elliptic grid generation techniques using
an implicit euler solver
lAD-A169240] p 207 N87-14061

The reliability of numerical solutions for the viscous
transonic flows over an airfoil p 152 N87-14267

Computational study of flow around an airfoil at high
angles of attack by a block pentadiagonal matrix method

p 152 N87-14268
Computations of two- and three-dimensional flows using

an adaptive mesh p 202 N87-14269
Direct numerical control in grid generation

p 207 N87-14270
Unsteady 3-dimensional Euler equations solutions on

dynamic blocked grids
[AD-A173977] p 232 N87-15942

Generation of surface grids through elliptic partial
differential equations for aircraft and missile
configurations
lAD-A172867] p 271 N87-16557

Euler solutions using an implicit multigrid technique
[NASA-TM-58276] p 290 N87-16792

A comparison of single-block and multi-block grids
around wing-fuselage configurations
[FFA-TN-1986-42] p 292 N87-16811

Aerodynamic analysis for aircraft with nacelles, pylons,
and winglets at transonic speeds
[NASA-CR-4066] p 349 N87-18538

Applications of Computational Fluid Dynamics in
Aeronautics

[AGARD-CP-412] p 414 N67-20199
A discussion on a mesh generation technique applicable

to complex geometries p 475 N87-20201
Numerical grid generation around complete aircraft

configurations p 475 N87-20202
Geometry definition and grid generation for a complete

fighter aircraft p 475 N87-20203

Prediction of wing-body-store aerodynamics using a
small perturbation method and a grid embedding
technioue n 414 NR7._ngR7

Analysis of the F-16 flow field by a block grid Euler
approach p 415 N87-20217

Simulation of transonic viscous wing and wing-fuselage
flows using zonal methods

[NASA-TM-89421] p 418 N87-20242
Transonic three-dimensional inviscid calculations in

turbomachines p 517 N87-21942
Numerical simulation of the hypersonic flow around lifting

vehicles

[NASA-TM-89444] p 536 N87-22116
Programming techniques for high-speed processing and

verification with the NEC supercomputer SX system
[NAL-TR-909] p 547 N87-22424

Conservative zonal schemes for patched grids in 2 and
3 dimensions

[NASA-TM-88326] p 541 N87-22932
Some aspects of vortex flows determined from the

thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations

[NASA-TM-88375] p 571 N87-23595
Computational fluid dynamics applications at McDonnel

Douglas p 701 N87-26007

Experience with 3-D composite grids
p 706 N87-2602f

Computational methods for vortex dominated
compressible flows
[NASA-CR-181144] p 789 N87-27130

Large-eddy numerical simulation of an array of
three-dimensional impinging jets
[AD-A182459] p 850 N87-28835
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Mechanized manufacture of composite main rotor blade
spars p 124 A87-13625

Utilization of 3-D programs for aircraft design and
development p 88 A87-13646

Increasing the economy of design and preparation for
manufacturing by integrated and graphic data processing:
CAD/CAM - Phase III

[MBB-UT-225-86] p 125 A87-13986
CAD as a prerequisite for computer-integrated

manufacturing p 135 A87-14019
A system model, a logic design diagram, and a general

synthesis algorithm for optimal systems of onboard
electrical equipment in computer-aided design

p 96 A87-15214
An expert system for the configuration of aircraft modular

VSCF generator systems p 205 A87-16755
CAD/AI applications for automated manufacturing of

composite structures p 205 A87-16779
The application of computational fluid dynamics to

aircraft design

[AIAA PAPER 86-2651] p 147 A87-17902
Integrated design and analysis of advanced airfoil

shapes for gas turbine engines
[AIAA PAPER 86-2731] p 198 A87-17949

Graphics in conceptual aircraft design - A designer's
viewpoint

[AIAA PAPER 86-2733] p 206 A87-17951
Aerospatiale design bureaus. II - Helicopters for the year

2000 p 166 A87-18450
B-SURF (three-dimensional CAD) system for designing

and manufacturing of products with complex contour
p 206 A87-18538

Automated tuning of airframe vibration by structural
optimization p 168 A87-19208

Composite Ply Management p 261 A87-20080
Application of modern synthesis to aircraft control -

Three case studies p 252 A87-20973

A hodograph-based method for the design of shock-free
cascades

[AIAA PAPER 87-0606] p 228 A87-22734

Automated optimum design of wing structures - A
probabilistic approach p 241 A67-22823

Modeling, design, and analysis of a discrete autopilot
and the air vehicle it controls p 253 A87-23078

identification of 3D objects from multiple silhouettes
using quadtrees/octmes p 394 A87-27699

CAD application in definition of aircraft geometry
p 357 A87-27822

Unitary optimization design for the large aircraft
structure p 381 AB7-28328

A modal synthesis method for mufti-substructure
systems p 381 A87-28542

Workstations take over conceptual design
p 395 A87-29595

Market supremacy through engineering automation
p 395 A87-29596

Calculation of a plane nonadjustable supersonic air
intake for CAD p 438 A87-31723

The principles of composite optimum design of
compound aggregate complexes p 474 A87-32463

CADAM applications in the design and evaluation of
aircraft displays p 437 A87-33041

Application of a dynamic optimization package
[AIAA PAPER 87-0825] p 474 A87-33612

Knowledge-based (expert) systems for structural
analvsis and desien

[AIAA PAPER 87-0836] p 475 A87-33620
Structural tailoring of advanced turboprops

[AIAA PAPER 87-0753] p 464 A87-33648
Multilevel/multidisciplinary optimization scheme for

sizing a transport aircraft wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-0714] p 428 A87-33651

The use of artificial-intelligence methods in the
conceptual design of light, and aerial-application aircraft

p 431 A87-35005
Computer aided design of aeronautical structures made

of composite materials p 475 A87-35029
A hybrid nonlinear programming method for design

optimization p 545 A87-35718
An integrated approach to advanced conceptual

design
[SAWE PAPER 1716] p 545 A87-36288

Interactive/optimization weight prediction model ---
interactive/optimization computer model for helicopter
weight prediction
[SAWE PAPER 1731] p 545 A87-36297

Extension of a computer-supported procedure for

helicopter-design generation
[DGLR PAPER 86-153] p 507 A87-36772

An approach to structuring and formalizing knowledge
for a design support system
[DGLR PAPER 86-115] p 545 A87-36776

The influence of three-dimensional computer-assisted
design systems (CAD) on the design of future
helicopters
[DGLR PAPER 86-168] p 507 A87-36795

Aspects of future CIM solutions
[DGLR PAPER 86-169] p 532 A87-36796

Artificial Intelligence as applied to advanced ATE
p 547 A87-38668

The generation of airframe finite element models using
an expert system p 616 A87-39912

The case of Airbus A320 - Product development without
the drawing board? p 584 A87-40200

Application of computational design techniques to the
development of scramjet engines
[AIAA PAPER 87-1420] p 592 A87-42446

Parameters of optimal planetary gears of AI type
p 694 A87-43622

Simulation of performance, behaviour and faults of
aircraft engines

[AIAA PAPER 87-1868] p 668 A87-45263
Application of a 3D inviscid rotational design procedure

for turbomachinery bladings p 638 A87-46204
Trends in the aeroelastic analysis of combat aircraft

p 657 A87-46362
Supersonic through-flow fan design

[AIAA PAPER 87-1746] p 759 A87-48571

Structural optimization of landing gears using
STARSTRUC

[SAE PAPER 871047] p 745 A87-48772
Optimization of aircraft structures using STARSTRUC

[SAE PAPER 871049] p 788 A87-48773
S.I. PREL. - A methodology for monitoring the preliminary

design tasks p 793 A87-48935
Three-dimensional computer aided design systems -

Impacts on future helicopter design work
p 746 A87-48936

Solutions of the Grumman F-14 benchmark control

problem p 770 A87-50233
Automated thermal and reliability analysis of avionics

designs p 757 A87-50335
Mathematical model partitioning and packing for parallel

computer calculation p 856 A87-52534
Principles of the computer-aided design of aircraft --.

Russian book p 858 A87-53957
Recent Experiences in Multidisciplinary Analysis and

Optimization, part 1

[NASA-CP-2327-PT-1] p96 N87-11717
Practical considerations in aeroelastic design

p 97 N87-11720
Flutter optimization in fighter aircraft design

p 97 N87-11721
Application of the generalized reduced gradient method

to conceptual aircraft design p 97 N87-11722
Experiences performing conceptual design optimization

of transport aircraft p 97 N87-11723
PIAS: A program for an iterative aeroelastic solution

p 97 N87-11725
Optimization process in helicopter design

p 98 N87-11726
Tradeoff methods in multiobjective insensitive design

of airplane control systems p 115 N87-11730
STAEBL: Structural tailoring of engine blades, phase 2

p 106 N87-11731
Sizing-stiffened composite panels loaded in the

postbuckling range p 129 N87-11733
Influence of analysis and design models on minimum

weight design p 98 N87-11739

Aircraft configuration optimization including optimized
flight profiles p 98 N87-11743

aircraft ' " p 84 N87-11746
Some experiences in aircraft aeroelastic design using

Preliminary Aeroelastic Design of Structures (PAD)
p 98 N87-11747

Design enhancement tools in MSC/NASTRAN
p 136 N87-11748

The automated strength-aeroelastic design of
aerospace structures program p 98 N87-11749

Recent Experiences in Multidisciplinary Analysis and
Optimization, part 2
[NASA-CP-2327-PT-2] p 99 N87-11750

Overview: Applications of numerical optimization
methods to helicopter design problems

p 99 N87-11751
Helicopter rotor blade aerodynamic optimization by

mathematical programming p 99 N87-11753
Regression analysis as a design optimization tool

p 136 N87-11754
A rotor optimization using regression analysis

p 136 N87-11755
Optimization of helicopter rotor blade design for

minimum vibration p 99 N87-11756
Application of numerical optimization to rotor

aerodynamic design p 99 N87-11757
Aeroelastic-aerodynamic optimization of high speed

helicopter-compound rotor p 99 N87-11758
The structural optimization of a spreader bar for twin

lift helicopter operations p 100 N87-11759
Optimization applications in aircraft engine design and

test p 106 N87-11768
On optimal design for the blade-root/hub interface in

jet engines p 106 N87-11769
Comments on gust response constrained optimization

p 115 N87-11774
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COMPUTER AIDED MANUFACTURING
SUBJECT INDEX

A Computer Aided Design (CAD) system for the design
of stiffened panels in wing box structures
[NLR-TR-85074-U] p 207 N87o14041

Canard/Tail transonic analysis
[AD-A171075] p 232 N87-15189

Design of aircraft (selected chapters)
[AD-A172865] p 244 N87-15962

Low aspect ratio turbine design at Rolls-Royce
[PNR90338] p 306 N87-16824

Operational aids to engine development
[PNR90362] p 309 N97-16845

Industrial application of structural optimization in aircraft
construction
[MBB-UT-270-86] p 302 N87-17697

Investigation of air transportation technology at
Pdnceton University, 1983 p 352 N87-18528

Multicompenent Aircraft Transonic Inviscid Computation
System (MATRICS) transonic potential flow calculations
about transport aircraft
[NLR-MP-86019-U] p 349 N87-18544

Extension and application of a procedure for damage
assessment of aerospace structures
[AD-A174035] p 396 N87-19004

A perspective of mathematical simulation and
optimization techniques in computer aided design
[NLR-MP-85088-U] p 396 N87-t9018

The CAD environment of the National Aerospace
Laboratory NLR, The Netherlands
[NLR-MP-86005-U] p 396 N87-19029

Computer program for conceptual helicopter design
[AD-A175140] p 363 N87-19382

An evaluation of the TSIM control systems computer

package
[BU-336] p 375 N87-19406

Flight simulator with transputers
[BU-333] p 378 N87-19415

Geometry definition and grid generation for a complete

fighter aircraft p 475 N87-20203
Development of optimization system OPTSYS:

Implementation of static aeroelastic constraints
[FFA-TN-1996-40] p 434 N87-20994

Transonic airfoil design based on the Navier-Stokes
equations to attain arbitrarily specified pressure
distribution: An iterative procedure
[NAL-TR-901T] p 509 N87-21916

Programming techniques for high-speed processing and
verification with the NEC supercomputer SX system
[NAL-TR-909] p 547 N87-22424

Supersonic through-flow fan design
[NASA.TM-88908] p 520 N87-22681

Multi-input/multi-output designated eigenstructure
(MODES): A computer-aided control system design
program
[AD-A179341] p 548 N87-23204

OASIS: A modern tool for real-time simulation
600 N87-23638

Piloted simulation in the development of the XV-15 tilt
rotor research aircraft ) 600 N87-23646

Integrated Design of Advanced Fighters
[AGARD-LS-153] ) 586 N87-24445

CFD applications: The Lockheed perspective
I 644 N87-26005

Development and application of unified algorithms for
problems in computational science ) 705 N87-26006

Design applications for supercomputers
) 706 N87-26010

Industrial application of computer aided structural
optimization in aircraft construction
[MBB-UT-273/86] p 706 N87-26523

Development of direct-inverse 3*D method for applied
aerodynamic design and analysis
[NASA-CR-180646] p 751 N87-26895

Microcomputer software support for classes in aircraft
conceptual design
lAD-A181450] p 752 N87-26902

The use of NASTRAN in the design of wind tunnel
research aircraft p 789 N87-27242

Development of Integrated Programs for
Aerospace-Vehicle Design (IPAD)
[NASA-CR-181274] p 796 N87-28299

NYANS: A package for time varying control systems
--- computer aided design
[FOA-C-20642-2.t ] p 858 N87-29174

COMPUTER AIDED MANUFACTURING
Computer integrated manufacturing

p 49 A87-13003

Automated assembly-trends, concepts end
requirements p 63 A87-13105

Increasing the economy of design and preparation for
manufacturing by integrated and graphic data processing:
CAD/CAM - Phase III
[MBB.UT-225-86] p 125 A87-13986

CAD as a prerequisite for computer-integrated

manufacturing p 135 A87-14019

Automation of support processes for aircraft production
using computers and numerical control --- Russian book

p 64 A87-14687
CAD/AI applications for automated manufacturing of

composite structures p 205 A87-t6779
B-SURF (three-dimensional CAD) system for designing

and manufacturing of products with complex contour
p 206 A87-18538

CADAM applications in the design and evaluation of
aircraft displays p 437 A87-33041

Aimraft assembly processes *-- Russian book
p 482 A87-36583

Aspects of future CIM solutions
[DGLR PAPER 86-169] p 532 A87-36796

The case of Airbus A320 - Product development without
the drawing board? p 584 A87-40200

Future impact of manufacturing technology end
automation in Pratt & Whitney Canada

p 849 A87-53416
Manufacturing cell for the V2500 variable vanes

[PNR90330] p 308 N87-16835
Geometry definition and grid generation for a complete

fighter aircraft p 475 N87-20203
Automated systems for the manufacture of Airbus

vertical stabilizers

[MBB-UT-17-86] p 705 N87-25786
Air force technical objective document fiscal year

1988

[AD-A183017] p 862 N87-30224
COMPUTER AIDED MAPPING

Optical disk tessellated geoid management for digital
map p 423 A87-31484

The digital map as a tactical situation display
p 423 A87-31487

Spherical mapping and analysis of aircraft angles for
maneuvering flight p 770 A87-50340

COMPUTER AIDED TOMOGRAPHY
Reconstruction of e three-dimensional, transonic rotor

flow field from holographic interferogram data
p 817 N87-29445

COMPUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION
Low-cost avionics simulation for aircrew training

[AD-A169198J p 34 N87-10865
Microcomputer software support for classes in aircraft

conceptual design
[AD-A181450] p 752 N87-26902

COMPUTER GRAPHICS
Direct solution of flutter equations with interactive

graphics procedure p 110 A87-13648
Increasing the economy of design and preparation for

manufacturing by integrated and graphic data processing:
CAD/CAM - Phase III

[MBB-UT-225-86] p 125 A87-13986
Graphics in conceptual aircraft design - A designer's

viewpoint
[AIAA PAPER 86-2733] p 206 A87-17951

Visual systems - The state of the art
p 266 A87-23070

Applications of color graphics to complex aerodynamic
analysis
[AIAA PAPER 87-0273] p 332 A87-24947

Identification of 3D objects from multiple silhouettes
using quadtrees/octrees p 394 A87-27699

Advanced avionics display processor architecture
p 470 A87-31472

A graphics oriented design language for control
software p 471 A87-31475

A configurable pixel cache for fast image generation
p 544 A87-35714

The big picture --- visually coupled airborne system
simulator helmet design for combat pilots

p 589 A87-41599
Flow visualization of CFD using graphics workstations

[AIAA PAPER 87-1180] p 619 A87-42123
Color graphics techniques for shaded surface displays

of aerodynamic flowfield parameters
[AIAA PAPER 87-1182] p 619 A87-42125

Practical application to composite materials of a portable
digital ultrasound device controlled by a microprocessor

p 849 A87-53585
Images of three dimensional flows in computer

graphics p 57 N87-t0017

On optimal design for the blade-root/hub interface in
jet engines p 106 N87-11769

Evaluation of a visual system in its support of simulated
helicopter flight
[AD-A168829] p 102 N87-11783

Applications of Computational Fluid Dynamics in
Aeronautics

[AGARD-CP-412] p 414 N87-20199
Geometry definition and grid generation for a complete

fighter aircraft p 475 N87-20203

A graphics environment supporting the rapid prototyping
of pictorial cockpit displays
lAD-At78636] p 548 N87-23182

OASIS: A modern tool for real-time simulation
p 600 N87-23638

Design optimization of fighter aircraft
p 586 N87-24451

Survey of currently available high-resolution raster
graphics systems
[NASA-TM-89139] p 705 N87-25771

An interactive synthesis approach for robust act=veflutter
suppression control law design p 776 N87-27673

Implementation and validation of a wake model for
low-speed forward flight
[NASA-CR-18134t] p 811 N87-28514

COMPUTER NETWORKS

The new Langley Research Center advanced real-time
simulation (ARTS) system
[AIAA PAPER 86-2680] p 206 A87-17920

Evaluating proposed architectures for the FAA's
Advanced Automation System p 395 A87-30271

Use of a computer network with optical bus
communication in the DFVLR flight test system ATrAS
[DGLR PAPER 86-151] p 510 A87-36770

Status and projections of the NAS Program --- NASA
Numerical Aerodynamic Simulation Program

p 616 A87-41227
The CAD environment of the National Aerospace

Laboratory NLR, The Netherlands
[NLR-MP-86005-U] p 396 N87.19029

Integration of communications with the Intelligent
Gateway Processor
[DE87-002386] p 396 N87-19981

COMPUTER PROGRAM INTEGRITY
H/W and S/W redundancy techniques for 90's rotorcraft

computers p 756 A87-48949
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING

Computational enhancements to a 4D algorithm --- for
aircraft trajectory optimization p 134 A87-13359

Applying optimization software libraries to engineering
problems p 136 N87-11775

Monopole element at the center of a circular
groundplane of arbitrary radius. Volume 2: Appendices
lAD-A171228] p 200 N87-13616

Canard/Tail transonic analysis
]AD-A171075] p 232 N87-15189

Profile design in transonic regime
[ETN-87-98849] p 292 N87-16810

Programming techniques for high-speed processing and
verification with the NEC supercomputer SX system

[NAL-TR-909] p 547 N87-22424
The 2GCHAS: A high productivity software development

environment p 548 N87-23162
Microcomputer software support for classes in aircraft

conceptual design
[AD-A181450] p 752 N87-26902

Analysis of structures with rotating, flexible
substructures
lAD-A182318] p 792 N87-28067

Traditional versus rule-based programming techniques:
Application to the control of optional flight information
[NASA-TM-89161] p 795 N87-28275

COMPUTER PROGRAMS
Implementation of GEMACS for lightning interactions

analysis --- general electromagnetic model for analysis of
complex systems p 82 A87-15033

A pack of applied programs for aerohydrodynemics
GAMMA --- Russian book p 206 A87-17735

A modular approach to the solution of a class of problems
in internal gas dynamics p 146 A87-17749

Program components of synthesizing visualization
systems p 269 A87-20418

Particle trajectory computer program for icing analysis
of axisymmetric bodies - A progress report
[AIAA PAPER 87-0027] p 234 A87-22366

TRANAIR - A computer code for transonic analyses of
arbitrary configurations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0034] p 216 A87-22369

Evaluation of three numerical methods for propulsion
integration studies on transonic transport configurations
[AIAA PAPER 86-1814] p 554 A87-40273

Analytical flutter investigation of a composite propfan
model

[AIAA PAPER 87-0738] p 609 A87-40497
Application of MACSYMA and sparse matrix technology

to multielement airfoil calculations
[AIAA PAPER 87-1142] p 618 A87-42088

Operational engine usage and mission analysis
[AIAA PAPER 87-2097] p 671 A87-45404

Structural optimization of landing gears using
STARSTRUC
[SAE PAPER 871047] p 745 A87-48772

Analysis of the wake dynamics of a typical tilt-rotor
configuration in transition flight p 720 A87-48926

Part.task simulation techniques
[AIAA PAPER 87.2301] p 794 A87-49159

Program EAGLE - Numerical grid generation as applied
to advanced airframe configurations
[AIAA PAPER 87-2294] p 750 A87-49587
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SUBJECT INDEX COMPUTERIZED SIMULATION

JPL multipolarization workstation - Hardware, software
and examples of data analysis p 858 A87-53231

Numerical methods and a computer program for
subsonic and supersonic aerodynamic design and analysis
of wings with attainable thrust considerations
[NASA-CR-3808] p 3 N87-10829

Real time debugging software package for flight
simulator software system with variable labeled COMMON
blocks

[NLR-MP-85013-U] p 57 N87.11530

Propeller aircraft interior noise model utilization study
and validation

[NASA-CR-172428] p60 N87-11576

Computer code to interchange CDS and wave-dreg
geometry formats
[NASA-TM-88988] p 172 N87-13427

Computer simulation of a transport aircraft seat and
occupant(s) in a crash environment, volume 1
[DOTIFAA/CT.86/25-1] p 156 N87-14306

Computer simulation of a transport aircraft seat and
occupant(s) in a crash environment. Volume 2: Program
SOM-TA user manual

[DOT/FAAICT-86/25-2] p 156 N87-14307

TRANDESNF: A computer program for transonic airfoil
design and analysis in nonuniform flow
[NASA-CR-4044] p 231 N87-t5186

Comparison of theoratical and flight-measured local flow
aerodynamics for a low-aspect-ratio fin
[NASA-TM-86806] p 232 N87-15941

Analytical flutter investigation of a composite propfan
model

[NASA-TM-88944] p 327 N87-18115
VORSTAB: A computer program for calculating

lateral-directional stability derivatives with vortex flow
effect

[NASA-CR-172501] p 332 N87-18329
A flight dynamic simulation program in air-path axes

using ACSL (Advanced Continuous Simulation
Language)
lAD-A173849) p332 N87-18337

Development of a ROT22 - DATAMAP interface
[NASA.CR-177403] p 395 N87-18993

KRASH analysis correlation: Transport airplane
controlled impact demonstration test
[DOTIFAAICT-86/t3] p 354 N87-19368

Computer program for conceptual helicopter design
[AD-At75140] p 363 N87-19382

Development of flight performance algorithms and a
tactical computer aided mission planning system for the
A-7E aircraft

[AD.A175724] p 364 N87-19387
Simulation of an integrated fire and flight control system

for air-to-air gunnery
[ETN-87-99479] p 449 N87-20293

The use of a computer to obtain flight manual data
[AD-A176741] p547 N87-22416

Product assurance policies and procedures for flight
dynamics software development
[NASA-TM-89377] p 548 N87-23192

Numerical optimization design of transonic airfoils
D 573 N87-;_44_'4

Modeling and implementation of wind shear data

p 709 N87-25273
Cost analysis for aircraft system test and evaluation:

Empirical survey data structuring and parametric modeling,
volume 2

[AD-A181466] p 739 N87-26885
The computed gust response of an aircraft. The relative

effect of various degrees of freedom
[AD-A180968] p 775 N87-26916

Development of Integrated Programs for
Aerospace-Vehicle Design (IPAD)
[NASA-CR-181274] p 796 N87-28299

The design and analysis of simple low speed flap
systems with the aid of linearized theory computer
programs
[NASA-CR-3913] p 812 N87-28522

Program LRCDM2: Improved aerodynamic prediction
program for supersonic canard-tail missiles with
axisymrnetric bodies

[NASA.CR-3883] p 813 N87-28525
Experimental techniques for three-axes load cells used

at the National Full.Scale Aerodynamics Complex
[NASA-TM-86693] p 826 N87-28546

The SIFT hardwere/softwaro systems, Volume 1: A
detailed description

[NASA-TM-87574] p 858 N87-29186
COMPUTER SYSTEMS DESIGN

Advanced information processing system. Status report
--- for fault tolerant and damage tolerant data processing
for aerospace vehicles p 205 A87-16763

Interfacing symbolic processes to a flight simulator
p 270 A87-23075

Commissioning of the 'Aeronautique' computer st
ONERA p 332 A87-27534

Choosing Aircraft Integrated Data Systems (AIDS)
architecture suitable for Engine Health Monitoring (EHM)
on future generation engines p 31 N87-10083

Flexible and high quality software on a multiprocessor
computer system controlling a research flight simulator
[NLR-MP-85061-U] p 377 N87.18578

Flexible and high quality software on a multiprocessor
computer system controlling a research flight simulator

p 600 N87-23643
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PERFORMANCE

Flight control software for test generation
p 472 A87-31507

Flexible and high quality software on a multiprocessor
computer system controlling a research flight simulator
[NLR-MP-85061-U] p 377 N87-18578

An evaluation of the TSIM control systems computer
package
[BU-336] p 375 N87-19406

Flexible and high quality software on a multiprocessor
computer system controlling a research flight simulator

p 600 N87-23643
AI at Ames: Artificial Intelligence research and

application at NASA Ames Reseamh Center, Moffett Field,
California, February 1985 p 858 N87-29140

COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS

Grundy - Parallel processor architecture makes
programming easy p 135 A87-13703

V-22 avionics methodology and design
p 182 A87-19289

Simulation of future thermal imagors
p 255 A87-19700

Automating the software development process
p 470 A87-31453

A customer's perspective of integrated CNI avionics
p 434 A87-31459

A generic methodology for passive sensor avionics

emulation in man-in-the-loop cockpit simulators
p 450 A87-31474

A graphics oriented design language for control
software p 471 A87-31475

Prototype real-time simulation software for the
concurrent multipreoessing environment

p 471 A87-31477
A Hardware and Software Integration Facility (HSIF) for

SH-60F CV-Helo p 451 A87-31478

Simulation model of a high-spsed token-passing bus for
avionics applications p 471 A87.31482

A quantitative analysis of the history of developing a
large embedded software system p 472 A87-31495

A software quality assurance tool for code auditing
p 472 A87-31496

Flight control software for test generation
p 472 A87-31507

Software reliability - Measures and effects in flight critical
digital avionics systems _ 473 A87-31537

Fault-free performance validation of avionic
multiprocessors 3 473 A87-31538

Telemetry Integrated Processing System operational
overview :)527 A87-37400

The generation of airframe finite element models using
an expert system _ 616 A87-39912

Standardization and logistic suoeort cost effectiveness

of advanced avionics systems _ 661 A87-43468
Design of motion simulation software with digital filtering

techniques _ 704 A87-44712

Analysis of typical fault-tolerant architectures using
HARP p 704 A87-4577t

Software for flight recorder data processing developed
by Lufthansa p 32 N87-10090

Real time debugging software package for flight
simulator software system with variable labeled COMMON
blocks

[NLR-MP-85013-U] p 57 N87-11530

The 2GCHAS: A high productivity software development
environment p 548 N87-23162

OASIS: A modern tool for real-time simulation

p 600 N87-23638

The Aeronautical Research Institue (FFA) wing body 85
computer program. A panel method for determination of
aeroelsstic characteristics applying direct block iterative
solution techniques
[FFA-TN-1986-28] p 642 N87-25298

Development of a geometry handling program for the
FFA subsonic higher order panel method
[FFA-TN-1985-48] p 699 N87-25534

Computation of generalized aerodynamic forces over
an entire aircraft, taking into account the subsonic

interactions by means of the velocity potential method
[ONERA-RT-26/3064-RY-052-R] p 733 N87.26882

Development of a computing code for three dimensional
unsteady transonic small perturbations
[ONERA-RT-27/3064-RY-O52-R] p 733 N87-27619

Real time programs, Design implementation of
validation: A survey
[AD-A182144] p 796 N87-28309

Infrared simulation model SENSAT-2
[DFVLR-FB-87-t0] p 854 N87-28950

COMPUTER TECHNIQUES

A computer-aidod nondestructive inspection system
p 44 A87-10720

Computerized ultrasonic test inspection enhancement
system for aircraft components p 44 A87-10721

Photogrammetric tools for panoramic sector scan
imagery in the VIDARS analysis station

p 19 A87-10948

Expert systems for aiding combat pilots
p 29 A87-12212

Development of a maintenance automation system
p 128 A87-15425

Computer aided crewstation information allocation
[AIAA PAPER 86-2734] p 181 A87-17952

OMEGA ACCESS - A microcomputer display of OMEGA
signal coverage diagrams p 182 A87-19355

A system of problems in the design of computer-aidod
processes for the ground testing of aviation equipment

p 451 A87-31724
Edwards' automated weight and balance system

[SAWE PAPER 1702] p 525 A87-36286
A fully automatic mass properties machine

[SAWE PAPER 1723] p 525 A87-36294
CAFTA - The latest in flight test data analysis systems

p 794 A87-49200
AAAI (American Association on Artificial Intelligence)

Workshop on AI (Artificial Intelligence) Simulation
[AD-A174053] p 396 N87-19031

Automated aircraft static structural testing with computer
aided interpretation

[AD-A175321] p 363 N87-19384
Development of flight performance algorithms and a

tactical computer aided mission planning system for the
A*7E aircraft

[AD-At75724] p 364 N87-19387
Fault-tolerant system analysis: Imperfect switching and

maintenance

[AD-A176514] p 438 N87°20995

Programming techniques for high-speed processing and
verification with the NEC superoomputer SX system
[NAL-TR-909) p 547 N87-22424

Development Of mechanistic flexible pavement design
concepts for the heavyweight F-15 aircraft
[AD-A181596] p 779 N87-27675

Closing the man-machine loop: On the use of
physiological measures to affect computer-controlled
devices p 855 N87-29507

Real time simultaneous in-line wear and lubricant

condition monitoring
[AD-A183286] p 852 N87-29842

COMPUTER VISION
Machine vision inspection of combustor holes

p 199 A87-19218
Program components of synthesizing visualization

systems p 269 A87-20418
Identification of 3D objects from multiple silhouettes

using quadtrees/octrees p 394 A87-27699
COMPUTERIZED SIMULATION

A _iml=lati_n _f r_t_r_ot=t_r i_t_r_ti_n ,,_in_ th_ _.,1_.

equations and patched grids p7 _,87-11536
A real-time simulation evaluation of an advanced

detection, isolation and accommodation algorithm for
sensor failures in turbine engines p 103 A87-13318

Landing gear performance simulation by KRASH
program p 90 A87-13670

Computer modeling of crashworthy seating systems
p 90 A87-13671

Modelling strategies for finite element crash simulation
of complete vehicles p 90 A87-13673

A simulation of the dynamics of the mechanisms of the
aircraft landing gear p96 A87-15220

The new Langley Research Center advanced real-time
simulation (ARTS) system
[AIAA PAPER 86-2680] p 206 A87-17920

The effects of gun accuracy and rotorcraft
maneuverability on air-to-air combat effectiveness

p 143 A87-19210
Simulation of future thermal imagers

p 255 A87-19700
An application of AP-FORTRAN - A research simulator

[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-69] p 255 A87-21002
A prediction of helicopter rotor discrete frequency noise

for three scale models using a new acoustics program
[AIAA PAPER 87-0252] p 272 A87-22512

Toward the Navier-Stokes analysis of transport aircraft
configurations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0428] p 224 A87°22623

Flow simulations for a complex airplane configuration
using Euler equations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0454] p 225 A87-22646

Simulation of external flowfields using a
three-dimensional Euler/Navier-Stokes algorithm
[AIAA PAPER 87-0484] p 226 A87-22664
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COMPUTERS SUBJECT INDEX

The role of computerized symbolic manipulation in

rotorcraft dynamics analysis p 296 A87-23458

Computational aeroacoustics of propeller noise in the

near and far field

[AIAA PAPER 87-0254] p 304 A87-24944

Numerical simulation of viscous transonic airfoil flows

[AIAA PAPER 87-0416] p 283 A87-24961

Artificial intelligence and simulation --- Book

p 332 A87-26094

Optimization of a method for determining the fatigue

limit of the blades of gas turbine engines

p 305 A87-26304

Development and experiment of airborne microwave

rain-scattemmeter / radiometer system. Itl Rain

measurement and its data analysis p 393 A87-28436

Experimental and theoretical modal analysis on two

versions of a twin turboprop general aviation aircraft

p 358 A87-28539

Simulators III; Proceedings of the Conference, Norfolk,

VA, Mar. 10-12, 1986 p 386 A87-30845

Efficient simulation of separated three-dimensional

viscous flows using the boundary-layer equations

p 346 A87-31158

A generic methodology for passive sensor avionics

emulation in man-in-the-loop cockpit simulators

p 450 A87-31474

Prototype real-time simulation software for the

concurrent multiprocessing environment

p 471 A87-31477

Simulation model of a high-speed token-passing bus for

avionics applications p 471 A87-31482

Evaluation of prototype digital flight control algorithms

in hardware-in-the-loop environment

p 451 A87-31520

An ultrahigh speed CAMAC interface for a large flight

simulator system p 524 A87-35343

Calculation of aerospace propulsion combustors- A view

from industry p 515 A87-38955

The technique of pragmatic simulation

p 616 A87-40520

Comparison of analytic and pragmatic model reduction

methods using as an example the dynamics of aircraft

lateral motion p 595 A87-40521

Status and projections of the NAS Program --- NASA

Numerical Aerodynamic Simulation Program

p 616 A87-41227

Simulation studies of vortex dynamics of a leading edge

flap p 556 A87-41510

Methods for numerical simulation of leading edge vortex

flow p 556 A87-41511

Finite and boundary element modeling of crack

propagation in two and three dimensions

p 610 A87-41647

Computational Fluid Dynamics in West Germany

[AIAA PAPER 87-1130] p 617 A87-42079

Direct simulation of high Reynolds number flows using

a new integro-differentiat solver

[AIAA PAPER 87-1175] p 561 A87-42119

Numerical simulation and comparison with experiment

for self-excited oscillations in a diffuser flow

p 693 A87-43381

The use of computer models in helicopter drag

prediction p 628 A87-43424

Realization and flight testing of a model following control

system for helicopters p 679 A87-43440

The numerical simulation of subsonic flutter

[AIAA PAPER 87-1428] p 633 A87-44952

Complex modal balancing of flexible rotors including

residual bow

[AIAA PAPER 87-1840] p 695 A87-45241

Simulation of performance, behaviour and faults of

aircraft engines

[AIAA PAPER 87-1868] p 668 A87-45263

Interaction of airborne and structure-borne noise

radiated by plates p 796 A87-47352

Numerical simulation of confined unsteady

aerodynamical flows p719 A87-48339

Nonlinear dynamic simulation of a moored aerostat

[AIAA PAPER 87-2505] p 736 A87-48648

A comparison of a nonlinear flight dynamic simulation

of an airship with flight test results

[AIAA PAPER 87-25007] p 765 A87-48649

Simulation in Ada - How do you get there from here?

[AIAA PAPER 87-2299] p 794 A87-49157

Flight simulation of multiple aircraft and helicopters using

a single high-performance computer

[AIAA PAPER 87-2499] p 749 A87-49170

Optimization of wing tip store modeling

p 730 A87-50338

Model following flight control system design for ATTAS,

DFVLR's new in-flight simulator

[AIAA PAPER 87-2451] p 773 A87-50497

A review of mathematical modelling of aircraft cabin

fires p 739 A87-50714

An approach to the numerical modeling of the dynamics

of reacting gases in nozzles --- gasdynamic and chemical

lasers p 847 A87-50872

Calculation of the aerodynamic coefficients of aircraft

on a computer with allowance for physicochemical

reactions p 803 A87-50876

Development of a takeoff performance monitoring

system

[AIAA PAPER 86-2145] p 828 A87-52962

Aerogasdynamics and its development at the Institute

of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics of the Siberian

Section of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR

p 809 A87-53544

Simulation and characteristic value determination in

helicopters p 824 A87-53564

Approach to study of PRF sensitivity in airborne

pulse-Doppler radar p 829 A87-53802

Tool to develop real time simulation systems

[INPE-3979-TDL/233] p 137 N87-13179

Unsteady transonic flow computations for AGARD

two-dimensional and three-dimensional aeroelastic

configurations

[ONERA-NT-1985-5] p 152 N87-13418

Current capabilities and future directions in

computational fluid dynamics

{NASA-CR-179946] p 200 N87-13663

On a data base system for numerical simulator

p 210 N87-14252

Numerical simulation of transonic flow fields by solving

the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations

p 152 N87-14266

Computer simulation of a transport aircraft seat and

occupant(s) in a crash environment, volume 1

[DOT/FAA/CT-86/25-1] p 156 N87-14306

Computer simulation of a transport aircraft seat and

occupant(s) in a crash environment. Volume 2: Program

SOM-TA user manual

[DOT/FAA/CT-86/25-2] p 156 N87-14307

Technical evaluation report on the Flight Mechanics

Panel Symposium on Flight Simulation

[ISBN-92-835-0399-6] p 258 N87-15985

DYCAST: A finite element program for the crash analysis

of structures

[NASA-CR-4040] p 271 N87-16553

The effects of heavy rain on profile aerodynamics

[ETN-87-98848] p 292 N87-16809

Validation of a real-time engineering simulation of the

UH-60A helicopter

[NASA-TM-88360] p 313 N87-17716

A flight dynamic simulation program in air-path axes

using ACSL (Advanced Continuous Simulation

Language)

[AD-A173849] p 332 N87-18337

Path discrepancies between great circle and rhumb

line

]TM-98] p 357 N87-18527

Development of control strategies for safe microburst

penetration: A progress report p 353 N87-18531

Requirements and applications for radar simulations: A

standpoint of an airframe company p 389 N87-18759

New solution method for steady-state canopy structural

loads

[DE86-014294] p 391 N87-18891

A perspective of mathematical simulation and

optimization techniques in computer aided design

[NLR-MP-85088-U] p 396 N87-19018

AAAI (American Association on Artificial Intelligence)

Workshop on AI (Artificial Intelligence) Simulation

[AD-A174053] p 396 N87-19031

Simulating the helicopter-ship interface as an alternative

to current methods of determining the safe operating

envelopes

[AD-At75911] p 364 N87-19388

Evaluation of a flight dynamics computer program

[BU-321] p 375 N87-19404

Numerical simulation of internal and external inviscid

and viscous 3-D flow fields p 466 N87-20213

Application of the Navier-Stokes equations to solve

aerodynamic problems p 416 N87-20225

Transonic Navier-Stokes wing solution using a zonal

approach. Part 1: Solution methodology and code

validation p 416 N87-20228

Numerical simulation of the flow field around a complete

aircraft p 416 N87-20231

The terminal area simulation system. Volume 2:

Verification cases

[NASA-CR-4047] p 421 N87-20252

Traffic scenario generation technique for piloted

simulation studies

[NASA-TM-86397] p 421 N87-20254

Performance and efficiency evaluation and heat release

study of an outboard Marine Corporation Rotary

Combustion Engine

[NASA-TM-89833] p 442 N87-20282

Development of a mathematical model that simulates

the longitudinal, and lateral-directional response of the

F/A-18 for the study of flight control reconfiguration

{AD-A176333} p 450 N87-2f004

Example on how to model and simulate turbulence for

flight simulators p 543 N87-22353

Implementation of turbulence models into simulators

p 527 N87-22354

The assessment and evaluation of combat performance

improvements p 509 N87-22675

Frequency-response identification of XV-15 tilt*rotor

aircraft dynamics

[NASA-TM-89428J p 524 N87-22690

The 2GCHAS: A high productivity software development

environment p 548 N87-23162

Evaluation of the angle of attack limiter of the F-16 C/D

aircraft

lAD-A177941] p 585 N87-23612

Piloted simulation in the development of the XV-15 tilt

rotor research aircraft p 600 N87-23646

Utilization of simulation to support F-14A low altitude

high angle of attack flight testing p 600 N87-23649

Numerical investigation of V/STOL jet induced

interactions p 572 N87-24413

Unsteady three-dimensional simulation of VTOL upwash

fountain turbulence p 572 N87-24414

Radar target identification techniques applied to a

polarization diverse aircraft data base

[AD-A180044] p 614 N87-24599

Optimal cooperative control synthesis of active

displays

[NASA-CR-4058] p 705 N87-25807

Computational chemistry p 706 N87-26023

An investigation of helicopter higher harmonic control

using a dynamic system coupler simulation

p 682 N87-26051

An investigation of some simple models for the F/A-18

flight dynamics

[AD-A181638} p 752 N87-26903

COMPUTERS

Compressible, viscous, multi-foil analysis and design on

a micro-computer

IAIAA PAPER 87-2556] p 727 A87-49107

Design verification of SIFT

{NASA-CR-4097] p 858 N87-30099

CONCAVITY

On the occurrence of regular reflection of shocks in

concave corner flows p 10 A87-12586

CONCENTRATION (COMPOSITION)

Diagnostics in supersonic combustion

[AIAA PAPER 87-1787] p 690 A87-45202

CARS approaches to simultaneous measurements of

H2 and H20 concentration and temperature in H2-air

combustion systems p 605 N87-23792

CONCORDE AIRCRAFT

A review of the technical development of Concorde

p 96 A87-16408

Commercial supersonic operations - Ten years of

experience with Concorde

{SAE PAPER 861683] p 427 A87-32599

CONCRETE STRUCTURES

Investigation of the components of the NAL high

Reynolds number two-dimensional wind tunnel. Part 4:

Design, construction and performance of the exhaust

silencer

[NASA-TM-88513] p 258 N87-15237

Consequence of layer separation on pavement

performance

[DOT/FAA/PM-86/48] p 602 N87-23661

CONCRETES

Criteria for asphalt-rubber concrete in civil airport

pavements: Mixture design

[DOT/FAA/PM-86/39] p 129 N87-11910

Asphalt-rubber SAMI (Stress-Absorbing Membrane

Interlayers) field evaluation

[AD-A169700] p 194 N87-14356

Development of mechanistic flexible pavement design

concepts for the heavyweight F-15 aircraft

[AD-A170902] p 194 N87-14357

Facilities technology application tests: Fuel-rasistant

pavement sealers

[AD-A171473] p 258 N87-15238

Criteria for asphalt-rubber concrete in civil airport

pavements. Vol. 2: Evaluation of asphalt-rubber concrete

[DOE/FAA/PM-86/39-VOL-2] p 526 N87-21964

Performance of cracked and seated rigid airport

pavements

[DOT/FAA/PM-87/4] p 526 N87-21965

CONCURRENT PROCESSING

The implementation and use of Ada on distributed

systems with high reliability requirements

[NASA-CR-179842] p 137 N87-12265

CONDENSATION

Transonic nozzle flow instability due to shock

wave/condensation front interaction

[AIAA PAPER 87-1355] p 567 A87-42409
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SUBJECT INDEX CONFIDENCE LIMITS

CONDUCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
The finite contour method --- for transient heat

conduction in plate
[AIAA PAPER 87-0148] p 270 A87-22442

Inverse design of coolant flow passages in ceramically
coated scram jet combustor struts p 514 A87-38807

Further studies of helicopter rotor ice accretion and
protection p 738 A87-48945

CONES

A study of the effect of the separation zone on the
oscillations of a cone p 484 A87-35824

Optimization of hypersonic wavehders derived from cone
flows including viscous effects p 413 N87-20193

CONFERENCES

Flammability and sensitivity of materials in
oxygee-eeriched atmospheres; Proceedings of the
Symposium, Washington, DC, April 23, 24, 1985. Volume
2 p 38 A87-10859

Airborne reconnaissance IX; Proceedings of the
Meeting, San Diego, CA, August 20, 21, 1985
[SPIE-661] p 18 A87-10931

Conference on Numerical Methods in Fluid Mechanics,

6th, Geettingen, West Germany, September 25-27, 1985,
Proceedings p 47 A87-11501

Recent advances in aeroacoustics p 58 A67-11766

Numerical methods for engine-airframe integration
p 23 A87-11776

Numerical and physical aspects of aerodynamic flows
III; Proceedings of the Third Symposium, California State
University, Long Beach, CA, January 21-24, 1985

p8 A87-11782
Radio Technical Commission for Aeronautics, Annual

Assembly Meeting and Technical Symposium,
Washington, DC, November 19-21, 1985, Proceedings

p 1 A87-11801
Annual Aerospace Applications of Artificial Intelligence

Conference, 1st, Dayton, OH, September 16-19, 1985,
Proceedings p56 A87-12211

Progress in advanced materials and processes:
Durability, reliability and quality control; Proceedings of the
Sixth International European SAMPE Conference,
Scheveningen, Netherlands, May 28-30, 1985

p 39 A87-12651

Navigation and environment; Proceedings of the Fifth
International Congress, Tokyo, Japan, October 1-5, 1985

p 20 A87-12676

Joint National Symposium on the Influence of Aviation
on Engineering and the Future of Aeronautics in Australia,
Melbourne, Australia, August 8, 9, 1985, Preprints and
Supplementary Papers p 1 A87-13001

Fire safety science; Proceedings of the First International
Symposium, Gaithersburg, MD, October 7-11, 1986

p 78 A87-13186
1986 American Control Conference, 5th, Seattle, WA,

June 18-20, 1986, Proceedings. Volumes 1, 2, & 3

p 133 A87-13301
ION, National Technical Meeting, Long Beach, CA,

January 21-23, 1986, Proceedings p 85 A87-13532
Aero- and hydro-acoustics; Proceedings of the

Symposium, Ecole Centrale de Lyon, Ecully, France, July

J-o, luoo p 1;J/ At_(-l:Jbt_b
Fibre reinforced composites 1986; Proceedings of the

Second International Conference, University of Liverpool,
England, April 8-10, 1986 p 121 A87-13613

Israel Annual Conference on Aviation and Astronautics,
27th, Haifa, Israel, February 27, 28, 1985, Collection of
Papers p 64 A87-13635

National Specialist's Meeting on Crashworthy Design
of Rotorcraff, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, April
7-9, 1986, Proceedings p 89 A87-13662

Aerodynamic Decelerator and Balloon Technology
Conference, 9th, Albuquerque, NM, October 7-9, 1986,
Technical Papers p 79 A87-13776

International Aerospace and Ground Conference on
Lightning and Static Electricity, 11th, Dayton, OH, June
24-26, 1986, Technical Papers p 80 A87-15001

Recent advances in aerodynamics p 73 A87-15451
Advanced actuation, controls and integration for

aerospace vehicles; Proceedings of the Symposium, San
Diego, CA, October 9, 1985

[SAE P-170] p 112 A87-15476
Identification and system parameter estimation 1985;

Proceedings of the Seventh Symposium, University of
York, England, July 3-7, 1985. Volumes 1 & 2

p 135 A87-16176
NAECON 1986; Proceedings of the National Aerospace

and Electronics Conference, Dayton, OH, May 19-23,1986.
Volumes 1, 2, 3, & 4 p 141 A87-16726

International Conference on Structural Adhesives in
Engineering, University of Bristol, England, July 2-4, 1986,
Proceedings p 198 A87-18183

American Helicopter Society, Annual Forum, 42nd,
Washington, DE;, June 2-4, 1986, Proceedings. Volumes
1 & 2 p 143 A87-19201

Institute of Navigation, Annual Meeting, 42rid, Seattle,
WA, June 24-26, 1986, Proceedings

p 159 A87-19351
Air worthy p 273 A87-23264
Computational methods in potential aerodynamics

p 276 A87-23626
Industrial vibration modelling: Polymodel 9; Proceedings

of the Ninth Annual Conference, Newcastle-upon-Tyne,
England, May 21, 22, 1986 p 322 A87-25876

Manufacturing applications of lasers; Proceedings of the
Meeting, Los Angeles, CA, Jan. 23, 24, 1986
[SPIE-621] p322 A87-26676

Inter-Noise 86 - Progress in noise control; Proceedings
of the International Conference on Noise Control

Engineering, Cambridge, MA, July 21-23, 1986. Volumes
1 & 2 p 333 A87-27101

Starting systems technology II; Proceedings of the
Aerospace Technology Conference and Exposition, Long
Beach, CA, Oct. 13-16, 1986

[SAE SP-678] p 367 A87-29576
Wind shear; Proceedings of the Aerospace Technology

Conference and Exposition, Long Beach, CA, Oct. 13-16,
1986

[SAE SP-681 ] p 351 A87-29584
V/STOL/STOVL; Proceedings of the Aerospace

Technology Conference and Exposition, Long Beach, CA,
Oct. 13-16, 1986
[SAE SP-680] p 359 A87-29634

New materials in civil aviation; Proceedings of the
Aerospace Technology Conference and Exposition, Long
Beach, CA, Oct. 13-16, 1986
[SAE SP-682] p 339 A87-29640

Simulators III; Proceedings of the Conference, Norfolk,
VA, Mar. 10-12, 1986 p 386 A87-30845

Digital Avionics Systems Conference, 7th, Fort Worth,
TX, Oct. 13-16, 1986, Proceedings p 401 A87-31451

BASTART 85 - Bonded aircraft structures, technical
application and repair techniques; Proceedings of the
Workshop, Bremen, West Germany, Jan. 22-24, 1985

p 481 A87-35276
Yearbook 1986 I; DGLR, Annual Meeting, Munich, West

Germany, Oct. 8-10, 1986, Reports p 482 A87-36751
AUTOTESTCON '86; Proceedings of the international

Automatic Testing Conference, San Antonio, TX, Sept.
8-11, 1986 p 546 A87-38651

Symposium on Vehicle Crashworthiness Including
impact Biomechanics; Proceedings of the Winter Annual
Meeting, Anaheim, CA, Dec. 7-12, 1986

p 495 A87-38693
PLANS '86 - Position Location and Navigation

Symposium, Las Vegas, NV, Nov. 4-7, 1986, Record

p 579 A87-41351
Computational Fluid Dynamics Conference, 8th,

Honolulu, HI, June 9-11, 1987, Technical Papers
p 557 A87-42051

Case histories involving fatigue and fracture mechanics;
Proceedings of the Symposium, Charleston, SC, Mar. 21,
22, 1985 p 692 A87-42861

Helicopter Rotor Icing Symposium, London, England,
Jan. 14, 1986, Proceedings p 646 A87-44701

Materials in aerospace; Proceedings of the First
International Conference, London, England, Apr. 2-4, 1986.

Radar Technology 1986; Symposium, 6th, Bremen, West
Germany, Nov. 4-6, 1986, Reports p 697 A87-45876

International Symposium on Air Breathing Engines, 8th,
Cincinnati, OH, June 14-19, 1987, Proceedings

p 673 A87-46176
1986 report to the aerospace profession; Proceedings

of the Thirtieth Symposium, Beverly Hills, CA, Sept. 24-27,
1986 p 742 A87-47835

Yearbook 1986 II; DGLR, Annual Meeting, Munich, West
Germany, Oct. 8-10, 1986, Reports p 711 A87-48154

AtAA Lighter-Than-Air Technology Conference, 7th,
Monterey, CA, Aug. 17-19, 1987, Technical Papers

p 711 A87-48638
Composites for general aviation aircraft; Proceedings

of the General Aviation Aircraft Meeting and Exposition,
Wichita, KS, Apr. 28-30, 1987
[SAE SP-717] p 712 A87-48686

General aviation aircraft crash dynamics; Proceedings
of the General Aviation Aircraft Meeting and Exposition,
Wichita, KS, Apr. 28-30, 1987
[SAE SP-716] p 736 A87-48692

AIAA Applied Aerodynamics Conference, 5th, Monterey,
CA, Aug. 17-19, 1987, Technical Papers

p 721 A87-49051
AIAA Flight Simulation Technologies Conference,

Monterey, CA, Aug. 17-19, 1987, Technical Papers
p 713 A87-49156

Society of Flight Test Engineers, Annual Symposium,
17th, Washington, DC, Aug. 10-14, 1986, Proceedings

p 713 A87-49198

AIAA Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference,
Monterey, CA, Aug. 17-19, 1987, Technical Papers

p 767 A87-49577

Designing for low cost fabrication; Proceedings of the
Workshop, Loughborough University of Technology,
England, Apr. 16, 17, 1986 p 714 A87-49627

International Helicopter Forum, 16th, Bueckeburg, West
Germany, June 11, 12, 1986 and international Aerospace
Exhibition, Hanover, West Germany, June 6-15, 1986,
Reports p 714 A87-49638

Conference on High-Temperature Corrosion of
Superalloys, London, England, Feb 11, 12, 1986,
Proceedings p 840 A87-51351

1986 IEEE International Symposium on Electromagnetic
Compatibility, San Diego, CA, Sept. 16-18, 1986,
Symposium Record p 848 A87-52517

Specialists' Meeting on Rotary Wing Propulsion
Systems, Williamsburg, VA, Nov. 12-14, 1986, Technical

Papers p 801 A87-53413
Report of the International Symposium on Computational

Fluid Dynamics, Tokyo p 49 N87-10029
Doppler Radar Detection of Wind Shear

[NASA-CP-2435] p 17 N87-10054
Proceedings of the 13th Symposium on Aircraft

Integrated Data Systems
[DFVLR-MITT-86-04] p 30 N87-10075

Turbine Engine Hot Section Technology, 1984
[NASA-CP-2339] p 52 N87-11180

Recent Experiences in Multidisciplinary Analysis and
Optimization, part 1
[NASA-CP-2327-PT-1] p 96 N87-11717

First International Conference Materials in Aerospace
[BAE-S85/AMR/0080] p 144 N87-14243

Advanced Joining of Aerospace Metallic Materials ---
conference proceedings
[AGARD-CP-398] p 324 N87-17051

Joint University Program for Air Transportation
Research, 1983

[NASA-CP-2451] p 340 N87-18520
Multifunction Radar for Airborne Applications ---

conference

[AGARD-CP-381] p 387 N87-18721
AAAI (American Association on Artificial Intelligence)

Workshop on AI (Artificial Intelligence) Simulatic)n
[AD-A174053] p 396 N87-19031

The Repair of Aircraft Structures Involving Composite
Materials

[AGARD-CP-402] p 403 N87-20174
Net shape technology in aerospace structures. Volume

1

[AD-A176508] p 406 N87-20957
Net shape technology in aerospace structures. Volume

2. Appendix. Precision Forgings in Aerospace Structures.
Presentations of a workshop held on December 3-5, 1984
in Oxnard, California

[AD-A176509] p 406 N87-20958
Net shape technology in aerospace structures. Volume

3. Appendix. Emerging Net Shape Technologies.
Presentations of a workshop held on March 27-29, 1985
in Santa Barbara, California
lAD-A176510] p 406 N87-20959

Advanced Instrumentation for Aero Engine
Components
[AGARD-CP-399] p 467 N87-21170

Efficient Conduct of Individual Flights and Air Traffic or

upnmum UtilizaTIon OTiooern I ecnnology for me Uverall
Benefit of Civil and Military Airspace Users
[AGARD-CP-410] p 500 N87-21881

Transonic and Supersonic Phenomena in
Turbomachines

[AGARD-CP-4Ol] p 515 N87-21927
Atmospheric Turbulence Relative to Aviation, Missile,

and Space Programs
[NASA-CP-2468] p 543 N87-22341

Flight Simulation
[AGARD-CP-408] p 599 N87-23633

Aeroelasticity in axial-flow turbomachinee. Volume 1:
Unsteady turbomachinery aerodynamics
[AGARD-AG-298-VOL-1] p 571 N87-24398

Joint University Program for Air Transportation
Research, 1985

[NAS 1.55:2453] p 715 N87-27596
Modeling of Systems for Aircraft Guidance and Air Traffic

Control for Research, Development, and Evaluation ---
conference
[DFVLR-MITT-86-24] p 821 N87-28530

ACEE composite structures technology
[NASA-CR-172359] p 844 N87-28613

ACEE composite structures technology
[NASA-CR-172358] p 844 N87-28614

ACEE composite structures technology
[NASA-CR-172360] p 846 N87-28615

Advances in Guidance and Control Systems and
Technology
[AGARD-CP-411] p 822 N87-29474

CONFIDENCE LIMITS

Efficient computation of parameter confidence
intervals

[AIAA PAPER 87-2624] p 795 A87-49623
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CONFIGURATION INTERACTION

CONFIGURATION INTERACTION
A simulation of rotor-stator interaction using the Euler

equations and patched grids p7 A87.11536
CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT

Design verification of SIFT
[NASA-CR-4097] p 858 N87-30099

CONGRESSIONAL REPORTS
NASA authorizations, fiscal year 1987

[GPO-61-975] p 274 N87-15904
CONICAL BODIES

Conical wing of maximum lift-to-drag ratio in a supersonic

gas flow p 4 A87-10615
A study of the shape of the cross-section profile of a

minimum-drag throe-dimensional conical body moving in
a rarefied gas p 286 A87-25231

Numerical modeling of shock wave intersections
p 286 A87-25233

Wing and conical body of arbitrary cross section in
supersonic flow p413 A87-34507

Calculation of three-dimensional supersonic flow past

cone-like bodies with a separated shock wave
p 805 A87-51671

Development of supersonic computational aerodynamic
program using panel method
[NASA-TT-20113] p813 N87-28526

CONICAL CAMBER

Study of lee-side flows over conically cambered delta
wings at supersonic speeds, pad 1
[NASA-TP-2660-PT-1] p 571 N87-23597

Study of lee-side flows over conically cambered Delta

wings at supersonic speeds, part 2
[NASA-TP-2660-PT-2] p 643 N87-2530t

CONICAL FLOW
Constant-density approximation to Taylor-Maccoll

solution p 71 A87-14127
Finite-volume Euler and Navier-Stokes solvers for

throe-dimensional and conical vortex flows over delta

wings
[AIAA PAPER 87-0041] p 217 A87-22374

Normal force characteristics at supersonic speeds of

sharp edged delta wings
]AIAA PAPER 87-0214] p 221 A87-22491

Conical, separated flows with shook and shed vorticity
p 341 A87-27957

The observation of transition in shock wind tunnel
p 343 A87-28341

Normal*force characteristics of sharp-edged delta wings
at supersonic speeds p 553 A87-39894

Stability of axisymmetric boundary layers on sharp cones
at hypersonic Mach numbers
[AIAA PAPER 87-1413] p 567 A87-42442

Supersonic flow around tip s_des of wings
p 12 N87-10033

CONICAL NOZZLES
Density field of a viscous gas jet issuing from a conical

nozzle into vacuum p 4 A87.10603

Prediction of velocity coefficient and spray cone angle
for simplex swirl atomizers p 125 A87-13830

Froe-jet investigation of mechanically suppressed, high
radius ratio coannular plug model nozzles
[NASA-CR.3596] p 860 N87.29315

CONICAL SHELLS
Full-strongth and minimum-weight conical and

composite shells of revolution p 610 A87-42137
CONSERVATION LAWS

Energetics of oscillating lifting surfaces using integral
conservation laws
[AIAA PAPER 87-0193] p 220 A87-22474

Construction of explicit and implicit symmetric TVD
schemes and their applications --- Total Variation
Diminishing for fluid dynamics computation

p 344 A87-29688

CONSOLES
Test and evaluation of a multifunction keyboard and a

dedicated keyboard for control of a flight management
computer
[NASA-CR-178202] p 183 N87-14330

CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS
Biaxial constitutive equation development

p 53 N87-11217
CONSTRAINTS

A direct method for enforcing equality constraints in

optimal output feedback p 134 A87-13353
Guidebook for analysis of tether applications

[NASA-CR-178904] p 38 N87-10169
CONSTRUCTION

Advanced construction procedures: Confined bases for

airport pavements
[FAA/PM-86/9] p 118 N87-11799

Asphalt-rubber SAMI (Stress-Absorbing Membrane
Intedayers) field evaluation
[AD-A169700] p 194 N87-14356

CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
General aviation aircraft utilization in the construction

industry
[AD-A183155] p 802 N87.29404

CONTACT LOADS
A microgrevity experiment to measure surface forces

and surface energies in solids p 454 A87-32559

Selection of admissible contact stresses for toothed

gears of aircraft engines p 663 A87-43605
CONTAINERS

Standardizing air cargo containers
p 155 A87-17418

CONTAMINATION
Response of a small-turboshaft-engine compression

system to inlet temperature distortion
[NASA-TM-83765] p 35 N87-10100

Techniques to determine particulates in liquid fuels
[DE87-002028] p 458 N87.21135

CONTINGENCY

Contingency power for small turboshaft engines using
water injection into turbine cooling air
[AIAA PAPER 87-1906] p 668 A87-45289

Contingency power for small turboshaft engines using

water injection into turbine cooling air
[NASA-TM-89817] p 442 N87-20280

CONTINUITY EQUATION
On the non-uniqueness of solutions for boundary value

problems in transonic flows p 553 A87-39924

Large-eddy numerical simulation of an array of
three-dimensional impinging jets
[AD-A182459] p 850 N87-28835

CONTINUUM FLOW
Computational fluid dynamics near the continuum limit

[AIAA PAPER 87-1115] p 558 A87-42064
CONTINUUM MECHANICS

Design sensitivity analysis of nonlinear structural
response p 390 N87-18863

Analysis of structures with rotating, flexible
substructures
[AD-A178903] p 542 N87-23004

CONTOURS
B-SURF (three-dimensional CAD) system for designing

and manufacturing of products with complex contour
p 206 A87-18538

CONTRACT MANAGEMENT
The system engineering and integration contract - An

overview p 61 A87-11804
F/A-18 Hornet: Reliability development testing - An

update p 299 A87-26035
CONTRACTORS

Air traffic system: Pilot program to contract out
maintenance at selected facilities
[PB87-186607] p 741 N87-26694

CONTRAROTATING PROPELLERS
Noise and performance of a counter-rotation propeller

p 105 A87-14366
Basic analyses for optimum propulsion efficiency of a

counter rotating ATP --- Advanced Turbo Prop
p 590 A87-39266

UDF/727 flight test program
[AIAA PAPER 87-1733] p 666 A87-45171

Flow behind single- and dual-rotation propellers at angle
of attack
[AIAA PAPER 87.1750] p 634 A87-45183

A panel method for counter rotating propfans
[AIAA PAPER 87-1890] p 668 A87-45279

Extension of local circulation method to counter rotation

propeller
[AIAA PAPER 87-1891] p 635 A87-45280

A study of some factors affecting the performance of
a contra-rotating axial compressor stage

p 639 A87-46211
Study of the aerodynamics of high-speed propellers

[ONERA, TP NO. 1987-61] p 640 A87-46761
Unducted fan aerodynamic design

[ASME PAPER 87-GT-233] p 759 A87-48717
A study of the leading edge vortex and tip vortex on

prop-fan blades
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-234] p 719 A87-48718

The acoustic experimental investigation of
counterrotating propelior configurations
[SAE PAPER 871031] p 796 A87-48760

Cruise noise of counterrotation propeller at angle of
attack in wind tunnel

[NASA-TM-88869] p 139 N87-13252
CONTROL

1986 American Control Conference, 5th, Seattle, WA,
June 18-20, 1986, Proceedings. Volumes 1, 2, & 3

p 133 A87-13301
NASA B737 flight test results of the total energy control

system
[NASA-CR-178285] p 775 N87-26918

CONTROL BOARDS
Reconfigurable display panel using embedded Ada

p 472 A87.31509
Test and evaluation of a multifunction keyboard and a

dedicated keyboard for control of a flight management
computer
[NASA-CR-178202] p 183 N87-14330

SUBJECTINDEX

CONTROL CONFIGURED VEHICLES
Determination of optimal position of actuators for flexible

flight vehicles p 190 A87-18528
Experiments on reduction of propeller induced interior

noise by active control of cylinder vibration
p 361 A87-30933

Control operations in advanced aerospace systems
p 474 A67-32117

Design of CCV flight control system of STOL flying
boat p 680 A87-45097

Fly-by-wiro system and control laws of the T-2 control

configured vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 87-2586] p 774 A87.50549

Longitudinal handling qualities of the T-2 Control

Configured Vehicle
]AIAA PAPER 87-2587] p 774 A87-50550

Interactions between an aircraft structure and active

control systems p 835 A87-52964
CONTROL EQUIPMENT

MTFCS (multiple target formation flight control system)
Formation position sensor trade-off analysis

p 110 A87-13536

Integrated active control systems: Methods of
algorithmic integration --- Russian book

p 135 A87-14682
A new technology in energy-efficient electrically driven

aircraft environmental control systems
p 166 A87-18116

Flight testing of flight control and navigation equipment
--- Russian book p 497 A87-36588

Synthesis of time-invariant linear systems under
determinate and random excitations --- for flight vehicle

motion stability p 521 A87-39009
Effects of redundancy configuration and its management

mode on the reliability of flight control system
p 595 A87-39422

Simulator evaluations of inceptors for ACT helicopters
p 678 A87-43405

Full-scale engine demonstration of an advanced sensor
failure detection isolation, and accommodation algorithm

- Preliminary results
[AIAA PAPER 87-2259] p 763 A87-50422

Aircraft control tower service
[ETN-87-99169] p 357 N87-19371

Full-scale engine demonstration of an advanced sensor
failure detection, isolation and accommodation algorithm:
Preliminary results
[NASA-TM-89880] p 536 N87-22097

Auxiliary data input device
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13626-1] p 700 N87-25584

CONTROL MOMENT GYROSCOPES
Controlling the elastic vibrations of aircraft structures

by means of control moment gyroscopes
p 188 A87-17564

CONTROL RODS
The use of discrete minimization in the design of a

straight control section in the fuselage of transport
aircraft p 358 A87-28151

CONTROL SIMULATION
ATTAS - The new test bed p 92 A87-14003

Non-iterative parameter identification techniques
p 206 A87-19238

Pilot/vehicle analysis of the lateral/vertical control of

a twin-lift helicopter configuration
[AIAA PAPER 87-0345] p 253 A87-22571

Use of microprocessor elements in simulation of digital
avionic systems p 450 A87-31473

A simulation platform for three-axis attitude control of

a large balloon gondola p 436 A87-32485
Pro- and post-flight-test models versus measured

skyship-50O control responses
[AIAA PAPER 87.2508] p 765 A87-48650

Simulation studies of translation rate command systems

for hover and low speed flight
[AIAA PAPER 87-2286] p 767 A87-49579

Simulation evaluation of the control system command

monitoring concept for the NASA V/STOL research aircraft
(VSRA)
[AIAA PAPER 87-2255] p 770 A87-50418

Helicopter flight control research: A demanding
application of piloted simulation
[RAE-TM-FS(B)-595] p 191 N87-13445

Simulation of an integrated fire and flight control system

for air-to-air gunnery
]ETN-87-99479] p 449 N87-20293

CONTROL STABILITY
Design analysis and methodology for evaluating flight

control systems
[AIAA PAPER 86-2655] p 189 A87-17904

Sensitivity analysis of automatic flight control systems
using singular-value concepts p 310 A87-23978

The elimination of limit cycles of an aircraft flight control

system.linear model following approach
p 311 A87-24724

Stability robustness improvement using constrained
optimization techniques p 474 A87-32231
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SUBJECT INDEX CONTROL SYSTEMS DESIGN

A procedure for simultaneously stabilizing a collection
of single input linear systems using non-linear state
feedback control p 546 A87-36843

Design methodology for robust stabilizing controllers
p 596 A87-40860

Total energy control concepts applied to flight in
wiodshear
[AIAA PAPER 87-2344] p 772 A87-50463

Dynamic performance and stability of integrated
communication and control systems
[AIAA PAPER 87-2603] p 775 A87-50564

On design of restructurable control systems for aircraft
with some failures p 835 A87-51981

Flight test report of the NASA icing research airplane:
Performance, stability, and control after flight through
natural icing conditions
[NASA-CR-179515] p 116 N87-11797

Inherent robustness of discrete-time adaptive control
systems
[NASA-CR-178224] p 373 N87-18571

A comprehensive estimate of the static aerodynamic
forces and moments of the 8 x 8 x 20 ft. cargo container
[NASA-TM-89433] p 492 N87-21875

Stability beuodades for command augmentation
systems p 523 N87-22622

Flutter analysis of a two-dimensionel airfoil with cubic

non-linear restodng force
[NAE-AN-36] p 493 N87-22628

Dual adaptive control: Design principles and
applications
[NASA-CR.t81050] p 705 N87-25804

CONTROL STICKS
Handling qualities evaluation of the ADOCS primary flight

control system p 191 A87-19257

Airbus A320 side stick and fly by wire - An update
[SAE PAPER 861801] p 444 A87-32646

Delethalized cyclic control stick
[AD-A173931] p 353 N87-18549

Flight test evaluation of techniques to predict longitudinal
pilot induced oscillations
[AD-A179229] p 597 N87-23629

The development of the T-46 next generation trainer
manned engineering simulator at the US Air Force Flight
Test Center p 601 N87-23652

CONTROL SURFACES

The possibility of the nondisturbing motion of a body
in a fluid p 48 A87-12894

A split canard configuration for improved control at high
angles of attack p 67 A87-13643

Load lightening and flutter damping for future Airbus
projects
[MBB-UT-004-86] p 92 A67-14002

ESSY - An electromechanical adjustment system for
aircraft control surfaces p 92 A87-14014

A system look at actuation concepts and alternatives
for primary flight control
|SAE PAPER 851753] p 112 A87-15478

Flight test results of a control element failure detection
and isolation algorithm p 187 A87-16853

t-_i=l_tll_ iui _uplu_drly tlltJ TlU[[er OTa [ell unITWITh a
nonbatanced control surface p 252 A87-20404

Low aspect ratio wings at high angles of attack
p 228 A87-22929

Bounded random oscillations - Model and numerical

solution for an airfoil p 311 A87-27532
On the construction of an adaptive flight control system

with the angle limitation of control surface

p 373 A87-30227
Flight control actuators for tomorrow's fighters

p 426 A87-32070
A discrete model of a deformable aeroplane with moving

control surfaces for natural vibrations analysis
p 428 A87-32934

Transonic aeroelesticity of wings with active control
surfaces

[AIAA PAPER 87-0709] p 411 A87.33657
The effect of free stream disturbances and control

surface deflections on the performance of the Wortmann

airfoil at low Reynolds numbers p 11 N87-10007
Prediction of gust ioedings and alleviation at transonic

speeds
[AD-A167748] p 13 N87-10047

Tunnel interference from pressure measurements on
control surfaces

[AE-TM-8-83] p 37 N87.10104
Efficiency of vadous control surfaces in steady and

unsteady flow

[SNIAS-861-111-101] p 37 N87-10872
Bounded random oscillations: Model and numerical

solution for an airfoil p 294 N87-18513
Development of a device for controlling the leading edge

vortices on a delta wing

[AD-At75207] p 350 N87-19356

Development of a mathematical model that simulates

the longitudinal, and lateral-directional response of the
F/A-18 for the study of flight control reconfiguration
[AD-A176333] p 450 N87-21004

Integrated design of structures p 509 N87.22669
Improved control surface actuator

[NASA-CASE-LAR-12852-1] p 588 N87-24461
Non-linear unsteady wing theory, part 1. Quasi

two*dimensional behavior: Airfoils and slender wings
[NASA*CR-1810OS] p 731 N87-26862

Investigation of F-16 control surface failures and optimal
setting of functional controls

[AD-A182667] p 825 N87-28542
Performance and power regulation characteristics of two

aileron-controlled rotors and a pitchable tip-controlled rotor
on the Med-O turbine

[NASA-TM-100136] p 855 N87-29956
CONTROL SYSTEMS DESIGN

Time scale analysis of a digital flight control system
p 109 A87-13347

Flight control design using nonlinear inverse dynamics
p 109 A87-13352

A direct method for enforcing equality constraints in
optimal output feedback p 134 A87-13353

Dynamic output feedback flight control laws using
eigenstructure assignment p 109 A87-13355

Multivariabie high-gain control with feedforward
compensation - A design technique p 134 A87-13365

Multivadabie flight control for an attack helicopter
p 109 A87-13379

Eigenstructure assignment by dynamic output
feedback p 134 A87-13385

Multi-variable control of the GE T700 engine using the
LQG/LTR design methodology --- Linear Quadratic
Gaussian/Lcop Transfer Recovery method

p 103 A87-13418

Design considerations for fly-by-wire control of new
Airbus aircraft

[MBB-UT-222-86] p 110 A87-13991

Actuating system with digital signal converters and
fiber-optic control p 93 A87-14018

Modeling of the aircraft mechanical control system
p 111 A87-14135

Mathematical model and digital simulation for speed
control system of two-spool turbojet engine

p 105 A87-14139

Optimal discrete design of digital flight control system
p 111 A87-14142

Advanced actuation, oontrots and integration for
aerospace vehicles; Proceedings of the Symposium, San
Diego, CA, October 9, 1985
[SAE P-170] p 112 A87-15476

Reducing complexity in fly.by-wire flight control
actuators

[SAE PAPER 851752] p 112 A87-15477

A system look at actuation concepts and alternatives
for primary flight control
[SAE PAPER 851753] p 112 A87-15478

Advanced digital optical control actuation for the
ADOCS
ISAE PAPER 8517551 o 112 A87-15480

Preliminary design of electromechanical servosystems
[SAE PAPER 851759] p 129 A87-15482

Identification and system parameter estimation 1985;
Proceedings of the Seventh Symposium, University of
York, England, July 3.7, 1985. Volumes 1 & 2

p 135 A87-16176
Adsptive flutter suppression p113 A87-16182

Sensor failure detection in flight control systems using
deterministic observers p114 A67-16195

Requirement analysis of an intelligent, redundant,
actuation system p 179 A87-16766

Investigation of an automatic trim algorithm for
restructurabie aircraft control p 166 A87-16767

Design of dynamic compensators via eigenstructure
assignment with flight control applications

p 186 A87-16768

LQG/LTR design of a flight controller for a short take-oft
and landing aircraft p 186 A87-16769

Longitudinal control requirements for statically unstable
aircraft p 187 A87-16770

Design of adaptive direct digital flight-mode control
systems incorporating recursive step-respenso matrix
identifiers for high-performance aircraft

p 187 A87-16771

Robust controller design for a Short Take-Off and
Landing (STOL) aircraft using quantitative feedback
theory p 187 A87-16772

Robust control law design of an unmanned research
vehicle p 187 A87-16774

Design analysis and methodology for evaluating flight
control systems
[AIAA PAPER 86-2655] p 189 A87-17904

Reducing the gap between the quantitative and
qualitative design, development and testing of control
systems --- linear models for highly maneuverable
aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 86-2710] p 189 A87-17940

Formulating an integrated flight control law synthesis
strategy
[AIAA PAPER 86-2711] p 189 A87-17941

Connections between conventional and

singular-value-based multi-variable flight control system
design techniques

[AIAA PAPER 86-2712] p 189 A87-17942
Interactive design tool for cockpit controls and displays

development
[AIAA PAPER 86-2735] p 181 A87.17953

Preliminary study of multi*mode control laws design
methods for fighter's longitudinal control

p 190 A87-18536
V-22 control law development p 190 A87-19254
Advanced flight control development for single.pilot

attack helicopters p 190 A87-19256
Handling qualities evaluation of the ADOCS primary flight

control system p 191 A87-19257
New capabilities and recent research programs of the

NASA/Army CH-47B variable-stability helicopter
p 191 A87-19266

A modular flight control and navigation system for the
next generation of Army aviation p 181 A87-19282

Moving closer to fully integrated control
p 247 A87-20937

Application of modern synthesis to aircraft control -

Three case studies p 252 A87-20973
Direct model reference adaptive control for a class of

MIMO systems p 332 A87-24852
Nonlinear flight test trajectory controllers for aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 85-1890] p 371 A87-28910

Application of eigenstructure assignment to flight control
design: Some extensions p 371 A87-28911

Linear-quadratic-Gaussian with loop-transfer recovery
methodology for an unmanned aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 85-1927] p 371 A87-28912

Classical design, with application to a 3 x 3 turbofan
engine model p 395 A87-30176

On the construction of an adaptive flight control system
with the angle limitation of control surface

373 A87-30227
Mission avionics for the SH-60F CV HELO

434 A87-31467

A graphics oriented design language for control
software _ 471 A87.31475

Improved engine performance utilizing integrated inlet
control :_438 A87-31541

The application of quadratic optimal cooperative control
synthesis to a CH-47 helicopter _ 444 A87-32072

Stability robustness improvement using constrained
optimization techniques :) 474 A87-32231

A medal control procedure for multiloop digital design
474 A87-32450

A simulation platform for three-axis attitude control of
a large balloon gondola _ 436 A87-32485

Integrated flight/propulsion control for next generation
military aircraft
[_A I" HAIJI--H t:H_l/_'t_] p 437 A87-32615

Airline requirements on a fly-by-wire aircraft - A pilot's
view

[SAE PAPER 861804] p 445 A67-32649
Adaptive methods for control system design --- Book

p 474 A87-33249
Active suppression of an 'apparent shock induced

instability'
[AIAA PAPER 87.0881] p446 A87-33702

Flight control synthesis via eigenstructure assignment
- The discrete version p 448 A87-35002

Design of fast non-interacting digital flight control
systems for short-takeeff-aod-landing aircraft

p 448 A87-35018
Synthesis of optimal discrete multidimensional systems

under random perturbations p 547 A87-39016
Development of fuel pump-motor rotational speed

control system p 598 A87-39417
Design of flight control system with maneuver

enhancement and gust alleviation p 594 A87-39419
Design methodology for robust stabilizing controllers

p 596 A87-40860
On-line aircraft state and stability derivative estimation

using the modified-gain extended Kalman filter
p 596 A87°40862

Aircraft automatic flight control system with model
inversion p 596 A87-40863

Scan stabilization and jitter control for an airborne
telescope p 660 A67.42812

Expanding tilt rotor capabilities p 651 A87-43407
Realization and flight testing of a model following control

system for helicopters p 679 A67-43440
The model inverse as an element of a manoeuvre

demand system for helicopters p 679 A67-43441
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Development of an experimental system for active
control of vibrations on helicopters p 679 A87-43447

Development program of a full authority digital electronic
control system for the T55-L-712E turboshaft engine

p 663 A87-43465
Highly reliable, microprocessor-based engine control

[AIAA PAPER 87-1927] p 669 A87-45305
Validation of an integrated flight and propulsion control

design for fighter aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 87-1928] p 680 A87-45306

Digital control development for the T56-A-427
[AIAA PAPER 87-2013] p 670 A87-45353

Lessons learned from past programs - Air traffic
control
[AIAA PAPER 87-2222] p 793 A87-48603

V-22 tiltrotor fly-by-wire flight control system
p 766 A87-48947

Flight control system philosophy for active control of a
helicopter p 766 A87-48948

UK research into system identification for helicopter flight
mechanics p 793 A87-48959

Alternative design guidelines for pitch tracking
[AIAA PAPER 87-2289J p 768 A87-49582

Solutions of the Grumman F-14 benchmark control

problem p 770 A87-50233
Application of eigenstruclure assignment to self

reconfiguhng aircraft MIMO controllers
[AIAA PAPER 87-2235] p 770 A87-50402

Infiight evaluation of a modal suppression yaw damper
[AIAA PAPER 87-2257] p 770 A87-50420

Recursive real-time identification of step-response
matrices of high-performance aircraft with noisy sensors
for adaptive digital flight control
[AIAA PAPER 87-2309] p 771 A87-50430

The significance of error dynamics in model-following
for flight control design
[AIAA PAPER 87-23f 1] p 7'71 A87-50432

A general methodology for pole placement in linear
quadratic regulator design of multivariable control
systems
[AIAA PAPER 87-2314] p 795 A87-50435

Feedback control for penetrating a downburst
[AIAA PAPER 87-2343] p 771 A87-50462

Total energy control concepts applied to flight in
windshear

[AIAA PAPER 87-2344] p 772 A87-50463
Application of mudivariable control to the STOL and

Maneuver Technology Demonstrator
[AIAA PAPER 86-2403] p 751 A87-50487

Model-following output feedback controller for
oblique-wing aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 87-2408] p 772 A87-50491

Handling qualities design of a Northrop
high-performance fighter
[AIAA PAPER 87-2450] p 772 A87-50496

Model following flight control system design for ATTAS,
DFVLR's new in-flight simulator
[AIAA PAPER 87-2451] p 773 A87-50497

Integral LQG controller design for a fighter aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 87-2452] p 773 A87-50498

Stability augmentation for a free flying ducted fan
[AIAA PAPER 87-2453] p 773 A87-50499

7J7 manual flight control functions
[AIAA PAPER 87-2454J p 773 A87-50500

Simulation evaluation of the advanced control concept
for the NASA V/STOL research aircraft (VSRA)
[AIAA PAPER 87-2535] p 773 A87-50536

On design of restructurable control systems for aircraft
with Some failures p 835 A87-51981

Accelerometer placement in active flutter suppression
systems p 828 A87-52963

Flight test of a digital controller used in a helicopter
autoland system p 835 A87-53079

Multi-variable control concepts for turboshaft engines
p 832 A87-53431

Performance monitoring of sensors in high reliable flight
control systems using deterministic observers

p 32 N87-10087
Technology review of flight crucial flight control systems

(application of optical technology)
[NASA-CR-172332-SUPPL-1] p 36 N87-10102

Fault tolerant control laws

[NASA-CR-178094] p 50 N87-10400
Future aero-engine control systems, why FADEC? Cost,

design cycle timescale, reliability, weight and size targets
--- Full Authority Digital Electronic Control (FADEC)
[PNR-90298] p 35 N87-10867

Efficiency of various control surfaces in steady and
unsteady flow
[SNIAS-861-111-101] p37 N87-10872

Aircraft automatic-flight-control system with inversion Of
the model in the feed-forward path using a
Newton-Raphson technique for the inversion
[NASA-TM-88209] p 116 N87-11798

Formulation and minimality of nonlinear discrete time
control systems p 254 N87-15233
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Dynamics of a helicopter with a sling load
p 243 N87-15957

Flared landing approach flying qualities. Volume 2:
Appendices
[NASA-CR-178188-VOL-2] p 254 N87-15976

Piloted simulator study of allowable time delays in
large-airplane response
[NASA-TP-2652] p 312 N87-16849

Development of ADOCS controllers and control laws.

Volume 2: Literature review and preliminary analysis
[NASA-CR.177339-VOL-2] p 312 N87-17708

Development of ADOCS controllers and control laws.
Volume 3: Simulation results and recommendations

[NASA-CR.17733g-VOL-3] p 312 N87-17709

Development of an advanced pitch active control system
and a reduced area horizontal tail for a wide-body jet
aircraft

[NASA-CR-172283] p 312 N87-17711

Development of an advanced pitch active control system
for a wide body jet aircraft
[NASA-CR.172277] p 313 N87-17713

Development of ADOCS controllers and control laws.
Volume 1: Executive summary
[NASA-CR-177339-VOL-1] p 3t3 N87-17714

The application of quadratic optimal cooperative control
synthesis to a CH-47 helicopter
[NASA-TM.88353] p 313 N87-17715

Stability regions of relaxed static stability aimraft under
control saturation constraints p 448 N87-20288

Activities report in aerospace sciences
[ETN-87-99369] p 478 N87-21845

Design criteria for multi-loop flight control systems
p 522 N87-21901

Digital control of highly augmented combat rotorcraft
,rNASA-TM-88346] p 524 N87-22691

Multi-input/multi-output designated eigenstructure
(MODES): A computer-aided control system design
program
[AD-At79341] p 548 N87-23204

An improved design technique for model following
control systems in in-flight simulation
[DFVLR-FB-87-09] p 836 N87-28561

NYANS: A package for time varying control systems
--- computer aided design
[FOA-C-20642-2.1] p 858 N87-29174

Control of shear flows by artificial excitation
[NASA-TM-100201] p 815 N87-29420

CONTROL THEORY

Methods for obtaining robust tracking control laws
p 134 A87-13319

O_timat guidance _aw with first order lag loop and normal
constraint p 86 A87-14140

Integrated active control systems: Methods of
algorithmic integration --- Russian book

p 135 A87-14682
Robust control law design of an unmanned research

vehicle p 187 A87-16774
Reducing the gap between the quantitative and

qualitative design, development and testing of control
systems --- linear models for highly maneuverable
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[NASA-TM-89024] p 318 N87-16884

COVARIANCE
The observability of a Doppler-aided inertial navigation

system p 578 A87-39269
COWLINGS

Effect of Reynolds number on upper cowl flow
separation p 347 A87-31289
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SUBJECT INDEX CRASHES

Numerical analysis of peak heat transfer rates for
hypersonic flow over a cowl leading edge
[AIAA PAPER 87-1895] p635 A87-45283

CRACK ARREST
Fracture of an aircraft horizontal stabilizer

p 650 A87-42855
CRACK CLOSURE

An assessment of the small*crack effect for 2024-T3
aluminum alloy p 457 A87-34668

Fatigue crack propagation under spectrum loading
p 531 A87-35655

Processing and properties of airframe materials
[AD-A182159] p 792 N87-28065

CRACK GEOMETRY

On damage tolerance design of fuselage structure
(longitudinal cracks) p 161 A87-17119

Experimental characterization of cracks at open holes
and in rounded-end straight attachment lugs

p 384 A87-30107
CRACK INITIATION

Prediction of fatigue life for aimraft loading and
importance of the relative method in the case of Local
Strain Approach p 238 A87-22333

The fracturo-mochanics basis of quality requirements

for highly loaded aircraft-engine disks
p 323 A87-27100

Assessment of concepts for fatigue crack initiation and
propagation life prediction p 383 A87-29600

Causes of the formation of fatigue cracks with a
compressed cavity p 611 A87-42171

CRACK PROPAGATION
Certification problems for composite airplane

structures p 39 A87.12652
On damage tolerance design of fuselage structure

(longitudinal cracks) p 161 A87-17119
Correction factors for miner's fatigue damage equation

derived from C-130 fleet aircraft fatigue cracks
[AIAA PAPER 86-2684] p 198 A87-17923

Predicting the onset of high cycle fatigue damage - An
engineering application for long crack fatigue threshold
data p 320 A87-24037

A study on fatigue crack propagation superimposing high
cycles on low cycles for turbine materials

p 317 A87-25423
Fatigue crack growth testing of J85-CAN-40 compressor

discs p 367 A87-29281
Assessment of concepts for fatigue crack initiation and

propagation life prediction p 383 A87-29600
Evaluation of a stochastic initial fatigue quality model

for fastener holes p 384 A87-30106
Stochastic approach for predicting functional impairment

of metallic airframes

[AIAA PAPER 87-0752] p 464 A87-33575
An assessment of the small-crack effect for 2024-T3

aluminum alloy p 457 A87-34668
The relevance of short crack behaviour to the integrity

of major rotating aero engine components
p 457 A87-34674

Stochastic crack growth models for applications to
aircraft structures p 531 A87-35290

Fatigue crack propagation under spectrum loading
p 531 A87-35655

structure subjected to rolling-sliding contact
p 534 A87-38555

Close form solution for prediction of crack propagation

life of structure member and its application to landing
gears p 607 A87-39415

On damage tolerance design of fuselage structure -
Circumferential cracks p 584 A87-40218

Finite and boundary element modeling of crack
propagation in two and three dimensions

p 610 A87-41647
Failure analysis of a large wind tunnel compressor

blade p 692 A87-42852
Fatigue crack growth predictions of welded aircraft

structures containing flaws in the residual stress field
p 692 A87-42853

Fatigue and fracture mechanics analysis of compression
loaded aircraft structure p 692 A87-42854

Fracture of an aircraft horizontal stabilizer

p 650 A87-42855
Aircraft structural maintenance recommendations based

on fracture mechanics analysis p 623 A87-42857
Crack growth prediction in 3D structures under

aeronautical-type spectrum Ioedings
[ONERA, TP NO. 1987-79] p 691 A87-46772

Some effects of load spectrum representation on crack
growth predictions and problems in prediction validation

p 786 A87-47784
Non-isothermal fatigue crack growth in Hastelloy-X

p 840 A87.51400
The effects of temperature and loading rate on R-curves

using the CLWL techniques --- crack growth resistance
curve (R curve); crack line wedge load (CLWL)
[BAE-MSM-R-GEN.0544] p 50 N87-10405

Elevated temperature crack growth
p53 N87-11214

Stochastic crack propagation with applications to
durability and damage tolerance analyses
[AD-A168040] p 53 N87-11226

Relevance of short fatigue crack growth data for
durability and damage tolerance analyses of aircraft
[FFA-TN-t986.23] p 54 N87-11231

A chock of crack propagation prediction models against
test results generated under transport aircraft flight
simulation loading
[NLR-TR-84005-U] p 100 N87-11782

Research on mechanical properties for engine life
prediction
[AD-A169570] p 108 N87-12563

Analysis of mixed-mode crack propagation using the
boundary integral method
]NASA-CR-179518] p 131 N87-12915

Assessment of damage tolerance requirements and
analyses: A user's manual for crack growth and crack
initiation analysis: DAMGRO

[AD-A171209] p 132 N87-12939
Assessment of damage tolerance requirements and

analysis, task 1 report. Volume 2: Analytical methods
[AD-A170327] p 175 N87-14319

Fault detection sensitivity inthick light alloy specimens,
test report
[REPT-47-O84/F] p 202 N87-14721

Advanced durability analysis. Volume 3: Fractographic
test data

[AD-A173635] p 268 N87-16364
Corrosion and load transfer effects on fatigue of

mochanicaily fastened joints
[AD.A173802] p 268 N87-16365

Assessment of damage tolerance requirements and
analysis. Volume 1: Executive summary
[AD.A175110] p 301 N87-16822

Structural Analysis
[ESA.'I-1"-917] p 325 N87-17077

Nonlinear fracture mechanics analysis with boundary
integral method
[AD-A173216] p 328 N87-18124

Assessment of damage tolerance requirements and
analysis. Volume 5: Assessment and recommendations
[AD-A17511t ] p 363 N87-19381

Effect of adhesive bonding variables on the performance
of bonded CFRP patch repairs of metallic structures

p 404 N87-20182
Composite repair of cracked aluminum structure

p 404 N87o20183
Fibre composite repair of cracked metallic aircraft

components: Practical and basic aspects
p 405 N87°20187

A two-dimensional linear elastic crack tip element for
NASTRAN

lAD-A176133] p 469 N87-21378
Elevated temperature crack growth

[NASA-CR-179601] p 539 N87-22267
Analytical description of crack resistance curves for

aluminum sheets used in aircraft construction

[MBB.UT.133/85] p 700 N87-25604
Sequence effects of high-amplitude loads in the most

AI-alloy sheet material
[VTH-LR-493] p 791 N87-28052

Processing and properties of airframe materials
[AD.A182159] p 792 N87.28065

Micromochanics of compression failures in open hole

composite laminates
[NASA-CR-181278} p 846 N87.29604

CRACK TIPS
Enhanced stop-drill repair procedure for cracked

structures p 384 A87-30t09

CRACKING (FRACTURING)

The dynamics of gas turbine engine components in the
presence of damage p 183 A87-17599

Microfecus radiography of jet engines
p 321 A87-25822

Assessment of damage tolerance requirements and
analysis. Volume 4: Raw test data
[AD-A170990] p 174 N87.13434

Advanced durability analysis. Volume 3: Fractographic
test data

[AD-A173635] p 268 N87-16364

Performance of cracked and seated rigid airport
pavements
[DOT/FAA/PM.87/4] p 526 N87-21965

PTFE (polytetrafluoruethyiene) resin selection for high
performance wire and cable
[AD-P005211] p 846 N87-29227

CRACKS
NDT of jet engines - An industry survey. I

p 321 A87-25823

Influence of debonding on the efficiency of crack
patching p 610 A87-41690

Relevance of short fatigue crack growth data for
durability and damage tolerance analyses of aircraft
[FFA-TN-1966-23] p 54 N87-11231

Assessment of damage tolerance requirements and
analysis. Volume 1: Executive summary
[AD-At75110] p 301 N87-16822

Fibre composite repair of cracked metallic aircraft
components: Practical and basic aspects

p 405 N87-20187
A two-dimensional linear elastic crack tip element for

NASTRAN
[AD-A176133] p 469 N87-21378

CRANES

Test flying the cyclo-craue 'proof-of-concept'
experimental model N240AL
[AIAA PAPER 86-2737] p 165 A87-17955

Test flying the Cyclo-Crane 'proof-of-concept'
experimental model N240AL p 504 A87-35675

CRASH LANDING

Program KRASH - The evolution of an analytical tool
to evaluate aircraft structural crash dynamics response

p 90 A87-13672

KRASH analysis correlation with full scale YAH-63
helicopter crash test p 90 A87-13674

Full scale crash test of a BK117 helicopter
p 91 A87-13678

Wholefield displacement measurements using speckle
image processing techniques for crash tests

p 124 A87-13680
Analysis of U.S. civil rotorcratt accidents for development

of improved design criteria p 78 A87-13685

Boeing 747 crash accident - A theoretical consideration
on the variation of the internal pressure

p 238 A87-21276

Boeing 747 crash accident - A theoretical consideration
on the fractures of the structure p 238 A87-21277

Structural analysis of the controlled impact
demonstration of a jet transport airplane

p 430 A87-34512

The controlled impact demonstration (CID structural
experiments, philosophy, and results) --- of transport
aircraft crashworthiness p 495 A87-38694

Impact response of composite fuselage frames
[SAE PAPER 871009] p 744 A87-48696

General aviation aircraft/fuel system configuration study
regarding fuel bladder cell installation
[SAE PAPER 871011] p 737 A87-48698

Structural dynamics research in a full.scale transport
aircraft crash test p 818 A87-53780

Pool fires in a simulated aircraft cabin interior with
ventilation p 818 A87-53783

Aircraft accident reeporf, Delta Air Lines, Inc., Lockheed
L-1011-385-1, N726DA, Dallas/Fort Worth International
Airport, Texas, August 2, 1985
[PB86-910406] p 17 N87-10053

The Boeing B 720 aircraft Controlled Impact
Demonstration (CID): Flight data recorder/cockpit voice
recorder experiment p 33 N87-10096

United States Navy - Canadian Forces solid state flight
data rocorder/crash position Iocator experiment on the

p 33 N87-10097
Aircraft accident/incident summary reports: Erie,

Pennsylvania, October 14, 1984; Albuquerque, New
Mexico, February 11, 1985
[PB86-910407] p 84 N87-12549

Aircraft accident report: Bar Harbor Airlines Flight 1808,
Beech BE-99, N300WP, Auburn-Lewiston Municipal
Airport, Auburn, Maine, August 25, 1985
[PB86-910408] p 84 N87-12550

KRASH analysis correlation. Transport airplane
controlled impact demonstration test
[AD-A179906] p 647 N87-25308

CRASHES

The crash of Delta Flight 191 - Are the nightmares
compensable? p 61 A87-10510

Boeing 747 crash accident - A theoretical consideration
on the fractures of the structure. II - On DFDR records

p 495 A87-38478
Seat experiment results of full-scele transport aircraft

controlled impact demonstration
[AD-A172245] p 235 N87-15193

Aircraft accident report: Midwest Express Airlines, Inc.,
DC.9-14, N100ME, General Billy Mitchell Field, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, September 6, 1985
[PB87-910401] p 576 N87-24438

Aircraft accident report: Midair collision of Nabisco
Brands, Inc., Dassault Falcon, DA50, N784B and Air
Pegasus Corporation, Piper Amher, PA28-181, N1977H,
Pairview, New Jersey, November 10, 1985
[PB87-910405] p 577 N87-24439

Aircraft accident/incident summary report, Keflavik,
Iceland, January 29, 1986
[PB87-910406] p 740 N87-27650
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CRASHWORTHINESS

CRASHWORTHINESS
National Specialist's Meeting on Crashworfhy Design

of Rotororaft, Georgia Instituteof Technology, Atlanta, April
7-9, 1986, Proceedings p 89 A67-13662

Evolution of MIL-STD-1290A, light fixed and rotary-wing
aircraft crashworthiness p 89 A87-13663

The status of crashworthiness design criteria
p 89 A87-13664

Survivability and crashworthiness design criteria
p 89 A87-13665

State-of-the-art crashworthy cargo restraint systems for
military aircraft p89 A87-13667

Design of airframe structures for crash impact
p 90 A87-13668

Crew seat stroke requirements for helicopter rolled
attitude impact crashworthiness p 90 A87-13669

Landing gear performance simulation by KRASH
program p 90 A87-f3670

Computer modeling of crashworthy seating systems
p 90 A87-13671

Program KRASH - The evolution of an analytical tool
to evaluate aircraft structural crash dynamics response

p 90 A87-13672
KRASH analysis correlation with full scale YAH-63

helicopter crash test p 90 A87-13674
Crashworthy crewseat limit load optimization through

dynamic testing p 91 A87-t3675
Full scale crash test of a BK117 helicopter

p 91 A87-13678

The design and qualification testing of an
energy-absorbing seat for the Navy's H-53 A/D
helicopters p 91 A87-13679

Correlation of experimental static and dynamic response
of simple structural components p 124 A87-13683

Realistic civil helicopter crash safety
p 78 A87-13684

Acquisition and use of data for crashworthiness
improvements in U.S. Army aircraft p 78 A87-13686

Impact severity and potential injury prevention in general
aviation accidents p 79 A87-13687

Crashworthiness analysis of transport aircraft seats
p 352 A87-3t135

A method of predicting the energy-absorption capability
of composite subfloor beams
[AIAA PAPER 87-0800] p 464 A87-33600

Structural analysis of the controlled impact
demonstration of a jet transport airplane

p 430 A87-34512

Symposium on Vehicle Crashworthiness Including
Impact Biomechanics; Proceedings of the Winter Annual
Meeting, Anaheim, CA, Dec. 7-12, 1986

p 495 A87-38693

The controlled impact demonstration (CID structural
experiments, philosophy, and results) --- of transport
aircraft crashworthiness p 495 A87-38694

Helicopter structural crashworthiness
p 507 A87-38697

Crash response data system for the controlled impact
demonstration (CID) of a full scale transport aircraft

p 694 A87-45123
General aviation aircraft crash dynamics; Proceedings

of the General Aviation Aircraft Meeting and Exposition,
Wichita, KS, Apr. 28-30, 1987
[SAE SP-7f6] p 736 A87-48692

Summary report on the National Transportation Safety
Board's general aviation crashworthiness project
findings
[SAE PAPER 871006] p 737 A87-48693

A retrofit crash protection installation in two models of
general aviation airplanes
[SAE PAPER 871008] p 737 A87-48695

Dynamic test methodology for aircraft seat and restraint
systems
[SAE PAPER 871010] p 737 A87-48697

Crashworthiness experiment summary full-scale

transport controlled impact demonstration program
[DOT/FAA/CT-85/20] p 17 N87-10055

Aircraft accident reports: Brief format US civil and foreign
aviation, issue number 2 of 1985 accidents
[PB86-916916] p 17 N87-10056

The Boeing B 720 aircraft Controlled Impact
Demonstration (CID): Flight data recorder/cockpit voice
recorder experiment p 33 N87-10096

Crash dynamics program transport seat performance
and cost benefit study
[DOT/FAA/CT-85/36] p 83 N87-11708

Computer simulation of a transport aircraft seat and
occupant(s) in a crash environment, volume 1
[DOT/FAA/CT-86/25-1] p 156 N87-14306

Computer simulation of a transport aircraft seat and
occupant(s) in a crash environment. Volume 2: Program
SOM-TA user manual
[DOT/FAA/CT-86/25-2] p 156 N87-14307

DYCAST: A finite element program for the crash analysis
of structures
[NASA-CR-404O] p 271 N87-16553

Delethalized cyclic control stick
lAD-A173931] p 353 N87-18549

KRASH analysis correlation: Transport airplane
controlled impact demonstration test
[DOT/FAA/CT-86/13] p 354 N87-19368

KRASH analysis correlation. Transport airplane
controlled impact demonstration test
[AD-A179906) p 647 N87-25308

Integrally-stiffened crash energy-absorbiog subfloor
beam structure
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13697-1] p 659 N87-25321

CRAY COMPUTERS
Commissioning of the 'Aeronautique' computer at

ONERA p 332 A87-27534

CREEP PROPERTIES
Elevated temperature mechanical behavior of P/M

dispersion strengthened AI-Fe-Ni alloys
p 528 A87-36866

Siaxial constitutive equation development
p 53 N87-11217

CREEP RUPTURE STRENGTH

Analytical-experimental determination of the long-term
strength of gas-turbine-engine materials following
technological treatments p 455 A87-31736

Structural damage and rejuvenation of used turbine
blades p 761 A87-49530

Mechanical properties of thick section AF2-1DA-6

powder metal turbine rotors p 841 A87-51648
CREEP STRENGTH

Materials for advanced gas turbines
p 783 A87-49502

Creep fatigue life prediction for engine hot section
materials (isotropic)
[NASA-CR-174844] p 327 N87-18117

CREEP TESTS
Research on mechanical properties for engine life

prediction
[AD-A169570] p 108 N87-12563

CREW WORKSTATIONS

Computer aided crewstation information allocation
[AIAA PAPER 86-2734] p 181 A87-17952

Integrating speech technology to meet crew station
design requirements p 459 A87-31491

Simulation in support of advanced cockpit
development
[AIAA PAPER 87-2572] p 778 A87-49173

CRITERIA

A comparison of Air Force versus Federal Aviation
Administration airframe structural qualification criteria:
MIL-A-87221 (USAF) versus FAR parts 23 and 25

]AD-A180922] p 715 N87-26855
CRITICAL FLOW

Nonstationary and nonequilibrium air flow in the vicinity
of the critical flow line p 407 A87-31717

CRITICAL LOADING
The effects of temperature and loading rate on R-curves

using the CLWL techniques --- crack growth resistance
curve (R curve); crack line wedge load (CLWL)
[BAE-MSM-R-GEN-0544] p 50 N87-10405

Critical joints in large composite aircraft structure
[NASA-CR-3710] p 41 N87-10973

CRITICAL TEMPERATURE

Computation of optimum turbofan mixing with a
subaccurate varying specific heat solution

p 830 A87-51808
CRITICAL VELOCITY

The prediction of the dynamic behavior of aircraft
engines Critical speeds, the effects of unbalances

p 369 A87-29951
Assessment of rotor critical speeds - A note

p 608 A87-39935
CROSS CORRELATION

Investigations on a digital bit synchronizer for a detailed
flight data recovery p 33 N87-10099

CROSS COUPLING

Decoupling contrel synthesis for an oblique-wing
aircraft p 108 A87-13342

Cross coupling in pilot-vehicle systems

S p 310 A87-23977
CROSS FLOW

Computation of turbulent supersonic flows around
pointed bodies having crossflow separation

p 5 A87-11487
Interaction of decaying trailing vortices in ground

shear p 66 A87-13499
Three-dimensional nearfield characterization of a

VSTOL jet in turbulent crossflow
[AIAA PAPER 87-0051] p 217 A87-22382

Interaction of jet in hypersonic cross stream
[AIAA PAPER 87-0055] p 217 A87-22385

Supersonic inviscid-flow A three-dimensional
characteristics approach p 408 A87-32115

An integral method for three-dimensional turbulent
boundary layer with large crossflow
[AIAA PAPER 87-1254] p 564 A87-42347

SUBJECTINDEX

Study on the interference between the local separation
on a wing surface and outer flow-field

p 634 A87-45094
Triple-deck solutions for supersonic flows past flared

cylinders p 716 A87-47161
A new analytical approach to vortex breakdown

investigation
[AIAA PAPER 87-2495] p 728 A87-49604

A new model of a sell-controlled system --- cross-flow

excited elastically suspended body vibration
p 847 A87-51188

The problem of the aviation-meteorological prediction
of strong surface winds in eastern Bulgaria

p 853 A87-51195
Turbulence modeling for steady three-dimensional

supersonic flows
lAD-A170042] p 154 N87-14265

Crossflow vorticity sensor
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13436-1-CU] p 570 N87-23587

Investigation of non-symmetric jets in cross flow
(discrete wing tip jet effects)
lAD-A179783] p 574 N87-24431

CRUISE MISSILES

Advanced technology payoffs for future small propulsion
systems p 758 A87-47081

CRUISING FLIGHT
Navier-Stokes computations of transonic flows using the

LU-ADI method --- Lower/Upper block diagonal -

Alternating Direction Implicit method
[AIAA PAPER 87-0421] p 224 A87-22620

Optimization of cruise at constant altitude
p 371 A87-28918

Supersonic cruise technology roadmap
[SAE PAPER 861685] p 402 A87-32601

Performance seeking control for cruise optimization in
fighter aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 87-1929] p 681 A87-45307

Singular trajectories in airplane cruise-dash
optimization
[AIAA PAPER 87-2404] p 772 A87-50488

Reducing fuel consumption of subsonic aircraft by
optimal cyclic cruise p 824 A87-52881

Cruise noise of counterrotation propeller at angle of
attack in wind tunnel

[NASA-TM-88869] p 139 N87-13252
Optimal turning at high angle of attack of supersonic

and hypersonic vehicles p 300 N87-16814
Tilt-rotor flutter control in cruise flight

[NASA-TM-88315] p 373 N87-18572
Noise reduction for model counterrotation propeller at

cruise by reducing aft-propeller diameter
[NASA-TM-88936] p 398 N87-19057

Singular trajectories in airplane cruise-dash
optimization
[NASA-CR-180636] p 659 N87-26035

The effect of trent-to-rear propeller spacing on the
interaction noise of a model counterrotation propeller at
cruise conditions
[NASA-TM-100121] p 798 N87-28396

Singular trajectories in airplane cruise-dash
optimization p 825 N87-28544

Thermal fatigue tests of a radiative heat shield panel
for a hypersonic transport
[NASA-TM-87583] p 845 N87-28643

CRYOGENIC COOLING

Cryogenic wound rotor for lightweight, high voltage
generators
lAD-D012370] p 130 N87-12768

CRYOGENIC EQUIPMENT
A miniature remote deadweight calibrator

p 694 A87-45104

CRYOGENIC ROCKET PROPELLANTS
An overview of the British Aerospace HOTOL

transatmospheric vehicle
[NASA-TM-88008] p 175 N87-14317

CRYOGENIC WIND TUNNELS
Design and construction of a cryogenic-wind-tunnel

model p 117 A87-13988

The development of DMS-scales for cryogenic wind
tunnels p 117 A87-14007

Status report on the European Transonic Wind Tunnel
(ETW) p 117 A87-14023

DFVLR cryogenic-wind-tunnel and model technology
p 117 A87-14024

A transition detection study using a cryogenic hot film
system in the Langley 0.3-meter transonic cryogenic
tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 87-0049] p 256 A87-22380

Exploratory flutter test in a cryogenic wind tunnel
p 314 A87-25721

A summary of Reynolds number effects on some recent
tests in the Langley 0.3-meter transonic cryogenic tunnel
[SAE PAPER 861765] p 409 A87-32626
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SUBJECT INDEX

A summary of the effects o1 ReynoLds number on drag
divergence for airfoils tested in the Langley 0.3-meter
transonic cryogenic tunnel
[SAE PAPER 661767] p 409 A87-32627

Validation of cryogenic tests at the T2 wind tunnel
[AAAF PAPER NT 86-07] p 525 A87-38033

A description of the active and passive
sidewall-boundary-layer removal systems of the O.3-meter

transonic cryogenic tunnel
[NASA-TM-87764] p 118 N87-11801

A simplified fourwall interference assessment procedure
for airfoil data obtained in the Langley 0.3-meter transonic
cryogenic tunnel
[NASA-CR-4042] p 231 N87-15187

European Transonic Wind Tunnel (ETW) model
technology. Investigations of the transient temperature and
stress behavior of ETW models

[MBB-LKE-1231SIPUB*242] p 316 N87-17721

Design study of advanced model support systems for
the National Transonic Facility (NTF)
[NASA-CR-178214] p453 N87-20297

Aerodynamic measurements and thermal tests of a
strain-gage balance in a cryogenic wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-89039] p 466 N87-20517

Trial manufacture of NAL 0.1m x 0.1m transonic

cryogenic wind tunnel
[NAL-TR-910] p 526 N87-21969

High Reynolds Number tests of the NASA SC(2)-0012
airfoil in the Langley 0.3-meter transonic cryogenic
tunnel
[NASA-TM-89102] p 571 N87-23594

Miniature remote dead weight calibrator
(NASA-CASE-EAR-13564-1) p 700 N87-25558

Evolution, calibration, and operational characteristics of
the two-dimensional test section of the Langley 0.3.meter

transonic cryogenic tunnel
[NASA-TP-2749] p 839 N87-28570

CRYSTAL STRUCTURE

Advanced metals p 195 A87-17287
Air flow and particle trajectories arourid aircraft

fuselages. IV - Orientation of ice crystals
p 246 A87-20958

High-strength, high-temperature intermetallic
compounds p 840 A87-51301

CUBANE

Functionalization of cubane using hypervalent iodine
p 606 N87-23807

CUMULATIVE DAMAGE

Experimental characterization of cracks at open holes
and in rounded-end straioht attachment lugs

p 384 A87-30107
CUMULONIMBUS CLOUDS

Structure of air streams below cumulonimbus clouds
p 203 A87-18828

CURING

Composite curing with semi-permeable membranes
p 120 A87-13121

The 'MOEN' real time heating system for curing and
forming 350 dog resin and 700 deg thermoplastic
composites p 461 A87-32207

Polymer systems for rapid sealinq of aircraft structures
=1 luw temperaiure
lAD-At67667) p 41 N87-10209

Composite repair material and design development
efforts p 405 N87-20188

CURRENT DENSITY

Low altitude lightning attachment to an aircraft
[AD-A183290] p 819 N87-29473

CURRENT DISTRIBUTION
Zoning of aircraft for lightning attachment and current

transfer p 94 A87-15009

Current levels and distributions on an aircraft during
ground lightning simulation tests and in-flight lightning
attachments p 82 A87-15017

CURVATURE

Efficiency characteristics of crescent-shaped wings end
caudal fins p 385 A87-30498

CURVE FrrrlNG

An interactive approach to surface-fitting complex
geometries for flowfield applications
[AIAA PAPER 87-1476] p 825 A87-43009

CURVED BEAMS

A higher order beam element for vibration of beams
with discontinuities p 46 A87-10898

cUTrlNG

Cutting aerospace structures with water
p 531 A87-35395

CV-880 AIRCRAFT

UC-880 telemetry relay airborne command system
p 499 A87-37416

CV-gg0 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft accident report: NASA 712, Convair 990,

N712NA, March Air Force Base, California, July 17, 1985,
facts and analysis
[NASA-TM-87356-VOL.2] p 496 N87-21879

CYBERNETICS
Singular perturbations in systems and control

p 473 A87°31550
CYCLIC LOADS

Fractographic aspects of the cyclic fracture toughness
of 35KhN3MFA steel in vacuum, air, and hydrogen

p 40 A87-12882
Low cycle fatigue life testing research of an eeroengine

casing p 304 A87-25411
An analysis of the fatigue fracture of the rotor blades

of gas turbine engines of cast nickel-chromium alloys of
the ZhS type p 455 A87.31939

Time optimization of the cyclic testing of the full-scale
parts of gas turbine engines p 591 A87-41901

Deformation and fracture of the titanium disks of

gas-turbine engines due to changes in 1he frequency and
shape of the loading cycle p 604 A87.41913

Prediction of service life of aircraft structural components
using the halt-cycle method
[NASA-TM-86812] p 542 N87-23009

CYLINDERS
The research of shock and vortex interaction on an ogive

cylinder body at high angles of attack
p 280 A87.24714

Effect of strakes on the autorotational characteristics

of noncircular cylinders p410 A87-33241
Compressible flows in the wakes of a square cylinder

and thick symmetrical airfoil arranged in tandem
p 641 A87.46922

CYLINDRICAL ANTENNAS

The annular aperture antenna with a hemispherical
center conductor extension p 461 A87.32022

CYLINDRICAL BODIES

Using simplified Navier-Stokes equations for calculating
flow of a viscous gas past long bodies

p 146 A87.17748
Mach number effects on vortex shedding of a square

cylinder and thick symmetrical airfoil arranged in tandem
p 216 A87-22035

Validation of an interior noise prediction model for a

composite cylinder
[AIAA PAPER 87-0529] p 240 A87-22689

Separation structures on cylindrical wings
p 321 A87-25843

Vibrations of a cylindrical panel in a turbulent pressure
pulsation field p 333 A87°26332

Computational aeroacoustics as applied to the diffraction
of sound by cylindrical bodies p 707 A87.43383

Vortex shedding of a square cylinder in front of a slender

airfoil at high Reynolds numbers. Part 1: Spacing effect
[MPIS-23/1985] p 13 N87°10048

Vortex shedding of a square cylinder in front of a slender
airfoil at high Reynolds numbers. Part 2: Compressibility
effect

[MPIS-24/1985] p 75 N87.11704
Mach 6 experimental and theoretical stability and

pedormance of a finned cylindrical body at angles of attack
up to 65 dog
[NASA-TM-89050) p 76 N87-12538

Numerical simuietion of transomc flow fields by solving
the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations

o 152 N87-14266

An expenment on a cylindrical scramlet comt:_stor. 1:
Simulated flight Mach number of 4,4
[NAL-TR-918] p 519 N87.21953

CYLINDRICAL CHAMBERS

A supersonic jet in a chamber with a diaphragm
p 808 A87-53520

CYLINDRICAL SHELLS
A reinforcing band near the flange ofa heated cylindrical

casing p 48 A87o12445

The effect of material compressibility (Poisson ratio) on

the elasto-plastic solution to the problem of a cylinder under
internal pressure (coldworking situation)

p 124 A87.13642

The vibration of rotating cylindrical shells
p 323 A87-27174

Free vibration of a thin cylindrical shell with periodic
circumferential stiffeners p 785 A87-47355

D

DAMAGE

On damage tolerance design of fuselage structure
(longitudinal cracks) p 161 A87-17119

Stochastic crack propagation with applications to
durability and damage tolerance analyses
[AD-A168040] p 53 N87-11226

Nondestructive tests of Carbon Fiber Reinforced Plastics
(CFRP) in the framework of damage mechanics

investigations p 196 N87-14438
Assessment of damage tolerance requirements and

analysis. Volume 1: Executive summary
[AD-A175110] p 301 N87-16822

DATA ACQUISITION

WSUH-1D: Review of damage following lightning strike
30 November 1981
[RAE-TRANS-2103] p 432 N87-20262

ACEE composite structures technology
[NASA-CR-172358] p 844 N87-28614

Nondestructive tests of Carbon Fiber Reinforced Plastics

(CFRP) in the framework of damage mechanics
investigations
[DFVLR-MITT-86-09] p 851 N87-28923

DAMAGE ASSESSMENT

Demonstration of combat damage repair estimator
p 65 A87-15436

Correction factors for miner's fatigue damage equation
derived from C-130 fleet aircraft fatigue cracks
[AIAA PAPER 86-2684] p 198 A87-17923

The effects of gun accuracy and rotorcraft
maneuverability on air-to-air combat effectiveness

p 143 A87-19210

The effect of multiple elevated temperature bonding
cycles on AS/3501-6 mechanical properties

p 529 A87-38617

On damage tolerance design of fuselage structure -
Circumferential cracks p 584 A87-40218

Damage tolerance concepts for modern helicopters
p 653 A87-43449

A310°300 CFRP fin Damage tolerance
demonstration p 655 A87-44594

Aircraft skin that bruises p 691 A87-46874

Structural damage and rejuvenation Of used turbine
blades p 761 A87-49530

Assessment of damage tolerance requirements end
analyses: A user's manual for crack growth and crack
initiation analysis: DAMGRO
[AD-A171209] p 132 N87-12939

Assessment of damage tolerance requirements and
analysis, Volume 3: Analytical predictions and
correlations
[AD-A170989] p 173 N87-13433

Assessment of damage tolerance requirements and
analysis, Volume 4: Raw test data
[AD-A170990] p 174 N87-13434

Assessment of damage tolerance requirements and
analysis, task 1 report. Volume 2: Analytical methods
[AD-At70327] p 175 N87-14319

Advanced durability analysis, Volume 3: Fractographic
test data

[AD-A173635] p 268 N87-16364

Durability and damage tolerance of Large Composite
Primary Aircraft Structure (LCPAS)
[NASA-CR-3767] p 319 N87-17860

Extension and application of a procedure for damage
assessment of aerospace structures
[AD-A174035] p 396 N87-19004

Assessment of damage tolerance requirements and
analysis. Volume 5: Assessment and recommendations
lAD-A175111) p363 N87-19381

A case study of a combat aircraft's single hit
vulnerability
lAD-A175723) o 364 N87-19386

ACEE composite structures technology
[NASA-CR-172359] p 844 N87-28613

DAMPERS
Test results lor sawtooth-pattern damper seals -

Leakage and rotordynamic coefficients
[ASME PAPER 86-TRIB-21] p 200 A87-19530

Selecting the type of a hydrodynamic damper for
gas-turbine engine rotor supports p 262 A87-20377

The effect of nonlinear elastomeric lag damper
characteristics on helicopter rotor dynamics

[AIAA PAPER 87-0955] p 583 A87-39649
Inflight evaluation of a medal suppression yaw damper

{AIAA PAPER 87-2257] p 770 A87-50420
An experimental and theoretical investigation of an

uncentralized squeeze-ftlm damper bearing end the test
results on a jet engine p 847 A87-51471

DAMPING
Research and development of aircraft control actuation

systems
(AD-A177491] p 522 N87-21958

DATA ACQUISITION
Acquisition and use of data for crashworthiness

improvements in U.S. Army aircraft p 78 A87-13686
A mobile aircraft flyover noise data acquisition end

analysis system for the calculation of reference noise
metrics p 334 A87-27119

Data acquisition system for aircraft qualification
p 499 A87-37426

Data acquisition techniques used for MIL-STD°1553
data p 533 A87-37428

On-board data acquisition and processing system
p 511 A87-37429

A unique approach to aeroelastic testing of scaled
rotors p 683 A87-43461
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DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Dynamic data acquisition, reduction, and analysis for
the identification of high-speed compressor component

post.stability characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 87-2089] p 697 A87-45398

Evaluation of a takeoff performance monitoring

system
[AIAA PAPER 87.2256] p 757 A67-50419

Experimental study of the boundary layer on a low
Reynolds number airfoil in steady and unsteady flow

p 14 N87-10052
Aidine data acquisition in an ACARS environment

p 32 N87-10092
Correlation between flight simulation and processing of

flight tests based on inertial measurements
[NLR-MP.85058-U] p 28 N87-10863

A small, flexible and powerful data acquisition system
for the F16 aircraft
[NLR-MP-85074-U] p 103 N87-11786

Processing, evaluation and analysis of the magnetic field
data acquired by the F-106 nose boom sensor
[AD-A172180] p 244 N87-15961

Design and initial application of the extended aircraft
interrogation and display system: Multiprocessing ground
support equipment for digital flight systems
[NASA.TM-86740] p 301 N87-16820

A distributed data acquisition system for aeronautics test
facilities

[NASA.TM-88961] p 315 N87-16851
Developments in data acquisition and processing using

an advanced combustion research facility --- gas turbine

engines
[RAE-TM-P1089] p 315 N87-16852

Hardware design for a fixed-wing airborne gravity
measurement system
lAD-A176620] p 433 N87-20993

Acquisition and processing of non-stationary pressure
meesurments in studies of air intake distortion

p 468 N87-21191
Developments in data acquisition and processing using

an advanced combustion research facility
p 454 N87-21192

A quick look at the first NRL short pulse 95 GHz radar
flight data
lAD-A176182] p 468 N87-21214

Development and operation of a measuring data
acquisition system for use in light airplanes

p 438 N87-21467
Correlation between flight simulation and processing of

flight testa based on inertial measurements
p 601 N87-23655

Low altitude lightning attachment to an aircraft
[AD-A183290] p819 N87-29473

DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
An application in simplicity. The building block technique

of terrain data base generation p 270 A87-23071
Database application to aircraft engineering functions

related to flight testing
[AIAA PAPER 86-9823] p 241 A87-23263

On a data base system for numerical simulator
p 210 N87-14252

DATA BASES

Parameter estimation and in-plane distortion invariant
chord processing p 135 A87-13689

Operation and performance of an intsgrated helicopter
communication system p 422 A87-31469

The need for now technologies for the U.S, aerospace
industry p 482 A87-35283

The potential for digital databases -- color maps for
military helicopters p 581 A87-41392

Practical considerations in aeroelastic design
p 97 N87-11720

Unsteady aerodynamics of a rotating compressor blade
row at low roach number. Volume 3: Experimental data
base and users manual

[AD.A173045) p 307 N87-16833

Flight duration, airspeed practices and altitude
management of airplanes involved in the NASA VGH
General Aviation Program
[NASA-TM-89074] p 625 N87.25293

DATA COMPRESSION
Data compression for IR reconnaissance

p 18 A87-10947

Data compression techniques for multifunction flight
data recorders p 33 N87-10094

DATA CONVERSION ROUTINES
Computer code to interchange CDS and wave-drag

geometry formats
[NASA.TM-88988] p 172 N87.13427

A coordinate conversion algorithm for multisensor data
processing
[AD-A176368] p 476 N87-21603

DATA CORRELATION

Experimental data correlations for the affects of rota_on
on impingement cooling of turbine blades
[AIAA PAPER 67-2008] p 696 A87-45349
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Correlation of B-1 flight test subjective assessments and
some ride quality/vibration exposure criteria

[AD-A179844] p 658 N87-25318
DATA FLOW ANALYSIS

A graphics oriented design language for control
software p 471 A87-31475

Global system data bus using the Digital Autonomous
Terminal Access Communication protocol

p 471 A87-31480

Simulation model of a high-speed token-passing bus for
avionics applications p 471 A87-31462

Flight control software for test generation
p 472 A87-31507

Helicopter flight testing and real time analysis with data
flow array processors p 498 A87-37402

DATA INTEGRATION
JASMIN 2: A system for multisensor data fusion.

Problems and structure of the system

[FOA-C-30432.3.3] p 393 N87-19798
DATA LINKS

The high ,speed interconnect system
p 204 A87-16733

Physical layer considerations for a high throughput,
fiber-optic serial high-speed data bus

p 205 A87-16739

Mode S data link - Characteristics, capacity, and
applications p 423 A87-31522

ATC air/ground digital communications architecture
p 424 A87-31523

Managing with the onboard data link - A pilot's view
p 424 A87-31524

Application of ground/air data link to general aviation
operations p 424 A87-31544

A secure data link for RPV and other applications
p 578 A87-41279

Reliable high accuracy long range real time differential
G.P.S. using a lightweight high frequencies data link

p 581 A87-41393

The air/ground transfer of aircraft integrated data
systems (AIDS) for Air Traffic Control (ATC) purposes:
Present experiments and possible future intentions

p 32 N87-10091
The use of new technology in the control of civil air

traffic at airway junctions
[AD.At74303] p 357 N87-18557

Possible contributions from the SSR mode S data link

to the conduct of efficient aircraft operations
p 500 N87-21887

Development of an air ground data exchange concept:
Flight deck perspective
[NASA-CR-4074] p 582 N87-23607

DATA MANAGEMENT
Optimization in the systems engineering process

p 96 N87-11719
Practical considerations in aeroelastic design

p 97 N87-11720
Numerical simulation of X24C-10D

[AD.A183287] p 816 N87-29427
DATA PROCESSING

Data processing and calibration for an airborne
scattarometer p 30 A87-12694

Increasing the economy of design and preparation for
manufacturing by integrated and graphic data processing:
CAD/CAM - Phase III

[MBB-UT-225-86] p 125 A87-13966
Advanced information processing system - Status report

--- for fault tolerant and damage tolerant data processing
for aerospace vehicles p 205 A87-16763

Flight testing of aircraft and processing of test results
--- Russian book p 162 A87-17718

A mobile aircraft flyover noise data acquisition and
analysis system for the calculation of reference noise
metrics p 334 A87-27119

AI/axport system processing of sensor information ---
for high quality target recognition in military aircraft

p 423 A87-31498
Telemetry Integrated Processing System operational

overview _ p 527 A87-37400

On-board data acquisition and processing system
p 511 AB7-37429

Design of an automated information-processing
system p 704 A87-44241

Dynamic data acquisition, reduction, and analysis for
the identificat/on of high-speed compressor component
post-stability characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 87-2089] p 697 A87-45398

CAFTA - The latest in flight test data analysis systems
p 794 A67-49200

Bus systems --- for optimization of information
processing in aimraft p 757 A87-49640

Computer-aided expedmental investigation of axial-flow
compressors p 730 A87.49991

Some principles of parallel programming
p 857 A87-53069

SUBJECT INDEX

An experimental investigation of the generation and
consequences of acoustic waves in an axial-flow
compressor - The effect of variations in the axial spacing
between blade rows p 860 A87-54239

Aircraft positioning using Global Positioning System
carrier phase data p 821 A87-54367

Data recovery techniques, an update --- flight data
p 32 N87-10089

Software for flight recorder data processing developed
by Lufthansa p 32 N87-10090

Evaluation of a nonlinear parameter extraction
mathematical model including the term C(subm(sub delta
e squared))
[NASA-TM-87731] p 116 N87°12566

A prototype maintenance expert system for the CH-47
flight control hydraulic system
[AD-A169019] p 116 N87°12568

Tool to develop real time simulation systems
[INPE-3979-TDL/233] p 137 N87.13179

Developments in data acquisition and processing using
an advanced combustion research facility .-. gas turbine
engines
[RAE-TM-P1089] p 315 N87.16852

Developments in data acquisition and processing using
an advanced combustion research facility

p 454 N87-21192
A coordinate Conversion algorithm for multisensor data

processing
[AD-A176368] p 476 N87.21603

A practical example of Moving Target Detection (MTD)
processing for an air traffic control radar with weather
channel p 535 N87.21890

Development of Integrated Programs for
Aerospace-Vehicle Design (IPAD)
[NASA-CR-t81274] p 796 N87-28299

DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT

Model-based knowiedge-bassd optical processors
p 707 A87-42736

DATA PROCESSING TERMINALS

Digital autonomous terminal access communication
(DATAC) p 471 A87-31479

Global system data bus using the Digital Autonomous
Terminal Access Communication protocol

p 471 A87-31480

Digital Autonomous Terminal Access Communication
(DATAC) system p 540 N67.22610

DATA RECORDERS
Multipurpose aircraft monitoring with a smart recorder

p 179 A87.16836
A multi.purpose airborne integration display and data

collection system for monitoring jet engines
[AIAA PAPER 86-2719] p 180 A87-17943

'Lost' data recovery technique p 246 A87-20797
Small, self-contained aircraft fatigue data recorder

[AD-At72400] p 243 N87-15207
DATA RECORDING

Data compression techniques for multifunction flight
data recorders p 33 N87.10094

Digital data recording on floppy disks applied for
on-board use in helicopters
[DFVLR-MITT-86-10] p 51 N87-11149

Digital data recording on floppy disks applied for onboard
use in helicopters
[ESA-TT-t011] p 614 N87.24675

DATA REDUCTION

Construction of a 2- by 2-foot transonic adaptive-wall
test section at the NASA Ames Research Center

[AIAA PAPER 86-1089] p 256 A87-21532
Method for analyzing four-hot-wire probe

measurements p 322 A87.25913
Flight test airborne data processing system

p 498 A87-37401
The pitching damping derivatives measured by

force-oscillation method at transonic and supersonic wind
tunnel p 686 A87-46958

Unsteady aerodynamics of a rotating compressor blade
row at low mach number. Volume 3: Experimental data
base and users manual

[AD-A173045] p 307 N87-16833
Computations for the 16-foot transonic tunnel, NASA,

Langley Research Center, revision 1
[NASA-TM.86319-REV-1] p 452 N87-20294

Elementary data analysis of measurements in nonsteady
longitudinal and lateral flight test maneuvers
[VTH-LR-409] p 752 N87-26905

Propfan experimental data analysis
[NASA.CR-166582] p 826 N87-28545

DATA RETRIEVAL

'Lost' data recovery technique p 246 A87-20797
DATA SAMPLING

Bank-to-turn utilizing sampled data non-linear control
p 109 A87-13346

DATA SMOOTHING
Prediction of the installed performance of 2D exhaust

nozzles
[AIAA PAPER 87-0245] p 249 A87-22508



SUBJECT INDEX

DATA STORAGE
Unsteady aerodynamics of a rotating compressor blade

row at low roach number. Volume 3: Experimental data
base and users manual
[AD-A173045] p 307 N87-16833

DATA STRUCTURES
JASMIN 2: A system for multisensor data fusion.

Problems and structure of the system
[FOA-C-30432-3.3] p 393 N87-19798

DATA SYSTEMS

AH-64A Apache Helicopter - Reliability, availability,
maintainability/logistics RAM/Log data system

p 169 A87-19234

CAFTA - The latest in flight test data analysis systems
p 794 A87-49200

JASMIN 2: A system for multisensor data fusion,
Problems and structure of the system
[FOA-C-30432-3.3] p 393 N87o19798

DATA TRANSFER (COMPUTERS)
Integrated 1553 Data Bus Monitor System

p 499 A87-37417
DATA TRANSMISSION

Supplemental data transmission in AM radio
broadcasting p 425 A87.33332

Possible contributions from the SSR mode S data link

to the conduct of efficient aircraft operations
p 5OO N87.21887

Fault tolerant electrical power system. Phase 2: Analysis
and preliminary design
[AD.A177278] p 508 N87.21907

Fiber optic data transmission p 540 N87-22611

Auxiliary data input device
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13626-1] p 700 N87.25584

DAYTIME
Cumulative airport noise exposure metrics: An

assessment of evidence for time-of-day weightinge
[AD.A174848] p 393 N87.19815

DC 10 AIRCRAFT
Ten years of flight service with DC-10 composite rudders

- A backward glance
[SAE PAPER 8616741 p 360 A87-29643

Lessons learned from the DC-10 carbon-epoxy rudder

program
[SAE PAPER 8616751 p 360 A67-29644

A decade of composite rudder service reviewed
p 689 A87-44861

DC 9 AIRCRAFT

Conclusions of the Investigative Commission on Air
Safety of the COlA concerning the accident occurring in
Barajas on December 7, 1983 p 738 A87-48800

DE HAVILL&ND AIRCRAFT
Performance data Aeroc 8.2.AC.20, issue 5, Dash 8,

sedes 100 p 301 N87-16817
DECELERATION

Aerodynamic Decelerator and Balloon Technology
Conference, 9th, Albuquerque, NM, October 7-9, 1986,
Technical Papers p 79 A87-13776

Control and display requirements for decelerating
approach and landing of fixed- and rotary-wing VSTOL
aircraft p 193 A87-19279

impinging on a plane obstacle in incoming flow
p 439 A87-31737

Automatic braking system modification for the Advanced
Transport Operating Systems (ATOPS) Transportation
Systems Research Vehicle (TSRV)
[NASA-CR-178155] p 191 N87-13446

Determination of handling qualities and display

requirements for helicopter instrument flight during
decelerating approaches to slow speeds
[AD-A182797] p 836 N87-28558

DECISION MAKING

An efficient decision-making-free filter for processes with
abrupt changes p 136 A87-16189

Pilot's associate demonstration one - A look hack and
ahead --- developing an aircraft expert system

p 179 A87-16840

An examination of distributed planning in the world of
air traffic control p 355 A87-28353

Case study - Developing an operations concept for future
air traffic control p 424 A87-33030

Selected problems in the decision making process for
future small transport/utility aircraft
[SAE PAPER 871045] p 712 A87-48771

Optimization in the systems engineering process
p96 N87-11719

Influence of analysis and design models on minimum
weight design p 98 N87-11739

Multidisciplinary systems optimization by linear
decomposition p 136 N87-11740

An analysis of the cost-volume rsiaticnships within the
aimraft program of the Naval Air Rework Facility, Alameda,
California

[AD-A171729] p 212 N87-15933

A decision support system for the diagnosis of aircraft
emergencies
[AD-A177394] p 495 N87-21876

Multiple paths in complex tasks
[NASA.CR-180392] p 619 N87-24911

Traditional versus rule.based programming techniques:
Application to the control of optional flight information
[NASA-TM-89161] p 795 N87-28275

Closing the man-machine loop: On the use of
physiological measures to affect computer-controfled
devices p 855 N87-29507

DECISION THEORY
The principles of composite optimum design of

compound aggregate complexes p 474 A87.32463
DECOMPOSITION

Application of decomposition techniques to the
preliminary design of a transport aircraft
[NASA-CR-178239] p 362 N87-18563

DECOUPUNG

Oecoup[ing control synthesis for an oblique-wing
aircraft p 108 A87-13342

Spatial decoupling between antennas on large bodies
p 382 A87.29167

Design and fabrication of the NASA decoupler pylon
for the F-16 aircraft, addendum 1

[NASA-CR-172355] p 27 N87.10860
DEFECTS

Fatigue crack growth predictions of welded aircraft
structures containing flaws in the residual stress field

p 692 A87.42853
DEFENSE PROGRAM

Survivability/Vulnerability Information Analysis Center
(SURVIAC) - A tool for the aircraft survivability
community
[A[AA PAPER 86-2691] p 209 A87.17928

Military developments in aeronautics - The next thirty
years p 339 A87-29276

Ada - From promise tO practice? p 546 A87-37550
Air Force technical objective document fiscal year

1987
lAD-A167324] p 62 N87.10779

Possible military applications of stratospheric airship
discussed p 101 N87-12716

DOD (Department of Defense) acquisition: Case study
of the Navy V-22 OSPREY Joint Vertical Lift Aircraft
Program
[PB86-231368] p 175 N87-14316

COSt analysis for aircraft system test and evaluation:
Empirical survey data structuring and parametric modeling,
volume 2
[AD-A161466] p 739 N87.26886

Fiscal year 1988 technical objective document
[AD.A180311] p 861 N87.29364

Air force technical objective document fiscal year
1986

[AD-A163017] p 862 N87-30224
DEFLECTION

Correlation of acoustic emission and strain/deflection

measurement during composite airframe static tests
p 168 A87.19227

Calculated effects of varying Reynolds Number and

p 75 N87.11738

Vertical deflection characteristics of aircraft tyres
[ESDU-86005] p 129 N87.11992

Influence of large deflection and transverse shear on
random response of rectangular symmetric composite
laminates to acoustic loads
[NASA-CR-176313] p 798 N87-27489

DEFLECTORS

A study of the effect of the temperature factor on
pressure losses in the cooling system of the leading edge
of a deflector vane --- for gas turbine engines

p 127 A87°15218

DEFORMATION
Measurement of model deformations in wind tunnels

p 526 A87.36943

The integral equation for the time dependent lineedzed
potential flow over a wing
[AD.A176684] p 490 N87-21850

Analysis of structures with rotating, flexible substructures
applied to rotorcraft aeroelasticity in GRASP (General
Rotorcraft Aeromechanical Stability Program)
lAD-A178941] p 510 N87-22677

Numerical study of high speed viscous flows
[AD-At78639] p 642 N87-22940

The effects of aeroelastic deformation on the
unaugmented stopped-rotor dynamics of an X-Wing
aircraft
[NASA-TM-100480] p 791 N87-28056

DEGRADATION
Carbon residue studies with a micro carbon residue

tester
]AD-A171153] p 259 N87-15306

DELTA WINGS

DEGREES OF FREEDOM

A higher order element for stepped rotating beam
vibration p 263 A87-20950

The influence of support oscillation in dynamic stability

tests .-- sting plunging effects
]AIAA PAPER 87-0243] p 257 A87-22506

The influence of an additional degree of freedom on
subsonic wing reck of slender delta wings
[AIAA PAPER 87-04961 p 283 A87-24970

The fundamentals of body-freedom flutter
p 321 A87-25598

Accurate estimation of aircraft inertia characteristics

from a single suspension experiment
p 596 A87-41628

Some fundamentals of simulator cockpit motion

generation p 683 A87-44714

Experimental aeroelastic behavior of forward-swept
graphite/epoxy wings with rigid-body freedom

p 824 A87-53781

Aeroelastic effects in multirotor vehicles. Part2: Methods
of solution and results illustrating coupled rotor/body
aeromechanical stability
[NASA-CR-4009] p 522 N87-21957

DEICERS
Helicopter de-icing system development and

qualification flight in natural icing versus simulation and
analysis p 171 A87-19269

Ice protection thermal modelling techniques
p 171 A87-19270

A numerical and expedmentai investigation of
electrothermal aircraft deicing p 171 A87*19271

Application of rotor icing analyses to the design of a
rotorcraft deicing system p172 A87-19272

Deicing the McDonnell Douglas AH.64A
p 172 A87-19273

Further studies of helicopter rotor ice accretion and
protection p 738 A67-48945

Performance data Aerec 8.2.AC.20, issue 5, Dash 8,
series 100 p 301 N87-16817

Eiectro-expulsive separation system
[ NASA-CASE-ARC-11613-11 p 849 N87-28833

DEICING
A heater made from graphite composite material for

potential deicing application
[AIAA PAPER 87-0025] p 297 A87-24905

State-of-the-art of ground aircraft deicing technology
[SAE PAPER 861656] p 452 A87.32590

Helicopter rotor icing protection methods
p 654 A87-44256

Development of the Chinook helicopter rotor blade
de-icing system p 655 A87-44704

Inftight anti/de-iciog experience from the certification ot
the SF340 p 738 A87-49203

Icing and de-icing on a downecale model in ONERA
$1 MA wind tunnel p 818 A87.54191

Ground aircraft deicing technology review
[DOTIFAA/CT.851211 p 83 N87-11707

A heater made from graphite composite material for
potential deicing application
[NASA-TM-88868] p 101 N87-12559

Structural PrODerties of imoact ices accreted on aircraft
structures
[NASA-CR-179580] p 328 N87-18121

Ground de-icing of aircraft
[CAP-512] p 422 N87-20975

Influence of a heated leading edge on boundary layer
growth, stability and transition
[DE67-008516] p 700 N87-25538

DELAMINATING
Criticality of delaminations in composite materials

structures p 465 A87-35022

Toughened composites selection criteria
p 782 A87.48531

DELAY

Weather and system delays
(AIAA PAPER 87-0442] p 234 A87°22635

DELTA WINGS
Vortex-stretched flow around a cranked delta wing

p 3 A87.10520
Numerical experiment with inviscid vortex-stretched flow

around a cranked delta wing, supersonic speed
p7 A87°11537

Experimental investigations of three-dimensional
laminar boundary layers on a slender delta wing

p 9 A87-12145
Experimental investigation of vortex flow over

double-delta wing at high alpha p67 A87-13652
Impact of airfoil profile on the supersonic aerodynamics

of delta wings p 71 A87-14363
Lower-side normal force characteristics of delta wings

at supersonic speeds p 72 A87-14372
Mathematical modeling of the motion of a statically

deformed delta-shaped glider p 95 A87-15205
Experimental investigation of apex fence flaps on delta

wings p 146 A87-17817
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DEMODULATION

Comment on 'Convergence characteristics of a
vortex-lattice method for nonlinear configuration

aerodynamics' p 146 A87-17818
Improvements on supersonic kernel function method

and its application to flutter calculation
p 148 A87-18584

Transonic vortex flows past Delta wings - Integral
equation approach p 213 A87-20876

Leading-edge vortex solutions with large total pressure
losses
[AIAA PAPER 87-0039] p 217 A87-22372

Finite-volume Euler and Navier-Stokes solvers for
three-dimensional and conical vortex flows over delta

wings
]AIAA PAPER 87-0041] p 217 A87-22374

The control of vortical lift on delta wings by tangential
leading edge blowing
[AIAA PAPER 87-0158} p 220 A87-22450

Incompressible Navier-Stokes solutions for a
sharp-edged double-delta wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-0206] p 220 A87-22484

Normal force characteristics at supersonio speeds of

sharp edged delta wings
|ALAA PAPER 87-0214] p 221 A87-2249f

A wake blockage correction method for small subsonic
wind tunnels

AIAA PAPER 87-0294] p 257 A87-22541
An investigation of leading-edge vortices on delta wings

with jet blowing
[AIAA PAPER 87-0330] p 222 A87-22564

Leading edge vortex dynamics on a delta wing
undergoing a wing rock motion
[AIAA PAPER 87-0332] p 223 A87-22566

Numerical solutions of Navier-Stokes equations for a

Butler wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-0115] p 228 A87-22755

Performance augmentation of a 60-degree delta aircraft
configuration by spanwise blowing p 279 A87-24026

Self-induced roll oscillations measured on a delta
wing/canard configuration p 310 A87-24028

Flat plate delta wing separated flows with zero total
pressure losses
[AIAA PAPER 87-0038} p 280 A87-24908

Visualization of unsteady separated flow about a pitching
delta wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-0240] p 320 A87-24943

The influence of an additional degree of freedom on
subsonic wing rock of slender delta wings
]AIAA PAPER 87-0496] p 283 A87-24970

Experimental study of the breakdown of a vortex
generated by a delta wing p 321 A87-25842

Pressure measurement on two spanwise reflex
cambered delta wings with leading edge separation

p 288 A87-27469
Research on control law for active flutter suppression

p 372 A87-29607
Selected vortex-lift research at NASA Langley Research

Center p 346 A87-31129
Total pressure loss in vortical solutions of the conical

Euler equations p 346 A87-31152
Effect of sink rate on ground effect of low-aspect-ratio

wings p 348 A87-31291
Spanwise pressure distribution on delta wing with

leading-edge vortex flap p 348 A87-31299
Wing and conical body of arbitrary cross section in

supersonic flow p 413 A87-34507
Shock-induced separated flows on the lee surface of

delta wings p 489 A87-39147
Normal-f Dine characteristics of sharp-edgod delta wings

at supersonic speeds p 553 A87-39894
Comparison of measured and computed pitot pressures

in a leading edge vortex from a delta wing
p 556 A87-41512

Analysis of a delta wing with leading-edge flaps
p 556 A87-41626

Experimental and theoretical studies on vortex formation
over double delta wings p557 A87-4167g

Loss of lift due to thickness for low-aspect-ratio wings
in incompressible flow p 557 A87-41683

Navier-Stokes computation of transonic vortices over
a round leading edge delta wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-1227] p 562 A87-42326

Slender delta wing at high angles of attack - A flow
visualization study
[AIAA PAPER 87.1230] p 562 A87-42327

Experimental study of the velocity field on a delta wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-1231] p 563 A87-42328

Numerical simulation of vortical flows over a strake-de_ta

wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-1229] p 630 A87-44913

Experimental study of the vortex flow behavior on a

generic fighter wing at subsonic and transonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 87-1262] p 631 A87-44920

Incompressible Navier-Stokes computations of vortical
flows over double-delta wings
[AIAA PAPER 87.1341] p 631 A87-44933
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Investigation of a delta-wing fighter model flow field at
transonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 87-1749} p 634 A87-45182

Entrainment effect of a leading-edge vortex
p 841 A87-48777

Control of the discrete vortices from a delta wing

p 641 A87-46779
An experimental investigation of delta wings with

leading-edge vortex separation p 641 A87-46956

Experimental determination of position of vortex core
at higher angle of attack in transonic-supersonic flow

p 717 A87-47673

Theoretical prediction of aerodynamic characteristics on
wings in transonic-supersenic flow at higher angle of attack
and its agreement with experimental results

p 717 A87-47674

Investigation of active flutter suppression on a delta wing
model p 764 A87-47683

Quasi-transonic flow past delta wings
p 718 A87-47747

Euler and Navier-Stokes solutions for the leeside flow
over delta wings at supersonic speeds
]AIAA PAPER 87-2270] p 722 A87-49053

Euler analysis of the AFWAL 65-deg delta wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-2272] p 722 A87-49054

The control of vortical flow on a delta wing at high angles
of attack
[AIAA PAPER 87-2278] p 723 A87-49060

Comparison of Euler and Navier-Stokes solutions for
vortex flow over a delta wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-2347] p 723 A87-49066

Computational study of wind-tunnel wall effects on flow
field around delta wings
[AIAA PAPER 87-2420] p 725 A87-49089

Investigation of the vortex flap concept on a 75-deg
sweep delta wing at supersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 87-2475] p 725 A87-49091

Flow visualization model of the leeside flows over

conically cambered delta wings at supersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 87-2477] p 726 A87-49093

A new analytical approach to vortex breakdown
investigation
[AIAA PAPER 87-2495] p 728 A87-49604

Analytic prediction of slender wing rock
[AIAA PAPER 87-2496] p 728 A87-49605

Characteristics of separated flow past a delta wing
p 805 A87-51669

Visualization of vortex breakdown on a delta wing
p 807 A87-52357

Influence of forebody cross-sectional shape on wing
vortex-burst location p 808 A87-52885

On the computation of transonic leading-edge vortices
using the Euler equations p 809 A87-54361

Analysis of the vortical flow around a 60 deg Delta wing
with vortex flap p t I N87-10006

Compressibility effects on delta wing flow fields
p 154 N87-14641

Numerical analysis of heat transfer at surface of delta
wing in hypersonic air stream with large angle of attack

p 233 N87-16183
Optimum bearing surfaces of wings with intricate

geometry for supersonic flight p 245 N87-f6187
Development of a device for controlling the leading edge

vortices on a delta wing
[AD-A175207] p 350 N87-19356

Vortex/boundary layer interaction
{NASA-CR-180255] p 391 N87-19646

Applications of Euler equations to sharp edge delta wings
with leading edge vortices p 415 N87-20214

Investigation of leading-edge flap performance on delta
and double-delta wings at supersonic speeds
[NASA-TP-2656] p 417 N87-20233

Surface pressure measurements on a double delta
Wing/Body configuration at Mach 2 and Mach 3 (W-rR
1396)
]AD-A175951} p418 N87-20245

Research on post-stall aerodynamics
[AD-A177107] p 490 N87-21851

Lee surface fl(_w over delta wings at supersonic speeds:
Some features of different types of flow
[NAL-TM-AE-8612] p 491 N87-21864

Lee-surface flow over delta wings at supersonic
speeds
[NAL-TM-AE-8610] p 491 N87-21865

Evaluation of Navier-Stokes and Euler solutions for
leading-edge separation vortices
{NASA-TM-89458] p 570 N87-23584

Study of lee-side flows over conically cambered delta
wings at supersonic speeds, part 1
[NASA-TP-2660.PT-1] p 571 N87-23597

Investigation of dynamic ground effect
p 573 N87-24420

Subsonic wind-tunnel measurements of a slender

wing-bOdy configuration employing a vortex flap
[NASA-TM-89101] p 642 N87-25295

SUBJECT INDEX

Study of lee-side flows over conically cambered Delta
wings at supersonic speeds, part 2
{NASA-TP-2860-PT-2] p 643 N87-2530t

An experimental investigation of dynamic ground
effect

INASA-CR-180560] p 659 N87-26036
An experimental investigation of dynamic ground

effect
[NASA-CR-180305] p 731 N87-26858

Aerodynamic/dynamic interaction
[AD-A180621] p 731 N87-26866

Piloted-simulation study of effects of vortex flaps on
low-speed handling qualities of a Delta-wing airplane
[NASA-TP-2747] p 776 N87-26922

Unsteady hybrid vortex technique for transonic vortex
flows and flutter application
]NASA-CR-f80308] p 734 N87-27623

Applications of classical and zero-total-pressure-loss
sets of Euler equations to delta wings

p 734 N87-27625
Pressure measurements on a thick cambered and

twisted 58 deg delta wing at high subsonic speeds
[NASA-TP-2713] p 735 N87-27643

Two-degree-of-freedom subsonic wing rock and
nonlinear aerodynamic interference p 811 N87-28511

Calculation of pressure distributions on supersonic delta
wings using stagnation solutions
[VTH-LR-484] p 815 N87-29417

Low-speed investigations of Apex fence and cavity flap
concepts on a 60 degrees delta configuration
[AD-A183138} p 816 N87-29425

The structure of leading edge vortex flows including
vortex breakdown p 818 N87-29467

DEMODULATION

Analysis of vibration data from WHL (Westland
Helicopters Limited) Wessex fatigue test trial 3
[AD-A176208] p 450 N87-21003

DENSITY DISTRIBUTION

Density field Of a viscous gas jet issuing from a conical
nozzle into vacuum p 4 A87-10603

Acta Aeronautica et Astronautica Sinica (selected

articles)
[AD-A181204] p 732 N87-26869

DEPOSITION

ice accretion dependence on cloud physical
parameters p 55 N87-11433

DEPOSITS

Long-term deposit formation in aviation turbine fuel at
elevated temperature p 121 A87-14986

Investigation of coating performance and corrosion of
compressor components in the TF30-P-3 engine of F111C
aircraft
[AD-A168802] p 107 N87-11792

Carbon residue studies with a micro carbon residue

tester
[AD-A171153] p 259 N87-15306

DEPTH MEASUREMENT

Laser airborne depth sounding in Australia
p 30 A87-12677

DESCENT

Emergency descent simulation of an aerostat after
breakaway
{AIAA PAPER 87-2440] p 736 A87-48644

Blade/vortex interactions and noise abatement

techniques during descent p 797 A87-489f t

An evaluation of descent strategies for TNAV-equipped
aircraft in an advanced metering environment
[NASA-CR-178093] p 236 N87-15197

DESCENT TRAJECTORIES
Impact of mismodeled idle engine performance on

calculation and tracking of optimal 4-D descent
trajectories p 88 A87-13360

Sensitivity studies of 4D descent strategies in an
advanced metering environment p 88 A87-13361

A piloted simulator evaluation of a ground-based 4D
descent advisor algorithm
[AIAA PAPER 87-2522] p 715 A87-50525

A time-based concept for terminal-area traffic
management p 501 N87-21895

DESCRIPTIONS

Performance data Aeroc 8.2.AC.20, issue 5, Dash 8,
series 100 p 301 N87-18817

DESCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY

Applications and developments of computational
methods for the aerodynamic problems of complex
configurations p 415 N87-20209

DESIGN ANALYSIS
The KS-f47A LOROP camera system

p 28 A87-10934

Integration of the KS-147A LOROP into the RF-5E
p 28 A87-f0935

Piloting of unmanned air vehicles. II
p 23 A87-10941



SUBJECT INDEX

Increasing the economy of design and preparation for
manufacturing by integrated and graphic data processing:
CAD/CAM - Phase III

[MBB-UT-225-86] p 125 A87-13986

Propeller design by optimization p 105 A87-14123
Turbine bypass remote augmentor lift system for

V/STOL aircraft p 105 A87-14364
Application of decomposition techniques to the

preliminary design of a transport aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 86-2617] p 162 A87-17878

The role of supportability engineering in the design
process

[AIAA PAPER 86-2666] p 197 A87-17911
A design-support team views forty years of commercial

helicopter value p 144 A87-19233
V-22 avionics methodology and design

p 182 A87-19289
The design and manufacture of a large zinc sulphide

window for an airborne application p 245 A87-19684

An evaluation of the efficiency of design solutions during
the design of airships p 237 A87-20378

Design verification system for advanced aerospace
engines p 367 A87-29454

A parametric approach to hover balance analysis of two
STOVL fighter concepts
[SAE PAPER 861631] p 359 A87-29636

Design scope for student supersonic projects
p 361 A87-30300

Aircraft carder landing research at the visual technology
research simulator - Implications for simulator design

p 375 A87-30848
Technology for the design of high temperature rise

combustors p 370 A87-31287
Hydraulic components for high pressure hydraulic

systems

[SAE PAPER 861677] p 462 A87-32597
Optimization and analysis of gas turbine engine blades

[AIAA PAPER 87-0827] p 475 A87-33614
An integrated approach to advanced conceptual

design
[SAWE PAPER 1716] p 545 A87-36288

Impact of numerical methods on gas turbine combustor
design and development p 515 A87-38959

Transonic wing design - Off-design efficiency and effect
of fictitious gas parameter p 551 A87-39409

Aeroelastio derivatives as a sensitivity analysis of
nonlinear equations p 699 A87-46797

The design of an advanced civil fan rotor
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-218] p 759 A87-48720

About the design philosophy of long range LFC
transports with advanced supercritical LFC airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 87-1284] p 745 A87-48727

Principles of the computer-aided design of aircraft ---
Russian book p 858 A87-53957

Development of a turbomachinery design optimization
procedure using a multiple-parameter nonlinear
perturbation method

[NASA-CR-3831] p 2 N87-10003
Numerical methods and a computer program for

subsonic and supersonic aerodynamic design and analysis
of wings with attainable thrust considerations
[ NASA-CR-38081 n .':1 Nil7-1 nfl_

ueslgn and tabocation of the NASA decoupler pylon
for the F-16 aircraft, addendum 2

[NASA-CR-172494] p 27 N87-10859
Development of heat flux sensors in turbine airfoils

p52 N87-11186
Recent Experiences in Multidisciplinary Analysis and

Optimization, part 1

[NASA-CP-2327.PT-t] p 96 N87-11717
Regression analysis as a design optimization tool

p 136 N87-11754
Water facilities in retrospect and prospect: An

illuminating tool for vehicle design

[NASA-TM-89409] p 150 N87-13403
Effect of design variables, temperature gradients and

speed of life and reliability of a rotating disk
[NASA-TM-88883] p 201 N87-13755

Development of the highly loaded axial flow turbine
airfoils, making use of the improved inverse channel flow
design method p 202 N87.14257

Application of the a sup N method to calculations of
laminar flow control p 202 N87-14263

Applicability of linearized-theory attached-flow methods
to design and analysis of flap systems at low speeds for
thin swept wings with sharp leading edges
[NASA-TP-2653] p 230 N87-15174

AGARD Fluid Dynamics Panel Symposium on
Applications of Computational Fluid Dynamics in
Aeronautics: Proceedings
[NASA-TM-88356] p 231 N87-15181

TRANDESNF: A computer program for transonic airfoil
design and analysis in nonuniform flow

[NASA-CR-4044] p 231 N87-15186
Interdisciplinary and multilevel optimum design

[NASA-TMo89077] p 243 N87-15205

Treatment of technical objects as complex systems
p 267 N87-16181

Application of decomposition techniques to the
preliminary design of a transport aircraft
[NASA-CR-178239] p 362 N87-18563

A method of predicting the energy-absorption capability
of composite subfloor beams

[NASA-TM-89088] p 380 N87-19450
Design and analysis of advanced flight planning

concepts
[NASA-CR-4063] p 421 N87-20253

Transonic airfoil design based on the Navier-Stokes

equations to attain arbitrarily specified pressure
distribution: An iterative procedure
[NAL-TR-901T] p 509 N87-21916

Transonic and Supersonic Phenomena in
Turbomachines

[AGARD-CP-401] p 515 N87-21927
Vortex shedding in compressor blade wakes

p 516 N87-21932
Shock waves losses analysis p 517 N87-21936
Design of an axial flow research compressor operating

in the subsonic and transonic ranges
[NAL-TM-PR-8607] p 518 N87-21952

Trial manufacture of NAL 0.1m x 0.1m transonic
cryogenic wind tunnel

[NAL-TR-910] p 526 N87-21969
Digital control of highly augmented combat rotorcraff

[NASA-TM-88346] p 524 N87-22691

Integrated restmcturable flight control system
demonstration results

[NASA-CR-178305] p 524 N87-22692
Principles of data display in aviation instruments

p 590 N87-23572
Microwave Antennas for Avionics

[AGARD-LS-15f] p 613 N87-23859
Integrated Design of Advanced Fighters

[AGARD-LS-153] p 586 N87-24445
Design optimization for a family of multi-role combat

aircraft p 586 N87-24450
Design optimization of fighter aircraft

p 586 N87-24451
Advanced fighter design: Operational experience and

future requirements p 587 N87-24453

The integration and operational suitability of emerging
technologies for future fighter aircraft: A pilot's
perspective p 587 N87-24454

Development of direct-inverse 3-D method for applied
aerodynamic design and analysis
[NASA-CR-180646] p 751 N87-26895

Analysis, design and elastic tailoring of composite rotor
blades

[NASA-CR-181234] p 783 N87-26988
Analysis and design of airfoils and axisymmetric bodies

in transonic nonuniform flow p 811 N87-28509
The design and analysis of simple low speed flap

systems with the aid of lineadzed theory computer
programs
[NASA-CR-3913] p 812 N87-28522

Advanced composite vertical fin for L-1011 aircraft
[NASA-CR-3816] p 845 N87-28617

Parachute _v_tAm_ t_tthnnlc_nv- I=llnd_m_=nt_l¢=

concepts, and applications. Advanced parachute design
[DE87-011634] p 814 N87-29415

DESIGN TO COST

JAS39 Gripen - A Swedish solution to a multi-role
need p 23 A87-11798

Cost drivers and design methodology for automated
airframe assembly p 63 A87-13157

Design for low cost p 211 A87-21287
Aerospace information report 1939 trial application

[SAE PAPER 861787] p478 A87-32636
Overview of AIR 1939 --- Aircraft Engine Life Cycle Cost

Guide

[SAE PAPER 861788] p 478 A87-32637
Interrelationship of weight and cost reduction

[SAWE PAPER 1748] p 549 A87-36307
Designing for low cost fabrication; Proceedings of the

Workshop, Loughborough University of Technology,
England, Apr. 16, 17, 1986 p 714 A87-49627

Cost effectiveness using conventional materials --- in
aircraft production p 788 A87-49628

Airframe cost engineering p 799 A87-49630
LHTEC - Meeting the LHX cost challence

p 801 A87-53425
DETECTION

A real-time simulation evaluation of an advanced

detection, isolation and accommodation algorithm for
sensor failures in turbine engines p 103 A87-13318

Small, self-contained aircraft fatigue data recorder
[AD-Af72400] p 243 N87-15207

Development and flight verification of airborne glideslope
computation/gust detection system
[NAL-TR°9Oe] p 503 N87-21906

Portable fuel leak detector

[AD-At80095] p 700 N87-25550

DIFFUSERS

A vector-based failure detection and isolation algorithm
for a dual fail-operational redundant strapdown inertial
measurement unit

[NASA-TM-100493] p 829 N87-29531
DETERIORATION

Modeling gas turbine deterioration due to high _evels
of dust ingestion
[AIAA PAPER 87-0144] p 249 A87-22440

Performance deterioration of a turbofan and a turbojet
engine upon exposure to a dust environment
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-111 ] p 759 A87-48707

DETONATION WAVES

Morphology of a standing oblique detonation wave ---
for hypersonic airbreathing propulsion
[AIAA PAPER 87-1785) p 695 A87-45201

Standing oblique detonation wave engine performance
[AIAA PAPER 87-2002] p 670 A87-45347

Detonation wave compression in gas turbines
[NASA-CR-179557] p 185 N87-13443

DEVELOPMENT

Automating the software development process
p 470 A87-31453

DIAGNOSIS

AI-based diagnostic testing on ATE
p 546 A87-38661

XMAN - A tool for automated jet engine diagnostics
[AIAA PAPER 87-1931] p 696 A87-45309

A decision support system for the diagnosis of aircraft
emergencies
[AD-A177394] p 495 N87-21876

DIAMINES

Composite repair material and design development
efforts p 405 N87-20188

DIAPHRAGMS (MECHANICS)
A supersonic jet in a chamber with a diaphragm

p 808 A87-53520
DICTIONARIES

TSAR (Theater Simulation of Airbase Resources)
database dictionary F-4E
[AD-A169575] p 139 N87-13352

DIES

The structure and properties of binary
magnesium-lithium alloys during die casting

p 317 A87-24401
DIESEL ENGINES

Ceramic coatings for advanced heat engines - A review
and projection p 379 A87-29571

The Merlyn diesel concept for propulsion
[SAE PAPER 871040] p 760 A87-48767

Compound cycle engine program p 831 A87-53428
Compound cycle engine program

[NASA-TM-88879] p 107 N87-11790

Ceramic technology for advanced heat engines
project
[DE86-014332] p 260 N87-16157

Compound cycle engine for helicopter application
[NASA-CR-175110] p 677 N87-25323

DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS

An efficient decision-making-free filter for processes with
abrupt changes p 136 A87-16189

An introduction of hybrid difference scheme suitable for
...... ,_,;A- As, ...... :-,, .................

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS • - ..........

Comparison of analytic and pragmatic model reduction
methods using as an example the dynamics of aircraft
lateral motion p 595 A87-40521

Direct simulation of high Reynolds number flows using
a new integro-differential solver
[AIAA PAPER 87-1175] p 561 A87-42119

Investigation of ground and air resonance using a
combination of multiblada coordinates and Floquet
theory p 653 A87-43444

Aeroelastic stability of composite rotor blades in hover

p 25 N87-10060
Nonlinear integro-differential equations for

aeroelasticity p 245 N87-16189
DIFFERENTIAL INTERFEROMETRY

Use of phase data for accurate differential GPS
kinematic positioning p 581 A87-41395

DIFFRACTION PATTERNS

Automatic fringe analysis in double exposure and live
fringe holographic interferometry p 261 A87-19810

DIFFUSERS

Expansion of flow due to resistance of a wire gauze
placed in a parallel-sided channel p 48 A87-12133

Theoretical studies of the ETW diffuser and of the

second throat p 69 A87-14022
Start-up of a wind tunnel with a multichannel diffuser

p 72 A87-15206
An experimental investigation of compressible

three-dimensional boundary layer flow in annular
diffusers

[AIAA PAPER 87-0366] p 282 A87-24954
A method for calculation of flow process in an

axisymmetric straight-wall annular diffuser

p 289 A87-27479
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DIFFUSION
SUBJECT INDEX

Effect of wake-type inlet velocity profiles on performance
of subsonic diffuser p 289 A87-27488

Calculation of jet flow in a diffuser
p 439 A87-31733

Numerical simulation and comparison with experiment
for self*excitad oscillations in a diffuser flow

p 693 A87-43381

Highly compact inlet diffuser technology
[AIAA PAPER 87-1747] p 666 A87-45180

Combustion research activities at the Gas Turbine

Research Institute p 458 N87-20273
Determination of ihe supersonic cascade entrance

zone p 536 N87-21948

DIFFUSION
Investigation of coating pedormance and corrosion of

compressor components in the TF30-P-3 engine of F111C
aircraft

[AD-A168802] p 107 N87-11792
Controlled diffusion compressor blade wake

measurements
[AD-A175141] p350 N87-19355

DIFFUSION FLAMES
Opposed jet burner studies of silane-methane,

silane.hydrogen, and hydrogen diffusion flames with air
p 259 A87-23259

Effects of alternative fuels on ignition limits of the J85
annular combustor p 591 A87-39814

Fuels combustion research

[AD-At72429] p 260 N87-16093
Opposed jet burner studies of silane-methane,

s_lane-hydrogen and hydrogen diffusion flames with air
p 605 N87-23791

Vortex-scalar element calculations of a diffusion flame
stabilized on a plane mixing layer
[NASA-TM-100133] p 802 N87-28501

DIFFUSION WELDING
Diffusion bonding of certain refractory metals

p 121 A87-13171
The Rolls-Royce wide chord fan blade

p 786 A87-48004
Superplastic forming/diffusion bonding of titanium - An

Air Force overview p 782 A87-48018
Production implementation of titanium superelastically

formed/diffusion bonded structure p782 A87-48019
Quality assurance - The key to advanced aircraff engine

applications of the SPF/DB process --- superplastically
formed and diffusion bonded p 786 A87-48021

SPF DB applications for military aircraft
p 786 A87-48022

Application of joining processes to aero engine critical
parts - Production and repair p 788 A87.49507

Low cost manufacture in titanium and aluminium alloys

using the processes of superplastic forming (SPF) and
diffusion bonding p 788 A87-49637

Diffusion welding of component parts inthe aviation and
space industries
[RAE-TRANS-2147] p 324 N87-17032

Advanced Joining of Aerospace Metallic Materials ---
conference proceedings
[AGARD-CP-398] p 324 N87-17051

Diffusion bonding in the manufacture of aircraft
structure p 324 N87-17057

Bonding of superalloys by diffusionwelding and diffusion
brazing p 324 N87-17059

Diffusion welding of component parts in the aviation and
space industries
[BLL-LIB-TRANS-2147-(5207.0] p 326 N87-18094

Net shape technology in aerospace structures. Volume
3. Appendix. Emerging Net Shape Technologies.
Presentations of a workshop held on March 27-29, 1985
in Santa Barbara, California
[AD-A176510] p 406 N87-20959

Materials for Advanced Turbine Engines (MATE). Project
4: Erosion resistant compressor air/oil coating
[NASA-CR-179622] p 784 N87-27029

Diffusion bonding of metals p 852 N87-29646
DIGITAL COMMAND SYSTEMS

Advanced flight control actuation systems and their
interface with digital commands
[SAE PAPER 851754] p 112 A87-15479

Advanced digital optical control actuation for the
ADOCS
[SAE PAPER 851755] p 112 A87-15480

UC-880 telemetry relay airborne command system
p 499 A87-37416

Experience with synchronous and asynchronous digital
control systems --- for flight
[AIAA PAPER 86-2239] p 595 A87-40274

A secure data link for RPV and other applications
p 578 A87-41279

Digital control development fo_ the T56-A-427
[AIAA PAPER 87-2013] p 670 A87-45353

Flight test of s digital controller used in a helicopter
autoland system p 835 A87-53079

Design and initial application of the extended aircraft
interrogation and display system: Multiprocessing ground
support equipment for digital flight systems
[NASA-TM-86740] p 301 N87-16820

DIGITAL COMPUTERS

An advanced parameter estimation coprocessor
p 205 A87-16734

Optical disk tessellated geoid management for digital
map p 423 A87-31484

Fault-tolerance in distributed digital fly-by-wire flight
control systems p 435 A87-31515

Design of motion simulation software with digital filtering
techniques p 704 A87-44712

Research and development of aircraft control actuation

systems
lAD-A177491) p 522 N87-21958

DIGITAL DATA

Time scale analysis of a digital flight control system
p 109 A87-13347

A digital map set for the night attack aircraft
p 177 A87-16729

A secure data link for RPV and other applications
p 578 A87-41279

The potential for digital databases --- color maps for
military helicopters p 581 A87-41392

Airline data acquisition in an ACARS environment
p 32 N87-10092

Digital data recording on floppy disks applied for
on-board use in helicopters
[DFVLR-MITT-86-10] p 51 N87-11149

Digital data recording on floppy disks applied for onboard
use in helicopters
[ESA.TT-1011) p 614 N87-24675

DIGITAL ELECTRONICS
Digital Avionics Systems Conference, 7th, Fort Worth,

TX, Oct. 13-16, 1986, Proceedings p 401 A87-31451

Use of microprocessor elements in simulation of digital
avionic systems p 450 A87-31473

Problems with failure modes and effects analysis for
digital avionics p460 A87-31539

FADEC - Every jet engine should have one --- Full
Authority Digital Electronic Control
[SAE PAPER 861802] p 440 A87-32647

GE's big fan gets bigger p 513 A87-38034
HITS DATPG implementation techniques --- Digital

Automatic Test Program Generator p 546 A87-38653
Development program of a full authority digital electronic

control system for the T55-L-712E turboshaft engine
p 663 A87-43465

F-15/F100 digital electronic engine control main fuel
gear pump field service evaluation
[AIAA PAPER 87-1846] p 667 A87-45246

Micro-computer/parallel processing for real time testing
of gas turbine control systems
[AIAA PAPER 87-1926] p 669 A87-45304

A full authority digital electronic control system for
multi-engine rotorcraft p 761 A87-48965

Full-scale engine demonstration of an advanced sensor
failure detection isolation, and accommodation algorithm

- Preliminary results
[AIAA PAPER 87-2259] p 763 A87-50422

Full-scale engine demonstration of an advanced sensor
failure detection, isolation and accommodation algorithm:
Preliminary results
[NASA-TM-89880) p 536 N87-22097

Highly integrated digital electronic control: Digital flight
control, aircraft model identification, and adaptive engine
control
[NASA-TM-86793] p 592 N87-23619

DIGITAL FILTERS
The use of a numerical filter to correct airborne

temperature measurements for the effects of sensor lag
p 589 A87-42184

Design of motion simulation software with digital filtering
techniques p 704 A87-44712

DIGITAL NAVIGATION

Automated aircraft navigation --- Russian book
p 158 A87-17702

The application of altitude observation in CNI relative
navigation p 159 A87-18534

Universal receiver for ICNIA p 434 A87-31460
An advanced flight control and navigation system

implementation for tactical helicopters
p 434 A87-31465

An integrated navigation system for advanced attack
helicopters p 422 A87-31468

Guidance automation for nap-of-the.earth flight
p 423 A87-31485

The digital map as a tactical situation display
p 423 A87-31487

Modular ICNIA packaging technology
p 436 A87-31546

Steenng bit by bit --- with digital terrain map tested in
AFTI-16 aircraft p 436 A87-31613

DIGITAL RADAR SYSTEMS
RSM-870 - An autonomous Mode-S compatible SSR

beacon p 295 A87-24172
Testing and instrumentation used in the AN/APG-67

multimode radar
[SAE PAPER 861823] p 437 A87-32659

The equipping of the AVIA-D radar installation with a
weather channel as a contribution to the modernization
of the radar complex AVIA-D/KOREN

p 425 A87-33330
Mode S beacom system: Functional description

[ DOT/FAA/PM-86/19] p87 N87-11715
NASA/JPL aircraft SAR operations for 1984 and 1985

[NASA-CR-180237] p 393 N87-18909
DIGITAL SIMULATION

Modeling of the aircraft mechanical control system
p 111 A67-14135

Mathematical model and digital simulation for speed

control system of two-spool turbojet engine
p 105 A87-14139

Digital simulation of the gas turbine engine
performance p 303 A87-23731

A digital simulation technique for Dryden atmospheric
turbulence model p 310 A87-24715

The study of aircraft adaptive control augmentation
system implemented with microcomputer

p 447 A87-34704
Rotating stall and surge as a coupled instability in axial

compressors - The computation of unsteady flow
processes in axial-compressor devices

p 485 A87-36634

Modelling aircraft wing downwash transit time effects
in the direction of flight
[DGLR PAPER 86-165] p 521 A87-36792

Calculation of aerospace propulsion combustors - A view
from industry p 515 A87-38955

Study of the dynamic response of helicopters to a large
airplane wake p 678 A87-43429

Numerical simulation of diffusor/combustor dome
interaction p 676 A87-46255

Numerical simulation of compressible homogeneous
flows in the turbulent regime p 809 A87-54363

Development of an LED display system for cross-track
distance and velocity for Loran-C flight

p 356 N87-18522
A digital simulation of the failure performance of a

multiplex actuator --- aircraft control
[BU-337] p 375 N87-19407

Numerical simulation of the hypersonic flow around lifting
vehicles

[NASA-TM-89444] p 536 N87-22116
DIGITAL SYSTEMS

Selection of media access protocol for distributed digital
avionics p 134 A87-13436

Optimal discrete design of digital flight control system
p 111 A87-14142

All.digital jets are taking off p 102 A87-14352
NAECON 1986; Proceedings of the National Aerospace

and Electronics Conference, Dayton, OH, May 19-23,1986.
Volumes 1, 2, 3, & 4 p 141 A87-16726

Design for testability for future digital avionics systems
p 177 A87-16727

Laboratory measurements and a theoretical analysis of
the TCT fading channel radio system --- Tone Calibrated
Technique p 385 A87-30321

Avionics system development in a ground based
laboratory environment p 450 A87-31476

Digital autonomous terminal access communication
(DATAC) p 471 A87-31479

Global system data bus using the Digital Autonomous
Terminal Access Communication protocol

p 471 A87-31480

Testability management for digital avionics
p 459 A87-31500

Measuring instability during avionic design
p 459 A87-31501

Some views on the use of Aria for digital flight control
systems p 472 A87-31508

Real-time fault tolerant software in distributed avionics

systems architectures using digital data buses
p 473 A87-31517

Digital avionics systems Overview of
FAA/NASA/industry-wide briefing p 401 A87-31543

Development of a digital/analogue electronic flight
instrumentation system (EFIS) simulation

p 451 A87-31545

Development of Digital Engine Control System for the
Harrier II

[AIAA PAPER 87-2184] p 673 A87-45458

Harrier II - Digital engine control flight tests
p 758 A87-47837

Technology requirements of integrated, critical digital

flight systems
[AIAA PAPER 87-2602] p 775 A87-50569
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SUBJECT INDEX DISPLAY DEVICES

Aerodynamic breakup of polymer solutions via digital
image processing techniques
[AD-A170982] p 196 N87-t3545

Development of ADOCS controllers and control laws.
Volume 1: Executive summary
[NASA-CR-177339-VOL.1] p 313 N87-17714

Design and experimental verification of a calculation
method for frequency response analysis of digital control
systems in a continuous environment --- aircraft control
[NLR-TR-85090-U] p 374 N87-19402

F-16 digital terrain system: Concept of operations and
support
[AD-A177737] p 511 N87-21919

Research and development of aircraft control actuation
systems

[AD-At77491] p 522 N87-21958
QFT (Quantitative Feedback Theory) digital flight control

design as applied to the AFTI/F16

[AD-A177744] p 522 N87-21959
Digital Autonomous Terminal Access Communication

(DATAC) system p 540 N87-22610
Electromagnetic interference (EMI) fault prevention and

self recovery of digital flight control systems ---
helicopters
[MBB-UD-483/86] p 523 N87-22686

Failure detection and isolation for an asychronous digital
flight control system
[AD-A179210] p 597 N87-23628

Application of a sensitivity analysis technique to
high-order digital flight control systems
[NASA-CR-t79429] p 837 N87-28565

Low altitude lightning attachment to an aircraft
[AD-A183290] p 819 N87-29473

DIGITAL TECHNIQUES

Photogrammetric tools for panoramic sector scan
imagery in the VIDARS analysis station

p 19 A87-10948
Management of airborne reconnaissance images

through real-time processing p 19 A87.10949
Actuating system with digital signal converters and

fiber-optic control p 93 A87-14018
Handling qualities evaluation of the ADOCS primary flight

control system p 191 A87-19257
FADEC for fighter engines --- Full Authority Digital Engine

Control p 303 A67-24612
Epsilon entropy of trajectory information --- for aircraft

control p 355 A87-29163

Digital processing for emerging avionics systems
p 472 A87-31497

Evaluation of prototype digital flight control algorithms
in hardware-in-the-loop environment

p 451 A87-31520
Software reliability - Measures and effects in flight critical

digital avionics systems p 473 A87-31537
Supplemental data transmission in AM radio

broadcasting p 425 A87-33332
Time modulation. I - Modulation scheme helps air-traffic

safety p 582 A87-42609
EMI-fault prevention and self recovery of digital flight

control systems p 661 A87-43470
Future aero-engine control systems, why FADEC? Cost,

uo_lyll ¢.yt.l_ UlII_.ClI_, l_ll_lUlllty, welgn_ 8no slze largess
--- Full Authority Digital Electronic Control (FADEC)
[PNR-90298] p 35 N87-10867

Handbook. Volume 1: Validation of digital systems in
avionics and flight control applications

[DOT/FAA/CT-82/115-VOL-1.RE] p 243 N87-15204
User guide for the digital control system of the

NASA/Langley Research Center's 13-inch Magnetic
Suspension and Balance System
[NASA-CR-178210] p 376 N87.t8574

A combined stochastic feedforward and feedback

control design methodology with application to autoland
design
[NASA-CR-4078] p 705 N87-25806

Application of digital interterogram evaluation
techniques to the measurement of 3-D flow fields

p 851 N87-29451
The Fringe Reading Facility at the Max-Planck-lnstitut

fuer Stroemungsforschung p 851 N87-29452
DILUTION

The influence of dilution hole aerodynamics on the
temperature distribution in a combustor dilution zone
[AIAA PAPER 87-1827] p 666 A87-45232

DIMENSIONAL MEASUREMENT

Optical interterometry dimensional gauge for
dimensional gauging of precision high speed aircraft
bearing components

lAD-A177336] p 539 N87-22234
DIMENSIONS

Remote boundary conditions for unsteady
multidimensional aerodynamic computations
[ NASA-CR-178211] p233 N87-15943

Fuel penalties and time flexibility of 4D flight profiles
under mismodeled wind conditions
[NASA-TM-89128] p 509 N87-21917

DIPOLE MOMENTS

Radiation resistance of thin antennas of arbitrary
elevation and configuration over perfectly conducting
ground p 848 A87-52189

DIRAC EQUATION

Propeller pseudenoise p 336 N87-18817
DIRECT LIFT CONTROLS

Development of a device for controlling the leading edge
vortices on a delta wing
[AD-A175207] p 350 N87-19356

STOL handling qualities criteria for precision landings
[AD-A175369] p 374 N87-19400

DIRECTION FINDING

Results of numerical and physical modelling of airborne
adcock arrays for VHF DF (Direction Finding)
applications
lAD-P005423] p 790 N87-27851

DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS

Phased arrays for airborne ECM - The rest of the
story p 355 A87-30118

The consequences o1 accurate bearing resolution on
the TCAS Limited Implementation Program

p 436 A87-31549
New concepts concerning ILS siting

p 497 A87-35558
DIRECTIONAL CONTROL

Methods for obtaining robust tracking control laws
p 134 A87-13319

Multiaxis aircraft control power from thrust vectoring at
high angles of attack

[AIAA PAPER 86-1779] p 595 A87-40272
A significant improvement to the low speed yaw control

of the Sea King using a tail boom stroke
p 766 A87-48929

Pilot report - A tale about flying the NOTAR
p 750 A87-50224

Development and evaluation of an airplane electronic
display format aligned with the inertial velocity vector
[NASA-TP-2648] p 182 N87.13438

A simulation investigation of scout/attack helicopter
directional control requirements for hover and low-speed
tasks

[NASA-TM.86755] p 522 N87-21961
Evaluation of the OV-1D aircraft with the YT53.L-704

engine and rudder augmentation system, phase 2
[AD-A180966] p 752 N87-26900

DIRECTIONAL SOLIDIFICATION (CRYSTALS)
The development of single crystal superalloy turbine

blades p 456 A87-33265
DIRECTIONAL STABILITY

Performance and quality flight test textbook. Volume 2:
Flying qualities
(AD-A168124] p 3 N67-10830

DISASTERS

Crash of Delta flight 191 at Dallas-Fort Worth
International Airport on 2 August 1985: Multiscale analysis
of weather conditions

[PB87-183455] p 739 N87-26887
DISCONNECT DEVICES

Crew escape capsule to airframe latch/disconnect
mechanisms

DISCONTINUITY

A higher order beam element for vibration of beams
with discontinuities p 46 A87-t0898

Modeling aerodynamic discontinuities and the onset of
chaos in flight dynamical systems
[NASA-TM-89420] p 292 N87-17663

DISCRETE FUNCTIONS

Flight control synthesis via eigenstructure assignment
- The discrete version p 448 A87-35002

A mathematical model of processes in a multiple discrete
aircraft stabilization system p 596 A87-42127

A description of a turbulent flow past a circular cylinder
by a discrete vortex method p It N87-10014

Inherent robustness o1 discreta-time adaptive control
systems
[NASA-CR-178224] p 373 N87-18571

DISKS (SHAPES)
Aerodynamic characteristics of porous disks at SUbsonic

incoming flow velocities p 145 A87-17589
The fracture-mechanics basis of quality requirements

for highly loaded sircraff-engine disks
p 323 A87-27100

Electron beam welded titanium alloys in Rolls Royce
aero engines p 781 A87-48002

Structural changes Occurring in composite ring-disk
flywheels under high speed rotation p 841 A87-51757

Influence of disk leakage path on labyrinth seal inlet
swirl ratio p 538 N87-22210

DISPLACEMENT
Calculation of sidewall boundary-layer parameters from

rake measurements for the Langley 0.3-metar transonic
cryogenic tunnel
(NASA-CR-178241] p 292 N87-16807

Propeller pseodonoise p 336 N87-18517

DISPLACEMENT MEASUREMENT
Wholefield displacement measurements using speckle

image processing techniques for crash tests
p 124 A87-13680

DISPLAY DEVICES

Piloting of unmanned air vehicles. II
p 23 A87-10941

Microelectronics in aircraft systems --- Book
p 101 A87-13469

Dynamic holography for real-time 3-D cockpit display
p 178 A87-16741

Aircraft color CRT experience p 178 A87-16742

Impact of display dynamics on flying qualities
p 186 A87-16758

Rapid prototyping of pilot interfaces as an aid to defining
software requirements p 179 A87-16807

Display of navigation information on aircraft screens
p 158 A87-16989

Stall margin indicator development
[AIAA PAPER 86-2694] p 180 A87-t7931

A multi-purpose airborne integration display and data
collection system for monitoring jet engines
[AIAA PAPER 86-2719] p 180 A87-17943

System design trends in commercial transport aircraft
evolution or revolution? --- with emphasis on flight control
and flight deck display systems

[AIAA PAPER 86-2722] p 180 A87-17945
Computer aided crewstation information allocation

[AIAA PAPER 86-2734] p 181 A87-17952
Interactive design tool for cockpit controls and displays

development

[AIAA PAPER 86-2735] p 181 A87-17953
HH-60 avionics - A progress report

p 182 A87-19285
OMEGA ACCESS - A microcomputer display of OMEGA

signal coverage diagrams p 182 A87-19355
Visual systems - The state of the art

p 266 A87-23070
New horizons in flight displays p 366 A87-30550
An avionic Caution and Advisory Display Panel

p 435 A67-31471
Advanced avionics display processor architecture

p 470 A87-31472
Integrated flying aid and mission displays for modern

combat aircraft incorporating a digital data base
p 423 A87-31486

The digital map as a tactical situation display
p 423 A87-31487

Reductions in oceanic separation standards through the
use of a TCAS-derived CDTI -.. Traffic Alert and Collision

Avoidance System - Cockpit Display of Traffic
Information p 419 A87-31488

Windsheer detection/alert and guidance cockpit
displays - A pilot's perspective 0 420 A87-3148g

Reconfigurable display panel using embedded Ada
472 A87-31509

Airborne radar sensor and display processing
3 435 A87-31510

CADAM applications in the design and evaluation of
aircraft displays 3 437 A87-33041

LOW COSI air surveillance raoer developed
3 497 A87-35559

The potential for digital databases --- color maps for
military helicopters 3 581 A87-41392

Color graphics techniques for shaded surface displays
of aerodynamic flowfield parameters
[AIAA PAPER 87o1182] p 619 A87-42125

EH101 cockpit design p 661 A87.43404
A program to investigate requirements for effective flight

simulator displays p683 A87-44715
Visual systems developments p 694 A87-44725
New standards established for realism in visual

simulation --- for commercial aircraft flight
p 686 A87-46438

Human factors associated with glass cockpit design
[SAE PAPER 871036] p 756 A87-48764

Flight tests confirming the operability of night vision
display cockpits for the new helicopters

p 756 A87-48918
Beam index display - The answer to modern helicopter

cockpit design p 756 A87-48921
Predictive compensation of visual system time delays

[AIAA PAPER 87-2434] p 794 A87-49165
Frequency response identification of a

computer-generated image visual simulator with and
without a delay compensation scheme
[AIAA PAPER 87-2425] p 794 A87-49166

Operating experience of a small six axis motion system
inside a dome with a wide angle visual system
[AIAA PAPER 87.2437] p 778 A87-49168

Pilot report - Air Force's Sikorsky HH-60 Night Hawk
p 750 A87-50225

Evaluation of a takeoff performance monitoring
system
[AIAA PAPER 87-2256] p 757 A87*50419
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DISTANCE MEASURING EQUIPMENT SUBJECTINDEX

Potential impacts of advanced technologies on the ATC

capacity of high-density terminal areas

[NASA-CR-4024] p 22 N87-10854

Operating and support hazard analysis for self-contained

navigation system LSI model 6216A, B and C, group B

[AD-A1693811 p 22 N87-10855

Simulator design and instructional features for carrier

landing: A field transfer study

{AD-A1699621 p 119 N87-12573

Development and evaluation of an airplane electronic

display format aligned with the inertial velocity vector

[NASA-TP-2648] p 182 N87-13438

Flight simulator: Field of view utilized in performing

tactical maneuvers

{AD-A172048] p 193 N87-13453

Test and evaluation of a multifunction keyboard and a

dedicated keyboard for control of a flight management

computer

[NASA-CR-t78202] p 183 N87-14330

Design and initial application of the extended aircraft

interrogation and display system: Multiprocessing ground

support equipment for digital flight systems

[NASA-TM-86740} p 301 N87-16820

Investigation of air transport technology at

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1983

p 352 N87-18521

Development of an LED display system for cross-treck

distance and velocity for Loran-C flight

p 356 N87-18522

Acceleration display system for aircraft zero-gravity

research

lNASA-TM-87358] p 389 N87-18801

Development of simulated directional audio for cockpit

applications

[AD-A175350} p 391 N87-19570

Traffic scenario generation technique for piloted

simulation studies

[NASA-TM-86397] p 421 N87-20254

The retinal image of the fresnel lens optical landing

system

lAD-A176090] p 426 N87-20258

Integration of altitude and airspeed information into a

primary flight display via moving-tape formats

[NASA-TM-89064] p 438 N87-20265

Electronic display equipment for use in the advanced

flight deck simulator at British Aerospace, Weybridge

[RID-1912] p 453 N87-21005

F-t6 digital terrain system: Concept of operations and

support

IAD-A1777371 p511 N87-21919

The effects of display and autopilot functions on pilot

workload for Single Pilot Instrument Flight Rule (SPIFR)

operations

[NASA-CR-4073] p 512 N87-21921

Aircraft control position indicator

{NASA-CASE-LAR-12984-1] p 512 N87-22678

A graphics environment supporting the rapid prototyping

of pictorial cockpit displays

[AD-A178636] p 548 N87-23182

Principles of data display in aviation instruments

p 590 N87-23572

Visual display research tool p 599 N87-23635

Advanced visuals in mission simulators

p 599 N87-23636

Collected flight and simulation comparisons and

considerations p 602 N87-23660

Optimal cooperative control synthesis of active

displays

[NASA-CR-4058] p 705 N87-25807

Systems Testbed for Avionic Research (STAR)

automation concept development

lAD-A180658] p 757 N87-26907

The flight development of a color electronic display

format and monitoring system of helicopter engine and

transmission data

[RAE-TM-FS(B)-638] p 829 N87-28548

Determination of handling qualities and display

requirements for helicopter instrument flight during

decelerating approaches to slow speeds

[AD-A182797] p 836 N87-28559

Jet transport flight operations using cockpit display of

traffic information during instrument meteorological

conditions: Simulation evaluation

[NASA-TP-2567] p 819 N87-29469

An assessment of variable format information

presentation p 861 N87-29512

Organization of displays in the visual space of the combat

aircraft pilot p 856 N87-29516

The flight evaluation of a speech recognition and a

speech output system in an advanced cockpit display and

flight management system for helicopters

p 829 N87-29527

DISTANCE MEASURING EOUIPMENT

Test and flight evaluation of precision distance

measuring equipment p 296 A87-26003

An airspace-surveillance and collision-avoidance system

based on the standard commercial-aviation DUE

p 355 A87-29632

DFVLR develops inexpensive integrated navigation,

communication and airspace surveillance system based

on the distance measuring system DUE

p 425 A87-35177

Integrated navigation, communication and surveillance

systems based on standard distance measuring

equipment p 649 A87-44039

DISTILLATION

Production of high energy aviation fuels from advanced

coal liquids, phase 1

[AD-A182333] p 785 N87-27819

DISTORTION

Parameter estimation and in-plane distortion invariant

chord processing p 135 A87-t3689

Wing divergence and structural distortion

[RAE-TR-85057] p 433 N87-20989

DISTRIBUTED PARAMETER SYSTEMS

Control operations in advanced aerospace systems

p 474 A87-32117

Suboptimal control of distributed systems in the case

of incomplete measurements --- for wing vibration

damping p 619 A87-42126

Optimal and insensitive control of hyperbolic distributed

parameter systems with applications to wing flutter

problems

[AD-A174954] p 362 N87-18564

DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING

Selection of media access protocol for distributed digital

avionics p 134 A87-13436

An examination of distributed planning in the world of

air traffic control p 355 A87-28353

Global system data bus using the Digital Autonomous

Terminal Access Communication protocol

p 471 A87-31480

Fault-tolerance in distributed digital fly-by-wire flight

control systems p 435 A87-31515

Processor tradeoffs in distributed real-time systems

p 887 A87-52796

The implementation and use of Ada on distributed

systems with high reliability requirements

[NASA-CR-179842] p 137 N87-12285

A distributed data acquisition system for aeronautics test

facilities

INASA-TM-889611 p 315 N87-16851

DIVERGENCE

Application of diverging motions to calculate loads for

oscillating motions p 148 A87-18955

Wing divergence and structural distortion

[RAE-TR-85057} p 433 N87-20989

Divergence and flutter of swept-forward wings with

crossflexibilities

[RAE-TR-80047] p 449 N87-21000

Estimation of divergence and flutter boundaries from

locally stationary random responses

[NAL-TR-898] p 537 N87-22169

DO-28 AIRCRAFT

The icing research aircraft Do28, D-IFMP of DFVLR and

its measuring equipment

[ESA-TT-972] p 176 N87-14326

DOCUMENTS

FAA helicopter/heliport research, engineering, and

development bibliography, 1964-1986

[FAA/PM-86/47] p 118 N87-11798

DOMAINS

Modeling XV-15 tilt-retor aircraft dynamics by frequency

and time-domain identification techniques

[NASA-TM-89404] p 735 N87-27631

Interpolation techniques for the time domain averaging

of vibration data with application to helicopter gearbox

monitoring

[AD-A182572] p 754 N87-27662

DOMES (STRUCTURAL FORMS)

Numerical simulation of diffusor/combustor dome

interaction p 676 A87-46255

Integrating a head-up display with dome visual simulation

technology

[AD-A175222] p 366 N87-19394

DOORS

Emergency exits for underwater escape from

rotorcraft

[AEG-REPT-528] p 156 N87-14304

DOPPLER EFFECT

Doppler frequency shift in a refractive atmosphere

p 859 A87-52876

Operating and support hazard analysis for self-contained

navigation system LSI model 6216A, B and C, group B

[AD-A169381] p 22 N87-10855

DOPPLER NAVIGATION

LOW cost Doppler aided strapdown inertial navigation

system p 296 A87-24719

An integrated navigation system for advanced attack

helicopters p 422 A87-31468

The observability of a Doppler-aided inertial navigation

system p 578 A87-39269

Decentralized filtering and redundancy management for

multisensor navigation p 578 A87-39736

Evaluation of alternatives for Army precision landing

system: Ground guidance

[AD-A174093] p 237 N87-15956

Modeling of the fault situation in navigation systems

p 821 N87-28534

DOPPLER RADAR

Nowcasting low-altitude wind shear with a Doppler

radar

[AIAA PAPER 87-0642] p 269 A87-22753

Airborne pulse-Doppler radar - False-alarm control

p 499 A87-37577

Low altitude wind shear detection with Doppler radar

p 615 A87-40247

Approach to study of PRF sensitivity in airborne

pulse-Doppler radar p 829 A87-53802

Doppler Radar Detection of Wind Shear

[NASA-CP-2435] p 17 N87-10054

Experimental and theoretical Doppler-lidar signatures of

aircraft wake vortices p 14 N87-10330

Mobile intercept of storms p 132 N87-13064

A review of microbursts and their analysis and detection

with Doppler radar

[AD-A170458] p 133 N87-13110

Application of Doppler radar and lidar to diagnose

atmospheric phenomena p 331 N87-17271

Remote versus in situ turbulence measurements

p 543 N87-22346

Turbulence as observed by concurrent measurements

made at NSSL using weather radar, Doppler radar, Doppler

lidar and aircraft p 543 N87-22348

JAWS multiple Doppler derived winds

p 703 N87-25271

United Airlines wind shear incident of May 31, 1984

p 647 N87-25288

Low-altitude wind shear detection with Doppler radar

[AD-A181900] p 793 N87-28233

Preliminary Memphis FAA (Federal Aviation

Administration)/Lincoln Laboratory operational weather

studies results

lAD-A182730] p 854 N87-29057

DORNIER AIRCRAFT

Dornier 328 - Concept for a new-generation regional

airliner p 657 A87-46326

Technological aspects in preparing the development of

regional airliners p 657 A87-46327

Oornier aims the Do328 at the 30-passenger market

p 742 A87-47247

DOWNTIME

Translating aircraft reliability and maintainability into

measures of operational effectiveness

[AIAA PAPER 86-2690] p 198 A87-17927

Translating aircraft reliability and maintainability into

measures of operational effectiveness

p 789 A87-50334

DOWNWASH

Numerical solution of the downwash associated with a

blown-flap system p 347 A87-31290

Modelling aircraft wing downwash transit time effects

in the direction of flight

[DGLR PAPER 86-165] p 521 A87-36792

Investigation of blade-vortices in the retor-downwash

p 627 A87-43415

Helicopter modelling for performance calculation

p 652 A87-43434

Investigations of blade-vortices in the

rotor-downstream p 721 A87-48970

Implementation and validation of a wake model for

low-speed forward flight

[ NASA-CR-181341] p811 N87-28514

DRAG

Simplified forms of performance equations. Addendum

A: Effect on aeroplane level speed of small changes in

thrust, drag, weight, power

[ESDU-86004-ADD-A] p 100 N87-12556

Effects of afterbody boattail design and empennage

arrangement on aeropropulsive characteristics of a

twin-engine fighter model at transonic speeds

[NASA-TP-2704] p 492 N87-21873

Estimation of spillage drag for a wide range of

axisymmetric intakes at M 1

[ESDU-84004] p 701 N87-26301

Acoustic effects on profile drag of a laminar flow airfoil

[NASA-TM-100505] p 860 N87-30155

DRAG CHUTES

Status report of a new recovery parachute system for

the F111 aircraft crew escape module

[AIAA PAPER 86-2437] p 91 A87-13821

The Annular Parachute - An approach to a low altitude

personnel parachute

[AIAA PAPER 86-2449] p 80 A87-13823
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A preliminary study into the constant drag parachute
for aircrew escape systems
[BU-345] p 421 N87-20256

Combustion by-products on F-4 drogue parachutes
[AD-A182929] p 819 N87-29472

DRAG COEFFICIENTS

Wave drag analysis of realistic fighter aircraft using a
full potential method
[AIAA PAPER 86-2627] p 147 A87-17886

Recent progress in the measurement of the drag
coefficient of models of transport aircraft in a wind
tunnel

[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-170] p 256 A87-21070
Transonic wave drag estimation and optimization using

the nonlinear area rule p 348 A87-31295
Coefficients for calculating the induced angle of attack

and induced drag of straight wings of large aspect ratio
p 555 A87-40922

Wave drag analysis of realistic fighter aircraft using a
full-potential method p 807 A87-52882

Recent progress in the measurement of the drag
coefficients of models of transport aircraft in a wind
tunnel

[NASA-'I-r-20096] p 644 N87-25306
DRAG MEASUREMENT

Unsteady drag over cylinders and aerofoils in transonic
shock tube flows p 10 A87-12617

Challenges in modeling the X-29A flight test
performance
]AIAA PAPER 87-0081] p 239 A87-22402

Direct drag and hot-wire measurements on thin-element
riblet arrays p 266 A87-23226

Direct measurements of drag of ribbon-type
manipulators in a turbulent boundary layer

p 386 A87-31157
Propfan installation aerodynamics studied

p 408 A87-32069
Measurement of the drag of various three-dimensional

excrescences in turbulent boundary layers
p 555 A87-41249

Exploratory evaluation of a moving-model technique for
measurement of dynamic ground effects
[AIAA PAPER 87-1924] p 685 A87-45303

In-flight measurement of rotor hub drag using the RSRA
- A feasibility demonstration --- Rotor Systems Research
Aircraft p 747 A87-48967

Development of a drag measurement system for the
CERF 6-foot shock tube

[AD-A173087] p 316 N87-16854
Tip vane drag measurements on the full scale

experimental wind turbine
(IW-R517] p 294 N87-17683

Challenges in modeling the X-29 flight test
performance
[NASA-TM-88282] p 433 N87-20991

DRAG REDUCTION

Optimal control of viscous flow at high Reynolds
numbers p 5 A87-10620

Drag reducing outer-layer devices in rough wall turbulent
boundary layers p 8 A87-11890

The possibility of the nondisturbing motion of a body
in a fluid p 48 A87-12894

Laminar flow control fc_rtr_n_nnrt _ir_r_ft _nnlir_ti_ne

p 24 A87-13021
Recent progress in the measurement of the drag

coefficient of models of transport aircraft in a wind
tunnel

[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-170] p 256 A87-21070

Predicting the effects of aircraft geometry on the carriage
and release of external stores

[AIAA PAPER 87-0270] p 240 A87-22524
Reduction of turbulent skin friction - Turbulence

moderators p 287 A87-25912

Direct measurements of drag of ribbon-type
manipulators in a turbulent boundary layer

p 386 A87-31157
Skin friction measurements following manipulation of a

turbulent boundary layer p 386 A87-31173
Trailing-edge separation/stall alleviation

p 347 A87-31196
Large eddy breakup devices as low Reynolds number

airfoils

[SAE PAPER 861769] p 409 A87-32629
Induced-drag characteristics of crescent-moon-shaped

wings p 410 A87-33244
Effect of porosity strength on passive

shock-wave/boundary-layer control p 533 A87-37116
Shaping of airplane fuselages for minimum drag

p 553 A87-39889
Influence of yaw and incidence on base drag of

rectangular wings p556 A87-41667
Passive drag reduction on a complete NACA 0012 airfoil

at transonic Mach numbers

[AIAA PAPER 87-1263] p 564 A87-42352
The thermal environment of transatmospheric vehicles

[AIAA PAPER 87-1514] p 626 A87-43036

The use of computer models in helicopter drag
prediction p 628 A87-43424

A review of the applications of a horizontal tail in the
single main and tailrotor helicopter p 766 A87-48960

Winglets on low aspect ratio wings
]AIAA PAPER 87-2482] p 726 A87-49097

An experimental investigation of the insect shielding
effectiveness of a Krueger flap/wing airfoil configuration
[AIAA PAPER 87-2615] p 749 A87-49113

Linear optimum trim solution for aircraft with three
longitudinal control effectors

[AIAA PAPER 87-2590] p 774 A87-50553
Manipulated turbulence structure in flight

p 806 A87-52056
Length adjustable strut link with low aerodynamic drag

[AD-D012279] p 77 N87-12543

LFC leading edge glove flight: Aircraft modification
design, test article development and systems integration
[NASA-CR-172136] p 275 N87-17658

Further studies on the 21% thick, supercritical NLF airfoil
NAE (National Aeronautical Establishment)68-060-21:1
[AD-A175923] p 350 N87-19358

The integration of computational fluid dynamics into the
military aircraft design process p 431 N87-20210

Summary of studies to reduce wing-mounted propfan
installation drag on an M = 0.8 transport
[NASA-TP-2678] p 433 N87-20990

The aerodynamic optimization of wings at subsonic
speeds and the influence of wingtip design
[NASA-TM-88534] p 493 N87-22627

Numerical Optimization design of transonic airfoils
p 573 N87-24424

Recent progress in the measurement of the drag
coefficients of models of transport aircraft in a wind
tunnel

[NASA-TT-20096] p 644 N87-25306
Investigations on a transonic airfoil with a 30 mm wide

perforation/cavity arrangement
[DFVLR-FB-86-59] p 810 N87-28506

Analysis and design of airfoils and axisymmetric bodies
in transonic nonuniform flow p 811 N87-28509

Investigation of generic hub fairing and pylon shapes
to reduce hub drag
[NASA-TM-100008] p 816 N87-29422

DRILLING

Modeling and analysis of the dynamics of a drill
penetrating a thin plate
[ASME PAPER 86-WA/APM-33] p 46 A87-11112

Enhanced stop-drill repair procedure for cracked
structures p 384 A87-30109

DROP SIZE

Performance and optimisation of an airblast nozzle -
Drop size distribution and volumetric air flow

p 125 A87-13828
Three-dimensional trajectory analyses of two drop sizing

instruments - PMS OAP and PMS FSSP --- Optical Array
Probe and Forward Scattering Spectrometer Probe
[AIAA PAPER 87-0180] p 265 A87-22466

Droplet field visualization and characterization via digital
image analysis p 320 A87-25291

Influence of fuel temperature on atomization
performance of pressure-swirl atomizers

o 698 A87-46198
Digital video image processing applications to drop size

and concentration measurements p 848 A87-52334
DROP TESTS

Landing gear performance simulation by KRASH
program p 90 A87-13670

KRASH analysis correlation with full scale YAH-63
helicopter crash test p 90 A87-13674

Wholefield displacement measurements using speckle
image processing techniques for crash tests

p 124 A87-13680

Impact response of composite fuselage frames
[SAE PAPER 871009] p 744 A87-48696

Use of the updated NASA Langley radio-controlled
drop-model technique for high-alpha studies of the X-29A
configuration
[AIAA PAPER 87-2559] p 768 A87-49609

Analysis of lateral stability of X-29 drop model using
system identification methodology
[AIAA PAPER 87-2625] p 769 A87-49624

DROPS (LIQUIDS)
Large volume water sprays for dispersing warm fogs

p 125 A87-13848

Rotating arms applied to studies of single angular drop
impacts
[AIAA PAPER 87-0257] p 257 A87-22516

Experimental, water droplet impingement data on

two-dimensional airfoils, axisymmetric inlet and Boeing
737-300 engine inlet
[AIAA PAPER 87-0097] p 297 A87-24918

A numerical technique for the solution of a vaporizing
fuel droplet
[AD-A180774] p 465 A87-33984

Formation and accretion of supercooled water droplets
and their effect on aircraft p 575 A87-40095

An analytical study of icing similitude for aircraft engine
testing
lAD-A173713] p 252 N87-15973

The physics of fuel sprays. Volume 1: Experimental
measurements

[AD-A175660] p 442 N87-20285
Evaporation of monodisperse fuel sprays in flowing air

]AD-A177119] p 529 N87-22054
Combustion, vaporization, and microexprosion of

droplets of organic azides p 606 N87-23806
DRY FRICTION

Composites for aerospace dry bearing applications
p 454 A87-31373

DUAL THRUST NOZZLES

Dual cycle turbofan engine
]AIAA PAPER 87-2102] p 672 A87-45407

DUAL WING CONFIGURATIONS

On the application of linearised theory to multi-element
aerofoils. II - Effects of thickness, camber and stagger

p 287 A87-25595
DUCT GEOMETRY

Further experiments on supersonic turbulent flow
development in a square duct

[AIAA PAPER 87-1287] p 565 A87-42362
DUCTED BODIES

Computational fluid dynamic studies of certain ducted
bluff-body flowfields relevant to turbojet combustors.
Volume 1: Time-dependent calculations with the k-epsilon
turbulence model for an existing centerbody combustor
[AD-Ai71434] p 131 N87-12816

DUCTED FAN ENGINES

Stability augmentation for a free flying ducted fan
[AIAA PAPER 87-2453] p 773 A87-50499

DUCTED FANS

On the stability of a VTOL supported by one-ducted-fan
(preliminary study) p 448 A87-35079

DUCTED FLOW

Experimental and numerical investigation of supersonic
turbulent flow through a square duct p 70 A87-14117

Revised guidelines for propfan inlet design based on
recent analytical and test experience
[AIAA PAPER 87-0163] p 249 A87-22452

Duct flows with swirl

[AIAA PAPER 87-0247] p 265 A87-22509
Supersonic laminar flow development in a square duct

p 341 A87-27958
Experiments on supersonic turbulent flow development

in a square duct p 487 A87-37107
Low Mach number compressible flow solutions in

constricted ducts

[AIAA PAPER 87-1174] p 561 A87-42118
Further experiments on supersonic turbulent flow

development in a square duct
_AIAA PAPER 87-1287] p 565 A87-42362

A computational method for determining flowfield
properties when the pitot pressure is the only measured
instream property p 637 A87-46184

DUCTED ROCKET ENGINES

Pressure interactions in supersonic combustion
[AD-A172711] p259 N87-15289

n! e'b'f'll ITV

Artificial composites for high temperature applications:
A review

[DME-007] p 530 N87-22808
DUCTS

The influence of wind-tunnel walls on discrete frequency
noise p 315 N87-16850

DURABILITY

The evaluation of surface treatment for bond durability
p 534 A87-38630

Aircraft structural maintenance recommendations based

on fracture mechanics analysis p 623 A87-42857
Advanced manufacturing development of a composite

empennage component for L-1011 aircraft. Phase 3:
Production readiness verification testing
[NASA-CR-172383-PH-3] p 845 N87-28616

DUST

Modeling gas turbine deterioration due to high levels
of dust ingestion
[AIAA PAPER 87-0144] p 249 A87-22440

Three-dimensional hypersonic flow of a dusty gas past
a wing p 485 A87-36088

Performance deterioration of a turbofan and a turbojet
engine upon exposure to a dust environment
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-tll ] p 759 A87-48707

Interpretation of gas turbine response due to dust
ingestion
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-112] p 759 A87-48708

Nuclear hardness simulation and analysis of composite
aircraft structures. Volume 2: Dust erosion assessment

lAD-A174893] p 363 N87-19378
DUST COLLECTORS

Development of an advanced vaneless inlet particle
separator for helicopter engines p 105 A87-14984
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DWELL

DWELL
The effect of load dwells on the fatigue of carbon fiber

composites
[BAE-MSM-R-GEN-0547] p 844 N87-28606

DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

Application of design optimizaUon techniques to rotor
dynamics problems p 167 A87-19204

Numerical determination of the dynamic characteristics

of a composite blade p 305 A87-25911
Validation of a method for air resonance testing of

helicopters at model scale using active control of Pylon

dynamic characteristics p 683 A87-43462
Theoretical and experimental investigations on a

six-component rotor balance p 778 A87-48971

A dynamic model for airframe cost estimation
[AD-A168842] p 65 N87-t1687

Crash dynamics program transport seat performance
and cost benefit study
[DOT/FAA/CT-85/36] p 83 N87-11708

Characterization and dynamical studies of polymers in
dipolar (aprotic) liquids
lAD-A169243] p 123 N87-12685

A flight dynamic simulation program in air-path axes
using ACSL (Advanced Continuous Simulation

Language)
[AD-A173849] p 332 N87-18337

Development of a mathematical model that simulates
the longitudinal, and lateral-directional response of the
F/A-18 for the study of flight control reconfiguration
lAD-A178333] p 450 N87-21004

Investigation of periodic pitchingthrough the static stall
angle of attack
[AD-A179512] p 493 N87-22623

Frequency-response identification of XV-15 tilt-rotor
aircraft dynamics
[NASA-TM-89428] p 524 N87-22690

Demonstration of frequency-sweep testing technique

using a Bell 214-ST helicopter
[NASA.TM-89422] p 598 N87-23632

Large-eddy numerical simulation of an array of
three-dimensional impinging jets
[AD.A182459] p 850 N87-28835

DYNAMIC CONTROL
Reachable outputs in systems with bounded parameter

uncertainties - Application to failure detection
p 134 A87-13326

Dynamic output feedback flight control laws using
eigenstructure assignment p 109 A87-13355

EigenstnJcture assignment by dynamic output
feedback p 134 A87-13385

Synthesis of piecewise constant control with memory
for continuous stochastic systems p 269 A87-20379

The rotating nose method for controlling asymmetric
forces at high angle of attack p 311 A87-24722

Optimization of the controlled rotations of a rigid body
with an elastic rod using first integrals of a free system

p 859 A87-50915

Advanced ATC: An aircraft perspective
p 501 N87-21893

DYNAMIC LOADS
Dynamic loads on twin jet exhaust nozzles due to shock

noise p 94 A87-14369

Dynamic loading of aircraft during ground operations
p 298 A87-25522

Optimization of airplane wing structures under taxiing
loads p 785 A87-47192

Analysis of shock and vibration environments for cargo
on C9B transport aircraft
[DE86-016101] p 176 N87-14322

Experimental and analytical evaluation of dynamic load
and vibration of a 2240-kW (300-hp) rotorcraft
transmission
[NASA.TM-88975] p 467 N87-20556

Research and development of aircraft control actuation

systems
[AD-A177491] p 522 N87-21958

Analysis of structures with rotating, flexible
substructures

[AD-A178903] p 542 N87-23004

Helicopter blade dynamic loads measured during
performance testing of two scaled rotors
[NASA-TM-89053] p 573 N87-24423

Langley Aircraft Landing Dynamics Facility
[NASA-RP-1189] p839 N87-29544

DYNAMIC MODELS
A simulation of the dynamics of the mechanisms of the

aircraft landing gear p 96 A87-15220

Reducing the gap between the quantitative and
qualitative design, development and testing of control
systems --- linear models for highly maneuverable
aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 86-2710] p 189 A87-17940
Basic research in structural dynamic system

identification p 206 A87-19242

The use of advanced aerodynamic models in the
aeroelastic computations of helicopter rotors
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-120] p 238 A87-21039

A model comparison of a supersonic aircraft minimum
time-to-climb problem
[AIAA PAPER 87-0146] p 240 A87-22441

Sensitivity analysis of automatic flight control systems
using singular.value concepts p 310 A87-23978

A dynamic model of an aeroplane with wings of high
aspect ratio for flutter analysis by the method of finite
elements p 595 A87-39773

Comparison of analytic and pragmatic model reduction
methods using as an example the dynamics of aircraft
lateral motion p 595 A87-40521

An optimized method for computing the coefficients of
the simplified model of the lateral motion of an airplane

p 596 A87-40522

An advanced mathematical model for helicopter flight
simulation using nonlinear unsteady aerodynamics

p 679 A87-43435

A stage-by-stage post-stall compression system
modeling technique
[AIAA PAPER 87-2088] p 636 A87-45397

Dynamic data acquisition, reduction, and analysis for
the identification of high-speed compressor component
post-stability characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 87-2089] p 697 A87-45398

Effects of blade-to-blade dissimilarities on rotor-body

lead-lag dynamics p 746 A87-48953
Finite state modelling of unsteady aerodynamics and

its application to a rotor dynamic problem
p 721 A87-48955

The significance of error dynamics in model-followiog
for flight control design
[AIAA PAPER 87-2311] p 771 A87-50432

Dynamics of a high-speed rotor touching a boundary
p 848 A87-51614

Dynamic positioning using GPS carrier phase
measurements p 820 A87-52765

Seat experiment results of lull-scale transport aircraft
controlled impact demonstration
[AD-A172245] p 235 N87-15193

Dynamics of a helicopter with a sling load
p 243 N87-15957

Modelling of rigid-body and elastic aircraft dynamics for
flight control development
[AD-A172423] p 255 N87-15978

Identification of a dynamic model of a helicopter from
flight tests p 300 N87-16813

Flight simulator with transputers
[BU-333] p 378 N87-19415

Dynamic stair calculations using a Navier-Stokes
solver

[AD-At78566] p 523 N87-22688
Identification of a dynamic model of a helicopter from

flight tests p 659 N87-26040
User's manual for ADAM (Advanced Dynamic Airfoil

Model)
]DE87-012342] p 813 N87-28524

DYNAMIC PRESSURE
Development of a drag measurement system for the

CERF 6-foot shock tube
[AD-A173087] p 316 N87-16854

Experimental measurement of the dynamic pressure
distribution in a squeeze film bearing damper executing
circular centered orbits p 539 N87-22219

A study o! fluid-dynamic pressure fields on compressor
reed valves
(AD-A178584] p 541 N87-22938

DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING

Dual adaptive control: Design principles and
applications
[NASA-CR-181050] p 705 N87.25804

DYNAMIC RESPONSE

Correlation of experimental static and dynamic response
of simple structural components p 124 A87-13683

Application of regression analysis to coupled responses
at high angles of attack p 113 A87-16185

Automated tuning of airframe vibration by structural
optimization p 168 A87-19208

The rotor dynamic coefficients of coned-face mechanical
seals with inward or outward flow
[ASME PAPER 86-TRIB-6] p 199 A87.19526

Response of structures to random excitations in time
domain p 382 A87-28562

Investigation of transonic region of high dynamic
response encountered on an elastic supercritical wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-0735] p 411 A87-33662

The effect of gyroscopic forces on dynamic stability and
response of spinning tapered blades
[AIAA PAPER 87-0737] p 464 A87.33663

Validation of flutter test analysis method
[AIAA PAPER 87-0780] p 445 A87-33676

Study of the dynamic response of helicopters to a large
airplane wake p 678 A87-43429

SUBJECT INDEX

Nonlinear dynamic response of composite rotor
blades
[AD.A173069] p 176 N87-t4321

Development of mechanistic flexible pavement design
concepts for the heavyweight F-f 5 aircraft
lAD-A170902] p 194 N87-14357

An experimental investigation of the structural dynamics
of a torsionally soft rotor in vacuum
[NASA-CR-177418] p 244 N87-15965

Estimation of bias errors in measured airplane responses
using maximum likelihood method
[NASA-TM-89059] p 254 N87-15977

Unsteady aerodynamics of a rotating compressor blade
row in incompressible flow. Volume 1: Experimental
facilities, procedures and sample data
lAD-A173043] p 307 N87-16831

A comparative study of some dynamic stall models
[NASA-TM-88917] p 391 N87-18883

Automated aircraft static structural testing with computer
aided interpretation
[AD-A175321] p 363 N87-19384

Investigation of transonic region of high dynamic
response encountered on an elastic subercritical wing
]NASA-TM-89121] p417 N87-20236

Development of a mathematical model that simulates
the longitudinal, and lateral-directional response of the
F/A-18 for the study of flight control reconfiguration
[AD-A176333] p 450 N87-21004

Dynamic response and stability of a composite prop*fan
model

[NASA-CR.179528] p 519 N87-21956
Aircraft Dynamic Response to Damaged and Repaired

Runways
[AGARD-R-739] p 584 N87-23609

Interpretation in terms of the response of a one
degroe-of-freedom oscillator to two successive
disturbances p 585 N87-23610

An experimental-analytical routine for the dynamic
qualification of aircraft operating on rough runway
surfaces p 585 N87-23611

Dynamic response of two composite prop-fan models
on a nacelle/wing/fuselage half model
[NASA-CR-t79589] p 585 N87-23615

Influence of dynamic inflow on the helicopter vertical
response
[NASA-TM-88327] p 598 N87-24482

Validation of the ARL (Aeronautical Research

Laboratories) mathematical model of the Sea King Mk 50
helicopter
[AD-A181314] p 752 N87-26901

The computed gust response of an aircraft. The relative
effect of various degrees of freedom
[AD-A180968] p 775 N87.26916

Use of blade sweep to reduce 4/rev hub loads

[AD-A182247] p 754 N87-27659
Application of GRASP (General Rotorcraft

Aeromechanical Stability Program) to nonlinear analysis
of a cantilever beam
[NASA-TM-89222] p 754 N87-27660

Analysis and test evaluation Of the dynamic response
and stability of three advanced turboprop models
[NASA-CR-174814] p 833 N87-28555

DYNAMIC STABILITY
Drag and stability improvements of a square

parachute
[AIAA PAPER 86-2471] p 68 A87.t3805

The effect of turbine elements on the gasdynamic
stability margin p 105 A87-15208

Dynamic stability threshold of contacting mechanical
seals

[ASLE PREPRINT 86-TC-3B-2] p 199 A87-19507
The influence of support oscillation in dynamic stability

tests --- sting plunging effects
[AIAA PAPER 87.0243] p 257 A87-22506

A decentralized approach to integrated flight control

synthesis p 372 A87-29249
Classification of criteria for the gasdynamic stability of

a gas turbine engine based on a set of its parameters
p 439 A87-31746

A study ot the effect of the separation zone on the
oscillations of a cone p 484 A87-35824

The longitudinal dynamic stability and control of a large
receiver aircraft during air-to-air refuelling

p 521 A87-36841
Synthesis of time-invariant linear systems under

determinate and random excitations --- for flight vehicle

motion stability p 521 A87-39009
Aircraft servo-aeroelasticity stability

p 594 A87-39410
Aeroalastic stability of a bearingless circulation control

rotor in forward flight p 652 A87-43443
A panel method for predicting the dynamic stability

derivatives of an oscillating wing in high subsonic flow
p 641 A87-46951

Effects of temperature transients on the stability of a
turbojet engine p 761 A87-49241
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Dynamic stability and handling qualities tests on a highly
augmented, statically unstable airplane
[AIAA PAPER 87-2258] p 770 A87-50421

Dynamic performance and stability of integrated
communication and control systems
[AIAA PAPER 87-2603] p 775 A87-50564

Performance and quality flight test textbook. Volume 2:
Flying qualities
[AD-At68124] p 3 N87-10830

NASA rotor systems research aircraft: Fixed-wing
configuration flight-test results
[NASA-TM-86789] p t00 N87-12557

An experimental investigation of the structural dynamics
of a torsionally soft rotor in vacuum
[NASA-CR-177418] p 244 N87-15965

Aeroelastic stability of bearingless rotors in forward
flight p 432 N87-20260

Fluid dynamics of high performance turbomachines
[AD-A177003] p469 N87-21341

Dynamic response and stability of a composite prop-fan
model

[NASA-CR-179528] p 519 N87-21956
Aeroelastic effects inmultirotor vehicles. Part 2: Methods

of solution and results illustrating coupled rotor/bedy
aeromechanical stability
[NASA.CR-4009] p 522 N87-21957

Symbolic generation of elastic rotor blade equations
using a FORTRAN processor and numerical study on
dynamic inflow effects on the stability of helicopter
rotors

[NASA-TM-86750] p 587 N87-24455
Dynamics and aeroelasticity of composite structures

[AD-A182713] p 825 N87-28543
Rotor dynamics test facility

[ONERA-RT-20/3239-RY-054R-0] p 839 N87-28567
DYNAMIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

Landing gear performance simulation by KRASH
program p 90 A87-13670

Program KRASH - The evolution of an analytical tool
to evaluate aircraft structural crash dynamics response

p 90 A87-13672
Modelling strategies for finite element crash simulation

of complete vehicles p 90 A87-13673
KRASH analysis correlation with full scale YAH-63

helicoptar crash test p90 A87-t 3674
Mechanism of energy absorption via buckling - An

analytical study p 124 A87-13682
Nonlinear flexure and torsion of rotating beams, with

application to helicopter rotor blades. I - Formulation. II -
Response and stability results p 161 A87-16963

The dynamics of gas turbine engine components in the
presence of damage p183 A87-17599

Monocoque, sandwich, and composite aerospace
structures--- Book p 199 A87-18562

Use of hierarchical elastic blade equations and automatic
trim for helicopter vibration analysis p 167 A87-19206

Calculated and measured blade structural response orl
a full-scale rotor p 168 A87-19207

Basic research in structural dynamic system
identification p 206 A87-19242

ADAM - An aeroservoelastic analysis method for analog
or di(]itRI _v.qtnm_¢ n "_.ln AeT._anq4

Numerical determination of the dynamic characteristics
of a composite blade p 305 A87-25911

Experimental and theoretical modal analysis on two
versions of a twin turboprop general aviation aircraft

p 358 A87-28539
A modal synthesis method for multi-substructure

systems p 381 A87-28542
Quality of modal analysis and reconstruction of forcing

functions based on measured output data --- flight load
prediction for launch vehicle payload

p 381 A87-28561
Response of structures to random excitations in time

domain p 382 A87-28562
A microcomputer based system for measuring natural

frequencies and mode shapes of structures
p 394 A87-28566

Stochastic response of nonlinear structures with

parameter random fluctuations p 385 A87-30297
Finite element approach to rotor blade modeling

p 427 A87-32073
Rotor-body coupling revisited p 427 A87-32074
A discrete model of a deformable aeroplane with moving

control surfaces for natural vibrations analysis
p 428 A87-32934

Investigation of transonic region of high dynamic
response encountered on an elastic supercritical wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-0735] p 411 A87-33662

Structural dynamic modeling of advanced composite
propellers by the finite element method
[AIAA PAPER 87-0740] p 441 A87-33664

Wind tunnel test and analysis on gust load alleviation
of a transport-type wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-0781] p 446 A87.33677

Application of GRASP to nonlinear analysis of a
cantilever beam --- General Rotorcraft Aeromochanical

Stability Program
[AIAA PAPER 87-0953] p 429 A87-33749

Some basic methods of structural dynamics and
unsteady aerodynamics and their application to
helicopters

[ONERA TP NO. 1987-35] p 431 A87-34860
Combined analytical/experimental structural

modification using improved component mode synthesis

p 535 A87-38821
Effect of helicopter blade dynamics on blade

aerodynamic and structural loads
[AIAA PAPER 87-0919] p 583 A87-39647

Analysis of asymmetric naturalvibrations of a deformable
aeroplane with suspended bodies by the method of finite
elements p 583 A87-39768

Component mode iteration for frequency calculations
--- in analysis of structural vibration

[AIAA PAPER 86-1023] p 704 A87-43388
Mechanical evaluation of the aeroelastic behaviour of

a fan blade p 675 A87-46248
Timoshenko beams and flexible multibody system

dynamics p 786 A87-48044
Vibration control of flexible multibody aircraft during

touchdown impacts p 745 A87-48713
Elastic fuselage modes and higher harmonic control in

the coupled rotor/airframe vil_stion analysis
p 747 A87-48957

Structural dynamics research in a full-scale transport
aircraft crash test p 818 A87-53780

Stress analysis of Pathfinder-2 models
[NASA-CR-172458] p 51 N87.11179

An experimental investigation of the structural dynamics
of a torsionally soft rotor in vacuum
[NASA-CR-177418] p 244 N87-15965

DYCAST: A finite element program for the crash analysis
of structures

[NASA-CR-4040] p 271 N87-16553
Comparison of composite rotor blade models: A

coupled-beam analysis and an MSC/NASTRAN
finita-eiement model

[NASA-TM-89024] p 318 N87-16884
Sensitivity Analysis in Engineering

[NASA-CP-2457] p 390 N87-18855
Design sensitivity analysis of rotorcraft airframe

structures for vibration reduction p 391 N87-18874
Structural dynamic modeling of advanced composite

propellers by the finite element method
p 515 N87-21926

Structural and aeroelastic analysis of the SR-7L
propfan
]NASA-TM-86877] p 540 N87-22273

Flutter analysis of a two-dimensional airfoil with cubic
non-linear restoring force
[NAE-AN-36] p 493 N87-22628

Flight and analytical investigations of a structural mode
excitation system on the YF.12A airplane
[NASA-CR-166623] p 520 N87-22685

Nonisothermal elasto-visco-plastic response of
shell-type structures p 541 N87-22796

Improvements to the lastex flutter analysis computer
code

[NASA-CR-18t072] p 598 N87-24483
Preliminary structural design of composite main rotor

blades for minimum weight
[NASA-TP.2730] p 691 N87-25435

Analysis, design and elastic tailoring of composite rotor
blades

[NASA-CR.181234] p 783 N87-26988
Analysis of structures with rotating, flexible

substructures

lAD-A182318] p 792 N87-28067
DYNAMIC TESTS

Crashworthy crewseat limit load optimization through
dynamic testing p 91 A87-13675

lESS - Dynamic test and evaluation facility for integrated
CNI --- Integrated Electromagnetic System Simulator for
Communication, Navigation, and Identification

192 A87-16827

Results of the V-22 preliminary design wing test
program _ 168 A87-19228

Dynamic support interference in high-alpha testing --.
angle of attack in oscillatory tests _ 314 A87-25719

Antenna suitability for aircraft installation
381 A87-28538

New rotary rig at RAE and experiments on HIRM
375 A87.29264

Use of phase data for accurate differential GPS
kinematic positioning _ 581 A87-41395

Dynamic test methodology for aircraft seat and restraint
systems
[SAE PAPER 871010] p 737 A87-48697

The measurement of oscillatory pressures with discrete
and sweep excitation p837 A87-51213

Delethalized cyclic control stick
[AD-A173931] p 353 N87-18549

Application of GRASP (General Rotorcraff

Aeromechanical Stability Program) to nonlinear analysis
of a cantilever beam

[NASA-TM-89222] p 754 N87-27660
DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS

Dynamic flight optimization p24 A87-11899

Parametric identification of discontinuous
nonlinearities p 135 A87-16179

Parametric synthesis of flight vehicle control in the case
of indeterminacy of the initial conditions and
perturbations p 252 A87-20384

Analytical design of a complex of multimode dynamic
systems --- for multiple-purpose aircraft

p 575 A87-42135

Notes regarding fundamental understandings of
rotorcraft aeroelastic instability p 746 A87-48951

A new simulation model building process for use in
dynamic systems integration research
[AIAA PAPER 87-2498] p 794 A87-49169

Estimating projections of the playable set

[AIAA PAPER 87-2242] p 795 A87.50408

Failure detection in dynamic systems with modeling
errors
[AIAA PAPER 87-2604] p 795 A87-50565

An experimental investigation of dynamic ground
effect p 14 N87-10833

Modeling aerodynamic discontinuities and the onset of
chaos in flight dynamical systems
[NASA-TM-89420] p 292 N87-17663

Identification of dynamic systems - applications to
aircraft. Part 1: The output error approach
[AGARD-AG-300-VOL-3-PT-1] p 508 N87-21913

An investigation of helicopter higher harmonic control
using a dynamic system coupler simulation

p 682 N87-26051
DYNAMOMETERS

Avgas/autogas comparison: Winter fuels
[DOT/FAA-CT-86/21] p 43 N87-11014

E

E-2 AIRCRAFT

Performance studies on the application of four-engine
and two-engine USB propulsive lift to the E-2C aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 86-2674] p 164 A87.17915

EAR PROTECTORS

Noise attenuation properties of headsets in a helicopter
noise environment

[CAA-PAPER-87004] p 860 N87-29311
EARLY WARNING SYSTEMS

Combined radar, ECM functions will enhance Lavi
survivability p 101 A87-13912

The E-3 Joint Test Force. A unique test organization
p 713 A87-49208

EARPHONES

Development of simulated directional audio for cockpit
applications
r&r__&tT_q_nl _ '_ot P,m'7to=_Tn

EARTH SURFACE
Experimental study of wing-in.ground effects in the AFIT

5-foot wind tunnel

lAD-A182570] p 735 N87-27638
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

The future of international air transport

p 2 A87.13016
Economics in new commercial aircraft design

[AIAA PAPER 86-2667] p 209 A87.17912
What's your heading?--- FAA analysis of general aviation

aircraft sales decline p 143 A87.18643
Value-oriented product planning - The case of

civil-aircraft manufacturing
[MBB-UT-002-87-PUB] p 799 A87-49968

ECONOMIC FACTORS

The influence of inflation rates and fuel prices on
optimized aircraft design
[DGLR PAPER 86-110] p 506 A87-36765

Economical manufacturing and inspection of the
electron-heam-welded Tornado wing box

p 324 N87-17055
EDDY CURRENTS

RFC automated inspection overview --. eddy current and
ultrasonic testing of gas turbine engine parts

p 45 A87-10730
Predictive models and reliability improvement in

electromagnetic nondestructive evaluation

p 45 A87.10732
Electromagnetic methods to detect corrosion in aircraft

structures p 45 A87.10791
Fault detection sensitivity in thick light alloy specimens,

test report
[REPT-47-O84/F] p 202 N87-14721
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EDGES
Thermal and thermally stressed state of trigonal prisms

modeling the operation of the edges of gas turbine
blades p 382 A87-29204

EDUCATION
NAECON t 986; Proceedings of the National Aerospace

and Electronics Conference, Dayton, OH, May 19-23,1986.
Volumes 1,2, 3, & 4 p 141 A87-16726

Rotorcratt prelemmary design education
[AIAA PAPER 86-2748] p 210 A87-17961

The organization of flight testing in an university
environment
[AIAA PAPER 86-9820] p 273 A87-23262

Simulation of performance, behaviour and faults of
aircraft engines
[AIAA PAPER 87-1868] p 668 A87-45263

Airbreathing propulsion system design at the United

States Air Force Academy - An integrated approach
[AIAA PAPER 87-1870] p 709 A87-45265

Flight-vehicle structures education in the US:
Assessment and recommendations
{ NASA-CR-4048] p 336 N87-17526

Computer program for conceptual helicopter design
lAD-A175140] p 363 N87-19382

Microcomputer software support for classes in aircraft
conceptual design
[AD-At81450] p 752 N87-26902

EFFECTIVE PERCEIVED NOISE LEVELS
A citizen acoustician's observations of aircraft noise

p 330 A87-27112
An international study of the influence of residual noise

on community disturbance due to aircraft noise
p 330 A87-27114

Ldn dictates local options - Why? --- sociological effect
of artificially-modeled noise standards

p 331 A87-27117
Effects of background noise on total noise annoyance

[NASA-TP-2630J p 208 N87-14120
EFFICIENCY

Automation - A necessity for higher ATC efficiency
p 577 A87-3926t

An efficient algorithm for solution of the unsteady
transonic small-disturbance equation
[NASA-TM-89014] p 230 N87-15176

EIGENVALUES
Decoupling control synthesis for an oblique-wing

aircraft p 108 A87-13342

Dynamic output feedback flight control laws using
eigenstructure assignment p 109 A87-13355

Eigenstructure assignment by dynamic output
feedback p 134 A87-13385

Application of eigenstructure assignment to flight control
design: Some extensions p 371 A87-28911

Application of eigenstructure assignment to self
reconfiguring aircraft MIMO controllers
[AIAA PAPER 87-2235] p 770 A87-50402

Eigenvalue analysis of 2D aircraft fuselage beam model
and fuselage air cavity using a symmetric fluid-structure
interaction finite element formulation

[FFA-TN-1986-70] p 303 N87-17698
Sensitivity Analysis in Engineering

[NASA-CP-2457] p 390 N87-18855
EIGENVECTORS

Design of dynamic compensators via eigenstructure
assignment with flight control applications

p 186 A87-16768
Application of eigenstructure assignment to flight control

design: Some extensions p 371 A87-28911
Flight control synthesis via eigenstructure assignment

- The discrete version p 448 A87-35002
Investigation of ground and air resonance using a

combination of multiblade coordinates and Floquet
theory p 653 A87-43444

Application of eigenstructure assignment to self
reconfiguring aircraft MIMO controllers
[AIAA PAPER 87-2235] p 770 A87-50402

EJECTION SEATS

Status report of a new recovery parachute system for
the F111 aircraft crew escape module
[AIAA PAPER 86-2437] p 91 A87-13821

Life threat assessment logic for adaptive control of the
crest ejection seat p 161 A87-16941

The USAF's CREST program - Phase I
p 298 A87-25837

Multi-axis seat ejection (MASE) sled
p 494 A87-37770

In-flight ejection seat test using the Aircrew Gliding
Escape System (AGES) parachute
[AD-A172987] p 235 N87-15948

The derivation of low profile and variable cockpit

geometries to achieve 1st to 99th percentile
accommodation

lAD-At73454] p 295 N87-17687
Controllable ejection seat catapult

[AD-D012592] p 355 N87-19370

A preliminary study into the constant drag parachute
for aircrew escape systems
[BU-345] p 421 N87-20256

Airspeed sensing pressure valve system
[AD-D012569] p 438 N87-20266

Crew escape capsule to airframe latch/disconnect
mechanisms

]AD-A181565] p 739 N87-26886
EJECTORS

Mixing characteristics of a supersonic multiple jet
ejector
[AIAA PAPER 87-0248] p 249 A87-22510

Installation aerodynamics of ejectors in combat
aircraft p 367 A87-29265

Two-dimensional nozzle plume characteristics
[AtAA PAPER 87-2111 ) p 636 A87-45413

Two-dimensional nozzle plume characteristics
[NASA-TM-89812] p 349 N87-18540

Augmentor wing powered lift technology: Affordable
alternatives to enhance tactical airlift capability
[AD-A177750] p 508 N87-21911

ELASTIC ANISOTROPY

A two-dimensional linear elastic crack tip element for
NASTRAN
lAD-A176133] p 469 N87-21378

Life prediction and constitutive models for engine hot
section anisotropic materials
[NASA-CR-179594] p 593 N87-23622

ELASTIC BARS
Optimization of the controlled rotations of a rigid body

with an elastic rod using first integrals of a free system
p 859 A87-50915

ELASTIC BENDING
Influence of third-degree geometric nonlinearities on the

vibration and stability of pretwisted, preconed, rotating
blades p 674 A87-46228

Optimum aeroelastic characteristics for composite
supermaneuverable aircraft
lAD-A174785] p 362 N87-19377

ELASTIC BODIES

Investigation of transonic region of high dynamic
response encountered on an elastic supercritical wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-0735] p 411 A87-33662

A simplified state-space modeling of elastic vehicle
p 582 A87-39272

Symbolic generation of elastic rotor blade equations
using a FORTRAN processor and numerical study on
dynamic inflow effects on the stability of helicopter
rotors

[NASA-TM-86750] p 587 N87-24455
EI.JtSTIC DAMPING

Interference of rotor harmonics in two-shaft coaxial rotor

systems with nonlinearly elastic shaft supports
p 610 A87-42136

ELASTIC DEFORMATION

Analysis of elastic and plastic deformation in a layered
structure subjected to rolling-slidiog contact

p 534 A87-38555
The effects of aeroelastic deformation on the

unaugmented stopped-rotor dynamics of an X-Wing
aircraft
]AIAA PAPER 87-2563] p 769 A87-49613

ELASTIC PLATES
Resonant and non-resonant acoustic properties of

elastic panels. I - The radiation problem
p 49 A87-13026

Further generalization of an equivalent plate
representation for aircraft structural analysis
[AIAA PAPER 87-0721] p 463 A87-33562

Scattering of sound by a semi-infinite elastic plate with
a soft backing - A matrix Wiener-Hopf problem

p 859 A87-52846
ELASTIC PROPERTIES

Effect of geometric elastic non-linearities on the impact
response of flexible multi-body systems

p 462 A87-32917
Nonlinear fracture mechanics analysis with boundary

integral method
lAD-A173216] p 328 N87-18124

ELASTIC SYSTEMS
Longitudinal stability analysis of elastic vehicles

[AIAA PAPER 87-0348] p 253 A87-22573
ELASTIC WAVES

3D and axisymmetric thermo-elastic stress analysis by
BEASY p 609 A87-41269

ELASTODYNAMICS

Controlling the elastic vibrations of aircraft structures
by means of control moment gyroscopes

p 188 A87-t7564
Use of hierarchical elastic blade equations and automatic

trim for helicopter vibration analysis p 167 A87-19206
Experimental investigation of structural autoparametric

interaction under random excitation
[AIAA PAPER 87-0779] p 464 A87-33675

ELASTOMERS
The effect of nonlinear elastomeric lag damper

characteristics on helicopter rotor dynamics
[AIAA PAPER 87-0955] p 583 A87-39649

FEL - A new main rotor system p 651 A87-43402
Electro-expulsive separation system

[ NASA-CASE-ARC-11613-1] p849 N87-28833
ELASTOPLASTIClTY

The effect of material uompressibiFity (Poisson ratio) on
the elasto-plastic solution to the problem of a cylinder under
internal pressure (coldworking situation)

p 124 A87-13642
Nonisothermal elasto-visco-plastic response of

shell-type structures p 541 N87-22796
ELECTRA AIRCRAFT

The development of an air motion measurement system
for NASA's Electra aircraft p 589 A87-42183

ELECTRIC ARCS

Experimental study of the interaction between an arc
and an electrically floating structure p 126 A87-15023

WSUH-1D: Review of damage following lightning strike
30 November 1981
[RAE-TRANS-2103] p 432 N87-20262

ELECTRIC BATrERIES
Transportation container for Li/SO2 batteries on

passenger aircraft
[DE87-008653] p 577 N87-24440

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS

international Aerospace and Ground Conference on
Lightning and Static Electricity. Technical papers: The key
to lightning technology, held in Orlando, Florida on 26-28
June 1984

lAD-A169867] p 235 N87-15192
ELECTRIC CONNECTORS

EMC characteristics of grounding networks and
electrical interfaces --- in aircraft p 746 A87-48950

ELECTRIC CONTROL

Design considerations for fly-by-wira control of new
Airbus aircraft
[MBB-UT-222-86] p 110 A87-13991

ESSY - An electromechanical adjustment system for
aircraft control surfaces p 92 A87-14014

The second electronics revolution - The impact potential
of new power electronic technologies on aircraft actuation
systems p 197 A87-16765

A new technology in energy-efficient electrically driven
aircraft environmental control systems

p 166 A87-18116
A contribution to digital compensation of periodic

disturbances with frequencies in bounded intervals --- in
helicopters
[ESA-TT-979] p 191 N87-14352

The development of the T-46 next generation trainer
manned engineering simulator at the US Air Force Flight
Test Center p 601 N87-23652

ELECTRIC CORONA
Corona from simulated aircraft surfaces and their

contribution to the triggered discharge
p 82 A87-15024

ELECTRIC CURRENT
Prediction of skin currents flowing on a Lynx helicopter

due to a simulated lightning strike p 95 A87-15012

Current levels and distributions on an aircraft during

ground lightning simulation tests and in-flight lightning
attachments p 82 A87-15017

Lightning return stroke current computation
p 126 A87-15029

A heater made from graphite composite material for
potential deicing application
[AIAA PAPER 87-0025] p 297 A87-24905

A heater made from graphite composite material for
potential deicing application
[NASA-TM-88888} p 101 N87-12559

Electro-expulsive separation system
]NASA-CASE-ARC-11613-1] p 849 N87-28833

Low altitude lightning attachment to an aircraft
[AD-At83290] p 819 N87-29473

ELECTRIC DISCHARGES

State-of-the-art techniques for lightning
susceptibility/vulnerability assessments

p 126 A87-15006

Corona from simulated aircraft surfaces and their
contribution to the triggered discharge

p 82 A87-15024

Improved electrostatic discharge wicks for aircraft
p 127 A87-15039

The mathematics of interaction between a lightning rod
on earth and a step leader due to lightning

p 329 A87-25994
Visualization of shock wave and streamline around

hypersonic vehicle by using electrical discharge
p 806 A87-52322

Ground testing of an operational fighter aircraft for
p-static discharge effects p 824 A87-52522
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Atmospheric electrical modeling in support of the NASA
F106 Storm Hazards Project
[NASA-CR-179801] p 132 N87-12082

ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT

A numerical and experimental investigation of
electrothermal aircraft deicing p 171 A87-19271

Low-power electric mechanisms of aircraft --- Russian
book p 609 A87-40329

ELECTRIC FIELDS
Effect of E-field mill location on accuracy of electric field

measurements with instrumented airplane
p 95 A87-15027

Experimental calibration of an aircraft vector electric field
meter system pt02 A87-15028

Electrostatic field measurements in a foam filled C-130

fuel tank during fuel sloshing p 95 A87-15037

Vector electric fields measured in a lightning
environment

[AD-A180Ot2] p 577 N87-24442
ELECTRIC GENERATORS

Implementation of CDFM generator control --- cascaded
doubly fed machine p135 A87-t 4957

Fault tolerant electrical power system. Phase 2: Analysis
and preliminary design
[AD-Af77278] p 508 N87-21907

ELECTRIC MOTORS

Microcomputer control of an electronically commutated
dc motor p 197 A87-16757

ELECTRIC POTENTIAL

Vector electric fields measured in a lightning
environment
lAD-A180012] p 577 N87-24442

ELECTRIC POWER

Energy conversion for long endurance air vehicles
p 184 A87-18117

ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS
The current application of titanium in Japan and an

outlook for the future p 781 A87-47978
Materials for large land-besed gas turbines

[PB87-120531] p443 N87-20998
ELECTRIC POWER SUPPLIES

Simulation of oil circuits in VSCF electrical power
systems
{SAE PAPER 861623] p 462 A87-32580

Aircraft power requirement in the production process
p 599 A87-40306

Fault tolerant electrical power system. Phase 2: Analysis
and preliminary design
[AD-A177278] p 508 N87-21907

ELECTRIC PULSES

Simulated lightning current tests on a Lynx helicopter
p 95 A87-15011

ELECTRIC WIRE

Radiation resistance of thin antennas of arbitrary
elevation and configuration over perfectly conducting
ground
[AD-A170945] p 267 N87-15397

PTFE (polytetrafluoroethylene) resin selection for high
performance wire and cable
[AD-P005211] p 846 N87-29227

ELECTRICAL GROUNDING

electrical interfaces --- in aircraft p 746 A87-48950
International Aerospace and Ground Conference on

Lightning and Static Electricity. Technical papers: The key
to lightning technology, held in Orlando, Florida on 26-28
June 1984

lAD-A169867] p 235 N87-15192
Radiation resistance of thin antennas of arbitrary

elevation and configuration over perfectly conducting
ground

lAD-A170945] p 267 N87-15397
ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT

Lightning strikes on aircraft. Exploitation of Landes
(France)-Front '84 campaign and complementary
development of airborne electrical sensors
[ONERA-RF-9t/7154-PY] p 470 N87-20706

Low altitude lightning attachment to an aircraft

[AD-A183290] p 819 N87-29473
ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES

A designers' guide to the achievement of electrical
continuity in carbon fibre composite structures --- aircraft
[CD6500551] p 844 N87-28607

ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE

Radiation resistance of thin antennas of arbitrary
elevation and configuration over perfectly conducting
ground

[AD-A170945] p 267 N87-15397
ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY

Nickel coated graphite fiber conductive composites
p 39 A87-11844

Conductive barrier primer for composite aircraft parts
p 262 A87-20087

High temperature static strain gage program
p 52 N87-11188

Evaluation results of the 700 deg C Chinese strain
gages p 52 N87-11189

ELECTRO-OPTICS

Rapid target Iocator p 18 A87-10944
Technology review of flight crucial flight controt systems

(application of optical technology)
{NASA-CR-172332-SUPPL-1 ] p 36 N87-10102

ELECTROACOUSTIC WAVES

Investigation of the electroacoustic properties of cockpit
recorders and cockpit area microphones in passenger
aircraft

[PTB-AK-30] p 183 N87-13440
ELECTROCHEMICAL CORROSION

Galvanic corrosion between carbon fiber reinforced

plastics and metallic aeronautical materials
[DFVLR-FB-86-16] p 42 N87-11003

ELECTROCHEMICAL MACHINING

Electrochemical machining processes in aircraft engine
building --- Russian book p 693 A87-42905

ELECTRODES

Aircraft battery state of charge and charge control
system

lAD-A169411] p 130 N87-12766
Temperature detection system for use on film cooled

turbine airfoils
lAD-D012475] p 251 N87-15971

ELECTRODYNAMICS

Guidebook for analysis of tether applications
[NASA-CR-178904] p 38 N87-10169

New methods and results for quantification of
lightning-aircraft electrodynamics
[NASA-TP-2737] p 492 N87-21871

ELECTROLUMINESCENCE

Electroluminescent (EL) remotely-controlled landing
zone marker light system
[AD-D012386] p 87 N87-t1716

ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY

Spatial decoupling between antennas on large bodies
p 382 A87-29167

EMC characteristics of grounding networks and
electrical interfaces --- in aircraft p 746 A87-48950

1986 IEEE International Symposium on Electromagnetic
Compatibility, San Diego, CA, Sept. 16-18, 1986,
Symposium Record p 848 A87-52517

Aircraft electromagnetic compatibility
[NASA-CR-181051] p 613 N87-23856

ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS

Processing, evaluation and analysis of the magnetic field
data acquired by the F-106 nose boom sensor
lAD-A172180] p 244 N87-15961

Electromagnetic perturbations created onboard aircraft
by direct or close lightning
[ONERA-RF-15/7234-PY] p 577 N87-24441

ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERACTIONS

Implementation of GEMACS for lightning interactions
analysis --- general electromagnetic model for analysis of
complex systems p 82 A87-15033

Magnetostatic surface field measurement facility
lAD-A178258] p 612 N87-23850

ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE

Modeling interference effects for land-mobile and
air-mobile communications p 385 A87-30319

,,,;_,,;_ _; ......... _,,_d_ _,,,_,; ..... _ ............. • ....
environment p 424 A87-31533

Numerical simulation of cruiser on aircraft lightning
p 646 A87-46317

Tailoring MIL-STD-461B for naval avionics applications
p 757 A87-50004

Exterior electromagnetic response of NASA F-106
aircraft
[AD-A171875] p 174 N87-13435

Electromagnetic interference (EMI) fault prevention and
self recovery of digital flight control systems ---
helicopters
[MBB-UD-483/86] p 523 N87-22686

Aircraft electromagnetic compatibility
[NASA-CR-181051] p 613 N87-23856

Electromagnetic perturbations created onboard aircraft
by direct or close lightning
[ONERA-RF-15/7234-PY] p 577 N87-24441

ELECTROMAGNETIC MEASUREMENT

Predictive models and reliability improvement in
electromagnetic nondestructive evaluation

p 45 A87-10732

Electromagnetic methods to detect corrosion in aircraft
structures p 45 A87-10791

Processing, evaluation and analysis of the magnetic field
data acquired by the F-106 nose boom sensor
[AD-A172180] p 244 N87.15961

ELECTROMAGNETIC PULSES
Comparison of electromagnetic measurements on an

aircraft from direct lightning attachment and simulated
nuclear electromagnetic pulse p 81 A87-15015

Analysis of the first milliseconds of aircraft lightning
attachment p 81 A87-15016

Description of an aircraft lightning and simulated nuclear
electromagnetic pulse (NEMP) threat based on
experimental data p 420 A87-34569

Numerical simulation of cruiser on aircraft lightning
p 646 A87-46317

Application of the AIPA (Approximate Iterative
Preprocessing Algorithm) to F-106 data

[AD-A169084] p 116 N87-12569

An experimental and theoretical study of nuclear-EMP
(electromagnetic pulse)-type lightning simulators with
combined peaking capacitor and crowbar
[AD-A172648] p 267 N87-15407

ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION

Linear and nonlinear interpretation of the direct strike
lightning response of the NASA F106B thunderstorm
research aircraft

[NASA-CR-3746] p 331 N87-18278

Magnetostatic surface field measurement facility
[AD-A178258] p 612 N87-23850

ELECTROMAGNETIC SCA'n'ERING

Multiwavelength scanning radiometer for airborne
measurements of scattered radiation within clouds

p 246 A87-20964
ELECTROMAGNETISM

Development and application of unified algorithms for
problems in computational science p 705 N87-26006

ELECTROMECHANICAL DEVICES
ESSY - An electromechanical adjustment system for

aircraft control surfaces p 92 A87-t4014

Preliminary design of electromechanical servosystems
[SAE PAPER 851759] p 129 A87-15482

Electro-mechanical actuators for helicopter blade folding
application p 746 A87-48937

Electro-expulsive separation system
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11613-1] p 849 N87-28833

ELECTROMECNANICS

Advanced Electromechanical Actuation System (EMAS),
flight test
[AD-A176148] p 449 N87-21001

ELECTRON BEAM WELDING

Expendable turbojet compressor design, test and
development p 674 A87-46212

Electron beam welded titanium alloys in Roils Royce
aero engines p 781 A87-48002

Application of joining processes to aero engine critical
parts - Production and repair p 788 A87-49507

Advanced Joining of Aerospace Metallic Materials .-.
conference proceedings
[AGARD-CP-398] p 324 N87-17051

Economical manufacturing and inspection of the
electron-beam-welded Tornado wing box

p 324 N87-17055
NDT of electron beam welded joints (micro-focus and

real time X-ray) p 325 N87-17063
ELECTRON BEAMS

Electron-beam-method velocity measurements in
supersonic flows p 216 A87-22338

Process and equipment for PVD and LPPS overlay
coatings on aircraft gas turbine parts --- Low Pressure
Plasma Spray p 788 A87-49555

ELECTRON ENERGY
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p 62 N87-10791
ELECTRONIC AIRCRAFT

The electric jet p 298 A87-25437
The electronic copilot - A look at the future of cockpit

automation p 755 A87-47869
Trends in airliner flight deck design

[NLR-MP-85007-U] p 174 N87-13437
ELECTRONIC CONTROL

Microcomputer control of an electronically commutated
dc motor p 197 A87-16757

Effect of time delay on flying qualities - An update
p 189 A87-17758

Moving closer to fully integrated control
p 247 A87-20937

Applications of VLSI in electronic turbine engine
controls p 459 A87-31534

FADEC- Every jet engine should have one --- Full
Authority Digital Electronic Control
[SAE PAPER 861802] p 440 A87-32647

Porsche - The warm-up lap is over --- aircraft engine
design p 591 A87-39274

Development program of a full authority digital electronic
control system for the T55-L-712E turboshaff engine

p 663 A87-43465
F-15/F100 digital electronic engine control main fuel

gear pump field service evaluation
[AIAA PAPER 87-1846] p 667 A87-45246

Preliminary flight results of an adaptive engine control
system of an F-15 airplane
[AIAA PAPER 87-1847] p 667 A87-45247

Micro-computer/parallel processing for real time testing
of gas turbine control systems
[AIAA PAPER 87-1926] p669 A87-45304
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Highly reliable, microprocessor-based engine control
[AIAA PAPER 87-1927] p669 A87-45305

A full authority digital electronic control system for
multi-engine rotorcraft p 761 A87-48965

Operating and support hazard analysis for self-contained
navigation system LSI model 6216A, B and C, group B
[AD-A169381] p 22 N87-10855

Controllable ejection seat catapult
[AD-D012592] p 355 N87-19370

ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES
Combined radar, ECM functions will enhance Lavi

survivability p 101 A87-13912
ECCM/advanced radar test bed (E/ARTB) system

definition --- Electronic Counter CounterMeasures
p 157 A87-16749

Phased arrays for airborne ECM - The rest of the
story p 355 A87-30118

Self-protection CM - Present and future
p 461 A87-32107

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
Deterministic failure prediction p 608 A87-40096

Development and evaluation of an airplane electronic
display format aligned with the inertial velocity vector
[NASA.TP.2648] p 182 N87-13438

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT TESTS
Design for testability for future digital avionics systems

p 177 A87-16727

lESS - Dynamic test and evaluation facility for integrated
CNI --- Integrated Electromagnetic System Simulator for
Communication, Navigation, and Identification

p 192 A87-16827

The B-1B Central Integrated Test System Expert
Parameter System p 179 A87-16839

On ground calibration of a pushbroom scanner
p 255 A87-19651

An ultrasonic sensor for the detection and measurement
of the thickness of ice on an airfoil
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-175] p 246 A87-21074

Testability management for digital avionics
p 459 A87-31500

Measuring instability during avionic design
p 459 A87-31501

Designing to MIL-STD-2165 - Testability --- of V-22
avionics p 437 A87-33872

Microprocessor based UUT testing in a depot
environment p 547 A87-38666

Equivalent testing temperature --- for SAAB avionics
p 786 A87-47642

Investigation of optimal complexity of BITE and its effects
on reliability, maintainability, monitoring and fault prediction
..° Built-In Test (BITE) electronic systems
[ETN-86-97976] p 51 N87.11175

Aircraft electromagnetic compatibility
[NASA-CR-181051] p 613 N87-23856

ELECTRONIC MODULES

An expert system for the configuration of aircraft modular
VSCF generator systems p 205 A87-16755

Universal receiver for ICNIA p 434 A87-31460

Universal receiver for ICNIA p 589 A87°41405

ELECTRONIC PACKAGING

Modular ICNIA packaging technology
p 436 A87-31546

Avionics weight control for the starship and beyond
[SAWE PAPER 1736] p 505 A87-36300

ELECTRONIC WARFARE
ECCM/advanced radar test bed (E/ARTB) system

definition -- Electronic Counter CounterMeasures
p 157 A87-16749

ELECTRONICS

NAECON 1986; Proceedings of the National Aerospace
and Electronics Conference, Dayton, OH, May 19-23,1986.
Volumes 1, 2, 3, & 4 p 141 A87-16726

ELECTROSTATIC CHARGE
Electrostatic field measurements in a foam filled C-130

fuel tank during fuel sloshing p 95 A87-15037

Improved electrostatic discharge wicks for aircraft
p 127 A87-15039

ELECTROSTATIC PROBES

Flight model discharge system
[AD.A169423] p 117 N87-12571

ELECTROSTATICS
Electrostatic spray modification in gas turbine

combustion p 379 A87-31286

ELEVATORS (CONTROL SURFACES)
Flight testing TECS - The Total Energy Control

System
[SAE PAPER 861803] p 444 A87-32648

The aeroelastic instability of an elevator balance horn
in a shear layer wake flow

[SAE PAPER 861827] p 427 A87-32661
ELLIPSOIDS

A laminar boundary layer method for flows in planes
of symmetry and application to inclined ellipsoids of
revolution p 9 A87°12146

ELLIPTIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
Solution of inverse problem of transonic flow on $2

surface using an elliptic algorithm p 347 A87-31166

Generation of surface grids through elliptic partial
differential equations for aircraft and missile
configurations
[AD-A172867] p 271 N87-16557

Numerical grid generation around complete aircraft
configurations p 475 N87-20202

ELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS
An analysis of elliptic grid generation techniques using

an implicit euler solver
[AD-At69240] p 207 N87-14061

ELLIPTICAL CYLINDERS
Numerical and experimental study of dynamics of

two-dimensional body
[ISAS-619] p 59 N87-10748

EMBEDDED COMPUTER SYSTEMS

Capacity management of air traffic control computer
systems p 395 A87.30274

A quantitative analysis of the history of developing a
large embedded software system p 472 A87.31495

Reconfigurable display panel using embedded Ada
p 472 A87-31509

Embedded expert systems for avionics applications
p 435 A87-31529

Embedded expert systems for fault detection and
isolation --- in avionics systems p 436 A87-31530

Ada - From promise to practice? p 546 A87-37550
The implementation and use of Ada on distributed

systems with high reliability requirements
[NASA-CR-179842] p 137 N87-12265

EMERGENCIES

Emergency Iocator transmitters - A problem and a
challenge p 578 A87-39428

Emergency descent simulation of an aerostat after
breakaway
[AIAA PAPER 87.2440] p 736 A87-48644

Emergency exits for underwater escape from
rotorcraft
[AEG-REPT-528] p 156 N87-14304

Task force on emergency evacuation of transport
airplanes. Volume 2: Supporting documentation
]AD-A172256] p 235 N87-15194

EMERGENCY LIFE SUSTAINING SYSTEMS

Boeing 747 crash accident - A theoretical consideration
on the variation of the internal pressure

p 238 A87-21276
ENDOSCOPES

NDT of jet engines - An industry survey. I
p 321 A87-25823

ENERGY ABSORPTION

Crashworthy crewseat limit load optimization through
dynamic testing p 91 A87-13675

Mechanism of energy absorption via buckling - An
analytical study p 124 A87-13682

A method of predicting the energy-absorption capability
of composite subfloor beams
[NASA-TM-89088] p 380 N87-19450

Integrally-stiffened crash energy-absorbing subfloor
beam structure

[ NASA-CASE-LAR- 13697-1 ] p659 N87-25321
ENERGY CONSERVATION

Polymer, metal, and ceramic matrix composites for
advanced aircraft engine applications

p 121 A87-15187
Advances in numerical weather prediction for aviation

forecasting p615 A87-42483
Ground-based time-guidance algodthm for control of

airplanes in a time-metered air traffic control environment:
A piloted simulation study
[NASA-TP-2616] p 34 N87-10864

USAF test pilot school. Flying qualities textbook, volume
2, part 1
[AD-A170959] p 173 N87-13431

Development of selected advanced aerodynamics and
active control concepts for commercial transport aircraft
[NASA-CR-3781] p 275 N87-17659

Fuel conservation evaluation of US Army helicopters.
Part 6: Performance calculator evaluation

[AD-A181645] p 753 N87.27653
ENERGY CONSUMPTION

Energy efficient actuation using variable displacement
hydraulic control
[SAE PAPER 851757] p 112 A67-15481

ENERGY CONVERSION

Energy conversion for long endurance air vehicles
p 184 A67-18117

ENERGY CONVERSION EFFICIENCY
Improving the energy efficiency of cooled

high-temperafure turbines p 104 A87-13990
ENERGY DISSIPATION

Development of the highly loaded axial flow turbine
airfoils, making use of the improved inverse channel flow
design method p 202 N87-14257

SUBJECT INDEX

ENERGY METHODS
Theoretical foundations of a method for the strength

analysis of fuselage frames. II - Solution of the energy
problem p 507 A87-39085

ENERGY POLICY
Research and development. Technical-scientific

publications 1986
[ETN-87-99713] p 710 N87-26826

integration of the propfan concept in aircraft design
[MBB-UT-0001/86] p 677 N87-26835

ENERGY REQUIREMENTS

Energy conversion for long endurance air vehicles
p 184 A87-18117

ENERGY SOURCES
Alternatives for the propulsion of global range transport

aircraff
[ETN-87-98978] p 371 N87-19399

ENERGY STORAGE

Integrated power and attitude control system (IPACS)
technology p 194 A87-18138

ENERGY TECHNOLOGY

Japan Report: Science and technology
[JPRS-JST-86-014] p 391 N87-19641

ENGINE AIRFRAME INTEGRATION

Numerical methods for engine-airframe integration
p 23 A87-11776

CFD applications to engine/airframe integration
p 23 A87-11780

CFD - A user's technology assessment --- for propulsion
integration and aircraft engine installation

p23 A87-11781

Propulsion challenges for hypersonic flight
[AIAA PAPER 86-2620] p 183 A87-17880

Fighter aircraft/propulsion integration
[AIAA PAPER 86-2658] p 142 A87-17905

Computational analysis of hypersonic airbreathing
aircraft flow fields
[AIAA PAPER 87.0279] p 222 A87-22531

ATF propulsion tests will drive operations at Arnold
facility p 314 A87-23746

Integrated dynamic model of two-variable supersonic
inlet-engine combination p 304 A87-25421

Ultra high bypass engine applications to commercial and
military aircraft
[SAE PAPER 861720] p 440 A87-32611

STOVL engine/airlrame integration
[AIAA PAPER 87-1711 ] p 655 A87-45158

Airbreathing propulsion system design at the United
States Air Force Academy - An integrated approach
[AIAA PAPER 87-1870] p 709 A87-45265

Integration effects of pylon geometry and rearward
mounted nacelles for a high-wing transport

[AIAA PAPER 87-1920] p 655 A87-45300
Force accounting for airframe integrated engines

[AIAA PAPER 87-1965] p636 A87-45334
Test flow calibration study of the Langley Arc-Heated

Scramjet Test Facility
[AIAA PAPER 87-2165] p 685 A87-45445

Ultra high bypass installation design for transport
aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 87-2280] p 748 A87-49061
Unsteady inlet distortion characteristics with the B-1 B

p 575 N87-24478
Computational analysis of hypersonic airbreathing

aircraft flow fields p 645 N87-26019
An experimental investigation of an advanced turboprop

installation on a swept wing at subsonic and transonic
speeds
[NASA-TP-2729] p 733 N87-26883

ENGINE CONTROL
Closed loop control of an afterburning F100 gas turbine

engine p 103 A87-13323
Variable structure control of a turbojet engine

p 103 A87-13343

Impact of mismodeled idle engine performance on
calculation and tracking of optimal 4-D descent
trajectories p 88 A87-13360

Mathematical model and digital simulation for speed

control system of two-spool turbojet engine
p 105 A87-14139

Airworthiness considerations of lightning strike
protection for helicopter digital engine controls

p 105 A87-15010

Moving closer to fully integrated control
p 247 A87-20937

FADEC for fighter engines--- Full Authority Digital Engine
Control p 303 A87-24612

Adjustment diagnostics and fault isolation for calibration
test of jet engine controls p 459 A87-31526

Applications of VLSI in electronic turbine engine
controls p 459 A87-31534

Integrated controls - Preparing for the Advanced Tactical
Fighter p 443 A87-31540

Improved engine performance utilizing integrated inlet
control p 438 A87-31541
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Pararnetem for the evaluation of combined engine thrust
vector control systems p439 A87-31725

Analytical redundancy technology for engine reliability
improvement
[SAE PAPER 861725] p 462 A87-32614

Integrated flight/propufsion control for next generation
military aircraft
[SAE PAPER 861726] p 437 A87-32615

Design verification and engine test of an advanced fuel
management system for aircraft gas turbine engines
[SAE PAPER 861727] p 440 A87.32616

Development program of a full authority digital electronic
control system for the T55-L-712E turboshaff engine

p 663 A87-43465

Approximation of the characteristics of the turbine of a

gas turbine engine in a wide range of operating modes
p 663 A87.43606

Flight test of the F100-PW-220 engine in the F-16
[AIAA PAPER 87-1845] p 667 A87-45245

F-16/F100 digital electronic engine control main fuel
gear pump field service evaluation
[AIAA PAPER 87-1846] p 667 A87-45248

Preliminary flight results of an adaptive engine control
system of an F-15 airplane
[AIAA PAPER 87-1847] p 667 A87-45247

Micro-computer/parallel processing for real time testing
of gas turbine control systems
[AIAA PAPER 87-1926] p 669 A87-45304

Highly reliable, microprocessor-based engine control
[AIAA PAPER 87-1927] p 669 A87-45305

Development of Digital Engine Control System for the
Harrier II

[AIAA PAPER 87-2184] p 673 A87-46458
Integration of engine/aircraff control - 'How far is it

sensible to go' p 674 A87-46226
Investigation on the stall margin of a turbofan engine

p 676 A87-46239
Reliability, 'better than the best' p 699 A87-46728
Integrating pitch and power control

p 765 A87-48276
A full authority digital electronic control system for

multi-engine rotorcraft p 761 A87-48965
Multi-variable control concepts for turbosheft engines

p 832 A87-53431
Control of gas turbines. The future: Is a radical approach

needed? --- aircraft engines
[PNR-90295] p 107 N87-11793

Spectrum-modulating fiber-optic sensors for aircraft
control systems
[NASA-TM-88968] p 309 N87-17700

Some considerations relating to aero engine
pyrometry p468 N87-21187

Highly integrated digital electronic control: Digital flight
control, aircraft model identification, and adaptive engine
control

[NASA-TM-86793] p 592 N87-23619
A rotorcraft flight/propulsion control integration study

[NASA-CR-179574] p 587 N87-24457
Advanced detection, isolation and accommodation of

sensor failures: Real-time evaluation
[NASA-TP-2740] p 682 N87-25331

Simulation of oil circuits in VSCF electrical power
systems
[SAE PAPER 861623] p 462 A87-32580

Experimental investigation on cooling effectiveness of
a turbine blade under various design conditions

p 513 A67-37846
Cooling flow technique for designing afterburner heat

shields p 513 A87-37847
Inverse design of coolant flow passages in ceremically

coated scram jet combustor struts p 514 A87-38807
Contingency power for small turboshaff engines using

water injection into turbine cooling air
[AIAA PAPER 87-1906] p 668 A87-45289

Waste heat recovery system for high altitude application
of liquid cooled, piston engines
[AIAA PAPER 87-2174] p673 A87-45454

Contingency power for small turboshaft engines using
water injection into turbine cooling air
[NASA-TM-89817] p 442 N87-20280

The effects of an embedded vortex on a film cooled
turbulent boundary layer
[AD-A177785] p 536 N87-22136
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The balance between theoretical, computational and
experimental work in turbomachines p 49 A87-13015

Mechanized manufacture of composite main rotor blade
spars p 124 A87-13625

On the improvement of an expendable turbojet engine
flight envelope p 104 A87-13647

Further development of the axial-redial compressor
p 104 A87-13998

New.technology gas generator (GNT 1) - The actual
state of development p 126 A87-14006

Turbine bypass remote augmentor lift system for
V/STOL aircraft p 105 A87-14364

For small airliners and executive jets
p 105 A87-15179

Turbofan engine cycle design selection - Year 2000
[AIAA PAPER 86-2705] p 184 A87-17937

An overview of the small engine component technology
(SECT) studies --- commuter, rotcccraft,cruise missile and
auxiliary power applications in year 2000
[AIAA PAPER 86-1542] p 184 A87-17993

Anatomy of a new helicopter engine - Pratt and Whitney
Canada PW200 series turboshafts p 184 A87-18510

Planning for T800-LHT-800 availability, supportability
and affordebility p 184 A87-18512

Fabrication and quality assurance processes for
superhybrid composite fan blades p 195 A87-19123

Critical propulsion system parameters for future STOVL
combat aircraft p 185 A87-19280

Revised guidelines for propfan inlet design based on
recent analytical and test experience
[AIAA PAPER 87-0163] p 249 A87-22452

Theory and analysis of aircraft turbomachines (2nd
revised and enlarged edition) .-- Russian book

p 304 A87-25265
Development of high by-pass ratio turbofan engines

p 305 A87-25422
Design and development of a power takeoff shaft

p 305 A87-25717
Constructional improvements ina turboprop engine

p 306 A87-27492
Combination engines for spaceplanes

p 378 A87-29357
Performance analysis of a mixed flow turbofan engine

at the design point p 367 A87-29388
Some aspects of gas turbine combustion using air-blast

atomizers p 367 A87-29389
Design verification system for advanced aerospace

engines p 367 A87-29454
Past, present and future of hydraulic APU start

systems
[SAE PAPER 861711] p 368 A87-29577

Development of a hot gas vane motor for aircraft starting
systems
[SAE PAPER 861714] p 368 A87-29580

A systems approach to engine starting system design
[SAE PAPER 861734] p 368 A87-29581

Avco-Prstt - Geffing its LHX engine field-ready

p 369 A87-30501
Methods for monitoring and maintaining military

turbojets p 340 A87-30843
Low aspect ratio axial flow compressors - Why and whet

it means

[SAE PAPER 861837] p 369 A87-31150
Rolls revs up for the new century p 369 A87-31209
Technology for the design of high temperature rise

combustors p 370 A87-31287
Calculation of a plane nonadjustable supersonic air

intake for CAD p 438 A87-31723
Classification of mathematical models of gas turbine

engines. I p 439 A87-31745
Classification of criteria for the gasdynamic stability of

a gas turbine engine based on s set of its parameters

2000 is (nearly) now --- development of new fighter

engines p 439 A87-32003
Aerospace information report 1939 trial application

[SAE PAPER 661787] p 478 A87-32636
Optimization and analysis of gas turbine engine blades

[AIAA PAPER 87-0827] p 475 A87-33614
The propfan leads the way to a new generation of

propulsion engines p 441 A87-35180
Europe consolidates its turboshaft family

p 512 A87.36698
Development of aircraft engine combustors

p 512 A87-37835
GE's big fan gets bigger p 513 A87-38034
Performance of a high-efficiency radial/axial turbine

[ASME PAPER 86-GT-18] p 514 A87-38467
Porsche - The warm.up lap is over --- aircraft engine

design p 591 A87-39274
Euier analysis of transonic propeller flows

p 553 A87-39813
Development of the F3-1HI-30 turbofan engine

p 591 A87-40847

Application of computational design techniques to the
development of scrsmjet engines
[AIAA PAPER 87-1420] p 592 A87-42446

T700/CT7 derivative growth engine reliability -
Consistent with longstanding industrytraditions

p 663 A87-43464
Heat exchangers for turboshaft engines

p 664 A87-44253
Countdown to the propfan p 664 A87-44272

Engine design and systems integration for propfan and
high bypass turbofan engines
[AIAA PAPER 87-1730] p 665 A87-45169

Highly compact inlet diffuser technology
[AIAA PAPER 87-1747] p 666 A87-45180

Design and test verification of a combustion system for
an advanced turbofan engine
[AIAA PAPER 87-1826] p 666 A87-45231

Use of RPM trim to automate the supersonic engine/inlet
match in the SR-71A

[AIAA PAPER 87-1848] p 667 A87-45248
Simulation of performance, behaviour and faults of

aircraft engines
[AIAA PAPER 87-1868] p 668 A87-45263

System performance approach to air breathing

propulsion design - A new undergraduate design
competition
[AIAA PAPER 87-1869] p 668 A87-45264

Airbreathing propulsion system design at the United
States Air Force Academy - An integrated approach
[AIAA PAPER 87-1870] p 709 A87-45265

A derivative engine based on new technology - Low
risk; cost effective

[AIAA PAPER 87-1910] p 669 A87-45292
NASA/GE advanced low emissions combustor

program
[AIAA PAPER 87-2035] p 671 A87-45369

Designing for fretting fatigue free joints in turboprop
engine gearboxes

[AIAA PAPER 87-2046] p 671 A87-45378
An improved computational model for a scramjet

propulsion system
[AIAA PAPER 87-2078] p 671 A87-45393

Dynamic data acquisition, reduction, and analysis for
the identification of high-speed compressor component
post-stability characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 87-2089] p 697 A87-45398

Flight test and evaluation of propulsion system
operability characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 87-2092] p 656 A87-45400

The design of low-stress/high performance centrifugal
impellers
[AIAA PAPER 87-2099] p 697 A87-45405

Engine variable geometry effects on commercial
supersonic transport development
[AIAA PAPER 87-2101] p 672 A87-45406

Dual cycle turbofan engine
[AIAA PAPER 87-2102] p 672 A87-45407

Variable cycle concepts for high Mach applications
[AIAA PAPER 87-2103] p 672 A87-45408

Three stream turbofan.variable cycle engine with integral
turbocompressor
[AIAA PAPER 87-2104] p 672 A87-45409

Studies of scramjet flowtields
[AIAA PAPER 87-2161] p688 A87-45443

Aircraft engine design --- Book p 673 A87-45875
International Symposium on Air Breathing Engines, 8th,

Cincinnati, OH, June 14-19, 1987, Proceedings
p 673 A87-46176

Future trends - A European view --- of air breathing
engines p673 A87-46179

3-D viscous flow calculations at design and off-design
conditions for the NACA 48-inch radial-inlet centrifugal
impeller p 638 A87-46191

Expendable turbojet compressor design, test and

Advances in technology for low cost turbomechinery -
A potential to enhance the economy of future propulsion
system for general and helicopter aviation

p 676 A87-46261
A study on the optimization of jet engines for combat

aircrafts p 676 A87-46262
Reliability, 'better than the best' p 699 A87-46728
Development of a new technology small fan engine

p 758 A87-47119
Countdown to the propfan. II p 758 A87-47307
PTA - Research at full scale --- Propfan Test

Assessment p 758 A87-47867
Development and Flight test of the F110.GE-400 for

the F-14D aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 87-1849] p 759 A87-48574
Unducted fan aerodynamic design

[ASME PAPER 87-GT-233] p 759 A87-48717
Advanced liquid-cooled, turbocherged and intercooled

stratified charge rotary engines for aircraft
[SAE PAPER 871039] p 759 A87-48766

The Meriyn diesel concept for propulsion
[SAE PAPER 871040] p 760 A87-48767

Design and development of the Voyager 200/300 liquid
cooled aircraft engine
[SAE PAPER 871042] p 760 A87-48769

Impacts of regulations on engine airworthiness
[SAE PAPER 871051] p 738 A87-48774

Evolution of light gas turbine engine during the last 30
years
[SAE PAPER 871053] p 760 A87-48776

Optimized turboprop propulsion system thrust and fuel
burn by integrated design
[SAE PAPER 871054] p 760 A87-48777
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[SAE PAPER 871055] p 760 A87-48778

T700/CT7 growth engine for European helicopters

p 760 A87-48962

Modern turboprop engines p 761 A87-49497

New engine developments for helicopters in Western

Europe and the U.S.A. p 761 A87-49644

Specialists' Meeting on Rotary Wing Propulsion

Systems, Williamsburg, VA, Nov. 12-14, 1986, Technical

Papers p 801 A87-53413

Design and development of e high contact ratio

helicopter transmission utilizing self-aligning bearingless

planetary (SABP) p849 A87-53418

T406-AD-400 full-scale development

p 831 A87-53423

Engine Structural Integrity Program (ENSIP) - A viewpoint

based on experience p 831 A87-53424

LHTEC - Meeting the LHX cost challance

p 801 A87-53425

Component specific modeling p35 N87-11207

Optimization applications in aircraft engine design and

test p 106 N87-11768

On optimal design for the blade-root/hub interface in

jet engines p 106 N87-11769

Propulsion --- aircraft

[PNRg0321] p 251 N87-15968

Designing with titanium --- aircraft engines

[PNR90325] p 251 N87-15969

Impact of IPS and IRS configuration on engine

installation design --- helicopter engines

[PNR90324] p 308 N87-16834

Reducing the cost of aero engine research and

development

[PNR90341] p 308 N87-16836
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Nonlinear acoustic propagation of broadband noise
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Experimental study of turboshaft engine core noise
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systems
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[ESDU-86021] p 76 N87-12536

Simplified forms of performance equations. Addendum
A: Effect on aeroplane level speed of small changes in
thrust, drag, weight, power
[ESDU-86004-ADD-A] p 100 N87-12556

Modeling aerodynamic discontinuities and the onset of
chaos in flight dynamical systems
[NASA-TM-89420] p 292 N87-17663

A flight dynamic simulation program in air-path axes
using ACSL (Advanced Continuous Simulation

Language)
lAD.A173849] p 332 N87-18337

QFT (Quantitative Feedback Theory) digital flight control

design as applied to the AFTI/F16
lAD-A177744] p 522 N87-21959

Analysis of structures with rotating, flexible
substructures
[AD-A178903] p 542 N87-23004

Symbolic generation of elastic rotor blade equations
using a FORTRAN processor and numerical study on
dynamic inflow effects on the stability of helicopter
rotors
[NASA-TM-86750] p 587 N87-24455

Modeling and implementation of wind shear data
p 709 N87-25273

Singular trajectories in airplane cruise-dash
optimization
[NASA-CR.180636] p 659 N87-26035

Gust response of helicopters p 682 N87-26049
EQUATIONS OF STATE

An equation of state for the material of the nozzle vanes
of a gas.turbine engine under thermal cycling in a
sulfur-containing medium p 379 A87-29203

An angle-only tracking filter in modified spherical
coordinates °-- for fighter aircraft maneuvers
[AIAA PAPER 87-2380] p 741 A87-50465

Development_f a mathematical model that simulates
the longitudinal, and lateral-directional response of the
F/A-18 for the study of flight control reconfiguration
[AD-A176333] p 450 N87-21004

EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS
The development of dynamic performance standards

for civil rotororaft seats p 155 A87-t9251
A systems approach to engine starting system design

[SAE PAPER 861734] p 368 A87-29581
GE's big fan gets bigger p 513 A87-38034
Engine-airframe integration for rotorcraff: Component

specifications and qualification p 26 N87-10071
Description of the US Army small-scale 2-meter rotor

test system
[NASA-TM-87762] p 292 N87-17664

Air transportation technology program at Ohio University,
1983 p 352 N87-18524

SUBJECT INDEX

Acceleration display system for aircraft zero-gravity
research

[NASA-TM-87358] p 389 N87-18801
Minimum operational performance standards for

airborne area navigation equipment using Lorsn-C inputs
[RTCA/DO-194] p 357 N87-19372

An experimental study of the properties of surface
pressure fluctuations for separating turbulent boundary

layers
[NASA-CR-180295] p 789 N87-27124

EROSION
Characterization of optical and surface parameters

during particle impact damage p195 A87.17973
Erosion problem of axial compressor blades of a

turboshaff engine p 675 A87-46246
A design system for erosion tolerant helicopter

engines p 831 A87-53430
Study of particulated flows and erosion in

turbomachinery
[AD-A172965] p 251 N87-15232

A study of compressor erosion in helicopter engine with

inlet separator
[AD-A173288] p 309 N87-17703

Nuclear hardness simulation and analysis of composite
aircraft structures. Volume 2: Dust erosion assessment

[AD-A174893] p 363 N87-19378
High temperature protective coatings for aero engine

gas turbine components
[AD-At 76001] p442 N87.20286

Erosion study of AM355 and AI203 ceramics
[AD-A178882] p 530 N97-22858

ERROR ANALYSIS

Characterizing height keeping error distribution based
on indirect observation p17 A87.12683

Characterizing height-keeping error distribution based
on indirect observation -*- applicable to evaluation of safety
of air traffic control systems p 158 A87.17243

Reliable high accuracy long range real time differential
G.P.S. using a lightweight high frequencies data link

p 581 A87-41393
Errors in the measurement of the course angles of radar

reference points due to the imprecise stabilization of the
antenna mounting in bank and pitch

p 649 A87-44312
Efficient computation of parameter confidence

intervals
[AIAA PAPER 87-2624] p 795 A87-49623

The significance of error dynamics in model-following
for flight control design
[AIAA PAPER 87-2311] p 771 A87-50432

Failure detection in dynamic systems with modeling
errors
[AIAA PAPER 87-2604] p 795 A87-50565

Investigation of optimal complexity of BITE and its effects
on reliability, maintainability, monitoring and fault prediction
--- Built-In Test (BITE] electronic systems
[ETN-86-97976] p 51 N87-11175

Study of the effects of vibration on inertial navigation
system accuracy
[AD-A172420] p 237 N87-15954

Readiness and retention. Pilot flight experience and

aircraft mishaps
[AD-A173911] p 353 N87-18548

Low-cost FM oscillator for capacitance type of blade

tip clearance measurement system
[NASA-TP-2746] p 594 N87-24481

Simulation of strapdown systems for error analysis, and

modeling for navigation with other sensor systems
p 821 N87-28535

Measurement uncertainty for the Uniform Engine Testing
Program conducted at NASA Lewis Research Center
[NASA-TM-88943] p 833 N87-28557

Velocity accuracy measurement of GPS user
equipment p 822 N87-29477

ERROR CORRECTING CODES
Integrity of the Microwave Landing System (MLS) Data

Functions p 580 A87-41388
ERROR DETECTION CODES

A redundancy management procedure for fault detection
and isolation p 46 A87-11127

A quantitative analysis of the history of developing a
large embedded software system p 472 A87-31495

ERROR SIGNALS
Phase noise from aircraft motion: Compensation and

effect on synthetic aperture radar images
p 615 N87-24802

ERRORS
Pitot and static errors in steady level flight

[ESDU-86006] p 74 N87-11691

introduction to air data system parameters, errors and
calibration laws
[ESDU-86031] p 247 N87-15967

Estimation of bias errors in measured airplane responses

using maximum likelihood method
[NASA-TM-89059] p 254 N87-15977
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Digital program for calculating static pressure position
error

[NASA-TM-86726] p 301 N87-16821

Results of numerical and physical modelling of airborne
adcock arrays for VHF DF (Direction Finding)
applications
[AD-PO05423] p 790 N87.27651

ERS-1 (ESA SATELLITE)
DFVLR flight operation acting as a useful service unit

for ERS-1 p 331 N87-17378
ESCAPE CAPSULES

Crew escape capsule to airframe latch/disconnoct
mechanisms

fAD-A181565] p 739 N87-26886
ESCAPE SYSTEMS

Aircraw automated escape systems requirements
formulation, evaluation, test and acceptance

p 294 A87-25836
The USAF's CREST program - Phase I

p 298 A87-25837
Escaping from burning cabins - Are smoke hoods the

answer?, p 352 A87-30003
Multi-axis seat ejection (MASE) sled

p 494 A87-:37770

Emergency exits for underwater escape from
rotorcraft

[AEG-REPT-528] p 156 N87-14304
In-flight ejection seat test using the Aircraw Gliding

Escape System (AGES) parachute
fAD.A172987] p 235 N87-15948

A new recovery parachute system for the Ft 11 aircraft
crew escape module
[DE87-000973] p 576 N87-24437

ESTIMATES

Identification of dynamic systems - applications to
aircraft. Part 1: The output error approach
[AGARD-AG-300-VOL-3-PT-1] p 508 N87-21913

Estimation of blade airloads from rotor blade bending
moments
[NASA-TM-100020] p 815 N87-29421

Modeling and computational algorithms for parameter
estimation and optimal control of aeroelastic systems and
large flexible structures
fAD-A183302] p 852 N87-29893

ESTIMATING

Unsteady heat transfer coefficient estimation for long
duration

[AIAA PAPER 86-1240] p 264 A87-21534
Weight estimation of unconventional structures by

structural optimization
[SAWE PAPER 1718] p 532 A87-36290

A decentralized fault-tolerant approach to estimation in
multi-senser navigation systems p 21 N87-10057

An approximate method of estimating the aerodynamic
interference between two parallel bodies in a supersonic
flow (axial force)

[BR100271] p 76 N87-12540
Estimation of bias errors in measured airplane responses

using maximum likelihood method
[NASA-TM-89059] p 254 N87.15977

ETHERS

Properties and processing of fiber-reinforced
polyetheretherketone (PEE K) p38 A87-11372

EMLER EQUATIONS OF MOTION

Euler equations analysis of the initial roll-up of aircraft
wakes p 4 A87-10522

Euler solutions on O-O grids around wings using local
refinement p 6 A87-11512

Application of a 2D time-marching Euler code to
transenic turbomachinery flow p6 A87-11516

Experiences with an unfactored implicit
predictor-corractor method p47 A87-11522

Numerical experiments with a total variation diminishing
(TVD) MacCormack scheme p6 A87-11526

Efficient numerical method for transonic flow

simulations p6 A87-11528
A simulation of rotor-stator interaction using the Euior

equations and patched grids p 7 A87-11536
Numerical experiment with inviscid vortex-stretched flow

around a cranked delta wing, supersonic speed
p7 A87-11537

Numerical solution of the Euler equations using rational
Runge-Kutta method p7 A87-11538

A split-matrix method for the integration of the
quasi-conservative Euler.equations p7 A87-11544

Numerical solution of the Euler equation for
compressible inviscid fluids p 69 A87-14095

Acceleration to a steady state for the Euler equations
p 70 A87-14096

Vortex-sheet capturing in numerical solutions of the
incompressible Euler equations p 70 A87-14099

Convergence acceleration for a three-dimensional

Euler/Navier-Stokes zonal approach p 70 A87-14105
Comparison of finite volume flux vector splittings for the

Euler equations p70 A87-14109

Euler calculations for rotor configurations in unsteady
forward flight p150 A87-19276

A full potential rotor analysis with wake influence using
an inner-outer domain technique p 150 A87-19277

A comparison and validation of methods for solving the
Euler equations

[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-183] p 215 A87-21082
Time dependent computation of the Euler equations for

designing fully 3D turbomachinery blade rows, including
the case of transonic shock free design
[AIAA PAPER 87-0007] p 216 A87-22355

Improvements to an Euler aerodynamic method for
transonic flow analysis

[AIAA PAPER 67-0040] p 217 A87.22373
Block-structured solution of Euior equations for transonic

flows

[AIAA PAPER 87-0351] p 223 A87-22575
An efficient Euler solver, with many applications

[AIAA PAPER 87-0352] p 223 A87-22576
A diagonal implicit multigrid algorithm for the Euler

equations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0354] p 223 A87-22578

Euler calculations for wings using Cartesian grids
[AIAA PAPER 87-0356] p 223 A87-22579

ISES - A two-dimensional viscous aerodynamic design
and analysis code

[AIAA PAPER 87.0424] p 224 A87.22622
Three-dimensional Euler solutions on blocked grids

using an implicit two-pass algorithm
[AIA s, PAPER 87-0450] p 225 A87-22642

Improvements to the aircraft Euler method

[AIAA PAPER 87-0452] p 226 A87-22644
Flow simulations for a complex airplane configuration

using Euler equations

[AIAA PAPER 87-0454] p 225 A87-22646
Simulation of external flowfields using a

three-dimensional Euler/Navier-Stokes algorithm
[AIAA PAPER 87-0484] p 226 A87-22664

An Euler correction method for two- and
three-dimensional transonic flows
[AIAA PAPER 87-0522] p 226 A87-22684

Euler solution of the transonic flow for a helicopter
rotor

[AIAA PAPER 87-0523] p 227 A87-22685

Algorithm developments for the Euler equations with
calculations of transonic flows

[AIAA PAPER 87-0536] p 227 A87-22691
Artificial dissipation models for the Euler equations

p 278 A87-23656
Wavy wall solutions of the Euior equations

p 278 A87-23672
Multizone Euler marching technique for flow over single

and multibody configurations
(AIAA PAPER 87-0592] p 285 A87-24990

Euler solutions for highly loaded turbine cascades
p 342 A87-27981

Transonic wing flows using an Euler/Navier-Stokes
zonal approach p 342 A87-28069

Total pressure loss in vortical sclutions of the conical
Euler equations p346 A87-31152

Relaxation algorithms for the Euler equations
fAIAA PAPER 85-1516] o 387 A87-31179

Euler solutions for aircraft configurations employing
upper-surtace blowing p 348 A87-31293

Flow simulations for an aft-mounteq propfan using Euler
equations
[SAE PAPER 861718] p 408 A87-32609

Euler calculations for flowfield of a helicopter rotor in
hover p 430 A87-34506

Selective elimination - A fast solver for real-time
unsteady integration of the Euler equations in explicit
formulation

[DGLR PAPER 86-163] p 486 A87-36791
Simulation of viscous flows by zonal solutions of Euler,

boundary-layer and Navier-Stokes equations
[MBB-S.PUB-272] p 486 A87-36801

Computations with 3-D Euler code for wings
p 487 A87-37205

Computation of low-speed flow with heat addition
p 552 A87.39536

Transonic flutter analysis using the Euler equations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0911] p 552 A87-39646

Comparison of measured and computed pitot pressures
in a leading edge vortex from a delta wing

p 556 A87-41512
An analysis of flux-split algorithms for Euler's equations

with real gases
[AIAA PAPER 87-1117] p 617 A87-42066

Time-accurate Euler equations solutions on dynamic
blocked grids
[AIAA PAPER 87-1127] p 558 A87-42076

A locally implicit scheme for the Euler equations
[AIAA PAPER 87-1144] p 618 A87-42090

Upwind formulations for the Euler equations in steady
supersonic flows
[AIAA PAPER 87-1150] p 559 A87-42096

On the recent difference schemes for the
three-dimensional Euler equations
[AIAA PAPER 87-1151 ] p 618 A87-42097

Solution of the surface Euler equations for accurate

three-dimensional boundary-layer analysis of aerodynamic
configurations
[AIAA PAPER 87-1154] p 559 A87-42100

A new multigrid Euier method for fighter-type
configurations
[AIAA PAPER 87-1160] p 560 A87-42106

An adaptNe finite element scheme for the Euler and
Navier-Stokes equations

[AIAA PAPER 87-1172] p 561 A87-42116

Transonic analysis for complex airplane configurations
[AIAA PAPER 87-1196] p 562 A67-42313

Three-dimensional unsteady Euler solutions for propfans
and counter-rotating propfans in transonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 67-1197] p 562 A87-42314

A finite volume Euler calculation of the aerodynamics
of transonic airfoil-vortex interaction

[AIAA PAPER 87-1244] p 563 A87-42338

An Euler solver for calculating the flowfield of a helicopter
rotor in hover and forward flight
[AIAA PAPER 87-1427] p 568 A87-42450

Full potential integral solution for transonic flows with
and without embedded Euler domains

[AIAA PAPER 87-1461] p 569 A87.42472

Numerical calculation of flow about wing-fuselage
combination on the basis of Euler equations

p 569 A87-42622

Computation of the flow fields of propellers and hovering
rotors using Euler equations p 628 A87-43418

Application of a 3D Euler code to transonic blade tip
flow p 628 A87-43419

Application of a 3D inviscid rotational design procedure
for turbomachinery bladings p 638 A87.46204

Numerical simulation of transonic thrae-dimensional

flows in turbine blade passages p 638 A87-46206
Numerical simulation of flows in axial and radial

turbomachines using Euler solvers
[ONERA, TP NO. 1987-87] p 641 A87-46776

Development efficient algorithms for the solutions of full
potential and Euler equations on vector computers

p 718 A87-47853
Simulating 3D Euler flows on a Cyber 205 vector

computer p 718 A87-47855
Vector algorithm for large-memory Cyber 205

simulations of Euler flows p 718 A87-47856
Euler analysis of the three-dimensional flow field of a

high-speed propeller - Boundary condition effects
[ASME PAPER 87-GTo253] p 719 A87-48719

Computation of aircraft flow fields by a multigrid Euler
method

[AIAA PAPER 87-2268] p 721 A87-49052
Euler and Navier-Stokes solutions for the leeside flow

over delta wings at supersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 87.2270] p 722 A87-49053

Euler analysis of the AFWAL 65-dog delta wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-2272] p 722 A87-49054

configuration using the Euler equations
[AIAA PAPER 87-2273] p 722 A87-49055

Implementation of Kutta condition for a finite element
formulation of Euler equations --- in aerodynamics

p 728 A87-49297
The application of the method of streams to the

numerical modeling of unsteady aerohydrodynamics
problems p 804 A87-51654

The unsteady flow Euler amplitude equation in vibrating
cascades and its numerical method p 830 A87-51810

Unsteady transonic flows past airfoils using the Euler
equations p 808 A87-52890

Calculation of frictionless flow about airfoil wings and
propellers by numerical solution of the Euler equations

p 809 A87-53563
On the computation of transonic leading.edge vortices

using the Euler equations p 809 A87°54361

Report of the International Symposium on Computational
Fluid Dynamics, Tokyo p 49 N87-10029

Euler flow solutions for a transonic wind tunnel section
[CWI-NM-R8601] p 16 N87-10847

Three-dimensional unsteady Euler equations solutions
on dynamic grids
[AD-A168041] p 51 N87-11128

Numerical simulation of tip vortices of wings in subsonic
and transonic flows

fAD-A169116] p 77 N87-12544
An analysis of elliptic grid generation techniques using

an implicit euler solver

fAD-A169240] p 207 N87-14061
An easily vectorizable numerical solution of the Euler

equations p 207 N87.14258
The role of computational fluid dynamics in aeronautical

engineering: Third report p 174 N87-14277
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Unsteady 3-dimensional Euler equations solutions on

dynamic blocked grids

lAD-A173977] p 232 N87-15942

Euler solutions using an implicit multigrid technique

INASA-TM-58276] p 290 N87-16792

Euler analysis of the three dimensional flow field of a

high-speed propeller: Boundary condition effects

[NASA-TM-88955J p 291 N87-16798

A discussion on a mesh generation technique applicable

to complex geometries p 478 N87-20201

Numerical simulation of internal and external inviscid

and viscous 3-D flow fields p 466 N87-20213

Applications of Euler equations to sharp edge delta wings

with leading edge vortices p 415 N87-20214

Eular solution for a complete fighter aircraft at sub- and

supersonic speed p432 N67-20216

Analysis of the F-t6 flow field by a block grid Euler

approach p 415 N67-20217

Numerical analysis of inviscid compressible flows about

wing-fuselage combinations based on the Euler

equations

[NAL-TR-696T] p 491 N87-21868

Three-dimensional computation around turbomachine

blades with fins p 517 N87-21940

Transonic three-dimensional inviscid calculations in

turbomachines p 517 N87-21942

Some turbomachinery blade passage analysis methods:

Retrospect and prospect p 518 N87-21947

Downstream flow angle correlations for turbine cascades

in subsonic and transonic flow conditions

p 518 N87-21949

A lineadzed Euler analysis of unsteady flows in

turbomachinery

[NASA-CR-180987] p 542 N87-22948

Evaluation of Navier-Stokes and Euler solutions for

leading-edge separation vortices

[NASA-TM-89458] p 570 N87-23584

Application of a three-dimensional Euler code to

transonic blade tip flow --- helicopter rotors

[MBB-UD-482/86] p 642 N87-25299

Detailed near-wake flowfield surveys with comparison

to an Euler method of an aspect ratio 4 rectangular wing

[NASA-TM-89357] p 644 N87-25993

CFD applications: The Lockheed perspective

p 644 N87-26005

Application of CFD codes to the design and development

of propulsion systems p 677 N87-26009

Computational fluid dynamics research at the United

Technologies Research Center requiring

suparcomputers p 701 N87-26011

Experience with 3-D composite grids

p 706 N87-26021

Euler solution for a complete fighter aircraft at sub- and

supersonic speed

[MBB-LKE.122-S/PUB/234] p 660 N87-26833

Computational methods for vortex dominated

compressible flows

[NASA-CR-181144] p 789 N87-27130

Transonic airfoil computation using the integral equation

with and without embedded Euler domains

p 734 N87-27624

Applications of classical and zero-total-pressure-loss

sets of Euler equations to delta wings

p 734 N87-27625

Numerical calculation of unsteady inviscid rotational

transonic flow past airfoils using Euler equations

p811 N87-28510

EULER-CAUCHY EQUATIONS

Computation of transonic separated wing flows using

an Euler/Navier Stokes zonal approach

p 16 N87-10849

EUROPEAN AIRBUS

Design considerations for fly-by-wire control of new

Airbus aircraft

[MBB-UT-222-86] p 110 A87-13991

Development and testing of critical components for the

technological preparation of a CFK outer wing

[MBB-UT-224-86] p 92 A87-13997

Load lightening and flutter damping for future Airbus

projects

[MBB-UT-004-86] p 92 A87-14002

Design and manufacturing of a CFRP tail fin for the

A300

[MBB-UT-006-86] p 93 A87-14026

A320 - The challenge of fly-by-wire controls

p 189 A87-18449

Airbus A320 side stick and fly by wire - An update

[SAE PAPER 861801] p 444 A87-32646

Fifteen years of flight control evolution on European

Airbus aircraft weight impact

[SAWE PAPER 1743] p 506 A87-36305

Use of fiber composite structures in the Airbus

program

[DGLR PAPER 86-145] p 528 A87-36797

The case of Airbus A320- Product development without

the drawing board? p 584 A87-40200

Interactive development of structural components for

lightweight fiber-reinforced composite designs - The case

of the Airbus vertical tails

[MBB-UT-023-86] p 750 A87-49964

The design of composite structures: Aircraft design

[NASA-Tr-2001t ] p 432 N87-20261

Automated systems for the manufacture of Airbus

vertical stabilizers

[MBB-UT-17-86] p 705 N87-25786

Development and testing of critical components for the

technological preparation on an Airbus fuselage made of

carbon fiber reinforced plastics, phase 1

[BMFT-FB-W-86-017] p 692 N87-26151

EUROPEAN SPACE PROGRAMS

Hotol - A multi-role aerospacecraft for Europe

p 780 A87-47776

EVACUATING (TRANSPORTATION)

Task force on emergency evacuation of transport

airplanes. Volume 2: Supporting documentation

lAD-A172256] p 235 N87-15194

EVALUATION

A real-time simulation evaluation of an advanced

detection, isolation and accommodation algorithm for

sensor failures in turbine engines p 103 A87-13318

Performance prediction and flight evaluation of hybrid

heavy lift systems

[AIAA PAPER 86-274t] p 166 A87-17958

Aircrew automated escape systems requirements

formulation, evaluation, test and acceptance

p 294 A87-25836

MLS evaluation programme under way in France

p 577 A87-39262

Evaluation of three numerical methods for propulsion

integration studies on transonic transport configurations

[AIAA PAPER 86-1814] p 554 A87-40273

Summary of AH-1G flight vibration data for validation

of coupled rotor-fuselage analyses

[NASA-CR-178160] p 201 N87-13795

Air traffic control radar beacon system transponder

performance study and analysis. VoI. 1: Transponder test

methodology results, analysis and recommendations

[DOT/FAA/FS-86/1-VOL-l] p 236 N87-15198

DC-10 winglet flight evaluation

[NASA-CR-3748] p 302 N87-17694

Extended flight evaluation of a near-term pitch active

control system

[NASA-CR-t72266] p 313 N87-17712

Resilient modulus of freeze-thaw affected granular soils

for pavement design and evaluation. Part 3: Laboratory

tests on soils from Albany County Airport

[DOT/FAA-PM-84-16.3] p 466 N87-20433

Experimental and analytical evaluation of dynamic load

and vibration of a 2240-kW (300-hp) rotorcraft

transmission

[NASA-TM-88975] p 467 N87-20556

Criteria for asphalt-rubber concrete in civil airport

pavements. Vol. 2: Evaluation of asphalt-rubber concrete

[DOE/FAA/PM-86/39-VOL-2] p 526 N87-21964

Flight service evaluation of advanced composite ailerons

on the L-1011 transport aircraft

[NASA-CR-178321] p 691 N87-25439

The value of early flight evaluation of propulsion

concepts using the NASA F-15 research airplane

[NASA-TM-100408] p 763 N87-26913

Systems evaluation procedure using simulation

illustrated by the Computer Oriented Metedng Planning

and Advisory System (COMPAS) project

p 822 N87-28540

The 737 graphite composite flight spoiler flight service

evaluation

[NASA-CR-178322] p 846 N87-29609

Performance and power regulation characteristics of two

aileron-controlled rotors and a pitchable tip-controlled rotor

on the Mod-O turbine

[NASA-TM-100136] p 855 N87-29956

EVAPORATION

Calculation of evaporation under conditions of strong

vapor outflow S p 461 A87-31743

Evaporation of monodisperee fuel sprays in flowing air

lAD-A177119] p 529 N87-22054

EVAPORATION RATE

The physics of fuel sprays. Volume 1: Experimental

measurements

lAD-A175660] p 442 N87-20285

Evaporation of monodisperee fuel sprays in flowing air

lAD-A177119] p 529 N87-22054

EVAPORATORS

Design and test of a prototype thermal bus evaporator

reservoir aboard the KC-135 O-g aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 87-t503] p 603 A87-42477

EVASIVE ACTIONS

Nonlinear guidance algorithm for aircraft pursuit-evasion

and target interception

[AIAA PAPER 87-2316] p 715 A87-50437

EVOLUTION (DEVELOPMENT)

Evolution, calibration, and operational characteristics of

the two-dimensional test section of the Langley 0.3-meter

transonic cryogenic tunnel

[NASA-TP-2749] p 839 N87-28570

EXCITATION

Secondary stream and excitation effects on

two-dimensional nozzle plume characteris'iics

[AIAA PAPER 87-2112] p 637 A87-45414

Secondary stream and excitation effects on

two-dimensional nozzle plume characteristics

[NASA-TM-898131 p 349 N87-18539

Flight and analytical investigations of a structural mode

excitation system on the YF-12A airplane

[NASA-CR-166623] p 520 N87-22685

EXHAUST DIFFUSERS

Application of computational fluid dynamics to analysis

of exhaust gas/diffuser interactions in a turbine engine

altitude test cell

[AtAA PAPER 87-2014] p 670 A87-45354

Response of transonic diffuser flows to abrupt increases

of back pressure: Wail pressure measurements

p 611 N87-23793

Downstream boundary effects on the frequency of

self-excited oscillations in transonic diffuser flows

p 611 N87-23794

EXHAUST EMISSION

The effect of fuel quality on the emission of pollutants

by aircraft gas-turbine engines p 456 A87-34225

NASA/GE advanced low emissions combustor

program

[AIAA PAPER 87-2035] p 671 A87-45369

Smoke emission tests on series 2 and series 3 Allison

T56 turboprop engines

lAD-A1823851 p 832 N87-28549

EXHAUST FLOW SIMULATION

Modeling of large-soale mixing processes in an

expanding supersonic jet p 485 A87-36093

Simulation investigation of the effect of the NASA Ames

80-by 12g-foot wind tunnel exhaust flow on light aircraft

operating in the Moffett field trafffic pattern

[NASA-TM-86819] p 295 N87-17686

EXHAUST GASES

Application of computational fluid dynamics to analysis

of exhaust gas/diffuser interactions in a turbine engine

altitude test cell

[AIAA PAPER 87-2014l p 670 A87-45354

Exhaust carbon - The effects of fuel composition

p 676 A87-46253

Laser anemometers of hot-section applications

p 52 N87-11187

Theoretical kinetic computations in complex reacting

systems p 476 N87-20277

Pressure measurement around the aft body of the NAL

STOL-research-aircraft model

[NAL-TR-919] p 491 N87-21867

Gas turbine combustor and engine augmentor tube

sooting characteristics

[AD-A179423] p 519 N87-22679

The scaling of model test results to predict intake hot

gas reingestion for STOVL aircraft with augmented

vectored thrust engines p 593 N87-24418

Hot gas ingestion: From model results to full scale engine

testing p 593 N87-24419

Airflow calibration and exhaust pressure/temperature

survey of an F404, S/N 215-109, turbofan engine

[NASA-TM-100159] p 834 N87-29537

EXHAUST NOZZLES

Dynamic loads on twin jet exhaust nozzles due to shock

noise p 94 A87-14369

Tactical aircraft payoffs for advanced exhaust nozzles

[AIAA PAPER 86-2660] p 163 A87-17906

Prediction of the installed performance of 2D exhaust

nozzles

[AIAA PAPER 87-0245] p 249 A87-22508

STOL characteristics of a tactical aircraft with thrust

vectoring nozzles

[AIAA PAPER 87-1835] p 855 A87-45237

Parametric study of single expansion ramp nozzles at

subsonic/transonic speeds

[AIAA PAPER 87-1636] p 635 A87-45236

Flight test and evaluation of propulsion system

operability characteristics

[AIAA PAPER 87-2092] p 656 A87-45400

Improved agility for modern fighter aircraft. II - Thrust

vectoring engine nozzles p 673 A87-46161

Thrust reverser-exhaust nozzle assembly for a gas

turbine engine

lAD-DOt2390] p 108 N87-12561

Effects of test cell recirculation on high-bypass turbofan

engines during simulated altitude tests

[AD-A171418] p 108 N87-12565

Numerical simulations of cold flow in a ramjet dump

combustor with a choked exit nozzle

p 612 N87-23802
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EXHAUST SYSTEMS

Scale model test results of a thrust reverser concept
for advanced multi-functional exhaust systems
[AIAA PAPER 87-1833] p 667 A87-45235

National Transportation Safety Board safety
recommendation p 18 N87-10852

EXPANSION
The rapid expansion of a supersonic turbulent flow -

Role of bulk dilatation p 460 A87-31676

Effect of cold-working by hole expansion on fatigue life
of 7075-T7351 and 7475-T761 aluminum lugs with and
without initial flaws under maneuver loading spectrum
[TAE*561] p 259 N87-15291

EXPERIENCE

Experiences with hot-wire instruments for the
measurement of the liquid water content in clouds
[DFVLR-MITT-86] p 704 N87-26476

EXPERIMENT DESIGN
Derivation of vibration test spectra from flight data

p 358 A87-28925

Experimental investigation of structural autoparametric
interaction under random excitation
[AIAA PAPER 87-0779] p 464 A87-33675

The role of experimental aerodynamics in future
transport aircraft design
[AIAA PAPER 87-1371] p 567 A87-42418

Transient test system design for the T800-APW-800
turboshaff engine
[AIAA PAPER 87-1791] p 666 A87-45205

Numerical and experimental study of dynamics of
two-dimensional body
[ISAS-619] p 59 N87-10748

Investigation of leading-edge flap performance on delta
and double-delta wings at supersonic speeds
[NASA-TP-2656] p 417 N87-20233

EXPERT SYSTEMS

Knowledge-based tactical terrain analysis ---
autonomous helicopter systems p 19 A87-11061

Expert systems for aiding combat pilots
p 29 A87-12212

Technical diagnosis by automated reasoning
p 57 A87-12217

The ASPRO parallel inference engine (A real-time expert
system) p 29 A87-12218

Time-based air traffic management using expert
systems p 85 A87-13362

Sensor-based fault diagnosis in a flight expert system

p 177 A87-1668t
An architecture for consideration of multiple faults ---

in Space Shuttle simulator hardware
p 204 A87-16682

Progress in knowledge-based flight monitoring
p 177 A87-16705

An expert system for the configuration of aircraft modular
VSCF generator systems p 205 A87-16755

CEPS - B-1B diagnostic expert system --- CITS Expert
Parameter System p 205 A87-16778

The B-1B Central Integrated Test System Expert
Parameter System p179 A87-16839

Pilot's associate demonstration one - A look back and
RhRRd ... dAv_lnnlnn _n _irt,r_ff _vn_rf eu_t=m

p 179 A87-16840
Pilot's associate demonstration one - A look inside

p 180 A87-16841
Adaptive tactical navigation concepts

p 158 A87-16845
Expert maintenance diagnostic system for the F-15 flight

control system p 141 A87-16850
Interfacing symbolic processes to a flight simulator

p 270 A87-23075
A generic methodology for passive sensor avionics

emulation in man-in-the-loop cockpit simulators
p 450 A87-31474

AI/expert system processing of sensor information ---
for high quality target recognition in military aircraft

p 423 A87-31498
Adjustment diagnostics and fault isolation for calibration

test of jet engine controls p459 A87-31526
Embedded expert systems for avionics applications

p 435 A87-31529
Embedded expert systems for fault detection and

isolation --- in avionics systems p 436 A87-31530
HELIX - A causal model-based diagnostic expert

system p 401 A87-32071
Knowledge-based (expert) systems for structural

analysis and design
[AIAA PAPER 87-0836] p 475 A87-33620

The use of artificial-intelligeoce methods in the
conceptual design of light, and aerial-application aircraft

p 431 A87-35005
Application of artificial intelligence methods

[DGLR PAPER 86-100] p 545 A87-36753
An approach to structuring and formalizing knowledge

for a design support system
[DGLR PAPER 86-115] p 545 A87-36776

AI/expert systems - A concept for their application in
the maintenance and repair of aircraft systems
[DGLR PAPER 86-117] p 546 A87-36777

Future use of knowledge-based systems for
man-machine interfaces in air transport systems
[DGLR PAPER 86-159] p 511 A87-36785

XMAN - An expert maintenance tool --- for jet engine
diagnostics p 482 A87-36654

AFTA - A platform to expert systems in ATE --- Avionics
Fault Tree Analyzer p 483 A87-38656

The generation of airframe finite element models using
an expert system p 616 A87-39912

Adaptive Tactical Navigation p 581 A87-41399
A flight expert system (FLES) for on-board fault

monitoring and diagnosis p 589 A87-42629
XMAN - A tool for automated jet engine diagnostics

[AIAA PAPER 87-1931] p 696 A87-45309
Problems associated with the integration of artificial

intelligence into crew systems p 857 A87-53062
In real time with a pilot in the loop

p 857 A87-53066
Application of artificial intelligence (AI) to aerospace

manufacturing - A user perspective p 857 A87-53075
A prototype maintenance expert system for the CH-47

flight control hydraulic system
[AD-A169019] p 116 N87-12568

An application of artificial intelligence theory to
reconfigurable flight control p 373 N87-18530

An assessment of artificial intelligence and expert
systems technology for application to management of
cockpit systems
lAD-A175456] p394 N87-19911

A time-based concept for terminal-area traffic
management p 501 N87-21895

The application of intelligent knowledge based systems
to air traffic control p 503 N87-21904

Application of computational physics within Northrop
p 706 N87-26008

Fault-tolerant flight control system combining export
system and analytical redundancy concepts

p 776 N87-27605
An expert system for air traffic control system

p 742 N87-27607
Traditional versus rule-based programming techniques:

Application to the control of optional flight information
[NASA-TM-89161] p 795 N87-28275

EXPLOSIONS

Combustion, vaporization, and microexplosion of
droplets of organic azides p 606 N87-23806

EXPLOSIVE FORMING

Strain determination during the explosive expansion of
pipes p 460 A87-31727

EXPULSION
Electro-expulsive separation system

[NASA-CASE-ARC-11613-1] p 849 N87-28833
EXTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES

Results of wind tunnel tests on external combustion
[ESA-TT-959] p 42 N87-10990

EXTERNAL STORE SEPARATION
Further development of the influence function method

for store aerodynamic analysis p 4 A87-10523
An aerodvnamic an_lv._is and the subsequent motion

of external store p 66 A87-13501
Predicting the effects of aircraft geometry on the carriage

and release of external stores

[AIAA PAPER 87-0270] p 240 A87-22524
Remote pivot decoupler pylon: Wing/store flutter

suppressor
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13173-1] p 175 N87-14314

Applications and developments of computational
methods for the aerodynamic problems of complex
configurations p 415 N87-20209

EXTERNAL STORES

A study of multi-body aerodynamic interference at
transonic Mach numbers

[AIAA PAPER 87-0519] p 226 A87-22682
Validation of aerodynamic models for predicting the

aeroelastic behavior of aircraft v_th exterior stores
[AAAF PAPER NT 86-21 ] p 489 A87-38044

NLR contributions to the flutter certification of aircraft

with external stores p 749 A87-49209
Optimization of wing tip store modeling

p 730 A87-50338
Design and fabrication of the NASA decoupler pylon

for the F-16 aircraft, addendum 1
[NASA-CR-172355] p 27 N87-10860

Three-dimensional unsteady Euler equations solutions
on dynamic grids
[AD-A168041 ] p51 N87-11128

Helicopter external load operations
[CAP-426] p 432 N87-20259

Utilization of simulation to support F-14A low altitude
high angle of attack flight testing p 600 N87-23649

Drag measurements of blunt stores tangentially mounted
on a flat plate at supersonic speeds
[NASA-TP-2742] p 734 N87-27626

Level flight performance evaluation of the UH-60A
helicopter with the production external stores support
system and ferry tanks installed
lAD-A181947] p 753 N87-27658

EXTERNAL SURFACE CURRENTS

Comparison of absorption and radiation boundary
conditions in a time-domain three-dimensional

finite-difference code p 82 A87-15034
EXTERNAL TANKS

Electrostatic field measurements in a foam filled C-130

fuel tank during fuel sloshing p 95 A87-15037

Derivation of external store vibration test spectra from
flight data p 238 A87-20993

EXTERNALLY BLOWN FLAPS
Numerical solution of the downwash associated with a

blown-flap system p 347 A87-31290
EXTRACTION

A model for the extraction of periodic waveforms by
time domain averaging
lAD-A170688] p 207 N87-14066

EXTREMELY HIGH FREQUENCIES

EHF test modem/processor (ETM/P)
p 205 A87-16832

EHF multifunction phased array antenna
p 388 N87-18752

Basic parameters of antennas for aircraft, satellites and

missiles p 613 N87-23860
EXTREMUM VALUES

Investigation of extreme temperature values in the free
atmosphere p 329 A87-25259

Statistical analysis of extreme vertical temperature
gradients in the 6-20 km layer over the Moscow-lrkutsk
flight path p 329 A87-25260

Extreme atmospheric turbulence
[ONERA, TP NO, 1987-8] p 680 A87-44328

EXTRUDING

New rapidly solidified titanium alloys produced by
melt-spinning p 454 A87-31379

EYE MOVEMENTS
Refinement of the eye-point-of-regard measurements

with helicopter pilots in a flight experiment
[DFVLR-FB-86-61 ] p 855 N87-29115

F

F-104 AIRCRAFT

Comparison of theoretical and flight-measured local flow
aerodynamics for a low-aspect-ratio fin
[NASA-TM-86806] p 232 N87-15941

F-106 AIRCRAFT

F-106 data summary and model results relative to threat
criteria and protection design analysis

p 81 A87-15004
Joint thunderstorm operations using the NASA F-106B

and FAATC/AFWAL Convair 580 airplanes
p 95 A87-15018

Review of vortex flow flight projects on the F-106B
[AIAA PAPER 87-2346] p 748 A87-49065

Annli_ti_n _f th_ Alga /Annrnvlm_t_ It=r_till=

Preprocessing Algorithm) to F-106 data
[AD-A169084] p 116 N87-12569

Exterior electromagnetic response of NASA F-106
aircraft

[AD-A171875] p 174 N87-13435
Linear and nonlinear interpretation of the direct strike

lightning response of the NASA F106B thunderstorm
research aircraft

[NASA-CR-3746] p 331 N87-18278
Wind-tunnel free-flight investigation of a 0.15-scale

model of the F-106B airplane with vortex flaps
{NASA-TP-2700] p 490 N87-21855

New methods and results for quantification of
lightning-aircraft electredynamics
[NASA-TP-2737] p 492 N87-21871

An experimental investigation of dynamic ground
effect
[NASA-CR-180560] p 659 N87-26036

An experimental investigation of dynamic ground
effect
[NASA-CR-180305] p 731 N87-26858

Calculation of aerodynamic characteristics at high
angles of attack for airplane configurations
[NASA-CR-180678] p 731 N87-26660

Operational performance of vapor-screen systems for
in-flight visualization of leading-edge vortices on the
F-106B aircraft

[NASA-TM-4004] p 732 N87-26877
F-111 AIRCRAFT

Status report of a new recovery parachute system for
the F111 aircraft crew escape module
[AIAA PAPER 86.2437] p 91 A87-13821

Mission Adaptive Wing test program
p 743 A87-47839
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Aerodynamic analysis of s complex configuration using
a full potential code
[AIAA PAPER 87-2418] p 725 A87-49088

AFTI/F-111 MAW flight control system and redundancy
management description
[NASA-TM-88267] p 301 N87-16819

A new recovery parachute system for the Flll aircraft
crew escape module
[DE87-000973] p 576 N87-24437

1=-14 AIRCRAFT

Companson of low level frequency domain lightning
simulation test to pulse measurements -- on modified
F-14A aircraft p 126 A87-15007

Atmospheric Electricity Hazards Protection (AEHP)
demonstration p 82 A87-15021

Aircraft lightning-induced transient test and protection
comparison p 82 A87-16022

Development and Flight test of the F110-GE-400 for
the F-14D aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 87-1849] p 759 A87-48574

F-14 simulation in a total G-force environment

p 749 A87-49206
Solutions of the Grumman F-14 benchmark control

problem p 770 A87-50233
Utilization of simulation to support F-14A low altitude

high angle of attack flight testing p 600 N87-23649
Flutter clearance of the F-14 variable-swoop transition

flight experiment airplane, phase I
[NASA-TM-88287] p 754 N87-27663

F-15 AIRCRAFT
Aircraft color CRT experience p 178 A87-16742
Export maintenance diagnostic system for the F-15 flight

control system p 141 A87-16850
Model and full scale study of twin supersonic plume

resonance
[AIAA PAPER 87-0244] p 249 A87-22507

F-15E - Heavyweight Eagle p 506 A87-36699
Ads - From promise to practice? p 546 A87-37550
Increased avionics cooling capacity for F-15 aircraft

[SAE PAPER 860910] p 514 A87-38702
F-15/F100 digital electronic engine control main fuel

gear pump field sen4ce evaluation
[AIAA PAPER 87-1846] p 667 A87-45246

Preliminary flight results of an adaptive engine control
system of an F-15 airplane
[AIAA PAPER 87-1847] p 667 A87-45247

F-15 SMTD hot gas ingestion wind tunnel test results
--- STOL and Maneuver Technology Demonstrator
[AIAA PAPER 87-1922] p 669 A87-45301

The F-15E R&M challenge p 699 A87-46715
More Eagles for the USAF eyrie --- F- 15E aircraft design

and performance p 742 A87-47306
Application of the hydraulic analogy to understand an

in-flight total temperature anomaly p 756 A87-49204
Alternative design guidelines for pitch tracking

[AIAA PAPER 87-2289] p 768 A87-49582
Application of multivariabie control to the STOL and

Maneuver Technology Demonstrator
[AIAA PAPER 86.2403] p 751 A87-50487

Development of mechanistic flexible pavement design
concepts for the heavyweight F-15 aircraft
[AD-A170902] p 194 N87-14357

Highly integrated digital electronic control: Digital flight
control, aircraft model identification, and adaptive engine
control
[NASA-TM-86793] p 592 N87-23619

The value of early flight evaluation of propulsion
concepts using the NASA F-15 research airplane
[NASA-TM-100408] p 763 N87-26913

F-18 AIRCRAFT

AFTI/F-16 program - Phase II overview automated
maneuvering attack system p 187 A87.16780

Mirage 2000 and F-16 - One pilot flies them both
p 161 A87-16974

The F-16 - A model for maximum designed-in
supportability
[AIAA PAPER 86-2663] p 142 A87-17908

The electric jet p 298 A87-25437

F-16 SAMT evaluation - Overview and commentary ---
Simulated Aircraft Maintenance Trainers

p 376 A87-30850

SITAN implementation in the SAINT system
p 579 A87-41365

The big picture --- visually coupled airborne system
simulator helmet design for combat pilots

p 589 A87-41599

Testing automated ground collision avoidance systems
on the AFTI/F-16 p 660 A87-43375

Transonic analysis of the F.16A with under-wing fuel
tanks - An application of the TranAir full-potential code
[AIAA PAPER 87.1198] p 630 A87.44905

F.16 modular common inlet design concept
[AIAA PAPER 87.1748] p 666 A87-45181

Flight test of the F100-PW.220 engine in the F-16
[AIAA PAPER 87-1845] p 667 A87.45245

Operational engine usage and mission analysis
[AIAA PAPER 87-2097] p 671 A87-45404

Testing and development of holographic HUD systems
p 757 A87-49207

NLR contributions to the flutter certification of aircraft
with external stores p 749 A87-49209

Design and fabrication of the NASA decoupler pylon
for the F-16 aircraft, addendum 2
[NASA-CR-172494] p 27 N87-10859

A small, flexible and powerful data acquisition system
for the F16 aircraft

[NLR-MP-85074-U] p 103 N87-11786

Performance of high temperature coatings on F100
turbine blades under simulated service conditions

[NLR-MP-86021-U] p 370 N87-18569

F-16 digital terrain system: Concept of operations and
support
[AD-A177737] p 511 N87-21919

Evaluation of the angle of attack limiter of the F-16 C/D
aircraft
[AD-At77941] p 585 N87-23612

Calculation of aerodynamic characteristics at high
angles of attack for airplane configurations
[NASA-CR-180678] p 731 N87-26860

Investigation of F-16 control surface failures and optimal
setting of functional controls
[AD-A182667] p 825 N87-28542

F-18 AIRCRAFT

Manufacture of bonded composite assemblies for
aircraft p 1 A87-13005

F/A-18 Hornet reliability program - Status report
p 64 A87-15419

F/A-18 Hornet: Reliability development testing - An
update p 299 A87-26035

AFTA - A platform to expert systems in ATE -- Avionics
Fault Tree Analyzer p 483 A87-38656

Navy departure resistance and air combat maneuvering
evaluation of the FA-18B airplane p 765 A87-47843

A new simulation model building process for use in
dynamic systems integration research
[AIAA PAPER 87-2498] p 794 A87-49169

Nonlinear simulation of a flexible aircraft in maneuvering
flight
[AIAA PAPER 87-2501} p 767 A87-49172

Investigation of empennage buffeting
[NASA-CR-179426] p 392 N87-19754

Calculation of aerodynamic characteristics at high
angles of attack for airplane configurations
[NASA-CR-180678] p 731 N87-26860

1=-20 AIRCRAFT
F-20 evolution

[AIAA PAPER 86-2612] p 162 A87-17876

Testing and instrumentation used in the AN/APG-67
multimode radar

[SAE PAPER 861823] p 437 A87-32659

Handling qualities design of a Northrop
high-performance fighter
[AIAA PAPER 87-2450] p 772 A87-50496

F-27 AIRCRAFT

A check of crack propagation prediction models against
test results generated under transport aircraft flight
simulation loading
[NLR-TR-84005-U] p 100 N87-11782

F-4 AIRCRAFT
A dynamic model for airframe cost estimation

[AD-A168842] p 65 N87-11687

TSAR (Theater Simulation of Airbase Resources)
database dictionary F-4E
[AD-A169575] p 139 N87-13352

F-5 AIRCRAFT

Unsteady aerodynamic modeling of a fighter wing in
transonic flow p 3 A87-10517

FABRICATION

Microelectronics in aircraft systems -- Book
p 101 A87-13469

Ceramics - The fabrication challenge
p 197 A87-17184

Fabrication and quality assurance processes for
superhybrid composite fan blades p 195 A87-19123

V-22 tilt rotor transition structure fabrication and
assembly p 143 A87-19216

Rotational molding of high temperature thermoplastics
p 199 A87-19219

The design and manufacture of a large zinc sulphide
window for an airborne application p 245 A87-19684

Aircraft assembly processes --. Russian book
p 482 A87-36583

The Airbus rudder - An example of new fabrication
technologies p 623 A87-44228

Designing for low cost fabrication; Proceedings of the
Workshop, Loughborough University of Technology,
England, Apr. 16, 17, 1986 p 714 A87.49627

Net shape technology in aerospace structures. Volume
3. Appendix. Emerging Net Shape Technologies.
Presentations of a workshop held on March 27°29, 1985
in Santa Barbara, California
[AD-A176510] p 406 N87-20959

Aernelasticity and mechanical stability report, 0.27 Mach
scale model of the YAH-64 advanced attack helicopter
INASA-CR-178284J p 571 N87-23596

Processing and properties of airframe materials
[AD-A182159] p 792 N87-28065

Advanced composite vertical fin for L-1011 aircraft
[NASA-CR-3816] p 845 N87.28617

FABRICS

A.T.R. 42 carbon fibre flap repair design and
inspection p 457 N87-20178

Damage repair of in-service composite structures:
Application to the Mirage 2000 p 405 N87-20184

FACTORIZATION

An efficient algorithm for solution of the unsteady
transonic small-disturbance equation
[AIAA PAPER 87-0109] p 218 A87-22420

Multigrid approximate factorization scheme for
two-element airfoil flows p 552 A87-39529

Fast methods applied to the calculation of transonic
airfoils p 641 A87-46962

Application of viscous-inviscid interaction methods to
transonic turbulent flows
[NASA-CR-179900] p 75 N87-11700

FAIL-SAFE SYSTEMS
Built-In-Test for fail-safe design p 128 A87.15428
Damage tolerance concepts for modern helicopters

p 653 A87-43449
Failure detection and isolation for an asychronous digital

flight control system
[AD-A179210] p 597 N87-23628

FAILURE

Examination of a technique for the early detection of
failure in gears by signal processing of the time domain
average of the meshing vibration
[AD-Af71031] p 201 N87-13757

FAILURE ANALYSIS

Reachable outputs in systems with bounded parameter
uncertainties - Application to failure detection

p 134 A87-13326
Flight test results of a control element failure detection

and isolation algorithm p 187 A87-16853
Avionics Maintenance 2010 p 181 A87-19069
GPS failure detection by autonomous means within the

cockpit p 159 A87-19353
The use of singular elements in solving two-dimensional

and three-dimensional fracture mechanics problems
p 382 A87-29208

Vibratory strain distributions in an integral-machined air
turbine starter wheel

[SAE PAPER 861737] p 368 A87-29583
Problems with failure modes and effects analysis for

digital avionics p460 A87-31539
Criticality of delaminations in composite materials

structures p 465 A87-35022
Probabilistic damage tolerance analyis of aircraft

structures p 530 A87-35288
Boeing 747 crash accident - A theoretical consideration

on the fractures of the structure. II - On DFDR records

p 495 A87-38478
Deterministic failure prediction p 608 A87-40096
Failure analysis of a large wind tunnel compressor

blade p 692 A87-42852
Culprits causing avionic equipment failures

p 662 A87-46727
A reliability evaluation system for ceramic gas turbines

p 786 A87-47715
Parameter.insensitive technique for aircraft sensor fault

analysis p 793 A87.47806
Full.scale engine demonstration of an advanced sensor

failure detection isolation, and accommodation algorithm
- Preliminary results
[AIAA PAPER 87-2259] p 763 A87-50422

On design of restructurable control systems for aircraft
with some failures p 835 A87-51981

A system theoretical based method for module failure
diagnostic of turbine engines p 36 N87-10085

An approach to AE monitoring during the rig shop testing
of large CFRP aero-engine components --- acoustic
emission (AE)
[PNR90350] p 308 N87-16841

Failure detection and identification for a reconfigurable
flight control system p 373 N87-18529

An application of artificial intelligence theory to
reconfigurable flight control p 373 N87-18530

A digital simulation of the failure performance of s
multiplex actuator --- aircraft control
[BU-337] p 375 N87-19407

Full*scale engine demonstration of an advanced sensor
failure detection, isolation and accommodation algorithm:
Preliminary results
[NASA-TM-89880] p 536 N87-22097
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A dual-processor multi-frequency implementation of the
FINDS algorithm
[NASA-CR-178252] p 590 N87-23617

Failure detection and isolation for an asychroneus digital
flight control system
lAD-A179210] p 597 N87-23628

The effects of flight hours and sorties on failure rates
[AD-A182084] p 716 N87-27611

Integrated Application of Active Controls (IAAC)
technology to an advanced subsonic transport project: Test
act system validation
[NASA-CR-172525] p 836 N87-28563

A vector-based failure detection and isolation algorithm
for a dual fail-operational redundant strapdown inertial
measurement unit

[NASA-TM-100493] p 829 N87-29531

Micromechanics of compression failures in open hole
composite laminates
[NASA-CR-181278] p 846 N87-29604

FAILURE MODES
A real-time simulation evaluation of an advanced

detection, isolation and accommodation algorithm for
sensor failures in turbine engines p 103 A87-13318

Clarification of adhesive binding mechanisms of
aluminum structural bonds in aircraft fabrication

[MBB-UT-226-86] p 121 A87-13985
Some effects of moisture on adhesive.bonded

CFRP-CFRP joints p129 A87-16160

Application of a statistical method of fault detection and

isolation to a flight control system p 206 A87-18318
Analysis of aircraft piston engine failures. I

p 305 A87-25969

Analysis of aircraft piston engine failures. II
p 305 A87-25973

Problems with failure modes and effects analysis for
digital avionics p 460 A87-31539

Postbuckling and failure characteristics of stiffened
graphite-epoxy shear webs
[AIAA PAPER 87-0733] p 463 A87-33572

Stress analysis and optimisation of turbine rotor blade
shrouds p 699 A87-46250

Culprits causing avionic equipment failures
p 662 A87-46727

The integration of health monitoring techniques for
helicopter gearboxes p713 A87-48943

Failure detection in dynamic systems with modeling
errors

[AIAA PAPER 87-2604] p 795 A87-50565
Structural changes occurring in composite ring-disk

flywheels under high speed rotation p 841 A87°51757
Advances and applications of Pyroweer 53 in helicopter
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FINITE VOLUME METHOD

Eular solutions on O-O grids around wings using local
refinement p 6 A87-11512

Efficient numerical method for transonic flow
simulations p6 A87-11528

Comparison of finite volume flux vector splittings for the
Euler equations p 70 A87-14109

Improvements to an Euler aerodynamic method for
transonicflow analysis
[AIAA PAPER 87-0040] p 217 A87-22373
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FINNED BODIES SUBJECT INDEX

Finite-volume Euler and Navier-Stokes solvers for

three-dimensional and conical vortex flows over delta

wings

[AIAA PAPER 87-0041] p 217 A87-22374

Navier-Stokes computations of vortical flows over low

aspect ratio wings

[AIAA PAPER 87-0207] p 220 A87-22485

A diagonal implicit multigrid algorithm for the Euler

equations

[AIAA PAPER 87-0354] p 223 A87-22578

Computational results for viscous transonic flows around

airfoils

[AIAA PAPER 87-0422] p 224 A87-2262t

Multizone Euler marching technique for flow over single

and multibody configurations

[AIAA PAPER 87-0592] p 285 A87-24990

Multigrid solution of inviscid transonic flow through

rotating blade passages

[AIAA PAPER 87-0608] p 285 A87-24992

Afterbody flowfield computations at transonic and

supersonic Mach numbers p 342 A87-27983

Finite volume step method for inviscid and viscous

supersonic flows

[DGLR PAPER 86-162] p 486 A87-36790

Efficient calculation of chemically reacting flow

p 607 A87-39539

Application of an upwind algorithm to the

three-dimensional parabolized Navier-Stokes equations

[AIAA PAPER 87-1112] p 557 A87-42061

Time-accurate Euler equations solutions on dynamic

blocked grids

[AIAA PAPER 87-1127] p 558 A87-42076

A locally implicit scheme for the Euler equations

[AIAA PAPER 87-1144] p 618 A87-42090

An implicit, upwind, finite-volume method for solving the

three-dimensional, thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations

[AIAA PAPER 87-1149] p 558 A87-42095

A finite volume Euler calculation of the aerodynamics

of transonic airfoil-vortex interaction

[AIAA PAPER 87-1244] p 563 A87-42338

Development of a viscous cascade code based on scalar

implicit factorization

[AIAA PAPER 87-2150] p 637 A87-45435

Pressure waves - Boundary layer interaction

p 717 A87-47665

Navier-Stokes computations of prolate spheroids at

angle of attack

[AIAA PAPER 87-2627] p 729 A87-49626

Unsteady 3-dimensional Euler equations solutions on

dynamic blocked grids

[AD-A173977] p 232 N87-15942

Transonic three-dimensional invisoid calculations in

turbomachines p 517 N87-21942

Computation of unsteady transonic flows over moving

airfoils p 574 N87-24426

Runge-Kutta finite-volume simulation of laminar

transonic flow over a NACA 0012 airfoil using the

Navier-Stokes equations

[FFA-TN-1986-60] p 574 N87-24429

FINNED BODIES

Computation of sharp-fin-induced shock wave/turbulent

boundary-layer interactions p 70 A87-14104

Efficiency characteristics of crescent-shaped wings and

caudal fins p 385 A87-30498

A study of finned, multi-body aerodynamic interference

at transonic Math numbers

[AIAA PAPER 87-2480] p 726 A87-49096

Mach 6 experimental and theoretical stability and

performance of a finned cylindrical body at angles of attack

up to 65 deg

[NASA-TM-89050] p 76 N87-12538

FINS

Design and manufacturing of a CFRP tail fin for the

A300

[MBB-UT-006-86] p 93 A87-14026

An investigation of the aerodynamic characteristics of

a cruciform missile in subsonic flow

[AIAA PAPER 87-0143] p 219 A87-22439

Vortex-fin interaction on a fighter aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 87-2474] p 725 A87-49090

Application studies of a new graphite/epoxy material

for the vertical fin of a commercial transport aircraft

p 841 A87-51792

Computation of separation ahead of blunt fin in

supersonic turbulent flow

[NASA-TM-89416] p 290 N87-16791

A310-300 CFRP fin damage tolerance demonstration

[MBB-UT-015/86] p 658 N87-25317

Advanced manufacturing development of a composite

empennage component for L-1011 aircraft. Phase 3:

Production readiness verification testing

[NASA-CR-172383-PH-3] p 845 N87-28616

Advanced composite vertical fin for L-1011 aircraft

[NABA-CR-3816] p 845 N87-28617

FIRE CONTROL

The effects of gun accuracy and rotorcraft

maneuverability on air-to-air combat effectiveness

p 143 A87-19210

Testing and instrumentation used in the AN/APG-67

multimode radar

[SAE PAPER 861823] p 437 A87-32659

A review of mathematical modelling of aircraft cabin

fires p 739 A87-50714

Simulation of an integrated fire and flight control system

for air-to-air gunnery

[ETN-87-99479] p 449 N87-20293

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS

Halon extinguishment of small aircraft instrument panel

fires

[DOT/FAA/CT-86/26] p 354 N87-19369

FIRE FIGHTING

A new range of initial intervention vehicles foreseen ---

for airport firefighting p 314 A87-25847

FIRE PREVENTION

Aircraft fire safety overview

[SAE PAPER 861617] p 420 A87-32576

Fire safety aspects for construction of civil aircraft

p 575 A87-42682

Fire, smoke, toxicity --- in airline operations

p 646 A87-44748

Burning questions --- fireworthiness of aircraft cabin

materials p 646 A87-46373

An investigation of the FAA vertical Bunsen burner

flammability test method

[DOT/FAA/CT-86/22] p 42 N87-10985

Antimisting kerosene: Evaluation of low temperature

performance

[DOT/FAA/CT-85/31] p 122 N87-11902

Evaluation of FM-9 antimisting kerosene variants

[NASA-CR-180015] p 196 N87-13566

FIRES

Case study of Royal Australian Air Force P3B Orion

aircraft ground oxygen fire incident p 16 A87-10866

Fire occurring and expanding in connection with oils in

aviation p 16 A87-11368

Fire safety science; Proceedings of the First International

Symposium, Gaithersburg, MD, October 7-11, 1985

p 78 A87-13186

Turbulent buoyant flow and pressure variations around

an aircraft fuselage in a cross wind near the ground ---

simulated fire in cabin p 78 A87-13187

Escaping from burning cabins - Are smoke hoods the

answer? p 352 A87-30003

Pool fires in a simulated aircraft cabin interior with

ventilation p 818 A87-53783

Aircraft fires - Living through the smoke

p 818 A87-54315

Vulnerability methodology and protective measures for

aircraft fire and explosion hazards. Volume 3: On-Board

Inert Gas Generator System (OBIGGS) studies. Part 1:

OBIGGS ground performance tests

[AD-A167357] p 26 N87-10066

Fuel spray ignition by hot surfaces and aircraft fire

stabilization

[AD-A172827J p 260 N87-16094

FII-rlNGS

Crew escape capsule to airframe latch�disconnect

mechanisms

[AD-A181585] p 739 N87-26886

FIXED WINGS

Design sensitivity analysis for an aeroelastic optimization

of a helicopter blade

[AIAA PAPER 87-0923] p 429 A87-33761

Aeroelastic tailoring - Creative uses of unusual

materials

[AIAA PAPER 87-0976] p 430 A87-34702

A review of the applications of a horizontal tail in the

single main and tailrotor helicopter p 766 A87-48960

NASA rotor systems research aircraft: Fixed-wing

configuration flight-test results

[NASA-TM-86789] p 100 N87-12557

Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a generic

fighter model with a wing designed for sustained transonic

maneuver conditions

[NASA-TM-87729] p 150 N87-13404

FLAME HOLDERS

A test research for improving the performance of V-type

flameholder used in an afterburner p 34 A87-12965

Flame stabilization using large flameholders of irregular

shape

[AIAA PAPER 87-0469] p 259 A87-22656

Fuel spray ignition by hot surfaces and aircraft fire

stabilization

[AD-A172827] p 260 N87-16094

Experimental investigation of piloted flameholders

p 441 N87-20278

FLAME PROPAGATION

Computational models for gas-turbine combustors

p 515 A87-38954

Combustion-generated turbulence in practical

combustors

[AIAA PAPER 87-1721] p 665 A87-45161

Flame radiation p 43 N87-11204

Pressure interactions in supersonic combustion

lAD-A172711 ] p 259 N87-15289

Experimental investigation of piloted flameholders

p 441 N87-20278

Vortex-scalar element calculations of a diffusion flame

stabilized on a plane mixing layer

[NASA-TM-100133] p 802 N87-28501

FLAME RETARDANTS

Laboratory characterization tests for antimisting fuel

[DOT/FAA/CT-86/23] p 530 N87-22864

Antimisting Fuel (AMK) flight degrader development and

aircraft fuel system investigation

[DOT/FAA/CT-86/6] p 606 N87-23816

Flight worthiness of fire resistant hydraulic systems.

Volume 2: Component and endurance testing

]AD-A180865] p 751 N87-26899

The 1-((diorganooxy phosphonyl) methyl)-2,4- and

-2,6-diamino benzenes and their derivatives

]NASA-CASE-ARC-11425-2] p 844 N87-28605

FLAME SPECTROSCOPY

CARS applications to combustion diagnostics

p 323 A87-26679

Diagnostics in supersonic combustion

[AIAA PAPER 87-1787] p 690 A87-45202

FLAME STABILITY

Flame stabilization using large flameholders of irregular

shape

[AIAA PAPER 87-0469] p 259 A87-22656

Diagnostic methods for air-breathing engines

p 686 A87-46243

Experimental investigation of piloted flameholders

p 441 N87-20278

FLAME TEMPERATURE

The influence of dilution hole aerodynamics on the

temperature distribution in a combustor dilution zone

[AIAA PAPER 87-1827] p 666 A87-45232

FLAMES

Effect of flame-tube head structure on combustion

chamber performance p 441 N87-20275

FLAMMABILITY

Flammability and sensitivity of materials in

oxygen-enriched atmospheres; Proceedings of the

Symposium, Washington, DC, Aprit 23, 24, 1985. Volume

2 p 38 A87-10859

Comparative rates of heat release from five different

types of test apparatuses p 317 A87-23431

Thermal and flammability characterization of graphite

composites p 688 A87-43398

An investigation of the FAA vertical Bunsen burner

flammability test method

[DOT/FAA/CT-86/22] p 42 N87-10985

FLANGES

A reinforcing band near the flange of a heated cylindrical

casing p 48 A87-12445

FLAPPING

Stabilization of helicopter blade flapping

p 297 A87-23740

Finite state modelling of unsteady aerodynamics and

its application to a rotor dynamic problem

p 721 A87-48955

FLAPS (CONTROL SURFACES)

An experimental and analytical investigation of isolated

rotor flap-lag stability in forward flight

p 747 A87-48954

Investigation of unsteady subsonic spoiler and flap

aerodynamics p 808 A87-52883

Effect of dynamic stall on helicopter trim and flap-lag

response p 835 A87-54139

Effects of flap position on longitudinal parameters of

HFB-320

[NAL-TM-SE-8602] p 25 N87-10062

Toward comparing experiment and theory for

corroborative research on hingeless rotor stability in

forward flight (an experimental and analytical investigation

of isolated rotor-flap-lag stability in forward flight)

[NASA-CR-179711 ] p 25 N87-10063

Stress analysis of Pathfinder-2 models

[NASA-CR-172458] p 51 N87-11179

Applicability of linearized-theory attached-flow methods

to design and analysis of flap systems at low speeds for

thin swept wings with sharp leading edges

[NASA-TP-2653] p 230 N87-15174

AFTI/F-111 MAW flight control system and redundancy

management description

[NASA-TM-88267] p 301 N87-16819

A.T.R. 42 carbon fibre flap repair design and

inspection p 457 N87-20178

Conceptual studies of control systems for wings with

variable camber

[MBB-UT-221/86] p 682 N87-26836
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SUBJECT INDEX FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS

FLARED BODIES
Triple-dock solutions for supersonic flows past flared

cylinders p 716 A87-47161
FLAT PLATES

Excitation of the natural oscillations of a boundary layer
by an external acoustic field p 4 A87-10610

Large-scale structures visualization in a high Reynolds
number, turbulent flat-plate wake at supersonic speed

p 212 A87-20240

Computational and experimental investigation of cavity
flowfields

[AIAA PAPER 87-0114] p 218 A87-22424
A wake blockage correction method for small subsonic

wind tunnels
[AIAA PAPER 87-0294] p 257 A87-22541

Flat plate delta wing separated flows with zero total
pressure losses
{AIAA PAPER 87-0038] p 280 A87-24908

The observation of transition in shock wind tunnel

p 343 A87-28341

Transonic gas flow past a plate p 484 A87.35816

A study of the performance of reinforcing cover plates
p 611 A87-42155

Hypersonic laminar strong interaction theory and
experiment revisited using a Navier-Stokes code
[AIAA PAPER 87-1191] p 561 A87-42311

Development of a drag measurement system for the
CERF 6-foot shock tube

[AD-A173087] p 316 N87-16854

Tones generated due to the impingement of two jets
on each other p 620 N87-23797

Drag measurements of blunt stores tangentially mounted
on a flat plate at supersonic speeds
[NASA-TP-2742] p 734 N87-27626

An investigation of the flow characteristics in the blade
endwall corner region

[NASA-CR-4076] p 814 N87-29412
FLAT SURFACES

Radiative and convective heat transfer Over ablating
composite flat surface in hypersonic flow regime
[AD*A182119] p 810 N87-28503

FLEXIBILITY

An experimental investigation of the structural dynamics
of a torsionally soft rotor in vacuum
[NASA-CR-177418] p 244 N87-15965

Fatigue life and fastener flexibility of single shear riveted
and bolted joints
[FFA-TN-1986-35] p 326 N87-17094

Sensitivity of overall vehicle stiffness to local joint
stiffness p 390 N87-18862

Aileron reversal of swept wings with crossflexibilities
[RAE-TR-83023] p 433 N87-20988

Divergence and flutter of swept-forward wings with
crossflexibilities

[RAE-TR-80047] p 449 N87-21000

Fuel penalties and time flexibility of 4D flight profiles
under mismodeled wind conditions
[NASA-TM-89128] p 509 N87-21917

Development of mechanistic flexible oavement desian
concepts tot the heavyweight F-15 aircraft
{AD-A181596] p 779 N87.27675

Supersonic flow over elastic bodies in oscillation

p 817 N87-29464
FLEXIBLE BODIES

Effect of tangential torque on the dynamics of flexible
rotors

[ASME PAPER 86-WA/APM-23] p 46 A87-11113
Determination of optimal position of actuators for flexible

flight vehicles p 190 A87-18528
Numerical simulation of a flexible aircraft taking-off and

landing on uneven runway p 190 A87-18529
Two-dimensional flow past bluff flexible membranes of

low porosity p 213 A87-20800
Pulse control of flexible multibody systems

p 382 A87-29268
Minimizing the vibration amplitude of a symmetrical rotor

at a specified resonance frequency p 460 A87-31734
Effect of geometric elastic non-linearities on the impact

response of flexible multi-body systems

p 462 A87-32917
Analysis of structures with rotating, flexible substructures

applied to rotorcraff aeroelasticity in GRASP --- General
Rotorcraft Aeromechanical Stability Program
[AIAA PAPER 87-0952] p 429 A87-33748

Timoshenko beams and flexible multibody system
dynamics p 786 A87-48044

Vibration control of flexible multibody aircraft during
touchdown impacts p 745 A87-48713

Nonlinear simulation of a flexible aircraft in maneuvering
flight

{AIAA PAPER 87-2501] p 767 A87-49172
Interactions between an aircraft structure and active

control systems p 835 A87-52964

Probabilistic and reliability analysis of the California
Bearing Ratio (CBR) design method for flexible airfield
pavements

[AD-A173231] p 316 N87-17719
Analysis of structures with rotating, flexible

substructures

[AD-A178903] p 542 N87-23004
Effectiveness of balancing flexible rotary compressor

vanes on low-speed balancing machine

p 592 N87-23580
Analysis of structures with rotating, flexible

substructures

[AD-A182318] p 792 N87-28067

Acta aeronautica et astronautica sinica (selected
articles)
[AD-A182447] p 802 N87-28500

Modeling and computational algorithms for parameter
estimation and optimal control of aeroelastic systems and
large flexible structures

lAD-A183302] p 852 N87-29893
FLEXIBLE WINGS

A prediction of helicopter rotor discrete frequency noise
for three scale models using a new acoustics program
[AIAA PAPER 87-0252] p 272 A87-22512

Applications of a fast, time accurate full potential scheme
to a statically flexible wing in the transonic regime
[AIAA PAPER 87-0707] p 411 A87-33655

Investigation of transonic region of high dynamic
response encountered on an elastic supercritical wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-0735] p 411 A87-33662

Numerical analysis of three-dimensional elastic

membrane wings p 487 A87-37105
Analysis of asymmetric natural vibrations of a deformable

aeroplane with suspended bodies by the method of finite
elements p 583 A87-39768

FLIGHT ALTITUDE

Characterizing height keeping error distribution based
on indirect observation p 17 A87-12683

Regression method for predicting wind velocity and
direction at circuit altitude at Eniseisk Airport

p 329 A87-25263

Survey of track keeping and altitudes on Heathrow and
Gatwick Standard Instrument Departure routes --- London
airports
[CAA-PAPER-84018] p 160 N87-14308

Development of flight performance algorithms and a
tactical computer aided mission planning system for the
A-7E aircraft

lAD-A175724] p 364 N87-19387
Flight duration, airspeed practices and altitude

management of airplanes involved in the NASA VGH
General Aviation Program
[NASA-TM-89074] p 625 N87-25293

FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS
Methods of in-flight aerophysical studies --- Russian

book p 23 A87-11343

Questions and problems in aerodynamics --- Russian
book p 66 A87-13050

Polymer, metal, and ceramic matrix composites for
advanced aircraft engine applications

13121 A87-f5187

Impact of display dynamics on flying qualities
p 186 A87-16758

Flying qualities of pitch range command/attrtude hold
control systems for landing p188 A87-17753

Effect of time delay on flying qualities - An update
p 189 A87-17758

Nonlinear flying qualities - One approach
[AIAA PAPER 87-0347] p 253 A87-22572

A flight-path-overshoot flying qualities metric for the
landing task p 310 A87-23976

Cross coupling in pilot-vehicle systems

p 310 A87-23977

A semiempirical interpolation technique for predicting
full-scale flight characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 87-0427] p 283 A87-24964

Helicopter aerodynamics --- book p 358 A87-28372

Flight measurement data p 355 A87-29633

First attainment of a level by a random process in flight
dynamics problems p 443 A87-31731

Helicopter aeromechanics research at DFVLR - Recent
results and outlook p 430 A87-34854

A model of a curved helicopter blade in forward flight
p 430 A87-34859

Aero-marine design and flying qualities of floatplanes
and flying-boats p 508 A87-39146

An optimized method for computing the coefficients of
the simplified model of the lateral motion of an airplane

p 596 A87-40522

A new method of analytical evaluation of helicopter true
airspeed p 661 A87-43439

Advantages of thrust vectoring for STOVL
[AIAA PAPER 87-1708] p 665 A87-45156

Comparison of in-flight and ground-based simulator
derived flying qualities and pilot performance for approach
and landing tasks
[AIAA PAPER 87-2290] p 768 A87-49583

New technological considerations that improve avionic
reliability p 750 A87-50336

Loop separation parameter - A new metric for landing
flying qualities

[AIAA PAPER 87-2536] p 774 A87-50537

Wind-tunnel investigation of the flight characteristics of
a canard general-aviation airplane configuration
[NASA-TP-2623] p 12 N87-10039

NASA rotor systems research aircraft: Fixed-wing
configuration flight-test results
[NASA-TM-86789] p 100 N87-12557

More recent research results of the DFVLR inthe domain
of aerodynamics and flight mechanics
[ETN-86-98216] p 151 N87-13412

USAF test pilot school. Flying qualities textbook, volume
2, part 1
[AD-A170959] p 173 N87-13431

USAF test pilot school. Flying qualities textbook, volume
2, part 2

[AD-A170960] p 173 N87-13432
Deep stall characteristics of MU-300

[NASA-TM-88502] p 175 N87.14318

The handling qualities of a large jet transport aircraft
in severe wind shear and turbulence

p 192 N87-14353
Flared landing approach flying qualities. Volume 1:

Experiment design and analysis
[NASA-CR-178188-VOL-1] p 254 N87-15234

Flared landing approach flying qualities. Volume 2:
Appendices
[NASA-CR-178188-VOL-2] p 254 N87-15976

Modelling of rigid-body and elastic aircraft dynamics for
flight control development
[AD-A172423] p 255 N87-15978

Piloted simulator study of allowable time delays in
large-airplane response
[NASA-TP-2652] p 312 N87-16849

Extended flight evaluation of a near-term pitch active
control system
[NASA-CR-172266] p 313 N87-17712

Flight characteristics of the AD-1 oblique-wing research
aircraft

[NASA-TP-2223] p 373 N87-18570

Airworthiness and Flight Characteristics Test (A and FC)
of the BHTI (Bell Helicopter Textron, Inc.) 214ST
helicopter
lAD-A175349] p 364 N87-19385

Development of flight performance algorithms and a
tactical computer aided mission planning system for the
A-7E aircraft

[AD-A175724] p 364 N87-19387
Determination of vertical air velocity using

measurements of the aircraft motion

p 470 N87-21456
Development and operation of a measuring data

p 438 N87-21467
Application of flight performance advisory systems to

US Navy aircraft p 502 N87-21900

The status of military specifications with regard to
atmospheric turbulence p 544 N87-22355

Accurate prediction of longitudinal flying qualities for
landing aircraft
lAD-A179069] p 509 N87-22676

Evaluation of numerator lead effects on aircraft handling
qualities
[AD-A179388] p 523 N87-22687

Product assurance policies and procedures for flight
dynamics software development
[NASA-TM-89377] p 548 N87-23192

Flight Simulation
[AGARD-CP-408] p 599 N87-23633

Simulation of aircraft behaviour on and close to the

ground: Summary of AGARD,Ic6)ograph AG-285
p 600 N87-23640

Unusual airborne simulator applications
p 602 N87-23656

DFVLR in-flight simulators ATTAS and ATTHES for flying
qualities and flight control research p 602 N87-23657

Airborne simulation at the National Aeronautical

Establishment of Canada p 602 N87-23659
Application of data to piloted simulators

p 687 N87-25275
Flight duration, airspeed practices and altitude

management of airplanes involved in the NASA VGH
General Aviation Program
[NASA-TM-89074] p 625 N87-25293

Optimization methods applied to the aerodynamic design
of helicopter rotor blades
[NASA-TM-89155] p 660 N87-26042
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FLIGHT CONDITIONS

Flight Characteristics test of the UH-60A with tail boom
mounted strake
[AD-A180791] p 751 N87-26898

Preliminary flight assessment of the X-29A advanced
technology demonstrator
[NASA-TM.100407] p 752 N87-26906

Dynamic stability and handling qualities tests on a highly
augmented, statically unstable airplane
[NASA-TM-88297] p 776 N87-26920

Level flight performance evaluation of the UH-60A
helicopter with the production external stores support

system and ferry tanks installed
lAD-A181947] p 753 N87-27658

The effects of aeroelastic deformation on the

unaugmented stopped-rotor dynamics of an X-Wing
aircraft
[NASA-TM-100480] p 791 N87-28056

Pitot and static errors due to non-steady flight

[ESDU-85011 ] p 813 N87-29410
FLIGHT CONDITIONS

Disturbances brought byatmospheric statics to airborne
navigation and communication systems

p 20 A87-12678

Monitoring of terminal flight phases environment
Observations and models p 55 A87-12679

Gust and maneuver spectra for general aviation
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 86-2699] p 93 A87-14033

Airplane flight through wind-shear turbulence
p 80 A87-14371

Summary of NASA storm hazards lightning research,
1980-1985 p 80 A87-15003

In-flight measurement of ice growth on an airfoil using
an array of ultrasonic transducers
[AIAA PAPER 87-0178] p 234 A87-22464

Weather hazards training for United States Air Force
(USAF) flight operations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0333] p 234 A87-22567

Comparative evaluation of weather conditions at
Moscow.area airports during which flights are cancelled

p 328 A87-24362
Control of aircraft landing approach in wind shear

[AIAA PAPER 87-0632] p 311 A87-24994
Problems in weather forecasting and aviation

meteorology p 329 A87-25251
Scaling laws for testing sidoils under heavy rainfall

p 342 A87-28071
Non.linear observer fo_esfimating aircraft state from

flight test data p 372 A87-29558
Operating costs of transport airplanes - Influence of the

wing aspect ratio end flight conditions
[SAWE PAPER 1720] p 505 A87*36291

Oklahoma weather phenomena that may affect
aviation p 614 A87.39891

The service life of the L200 aircraft according to

measurements of conditions of operation in the USSR
p 584 A87-40923

Comparison of wet and dry growth in artificial and flight
icing conditions p 646 A87-45635

Voyager crew faces turbulence, fatigue on world flight
attempt p 801 A87-53552

Measurement of the effect of manufacturing deviations

on natural laminar flow for a single engine general aviation
airplane
[NASA-CR-180671] p677 N87-26044

Aircraft accident report: Piper PA-23-150, N2185P and
Pan American Wodd Airways Booing 727-235, N4743,

Tampa, Florida, November 6, 1986
[PB87°910407] p 740 N87-27649

FLIGHT CONTROL
Maneuver optimization inthe case of combat aircraft

p 35 A87-11369
Beyond FTMP and SIFT - Advanced fault-tolerant

computers as successors to FTMP and SIFT
p 133 A87-13200

Decoupling control synthesis for an oblique-wing
aimraft p 108 A87-13342

Time scale analysis of a digital flight control system
p 109 A87-13347

Flight control design using nonlinear inverse dynamics
p 109 A87-13352

A direct method for enforcing equality constraints in

optimal output feedback p 134 A87-13353
Dynamic output feedback flight control laws using

eigenstructure assignment p 109 A87-13355
Multivariable flight control for an attack helicopter

p 109 A87-13379
Multivariable control of a twin lift helicopter system using

the LQG/LTR design methodology --- Linear Quadratic
Cause=an/Loop Transfer Recovery method

p 110 A87-13419

MTFCS (multiple target formation flight control system)
Formation position sensor trade-off analysis

p 110 A87-13536

Combined guidance - Flight control of atmospheric
vehicles p 110 A87-13654

Design considerations for fly-by-wire control of new
Airbus aircraft

[MBB-UT-222-86] p 110 A87-13991

Actuating system with digital signal converters and
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p 186 A87-16768
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p 187 A87-16771
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control system p 141 A87-16850
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implementation for tactical helicopters
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Helicopter avionics architecture for integrating flight
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systems
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navigation
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computer
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Design of flight control system with maneuver
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Effects of redundancy configuration and its management
mode on the reliability of flight control system

p 595 A87-39422
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Sensor management for a fault tolerant integrated
inertial flight control reference and navigation system
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Analytical determination of the optimal parameters of

automatic pilots p 596 A87-42139
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demand system for helicopters p 679 A87-43441
EMI-fault prevention and self recovery of digital flight

control systems p 661 A87-43470
An approach to the synthesis of an adaptive flight control

system with incomplete information p 680 A87-45096
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beat p 680 A87-45097
Validation of an integrated flight and propulsion control
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V-22 tiltrotor fly-by-wire flight control system
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for flight control design
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[AIAA PAPER 87-2312] p 771 A87-50433
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systems
[AIAA PAPER 87-2314] p 795 A87-50435
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Appendices
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p 162 A87-17416

ATMOS: Real-time simulation of

man/machine-interaction in air traffic management

(ATMOS - Air Traffic Management and Operations

Simulator) p 236 A87-23068

Database application to aircraft engineering functions

related to flight testing

[AIAA PAPER 86-9823] p 241 A87-23263

A quantitative analysis of the history of developing a

large embedded software system p 472 A87-31495

A software quality assurance tool for code auditing

p 472 A87-31496

Development of a digital/analogue electronic flight

instrumentation system (EFIS) simulation

p 451 A87-31545

A flight expert system (FLEE) for on-beard fault

monitoring and diagnosis p 589 A87-42629

The AVSCOM flight safety part program

p 647 A87-46724

Evaluation of a takeoff performance monitoring

system

[AIAA PAPER 87-2256] p 757 A87-50419

Dynamic performance and stability of integrated

communication and control systems

[AIAA PAPER 87-2603] p 775 A87-50564

Technology requirements of integrated, critical digital

flight systems

[AIAA PAPER 87-2602] p 775 A87-50569

Ground-based time-guidance algorithm for control of

airplanes in a time-metered air traffic control environment:

A piloted simulation study

[NASA-TP-2616] p 34 N87-10864

Rapid prototyping facility for flight research in

artificial-intelligence-based flight systems concepts

[NASA-TM-88268] p 137 N87-12273

Test and evaluation of a multifunction keyboard and a

dedicated keyboard for control of a flight management

computer

[NASA-CR-178202] p 183 N87-14330

Design and analysis of advanced flight planning

concepts

[NASA-CR-4063] p 421 N87-20253

Design and verification by nonlinear simulation of a

Mach/CAS control law for the NASA TCV B737 aircraft

[NASA-CR-178029] p 449 N87-20290

Efficient Conduct of Individual Flights and Air Traffic or

Optimum Utilization of Modern Technology for the Overall

Benefit of Civil and Military Airspace Users

[AGARD-CP-410] p 500 N87-21881

A time-based concept for terminal-area traffic

management p 501 N87-21895

Next generation of control techniques in advanced

TMA p 502 N87-21898

Exploiting the capabilities of flight management systems

in solving the airport arrival problem

p 502 N87-21899

Application of flight performance advisory systems to

US Navy aircraft p 502 N87-21900

Design criteria for multi-loop flight control systems

p 522 N87-21901

Some experiences in integrating avionic systems on the

civil flight deck p 511 N87-21902

Semi-automatic cross-checking between different

copies of the same flight plan p 502 N87-21903

Efficient conduct of individual flights and air traffic or

optimum utilization of modern technology for the overall

benefit of civil and military airspace users

[AGARD-AR-236] p 582 N87-23608

NASA B737 flight test results of the total energy control

system

[NASA-CR-178285] p 775 N87-26918

Fuel conservation evaluation of US Army helicopters,

Part 6: Performance calculator evaluation

lAD-A181645] p 753 N87-27653

A flight evaluation of voice interaction as a component

of an integrated helicopter avionics system

[RAE-TM-FS(B)-637] p 829 N87-28547

The flight development of a color electronic display

format and monitoring system of helicopter engine and

transmission data

[RAE-TM-FS(B)-838] p 829 N87-26548
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SUBJECT INDEX

The flight evaluation of a speech recognition and a
speech output system in an advanced cockpit display and
flight management system for helicopters

p 829 N87-29527
FLIGHT MECHANICS

Scientific problems of aviation and space: History and
present state --- Russian book p 62 A87-11339

The classification of wind shears from the point of view

of aerodynamics and flight mechanics
p 24 A87-11898

Guidance strategies for near-optimum take-oft
performance in a windshear p 24 A87-12138

Maximum likelihood estimation of parameters in
nonlinear flight mechanics systems p 113 A87-16192

Frequency domain parameter estimation of aeronautical
systems without and with time delay

p 114 A87-16193
State estimation of flying vehicle p 114 A87-16209
Development and application of in-flight simulator

aircraft for flying qualities research at DFVLR
p 192 A87-16777

Integrated system identification methodology for
helicopter flight dynamics p190 A87-19239

Flight evaluation of height response characteristics for
the hover bob-up task and comparison with proposed
cdteria p 170 A87-19255

On aircraft flight performance in a perturbed
atmosphere p 237 A87-20799

On the application of axiomatic aerodynamic modelling
to aircraft dynamics. IV - Two dimensional dynamic stall

p 521 A87-36842
UK research into system identification for helicopter flight

mechanics p 793 A87-48959

AIAA Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference,
Monterey, CA, Aug. 17-19, 1987, Technical Papers

p 767 #.87-49577
Direct vadational method in flight dynamics boundary

value problems --- Russian book p 856 A87-52233
Application of bifurcation and catastrophe theories to

near stall flight mechanics
[AD-A167697] p 13 N87-10046

Overview of the support of the aeronautics research
and technology by the Bundesminiaterium fuer Forschung
uod Technolegie (BMFT)
[ETN-86-96215] p 144 N87-13402

More recent research results of the DFVLR inthe domain

of aerodynamics and flight mechanics
[ETH-66-98216] p 151 N87-13412

Technical evaluation report on the Flight Mechanics
Panel Symposium on Flight Simulation

[ISBN-92-835-0399-6] p 256 N87-15985
The use of Aeritalia flight simulator for the development

of the AM-X weapon system p 601 N87-23650
The classification of wind shears from the point of view

of aerodynamics and flight mechanics
[NASA-TT-2OO20] p 615 N87-24866

FLIGHT OPERATIONS

Development and testing of new technologies for flight
operation and safety p 86 A87-14004

Helicopter external load operations

[CAP-426] _ p 432 N87-20259

operation surfaces of airports
[ILR-MrT-r-fT0] p 838 N87-28566

Sophisticated integral control methods for use in flight
p 856 N87-29510

FLIGHT OPTIMIZATION

Optimal flight paths through microburst wind profiles
p 35 A87-19519

Dynamic flight optimization p 24 A87-11899
Sensitivity studies of 4D descent strategies in an

advanced metering environment p 88 A87-1336t
Manufacturers plan new long-range aircraft

p 95 A87-15181
Optimization of cruise at constant altitude

p 371 A87-28918
Extension of hot air balloon flight duration through

adaption of balloon surface characteristics

p 344 A87-29262
Encircling the earth -.- Voyager aircraft

circumnavigation p 402 A87-33136
The problem of the maximum flight range of aircraft

p 494 A87-35919
Optimization and acceleration guidance of flight

trajectories in a windshear p 765 A87-47807
Reducing fuel consumption of subsonic aircraft by

optimal cyclic cruise p 624 A87-52881
Wind tunnel test of the modified goldschmied model

with propulsion and empennage: Analysis of test results
[AD-A167360] p 13 N87-10045

Energy management of 3-dimensional minimum-time

intercept p 27 N87-10858
Optimal descending, hypersonic turn to heading

[DE86-010969] p 120 N87-12577
Application of flight performance advisory systems to

US Navy aircraft p 502 N87-21900

Singular trajectories in airplane cruise-dash
optimization p 825 N87-28544

FLIGHT PATHS

Optimal flight paths through microburst wind profiles
p 35 A87-10519

The method of calculating the desired flight path of
terrain following technique with circular arc spline

p 111 A87-14136
State estimation of flying vehicle p t 14 A87-16209
A flight-path-overshoot flying qualities metric for the

landing task p 310 A87-23976
Investigation of extreme temperature values in the free

atmosphere p 329 A87-25259

Statistical analysis of extreme vertical temperature
gradients in the 6-20 km layer over the Moscow-lrkutsk
flight path p 329 A87-25260

Search strategy for the potential collision between two
aircraft p 351 A87-28152

Epsilon entropy of trajectory information --- for aircraft
control p 355 A87-29163

Mission and flight path planning ina tactical air combat
computer
[DGLR PAPER 86-156] p 521 A87-36782

A flight simulator evaluation of the approach path
parameters for MLS curved approaches
[AIAA PAPER 87-2574] p 738 A87-49174

Pilot evaluation of population-minimal ground tracks in
the airport community p 838 A87-52879

Energy management of 3-dimensional minimum-time
intercept p 27 N87-10858

Aircraft accident report: Henson Airlines Beech B99,
N339HA, Grottoes, Virginia, September 23, 1985
[P686-910409] p 155 N87-13419

Considerations on Microwave Landing System (MLS)
approach path interception procedures and applicable turn
techniques
[NLR-MP-85063-U] p 160 N87-13426

Survey of track keeping and altitudes on Heathrow and
Gatwick Standard Instrument Departure routes --- London
airports
{CAA-PAPER-84018] p 160 N87-14308

A proposed single criterion for IFR (instrument Flight
Rules) approaches to converging runways
[AD-A171644] p 237 N67-15953

Noise levels from urban helicopter operations, New
Orleans, Louisiana
[AD-A174129] p 273 N87-16590

A flight dynamic simulation program in air-path axes
using ACSL (Advanced Continuous Simulation
Language)
[AD-Af73849] p 332 N87-18337

Path discrepancies between great circle and rhumb
line

[TM-98] p 357 N87-18527

Investigations of flight paths for maneuvers with constant
energy and constant changes of energy including different
strategies of steering, calculations of energy requirements
for given flight paths, determination of the criteria for
successful completion of turning maneuvers in the vertical
plane
[ETN-87-99017] p 362 N87-18565

t._ tllllU-UaSl;;lU ,.;oncep[ [or terminal-area trantc
management p 501 N87-21895

Computer assisted arrival sequencing and scheduling
with the COMPAS system p 502 N87-21897

Next generation of control techniques in advanced
TMA p 502 N87-21896

Exploiting the capabilities of flight management systems
in solving the airport arrival problem

p 502 N87-21899

Design criteria for multi-loop flight control systems
p 522 N87-21901

Development and flight verification of airborne glideslope
computation/gust detection system
[NAL-TR-908] p 503 N87-21906

Fuel penalties and time flexibility of 4D flight profiles
under mismodeled wind conditions

[NASA-TM-89126] p 509 N67-21917

F-16 digital terrain system; Concept of operations and
support
[AD-Af77737] p 511 N87-21919

Loran-C approach considerations p 503 N87-22612

Optimal flight trajectories in the presence of windshear,
1984-86
[NASA-CR-t80316] p 682 N87-26047

FLIGHT PLANS
Operational usage of the KS-f47A (LOROP) in the

RF-5E p 29 A87-10936

Mission and flight path planning ina tactical air combat
computer
[DGLR PAPER 86-156] p 521 A87-36782

Design and analysis of advanced flight planning
concepts
[NASA-CR-4063] p 421 N87-20253

FLIGHT SAFETY

Extended Range Twin Operations (ETOPS) --- twin
engined aircraft
[CAP-513] p 422 N87-20976

Air navigation services and aircraft around the year
2000 p 500 N87-21863

Strategic control to improve efficiency of air traffic
management p 501 N87-21894

Exploiting the capabilities of flight management systems
in solving the airport arrival problem

p 502 N87-21899
Semi-automatic cross-checking between different

copies of the same flight plan p 502 N87-21903
The use of a computer to obtain flight manual data

[AD-A176741] p 547 N87-22416
Test plan for helicopter GPS (Global Positioning System)

applications
lAD-A183299] p 823 N87-29488

FLIGHT RECORDERS

Multipurpose aircraft monitoring with a smart recorder
p 179 A87-16836

'Lost' data recovery technique p 246 A87-20797

Crashworthiness experiment summary full-scale
transport controlled impact demonstration program
[DOT/FAA/CT-85/20] p 17 N87-10055

Proceedings of the 13th Symposium on Aircraft
Integrated Data Systems i
[DFVLR-MITT-86-04] p 30 N87-10075

Integrated monitoring systems for tactical aircraft
p 31 N87-10080

Application of operational flight recording to
helicopters p 31 N87-1008t

The Airborne integrated Data System (AIDS) for the
Airbus A-310 engine condition monitoring

p 31 N87-10082
The impact of flight data on an airline: A case study

p 32 N67-10068
Data recovery techniques, an update --- flight data

p 32 N87-10099
Software for flight recorder data processing developed

by Lufthansa p 32 N87-10090
Airline data acquisition in an ACARS environment

p 32 N87-10092
Flight recorders: New US regulations and new

International Civil Aviation Organization 0CAD)
standards p 32 N87-10093

Data compression techniques for multifunction flight
data recorders p 33 N87-10094

The Fairchild CVDR: A new combination voice and data
recorder --- Cockpit Voice and Data Recorder (CVDR)

p 33 N87-10095
The Boeing B 720 aircraft Controlled Impact

Demonstration (CID): Flight data recorder/cockpit voice
recorder experiment p 33 N87-10096

United States Navy - Canadian Forces solid state flight
data recorder�crash position Iocator experiment on the
B-720 controlled impact demonstration

p 33 N87-10097
Comparative evaluation of redundant flight data

recorded by a digital aircraft integrated data system
recorder (DAR) on board an Airbus A-310 aircraft

p 33 N87-10098
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flight data recovery p 33 N87-10099
Digital data recording on floppy disks applied for

on-board use in helicopters
[DFVLR-MITT-86-10] p 51 N87-11149

Small, self-contained aircraft fatigue data recorder
[AD-A172400] p 243 N87-15207

Digital data recording on floppy disks applied for onboard
use in helicopters
[ESA-TT-1011] p 614 N87-24675

United Airlines wind shear incident of May 31, 1984
p 647 N87-25267

Flight duration, airspeed practices and altitude
management of airplanes involved in the NASA VGH
General Aviation Program
[NASA-TM-89074] p 625 N67-25293

FLIGHT SAFETY

Optimal flight paths through microburat wind profiles
p 35 A87-t0519

The classification of wind shears from the point of view
of aerodynamics and flight mechanics

p 24 A87-11898

Theoretical aspects and practical questions regarding
the assurance of flight safety p 17 A87-11900

Characterizing height keeping error distribution based
on indirect observation p 17 A87-12683

The U.S. Federal Radionavigation Plan
p 21 A87-12684

Automated functions for air traffic control systems
p 21 A67-12687

Fire safety science; Proceedings of the First International
Symposium, Gsithersburg, MD, October 7-11, 1985

p 78 A87-13186
Weather safety aspects in future civil air navigation

p 85 A87-13540
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FLIGHT SIMULATION

Large volume water sprays for dispersing warm fogs
p 125 A87-13848

Safety of flight issues for an automatic trajectory control

system p 186 A87-16761
Investigation of an automatic trim algorithm for

restructurable aircraft control p 186 A87-16767
Characterizing height-keeping error distribution based

on indirect observation --- applicable to evaluation of safety
of air traffic conUol systems p 158 A87.17243

The future of the National Airspace System
]AIAA PAPER 86-2743] p 210 A87.17959

Basic principles for protecting aircraft against lightning
strikes
[ONERA, TP NO, 1986-174] p 233 A87-21073

'Gold-plated' design --- redundancy and safety factors
in aircraft structures p 233 A87-22222

Keeping them flying --- aircraft maintenance
shortcomings p 211 A87-22223

A systems approach to safe airspace operations
p 294 A87-24174

Quasi-steady flight to quasi-steady flight transition in a
windshear - Trajectory guidance
[AIAA PAPER 87-0271] p 311 A87-24946

Analysis of aircraft piston engine failures, I
p 305 A87.25969

Analysis of aircraft piston engine failures. II
p 305 A87.25973

Collision risk in the wide open spaces
p 295 A87-27602

An airspace-surveillance and collision-avoidance system
based on the standard commercial-aviation DME

p 355 A87-29632
Reductions inoceanic separation standards through the

use of a TCAS-derived CDTI --- Traffic Alert and Collision
Avoidance System - Cockpit Display of Traffic
Information p 419 A87-31488

FAA - An agency beseiged. II - Technology for air
safety p 401 A87-31618

Man-machine aircraft-navigation complexes --- Russian
book p 424 A87-32670

Fight against bird Strikes continues
p 494 A87-35560

Multi-axis seat ejection (MASE) sled
p 494 A87-37770

Experience with synchronous and asynchronous digital
control systems --- for flight
[AIAA PAPER 86-2239] p 596 A87-40274

Time modulation. I - Modulation scheme helps air-traffic

safety p 582 A87-42609
The new Annex 17 - The latest contribution by

international civil aviation to the battle against terrorism
p 708 A87-42860

Aviation safety and the FAA's quality assurance

program p 709 A87-44064
The quality of radar data and its determination at the

radar installations of the Bundesanstalt fuer

Flogsicherung p 650 A87-45878
The AVSCOM flight safety part program

p 647 A87-46724
The use of flight test techniques in aircraft accident

investigations p 738 A87-49202
Dynamic characteristics of flight near the ground

[AIAA PAPER 87-2288] p 768 A87-49581
Ice accretion dependence on cloud physical

parameters p 55 N87-11433
Ice accretion calculations on cylindrical rods following

the Baio model, and comparison with experimental results
(Fuche, Schickel, Kaluza, Uwira, 1985)

p 56 N87-11434
The influence of weather-active fronts on visual flight

conditions p 56 N87.11437
Statistics of wind shear due to nocturnal boundary layer

jet airstreams in North Germany p 56 N87-11461
Design of a takeoff performance monitoring system

p 103 N87-11787
Wind shear and flight safety: A select bibliography

[CAA-PAPER-86003] p 156 N87-14300
Activities report in air traffic control

[ETN-87-98861] p 160 N87-14309
The simulator: The perfect illusion --- flight simulator

[FACHTHEMEN-9] p 193 N87-14354
Aircraft control tower service

[ETN-87.99169] p 357 N87-19371
Electromagnetic perturbations created onpoard aircraft

by direct or close lightning
[ONERA-RF-15/7234-PY] p 577 N87-24441

The classification of wind shears from the point of view
of aerodynamics and flight mechanics
[NASA-TT.20020] p 615 N87-24866

Wind Shear/Turbulence Inputs to Flight Simulation and
Systems Certification
[NASA-CP-2474] p 625 N87-25267

Automatic systems and the low-level wind hazard

p 681 N87-25279
Unresolved issues in wind shear encounters

p 647 N87-25282

Aircraft accident/incident summary reports: Unaiaska,
Alaska, September 25, 1985; Jenkinsburg, Georgia,
September 29, 1985; Boston, Massachusetts, December
15, 1985; DeKaib, Texas, December 31, 1985; Erie,

Pennsylvania, February 21, 1986
[PB87.910408] p 648 N87-25310

Validation of a fault-tolerant multiprocesser: Baseline

experiments and workload implementation
[NASA-CR-181238] p 795 N87-28277

Models for the description of holding procedures in air
traffic as an aid for optimization with respect to safety
and efficiency p 822 N87-28536

Aviation safety: Procedures for registering and certifying
air carders

[PB67-193249] p 819 N87-29468
FLIGHT SIMULATION

A'I-I'AS - The new test bed p 92 A87.14003

Development and testing of new technologies for flight
operation and safety p 86 A87-14004

Design analysis and methodology for evaluating flight
control systems
[AIAA PAPER 86-2655] p 189 A87-17904

Validation of a fighter aircraft simulation using high

angie-of-attsck flight test data
[AIAA PAPER 86-2681] p 164 A87.17921

Design and development of a three.axis augmentation
system for a Class III STOL assault transport
[AIAA PAPER 86-2709] p 189 A87-17939

Early evaluation of the V-22 Osprey through piloted
simulation p 171 A87-19268

Real-time comparison of X-29A flight data and simulation
data
[AIAA PAPER 87-0344] p 253 A87-22570

Modular simulation facility design p 257 A87-23066

Mission simulators p314 A87-24611

A digital simulation technique for Dryden atmospheric
turbulence model p 310 A87-24715

A high resolution spatial and temporal multiple Doppler
analysis of a microburst and its application to aircraft flight
simulation p 392 A87-28020

Simulators III; Proceedings of the Conference, Norfolk,
VA, Mar, 10-12, 1986 p 386 A87-30845

The rise of the Phoenix - Development of a KC-135R
operational flight trainer p 376 A87-30851

Correlation and analysis for SH-2F 101 rotor
[AIAA PAPER 87-0922] p 429 A87-33726

Towards total simulation p 452 A87-34768

A quasi-stationary calculation model for simulating
helicopter starting and landing procedures with emphasis
on the ground effects
[DGLR PAPER 86-152] p 506 A87-36771

Improved integration procedures for flight simulation
[DGLR PAPER 86-154] p 545 A87-36773

The technique of pragmatic simulation
p 616 A87-40520

The big picture --- visually coupled airborne system
simulator helmet design for combat pilots

p 589 A87.41599
Simulator evaluations of inceptors for ACT helicopters

p 678 A87-43405
An advanced mathematical model for helicopter flight

simulation using nonlinear unsteady aerodynamics
p 679 A87-43435

The integration of a six axis motion system and a wide
angle visual system inside a dome p 684 A87-44720

Engineering and human visual considerations in
development of a fibre optic helmet mounted display

p 661 A87-44727
New standards established for realism in visual

simulation -- for commercial aircraft flight
p 686 A87.46438

Emergency descent simulation of an eerostat after
breakaway
[AIAA PAPER 87-2440] p 736 A87-48644

A new method for low cost testing and evaluation of
helicopter cockpits during design and development
phases p 745 A87-48920

Dynamic interface flight test and simulation limitations
p 747 ,6,87-48969

AIAA Flight Simulation Technologies Conference,
Monterey, CA, Aug. 17-19, 1987, Technical Papers

p 713 A87-49156
Simulation in Ads - How do you get there from here?

[AIAA PAPER 87-2299] p 794 A87-49157
Multi-aircraft simulation - Some problems and

prospects
[AIAA PAPER 87-2300] p 778 A87-49158

Part-task simulation techniques
[AIAA PAPER 87-2301] p 794 A87-49159

Effect of time delay on manual flight control and flying
qualities during in-flight and ground-based simulation
[AIAA PAPER 87-2370] p 767 A87-49161

Predictive compensation of visual system time delays
[AIAA PAPER 87.2434] p 794 A87-49165

SUBJECT INDEX

Frequency response identification of a
computer-generated image visual simulator with and
without a delay compensation scheme
[AIAA PAPER 87-2425] p 794 A87-49166

Flight simulation of multiple aircraft and helicopters using
a single high-performance computer
[AIAA PAPER 87-2499] p 749 A87-49170

Nonlinear simulation of a flexible aircraft in maneuvering

flight
[AIAA PAPER 87-2501] p 767 A87-49172

F-14 simulation in a total G-force environment
p 749 A87-49206

A flight investigation of helicopter low-speed response
requirements
[AIAA PAPER 87-2285] p 767 A87-49578

Comparison of in-flight and ground-based simulator
derived flying qualities and pilot performance for approach
and landing tasks
[AIAA PAPER 87-2290] p 768 A87-49583

A simulator evaluation of alternative heliport approach

lighting systems
[AIAA PAPER 87-2635] p 838 A87-52290

A method for controlling a centrifuge cabin
p 857 A87-52823

Simulating Hermes p 840 A87-64195
Correlation between flight simulation and processing of

flight tests based on inertial measurements
[NLR-MP-85058-U] p 28 N87-10863

Ground-based time-guidance algorithm for control of
airplanes in a time-metered air traffic control environment:
A piloted simulation study
[NASA-TP-2616] p 34 N87-10864

Low-cost avionics simulation for aircrew training
[AD-A169198] p 34 N87-10865

A check of crack propagation prediction models against
test results generated under transport aircraft flight
simulation loading
[NLR-TR-84005.U] p 100 N87-11782

Evaluation of a visual system in its support of simulated
helicopter flight
[AD-A168829] p 102 N87-11783

Design of a takeoff performance monitoring system
p 103 N87-11787

The handling qualities and flight characteristics of the
Grumman design 698 simulated twin.engine tilt Nacelle
V/STOL aircraft

[NASA-TM-86785] p 100 N87-12558
A test on the reliability and performance of the verbex

series 4000 voice recognizer

[AD-A169066] p 130 N87-12729
Helicopter flight control research: A demanding

application of piloted simulation
[RAE-TM-FS(S)-595] p 191 N87-13445

Design and initial application of the extended aircraft
interrogation and display system: Multiprocessing ground
support equipment for digital flight systems
[NASA-TM-86740] p 301 N87-16820

Observation of ice/water formations on a model intake
section subjected to simulated cloud conditions --- aircraft

engine
[PNRg0347] p 308 N87-16839

Simulated flight acoustic investigation of treated ejector
effectiveness on advanced mechanical suppresors for high
velocity jet noise reduction
[NASA-CR-4019] p 335 N87-17481

UH-60 Black Hawk engineering simulation model
validation and proposed modifications
[NASA-CR-177380] p 312 N87-17710

Validation of a real-time engineering simulation of the
UH-60A helicopter
[NASA-TM-88360] p 313 N87-17716

A flight dynamic simulation program in air-path axes
using ACSL (Advanced Continuous Simulation
Language)
[AD.A173849] p 332 N87-18337

Investigation on MLS approach path interception and
transition techniques. Part 2: Flight simulator

investigation
[NLR-TR-85097-U-PT-2] p 357 N87-18560

Flexible and high quality software on a multiprocessor
computer system controlling a research flight simulator
[NLR-MP-85061-U] p 377 N87-18578

Requirements and applications for radar simulations: A
standpoint of an airframe company p 369 N87-18759

Investigation on Microwave Landing System (MLS)
approach path interception and transition techniques. Part
1: Fast-time computer simulations
[NLR-TR-85097°U-PT-1] p 357 N87-19373

Combustion, simulation and test statistics on solid-fueled

ramjet engines
[INPE-4095-RPE/531] p 370 N87-19395

Evaluation of a flight dynamics computer program
[BU-321] p 375 N87°19404

Flight simulator with transputers
[BU-333] p 378 N87-19415
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The application of parallel processing to real time flight
simulation using the OCCAM language
[BU-350] p 396 N87-19961

Traffic scenario generation technique for piloted
simulation studies
[NASA-TM-86397] p 421 N87-20254

Simulation of an integrated fire and flight control system
for air-to-air gunnery
(ETN.87-99479] p 449 N87-20293

Aircraft noise synthesis System: Version 4 user
instructions

[NASA-TM-89089] p 477 N87-20797
The impact of technology on flight simulation

[AD-A17786t] p 526 N87-21962

Flight test evaluation of techniques to predict longitudinal
pilot induced oscillations
[AD-A179229] p 697 N87-23629

Flight Simulation
[AGARD-CP-408] p 599 N87-23633

Visual and motion cueing in helicopter simulation
p 599 N87-23634

Visual display research tool p 599 N87-23635
The application of optimal control techniques to the

UTIAS research simulator p 599 N87-23637
OASIS: A modern tool for real-time simulation

p 600 N87-23638
Simulator motion characteristics and perceptual fidelity

p 600 N87-23639
Flexible and high quality software on a multiprocessor

computer system controlling a research flight simulator
p 600 N87.23643

Trends in ground-based and in-flight simulators for
development applications p 600 N87-23645

Piloted simulation in the development of the XV-15 tilt
rotor research aircraft p 600 N87-23646

Simulation of fly-by-wire control for civil transport aircraft
at the French Centre d'Essals en Vol

p 600 N87-23647

The development of the T-46 next generation trainer
manned engineering simulator at the US Air Force Flight
Test Center p 601 N87-23652

A method for aircraft simulation verification and
validation developed at the United States Air Force Flight
Simulation Facility p 601 N87-23654

Correlation between flight simulation and processing of
flight tests based on inertial measurements

p 601 N87-23655
Unusual airborne simulator applications

p 602 N87-23656
DFVLR in-flight simulators ATTAS and ATI-HES for flying

qualities and flight control research p 602 N87-23657
Development of in-flight simulation aircraft for research

and training applications in UK p 602 N87-23658
Airborne simulation at the National Aeronautical

Establishment of Canada p 602 N87-23659
Collected flight and simulation comparisons and

considerations p 602 N87-23660
Design optimization of fighter aircraft

p 586 N87-24451

Wind Shear/Turbulence inputs to Flight Simulation and
Systems Certification
[NASA-CP-2474] p 625 N87-25267

_vlllu _¢1_m _1_ Lu[oulence slmuta_ton
p 703 N87.25274

Microborst model requirements for flight simulation: An
airframe manufacturer's perspective

p 687 N87-25278
The role of simulation in helicopter development

[MBB-UD-435/86] p 687 N87-25333
Simulation of automatic precision departures and missed

approaches using the microwave landing system
[NASA-CR.178312] p 741 N87-26893

Piloted-simulation study of effects of vortex flaps on
low-speed handling qualities of a Delta-wing airplane
[NASA-TP.2747] p 776 N87-26922

Integration of altitude and a_rspeed information into a
primary flight display via moving-tape formats: Evaluation

during random tracking task
[NASA-TM-4Ol0] p 758 N87-27665

Sequence effects of high-amplitude loads in the most

severe flights of miniTWlST on fatigue crack growth in
AI-alloy sheet material
(VTH-LR-493] p 791 N87-28052

An improved design technique for model following
control systems in in-flight simulation
[DFVLR-FB-87-09] p 836 N87-28561

A high resolution spatial and temporal multiple Doppler
analysis of a microburst and its application to aircraft flight
simulation

[DOT/FAA/PM-87/11] p 854 N87-29060
Free-jet investigation of mechanically suppressed, high

radius ratio coannular plug model nozzles
[NASA-CR-3596] p 860 N87-29315

Anticipation of the landing shock phenomenon in flight
simulation

[NASA-TM-89465] p 826 N87-29491

FLIGHT SIMULATORS

Sensor-based fault diagnosis in a flight expert system
p 177 A87-16681

An architecture for consideration of multiple faults ---
in Space Shuttle simulator hardware

p 204 A87-16682
Development and application of in-flight simulator

aircraft for flying qualities research at DFVLR
p 192 A87-16777

Landing approach handling qualities of transport aircraft
with reiexed static stability p189 A87-17812

The new Langley Research Center advanced real-time
simulation (ARTS) system
[AIAA PAPER 86-2680] p 206 A87-17920

The Air Combat Simulator and its role in the aircraft

development process
[AIAA PAPER 86-2682] p 192 A87-17922

Pilot use of simulator cues for autorotation landings
p 192 A87-19252

An application of AP.FORTRAN. A research simulator
[ONERA, TP NO, 1986-69] p 255 A87-21002

Modular simulation facility design p 257 A87-23066
Visual systems - The state of the art

p 266 A87-23070
An application insimplicity -The buildingblock technique

of terrain data base generation p 270 A87-23071
Avionics systems within a training environment .

Hardware versus software mode_s p 270 A87-23072
Simulation emulation for part.task software

development p 270 A87-23073

interfacing symbolic processes to a flight simulator
p 270 A87-23075

Super wide field of view perspective image
transformation by pixel to pixel mapping

p 328 A87-23778
Avionics system development in a ground based

laboratory environment p 450 A87-31476
Development and application of a convolution technique

for flying qualities research p 444 A87-32234
An ultrahigh speed CAMAC interface for a large flight

simulator system p 524 A87-35343
Use of a computer network with optical bus

communication in the DFVLR flight test system A'I-rAS
[DGLR PAPER 86-151] p 510 A87-36770

Realization and flight testing of a model following control
system for helicopters p 679 A87-43440

Design of motion simulation software with digital filtering
techniques p 704 A87-44712

Motion software for a research flight simulator
p 704 A87-44713

A program to investigate requirements for effective flight
simulator displays p 683 A87-44715

Visual systems developments p 694 A87-44725

AOI displays using laser illumination
p 694 A87-44726

Operating experience of a small sixaxis motion system
inside a dome with a wide angle visual system
[AIAA PAPER 87-2437] p 778 A87-49168

A flight simulator evaluation of the approach path
parameters for MLS curved approaches
[AIAA PAPER 67-2574] p 738 A87-49174

training simulators p 779 A87-49201

Model following flight control system design for ATTAS,
DFVLR's new in-flight simulator
[AIAA PAPER 67-2451] p773 A87-50497

Pilot evaluation of bopulation-minimal ground tracks in
the airport community p 838 A87-52879

Aeronautical facilities assessment
[NASA-RP-1146] p 37 N87-10876

Real time debugging software package for flight
simulator software system with variable lapeled COMMON
blocks

[NLR-MP-85013-U] p 57 N87-11530
Motion characteristics of the UTIAS flight research

simulator motion-base
[UTIAS-TN-261] p 119 N87-11802

Simulator design features for helicoptar _anding on small
ships. 1: A performance study
[AD-At69514] p 119 N87-12572

Simulator design and instructiona_ features for cartier

landing: A field transfer study
[AD-A169962] p 119 N87-12573

Flight simulator: Field ol v_W utilized in performing
tactical maneuvers

[AD-A172048] p 193 N87-t3453

The simulator: The perfect illusion --- flight simulator
[FACHTHEMEN-9] p 193 N87-14354

Technical evaluation report on the Flight Mechanics
Pane[ Symposium on Flight Simulation
[ISBN.92-835-0399-6] p 258 N87-15985

Piloted simulator study of allowable time delays in
large-airplane response
[NASA-TP-2652] p 312 N87-16849

FLIGHT TEST INSTRUMENTS

Assessing the benefits and costs of motion for C-17
flight simulators: Technical appendixes
[AD-A174745] p 377 N87-19410

Assessing the benefits and costs of motion for C-17

flight simulators
[AD-A174822] p 377 N87-t9411

Electronic display equipment for use in the advanced
flight deck simulator at British Aerospace, Weybridge
(RID-1912] p 453 N87-21005

The impact of technology on flight simulation
lAD.A177861] p 526 N87-21962

An experimental study on the threshold of roll
perception
[NAL*TR-905] p 526 N87-21968

Example on how to model and simulate turbulence for
flight simulators p 543 N87-22353

Implementation of turbulence models into simulators
p 527 N87-22354

Flight Simulation
[AGARD-CP.408] p 599 N87-23633

Visual and motion cueing in helicopter simulation
p 599 N87-23634

Visual display research tool p 599 N87-23635
Advanced visuals in mission simulators

p 599 N87-23636

The application of optimal control techniques to the
UTIAS research simulator p 599 N87-23637

OASIS: A modern tool for real-time simulation

p 600 N87.23638
Simulation of aircraft behaviour on and close to the

ground: Summary of AGARDolc6)ograph AG-285
p 600 N87-23640

Flexible and high quality software on a multiprocesser
computer system controlling a research flight simulator

p 600 N87-23643

Trends in ground-based and in-flight simulators for
development applications p 600 N87.23645

Piloted simulation in the development of the XV-15 tilt
rotor research aircraft p 600 N87°23646

Simulation of flyoby-wire control for civil transport aircraft
at the French Centre d'Esseis en Vol

p 60O N87.23647
Utilization of simulation to support F*14A low altitude

high angle of attack flight testing p 600 N87°23649
The use of AeritaIla flight simulator for the development

of the AM-X weapon system p 601 N87.23650
The development of the T-46 next generation trainer

manned engineering simulator at the US Air Force Flight
Test Center p 601 N87°23652

Operational training: Application and experience
p 601 N87-23653

A method for aircraft simulation verification and

validation developed at the United States Air Force Flight
Simulation Facility p 601 N87-23654

DFVLR in-flight simulators ATTAS and ATTHES for flying
qualities and flight control research p 602 N87-23657

Airborne simulation at the National Aeronautical
Establishment of Canada p 602 N87.2365g

Collected flight and simulation comparisons and
('nn_idAr_ti_n_ n RnrJ I_lg7. e)Q_f_

Application of data to piloted simulators
p 667 N87-25275

Simulator manufacturers' requirements
p 667 N87o25280

Simulator systems integration p 667 N87-25283
Experimental investigation of the short-period

requirements of MIL-F-8785C, volume 2
lAD-A181475] p 775 N87-26917

Trimming an aircraft model for flight simulation
[NASA-TM-89466] p 828 N87-29502

FLIGHT STABILITY TESTS

Non-iterative parameter identification techniques
p 206 A87-19238

Performance and qualityfl_Jht test textbook. Volume 2:
Flying qualities
(AD.A168124] p 3 N87-10830

The handling qualities and flight characteristics of the
Grumman design 698 simulated twin-engine tilt Nacelle
V/STOL aircraft

[NASA-TM-86785] p 100 N87-t2658
FLIGHT TEST INSTRUMENTS

Flight test techniques for the X.29A aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 87-0082] p 239 A87°22403

Correlation between flight simulation and processing of

flight tests based on inertial measurements
[NLR-MP-85058-U] p 28 N87-10863

A small, fiexiblo and powedul data acquisition system
for the F16 aimraft

[NLR-MP-85074-U] p 103 N87-11786
Fl_3ht test techniques for the X.29A alrcralt

[NASA-TM-8628g] p 508 N87-21908
Microprocessor applications in airborne flight test

instrumentation

[AGARD-AG-16O-VOL-18] p 511 N57-21920
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FLIGHT TESTS

Correlation between flight simulation and processing of

flight tests based on inertial measurements

p 601 N87-23655

Elementary data analysis of measurements in nonsteady

longitudinal and lateral flight test maneuvers

[VTH-LR-409] p 752 N87-26905

Refinement of the eye-point-of-regard measurements

with helicopter pilots In a flight expenment

[DFMLR-FB-86-61 ] p 855 N87-29115

Flight evaluation of the UH-60A helicopter with the pitch

bias actuator centered and electrically disconnected

[AD-At83954] p 827 N87-29495

FLIGHT TESTS

Long range E-O Reconnaissance System and flight test

results p 28 A87-10933

Ground and flight tests of Tornado reconnaissance

pod p 22 A87-10940

Flight experiments on MLS elevation guidance

p 21 A87-12686

Aeroelastic control of oblique-wing aircraft

p 108 A87-13341

Evaluation of detectability and distinguishability of

aircraft control element failures using flight test data

p 110 A87-13435

Low cost aerial testing of parachutes

[AIAA PAPER 86-2472] p 79 A87-13806

The amphibian technology test vehicle - Summary and

results p 91 A87-13992

Testing a tail rotor system in fiber-reinforced construction

manner p 92 A87-14016

Reliability growth during flight test p 127 A87-15412

Flight test results of a control element failure detection

and isolation algorithm p 187 A87-16853

Mirage 2000 and F-16 - One pilot flies them both

p 161 A87-16974

Cockpit added for evaluating helicopter systems

p 162 A87-17416

Flight testing of aircraft and processing of test results

--- Russian book p 162 A87-17718

Flight tests of life-support systems and systems for the

protection of onboard equipment against external factors

--- Russian book p 162 A87-17725

In-flight evaluation of incremental time delays in pitch

and roll p 188 A87-17757

Validation of a fighter aircraft simulation using high

angle-of-attack flight test data

[AIAA PAPER 86-2681] p 164 A87-17921

Test flying the cyclo-crane 'proof-of-concept'

experimental model N240AL

[AIAA PAPER 86-2737] p 165 A87-17955

Wright Brothers Lectureship in Aeronautics: Experience

with HiMAT remotely piloted research vehicle - An alternate

flight test approach

[AIAA PAPER 86-2754] p 166 A87-17963

Flying Dassault's big bird --- Falcon 900 passenger

aircraft flight test p 167 A87-18644

Flight evaluation of height response characteristics for

the hover bob-up task and comparison with proposed

criteria p 170 A87-19255

Flight demonstration of higher harmonic control (HHC)

on S-76 p 170 A87-19260

Total rotor isolation system (TRIS) flight test results

p 170 A87-19262

Higher harmonic control - Flight tests of an experimental

system on SA 349 research Gazelle

p 170 A87-19263

Flight tests of an open loop higher harmonic control

system on an S-76A helicopter p 171 A87-19265

Static test and flight test of the Army/Bell ACAP

helicopter p 171 A87-19267

Helicopter de-icing system development and

qualification flight in natural icing versus simulation and

analysis p 171 A87-19269

Deicing the McDonnell Douglas AH-64A

p 172 A87-19273

HH.60 avionics - A progress report

p 182 A87-19285

Design verification and flight testing of a bearingless

soft inplane tail rotor p 172 A87-19286

The role of modeling and flight testing in rotorcraft

parameter identification

[AD-A174776] p 172 A87-19287

Measurement errors in GPS observables

p 159 A87-19357

Characteristics and specification of airborne fiber optic

components p 245 A87-19629

On wings into space --- history of Ames-Dryden Flight

Research Facility p 255 A87-20679

A new pyrgeometer --- for infrared irradiance

measurement p 263 A87-20952

Application of modern synthesis to aircraft control -

Three case studies p 252 A87-20973

Derivation of external store vibration test spectra from

flight data p 238 A87-20993

Challenges in modeling the X-29A flight test

performance

[AIAA PAPER 87-0081] p 239 A87-22402

Flow energizer flight tests on a light twin aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 87-0083] p 239 A87-22404

The application of sub-boundary layer vortex generators

to reduce canopy 'Mach rumble' interior noise on the

Gulfstream III

[AIAA PAPER 87-0084] p 239 A87-22405

Laminarization of transport aircraft wings - A German

view

[AIAA PAPER 87-0085] p 217 A87-22406

Real-time comparison of X-29A flight data and simulation

data

[AIAA PAPER 87-0344] p 253 A87-22570

Comparisons of predicted propeller noise with

windtunnel and flyover data

[AIAA PAPER 87-0527] p 272 A87-22687

Test procedures for detection of in-flight

propeller-induced structure-borne noise

[AIAA PAPER 87-0528] p 272 A87-22688

X wing begins flight testing p 241 A87-22825

Gulfstream IV - Flying the corporate leader

p 241 A87-22919

STOL/Maneuver Technology Demonstrator test

program

[AIAA PAPER 86-9762] p 241 A87-23260

The organization of flight testing in an university

environment

[AIAA PAPER 86-9820] p 273 A87-23282

Database application to aircraft engineering functions

related to flight testing

[AIAA PAPER 86-9823] p 241 A87-23263

Test and flight evaluation of precision distance

measuring equipment p 296 A87-26003

A flight-test study on the total pressure recovery and

exit flow field in an inlet p 289 A87-27487

T-46A flight test results p 357 A87-28150

Nonlinear flight test trajectory controllers for aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 85-1890] p 371 A87-28910

Derivation of vibration test spectra from flight data

p 358 A87-28925

Non-linear observer for estimating aircraft state from

flight test data p 372 A87-29558

Phased arrays for microwave landing systems

p 356 A87-30121

Mission avionics for the SH-60F CV HELO

p 434 A87-31487

A Hardware and Software Integration Facility (HSlF) for

SH-60F CV-Helo p 451 A87-31478

X-29 Flight Test Program including wind tunnel and

computational support

[SAE PAPER 861642] p 427 A87-32584

Flight testing TECS - The Total Energy Control

System

[SAE PAPER 861803] p 444 A87-32648

F.100 - Fellowship renewed p 428 A87-33135

Validation of flutter test analysis method

[AIAA PAPER 87-0780] p 445 A87-33676

Correlation and analysis for SH-2F 101 rotor

[AIAA PAPER 87-0922] p 429 A87-33726

Test flying the Cyclo-Crane 'proof-of-concept'

experimental model N240AL p 504 A87-35675

NOTAR helicopter - A new approach to helicopters

[SAWE PAPER 1734] p 505 A87-36299

Flight testing of flight control and navigation equipment

--- Russian book p 497 A87-36588

Flight tests aimed at measuring power reduction in

formation flight

[DGLR PAPER 86-128] p 494 A87-36768

Use of a computer network with optical bus

communication in the DFVLR flight test system ATTAS

[DGLR PAPER 86-151] p 510 A87-36770

Flight test airborne data processing system

p 498 A87-37401

Helicopter flight testing and real time analysis with data

flow array processors p 498 A87-37402

Flight instrumentation telemetry for aerospace

application _ p 498 A87-37406

Flight test research on static characteristics of

afterburner fuel control system for turbojet engines

p 513 A87-37844

LORAN-C data analysis in support of mid-continent

expansion p 579 A87-41360

SWAN implementation in the SAINT system

p 579 A87-41365

Flight test results of an integrated GPS and strapdown

inertial system p 580 A87-41377

Altitude aided GPS p 580 A87-41390

Cold weather trials for military aircraft

p 599 A87-41625

Observations of pilot control strategy in low level

helicopter flying tasks p 678 A87-43433

Realization and flight testing of a model following control

system for helicopters p 679 A87-43440

SUBJECT INDEX

The model inverse as an element of a manoeuvre

demand system for helicopters p 679 A87-43441

Irish Dauphin helicopter S.A.R. system flight tests ---

Search and Rescue p 648 A87-43455

Helicopter model in flight identification by a real time

self adaptive digital process p 680 A87-43458

Experimental application of strain pattern analysis (SPA)

- Wind tunnel and flight test results p 654 A87-43459

The Air Force Flight Test Center - Now and the future

p 684 A87-45125

Onboard instrumentation for flight test takeoff

performance p 662 A87-45126

Preparing a propfan propulsion system for flight test

[AIAA PAPER 87-1731] p 665 A87-45170

UDF/727 flight test program

[AIAA PAPER 87-1733] p 666 A87-45171

Flight test of the F100-PW-220 engine in the F-16

[AIAA PAPER 87-1845] p 667 A87-45245

Preliminary flight results of an adaptive engine control

system of an F-15 airplane

[AIAA PAPER 87-1847] p 667 A87-45247

Flight test and evaluation of propulsion system

operability characteristics

[AIAA PAPER 87-2092] p 656 A87-45400

Propfan propulsion system development

p 675 A87-46247

Proving that Avanti stands for progress

p 656 A87-46314

The BHTC flight test facility - An overview

p 776 A87-47118

1986 report to the aerospace profession; Proceedings

of the Thirtieth Symposium, Beverly Hills, CA, Sept. 24-27,

1986 p 742 A87-47835

NOTAR (No Tail Rotor) - Proof of concept

p 742 A87-47836

Harrier II - Digital engine control flight tests

p 758 A87-47837

Mission Adaptive Wing test program

p 743 A87-47839

Flight testing the X-29 p 743 A87-47841

High altitude flutter investigation and exploration of the

flutter boundary of the TR-1 and specially configured

U-2R p 743 A87-47842

Navy departure resistance and air combat maneuvering

evaluation of the FA-18B airplane p 765 A87-47843

T-46A flight test results p 743 A87-47844

Development and Flight test of the F110-GE-400 for

the F-14D aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 87-1849] p 759 A87-48574

A comparison of a nonlinear flight dynamic simulation

of an airship with flight test results

[AIAA PAPER 87-25007] p 765 A87-48649

Pre- and post-flight-test models versus measured

skyship-500 control responses

[AIAA PAPER 87-2508] p 765 A87-48650

Spin resistance evaluation of a light airplane

[SAE PAPER 871021] p 766 A87-48758

Flight test investigations of a wing designed for natural

laminar flow

[SAE PAPER 871044] p 720 A87-48770

Flight tests confirming the operability of night vision

display cockpits for the new helicopters

p 756 A87-48918

Dynamic interface flight test and simulation limitations

p 747 A87-48969

Society of Flight Test Engineers, Annual Symposium,

17th, Washington, DC, Aug. 10-14, 1986, Proceedings

p 713 A87-49198

Management of United States Air Force (USAF)

operational test and evaluation (OT&E) flight test

programs p 799 A87-49199

CAFTA - The latest in flight test data analysis systems

p 794 A87-49200

Satisfying the flight test data requirements of flight

training simulators p 779 A87-49201

The use of flight test techniques in aircraft accident

investigations p 738 A87-49202

Flight test and evaluation of a prototype airborne video

and pulse code modulation multiplexing system

p 756 A87-49205

Testing and development of holographic HUD systems

p 757 A87-49207

The E-3 Joint Test Force - A unique test organization

p 713 A87-49208

Effects of inlet temperature and pressure upon the

generalized performance parameters of the T56 engine

p 761 A87-49210

The AV-8B flight test video system

p 757 A87-49214

Flow visualization techniques applied to full-scale

vehicles

[AIAA PAPER 87-2421] p 750 A87-49594

Evaluation of airplane spin resistance using proposed

criteria for light general aviation airplanes

[AIAA PAPER 87°2562] p 769 A87-49612
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SUBJECT INDEX FLIGHT TIME

Transonic vibration induced by mismatching between

engine and thrust nozzle p 762 A87-49985
Pilot report - A tale about flying the NOTAR

p 750 A87-50224
Inflight evaluation of a modal suppression yaw damper

[AIAA PAPER 87-2257] p 770 A87-50420
Dynamic stability and handling qualities tests on a highly

augmented, statically unstable airplane
[AIAA PAPER 87-2258] p 770 A87-50421

Fly-by-wire system and control laws of the T-2 control
configured vehicle
(AIAA PAPER 87-2586] p 774 A87-50549

Longitudinal handling qualities of the T-2 Control
Configured Vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 87-2587] p 774 A87-50550

Manipulated turbulence structure in flight
p 806 A87-52056

UHB demonstrator flight test program
[AIAA PAPER 87-1732] p 824 A87-52844

Flight test of a digital controller used in a helicopter
autoland system p 835 A87-53079

Helicopter certification - New test techniques
p 825 A87-54201

Aircraft positioning using Global Positioning System
carder phase data p 821 A87-54367

Design and fabrication of the NASA decoupler pylon
for the F-16 aircraft

[NASA-CR-172354] p 25 N87-10065
Application of operational flight recording to

helicopters p 31 N87-10081
Wind shear measurement on beard a MORANE 893

p 31 N87-10086
Comparative evaluation of redundant flight data

recorded by a digital aircraft integrated data system
recorder (DAn) on beard an Airbus A-310 aircraft

p 33 N87-10098
Response of a small-turboshaff-engine compression

system to inlet temperature distortion
[NASA-TM-83765] p 35 N87-10100

In-flight total forces, moments and static aeroelastic
characteristics of an oblique-wing research airplane
[NASA-TP-2224] p 36 N87-10103

Flight service evaluation of composite helicopter
components
[NASA-CR-178149] p 41 N87-10162

Performance and quality flight test textbook. Volume 2:
Flying qualities
[AD-A168124] p 3 N87-10830

Correlation between flight simulation and processing of
flight tests based on inertial measurements
[NLR-MP-85058-U] p 28 N87-10863

Flight test report of the NASA icing research airplane:
Performance, stability, and control after flight through
natural icing conditions
[NASA-CR-179515] p 116 N87-11797

NASA rotor systems research aircraft: Fixed-wing
configuration flight-test results
[NASA-TM-86789] p 100 N87-12557

Evaluation of a nonlinear parameter extraction
mathematical model including the term C(subm(sub delta
e squared))

[NASA-TM-87731] p 116 N87-12566
r'lvIl{-;u_JtUlI(._111_:_,._pruy _ys[em tHl_) evalua[ion ano

improvement

[AD*A170732] p 173 N87-13429
USAF test pilot school. Performance phase textbook,

volume 1

lAD-A170957] p 173 N87-13430

USAF test pilot school. Flying qualities textbook, volume
2, part 1
[AD-At70959] p 173 N87-13431

USAF test pilot school. Flying qualities textbook, volume
2, pert2
[AD-At70960] p 173 N87-13432

Development and evaluation of an airplane electronic
display format aligned with the inertial velocity vector
[NASA.TP-2648] p 182 N87.13438

Summary of AH-1G flight vibration data for validation
of coupled rotor-fuselage analyses
[NASA-CR-178160] p 201 N87.13795

Comparison of theoretical and flight-measured local flow
aerodynamics for a low-aspect-ratio fin
[NASA-TM-86806] p 232 N87-1594t

In-flight ejection seat test using the Aircrew Gliding
Escape System (AGES) parachute
[AD-A172987] p 235 N87-15948

Permanent magnet variable speed constant frequency
power generation system
[AD-At 73959] p252 N87.15974

Design and initial application of the extended aircraft
interrogation and display system: Multiprocessing ground
support equipment for digital flight systems
[NASA-TM-86740] p 301 N87.16820

Flight service evaluation of advanced composite ailerons
on the L-1011 transport aircraft
[NASA-CR-178170] p 318 N87-16883

DFVLR flight operation acting as a useful service unit
for ERS-1 p 331 N87-17378

Noise propagation from a four-engine, propeller-driven
airplane
[NASA-TM-89035] p 335 N87-17482

LFC leading edge glove flight: Aircraft modification
design, test article development and systems integration
[NASA-CR-172136] p 275 N87-17658

Structural and aerodynamic loads and performance
measurements of an SA349/2 helicopter with an advanced
geometry rotor
[NASA-TM-88370] p 301 N87-17691

DC-10 winglet flight evaluation
[NASA-CR-3748] p 302 N87-17694

Methods for designing treatments to reduce interior
noise of predominant sources and paths in a single engine
light aircraft
[NASA-CR-172546] p 336 N87-18401

Aircraft parameter estimation
[NASA-TM-88281] p 362 N87-19376

Development of flight performance algorithms and a
tactical computer aided mission planning system for the
A-7E aircraft

[AD-A175724] p 364 N87-19387
Assessing the benefits and costs of motion for C-17

flight simulators
lAD-A174822] p377 N87-19411

The 1985 small propeller-driven aircraft noise test
program
lAD-A175596] p 477 N87-20799

Challenges in modeling the X-29 flight test
performance
[NASA-TM-88282] p 433 N87-20991

New methods and results for quantification of
lightning-aircraft electrodynamics
[NASA-TP-2737] p 492 N87-21871

Development and flight verification of airborne glideslope
computation/gust detection system
[NAL-TR-908] p 503 N87-21906

Identification of dynamic systems - applications to
aircraft. Part 1: The output error approach
[AGARD-AG-300-VOL-3-PT-1] p 508 N87-21913

Microprocessor applications in airborne flight test
instrumentation

[AGARD-AG-160-VOL-18] p 511 N87-21920
Accurate prediction of longitudinal flying qualities for

landing aircraft
[AD-A179069] p 509 N87-22676

Flight and analytical investigations of a structural mode
excitation system on the YF-12A airplane
[NASA-CR-166623] p 520 N87-22685

Evaluation of numerator lead effects on aircraft handling
qualities
[AD-A179388] p 523 N87-22687

Frequency-response identification of XV-15 tilt-rotor
aircraft dynamics
[NASA-TM-89428] p 524 N87-22690

High altitude turbulence for supersonic cruise vehicles
[NASA-TM-88285] p 544 N87-23100

Flight investigation of the effects of an outboard
wing-leading-edge modification on stall/spin
characteristics of a low.wing, single-engine, T-tait light

[NASA-TP-2691] p 585 N87-23614

High-angle.of-attack pneumatic lag and upwash
corrections for a hemispherical flow direction sensor
[NASA.TM-86790] p 590 N87-23616

Highly integrated digital electronic control: Digital flight
control, aircraft model identification, and adaptive engine
control
[NASA-TM-86793] p 592 N87-23619

Flight test evaluation of techniques to predict longitudinal
pilot induced oscillations
[AD-A179229] p 597 N87-23629

Demonstration of frequency-sweep testing technique
using a Bell 214-ST helicopter
(NASA-TM.89422] p 598 N87-23632

Utilization of simulation to support F-14A low altitude
high angle of attack flight testing p 600 N87-23649

The development of the T-46 next generation trainer
manned engineering simulator at the US Air Force Flight
Test Center p 601 N87-23652

Correlation between flight simulation and processing of
flight tests based on inertial measurements

p 601 N87-23655
Unusual airborne simulator applications

p 602 N87-23656

Collected flight and simulation comparisons and
considerations p 602 N87-23660

Investigation of dynamic ground effect
p 573 N87-24420

Unsteady inlet distortion characteristics with the B-1 B
p 575 N87-24478

Digital data recording on floppy disks applied for onbeard
use in helicopters
[ESA-'I-r-1011] p 614 N87-24675

Performance and loads data from a hover test of a
0,658.scale V.22 rotor and wing
[NASA-TM-89419] p 642 N87-25296

Ground and flight test results of a total main rotor
isolation system
[NASA-CR-4082] p 643 N87-25302

Heliport visual approach surface testing test plan
lAD-A179897] p 650 N87-25312

TACAN/INS Performance Evaluation (TIPE) flight test
report
[AD-A180138] p 650 N87-25313

Correlation of B-1 flight test subjective assessments and
some ride quality/vibration exposure criteria
[AD-A179844] p 658 N87-25318

Flight service evaluation of advanced composite ailerons
on the L-1011 transport aircraft
[NASA-CR-178321] p 691 N87-25439

Identification of a dynamic model of a helicopter from
flight tests p 659 N87-26040

The treatment of calibrations of total air temperature
probes for use in flight-test analysis work
[ESDU-84007] p 701 N87-26324

Operational performance of vapor-screen systems for
in-flight visualization of leading-edge vortices on the
F-106B aircraft

[NASA-TM-4004] p 732 N87-26877
Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance System (TCAS-3)

[BCD.TR-157] p 741 N87-26892
Flight characteristics test of the UH-60A with tail boom

mounted strake

[AD-A180791] p 751 N87-26898
Evaluation of the OV-1D aircraft with the YT53-L-704

engine and rudder augmentation system, phase 2
[AD-A180966] p 752 N87-26900

Elementary data analysis of measurements in nonsteady
longitudinal and lateral flight test maneuvers
[V-I'H-LR-409] p 752 N87-26905

Preliminary flight assessment of the X-29A advanced
technology demonstrator
[NASA-TM-t00407] p 752 N87-26906

The value of early flight evaluation of propulsion
concepts using the NASA F-t 5 research airplane
[NASA-TM-100408] p 763 N87-26913

Dynamic stability and handling qualities tests on a highly
augmented, statically unstable airplane
[NASA-TM-88297] p 776 N87-26920

Design and evaluation of dynamic flight test
maneuvers
[VTH-LR-497] p 753 N87-27657

Level flight performance evaluation of the UH-60A
helicopter with the production external stores support
system and ferry tanks installed
[AD-A181947] p 753 N87-27658

Preliminary airworthiness evaluation of the UH-1H
helicopter with the T53-L-703 engine installed
[AD-A182369] p 825 N87-28541

A flight evaluation of voice interaction as a component
of an integrated helicopter avionics system
[RAE-TM-FS(B)-637] p 829 N87-28547

The flight development of a color electronic display
format and monitoring system of helicopter engine and
transmission data

LM_-IM-ro_DI-O_OJ p O=:U I'_O/-=:o;_._o
Parachute systems technology: Fundamentals,

concepts, and applications. Advanced parachute design
[DE87-011634] p 814 N87-29415

Parachute systems technology: Fundamentals,
concepts, and applications
[DE87-011722] p 815 N87-29416

Heliport critical area flight test results
[AD-At83153] p 823 N87-29487

Test plan for helicopter GPS (Global Positioning System)
applications
[AD-A183299] p 823 N87-29488

Flight evaluation of the UH.60A helicopter with the pitch
bias actuator centered and electrically disconnected
[AD-A183954] p 827 N87-29495

Bibliography for aircraft parameter estimation
[NASA-TM.86804] p 827 N87-29498

Application of parameter estimation to aircraft stability
and control: The output-error approach
[NASA-RP-1168] p 827 N87-29499

Trimming an aircraft model for flight simulation
[NASA-TM-89466] p 828 N87-29502

The 737 graphite composite flight spoiler flight service
evaluation
[NASA-CR-178322] p 846 N87-29609

FLIGHT TIME
General aviation activity and avionics survey

lAD-At68582] p 65 N87-11686
The impact of technology on flight simulation

[AD-At77861] p 526 N87-21962
Flight duration, airspeed practices and altitude

management of airplanes involved in the NASA VGH
General Aviation Program
[NASA.TM-89074] p 625 N87-25293

A-121



FLIGHT TRAINING

FLIGHT TRAINING

Weather hazards training for United States Air Force

(USAF) flight operations

[AIAA PAPER 87-0333] p 234 A87-22567

Simulator training (retraining) of sircrews with emphasis

on hazardous weather

[AIAA PAPER 87-0337] p 234 A87-22568

Mission simulators p 314 A87-24611

Use of microprocessor elements in simulation of digital

avionic systems p460 A87-31473

Development of a digital/analogue electronic flight

instrumentation system (EFIS) simulation

p 451 A87-31545

Activities report in air traffic control

[ETN-87-98861] p 160 N87-14309

Assessing the benefits and costs of motion for C-17

flight simulators: Technical appendixes

[AD-A174745] p 377 N87-19410

Assessing the benefits and costs of motion for C-17

flight simulators

[AD-A174822] p 377 N87-19411

Implementation of turbulence models into simulators

p 527 N87-22354

Simulator manufacturers' requirements

p 687 N87-25280

Simulator systems integration p 687 N87-25283

FLIGHT VEHICLES

Determination of optimal position of actuators for flexible

flight vehicles p 190 A87-18528

A computational study of the flowfield surrounding the

Aeroassist Flight Experiment vehicle

[AIAA PAPER 87-1575] p 626 A87-43084

Theory end design of flight-vehicle engines

[NASA-TM-88583] p 442 N87-20281

FUR DETECTORS

Data compression for IR reconnaissance

p 18 A87-10947

Facilities and procedures for test and evaluation of

airborne infrared imaging systems at Edwards Air Force

Base

[AIAA PAPER 86-9816] p 257 A87-23261

Master of night attack --- improved aircraft

instrumentation design p 365 A87-28389

FLOATS

Experimental study of the interaction petweon an arc

and an electrically floating structure p 126 A87-15023

FLOODS

An investigation of spray impact forces --- aircraft

wheels

[BU-340] p 392 N87-19697

FLOORS

A method of predicting the energy-absorption capability

of composite subfloor beams

[NASA-TM-89088] p 380 N87-19450

Integrally-stiffened crash energy-absorbing subfloor

beam structure

[NASA-CASE-LAR-f3697-t] p 659 N87-25321
FLOQUET THEOREM

The effect of gyroscopic forces on dynamic stability and

response of spinning tapered blades

[AIAA PAPER 87-0737] p 464 A87-33663

Investigation of ground and air resonance using a

combination of multiblade coordinates and Floquet

theory p 653 A87-43444

An application of Floquet theory to investigate helicopter

mechanical instability using a spatial model including rotor

blade flapping p 746 A87-48952

FLOTATION

H-46 Helicopter Emergency Flotation System (HEFS)

in-flight and water evaluation p 743 A87-47838

FLOW CHARACTERISTICS

Vectorizable multigrid algorithms for transonic-flow

calculations p 72 A87-14652

The use of mathematical models in aerodynamics (The

W. Rupert Turnbull Lecture) p72 A87-15189

Theory and analysis of aircraft turbomachines (2nd

revised and enlarged edition) --- Russian book

p 304 A87+25265

A numerical simulation of the inviscid flow through a

counterrotating propeller

[ASME PAPER 86-GT-138] p287 A87-25395

Full-scale ground effects of twin impinging jets beneath

a subsonic tactical V/STOL aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 86-2704] p 343 A87-28625

Characteristics of a trailing flap flow with small

separation p 383 A87-29956

A study of a circulation control airfoil with leading/trailing

edge blowing

[AIAA PAPER 87-0157] p 345 A87-31104

Two-dimensional turbulent separated flow

p 552 A87-39527

Investigation of flow structure in a compressor with two

types of guides p 629 A87-43604

Approximation of the characteristics of the turbine of a

gas turbine engine in a wide range of operating modes

p 663 A87-43606

A-122

Effect of swirl on the performance of a radial vaneless

diffuser with compressible flow at Mach numbers of 0.7

and 0.8

[ASME PAPER 86-WA/FE-6] p 629 A87-43704

A computational method for determining flowfield

properties when the pitot pressure is the only measured

instream property p 637 A87-46184

Experimental investigation on flow performance of

tandem blade cascades with double circular arc profiles

p 730 A87-49989

Characteristics of separated flow past a delta wing

p 805 A87-51669

Visual studies of characteristics of slip stream in Mach

reflection of a shock wave p 848 A87-52370

The prediction of transonic loading advancing helicopter

rotors

[AD-At68217] p 100 N87-11781

Thermodynamic and Flow Mechanical Problems in

Aircraft and Spacecraft Drives

[ETN-87-98751] p 185 N87-14331

Elementary-reaction and flow-mechanical problems in

aircraft and spacecraft drives p 196 N87-14333

Thermodynamic and Flow Mechanical Problems in

Aircraft and Spacecraft Drives. Summary of conference

reports for 1974, 1975, 1976

[ETN-87-98750] p 251 N87-15223

Investigation of flow under the fuselage of a powered

light aircraft model

[BU-351] p 418 N87-20247

An investigation into the factors affecting the flow quality
in a small suction wind tunnel

[BU-344] p 453 N87+20299

Flow of gas through turbine stage with spherical nozzle

segment p 592 N87-23582

Icing of flow conditioners in a closed-loop wind tunnel

[NASA-TM-89824] p 570 N87-23591

Response of transonic diffuser flows to abrupt increases

of back pressure: Wall pressure measurements

p 611 N87-23793

An investigation of the flow characteristics in the blade

endwall corner region

[NASA-CR-4076] p 814 N87-29412

FLOW COEFFICIENTS

Investigation of F+ 16 control surface failures and optimal

setting of functional controls

[AD-A182667] p 825 N87-28542

FLOW DEFLECTION

Method of meddional sections in problems involving a

three-dimensional boundary layer p 4 A87-10609

Numerical investigation of supersonic flow past

spike-tipped blunt bodies p 4 A87-10614

Calculation of unsteady supersonic flow past a plane

blade row under the effect of vortex inhomogeneities in

the oncoming flow p 5 A87-10618

Mathematical modeling of separated flow past a wing

profile and aerodynamic hysteresis p 5 A87-10619

Effect of an upstream wake on a pusher propeller

[AIAA PAPER 86-2602] p 69 A87-14035

Using simplified Navier-Stokes equations for calculating

flow of a viscous gas past long bodies

p 146 A87-17748

Second-order thickness terms in unsteady wing theory

p 148 A87-18944

Air flow and particle trajectories around aircraft

fuselages. IV - Orientation of ice crystals

p 246 A87-20958

The stability of the boundary layer on an ellipsoid at

angle of attack

[AIAA PAPER 86-1045] p 215 A87-21528

An Euler correction method for two- and

three-dimensional transonic flows

[AIAA PAPER 87-0522] p 226 A87-22684

Euler solution of the transonic flow for a helicopter

rotor

[AIAA PAPER 87-0523] p 227 A87-22685

A numerical study of viscous transonic flows using RRK

scheme --- Rational Runge-Kutta

[AIAA PAPER 87-0426] p 283 A87-24963

A three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer on a body

of complex shape p 285 A87-25226

The effect of a finely dispersed admixture on the

boundary layer structure in hypersonic flow past a blunt

body p 286 A87-25228

Flow of an ideal incompressible fluid past a finite-span

thin wing vibrating with a large amplitude

p 286 A87-25229

A study of supersonic three-dimensional flow past

pointed axisymmetric bodies p 286 A87-25232

An introduction of hybrid difference scheme suitable for

computation of transonic flows p 343 A87-28335

Numerical calculations for the two-dimensional transonic

flows over lifting airfoils in orthogonal stream-line

coordinates p 343 A87-28342

Hypersonic nonuniform flow of a viscous gas past a

blunt body p 407 A87-31713

SUBJECT INDEX

Nonstationary and nonequilibrium air flow in the vicinity

of the critical flow line p 407 A87-31717

Curvature and pressure-gradient effects on a

small-defect wake p 410 A87-33453

Transonic gas flow past a plate p 484 A87-35816

Aspects of the calculation of potential flow past a slat

in a system of airfoil profiles p 484 A87-35916

Navier-Stokes calculations of transonic viscous flow

about wing-body configurations

[AIAA PAPER 87-1200] p 562 A87-42315

Transverse curvature effects in turbulent boundary

layers

[AIAA PAPER 87-1252] p 611 A87-42345

Computation of flow around an NACA0012 airfoil at high

angle of attack

[AIAA PAPER 87-1425] p 568 A87-42448

A zonal method for modeling 3-D aircraft flow fields with

jet plume effects

[AIAA PAPER 87-f436] p 569 A87-42480

Simulation of transonic viscous flow over a fighter-like

configuration including inlet

[AIAA PAPER 87-1199] p 630 A87-44906

Incompressible Navier-Stokes computations of vortical

flows over double-delta wings

[AIAA PAPER 87-1341] p 631 A87-44933

Flow-field measurements of an airfoil with a deflected

spoiler using an LDV system

[AIAA PAPER 87-1438 p 634 A87-44955

On vectorization of a 2D Navier-Stokes Solver

p 718 A87-47859

Numerical simulation of transonic separated flows over

low-aspect-ratio wings p 730 A87-50341

A three-dimensional boundary layer on blunt bodies with

a porous surface at angles of attack and sideslip

p 803 A87-51007

Visualization of shock wave and streamline around

hypersonic vehicle by using electrical discharge

p 806 A87-52322

Applications of the titanium tetrachloride method for flow

visualization in aerodynamic testing p 806 A87-52324

Experiments in an adaptable-wail wind tunnel for

V/STOL testing

[AD-A174900] p 377 N87-19412

Investigation of F-16 control surface failures and Optimal

setting of functional controls

[AD-A182667] p 825 N87-28542

Low-speed investigations of Apex fence and cavity flap

concepts on a 60 degrees delta configuration

[AD-A183138] p 816 N87-29425

FLOW DISTORTION

An experimental determination of the transfer laws for

a disturbance across an axial compressor

[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-106] p 248 A87-21025

A numerical study of the propagation of a distortion in

an axial compressor

[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-107] p 263 A87-21026

Effects of a downstream disturbance on the structure

of a turbulent plane mixing layer

[AIAA PAPER 87-0197] p 265 A87-22476

Prediction of compressor and turbojet performance with

distorted inlet flow p 367 A87-29561

Perfect gas effects in compressible rapid distortion

theory p 387 A87-31176

Estimation of the stagnation line of a system of jets

impinging on a plane obstacle in incoming flow

p 439 A87-31737

Stationary disturbances in three-dimensional boundary

layers over concave surfaces

[AIAA PAPER 87-1412] p 632 A87-44945

Theory of small disturbances for flat, near-sonic flow

through a vibrating cascade p 717 A87-47658

An experimental investigation of the effect of inlet flow

distortion on compressor performance

p 805 A87-51813

New trends in intake/engioe compatibility assessment

p 593 N87-24467

Improvement of the parallel compressor model by

consideration of unsteady blade aerodynamics

p 594 N87-24473

Transmission of inlet distortion through a fan

p 594 N87-24475

Experimental investigation on small turboprop behaviour

under compressor rotating stall for different inlet flow

conditions p 594 N87.24476

Unsteady inlet distortion characteristics with the B-1B

p 575 N87-24478

Development of intake swirl generators for turbo jet

engine testing p 603 N87-24480

Contribution to the description of rotating flow

instabilities and inlet perturbations in axial flow

compressors

[ETN-87-90040] p 850 N87-28845

FLOW DISTRIBUTION

Body of revolution comparisons for axial- and

surface-singularity distributions p 4 A87-10525



SUBJECT INDEX

A study on the axially curved mixed-flow vaneless
diffusers p 47 A87-11481

Turbulent flow around a wing/fuselage-type juncture
p 70 A87-14108

Special opportunities in helicopter aerodynamics
p 74 A87-15469

The effect of casing treatment on the performance and
flowfield in axial compressors p 184 A87-18531

Aerodynamics of two-dimensional blade-vortex
interaction p 148 A87-18926

Theoretical and experimental description for a radial
supersonic flowfield p 213 A87-20880

Visualization of flows in a motored rotary combustion

engine using holographic interferometry
[AIAA PAPER 86-1557] p 248 A87-21514

Fuel nozzle air flow modeling
[AIAA PAPER 86-1667] p 264 A87-21520

Vortical patterns in the wake of an oscillating airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 87-0111] p 265 A87-22421

Computational and experimental investigation of cavity
flowfields
[AIAA PAPER 87-0114] p 218 A87-22424

IFM applications to theoretical trajectory predictions
[AIAA PAPER 87-0210] p 221 A87-22487

3-D laser veleeimeter investigations of a generic fighter
flowfield
[AIAA PAPER 87-0331] p 265 A87-22565

Simulation of external flowfields using a
three.dimensional Euler/Navier-Stokes algorithm
[AIAA PAPER 87-0484] p 226 A87-22664

Numerical and experimental investigation of a propeller
flowfield with a 3-D non-uniform inflow

[AIAA PAPER 87-0607] p 228 A87-22735
Low aspect ratio wings at high angles of attack

p 228 A87-22929
Computations of supersonic flow past lifting bodies

p 229 A87-23284
Analysis of flowfield on leading edge of transonic blade

profile p 279 A87-23757
Measurement and prediction of model-rotor flowfields

p 320 A87-24033

Droplet field visualization and characterization via digital
image analysis p 320 A87-25291

Navier-Stokes solution for a complete re-entry
configuration p 287 A87-25718

Analysis of the air flow into ramjet combustion
chambers p 288 A87-27474

An experimental study on distribution of cold and hot
airflows in combustor p 306 A87-27493

Boundary-layer effects on the flowfield about isolated
flow-through nacelles p 342 A87-27984

Transonic wing flows using an Euler/Navier-Stokes
zonal approach p 342 A87-28069

Full-scale ground effects of twin impinging jets beneath
a subsonic tactical V/STOL aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 86-2704] p 343 A87-28625
Applications of laser velocimetry and Rayleigh scattering

to engine flows p 385 A87-30677
Experimental examination of a prevaporized premixed

combustor p 369 A87-31187

[SAE P,_,PER 861645] 1_408 A87-32585
Application of a panel method (QUADPAN) to the

prediction of propeller blade loads
[SAE PAPER 861743] p 440 A87-32618

Studies of the flow field near a NACA 4412 aerofoil at

heady maximum lift p 410 A87-33327
A method for computing flow fields around moving

bodies p 484 A87.35552
A computational method for three-dimensional flow

fields of transonic turbine stages and its application
p 486 A87-36916

Transonic flow along arbitrary stream filament of
revolution solved by separate computations with shock
fitting p486 A87-36917

Turbulent boundaq/-layer properties downstream of the
shock-wave/boundary-layer interaction

p 486 A87.37104
Predicting propeller blade loads without testing

p 552 A87-39483
Computation of low-speed flow with heat addition

p 552 A87.39536
Efficient calculation of chemically reacting flow

p 607 A87.39539
Euler analysis of transonic propeller flows

p 553 A87-39813
Experiments with an adaptable-wall wind tunnel for large

lift p 599 A87.41629
Numerical simulation of three-dimensional flow fields in

turbomachinery blade rows using the compressible
Navier-Stokes equations

[AIAA PAPER 87-1314] p 565 A87-42380
An Euier solver for calculating the flowfield of a helicopter

rotor in hover and forward flight
[AIAA PAPER 87-1427] p 568 A87-42450

A zonal method for modeling 3-D aircraft flow fields with
jet plume effects
[AIAA PAPER 87-1436] p 569 A87-42480

A computational study of the flowfield surrounding the
Aeroassist Flight Experiment vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 87-1575] p 626 A87-43084

Investigation of blade-vortices inthe rotor-downwash
p 627 A87-43415

Computation of the flow fields of propellers and hovering
rotors using Euler equations p 628 A87.43418

Advances in the computation of transonic separated
flows over finite wings
[AIAA PAPER 87-1195] p 630 A87-44904

Transonic analysis of the F-t6A with under.wing fuel
tanks - An application of the TranAir full-potential code
[AIAA PAPER 87-1198] p 630 A87-44905

Comparisons of unsteady flow fields about straight and
swept wings using flow visualization and hotwire

anemometry
[AIAA PAPER 87-1334] p 631 A87-44932

Simulations of ramjet combustor flow fields. II - Origin
of pressure oscillations
[AIAA PAPER 87-1422] p 633 A87-44950

Numerical investigation of the flow structure around a
rapidly pitching airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 87-1424] p 633 A87-44951

Flow-field measurements of an airfoil with a deflected

spoiler using an LDV system
[AIAA PAPER 87-1438] p 634 A87-44955

Flow behind single- and dual-rotation propellers at angle
of attack

[AIAA PAPER 87-1750] p 634 A87-45183
Three.dimensional numerical predictions of the flow

behind a rearward-facing-step in a supersonic combustor
[AIAA PAPER 87-1962] p 636 A87-45332

Studies of scramjet fiowfields
[AIAA PAPER 87-2161] p 688 A87.45443

Test flow calibration study of the Langley Arc-Heated
Scramjet Test Facility
[AIAA PAPER 87-2165] p 685 A87-45445

An improved approach for transonic flow
p 639 A87-46215

A Navier-Stokes nozzle analysis technique
p 758 A87-47084

Theory of smell disturbances for flat, near-sonic flow
through a vibrating cascade p 717 A87.47658

Transonic supersonic flows p 717 A87-47664

An experimental and numerical investigation of swirling
flows in a rectangular nozzle
[AIAA PAPER 87-2108] p 787 A87-48576

Euier analysis of the thrae-dimensional flow field of a

high-speed propeller - Boundary condition effects
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-253] p 719 A87-48719

The design of an advanced civilfan rotor
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-218] p 759 A87-48720

Optimized turboprop propulsion system thrust and fuel
burn by integrated design
[SAE PAPER 871054] p 760 A87-48777

Investigations of blade-vortices in the
rotor-downstream p 721 A87-48970

An experimental study to determine the flow and the
mlh_ni_ _t_ti_ _lncl dvnJamic stability characteristics of

aircraft operating at high angles-of-attack
[AIAA PAPER 87-2560] p 768 A87-49610

Experimental investigation on flow performance of
tandem blade cascades with double circular arc profiles

p 730 A87-49989
Method for the determination of the three dimensional

aerodynamic field of a rotor-stator combination in
compressible flow
[AIAA PAPER 87-1742] p 730 A87-50187

Numerical simulation of transonic separated flows over

low-aspect-ratio wings p 730 A87-50341
Calculation of flow over multielement airfoils at high lift

p 730 A87-50343
Flow visualisation on rolling models using minitufts

p 789 A87-50587

Moving shock waves in transonic flows
p 806 A87-52304

A technique of holographic visualization to flow fields
of a model with variable angles of attack

p 806 A87-52306
Visualization of vortex breakdown on a delta wing

p 807 A87-52357
The flow field in the second throat region of a wind

tunnel, computed by an Euler method
p 809 A87-53574

A study of the flow field about an upper surface blown
wing and its effects on longitudinal static stability of a small
jet airplane p 11 N87-10009

Computational aerodynamics of supersonic lifting
vehicles p 12 N87-10030

Supersonic flow around tip sides of wings
p 12 N87-10033

Unsteady flow over an airfoil inside a wind tunnel with
and without transpiration p 13 N87-10051

FLOW DISTRIBUTION

An experimental investigation of end-wall flowfield of a
compressor rotor p 50 N87-10244

Large perturbation flow field analysis and simulation for
supersonic inlets
[NASA-CR-t74676] p 14 N87-10835

Results of wind tunnel tests on external combustion
[ESA-TT-959] p 42 N87-10990

Combustion overview p 43 N87-11 t 81
Host turbine heat transfer overview

p 52 N87-11184
Aerothermal modeling program, phase 2

p 35 N87-11200
Measurement of airfoil heat transfer coefficients on a

turbine stage p 53 N87-11221
An experimental study of the aerodynamics of a NACA

0012 airfoil with a simulated glaze ice accretion
[NASA-CR-179897] p 75 N87-11701

Viscous-inviscid interaction in transonic separated flow
over solid and porous airfoils and cascades

p 76 N87-12535

Analysis and verification of the icing scaling equations.
Volume 1: Revision
[AD-A167976] p 85 N87-12551

Effects of test cell recirculation on high-bypass turbofan

engines during simulated altitude tests
[AD-A171418] p 108 N87-12565

Computational fluid dynamic studies of certain ducted
bluff-body ffowfields relevant to turbojet combustors,
Volume 1: Time-dependent calculations with the k-epsilon
turbulence model for an existing centerbody combustor
[AD-A171434] p 131 N87-12816

Vortex breakdown and control experiments in the
Ames-Dryden water tunnel
[NASA-TM-89410] p 151 N87-13409

Numerical simulation of transonic flow fields by solving
the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations

p 152 N87-14266
The reliability of numerical solutions for the viscous

transonic flows over an airfoil p 152 N87-14267
Computations of two- and three-dimensional flows using

an adaptive mesh p 202 N87-14269
Compressibility effects on delta wing flow fields

p 154 N87-14641
Compressibility effects on flows around simple

components p 154 N87-14642
Drag predictions for projectiles at transonic and

supersonic speeds
[AD-A171462] p 232 N87-15191

Procedures for computing transonic flows for control

of adaptive wind tunnels
[NASA-TM-88530] p 257 N87-15235

Fuel spray ignition by hot surfaces and aircraft fire
stabilization
[AD-A172827] p 260 N87-16094

The aerodynamics and aeroacoustics of rotating
transonic disturbances p 289 N87-16786

Measurement of the three-dimensional aerodynamics of
an annular cascade airfoil row p 290 N87-16788

Measurements of the unsteady flow field within the stator
row of a transonic axial-flow fan, 1: Measurement and

analysis technique
[NASA-TM-88945] p 290 N87-16789

Measurements of the unsteady flow field within the stator
row of a transonic axiel-flow fan. Part 2: Results and
discussion

[NASA-TM-88946] p 290 N87-16790
Euler analysis of the three dimensional flow field of a

high-speed propeller: Boundary condition effects
[NASA-TM-88955] p 291 N87-16798

Observations on the turbulent structure in an unsteady,

normal shock/boundary-layer interaction --- blowdown
supersonic tunnel
]PNR90361] p 323 N87-17010

ACTA aeronautica et astronautica sinica (selected

articles)
[AD-A173364] p 276 N87-17661

Top-mounted inlet performance for a V/STOL
fighter/attack aircraft configuration
[NASA-TM-88210] p 293 N87-t767t

Calculation of viscous transonic flows about a
supercritical airfoil
[AD-A173519] p 293 N87-t7673

Contamination and distortion of steady flow field induced
by various discrete frequency disturbances in aircraft gas
turbines
[AD-A173294] p 310 N87-17704

An experimental investigation of soot size and flow fields
in a gas turbine engine augmentor tube
lAD-A173570] p 310 N87-17705

Methods for numerical simulation of leading-edge vortex
flow

[NLR-MP-85052-U] p 349 N87-t8545
Simulating the helicopter-ship interface as an alternative

to current methods of determining the safe operating

envelopes
(AD.A175911] p 364 N87-19388
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Flow through a compressor stage
[AD-A175026] p 370 N87-19397

Applications of Computational Fluid Dynamics in
Aeronautics
IAGARD-CP-412] p 414 N87-20199

A discussion on a mesh generation technique applicable
to complex geometries p 475 N87-20201

Geometry definition and grid generation for a complete
fighter aircraft p 475 N87-20203

An assessment of the use of low-order panel methods
for the calculation of supersonic flows

p 476 N87-20204
Prediction of wing-body-store aerodynamics using a

small perturbation method and a grid embedding
technique p 414 N87-20207

Metrics, transonic potential flow calculations about

transport aircraft p 415 N87-20208
Applications and developments of computational

methods for the aerodynamic problems of complex
configurations p 415 N87-20209

The integration of computational fluid dynamics into the
military aircraft design process p 431 N87-20210

Numerical simulation of internal and external inviscid

and viscous 3-D flow fields p 466 N87-20213
Applications of Euler equations to sharp edge delta wings

with leading edge vortices p 415 N87-20214
Analysis of the F-16 flow field by a block gdd Euler

approach p 415 N87-20217
Computation of three-dimensional flows by

viscous-inviscid interation using the MZM method
p 466 N87-20223

Calculations for a generic fighter at supersonic high-lift
conditions p 432 N87-20226

High speed viscous flow calculations about complex
configurations p 416 N87-20227

Numerical simulation of the flow field around a complete
aircraft p 416 N87-20231

Simulation of transonic viscous wing and wing-fuselage
flows using zonal methods
[NASA-TM-89421] p 418 N87-20242

Wing-nacelle interactions, Program 1985, Part two:
Development of a finite element code for an isolated
nacelle

[ONERA-RTS-21/3271-AY] p 419 N87-20250
Detailed flow surveys of turning vanes designed for a

0.1-scale model of NASA Lewis Research Center'S

proposed altitude wind tunnel
[NASA-TP-2680] p 452 N87-20295

Lee surface flow over delta wings at supersonic speeds:
Some features of different types of flow
[NAL-TM-AE-8612] p 491 N87-21864

Lee-surface flow over delta wings at supersonic
speeds
[NAL-TM-AE-8610] p 491 N87-21865

Nonplanar vortex lattice method for analysis of complex
multiple lifting surfaces
[NAL-TM-AE-8606] p 491 N87-21866

A numerical study of the 3D flowfield in a transonic
compressor rotor with a modelling of the tip clearance
flow p 518 N87-21945

Numerical simulation of the hypersonic flow around lifting
vehicles

[NASA-TM-S9444] p 536 N87-22116
Computation of tip and comer region flows

p 537 N87-22153
Numerical simulation of supersonic flow over a rotating

band using flowfield blanking
[AD-A178492] p 493 N87-22624

Dynamic stall calculations using a Navier-Stokes
solver
lAD-A178566] p 523 N87-22688

Unsteady stator/rotor interaction p 541 N87-22767
Conservative zonal schemes for patched grids in 2 and

3 dimensions

[NASA-TM-88326] p 541 N87-22932

Study of lee-side flows over conically cambered delta
wings at supersonic speeds, part 1
[NASA-TP-2660-PT-1] p 571 N87-23597

High-anglo-of-attack pneumatic lag and upwash
corrections for a hemispherical flow direction sensor
[NASA-TM-86790] p 590 N87-23616

Computational studies of the effects of acoustics and
chemistry on the flow field in an axisymmetric ramjet
combustor p 612 N87-23801

Numerical simulations of cold flow in a ramjet dump
combustor with a choked exit nozzle

p 612 N87-23802

Unsteady separated flows: Vorticity and turbulence
[AD-A179500] p 614 N87-23912

V/STOL and STOL ground effects and testing
techniques p 586 N87-24411

Numerical investigation of V/STOL jet induced
interactions p 572 N87-24413

Summary of STOL ground vortex investigation
p 572 N87-24415

STOL landing thrust: Reverser jet flowfields
p 573 N87-24417

Investigation of non-symmetric jets in cross flow
(discrete wing tip jet effects)
[AD-A179783] p 574 N87-24431

Experimental Studies on the dynamic development and
control of unsteady separated flows p 642 N87-25297

Tomographic reconstruction of three-dimensional flow
over airfoils

[AD-At79976] p 843 N87-25300

Study of lee-side flows over conically cambered Delta
wings at supersonic speeds, part 2
[NASA-TP-2660-PT-2] p 643 N87-25301

Detailed near.wake flowfield surveys with comparison
to an Euler method of an aspect ratio 4 rectangular wing
[NASA-TM-89357] p 644 N87-25993

Computational fluid dynamics: Transition to design
applications p 700 N87-26004

Development and application of unified algorithms for
problems in computational science p 705 N87-26006

Application of CFD codes to the design and development
of propulsion systems p 677 N87-26009

Computational fluid dynamics research at the United
Technologies Research Center requiring
supercomputers p 701 N87-26011

Numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equations about
three-dimensional configurations: A survey

p 701 N87-26022

Velocity measurements near the blade tip and in the
tip vortex core of a hovering model rotor

p 645 N87-26030

An investigation of turbulence mechanisms in V/STOL
upwash flow fields
[AD-A181265] p 732 N87-26871

An experimental study of the properties of surface
pressure fluctuations for separating turbulent boundary
layers
[NASA-CR-180295] p 789 N87-27124

Experimental study of shock wave interference heating

on a cylindrical leading edge
[NASA-TM-100484J p 789 N87-27154

A direct-inverse method for transonic and separated
flows about airfoils
[NASA-CR-181233] p 733 N87-27620

An experimental investigation of shock waves and
turbulent boundary layer interactions in a supersonic
flowfield through an annular duct p 790 N87-27931

Two-dogree-of-freedom subsonic wing rock and
nonlinear aerodynamic interference p 811 N87-28511

Control of shear flows by artificial excitation
[NASA-TM-100201 ] p 815 N87-29420

Numerical simulation of X24C-10D

lAD-A183287] p 816 N87-29427
Reconstruction of a three-dimensional, transonic rotor

flow field from holographic interferogram data
p 817 N87-29445

Application of digital interferogram evaluation
techniques to the measurement of 3-D flow fields

p 851 N87-29451
KC-135 aero-optical turbulent boundary layer/shear

layer experiment revisited p 852 N87-29454
Qualitative evaluation of a flush air data system at

transonic speeds and high angles of attack
[NASA-TP-2716] p 827 N87-29497

FLOW EQUATIONS

Constanl-densify approximation to Taylor-Maccoll
solution p 71 A87-14127

Modeling of turbulent separated flows for aerodynamic
applications p 73 A87-15454

Viscous transonic flow over aerofoils using transonic
full potential equation in a system of Cartesian
coordinates
[AIAA PAPER 87-0411] p 223 A87-22616

Foundation of potential flows p 319 A87-23627
Supersonic solution of problems involving analysis and

design calculation by streamline curvature method in
turbomachinery p 344 A87-29564

On performance of a cascade with varying geometry
converging passage p 344 A87-29565

Finite volume step method for inviscid and viscous
supersonic flows
]DGLR PAPER 86-162] p 486 A87-36790

Transonic flow field analysis for real fuselage
configurations p 488 A87-37554

A vertex based multigrid algorithm for three dimensional
compressible flow calculations p 489 A87-38493

A locally implicit scheme for the Euler equations
[AIAA PAPER 87-1144] p 618 A87-42090

An adaptive finite element scheme for the Euler and
Navier-Stokes equations
[AIAA PAPER 87-1172] p 561 A87-42116

Time-consistent pressure relaxation procedure for
compressible reduced Navier-Stokes equations

p 626 A87-43377

The influence of flow non-uniformities in air-breathing
hypersonic propulsion systems
[AIAA PAPER 87-2079] p 636 A87-45394

An improved approach for transonic flow
p 639 A87-46215

Application of the TranAir full-potential code to the
F-16A p 730 A87-50342

The unsteady flow Euler amplitude equation in vibrating
cascades and its numerical method p 830 A87-51810

Euler flow solutions for a transonic wind tunnel section
[CWI-NM-R8601] p 16 N87-10847

Unsteady 3-dimensional Euler equations solutions on
dynamic blocked grids
[AD-A173977] p 232 N87-15942

Calculation of viscous transonic flows about a

supercritical airfoil
[AD-A173519] p 293 N87-17673

A numerical study of the Weis-Fogh mechanism
p 414 N87-20197

A discussion on a mesh generation technique applicable
to complex geometries p 475 N87-20201

Acta mechanics sinica (selected articles)
lAD-A176240] p 418 N87-20246

Activities report in aerodynamics
[ETN-87-99372] p 419 N87-20973

Computation of unsteady flows using the point vortex
method p 536 N87-22138

The use of a computer to obtain flight manual data
[AD-A178741] p 547 N87-22416

A study of fluid-dynamic pressure fields on compressor
reed valves

[AD-A178584] p 541 N87-22938
Development of direct-inverse 3-D method for applied

aerodynamic design and analysis
[NASA-CR-180646] p 751 N87-26895

A conltibutlon to the computation of unsteady, transonk:,

inviscid flow about a wing profile
[ETN-87-90038] p 810 N87-28505

Numerical calculation of unsteady inviscid rotational
transonic flow past airfoils using Euler equations

p 811 N87-28510
Comparison between 2D transonic flutter calculations

in the time and frequency domain p 812 N87-28520
FLOW GEOMETRY

A study on the axially curved mixed-flow vaneless
diffusers p 47 A87-11481

Euler solutions on O-O grids around wings using local
refinement p 6 A87-11512

Efficient numerical method for transonic flow

simulations p 6 A87-11528
Transformation of a plane uniform shock into cylindrical

or spherloal uniform shock by wall shaping
p 37 A87-12585

Spray characteristics of two combined jet atomizers
p 124 A87-13660

Theoretical studies of the ETW diffuser and of the

second throat p 69 A87.14022
Experimental and numerical investigation of supersonic

turbulent flow through a square duct p 70 A87-14117
Effect of two endwall contours on the performance of

an annular nozzle cascade p 71 A87-14119
Start-up of a wind tunnel with a multichannel diffuser

p 72 A87-15206
New numerical techniques in the method of singularities

for application to complox three-dimensional
configurations --- aerodynamic flow simulation
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-186] p 215 A87-21085

TRANAIR - A computer code for transonic analyses of
arbitrary configurations
[AIAA PAPER 87.0034] p 216 A87.22369

Improvements to the aircraft Euler method
[AIAA PAPER 87°0452] p 225 A87-22644

Analysis of flowfield on leading edge of transonic blade
profile p 279 A87-23757

Unsteady full potential computations for complex
configurations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0110] p 281 A87-24920

The effect of a finely dispersed admixture on the

boundary layer structure in hypersonic flow past a blunt
body p 286 A87-25228

Supersonic solution of problems involving analys_s and
design calculation by streamline curvature method in
turbomachinery p 344 A87-29564

On performance of a cascade with varying geometry
converging passage p 344 A87-29565

The predicting method for the performance of the
modern supersonic/transonic stage of the axial-flow
compressor p 344 A87-29566

Experimental investigation on the composite cooling of
a semicylinder leading edge p 386 A87.30718

Supersonic inviscid-flow - A three-dimensional
characteristics approach p408 A87-32115

Curvature and pressure-gradientp effects on asmall-defect wake 410 A87-33453

Full potential transonic multigrid code for arbitrary
configurations p 413 A87-35013
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Structure and pulsation characteristics of a compressible
turbulent boundary layer behind a fan of rarefaction
waves p 484 A87-35813

An experimental study of the structure of coaxial
nonisobaric reacting jets p 484 A87-35822

Experiments on supersonic turbulent flow development
in a square duct p 487 A87-37107

A synthesis of procedures for selecting the geometric
features of an air intake - For M = 0 to 1.8

p 487 A87-37209

Transonic flow field analysis for real fuselage
configurations p 488 A87-37554

Transverse curvature effects in turbulent boundary
layers
[AIAA PAPER 87-1252] p 611 A87-42345

An interactive approach to surface-fitting complex
geometries for flowfield applications
[AIAA PAPER 87-1476] p 625 A87-43009

Effect of fabrication-related deviations of the geometrical
parameters of blade profiles on flow in a compressor

p 629 A87o43603

An LDA investigation of three-dimensional normal
shook-boundary layer interactions in a corner
[AIAA PAPER 87-1369] p 632 A87-44938

Stationary disturbances in three-dimensional boundary
layers over concave surfaces
[AIAA PAPER 87-1412] p 632 A87-44945

Experimental investigation of a double circular arc
cascade with 73 deg camber p 762 A87-49979

Calculation of the aerodynamic characteristics of bodies
of complex shape in transition flow p 805 A87-51664

Study of the flow visualization on the rotary wing with
low aspect ratio p 807 A87-52359

Flow visualization studies of transverse fuel injection
patterns in a nonreacting Mach 2 combustor

p 807 A87-52386
A reconsideration of the three-shock theory for a

pseudo-steady Mach reflection p 810 A87-54364
A discussion on a mesh generation technique applicable

to complex geometries p 475 N87-20201
Laser Doppler Veleoimeter measurements in a 3-D

impinging twin-jet fountain flow p 572 N87-24412
FLOW MEASUREMENT

A nonperturbing boundary-layer transition detection

p 46 A87-10971
The balance between theoretical, computational and

experimental work in turbomachines p 49 A87-13015
Experimental and numerical investigation of supersonic

turbulent flow through a square duct p 70 A87-14117
Laser velocimetry for transonic aerodynamics

p 74 A87-15467
Separation in three-dimensional incompressible flow

Experiments for validation and modeling
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-180] p 214 A87-21079

Math number effects on vortex shedding of a square
cylinder and thick symmetrical airfoil arranged in tandem

p 216 A87-22035
Electron-beam-method velocity measurements in

supersonic flows p 216 A87-22338
Experimental investigations of the circular wall jet on a

circulation control airfoil

[AIAA PAPER 87-0155] O 219 A87-22448

Boundary-layer and wake measurements on a swept,
circulation-control wing
(AIAA PAPER 87-0156] p 219 A87-22449

Numerical and expenmental investigation of a propeller
flowfield with a 3-D non-uniform inflow

[AIAA PAPER 87-0607] p 228 A87-22735
Measurement and prediction of model-rotor flowfields

p 320 A87-24033
Quantitative measurement of transverse injector and

free stream interaction in a nonreacting SCRAM JET
combustor using laser-induced iodine fluorescence
[AIAA PAPER 87-0087] p 281 A87-24916

Unsteady separated flows - Novel experimental
approach
[AIAA PAPER 87-0459] p 283 A87-24966

Method for analyzing four-hot-wire probe
measurements p 322 A87-25913

Aerodynamic research into the high cambered MCA-type
supersonic compressor cascade p 343 A87-28417

Development of test facility and optical instrumentation
for turbulent combustion research p 376 A87-31276

The rapid expansion of a supersonic turbulent flow -
Role of bulk dilatation p 460 A87-31676

Quantitative visualization of steady and unsteady flows
using spark velocimetry p 531 A87-35300

Experiments on supersonic turbulent flow development
in a square duct p 487 A87-37107

Experimental study of the boundary layer on a wing
profile by pressure probes, hot-wire anemometry, and laser
anemometry, and comparison with calculation results
[AAAF PAPER NT 86-15] p 488 A87-38038

Effects of pitot probe shape on measurement of flow
turbulence p 552 A87-39547

Preliminary applications of holographic interferometry to
study hypersonic regions of shock wave/boundary layer
interaction

[AIAA PAPER 87-1194] p 562 A87-42312
Inflow velocity measurements made on a helicopter rotor

using a two-component Laser Velocimeter
[AIAA PAPER 87-1321 ] p 611 A87-42385

Turbulence measurements in a radial upwash
[AIAA PAPER 87-1435] p 568 A87-42455

Flow over a trailing flap and its asymmetric wake
p 626 A87-43376

Designing transonic wind-tunnel test sections for flow
diagnostics and laser velocimeter applications
[AIAA PAPER 87-1434] p 684 A87-44954

Wake measurements of an oscillating airfoil
p 637 A87-45779

Optical flow diagnostic measurements in
turbomachinery p 698 A87-46245

Measurement of swirling flow field using the single
slanted hot-wire technique p 847 A87-51469

Airborne measurement methods applied to the
determination of boundary conditions at the sea surface:

The TOSCANE experiment p 55 N87-11242
Two-dimensional wall interference assessment using

CALSPAN pipes --- wind tunnel walls
[NLR-TR-85065-U] p 151 N87-13415

A calculation method for the propulsive jet and its
aerodynamic interaction with an afterbody
[DFVLR-FB-86-29] p 154 N87-14292

Theoretical and experimental investigations of flow
vector measurements with angle-of-attack and sideslip
sensors on DFVLR meteorological research aircraft
[ESA-TT-976] p 177 N87-14327

Viscous analyses for flow through subsonic and
supersonic intakes
[NASA-TM-88831] p 229 N87-15173

Measurement of the three-dimensional aerodynamics of
an annular cascade airfoil row p 290 N87-16788

A comparison of aerodynamic measurements of the
transonic flow through a plane turbine cascade in four
European wind tunnels
[OUEL-1624/86] p 294 N87-17682

Tip vane drag measurements on the full scale
experimental wind turbine
[tW-R517] p 294 N87-17683

Four spot laser anemometer and optical access
techniques for turbine applications
[NASA-TM-88972] p 326 N87-18057

Acta mechanica sinica (selected articles)
fAD-A176240] p 418 N87-20246

Advanced Instrumentation for Aero Engine
Components
[AGARD-CP-399] p 467 N87-21170

Laser velocimetry study of stator/rotor interactions in
a multi-stage gas turbine compressor

p 467 N87-21181
Developments in data acquisition and processing using

an advanced combustion research facility
p 454 N87-21192

The utilization of thin film sensors for measurements

in turbomachinery p 468 N87-21195
The application of holography as a transonic flow

diagnostic to rotating components in turbomachinery

Crossflow vorticity sensor
[NASA-CASE.LAR-13436-1-CU] p 570 N87-23587

Velocity measurements near the blade tip and in the
tip vortex core of a hovering model rotor

p 645 N87-26030
Investigations on a transonic airfoil with a 30 mm wide

perforation/cavity arrangement
[DFVLR-FB-86-59] p 810 N87.28506

Transonic rotor flow-measurement technique using
holographic interferometry p 851 N87-29434

The Fringe Reading Facility at the Max-Planck-lnstitut
fuer Stroemungsforschung p 851 N87-29452

FLOW REGULATORS

Aerodynamics of a vortex chamber with gas flow rate
adjustment at the outlet p 343 A87-29085

FLOW RESISTANCE
Expansion of flow due to resistance of a wire gauze

placed in a parallel-sided channel p 48 A87-12133

A study of the effect of surface roughness on the head
resistance of an aircraft p 94 A87-14717

Effect of surface roughness on drag of aircraft
p 584 N87-23571

FLOW STABILITY

Unsteady aerodynamic modeling of a fighter wing in
transonic flow p 3 A87-10517

Vortex-stretched flow around a cranked delta wing
p 3 A87-10520

On the large-scale structures in two-dimensional,
small-deficit, turbulent wakes p 8 A87-12052

Modelling of separating flow and its stability
p 533 A87-37216

Measurements and analysis of surge, stall and surge
point parameters in turbojet compressors

p 513 A87-37841

Stability and transition of three-dimensional flows
p 553 A87-40079

Three-dimensional transition studies at ONERA/CERT

[AIAA. PAPER 87-1335] p 566 A87-42395

Transonic nozzle flow instability due to shock
wave/condensation front interaction
[AIAA PAPER 87-1355] p 567 A87-42409

Linear instability waves in supersonic turbulent mixing
layers
[AIAA PAPER 87-1418] p 633 A87-44948

Forced oscillations in a boundary layer at frequencies
close to the upper branch of the neutral curve

p 803 A87-50890

Investigation of Ferri instability in supersonic inlets
[ESA-TT-978] p 154 N87-14289

Fluid dynamics of high performance turbomachines
fAD-A177003] p 469 N87-21341

Contribution to the description of rotating flow
instabilities and inlet perturbations in axial flow
compressors
[ETN-87-90040] p 850 N87-28845

FLOW THEORY

Comparison of analysis methods used in lifting surface
theory p 276 A87-23632

On the application of linearised theory to multi-element
aerofoils. II - Effects of thickness, camber and stagger

p 287 A87-25595
Perfect gas effects in compressible rapid distortion

theory p 387 A87-31176
The rapid expansion of a supersonic turbulent flow -

Role of bulk dilatation p 460 A87-31676
On the evolution of particle-laden jet flows - A theoretical

and experimental study
[AIAA PAPER 87-2181] p 697 A87-45457

Theory of small disturbances for flat, near-sonic flow
through a vibrating cascade p 717 A87-47658

Lateral fluid forces on whirling centrifugal impeller. I -
Theory. II - Experiment in vaneless diffuser

p 786 A87-47717
Activities report in aerodynamics

[ETN-87-99372] p 419 N87-20973
Aeroelasticity in axial-flow turbomachines. Volume 1:

Unsteady turbomachinery aerodynamics
[AGARD-AG-298-VOL-1] p 571 N87-24398

Supersonic and transonic supersonic flow
[MPIS-16/1986] p 811 N87-28508

FLOW VELOCITY

Aerodynamics of a vortex chamber with gas flow rate
adjustment at the outlet p 343 A87-29085

Characteristics of a trailing flap flow with small
separation p 383 A87-29956

Flow rate and trajectory of water spray produced by
an aircraft tire
[SAE PAPER 861626] p 451 A87-32582

Experimental study of the velocity field on a delta wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-1231] p 563 A87-42328

An integral method for three-dimensional turbulent
boundary layer with large crossflow
fAIAA PAPER 87-1254] o 564 A87-42347

Molecular flow velocity using Doppler shifted Raman
spectroscopy
[AIAA PAPER 87-1531] p 693 A87°43053

Optical flow diagnostic measurements in
turbomachinery p 698 A87-46245

Analysis of induced velocities in the wake of a hovering
helicopter rotor
[AIAA PAPER 87-2283] p 723 A87-49062

Application of particle imaging velocimetry in
windtunnels p 848 A87-52314

Laser anemometers of hot-section applications
p 52 N87-11187

Thrust reverser-exhaust nozzle assembly for a gas
turbine engine
[AD-D012390] p 108 N87-12561

Acta mechanica sinica (selected articles)
fAD-A176240] p 418 N87-20246

Development of gas-to-gas lift pad dynamic seals,
volumes I and 2
[NASA-CR-179486] p 539 N87-22245

Combustion instabilities in dump type ramjet
combustors p 605 N87-23803

Measurements of flow rate and trajectory of aircraft
tire-generated water spray
[NASA-TP-2718] p 588 N87-24458

High Reynolds number flows around smooth and rough
cylinders. Volume 1. Mean surface pressure distribution
fAD-A183531] p816 N87-29428

FLOW VISUALIZATION

High speed flow visualisation p 48 A87-12648
Aerodynamic characteristics and flow round cross

parachutes in steady motion
[AIAA PAPER 86-2458] p 68 A87-13798
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Two-dimensional blade-vortex flow visualization
investigation p 70 A87-14111

Visualization of wing tip vortices in accelerating and
steady flow p 72 A87-14370

Gallery of fluid motion, tl p 197 A87-16665
Large-scale structures visualization in a high Reynolds

number, turbulent ffat-plate wake at supersonic speed
p 212 A87-20240

Use of tracers for hydrodynamic visualization and
measurements in steady vodex flows

[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-91] p 263 A87-21020
Testing capabilities offered by the ON ERA hydrodynamic

flow visualization tunnels for aeronautical and naval

applications
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-155] p 256 A87-21056

Air intake flow visualization
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-162] p 264 A87-21062

Visualization of flows in s motored rotary combustion
engine using holographic interferometry
[AIAA PAPER 86-1557] p 248 A67-21514

Visualization of three-dimensional forced unsteady

separated flow
[AIAA PAPER 86-1066] p 215 A87.21530

Experimental investigation of shock induced buffeting
trough holographic interferometry
[AIAA PAPER 87o0123] p 219 A87-22429

A study of the laminar separation bubble on an airfoil
at low Reynolds numbers using flow visualization

techniques
[AIAA PAPER 87-0242] p 221 A87-22505

Mixing characteristics of a supersonic multiple jet

ejector
[AIAA PAPER 87-0248] p 249 A87-22510

Experimental flowtield visualization of a high alpha wing
at Mach 1.62

[AIAA PAPER 87-0329] p 265 A87-22563
An experimental investigation of a laminar separation

on a natural laminar flow airfoil

[AIAA PAPER 87-0458] p 226 A87-22650
The role of flow visualization in the study of

high-angle-of-attack aerodynamics p 266 A87-22928
Low aspect ratio wings at high angles of attack

p 228 A87-22929
Three-dimensional flow effects in a two-dimensional

supersonic air intake p 279 A87-24009
Visualization of unsteady separated flow about a pitching

delta wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-0240] p 320 A87-24943

Applications of color graphics to complex aerodynamic
analysis
[AIAA PAPER 87-0273] p 332 A87-24947

A survey of simulation and diagnostic techniques for
hypersonic nonequilibrium flows
[AIAA PAPER 87-0406] p 320 A87-24958

Droplet field visualization and characterization via digital
image analysis p 320 A87-25291

Visualization and registration of unsteady phenomena
in transonic flows p 286 A87-25293

Experimental study of the breakdown of a vortex
generated by a delta wing p 321 A87-25842

Separation structures on cylindrical wings
p 321 A87-25843

Wide-field shadowgraphy of tip vortices from a helicopter
rotor p 341 A87-27937

The observation of transition in shock wind tunnel
p 343 A87-28341

A study of a circulation control airfoil with leading/trailing
edge blowing
iAIAA PAPER 87-0157] p 345 A87-31104

Force coefficients for a NACA-0015 airfoil undergoing
constant pitch rate motions p347 A87-31195

Investigation of transonic region of high dynamic
response encountered on an elastic supercritical wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-0735] p 411 A87-33662

Visualization of separated vortices using laser induced
fluorescence p413 A87-35006

Quantitative visualization of steady and unsteady flows
using spark velocimetry p 531 A87-35300

An experimental study of the structure of coaxial
nonisoberic reacting jets p 484 A87-35822

Experimental ffowfield visualization of a high alpha wing
at Mech 1.62 p 608 A67-39895

Slender delta wing at high angles of attack - A flow
visualization study
[AIAA PAPER 87-1230] p 562 A87-42327

An investigation of the parallel blade-vortex interaction
in a low-speed wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 87.1345] p 566 A87-42402

Visualization of three-dimensional structures about a
pitching forward swept wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-1322] p 631 A87-44929

Comparisons of unsteady flow fields about straight and
swept wings using flow visualization and hotwire
anemometry
[AIAA PAPER 87-1334] p 631 A87-44932

Wake measurements of an oscillating airfoil
p 637 A87-45779

A study of the leading edge vortex and tip vortex on
prop-fan blades
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-234] p 719 A87-48718

Advances in flow visualization using liquid-crystal
coatings
[SAE PAPER 871017] p 787 A87-48755

Boundary layer separation and the vortex structures
around an inclined body of revolution
[AIAA PAPER 87-2276] p 722 A87-49058

Flow visualization model of the leeside flows over
conically cambered delta wings at supersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 87-2477] p 726 A87-49093

Flow visualization techniques applied to full-scale
vehicles
[AIAA PAPER 67-2421] p 750 A87-49594

Flow visualisation on rolling models using minituffs
p 789 A87-50587

Dynamic stall around an airfoil at high Reynolds numbers
- A comparison between numerical results and
experimental visualization p 804 A87-51454

A technique of holographic visualization to flow fields
of a model with variable angles of attack

p 806 A87-52306

Application of particle imaging velocimetry in
windtunnels p 848 A87-52314

Visualization of shock wave and streamline around

hypersonic vehicle by using electrical discharge
p 806 A87-52322

Applications of the titanium tetrachloride method for flow
visualization in aerodynamic testing p 806 A87-52324

Digital video image processing applications to drop size
and concentration measurements p 848 A87-52334

Visualization of the laminar separation bubble on airfoils

at low Reynolds numbers p 806 A87-82348
Visualization of vortex breakdown on a delta wing

p 807 A87-52357

Study of the flow visualization on the rotary wing with
low aspect ratio p 807 A87-52359

Supersonic vortex rings - Visualization techniques
p 807 A87-52360

Visual studies of characteristics of slip stream in Mach
reflection of a shock wave p 848 A87-52370

Flow behind a rearward facing step in hypersonic high
enthalpy flow - Some interferometric studies

p 807 A87-52371
Flow visualization studies of transverse fuel injection

patterns in a nonreacting Mach 2 combustor
p 807 A87-52386

Development of a turbomachinery design optimization
procedure using a multiple-parameter nonlinear
perturbation method
[NASA-CR-3831] p 2 N87-10003

Analysis of the vortical flow around a 60 dog Delta wing
with vortex flap p 11 N87-10006

Study of three-dimensional separation on a spheroid at
incidence p 49 N87-10016

Visualisation of axial turbine tip clearance flow using a
linear cascade

[CUED/A-TURBO/TR-122] p 107 N87-12560
Water facilities in retrospect and prospect: An

illuminating tool for vehicle design
[NASA-TM*89409] p 150 N87-13403

A study of passage flow through a cascade of turbine
blades using image plane holographic interferometry
[PNR90326] p 251 N87-15970

Fuel spray ignition by hot surfaces and aircraft fire
stabilization
[AD-A172827] p 260 N87-16094

Observations on the turbulent structure in an unsteady,
normal shock/boundary-layer interaction --- blowdown
supersonic tunnel
[PNR90361] p 323 N87-17010

Vortex/boundary layer interaction
[NASA.CR*180255] p 391 N87-19646

In-flight surface oil-flow photographs with comparisons
to pressure distribution and boundary-layer data
[NASA-TP-2395] p 419 N87°20966

The application of holography as a transonic flow
diagnostic to rotating components in turbomachinery

p 468 N87-21202
Transonic compressor blade tip flow visualization on a

water table
[AD-A176592] p 468 N87-21265

Lee-surface flow over delta wings at supersonic
speeds
[NAL-TM-AE-8610] p 491 N87-21865

Structural analysis of supersonic jet discharging from
free-vortex nozzle by method of holographic interferometry
with pulsed laser p 570 N87-23574

Effects on fuel spray characteristics and vaporization
on energy release rates and flow field structure in a dump
combustor p 612 N87°23804

SUBJECT INDEX

Study of lee-side flows over conically cambered Delta
wings at supersonic speeds, part 2
[NASA-TP-2660-PT-2] p 643 N87-25301

Detailed near-wake flowfield surveys with comparison
to an Euler method of an aspect ratio 4 rectangular wing
[NASA-TM-89357] p 644 N87-25993

An experimental low Reynolds number comparison of
a Worfmann FX67-K170 airfoil, a NACA 0012 airfoil and
a NACA 64 210 airfoil in simulated heavy rain
[NASA-CR-181119] p 644 N87-25997

An experimental investigation of dynamic ground
effect

[NASA-CR-180560] p 659 N87-26036
Acta Aeronautica st Astronautica Sinica (selected

articles)
[AD-A181204] p 732 N87-26869

Operational performance of vapor-screen systems for
in-flight visualization of leading-edge vortices on the
F-t06B aircraft
[NASA.TM.4004] p 732 N87-26877

Implementation and validation of a wake model for
vortex-surface interactions in low speed forward flight
[NASA-CR-180623] p 779 N87-26923

Holographic interferometry at Wright Aeronautical
Laboratories p 851 N87-29435

Optical interferometry in fluid dynamics research
p 851 N87-29447

The structure of leading edge vortex flows including
vortex breakdown p 818 N87-29467

High-speed reacting flows: Research to understand
processes in supersonic combustors
[AD-A183952] p 646 N87-29629

FLOWMETERS
Three-dimensional trajectory analyses of two drop sizing

instruments - PMS OAP and PMS FSSP --- Optical Array
Probe and Forward Scattering Spectrometer Probe
[AIAA PAPER 87-0180] p 265 A87-22466

Crossffow vorticity sensor
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13436-1-CU] p 570 N87-23587

FLUID BOUNDARIES

Shook-induced separated flows on the lee surface of
delta wings p 489 A87-39147

Estimation of divergence and flutter boundaries from
locally stationary random responses
[NAL-TR-898] p 537 N87-22169

FLUID DYNAMICS

A comparison of interactive boundary-layer and
thin-layer Navier-Stokes procedures p 8 A87-11785

Numerical and experimental study of dynamics of

two-dimensional body
[ISAS-619] p 59 N87-10746

Thrae-dimensional unsteady Euler equations solutions
on dynamic grids
[AD-A168041 ] p51 N87-11128

Characterization and dynamical studies of polymers in
dipolar (aprotic) liquids
AD-At69243] p 123 N87-t2685

USAF test pilot school. Performance phase textbook,
volume 1
AD-A170957] p 173 N87-13430

Fuel spray ignition by hot surfaces and aircraft fire
stabilization

AD-A172827] p 260 N87-16094

Advanced Instrumentation for Aero Engine
Components

AGARD-CP-399] p 467 N87-21170

Transonic compressor blade tip flow visualization on a
water table

AD-A176592] p 468 N87-21265

A study of fluid-dynamic pressure fields on compressor
reed valves

AD-A178584] p 541 N87-22938

Aeroelasticity in turbomachines comparison of
theoretical and experimental cascade results. Appendix
A5: All experimental and theoretical results for the 9
standard configurations
[AD-A180534] p 677 N67-25326

Euler solution for a complete fighter aircraft at sub- and
supersonic speed
[MBB-LKE.122-S/PUB/234] p 660 N87-26833

High-speed reacting flows: Research to understand
processes in supersonic combustors
[AD-A183952] p 846 N87-29629

FLUID FILMS
The effect of lubricant cavitation on the characteristics

of a short hydrodynamic damper p 127 A87-15203

The rotor dynamic coefficients of coned-face mechanical
seals with inward or outward flow

[ASME PAPER 86-TRIB-6] p 199 A87-19526
FLUID FILTERS

Selection parameters for hydraulic system filters with
a comparison of aircraft and marine applications
[AD-A174045] p 389 N87-18825
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FLUID FLOW
Mechanics of flow-induced sound and vibration. Volume

1 General concepts and elementary source. Volume 2 -
Complex flow-structure interactions --- Book

p 57 A87-10293

Nonsynchronous motion of squeeze film damper
systems p 380 A87-27706

A differential approach to heat pipe priming in
microgravity p 535 A87-38788

Study of particulated flows and erosion in

turbomachinery
[AD-A172965] p 251 N87-15232

Pressure measurement around the aft body of the NAL
STOL-research-aircraft model
[NAL-TR-919] p 491 N87-21867

Through flow analysis within axial flow turbomachinary
blade rows
[NAL-PD-PR-8609] p 537 N87-22167

Portable fuel leak detector

[AD-A180095] p 700 N87-25550

A study of supermaneuver aerodynamics
[AD-A181490] p 732 N87-26872

FLUID INJECTION
Parameters for the evaluation of combined engine thrust

vector control systems p 439 A87-31725
FLUID JETS

Mathematical model for calculating the atomization of

a liquid jet by an annular gas stream
p 693 A87-43610

FLUID MECHANICS
Conference on Numerical Methods in Fluid Mechanics,

6th, Goettingen, West Germany, September 25-27, 1985,
Proceedings p 47 A87-11501

Gallery of fluid motion. II p 197 A87-16665

To enhance the capability and increase the productivity
of a group working on critical problems of high speed fluid
mechanics - beth experimentally and through numerical
calculations
[AD-A182559] p 791 N87-27970

FLUID-SOUD INTERACTIONS

Noise of high speed surfaces p 138 A87-13595

Forced vibration of a stiff body in a viscous medium
p 385 A87-30478

FLUI-I'ER

Aircraft flutter suppression via adaptive LQG control
p 109 A87-13344

Load lightening and flutter damping for future Airbus
projects
[MBB-UT-004-86] p 92 A87-14002

Adaptive flutter suppression p113 A87-16182
An actuator disc analysis of unsteady subsonic cascade

flow p 147 A87-18539
GP-180 wind-tunnel flutter test p 375 A87-28554
Analytical flutter investigation of a composite propfan

model
[AIAA PAPER 87-0738] p 609 A87-40497

Active control of aerofoil flutter p 681 A87-46792
Accelerometer placement in active flutter suppression

systems p 828 A87-52963
Design and fabrication of the NASA decoupler pylon

[NASA-CR-172354] p 25 N87.10065
Optimization of cascade blade mistuning under flutter

and forced response constraints p 106 N87-11732
Application of optimization techniques to the design of

a flutter suppression control law for the DAST ARW-2
p 115 N87-11736

How to make your aerodynamics in flutter calculations
cheaper
[NLR-MP-85056-U] p 152 N87-13416

Effects of winglet on transonic flutter characteristics of
a cantilevered twin-engine-transport wing model
[NASA-TP-2627] p 201 N87-13789

Investigation of a prediction method of transonic flutter

characteristics using unsteady transonic aerodynamics
p 191 N87-14274

Remote pivot decoupler pylon: Wing/store flutter
suppressor
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13173-1] p 175 N87-14314

Ground vibration tests
[ETN-87-98847] p 331 N87-17422

Analytical flutter investigation of a composite propfan
model
[NASA.TM-88944] p 327 N87-18115

Optimal and insensitive control of hyperbolic distributed
parameter systems with applications to wing flutter
problems
[AD-A174954] p 362 N87-18564

Unstalled flutter stability predictions and comparisons
to test data for a composite prop-fan model
[NASA-CR-179512] p 519 N87-21955

Estimation of divergence and flutter boundaries from
locally stationary random responses
[NAL.TR-898] p 537 N87-22169

Static aeroelastic effects on the flutter of a supercritical
wing
[NASA-TM-89132] p 540 N87-22270

Aeroelasticity in axial.flow turbemachines Volume 1:
Unsteady turbomachinery aerodynamics
[AGARD-AG-298-VOL-1] p 571 N87-24398

Numerical methods for unsteady transonic flow
p 572 N87-24403

Stall flutter p 598 N87-24404
Unsteady aerodynamic measurements in flutter

research p 572 N87-24405
Understanding fan blade flutter through linear cascade

aeroolastic testing p 572 N87-24407
Aeroelasticity in turbomachines comparison of

theoretical and experimental cascade results Appendix
A5: All experimental and theoretical results for the 9
standard configurations
[AD-At80534] p 877 N87-25326

Airfoil flutter model suspension system
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13522-1-SB] p 687 N87-25334

Unsteady hybrid vortex technique for transonic vortex
flows and flutter application
[NASA-CR-180308] p 734 N87-27623

An interactive synthesis approach for robust active flutter

suppression control law design p 776 N87-27673
Dynamics and aeroelasticity of composite structures

[AD-A182713] p 825 N87-28543
FLU'I-rER ANALYSIS

Aeroolastic control of oblique-wing aircraft
p 108 A87-13341

Direct solution of flutter equations with interactive

graphics procedure p 110 A87-13648
Improvements on supersonic kernel function method

and its application to flutter calculation
p 148 A87-18584

A method for supressing the flutter of a tail unit with a
nonbalanced control surface p 252 A87-20404

A numerical method for subsonic unsteady lifting
surfaces-(BIS). II - Numerical results

p 213 A87-20697
Influence of the static deformation on a wing in the

unsteady aerodynamic
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-152] p 214 A87-21054

The fundamentals of bedy-freedom flutter
p 321 A87-25598

Exploratory flutter test in a cryogenic wind tunnel
p 314 A87-25721

Effect of static inplane loads and boundary conditions
on the flutter of flat rectangular panels

p 321 A87-25869
Vibration characteristics of a swept back rotor blade

p 299 A87-27330
Effects of three centres of blade on fluttering

p 306 A87-27481
Research on control law for active flutter suppression

p 372 A87-29607
Stochastic response of nonlinear structures with

parameter random fluctuations p 385 A87.30297
Experimental study of the aerodynamics of incipient

torsional stall flutter p 347 A87-31285
Validation of flutter test analysis method

[AIAA PAPER 87-0780] p 445 A87-33676
_h,ttor =_,,H_J _f an =ttv_nP_d Pnmnn_itA winn with

external stores
[AIAA PAPER 87-0880] p 446 A87-33701

Flutter calculations using Doublet Lattice aerodynamics
modified by the full potential equations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0882] p 412 A87-33703

Flutter analysis of aeronautical composite structures by
improved supersonic kernel function method
[AIAA PAPER 87-0906] p 446 A87-33715

The application of transient aerodynamics to the
structural nonlinear flutter problem

[AIAA PAPER 87.0908] p 447 A87-33717

Flutter investigations involving a free floating aileron
[AIAA PAPER 87-0909] p 447 A87-33718

A technique for the prediction of airfoil flutter
characteristics in separated flow

[AIAA PAPER 87-0910] p 464 A87-33719

Wind-tunnel testing of an adaptive flutter-suppression
concept
[MBB-S-PUB-279] p 521 A87-36799

Experimental validation of the criterion of stall-related
flutter
[AAAF PAPER NT 86-18] p 521 A87-38041

Transonic flutter analysis using the Euler equations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0911] p 552 A87.39646

A dynamic model of an aeroplane with wings of high
aspect ratio for flutter analysis by the method of finite
elements p 595 A87.39773

Analysis of local flutter and forced vibrations of the
covering of supersonic aeroplane p 583 A87.39774

Analytical and experimental investigation of mistuning
in propfan flutter
[AIAA PAPER 87-0739] p 609 A87-40496

FLY BY WIRE CONTROL

Aeroelastic derivatives as a sensitivity analysis of
nonlinear equations p 699 A87-46797

Investigation of active flutter suppression on a delta wing
model p 764 A87-47683

High altitude flutter investigation and exploration of the
flutter boundary of the TR-1 and specially configured
U-2R p 743 A87-47842

An application of FIoquet theory to investigate helicopter
mechanical instability using a spatial model including rotor
blade flapping p 746 A87-48952

NLR contributions to the flutter certification of aircraft
with external stores p 749 A87-49209

Optimization of wing tip store modeling
p 730 A87-50338

Unsteady test method applied to wind tunnel studies
of flutter p 838 A87-54189

Design and fabrication of the NASA decoupler pylon
for the F-16 aircraft, addendum 2
[NASA-CR-172494] p 27 N87-10859

Design and fabrication of the NASA decoupler pylon
for the F-16 aircraft, addendum 1
[NASA-CR-172355] p 27 N87-10860

Concentrated mass effects on the flutter of a composite

advanced turboprop model
[NASA-TM-88854] p 130 N87-12017

Ground vibration test and flutter analysis of air sampling

probe
[NASA-TM-86742] p 173 N87-13428

Analytical and experimental investigation of mistuning
in propfan flutter
[NASA-TM-88959] p 327 N87-18116

Tilt-rotor flutter control in cruise flight

[NASA-TM-88315] p 373 N87-18572
Comparison between measured and calculated

stall-flutter behavior of a one-bladed model rotor
[NLR-MP-85059-U] p 374 N87-19403

Divergence and flutter of swept-forward wings with
crossflexibilities
[RAE-TR-80047] p 449 N87-21000

Eigenspece techniques for active flutter suppression
[NASA-CR-4071] p 522 N87-21960

Estimation of divergence and flutter boundaries from
locally stationary random responses
[NAL-TR-898] p 537 N87-22169

Flutter analysis of a two-dimensional airfoil with cubic
non-linear restoring force
]NAE-AN-36] p 493 N87-22628

Improvements to the fastex flutter analysis computer
cede

[NASA.CR-181072] p 598 N87-24483
Flutter clearance of the F-14 variable-sweep transition

flight experiment airplane, phase 1
[NASA-TM-88287] p 754 N87-27663

A computational procedure for automated flutter

analysis
[NASA-TM-100171] p 791 N87-28058

Future Research on Transonic Unsteady Aerodynamics
and Its Aeroelastic Applications
[AGARD-R-749] p 812 N87-28518

Comparison between 2D transonic flutter calculations
in the time and frequency domain p 812 N87-28520

FLUX (RATE)
C_mnn_it_ v_lnritv nrn_chJrA_ fnr flnws with nressure

interaction
[AD-A179602] p 541 N87-22929

FLUX VECTOR SPLITTING
Numerical simulation of the hypersonic flow around lifting

vehicles

[NASA-TM-89444] p 536 N87-22116
FLUXES

Ionic cleaning after wave solder and before conformal
coat p 534 A87-38591

FLY BY TUBE CONTROL

Optimal stochastic observers applied to hydraulic
actuation systems p 87 A87-13354

FLY BY WIRE CONTROL

Design considerations for fly.by-wire control of new
Airbus aircraft
[MBB-UT-222-86] p 110 A87-13991

Redundant computer system for fly-by-wire controls
p 111 A87-14013

Reducing complexity in fly-by-wire flight control
actuators
[SAE PAPER 851752] p 112 A87-15477

Parameter estimation of aircraft with fly-by-wire control

systems p 113 A87-16186
A320 - Fly-by-wire aidiner p 96 A87.16394
Requirement analysis of an intelligent, redundant,

actuation system p 179 A87-16766
A320 - The challenge of fly-by-wire controls

p 189 A87-18449

SHADOW --- experimental helicopter based on S-76A
p 182 A87.19284

The electdc jet p 298 A87-25437
Helicopter avionics architecture for integrating flight

critical functions p 434 A87-31466
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Digital autonomous terminal access communication
(DATAC) p 471 A87-31479

Fault-tolerance in distributed digital fly-by-wire flight
control systems p 435 A87-31515

Software reliability - Measures and effects in flight critical
digital avionics systems p473 A87-3t 537

Development and application of a convolution technique
for flying qualities research p 444 A87-32234

Airbus A320 side stick and fly by wire - An update
[SAE PAPER 861801] p 444 A87-32646

Aidine requirements on a fly-by-wire aircraft - A pilot's
view

[SAE PAPER 861804] p 445 A87-32649
Development and evaluation of a proportional

displacement sidearm controller for helicopters
p 445 A87-33047

Flight control synthesis via eigenstructure assignment
- The discrete version p 448 A87-35002

Design of fast non-interacting digital flight control
systems for short-takeoff-and-landing aircraft

p 448 A87-35018
Fifteen years of flight control evolution on European

Airbus aircraft weight impact
[SAWE PAPER 1743] p 506 A67-36305

Realization and flight testing ofa model following control
system for helicopters p 679 A87-43440

The model inverse as an element of a manoeuvre

demand system for helicopters p 679 A87-43441
Parameter-insensitive technique for aircraft sensor fault

analysis p 793 A87-47806
V-22 tiltrotor fly-by-wire flight control system

p 766 A87-48947
Recursive real-time identification of step-response

matrices of high-performance aircraft with noisy sensors
for adaptive digital flight control
[AIAA PAPER 87-2309] p 771 A87-50430

Simulation evaluation of the advanced control concept
for the NASA V/STOL research aircraft (VSRA)
[AIAA PAPER 87-2535] p 773 A87-50536

Fly-by-wire system and control laws of the T-2 control
configured vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 87-2586] p 774 A87-50549

Trends in airliner flight deck design
[NLR-MP-85007-U] p 174 N87-13437

Design and experimental verification of a calculation
method for frequency response analysis of digital control
systems in a continuous environment --- aircraft control
[NLR-TR-85090-U] p 374 N87-19402

A digital simulation of the failure performance of a
multiplex actuator --- aircraft control
[BU-337] p 375 N87-t9407

Simulation of fly-by-wire control for civil transport aircraft
at the French Centre d'Essais an Vol

p 600 N87-23647
Development of in-flight simulation aircraft for research

and training applications in UK p 602 N87-23658
Airborne simulation at the National Aeronautical

Establishment of Canada p 602 N87-23659
The model inverse as an element of a predetermined

control system for helicopters p 836 N87-28532
FLYING PLATFORMS

On the stability of a VTOL supported by one-ducted-fan
(preliminary study) p 448 A87-35079

A simple theory on hovering stability of one-ducted-fan
VTOL p 597 A87-42623

FLYWHEELS

Structural changes occurring in composite ring-disk
flywheels under high speed rotation p 841 A87-51757

FOAMS

A study of methods to predict and measure the
transmission of sound through the walls of light aircraft
[NASA-CR-180632] p 797 N87-27479

FOG

Aircraft fog control systems
[SAE PAPER 860914] p 507 A87-38706

Formation and accretion of supercooled water droplets
and their effect on aircraft p 575 A87-40095

Aircraft accident report: Piper PA-23-150, N2185P and
Pan American World Airways Boeing 727-235, N4743,
Tampa, Florida, November 6, 1986
[PB87-910407] p 740 N87-27649

FOG DISPERSAL

Large volume water sprays for dispersing warm fogs
p 125 A87-13848

FOKKER AIRCRAFT
F.100 - Fellowship renewed p 428 A87-33135

Fokker 50 - Pedigree with power p 656 A87-45647

FOLDING STRUCTURES
Folding tilt rotor demonstrator feasibility study

p 169 A87-19247

Electro-mechanical actuators for helicopter blade folding
application p 746 A87-48937

FORCE DISTRIBUTION

Normal force and pitching moment on body-intake
configuration in supersonic flows p 487 A87-37210

Measurement of side forces of a H-force rotor

p 651 A87-43410

Sensitivity derivatives and optimization of nodal point
locations for vibration reduction p 390 N87-18869

A rational approach to lifting surface theory with
application to large angles of attack

p 414 N87-20196
FORCED CONVECTION

Forced convection heat transfer to air/water vapor
mixtures p 385 A87-30706

Local heat transfer and fluid flow studies on a rectangular
plate inclined at different angles of attack and yaw to an
air stream p 386 A87-30707

FORCED VIBRATION
Excitation and vibration of a bladed disk under operating

and simulated operation conditions p 366 A87-28350
Forced vibration of a stiff body in a viscous medium

p 385 A87-30478
Analysis of local flutter and forced vibrations of the

covering of supersonic aeroplane p 583 A87-39774
Forced oscillations in a boundary layer at frequencies

close to the upper branch of the neutral curve
p 803 A87-50890

Flutter analysis of a two-dimensional airfoil with cubic
non-linear restoring force
[NAE-AN-36] p 493 N87-22628

FOREBODIES

Wing rock generated by forebody vortices
[AIAA PAPER 87-0268] p 240 A87-22523

Forebody vortex management for yaw control at high
angles of attack p 447 A87-34508

Influence of Reynolds number on forebody side forces
for 3.5-diameter tangent-ogive bodies
[AIAA PAPER 87-2274] p 722 A87-49056

A strake design method for supersonic speeds and low
lift

[AIAA PAPER 67-2638] p 723 A87-49059
On waverider shapes applied to aero-space plane

forebody configurations
[AIAA PAPER 87-2550] p 727 A87-49102

On the nonlinear aerodynamic and stability
characteristics of a generic chine-forebody slender-wing
fighter configuration
[AIAA PAPER 87-2617J p 728 A87-49114

Exploratory studies of actuated forebody strakes for yaw
control at high angles of attack
[AIAA PAPER 87-2557] p 768 A87-49607

Influence of forebody cross-sectional shape on wing
vortex-burst location p 808 A87-52885

On the nonlinear aerodynamic and stability
characteristics of a generic chine-forebody slender-wing
fighter configuration
[NASA-TM-89447] p 643 N87-25305

FORECASTING

Method for forecasting repair and replacement needs
for Naval aircraft, phase 2
{DE87-001628] p 341 N87-19348

FOREIGN TRADE
Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US Civil and

Foreign Aviation, issue number 13, 1985 accidents
[PB86-916927] p 353 N87-18550

Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US Civil and
Foreign Aviation, issue number 12, 1985 accidents
[PB86-916926) p 353 N87-18551

Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US Civil and
Foreign Aviation, issue number 10, 1985 accidents
[PB86-916924] p 353 N87-18552

Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US Civil and
Foreign Aviation, issue number 9 of 1985 accidents
[PB86-916923] p 354 N87-18553

Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US Civil and
Foreign Aviation, issue number 8, 1986 accidents
[PB86-916922] p 354 N87-18554

Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US Civil and
Foreign Aviation, issue number 17 of 1984 accidents
[PB86-916913] p 354 N87-18555

Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US Civil and
Foreign Aviation issue number 16 of 1984 accidents
[PB86-916912] p 354 N87-18556

FORGING
Specification of gas turbine disc forgings

p 44 A87-10121
Forging of blades for gas turbines p 44 A87-10124
Mechanical property tailoring titanium alloys for jet

engine applications p 781 A87-47985
The effect of near net shape processing methods on

the titanium industry p 781 A87-47992
Precision forging of titanium alloys

p 781 A87-47993
Net shape technology in aerospace structures. Volume

2. Appendix. Precision Forgings in Aerospace Structures.
Presentations of a workshop held on December 3-5, 1984
in Oxnard, California
[AD-A176509] p 406 N87-20958

Processing and properties of airframe materials
[AD-A182159] p 792 N87-28065

FORMAT

A test on the reliability and performance of the verbex
series 4000 voice recognizer
]AD-A169066] p 130 N87-12729

An assessment of variable format information
presentation p 861 N87-29512

FORMATION

Multi-aircraft simulation - Some problems and
prospects
[AIAA PAPER 87-2300] p 778 A87-49158

FORMING TECHNIQUES
Ceramics - The fabrication challenge

p 197 A87-17184
Superplastic forming/diffusion bonding of titanium

p 689 A87-44747
Superplastic forming/diffusion bonding of titanium - An

Air Force overview p 782 A87-48018
Production implementation of titanium superelastically

formed/diffusion bonded structure p 782 A87-48019

Quality assurance - The key to advanced aircraft engine
applications of the SPF/DB process --- superplastically
formed and diffusion bonded p 786 A87-48021

SPF DB applications for military aircraft
p 786 A87-48022

Low cost manufacture in titanium and aluminium alloys
using the processes of superplastic forming (SPF) and
diffusion bonding p 788 A87-49637

Net shape forming: The route to low cost components.
The view point of the aerospace industry
[PNR-90306] p 51 N87-11020

FORTRAN
An application of AP-FORTRAN - A research simulator

[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-69] p 255 A87-21002
FORWARD SCAI-rERING

Otis ANGB (Air National Guard Base) visibility sensor
field test study
[AD-A179176] p 615 N87-24045

FOURIER ANALYSIS
Design and experimental verification of a calculation

method for frequency response analysis of digital control
systems in a continuous environment --- aircraft control
]NLR-TR-85090-U] p 374 N87-19402

FOURIER TRANSFORMATION

A model for the extraction of periodic waveforms by
time domain averaging
[AD*A170688] p 207 N87-14066

FRACTIONATION

Production of high energy aviation fuels from advanced
coal liquids, phase 1
]AD-A182333] p 785 N87-27819

FRACTOGRAPHY

Fractographic aspects of the cyclic fracture toughness
of 35KhN3MFA steel in vacuum, air, and hydrogen

p 40 A87-12882
Fatigue crack growth testing of J85-CAN-40 compressor

discs p 367 A87-29281
Quantitative fractographio examination of aircraft

components tested under a fatigue spectrum loading
p 834 A87-38545

Failure analysis of a large wind tunnel compressor
blade p 692 A87-42852

Advanced durability analysis. Volume 3: Fractographic
test data
[AD-A173635] p 266 N87-16364

FRACTURE MECHANICS

Use of ultrasonic models in the design and validation
of new NDE techniques p 262 A87-20165

The use of singular elements in solving two-dimensional
and three-dimensional fracture mechanics problems

p 382 A87-29208
An analysis of the fatigue fracture of the rotor blades

of gas turbine engines of cast nickel-chromium alloys of
the ZhS type p 455 A87-31939

Probabilistic fracture mechanics and reliability --- Book
p 530 A87-35286

On damage tolerance design of fuselage structure -
Circumferential cracks p 584 A87-40218

Characterisation of pure and mixed mode fracture in
composite laminates p 610 A87-41689

Causes of the formation of fatigue cracks with a
compressed cavity p 611 A87-42171

Case histories involving fatigue and fracture mechanics;
Proceedings of the Symposium, Charleston, SC, Mar. 21,
22, 1985 p 692 A87-42851

Fatigue and fracture mechanics analysis of compression
loaded aircraft structure p 692 A87-42854

Fracture of an aircraft horizontal stabilizer

p 650 A87-42855
Aircraft structural maintenance recommendations based

on fracture mechanics analysis p 623 A87-42857
Fatigue and fracture: Overview p 52 N87-11183
Stochastic crack propagation with applications to

durability and damage tolerance analyses
[AD-A168040] p 53 N87-11226

Carburizing steel for high temperature service
[AD-A168327] p 122 N87*11877
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SUBJECTINDEX

Analysis of mixed-mode crack propagation using the
boundary integral method
[NASA-CR-179518] p 131 N87-12915

Nondestructive tests of Carbon Fiber Reinforced Plastics

(CFRP) in the framework of damage mechanics
investigations p 196 N87-14438

Corrosion and load transfer effects on fatigue of

mechanically fastened joints
[AD-A173802] p 268 N87-16365

Nonlinear fracture mechanics analysis with boundary
integral method
[AD-At73216] p 328 N87-18124

Activities report in structures
[ETN-87-99375] p 467 N87-21166

Tensile strength of engineering ceramics
[NAL-TR-900] p 529 N87-22052

Nondestructive tests of Carbon Fiber Reinforced Plastics

(CFRP) in the framework of damage mechanics
investigations
[DFVLR-MITI'-86-09] p 851 N87-28923

FRACTURE STRENGTH

Fractegraphic aspects of the cyclic fracture toughness
of 35KhN3MFA steel in vacuum, air, and hydrogen

p 40 A87:12882
The fracture-mechanics basis of quality requirements

for highly loaded aircraff-engine disks
p 323 A87-27100

Si3N4-SiC composites p 455 A87-32084
Close form solution for prediction of crack propagation

life of structure member and its application to landing
gears p 607 A87-39415

Analytical description of crack resistance curves for
aluminum sheets used in aircraft construction
[MBS-UT-133/85] p 700 N87-25604

FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
A two-dimensional linear elastic crack tip element for

NASTRAN

[AD-A176133] p 469 N87-21378
FRACTURING

Boeing 747 crash accident - A theoretical consideration
on the fractures of the structure p 238 A87-21277

FRAGMENTATION

Aerodynamic breakup of polymer solutions via digital
image processing techniques
lAD-A170982] p 196 N87-13545

FREE ATMOSPHERE

Investigation of extreme temperature values in the free
atmosphere p 329 A87-25259

FREE CONVECTION
Natural convection flow of a radiating rarefied gas

between concentric rotating spheres
[AIAA PAPER 87-1523] p 693 A87-43046

FREE FALL

A microgravity experiment to measure surface forces
and surface energies in solids p 454 A87-32559

FREE FLIGHT

Measurement and prediction of free flight wing-induced
vortex velocity fields
[AIAA PAPER 87-2497] p 729 A87-49606

Wind-tunnel free-flight investigation ot a 0.15-scale
model of the F-106B airplane with vortex flaps
[NASA-TP-2700] 1_490 N87-21855

i-¢t1¢1¢I-LUW
Numerical simulation of viscous supersonic flow over

a genedc fighter configuration p6 A87-11509
Large-scale coherent structures in free turbulent flows

and their aerodynamic sound p 138 A87-15458
Quantitative measurement of transverse injector and

free stream interaction in a nonreacting SCRAM JET
combustor using laser-induced iodine fluorescence
[AIAA PAPER 87-0087] p 281 A87-24916

Unsteady transonic aerodynamics of oscillating airfoils
in supersonic freestream
[AIAA PAPER 87-0852] p 412 A87-33692

Changes inthe free flow in the intake of a turbojet engine
during the aircraft takeoff run p 640 A87-46351

A free wake analysis for hovering rotors and advancing
propellers p 720 A87-48927

The effect of free stream disturbances and control

surface deflections on the performance of the Wortmann
airfoil at low Reynolds numbers p 11 N87-10007

Helicopter blade-vortex interaction locations:

Scale-model acoustics and free-wake analysis results
[NASA-TP-2658] p 348 N87-18537

Applications of Euler equations to sharp edge delta wings
with leading edge vortices p 415 N87-20214

Study of compressibility effects on supersonic free
flow

[ETN-87-99392] p 419 N67-20251
Investigation of periodic pitching through the static stall

angle of attack
[AD-At79512] p 493 N87-22623

An experimental study of the properties of surface
pressure fluctuations for separating turbulent boundary
layers
[NASA-CR-180295] p 789 N87-27124

FREE JETS
Evaluation of a free-jet technique for testing fighter

aircraft propulsion systems
[AIAA PAPER 86-1460] p 248 A87-21507

Effects of pitot probe shape on measurement of flow
turbulence p 552 A87-39547

Free jet feasibility study of a thermal acoustic shield
concept for AST/VCE application: Dual stream nozzles
[NASA-CR-3867] p 59 N87-10752

Tones generated due to the impingement of two jets
on each other p 620 N87-23797

The vertical test section (VMK) of DFVLR in

Colegne-Porz, West Germany --- wind tunnel
[DFVLR-MITT-86-22] p 688 N87-26054

FREE VIBRATION

A higher order element for stepped rotating beam
vibration p 263 A87-20950

Free vibration characteristics of multiple load path blades
by the transfer matrix method p 297 A87-23739

The vibration of rotating cylindrical shells
p 323 A87-27174

Application of Reissner method to free vibrations of a
tapered, twisted, aerofoil cross-section turbine blade,
mounted at a stagger angle on a rotating disc

p 366 A87-27811
Structural dynamic modeling of advanced composite

propellers by the finite element method
[AIAA PAPER 87-0740] p 441 A87-33664

Free vibration of a thin cylindrical shell with periodic
circumferential stiffeners p 785 A87-47355

FREEZING
Resilient modulus of freeze-thaw affected granular soils

for pavement design and evaluation. Part 3: Laboratory
tests on soils from Albany County Airport
[DOT/FAA-PM-84-16.3] p 466 N87-20433

FRENCH SPACE PROGRAMS
ONERA 1946-1986

[ETN-87-99158] p 337 N87-18518
FREON

Unsteady aerodynamic characteristics of annular
cascade oscillating in transonic flow. I - Measurement of
aerodynamic damping with freon gas controlled-oscillated
annular cascade test facility p 288 A87-27168

FREQUENCIES

Contamination and distortion of steady flow field induced
by various discrete frequency disturbances in aircraft gas
turbines

[AD-A173294] p 310 N87-17704
Modeling XV-15 tilt-rotor aircraft dynamics by frequency

and time-domain identification techniques
[NASA-TM-89404] p 735 N87-27631

FREQUENCY ASSIGNMENT

Frequency spectrum allocation for a potential land
mobile-satellite service p 267 N87-15380

FREQUENCY CONTROL

Optimal and insensitive control of hyperbolic distributed
parameter systems with applications to wing flutter
problems
[AD-A174954] p 362 N87-18564

FREQUENCY CONVERTERS
Permanent magnet variable speed constant frequency

power generation system
[P,U-A1/3969J p 252 N87-15974

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION

Optimal and insensitive control of hyperbolic distributed
parameter systems with applications to wing flutter
problems
[AD-A174954] p 362 N87-18564

FREQUENCY MODULATION
Low-cost FM oscillator for capacitance type of blade

tip clearance measurement system
[NASA-TP-2746] p 594 N87-24481

FREQUENCY MULTIPLIERS

Interpolation techniques for the time domain averaging
of vibration data with application to helicopter gearbox

monitoring
[AD-A182572] p 754 N87-27662

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
A microcomputer based system for measuring natural

frequencies and mode shapes of structures
p 394 A87-28566

Multiple input-output frequency response functions
estimation p 395 A87-29610

Component mode iteration for frequency calculations
--- in analysis of structural vibration
[AIAA PAPER 86-1023] p 704 A87-43388

Experience with frequency-domain methods in
helicopter system identification p 680 A87-43457

Frequency response identification of a
computer-generated image visual simulator with and
without a delay compensation scheme
[AIAA PAPER 87-2425] p 794 A87-49166

Acceleration display system for aimraft zero-gravity
research
]NASA-TM-87358] p 389 N87-18801

FUEL CONSUMPTION

FREQUENCY SHIFT

Doppler frequency shift in a refractive atmosphere
p 859 A87.52876

FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZERS
Aircraft noise synthesis system

[NASA-TM-89040] p 335 N87-17483
FRESNEL LENSES

The retinal image of the fresnel lens optical landing
system
lAD-A176090] p 426 N87-20258

FREI-rlNG

Designing for fretting fatigue free joints in turboprop
engine gearboxes
[AIAA PAPER 87-2046] p 671 A87.45378

FRICTION
Friction factors and heat transfer coefficients in

turbulated cooling passages of different aspect ratios. I -
Experimental results
[AIAA PAPER 87-2009] p 696 A87-45350

A constitutive law for finite element contact problems
with unclassical friction
]NASA-TM-88838] p 131 N87-12924

On contact problems of elasticity theory
]NASA-TM-88491] p 203 N87-14729

FRICTION DRAG
Effect of surface roughness on drag of aircraft

p 584 N87-23571
FRICTION MEASUREMENT

Skin friction measurements following manipulation of a
turbulent boundary layer p 386 A87-31173

FRICTION WELDING

Inertia welding of nitralloy N and 18 nickel maraging
250 grade steels for utilization in the main rotor drive shaft
for the An-64 military helicopter program

p 325 N87-17067
FRONTS (METEOROLOGY)

The influence of weather-active fronts on visual flight
conditions p 56 N87-11437

Turbulence forecasting p 543 N87-22351
FROST

Frost action predictive techniques for roads and airfields:

A comprehensive survey of research findings
[DOT/FAA/PM-85/23] p 316 N87-16853

Icing of flow conditioners in a closed-loop wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-89824] p 570 N87-23591

FUEL COMBUSTION
Combustion studies of metallized fuels for solid-fuel

ramjets p 121 A87-14982
Combustion of liquid fuel in the counter-swirled jets of

a gas turbine plant annular combustion chamber
p 381 A87-28347

Temperature and concentration measurements ina solid
fuel ramjet combustion chamber p 369 A87-31278

Effects of alternative fuels on ignition limits of the J85
annular combustor p 591 A87-39814

Application of low-Reynolds-number K-epsilon model to
solid fuel turbulent boundary layer combustion
[AIAA PAPER 87-1778] p 690 A87-45198

Pressure scaling effects in a scramjet combustion
chamber p 676 A87-46258

Characteristic times for lean blowoff in turbine
_nmhliQtnr_ n 7_ &¢17 ATnon

Optimized turboprop propulsion system thrust and fuel
burn by integrated design
[SAE PAPER 871054] p 760 A87-48777

Fuels combustion research

[AD-A172429] p 260 N87-16093
Fuels combustion research

[AD-A175040] p 318 N87-16897
Numerical study of combustion processes in

afterburners p 458 N87-20269
Combustion research activities at the Gas Turbine

Research Institute p 458 N87-20273
Effect of flame-tube head structure on combustion

chamber performance p 441 N87-20275
Theoretical kinetic computations in complex reacting

systems p 476 N87-20277
Experimental investigation of piloted flameholders

p 441 N87-20278
Advanced Instrumentation for Aero Engine

Components
[AGARD-CP-399] p 467 N87-21170

The effects of metallized fuel composition on the
combustion characteristics of Solid Fuel Ramjets (SFRJ)
[AD-At76744] p 515 N87-21922

Spray combustion: A driving mechanism for ramjet
combustion instability p 606 N87-23805

Combustion, vaporization, and microexplosion of
droplets of organic azides p 606 N87-23806

Aviation fuel property effects on altitude relight
[NASA-CR-179582] p 607 N87-24578

FUEL CONSUMPTION

Sensitivity studies of 4D descent strategies in an
advanced metering environment p 88 A87-13361

Optimization of cruise at constant altitude
p 371 A87-28918
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FUEL CONTAMINATION

New commercial aircraft promise efficiency
p 340 A87-30918

Miorostructures and properties of AI-8.0Fe-2.0Mo
[SAWE PAPER 1696] p 510 A87-36282

The influence of inflation rates and fuel prices on

optimized aircraft design
[DGLR PAPER 86-110] p 506 A87-36765

APU fuel elficiency and affordability for commercial
aimreft
[AIAA PAPER 87-1907] p 669 A87-45290

A study of some factors affecting the performance of

a contra-rotating axial compressor stage
p 639 A87-46211

A study on the optimization of jet engines for combat
aircrafts p 676 A87-46262

The Rolls-Royce wide chord fan blade
p 786 A87-48004

Conceptual studies of control systems for the
variable-camber wing
[MSB-UT-221-86-PUB] p 769 A87-49960

Singular trajectories in airplane cruise-dash
optimization
[AIAA PAPER 87-2404] p 772 A87-50488

Reducing fuel consumption of subsonic aircraft by
optimal cyclic cruise p 824 A87-52881

Influence of engine variables on future helicopter
systems p 27 N87-10072

Ground-based time-guidance algorithm for control of
airplanes in a time-metered air traffic control environment:

A piloted simulation study
[NASA-TP-2616] p 34 N87-10864

Performance data Aeroc 8.2.AC.20, issue 5, Dash 8,
series 100 p 301 N87-16817

Performance data Aeroc 8.2.AC.20(300), issue 1
p 301 N87-16818

Thermodynamic study of ramjet engines
[INPE-4071-RPE/527] p 370 N87-18567

Fuel saving and fuel related subjects within an airline's
operational environment
[ETN-87-90148] p 648 N87-26034

Fuel conservation evaluation of US Army helicopters.
Part 6: Performance calculator evaluation
[AD-A181645] p 753 N87-27653

Capillary GC detection methods for nitrogen and sulfur
compounds in shale-derived jet propulsion fuels
[AD-A181865] p 784 N87-27812

Singular trajectories in airplane cruise-dash
optimization p 825 N87-28544

Development of a reduced area horizontal tail for a wide

body jet aircraft
[NASA-CR-172278] p 837 N87-28564

FUEL CONTAMINATION
National Transportation Safety Board safety

recommendation p 18 N87-10852

Support of the eight-foot high temperature tunnel
modification project
[NASA-CR-181280] p 780 N87-27678

FUEL CONTROL
Variable structure control of a turbojet engine

p 103 A87-13343

Polymer, metal, and ceramic matrix composites for
advanced aircraft engine applications

p 121 A87-15187
Robust control of aircraft refueling - A preliminary

investigation
[AIAA PAPER 87°0070] p 253 A87-22392

FADEC - Every jet engine should have one --- Full

Authority Digital Electronic Control
[SAE PAPER 861802] p 440 A87-32647

Flight test research on static characteristics "of
afterburner fuel control system for turbojet engines

p 513 A87-37844

Preliminary flight results of an adaptive engine control
system of an F-15 airplane
[AIAA PAPER 87-1847] p 667 A87-45247

Application of a fuzzY controller in fuel system of turbojet
engine p 674 A87-46227

An evaluation of descent strategies for TNAV-equipped
aircraft in an advanced metering environment

[NASA-CR-178093] p 236 N87-15197
Fuel penalties and time flexibility of 4D flight profiles

under mismodeled wind conditions
[NASA-TM-89128] p 509 N87-21917

FUEL FLOW
A numerical technique for the solution of a vaporizing

fuel droplet
[AD-A180774] p 465 A87-33984

The use of a computer to obtain flight manual data
[AD-A176741] p 547 N87-22416

FUEL GAGES
Fuel saving and fuel related subjects within an airline's

operational environment
[ETN-87-90148] p 648 N87.26034

FUEL INJECTION
Development and evaluation of a 1 kW plasma torch

ignitor for scramjets p 250 A87-23258

Electrostatic spray modification in gas turbine
combustion p 379 A87-31288

Porsche - The warm-up lap is over --- aircraft engine

design p 591 A87-39274

An improved computational model for a scramjet
propulsion system
[AIAA PAPER 87-2078] p 671 A87-45393

Influence of fuel temperature on atomization

performance of pressure-swirl atomizers
p 698 A87-46198

Hydrogen scramjet with sidewall injection - Shock tunnel
simulations p674 A87-46217

Design and evaluation of a new injector configuration
for supersonic combustion p 674 A87-46218

Digital video image processing applications to drop size
and concentration measurements p 848 A87-52334

Flow visualization studies of transverse fuel injection

patterns in a nonreacting Mach 2 combustor
p 807 A87-52386

Pressure interactions in supersonic combustion
[AD-A172711] p259 N87-15289

Combustion research activities at the Gas Turbine
Research Institute p 458 N87-20273

Evaporation of monedisperse fuel sprays in flowing air
lAD-A177119] p 529 N87-22054

FUEL PRODUCTION
Advanced aircraft fuel evaluation, phase 1

[AD-A182029] p 784 N87-27816
FUEL PUMPS

Development of fuel pump-motor rotational speed
control system p 598 A87-39417

F100 fuel sampling analysis: Foreign samples
[AD-A168573] p 122 N87-11904

Gas turbine combustor and engine augmentor tube

sooting characteristics
lAD-A179423] p 519 N87-22679

FUEL SPRAYS

Spray charectedstics of two combined jet atomizers
p 124 A87-13660

Performance and optimisation of an airblast nozzle -

Drop size distribution and volumetric air flow
p 125 A87-13828

Flame tube wall temperature and combustion efficiency

of a combustor using air blast atomization
p 379 A87*29385

Prediction of the structure of fuel sprays in cylindrical
combustion chambers p369 A87-31277

Electrostatic spray modification in gas turbine
combustion p 379 A87-31288

On the evolution of particle-laden jet flows - A theoretical

and experimental study
[AIAA PAPER 87-2181] p 697 A87-45457

Influence of fuel temperature on atomization

performance of pressure-swirl atomizers
p 698 A87-46198

Fuel effects on gas turbine combustion
p 830 A87-51474

Fuel spray ignition by hot surfaces and aircraft fire
stabilization
[AD-A172827] p 260 N87-16094

Numerical study of combustion processes in
afterburners p 458 N87-20269

Effect of flame-tube head structure on combustion

chamber performance p 441 N87-20275
The physics of fuel sprays. Volume 1: Experimental

measurements
[AD-A175660] p 442 N87-20285

Evaporation of monodisperse fuel sprays in flowing air
[AD-A177119] p 529 N87-22054

FUEL SYSTEMS
Fuel nozzle air flow modeling

[AIAA PAPER 86-1667] p 264 A87-21520
Wear resistance of aircraft fuel and hydraulic systems

--- Russian book p 441 A87-32700
The effect of operation factors on the fuel system of

aircraft --- Russian book p 528 A87-36578

Hot corrosion site environment in gas turbines
p 830 A87-51353

Autogas in general aviation aircraft
[DOT/FAA/CT-87/05] p 606 N87-23815

Antimisting kerosene JT3 engine fuel system integration
study
[NASA-CR-4033] p 607 N87.24577

FUEL TANK PRESSURIZATION

Support of the eight-foot high temperature tunnel
modification project
[NASA-CR-181280] p 780 N87-27678

FUEL TANKS
Electrostatic field measurements in a foam filled C-130

fuel tank during fuel sloshing p 95 A87.15037

Adhesively sealed fuel tanks - R&D to production
[SAWE PAPER 1688] p 504 A87-36276

Fatigue life analysis of fuel tank skins under combined
loads p 650 A87-42856

SUBJECT INDEX

Transonic analysis of the F-16A with under-wing fuel
tanks - An application of the TranAir full-potential code
[AIAA PAPER 87-1198] p 630 A87-44905

Vulnerability methodology and protective measures for
aircraft fire and explosion hazards. Volume 3: On-Board

Inert Gas Generator System (OBIGGS) studies. Part 1:
OSIGGS ground performance tests
[AD-A1673571 p 26 N87-10066

Qualification testing of redesigned F-15/F-4 600 gallon
BI-PAC fuel tank container
[AD-A173968] p 244 N87-15964

Level flight performance evaluation of the UH-60A

helicopter with the production external stores support
system and ferry tanks installed
[AD-A181947] p 753 N87-27658

Fighter aircraft OBIGGS (On-Board Inert Gas Generator
System) study, volume 1
[AD-A183690] p 826 N87-29493

FUEL TESTS
A method for calculating the susceptibility of jet fuels

to smoking p 40 A87.12901
Thermocbemicai evaluation of fuel candidates for ramjet

propulsion p 121 A87-13659
Opposed jet burner studies of silane.methane,

silane-hydrogen, and hydrogen diffusion flames with air
p 259 A87-23259

High density fuel effects on gas turbine engines
[AIAA PAPER 87-1829] p 666 A87-45233

Degradation mechanisms of sulfur and nitrogen
containing compounds during thermal stability testing of
model fuels
[AIAA PAPER 87-2039] p 690 A87-45372

Fuel effects on gas turbine combustion
p 830 A87-51474

Opposed jet burner studies of silane-methane,
silane-hydrogen and hydrogen diffusion flames with air

p 605 N87-23791

Laboratory characterization tests for antimisting fuel
[AD-A182196] p 785 N87-27818

FUEL-AIR RATIO
Opposed jet burner studies of silane-methane,

silane-hydrogen, and hydrogen diffusion flames with air
p 259 A87-23259

Digital simulation of the gas turbine engine
performance p 303 A87-23731

Experimental examination of a prevaporized premixed
combustor p369 A87-31187

Effects of alternative fuels on ignition limits of the J85
annular combustor p 591 A87-39814

Effect of nonuniform excess air ratio distribution in the
afterburner on the specific pulse of the nozzle and the
effective heat release coefficient p 591 A87-42145

Exhaust carbon - The effects of fuel composition
p 676 A87-46253

Pressure scaling effects in a scramjet combustion
chamber p 676 A87-46258

Velocity and temperature measurements in a can-type

gas-turbine combustor p 443 N87-21184
Opposed jet burner studies of silane-methane,

silane-hydrogen and hydrogen diffusion flames with air
p 605 N87-23791

FULL SCALE TESTS
KRASH analysis correlation with full scale YAH-63

helicopter crash test p90 A87-13674

The design and qualification testing of an
energy-absorbing seat for the Navy's H-53 AID
helicopters p 91 A87-13679

Calculated and measured blade structural response on
a full-scale rotor p 168 A87-19207

The USAF's CREST program - Phase I
p 298 A87-25837

Time optimization of the cyclic testing of the full-scale
parts of gas turbine engines p 591 A87-41901

A310-300 CFRP fin Damage tolerance
demonstration p 655 A87-44594

Crash response data system for the controlled impact
demonstration (CID) of a full scale transport aircraft

p 694 A87-45123

PTA - Research at full scale --- Propfan Test
Assessment p 758 A87-47867

Flight test investigations of a wing designed for natural
laminar flow

[SAE PAPER 871044] p 720 A87-48770
Flow visualization techniques applied to full-scale

vehicles

[AIAA PAPER 87-2421] p 750 A87.49594
Investigations of the aerodynamic performance and

noise characteristics of a Dowry Rotol R212 propeller at
fun-scale in the 24 ff wind tunnel p 763 A87-50588

Structural dynamics research in a full.scale transport
aircraft crash test p 818 A87-53780

FUNCTIONAL DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS

The design of e supportable fighter
[AIAA PAPER 86-2618] p 162 A87-17879
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Database application to aircraft engineering functions
related to flight testing
[AIAA PAPER 86-9823] p 241 A87-23263

Aidine requirements on a fly-by-wire aircraft - A pilot's
view

[SAE PAPER 861804] p 445 A87-32649

The dynamic scaling and development of model
helicopter rotor blades for the RAE 24It wind tunnel test
rig
[RAE-TR-85052] p 242 N87-15203

FUNCTIONS (MATHEMATICS)
Multiple input-output frequency response functions

estimation p 395 A87-29610
FUSELAGES

Structure-component tests for a CFK fuselage
[MBB-UT-223-86] p 121 A87-t4001

New fuselage technologies for general-aviation aircraft
p 93 A87-14027

Turbulent flow around a wing/fuselage-type juncture
p 70 A87-14108

A study of the effect of surface roughness on the head
resistance of an aircraft p 94 A87-14717

Computation of optimum-optimorum wing-fuSelage
configuration for future generation of supersonic aircraft

p 74 A87-15761
Crash impact behaviour of simulated composite and

aluminium helicopter fuselage elements
p 161 A87-16964

On damage tolerance design of fuselage structure
(longitudinal cracks) p 161 A87-17119

Aerodynamic design of low-speed aircraft with a NASA
fuselage/wake-propeller configuration
[AIAA PAPER 86-2693] p 165 A87-17930

Air flow and particle trajectories around aircraft
fuselages. IV - Orientation of ice crystals

p 246 A87-20958
A quadrature-cellocation technique for boundary

element method - Application to helicopter fuselage
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986.124] p 214 A87-21042

On the control of auto-retational characteristics of light
airplane fuselages
[AIAA PAPER 87-0349] p 253 A87-22574

Validation of an interior noise prediction model for a
composite cylinder
[AIAA PAPER 87-0529] p 240 A87.22689

Unsteady transonic flow calculations for wing/fuselage
configurations p 287 A87-25720

The use of discrete minimization in the design of a
straight control section in the fuselage of transport
aircraft p 358 A87-28151

A study of wing-fuselage interaction
p 345 A87-30467

Uncertainties in dynamic data from analysis or test of
rotorcraft p 431 A87-34862

Transonic flow field analysis for real fuselage
configurations p 488 A87-37554

Theoretical foundations of a method for the strength
analysis of fuselage frames p 507 A87.39080

Theoretical foundations of a method for the strength
analysis of fuselage frames• II - Solution of the energy

problem , , p 507 A87.39085

p_s3 AS_-sg_g
On damage tolerance design of fuselage structure -

Circumferential cracks p 584 A87-40218
An algorithm for specifying the directrix in the design

of transition surfaces --- for wing-fuselage joints
p 584 A87-42152

Transverse curvature effects in turbulent boundary
layers
[AIAA PAPER 87-1252] p 611 A87-42345

Investigation of blede-vortices in the rotor-downwash

p 627 A87-43415
Navier-Stokes simulation of a hypersonic generic

wing/fuselage
[AIAA PAPER 87-1192] p 629 A87-44902

Impact response of composite fuselage frames
[SAE PAPER 871009] p 744 A87-48696

Influence of rear end spoiler on aerodynamic
characteristics and wake structure of a helicopter
fuselage p 721 A87o48930

Elastic fuselage modes and higher harmonic control in
the coupled rotor/airframe vibration analysis

p 747 A87-48957
Computation of transonic aerodynamically

compensating pitot tube

[AIAA PAPER 87-2613] p 728 A87-49112
Development of fine-grained 7075-0 sheet for aircraft

taper-rolled stringer p 842 A87-52661
Laboratory study of sidewall noise transmission and

treatment for a light aircraft fuselage
p 824 A87.52887

A study of some approximations in the modeling of a
coupled rotor/fuselage aeromechanical system

p 825 A87-53901

A comparison of single-block and multi-block grids
around wing-fuselage configurations
[FFA-TN-1986-42] p 292 N87-16811

Eigenvalue analysis of 2D aircraft fuselage beam model
and fuselage air cavity using a symmetric fluid.structure
interaction finite element formulation

[FFA-TN-1986-70] p 303 N87.17698
Repair of helicopter composite structure techniques and

substantiations p 404 N87-20179
Composite repair of cocured J-stiffened panels: Design

and test verification p 404 N87-20181
Composite repair techniques for J-stiffened composite

fuselage structures p 405 N87-20186
Theoretical analysis of flows around helicopter

fuselages: Application to design and development
p 415 N87-20221

Investigation of flow under the fuselage of a powered
light aircraft model
[BU-351] p 418 N87-20247

Numerical analysis of inviscid compressible flows about
wing-fueeloge combinations based on the Euler
equations
[NAL-TR.896T] p 491 N87-21868

Effect of surface roughness on drag of aircraft
p 584 N87-23571

Helicopter anti-torque system using fuselage strakes
[NASA-CASE-LAR.13630-1] p 597 N87-23630

A multi-body aircraft with an all-movable center fuselage
actively controlling fuselage pressure drag
[ NASA-CASE-LARd 3511-1 ] p 658 N87-25320

Integrally-stiffened crash energy-absorbing subfloor
beam structure

[NASA-CASE-LAR-13697-1] p 659 N87-25321
Development and testing of critical components for the

technological preparation on an Airbus fuselage made of
carbon fiber reinforced plastics, phase 1
[BMFT.FB-W-86-017] p 692 N87.26151

Interior noise reduction by alternate resonance tuning
[NASA-CR-181189] p 797 N87-27484

Analysis and test evaluation of the dynamic response
and stability of three advanced turboprop models
[NASA-CR-174814] p 833 N87.28555

ACEE composite structures technology
[NASA-CR-172359] p 844 N87-28613

ACEE composite structures technology
[NASA-CR-172358] p 844 N87-28614

Standard test evaluation of graphite fiber/resin matrix
composite materiels for improved toughness
[NASA-TM.86298] p 845 N87-28618

Study of utilization of advanced composites in fuselage
structures of large transports
[NASA-CR-172404] p 845 N87-28619

FUZZY SYSTEMS

Application of a fuzzy controller infuel system of turbojet
engine p 674 A87.46227

G

GALERKIH METHOD

The vibration of rotating cylindrical shells
n R:_ AR7-:)7174

An improved assumed mode method for estimating the
motion of a nonuniform rotor blade p 653 A87-43445

GAME THEORY

Estimating projections of the playable set
[AIAA PAPER 87-2242] p 795 A87-50408

GAMMA RAYS

Profile measurements using radiographic techniques
p 465 A87-35064

GAPS

Efficiency of the utilization of rotorblade shroud labyrinth
seals in an axial-compressor stage with large radial
clearances p 694 A87-43611

GAS ANALYSIS

Halon extinguishment of small aircraft instrument panel
fires

[DOT/FAA/CT-86/26] p 354 N87-19369
GAS ATOMIZATION

Combined use of hydrogen as fuel atomizer and
additional fuel in gas-turbine engine p 261 N87-16182

GAS BEARINGS
Optical interferometry dimensional gauge for

dimensional gauging of precision high speed aircraft
bearing components
[AD-A177338] p 539 N87-22234

GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY

Capillary GC detection methods for nitrogen and sulfur
compounds in shale-derived jet propulsion fuels
[AD-A181865] p 784 N87-27812

GAS COOLING

The influence of dilution hole aerodynamics on the
temperature distribution in a combustor dilution zone
[AIAA PAPER 87-1827] p 666 A87-45232

Experimental data correlations for the effects of rotation
on impingement cooling of turbine blades
[AIAA PAPER 87°2008] p 696 A87-45349

Garrett TFE-731 hp turbine stage without and with
cooling-gas injection p 250 N87-15210

GAS DENSITY

Pulsation structure of the mixing layer of underexpandod
jets p 847 A87-50974

GAS DETECTORS

Ground vibration test and flutter analysis of air sampling
probe
[NASA-TM-86742] p 173 N87-13428

GAS DYNAMICS

Motion of a gas in a duct behind a moving body
p 5 A87-10675

Numerical solution of the Euler equation for
compressible inviscid fluids p 69 A87-14095

Some asymptotic types of transonic vortex flows
p 74 A87-15553

Using simplified Navier-Stokes equations for calculating
flow of a viscous gas past long bodies

p 146 A87-17748
A modular approach to the solution of a class of problems

in internal gas dynamics p146 A87-17749
Classification of criteria for the gasdynamic stability of

a gas turbine engine based on a set of its parameters

p 439 A87-31746
A thin wing in compressible flow (2nd revised and

enlarged edition) --- Russian book p 409 A87-32723
Molecular-beam study of the formation and properties

of H20 clusters p 528 A87-36644
Theory and design of turbocompressors (2rid revised

and enlarged edition) --- Russian book
p 535 A87-39175

Numerical study of the gasdynamic process in a pulsejet
engine p 663 A87-43614

Scramjet testing in impulse facilities
p 685 A87-46183

Aerogasdynamics and its development at the Institute
of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics of the Siberian
Section of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR

p 809 A87-53544
Further shock tunnel studies of scramjet phenomena

[NASA-CR-179937] p 77 N87o12542
GAS EXPLOSIONS

Vulnerability methodology and protective measures for
aircraft fire and explosion hazards, Volume 3: On-Board
Inert Gas Generator System (OBIGGS) studies. Part 1:
OBIGGS ground performance tests
lAD-A167357] p 26 N87-10066

GAS FLOW

Conical wing of maximum lift-to-drag ratio ina supersonic
gas flow p 4 A87-10615

Numerical modeling of shock wave intersections
p 286 A87-25233

Aerodynamics of a vortex chamber with gas flow rate
adjustment at the outlet p 343 A87-29085

Experimental examination of a prevaporized premixed
combustor p369 A87-31187

Hypersonic nonuniform flow of a viscous gas past a
blunt body p 407 A87-31713

Nonstationary and nonequilibrium air flow in the vicinity

A numerical technique for the solution of a vaporizing
fuel droplet
[AD-A180774] p 465 A87-33984

Transonic gas flow past e plate p 484 A87-35816
Three-dimensional hypersonic flow of a dusty gas past

a wing p 485 A87-36088
Improving the accuracy and cutting the time required

in numerical investigation of transonic flow of gas in
turbomachine cascades p 554 A87-40871

Temperature detection system for use on film cooled
turbine airfoils

[AD-D012475] p 251 N87-15971
Nonlinear integro-differential equations for

aeroelasticity p 245 N87-16189
Acta mechanica sinica (selected articles)

[AD-A176240] p 418 N87-20246
Flow of gas through turbine stage with spherical nozzle

segment p 592 N87-23582
GAS GENERATORS

Further development of the axial-radial compressor
p 104 A87-13998

New-technology gas generator (GNT 1) - The actual
state of development p 126 A87.14006

Fighter aircraft OBIGGS (On-Board Inert Gas Generator
System) study, volume 1
[AD-A183690] p 826 N87-29493

Fighter aircraft OBIGGS (On-Board Inert Gas Generator
System) study, volume 2
[AD-A183781] p826 N87-29494

GAS INJECTION

Application of an implicit iteration difference scheme to
the solution of nonstationary Navior.Stokes equations

p 146 A87-17747
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GAS JETS

Influence of vane/blade spacing and cold-gas injection
on vane and blade heat-flux distributions for the Teledyne

702 HP turbine stage
[AIAA PAPER 87-1915] p 669 A87-45295

The air-injection method of fixing boundary-layer
transition and investigating scale effects

p 639 A87-46264
Garrett TFE-731 hp turbne stage without and with

cooling-gas injection p 250 N87-15210
GAS JETS

Density field of a viscous gas jet issuing from a conical
nozzle into vacuum p 4 A87-10603

A modular approach to the solution of a class of problems
in internal gas dynamics pt46 A87-17749

GAS LASERS

Applying lasers for productivity and quality
p 322 A87-26677

GAS MIXTURES

Digital simulation of the gas turbine engine
performance p 303 A87-2373t

Experimental investigation of piloted flameholders
p 441 N87-20278

GAS PATH ANALYSIS
Ceramic high pressure gas path seal

[NASA-CR-t80813] p 764 N87-26914
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING

Advanced Joining of Aerospace Metallic Materials ---
conference proceedings
[AGARD-CP-398] p 324 N87-17051

GAS TURBINE ENGINES

Specification of gas turbine disc forgings
p 44 A87-10121

Forging of blades for gas turbines p 44 A87-10124
Manufacturing technology for nondestructive evaluation

(NDE) system to implement retirement for cause (RFC)
procedures for gas turbine engine components

p 44 A87-10727
RFC automated inspection overview --- eddy current and

ultrasonic testing of gas turbine engine parts
p 45 A87-10730

New materials in gas turbine technology
p 41 A87-13009

Closed loop control of an afterburning F100 gas turbine
engine p 103 A87-13323

Improving the energy efficiency of cooled
high-temperature turbines p104 A87-13990

New-technology gas generator (GNT 1) - The actual
state of development p 126 A87-14006

Methods for the assembly and testing of the bearing

supports of gas turbine engines --- Russian book
p t26 A87-14683

Development of an advanced vaneless inlet particle
separator for helicopter engines p 105 A87-14984

Using vibration spectrum characteristics for the flow-path

diagnostics of aircraft gas turbine engines
p 105 A87-15210

Turbines with counter-rotating rotors for aircraft power
plants p 106 A87-15211

A study of local heat transfer on the face surface of a
nozzle ring model p 127 A87-15215

A study of the effect of the temperature factor on
pressure losses in the cooling system of the leading edge
of a deflector vane -- for gas turbine engines

p 127 A87-15218
Requirements for engineering ceramics in gas turbine

engines p 194 A87-17182
Advanced metals p 195 A87-17287
The dynamics of gas turbine engine components in the

presence of damage p183 A87-17599
Integrated design and analysis of advanced airfoil

shapes for gas turbine engines
[AIAA PAPER 86-2731] p 198 A87-17949

Equivalent linearization of a squeeze film damper
p 198 A87-17965

An overview of the small engine component technology
(SECT) studies --- commuter, rotorcraft, cruise missile and
auxiliary power applications in year 2000
[AIAA PAPER 86-1542] p 184 A87-17993

Anatomy of a new helicopter engine - Pratt and Whitney
Canada PW200 series turboshafts p 184 A87-18510

Planning for T800-LHT-800 availability, supportability
and affordability p184 A87-18512

Fabrication and quality assurance processes for
superbybrid composite fan blades p 195 A87-19123

Machine vision inspection of combustor holes
p 199 A87-19218

Monitoring the state of theblades of gas turbine engines
by the acoustic emission method p 262 A87-20346

Selecting the type of a hydrodynamic damper for
gas-turbine engine rotor supports p 262 A87-20377

A study of heat release in the primary zone of the
combustion chamber of a gas-turbine engine

p 247 A87-20401

Fuel nozzle air flow modeling
[AIAA PAPER 86-1667] p 264 A87-21520

Validation of aircraft gas turbine engine steady-state
mathematical models

[AIAA PAPER 86-1741] p 248 A87-21523

Modeling gas turbine deterioration clue to high levels
of dust ingestion
[AIAA PAPER 87-0144] p 249 A87-22440

A model for effects of large-scale motion on coaxial

jet development
[AIAA PAPER 87-0380] p 265 A87-22599

Digital simulation of the gas turbine engine
performance p 303 A87-23731

Reducing the cost of aero engine research and
development p 304 A87-25050

A study on fatigue crack propagation superimposing high
cycles on low cycles for turbine materials

p 317 A87-25423

A whole-system analysis of recuperated gas turbines
p 305 A87-25884

Coatings for performance retention --- in gas turbine
engines p 322 A87-26111

Dip process thermal barrier coatings for gas turbines
p 322 A87-26114

Optimization of a method for determining the fatigue
limit of the blades of gas turbine engines

p 305 A87-26304
The effect of temperature, protective coatings, and

service history on the fatigue strength of gas-turbine engine
blades made from the high-temperature cast alloy
EP539LM p 305 A87-26307

Applying lasers for productivity and quality
p 322 A87-26677

Flow through channels interconnected by slot(s)
p 323 A87-27473

An exberimental study on distribution of cold and hot
airflows in combustor p 306 A87-27493

Combustion of liquid fuel in the counter-swirled jets of
a gas turbine plant annular combustion chamber

p 381 A87-28347
Determination of the temperature field of shell

structures p 382 A87-29081

An equation of state for the material of the nozzle vanes
of a gas-turbine engine under thermal cycling in a
sulfur-containing medium p 379 A87-29203

Thermal and thermally stressed state of trigonal prisms
modeling the operation of the edges of gas turbine
blades p 382 A87-29204

Fatigue crack growth testing of J85-CAN-40 compressor
discs p 367 A87-29281

Some aspects of gas turbine combustion using air-blast
atomizers p 367 A87-29389

Vibratory strain distributions in an integral-machined air
turbine starter wheel
[SAE PAPER 861737] p 368 A87-29583

Prediction of the structure of fuel sprays in cylindrical
combustion chambers p 369 A87-31277

Electrostatic spray modification in gas turbine
combustion p 379 A87-31288

Improved engine performance utilizing integrated inlet
control p 438 A87-31541

A utilization complex for a gas-turbine-engine test
station p 439 A87-31728

The effect of lower and upper overlaps on the efficiency
of centripetal radial-flow air microturbines with partial
admission p 460 A87-31732

Anatytical-experimental determination of the long-term
strength of gas-turbine-engine materials following
technological treatments p 455 A87-31736

Determination of pressure losses in the compressor of
a gas turbine engine in the autorotation mode

p 461 A87-31739
Classification of mathematical models of gas turbine

engines. I p 439 A87-31745
Classification of criteria for the gasdynamic stability of

a gas turbine engine based on a set of its parameters
p 439 A87-31746

An analysis of the fatigue fracture of the rotor blades
of gas turbine engines of cast nickel-chromium alloys of
the ZhS type p 455 A87-31939

Calculation of transonic potential flow through a
two-dimensional cascade using AF1 scheme

p 408 A87-32105

Design verification and engine test of an advanced fuel
management system for aircraft gas turbine engines
[SAE PAPER 861727] p 440 A87-32616

Optimization and analysis of gas turbine engine blades
[AIAA PAPER 67-0827] p 475 A87-33614

The effect of fuel quality on the emission of pollutants
by aircraft gas-turbine engines p 456 A87-34225

The effectiveness of heat-protection coatings on the
blades of gas turbine engines p 465 A87-34272

Profile measurements using radiographic techniques
p 465 A87-35064

Development of aircraft engine combustors
p 512 A87-37835

Engineering evaluation of steady operating margin of a
dual-rotor compressor p 513 A87-37840

SUBJECT INDEX

Experimental investigation on cooling effectiveness of
a turbine blade under various design conditions

p 513 A87-37846
Experimental observation of cavitating squeeze-film

dampers p 534 A87-38461
Performance of a high-efficiency radial/axial turbine

[ASME PAPER 86-GT-18} p 514 A87-38467
Calculation of aerospace propulsion combustors -A view

from industry p 515 A87-38955
Competing factors in the aging of oil in piston and

gas-turbine engines p 529 A87-39100
Effects of multiple rows and noncircular orifices on

dilution jet mixing p 608 A87-39805
Effects of alternative fuels on ignition limits of the J85

annular combustor p 591 A87-39814
Time optimization of the cyclic testing of the full-scale

parts of gas turbine engines p 591 A87-41901
A mathematical model for estimating the natural vibration

frequency of the disks of gas turbine engines in the case
of a slight change in the disk thickness

p 591 A87-41911
Deformation and fracture of the titanium disks of

gas-turbine engines due to changes in the frequency and
shape of the loading cycle p 604 A87-41913

Calculation of the radial clearance ehronogram for the

compressors of aircraft gas turbine engines
p 591 A87-42149

Classification of mathematical models of gas turbine
engines. II p 591 A87-42153

Approximation of the characteristics of the turbine of a
gas turbine engine in a wide range of operating modes

p 663 A87-43606
The low-aspect-ratio parameter of blades

p 663 A87-43607
Optimization of the duration of ultrasonically activated

impact surface treatment of gas-turbine-engine blades
p 663 A87-43609

A study of the thermal-stress state of gas turbine engine
blades with protective coatings p 664 A87-43640

Heat exchangers for turboshaft engines
p 664 A87-44253

A rugged electronic pressure scanner designed for
turbine test p 695 A87-45124

Impact of engine technology on supersonic STOVL
[AIAA PAPER 87-1709] p 665 A87-45157

Propfan propulsion systems for the 1990's
[AIAA PAPER 87-1729] p 665 A87-45168

A noninterference blade vibration measurement system

for gas turbine engines
[AIAA PAPER 87-1758] p 695 A87-45186

Real-time neutron imaging of gas turbines

[AIAA PAPER 87-1762] p 695 A87-45189
High density fuel effects on gas turbine engines

[AIAA PAPER 87-1829] p 666 A87-45233
A bidirectional tapered roller thrust bearing for gas

turbine engines
[AIAA PAPER 87-1842] p 695 A87-45243

Aerodynamic and heat transfer analysis of the low aspect
ratio turbine
[AIAA PAPER 87-1916] p 696 A87-45296

Advancements in hydrogen expander airbreathing

engines
[AIAA PAPER 87-2003] p 670 A87-45348

Fdction factors and heat transfer coefficients in
turbulated cooling passages of different aspect ratios. I -
Experimental results
[AIAA PAPER 87-2009] p 696 A87-45350

NO(x) reduction and combustion phenomena in the
multi-annular gas turbine swirl burner
[AIAA PAPER 87-2036] p 671 A87-45370

The design of low-stress/high performance centrifugal
impellers
[AIAA PAPER 87-2099] p 697 A87-45405

Cycle selection considerations for high Mach
applications
[AIAA PAPER 87-2105] p 672 A87-45410

Navier-Stokes solutions for highly loaded turbine
cascades
[AIAA PAPER 87-2151] p 637 A87-45436

Durability characterization of ceramic materials for gas
turbines p 690 A87-45898

The role of short duration facilities in gas turbine
research p 685 A87-46222

A study on the effect of non-dimensional system
parameters on squeeze film damper performance using
experimental data p 698 A87-46229

Microprocessor based surge monitoring system
p 686 A87-46241

Advances in technology for low cost turbomachinery .

A potential to enhance the economy of future propulsion
system for general and helicopter aviation

p 878 A87-46261
Advanced technology payoffs for future small propulsion

systems p 758 A87-47081
Characteristic times for lean blowoff in turbine

combustors p 758 A87-47090
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A reliability evaluation system for ceramic gas turbines
p 786 A87-47715

Interpretation of gas turbine response due to dust
ingestion
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-112] p 759 A87-48708

Monitoring of gas turbine engines - Used oil
[SAE PAPER 871014] p 783 A87-48753

Evolution of light gas turbine engine during the last 30
years
[SAE PAPER 871053] p 760 A87-48776

Structural damage and rejuvenation of used turbine
blades p 761 A87-49530

Liner cooling research at NASA Lewis Research Center
--- for gas turbine combustion chambers
[AIAA PAPER 87-1828] p 762 A87-50189

Measurement of swirling flow field using the single
slanted hot-wire technique p 647 A87.51469

Fuel effects on gas turbine combustion
p 830 A87-51474

Transpiration cooling - Contribution of film cooling to
the overall cooling effectiveness p 847 A87-51475

Military aircraft 4-cSt gas turbine engine oil
development p 841 A87-52403

Improved reliability and maintainability (RAM) in
advanced technology engines p 831 A87-53426

Application of modern materials technologies in small
gas turbine engines p 831 A87-5342g

A numerical study of flow in gas-turbine combustor
[AIAA PAPER 87-2132] p 632 A87-53986

A system theoretical based method for module failure
diagnostic of turbine engines p 35 N87-10085

Hot section viewing system
[NASA-CR-174773] p 51 N87-11144

High temperature static strain gage program
p 52 N87-11188

Evaluation results of the 700 deg C Chinese strain

gages p 52 N87-11189
Coating life prediction p 43 N87-11194
Aerothermal modeling program, phase 2

p 35 N87-11200
NASA dilution jet mixing, phase 3 p 53 N87-11202
Elevated temperature crack growth

p 53 N87-11214
Biaxial constitutive equation development

p 53 N87-11217
Cost effective single crystals --- gas turbine

components
[PNR-903t9] p 60 N87-11615

Development of single crystal alloys for specific engine
applications
[PNR-90320] p 60 N87-11616

STAEBL: Structural tailoring of engine blades, phase 2
p 106 N87-11731

Control of gas turbines. The future: Is a radical approach
needed? --- aircraft engines
[PNR-90295] p 107 N87-11793

Advanced Gas Turbine (ACT) Technology Project
[NASA-CR-179484] p 130 N87.11995

Thrust reverser-exhaust nozzle assembly for a gas
turbine engine

Scaled centrifugal compressor program
[NASA-CR-174912] p 185 N67-1434g

Garrett TFE-731 hp turbine stage without and with
cooling-gas injection p 250 N87-15210

The National Gas Turbine projects in Japan. The
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Stationary disturbances in three-dimensional boundary
layers over concave surfaces
[AIAA PAPER 87-1412] p632 A87-44945

GONDOLAS

A simulation platform for three-axis attitude control of
a large balloon gondola p 436 A87-32485

GOVERNMENT PROCUREMENT
AHIP - The OH-58D from conception to production ---

Army Helicopter Improvement Program
p 144 A87-19248

LHTEC - Putting its T800 candidate to the test
p 369 A87-30502

LHTEC - Meeting the LHX cost chsilence
p 801 A87-53425

Air traffic control: FAA's (Federal Aviation

Administration's) advanced automation system acquisition
strategy is risky
[PB86-231743] p 237 N87-15200

GRAPHITE-EPOXY COMPOSITES

Air traffic system: Pilot program to contract out
maintenance st selected facilities

[PB87-186607] p 741 N87-26894
GOVERNMENT/INDUSTRY RELATIONS

The FAA 'Buy-Sell' slot rule - Airline deregulation at the
crossroads p 210 A87.19297

Overview of the integrated Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) wind shear program plan
[SAE PAPER 861702] p 351 A87.29589

GRAIN SIZE

The effect of thermal treatment on properties of rapidly
solidified AA2024 p 528 A67-36855

GRAMMARS

A test on the reliability and performance of the verbex
series 4000 voice recognizer
[AD-A169066] p 130 N87-1272g

GRANTS

Graduate engineering research participation in
aeronautics
[NASA-CR-179798] p 3 N87.10828

GRANULAR MATERIALS

Resilient modulus of freeze-thaw affected granular soils
for pavement design and evaluation Part 3: Laboratory
tests on soils from Albany County Airport
[DOT/FAA-PM-84-163] p 466 N87-20433

GRAPH THEORY
An architecture for consideration of multiple faults ---

in Space Shuttle simulator hardware
p 204 A87-16682

GRAPHIC ARTS
A graphics environment supporting the rapid prototyping

of pictorial cockpit displays
lAD.A178636] p 548 N87.23182

GRAPHITE
Nickel coated graphite fiber conductive composites

p 39 A87-11844
Composites proving durable -.- for aircraft structures

p 359 A67-29593
Unconventional approaches to field repair

p 406 N87-20190
GRAPHITE-EPOXY COMPOSITES

Decay of end effects in graphite/epoxy bolted joints
p 44 A87-10115

Advances in toughness of structural composites based
on interleaf technology p 40 A87-12661

Experimental investigation on advanced
composite-stiffened structures under uniaxial compression
and bending p 263 A87-20889

A heater made from graphite composite material for
potential deicing application
[AIAA PAPER 87-0025] p 297 A87-24905

Design and development of a power takeoff shaft
p 305 A87-25717

Postbuckling and failure characteristics of stiffened
graphite-epoxy shear webs
[AIAA PAPER 87-0733] p 463 A87-33572

Development of failure resistant bismalalmide/cerbon
composites p 457 A87-34845

The effect of multiple elevated temperature bonding
cycles on AS/3501-6 mechanical properties

o 529 A87-38617
I nermal and flammability characterization of graphite

composites p 688 A87-43398
Composite vital parts optimisation for EH 101 rotor

hub p 653 A87-43451
Ultrasonic charactadstics of graphite/epoxy composite

material subjected to fatigue and impacts
p 780 A87-47821

Damage tolerance of toughened resin graphite
composites p 782 A87-48532

impact response of composite fuselage frames
[SAE PAPER 871009] p 744 A87-48696

Application studies of a new graphite/epoxy material
for the vertical fin of a commercial transport aircraft

p 841 A87-51792
Experimental aeroeiastic behavior of forward-swept

graphite/epoxy wings with rigid.body freedom
p 824 A87-53781

Is fatigue testing of impact damaged laminates
necessary? p 844 A87-54316

A heater made from graphite composite material for
potential deicing application
[NASA.TM-88988] p 101 N67-12559

Flight service evaluation of advanced composite ailerons
on the L-1011 transport aircraft
[NASA-CR-178170] p 318 N87-16883

Fibre composite repair of cracked metallic aircraft
components: Practical and basic aspects

p 405 N87-20187
Dynamic response and stability of a composite prop-fan

model
[NASA.CR-179528] p 519 N87-21956

Dynamic response of two composite prop-fan models
on a nacelle/wing/fuselage half model
[NASA.CR-179589] p 585 N87-23615
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GRAPHITE-POLYIMIOE COMPOSITES

Flight service evaluation of advanced composite ailerons
on the L-1011 transport aircraft
[NASA-CR-178321] p 691 N87-25439

The 737 graphite composite flight spoiler flight service
evaluation
[NASA-CR-f78322] p 846 N87-29609

GRAPHITE-POLYIMIDE COMPOSITES
Moisture diffusion in

graphita/bismalimide-modified-epoxy composite
IM6/5245C p 604 A87-40384

GRASSLANDS

Results from the pushbroom microwave radiometer
flights over the Konza Prairie in 1985

p 853 A87-53206
GRAVlMETERS

Development of new aviation technology for gravimetric

surveying p 331 N87-17106
GRAVIMETRY

Development of new aviation technology for gravimetric
surveying p 331 N87-17106

Hardware design for a fixed-wing airborne gravity
measurement system
[AD-A176620] p 433 N87-20993

GRAVITATION

Hardware design for a fixed-wing airborne gravity
measurement system
[AD-A176620] p 433 N87-20993

GRAVITATIONAL FIELOS
Fundamentals of navigation according to geophysical

fields--- Russian book p 19 A87-11337
GRAVITY GRADIOMETERS

Aided-airborne Gravity Gradiometer Survey System
(GGSS) study
lAD-A170749] p 203 N87-14766

GREAT CIRCLES

Path discrepancies between groat circle and thumb
line

ITM-98] p 357 N87-18527
GREEN'S FUNCTIONS

Introduction to the Green's function method in

aerodynamics p 276 A87-23633
An integral equation method for potential

aerodynamics p 277 A87-23641
Improvements on a Green's function method for the

solution of linearized unsteady potential flows
p 556 A87-41627

GRINDING MACHINES

Grinding of steel: A case study
]AD-A174649] p 324 N87-f7048

GROUND BASED CONTROL

Evaluation of alternatives for Army precision landing
system: Ground guidance
[AD-A174093] p 237 N87-15956

Models for the ground based approach planning system
Computer Oriented Metering Planning and Advisory
System (COMPAS) p 822 N87-28539

GROUND EFFECT (AERODYNAMICS)
Interaction of decaying trailing vortices in ground

shear p 65 A87-13499
The induced aerodynamics of jet and fan powered

V/STOL aircraft p73 A87-15459
Multiple jet impingement flowfields p 73 A87-15461
A study of the rotor wake in nap-of-the-earth

p 166 A87-18526
Analysis of the influence of the height above the ground

of a jet-engine air-intake on the structure of free inlet air
flow p 288 A87-25972

Full-scale ground effects of twin impinging jets beneath
a subsonic tactical V/STOL aircraft

[AIA s, PAPER 86-2704] p 343 A87-28625
Effect of sink rate on ground effect of low-aspect-ratio

wings p 348 A87-31291
Advanced method forcomputing flow around wings with

rear separation and ground effect p 410 A87-33246

A quasi-stationary calculation model for simulating
helicopter starting and landing procedures with emphasis
on the ground effects
[DGLR PAPER 86-152] p 506 A87-36771

Exploratory evaluation of a moving.model technique for
measurement of dynamic ground effects
[AIAA PAPER 87-1924] p 685 A87.45303

Dynamic characteristics of flight near the ground
[AIAA PAPER 87-2288] p 768 A87-49581

An experimental investigation of dynamic ground
effect p 14 N87-10833

Advanced method for computing the flow around wings
with rear separation and ground effect
[DFVLR-FB-86-17] p 50 N87-11017

Helicopter hover performance estimation comparison
with UH-IH Iroquois flight data
[AD.A173707] p 244 N87-15963

V/STOL and STOL ground effects and testing
techniques p 586 N87-24411

Summary of STOL ground vortex investigation
p 572 N87-24415

A-136

Effects of thrust reversing in ground proximity
p 573 N87-24416

Investigation of dynamic ground effect
p 573 N87-24420

The ground effects of a powered-lift STOL aircraft during
landing approach p 586 N87-24421

Effects of ground proximity on a low aspect ratio
propulsive wing/canard configuration

p 573 N87-24422
An experimental investigation of dynamic ground

effect

]NASA-CR-180560] p 659 N87-26036
An experimental investigation of dynamic ground

effect
[NASA-CR-180305] p 731 N87-26858

GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
A new concept of surface-airplane (Power-Augmented

Ram Wing) p 582 A87-39265
GROUND HANDLING

Dynamic loading of aircraft during ground operations
p 298 A87-25522

GROUND RESONANCE

Ground and air resonance of bearingless rotors in
hover

[AIAA PAPER 87-0924] p 429 A87-33759
The effect of nonlinear elastomedc lag damper

characteristics on helicopter rotor dynamics
[AIAA PAPER 87-0955] p 583 A87-39649

Investigation of ground and air resonance using a
combination of multiblade coordinates and Floquet
theory p 653 A87-43444

An application of Floquet theory to investigate helicopter
mechanical instability using a spatial model including rotor
blade flapping p 746 A87-48952

GROUND STATIONS

Measurement capability of moving-receiver radio
interferometry p 159 A87-19360

Flight measurement data p 355 A87-29633
Aircraft earth station for experimental mobile satellite

system p 386 A87-30779
Avionics system development in a ground based

laboratory environment p 450 A87-31476
Siting analysis for LORAN-C operational monitor

deployment p 579 A87-41359
An overview of aeronautical satellite communications

p 740 A87-48356
The MLS angle receiver p820 A87-51231
Remote detection of aircraft icing conditions using

microwave radiometers
[PB86-229507] p 204 N87-14806

GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
Robotic technology for ground support equipment yields

high performance and reliability
[SAE PAPER 861658] p 452 A87-32592

Ground aircraft deicing technology review
[DOTIFAAICT-85/2t ] p 83 N87-11707

GROUND SUPPORT SYSTEMS

Integrated logistics for reconnaissance systems
p 61 A87-10942

The FAA's Advanced Automation System - Strategies
for future air traffic control systems p 356 A87-30270

Robotic systems for aircraft servicing/maintenance
p 340 A87-31149

Contribution of laser anemometry to aircraft safety
p 699 A87-46361

Ground de-icing of aircraft
[CAP-512] p 422 N87-20975

GROUND TESTS

Ground and flight tests of Tornado reconnaissance
p 22 A87-10940

In-service environmental effects on carbon fibre
composite material p 39 A87-12659

Testing a tail rotor system in fiber-reinforced construction
manner p 92 A87-14016

Design verification and flight testing of a bearingless
soft inplane tail rotor p 172 A87-19286

Avionics system development in a ground based
laboratory environment p 450 A87-31476

A system of problems in the design of computer-aided
processes for the ground testing of aviation equipment

p 451 A87-31724
Weight and center of gravity determination on ground

and airborne

[SAWE PAPER 1695] p 524 A87-36281
Multi-axis seat ejection (MASE) sled

p 494 A87.37770
Cold weather trials for military aircraft

p 599 A87-41625
Evaluating and testing of turbofan engines

[ASME PAPER 86-WA/DE-3] p 664 A87-43701

Ground testing facilities requirements for hypersonic
propulsion development
[AIAA PAPER 87-1884} p 684 A87-45276

Exploratory evaluation Of a moving-model technique for
measurement of dynamic ground effects
[AIAA PAPER 87-1924] p 685 A87-45303

SUBJECT INDEX

A subsonic to Mach 5.5 subscale engine test facility
[AIAA PAPER 87-2052] p 685 A87-45381

An experimental investigation Of forced surge by water
injection in a twin-speol turbojet engine

p 762 A87-49993
Ground testing of an operational fighter aircraft for

p-static discharge effects p 824 A87-52522
Ground vibration test and flutter analysis of air sampling

probe
]NASA-TM-867421 p 173 N87-13428

Large-scale static investigation of
circulation-control-wing concepts applied to upper
surface-blowing aircraft
[NASA-TP-2684] p 243 N87-15959

Outdoor test stand performance of a convertible engine
with variable inlet guide vanes for advanced rotorcraft
propulsion
[NASA-TM-88939] p 307 N87-16825

Ground vibration tests

[ETN-87-98847] p 331 N87-17422
The 1985 small propeller-driven aircraft noise tes

program
[AD-A175596] p 477 N87-2079 ¢,

Applications and requirements for real-time simulator,,
in ground-test facilities
[NASA-TP-2672] p 548 N87-2320;

Ground and flight test results of a total main rote
isolation system
[NASA-CR-4082] p 643 N87-2530;

Aircraft ground vibration testing at NASA Ames-Dryde(
Flight Research Facility
[NASA-TM-88272] p 753 N87-2765,'

Flutter clearance of the F-14 variable-sweep transitior
flight experiment airplane, phase 1
[NASA-TM-88287] p 754 N87-2766_

Experimental techniques for three-axes load cells use(
at the National Full-Scale Aerodynamics Complex
[NASA-TM-86693] p 826 N87-2854(

GROUND TRACKS
Pilot evaluation of population-minimal ground tracks ir

the airport community p 838 A87-5287 ¢,
GROUND TRUTH

Ground-based detection of aircraft icing conditions usin(.
microwave radiomete(s p80 A87-1486"

Aircraft microwave radiometry of land
p 853 A87-5326. ¢

Determination of wind velocity and direction in the Iowe
part of the atmospheric boundary layer on the basis o

ground data p 854 A87-5396
GROUND WAVE PROPAGATION

A prediction model for airport ground nois
propagation p 334 A87-2710

GROUND WIND

Turbulent buoyant flow and pressure variations aroun
an aircraft fuselage in a cross wind near the ground -
simulated fire in cabin p 78 A87-1318

Characteristics of the vertical wind and temperatur
profile in the boundary layer in the case of strong groun
winds near Ural and Siberian airports

p 329 A87-2526
Wind shear p 853 A87-5123

GROUND-AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATION

ATC air/grouod digital communications architecture
p 424 A87-3152

Managing with the onboard data link - A pilot's view
p 424 A87-3152

Application of ground/air data link to general aviatie
operations p 424 A87-3154

Development of an air ground data exchange concep
Flight deck perspective
[NASA-CR-4074] p 582 N87-236C

GUIDANCE SENSORS

The use of skewed inertial sensors in flight contr_
systems
(SAE PAPER 861825] p 437 A87-326_

A decentralized tauft-tolerant approach to estimation
mufti-sensor navigation Systems p 21 N87-100

Development of a portable precision landing syst(
[NASA-TM-88247] p 160 N87-143

Advances in Guidance and Control Systems a=

Technology
[AGARD-CP-411] p 822 N87-294

GUIDE VANES

Detailed flow surveys of turning vanes designed re,
0.1-scale model of NASA Lewis Research Cenle

proposed altitude wind tunnel
[NASA-TP-2680] p 452 N87-202

Comparison between inverse designed (PVD) airfe
and standard series airfoils for high loaded axial turbi
nozzle application p 518 N87-219

Effect of variable inlet guide vanes on the operati
characteristics of a tilt nacelle inlet/powered fan me*

[NASA-TM-88983] p 734 N87-276



SUBJECT INDEX HEAT FLUX

Time-averaged aerodynamic loads on the vane sets of
the 40- by 80-foot and 80- by 120-foot wind tunnel
complex
[NASA-TM-89413] p 780 N87-27680

GUST ALLEVIATORS

Design of flight control system with maneuver
enhancement and gust alleviation p 594 A87-39419

New generation aircraft design problems relative to
turbulence stability, aereelastic loads and gust alleviation

p 509 N87-22344
GUST LOADS

The effect of random wind gusts on the stability of a
parachute system p 72 A87-15216

Unsteady motion of a wing due to a vertical gust
p 279 A87-24468

Prediction of blade stresses due to gust loading
p 298 A87-25029

A design method of an aircraft with ACT by nonlinear
optimization p 427 A87-32103

Wind tunnel test and analysis on gust load alleviation
of a transport-type wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-0781 ] p 446 A87-33677

Hingeless rotor response to random gusts in forward
flight
[AIAA PAPER 87-0954] p 429 A87-33750

Calculation of the aerodynamic characteristics of a
helicopter rotor under conditions of atmospheric gusts

p 557 A87-41847
Extreme atmospheric turbulence

[ONERA, TP NO. 1987-8] p 680 A87-44328
Acta Aeronautica et Astronautica Sinica (selected

articles)
[AD-A167918] p 3 N87-10004

Prediction of gust Ioadings and alleviation at transonic
speeds
lAD-A167748] p 13 N87-10047

Blast gust loading on a 35 degree swept-back wing
[AD-A169415] p 116 N87-12570

Eigenspaee techniques for active flutter suppression
[NASA-CR-4071] p 522 N87-21960

New generation aircraft design problems relative to
turbulence stability, aeroelastic loads and gust alleviation

p 509 N87-22344
Example on how to model and simulate turbulence for

flight simulators p 543 N87-22353
Gust response of helicopters p 682 N87-26049
The computed gust response of an aircraft. The relative

effect of various degrees of freedom
[AD-A180968] p 775 N87-26916

Sequence effects of high-amplitude loads in the most
severe flights of miniTWIST on fatigue crack growth in
AI-alloy sheet material
[VTH-LR-493] p 791 N87-28052

GUSTS

Theoretical treatment of gust simulation in the wind
tunnel p 9 A87-12148

Influence of airfoil mean loading on convected gust
interaction noise p 137 A87-13587

Gust and maneuver spectra for general aviation
aircraft
fAIAA PAPER RR._ClQ1 n Qq A_7.1AN_q

Gust response of a fiat-plate aerofoil in the time
domain p 345 A87-30446

Calculation of noise caused by interaction of supersonic
cascade and varied oncoming gust p 859 A87-51812

Development and flight verification of airborne glideslope
computation/gust detection system
[NAL-TR-908] p 503 N87-21906

Example on how to model and simulate turbulence for

flight simulators p 543 N87-22353
The status of military specifications with regard to

atmospheric turbulence p 544 N87-22355
Low altitude wind shear detection with Doppler radar

[DOT/FAA/PM-87/6] p 544 N87-22379
B-57B gust gradient program p 657 N87-25276
Turbulence models p 703 N87-25277
An introduction to time-dependent aerodynamics of

aircraft response, gusts and active controls
[ESDU-94020] p 682 N87-26048

The computed gust response of an aircraft. The relative
effect of various degrees of freedom
[AD-A180968] p 775 N87-26916

Search for a principle to generate high frequency gusts
--- wind tunnel tests

[ONERA.RSF-92/1865-AY] p 779 N87-27677
Effect of airfoil mean loading on high-frequency gust

interaction noise p 811 N87-28513
Preliminary Memphis FAA (Federal Aviation

Administration)/Lincoln Laboratory operational weather
studies results

[AD-A182730] p 854 N87-29057
GYRODAMPERS

Controlling the elastic vibrations of aircraft structures
by means of control moment gyroscopes

p 188 A87-17564

GYROSCOPIC PENDULUMS

Dynamics of a high-speed rotor touching a boundary
p 848 A87-51614

GYROSCOPIC STABILITY

The effect of gyroscopic forces on dynamic stability and
response of spinning tapered blades
]AIAA PAPER 87-0737] p 464 A87-33663

GYROSTABILIZERS

Tracking a laser-projected horizon indicator
lAD-At83384] p 856 N87-30051

H

H-53 HELICOPTER

The design and qualification testing of an
energy-absorbing seat for the Navy's H-53 A/D
helicopters p 91 A87-13679

H-60 HELICOPTER

Pilot report - Air Force's Sikorsky HH-60 Night Hawk
p 750 A87-50225

HAILSTORMS

The terminal area simulation system. Volume 2:
Verification cases

[NASA-CR-4047] p 421 N87-20252
HANDBOOKS

A designers' guide to the achievement of electrical
continuity in carbon fibre composite structures --- aircraft
[CD650055f] p 844 N87-28607

HANDICAPS

Airlines are exempt from law on rights of the disabled
p 709 A87-42863

HANG GLIDERS

An experimental investigation into methods for
quantifying hang glider airworithness parameters
[CAR-8705] p 585 N87-23613

HARDENERS

Resin-hardener systems for resin transfer molding
p 120 A87-13093

HARDENING (MATERIALS)
Optimization of a process for the surface hardening of

structural parts using the fatigue limit criterion
p 263 A87-20394

Production laser hardfacing of jet engine turbine
blades p 323 A87-26678

Calculation of the parameters of a hardening burnishing
treatment p 461 A87-31735

HARDNESS
Carburizing steel for high temperature service

]AD-A168327] p 122 N87-11877
Nuclear hardness simulation and analysis of composite

aircraft structures. Volume 2: Dust erosion assessment
[AD-A174893] p 363 N87-19378

HARDWARE
Development and experiment of airborne microwave

rain-scatterometer/radiometer system. I - Hardware
system. II - Experimental data processing software
system p 365 A87-28435

A Hardware and Software Integration Facility (HSIF) for
SH-60F CV-Helo p 451 A87-31478

Telemetry Integrated Processing System operational
overview p 527 A87-37400

of advanced avionics systems p 661 A87-43468
Real cost savings through standard interface

hardware p 755 A87-48062
H/W and S/W redundancy techniques for 90's rotorcraff

computers p 756 A97-48949
The SIFT hardware/software systems. Volume t: A

detailed description
[NASA-TM-87574] p 858 N87-29186

HARMONIC ANALYSIS
ACTA aeronautica et astronautica sinica (selected

articles)
[AD-A173364] p 276 N87-17661

HARMONIC CONTROL

System identification techniques for helicopter higher
harmonic control p 190 A87-19241

Flight demonstration of higher harmonic control (HHC)
on S-76 p 170 A87-19260

Higher harmonic control - Flighttests of an experimental
system on SA 349 research Gazelle

p 170 A87-19263
A coupled rotor/airframe vibration model with higher

harmonic control effects p 171 A87-19264
Flight tests of an open loop higher harmonic control

system on an S-76A helicopter p 171 A87-19265

Elastic fuselage modes and higher harmonic control in
the coupled rotor/airframe vibration analysis

p 747 A87-48957

Adaptive inverse control for rotorcraff vibration
reduction
[NASA.TM-86829] p 207 N87-14910

Application of higher harmonic blade feathering on the
OH-6A helicopter for vibration reduction
[NASA-CR-4031] p 230 N87-15175

An investigation of helicopter higher harmonic control
using a dynamic system coupler simulation

p 682 N87-26051

Small-scale rotor test rigcapabilities for testing vibration
alleviation algorithms
[NASA-TM-100002] p 858 N87-30102

HARMONIC OSCILLATION
Application of diverging motions to calculate loads for

oscillating motions p 148 A87-18955
Interference of rotor harmonics in two-shaft coaxial rotor

systems with nonlineady elastic shaft supports
p 610 A87-42136

Equivalent linearizetion of a nonlinear element with
respect to subharmonic motions p 789 A87-49981

HARMONICS

Cruise noise of counterrotation propeller at angle of
attack in wind tunnel
[NASA-TM.88869] p 139 N87-13252

Supersonic flow over elastic bodies in oscillation

p 817 N87-29464
HARNESSES

Static test procedures for restraint anchorages in small
aircraft

[SAE PAPER 871007] p 737 A87-48694
HARRIER AIRCRAFT

AV-8B/GR Mk 5 airframe composite applications
p 88 A87-13628

The AV-8B goes aboard - TACAIR operations from the
LHD 1

]SAE PAPER 861632] p 339 A87-29639
Development of Digital Engine Control System for the

Harrier II

(AIAA PAPER 87-2184] p 673 A87-45458
Harrier II - Digital engine control flight tests

p 758 A87-47837
The AV-8B flight test video system

p 757 A87-49214
Analysis and application of aircraft departure prediction

criteria to the AV-8B Harder II

[AIAA PAPER 87-2561] p 769 A87-49611
Propulsion system technologies for thrust vectoring

p 519 N87-22670
Development of in-flight simulation aircraft for research

and training applications in UK p 602 N87-23658
HASTELLOY (TRADEMARK)

Non-isothermal fatigue crack growth in Hastetloy-X
p 840 A87-51400

HEAD (FLUID MECHANICS)
Computational method for screened two-dimensional

wind tunnel inlets p 413 A87-34513
HEAD-UP DISPLAYS

A procedure for the mechanical design of military aircraft
head-up-displays to withstand bird-strike loads

p 303 A87-25882
HUD guidance improves landing performance

p 755 A87-48278
Testing and development of holographic HUD systems

p 757 A87-49207
Head-up flying p 835 A87-53583

Integrating a head-up display with dome visual simulation
tAnhnnlnc]v

[AD-A175222] p 366 N87-t9394
Application of flight performance advisory systems to

US Navy aircraft p 502 N87-21900
Evaluation of the angle of attack limiter of the F-16 C/D

aircraft
[AD-A177941] p 585 N87-23612

Operational training: Application and experience
p 601 N87-23653

Evaluation of the F/A-f8 head-up-display for recovery
from unusual attitudes

lAD-At93903] p 829 N87-29532
HEARING

Development of simulated directional audio for cockpit
applications
[AD-A175350] p 391 N87-f9570

HEAT EXCHANGERS

A whole-system analysis of recuperated gas turbines
p 305 A87-25884

Dynamics of compressible air flow in ducts with heat
exchange p 383 A87-29279

Minimizing heat rejection in aircraft accessory drive
gearboxes
[SAE PAPER 861736] p 368 A87-29582

Optimizing aircraft fuel thermal management
p 440 A87-32068

Heat exchangers for turboshaft engines
p 664 A87-44253

HEAT FLUX
High temperature heat transfer for gas turbines using

shock tubes p 37 A87-t2646
Influence of vane/blade spacing and cold-gas injection

on vane and blade heat-flux distributions for the Teledyne
702 HP turbine stage
[AIAA PAPER 87-1915] p 669 A87-45295
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HEAT MEASUREMENT SUBJECT INDEX

Development of heat flux sensors in turbine airfoils
p 52 N87.11186

Flame radiation p 43 N87-11204
Garrett TFE-731 hp turbine stage without and with

cooling-gas injection p 250 N87-15210
Time-resolved heat flux measurement for the rotor blade

of a TFA-731-2 hp turbine p 250 N87-15212
HEAT MEASUREMENT

High temperature heat transfer for gas turbines using
shock tubes p 37 A87-12646

Development of heat flux sensors in turbine airfoils
p 52 N87-11186

Measurement of airfoil heat transfer coefficients on a

turbine stage p 53 N87-11221
Time-resolved heat flux measurement for the rotor blade

of a TFA-731-2 hp turbine p 250 N87-15212
HEAT PIPES

An experimental study of the nearly isothermal operating
conditions of low-temperature heat pipes --- for avionics

p 262 A87-20393
A differential approach to heat pipe pdming in

microgravity p 535 A87-38788
Modeling of transient heat pipe operation

[NASA-CR-180280] p 791 N87-27936
HEAT RADIATORS

Installation of a radiator in a light aircraft
[BU-330] p 365 N87-19391

HEAT RESISTANT ALLOYS

Fiber-reinforced superalloy composites provide an
added performance edge p 39 A87-12647

Advanced metals p 195 A87-17287
The effect of protective coatings on the high-temperature

fatigue of heat-resistant alloys p 195 A87-17465
The effect of temperature, protective coatings, and

service history on the fatigue strength of gas-turbine engine
blades made from the high-temperature cast alloy
EP539LM p 305 A87-26307

Characteristics of oxide dispersions in rapidly solidified
titanium alloys p 454 A87-31385

Powder metallurgy of titanium alurninide components
p 455 A87-31399

The development of single crystal superalloy turbine
blades p 456 A87-33265

Materials in aerospace; Proceedings of the First
International Conference, London, England, Apr. 2-4, 1986.
Volumes t & 2 p 689 A87-44729

High temperature titanium alloys p 689 A87-44739
Materials for advanced gas turbines

p 783 A87-49502
Application of joining processes to aero engine critical

parts - Production and repair p 788 A87-49507
Burner rig tests on coated anisotropic high temperature

alloys p 783 A87-49553
Design of high-temperature, ordered intermetallic

alloys p 840 A87-51177
Conference on High-Temperature Corrosion of

Superalloys, London, England, Feb 11, 12, 1986,
Proceedings p 840 A87-51351

Dispersion strengthened alloys for aerospace
p 844 A87-53894

Constitutive modeling for isotropic materials
p 53 N87-11211

Biaxial constitutive equation development
p 53 N87-11217

Development of single crystal alloys for specific engine
applications
[PNR-90320] p 60 N87-11616

Corrosion/oxidation protection of high temperature
material --- gas turbine engines
[PNR90355] p 319 N87-16905

Bonding of superalloys by diffusion welding and diffusion
brazing p 324 N87-17059

Repair techniques for gas turbine components
p 325 N87-17071

High temperature protective coatings for aero engine
gas turbine components
[AD-At76001] p 442 N87-20286

Advanced composite combustor structural concepts

program
[NASA-CR-174733] p 458 N87-20387

Net shape technology in aerospace structures. Volume
3. Appendix. Emerging Net Shape Technologies.
Presentations of a workshop held on March 27-29, 1985
in Santa Barbara, California
[AD-A176510] p 406 N87-20959

Fiber reinforced superalloys
[NASA-TM-89865] p 530 N87*22811

Life prediction and constitutive models for engine hot
section anisotropic materials
[NASA-CR-179594] p 593 N87-23622

Toward improved durability inadvanced combustors and
turbines: Progress in the prediction of thermomechanical
loads
(NASA-TM-88932] p 832 N87-28551

Elevated temperature aluminum alloys
[NASA-CASE-LAR*13632-1 ] p 846 N87-29650

NEAT SHIELDING

Cooling flow technique for designing afterburner heat
shields p 513 A87-37847

Free jet feasibility study of a thermal acoustic shield
concept for AST/VCE application: Dual stream nozzles
[NASA-CR-3867] p 59 N87-10752

Thermal fatigue tests of a radiative heat shield panel

for a hypersonic transport
[NASA-TM-87583] p 845 N87-28643

HEAT SINKS
A new pyrgeometer --- for infrared irrediance

measurement p 263 A87-20952

Optimizing aircraft fuel thermal management
p 440 A87-32068

Integrated aircraft fuel thermal management
[SAE PAPER 860911] p 514 A87-38703

Evaluation of naphthene rich turbine fuels as heat sinks
for hypersonic aircraft
[AD-A182118] p 845 N87-28658

HEAT TOLERANCE
Flight worthiness of fire resistant hydraulic systems.

Volume 2: Component and endurance testing
]AD-A180865] p 751 N87-26899

HEAT TRANSFER
A study of local heat transfer on the face surface of a

nozzle ring model p 127 A87-15215
A study of heat release in the pdmary zone of the

combustion chamber of a gas-turbine engine
p 247 A87-20401

An analysis of the combustion of a turbulent supersonic
nonisobaric hydrogen jet in supersonic wake flow of air

p 317 A87-25127
3D and axisymmetric thermo-elastic stress analysis by

BEASY p 609 A87-41269
A unique measurement technique to study

laminar-separation bubble characteristics on an airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 87-1271] p 631 A87-44921

Equivalent testing temperature --- for SAAB avionics
p 786 A87-47642

Opportunities and challenges in heat transfer - From
the perspective of the government laboratory

p 787 A87-48313
A heat transfer model for a hot helium airship

[AIAA PAPER 87-2443] p 787 A87-48646
A review of mathematical modelling of aircraft cabin

fires p 739 A87-50714
Host turbine heat transfer overview

p 52 N87-11184
Component specific modeling p 35 N87-11207
Further shock tunnel studies of scramjet phenomena

[NASA-CR-179937] p 77 N87-12542
Visualisation of axial turbine tip clearance flow using a

linear cascade

[CUED/A-TURBO/TR-122] p 107 N87-12560
Turbine vane external heat transfer. Volume 2. Numerical

solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations for two- and
three-dimensional turbine cascades with heat transfer

[NASA-CR-174828] p 200 N87-13661
Performance and efficiency evaluation and heat release

study of an outboard Marine Corporation Rotary
Combustion Engine
[NASA-TM-89833] p 442 N87-20282

Use of a liquid-crystal, heater-element composite for
quantitative, high-resolution heat transfer coefficients on
a turbine airfoil, including turbulence and surface
roughness effects
[NASA-TM-87355] p 538 N87-22181

Equipment for turbulent heat transfer test apparatus
[AD-A179612] p 541 N87-22930

Experimental study of shock wave interference heating
on a cylindrical leading edge
[NASA-TM-100484] p 789 N87-27154

Modeling of transient heat pipe operation
[NASA-CR-180280] p 791 N87-27936

Toward improved durability in advanced combustors and
turbines: Progress in the prediction of thermomechanical
loads

[NASA-TM-88932] p 832 N87-28551
HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS

Method of meddional sections in problems involving a
three-dimensional boundary layer p 4 A87-10609

Unsteady heat transfer coefficient estimation for long
duration

[AIAA PAPER 86-1240] p 264 A87-21534
Forced convection heat transfer to air/water vapor

mixtures p 385 A87-30706
Local heat transfer and fluid flow studies on a rectangular

plate inclined at different angles of attack and yaw to an
air stream p 386 A87-30707

Local heat-transfer coefficients of simulated smooth

glaze ice formations on a cylinder p 420 A87-32163
On the heat transfer characteristics of constrained air

jets impinging on a flat surface p 532 A87-37040
Heat transfer through multi-turns of cooling passages

in a turbine blade p 533 A87-37848

Numerical analysis of peak heat transfer rates for

hypersonic flow over a cowl leading edge
TAIAA PAPER 87-1895] p 635 A87-45283

Aerodynamic and heat transfer analysis of the low aspect
ratio turbine
[AIAA PAPER 87-1916] p 696 A87-45296

Friction factors and heat transfer coefficients in

turbulated cooling passages of different aspect ratios, i -
Experimental results
[AIAA PAPER 87-2009] p 696 A87-45350

The role of short duration facilities in gas turbine
research p 685 A87-46222

Measurement of airfoil heat transfer coefficients on a
turbine stage p 53 N87-11221

Coolant passage heat transfer with rotation, a progress
report p 53 N87-11225

Studies of gas turbine heat transfer: Airfoil surface and
end.wall

[AD-A172470] p 185 N87-13444
Use of a liquid-crystal, heater-element composite for

quantitative, high-resolution heat transfer coefficients on
a turbine airfoil, including turbulence and surface
roughness effects
[NASA-TM-87355] p 538 N87-22181

Radiative and convective heat transfer over ablating
composite flat surface in hypersonic flow regime
lAD-A182119] p 810 N87-28803

HEAT TREATMENT
The effect of thermal treatment on properties of rapidly

solidified AA2024 p 528 A87-36855
Developments of melting and casting technology of

titanium base alloys p 782 A87-48012
Microstructural engineering of ceramics for

high-temperature application p 783 A87-50097
Mechanical properties of thick section AF2-1DA-6

powder metal turbine rotors p 841 A87-51648
The effect of composition and heat treatment upon

microstructure/property relationships in AI-Li-Cu-Mg
alloys p 842 A87-52673

Processing and properties of airframe materials
lAD-A162159] p 792 N87-28065

HEATERS

A heater made from graphite composite material for
potential deicing application
[AIAA PAPER 87-0025] p 297 A87-24905

A heater made from graphite composite material for
potential deicing application
[NASA-TM-88888] p 101 N87-12559

Heater block assembly for use in thermal oxidation
testing of jet fuel
[AD-D012472] p 267 N87-16176

HEATING

Active transition fixing and control of the boundary layer
in air p 148 A87-18927

Application of computational fluid dynamics to analysis
of exhaust gas/diffuser interactions in a turbine engine
altitude test cell

[AJAA PAPER 87-2014] p 670 A87-45364
Influence of a heated leading edge on boundary layer

growth, stability and transition
[DE87-008516] p 700 N87-25538

HEATING EQUIPMENT

The 'MOEN' real time heating system for curing and
forming 350 deg resin and 700 dog thermoplastic
composites p 461 A87-32207

HEAVY LIFT AIRSHIPS
A commercial view of hybrid airships

[AIAA PAPER 86-2703] p 209 A87-17936
Test flying the cyclo-crane 'proof-of-concept'

experimental model N240AL
[AIAA PAPER 86-2737] p 165 A87-17955

Performance characteristics of a 25 ton payload
Agiliffer
[AIAA PAPER 86-2738] p 165 A87-17956

The other hybrid airship developments
[AIAA PAPER 86-2740] p 166 A87-17957

Performance prediction and flight evaluation of hybrid
heavy lift systems
[AIAA PAPER 86-2741] p 166 A87-17958

Test flying the Cyclo-Crene 'proof-of-concept'
experimental model N240AL p 504 A87-35675

Large crane airships - Design and dynamics
[AIAA PAPER 87-2378] p 744 A87-48643

HEAVY LIFT HELICOPTERS
The influence of usage spectrum and multi lift on the

efficient size of a cargo rotorcraff

[AIAA PAPER 86-2677] p 142 A87-17918
Determination of the flight performance of the hybrid

aircraft Helitruck
[DGLR PAPER 86-144] p 507 A87-36789

Development of a large, spiral bevel gear rotorcraft
transmission

[AIAA PAPER 87-1839] p 667 A87-45240

Helicopters can be classified according to
performance p 743 A87-47879
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HEIGHT

Experimental study of wing-in-ground effects in the AFIT
5-foot wind tunnel

[AD-A182570] p 735 N87-27638
HELICAL FLOW

Numerical simulation of transonic propeller flow using
a throe-dimensional small disturbance code employing
novel helical coordinates
[AIAA PAPER 87-1162] p 560 A87-42107

Numerical simulation of transonic propeller flow using
a 3-dimensional small disturbance code employing novel
helical coordinates
[NASA-TM-89826] p 350 N87-19350

HELICAL WINDINGS

Composite vital parts optimisation for EH 191 rotor
hub p 853 A87-43451

Finite element analysis of large spur and helical gear
systems
[AIAA PAPER 87-2047] p 697 A87-45379

HELICOPTER CONTROL

Multivariable flight control for an attack helicopter
p 109 A87-13379

Possibilities for optimization and higher-harmonic control
of helicopter main rotors by blade feathering

p 111 A87-14021

Vulnerability and survivability of flight control actuators
on helicopters p 166 A87-18511

Integrated system idenSfication methodology for

helicopter flight dynamics p 190 A87-19239
System identification techniques for helicopter higher

harmonic control p 190 A87-19241
An investigation of single-piloted advanced cockpit and

control configurations for nap*of-the-earth helicopter
combat mission tasks p 193 A87-19253

Advanced flight control development for single-pilot
attack helicopters p 190 A87-19256

Handling qualities evaluation of the ADOCS primaW flight
control system p 191 A87-19257

Flight demonstration of higher harmonic control (HHC)
on S-76 p 170 A87-19260

Higher harmonic control - Flight tests of an experimental
system on SA 349 research Gazelle

p 170 A87-19263
A coupled rotor/airtrame vibration model with higher

harmonic control effects p 171 A87-19264
Flight tests of an open loop higher harmonic control

system on an S-76A helicopter p 171 A87-19265
Pilot/vehicle analysis of the lateral/vertical control of

a twin-lift helicopter configuration
[AIAA PAPER 87-0345] p 253 A87-22571

Flight control system for the UH-1D helicopter

p 373 A87-30415
Dynamic optimization problems with bounded terminal

conditions p 474 A87-31682
The application of quadratic optimal cooperative control

synthesis to a CH-47 helicopter p 444 A87-32072
Development and evaluation of a proportional

displacement sidearm controller for helicopters
p 445 A87-33047

Helicopter individual-blade-control research at MIT
1977-85 p 448 A87-34855

p 678 A87-,_3405

Stability and control modelling --- helicopters in near
hovering flight p 678 A87-43428

Observations of pilot control strategy in low level
helicopter flying tasks p 678 A87-43433

The influence of the induced velocity distribution and
the flapping-lagging coupling on the derivatives of the rotor
and the stability of the helicopter p 679 A87-43436

A new method of analytical evaluation of helicopter true
airspeed p 661 A87-43439

Realization and flight testing of a model following control
system for helicopters p 679 A87-43440

The model inverse as an element of a manoeuvre

demand system for helicopters p 679 A87-43441
Helicopter individual-blade-control research at MIT

1977-1985 p 679 A87-43446
Development of an experimental system for active

control of vibrations on helicopters p 679 A87-43447
Kinematic observers for active control of helicopter rotor

vibration p 679 A87.43448
Helicopter model in flight identification by a real time

self adaptive digital process p 680 A87-43458
Autonomous navigation system for the new generation

of military helicopters and associated flight tests
p 648 A87-43469

EMI-fault prevention and self recovery of digital flight
control systems p 661 A87-43470

NOTAR (No Tail Rotor) -Proof of concept
p 742 A87-47836

A significant improvement to the low speed yaw control
of the Sea King using a tail boom strake

p 766 A87-48929
Flight control systems for search and rescue

p 766 A87-48946

Flight control system philosophy for active control of a
helicopter p 766 A87-48948

Quadrifoglio - A new philosophy in the configuration of
the servo-controls for helicopters p 766 A87-48964

A flight investigation of helicopter low-speed response
requirements
[AIAA PAPER 87-2285] p 767 A87-49578

Pilot report - A tale about flying the NOTAR
p 750 A87-50224

Flight test of a digital controller used in a helicopter
autoland system p 835 A87-53079

A brief introduction to the helicopter
[NLR-MP-85062-U] p 65 N87-11688

Obstacle-warning radar for helicopters
p 132 N87-13149

Helicopter flight control research: A demanding
application of piloted simulation
[RAE-TM-FS(B)-595] p 191 N87-13445

A contribution to digital compensation of periodic
disturbances with frequencies in bounded intervals --- in
helicopters
[ESA-'I-r-979] p 191 N87-14352

Adaptive inverse control for rotororaft vibration
reduction

[NASA-TM-86829] p 207 N87-14910
A simulation investigation of scout/attack helicopter

directional control requirements for hover and low-speed
tasks

[NASA-TM-86755] p 522 N87-21961
Helicopter anti-torque system using fuselage strakes

[NASA-CASE-LAR-13630-1] p 597 N87-23630
A rotorcraft flight/propulsion control integration study

[NASA-CR-179574] p 587 N87-24457
Study of helicopterroll control effectiveness criteria

[NASA-CR-177404] p 681 N87-25330
An investigation of helicopter higher harmonic control

using a dynamic system coupler simulation
p 682 N87-26051

Helicopter vibration control: Recent advances
p 660 N87-26247

The model inverse as an element of a predetermined
control system for helicopters p 836 N87-28532

Determination of handling qualities and display
requirements for helicopter instrument flight during
decelerating approaches to slow speeds
[AD-At82797] p 836 N87-28559

The flight evaluation of a speech recognition and a
speech output system in an advanced cockpit display and

flight management system for helicopters
p 829 N87-29527

HELICOPTER DESIGN
Evolution of MIL-STD-1290A, lightfixed and rotary-wing

aircraft crashworthiness p 89 A87-13663
The status of crashworthiness design criteria

p 89 A87-13664
Survivability and crashworthiness design criteria

p 89 A87-t3665
Design of airframe structures for crash impact

p 90 A87-13668
Crew seat stroke requirements for helicopter rolled

attitude impact crashworthiness p 90 A87-13669
An_lv_i_ nf t IR _ivil rntnnnrAffAccident_ for develooment

of improved design criteria p 78 A87-13685
Results of helicopter research at DFVLR

p 91 A87-13987
Improvement of mathematical models of helicopters by

analytical presentation of nonlinear aerodynamics
p 69 A87-13995

Avionics systems for future commercial helicopters
p 101 A87-14005

Models for rotor and helicopter design
p 92 A87-14008

Development of a new type of bearingless rotor
system p 93 A87-14017

Soviet and U.S. weight-predic_n methods as tools in
helicopter optimization p 161 A87-16965

Cockpit added for evaluating helicopter systems
p 162 A87-17416

Marinized Apache/An engineering challenge
[AIAA PAPER 86-2676] p 164 A87-17917

The influence of usage spectrum and multi lift on the
efficient size of a cargo rotorcraft
[AIAA PAPER 86-2677] p 142 A87-17918

Rotorcraff preliminary design education
[AIAA PAPER 86-2748] p 210 A87-17961

Aerospatiale design bureaus. I1- Helicopters for the year
2000 p 166 A87-18450

Rotor load correlation with the A.S.P. blade --- Advance

Section and Planform p 167 A87.19203

Application of design optimization techniques to rotor
dynamics problems p 167 A87-19204

Applications of operational analysis to the preliminary
design process p 168 A87-19209

Design and structural features of the SH-2F composite
main rotor blade p 168 A87-19230

Design and development of a composite rotor head
p 189 A87-19231

A design*support team views forty years of commercial
helicoptar value p144 A87-19233

Logistics/enginoering community cooperation - A case
study p 144 A87-19235

Non-iterative parameter identification techniques
p 206 A87-19238

Acoustic propagation using computational fluid
dynamics p 149 A87-t9246

AHIP - The OH-58D from conception to production ---
Army Helicopter Improvement Program

p 144 A87-19248
LHX - New opportunity for helicopter design

p 169 A87-19250
Design of UH-1 CMRB to minimize helicopter vibration

--- Composite Main Rotor Blade p 170 A87-19261
Design of the McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Company

- Advanced composite rotor system p 172 A87-19288
The use of advanced aerodynamic models in the

aeroelastic computations of helicopter rotors
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986.120] p 238 A87-21039

A quadrature-collocation technique for boundary
element method - Application to helicopter fuselage
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-124] p 214 A87-21042

Development of a rotating blade finite element with an
application to the analysis of helicopter rotor systems
[AIAA PAPER 87-0141] p 240 A87-22437

Euler solution of the transonic flow for a helicopter
rotor

[AIAA PAPER 87-0523] p 227 A87-22685
Free vibration characteristics of multiple load path blades

by the transfer matrix method p 297 A87-23739
Stabilization of helicopter blade flapping

p 297 A87-23740
Vehicle vibration prediction - Why and how --- for

helicopters p 299 A87-25877
Investigation of the possibility of avoiding the resonance

of a helicopter rotor blade by the modification of its
parameters. I p 299 A87-25971

Investigation of the possibility of avoiding the resonance
of a helicopter rotor blade by the modification of
parameters. II p 299 A87-25974

Crossed wings fly faster p 339 A87-27698
Helicopter aerodynamics --- book p 358 A87-28372
The foreseeable evolution of rotor-powered flying

machines p 359 A87-29351
Application of low-power, high-rata PCM telemetry in a

helicopter instrumentation system p 356 A87-31100
Comments on the aeroacoustics of helicopter rotors

p 397 A87-31141
A method of predicting the energy-absorption capability

of composite subfloor beams
[AIAA PAPER 87-0800] p 464 A87-33600

Design sensitivity analysis for an aeroelastic optimization
of a helicopter blade
[AIAA PAPER 87-0923] p 429 A87-33761

Gear materials in helicopter transmissions
p 527 A87-35669

Interactive/optimization weight prediction model ---
interactive/optimization computer model for helicopter
_inht nr==rli_t;nn

[SAWE PAPER 1731] p 545 A87-36297
NOTAR helicopter - A new approach to helicopters

[SAWE PAPER 1734] p 505 A87-36299
Extension of a computer-supported procedure for

helicopter-design generation
[DGLR PAPER 86-153] p 507 A87-36772

The influence of three-dimensional computer-assisted
design systems (CAD) on the design of future
helicopters
[DGLR PAPER 86-168] p 507 A87-36795

Boeing 360 - Helicopter hi-tech p 583 A87.39951
Tail rotors - Which way should they rotate?

p 584 A87-41026
New aerodynamic design of the fenestron for improved

performance p 651 A87-43403
EH101 cockpit design p 661 A87-43404
Optimum design of a helicopter rotor blade

p 651 A87-43406
Spanish contribution to rotorcraft development -

Homage to de la Cierva p 623 A87-43426
Rotor design for maneuver performance

p 652 A87-43431

Investigation of ground and air resonance using a
combination of multiblade coordinates and Floquet
theory p 653 A87-43444

Damage tolerance concepts for modern helicopters
p 653 A87-43449

Composite vital parts optimisation for EH 101 rotor
hub p 653 A87-43451

Lightning protection activity in the development of a new
helicopter p 654 A87-43471

Materials in helicopters - A review
p 624 A87-44731

EH.101 - The helicopter matures p 657 A87.46371
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Soviet helicopter development p 657 A87-46735

Aerodynamic study of a helicopter rotor in hovering flight

- Theory vs. experiment p 641 A87-47014

NOTAR (No Tail Rotor) - Proof of concept

p 742 A87-47836

Basic principles for the design and operation of off-shore

helidecks p 777 A87-47880

Remarks on the development history of the tip-jet-rotor

helicopter p 800 A87-48166

A new method for low cost testing and evaluation of

helicopter cockpits during design and development

phases p 745 A87-48920

Beam index display - The answer to modern helicopter

cockpit design p 756 A87-48921

Modern technologies for future light helicopters

p 712 A87-48934

S.I. PREL - A methodology for monitoring the preliminary

design tasks p 793 A87-48935

Three-dimensional computer aided design systems -

Impacts on future helicopter design work

p 746 A87-48936

Electro-mechanical actuators for helicopter blade folding

application p 746 A87-48937

Optimal control of helicopter aeromechanical stability

p 747 A87-48958

UK research into system identification for helicopter flight

mechanics p 793 A87-48959

A robust general helicopter trim program

p 766 A87-48961

Simulation and characteristic value determination in

helicopters p 824 A87-53564

Aluminium-lithium alloys for helicopter structures

p 843 A87-53892

Impact of IPS and IRS configurations on engine

installation design p 26 N87-10070

Influence of engine variables on future helicopter

systems p 27 N87-10072

Helicopter air intake protection systems

p 27 N87-10073

A brief introduction to the helicopter

[NLR-MP-85062-U] p 65 N87-11688

Overview: Applications of numerical optimization

methods to helicopter design problems

p 99 N87-11751

Helicopter rotor blade aerodynamic optimization by

mathematical programming p 99 N87-11753

A rotor optimization using regression analysis

p 136 N87-11755

Application of numerical optimization to rotor

aerodynamic design p 99 N87-11757

Aeroelastic-aerodynamic optimization of high speed

helicopter-compound rotor p 99 N87-11758

Report of the Working Group on Helicopter Health

Monitoring

[CAA-PAPER-85012J p 175 N87-14313

Computer program for conceptual helicopter design

[AD-A175140] p 363 N87-19382

Theoretical analysis of flows around helicopter

fuselages: Application to design and development

p 415 N87-20221

A comprehensive estimate of the static aerodynamic

forces and moments of the 8 x 8 x 20 ft. cargo container

(NASA-TM-89433] p 492 N87-21875

Analysis of the free-tip rotor wind-tunnel test results

[NASA-TM-86751] p 508 N87-21915

Digital control of highly augmented combat rotorcraft

[NASA-TM-88346} p 524 N87-22691

Helicopter anti-torque system using fuselage strakes

[NASA-CASE-LAR-13630-1} p 597 N87-23630

Helicopter having a disengageable tail rotor

[NASA-CASE-LAR-13609-1} p 588 N87-24460

Helicopter-V/STOL dynamic wind and turbulence design

methodology p 658 N87-25284

Design for repairability of helicopter rotor blades

[MBB-UD-491/86] p 658 N87-25315

The role of simulation in helicopter development

[MBB-UD-435/86] p 687 N87-25333

Dual adaptive control: Design principles and

applications

[NASA-CR-181050] p 705 N87-25804

Optimization methods applied to the aerodynamic design

of helicopter rotor blades

(NASA-TM-89155] p 660 N87-26042

Gust response of helicopters p 682 N87-26049

Configuration design of a helicopter integrated

navigation system p 823 N87-29480

Navigation systems for the new generation of combat

and transport helicopters and associated flight tests

p 823 N87-29481

HELICOPTER ENGINES

Development of an advanced vaneless inlet particle

separator for helicopter engines p 105 A87-14984

Experimental study of turboshaft engine core noise

[ONERA, TP NO. 1987-19} p 183 A87-17813

Anatomy of a new helicopter engine - Pratt and Whitney

Canada PW200 series turboshafts p 184 A87-18510

Planning for T800-LHT-800 availability, supportability

and affordability p 184 A87-18512

Sand separator efficiency calculation for the JVX tilt rotor

aircraft inlet p 199 A87-19274

Fast start APU technology

[SAE PAPER 861712] p 368 A87-29578

Avco-Pratt - Getting its LHX engine field-ready

p 369 A87-30501

LHTEC - Putting its T800 candidate to the test

p 369 A87-30502

Medical helicopters - Carbon monoxide risk?

p 420 A87-31698

Europe consolidates its turboshaft family

p 512 A87-36698

Development of a flexible and economic helicopter

engine monitoring system p 663 A87-43466

Helicopter turboshaft engine acoustic and infrared

studies and tests p 663 A87-43467

Helicopter lubrication p 624 A87-44733

State-of-the-art test facilities for development of the

Army's T800-LHT-800 LHX helicopter engine

[AIAA PAPER 87-1790] p 684 A87-45204

Transient test system design for the T800-APW-800

turboshaft engine

[AIAA PAPER 87-1791) p 666 A87-45205

Erosion problem of axial compressor blades of a

turboshaft engine p 675 A87-46246

Advances in technology for low cost turbomachinery -

A potential to enhance the economy of future propulsion

system for general and helicopter aviation

p 676 A87-46261

Operational experience with the advanced transmission

health monitoring techniques on the Westland 30

helicopter p 713 A87-48940

T700/CT7 growth engine for European helicopters

p 760 A87-48962

Specialists' Meeting on Rotary Wing Propulsion

Systems, Williamsburg, VA, Nov. 12-14, 1986, Technical

Papers p 801 A87-53413

The 214ST drive system Lead-the-Fleet program ---

inspections of component durability in helicopter engines

p 801 A87-53414

Reducing total cost of ownership - A challenge to

helicopter propulsion specialists p 861 A87-53417

Design and development of a high contact ratio

helicopter transmission utilizing self-aligning bearingless

planetary (SABP) p 849 A87-53418

Advances and applications of Pyrowear 53 in helicopter

transmission systems p 849 A87-53419

LHTEC - Meeting the LHX cost challence

p 801 A87-53425

Compressors for advanced turboshaft engines

p 831 A87-53427

Compound cycle engine program p 831 A87-53428

A design system for erosion tolerant helicopter

engines p 831 A87-53430

Compound cycle engine program

[NASA-TM-88879] p 107 N87-11790

Impact of IPS and IRS configuration on engine

installation design --- helicopter engines

(PNR90324] p 308 N87-16834

A study of compressor erosion in helicopter engine with

inlet separator

(AD-A173288] p 309 N87-17703

Erosion study of AM355 and AI203 ceramics

lAD-A178882) p 530 N87-22858

Compound cycle engine for helicopter application

[NASA-CR-175110] p 677 N87-25323

Ceramic high pressure gas path seal

[NASA-CR-180813] p 764 N87-26914

Preliminary airworthiness evaluation of the UH-1H

helicopter with the T53-L-703 engine installed

[AD-A182369] p 825 N87-28541

HELICOPTER PERFORMANCE

Full scale crash test of a BKl17 helicopter

p 91 A87-13678

Airworthiness considerations of lightning strike

protection for helicopter digital engine controls

p 105 A87-15010

Cockpit added for evaluating helicopter systems

p 162 A87-17416

AH-64A Apache Helicopter - Reliability, availability,

maintainability/logistics RAM/Log data system

p 169 A87-19234

Application of the cepstrum to remove echoes from rotor

acoustic spectra p 208 A87-19243

Static test and flight test of the Army/Bell ACAP

helicopter p 171 A87-19267

Prediction of blade stresses due to gust loading

p 298 A87-25029

Helicopter aerodynamics --- book p 358 A87-28372

Correlation and analysis for SH-2F 101 rotor

[AIAA PAPER 87-0922] p 429 A87-33726

Response of a helicopter penetrating the tip vortices

of a large airplane p 447 A87-34852

Influence of dynamic inflow on the helicopter vertical

response p 448 A87-34853

A model for helicopter performance calculations

p 431 A87-35014

Helicopter systems integration p 504 A87-35673

NOTAR helicopter - A new approach to helicopters

ISAWE PAPER 1734] p 505 A87-36299

A quasi-stationary calculation model for simulating

helicopter starting and landing procedures with emphasis

on the ground effects

[DGLR PAPER 86-152] p 506 A87-36771

Extension of a computer-supported procedure for

helicopter-design generation

[DGLR PAPER 86-153] p 507 A87-36772

Helicopter activities in Germany p 623 A87-43401

New aerodynamic design of the fenestron for improved

performance p 651 A87-43403

Prediction of blade airloads in hovering and forward flight

using free wakes p 651 A87-43411

Measurements of the performance of a helicopter swept

tip rotor in flight p 652 A87-43423

An analytic method of quantifying helicopter agility

p 678 A87-43432

Helicopter modelling for performance calculation

p 652 A87-43434

An advanced mathematical model for helicopter flight

simulation using nonlinear unsteady aerodynamics

p 679 A87-43435

Validation of a method for air resonance testing of

helicopters at model scale using active control of Pylon

dynamic characteristics p 683 A87-43462

Icing clearance criteria for UK military helicopters

p 646 A87-44705

The BHTC flight test facility - An overview

p 776 A87-47118

NOTAR (No Tail Rotor) - Proof of concept

p 742 A87-47836

H-46 Helicopter Emergency Flotation System (HEFS)

in-flight and water evaluation p 743 A87-47838

Helicopters can be classified according to

performance p 743 A87-47879

Application of a lifting surface theory for a helicopter

in forward flight p 720 A87-48923

The families of military helicopters - A fashion, a need

or a convenience? p 712 A87-48933

Helicopter condition monitoring in UK military service

today p 712 A87-48939

Report of the Working Group on Helicopter Health

Monitoring p 713 A87-48942

A flight investigation of helicopter low-speed response

requirements

[AIAA PAPER 87-2285] p 767 A87-49578

Pilot report - A tale about flying the NOTAR

p 750 A87-50224

Simulation investigation of the effects of helicopter

hovering dynamics on pilot performance

[AIAA PAPER 87-2533] p 773 A87-50535

Helicopter certification - New test techniques

p 825 A87-54201

Transonic flow analysis for rotors. Part 2:

Three-dimensional, unsteady, full-potential calculation

[NASA-TP-2375-PT-2] p 15 N87-10841

The 3600 hp split-torque helicopter transmission

(NASA-CR-174932] p 106 N87-11788

Helicopter hover performance estimation comparison

with UH-IH Iroquois flight data

[AD-A173707] p 244 N87-15963

Structural and aerodynamic loads and performance

measurements of an SA349/2 helicopter with an advanced

geometry rotor

[NASA-TM-88370] p 301 N87-17691

A review of the performance of swept tip helicopter main

rotor blades and an analysis of aeroacoustical effects

[ETN-87-98936] p 302 N87-17696

Hover performance of a remotely piloted helicopter

]AD-A176587] p 433 N87-20992

The 2GCHAS: A high productivity software development

environment p 548 N87-23162

Effect of planform taper on hover performance of an

advanced AH-64 model rotor

[NASA-TM-89145] p 643 N87-25304

Study of helicopterroll control effectiveness criteria

[NASA-CR-177404] p 681 N87-25330

Optimization methods applied to the aerodynamic design

of helicopter rotor blades

[NASA-TM-89155] p 660 N87-26042

Fuel conservation evaluation of US Army helicopters.

Part 6: Performance calculator evaluation

[AD-A181645] p 753 N87-27653

Level flight performance evaluation of the UH-60A

helicopter with the production external stores support

system and ferry tanks installed

[AD-A181947] p 753 N87-27658

HELICOPTER PROPELLER DRIVE

Composite applications in the drive system

p 169 A87-19232
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Development of a large, spiral bevel gear rotorcraft

transmission

[AIAA PAPER 87-1839] p 667 A87-45240

Inertia welding of nitralloy N and 18 nickel maraging

250 grade steels for utilization in the main rotor drive shaft

for the AR-64 military helicopter program

p 325 N87-17067

HELICOPTER TAIL ROTORS

Testing a tail rotor system in fiber-reinforced construction

manner p 92 A87-14016

Progress in tail rotor noise analysis

p 208 A87-19245

The 'Fenestron' - A shrouded tail rotor concept for

helicopters p 169 A87-19249

Design verification and flight testing of a bearingless

soft inplane tail rotor p 172 A87-19286

Evaluation of composite components on the Bell 206L

and Sikorsky S-76 helicopter

[SAE PAPER 861671] p 360 A87-29641

Gear materials in helicopter transmissions

p 527 A87-35669

A dynamic model for studying vibrations of a helicopter

tail boom p 583 A87-39775

Tail rotors - Which way should they rotate?

p 584 A87-41026

New aerodynamic design of the fenestron for improved

performance p 651 A87-43403

The use of computer models in helicopter drag

prediction p 628 A87-43424

An analytical study of impulsive destruction of the

tail-rotor-drive-shaft p 747 A87-48956

A review of the applications of a horizontal tail in the

single main and tailrotor helicopter p 766 A87-48960

Design for repairability of helicopter composite blades

p 431 N87-20176

Helicopter having a disengageable tail rotor

[NASA-CASE-LAR-13609-1] p 588 N87-24460

HELICOPTER WAKES

Vortex panel calculation of wake rollup behind a large

aspect ratio wing p 70 A87-14102

Two-dimensional blade-vortex flow visualization

investigation p 70 A87-14111

A full potential rotor analysis with wake influence using

an inner-outer domain technique p 150 A87-19277

An Euler solver for calculating the flowfield of a helicopter

rotor in hover and forward flight

[AIAA PAPER 87-1427] p 568 A87-42450

Pred ........................ _ovenng and forward flight

using free wakes p 661 A87-43411

A unified approach for potential and viscous free-wake

analysis of helicopter rotors p 627 A87-43412

A parametric investigation of a free wake analysis of

hovering rotors p 627 A87-43413

The influence of winglets on rotor aerodynamics

p 628 A87-43422

Correlation of SA349/2 helicopter flight-test data with

a comprehensive rotorcraft model p 653 A87-43456

Finite-time arbitrary-motion unsteady cascade airfoil

theory for helicopter rotors in hover p 720 A87-48924

Analysis of the wake dynamics of a typical tilt-rotor

configuration in transition flight p 720 A87-48926

A free wake analysis for hovering rotors and advancing
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A prescribed wake model for" helicopter rotor

behaviour p 721 A87-48928

Influence of rear end spoiler on aerodynamic

characteristics and wake structure of a helicopter

fuselage p 721 A87-48930

Analysis of induced velocities in the wake of a hovering

helicopter rotor

[AIAA PAPER 87-2283] p 723 A87-49062

The prediction of the vibratory airloads of helicopter

rotors in forward flight p 823 A87-51214

Correlation of SA349/2 helicopter flight-test data with

a comprehensive rotorcraft model

[NASA-TM-88351] p 302 N87-17692

Simulating the helicopter-ship interface as an alternative

to current methods of determining the safe operating

envelopes

[AD-A175911] p 364 N87-19388

The prediction of transonic loading on advancing

helicopter rotors p 414 N87-20206

Theoretical analysis of flows around helicopter

fuselages: Application to design and development

p 415 N87-20221

Computational studies in low speed rotor

aerodynamics p 490 N87-21856

HELICOPTERS

Knowledge-based tactical terrain analysis ---

autonomous helicopter systems p19 A87-11061

Helicopter impulsive noise - Theoretical and

experimental status p58 A87-11771

Multi-variable control of the GE T700 engine using the

LQG/LTR design methodology --- Linear Quadratic

Gaussian/Loop Transfer Recovery method

p 103 A87-13418

Multivariable control of a twin lift helicopter system using

the LQG/LTR design methodology --- Linear Quadratic

Gaussian/Loop Transfer Recovery method

p 110 A87-13419

Landing gear performance simulation by KRASH

program p 90 A87-13670

Computer modeling of crashworthy seating systems

p 90 A87-13671

KRASH analysis correlation with full scale YAH-63

helicopter crash test p 90 A87-13674

Realistic civil helicopter crash safety

p 78 A87-13684

Simulated lightning current tests on a Lynx helicopter

p 95 A87-15011

Prediction of skin currents flowing on a Lynx helicopter

due to a simulated lightning strike p 95 A87-15012

Assessing the R&M attributes of advanced structures

--- Reliability & Maintainability of composite helicopters

p 96 A87-15424

Special opportunities in helicopter aerodynamics

p 74 A87-15469

Recent developments in the dynamics of advanced rotor

systems. II p 161 A87-16962

Nonlinear flexure and torsion of rotating beams, with

application to helicopter rotor blades. I - Formulation. II -

Response and stability results p 161 A87-16963

Impact fracture of chemically tempered glass helicopter

windshields p 195 A87-17824

American Helicopter Society, Annual Forum, 42nd,

Washington, DC, June 2-4, 1986, Proceedings. Volumes

1 & 2 p 143 A87-19201

The role of wind tunnel models in helicopter noise

research p 208 A87-19244

Pilot use of simulator cues for autorotation landings

p 192 A87-19252

Helicopter de-icing system development and

qualification flight in natural icing versus simulation and

analysis p 171 A87-19269

Helicopter impulsive noise - Theoretical and

experimental status p 271 A87-21195

A combined integrating- and differentiating-matrix

formulation for boundary-value problems on rectangular

domains p 270 A87-21270

Repair of aircraft and helicopters --- Russian book

p 211 A87-21863

The role of computerized symbolic manipulation in

rotorcraft dynamics analysis p 296 A87-23458

Present-day metallic materials employed in the

structures of aircraft and helicopters used and

manufactured in Poland p 317 A87-25970

Vibration characteristics of a swept back rotor blade

p 299 A87-27330

Engine oils no longer suitable for gearboxes?

p 318 A87-27332

Fastest blades in the world p 359 A87-29322

Near-field radar for helicopter obstacle avoidance

p 365 A87-29631

A directional array approach for the measurement of

rotor noise source distributions with controlled spatial

resolution p 344 A87-29859

An advanced flight control and navigation system

implementation for tactical helicopters
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Helicopter avionics architecture for integrating flight

critical functions p 434 A87-31466

Rotorcraft avionics tailored for adverse conditions

p 436 A87-31547

Recognition of synthesized, compressed speech in noisy

environments p 424 A87-33049

A five year review on DFVLR helicopter/rotor acoustics

research

[AIAA PAPER 87-0912] p 476 A87-33720

Use of an implicit formulation based on quasilineadzation

for the aeroelastie response and stability of rotor blades

in forward flight

[AIAA PAPER 87-0921] p 428 A87-33725

Helicopter aeromechanics research at DFVLR - Recent

results and outlook p 430 A87-34854

Development of an experimental system for active

control of vibrations on helicopters - Development

methodology for an airborne system

p 448 A87-34856

Recent trends in rotary-wing aeroelasticity

p 430 A87-34857

Dynamics of composite rotor blades in forward flight

p 430 A87-34858

A model of a curved helicopter blade in forward flight

p 430 A87-34859

Some basic methods of structural dynamics and

unsteady aerodynamics and their application to

helicopters

[ONERA TP NO. 1987-35] p 431 A87-34860

Uncertainties in dynamic data from analysis or test of

rotorcraft p 431 A87-34862

Health and usage monitoring of helicopter mechanical

systems p 403 A87-34864

European Rotorcraft Forum (ERF) index of ERF-papers

1975-1985 p 478 A87-34865

Repair of helicopter structural composites - Techniques

and their validations p 482 A87-36941

Helicopter flight testing and real time analysis with data

flow array processors p 498 A87-37402

The role of helicopter noise-induced vibration and rattle

in human response p 549 A87-38106

Helicopter structural crashworthiness

p 507 A87-38697

A computational method for stability and maneuverability

of helicopter p 595 A87-39420

Effect of helicopter blade dynamics on blade

aerodynamic and structural loads

[AIAA PAPER 87-0919] p 583 A87-39647

Structural analysis aspects of composite helicopter

components

[MBB-UD-480-86-OE] p 584 A87-42674

Full potential modeling of blade-vortex interactions

p 627 A87-43417

A comparison of the acoustic and aerodynamic

measurements of a model rotor tested in two anechoic

wind tunnels p 683 A87-43425

Spanish contribution to rotorcraft development -

Homage to de la Cierva p 623 A87-43426

Study of the dynamic response of helicopters to a large

airplane wake p 678 A87-43429

A promising low speed air data system for helicopters

p 661 A87-43437

Correlation of SA349/2 helicopter flight-test data with

a comprehensive rotorcraft model p 653 A87-43456

Experience with frequency-domain methods in

helicopter system identification p 680 A87-43457

Air cycle environmental control system for helicopters

- A trade-off study p 654 A87-43472

Air conditioning systems for helicopters

p 654 A87-43473

Helicopter rotor icing protection methods

p 654 A87-44256

Where and when helicopter icing occurs

p 702 A87-44702

Rotor icing experience at Westland and its application

to current and future helicopters p 646 A87-44703

Icing clearances on civil helicopters - Unheated and

heated blades p 646 A87-44707

The coming-of-age of the public transport helicopter

p 712 A87-48908

Theoretical and experimental correlation of low-speed

model helicopter blade slap p 797 A87-48909

Mach number scaling of helicopter rotor blade/vortex

interaction noise p 797 A87-48910

Blade/vortex interactions and noise abatement

techniques during descent p 797 A87-48911

On helicopter rotor low frequency broadband noise

p 797 A87-48912

Flight tests confirming the operability of night vision

display cockpits for the new helicopters

p 756 A87-48918

An application of Floquet theory to investigate helicopter

mechanical instability using a spatial model including rotor

blade flapping p 746 A87-48952

The role and the detection of residual stress in helicopter

Dynamic interface flight test and simulation limitations

p 747 A87-48969

VSAERO analysis of structurally decoupled tip planforms

for a semispan wing

[AIAA PAPER 87-2416] p 724 A87-49086

Flight simulation of multiple aircraft and helicopters using

a single high-performance computer

[AIAA PAPER 87-2499] p 749 A87-49170

Development of a real-time blade element aeroelastic

rotor

[AIAA PAPER 87-2500] p 749 A87-49171

Community reactions to helicopter noise - Results from

an experimental study p 853 A87-52064

New generation methods for spur, helical, and

spiral-bevel gears p 849 A87-53420

Compound cycle engine program p 831 A87-53428

Helicopter MLS Flight Inspection Project

[DOT/FAA/CT-86/14] p 2 N87-10002

Analysis of the vibration of the input bevel pinion in RAN

Wessex helicopter main rotor gearbox WAK143 prior to

failure

[ARL-AERO-PROP-R-169] p 25 N87-10061

Eogine-Airframe Integration for Rotorcraft

[AGARD-LS-148] p 26 N87-10067

Engine-airframe integration considerations for

preliminary air vehicle performance analysis

p 26 N87-10068

Engine-transmission-structural airframe members

compatibility p 26 N87-10069

Engine-airframe integration for rotorcraft: System

specifications and qualification p 27 N87-10074

Application of operational flight recording to

helicopters p 31 N87-10081
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Flight service evaluation of composite helicopter
components
[NASA-CR-178149] p 41 N87-10182

Testing of UH-60A helicopter transmission in NASA
Lewis 2240-kW (3000-hp) facility
[NASA-TP-2626] p 50 N87-10391

Parametric analysis of a passive cyclic control device
for helicopters
]NASA-DR-166608) p 28 N87-10862

Digital data recording on floppy disks applied for
on-board use in helicopters
[DF'VLR-MITT-86-t0] p 51 N87-11149

Signal processing and interpretation using multilevel
signal abstractions
[AD-A169166] p 57 N87-11513

A brief introduction to the helicopter
[NLR-MP-85062-U] p 85 N87-11688

Recent Experiences in Multidisciplinary Analysis and
Optimization, part 2
[NASA-CP-2327-PT-2] p 99 N67-11750

Application of modern structural optimization to vibration
reduction in rotorcraft p 115 N87-11752

The 3600 hp split-torque helicopter transmission
[NASA-CR-174932] p 106 N87-11788

Compound cycle engine program
[NASA-TM-88879] p 107 N87-11790

FAA helicopter/heliport research, engineering, and
development bibliography, 1964-1986
[FAA/PM-86/47] p 118 N87-11798

The 8 m x 6 m low speed wind tunnel at the Chinese
Aerodynamic Research and Development Center
[AD-A168448] p 119 N87-11803

Introduction to helicopter noise
[ISL-NB-401/84] p 139 N87-12327

Simulator design features for helicopter landing on small
ships. 1: A performance study
[AD-A169514] p 119 N87-12572

The siting, installation and operational suitability of the
Automated Weather Observing System (AWOS) at
heliports
[DOT/FAA/PM-86/30] p 133 N87-13099

High lift, low pitching moment airfoils
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13215-1] p 153 N87-14282

Accidents to UK aircraft and to large jet and turbo-prop
transport aircraft worldwide in 1984
[CAA-PAPER-85009] p 156 N87-14297

Accidents to United Kingdom aircraft and to large jet
and turbo-prop transport aircraft worldwide in 1985
[CAA-PAPER-86005] p 156 N87-14301

Application of higher harmonic blade feathering on the
OH-6A helicopter for vibration reduction
[NASA-CR-4031] p230 N87-15175

A comparison of the acoustic and aerodynamic
measurements of a model rotor tested in two anechoic
wind tunnels
[ NASA-TM-88364] p 230 N87-15178

New generation methods for spur, helical, and
spiral-bevel gears
[NASA-TM-88862] p 267 N87-15466

Dynamics of a helicopter with a sling load
p 243 N87-15957

Rotorcraff icing: Progress and potential
[AGARD-AR-223) p 244 N87-15966

Acta Aeronautica et Astronautica Sinica (selected
articles)
[ADoA173610] p 255 N87-15979

Noise levels from urban helicopter operations, New
Orleans, Louisiana
[AD-A174129] p 273 N67-16590

Development of new aviation technology for grevimetric
surveying p 331 N87-17106

Power cepstrum technique with application to model
helicopter acoustic data
[NASA.TP-2586] p 335 N87-17479

Correlation of SA349/2 helicopter flight-test data with
a comprehensive rotomraft model
[NASA-TM-88351] p 302 N87-17692

Development of ADOCS controllers and control laws.
Volume 2: Literature review and preliminary analysis
[NASA-CR-177339-VOL-2] p 312 N87-17708

Development of ADOCS controllers and control laws.
Volume 3: Simulation results and recommendations
[NASA-CR-177339-VOL-3] p 312 N87-17709

Development of ADOCS controllers and control laws.
Volume 1: Executive summary
[ NASA-CR-177339-VOL-1] p313 N87-17714

Full-potential modeling of blade-vortex interactions
[NASA-TM-88355] p 341 N87-18532

Helicopter blade-vodex interaction locations:
Scale-model acoustics and free-wake analysis results

[NASA-TP-2658] p 348 N87-18537
Introduction to GRASP (General Rotorcraft

Aeromechanical Stability Program): A modern approach
to rotorcraft modeling
[AD-A174161] p 374 N87-18573

Dual frequency MM-wave radar for antitank helicopter
p 389 N87-18756

Airworthiness and Flight Characteristics Test (A and FC)
of the BHTI (Bell Helicopter Textron, Inc.) 214ST
helicopter
[AD-A175349] p 364 N87-19385

Design for repairability of helicopter composite blades
p 431 N87-20176

Repair of helicopter composite structure techniques and
substantiations p 404 N87-20179

Helicopter external load operations
[CAP-426] p 432 N87-20259

WSUH-1D: Review of damage following lightning strike
30 November 1981
[RAE-TRANS-2103] p 432 N87-20262

Effect of dynamic stall and elastic parameters on the
fundamental mechanisms of helicopter vibrations
(AD-A175561] p 449 N87-20292

Vibration characteristics of OH-58A helicopter main rotor
transmission

[NASA-TP-2705] p 467 N87-20555

Noise measurements on the helicopter BK 117 design,
Weighted noise levels and influence of airspeed
[ESA-TT-748] p 477 N87-20800

Analysis of vibration data from WHL (Westland
Helicopters Limited) Wessex fatigue test trial 3
lAD-A176208] p 450 N87-21003

Microwave Landing System (MLS) area navigation:
Computed centerline experiments and system accuracy
analysis in an RF environment p 501 N87-21891

Traffic alert and collision avoidance system (TCAS)
surveillance performance in helicopters
[DOT/FAA/PM-85/29] p 503 N87-21905

An experimental investigation of the aeromechanical
stability of a hingeless rotor in hover and forward flight
[NASA-TM-89107] p 540 N87-22276

Electromagnetic interference (EMI) fault prevention and
self recovery of digital flight control systems ---
helicopters
[MBB-UD-483/86]. p 523 N87-22686

Helicopter transmission testing at NASA Lewis Research
Center
[NASA-TM-89912] p 542 N87-22978

Acoustic testing of simplified cabin box, phase 1 ---
helicopter cabin
[RP-698] p 549 N87-23248

Aeroelasticity and mechanical stability report, 0.27 Mach
scale model of the YAH-64 advanced attack helicopter
]NASA-DR-178284] p 571 N87-23596

Swashplate control system
]NASA-CASE-ARC-11633-1] p 597 N87-23631

Demonstration of frequency-sweep testing technique
using a Bell 214-ST helicopter
[NASA-TM-89422] p 598 N87-23632

Visual and motion cueing in helicopter simulation
p 599 N87-23634

Airborne simulation at the National Aeronautical
Establishment of Canada p 602 N87-23659

Extension of Kirchhoff's formula to radiation from moving
surfaces
(NASA-TM-89149] p 620 N87-24160

Helicopter blade dynamic loads measured during
performance testing of two scaled rotors
[NASA-TM-89053] p 573 N87-24423

Coupling iteration method linking aerodynamic fields with
periodic dynamic fields
[ONERA-RT-19/3239-RY-054-R] p 574 N87-24428

Static calibration of the RSRA active-isolator rotor

balance system
[NASA-TM-88211] p 566 N87-24459

Influence of dynamic inflow on the helicopter vertical
response
[NASA-TM-88327] p 598 N87-24482

Digital data recording on floppy disks applied for onboard
use in helicopters
[ESA-TT-1011] p 614 N87-24675

Performance and loads data from a hover test of a
O.658-scale V-22 rotor and wing
[NASA-TM-89419] p 642 N87-25296

Ground and flight test results of a total main rotor
isolation system
[NASA.CR-4082] p 643 N87-25302

Preliminary structural design of composite main rotor
blades for minimum weight
[NASA-TP-2730] p 691 N87-25435

Effect of signal jitter on the spectrum of rotor impulsive
noise

[NASA-TM-160477] p 708 N87-25827
Development of novel boaringless rotor systems

[MBB.UD-471/86] p 702 N87-26837
Avionics systems for future civil helicopters

[MBB-UD-473/86] p 662 N87-26838
Wind-tunnel evaluation of an advanced main-rotor blade

design for a utility-class helicopter
[NASA-TM-89129] p 733 N87-26878

Flight characteristics test of the UH-60A with tail boom
mounted strake
[AD-A180791] p 751 N87-26898

Systems Testbed for Avionic Research (STAR)
automation concept development
[AD-A180658] p 757 N87-26907

Interpolation techniques for the time domain averaging
of vibration data with application to helicopter gearbox
monitoring
[AD-A182572] p 754 N87-27662

Preliminary airworthiness evaluation of the UH-1H
helicopter with the T53-L-703 engine installed
[AD-A182369] p 825 N87-28541

A flight evaluation of voice interaction as a component
of an integrated helicopter avionics system
[RAE-TM-FS(B)-637J p 829 N87-28547

The flight development of a color electronic display
format and monitoring system of helicopter engine and
transmission data
[RAE-TM-FS(B)-638] p 829 N87-28548

Rotor dynamics test facility
[ONERA-RT-20/3239-RY-O54R-O] p 839 N87-28567

Refinement of the eye-point-of-regard measurements

with helicopter pilots in a flight experiment
[DFVLR-FB-86-61 ] p 855 N87-29115

Noise attenuation properties of headsets in a helicopter
noise environment
[CAA-PAPER-87004] p 860 N87-29311

General aviation aircraft utilization in the construction

industry
[AD-A183155] p 802 N87-29404

Investigation of generic hub fairing and pylon shapes
to reduce hub drag
[NASA-TM-100008] p 816 N87-29422

Heliport critical area flight test results
(AD-A183153] p 823 N87-29487

Test plan for helicopter GPS (Global Positioning System)
applications
[AD-A183299] p 823 N87-29488

Trimming an aircraft model for flight simulation
INASA-TM-89466] p 828 N87-29502

HELIPORTS
A simulator evaluation of alternative heliport approach

lighting systems
[AIAA PAPER 87-2635] p 838 A87-52290

FAA helicopter/heliport research, engineering, and
development bibliography, 1964-1986
[FAA/PM-86/47] p 118 N87-11798

The siting, installation and operational suitability of the
Automated Weather Observing System (AWOS) at
heliports
[DOT/FAAIPM-86/30] p 133 N87o13099

The operational suitability of the Automated Weather
Observing System (AWOS) at heliports
[DOT/FAA/PM-86/52] p 393 N87.18945

Heliport visual approach surface testing test plan
[AD-A179897] p 650 N87-25312

Loran C VNAV (vertical navigation) approaches to the
technical center heliport
[AD-A182152] p 742 N87-27652

Heliport critical area flight test results
[AD-A183153] p 823 N87-29487

HELIUM

Prediction of He gas lift in a plastic balloon
p 402 A87-32482

A heat transfer model for a hot helium airship
[AIAA PAPER 87-2443] p 787 A87-48646

HELMET MOUNTED DISPLAYS
Advanced Helmet Integrated Display Systems

p 434 A87-31470
AOI displays using laser illumination

p 694 A87-44726
Engineering and human visual considerations in

development of a fibre optic helmet mounted display
p 661 A87-44727

Helmet mounted displays for tactical aircraft
p 755 A87-47112

RNLAF BO-105 C mission improvement program
p 745 A87-48919

HELMETS

The big picture --° visually coupled airborne system
simulator helmet design for combat pilots

p 589 A87°41599
Visual display research tool p 599 N87-23635

HERMES MANNED SPACEPLANE

Simulating Hermes p 840 A87-54195
A model test vehicle for hypersonic aerospace systems

development
[MBB-UR-875/86] p 658 N87-25314

HEURISTIC METHODS
Influence of analysis and design models on minimum

weight design p 98 N87-11739
An application of artificial intelligence theory to

reconfigurable flight control p 373 N87-18530
HEXAGONAL CELLS

High temperature titanium alloys p 689 A87-44739
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SUBJECT INDEX HINGES

Alpha silicon carbide components for heat engine
applications p 842 A87-53354

HFB-320 AIRCRAFT

Effects of flap position on longitudinal parameters of
HFB-320

[NAL-TM-SE-8602] p 25 N87-10062
HIERARCHIES

An efficient data hierarchy for integrating background
image information in an aircraft map system

p 177 A87-16730
HIGH ALTITUDE

High altitude flutter investigation and exploration of the
flutter boundary of the TR-1 and specially configured
U-2R p 743 A87-47842

Variable cycle engine for high altitude aircraft
[AD-D012522] p 251 N87-15972

High altitude, long endurance RPV design technology
study p 245 N87-16011

High altitude turbulence for supersonic cruise vehicles
[NASA-TM-88285] p 544 N87-23100

HIGH ALTITUDE ENVIRONMENTS

HALE thermal balance --- High Altitude Long Endurance
remotely piloted vehicles
[AIAA PAPER 87-2172] p 656 A87-45452

HIGH ASPECT RATIO

Study of a bounded jet flow considering the initial
turbulence. II - In the case of relatively large nozzle aspect
ratio p 71 A87-14263

Development of selected advanced aerodynamics and
active control concepts for commercial transport aircraft
[NASA-CR-3781] p 275 N87.17659

HIGH ENERGY FUELS

High density fuel effects on gas turbine engines
[AIAA PAPER 87-1829] p 666 A87-45233

Fuels combustion research
tAD-A172429] p 260 N87-16093

HIGH FREQUENCIES
Effect of airfoil mean loading on high-frequency gust

interaction noise p 811 N87-28513
HIGH LEVEL LANGUAGES

Grundy - Parallel processor architecture makes
programming easy p 135 A87-13703

A graphics environment supporting the rapid prototyping
of pictorial cockpit displays
tAD-A178636] p 548 N87-23182

HIGH POWER LASERS

Production laser hardfaciog of jet engine turbine
blades p 323 A87-26678

HIGH PRESSURE

Valves for high pressure hydraulic systems
p 197 A87-17417

Hydraulic components for high pressure hydraulic
systems
[SAE PAPER 861677] p 462 A87-32597

Transonic stream function solution on S(2]

streamsurface for a high pressure ratio centrifugal
compresSor p 638 A87-46195

The physics of fuel sprays. Volume 1: Experimental
measurements

[AD-A175660] p 442 N87-20285
Ceramic high pressure gas path seal
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HIGH RESOLUTION

ROSAR - A SAn concept based on rotating antennas
p 179 A87.16747

High resolution upwind schemes for the
three-dimeesional incompressible Navier.Stokes
equations
[AIAA PAPER 87.0547] p 569 A87-42650

Motion compensation requirements for a high resolution
spotlight SAn p 388 N87-18727

A quick look at the first NRL short pulse 95 GHz radar
flight data

tAD-A176182] p 468 N87-21214
Survey of currently available high-resolution raster

graphics systems

[NASA-TM-89139] p 705 N87-25771
HIGH REYNOLDS NUMBER

Optimal control of viscous flow at high Reynolds
numbers p 5 A87-10620

Concerning inviscid solutions for large-scale separated
flows p 264 A87.21271

Highlights of unsteady pressure tests on a 14 percent
supercritlcel airfoil at high Reynolds number, transonic
condition

[AIAA PAPER 87-0035] p216 A87-22370

An experimental investigation of the perpendicular
vortex-airfoil interaction at transonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 87-0208] p 221 A87.22486

Computation of internal flows at high Reynolds number
by numerical solution of the Navlar-Stokes equations

p 553 A87-39709
Direct simulation of high Reynolds number flows using

a new integro-differential solver
[AIAA PAPER 87-1175] p 561 A87-42119

Analysis of crossover between local and massive
separation on airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 87-1268] p 564 A87-42355

Airfoil dynamic stall at constant pitch rate and high
Reynolds number
[AIAA PAPER 87-1329] p 565 A87-42391

Dynamic stall around an airfoilat high Reynolds numbers
A comparison between numerical results and

experimental visualization p 804 A87-51454
Vortex shedding of a square cylinder in front of a slender

airfoil at high Reynolds numbers, Part 1: Spacing effect
[MPIS-23/1985] p 13 N87-10048

Vortex shedding of a square cylinder in front of a slender
airfoil at high Reynolds numbers. Part 2: Compressibility
effect

[MPIS-24/1985] p 75 N87-11704
Comparison of transonic airfoil characteristics by

Navier-Stokes computation and by wind tunnel test at high
Reynolds number
[NAL-TR-911T] p 492 N87-21869

High Reynolds Number tests of the NASA SC(2).0012
airfoil in the Langley 0,3-meter transonic cryogenic
tunnel

[NASA-TM-89102] p 571 N87-23594
Aerodynamics of unmanned aircraft at full-scale in the

RAE 24if wind-tunnel

[RAE-TM-AERO-2081] p 645 N87-26027
Fatigue.life monitoring of the 5 metre wind tunnel

[RAE-TM-AERO-2084] p 688 N87-26055
High Reynolds number flows around smooth and rough

cylinders. Volume 1. Mean surface pressure distribution
tAD-A183531] p 816 N87-29428

HIGH SPEED

High speed flight effects on noise propagation
[AIAA PAPER 87-0013] p 271 A87-22359

High-speed propeller noise predictions - Effects of
boundary conditions used in blade loading calculations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0525] p 333 A87-24978

Measured noise of a scale model high speed propeller
at simulated takeoff/spproach conditions
[AIAA PAPER 87-0526] p 397 A87-31109

Higher cruise speed commercial aircraft evolution
[SAE PAPER 861686] p 402 A87-32602

High speed wind tunnel tests of the PTA aircraft -*.
Prepfan Test Assessment Program
[SAE PAPER 861744] p 409 A87-32619

Variable cycle concepts for high Mach applications
[AIAA PAPER 87-2103] p 672 A87-45408

Euler analysis of the throe-dimensional flow field of a
high-speed propeller - Boundary condition effects
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-253] p 719 A87-48719

High-speed propeller noise predictions: Effects Of
boundary conditions used in blade loading calculations
[NASA-TM-88913] p 208 N87-14957

Transition fixing in the high speed range for the
development of civil aircraft wings p 242 N87-t5164

Measured noise of a scale model high speed propeller
at simulated takeeff/approach conditions
[NASA-TM-88920] p 272 N87-t6588

Euler analysis of the three dimensional flow field of a

high-speed propeller: Boundary condition effects
[NASA-TM.889551 p 291 N87-16798

Summary of studies to reduce wing-mounterl proptan
installation drag on an M = 0.8 transport
[NASA-TP-2678] p 433 N87-20990

A quick look at the first NRL short pulse 95 GHz radar
fiight data
[AD-A176182] p 468 N87-21214

Prediction of high.speed rotor noise with a Kirchhoff
formula
[AD-A178982] p 549 N57-23250

Extension of Kirchhoff's formula to radiation from moving
surfaces

[NASA-TM-89149] p 620 N87-24160

To enhance the capability and increase the productivity
of a group working on critical problems of high speed fluid
mechanics - both experimentally and through numerical
calculations

tAD-A182559] p 791 N87-27970
HIGH STRENGTH ALLOYS

Titanium alloy springs p 463 A87-33181
Quantitative fractograpfiic examination of aircraft

components tested under a fatigue spectrum loading
p 534 A87-38545

Developments in titanium alloys p 689 A87-44744

Dispersion strengthened alloys for aerospace
p 844 A87-53894

Repair techniques for gas turbine components
p 325 N87-17071

Processing and properties of airframe materials
[AD-A182159] p 792 N87-28065

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS

Fatigue fracture in steel landing gear components
[NLR-MP.85050-U] p 54 N87-11233

HIGH TEMPERATURE

Elevated temperature mechanical behavior of P/M
dispersion strengthened AI-Fe-Ni alloys

p 528 A87.36866

Surner rig tests on coated anisotrepic high temperature
alloys p 783 A87-49553

High temperature static strain gage program
p 52 N87-11188

Unitized high temperature probes
tAD-D012508] p 324 N87-17020

The physics of fuel sprays. Volume 1: Experimental
measurements

[AD-A175660] p 442 N87-20285
Development of powder metallurgy 2XXX series AI alloy

plate and sheet materials for high temperature aircraft
structural applications, FY 1983/1984
[NASA-CR-172521] p 458 N87-20406

Elevated temperature crack growth
[NASA-CR-179601] p 539 N87-22267

HIGH TEMPERATURE AIR

Extension of hot air balloon flight duration through
adaption of balloon surface characteristics

p 344 A87-29262
Slackening of petroleum-based aviation oils - Causes

and consequences p 604 A87-40925
High temperature transport properties of air

[AIAA PAPER 87-1632] p 707 A87-43129

Evaporation of monodisperse fuel sprays in flowing air
tAD-A177119] p 529 N87-22064

Effects of aircraft engine bleed air duct failures on
surrounding aircraft structure
]AD-A181071] p 739 N87-26884

HIGH TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENTS

Equivalent testing temperature --. for SAAB avionics
p 786 A87-47642

Support of the eight-foot high temperature tunnel
modification project
[NASA-CR-181280] p 780 N87-27678

HIGH TEMPERATURE GASES

A reinforcing band near the flange of a heated cylindrical
casing p 48 A87-12445

Improving the energy efficiency of cooled
high-temperature turbines p 104 A87-13990

A numerical technique for the solution of a vaporizing
fuel droplet
tAD-A180774] p 465 A87-33984

BAE Wharton Hot Gas Laboratory
[ARG-207] p 376 N87-t8577

High temperature protective coatings for aero engine
gas turbine components
tAD-A176001] p 442 N87-20286

HIGH TEMPERATURE LUBRICANTS
Carbon residue studies with a micro carbon residue

tester

tAD-A171153] p 259 N87-15306
HIGH TEMPERATURE RESEARCH

Technology for the design of high temperature rise
combustors p 370 A87-31287

HIGH TEMPERATURE TESTS

High-temperature behavior of different coatings in
high-performance gas turbines and in laboratory tests

p 317 A87-26105

p-454" A87-31373
Characterization and modeling of the high temperature

flow behavior of aluminum alloy 2024
p 455 A87-32032

Modification to the Langley 8-Foot High Temperature
Tunnel for hypersonic propulsion testing
[AIAA PAPER 87-1887] p 685 A87-45277

A high temperature fatigue and structures testing
facility
[NASA-TM-100151] p 701 N87-26399

HIGHLY MANEUVERABLE AIRCRAFT

Physical layer considerations for a high throughput,
fiber-optic serial high-speed data bus

p 205 A87-16739
VTOL operational considerations and their impact on

future military design requirements
[AIAA PAPER 86-2649] p 163 A87-17901

Wright Brothers Lectureship in Aeronautics: Experience
with HiMAT remotely piloted research vehicle. An alternate
flight test approach
[AIAA PAPER 86-2754] p 166 A87-17963

Vortical flow management techniques
p 728 A87-49496

Handling qualities design of a Northrop
high-performance fighter
[AIAA PAPER 87-2450] p 772 A87-50496

Forward-swept wing configuration designed for high
maneuverability by use of a transonic computational
method

[NASA-TP-2628] p 75 N87-11702
HINGES

Renewed interest in hinge moment models for failure
detection and isolation p 110 A87-13426
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HISTORIES

The results of a wind tunnel investigation of a model

rotor with a free tip

[NASA-TM-86758] p 827 N87-29496

HISTORIES

Dirigibles - For what? p 23 A87-11661

Technical-historical development of parachutes and

their applications since World War I

{AIAA PAPER 86-2423J p 79 A87-13777

From the history of Soviet aviation: Ilyushin aircraft ---

Russian book p 141 A87-17705

Lessons learned from the B-52 program evolution - Past,

present and future

[AIAA PAPER 86-2639] p 142 A87-17896

Aircraft research and development trends in the US and
USSR

[AIAA PAPER 86-2720] p 142 A87-17944

Aerospatiale design bureaus. II - Helicopters for the year

2000 p 166 A87-18450

On wings into space --- history of Ames-Dryden Flight

Research Facility p 255 A87-20679

Transition to space - A history of 'space plane' concepts

at Langley Aeronautical Laboratory 1952-1957

p 478 A87-33152

From Oetztal to Modane - From the history of the large

high-speed wind tunnel 'Bauvorhaben 101' of the

Lufftahrfforschungsanstalt Muenchen (LFM), later ONERA

facility $1 MA p 777 A87-48165

Remarks on the development history of the tip-jet-rotor

helicopter p 800 A87-48166

European V/STOL: From the pioneers to production -

and the future p 711 A87-48167

Propulsion --- aircraft

[PNR90321] p 251 N87-15968

V/STOL concepts and developed aircraft. Volume 1:

A historical report (1940-1986)

[AE-A175379} p 341 N87-19347

A history of development in rotordynamics: A

manufacturer's perspective p 538 N87-22200

Going beyond the limits. Aviation in Germany

[SO-1-87] p 710 N87-26853

Some innovations and accomplishments of Ames

Research Center since its inception

{NASA-TM-88348] p 716 N87-27609

Evolution, calibration, and operational characteristics of

the two-dimensional test section of the Langley 0.3-meter

transonic cryogenic tunnel

[NASA-TP-2749] p 839 N87-28570

HODOGRAPHS

A hodograph-based method for the design of shock-free

cascades

[AIAA PAPER 87-0606] p 228 A87-22734

Profiling of a lifting convex wing by a hodograph

method p 805 A87-51672

HOLDING

Models for the description of holding procedures in air

traffic as an aid for optimization with respect to safety

and efficiency p 822 N87-28536

HOLE GEOMETRY (MECHANICS)

Modeling and analysis of the dynamics of a drill

penetrating a thin plate

[ASME PAPER 86-WA/APM-33} p 46 A87-11112

Experimental characterization of cracks at open holes

and in rounded-end straight attachment tugs

p 384 A87-30107

Stress analysis of a rotating composite disk containing

holes p 534 A87-38595

Effect of cold-working by hole expansion on fatigue life

of 7075-T7351 and 7475-T761 aluminum lugs with and

without initial flaws under maneuver loading spectrum

p 604 A87-40230

Effect of cold-working by hole expansion on fatigue life

of 7075-T7351 and 7475-T761 aluminum lugs with and

without initial flaws under maneuver loading spectrum

[TAE-561] p 259 N87-15291

Micromechanics of compression failures in open hole

composite laminates

[NASA-CR-181278] p 846 N87-29604

HOLOGRAPHIC INTERFEROMETRY

Quantitative study of shock-generated compressible

vortex flows p 10 A87-12616

High speed flow visualisation p 48 A87-12648

Holographic interferometry of rotating components

Decorrelation limitations of the double pulsed technique

p 261 A87-19807

Automatic fringe analysis in double exposure and live

fringe holographic interferometry p 261 A87-19810

Visualization of flows in a motored rotary combustion

engine using holographic interferometry

{AIAA PAPER 86-1557] p 248 A87-21514

Experimental investigation of shock induced buffeting

trough holographic interferometry

[AIAA PAPER 87-0123] p 219 A87-22429

Preliminary applications of holographic interferometry to

study hypersonic regions of shock wave/boundary layer

interaction

[AIAA PAPER 87-1194] p 562 A87-42312
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Application of tomography in 3-D transonic flows

[AIAA PAPER 87-1374] p 567 A87-42419

A technique of holographic visualization to flow fields

of a model with variable angles of attack

p 806 A87-52306

A study of passage flow through a cascade of turbine

blades using image plane holographic interferometry

[PNR90326] p 251 N87-15970

The application of holography as a transonic flow

diagnostic to rotating components in turbomachinery

p 468 N87-21202

Preliminary investigation of the use of holographic

interferometry to detect ill-fitting compressor blades

[AD-A178519] p 520 N87-22682

Structural analysis of supersonic jet discharging from

free-vortex nozzle by method of holographic interferometry

with pulsed laser p 570 N87-23574

Tomographic reconstruction of three-dimensional flow

over airfoils

[AD-A179976] p 643 N87-25300

Acta Aeronautica et Astronautica Sinica (selected

articles)

[AD-A181204] p 732 N87-26869

Transonic rotor flow-measurement technique using

holographic interferometry p 851 N87-29434

Holographic interferometry at Wright Aeronautical

Laboratories p 851 N87-29435

Status of holographic interferometry at Wright Patterson

Air Force Base p 851 N87-29436

Reconstruction of a three-dimensional, transonic rotor

flow field from holographic interferogram data

p 817 N87-29445

Optical interferometry in fluid dynamics research

p 851 N87-29447

Application of digital interferogram evaluation

techniques to the measurement of 3-D flow fields

p 851 N87-29451

The Fringe Reading Facility at the Max-Planck-lnstitut

fuer Stroemungsforschung p 881 N87-29452

HOLOGRAPHY

Dynamic holography for real-time 3-D cockpit display

p 178 A87-16741

Optical flow diagnostic measurements in

turbomachinery p 698 A87-46245

Testing and development of holographic HUD systems

p 757 A87-49207

Study of double exposure holography of the

3-dimensional character of the flow around an airfoi_ profile

in a wind tunnel

[NASA-TM-88486] p 202 N87-14673

HONEYCOMB CORES

Repair of composite components - A Navy approach

p 117 A87-13122

The art of reticulation and applicable adhesives

p 529 A87-38616

HONEYCOMB STRUCTURES

Composites use in aircraft with emphasis on Kevlar

arimide p 456 A87-32201

British Airways alternative method for the repair of

metal/metal, metal honeycomb and fibreglass,

carbon-fibre or Kevlar/honeycomb components using

hot-setting film or paste adhesives p 481 A87-35278

Honeycomb structures: Parameter selection and design

--- Russian book p 693 A87-42914

Composite structure repairs carried out according to

aeronautical techniques p 405 N87-20185

Battle damage repair of composite structures

p 405 N87-20189

British Airways experience with composite repairs

p 406 N87-20192

Experimental evaluation of honeycomb/screen

configurations and short contraction section for NASA

Lewis Research Center's altitude wind tunnel

[NASA-TP-2692] p 602 N87-23662

Ceramic honeycomb structures and the method

thereof

[NASA-CASE-ARC-11652-1] p 605 N87-23737
HORIZON

Tracking a laser-projected horizon indicator

[AD-A183384] p 856 N87-30051

HORIZONTAL FLIGHT

tsochrones for minimum time horizontal gliding flight

[AIAA PAPER 87-0449] p 240 A87-22641

Use of an implicit formulation based on quasilinearization

for the aeroelastic response and stability of rotor blades

in forward flight

[AIAA PAPER 87-0921] p 428 A87-33725

Calculation of the minimum-time turn of an aircraft

without sideslip p 596 A87-40921

Application of a 3D Euler code to transonic blade tip

flow p 628 A87-43419

Application of a lifting surface theory for a helicopter

in forward flight p 720 A87-48923

An experimental and analytical investigation of isolated

rotor flap-lag stability in forward flight

p 747 A87-48954

SUBJECT INDEX

The prediction of the vibratory airloads of helicopter

rotors in forward flight p 823 A87-51214

Dynamic stability of hingeless and bearingless rotor

blades in forward flight p 242 N87-15201

An experimental investigation of the aeromechanical

stability of a hingeless rotor in hover and forward flight

[NASA-TM-89107] p 540 N87-22276

HORIZONTAL ORIENTATION

Tracking a laser-projected horizon indicator

[AD-A183384] p 856 N87-30051

HORIZONTAL TAIL SURFACES

A review of the applications of a horizontal tail in the

single main and tailrotor helicopter p 766 A87-48960

Development of an advanced pitch active control system

and a reduced area horizontal tail for a wide-body jet
aircraft

[NASA-CR-172283) p 312 N87-17711

HORN ANTENNAS

EHP multifunction phased array antenna

p 388 N87-18752

HORSEPOWER

Contingency power for small turboshaft engines using

water injection into turbine cooling air

[AIAA PAPER 87-1906] p 668 A87-45289

Digital control development for the T56-A-427

[AIAA PAPER 87-2013] p 670 A87-45353

Contingency power for small turpeshaft engines using

water injection into turbine cooling air

[NASA-TM-89817] p 442 N87-20280

HOT CORROSION

High-temperature behavior of different coatings in

high-performance gas turbines and in laboratory tests

p 317 A87-26105

Process and equipment for PVD and LPPS overlay

coatings on aircraft gas turbine parts --- Low Pressure

Plasma Spray p 788 A87-49555

Conference on High-Temperature Corrosion of

Superalloys, London, England, Feb 11, 12, 1986,

Proceedings p 840 A87-51351

Hot corrosion site environment in gas turbines

p 830 A87-51353

Surface protection p 43 N87-11182

Effects of surface chemistry on hot corrosion life

p43 N87-11193

Coating life prediction p 43 N87-11194

High temperature protective coatings for aero engine

gas turbine components

[AD-A176001] p 442 N87-20288

HOT ISOSTATIC PRESSING

State-of-art and prospect for materials and hot working

technology for gas turbine disk p 780 A87-47681

Powder metallurgy (P/M) near-net shape titanium

components from prealloyed powder

p 782 A87-48007

Hot isostatic pressing - Its application in high

performance ceramics p 842 A87-53373

Fabrication of cooled radial turbine rotor

[NASA-CR-179503] p 107 N87-1t789

Evaluation of DDH and weld repaired F100 turbine vanes

under simulated service conditions p 325 N87-17070

HOT MACHINING

Unitized high temperature probes

[AD-D012508] p 324 N87-17020

HOT PRESSING

Net shape technology in aerospace structures. Volume

3. Appendix. Emerging Net Shape Technologies.

Presentations of a workshop held on March 27-29, 1985

in Santa Barbara, California

lAD-A176510] p 406 N87-20959

HOT SURFACES

Hot section viewing system

[NASA-CR-174773] p 51 N87-11144

Fuel spray ignition by hot surfaces and aircraft fire

stabilization

[AD-A172827] p 260 N87-16094

Creep fatigue life prediction for engine hot section

materials (isotropic)

[NASA-CR-174844] p 327 N87-f8117

HOT WORKING

State-of-art and prospect for materials and hot working

technology for gas turbine disk p 780 A87-47681

Precision forging of titanium alloys

p 781 A87-47993

Superplastic forming/diffusion bonding of titanium - An

Air Force overview p 782 A87-48018

SPF/titanium and the B-1B aircraft

p 782 A87-48020

SPF DB applications for military aircraft

p 786 A87-48022

HOT-FILM ANEMOMETERS

A transition detection study using a cryogenic hot film

system in the Langley 0.3-meter transonic cryogenic

tunnel

[AIAA PAPER 87-0049} p 256 A87-22380

Crossflow vorticity sensor

[NASA-CASE-LAR-13436-1-CU] p 570 N87-23587



SUBJECT INDEX

HOT-WIRE ANEMOMETERS
Direct drag and hot-wire measurements on thin-element

dblet arrays p 266 A87-23226

Method for analyzing four-hot-wiro probe
measurements p 322 A87-25913

Characteristics of a trailing flap flow with small
separation p 383 A87-29956

Supersonic boundary layer with or without an interaction
shock - Comparison between hot-wire anemometry and
laser velecimetry
[AAAF PAPER NT 86-14] p 533 A87-38037

Experimental study of the boundary layer on a wing
profile by pressure probes, hot-wire anemometry, and laser
anemometry, and comparison with calculation results
[AAAF PAPER NT 86-15] p 488 A87-38038

Comparisons of unsteady flow fields about straight and
swept wings using flow visualization and hotwiro
anemometry

[AIAA PAPER 87-1334] p 831 A87-44932
Wake measurements of an oscillating airfoil

p 637 A87-45779

Measurement of swirling flow field using the single
slanted hot-wiro technique p 847 A87-51469

HOT-WIRE FLOWMETERS

/a Recherche Aerospatiale, bimonthly bulletin, number
1986-2, 231/March-April
[ESA-'I-F-998] p 419 N87-20974

Experiences with hot-wire instruments for the
measurement of the liquid water content in clouds
[DFVLR-MITr-86] p 704 N87-26476

HOTOL LAUNCH VEHICLE

Hotol - A multi-role aerospacecraft for Europe
p 780 A87-47776

HOUSINGS

Development of new aviation technology for gravimetric
surveying p 331 N87-17106

The T55-L-712 turbine engine compressor housing
refurbishment project

[NASA-CR-179624] p 604 N87-23729
HOVERING

Multiple jet impingement flowfields p 73 A87-15461

Recent advances in prediction methods for jet-induced
effects on V/STOL aircraft p 73 A87-t5462

NOTAR (No Tail Rotor) hover testing using a scale model
in water p 148 A87-19223

Rotor/wing aerodynamic interactions in hover
p 149 A87-19225

Flight evaluation of height response characteristics for
the hover bob-up task and comparison with proposed
criteria p 170 A87-19255

Tip vortex core measurements on a hovering model
rotor

[AIAA PAPER 87-0209) p 320 A87-24938
A parametric approach to hover balance analysis of two

STOVL fighter concepts

[SAE PAPER 861631] p 359 A87-29636
Influence of dynamic inflow on the helicopter vertical

response p 448 A87-34853
Study of the aerodynamic field of a helicopter rotor in

hover - Comparison between theory and experiment
[AAAF PAPER NT 86-19) p 489 A87-38042

Free-wake ,_nnlwi_ nf n r_t_r in hnw_r

[AIAA PAPER 87-1245] p 563 A87-42339

An Euler solver for calculating the 8owfield of a helicopter
rotor in hover and forward flight
[AIAA PAPER 87-1427] p 568 A87-42450

A simple theory on hovering stability of one-ducted*fan
VTOL p 597 A87-42623

Measurement of side forces of a H-force rotor

p 651 A87-43410
A parametric investigation of a free wake analysis of

hovering rotors p 627 A87-43413
A proscribed radial distribution circulation of a hovering

rotor blade p 627 A87-43414
Computation of the flow fields of propellers and hovering

rotors using Euler equations p 628 A87.43418
Stability and control modelling --- helicopters in near

hovering flight p 678 A87-43428
Aerodynamic study of a helicopter rotor in hovering flight

- Theory vs. experiment p 641 A87-47014
Analysis of induced velocities in the wake of a hovering

helicopter rotor

[AIAA PAPER 87-2283] p 723 A87-49062
Simulation studies of translation rate command systems

for hover and low speed flight
[AIAA PAPER 87-2286] p 767 A87-49579

Identification of a dynamic model of a helicopter from
flight tests p 300 N87-16813

Description of the US Army small-scale 2-meter rotor
test system

[NASA-TM-87762] p 292 N87-17664
Hover performance of a remotely piloted helicopter

lAD-A176587) p 433 N87-20992
An experimental investigation of the aeromechanical

stability of a hiegeless rotor in hover and forward flight
[NASA-TM-89107) p 540 N87-22276

Results of the integration of a transonic full-potential
analysis program with a free-wake filling-line program for
hovering rotors

[NASA-TM-89494] p 493 N87-22631
Performance and loads data from a hover test of a

full-scale advanced technology XV-15 rotor
[NASA-TM-86854] p 572 N87-24409

V/STOL and STOL ground effects and testing
techniques p 586 N87-24411

Numerical investigation of V/STOL jet induced
interactions p 672 N87-24413

Performance and loads data from a hover test of a
0.658-scale V-22 rotor and wing
[NASA-TM-89419] p 642 N87-25296

Effect of planform taper on hover performance of an
advanced AH-64 model rotor

[NASA-TM-89145] p 643 N87-25304
Identification of a dynamic model of a helicopter from

flight tests p 659 N87-26040
The effect of rotor wake geometry variation on hover

induced power estimation for a UH-1H Iroquois
helicopter

lAD-A180787) p 732 N87-26867
Transonic rotor flow-measurement technique using

holographic interferometry p 851 N87-29434
HOVERING STABILITY

Application of time-domain unsteady aerodynamics to

rotary-wing aeroelasticity p 94 A87-14t 03
Euler calculations for flowfield of a helicopter rotor in

hover p 430 A87-34506
On the stability of a VTOL supported by one-ducted-fan

(preliminary study) p 448 A87-35079
Finite-time arbitrary-motion unsteady cascade airfoil

theory for helicopter rotors in hover p 720 A87-48924

A free wake analysis for hovering rotors and advancing
propellers p 720 A87-48927

Simulation investigation of the effects of helicopter
hovering dynamics on pilot performance
[AIAA PAPER 87-2533] p 773 A87-50535

Aeroelastic effects in multirotor vehicles. Part 2: Methods

of solution and results illustrating coupled rotor/bedy
aeromechanical stability

[NASA-CR-4O09] p 522 N87-21957
Toward comparing experiment and theory for

corroborative research on hingeless rotor stability in
forward flight

[NASA-CR-181354] p 836 N87-28562
HUBS

Hingeless rotor response to random gusts in forward
flight

[AIAA PAPER 87-0954] p 429 A87-33750
Calculated performance, stability, and maneuverability

of high-speed tilting-prop-rotor aircraft

p 651 A87-43408
Damage tolerance concepts for modern helicopters

p 653 A87-43449
Research on the stress analysis method of rubber

structure - Calculation of the frequency adapter stresses
p 693 A87-43453

In-flight measurement of rotor hub drag using the RSRA
- A feasibility demonstration --- Rotor Systems Research

On optimal design for the blade-root/hub interface in
jet engines p 106 N87-11769

Calculated performance, stability and maneuverability
of high-speed tilting-prop-rotor aircraft
[NASA-TM-88349] p 302 N87-17695

Aeroelasticity and mechanical stability report, 0.27 Mach
scale model of the YAH-64 advanced attack helicopter
[NASA-CR-178284] p 571 N87-23596

Use of blade sweep to reduce 4/rev hub loads

[AD-A182247] p 754 N87-27659

Investigation of generic hub fairing and pylon shapes
to reduce hub drag
[NASA-TM-100008] p 816 N87-29422

HUMAN BEINGS

Seat experiment results of full-scale transport aircraft
controlled impact demonstration
lAD-A172245) p 235 N87-15193

HUMAN CENTRIFUGES
F-14 simulation in a total G-force environment

p 749 A87-49206
HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING

Terrain-based information - A reason to integrate
p 157 A87-16814

Computer aided crewstation information allocation
[AIAA PAPER 86-2734] p 181 A87.17952

Integrating speech technology to meet crew station
design requirements p 459 A87-31491

Engineering and human visual considerations in

development of a fibre optic helmet mounted display
p 661 A87-44727

Designing interiors for real people
p 711 A87-47250

HYDRAULIC FLUIDS

An ordinary 3-axis horizon instrument which every pilot
likes. Can it be misleading and dangerous? The answer
is 'Yes' p 755 A87-47845

Human factors associated with glass cockpit design
[SAE PAPER 871036] p 756 A87-48764

Trends in airliner flight deck design
[NLR-MP-85007*U] p 174 N87-13437

Auditory warnings on the BAC 1-11 and the Boeing 747.
An application of the guidelines of CAA Paper 82017
[CAA-PAPER-85004] p 156 N87-14303

The derivation of low profile and variable cockpit
geometries to achieve 1st to 99th percentile
accommodation

lAD-A173454) p 295 N87-17687

Integrating a head-up display with dome visual simulation
technology

[AD-A175222] p 366 N87-19394
Principles of data display in aviation instruments

p 590 N87-23572

Evaluation of the F/A-18 head-up-display for recovery
from unusual attitudes

lAD-A183303) p 829 N87-29532
HUMAN FACTORS LABORATORIES

An assessment of artificial intelligence and expert
systems technology for application to management of
cockpit systems
]AD-A176456] p 394 N87-19911

HUMAN PERFORMANCE

Sophisticated integral control methods for use in flight
p 856 N87-29510

An assessment of variable format information

presentation p 861 N87-29512
HUMAN REACTIONS

Reaction to aircraft noise in residential areas around

Australian airports p 54 A87-10116
Comparison of the effectiveness of measures of aircraft

noise exposure by using social survey data
p 54 A87-10117

The role of helicopter noise-induced vibration and rattle

in human response p 549 A87-38106
Community reactions to helicopter noise - Results from

an experimental study p 853 A87-52064
HUMAN TOLERANCES

Crashworthy crowseat limit load optimization through
dynamic testing p 91 A87-13875

Mufti*axis seat ejection (MASE) sled
p 494 A87-37770

Annoyance response to simulated advanced turboprop
aircraft interior noise containing tonal beats
[NASA-TP.2689] p 620 N87-24161

HYBRID NAVIGATION SYSTEMS

Complementing INS with air data - An improved
navigation system p 578 A87-39411

InertiaI-GPS: A marriage of reason, an analysis
p 500 N87-21885

HYBRID PROPULSION

Combination engines for spaceplanes

p 378 A87-29357
HYDRAULIC CONTROL

A redundant actuating system with servo valves of low

"Energy _,c,entactuation using variable-disp/'acement
hydraulic control

[SAE PAPER 851757] p 112 A87-15481
Adjustment diagnostics and fault isolation for calibration

test of jet engine controls p 459 A87-31526
A contribution to digital compensation of periodic

disturbances with frequencies in bounded intervals --- in
helicopters

[ESA-TT-979] p 191 N87-14352
Research and development of aircraft control actuation

systems

lAD-A177491) p 522 N87-21958
The development of the T-46 next generation trainer

manned engineering simulator at the US Air Force Flight
Test Center p 601 N87-23652

HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT

Why accumulators? --- in aircraft hydraulic systems
p 300 A87-27333

Hydraulic components for high pressure hydraulic
systems
[SAE PAPER 861677] p 462 A87°32597

Selection parameters for hydraulic system filters with
a comparison of aircraft and marine applications
lAD-A174045) p 389 N87-18825

Integrated design of structures p 509 N87-22669
Improved control surface actuator

[NASA-CASE-LAR-12852-1] p 588 N87-24461
Flight worthiness of fire resistant hydraulic systems.

Volume 2: Component and endurance testing
lAD-A180865) p 751 N87-28899

HYDRAULIC FLUIDS
Selection parameters for hydraulic system filters with

a comparison of aircraft and marine applications
[AD-A174045] p 389 N87-18825
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HYDRAULIC JETS

Cutting aerospace structures with water
p 531 A67-35395

HYDRAULIC TEST TUNNELS

Vortex breakdown and control experiments in the
Ames-Dryden water tunnel
[NASA-TM-89410] p 151 N87-13409

HYDRAZINE ENGINES

Development of a hot gas vane motor for aircraft starting
systems
[SAE PAPER 861714] p 368 A87-29580

HYDROCARBON COMBUSTION
Long-term deposit formation in aviation turbine fuel at

elevaled Iemperature p 121 A87-f4986
Exhaust carbon. The effects of fuel composition

p 676 A87-46253
HYDROCARBON FUEL PRODUCTION

Evaluation of neghthene rich turbine fuels as heat sinks
for hypersonic aircraft
[AD*A182118] p 845 N87-28658

HYDROCARBON FUELS

A method for calculating the susceptibility of jet fuels
to smoking p 40 A87-12901

Dynamic simulation research on digital speed control
system of aeroengine p 306 A87-27485

Computational models for gas-turbine combustors
p 515 A87-38954

HYDRODYNAMICS
The effect of lubricant cavitation on the characteristics

of a short hydrodynamic damper p 127 A87-15203
Numedcal modeling in aerohydrodynamics

p 804 A87-51651
Wind tunnel test of the modified goldschmied model

with propul._on and empennage: Analysis of test results
[AD.A167360] p 13 N87-10045

Characterization and dynamical studies of polymers in
dipolar (aprotic) liquids
[AD-A169243] p 123 N87-12685

Water facilities in retrospect and prospect: An
illuminating tOol for vehicle design
[NASA-TM-89409] p 150 N87-13403

HYDROGEN FUELS
An analysis of the combustion of a turbulent supersonic

nonisobaric hydrogen jet in supersonic wake flow of air
p 317 A87-25127

The future of hydrogen - An analysis at world level with
a special look at air transport p340 A87-30165

Three-dimensional numerical predictions of the flow
behind a rearward-facing-step in a supersonic combustor
[AIAA PAPER 87-1962] p 636 A87-45332

Advancements in hydrogen expander airbreathing
engines
[AIAA PAPER 87-2003] p 670 A87-45348

Hydrogen ecramjet with sidewall injection - Shock tunnel
simulations p674 A87-46217

Combined use of hydrogen as fuel atomizer and
additional fuel in gas-turbine engine p 261 N87-16182

Japan Report: Science and technology
[JPRS-JST-66-O14] p 391 N87-19541

Effect ol Reynolds number variation on aerodynamics
of a hydrogen-fueled transport concept at Mach 6
INASA-TP-2728] p 645 N87-26031

HYDROGENATION

Advanced aircraft fuel evaluation, phase 1
[AD-A182029] p 784 N87.27816

Production of high energy aviation fuels from advanced
coal liquids, phase 1
[AD-A182333] p 785 N87-27819

HYDROPLANING

Aero-marine design and flying qualities of floatplanes
and flying-boats p 508 A87-39146

HYPERBOLIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

Unsteady 3-dimensional Euler equations solutions on
dynamic blocked grids
[AD-A173977] p 232 N87-15942

HYPERBOLIC FUNCTIONS

Construction of explicit and implicit symmetric TVD
schemes and their applications --- Total Variation

Diminishing for fluid dynamics computation
p 344 A87-29688

HYPERSONIC AIRCRAFT

Ames accelerates research on hypersonic technology
p 64 A87-13911

National Aero-Space Plane - Technology for America's
future p 141 A87-17142

Computational analysis of hypersonic airbreething
aircraft flow fields

[AIAA PAPER 87-0279] p 222 A87-22531
Nevier-Stokes solution for a complete re-entry

configuration p 287 A87-25718
Pitching oscillating derivatives of wedges in supersonic

and hypersonic p 371 A87-28343
Will the aerospace plane work? p 339 A87-28613

Has the Orient Express been murdered? --- technological
development of hypersonic transport aircraft

p 340 A87-30002

Rolls revs up for the new century p 369 A87-31209

Higher cruise speed commercial aircraft evolution
[SAE PAPER 861686] p 402 A87-32602

Transition to space - A history of 'space plane' concepts
at Langley Aeronautical Laboratory 1952-1957

p 478 A87-33152

Displacement surface calculations for a hypersonic
aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 87-1190] p 561 A67-42310

Ground testing facilities requirements for hyperSonic
propulsion development
[AIAA PAPER 87-1884] p 684 A87-45276

Compendium of NASA Langley reports on hypersonic
aerodynamics
[NASA.TM-87760] p 291 N87-16802

Optimal turning at high angle of attack of supersonic
and hypersonic vehicles p 300 N87-16814

Optimization of hypersonic waveriders derived from cone
flows including viscous effects p 413 N87-20193

A model test vehicle for hypersonic aerospace systems
development

[MBB-UR-875/86] p 658 N87-25314
Computational analysis of hypersonic airbreathing

aircraft flow fields p 645 N87-26019
Effect of Reynolds number variation on aerodynamics

of a hydrogen-fueled transport concept at Mach 6
[NASA.TP-2726] p 645 N87-26031

Thermal fatigue tests of a radiative heat shield panel
for a hypersonic transport
[NASA-TM-87583] p 845 N87-28643

Evaluation Of naphthene rich turbine fuels as heat sinks
for hypemonic aircraft
[AD-At82116] p 845 N87-28658

Numerical simulation of X24C-10D

[AD-A183287] p 816 N87-29427
HYPERSONIC BOUNDARY LAYER

Numerical method for non-equilibrium hypersonic
boundary layers
[AIAA PAPER 87-0516] p 284 A87-24976

The effect of a finely dispersed admixture on the
boundary layer structure in hypersonic flow past a blunt
body p 286 A87-25228

Stability of axisymmetric boundary layers on sharp cones
at hypersonic Mach numbers
[AIAA PAPER 87-1413] p 567 A87-42442

Prediction and control of transition in hypersonic
boundary layers
[AIAA PAPER 87.1414] p 632 A87-44946

Radiative and convective heat transfer over ablating
composite flat surface in hypersonic flow regime
[AD-A162119] p 810 N87-28503

HYPERSONIC COMBUSTION

An improved computational model for a scram]el
propulsion system
[AIAA PAPER 87-2076] p 671 A87-45393

The influence of flow non-uniformities in air-breathiog
hypersonic propulsion systems
]AI./_ PAPER 87-2079] p 636 A87-45394

HYPERSONIC FLIGHT

Propulsion challenges for hypersonic flight
[AIAA PAPER 86-2620] p 183 A87-17880

Morphology of a standing oblique detonation wave ---
for hypersonic airbreathJng propulsion
[AIAA PAPER 87-1765] p 695 A87-45201

A subsonic to Mach 5.5 subscale engine test facility
_AIAA PAPER 87-2052] p 685 A87-45381

An outlook on hypersonic flight
[AIAA PAPER 87-2074] p 671 A87-45392

Studies of scramjet 8owfields
[AIAA PAPER 87-2161] p 688 A87-45443

Aerothermodynamic computations for
super-/hypersonic flight p 640 A87-46328

Rekindled vision of hypersonic travel
p 715 A87-50373

Optimal descending, hypersonic turn to heading
[DE86-010989] p 120 N87-12577

Optimization of hypersonic weveriders derived from cone
flows including viscous effects p 413 N87-20193

Evaluation of naphthene rich turbine fuels as heat sinks
for hypersonic aircraft
[AD-Af82ffa] p 845 N87-28658

HYPERSONIC FLOW

Implicit finite-difference simulation of separated
hypersonic flow over an indented nosetip

p 7 A67-11533
Constant-density approximation to Taylor-Maocoll

solution p 71 A87-14127
Interaction Of jet in hypersonic cross stream

[AIAA PAPER 87-0055] p 217 A87-22385
Engineering analysis of slender-body aerodynamics

using Sychev similarity parameters
[AIAA PAPER 87-0267] p 222 A87-22522

Computational analysis of hypersonic airbreathing
aircraft flow fields
[AIAA PAPER 87-0279] p 222 A87.22531

Analytical and experimental evaluation of a 3-D
hypersonic fixed-geometry, swept, mixed compression
inlet

[AIAA PAPER 87-0159] p 281 A87-24931
A survey of simulation and diagnostic techniques for

hypersonic nonequilibrtum flows
[AIAA PAPER 87-0406] p 320 A87-2495E

Two- and three-dimensional viscous computations of
hypersonic inlet flow
[AIAA PAPER 87-0283] p 346 A87-3110E

Hypersonic nonuniform flow of a viscous gas past a
blunt body p 407 A87-31713

Direct simulation of hypersonic flows over blunl
wedges p 408 A87-3216(]

A study of the effect of the separation zone on the
oscillations of a cone p 484 A67-35824

Three-dimensional hypersonic flow of a dusty gas past
a wing p 485 A87-36088

Application of an upwind algorithm to the
three-dimensional parabolized Navier-Stokes equations
[AIAA PAPER 87-1112] p 557 A87-42061

Three dimensional hypersonic flow simulations with the
CSCM implicit upwind Navier-Stokes method ---
Conservative Supra-Characteristic Method
[AIAA PAPER 87-1114] p 557 A87-42063

Computational fluid dynamics near the continuum limit
[AIAA PAPER 87-1115] p 558 A87-4206,

An analysis of flux-split algorithms for Euler's eguatiom
with real gases
[AIAA PAPER 87-1117] p 617 A87-4206(

Accurate, efficient prediction method fo
supersonic/hypersonic inviscid flow
[AIAA PAPER 87-1165] p 560 A87-4211(

Grid adaption for hypersonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 87-1169] p 561 A87-4211_

Hypersonic laminar strong interaction theory an(
experiment revisited using a Navier-Stokes cede
[AIAA PAPER 87-1191 ] p 561 A87-4231

Preliminary applications of holographic interferometry tc
study hypersonic regions Of shock wave/boundary layel
interaction

[AIAA PAPER 87-1194] p 562 A87-4231;
Direct simulation of aerothermat loads for an aeroessis

flight experiment vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 87-1546] p 626 A87-4306, <

A computational study of the flowfield surrounding th(
Aeroassist Flight Experiment vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 87-1575] p 626 A87-4308

Navier-Stokes simulation of a hypersonic generi
wing/fuselage
[AIAA PAPER 87-1192] p 629 A87-4490

Numerical analysis of peak heat transfer rates fc
hypersonic flow over a cowl leading edge
]AIAA PAPER 87.1895] p 635 A87-4528

Viscous shock-layer analysis of hypersonic flows Ov(
long slender bodies
[AIAA PAPER 87-2487] p 806 A87-5229

Flow behind a rearward facing step in hypersonic hig
enthalpy flow - Some interferometrie studies

p 607 A87-5237
Numerical simulation of the hypersonic flow around liffin

vehicles
[NASA-TM-89444] p 536 N87-2211

Computational analysis of hypersonic airbreathin
aircraft flow fields p 645 N87-2601

Experimental study of shock wave interference heatin
on a cylindrical leading edge
[NASA-TM-100464] p 789 N87-271_

Radiative and convective heat transfer over abiatir
composite flat surface in hypersonic flow regime
lAD-A182119] p 810 N87-285(

The aerothermodynamic environment for holes
hyperSonic configurations
[DE87-003790] p 814 N87-294"

Numerical simulation of X24C-10D

lAD-A163287] p 816 N87-294;
HYPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER

Numerical analysis of heat transfer at surface of del
wing in hypersonic air stream with large angle of attacl,

p 233 N87-1611
HYPERSONIC INLETS

Two-dimensional numerical analysis for inlets
subsonic through hypersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 87-1751] p 634 A87-4511

Efficiency parameters for inlets operating at hyperSor
speeds p 638 A87-4611

HYPERSONIC REENTRY

Three*dimensional flow around and radiative heating
blunt bodies p 804 A87-51E

HYPERSONIC SPEED
Reactivation study for NASA Lewis Research Centc

Hypersonic Tunnel Facility
[AIAA PAPER 87-1886] p 779 A87-501

Supersonic second order analysis and optimizati
program user's manual
[NASA.CR-172342] p 15 N67-10E
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Reactivation study for NASA Lewis Research Center's
hypersonic tunnel facility
[NASA-TM-89918] p 603 N87-23664

Unique research challenges for high-speed civil
transports
[NASA-TM-100490] p 740 N87-27651

HYPERSONIC VEHICLES
Ames accelerates research on hypersonic technology

p64 A87-13911

Application of an upwind algorithm to the
three-dimensional parabelized Navier-Stokes equations
[AIAA PAPER 87-1112] p 557 A87.42061

Volume interchange factors for hypersonic vehicle wake
radiation

[AIAA PAPER 87-1520] p 707 A87-43044
Morphology of a standing oblique detonation wave -.-

for hypersonic airbreathing propulsion
[AIAA PAPER 87-1785] p 695 A87-45201

On waverider shapes applied to aero-space plane
forebody configurations
[AIAA PAPER 87-2550] p 727 A87-49102

Rekindled vision of hypersonic travel

p 715 A87-50373
Visualization of shock wave and streamline around

hypersonic vehicle by using electrical discharge
p 806 A87-52322

Aerothermodynamics of transatmospheric vehicles
p 807 A87-52878

Aerothermal tests of spherical dome protuberances on
a flat plate at a Mach number of 6.5
[NASA-TP-2631] p 201 N87-13664

HYPERSONIC WAKES

Volume interchange factors for hypersonic vehicle wake
radiation

[AIAA PAPER 87-1520] p 707 A87-43044
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS

A nonperturbing boundary-layer transition detection
p 46 A87-10971

Modification to the Langley 8-Foot High Temperature
Tunnel for hypersonic propulsion testing
[AIAA PAPER 87-1887] p 685 A87-45277

Aerodynamic design modification of a hypersonic wind
tunnel nozzle by CSCM with high order accuracy ---
Conservative Supra-Characteristics Method
[AIAA PAPER 87-1896] p 635 A87-45284

Rekindled vision of hypersonic travel

p 715 A87.50373
Computational analysis and preliminary redesign of the

nozzle contour of the Langley hypersonic CF4 tunnel
[NASA-TM-89042] p 453 N87.20296

The 0.6 m x 0.6 m trisonic section (TMK) of DFVLR in
Cologne-Po_, West Germany
[ DFVLR-Mrl-r-86-21 ] p 687 N87-26053

Support of the eight-foot high temperature tunnel
modification project
[NASA-CR-181280] p 780 N87-27678

HYPERSONICS
Current capabilities and future directions in

computational fluid dynamics

[NASA-CR-t79946] p 200 N87.13663
HYPERVELOCITY FLOW

A mixino auomentation tR.'_hnlnll_ f,-,r hvn_=ln,_itv

scram jets
[AIAA PAPER 87-1882] p 668 A87-45275

HYPERVELOClTY WIND TUNNELS

Experience about the application and valuation of
roughness strips for boundary layer transition control in
wind tunnel tests in the high-speed range
[DFVLR-MITT-86-12] p 154 N87-14291

HYSTERESIS

Motion characteristics of the UTIAS flight research
simulator motion-base

[UTIAS.TN-261] p 119 N87-11802

I
ICE

A thermal device for aircraft measurement of the solid

water content of clouds p 246 A87-20951
Air flow and particle trajectories around aircraft

fuselages. IV - Orientation of ice crystals
p 246 A87-20958

An ultrasonic sensor for the detection and measurement
of the thickness of ice on an airfoil
[ONERA, TP NO, 1986-175] p 246 A87-21074

An experimental study of the aerodynamics of a NACA
0012 airfoil with a simulated glaze ice accretion
[NASA.CR-179897] p 75 N87-11701

Analysis and verification of the icing scaling equations.
Volume 1: Revision

[AD-A167976] p 85 N87-12551
ICE ENVIRONMENTS

Helicopter de-icing system development and
qualification flight in natural icing versus simulation and
analysis p 171 A87-t9269

Application of rotor icing analyses to the design of a
rotorcraft deicing system p 172 A87-19272

ICE FORMATION

Ground-based detection of aircraft icing conditions using
microwave radiometers p 80 A87-14861

Correlation of icing relationships with airfoil and rotorcraft
icing data p 155 A87*17809

In-flight photogrammetric measurement of wing ice
accretions

[AIAA PAPER 86-0483] p 155 A87-17995
Modelling of surface blowing from discrete slots as a
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[AIAA PAPER 87-0027] p 234 A87-22366
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[AIAA PAPER 87-0099] p 218 A87-22414
Numerical analysis of a NACA0012 airfoil with leading
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[AIAA PAPER 87-0101] p 218 A87-22415

Observations on the development of a natural
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[AIAA PAPER 87-0175] p 256 A87-22463

In-flight measurement of ice growth on an airfoil using
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[AIAA PAPER 87-0178] p 234 A87-22464

Detection and measurement of ice accretion on a profile
by an ultrasonic method

[AIAA PAPER 87-0179] p 234 A87-22465
Improving aircraft icing forecasts

[AIAA PAPER 87.0532] p 269 A87-22690
Experimental, water droplet impingement data on
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[AIAA PAPER 87-0097] p 297 A87-24918
In-flight ice accretion characteristics of rotor blade airfoil

sections
[AIAA PAPER 87-0176] ) 352 A87-31105

Local heat.transfer coefficients of simulated smooth
glaze ice formations on a cylinder ) 420 A87-32163

Formation and accretion of supercooled water droplets
and their effect on aircraft ) 575 A87-40095
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) 702 A87-44702

Rotor icing experience at Westland and its application
to current and future helicopters ) 646 A87-44703

Development of the Chinook helicopter rotor blade
de-icing system ) 655 A87-44704

Icing clearance criteria for UK military helicopters
p 646 A87-44705

Rotor icing research at RAE Farnborough
p 646 A87-44706

Icing clearances on civil helicopters - Unheated and
heated blades p 646 A87°44707

Comparison of wet and dry growth in artificial and flight
icing conditions p 646 A87-45635

Evaluation of icing drag coefficient correlations applied
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[SAE PAPER 871033] p 737 A87-48761

Further studies of helicopter rotor ice accretion and
protection p 738 A87-48945

Icing and de-icing on a downscale model in ONERA
$1 MA wind tunnel p 818 A87-54191

Summary of artificial and natural icing tests conducted
on US Army aircraft from 1974 to 1985
[FAA/CT-85/26] p 25 N87-10064

Ice accretion calculations on cylindrical rods following
the Bain model, and comparison with experimental results
(Fuchs, Schickel, Kaluza, Uwira, 1985)

p 56 N87.11434

Flight test report of the NASA icing research airplane:
Performance, stability, and control after flight through
natural icing conditions
[NASA-CR-179515] p 116 N87.11797

Analysis and verification of the icing scaling equations.
Volume 1: Revision
lAD-A167976] p 85 N87-12551

Helicopter Icing Spray System (HISS) evaluation and
improvement
[AD-A170732] p 173 N87-13429

Numerical simulation of an aircraft icing
p 174 N87-14248

Results of icing flights in winter 1983/1984: Ice accretion
thickness in correlation with cloud physical parameters,
object and cloud parameters
[ESA-TT.969] p 176 N87-14324

Calculation of ice accretion on cylindrical rods according
to Bain's model and comparison with experimental results
--- stratus clouds
[ESA-'I-1"-970] p 176 N87-14325

The icing research aircraft Do28, D-IFMP of DFVLR and
its measuring equipment

[ESA-TT-972] p 176 N87-14326

Remote detection of aircraft icing conditions using
microwave radiometers

[PB86-229507] p 204 N87-14806

Rotorcraft icing: Progress and potential
[AGARD-AR-223] p 244 N87-15966

An analytical study of icing similitude for aircraft engine
testing
lAD-At73713] p 252 N87-15973

Observation of ice/water formations on e model intake
section subjected to simulated cloud conditions --- aircraft
engine

[PNR90347] p 308 N87-16839
Structural properties of impact ices accreted on aircraft

structures

[NASA-CR-179580] p 328 N87-18121

Natural rotor icing on Mount Washington, New
Hampshire
[AD-A175276] p 363 N87-19383

An experimental and theoretical investigation of an air
injection type anti-icing system for aircraft

p 495 N87-21877
Investigation of air transportation technology at

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1984
p 496 N87-22605

Icing of flow conditioners in a closed-loop wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-89824] p 570 N87-23591

Determination of the local heat transfer characteristics

on glaze ice accretions on a cylinder and a NACA 0012
airfoil

[AD-A179931] p 647 N87-25309
Experiences with hot-wire instruments for the

measurement of the liquid water content in clouds

[DFVLR-MITT-86] p 704 N87-26476

Investigation of air transportation technology at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1985

p 740 N87-27597

Experimental methodologies to support aircraft icing
analysis p 740 N87-27598

New methods and materials for molding and casting
ice formations

[NASA+TM-100126] p 819 N87-29470
ICE PREVENTION

Ice protection thermal modelling techniques
p 171 A87-t9270

Modelling of surface blowing from discrete slots as a
mechanism for preventing ice accretion on aircraft
surfaces

[AIAA PAPER 87-0026] p 239 A87-22365
Helicopter rotor icing protection methods

p 654 A87-44256
Further studies of helicopter rotor ice accretion and

protection p 738 A87-48945
Summary of artificial and natural icing tests conducted

on US Army aircraft from 1974 to 1985
[FAA/CT-85/26] p 25 N87+10064

Ground aircraft deicing technology review
[DOT/FAA/CT.85/21] o 83 N87-11707

Rotorcraft icing: Progress and potential
[AGARD-AR.223] p 244 N87-15966

ICE REPORTING

Results of icing flights in winter 1983/1984: Ice accretion
thickness in correlation with cloud physical parameters,
object and cloud parameters

[ESA-TT-969] p 176 N87-14324
ICELAND

Aircraft accident/incident summary report, Keflavik,
Iceland, January 29, 1986

[PB87-910406] p 740 N87-27650
IDEAL FLUIDS

Foundation of potential flows p 319 A87-23627
Flow of an ideal incompressible fluid past a finite-span

thin wing vibrating with a large amplitude
p 286 A87-25229

IDEAL GAS

Perfect gas effects in compressible rapid distortion
theory p 387 A87-31176

A reconsideration of the three-shock theory for a
pseudo-steady Mach reflection p 810 A87-54364

IDENTIFYING

The application of altitude observation in CNI relative
navigation p 169 A87-18534

Highly integrated digital electronic control: Digital flight
control, aircraft model identification, and adaptive engine
control
[NASA-TM-86793] p 592 N87-23619

Modeling XV-15 tilt-rotor aircraft dynamics by frequency
and time-domain identification techniques
[NASA-TM-89404] p 735 N87-27631

IGNITERS

Plasma torch igniter for scramjets
p 605 N87-23789
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Flammability and sensitivity of materials in
oxygen-enriched atmospheres; Proceedings of the
Symposium, Washington, DE;, April 23, 24, 1985. Volume
2 p 38 A87-10859

Design and evaluation of a new injector configuration
for supersonic combustion p674 A87-46218

Characteristic times for lean btowoff in turbine
combustors p 758 A87-47090

Fuel spray ignition by hot surfaces and aircraft fire
stabilization
[AD-A172827] p 260 N87-16094

Aircraft accident report: NASA 712, Convair 990,
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executive summary
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IGNITION LIMITS

Minimum ignition levels of aircraft fuel constituents to
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Effects of alternative fuels on ignition limits of the J85
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IGNITION SYSTEMS
Fast start APU technology
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IGNITION TEMPERATURE

Prospective, characteristics and problems of the use
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Soviets learn widebody lessons p 420 A87-34766
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IMAGE MOTION COMPENSATION

Motion compensation requirements for a high resolution
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Implementation of an airborne SAR motion
compensation system p 388 N87-18728

Phase noise from aircraft motion: Compensation and

effect on synthetic aperture radar images
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IMAGE PROCESSING

Photogrammetric tools for panoramic sector scan
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through real-time processing p 19 A87-10949

Knowledge-based tactical terrain analysis ---
autonomous helicopter systems p 19 A87-11061
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image processing techniques for crash tests
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An efficient data hierarchy for integrating background

image information in an aircraft map system
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Determining the kinematic parameters of a moving
imaging sensor by processing spatial and temporal
intensity changes p187 A87-17433
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fringe holographic interferometry p 261 A87-19810

The digital map as a tactical situation display
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On-line vehicle motion estimation from visual terrain
information. I - Recursive image registration. II - Ground

velocity and position estimation p 497 A87-35342

Digital video image processing applications to drop size
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JPL multipelarization workstation - Hardware, software
and examples of data analysis p 858 A87-53231
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image processing techniques
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Advanced visuals in mission simulators

p 599 N87-23636
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A configurable pixel cache for fast image generation
p 544 A87-35714

Tomographic reconstruction of three-dimensional flow
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IMAGE RESOLUTION
Wind tunnel experimental study of optica] beam

degradation through heterogeneous aerodynamic flows
[ONERA, TP NO, 1987-50] p 707 A87-46753

IMAGE TRANSDUCERS
Determining the kinematic parameters of a moving

imaging sensor by processing spatial and temporal
intensity changes p 187 A87-17433

IMAGERY
Visual display research tool p 599 N87-23635

IMAGES
Aero-optical analysis of compressible flow over an open

cavity
[AIAA PAPER 87-t399] p 632 A87-44943

IMAGING RADAR
Multifunction Radar for Airborne Applications --

conference

[AGARD-CP-381] p 387 N87-18721
Motion compensation requirements for a high resolution

spotlight SAR p 388 N87-18727

Implementation of an airborne SAR motion
compensation system p 388 N87-18728

MM wave SAR sensor design: Concept for an airborne
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IMAGING TECHNIQUES
Rapid target locater p 18 A87-10944

Simulation of future thermat imagers
p 255 A87-19700

Color graphics techniques for shaded surface displays
of aerodynamic flowfield parameters
[AIAA PAPER 87-1182] p 619 A87-42125

Visual systems developments p 694 A87-44725

Images of three dimensional flows in computer
graphics p 57 N87-10017

Effects on fuel spray characteristics and vaporization

on energy release rates and flow field structure in a dump
combustor p 612 N87-23804

IMPACT
Vibration control of flexible multibody aircraft during

touchdown impacts p 745 A87-48713

Dynamics of a high-speed rotor touching a boundary
p 848 A87-51614

IMPACT DAMAGE

Certification problems for composite airplane
structures p 39 A87-12652

Characterization of optical and surface parameters

during particle impact damage p 195 A87-17973
Effects of impact loads on CFRP structures

[DGLR PAPER 86-147] p 528 A87-36793
A310-300 CFRP fin Damage tolerance

demonstration p 655 A87-44594
Damage tolerance of toughened resin graphite

composites p 782 A87-48532
Is fatigue testing of impact damaged laminates

necessary? p 844 A87-54316
Crashworthiness experiment summary full-scale

transport controlled impact demonstration program
[DOT/FAA/CT-85/20] p 17 N87-10055

Crash dynamics program transport seat performance
and cost benefit study
[DOT/FAA/CT-85/36] p 83 N87-11708

An assessment of aircraft repair schemes for battle
damage and permanent usage
[R946/8] p 145 N87-14246

Analysis of bird strikes reported by European airlines
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weight
[CAA-PAPER-84019] p 155 N87-14296

Analysis of bird strikes to United Kingdom registered
aircraft 1983 (civil aircraft over 5700 kg maximum

weight)
[CAA-PAPER-85018] p 156 N87-14299

A study of compressor erosion in helicopter engine with

inlet separator
[AD-A173288] p 309 N87-17703

Aircraft Dynamic Response to Damaged and Repaired
Runways
[AGARD-R-739] p 584 N87-23609

IMPACT LOADS
Crash impact behaviour of simulated composite and

aluminium helicopter fuselage elements
p 161 A87-16964

Pulse control of flexible multibody systems
p 382 A87-29268

Effect of geometric elastic non-linearities on the impact
response of flexible multi-body systems

p 462 A87-32917

Scaling of impact loaded carbon fiber composites
[AIAA PAPER 87-0867] p 456 A87-33647

Effects of impact loads on CFRP structures
[DGLR PAPER 86-147] p 528 A87-36793

Seat experiment results of fult-scale transport aircraft
controlled impact demonstration
[AD-A172245] p 235 N87-15193

SUBJECT INDEX

An investigation of spray impact forces --- aircraft
wheels

[BU-340] p 392 N87-19697
IMPACT RESISTANCE

Impact resistant hybrid composite for aircraft leading
edges p 24 A87-11848

Effects of impact loads on CFRP structures
]DGLR PAPER 86-147] p 528 A87-36793

Ultrasonic characteristics of graphite/epoxy composite

material subjected to fatigue and impacts
p 780 A87-47821

KRASH analysis correlation. Transport airplane
controlled impact demonstration test
[AD-A179906] p 647 N87-25308

Integrally-stiffened crash energy-absorbing subfloor
beam structure

[NASA-CASE-LAB-13697-1] p 659 N87-25321
IMPACT STRENGTH

Effects of impact loading on carbon fiber reinforced
structures
[MBB-Z-83/86] p 691 N87-25436

IMPACT TESTS
Nondestructive inspection of composite structures by

low-velocity impact p 45 A87-10765
Full scale crash test of a BKl17 helicopter

p 91 A87-13678

Impact fracture of chemically tempered glass helicopter
windshields p 195 A87-17824

Rotating arms applied to studies of single angular drop
impacts
[AIAA PAPER 87-0257] p 257 A87-22516

The controlled impact demonstration (CID structural

experiments, philosophy, and results) --- of transport
aircraft crashworthiness p 495 A87-38694

Crash response data system for the controlled impact
demonstration (CID) of a full scale transport aircraft

p 694 A87-45123
Impact response of composite fuselage frames

[SAE PAPER 871009] p 744 A87-48696
Structural dynamics research in a full-scale transport

aircraft crash test p 818 A87-53780
Crash dynamics program transport seat performance

and cost benefit study
[DOT/FAA/CT-85/36] p 83 N87-11708

KRASH analysis correlation: Transport airplane
controlled impact demonstration test
[DOT/FAA/CT-86/13] p 354 N87-19368

Bird impact qualification test for A-10 windshield
[AD-A179263] p 575 N87-23599

KRASH analysis correlation. Transport airplane
controlled impact demonstration test
lAD-A179906] p 647 N87-25308

IMPELLERS

A quasi-three-dimensional method for diagonal flow
fans p 11 A87-12958

The design of low-stress/high performance centrifugal
impellers
[AIAA PAPER 87-2099] p 697 A87-45405

Performance prediction in a centrifugal compressor

impeller p 674 A87-46190
3-D viscous flow calculations at design and off-design

conditions for the NACA 48-inch radial-inlet centrifugal

impeller p 638 A87-46191
Investigation of the three dimensional flow near the exit

of two backswept transonic centrifugal impellers
[ONERA, TP NO. 1987-70] p 638 A87-46192

Development of a laser interferometric system for
velocity measurements inside a transonic axial flow
compressor stage p 698 A87-46244

Lateral fluid forces on whirling centrifugal impeller. I -
Theory. II - Experiment in vaneless diffuser

p 786 A87-47717

A two-dimensional finite element stress analysis of radial
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during particle impact damage p 195 A87-17973
Experimental, water droplet impingement data on

two-dimensional airfoils, axisymmetric inlet and Boeing
737-300 engine inlet
[AIAA PAPER 87-0097] p 297 A87-24918

Experimental investigation on the composite cooling of
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IMPROVEMENT
The assessment and evaluation of combat performance

improvements p 509 N87-22675

Policy options for the aircraft turbine engine component
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Helicopter impulsive noise Theoretical and
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An analytical study of impulsive destruction of the
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IN-FLIGHT MONITORING
Methods of in-flight aerophysical studies --- Russian

book p 23 A87-t1343

In-flight transfer alignment�calibration of a strapdown
INS that employs carouseled instruments and IMU
indexing p 85 A87-13438

Sensor-based fault diagnosis in a flight expert system
p 177 A87-16681

Progress in knowledge-based flight monitoring
p 177 A87-16705

In-flight measurement of ice growth on an airfoil using
an array of ultrasonic transducers
[AIAA PAPER 87-0178] p 234 A87-22464

Facilities and procedures for test and evaluation of
airborne infrared imaging systems at Edwards Air Force
Base
[AIAA PAPER 86-9816] p 257 A87-23261

In-flight ice accretion characteristics of rotor blade airfoil
sections

[AIAA PAPER 87-0176] p 352 A87-31105

Designing to MIL-STD-2165 - Testability --- of V-22
avionics p 437 A87-33872

Weight and center of gravity determination on ground
and airborne
[SAWE PAPER 1695] p 524 A87-36281

A flight expert system (FLES) for on-board fault
monitoring and diagnosis p 589 A87-42629

The integration of health monitoring techniques for
helicopter gearboxes p 713 A87-48943

In-flight measurement of rotor hub drag using the RSRA
- A feasibility demonstration --- Rotor Systems Research
Aircraft p 747 A87-48967

Detection of in-flight propeller-induced structure-borne
noise p 838 A87-53779

In-flight surface oil-flow photographs with comparisons
to pressure distribution and boundary-layer data
[NASA-TP-2395] p 419 N87-20966

Refinement of the eye-point-of-regard measurements
with helicopter pilots in a flight experiment
[DFVLR-FB-86-61 ] p855 N67-29115

INCIDENCE

A new simulation of airfoil dynamic stall due to velocity
and incidence fluctuations

[AIAA PAPER 87-1242] p 630 A87-44915
Study of three-dimensional separation on a spheroid at

incidence p 49 N87-10016
Cavitation research. Cavitation developed and boundary

layers for the NACA 16-012 profile with oscillating
incidence (streSs measurements)
[ETN-86-98435] p 151 N87-13413

Lift-interference and blockage corrections for a
two-dimensional aerofoil during a sudden change of
incidence
[BU-334} p 350 N87-19364

INCOMPATIBILITY

Incompatibility of the M-1 maneuver with US Navy
tactical aircraft oxygen systems
[AD-At83731] p 856 N87-30072

INCOMPRESSIBLE FLOW

o^,4,, ^_ ..... ,..,;..... _._.:-;-_- _: --.i-_ -.."
surface-singularity distributions p 4 A87-10525

Theoretical treatment of gust simulation in the wind
tunnel p 9 A87-12148

Vortex-sheet capturing in numerical solutions of the
incompressible Euler equations p 70 A87-14099

Dynamic stall of oscillating airfoils

p 150 A87-19278
A quadrature-collocation technique for boundary

element method - Application to helicopter fuselage
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-124] p 214 A87-21042

Separation in three-dimensional incompressible flow
Experiments for validation and modeling
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-180] p 214 A87-21079

Energetics of oscillating lifting surfaces using integral
conservation laws

[AIAA PAPER 87-0193] p 220 A87-22474
Incompressible Navier-Stokes solutions for a

sharp-edged double-belta wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-0206} p 220 A87-22484

Steady and unsteady incompressible free.wake
analysis p 277 A87-23642

Wake dynamics for incompressible and compressible
flows p 278 A87-23643

A numerical method for the calculation of
incompressible, steady, separated flows around aerofoils

p 285 A87-25002
On the application of linearised theory to multi.element

aerofoils. II - Effects of thickness, camber and stagger
p 287 A87-25595

Analysis of velocity potential around intersecting
bodies p 287 A87-25907

A numerical study of incompressible Navier-Stokes flow
through rectilinear and radial cascade of turbine blades

p 288 A87-26079

Second-order boundary layers for steady,
incompressible, three-dimensional stagnation point flows

p 345 A87-30075
Advanced method for computing flow around wings with

rear separation and ground effect p 410 A87-33246
Computational method for screened two-dimensional

wind tunnel inlets p 413 A87-34513
Aspects of the calculation of potential flow past a slat

in a system of airfoil profiles p 484 A87-35916
A simplified state-space modeling of elastic vehicle

p 582 A87-39272
Aerodynamic coefficients of a thin elliptic wing in

unsteady motion p 552 A87-39526
Effects of pitot probe shape on measurement o| tiow

turbulence p 552 A87-39547
Multigrid methods for calculating the lifting potential

incompressible flows around three-dimensional bodies

p 555 A87-41411
Loss of lift due to thickness for low-aspect-ratio wings

in incompressible flow p557 A87-41683
High resolution upwind schemes 1or the

three-dimensional incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0547] p 569 A87-42650

A unified approach for potential and viscous free.wake
analysis of helicopter rotors p 627 A87-43412

Incompressible Navier-Stokes computations of vortical
flows over double-delta wings
(AIAA PAPER 87-1341] p 631 A87-44933

Three-dimensional incompressible Navier-Stokes
simulations of slender-wing vortices
[AIAA PAPER 87-2476] p 726 A87-49092

Vortex breakdown induced by an adverse pressure
gradient - Experimental and numerical approaches
[AIAA PAPER 87-2476} p 726 A87-49094

A new analytical approach to vortex breakdown
investigation
[AIAA PAPER 87-2495] p 728 A87-49604

Finite element methods for incompressible viscous
flow p 848 A87-52393

Solution of the Volterra integral equation in the problem
of the unsteady motion of a thin wing

p 808 A87-53522
Analysis of two-dimensional incompressible flow past

airfoils using unsteady Navier-Stokes equations
[NASA-CR-179823} p 12 N87-10040

Experimental study of the boundary layer on a low
Reynolds number airfoil in steady and unsteady flow

p 14 N67-10052
Application of a potential code to general steady flows

in three dimensions p 50 N87-10262
Two-dimensional incompressible flows around an airfoil

at several attack angles p 153 N87-14271
Unsteady aerodynamics of a rotating compressor blade

row in incompressible flow. Volume 1: Experimental
facilities, procedures and sample data
[AD-A173043] p 307 N87-16831

Matching of viscous fluid and inviscid fluid by a finite
element method

]ESA-TT-866] p 392 N87-t9668
Computation of unsteady flows using the point vortex

Viscous/inviscid interaction analysis of the aerodynamic

performance of the NACA 65-213 airfoil
{AD-A182091] p 735 N87-27634

INCOMPRESSIBLE FLUIDS

Viscous flow past a wing profits p 145 A87-17587
Flow of an ideal incompressible fluid past a finite*span

thin wing vibrating with a large amplitude
p 286 A87-25229

Forced oscillations in a boundary layer at frequencies

close to the upper branch of the neutral curve
p 803 A87-50890

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
Reachable Outputs in systems with bounded parameter

uncertainties - Application to failure detection
p 134 A87-13326

INDEXES (DOCUMENTATION)
European Rotomraft Forum (ERF) index of ERF-papers

1975-1985 p478 A87-34865

INDEXES (RATIOS)
United Kingdom aircraft noise index study: Main report

[DR-8402] p 203 N87-14780
INDICATING INSTRUMENTS

Theoretical and experimental investigations of sensor
location for optimal aeroelastic system state estimation

p 115 N87-11794

Portable fuel leak detector
[AD-A180095] p 700 N87-25550

INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
Toward the factory of the future p 531 A87-35397

INDUSTRIES
Industrial vibration modelling: Polymodel 9; Proceedings

of the Ninth Annual Conference, Newcastle-upon.Tyee,

England, May 21, 22, 1986 p 322 A87-25876

INFLATABLE STRUCTURES

INELASTIC STRESS
3-D inelastic analysis methods for hot section

components. Volume 2: Advanced special functions
models
[NASA-CR-179517] p 790 N87-27267

INERTIAL GUIDANCE

Synthesis and test issues for future aircraft inertial
systems integration p 157 A87-16751

The use of skewed inertial sensors in flight control
systems
[SAE PAPER 861825] p 437 A87-32660

Navigation systems for the new generation of combat
and transport helicopters and associated flight tests

p 823 N87-29481
INERTIAL NAVIGATION

The mechanics of dynamically tunable gyroscopes ---
Russian book p 57 A87-10444

The stability of Kalman filter in inertial navigation
systems p 157 A87-16753

Design tot maintainability - Litton's new family of RLG
inertial navigation systems p 157 A87-16835

The Standard Inertial Navigation Set - A decade of
progress p 159 A87.t9364

Standard Integration Filter (StF) state specification and
accuracy projections --- for external navigation aids

p 160 A87-19365

An integrated navigation system for advanced attack
helicopters p 422 A87.31468

The observability of a Doppler-aided inertial navigation
system p 578 A87-39269

Complementing INS with air data - An improved
navigation system p578 A87-39411

Decentralized filtering and redundancy management for
multisensor navigation p 578 A87-39736

Partial inertial aiding for low cost aircraft GPS

navigators p 581 A87-41391
Sensor management for a fault tolerant integrated

inertial flight control reference and navigation system
p 581 A87-41397

Autonomous navigation system for the new generation
of military helicopters and associated flight tests

p 648 A87.43469

Onboard instrumentation for flight test takeoff
performance p 662 A87-45126

InertiaI-GPS - A marriage of convenience under test
p 820 A87-53578

Airborne navigation plots its future
p 821 A87-53800

A decentralized fault-tolerant approach to estimation in
multi-sensor navigation systems p 21 N67-10057

Operating and support hazard analysis for self-contained
navigation system LSI model 6216A, B and C, group B
[AD-A169381] p 22 N87-10855

Development and evaluation of an airplane electronic
display format aligned with the inertial velocity vector
INASA-TP-2648] p 182 N87.13438

Aided-airborne Gravity Gradiometer Survey System
(GGSS) study

InertiaI-GPS: A marriage of reason, an analysis
p 500 N87-21885

TACAN/INS Performance Evaluation (TIPE) flight test
report
lAD-A180136] p 550 N67-25313

Joint University Program for Air Transportation
Research, 1985

[NAS 1.55:2453] p 715 N87-27596
Modeling of the fault situation in navigation systems

p 821 N87-28534
Joint development of the Multi-function Integrated

Inertial Sensor Assembly (MtlSA) p 852 N87-29479
INERTIAL PLATFORMS

In-flight transfer alignment/calibration of a strapdown
INS that employs carouseled instruments and IMU
indexing p 85 A87-13438

Correlation between flight simulation and processing of

flight tests based on inertial measurements
]NLR-MP-85058-U} p 26 N87-10863

Correlation between flight simulation and processing of
flight tests based on inertial measurements

p 601 N87-23655
A vector-based failure detection and isolation algorithm

for a dual fail-operational redundant strapdown inertial
measurement unit
[NASA-TM-t00493] p 829 N87-29531

INFERENCE
The ASPRO parallel inference engine (A real-time expert

system) p 29 A87-12218
INFINITE SPAN WINGS

On contact problems of elasticity theory
[NASA-TM-88491] p 203 N87-14729

INFLATABLE STRUCTURES
Dirigibles - For what? p 23 A87-11661
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INFLATING

INFLATING
Automatic variable reefing of parachutes by application

of inflation forces

]AIAA PAPER 86-2434] p 79 A87-13784
Notes on a generic parachute opening force analysis

[AIAA PAPER 86-2440] p 67 A87-13788
Notes on a generic parachute opening force analysis

[AD-A170962] p 151 N87-13411
INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT

Further development of the influence function method
for store aerodynamic analysis p 4 A87-10523

IFM applications to theoretical trajectory predictions
[AI/U L, PAPER 87-0210] p 221 A87-22487

INFORMATION DISSEMINATION
Survivability/Vulnerability Information Analysis Center

(SURVIAC) - A tool for the aircraft survivability
community
[AIAA PAPER 86-2691] p 209 A87-17928

Optimization in the systems engineering process
p96 N87-11719

A strategy for advancing lilt-rotor technology
[NASA-CR-181420] p 827 N87-29500

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

A redundancy management procedure for fault detection
and isolation p 46 A87.11127

The methodology and tools for processing radar data
p 19 A87-11662

FANS - A U.S. perspective p 20 A87-11807
Computer aided crewstation information allocation

[AIAA PAPER 86-2734] p 181 A87-17952
INFORMATION PROCESSING (BIOLOGY)

Sophisticated integral control methods for use in flight
p 856 N87-29510

An assessment of variable format information

presentation p 861 N87-29512
INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Design of an automated information-processing
system p 704 A87.44241

INFRARED DETECTORS

Airborne infrared wind shear detector performance in
rain obscuration
]A|AA PAPER 87-0186] p 247 A87-22471

Helicopter turboshaft engine acoustic and infrared
studies and tests p 663 A87-43467

Evaluation of improved engine compartment overheat
detection techniques
[AD-A173960] p 235 N87-15950

INFRARED IMAGERY

Automated infr&red inspection of jet engine turbine
blades p 125 A87-13719

The design and manufacture of a large zinc sulphide
window for an airborne application p 245 A87-19684

A technique for the objective measurement of MRTD
--- Minumum Resolvable Temperature Difference

p 261 A87-19686
In-flight resolution and sensitivity evaluation for airborne

thermal imaging systems p 245 A87-19695
Simulation of future thermal imagers

p 255 A87-19700
Facilities and procedures for test and evaluation of

airborne infrared imaging systems at Edwards Air Force
Base

[AI._A PAPER 86-9816] p 257 A87-23261
INFRARED INSPECTION

Automated infrared inspection of jet engine turbine
blades p 125 A87-13719

Transient thermal technique for infrared non destructive
testing of composite materials p 261 A87-19689

INFRARED INSTRUMENTS
Infrared simulation model SENSAT-2

[DFVLR-FB-87-10] p 854 N87-28950
INFRARED RADAR

Aircraft microwave radiometry of land
p 853 A87-53269

INFRARED RADIATION

Boron slurry-fueled jet engine exhaust plume infrared
s_gnaturee p 183 A87.t783g

A new pyrgeemeter --- for infrared irrediance
measurement p 263 A87-20952

INFRARED SIGNATURES

Boron slurry-fueled jet engine exhaust plume infrared
signatures p 183 A87-17839

INFRARED SPECTRA

Infrared emission lines from planetary nebulae
p 62 N87-10791

INFRARED TELESCOPES

Scan stabilization and jitter contrOl for an airborne
telescope p 660 A87-42812

INGESTION (ENGINES)
Modeling gas turbine deterioration due to high levels

of dust ingestion
[AIAA PAPER 87-0144] p 249 A87-22440

F-15 SMTD hot gas ingestion wind tunnel test results
--- STOL and Maneuver Technology Demonstrator
[AIAA PAPER 87-1922] p 669 A87-45301
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Performance deterioration of a turbofan and a turbojet
engine upon exposure to a dust environment
(ASME PAPER 87-GT-1 t I ] p 759 A87-48707

Interpretation of gas turbine response due to dust
ingestion
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-112] p759 A67-48708

Impact of IPS and IRS configurations on engine
installation design p 26 N87-10070

A study of compressor erosion in helicopter engine with
inlet separator
lAD-A173288] p 309 N87-17703

The scaling of model test results to predict intake hot
gas reingestion for STOVL aircraft with augmented
vectored thrust engines p 593 N87-24418

Hot gas ingestion: From model results to full scale engine
testing p 593 N87-24419

Measurements of flow rate and trajectory of aircraft
tire*generated water spray
[NASA-TP-2718] p 588 N87-24458

INGOTS
Ingot metallurgy aluminum*lithium alloys for aircraft

structure p 457 A87-34509

INITIATORS (EXPLOSIVES)
Controllable ejection seat catapult

[AD-D012592] p 355 N87-19370
INJECTION MOLDING

Advanced pressure molding and fiber form
manufacturing technology for composite
aircraft/aerospace components p 261 A87-20079

INJECTORS

Design and evaluation of a new injector configuration
for supersonic combustion p 674 A87-46218

INJURIES

The role of choice of law in determining damages for
international aviation accidents p 61 A87-10508

Impact severity and potential injury prevention ingeneral
aviation accidents p 79 A87-13687

Article 17 of the Warsaw Convention - An accident is

required for recovery p 399 A87-29487
INLET AIRFRAME CONFIGURATIONS

A synthesis of prOcedures for selecting the geometric
features of an air intake - For M = 0 to 1.8

p 487 A87-37209

Normal force and pitching moment on body-intake
configuration in supersonic flows p 487 A87-37210

F.16 modular common inlet design concept
[AIAA PAPER 87-1748] p 666 A87-45181

Force accounting for airframe integrated engines
[AIAA PAPER 87-1965] p 636 A87-45334

INLET FLOW

Calculation of boundary layer of a three dimensional
S-shaped inlet p 6 A87-11495

A split-matrix method for the integration of the
quasi-conservative Euler-equations p 7 A87-11544

Inlet analysis using computational fluid dynamics
[AIAA PAPER 86-2661] p 147 A87-17907

An experimental determination of the transfer laws for
a disturbance across an axial compressor
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-106] p 248 A87-21025

Stall transients of axial compression systems with inlet
distortion p 279 A87-24010

Analytical and experimental evaluation of a 3-D
hypersonic fixed-geometry, swept, mixed compression
inlet

[AIAA PAPER 87-0159] p 281 A87-24931
Numerical simulation of three-dimensional supersonic

inlet flow fields

[AIAA PAPER 87.0160] p 282 A87-24932
Analysis of the influence of the height above the ground

of a jet-engine air-intake on the structure of free inlet air
flow p 288 A87-25972

A flight-test study on the total pressure recovery and
exit flow field in an inlet p 289 A87-27487

Effect of wake-type inlet velocity profiles on performance
of subsonic diffuser p 289 A87-27488

Prediction of compressor and turbojet performance with
distorted inlet flow p 367 A87-29561

Two- and three-dimensional viscous computations of a
hypersonic inlet flow
[AIAA PAPER 87-0283] p346 A87-31106

Computational method for screened two-dimensional

wind tunnel inlets p 413 A87-34513
Experimental research on an underbody ramp inlet under

supersonic flow conditions
[DGLR PAPER 86-142] p 485 A87-36788

A study on the rotating stall in vaneless diffusers of
centrifugal fans, I - Rotational speeds of stall ceils, critical
inlet flow angle p 488 A87-37856

Response of transonic diffuser flows to abrupt increases
of back pressure - Wall pressure measurements
[AIAA PAPER 87-1356] p 567 A87-42410

Two-dimensional numerical analysis for inlets at
subsonic through hypersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 87-1751] p 634 A87-45184

SUBJECT INDEX

The influence of flow non-uniformities in air-breathing
hypersonic propulsion systems
[AIAA PAPER 87-2079] p 636 A87-45394

Efficiency parameters for inlets operating at hypersonic
speeds p 638 A87-46189

Changes in the free flow inthe intake of a turbojet engine
during the aircraft takeoff run p 640 A87-46351

Investigation of Supersonic multiple circular arc (MCA)
airfoil cascade of axial-flow Compressor

p 729 A87-49980
Numerical solution of transonic stream function equation

on $1 stream surface p 808 A87.51811
An experimental investigation of the effect Of inlet flow

distortion on compressor performance
p 805 A87-51813

The flow field in the second throat region of a wind
tunnel, computed by an Euler method

p 809 A87-53574
Viscous analyses for flow through subsonic and

supersonic intakes
[NASA.TM-88831] p 229 N87-15173

Top-mounted inlet performance for a V/STOL

fighter/attack aircraft configuration
[NASA-TM-88210] p 293 N87-17671

Influence of disk leakage path on labyrinth seal inlet
swirl ratio p 538 N87-22210

New trends in intake/engine compatibility assessment
p 593 N87-24467

Improvement of the parallel compressor model by
consideration of unsteady blade aerodynamics

p 594 N87-24473
Transmission of inlet distortion through a fan

p 594 N87-24475
Experimental investigation on small turboprop behaviour

under compressor rotating stall for different inlet flow
conditions p 594 N87-24476

Unsteady inlet distortion characteristics with the B-t B
p 575 N87-24478

Development of intake swirl generators for turbo jet
engine testing p 603 N87-24480

Contribution to the description of rotating flow
instabilities and inlet perturbations in axial flow
compressors
[ETN-87-90040] p 850 N87-28845

INLET NOZZLES

PTA test bed aircraft engine inlet model test report,
revised
[NASA-CR-174845] p 35 N87-10866

Propulsion system technologies for thrust vectoring
p 519 N87-22670

Effect of variable inlet guide vanes on the operating
characteristics of a tilt nacelle inlet/powered fan model
[NASA-TM-88983] p 734 N87-27628

INLET PRESSURE
An experimental investigation of the effect of inlet flow

distortion on compressor performance
p 805 A87-51813

Flame radiation p 43 N87-11204

A study of fluid-dynamic pressure fields on compressOr
reed valves

lAD-A178584] p 541 N87-22938
INLET TEMPERATURE

A study on the optimization of jet engines for combat
aircrafts p 676 A87-46262

Response of a small-turboshaft-engine compression
system to inlet temperature distortion
[NASA-TM-83765] p 35 N87-10100

The effects of metaliized fuel composition on the
combustion characteristics of Solid Fuel Ramjets (SFRJ)
lAD-A176744] p 515 N87-21922

INPUT/OUTPUT ROUTINES

Multiple input-output frequency response functions
estimation p 395 A87-29610

INSECTS
An experimental investigation of the insect shielding

effectiveness of a Krueger flap/wing airfoi_ conf_Juration
[AIAA PAPER 87-2615] p 749 A87-49113

Factors affecting the sticking of insects on modified
aircraft wings
[NASA-CR-180957] p 659 N87-26037

INSPECTION

A computer-aided nondestructive inspection system
p 44 A87-f0720

Computerized ultrasonic test inspection enhancement
system for aircraft components p 44 A87-10721

Machine vision inspection of combustor holes
p 199 A87-19218

Flight inspection procedures and position fixing
techniques p 499 A87-38874

Military flight checking of navigation and landing aids
p 500 A87-38875

Reliability of in-service inspection of transport aircraft
structures
[CAA-PAPER-85013] p 145 N87.14244



SUBJECT INDEX INTERACTIONAL AERODYNAMICS

Economical manufacturing and inspection of the
electron-beam-welded Tornado wing box

p 324 N87-17055

A.T.R. 42 carbon fibre flap repair design and
inspection p 457 N87-20178

Robots applied to nondestructive inspection (Project
SIRO)
[ETN-87-99845] p 539 N87-22251

Aviation safety: Procedures for registering and certifying
air carriers

[PB87-193249] p 819 N87-29468
INSTALLING

Installation aerodynamics of wing-mounted,
single-rotation propfans
[SAE PAPER 861719] p 409 A87-32610

Evaluation of installed performance of a
wing-tip*mounted pusher turboprop on a semispan wing
[NASA-TP-2739] p 659 N87-26041

Introduction to installation effects on thrust and drag
for propeller-driven aircraft
[ESDU-85015] p 751 N87-26896

INSTRUMENT APPROACH

Flight evaluation of augmented controls for approach
and landing of pewered-lift aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 85-1944] p 188 A87-17755

Aircraft accident reeport, Delta Air Lines, Inc., Lockheed
L-1011-385-1, N726DA, Dallas/Fort Worth International
Airport, Texas, August 2, 1985
]PB86-910406] p 17 N87.10053

Determination of handling qualities and display
requirements for helicopter instrument flight during
decelerating approaches to slow speeds
[AD-A182797] p 836 N87-28559

Jet transport flight operations using cockpit display of
traffic information during instrument meteorological
conditions: Simulation evaluation
[NASA-TP-2567] p 819 N87-29469

Heliport critical area flight test results
[AD-At83153] p 823 N87-29487

INSTRUMENT COMPENSATION
Investigation of magnetometer errors and their

compensation in the BO-105 helicopter
[DFVLR-FB-86-21] p 102 N87-11784

Investigation of magnetometer errors and their
compensation in the BO-105 helicopter
[ESA-TT-1015] p 757 N87-27664

INSTRUMENT ERRORS

Parameter-insensitive technique for aircraft sensor fault
analysis p 793 A87-47806

Investigation of magnetometer errors and their
compensation in the BO-105 helicopter
[ DFVLR-FB-86-21 ] p 102 N87-11784

Investigation of magnetometer errors and their
compensation in the BO-105 helicopter
(ESA-TT-1015] p 757 N87-27664

INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES
Determination of visibility at airports

p 328 A87.24366
A proposed single criterion for IFR (Instrument Flight

Rules) approaches to converging runways
[AD.A171844] p 237 N87-15953

_ Aircraft accident report: Southern Air Transport LOGAIR

October 4, 1986

[PB87-910404] p 576 N87-23604
Aircraft accident report: Piper PA-23-150, N2185P and

Pan American World Airways Boeing 727-235, N4743,
Tampa, Florida, November 6, 1986

[PB87-910407] p 740 N87-27649
INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEMS

Laser remote sensing procedures provide an aid to
aviation during the approach for landing

p 19 A87-11370
Interference of the aeronautical navaids (frequency band

108-118 MHz) from F.M broadcasting service (88-108
MHz) p 21 A87-12690

Automated measuring system for ILS

p 425 A87-33331
Instrument landing systems of today and tomorrow -

From ILS to MLS p 425 A87-33333
New concepts concerning ILS siting

p 497 A87-35558
Low cost air surveillance radar developed

p 497 A87-35559
Terrain modelling of glideslope for instrument landing

system p650 A87-46415
Minimum operational performance standards for

airborne ILS glide slope receiving equipment operating
within the radio frequency range of 328.6-335.4 MHz
[RTCA/DO-192] p 21 N87-10853

Aircraft accident/incident summary reports: Erie,
Pennsylvania, October 14, 1984; Albuquerque, New
Mexico, February 11, 1985

[PB86-910407] p 84 N87-12549
Development of a portable precision landing system

[NASA-TM-88247] p 160 N87-14310

Evalualion of alternatives for Army precision landing
system: Ground guidance
lAD-A174093] p 237 N97-15956

Investigation of air transportation technology at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1985

p 740 N87-27597
INSTRUMENT ORIENTATION

Tracking a laser-projected horizon indicator

[AD-A183384] p 856 N87-30051
INSTRUMENTS

An experimental investigation of the generation and
consequences of acoustic waves in an axial-flow

compressor - The effect of variations in the axial spacing
between blade rows p 860 A87-54239

INSULATION

Structureborne noise control in advanced turboprop
aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 87-0530] p 397 A87-31110
Structureborne noise control in advanced turboprop

aircraft

[NASA-TM-88947] p 272 N87-16587
INTAKE SYSTEMS

Fundamentals of fighter aircraft design - Engine intake
and afterbody
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-83] p 238 A87-21014

E-16 modular common inlet design concept
[AIAA PAPER 87-1748] p 666 A87-45181

Navier-Stokes simulations of supersonic fighter intake
flowfields

[AIAA PAPER 87o1752] p 634 A87-45185
Impact of IPS and Ins configurations on engine

installation design p 26 N87-10070
Helicopter air intake protection systems

p 27 N87-10073
Journal of engineering thermophysics (selected

articles)
[AD-A169452] p 139 N87-13347

Viscous analyses for flow through subsonic and
supersonic intakes
[NASA-TM-88831 ] p 229 N87-15173

Unsteady aerodynamics of a rotating compressor blade
row in incompressible flow. Volume 1: Experimental
facilities, procedures and sample data
[AD-At73043] p 307 N87-16831

A study of compressor erosion in helicopter engine with
inlet separator
[AD-A173288] p 309 N87-17703

Gas turbine oombustor and engine augmentor tube
sooting characteristics
[AD-A179423] p 519 N87-22679

Estimation of spillage drag for a wide range of
axisymmetric intakes at M 1
[ESDU-84004] p 701 N87-26301

INTEGRAL EQUATIONS
Comparison of numerical solutions of lower order and

higher order integral equation methods for two-dimensional
aerofoils

[AIAA PAPER 86-2591] p 69 A87-14028
Performance evaluation of an inverse integral equation

method applied to turbomachine cascades

p 72 A87-14771
Transonic vortex flows past Delta wings - Integral

_Nu=uu. a_alalvc=_,m= p _ lo _Qi-_vosv
Investigating dynamic stall using a modified

momentum-integral method
[AIAA PAPER 87-0431] p 225 A87-22626

Mathematical foundations of integral-equation
methods p 277 A87-23634

An integral equation method for potential
aerodynamics p 277 A87-23641

An integral equation for compressible potential flows
in an arbitrary frame of reference p 278 A87-23645

Direct simulation of high Reynolds number flows using
a new integro-differential solver
[AIAA PAPER 87-1175] p 561 A87-42119

Monopole element at the center of a circular

groundplane of arbitrary radius, Volume 2: Appendices
[AD-A171228] p 200 N87-13616

Nonlinear integro-differential equations for
aeroelasticity p 245 N87-16189

The integral equation for the time dependent lineerized
potential flow over a wing
lAD-A176684] p 490 N87-21850

Transonic airfoil design based on the Navier-Stokes
equations to attain arbitrarily specified pressure
distribution: An iterative procedure
[NAL-TR-901T] p 509 N87-21916

INTEGRAL ROCKET RAMJETS

Pressure interactions in supersonic combustion
[AD-A172711] p259 N87-15289

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

Avionics in the sub-microscopic world
p 48 A87-11800

The second electronics revolution - The impact potential

of new power electronic technologies on aircraft actuation
systems p 197 A87-16765

Avionics electromagnetic interference immunity and
environment p 424 A87-31533

Universal receiver for ICNIA p589 A87-41405

The impact of new technologies on the life cycle cost
of avionic systems p 787 A87-48064

INTEGRITY

Integrity of the Microwave Landing System (MLS) Data
Functions p 580 A87-41388

INTERACTIONAL AERODYNAMICS

Quantitative study of shock-generated compressible
vortex flows p 10 A87-12616

Interaction of decaying trailing vortices in ground
shear p 66 A87-13499

Computation of sharp-fin-induced shock wave/turbulent
boundary-layer interactions p 70 A87-14104

Two-dimensional blade-vortex flow visualization
investigation p70 A87-14111

Direct-inverse transonic wing analysis-design method
with viscous interaction p 71 A87-14365

Recent advances in prediction methods for jet-induced
effects on V/STOL aircraft p73 A87-15462

Pressure fluctuations caused by transonic
shock/boundary-layer interaction p 145 A87-17025

Aerodynamics of two-dimensional blade-vortex
interaction p 148 A87.18926

Calculation of unsteady wake/rotor interaction

[AIAA PAPER 87-0006] p 216 A87-22354
Interaction of jet in hypersonic cross stream

[AIAA PAPER 87-0055] p 217 A87-22385

An experimental investigation of the perpendicular
vortex-airfoil interaction at transonic speeds
[AIA s, PAPER 87-0208] p 221 A87-22486

Viscous transonic airfoil flow simulation by an efficient
viscous-inviscid interaction method

]AIAA PAPER 87-0412] p 223 A87-22617
Further comparisons of interactive boundary-layer and

thin-layer Navier-Stokes procedures
(AIAA PAPER 87-0430] p 225 A87-22625

Strake-generated vortex interactions for a fighter-like
configuration
[AIAA PAPER 87-0589] p 227 A87-22723

Applications of two- and three-dimensional interactive
boundary-layer theory to finite wings with flow separation
[AIAA PAPER 87-0590] p 227 A87-22724

The role of flow visualization in the study of
high-angle-of-attack aerodynamics p 266 A87-22928

Interaction between two compressible, turbulent free
shear layers p 278 A87-23654

Calculation of supersonic flows with strong
viscous-inviscid interaction p 278 A87-23658

Self-induced roll oscillations measured on a delta
wing/canard configuration p 310 A87-24028

The research of shock and vortex interaction on an ogive
cylinder body at high angles of attack

p 280 A87-24714
Effect of a bulge on the secondary instability of boundary

layers
[AIAA PAPER 87-0045] p 281 A87-24910

Blade-vortex interaction
[AIAA PAPER 87-0497] p 284 A87-24971

P,truncation error injection approach to viscous.lnvisclo
interaction

[AIAA PAPER 87-540] p 284 A87-24981
Collision of multiple supersonic jets related to pip noise

generation in cage valve p 286 A87-25280
A method for computation of viscid/inviscid interaction

on transonic compressor cascades p 289 A87-27483
Boundary-layer effects on the flowfield about isolated

flow-through nacelles p 342 A87-27984
Gust response of a flat-plate aerofoil in the time

domain p 345 A87-30446
A study of wing-fuselage interaction

p 345 A87-30467
Analysis of transitional separation bubbles on infinite

swept wings p 347 A87-31162
Perfect gas effects in compressible rapid distortion

theory p 387 A87-3t 176
Pressure fluctuation measurements with passive

shock/boundary-layer control p347 A87-31197
Vortex-induced bending oscillation of a swept wing

p 348 A87-31294
A thin wing in compressible flow (2nd revised and

enlarged edition) .-. Russian book p 409 A87-32723
Porous aerofoil analysis using viscous-inviscid coupling

at transonic speeds p 410 A87-33164
Concepts for reduction of blade/vortex interaction

noise p 428 A87-33245
Numerical simulations of unsteady airfoil-vortex

interactions p 413 A87-34851
Investigation of two-dimensional

shock-wave/boundary-layer interactions
p 552 A87-39528

Accurate transonic wave drag prediction using simple
physical models p 552 A87.39531
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INTERACTIVE CONTROL

Experimental analysis of the flow through a
three-dimensional transonic channel

p 553 A87-39708
A simultaneous viscous-inviscid interaction calculation

procedure for transonic turbulent flows
[AIAA PAPER 87-1155] p 559 A87-42101

Hypersonic laminar strong interaction theory and
experiment revisited using a Naviar-Stokes code
[AIAA PAPER 87-1191 ] p 561 A67-42311

Preliminary applications of holographic interferometry to
study hypersonic regions of shock wave/boundary layer
interaction

[AIAA PAPER 87-1194] p 862 A87-42312
A finite volume Euler calculation of the aerodynamics

of transonic airfoil-vortex interaction
[AIAA PAPER 87-1244] p 563 A87-42338

Vortex interaction effects on the lift/drag ratio of
close-coupled canard configurations
[AIAA PAPER 87-1344] p 566 A87-42401

An investigation of the parallel blade-vortex interaction
in a low-speed wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 87-1345] p 566 A87-42402

Transonic nozzle flow instability due to shock
wave/condensation front interaction
[AIAA PAPER 87-1355] p 567 A67-42409

Multiscale turbulence effects in underexpanded

supersonic jets
[AIAA PAPER 87-1377] p 567 A87-42422

Viscous-inviscid interactions in external aerodynamics
p 626 A87-43299

Unsteady separation characteristics of airfoils operating
under dynamic stall conditions p 628 A87-4342t

Description of, and preliminary results from, a new
blade-vortex interaction test facility p 683 A87-43460

An LDA investigation of three-dimensional normal
shock-boundary layer interactions in a corner
[AIAA PAPER 87-1369] p 632 A87-44938

Numerical investigation of the flow structure around a
rapidly pitching airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 87-1424] p 633 A87-44951

Numerical analysis of peak heat transfer rates for

hypersonic flow over a cowl leading edge
[AIAA PAPER 87-1895] p 635 A87-45283

Influence of vane/blade spacing and cold-gas injection
on vane and blade heat-flux distributions for the Teledyne

702 HP turbine stage
[AIAA PAPER 87-1915] p 669 A87-45295

Unsteady three-dimensional Navier-Stokes simulations
of turbine rotor-stator interaction
[AIAA PAPER 87-2058] p 636 A87-45386

A method for the calculation of the interaction of a

turbulent boundary layer with a shock wave
p 639 A87-46238

Compressible flows in the wakes of a square cylinder
and thick symmetrical airfoil arranged in tandem

p 641 A87-46922
Pressure waves - Boundary layer interaction

p 717 A87-47665
Wind tunnel testing of counter-rotating props

p 777 A87-48277
Low Reynolds number airfoil performance subjected to

wake interference from an upstream airfoil

[AIAA PAPER 87-2351] p 724 A87-49070
Vorfex-fin interaction on a fighter aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 87-2474] p 725 A87-49090
A study of finned, multi-body aerodynamic interference

at transonic Mach numbers
[AIAA PAPER 87-2480] p 726 A87-49096

Calculation of noise caused by interaction of supersonic
cascade and varied oncoming gust p 859 A87-51812

Vortex influence on oscillating airfoils at high angle of
attack p 809 A87-53777

Prospects for destructive self-induced interactions in a
vortex pair -- due to sinuseidal disturbances from large
transport aircraft wakes p 809 A87-53778

Propellar/body interaction for thrust and drag
[ESDU-86017] p 76 N87-12537

Wind tunnel data from a rotor wake/airframe interaction

study
lAD-At71333] p 232 N87-15190

Numerical analysis of heat transfer at surface of delta

wing in hypersonic air stream with large angle of attack
p 233 N87-16183

Computation of three-dimensional flows by
viscous-inviscid interation using the MZM method

p 466 N87-20223
Vortex interaction on a canard-wing configuration

[AD-A179718] p 574 N87-24430
Computational fluid dynamics: Transition to design

applications p 700 N87-26004
Development and application of unified algorithms for

problems in computational science p 705 N87-26006
Computational fluid dynamics applications at McDonnel

Douglas p 701 N87-26007

Application of computational physics within Northrop
p 706 N87-26008

Application of CFD codes to the design and development
of propulsion systems p 677 N87-26009

Experience with 3-D composite grids
p 706 N87-26021

Numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equations about
three-dimensional configurations: A survey

p 701 N87-26022

Non-linear unsteady wing theory, part 1. Quasi
two-dimensional behavior: Airfoils and slender wings
[NASA-CR-181008] p 731 N87-26862

Viscous/inviscid interaction analysis of the aerodynamic
performance of the NACA 65-213 airfoil
lAD-A182091] p 735 N87-27634

Two-degree-of-freedom subsonic wing rock and
nonlinear aerodynamic interference p 811 N87-28511

INTERACTIVE CONTROL
Aircraft interactive system management - From pencils

to computers
[AIAA PAPER 86-2631] p 209 A87-17890

Interactive design tool for cockpit controls and displays

development
[AIAA PAPER 86-2735] p 181 A87-17953

INTERCEPTION

A highly accurate feedback approximation for horizontal
variable-speed interceptions p 310 A87-23988

Nonlinear guidance algorithm for aircraft pursuit-evasion
and target interception
[AIAA PAPER 87-2316] p 715 A87-50437

An angle-only tracking filter in modified spherical
coordinates --- for fighter aircraft maneuvers

[AIAA PAPER 87-2380] p 741 A87-50465
Considerations on Microwave Landing System (MLS)

approach path interception procedures and applicable turn
techniques
[NLR-MP-85063-U] p 160 N87-13426

Investigation on Microwave Landing System (MLS)
approach path interception and transition techniques. Part
1: Fast-time computer simulations
[NLR-TR-85097-U-PT-1] p 357 N87-19373

INTERFACE STABILITY
The evaluation of surface treatment for bond durability

p 534 A87-38630
INTERFACES

EMC characteristics of grounding networks and
electrical interfaces --- in aircraft p 746 A87-48950

On optimal design for the blade-root/hub interface in
jet engines p 106 N87-11769

Geometries for roughness shapes in laminar flow
{NASA-CASE-LAR-13255-1] p 291 N87-16793

Development of a ROT22 - DATAMAP interface
[NASA-CR-177403] p 395 N87-18993

Integration of communications with the Intelligent
Gateway Processor
[DE87-002366] p 396 N67-19961

Crew escape capsule to airframe latch/disconnect
mechanisms

lAD-A181565] p 739 N87-26886
INTERFAClAL TENSION

Improvement of flight hardware and isothermal
Marangoni convection under micro-gravity conditions

p 608 A87-39840
INTERFERENCE

A study of finned, multi-body aerodynamic interference
at transonic Mach numbers

[AIAA PAPER 87-2480] p 726 A67-49096
Investigation of wall interference at high angle of attack

in a low speed wind tunnel with slotted wall
[AIAA PAPER 87-2611 ] p 778 A87-49110

INTERFERENCE DRAG
integration effects of pylon geometry and rearward

mounted nacelles for a high-wieg transport
[AIAA PAPER 87-1920] p 655 A87-45300

Wind tunnel wall interference in V/STOL and high lift
testing: A selected, annotated bibliography
[NASA-TM-89066] p 193 N87-13450

Thrust and drag accounting for propeller/airframe
interaction

[ESDU-85017] p 751 N87-26897
INTERFERENCE FIT

Fatigue life enhancement and high interference bushing
installation using the ForceMate bushing installation
technique p 384 A87-30103

INTERLAYERS
Diffusion bonding of certain refractory metals

p 121 A87-13171
Asphalt-rubber SAMI (Stress-Absorbing Membrane

Interlayers) field evaluation
[AD-A169700] p 194 N87-14356

INTERMETALLICS
Titanium aluminides - Future turbine materials

p 456 A87-33272
Aluminium-lithium alloys --- for aerospace structures

p 781 A87-47938
Design of high-temperature, ordered intermetallic

alloys p 840 A87-51177

SUBJECT INDEX

High-strength, high-temperature intermetallic
compounds p 840 A87-51301

Air force technical objective document fiscal year
1988

[AD-A183017] p 862 N87-30224
INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES

Applications of laser velocimetry and Rayleigh scattering
to engine flows p 365 A87-30677

Performance estimation of an aircraft internal
combustion engine
[AIAA PAPER 87-2173] p 672 A87-45453

Advanced Gas Turbine (ACT) Technology Project
[NASA-CR-179484] p 130 N87-11995

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

Transition to new systems and international
perspectives p 20 A87-11606

The future of international air transport
p 2 A87-13016

Eurocontrol - Liability and jurisdiction
p 273 A87-23270

Custom in international air relations

p 398 A87-29465
Nationality and registration of aircraft operated by joint

air transport operating organizations or international
operating agencies p 398 A87-29486

The current status of the Warsaw Convention and

subsequent Protocols in leading Asian countries
p 478 A87-32002

The role of the International Civil Aviation Organization

on deregulation, discrimination, and dispute resolution
p 550 A87-37566

The new Annex 17 - The latest contribution by
international civil aviation to the battle against terrorism

p 708 A87-42860
Interception of civil aircraft vs. misuse of civil aviation

p 708 A87-42861
The effect of European law on air transport

p 709 A87-42862
EH.101 - The helicopter matures p 657 A87-46371
Cooperation know-how in high-tech products

[MBB-Z-t01-86-PUB] p 799 A87-49966
Frequency spectrum allocation for a potential land

mobile-satellite service p 267 N87-15380
Fatigue in aircraft corrosion testing: The first 10 years

[NLR-MP-86009-U] p 380 N87-18662
INTERNATIONAL LAW

The role of choice of law in determining damages for
international aviation accidents p 61 A87-10508

The international regulation of liability in the field of air
traffic control services p 274 A87-23273

The 'right to fly' and the 'right to carry traffic by air', in
international air transportation, after 40 years

p 274 A87-23274

Negligence of the aircraft commander and bad
airmanship - New frontiers p 549 A87-37015

Aviation antitrust - International considerations after
Sunset p 549 A87-37016

With twin-jets across the North Atlantic - A legal
reflection p 549 A87-37017

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

Legitimate responses to aerial intruders - The view from
a neutral state p 399 A87-29489

Civil liability concerning unlawful interference with civil
aviation p 661 A87-52900

INTERPOLATION
A semiempiricat interpolation technique for predicting

full-scale flight characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 87-0427] p 263 A87-24964

The use of a computer to obtain flight manual data
[AD-A176741] p 547 N87-22416

Interpolation techniques for the time domain averaging
of vibration data with application to helicopter gearbox
monitoring
lAD-A182572] p 754 N87-27662

INTERPROCESSOR COMMUNICATION

Simulation model of a high-speed token-passing bus for
avionics applications p 471 A87-31482

ATC air/ground digital communications architecture
p 424 A87-31523

INTERROGATION

Design and initial application of the extended aircraft
interrogation and display system: Multiprocessing ground

support equipment for digital flight systems
[NASA-TM-86740] p 301 N87-16820

INVENTORIES
Prototype aircraft sustainability model

lAD-A183183] p 602 N87-29405
INVESTIGATION

Flight investigation of the effects of an outboard
wing-leading-edge modification on stall/spin
characteristics of a low-wing, single-engine, T-tail light
airplane
[NASA-TP-2691] p 585 N87-23614

Flight test evaluation of techniques to predict longitudinal
pilot induced oscillations
lAD-A179229] p 597 N87-23629
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INVESTMENT CASTING
Powder metallurgy (P/M) near-net shape titanium

components from prealloyed powder
p 782 A87-48007

INVISClD FLOW

Vortex-stretched flow around a cranked delta wing
p 3 A87-10520

Vortex simulation of propagating stall in a linear cascade
of airfoils p 5 A87-11117

Numerical experiments with a total variation diminishing
(TVD) MacCormack scheme p6 A87-11526

Numerical experiment with inviscid vortex-stretched flow
around a cranked delta wing, supersonic speed

p 7 A87-t1537

Calculation of strong viscous/inviscid interactions on
airfoils by zonal solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations

p7 A87-11540

Finite element computations for high speed 30 inviscid
flows p 7 A87-11542

Shook boundary layer interactions in laminar transonic
flow over airfoils using a hybrid method

p 66 A87-13503
Numerical calculation of three-dimensional inviscid

supersonic flows p 66 A87-13504
Numerical solution of the Euler equation for

compressible inviscid fluids p 69 A87-14095
An implicit time-marching scheme for transonic flow

p 71 A87-14261
Numerical viscous-inviscid interaction method for

internal separated flow and shock wave-boundary layer
interaction

[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-123] p 214 A87-21041
A quadrature-collocation technique for boundary

element method - Application to helicopter fuselage
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-124] p 214 A87-21042

Energetics of oscillating lifting surfaces using integral
conservation laws
[AIAA PAPER 87-0193] p 220 A87-22474

Engineering analysis of slender-body aerodynamics
using Sychev similarity parameters
[AIAA PAPER 87-0267] p 222 A87-22522

Viscous transonic airfoil flow simulation by an efficient
viscous-inviscid interaction method

[AIAA PAPER 87-0412] p 223 A87-22617
An efficient time-marching scheme for solving

compressible Euler equations p 228 A87-22953
Wavy wall solutions of the Euler equations

p 278 A87-23672
A comparison of inviscid and viscous transonic

separated flows
[AIAA PAPER 87-0036] p 280 A87-24907

A truncation error injection approach to viscous-inviscid
interaction

[AIAA PAPER 87-540] p 284 A87-24981
A numerical simulation of the inviscid flow through a

counterrotating propeller

[ASME PAPER 86-GT-138] p 287 A87-25395
Analysis of velocity potential around intersecting

bodies p 287 A87-25907
A method for computation of viscid/inviscid interaction

on transonic cnmnres_nr cathodic= n _R¢I Aa7._74Rt_

Boundary-layer effects on the flowfield about isolated

flow-through nacelles p 342 A87-27984
Trailing-edge separation/stall alleviation

p 347 A87-31196
Supersonic inviscid-flow A three-dimensional

characteristics approach p408 A87-32115
Advanced method for computing flow around wings with

rear separation and ground effect p 410 A87-33246
Fast time marching approach to cascade transonic

flow p 412 A87-34042
Finite volume step method for inviscid and viscous

supersonic flows
[DGLR PAPER 88-162] p 486 A87-36790

Numerical simulation of an inviscid supersonic flow past
a sphere by a self adjusting hybrid scheme for shock
capturing p 488 A87-37211

A mutually profitable alliance - Asymptotic expansions
and numerical computations --- in fluid mechanics

p 533 A87-37215
A vertex based multigrid algorithm for three dimensional

compressible flow calculations p 489 A87-38493
Euler analysis of transonic propeller flows

p 553 A87-39813
Aspects of unsteady transonic flow

p 554 A87-40083
Improving the accuracy and cutting the time required

in numerical investigation of transonic flow of gas in
turbomachine cascades p 554 A87-40871

Grid generation and inviscid flow computation about
cranked-winged airplane geometries
[AIAA PAPER 87-1125] p 558 A87-42074

A simultaneous viscous-inviscid interaction calculation
procedure for transonic turbulent flows
[AIAA PAPER 87-1155] p 559 A87-42101

Accurate, efficient prediction method for
supersonic/hypersonic inviscid flow
[AIAA PAPER 87-1165] p 560 A87-42110

Viscous-inviscid interactions in external aerodynamics
p 626 A87-43299

Unsteady viscous-inviscid interaction method and
computation of buffeting over airfoils
[ONERA, TP NO. 1987-58] p 640 A87-46759

Application of a Fourier panel method to 3-D spoiler
calculations

[AIAA PAPER 87-2417] p 725 A87-49087
Inviscid transonic wing design using inverse methods

in curvilinear coordinates

[AIAA PAPER 87-2551] p 727 A87-49t03
Computation of optimum turbofan mixing with a

subaccurate varying specific heat solution

p 830 A87-51808
Viscous wing theory development. Volume 1: Analysis,

method and results

[NASA-CR-178156] p 12 N87-10043
Application of a potential code to general steady flows

in three dimensions p 50 N87-10262
Large perturbation flow field analysis and simulation for

supersonic inlets
[NASA-CR-174676] p 14 N87-10835

Viscous-inviscid interaction in transonic separated flow
over solid and porous airfoils and cascades

p 76 N97-12535
Matching of viscous fluid and invi_cid fluid by a finite

element method

[ESA-TT-866] p 392 N87-19668
Numerical simulation of internal and external inviscid

and viscous 3-D flow fields p 466 N87-20213
Computation of three-dimensional flows by

viscous-inviscid interation using the MZM method
p 466 N87-20223

Fluid dynamics of high performance turbomachines
[AD-A177003] p 469 N87-21341

Numerical analysis of inviscid compressible flows about
wing-fuselage combinations based on the Euler
equations
[NAL-TR-896T] p 491 N87-21868

Computation of unsteady flows using the point vortex
method p 536 N87-22138

Progress in Viscous-lnviscid Solvers (VlS)

p 537 N87-22152
Experimental research on compressible turbulent shear

layers, viscous-inviscid interactions, and flow separation
[AD-A179579] p 541 N87-22928

Viscid/inviscid separated flows
[AD-A179858] p 699 N87-25536

Calculation of viscous effects on transonic flow for

oscillating airfoils and comparisons with experiment
[NASA-TP-2731] p 734 N87-27622

Viscous/inviscid interaction analysis of the aerodynamic
performance of the NACA 65-213 airfoil
[AD-A182091] p 735 N87-27634

A contribution to the computation of unsteady, transonic,
inviscid flow about a wing profile
[ETN-87-90038] p 810 N87-28505

Numerical calculation of unsteady inviscid rotational
transonic flow cast airfoils usinQ Euler eouations

p 811 N87-28510
An analysis of the crossover between local and massive

separation on airfoils
[NASA-CR-4096] p 814 N87-29411

IODINE
Functionalization of cubane using hypervalent iodine

p 606 N87-23807

IONOSPHERIC PROPAGATION
Evaluation of GPS ionospheric time delay algorithm for

single-frequency users p 580 A87-41378

IRON ALLOYS

Testing of Fe-Cu-base ablative composites. II
p 41 A87-12971

The preparation and properties of vapor deposited
AI-Cr-Fe alloys p 841 A87-51634

ISOLATION
A vector-based failure detection and isolation algorithm

for a dual fail-operational redundant strapdown inertial
measurement unit

[NASA-TM-100493] p 829 N87-29531
ISOLATORS

Static calibration of the RSRA active-isolator rotor

balance system
[NASA-TM-88211] p 588 N87-24459

ISOPARAMETRIC FINITE ELEMENTS

Natural frequency analysis of pretwisted plates
p 46 A87-10900

ISOSTATIC PRESSURE

Net shape technology in aerospace structures. Volume
3. Appendix. Emerging Net Shape Technologies.
Presentations of a workshop held on March 27-29, 1985
in Santa Barbara, California
[AD-A176510] p 406 N87-20959

ISOTHERMAL FLOW

Characterization and modeling of the high temperature
flow behavior of aluminum alloy 2024

p 455 A87-32032
ISOTHERMAL PROCESSES

An experimental study of the nearly isothermal operating
conditions of Iow-temperatura heat pipes --- for avionics

p 262 A87-20393

The finite contour method --- for transient heat
conduction in plate
[AIAA PAPER 87-0148] p 270 A87-22442

ISOTROPIC MEDIA

Creep fatigue life prediction for engine hot section
materials (isotropic)
[NASA-CR-174844] p 327 N87-18117

ITERATION

Application of an implicit iteration difference scheme to
the solution of nonstationary Navier-Stokes equations

p 146 A87-17747
Component mode iteration for frequency calculations

--- in analysis of structural vibration

[AIAA PAPER 86-1023] p 704 A87-43388
Application of viscous-inviscid interaction methods to

transonic turbulent flows
[NASA-CR-179900] p 75 N87-11700

Multidisciplinary systems optimization by linear
decomposition p 138 N87-11740

Transonic airfoil design based on the Navier-Stokes
equations to attain arbitradly specified pressure
distribution: An iterative procedure
[NAL-TR-901T] p 509 N87-21916

ITERATIVE SOLUTION

Iterative computation of transonic potential flow past
aerofoils with boundary layer p 148 A87-18579

Multigrid acceleration of the isenthalpic form of the
compressible flow equations p 382 A87-28750

Transonic airfoil design procedure utilizing a
Navier-Stokes analysis code p 346 A87-31151

Full potential integral solution for transonic flows with
and without embedded Euler domains

[AIAA PAPER 87-1461] p 569 A87-42472
A prescribed radial distribution circulation of a hovering

rotor blade p 627 A87-43414
A numerical study of flow in gas-turbine combustor

[AIAA PAPER 87-2132] p 832 A87-53986
PIAS: A program for an iterative aeroelastic solution

p 97 N87-11725
Transonic wing and airfoil design using inverse code

WlNDES p 174 N87-14275
Full Approximative Scheme (FAS) multigrid employing

Incomplete Lower Upper decomposition/Strongly Implicit
Procedure (ILU/SIP) smoothing: A robust fast solver for
3D transonic potential flow
[NLR-MP-85072-U] p 389 N87-18798

A quasi three dimensional method for the calculation
of transonic flows in turbomachines p 517 N87-21941

Coupling iteration method linking aerodynamic fields with
periodic dynamic fields
[ONERA-RT-19/3239-RY-O54-R] p 574 N87-24428

The Aeronautical Research Institue (FFA) wing body 85
computer program. A panel method for determination of

solution techniques
[FFA-TN-1986-28] p 642 N87-25298

J

J INTEGRAL

Numerical analysis with generalized J-integral
p47 A87-11492

J-85 ENGINE
Integrated dynamic model of two-variable supersonic

inlet-engine combination p 304 A87-25421
J85 surge transient simulation p 675 A87-46240

JACKS (LIFTS)
Multivariable control of a twin lift helicopter system using

the LQG/LTR design methodology --- Linear Quadratic
Gaussian/Loop Transfer Recovery method

p 110 A87-13419
JACOBI MATRIX METHOD

The Jaeobi matrix technique in computational fluid
dynamics p 796 N87-28348

JAGUAR AIRCRAFT

Improved combat performance using relaxed static
stability and a spin prevention system (FBW Jaguar)

p 523 N87-22674
JAMMING

Phased arrays for airborne ECM - The rest of the
story p 355 A87-30118

JAPAN
Possible military applications of stratospheric airship

discussed p 101 N87-12716
JAPANESE SPACECRAFT

Experimental mobile satellite system (EMSS) using
ETS.V p 462 A87-32419
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JET AIRCRAFT

JET AIRCRAFT
All-digital jets are taking off p 102 A87-14352
Structural analysis of the controlled impact

demonstration of a jet transport airplane
p 430 A87-34512

Soviets learn widebody lessons p 420 A87-34766
Gulfstream Aerospace GIV - The maximum business

jet p 742 A87-47249
T-46A flight test results p 743 A87-47844
Predictive compensation of visual system time delays

[AIAA PAPER 87-2434] p 794 A87-49165
A study of the flow field about an upper surface blown

wing and its effects on longitudinal static stability of a small
jet airplane p 11 N87-10009

TSAR (Theater Simulation of Airbase Resources)
database dictionary F-4E
[AD-A169575] p 139 N87-13352

Performance prediction of low volume airfield
pavements
[AD-A172270] p 193 N87-13454

The handling qualities of a large jet transport aircraft
in severe wind shear and turbulence

p 192 N87-14353
Variable cycle engine for high altitude aircraft

[AD-D012522] p 251 N87-15972

An analytical study of icing similitude for aircraft engine
testing
[AD-A173713] p 252 N87-15973

Development of an advanced pitch active control system
for a wide body jet aircraft
[NASA-CR-172277] p 313 N87-17713

Research and development of aircraft control actuation
systems
[AD-A177491] p 522 N87-21958

DFVLR in-flight simulators ATI'AS and A'I-I'HES for flying
qualities and flight control research p 602 N87-23657

The computed gust response of an aircraft The relative
effect of various degrees of freedom
lAD-A180968] p 775 N87-26916

Jet transport flight operations using cockpit display of
traffic information during instrument meteorological
conditions: Simulation evaluation
[NASA-TP.2567] p 819 N87-29469

JET AIRCRAFT NOISE

On broadband shock associated noise of supersonic
jets p 58 A87-11768

Nonlinear acoustic propagation of broadband noise

p 58 A87-11773
For small airliners end executive jets

p 105 A87-15179
The art of reticulation and applicable adhesives

p 529 A87-38616
Importance of broadband noise for advanced

turboprops p 620 A87-41631
The art of reticulation and applicable adhesives --- for

acoustically treated engine nacelles p 665 A87-44582
Acoustic mode measurements in the inlet of a turbofan

engine p 859 A87-52877
Free jet feasibility study of a thermal acoustic shield

concept for AST/VCE application: Dual stream nozzles
[NASA-CR-3867] p 59 N87-10752

Free-jet acoustic investigation of high-radius-ratio
coannuler plug nozzles
[NASA-CR-3818] p 59 N87-10753

JET ENGINE FUELS

A method for calculating the susceptibility of jet fuels
to smoking p 40 A87-12901

Opposed jet burner studies of silane-methane,
silane-hydrogen, and hydrogen diffusion flames with air

p 259 A87-23259
High density fuel effects on gas turbine engines

[AIAA PAPER 87.1829] p 666 A87-45233
Flame radiation p 43 N87-11204
F100 fuel sampling analysis: Foreign samples

[AD.A168573] p 122 N87-11904
Aviation turbine fuels, 1985

[DE86-012140] p 122 N87-11908
Evaluation of FM-9 antimisting kerosene variants

[NASA-CR-180015] p 196 N87-13566
Fuels combustion research

[AD-A172429] p 260 N87-16093
Fuel spray ignition by hot surfaces and aircraft fire

stabilization

[AD-A172827] p260 N87-16094
Heater block assembly for use in thermal oxidation

testing of jet fuel
[AD-D012472] p 267 N87-16176

Fuels combustion research
lAD-A175040] p 318 N87-16897

Techniques to determine particulates in liquid fuels
[DE87-002028] p 458 N87-21135

Evaporation of monodisperse fuel sprays in flowing air
[AD-A177119] p 529 N87-22054

Gas turbine combustor and engine augmentor tube
sooting characteristics
[AD-A179423] p 519 N87-22679
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Opposed jet burner studies of silene-methane,
silane-hydrogen and hydrogen diffusion flames with air

p 605 N87-23791

Functionalization of cubane using hypervalent iodine
p 606 N87-23807

Capillary GC detection methods for nitrogen and sulfur
compounds in shale-derived jet propulsion fuels
[AD-A181865] p 784 N87-27812

JET ENGINES

A test research for improving the performance of V-type
flameholder used in an afterburner p 34 A87-12965

Development of high-alumina ceramic materials suitable
for making jet engine fixtures p120 A87-13092

A multi-purpose airborne integration display and data
collection system for monitoring jet engines
[AIAA PAPER 86-2719] p 180 A87-17943

Prediction of the installed performance of 2D exhaust
nozzles

[AIAA PAPER 87-0245] p 249 A87-22508
Micrefocus radiography of jet engines

p 321 A87-25822
NDT of jet engines - An industry survey. I

p 321 A87-25823
Analysis of the influence of the height above the ground

of a jet-engine air-intake on the structure of free inlet air

flow p 288 A87-25972
Production laser hardfacing of jet engine turbine

blades ) 323 A87-26678

CARS applications to combustion diagnostics
) 323 A87-26679

NDT of jet engines - An industry survey, il
) 383 A87-29617

Adjustment diagnostics and fault isolation for calibration
test of jet engine controls ) 459 A87-31526

Calculation of evaporation under conditions of strong
vapor outflow ) 461 A87-31743

Microprocessors in jet engine balancing machines
[SAE PAPER 861704] )462 A87-32605

FADEC - Every jet engine should have one --- Full
Authority Digital Electronic Control
[SAE PAPER 861802] p 440 A87-32647

XMAN - An expert maintenance tool --- for jet engine
diagnostics p 482 A87-38654

Effect of nonuniform excess air ratio distribution in the

afterburner on the specific pulse of the nozzle and the
effective heat release coefficient p 591 A87-42145

XMAN - A tool for automated jet engine diagnostics
[AIAA PAPER 87-1931] p 696 A87-45309

The origins and future possibilities of air breathing jet
propulsion systems p 709 A87-46178

The mixing of jets under simulated engine-like
turbulence p 698 A87-46231

Microprocessor based surge monitoring system
p 686 A87-46241

A study on the optimization of jet engines for combat
aircrafts p 676 A87-46262

Mechanical property tailoring titanium alloys for jet
engine applications p 781 A87-47985

Self-excited oscillations in jet engine test cells
p 859 A87-51215

An experimental and theoretical investigation of an
uncentralized squeeze-film damper bearing and the test
results on a jet engine p 847 A87-51471

Measurement of spectral emissivity o1 technical surfaces
in high-performance engines p 832 A87-53575

Local recoating of components of high-pressure jet
aircraft engines p 843 A87-53823

Component specific modeling p 35 N87-11207
On optimal design for the blade-root/hub interface in

jet engines p 106 N87-11769
Variable cycle engine for high altitude aircraft

lAD.D012522] p 251 N87-15972
Discovery doubles jet engine thrust in experiments

p 252 N87-16172
Low aspect ratio turbine design at Rolls-Royce

[PNR90338] p 306 N87-16824

Newest developments in planning, testing reported
p 399 N87-20145

Theoretical kinetic computations in complex reacting
systems p 476 N87-20277

Antimisting kerosene JT3 engine fuel system integration
study

[NASA-CR-4033] p 607 N87-24577
First article noise survey of the A/F32T-9 large turbo

fan engine enclosed noise suppressor system, far-field
noise, McConnell AFB, Kansas

lAD-A182475] p 860 N87.29308
Air force technical objective document fiscal year

1988

[AD-A183017] p 862 N87.30224
JET EXHAUST

Boron slurry-fueled jet engine exhaust plume infrared
signatures p 183 A87-17839

A zonal method for modeling 3-D aircraft flow fields with
jet plume effects
[AIAA PAPER 87-1436] p 569 A87.42480

SUBJECT INDEX

The effect of periodic ballonet jet exhaust on the stability
of a tethered aerostat
[AIAA PAPER 87-2504] p 765 A87-48647

Multiscale turbulence effects in supersonic jets
exhausting into still air
[NASA-TP-2707] p 614 N87-24672

JET FLAPS
Numerical solution of the downwash associated with a

blown-flap system p 347 A87-31290
A study of the flow field about an upper surface blown

wing and its effects on longitudinal static stability of a small
jet airplane p 11 N87-10009

JET FLOW

Spray characteristics of two combined jet atomizers
p 124 A87-13660

The induced aerodynamics of jet and fan powered
V/STOL aircraft p 73 A87-15459

Three-dimensional nearfield characterization of a
VSTOL jet in turbulent crossflow
[AIAA PAPER 87-0051] p 217 A87-22382

Interaction of jet in hypersonic cross stream
[AIAA PAPER 87-0055] p 217 A87-22385

Experimental investigations of the circular wall jet on e
circulation control airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 87-0155] p 219 A87-22448

An investigation of leading.edge vortices on delta wings
with jet blowing
[AIAA PAPER 87-0330] p 222 A87-22564

A model for effects of large-scale motion on coaxial
jet development
[AIAA PAPER 87-0380] p 265 A87-22599

Opposed jet burner studies of silane-methane,
silane-hydrogen, and hydrogen diffusion flames with air

p 259 A87-23259
Collision of multiple supersonic jets related to pip noise

generation in cage valve p 286 A87-25280
Combustion of liquid fuel in the counter-swirled jets of

a gas turbine plant annular combustion chamber
p 381 A87-28347

Calculation of jet flow in a diffuser

p 439 A87-31733
Effects of multiple rows and noncircular orifices on

dilution jet mixing p 608 A87-39805
Numerical and experimental studies on choked

underexpanded jets
[AIAA PAPER 87-1378] p 567 A87-42423

Two-dimensional nozzle plume characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 87-2111 ] p 636 A87-45413

Secondary stream and excitation effects on
two-dimensional nozzle plume characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 87-2112] p 637 A87-45414

Underexpanded jet-free stream interactions on an
axisymmetric afterbocly configuration

p 639 A87-46232
A method for calculating axisymmetric afterbody flows

p 716 A87-47087
Remarks on the development history of the tip-jet-rotor

helicopter p800 A87-48166
Jet spoiler as a yaw control device

p 835 A87-52880
Computation of multi-dimensional viscous supersonic jet

flow

[NASA-CR-4020] p 151 N87-13405
A calculation method for the propulsive jet and its

aerodynamic interaction with an afterbody
[DFVLR-FB-86-29] p 154 N87-14292

ACTA aeronautica et astronautica sinica (selected
articles)
lAD-A173364] p276 N87-17661

Secondary stream and excitation effects on
two-dimensional nozzle plume characteristics
[NASA-TM-89813] p 349 N87-18539

Two-dimensional nozzle plume characteristics
[NASA-TM-89812] p 349 N87-18540

Structural analysis of supersonic jet discharging from
free-vortex nozzle by method of holographic interterometry
with pulsed laser p 570 N87-23574

Opposed jet burner studies of silane-methane,
silane.hydrogen and hydrogen diffusion flames with air

p 605 N87-23791

V/STOL and STOL ground effects and testing
techniques p 586 N87-24411

Numerical investigation of V/STOL jet induced
interactions p 572 N87-24413

Summary of STOL ground vortex investigation
p 572 N87-24415

Effects of thrust reversing in ground proximity
p 573 N87-24416

STOL landing thrust: Reverser jet flowfields
p 573 N87-24417

Investigation of non-symmetric jets in cross flow
(discrete wing tip jet effects)
[AD-A179783] p 574 N87-24431

JET IMPINGEMENT

Multiple jet impingement flowfields p 73 A87-15461
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Recent advances in prediction methods for jet-induced
effects on V/STOL aircraft p 73 A87-15462

A study of recirculation region boundaries for a turbulent
jet impinging on a screen in external flow

p 212 A87-20386

Full-scale ground effects of twin impinging jets beneath
a subsonic tactical V/STOL aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 86-2704] p 343 A87-28625

Estimation of the stagnation line of a system of jets
impinging on a plane obstacle in incoming flow

p 439 A87-31737

On the heat transfer characteristics of constrained air

jets impinging on a flat surface p 532 A87-37040
Laser Doppler Velocimeter measurements in a 3-D

impinging twin-jet fountain flow p 572 N87-24412

Summary of STOL ground vortex investigation
p 572 N87-24415

An investigation of turbulence mechanisms in V/STOL
upwash flow fields
[AD-A181265] p 732 N87-26871

Large-eddy numerical simulation of an array of
three-dimensional impinging jets
[AD-A182459] p 850 N87-28835

JET LIFT

Tactical jet V/STOL - Its future in a CTOL world
[SAE PAPER 861637] p 360 A87-29638

JET MIXING FLOW

Mixing characteristics of a supersonic multiple jet
ejector
[AIAA PAPER 87-0248] p 249 A87-22510

Modeling of large-scale mixing processes in an
expanding supersonic jet p 485 A87-36093

Effects of multiple rows and noncircular orifices on
dilution jet mixing p 608 A87-39805

Mathematical model for calculating the atomization of
a liquid jet by an annular gas stream

p 693 A87-43610

The influence of dilution hole aerodynamics on the
temperature distribution in a combustor dilution zone
[AIAA PAPER 87-1827] p 666 A87-45232

The mixing of jets under simulated engine-like
turbulence p 698 A87-46231

Pulsation structure of the mixing layer of underexpanded
jets p 847 A87-50974

Flow visualization studies of transverse fuel injection
patterns in a nonreacting Mach 2 combustor

p 807 A87-52386
NASA dilution jet mixing, phase 3 p 53 N87-11202

JET PROPULSION

Prospective, characteristics and problems of the use
of boron in different air augmented propulsion modes
[IAF PAPER 86-191] p 122 A87-15924

Wind tunnel test of the modified geldschmied model
with propulsion and empennage: Analysis of test results
[AD-A167360] p 13 N87-10045

A calculation method for the propulsive jet and its
aerodynamic interaction with an afterbody
[DFVLR-FB-86-29] p 154 N87-14292

Discovery doubles jet engine thrust in experiments

Propulsion system technologies for thrust vectoring
p 519 N87-22670

JET STREAMS (METEOROLOGY)
Statistics of wind shear due to nocturnal boundary layer

jet airstreams in North Germany p56 N87-11461
JET THRUST

An experimental study of the structure of coaxial
nonisobaric reacting jets p 484 A87-35822

An experimental investigation of forced surge by water
injection in a twin-spool turbojet engine

p 762 A87-49993
Discovery doubles jet engine thrust in experiments

p 252 N87-16172
JETrlSON SYSTEMS

Crew escape capsule to airframe latch/disconnect
mechanisms

lAD-A181565] p 739 N87-26886
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)

Decay of end effects in graphite/epexy bolted joints
p44 A87-10115

Some effects of moisture on adhesive-bonded

CFRP-CFRP joints p 129 A87-16160
Quality control of adhesive bonding in the manufacture

of aircraft structures p 198 A87-1819t
Structural applications of adhesives

p 199 A87-18195
Will the joint hold? p 383 A87-29875
Novel jointing techniques for aircraft

p 714 A87-49636
Critical joints in large composite aircraft structure

[NASA.CR-3710] p 41 N87-10973
Critical composite joint subcomponents: Analysis and

test results

[NASA-CR.3711] p 42 N87-10975

Analysis of structures with rotating, flexible
substructures

[AD-A178903] p 542 N87-23004
Analysis of structures with rotating, flexible

substructures

lAD-A182318] p 792 N87-26067
JOUKOWSKI TRANSFORMATION

An Euler code calculation of blade-vortex interaction
noise
[ASME PAPER 86-WA/NCA-3] p 333 A87-25316

JP-4 JET FUEL

F100 fuel sampling analysis: Foreign samples
[AD-A168573] p 122 N87-11904

JP-5 JET FUEL

Data evaluation and technique development for analysis
of JP-5 fuels

[DE87-002025] p 380 N87.19534
JP-8 JET FUEL

F100 fuel sampling analysis: Foreign samples
[AD-At68573] p 122 N87-11904

JUDGMENTS

Multiple paths in complex tasks
[NASA-CR-180392] p 619 N87-24911

K

KALMAN FILTERS
Aircraft flight data compatibility checking using maximum

likelihood and extended Kalman filter estimation
p 113 A87-16184

The stability of Kalman filter in inertial navigation
systems p 157 A87-16753

Standard Integration Filter (SIF) state specification and
accuracy projections --- for external navigation aids

p 160 A87-19365
Unsteady heat transfer coefficient estimation for long

duration
[AIAA PAPER 86-1240] p 264 A87-21534

The observability of a Doppler-aided inertial navigation
system p 578 A87-39269

Complementing INS with air data - An improved
navigation system p 578 A87-39411

Decentralized filtering and redundancy management for
multisensor navigation p 578 A87-39736

On-line aircraft state and stability derivative estimation
using the modified-gein extended Kalman filter

p 596 A87.40862

Development and flight verification of airborne glidesiope
computation/gust detection system
[NAL.TR.908] p 503 N87-21906

KAWASAKI AIRCRAFT

Full scale crash test of a BKt 17 helicopter
p 91 A87-13678

KERNEL FUNCTIONS

Improvements on supersonic kernel function method
and its application to flutter calculation

p 148 A87-18584

Nonplaner, supersonic, three-dimensional, oscillatory,
piecewise continuous-kernel function method

p 342 A87-28073

Flutter analysis of aeronautical composite structures by
improved supersonic kernel function method
[AIAA PAPER 87-0906] p 446 A87-33715

An improved computational procedure for the unsteady
doublet lattice method

[ARL-STRUC.R-423] p 619 N87-24934

KEROSENE
Antimisting kerosene: Evaluation of low temperature

performance
[DOT/FAA/CT-85/31] p 122 N87-11902

Evaluation of FM-9 antimisting kerosene variants
[NASA-CR.180015] p 196 N87.13566

Antimisting Fuel (AMK) flight degrader development and
aircraft fuel system investigation
[DOT/FAA/CT-86/6] p 606 N87-23816

Antimisting kerosene JT3 engine fuel system integration
study
[NASA-CR-4033] p 607 N87-24577

KETONES

Properties and processing of fiber-reinforced
polyetheretherketone (PEEK) p38 A87-11372

KEVLAR (TRADEMARK)
Composites proving durable --- for aircraft structures

p 359 A87-29593

Composites use in aircraft with emphasis on Kevlar
arimide p 456 A87-32201

British Airways alternative method for the repair of
metal/metal, metal honeycomb and fibreglass,
carbon-fibre or Kevlar/honeycomb components using

hot-setting film or paste adhesives p 481 A87-35278
KINEMATIC EQUATIONS

Numerical-analytical calculation of aircraft control
systems p 311 A87-25521

KINEMATICS

Determining the kinematic parameters of a moving
imaging sensor by processing spatial and temporal
intensity changes p 187 A87.17433

Kinematic observers for active control of helicopter rotor
vibration p 679 A87-43448

Introduction to aerodynamics derivitives, equations of
motion and stability
[ESDU-86021] p 76 N87-12536

Nonisothermal elasto-visco-plastic response of
shell-type structures p 541 N87-22796

KINETIC FRICTION

Frictional and retarding forces on aircraft tyres. Part 4:
Estimation of effects of yaw
[ESDU-86016-PT.4] p 131 N87-t2868

KINETICS

Theoretical kinetic computations in complex reacting
systems p 476 N87-20277

Nonisothermal elasto-visco-plastic response of
shell.type structures p 541 N87-22796

KIRCHHOFF LAW OF RADIATION

Extension of Kirchhoff's formula to radiation from moving
surfaces

[NASA-TM-89149] p 620 N87-24160
KNOWLEDGE

Use of artificial intelligence methods
[MBB-LKE-434-S/PUB/284] p 707 N87-26831

KNUDSEN FLOW

Determination of the regime coefficients in the local
theory of interaction from plate data p 74 A87-15561

Flow of a monoatomic rarefied gas around a rotating
circular cylinder p 803 A87-50880

KU'I'I'A-JOUKOWSKI CONDITION
Implementation of Kufta condition for a finite element

formulation of Euler equations --- in aerodynamics
p 728 A87-49297

L

L-1011 AIRCRAFT

An analysis of the Delta 191 windshear accident
[AIAA PAPER 87-0626] p 234 A87-22747

Development of field level repairs for composite
structures p 404 N87-20177

Development of a reduced area horizontal tail for a wide
body jet aircraft
[NASA-CR-172278] p 837 N87.28564

Advanced manufacturing development of a composite
empennage component for L-1011 aircraft. Phase 3:
Production readiness verification testing
[NASA-CR-t72383-PH-3] p 845 N87.28616

Advanced composite vertical fin for L-1011 aircraft
[NASA-CR-3816] p 845 N87-28617

LABOR
Airline management prerogative in the deregulation

era p 861 A87-52172
LABORATORIES

Opportunities and challenges in heat transfer - From
the perspective of the government laboratory

Methods for designing treatments" to reduce interior
noise of predominant sources and paths in a single engine
light aircraft
[NASA-CR-172546] p 336 N87-16401

Air Force technical objective document, Flight Dynamics
Laboratory plans for fiscal year 1988
[AD-A176115] p 483 N87-21846

LABYRINTH SEALS

Efficiency of the utilization of rotor blade shroud labyrinth
seals in an axial-compressor stage with large radial
clearances p 694 A87-43611

Influence of disk leakage path on labyrinth seal inlet
swirl ratio p 538 N87-22210

Experimental rotordynemic coefficient results for
teeth-on-rotor and teeth-on.stator labyrinth gas seals

p 538 N87-22212
Development of gas-to-gas lift pad dynamic seals,

volumes 1 and 2
[NASA-CR-179486] p 539 N87-22245

LAGRANGE MULTIPLIERS
Calculation of the minimum-time turn of an aircraft

without sideslip p 596 A87-40921
Implementation of Kutta condition for a finite element

formulation of Eu!er equations --- in aerodynamics
p 728 A87-49297

Linear optimum trim solution for aircraft with three
longitudinal control effectors
[AIAA PAPER 87-2590] p 774 A87-50553

LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER

Excitation of the natural oscillations of a boundary layer
by an external acoustic field p 4 A87-10610

Experimental investigations of throe-dimensional
laminar boundary layers on a slender delta wing

p 9 A87-12145
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LAMINAR FLOW

A laminar boundary layer method for flows in planes

of symmetry and application to inclined ellipsoids of

revolution p 9 A87-12146

Shock boundary layer interactions in laminar transonic

flow over airfoils using a hybrid method

p 66 A87-13503

All laminar supercritical LFC airfoils with natural laminar

flow in the region of the main wing structure

{AIAA PAPER 86-2625] p 147 A87-17884

The effect of the surface nonisothermality of a thin profile

on the stability of a laminar boundary layer

p 285 A87-25227

Experiences with the numerical solution of the 3-D

laminar boundary layer equations in streamline

coordinates p 407 A87-31624

Triple-deck solutions for supersonic flows past flared

cylinders p 716 A87-47161

Experimental study of the boundary layer on a low

Reynolds number airfoil in steady and unsteady flow

p 14 N87-10052

Aerothermal tests of spherical dome protuberances on

a flat plate at a Mach number of 6.5

[NASA-TP-2631] p 201 N87-13664

Application of the e sup N method to calculations of

laminar flow control p 202 N87-14263

LFC leading edge glove flight: Aircraft modification

design, test article development and systems integration

[NASA-CR-172136] p 275 N87-17658

The prediction of transitional separation bubbles at low

Reynolds numbers p 490 N87-21857

China aerodynamics research society

[AD-A182577} p 716 N87-27612

Flow energizers. Task A

[NASA-CR-176202] p 812 N87-28523
LAMINAR FLOW

Implicit finite-difference simulation of separated

hypersonic flow over an indented nosetip

p 7 A87-11533

laminar flow control for transport aircraft applications

p 24 A87-13021

Spanwise variation of laminar separation bubbles on

wings at low Reynolds number p 71 A87-14362

Determination of the separation point in laminar

boundary-layer flows p 199 A87-18934

Concerning inviscid solutions for large-scale separated

flows p 264 A87-21271

Laminarization of transport aircraft wings - A German

view

[AIAA PAPER 87-0085] p 217 A87-22406

Spanwise-periodic 3-D disturbances in the wake of a

slightly stalled wing

{AIAA PAPER 87-0456] p 226 A87-22648

A time marching method of explicit scheme for solving

transonic viscous flow within cascades

p 278 A87-23755

Supersonic laminar flow development in a square duct

p 341 A87-27958

Direct measurements of drag of ribbon-type

manipulators in a turbulent boundary layer

p 386 A87-31157

Upwind Navier-Stokes solutions for separated periodic

flows p 347 A87-31182

Calculation of jet flow in a diffuser

p 439 A87-31733

Hypersonic laminar strong interaction theory and

experiment revisited using a Navier-Stokes code

[AIAA PAPER 87-1191 ] p 561 A87-42311

Laminar separation bubble characteristics on an airfoil

at low Reynolds numbers p 641 A87-46778

Visualization of shock wave and streamline around

hypersonic vehicle by using electrical discharge

p 806 A87-52322

Visualization of the laminar separation bubble on airfoils

at low Reynolds numbers p 806 A87-52348

Proceedings of the 3rd NAL Symposium on Aircraft

Computational Aerodynamics

[NAL-SP-5] p 152 N87-14247

Navier-Stokes solution for laminar transonic flow over

a NACA00t2 airfoil

[FAA-140] p 291 N87-16794

Development of laminar flow control wing surface

composite structures

{NASA-CR-172330] p 483 N87-21849

Three-dimensional layers: Laminar-turbulent transition

p 537 N87-22149

Runge-Kutta finite-volume simulation of laminar

transonic flow over a NACA 0012 airfoil using the

Navier-Stokes equations

[FFA-TN-1986-60] p 574 N87-24429

Measurement of the effect of manufacturing deviations

on natural laminar flow for a single engine general aviation

airplane

[NASA-CR-180671] p 677 N87-26044

Acoustic effects on profile drag of a laminar flow airfoil

[NASA-TM-100505] p 860 N87-30155
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LAMINAR FLOW AIRFOILS

All laminar supercritical LFC airfoils with natural laminar

flow in the region of the main wing structure

[AIAA PAPER 86-2625] p 147 A87-17884

A study of the laminar separation bubble on an airfoil

at low Reynolds numbers using flow visualization

techniques

IAIAA PAPER 87-0242J p 221 A87-22505

An experimental investigation of a laminar separation
on a natural laminar flow airfoil

[AIAA PAPER 87-0458] p 226 A87-22650

Effect of a bulge on the secondary instability of boundary

layers

[AIAA PAPER 87-0045] p 281 A87-24910

Analysis of transitional separation bubbles on infinite

swept wings p 347 A87-31162

The joint program laminar Wings

[DGLR PAPER 86-124] p 485 A87-36766

Thick superoritical airfoils with low drag and natural

laminar flow p 556 A87-41634

Experimental studies of airfoil performance and flow

structures on a low Reynolds number airfoil

{AIAA PAPER 87-1267] p 564 A87-42354

Time-consistent pressure relaxation procedure for

compressible reduced Navier-Stokes equations

p 626 A87-43377

A unique measurement technique to study

laminar-separation bubble characteristics on an airfoil

[AIAA PAPER 87-1271] p 631 A87-44921

Numerical investigation of the flow structure around a

rapidly pitching airfoil

[AIAA PAPER 87-1424] p 633 A87-44951

About the design philosophy of long range LFC

transports with advanced supercritical LFC airfoils

[AIAA PAPER 87-1284] p 745 A87-48727

Wind-tunnel investigation of a general aviation airplane

equipped with a high aspect-ratio, natural laminar-flow

wing

ISAE PAPER 871019] p 719 A87-48757

Flight test investigations of a wing designed for natural
laminar flow

]SAE PAPER 871044] p 720 A87-48770

An experimental investigation of the insect shielding

effectiveness of a Krueger flap/wing airfoil configuration

[AIAA PAPER 87-2615] p 749 A87-49113

Geometries for roughness shapes in laminar flow

INASA-CASE-LAR-13255-1} p 291 N87-16793

LAMINAR WAKES

Unsteady wake measurements of an oscillating flap at

transonic speeds p 278 A87-23652

LAMINATES

Nondestructive inspection of composite structures by

low-velocity impact p 45 A87-10765

Advances in toughness of structural composites based

on interleaf technology p40 A87-t 2661

Boundary-layer effects in composite laminates

p 258 A87-20262

Windshields - More than glass and plastics

p 299 A87-27331

The effect of fibre characteristics on the morphology

and performance of semi-crystalline thermoplastic

composites p 378 A87-28140

The aeroelastic tailoring of swept forward wings with

advanced composites p 361 A87-30390

Analytical and experimental studies on the buckling of

laminated thin-walled structures

[AIAA PAPER 87-0727] p 463 A87-33566

Scaling of impact loaded carbon fiber composites

{AIAA PAPER 87-0867] p 456 A87-33647

Effects of large deflection and transverse shear on

response of rectangular symmetric composite laminates

subjected to acoustic excitation

[AIAA PAPER 87-0933] p 465 A87-33733

Characterisation of pure and mixed mode fracture in

composite laminates p 610 A87-41689

Structural changes occurring in composite ring-disk

flywheels under high speed rotation p 841 A87-51757

Is fatigue testing of impact damaged laminates

necessary? p 844 A87-54316

Nonlinear dynamic response of composite rotor
blades

[AD-A173069] p 176 N87-14321

Repair procedures for composite parts on the alpha

jet p 404 N87-20175

The Shock and Vibration Digest, Volume 19, No. 4

p 612 N87-23818

Influence of large deflection and transverse shear on

random response of rectangular symmetric composite

laminates to acoustic loads

[NASA-CR-178313} p 798 N87-27489

LAND MOBILE SATELLITE SERVICE

Tree attenuation at 869 MHz derived from remotely

piloted aircraft measurements p 381 A87-28414

Experimental mobile satellite system (EMSS) using

ETS-V p 462 A87-32419

SUBJECT INDEX

Mobile aviation services in the

1545-1559/1646.5-1660.5 MHz band

p 266 N87-15364

PRODAT system architecture --- communication

network p 266 N87-15371

Frequency spectrum allocation for a potential land

mobile-satellite service p _267 N87-15380

The United States mobile satellite service

p 267 N87-15381

LANDING

Guidance law simulation studies for complex approaches

using the Microwave landing System (M/S)

[NASA-CR-178182] p 87 N87-12552

Control of aircraft under severe wind shear conditions

p 682 N87-26050

First approximation to landing field length of civil

transport aeroplanes (50 ft., 15.24 m screen)

[ESDU-84040] p 688 N87-26056

Aircraft accident report: Piper PA-23-150, N2185P and

Pan American World Airways Boeing 727-235, N4743,

Tampa, Florida, November 6, 1986

[PB87-910407] p 740 N87-27649

LANDING AIDS

Pilot use of simulator cues for autorotation landings

p 192 A87-19252

Performance of three visual approach landing light

systems p 424 A87-33052

Instrument landing systems of today and tomorrow -

From I/S to MLS p 425 A87-33333

Military flight checking of navigation and landing aids

p 500 A87-38875

Flared landing approach flying qualities. Volume 1:

Experiment design and analysis

[NASA-CR-178188-VOL-1] p 254 N87-15234

The retinal image of the fresnel lens optical landing

system

[AD-A176090] p 426 N87-20258

Efficient conduct of individual flights and air traffic or

optimum utilization of modern technology for the overall

benefit of civil and military airspace users

[AGARD-AR-236] p 582 N87-23608

LANDING GEAR

Landing gear performance simulation by KRASH

program p 90 A87-13670

A simulation of the dynamics of the mechanisms of the

aircraft landing gear p96 A87-15220

Bolt-on STOL kit --- for shorter takeoff by attitude

controlling struts in landing gear of fighters

p 160 A87-16927

Dynamic loading of aircraft during ground operations

p 298 A87-25522

Landing gear - A complete systems approach

p 504 A87-35674

Close form solution for prediction of crack propagation

life of structure member and its application to landing

gears p 607 A87-39415

Production implementation of titanium euperelastically

formed/diffusion bonded structure p 782 A87-48019

Structural optimization of landing gears using
STARSTRUC

{SAE PAPER 871047] p 745 A87-48772

An active control landing gear for the alleviation of

aircraft taxi ground loads p 824 A87-53573

Fatigue fracture in steel landing gear components

[N/R-MP-85050-U] p 54 N87-11233

Measurements of landing gear loads of a commuter

airliner

[FFA-TN-1986-37] p 176 N87-14323

An investigation of spray impact forces --- aircraft

wheels

[BLF340] p 392 N87-19697

Aircraft accident report: NASA 712, Convair 990,

N712NA, March Air Force Base, California, July 17, 1985,

facts and analysis

[NASA-TM-87356-VOL-2] p 496 N87-21879

Analysis of Convair 990 rejected-takeoff accident with

emphasis on decision making, training and procedures

[NASA-TM-100189] p 819 N87-29471

Langley Aircraft Landing Dynamics Facility

[NASA-RP-1189] p 839 N87-29544

LANDING INSTRUMENTS

Phased arrays for microwave landing systems

p 356 A87-30121

LANDING LOADS

The equivalent masses at nose landing-gears during

landing-impacts and when taxiing over runway

perturbations p 88 A87-13637

Average landing force dependence on length and

direction of landing, parachute velocity components and

wind speed

[AIAA PAPER 86-2452] p 79 A87-13794

Classification of the load-carrying capacity of runway

surfaces by the ACN-PCN method. I

p 686 A87-46353



SUBJECT INDEX LATERAL STABILITY

Classification of the load-carrying capacity of runway
surfaces by the ACN-PCN method. II

p 686 A87-46354

Fatigue fracture in steel landing gear components
[NLR-MP-85050-U] p 54 N87-11233

Measurements of landing gear loads of a commuter
airliner

[FFA-TN-1986-37] p 176 N87-14323

STOL landing thrust: Reverser jet flowfields
p 573 N87-24417

Anticipation of the landing shock phenomenon in flight
simulation
[NASA-TM-89465] p 826 N87-29491

LANDING SIMULATION
Numerical simulation of a flexible aircraft taking-off and

landing on uneven runway p 190 A87-18529

A flight-path-overshoot flying qualities metric for the
landing task p 310 A87-23976

Control of aircraft landing approach in wind shear
[AIAA PAPER 87-0632] p 311 A87-24994

Aircraft carrier landing research at the visual technology
research simulator - Implications for simulator design

p 375 A87-30848

Guidance law simulation studies for complex approaches
using the Microwave Landing System (MLS)
[NASA-CR-178182] p 87 N87-12552

Simulation of automatic precision departures and missed
approaches using the microwave landing system
[NASA-CR-178312] p 741 N87-26893

Modeling of radio navigation systems in the
neighborhood of airports p 821 N87-28533

LANDING SITES

Basic principles for the design and operation of off-shore
helidecks p 777 A87-47880

Electroluminescent (EL) remotely-controlled landing
zone marker light system
[AD-D012386] p87 N87-11716

Performance prediction of low volume airfield
pavements
[AD-A172270] p 193 N87-13454

Asphalt-rubber SAMI (Stress-Absorbing Membrane
Interlayers) field evaluation
[AD-A169700] p 194 N87-14356

Development of mechanistic flexible pavement design
concepts for the heavyweight F-15 aircraft
[AD-At81596] p 779 N87-27675

Soil stabilization for roadways and airfields
[AD-A183382] p 839 N87-29545

LAP JOINTS

Stress analysis of Pathfinder-2 models
[NASA-CR-172458] p 51 N87-11179

LAPLACE EQUATION

On the boundary element method for compressible flow
about bodies p 555 A87-41268

LAPLACE TRANSFORMATION
Lifting surface calculations in the Laplace domain with

application to root loci p 487 A87-37108
LARGE SCALE INTEGRATION

Digital autonomous terminal access communication

LARGE SPACE STRUCTURES

Unitary optimization design for the large aircraft
structure p 381 A87-28328

Control operations in advanced aerospace systems
p 474 A87-32117

LASER ALTIMETERS

Two-color short-pulse laser altimeter measurements of
ocean surface backscatter p 588 A87-39462

LASER ANEMOMETERS

Measurement and prediction of model-rotor flowfields
p 320 A87-24033

Unsteady separated flows - Novel experimental
approach
[AIAA PAPER 87-0459] p 283 A87-24966

Experimental study of the boundary layer on a wing
profile by pressure probes, hot-wire anemometry, and laser
anemometry, and comparison with calculation results
[AAAF PAPER NT 86-15] p 488 A87-38038

An LDA investigation of three-dimensional normal
shock-boundary layer interactions in a corner

[AIAA PAPER 87-1369] p 632 A87-44938
Optical flow diagnostic measurements in

turbomachinery p 698 A87-46245
Contribution of laser anemometry to aircraft safety

p 699 A87-46361
Three-dimensional calculation in a high subsonic axial

compressor rotor and its compared with L2F velocity
measurement p 805 A87-51809

Laser anemometers of hot-section applications
p 52 N87-11187

Four spot laser anemometer and optical access
techniques for turbine applications
[NASA-TM-88972] p 326 N87-18057

LASER APPLICATIONS

Laser remote sensing procedures provide an aid to
aviation during the approach for landing

p 19 A87-11370
Manufacturing applications of lasers; Proceedings of the

Meeting, Los Angeles, CA, Jan. 23, 24, 1986
[SPIE-621] p 322 A87-26676

Applying lasers for productivity and quality
p 322 A87-26677

Production laser hardfacing of jet engine turbine
blades p 323 A87-26678

CARS applications to combustion diagnostics
p 323 A87-26679

AOI displays using laser illumination

p 694 A87-44726
CARS approaches to simultaneous measurements of

H2 and H20 concentration and temperature in H2-air
combustion systems p 605 N87-23792

Holographic interferometry at Wright Aeronautical
Laboratories p 851 N87-29435

Advances in Guidance and Control Systems and
Technology
[AGARD-CP-411] p 822 N87-29474

Tracking a laser-projected horizon indicator
[AD-A183384] p 856 N87-30051

LASER DOPPLER VELOCIMETERS

Laser velocimetry for transonic aerodynamics
p 74 A87-15467

Construction of a 2- by 2-foot transonic adaptive-wall
test section at the NASA Ames Research Center

[AIAA PAPER 86-1089] p 256 A87-21532
Vortical patterns in the wake of an oscillating airfoil

[AIAA PAPER 87-0111 ] p 265 A87-22421

3-D laser velocimeter investigations of a generic fighter
flowfield
[AtAA PAPER 87-0331] p 265 A87-22565

An experimental investigation of a laminar separation
on a natural laminar flow airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 87-0458] p 226 A87-22650

Measurement of a counter rotation propeller flowfield
using a Laser Doppler Veloeirneter
]AIAA PAPER 87-0008] p 280 A87-24901

Applications of laser velocimetry and Rayleigh scattering
to engine flows p 385 A87-30677

Turbulent boundary-layer properties downstream of the
shock-wave/boundary-layer interaction

p 486 A87-37104
Supersonic boundary layer with orwithout an interaction

shock - Comparison between hot-wire anemometry and
laser velocimetry
[AAAF PAPER NT 86-14] p 533 A87-38037

Experiments with an adaptable-wall wind tunnel for large
lift p 599 A87-41629

Inflow velocity measurements made on a helicopter rotor
using a two-component Laser Velocimeter
[AIAA PAPER 87-1321 ] p 611 A87-42385

Flow-field measurements of an airfoil with a deflected

spoiler using an LDV system
[AIAA PAPER 87-1438] p 634 A87-44955

An airborne laser air motion sensing system. I - Concept
and preliminary experiment p 662 A87-46732

An airborne laser air motion sensing system. II - Design

p 662 A87-45733
Development of a laser interferometric system for

velocity measurements inside a transonic axial flow
compressor stage p 698 A87-46244

Preliminary study of a wing-tip vortex using laser
velocimetry
[NASA-TM-88343] p 231 N87-15185

Advanced Instrumentation for Aero Engine
Components
[AGARD-CP-399] p 467 N87-21170

Laser velocimetry study of stator/rotor interactions in
a multi-stage gas turbine compressor

p 467 N87-21181

Velocity and temperature measurements in a can-type
gas-turbine combustor p 443 N87-21184

Laser Doppler Velocimeter measurements in a 3-D
impinging twin-jet fountain flow p 572 N87-24412

Velocity measurements near the blade tip and in the
tip vortex core of a hovering model rotor

p 645 N87-26030

Optical interterometry in fluid dynamics research
p 851 N87-29447

LASER GYROSCOPES

Ring laser gyro inertial and GPS integrated navigation
system for commercial aviation p 579 A87-41364

LASER INDUCED FLUORESCENCE
Quantitative measurement of transverse injector and

free stream interaction in a nonreacting SCRAM JET
combustor using laser-induced iodine fluorescence
[AIAA PAPER 87-0087] p 281 A87-24916

Droplet field visualization and characterization via digital
image analysis p 320 A87-25291

Visualization of separated vortices using laser induced
fluorescence p 413 A87-35008

LASER INTERFEROMETRY
A nonperturbing boundary-layer transition detection

p 46 A87-10971

Development of a laser interferometric system for
velocity measurements inside a transonic axial flow
compressor stage p 698 A87-46244

Research on mechanical properties for engine life
prediction
[AD-A169570] p 108 N87-12563

LASER MATERIALS

Development and application of unified algorithms for
problems in computational science p 705 N87-26006

LASER OUTPUTS

Aero/optics effects of airborne laser turrets
[AIAA PAPER 87-1397] p 589 A87-42435

LASER PROPULSION
Alternatives for the propulsion of global range transport

aircraft

[ETN-87-98978] p 371 N87-19399

Air force technical objective document fiscal year
1988

[AD-A183017] p 862 N87-30224
LASER RANGE FINDERS

Laser systems, airborne
lAD-A173775] p 268 N87-16276

LASER SPECTROSCOPY

Application of spatially precise laser diagnostics to
fundamental and applied combustion research

p 608 A87-39804
LASER TARGET DESIGNATORS

Laser systems, airborne
[AD-A173775] p 268 N87-16276

LASER WELDING

Applying lasers for productivity and quality
p 322 A87-26677

LASER WINDOWS
Aero/optics effects of airborne laser turrets

[AIAA PAPER 87-1397] p 589 A87-42435

LATCHES
Crew escape capsule to airframe latch/disconnect

mechanisms
[AD-A181565] p 739 N87-26886

LATERAL CONTROL

Decoupling control synthesis for an oblique-wing
aircraft p 108 A87-13342

Transonic and supersonic lateral control of aircraft by
adaptive perfect servo p 444 A87-32101

Multi-rate adaptive control with applications to lateral
dynamics of aircraft p 520 A87-36367

An experimental study on the threshold of roll
perception
[NAL-TR-905] p 526 N87-21968

Two blowing concepts for roll and lateral control of
aircraft
[NASA-CR-180478] p 597 N87-23627

Swashplate control system
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11633-1] p 597 N87-23631

[NASA-CR-177404] p 681 N87-25330

Subsonic longitudinal and lateral-directional
characteristics of a fon,_'ard-swept-wing fighter
configuration at angles of attack up to 47 deg
[NASA-TP-2727] p 732 N87-26874

LATERAL STABILITY

The lateral dynamic stability and control of a large
receiver aircraft during air-to-air refuelling

p 36 A87-12268
The interference of the model support mast with

measurements of the longitudinal and lateral aerodynamic
coefficients

[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-181] p 256 A87-21080
Comparison of analytic and pragmatic model reduction

methods using as an example the dynamics of aircraft
lateral motion p 595 A87-40521

An optimized method for computing the coefficients of
the simplified model of the lateral motion of an airplane

p 596 A87-40522
Estimation of the aerodynamic coefficients of the Navion

aircraft at high angles of attack and sideslip
[AIAA PAPER 87-2622] p 769 A87-49622

Analysis of lateral stability of X-29 drop model using
system identification methodology
[AIAA PAPER 87-2625] p 769 A87-49624

VORSTAB: A computer program for calculating
lateral-directional stability derivatives with vortex flow
effect

[NASA-CR-172501] p 332 N87-18329
On the nonlinear aerodynamic and stability

characteristics of a generic chine-forabody slender-wing
fighter configuration
[NASA-TM-89447] p 643 N87-25305
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The interference of the model support mast with
measurements of the longitudinal and lateral aerodynamic
coefficients
[NASA-TT-20079] p 644 N87-25307

SubSOnic longitudinal and lateral-directional
characteristics of a forward-swept-wing fighter
configuration at angles of attack up to 47 deg
[NASA-TP.2727] p 732 N87-26874

Elementary data analysis of measurements innonsteady
longitudinal and lateral flight test maneuvers
[VTH-LR-409] p 752 N87-26905

LATTICE PARAMETERS
VORSTAB: A computer program for calculating

lateral-directional stability derivatives with vortex flow
effect
[NASA-CR-172501) p332 N87-18329

LA'I-rlCES (MATHEMATICS]
Flutter calculations using Doublet Lattice aerodynamics

modified by the full potential equations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0882] p 412 A87-33703

LAUNCH VEHICLES
Quality of modal analysis and reconstruction of forcing

functions based on measured output data --- flight load
prediction for launch vehicle payload

p 381 A87-28561
LAW (JURISPRUDENCE)

Annals of air and space law. Volume 10 --- Book
p 398 A87-29483

LEADERSHIP

Langley aerospace test highlights - 1986
[NASA-TM-89144] p 550 N87-22602

LEADING EDGE FLAPS
Spanwisa pressure distribution on delta wing with

Iseding-edge vortex flap p 348 A87-31299
Simulation studies of vortex dynamics of a leading edge

flap p 556 A87-41510
Analysis of a delta wing with leading-edge flaps

p 556 A87-41626
Optimum flap schedules and minimum drag envelopes

for combat aircraft p556 A87-41635
Review of vortex flow flight projects on the F-t06B

[AIAA PAPER 87-2346] p 748 A87-49065

Investigation of the vortex flap concept on a 75-deg
sweep delta wing at supersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 87-2475] p 725 A87-49091

An experimental investigation of the insect shielding
effectiveness of a Krueger flap/wing airfoil configuration
[AIAA PAPER 87-2615] p 749 A87-49113

Leading- and trailing-edge flaps on a low Reynolds
number airfoil p 808 A87-52886

Analysis of the vortical flow around a 60 deg Delta wing
with vortex flap p 11 N87-10006

Stress analysis of Pathfinder-2 models
[NASA.CR-172458] p 51 N87-11179

Investigation of leading-edge flap performance on delta
and double-delta wings at supersonic speeds
[NASA-TP-2656] p417 N87-20233

Research on post-stall aerodynamics
[AD-A177107] p 490 N87-21851

Subsonic wind-tunnel measurements of a slender

wing-body configuration employing a vortex flap
[NASA-TM-89101] p 642 N87-25295

LEADING EDGE THRUST
Wind tunnel test of the modified goldschmied model

with propulsion and empennage: Analysis of test results
[AD-A167360] p 13 N87-10045

Numerical methods and a computer program for
subsonic and supersonic aerodynamic design and analysis

of wings with attainable thrust considerations
[NASA-CR-3808] p 3 N87-10829

LEADING EDGES

Impact resistant hybrid composite for aircraft leading
edges p 24 A87-11848

Exploratory wind-tunnel investigation of the stability and
control characteristics of advanced general aviation
configurations
[AIAA PAPER 86-2596] p 111 A87-14031

Wind-tunnel investigation of the OMAC canard

configuration
[AIAA PAPER 86-2608] p 69 A87-14038

Comment on 'Convergence characteristics of a
vortex-lattice method for nonlinear configuration
aerodynamics' p 146 A87-17818

Modelling of surface blowing from discrete slots as a
mechanism for preventing ice accretion on aircraft
surfaces

[AIAA PAPER 87-0026] p 239 A87-22365
Leading-edge vortex solutions with large total pressure

losses
[AIAA PAPER 87-0039] p 217 A87-22372

Numerical analysis of a NACA0012 airfoil with leading

edge ice accretions
[AIAA PAPER 87-Ot01] p 218 A87-22415

The control of vortical lift on delta wings by tangential
leading edge blowing
[AIAA PAPER 87.0158j p220 A87-22450

An investigation of leading-edge vortices on delta wings
with jet blowing
[AIAA PAPER 87-0330] p 222 A87-22564

Leading edge vortex dynamics on a delta wing
undergoing a wing rock motion
[AIAA PAPER 87-0332] p 223 A87-22566

Analysis of flowfield on leading edge of transonic blade
profile p 279 A87-23757

Experimental investigation on the composite cooling of
a semicylinder leading edge p 386 A87-30718

A study of a circulation control airfoil with leading/trailing

edge blowing
[AIAA PAPER 87-0157] p 345 A87-31104

Methods for numerical simulation of leading edge vortex
flow p 556 A87-41511

Comparison of measured and computed pilot pressures
in a leading edge vortex from a delta wing

p 556 A87-41512
Nevier-Stokes computation of transonic vortices over

a round leading edge delta wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-1227] p 562 A87-42326

Experimental study of the velocity field on a delta wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-1231] p 563 A87-42328

Entrainment effect of a Iseding-edge vortex
p 641 A87-46777

An experimental investigation of delta wings with

leading-edge vortex separation p 641 A87.46956
Experimental determination of position of vortex core

at higher angle of attack in transonic-supersonic flow
p 717 A87-47673

Quasi-transonic flow past delta wings
p 718 A87-47747

A study of the leading edge vortex and tip vortex on
prop.fan blades
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-234] p 719 A87.48718

Three-dimensional incompressible Naviar-Stokes
simulations of slender-wing vortices
[AIAA PAPER 87-2476] p 726 A87-49092

Effect of a round airfoil nose on leading-edge suction
p 809 A87-53784

On the computation of transonic leading-edge vortices
using the Euler equations p 809 A87-54361

An experimental study of the aerodynamics of a NACA
0012 airfoil with a simulated glaze ice accretion
[NASA-CR-179897] p75 N87-11701

PIAS: A program for an iterative aeroelastic solution
p 97 N87.tt725

Noise development in transonic flows at the impact of
vortices on a profile leading edge
[MPIS-5/1986] p 209 N87-14960

Geometries for roughness shapes in laminar flow
[NASA.CASE-LAR-13255-1] p291 N87-16793

Unitized high temperature probes
[AD-D012508] p 324 N87-17020

LFC leading edge glove flight: Aircraft modification
design, test article development and systems integration
[NASA-CR-172136] p 275 N87-17658

Methods for numerical simulation of leading-edge vortex
flow
[NLR-MP-85052-U] p 349 N87-18545

Development of a device for controlling the leading edge

vortices on a delta wing
lAD-A175207] p 350 N87-19356

An investigation into the static pressure distribution and
lift reduction over an aerofoil due to a forward spoiler
[BU-346] p 350 N87-19366

The aerodynamic effects of a serrated strip near the
leading edge of an airfoil
[ETN-87-99480] p 418 N87-20248

Transonic compressor blade tip flow visualization on a
water table
[AD-At76592] p 468 N87-21265

An experimental and theoretical investigation of an air
injection type anti-icing system for aircraft

p 495 N87.21877
Shock waves losses analysis p 517 N87.21936
Evaluation of Navier-Stokes and Euler solutions for

leading-edge separation vortices
[NASA-TM-89458] p 570 N87-23584

Flight investigation of the effects of an outboard
wing-loading-edge modification on stall/spin
characteristics of a low-wing, single-engine, T-tail light
airplane
[NASA-TP-2691] p 585 N87-23614

Vortex interaction on a canard-wing configuration
[AD-A179718] p 574 N87-24430

Influence of a heated leading edge on boundary layer
growth, stability and transition
[DE87-008516] p 700 N87-25538

Operational performance of vapor-screen systems for
in-flight visualization of leading.edge vortices on the
F-t 06B aircraft

[NASA-TM.4004] p 732 N87-26877
Experimental study of shock wave interference heating

on a cylindrical leading edge
[NASA-TM-100484] p 789 N87-27154

Modeling of transient heat pipe operation
[NASA-CR-180280] p 791 N87.27936

Effect of airfoil mean loading on high-frequency gust
interaction noise p 811 N87-28513

Low-speed investigations of Apex fence and cavity flap
concepts on a 60 degrees delta configuration
[AD-A183138] p 816 N87-29425

The structure of leading edge vortex flows including
vortex breakdown p 818 N87-29467

LEAKAGE

Test results for sawtooth-pattern damper seals -
Leakage and rotordynamic coefficients
[ASME PAPER 86-TRIB-21] p 200 A87-19530

Why accumulators? --- in aircraft hydraulic systems
p 300 A87-27333

Evaluation of improved engine compartment overheat
detection techniques
lAD-A173960] p 235 N87-15950

Influence of disk leakage path on labyrinth seal inlet
swirl ratio p 538 N87-22210

Development of gas-to-gas lift pad dynamic seals,
volumes 1 and 2
[NASA-CR-179486] p 539 N87-22245

Portable fuel leak detector

[AD-A180095] p 700 N87-25550
LEARNING THEORY

A dynamic model for airframe cost estimation
[AD-A168842] p 85 N87-11687

LEAST SQUARES METHOD

Adaptive inverse control for rotorcraft vibration
reduction

[NASA.TM-86829] p 207 N87.14910
LEE WAVES

Study of lee-side flows over conically cambered delta
wings at supersonic speeds, part 1
[NASA.TP-2660-PT-1] p 571 N87-23597

LEGAL LIABILITY
The role of choice of law in determining damages for

international aviation accidents p 61 A87-10508
Keep your eye on the birdie - Aircraft engine bird

ingestion p 61 A87-10509
The crash of Delta Flight 191 - Are the nightmares

compensable? p 61 A87-10510
Recent developments in aviation case law

p 210 A87-19300
Eurocontrol. Liability and jurisdiction

p 273 A87-23270

The aircraft commander in legal turbulence
p 273 A87-23272

The international regulation of liability in the field of air
traffic control services p 274 A87-23273

Article 17 of the Warsaw Convention - An accident is

required for recovery p 399 A87-29487
Air carrier's passenger liability in Japan

p 399 A87-29488

Negligence of the aircraft commander and bad
airmanship-Newfrontiars p549 A87-37015

Liability of the United States government in cases of
air traffic controller negligence p 708 A87-42859

The Warsaw Convention system regarding air carrier

responsibility - New developments in jurisprudence
p 709 A87-42864

Aviation tort litigation against the United States - Judicial
inroads on the pilot-in-command concept

p 861 A87-52171
Civil liability concerning unlawful interference with civil

aviation p 861 A87-52900
LENGTH

First approximation to landing field length of civil
transport aeroplanes (50 ft., 15.24 m screen)
[ESDU-84040] p 688 N87-26056

LIAPUNOV FUNCTIONS

Robustness qualification and improvement of
multivariable regulators, with application to airplane
control

[ESA-TT-867] p 374 N87-19401
LICENSING

Aviation safety: Procedures for registering and certifying
air carriers
[PB87-193249] p 819 N87-29468

LIFE (DURABILITY)
The fracture-mechanics basis of quality requirements

for highly loaded aircraft-engine disks
p 323 A87-27100

Culprits causing avionic equipment failures
p 662 A87-46727

Turbine Engine Hot Section Technology, 1984
[ NASA-CP-2339 ] p52 N87-11180

Combustion overview p 43 N87-11181
Surface protection p 43 N87-t1182
Fatigue and fracture: Overview p 52 N87-11183
Effects of surface chemistry on hot corrosion life

p43 N87-1t 193
Coating life prediction p 43 N87-11194

Introduction to life modeling of thermal barrier
coatings p43 N87-11195
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Thermal barrier coating life prediction model
development p 52 N87°11199

Coolant passage heat transfer with rotation, a progress
report p 53 N87-11225

Selection of rolling-element bearing steels for iong-lite
application
[NASA-TM-88881] p t29 N87-11993

Research on mechanical properties for engine life

prediction
[AD-A169570] p 108 N87-12563

Effect of design variables, temperature gradients and
speed of life and reliability of a rotating disk
[NASA-TM-88883] p 201 N87-13755

Durability and damage tolerance of Large Composite
Primary Aircraft Structure (LCPAS)
[NASA-CR-3767] p 319 N87-17860

Unique research challenges for high.speed civil
transports
[NASA-TM.100490] p 740 N87-27651

Toward improved durability in advanced combustors and
turbines: Progress in the prediction of thermomochanical
loads

[NASA-TM-88932] p 832 N87-28551
LIFE CYCLE COSTS

Integrated logistics for reconnaissance systems
p 61 A87-10942

Design for maintainability - Litton's new family of RLG
inertial navigation systems p 157 A87-16835

The F-16 - A model for maximum designod-in

supportability
[AIAA PAPER 86-2663] p 142 A87-17908

Critical propulsion system parameters for future STOVL
combat aircraft p 188 A87-19280

Aerospace information report 1939 trial application
[SAE PAPER 861787] p 478 A87-32636

Overview of AIR 1939 --- Aircraft Engine Life Cycle Cost
Guide
[SAE PAPER 861788] p 478 A87-32637

Interrelationship of weight and cost roduction
[SAWE PAPER 1748] p 549 A87-36307

Engine maintenance improvement considerations
[AIAA PAPER 87-1716] p 624 A87-45159

The real wodd - A maintainer's view --- on military
aircraft p 624 A87.46708

Mechanical property tailoring titanium alloys for jet
engine applications p 781 A87-47985

The impact of new technologies on the life cycle cost
of avionic systems p 787 A87-48064

Processor tradeeffs in distributed real-time systems
p 857 A87-52796

Investigation of the life cycles of complex engineering
systems using Petri nets p 857 A87-52832

LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
Flight tests of life-support systems and systems for the

protection of onboard equipment against external factors
-.. Russian book p 162 A87-17725

LIFT
Combination of suction and tangential blowing in

boundary layer control p 67 A87-13641
Aerodynamic coefficients of a circular wing in steady

subsonic flow p 67 A87-13653
Calculation formulae for lift and moment coefficients for

p 150 A87-19292
Performance augmentation of a 60-degree delta aircraft

configuration by spanwise blowing p 279 A87-24026
Scaling laws for testing airfoils under heavy rainfall

p 342 A87-28071
Selected vortex-liff research at NASA Langley Research

Center p 346 A87-31129
Force coefficients for a NACA-O015 airfoil undergoing

constant pitch rate motions p 347 A87-31195
PAN AIR analysis of a transport high-lift configuration

p 348 A87-31292
Prediction of He gas lift in a plastic balloon

p 402 A87-32482

High-litt - Theoretical and experimental problems
[AAAF PAPER NT 86-22] p 489 A87-38045

A simplified state-space modeling of elastic vehicle
p 582 A87-39272

Muitigrid methods for calculating the lifting potential
incompressible flows around three.dimensional bodies

p 555 A87-41411
Experiments with an adaptable-wall wind tunnel for largo

lift p 599 A87-41629
Loss of lift due to thickness for low-aspect-ratio wings

in incompressible flow p557 A87.41683
The use of discrete vortices to predict lift of a circulation

control rotor section with a trailing edge blowing slot
p 627 A87-43416

Validation of aerodynamic measurement techniques and
calculation methods for high.lift systems

p 640 A87.46363
Experiments with an adaptable-wall wind tunnel for large

lift

[AIAA PAPER 87-2608] p 749 A87-49108

Calculation of flow over multielement airfoils at high lift
p 730 A87-50343

Lift and pitching moment coefficient changes from
low-level freestream turbulence p 908 A87-52888

A study of the flow field about an upper surface blown
wing and its effects on longitudinal static stability of a small
jet airplane p 11 N87-10009

Computational aerodynamics of supersonic lifting
vehicles p 12 N87-10030

Wind tunnel wall interference in V/STOL and high lift
testing: A selected, annotated bibliography
[NASA-TM-89066] p 193 N87-13450

Prediction of wing aeroelastic effects on aircraft lift and

pitching moment characteristics
[NASA-TM-89060] p 254 N87-15975

Low-speed wind tunnel study of longitudinal stability and
usable-lift improvement of a cranked wing
[NASA-CR-178204] p 293 N87-17666

A comparative study of some dynamic stall models
[NASA-TM-88917] p 391 N87-t8883

Lift-interference and blockage corrections for a
two-dimensional aerofoil during a sudden change of
incidence
[BU-334] p 350 N87-19364

An investigation into the static pressure distribution and
lift reduction over an aerofoil due to a forward spoiler
[BU-346] p 350 N87-19366

A rational approach to lifting surface theory with
application to large angles of attack

p 414 N87-20196
Calculations for a generic fighter at supersonic high-lift

conditions p 432 N87-20226
Numerical simulation of the flow field around a complete

aircraft p 416 N87.20231
Acta Aerodynamica Sinica

[AD-A176552] p 483 N87-21847
Analysis of two-dimensional multi-compenent airfoils in

viscous flows
[NAL-TM-AE-8701] p 491 N87-21863

Investigation of periodic pitching through the static stall
angle of attack
lAD-A179512] p 493 N87-22623

Verification of performance results for a low-speed 15
percent elliptical circulation control airfoil
[NASA.CR-181020] p 494 N87-22633

Aerofoil maximum lift-coeft_ent for Mach numbers up
to 0.4
[ESDU-84026] p 645 N87-26028

An experimental investigation of dynamic ground
effect
[NASA-CR-180305] p 731 N87-26858

A structural model for composite rotor blades and lifting
surfaces p 784 N87-26989

LIFT AUGMENTATION

Turbine bypass remote augmentor lift system for
V/STOL aircraft p 105 A87-14364

Aerodynamic design considerations for efficient high-liff
supersonic wings p 146 A87-17816

The control of vortical lift on delta wings by tangential

leading odge blowing
[AIAA PAPER 87-0158] p 220 A87-22450

Evaluation of a research circulation control airfoil using

[AIAA PAPER 87.0002] p 228 A87-22754
Transonic separated solutions for an augmentor wing

p 279 A87-24032

EA-6B high-liff wing modifications
[AIAA PAPER 87-2360] p 748 A87-49077

Aerodynamic characteristics of biplanes with winglets
p 730 A87-50339

Large-scale static investigation of
circulation-control-wing concepts applied to upper
surtace.biowing aircraft
[NASA-TP.2684] p 243 N87-15959

The performance of aerofoils with lift devices at low
Reynolds numbers for use on RPV wings --- remotely
piloted vehicle (RPV)
[BU-332] p 350 N87-19363

STOL handling qualities criteria for precision landings
[AD-A175369] p 374 N87-19400

Augmentor wing powered lift technology: Affordable
alternatives to enhance tactical airlift capability
[AD-A177750] p 508 N87-21911

Verification of performance results for a low-speed 15
percent elliptical circulation control airfoil
[NASA-CR-191020] p 494 N87-22633

Two blowing concepts for roll and lateral control of
aircraft

[NASA-CR-180478] p 597 N87-23627
LIFT DEVICES

Prediction of buffeting and calculation of unsteady

boundary layer separation over airfoils
[ONERA, TP NO 1986-95] p 213 A87-21021

A wake blockage correction method for small subsonic
wind tunnels
[AIAA PAPER 87-0294] p 257 A87-22541

LIGHT AIRCRAFT

A study of the flow field about an upper surface blown
wing and its effects on longitudinal static stability of a small
jet airplane p 11 N87-10009

Technical evaluation report on the AGARD Fluid

Dynamics Panel Symposium on Improvement of
Aerodynamic Performance Through Boundary Layer
Control and High Lift Systems
[NLR-MP-85016-U] p 362 N87-18566

The performance of aerofoils with lift devices at low
Reynolds numbers for use on RPV wings --- remotely
piloted vehicle (RPV)
[BU-332] p 350 N87-t9363

Effect of dynamic stall and elastic parameters on the
fundamental mechanisms of helicopter vibrations
lAD-A175561] p 449 N87-20292

An improved computational procedure for the unsteady
doublet lattice method

[ARL-STRUC-R-423] p 619 N87-24934
LIFT DRAG RATIO

Conical wing of maximum lift-to-drag ratio ina supersonic
gas flow p 4 A87-10615

Efficiency characteristics of crescent-shaped wings and
caudal fins p 385 A87-30498

Optimum flap schedules and minimum drag envelopes
for combat aircraft p 556 A87-41635

Vortex interaction effects on the lift/drag ratio of
close-coupled canard configurations
[AIAA PAPER 87-1344] p 566 A87.42401

Over-the-wing propeller
[NASA.CASE-LAR-13134-2] p 307 N87-16828

Optimization of hypersonic waveriders derived from cone
flows including viscous effects p 413 N87-20193

The effect of heavy rain on an airfoil at high lift
[NASA-CR-178248] p 417 N87-20232

Vortex interaction on a canard-wing configuration
[AD-A179718] p 574 N87-24430

Experimental study of wing-in-ground effects in the AFIT
5-loot wind tunnel

[AD-A182570] p 735 N87-27638
LIFTING BODIES

Analysis of a composite thin-walled aircraft structure
p 127 A87-15226

Energetics of oscillating lifting surfaces using integral
conservation laws
[AIAA PAPER 87-0193] p 220 A87-22474

Computations of supersonic flow past lifting bodies
p 229 A87-23284

Comparison of analysis methods used in lifting surface
theory p 276 A87-23632

Numerical calculations for the two-dimensional transonic
flows over liffing airfoils in orthogonal stream-line
coordinates p 343 A87-28342

Some features of the approximate calculation of the
integral aerodynamic characteristics of polygonal lifting
configurations at supersonic flight velocities

p 344 A87-29086
The aerodynamic characteristics of aircraft with strip

wing and lifting fuselage p 345 A87-30406
Efficiency characteristics of crescent-shapod wings and

caudal tins p 385 A87-30498
Aerodynamic coefficients of a thin elliptic wing in

/_erc)dynamic characteristics of wave riders
p 637 A87-46094

Profiling of a lifting convex wing by a hodograph
method p 805 A87-51672

Nonplanar vortex lattice method for analysis of complex
multiple lifting surfaces
[NAL-TM-AE-8606] p 491 N87-21866

Aerodynamics of 3-dimensional bodies in transitional
flow
[NASA-CR-181395] p 816 N87-29429

LIFTING ROTORS
Euler calculations for rotor configurations in unsteady

forward flight p 150 A87-19276
Pilot/vehicle analysis of the lateral/vertical control of

a twin-lift helicopter configuration
[AIAA PAPER 87-0345] p 253 A87-22571

Application of a lifting surface theory for a helicopter
in forward flight p 720 A87-48923

Finite-time arbitrary.motion unsteady cascade airfoil
theory for helicopter rotors in hover p 720 A87-48924

Parametric analysis of s passive cyclic control device
for helicopters
[NASA.CR-166608] p 28 N87-10862

High lift, low pitching moment airfoils
[NASA-CASE.LAR-13215-1] p 153 N87-14282

The feasibility of aircraft with rotating cylinder wings
[BU-327] p 364 N87-19390

LIGHT AIRCRAFT
Evolution of MIL-STD-1290A, light fixed and rotary-wing

aircraft crashworthiness p 89 A87-13663
Commuter, corporate and light aircraft - Analysis of

international operations and markets
[AIAA PAPER 86-2724] p 143 A87.17946
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LIGHT ALLOYS SUBJECTINDEX

LHX - New opportunity for helicopter design

p 169 A87-19250

Flow energizer flight tests on a light twin aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 87-0083] p 239 A87-22404

On the control of auto-rotational characteristics of light

airplane fuselages

[AIAA PAPER 87-0349] p 253 A87-22574

The light stuff - Burt Rutan transforms aircraft design

p 275 A87-23744

The electric jet p 298 A87-25437

Airborne remote sensing from remotely piloted aircraft

p 393 A87-29001

Calculated performance, stability, and maneuverability

of high speed tilting proprotor aircraft

p 431 A87-34863

The use of artificial-intelligence methods in the

conceptual design of light, and aerial-application aircraft

p 431 A87-35005

Potential performance gains for light aircraft by the

application of a stator behind the propeller

[SAE PAPER 871029] p 745 A87-48759

Evolution of light gas turbine engine during the last 30

years

[SAE PAPER 871053] p 760 A87-48776

Modern technologies for future light helicopters

p 712 A87-48934

Laboratory study of sidewall noise transmission and

treatment for a light aircraft fuselage

p 824 A87-52887

Voyager crew faces turbulence, fatigue on world flight

attempt p 801 A87-53552

Around-the-world flight p 801 A87-53553

Once around the earth without refueling

p 801 A87-54252

Piloted simulation study of the effects of an automated

tdm system on flight charactehstics of a light twin-engine

airplane with one engine inoperative

[NASA-TP-2633] p 16 N87-10843

Aircraft noise measurement: The 1.2 metre microphone

height saga

[PNR-90315] p60 N87-11578

Methods for designing treatments to reduce intedor

noise of predominant sources and paths in a single engine

light aircraft

[NASA-CR-172546] p 336 N87-18401

Installation of a radiator in a light aircraft

[BU-330] p 365 N87-19391

Light aircraft maintenance. General guidance on

implementation of the Light Aircraft Maintenance Scheme

(LAMS), for aircraft not exceeding 2730 kg MTWA, with

a certificate of airworthiness in the transport, aerial work

or pdvate category

[CAP-520] p 406 N87-20954

LIGHT ALLOYS

Aeronautical manufacturers requirements for new

materials p 38 A87-11791

LIGHT EMrrrlNG DIODES

New hodzons in flight displays p 366 A87-30550

Development of an LED display system for cross-track

distance and velocity for Loran-C flight

p 356 N87-18522

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

Airport lighting p 315 A87-26001

New developments in airfield lighting

p 315 A87-26002

Electroluminescent (EL) remotely-controlled landing

zone marker light system

[AD-D012386] p87 N87-11716

LIGHTNING

International Aerospace and Ground Conference on

Lightning and Static Electricity, 11th, Dayton, OH, June

24-26, 1986, Technical Papers p 80 A87-t5001

A review of aerospace and ground lightning threat

characteristics and applications p 132 A87-15002

Summary of NASA storm hazards lightning research,

1980-1985 p 80 A87-15003

Interpretation of a class of in-flight lightning signatures

p 81 A87-15005

State-of-the-art techniques for lightning

susceptibility/vulnerability assessments

p 126 A87-15006

Lightning strikes to aircraft of the German Federal Armed

Forces p 81 A87-15008

Simulated lightning current tests on a Lynx helicopter

p95 A87-15011

Prediction of skin currents flowing on a Lynx helicopter

due to a simulated lightning strike p 95 A87-15012

Spatial and temporal description of strikes to the FAA

CV-580 aircraft p 81 A87-15013

Simultaneous airborne and ground measurement of low

altitude cloud-to-ground lightning strike on CV-580

aircraft p 81 A87-15014

Comparison of electromagnetic measurements on an

aircraft from direct lightning attachment and simulated

nuclear electromagnetic pulse p 81 A87-15015

Analysis of the first milliseconds of aircraft lightning

attachment p 81 A87-15016

Current levels and distributions on an aircraft during

ground lightning simulation tests and in-flight lightning

attachments p 82 A87-15017

Joint thunderstorm operations using the NASA F-106B

and PAATC/AFWAL Convair 580 airplanes

p 95 A87-15018

Experimental study of the interaction between an arc

and an electrically floating structure p 126 A87-15023

Corona from simulated aircraft surfaces and their

contribution to the triggered discharge

p 82 A87-15024

Experimental calibration of an aircraft vector electric field

meter system p 102 A87-15028

Lightning return stroke current computation

p 126 A87-15029

Implementation of GEMACS for lightning interactions

analysis --- general electromagnetic model for analysis of

complex systems p82 A87-15033

Comparison of absorption and radiation boundary

conditions in a time-domain three-dimensional

finite-differance code p 82 A87-15034

Minimum ignition levels of aircraft fuel constituents to

lightning related ignition sources p 83 A87-15038

Storm structure during aircraft lightning strike events

p 329 A87-25548

The mathematics of interaction between a lightning rod

on earth and a step leader due to lightning

p 329 A87-25994

Lightning protection activity in the development of a new

helicopter p 654 A87-43471

Numerical simulation of cruiser on aircraft lightning

p 646 A87-46317

Atmospheric electrical modeling in support of the NASA

Ft06 Storm Hazards Project

[NASA-CR-179801] p 132 N87-12082

Exterior electromagnetic response of NASA F-106

aircraft

[AD-A171875] p 174 N87-13435

An experimental and theoretical study of nuclear-EMP

(electromagnetic pulse)-type lightning simulators with

combined peaking capacitor and crowbar

[AD-A172648] p 267 N87-15407

Linear and nonlinear interpretation of the direct strike

lightning response of the NASA F106B thunderstorm

research aircraft

[NASA-CR-3746] p 331 N87-18278

International Aerospace and Ground Conference on

Lightning and Static Electricity held in Dayton, Ohio on

24-26 June 1986

[AD-A174859] p 394 N87-t9856

WSUH-1D: Review of damage following lightning strike

30 November 1981

[RAE-TRANS-2103] p 432 N87-20262

Lightning strikes on aircraft. Exploitation of Landes

(France)-Front '84 campaign and complementary

development of airborne electrical sensors

[ONERA-RF-91/7154-PY] p 470 N87-20706

New methods and results for quantification of

lightning-aircraft electrodynamics

[NASA-TP-2737] p 492 N87-21871

Electromagnetic perturbations created onboard aircraft

by direct or close lightning

[ONERA-RF-15/7234-PY] p 577 N87-24441

Vector electric fields measured in a lightning

environment

[AD-A180012] p 577 N87-24442

Low altitude lightning attachment to an aircraft

[AD-A183290] p 819 N87-29473

LIGHTNING SUPPRESSION

F-106 data summary and model results relative to threat

criteria and protection design analysis

p 81 A87-15004

Comparison of low level frequency domain lightning

simulation test to pulse measurements --- on modified

F-14A aircraft p 126 A87-15007

Zoning of aircraft for lightning attachment and current

transfer p 94 A87-15009

Airworthiness considerations of lightning strike

protection for helicopter digital engine controis

p 105 A87-15010

Atmospheric Electricity Hazards Protection (AEHP)

demonstration p 82 A87-15021

Aircraft lightning-induced transient test and protection

comparison p 82 A87-15022

Basic principles for protecting aircraft against lightning
strikes

[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-174] p 233 A87-21073

The characterization of lightning - A step toward better

protection of aircraft against lightning

[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-177] p 233 A87-21076

Description of an aircraft lightning and simulated nuclear

electromagnetic pulse (NEMP) threat based on

experimental data p 420 A87-34569

International Aerospace and Ground Conference on

Lightning and Static Electricity. Technical papers: The key

to lightning technology, held in Orlando. Florida on 26-28

June 1984

[AD-A169867] p 235 N87-15192

LINE OF SIGHT

Evaluation of a pilot's line-of-sight using ultrasonic

measurements p 756 A87-48922

LINE SPECTRA

Acta mechanica sinica (selected articles)

[AD-A176240] p 418 N87-20246

LINEAR EQUATIONS

Aeroelastic control of oblique-wing aircraft

p 108 A87-13341

Quasi-transonic flow past delta wings

p 7t8 A87-47747

LINEAR QUADRATIC GAUSSlAN CONTROL

Linear-quadratic-Gaussian with loop-transfer recovery

methodology for an unmanned aircraft

{AIAA PAPER 85-1927] p 371 A87-28912

Application of multivariabie control to the STOL and

Maneuver Technology Demonstrator

[AIAA PAPER 86-2403] p 751 A87-50487

Integral LQG controller design for a fighter aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 87-2452] p 773 A87-50498

Multi-variable control concepts for turboshaft engines

p 832 A87-53431

Sensitivity method for integrated structure/active control

law design p 390 N87-18860

NYANS: A package for time varying control systems

-- computer aided design

[FOA-C-20642-2.1] p 858 N87-29174

LINEAR QUADRATIC REGULATOR

A general methodology for pole placement in linear

quadratic regulator design of multivariable control

systems

[AIAA PAPER 87-2314] p 795 A87-50435

The application of quadratic optimal cooperative control

synthesis to a CH-47 helicopter

[NASA-TM-88353] p 313 N87-17715

LINEAR SYSTEMS

Aircraft flutter suppression via adaptive LQG control

p 109 A87-13344

Order estimation of linear time invariant system

p 394 A87-28351

Synthesis of time-invariant linear systems under

determinate and random excitations --- for flight vehicle

motion stability p 521 A87-39009

Nonlinear aeroelasticity - An overview

p 608 A87-40060

Design methodology for robust stabilizing controllers

p 596 A87-40860

Aeroelastic derivatives as a sensitivity analysis of

nonlinear equations p 699 A87-46797

Notes regarding fundamental understandings of

rotorcraft aeroefastic instability p 746 A87-48951

The design and analysis of simple low speed flap

systems with the aid of linearized theory computer

programs

[NASA-CR-3913] p 812 N87-28522

LINEAR VIBRATION

Forced vibration of a stiff body in a viscous medium

p 385 A87-30478

LINEARITY

Applicability of _inearized-theory attached-flow methods

to design and analysis of flap systems at low speeds for

thin swept wings with sharp leading edges

[NASA-TP-2653] p 230 N87-15174

The integral equation for the time dependent linearized

potential flow over a wing

[AD-A176684] p 490 N87-21850

LINEARIZATION

Equivalent linearization of a squeeze film damper

p 198 A87-17965

Equivalent linearization of a nonlinear element with

respect to subharmonic motions p 789 A87-49981

A lineadzed Euler analysis of unsteady flows in

turbomachinery

[NASA-CR-180987] p 542 N87-22948

LININGS

Liner cooling research at NASA Lewis Research Center

--- for gas turbine combustion chambers

(AIAA PAPER 87-1828] p 762 A87-50189

Turbine Engine Hot Section Technology, 1984

[NASA-CP-2339] p 52 N87-11180

Combustion overview p 43 N87-11181

Advanced composite combustor structural concepts

program

[NASA-CR-174733] p 458 N87-20387

LINKAGES

Acta Aerodynamica Sinica

[AD-A176552] p 483 N87-21847

LIQUID ATOMIZATION

Large volume water sprays for dispersing warm fogs

p 125 A87-t3848
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SUBJECT INDEX LONGITUDINAL CONTROL

Mathematical model for calculating the atomization of
a liquid jet by an annular gas stream

p 693 A87-43610

Influence of fuel temperature on atomization
performance of pressure-swirl atomizers

p 698 A87-46198
Characterization and dynamical studies of polymers in

dipolar (aprotic) liquids
lAD-A169243] p 123 N87-12685

The physics of fuel sprays. Volume 1: Experimental
measurements

lAD-A175660] p 442 N87-20285
LIQUID COOLING

Waste heat recovery system for high altitude application
of liquid cooled, piston engines
[AIAA PAPER 87-2174] p 673 A87-45454

Design and development of the Voyager 200/300 liquid
cooled aircraft engine
[SAE PAPER 871042] p 760 A87-48769

LIQUID CRYSTALS

New horizons in flight displays p 366 A87-30550
An avionic Caution and Advisory Display Panel

p 435 A87-31471
Advances in flow visualization using liquid-crystal

coatings
[SAE PAPER 871017] p 787 A87-48755

Use of a liquid-crystal, heater-element composite for
quantitative, high-resolution heat transfer coefficients on
a turbine airfoil, including turbulence and surface
roughness effects
[NASA-TM-87355] p 538 N87-22181

LIQUID FUELS

Combustion of liquid fuel in the counter-swirled jets of
a gas turbine plant annular combustion chamber

p 381 A87-28347
Flame tube wall temperature and combustion efficiency

of a combustor using air blast atomization
p 379 A87-29385

Advancements in hydrogen expander airbreathing
engines

[AIAA PAPER 87-2003] p 670 A87-45348
Techniques to determine particulates in liquid fuels

[DE87-002028] p 458 N87-21135
Effects on fuel spray characteristics and vaporization

on energy release rates and flow field structure in a dump
combustor p 612 N87-23804

Portable fuel leak detector

[AD-A180095] p 700 N87-25550
LIQUID SLOSHING

Electrostatic field measurements in a foam filled C-130
fuel tank dudng fuel sloshing p95 A87-15037

LIQUID SURFACES
Fuels combustion research

[AD-A172429] p 260 N87-16093
LIQUID-GAS MIXTURES

Mathematical model for calculating the atomization of
a liquid jet by an annular gas stream

p 693 A87-43610
LIQUID-LIQUID INTERFACES

Some results from parabolic flights --- on liquid-gas
mi_rtlJrA_ _ _n_ &aT -_oa'_a

LISSAJOUS FIGURES

On the natural vibration of the aircraft structural model

p 532 A87-36898
LITHIUM

Evaluation of AI-Li alloys as construction materials for
aircraft applications
[FOA-C-20623-2.5(2.1)] p 380 N87-19508

LITHIUM ALLOYS

The structure and properties of binary
magnesium-lithium alloys during die casting

p 317 A87-24401
The cost effectiveness of weight reduction by advanced

material substitution --- AI-Li alloy use in transport aircraft
components
[SAE PAPER 861850] p 399 A87-29645

Solid state phase transformations in aluminium alloys
containing lithium p456 A87-33180

Ingot metallurgy aluminum-lithium alloys for aircraft
structure p 457 A87-34509

Evaluation of aluminum-lithium alloys in compression
stiffened aircraft structures

[AIAA PAPER 87-0758] p 607 A87-39641
The microstructure and mechanical properties of various

aluminium-lithium alloy product forms for helicopter
structures p 688 A87-43454

Aluminium-lithium alloys --- for aerospace structures
p 781 A87-47938

The effect of composition and heat treatment upon

microstructure/property relationships in AI-Li-Cu-Mg
alloys p 842 A87-52673

Aluminium-lithium alloys for helicopter structures

p 843 A87.53892
Development of aluminium-lithium alloys in the UK

p 843 A87-53893

Elevated temperature aluminum alloys
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13632-1] p 846 N87-29650

LITHIUM SULFUR BATTERIES

Transportation container for Li/SO2 batteries on
passenger aircraft
[DE87-008653] p 577 N87-24440

LOAD DISTRIBUTION (FORCES)
Weight and center of gravity determination on ground

and airborne

[SAWE PAPER 1695] p 524 A87-36281
Microstructures and properties of AI-8.0Fe-2.0Mo

[SAWE PAPER 1696] p 510 A87-36282
Automatical Ioadsheet preparation --- aircraft weight and

balance data

[SAWE PAPER 1697] p 525 A87-36283
An operational loading analysis of the B-757-232

aircraft

[SAWE PAPER 1742] p 510 A87-36304
Theoretical foundations of a method for the strength

analysis of fuselage frames p 507 A87-39080
The service life of the L200 aircraft according to

measurements of conditions of operation in the USSR
p 584 A87-40923

Deformation and fracture of the titanium disks of
gas-turbine engines due to changes in the frequency and
shape of the loading cycle p 604 A87-41913

Finite element analysis of large spur and helical gear
systems
[AIAA PAPER 87-2047] p 697 A87-45379

Some effects of load spectrum representation on crack
growth predictions and problems in prediction validation

p 786 A87-47784
Airport pavement load analysis

[DOT/FAA/PM-86/36] p 258 N87-15981
LOAD TESTS

Development and testing of critical components for the
technological preparation of a CFK outer wing
[MBB-UT-224-86] p 92 A87-13997

Testing of fiber-reinforced construction elements -
Simulation of mechanical loads and environmental
influences p 92 A87-14012

The fracture-mechanics basis of quality rei:luirementa
for highly loaded aircraff-engine disks

p 323 A87-27100
DHC-8 Static Test program p 358 A87-29282
The effects of temperature and loading rate on R-curves

using the CLWL techniques --- crack growth resistance
curve (R curve); crack line wedge load (CLWL)
]BAE-MSM-R-GEN-0544] p 50 N87-10405

Assessment of damage tolerance requirements and
analysis. Volume 3: Analytical predictions and
correlations

lAD-A170989] p 173 N87-13433
Assessment of damage tolerance requirements and

analysis. Volume 4: Raw test data
[AD-A170990] p 174 N87-13434

Qualification testing of redesigned F-t 5/F-4 600 gallon
BI-PAC fuel tank container
[AD-A173968] p 244 N87-15964

Development of mechanistic flexible pavement design
concepts for the heavyweight F-15 aircraft
[ AP)-AIntc, QF_] n 77Q NR7._)7R7_

Sequence effects of high-amplitude loads in the most
severe flights of miniTWIST on fatigue crack growth in
AI-alloy sheet material
[VTH-LR-493] p 791 N87-28052

The effect of load dwells on the fatigue of carbon fiber
composites
[BAE-MSM-R-GEN-0547] p 844 N87-28606

LOADING OPERATIONS

Robotic technology for ground support equipment yields
high performance and reliability
[SAE PAPER 861658] p 452 A87-32592

Microstructurea and properties of AI-8.0Fe-2.0Mo
[SAWE PAPER 1696] p 510 A87-36282

Automatical Ioadaheet preparation --- aircraft weight and
balance data

[SAWE PAPER 1697] p 525 A87-36283

An operational loading analysis of the B-757-232
aircraft
[SAWE PAPER 1742] p 510 A87-36304

LOADS (FORCES)

Fatigue life analysis of fuel tank skins under combined
loads p 650 A87-42856

Classification of the load-carrying capacity of runway
surfaces by the ACN-PCN method. I

p 686 A87-46353

Classification of the load-carrying capacity of runway
surfaces by the ACN-PCN method. IV

p 777 A87-47316

Vertical deflection characteristics of aircraft tyres
[ESDU-86005] p 129 N87-11992

Analysis of mixed-mode crack propagation using the
boundary integral method
[NASA-CR-179518] p 131 N87-12915

Development of the highly loaded axial flow turbine
airfoils, making use of the improved inverse channel flow
design method p 202 N87-14257

Loads and Aeroelasticity Division research and
technology accomplishments for FY 1986 and plans for
FY 1987

[NASA-TM-89084] p 291 N87-16798

Structural properties of impact ices accreted on aircraft
structures

[NASA-CR-179580] p 328 N87-18121

New solution method for steady-state canopy structural
loads

[DE86-014294] p 391 N87-18891
Acoustic fatigue: Overview of activities at NASA

Langley
[NASA-TM-89143] p 620 N87-24965

Use of blade sweep to reduce 4/rev hub loads

[AD-A182247] p 754 N87-27659
LOCAL AREA NETWORKS

Digital Autonomous Terminal Access Communication
(DATAC) system p 540 N87-22610

LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT

Use of RPM trim to automate the supersonic engine/inlet
match in the SR-71A

[AIAA PAPER 87-t848] p 667 A87-45248

Aircraft accident report: Southern Air Transport LOGAIR
Flight 51, Lockheed L-382G, Kelly Air Force Base, Texas,
October 4, 1986

[PB87-910404] p 576 N87-23604
LOGIC CIRCUITS

Microelectronics in aircraft systems --- Book
p 101 A87-13469

HITS DATPG implementation techniques --- Digital
Automatic Test Program Generator p 546 A87-38653

LOGIC DESIGN

A system model, a logic design diagram, and a general
synthesis a_gorithm for optimal systems of onboard

electrical equipment in computer-aided design
p 96 A87-15214

LOGISTICS

Logistics/engineering community cooperation - A case
study p 144 A87-19235

Supportability and aircraft design p 144 A87-19236
The F-15E R&M challenge p 699 A87-46715
Helicopter logistics p 715 A87-49646
Selection parameters for hydraulic system filters with

a comparison of aircraft and marine applications
[AD-A174045] p 389 N87-18826

Method for forecasting repair and replacement needs
for Naval aircraft, phase 2

[DE87-001628] p 341 N87-19348
LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT

Integrated logistics for reconnaissance systems
p 61 A87-10942

Multi-Echelon Repair Level Analysis - MERLA
p 64 A87-15414

Supportability into design - The MCAIR experience
[AIAA PAPER 86-2664] p 142 A87-17909

LHX - New opportunity for helicopter design
p 169 A87-19250

ofadvaneedavionicssysiems" p661A87-434_8
Corrosion maintenance and experimental design

lAD-A181926] p 716 N87-27610
LONG TERM EFFECTS

Long-term deposit formation in aviation turbine fuel at
elevated temperature p 121 A87-14986

Long-term environmental effects and flight service
evaluation of composite materials
[NASA-TM-89067] p 319 N87-17858

LONGITUDINAL CONTROL

Decoupiing control synthesis for an oblique-wing
aircraft p 108 A87-13342

Longitudinal control requirements for statically unstable
aircraft p 187 A87-16770

A perspective on superaugmented flight control -
Advantages and problems p188 A87-17752

Preliminary study of multi-mode control laws design
methods for fighter's longitudinal control

p 190 A87-18536
Multiaxis aircraft control power from thrust vectoring at

high angles of attack
[AIAA PAPER 86-1779] p 595 A87-40272

integrating pitch and power control
p 765 A87-48276

Aerodynamic parameters for a pitching airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 87-2352] p 724 A87-49071

Alternative design guidelines for pitch tracking
[AIAA PAPER 87-2289] p 768 A87-49582

Longitudinal handling qualities of the T-2 Control
Configured Vehicle

[AIAA PAPER 87-2587] p 774 A87-50550
Linear optimum trim solution for aircraft with three

longitudinal control effectors
[AIAA PAPER 87-2590] p 774 A87-50563
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LONGITUDINAL STABILITY

Effects of flap position on Ior_todinal parameters of
HFB-320

[NAL-TM-SE-8602] p 25 N87-10062
Remote pivot decoupler pylon: Wing/store flutter

suppressor
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13173-1] p 175 N87-14314

Extended flight evaluation of a near-term pitch active
control system
[NASA-CR-172266] p 313 N87-17712

Development of an advanced pitch active control system
for a wide body jet aircraft
[NASA-CR-172277) p 313 N87-17713

Development of a mathematical model that simulates
the longitudinal, and lateral-directional response of the
FLA.18 for the study of ftight control reconfJguration
[AD-A176333] p 450 N87-21004

Swashplata control system
]NASA-CASE-ARC-11633-1) p 597 N87-23631

Piloted simulator studyof allowable time delay in pitch
flight control system of a transport airplane with negative
static stability
[NASA.TM-89147] p 776 N87-26919

LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
Control law synthesis for an airplane with relaxed static

stability p 188 A87-t7754
The interference of the model support mast with

measurements Of the longitudinal and lateral aerodynamic
coefficients

[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-181] p 256 A87-21080
Longitudinal stability analysis of elastic vehicles

[AIAA PAPER 87-0348] p 253 A87-22573
The longitudinal dynamic stability and control of a large

receiver aircraft dudng sir-to-air refuelling
p 521 A87-36841

Effect of the longitudinal static stability margin on the
take-off mass of aircraft p 596 A87-42140

Calculation of unsteady transonic flow with large
longitudinal disturbance about airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 87-2357] p 724 A87-49074

Cer_tication of the PIK30 powered glider
[REPT-5/CEV/ISISE/AVI86] p 174 N87-13436

Low-spesd wind tunnel study of longitudinal stability and
usable.llft improvement of a cranked wing
[NASA-CR-178204] p 293 N87-17666

An experimental investigation into methods for
quantifying hang glider sirworithness parameters
{CAR-8705] p585 N87-236t 3

On the nonlinear aerodynamic and stability
characteristics of a generic chine-forebody sleeder-wing
fighter configuration
[NASA-TM-89447] p 643 N87-25305

The interference of the model support mast with
measurements of the longitudinal and lateral aerodynamic
coefficients

[NASA-TT-20079] p 644 N87-25307
Elementary data analysis of measurements in nonsteady

longitudinal and lateral flight test maneuvers

[VTH-LR-409] p 752 N87-26905
LORAN

Combined utilization of Loran and GPS - The best from

each system p 20 A87-t 1664
Combining Loran and GPS - The best of beth worlds

p 86 A87-13544
Synthesis of devices for the optimal processing of pulsed

radio signals in LORAN systems p 86 A87-15563
LORAN C

Improving Loran coverage at minimum cost
p 86 A87-13543

Implementation and future of Loran-C for general
aviation p 579 A87-41358

Siting analysis for LORAN-C operational monitor
deployment p 579 A87-41359

LORAN-C data analysis in support of mid-continent
expansion p 579 A87-41360

Investigation of air transport technology at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1983

p 352 N87-18521
Development of an LED display system for cross-track

distance and velocity for Leran-C flight
p 356 N87-18522

Loran-C approach guidance project current status
p 356 N87-18523

Air transportation tschnology program at Ohio University,
1983 p 352 N87-18524

Minimum operational performance standards for
airborne area navigation equipment using Loran-C inputs
[RTCA/DO-194] p 357 N87-19372

Investigation of air transportation technology at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1984

p 496 N87-22605
Aircraft approach guidance using relative Loran-C

navigation p 503 N87-22606
Probabilistic Modeling of Loran.C for nonprecisidn

approaches p 503 N87-22607

Investigation of air transportation technology at Ohio
University, 1984 p 496 N87-22609
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Leran-C approach considerations p 503 N87-22612

Investigation of air transportation technology at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, t 985

p 740 N87-27597
Loran-C monitoring p 741 N87-27600

Loran C VNAV (vertical navigation) approaches to the
technical center heliport
[AO-A182152J p 742 N87-27652

LOSSES

Development of a mathematical model that simulates
the longitudinal, and lateral-directional response of the
F/A-18 for the study of flight control reconfiguration
[AD-A176333] p 450 N87-21004

Shock waves losses analysis p 517 N87-21936

Experimental investigations on shock losses of transonic
and supersonic compressor cascades

p 517 N87-21937
A shock loss model for supercritical subsonic flows in

transonic axial flow compressors p 518 N87-21950
LOUDSPEAKERS

Fight against bird strikes continues
p 494 A87-35560

Active control of aerofoil flutter p 681 A87-46792
LOW ALTITUDE

Management o1 airborne reconnaissance images
through real-time processing p19 A87-10949

The Annular Parachute - An approach to a low altitude
personnel parachute
[AIAA PAPER 86-2449] p 80 A87-13823

In-flight resolution and sensitivity evaluation for airborne
thermal imaging systems p245 A87-19695

Nowcasting low-altitude wind shear with a Doppler
radar

[AIAA PAPER 87-0642] p 269 A87-22753
Influence of the regular water wave upon the

aerodynamic characteristics of a wing during the low
altitude ftying p280 A87-24713

Steering bit by bit --- with digital terrain map tested in
AFTI-t6 aircraft p 436 A87-31613

Low altitude aircraft tracking and registration system
[DGLR PAPER 86-137] p 498 A87-36780

Dynamic characteristics of flight near the ground
[AIAA PAPER 87-2288] p 768 A87-49581

Development of flight performance algorithms and a
tactical computer aided mission planning system for the
A-7E aircraft

[AD-A175724] p 364 N87-19387
A preliminary study into the constant drag parachute

for aircrew escape systems
[BU-345] p 421 N87-20256

Utilization of simulation to support F-14A low altitude
high angle of attack flight testing p 600 N87-23649

LOW ASPECT RATIO

Calculation of transonic steady and oscillatory pressures
on a low aspect ratio model p 556 A87-41632

The low-aspect-ratio parameter of blades
p 663 A87-43607

Aerodynamic and heat transfer analysis of the low aspect
ratio turbine

[AIAA PAPER 87-1916] p 696 A87-45296
Study of the flow visualization on the rotary wing with

low aspect ratio p 807 A87-52359
Garrett TFE.731 hp turbine stage without and with

cooling.gas injection p 250 N87-15210
Time-resolved heat flux measurement for the rotor blade

of a TFA-73t-2 hp turbine p 250 N87-15212
Low aspect ratio turbine design at Rolla-Royce

[PNR90338] p 306 N87-16824
LOW ASPECT RATIO WINGS

Navier-Stokes computations of vortical flows over low
aspect ratio wings
[AIAA PAPER 87-0207] p 220 A87-22485

LOW aspect ratio wings at high angles of attack
p 228 A87-22929

Effect of sink rate on ground effect of low-aspect-ratio
wings p 348 A87-31291

Analysis of a delta wing with loading-edge flaps
p 556 A87-41626

Loss of lift due to thickness for low-aspect-ratio wings
in incompressible flow p 557 A87-41683

Numerical simulation of transonic separated flows over
low-aspect-ratio wings p 730 A87-50341

Effects of ground proximity on a low aspect ratio
propulsive wing/canard configuration

p 573 N87-24422
LOW COST

A low cost commercial GPS set p 21 A87-12685
Design for low cost p 211 A87-21287
The light stuff. Burt Rutan transforms aircraft design

p 275 A87-23744
Partial inertial aiding for low cost aircraft GPS

navigators p 581 A87-41391
Development of low-cost test techniques for advancing

film cooling technology
[AIAA PAPER 87-1913] p 696 A87-45293

SUBJECT INDEX

Advances in technology for low cost turbomachinery -
A potential to enhance the economy of future propulsion
system for general and helicopter aviation

p 676 A87.46261
Low cost manufacture in titanium and aluminium alloys

using the processes of suporplastic forming (SPF) and
diffusion bonding p 788 A87-49637

Development of a portable precision landing system
[NASA-TM-88247] p 160 N87-14310

LOW DENSITY MATERIALS

Materials for advanced gas turbines
p 783 A87-4950;

Aluminium-lithium alloys for helicopter structures

p 843 A87-5389;
Dispersion strengthened alloys for aerospace

p 844 A87-5389_
Elevated temperature aluminum alloys

[NASA-CASE-LAR-13632-1] p 846 N87-2965(
LOW FREQUENCIES

The application of sub-beundary layer vortex generator,,
to reduce canopy 'Mach rumble' interior noise on th(
Gulf stream III

[AIAA PAPER 87-0084] p 239 A87-2240E
Radiation resistance of thin antennas of arbitrar_

elevation and configuration over perfectly conductin(.
ground p 848 A87-5218_¢

Acre Aerodynamica Sinica
lAD-At76552) p 483 N87-2184_

Combustion instabilities in dump type ram)el
combustors p 605 N87-23803

LOW LEVEL TURBULENCE
Unresolved issues in wind shear encounters

p 647 N87-2528,_
Helicopter-V/STOL dynamic wind and turbulence design

methodology p 658 N87-25284
LOW NOISE

For small airliners and executive jets
p 105 A87-1517_

LOW REYNOLDS NUMBER
Spenwise variation of laminar separation bubbles Or

wings at low Reynolds number p 71 A87-1436:
A study of the laminar separation bubble on an airfo

at low Reynolds numbers using flow visualizatio=
techniques
[AIAA PAPER 87-0242) p 221 A87-2250:

Rain effects at low Reynolds number
[AIAA PAPER 87-0258] p 221 A87-225t

Comparative low Reynolds number tests of NAC_
64-210, NACA 0012, and Wortmann FX67-K170 airfoil
in heavy rain
[AIAA PAPER 87-0259] p 222 A87-22511

Large eddy breakup devices as low Reynolds numbe
airfoils

[SAE PAPER 861769] p 409 A87-3262:

Experimental studies of airfoil performance and fio_
structures on a low Reynolds number airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 87-1267] p 564 A87-4235,

The effect of trip wire roughness on the performanc_
of the Wortmann FX 63-137 airfoil at low Reynold
numbers p 629 A87-4401'

Application of low-Reynolds-number K-epsilon model tq
solid fuel turbulent boundary layer combustion
[AIAA PAPER 87-1778] p 690 A87-4519;

Laminar separation bubble characteristics on an airfo
at low Reynolds numbers p 641 A87-4677_

End plate gap effects on a half wing model at Io_
Reynolds numbers
[AIAA PAPER 87-2350] p 723 A87-490(

Low Reynolds number airfoil performance subjected
wake interference from an upstream airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 87.2351 ] p 724 A87-4903

Low Reynolds number tests of NACA 64-210, NAC
0012, and Wortmann FX67-K170 airfoils in rain

p 730 A87-503,

Low Reynolds number effects on sub,son
compressibility corrections p 730 A87-503,

Visualization of the laminar separation bubble on airtoi
at low Reynolds numbers p 806 A87-523_

Rain effects at low Reynolds number
p 808 A87-528(

Leading- and trailing-edge flaps on a low Reynok
number airfoil p 808 A87-528t

The effect of free stream disturbances and contr

surface deflections on the performance of the Wortmar
airfoil at low Reynolds numbers p 1 t N87-100(

The performance of aerofoils with lift devices at I¢
Reynolds numbers for use on RPV wings .-- remot_
piloted vehicle (RPV)
[BU-332] p 350 N87-193t

LOW SPEED
A promising low speed air data system for helicopter

p 661 A87-434',

Theoretical and experimental correlation of Iow.aper
model helicopter blade slap p 797 A87-489q



SUBJECT INDEX MAGNETIC SUSPENSION

A flight investigation of helicopter low-speed response
requirements
[AIAA PAPER 87-2285] p 767 A87-49578

Simulation studies of translation rate command systems
for hover and low speed flight
[AIAA PAPER 87-2286] p 767 A87-49579

Simulation investigation of the effects of helicopter
hovering dynamics on pilot performance
[AIAA PAPER 87-2533] p 773 A87-50535

On the feasibility of low-speed aircraft maneuvers
involving extreme angles of attack p 835 A87-54140

Applicability of linearized-theory attached-ftow methods
to design and analysis of flap systems at low speeds for
thin swept wings with sharp leading edges
[NASA-TP-2653] p 230 N87-15174

Low-speed aerodynamic charactedstics of a
wing-canard configuration with underwing spanwise
blowing on the trailing-edge flap system
[NASA-TM-89020] p 231 N87-15180

Piloted simulator study of allowable time delays in
large-airplane response
[NASA-TP-2652] p 312 N87-16849

Flight characteristics of the AD-1 oblique-wing research
aircraft

[NASA-TP-2223] p 373 N87-18570
Low-speed wind-tunnel results for symmetrical NASA

LS(1)-0013 airfoil
[NASA-TM-4003] p 645 N87-26033

Piloted-simulation study of effects of vortex flaps on
low-speed handling qualities of a Delta-wing airplane
[NASA-TP-2747] p 776 N87-26922

The design and analysis of simple low speed flap
systems with the aid of linearized theory computer
programs
[NASA-CR-3913] p 812 N87-28522

Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a twin-engine
general aviation configuration with aft-fuselage-mounted
pusher propellers
[NASA-TP-2763] p 817 N87-29462

LOW SPEED STABILITY

Effect of Reynolds number on upper cowl flow
separation p 347 A87-31289

Dynamics and aeroelasticity of composite structures
[AD-A182713] p 825 N87-28543

LOW SPEED WIND TUNNELS

Exploratory wind-tunnel investigation of the stability and
control characteristics of advanced general aviation
configurations

[AIAA PAPER 86-2596] p 111 A87-14031
Wind-tunoel investigation of the OMAC canard

configuration

[AIAA PAPER 86-2608] p 69 A87-14038
The research of 2-D flexible wall self-streamlining wind

tunnel p 451 A87-32194
Effect of strakes on the autorotational characteristics

of noncirculer cylinders p 410 A87-33241
An investigation of the parallel blede-vortex interaction

in a low-speed wind tunnel

[AIAA PAPER 87-1345] p 566 A87-42402
An experimental investigation of delta wings with

leeding-edge vortex separation p 641 A87-46956

in a low ._oeed wind tunnel with slot1"_afl .............

[AIAA PAPER 87-2611 ] p 778 A87-49110
PSI multitransducer in low-velocity wind tunnel in

Braunschweig p 838 A87-53569
An experimental investigation of dynamic ground

effect p 14 N87-10833
Practical evaluation of wall pressure signature correction

methods in the 2,7m x 2.1m low speed wind tunnel
[BAE-ARG-204] p 37 N87-10874

Prop-fan slipstream effects using static simulators: Low
speed task, phase 1

[BAE-B59R/R-D/610/13498] p 37 N87-10875
The 8 m x 6 m low speed wind tunnel at the Chinese

Aerodynamic Research and Development Canter
[AD-A168448] p 119 N87-11803

LOW TEMPERATURE

An experimental study of the needy isothermal operating
conditions of low-temperature heat pipes --- for avionics

p 262 A87.20393
LOW TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENTS

Ground aircraft deicing technology review
[DOT/FAA/CT-85/21] p 83 N87-11707

LOW TEMPERATURE TESTS

DFVLR cryogenic-wind-tunnel and model technology
p 117 A87-14024

LOW TURBULENCE

Lift and pitching moment coefficient changes from
low-level fresstream turbulence p 808 A87.52888

LOW VISIBILrrY

Aircraft accident report: Piper PA.23-150, N2185P and

Pan American World Airways Boeing 727-235, N4743,
Tampa, Florida, November 6, 1986
[PB87-910407] p 740 N87-27649

LOW WEIGHT

Interactive development of structural components for
lightweight fiber-reinforced composite designs. The case
of the Airbus vertical tails

[MBB-UT-023-86] p 750 A87-49964
LUBRICANT TESTS

Competing factors in the aging of oil in piston and
gas-turbine engines p 529 A87-39100

Carbon residue studies with a micro carbon residue
tester

[AD.A171153] p 259 N87-15306
LUBRICANTS

The effect of lubricant cavitation on the characteristics

of a short hydrodynamic damper p 127 A87.15203
Engine oils no longer suitable for gearboxes?

p 318 A87-27332
LUBRICATING OILS

Thickened oils p 40 A87-12902
Simulation of oil circuits in VSCF electrical power

systems
[SAE PAPER 861623] p 462 A87-32580

Blackening of petroleum-based aviation oils - Causes
and consequences p 604 A87-40925

Helicopter lubrication p 624 A87-44733
Monitoring of gas turbine engines - Used oil

[SAE PAPER 871014] p 783 A87-48753
Military aircraft 4-cSt gas turbine engine oil

development p 841 A87-52403
Carbon residue studies with a micro carbon residue

tester

[AD-A171153] p 259 N87-15306
Real time simultaneous in-line wear and lubricant

condition monitoring
[AD-At83286] p 852 N87-29842

LUBRICATION SYSTEMS

Minimizing heat rejection in aircraft accessory drive
gearboxes
[SAE PAPER 861736] p368 A87-29582

Helicopter lubrication p 624 A87-44733
LUGS

Experimental characterization of cracks at open holes
and in rounded-end straight attachment lugs

p 384 A87-30107
Effect of cold-working by hole expansion on fatigue life

of 7075-T735t and 7475-T761 aluminum lugs with and
without initial flaws under maneuver loading spectrum

p 604 A87-40230
Fatigue strength of 30KhGSN2A steel lugs under

programmed loading p 843 A87-53441

Effect of cold-working by hole expansion on fatigue life
of 7075.T7351 and 7475-T761 aluminum lugs with and
without initial flaws under maneuver loading spectrum
[TAE-561] p 259 N87-15291

LUMINANCE

Aircraft color CRT experience p 178 A87.16742

M

MACH NUMBER

Fundamentals of fighter aircraft design - Engine intake
and afterbody
rONERA TP NO t986.831 e 236 A87-21014

Recent progress in the measurement of the drag
coefficient of models of transport aircraft in a wind
tunnel
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-170] p 256 A87.21070

Mach number effects on vortex shedding of a square
cylinder and thick symmetrical airfoil arranged in tandem

p 216 A87.22035
Multizone Euler marching technique for flow over single

and multibody configurations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0592] p 285 A87-24990

Closed-loop Mach number control in a blowdown
transenio wind tunnel p314 A87-25279

Unsteady aerodynamic characteristics of annular
cascade oscillating in transonic flow. I - Measurement of
aerodynamic damping with frecn gas controlled-oscillated
annular cascade test fscility p288 A87.27168

Low aspect ratio axial flow compressors. Why and what
it means

[SAE PAPER 861837] p 369 A87-31150
A temperature sensor with improved performance and

reliability for use at low Mach number and density
[SAE PAPER 860915] p 534 A87-38707

Computation of low.speed flow with heat addition

p 552 A87-39536
Calculation of the minimum-time turn of an aircraft

without sideslip p 596 A87-40921

On the boundary element method for compressible flow
about bodies p 555 A87.41268

Improvements on a Green's function method for the
solution of linearized unsteady potential flows

p 556 A87-41627

Optimum flap schedules and minimum drag envelopes
for combat aircraft p 556 A87-41635

Passive drag reduction on a complete NACA 0012 airfoil
at transonic Mach numbers

[AIAA PAPER 87-1263] p 564 A87-42352

Aero-optical analysis of compressible flow over an open
cavity
[AIAA PAPER 87-1399] p 632 A87-44943

Cycle selection considerations for high Mach
applications
[AIAA PAPER 87.2105] p 672 A87-45410

Mach number scaling of helicopter rotor blade/vortex
interaction noise p 797 A87-48910

Review of vortex flow flight projects on the F-106B
[AIAA PAPER 87-2346] p 748 A87-49065

The supersonic through-flow turbofan for high Mech
propulsion

[AIAA PAPER 87-2050] p 763 A87-50196
Investigations of the aerodynamic performance and

noise characteristics of a Dowry Rotol R212 propeller at
full-scale in the 24 ft wind tunnel p 763 A87-50588

Mach 6 experimental and theoretical stability and
performance of a finned cylindrical body at angles of attack
up to 65 deg
[NASA-TM-89050] p 76 N87.12538

Calculation of sidewall boundary-layer parameters from
rake measurements for the Langley 0.3-meter transonic
cryogenic tunnel
[NASA-CR-178241 ] p 292 N87-16807

The supersonic through-flow turbofan for high Mach
propulsion
[NASA-TM-100114] p 593 N87-23626

Multiaxis control power from thrust vectoring for a
supersonic fighter aircraft model at Mech 0.20 to 2.47
[NASA-TP-2712] p 574 N87-24433

Recent progress in the measurement of the drag
coefficients of models of transport aircraft in a wind
tunnel

[NASA-'I-r-20096] p 644 N87-25306
Aerofoil maximum lift-coefficient for Mech numbers up

to 0.4

[ ESDU-84026] p645 N87-26028
Effect of Reynolds number variation on aerodynamics

of a hydrogen-fueled transport concept at Mach 6
[NASA-TP-2728] p 645 N87-26031

A study of the effects of Reynolds number and Mach
number on constant pressure coefficient jump for
shock-induced trailing.edge separation
[NASA-CR-4090] p 731 N87-26864

MACH REFLECTION

Visual studies of characteristics of slip stream in Mach
reflection of a shock wave p 848 A87-52370

A reconsideration of the three-shock theory for a
pseudo-steady Mach reflection p 810 A87.54364

MACH-ZEHNDER INTERFEROMETERS

Aerodynamic research into the high cambered MCA.type
supersonic compressor cascade p 343 A87-28417

The Fringe Reading Facility at the Max-Planck-lnstitut
fuer Stroemungsforschung p 851 N87-29452

MAGNESIUM ALLOYS

The structure and properties of binary
magnesium-lithium alloys during die casting

p 317 A87-24401
The effect of composition and heat treatment upon

alloys p 842 A87-52673
MAGNETIC DISKS

Digital data recording on floppy disks applied for
on-beard use in helicopters
[DFVLR.MrI-1".86-10] p 51 N87-11149

Digital data recording on floppy disks applied for onboard
use in helicopters
[ESA.'I-r-1011] p 614 N87-24675

MAGNETIC FIELD CONFIGURATIONS

Processing, evaluation and analysis of the magnetic field
data acquired by the F-106 nose boom sensor
lAD-A172180] p 244 N87-15961

MAGNETIC FIELDS

Low altitude lightning attachment to an aircraft
[AD-A183290] p 819 N87-29473

MAGNETIC RECORDING
Data compression for IR reconnaissance

p 18 A87-10947
MAGNETIC SIGNATURES

Magnetostatic surface field measurement facility
[AD-A178258] p 612 N87-23850

MAGNETIC SUSPENSION

Potential benefits of magnetic suspension and balance
systems
[NASA-TM-89079] p 316 N87-17718

User guide for the digital control system of the
NASA/Langley Research Center's 13-inch Magnetic
Suspension and Balance System
[NASA-CR-178210] p 376 N87-18574

High angle of attack position sensing for the
Southampton University magnetic suspension and balance
system
[NASA-CR.178358] p 780 N87.27681
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MAGNETOMETERS SUBJECT INDEX

Some proposed enhancements to the NASA Langley

13-inch magnetic suspension and balance system

_NASA-CR-161152] p 839 N87-29543

MAGNETOMETERS

Autonomous navigation system for the new generation

of military helicopters and associated flight tests

p 648 A87-43469

Investigation of magnetometer errors and their

compensation in the BO-105 helicopter

| DFVLR-FB-86-21 ] p 102 N87-11784

Investigation of magnetometer errors and their

compensation in the BO-105 helicopter

[ESA-'rT-1015] p 757 N87-27664

MAGNETOSTATIC FIELDS

Magnetostatic surface field measurement facility

[AD-A178258] p 612 N87-23850

MAGNUS EFFECT

Flow of a monoatomic rarefied gas around a rotating

circular cytinder p 803 A87-50880

MAINTAINABILITY

Novel composite repair methods p 123 A87-f3123

RADC automated R&M package (RAMP)

p 128 A87-15417

Assessing the R&M attributes of advanced structures

--- Reliability & Maintainability of composite helicopters

p 96 A87-15424

Application of Markov models for RMA assessment ---

Reliability, Maintainability and Availabilibt

p 128 A87-15435

Design for testability for future digital avionics systems

p 177 A87-16727

Design for maintainability - Litton's new family of RLG

inertial navigation systems p 157 A87-16835

Flight test results of a control element failure detection

and isolation algodthm pt87 A87-16653

The F-16 - A model for maximum designed-in

supportability

[AtAA PAPER 86-2663] p 142 A87-17908

Availability and maintainability of the RAMP monopulse

SSR systems p 497 A87-35557

Engine maintenance improvement considerations

[AIAA PAPER 87-t716} p 624 A87-45159

Supportability model - Quantifies reliability and

maintainability influence on cost --- of military aircraft

p 801 A87-53415

Investigation of optimal corn plexity of 81TE and its effects

on reliability, maintainability, monitoring and fault prediction

--- Built-In Test (RITE) electronic systems

[ETN-86-97976] p 51 N87-ft175

Readiness and retention. Pilot flight experience and

aircraft mishaps

[AD-At73911] p 353 N87-18548

Design for repairability of helicopter rotor blades

[MBB-UD-491/86] p 658 N87-25315

MAINTENANCE

Cleaning methods and procedures for military oxygen

equipment - Investigation results p 46 A87-10867

T700/CT7 derivative growth engine reliability -

Consistent with longstanding industry traditions

p 663 A87-43464

XMAN - A tool for automated jet engine diagnostics

[AIAA PAPER 87-1931} p 696 A87-45309

Method for forecasting repair and replacement needs

for Naval aircraft, phase 2

[DE87-001628] p 341 N87-19348

AI (Artificial Intelligence) gas turbine rotor diagnostics

[AD-At78996] p 520 N87-22683

Air traffic system: Pilot program to contract out

maintenance at selected facilities

[PR87-186607] p 741 N87-26894

MALFUNCTIONS

A flight expert system (FLES) for on-board fault

monitoring and diagnosis p 589 A87-42629

MAN ENVIRONMENT INTERACTIONS

The problems of aircraft microclimate (Review of the

literature) p 855 A87-50949

MAN MACHINE SYSTEMS

NAECON 1986; Proceedings of the National Aerospace

and Electronics Conference, Dayton, OH, May 19-23, 1986.

Volumes 1, 2, 3, & 4 p 141 A87-16726

Computer-aided procedures for analyzing

pilot/vehicle/system interactions p 186 A87-16759

Rapid prototyping of pilot interfaces as an aid to defining

software requirements p 179 A87-16807

Terrain-based information - A reason to integrate

p 157 A87-16814

Pilot's associate demonstration one - A look inside

p 180 A87-16841

Flying qualities of pitch range command/attitude hold

control systems for landing p188 A87-17753

Pilot use of simulator cues for autorotation landings

p 192 A87-19252

Simulation of future thermal imagers

p 255 A87-19700

Toward the omnipotent pilot p 246 A87-21253

ATMOS: Real-time simulation of

man/machine-interaction in air traffic management

(ATMOS - Air Traffic Management and Operations

Simulator) p 236 A87-23068

Cross coupling in pilot-vehicle systems

p 310 A87-23977

The distributed intelligence system and aircraft

pilotage p 332 A87-26096

Closed-loop pilot vehicle analysis of the approach and

landing task p 444 A87-32233

Man-machine airoratt-navigation complexes -.- Russian

book p 424 A87-32670

Development and evaluation of a proportional

displacement sidearm controller for helicopters

p 445 A87-33047

Syntax analysis for a cockpit speech recognition

system

[DGLR PAPER 86-158] p 498 A87-36784

Future use of knowledge-based systems for

man-machine interfaces in air transport systems

[DGLR PAPER 86-159] p 511 A87-36785

The technique of pragmatic simulation

p 616 A87-40520

DVI in the military cockpit - A third hand for the combat

pilot --- Direct Voice Input p 681 A87-46315

Helmet mounted displays for tactical aircraft

p 755 A87-4711;_

Investigating aircraft handling qualities using a structural

model of the human pilot

[AIAA PAPER 87-2537J p 774 A87-50538

Problems associated with the integration of artificial

intelligence into crew systems p 857 A87-53062

In real time with a pilot in the loop

p 857 A87-53066

Application of artificial intelligence (All to aerospace

manufacturing - A user perspective p 857 A87-53075

Extension and application of a procedure for damage

assessment of aerospace structures

[AD-A174035| p 396 N87-19004

A simulation evaluation of a pilot interface with an

automatic terminal approach system

[NASA-TP-26691 p 366 N87-19393

Integrating a head-up display with dome visual simulation

technology

[AD-A1752221 p 366 N87-19394

Computer assisted arrival sequencing and scheduling

with the COMPAS system p 502 N87-21897

Next generation of control techniques in advanced

TMA p 502 N87-21898

Some experiences in integrating avionic systems on the

civil flight deck p 511 N87-21902

The application of intelligent knowledge based systems

to air traffic control p 503 N87-21904

Trends in ground-based and in-flight simulators for

development applications p 600 N87-23645

Optimal cooperative control synthesis of active

displays

[NASA-CR-4058] p 705 N87-25807

Systems Testbed for Avionic Research (STAR)

automation concept development

lAD-Ate0658) p 757 N87-26907

Experimental investigation of the short-period

requirements of MIL-F-8785C, volume 2

[AD-At81475J p 775 N87-26917

Investigation of air transportation technology at

Princeton University, 1985 p 740 N87-27603

A multichannel mode_ for the description of the pilot in

the closed control system, for the evaluation of future

aircraft guidance systems p 822 N87-28537

A flight evaluation of voice interaction as a component

of an integrated helicopter avionics system

[RAE-TM-FS(B)-637] p 829 N87-28547

Automation at the man-machine interface

p 855 N87-29504

Closing the man-machine loop: On the use of

physiological measures to affect computer-controlled

devices p 855 N87-29507

Sophisticated integral control methods for use in flight

p 856 N87-29510

MAN*COMPUTER INTERFACE

Case study - Developing an operations concept for future

air traffic control p 424 A87-33030

A hybrid nonlinear programming method for design

optimization p 545 A87-35718

A test on the reliability and performance of the verbex

series 4000 voice recognizer

[AD-A169066] p 130 N87-12729

Digital Autonomous Terminal Access Communication

(DATAC) system p 540 N87-22610

MANAGEMENT METHODS

USAF test pilot school. Flying qualities textbook, volume

2, part f

[AD-A170959] p 173 N87-13431

MANAGEMENT PLANNING

The F-16 - A model for maximum designed-in

supportability

[AIAA PAPER 86-2663] p 142 A87-17908

An examination of distributed planning in the world of

air traffic control p 355 A87-28353

Capacity management of air traffic control computer

systems p 395 A87-30274

Airhne management prerogatiw in the deregulation

era p 861 A87-52172

Engine-airframe integration for rotorcraft: System

specifications and qualification p 27 N87-10074

MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Radar-supported traffic monitoring systems for madtime

and air safety p 158 A87-16988

An assessment of artificial intelligence and expert

systems technology for application to management of

cockpit systems

[AD-A175456] p 394 N87-19911

MANEUVERABILITY

Calculated performance, stability, and maneuverability

of high speed tilting proprotor aircraft

p 431 A87-34863

A computational method for stability and maneuverability

of helicopter p 595 A87-39420

Calculated performance, stability, and maneuverability

of high-speed tilting-prop-rotor aircraft

p 651 A87-43408

Improved agility for modern fighter aircraft, II - Thrust

vectoring engine nozzles p 673 A87-46181

Navy departure resistance and air combat maneuvering

evaluation of the FA-18R airplane p 765 A87-47843

Thrust vectoring - Why and how?

[DGLR PAPER 86-111 ] p 744 A87-48159

X-31 - Breaking the stall barrier p 744 A87-48366

Calculated performance, stability and maneuverability

of high-speed tilting-prep-rotor aircraft

[NASA-TM-88349] p 302 N87-17695

Development of a device for controlling the leading edge

vortices on a delta wing

[AD-A175207] p 350 N87-19356

Optimum aeroelastic characteristics for composite

supermaneuverable aircraft

[AD-A174785] p 362 N87-19377

Airworthiness and Flight Characteristics Test (A and FC)

of the BHTI (Bell Helicopter Textron, Inc.) 214ST

helicopter

[AD-A175349| p 364 N87-19385

Research on post-stall aerodynamics

lAD-A177107) p 490 N87-21851

Buffet onset measurements on an aircraft model at

transonic Mach numbers

[NAL-TM-AE-8602] p 490 N87-21861

Evaluation of the angle of attack limiter of the F-16 C/D

aircraft

[AD-A177941J p 585 N87-23612

A study of supermaneuver aerodynamics

[AD-A181490] p 732 N87-26872

Flight evaluation of the UH-60A helicopter with the pitch

bias actuator centered and electrically disconnected

[AD-A183954] p 827 N87-29495

MANEUVERS

Subsonic maneuver capability of a supersonic cruise

fighter wing concept

[NASA-TP-25421 p 231 N87-15184

Flight characteristics test of the UH-60A with tail boom

mounted strake

lAD-A180791) p 751 N87-26898

Validation of the ARL (Aeronautical Research

Laboratories) mathematical model of the Sea King Mk 50

helicopter

[AD-At81314] p 752 N87-26901

Incompatibility of the M-1 maneuver with US Navy

tactical aircraft oxygen systems

[AD-A183731] p 856 N87-30072

MANIFOLDS (MATHEMATICS)

Robust nonlinear control for high angle of attack flight

[AIAA PAPER 87-0346] p 597 A87-42649

MANUAL CONTROL

Reconnaissance interface - The near real time is now

p 29 A87-10950

Pilot/vehicle analysis of the lateral/vertical control of

a twin-lift helicopter configuration

[AJAA PAPER 87-0345) p 253 A87-22571

Closed-loop pilot vehicle analysis of the approach and

landing task p 444 A87-32233

7J7 manual flight control functions

[AIAA PAPER 87-2454] p 773 A87-50500

MANUFACTURING

The influence of aerospace developments upon

developments in manufacturing p I A87-13002

Future developments and manufacturing at GAF

p 2 A87-13013

Future developments and manufacturing at C.A.C

p 2 A87-13014
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SUBJECT INDEX

Advanced manufacturing technology for structural
aircraft/aerospace components p 123 A87-13074

Resin-hardener systems for resin transfer molding
p 120 A87-13093

Use of filament winding in manufacturing high quality
aerospace composite components p 123 A87-13164

Manufacturing applications of lasers; Proceedings of the
Meeting, Los Angeles, CA, Jan. 23, 24, 1986
[SPIE.621] p 322 A87-26676

The global nature of the aircraft manufacturing
industry p 402 A87-32936

Toward the factory of the future p 531 A87-35397

Economicsi manufacturing and inspection of the
electren-beam-welded Tornado wing box

p 324 N87-t7055

Diffusion bonding in the manufacture of aircraft
structure p 324 N87-17057

Net shape technology in aerospace structures. Volume
1

lAD-A176508] p 406 N87-20957

Net shape technology in aerospace structures. Volume
2. Appendix. Precision Forgings in Aerospace Structures.
Presentations of a workshop held on December 3-5, 1984
in Oxnard, California
lAD-A176509] p 406 N87-20958

Trial manufacture of NAL 0.1m x 0.1m transonic
cryogenic wind tunnel
[NAL-TR-9t0] p 526 N87-21969

A method for the manufacture of model helicopter rotor
blades with torsional stiffness representative of full scale
[RAE-TR-85094] p 752 N87-26904

The 1-((diorganooxy phosphonyl) methyl)-2,4, and
-2,6-diamino benzenes and their derivatives
]NASA-CASE-ARC-11425-2] p 844 N87-28605

MANY BODY PROBLEM

Pulse control of flexible multibody systems
p 382 A87-29268

MAP MATCHING GUIDANCE

Steering bit by bit --- with digital terrain map tested in
AFTI-16 aircraft p 436 A87-31613

MAPPING
A review of microbursts and their analysis and detection

with Doppler radar
lAD-A170458] p 133 N87-13110

A coordinate conversion algorithm for multisensor data
processing
lAD-A176368] p 476 N87-21603

MAPS

A digital map set for the night attack aircraft
p 177 A87-16729

An efficient data hierarchy for integrating background
image information in an aircraft map system

p 177 A87-16730
MANAGING STEELS

Inertia welding of nitralloy N and 18 nickel maragiog
250 grade steels for utilization in the main rotor drive shaft
for the An-64 military helicopter program

p 325 N87-17067
MARANGONI CONVECTION

oUiil_ I_=glt_ IIUIII pt:l[_lOOllC nlgn|s --- on liquid-gas
mixtures p 608 A87-39839

Improvement of flight hardware and isothermal

Marangeei convection under micro-gravity conditions
p 608 A87-39840

MARECS MARITIME SATELLITES

PRODAT system architecture --- communication
network p 266 N87-15371

A conformal aircraft phased array antenna for
airplane-satellite communication in the L band
[DFVLR-FB.86.47] p 701 N87-26259

MARINE ENVIRONMENTS

Hot corrosion site environment in gas turbines
p 830 A87-51353

MARINE TECHNOLOGY

Marinized Apache/An engineering challenge
[AIAA PAPER 86-2676] p 164 A87-17917

Update on the U.S. Oceanic Display and Planning
System p 425 A87-34900

Aerodynamics research and development at the Royal
Aircraft Establishment (RAE), Farnborough in the United
Kingdom

lAD-A171837] p 258 N87-15982
Selection parameters for hydraulic system filters with

a comparison of aircraft and marine applications
lAD-A174045] p 389 N87-18825

MARINE TRANSPORTATION
AT$ and VTS - Some observations towards a

synthesis p 582 A87-41696
MARITIME SATELLITES

Aeronautical satellite communications over the Atlantic
- A technical demonstration p 422 A87-31457

Experimental mobile satellite system (EMSS) using
ETS.V p 462 A87-32419

MARKETING

Commuter, corporate and light aircraft - Analysis of
international operations and markets
fAIAA PAPER 86-2724] p 143 A87-17946

What's your heading? --- FAA analysis of general aviation
aircraft sales decline p 143 A87-18643

Market supremacy through engineering automation
p 395 A87-29596

Japan advances its aerospace timetable
p 478 A87-31615

The market potential of future supersonic aircraft
[SAE PAPER 861684] p 402 A87-32600

Time to reinvent the general aviation aircraft
p 715 A87-50372

Unique research challenges for high-speed civil
transports
[NASA-TM-100490] p 740 N87-27651

MARKOV PROCESSES
Application of Markov models for RMA assessment ---

Reliability, Maintainability and Availability
p 128 A87-15435

An efficient decision-making-free filter for processes with
abrupt changes p 136 A87-16189

MARS LANDING

The Mars airplane p 303 N87-17753
MASS BALANCE

Effectiveness of balancing flexible rotary compressor
vanes on low-speed balancing machine

p 592 N87-23580
MASS DISTRIBUTION

A higher order beam element for vibration of beams
with discontinuities p 46 A87-10898

Design sensitivity analysis for an aeroelastic optimization
of a helicopter blade
]AIAA PAPER 87-09231 p 429 A87-33761

Accurate estimation of aircraft inertia characteristics

from a single suspension experiment
p 596 A87-41628

Concentrated mass effects on the flutter of a composite
advanced turboprop model
[NASA-TM-88854] p 130 N87-12017

Characterization and dynamical studies of polymers in
dipolar (aprotic) liquids
lAD-At69243] p 123 N87-12685

MASS FLOW
A supersonic jet in a chamber with a diaphragm

p 808 A87-53520
Computational fluid dynamic studies of certain ducted

bluff-body flowfields relevant to turbojet combustors.
Volume 1: Time-dependent calculations with the k-epsilon
turbulence model for an existing centerbody combustor
lAD-A171434] p 131 N87-12816

MASS FLOW RATE
Results of wind tunnel tests on external combustion

[ESA-TT-959] p 42 N87-10990
The effects of metallized fuel composition on the

combustion characteristics of Solid Fuel Ramjets (SFRJ)
lAD-A176744] p 515 N87-21922

MATERIALS

New materials in gas turbine technology
p 41 A87-13009

Rtrllrtllr_ld_inn _ifh n== m_=H_lo

p 49 A87-13011
MATERIALS HANDLING

Multivariable control of a twin lift helicopter system using

the LQG/LTR design methodology -- Linear Quadratic
Gaussian/Loop Transfer Recove_ method

p 110 A87-13419
MATERIALS SCIENCE

Progress in advanced materials and processes:
Durability, reliability and quality control; Proceedings of the
Sixth International European SAMPE Conference,
Scheveningen, Netherlands, May 28-30, 1985

p 39 A87-12651

Analytical-experimental determination of the long-term
strength of gas-turbine-engine materials following
technological treatments p 455 A87-31736

Advances in superplastic materials
p 456 A87-33269

State-of-art and prospect for materials and hot working
technology for gas turbine disk p 780 A87-47681

MATERIALS TESTS

7050 aluminum rivets for military aircraft
p 124 #,87-13173

Testing of fiber-reinforced construction elements -
Simulation of mechanical loads and environmental
influences p 92 A87-14012

Results of research on materials and construction
methods by the DFVLR p 64 A87-14015

Fire safety aspects for construction of civil aircraft
p 575 A87-42682

MATHEMATICAL MODELS
Modeling and analysis of the dynamics of a drill

penetrating a thin plate
[ASME PAPER 86-WA/APM-331 p 46 A87-11112

MATHEMATICAL MODELS

Numerical simulation of viscous supersonic flow over
a generic fighter configuration p6 A87-t t509

Improvement of mathematical models of helicopters by
analytical presentation of nonlinear aerodynamics

p 69 A87-13995
Analytical model for investigation of interior noise

characteristics in aircraft with multiple propellers including
synchrophasing p 94 A87-14925

The use of mathematical models in aerodynamics (The
W. Rupert Turnbull Lecture) p 72 A87-15189

Rotor-fuselage coupling by impedance
p 167 A87-19202

Mathematical modeling of the opening dynamics of an
axisymmetric parachute p 212 A87-20412

Application of multiple objective optimization techniques
to finite element model tuning p 266 A87-22819

Artificial dissipation models for the Euler equations
p 278 A87-23656

A numerical simulation of the inviscid flow through a
counterrotating propolter
[ASME PAPER 86-GT-138] p 287 A87-25395

Evaluation of a stochastic initial fatigue quality model
for fastener holes p 384 A87-30106

Automating the software development process
p 470 A87-31453

Classification of mathematical models of gas turbine
engines. I p 439 A87-31745

Supersonic flutter of aeroelastically tailored oblique
wings
[AIAA PAPER 87-0734] p 445 A87.3366t

Structural dynamic modeling of advanced composite
propellers by the finite element method
[AfAA PAPER 87-0740] p 441 A87-33664

New concepts concerning ILS siting
p 497 A87-35558

Analytical and experimental investigation of mistuning
in propfan flutter
[AIAA PAPER 87-0739] p 609 A87-40496

Analytical flutter investigation of a composite propfan
model

[AIAA PAPER 87-0738] p 609 A67-40497
Computational Fluid Dynamics in West Germany

[AIAA PAPER 87-1130] p 617 A87-42079
A mathematical model of processes in a multiple discrete

aircraft stabilization system p 596 A87-42127
Classification of mathematical models of gas turbine

engines. II p 591 A87-42153
Rotor icing research at RAE Famborough

p 646 A87-44706
The integration of a six axis motion system and a wide

angle visual system inside a dome p 684 A87.44720
Simulations of ramjet combustor flow fields. I - Numerical

model, large-scale and mean motions
|AIAA PAPER 87-1421] p 633 A87-44949

Tip clearance flows. I - Experimental investigation of
an isolated rotor. II - Study of various models and
comparison with test results p 638 A87-46208

A study on the effect of non-dimensional System
parameters on squeeze film damper performance using
experimental data p 698 A87.46229

resolution for an airfoil
[ONERA, TP NO. 1987-73] p 681 A87-46767

Numerical simulation of flows in axial and radial

turbomachines usin 9 Euler solvers
[ONERA, TP NO. 1987-87 ] p 641 A67-46776

Pre- and post-flight-test models versus measured
skyship-500 control responses
[AIAA PAPER 87-2508] p 765 A87-48650

Further studies of helicopter rotor ice accretion and
protection p 738 A87-48945

A review of mathematical modelling of aircraft cabin
fires p 73g A87-50714

An approach to the numerical modeling of the dynamics
of reacting gases in nozzles --- gasdynamic and chemical
lasers p 847 A87-50872

Computational aerodynamics of supersonic lifting
vehicles p 12 N87.10030

Numerical and experimental study of dynamics of
two-dimensional body
[ISAS-619] p 59 N87-10748

Correlation between flight simulation and processing of

flight tests based on inertial measurements
[NLR-MP-85058-U] p 28 N87-10863

Turbine Engine Hot Section Technology, 1984
[NASA*CP-2339] p 52 N87-11180

Combustion overview p43 N87-11181
Fatigue and fracture: Overview p 52 N87-11183
Thermal barrier coating life prediction model

development p 52 N87-11199
Aerothermal modeling program, phase 2

p 35 N87-11200
The 3D inelastic analysis methods for hot section

components p 53 N87-11206
Component specific modeling p 35 N87-11207
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MATRICES (MATHEMATICS)

Constitutive modeling for isotropic materials
p 53 N87-11211

Elevated temperature crack growth
, p 53 N87-11214

Stochastic crack lbropsgetion with applications to
durability and damage tolerance analyses
[AD.A168040] p 53 N87-11226

A dynamic model for airframe cost estimation
[AD-A168842] p 65 N87.11687

Numerical simulation of tip vortices of wings in subsonic
end transonic flows
[AD-A169118] p 77 N87-12544

A summary of the development of integral aerodynamic
methods for the computation of rotor wake interactions
lAD-A169254] p 77 N87-12545

Analysis and verification of the icing scaling equations.
Volume 1: Revision

[AD-A167976] p 85 N87-12551
Simplified forms of performance equations. Addendum

A: Effect on aeroplane level speed of small changes in
thrust, drag, weight, power
[ESDU-86004-ADD-A] p 100 N87-12556

Evaluation of a nonlinear parameter extraction
mathematical model including the term C(subm(sub delta
e squared))
[NASA-TM-87731] p 116 N87-12566

Numerical simulation of an aircraft icing
p 174 N87-14248

Wing/body interference flow investigation
[NASA-CR-179979] p 153 N87-14278

Computer simulation of a transport aircraft seat and
occupant(s) in a crash environment, volume 1
[DOTIFAAICT-86125-1] p 156 N87-14306

Computer simulation of s transport aircraft seat and
occupant(s) in a crash environment. Volume 2: Program
SOM-TA user manual
[DOT/FAA/CT.86/25.2J p 156 N87-t4307

Calculation of ice accretion on cylindrical rods according
to Bain's model and comparison with experimental results
-- stratus clouds
[ESA-'I-I'-970] p 176 N87-14325

Transonic and supersonic compressors
p 185 N87-14344

Modeling three dimensional vortex flow in
aerodynamics p 154 N87-14636

An analysis of the cost-volume relationships within the
aircraft Ixogram of the Naval Air Rework Facility, Alameda,
California

lAD-A171729] p 212 N87-15933
Practical Application of Finite Element Analysis to

Aircraft Structural Design
(AGARD-LS-147] p 268 N87-16376

Modeling aerodynamic discontinuities and the onset of
chaos in flight dynamical systems
[NASA-TM-89420] p 292 N87-17663

UH-60 Black Hawk engineering simulation model
validation and proposed modifications
[NASA-CR.177360] p 312 N87-17710

Analytical flutter investigation of a composite propfan
model

[NASA-TM.88944] p 327 N87-18115

Analytical and experimental investigation of mistuning
in propfan flutter
[NASA-TM.88959) p327 N87-18116

A comparative study of some dynamic stall models

[NASA.TM-88917] p 391 N87-18883
A perspective of mathematical simulation and

optimization techniques incomputer aided design
[NLR-MP-85088-U] p 396 N87-19018

The terminal area simulation system. Volume 2:
Verification cases

[NASA.CR-4047] p 421 N87.20252

The terminal area simulation system. Volume 1:
Theoretical formulation

[NASA.CR-4046] p 421 N87-20255

Aeroelastic stability ol bearingiess rotors in forward
flight p 432 N87-20260

Development of a mathematical model that simulates

the longitudinal, and lateral-directional response of the
F/A-18 for the study of flight control reconflguration
lAD-A176333] p 450 N87-2t004

Analysis of two-dimensional multi-component airfoils in
viscous flows

[NAL-TM-AE-8701] p 491 N87-21863

Nonplanar vortex lattice method for analysis of complex
multiple liffing surfaces
[NAL-TM-AE-8606] p 491 N87-21866

A post-staJI compress_n system modeling technique
[AD-A177610] p 515 N87-21924

Structural dynamic modeling of advanced composite
Ixopal;ers by the finite element method

p 515 N87-21926

Eigecspace techniques for active flutter suppression
[NASA-CR-4071] p 522 N87-21960
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Static aeroelastic effects on the flutter of a supemritical
wing
[NASA-TM-89132] p 540 N87-22270

Example on how to model and simulate turbulence for
flight simulators p 543 N87.22353

Investigation of air transportation technology at
Massachusetts Inafltute of TechnoJogy, 1984

p 496 N87-22605

Probebilistic Modeling of Loran-C for nonprecision
approaches p 503 N87-22607

Numerical simulation of supersonic flow over a rotating

band using flowfieid blanking
lAD-A175492] p 493 N87.22624

Frequency-response identification of XV-15 tilt-rotor
aircraft dynamics
[NASA-TM.89428] p 524 N87-22690

Development of model describing unstable operation of
turbocompressor and design of antisurging protection for
gas turbine engine p 592 N87-23577

Aircraft Dynamic Response to Damaged and Repaired
Runways
[AGARD-R-739] p 584 N87-23609

An experimental-analytical routine for the dynamic
qualiflcatidn of aircraft operating on rough runway
surfaces p 585 N87-23611

Correlation between flight simulation and processing of
flight tests based On inertial measurements

p 601 N87-23655

Downstream boundary effects on the frequency of
self-excited oscillations in transonic diffuser flows

p 611 N87-23794

1.3nearcoupling of acoustics and entropy and acoustic
stability in ramjet combustion chambers containing a plane
flame p 603 N87-23795

Analysis of pressure OScillations in ram)ets. Review of
research: 1985-1986 p 604 N87-23796

Acoustic response of turbulent reacting recirculatory
flows p 620 N87-23799

Computational studies of the effects of acoustics and

chemistry on the flow field in an axisymmetric ramjet
combusfor p 612 N87-23801

Numerical simulations of cold flow in a ramjet dump
combustor with a choked exit nozzle

p 612 N87-23802
Combustion instabilities in dump type ramjet

combustors p 605 N87-23803
Spray combustion: A driving mechanism for ramjet

combustion instability p 606 N87-23805
Combustion, vaporization, and microexplosion of

droplets of organic azides p 606 N87-23806
Improvement of the parallel compressor model by

consideration of unsteady blade aerodynamics
p 594 N87-24473

Multiple paths in complex tasks
[NASA-CR-180392] p619 N87-24911

An improved computational procedure for the unsteady
doublet lattice method
[ARL-STRUC-R-423] p619 N87-24934

Predictions of wing and pylon forces caused by propeller
installation

[NASA.CR-178298] p 620 N87-24966
Case history of FAA/SRI wind shear models

p 703 N87-25268
Numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equations about

three-dimensional configurations: A survey
p 701 N87-26022

A comparison of the sfructureborne and airborne paths
for propfan interior noise
[NASA-CR-180289] p 708 N87-26612

Cost analysis for aircraft system test and evaluation:
Empirical survey data structuring and parametric modeling,
volume 2

[AD-AISI466] p 739 N87.26885
Validation of the ARL (Aeronautical Research

Laboratories) mathematical model of the Sea King Mk 50
helicopter
[AD-A181314] p 752 N87-26901

An investigation of some simple models for the F/A-18
flight dynamics
lAD-A181638] p 752 N87-26903

3-D inelastic analysis methods for hot section
components. Volume 2: Advanced special functions
models

[NASA-CR-179517] p 790 N87-27267
Interior noise reduction by alternate resonance tuning

[NASA-CR.181189] p 797 N87-27484
Modeling of transient heat pipe operation

[NASA-CR.180280] p 791 N87-27936
Development of a microburst turbulence model for the

joint airport weather studies wind shear data
(NASA-CR-180374] p 793 N87-28232

Implementation and validation of a wake model for
low-speed forward flight
[NASA-CR.181341] p 811 N87-28514

SUBJECT INDEX

Modeling of Systems for Aircraft Guidance and Air Traffic
Control for Research, Development, and Evaluation .--
conference
[DFVLR-MITT.86-24] p 821 N87-28530

Role and task of models as tools for research and

development p 821 N87-28531
The model inverse as an element of a predetermined

control system for helicopters p 836 N87-28532
Modeling of radio navigation systems in the

neighborhood of airports p 821 N87-28533
Modeling of the fault situation in navigation systems

p 821 N87-28534
Simulation of strapdown systems for error analysis, and

modeling for navigation with other sensor systems
p 821 N87-28535

Models for the description of holding procedures in air
traffic as an aid for optimization with respect to safety
and efficiency p 822 N87-25536

A multichanneJ model for the description of the pilot in
the closed control system, for the evaluation of future
aircraft guidance systems p 822 N87-28537

Models of the description of air traffic control scenarios,
for the evaluation of future air traffic control systems

p 822 N87°28538
Models for the ground based approach p_anning system

Computer Oriented Metering Planning and Advisory
System (COMPAS) p 822 N87-28539

Numedoal simulation of X24C-t0D
[AD-A183287] p 816 N87-29427

Full-potential modeling of blade-vortex interactions
p 817 N87-29465

An experimental investigation of wing-tip turbulence and
sound radiated from the tip region of a blunt-tipped
airfoil p 818 N87-29466

Micromechanics of compression failures in open hole
composite laminates
(NASA.CR-181278] p 846 N87-29604

MATRICES (MATHEMATICS)
A combined integrating- and differentiating-matrix

formuletidn for boundary-value problems on rectangular
domains p 270 A87-21270

Free vibration characteristics of multiple load path blades
by the transfer matrix method p 297 A87-23739

Solution of the two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations
using sparse matrix solvers
[AIAA PAPER 87-0603] p 285 A87-24991

Classical design, with application to a 3 x 3 turbofan
engine model p 395 A87-30176

Application of MACSYMA and sparse matrix technology
to multielement airfoil calculations

[AIAA PAPER 87-1142] p 618 A87-42088
Solution of aerodynamic integral equations without

matrix inversion p 808 A87-52889
Motion characteristics of the UTIAS flight research

simulator motion-base
[UTIAS-TN-261] p 119 N97-11802

MATRIX MATERIALS

Unconventional approaches to field repair
p 406 N87-20190

Net shape technology in aerospace structures. Volume
1
[AD*A176508] p 406 N87-20957

Net shape technology in aerospace structures, Volume
4. Appendix, Future Composite Manufacturing Technology.
Presentations of a workshop held on September 9-12,1985
in Gaithersburg, Maryland
[AD-A176511] p 407 N87-20960

MATRIX METHODS

Eigonvalue analysis of 2D aircraft fuselage beam model
and fuselage air cavity using a symmetric fluid-structure
interaction finite element formulation

[FFA-TN°1986-70] p303 N87-17698
Optimal control concepts in design sensitivity analysis

p 390 N87-18564
MA'I-rs (SYSTEMS)

Multiple Object Tracking Radar p 578 A87-41281
MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATES

Aircraft flight data compatibility checking using maximum
likelihood and extended Kalman filter estimation

p 113 A87-16184

Maximum likelihood estimation of parameters in
nonlinear flight mechanics systems p 113 A87-16192

Order estimation of linear time invariant system
p 394 A87-28351

Theoretical and experimental investigations on a
six-component rotor balance p 778 A87-48971

Estimation of bias errors inmeasured airplane responses
using maximum likelihood method
[ NASA-TM-89059] p254 N87o15977

identification of a dynamic model of a helicopter from

flight tests p 300 N87-16813
Aircraft parameter estimation

[NASA-TM-88281] p 362 N87-1937E

The effects of flight hours and sorties on failure rates
[AD°A182084] p 716 N87-27611



SUBJECT INDEX METAL MATRIX COMPOSITES

Bibliography for aircraft parameter estimation
[NASA-TM-86804] p 827 N87-29498

MCDONNELL DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT

MD-80 service maturity program p 64 A87-15418

Supportability into design - The MCAIR experience
[AIAA PAPER 86-2664] p 142 A87-17909

Flight deck avionics for the Me-11
p 435 A87-31490

MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

Experimental calibration of an aircraft vector electric field
meter system p 102 A87-15028

Instrumentation for RCS measurements of modulation

spectra of aircraft blades p 182 A87-19414

Automated measuring system for ILS
p 425 A87-33331

A fully automatic mass properties machine

[SAWE PAPER 1723] p 525 A87-36294
Aerodynamic measurements and thermal tests of a

strain-gage balance in a cryogenic wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-89039] p 466 N87-20517

Optical interferometry dimensional gauge for
dimensional gauging of precision high speed aircraft
bearing components
[AD-A177338] p 539 N87-22234

The treatment of calibrations of total air temperature
probes for use in flight-test analysis work
[ESDU-84007] p 701 N87-26324

Measurement uncertainty for the Uniform Engine Testing
Program conducted at NASA Lewis Research Center
[NASA-TM-88943] p 833 N87-28557

MECHANICAL DRIVES

Composite applications in the drive system
p 169 A87-t9232

The 214ST drive system Lead-the-Fleet program ---
inspections of component durability in helicopter engines

p 801 A87-53414
New generation methods for spur, helical, and

spiral-bevel gears p 849 A87-53420
Engine-Airframe Integration for Rotorcraff

[AGARD-LS-148] p 26 N87-10067

New generation methods for spur, helical, and
spiral-bevel gears

[NASA-TM-88862] p 267 N87-15466
Research and development of aircraft control actuation

systems
[AD.A177491) p 522 N87-21958

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Modeling of the aircraft mechanical control system
p 111 A87-14135

Some proposed enhancements to the NASA Langley
13-inch magnetic suspension and balance system
[NASA-CR-181152] p 839 N67-29543

MECHANICAL IMPEDANCE

Rotor-fuselage coupling by impedance
p 167 A87-19202

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

Superplasticity in aereengine titanium alloy VT-9 and
its modified compositions p 39 A87-12096

Advances in toughness of structural composites based
on interleaf technology p4O A87-12661

Develoement of a touahAn_d hi_m_l_imi_ r_in nr_nr=n

for carbon fiber composites p40 A87-12667

Requirements for engineering ceramics in gas turbine
engines p 194 A87-17182

Materials for aerospace p 194 A87-17283

The structure and properties of binary
magnesium-lithium alloys during die casting

p 317 A87-24401

High-temperature behavior of different coatings in
high-performance gas turbines and in laboratory tests

p 317 A87-26105
The effect of fibre characteristics on the morphology

and performance of semi-crystalline thermoplastic
composites p 378 A87-28140

On some branches of flight vehicle strength now
p 383 A87-29603

The aernelasUc tailoring of swept forward wings with
advanced composites p 361 A87-30390

Titanium alloy springs p 463 A87-33181
Ingot metallurgy aluminum*lithium alloys for aircraft

structure p 457 A87-34509
The effect of multiple elevated temperature bonding

cycles on AS/3601-6 mechanical properties

p 529 A87-38617
Theoretical foundations of a method for the strength

analysis of fuselage frames. II - Solution of the energy
problem p 507 A87.39085

Thermal and flammability characterization of graphite
composites p 688 A87-43398

The microstructure and mechanical properties of various
aluminium-lithium alloy product forms for helicopter
structures p 688 A87-43454

Developments in titanium alloys p 689 A87-44744
Superplastic forming/diffusion bonding of titanium

p 689 A87-44747

Aluminium-lithium alloys --- for aerospace structures
p 781 A87-47938

Mechanical property tailoring titanium alloys for jet
engine applications p 781 A87-47985

Precision forging of titanium alloys

p 781 A87-47993
The Rolls-Royce wide chord fan blade

p 786 A87-48004
Powder metallurgy (P/M) near-net shape titanium

components from prealloyed powder
p 782 A87-48007

High-strength, high-temperature intermetallic
compounds p 840 A87-51301

Mechanical properties of thick section AF2-1DA-6

powder metal turbine rotors p 841 A87-51648
Mechanical properties of rapidly solidified AI-4Be

p 842 A87-52658
The effect of prestrain and ofageing atroom temperature

on the mechanical properties of an AI-Li-Cu-Mg alloy
p 842 A87.52683

Surface protection p 43 N87.11182
Glasflugal H 201 Libelle glider: Aging study, test report,

parff
[REPT-3707-LC-85-PT-1] p 195 N87-13496

Elementary characterization of the AS4/2220.3
Hercules preprog
[CEAT-M4-475-000] p 196 N87-14448

Seat experiment results of full-scale transport aircraft
controlled impact demonstration

[AD-A172245] p235 N87-15193
Diffusion welding of component parts in the aviation and

space industries
[RAE-TRANS-2147] p 324 N87-17032

Structural properties of impact ices accreted on aircraft
structures

[NASA-CR-t79580] p 328 N87-18121
Acta aeronautica et astronautica sinica

[AD-A179673] p 592 N87-23618
Research on mechanical properties for engine life

prediction
[AD-A181243] p 763 N87-26909

MECHANICS (PHYSICS)
M. V. Keldysh: Selected works - Mechanics --- Russian

book p 141 A87-17707
MEDICAL SERVICES

Medical helicopters - Carbon monoxide risk?
p 420 A87-31698

MELT SPINNING

New rapidly solidified titanium alloys produced by
melt-spinning p 454 A87-31379

MELTING

Developments of melting and casting technology of
titanium base alloys p 782 A87-48012

Resilient modulus of freeze-thaw affected granular soils
for pavement design and evaluation. Part 3: Laboratory
tests on soils from Albany County Airport
[DOT/FAA-PM-84-16.3] p 466 N87-20433

MELTING POINTS

High.strength, high-temperature intermetallic
compounds p840 A87-51301

MEMBRANE STRUCTURES
_ornnn_itA _llrinn with _m_.n_rm_hl_ m_mhr_n_

p 120 A87-13121
MEMORY (COMPUTERS)

An advanced parameter estimation coprocessor
p 205 A87-16734

Vector algorithm for large-memory Cyber 205
simulations of Euler flows p 718 A87-47856

MERCATOR PROJECTION

Path discrepancies between great circle and rhumb
line

[TM.98] p 357 N87-18527
MESH

Slat wings --- Russian book p145 A87-17709

Advanced construction procedures: Confined bases for
airport pavements
[FAA/PM-86/9] p118 N87-11799

MESOMETEOROLOGY

Analysis of a microburst in the FACE meteorological
mesonetwork in southern Florida p 702 A87-45962

MESOSCALE PHENOMENA

Weather Research Program
[ PB87-196390] p854 N87-29065

METAL BONDING

Diffusion bending of certain refractory metals
p 121 A87-13171

Clarification of adhesive binding mechanisms of
aluminum structural bonds in aircraft fabrication

[MBB-UT-226-86] p 121 A87-13985

Adhesion in bonded aluminium joints for aircraft
construction p 195 A87-19373

NDT methods for bonded assemblies

p 461 A87-32202

The art of reticulation and applicable adhesives --- for
acoustically treated engine nacelles p 665 A87-44582

Superplastic forming/diffusion bonding of titanium
p 689 A87*44747

Application of joining processes to aero engine critical
parts - Production and repair p 788 A87-49507

METAL COATINGS

Coatings for performance retention --- in gas turbine
engines p 322 A87-26111

A study of the thermal-stress state of gas turbine engine
blades with protective coatings p 664 A87-43640

Process and equipment for PVD and LPPS overlay
coatings on aircraft gas turbine parts --- Low Pressure
Plasma Spray p 788 A87-49555

Thermal barrier coatings for engine applications
[AD-A172983] p 260 N67-16146

METAL COMBUSTION

Flammability and sensitivity of materials in
oxygen-enriched atmospheres; Proceedings of the
Symposium, Washington, DC, April 23, 24, 1985. Volume

2 p 38 A87-10859
METAL CRYSTALS

Advanced metals p 195 A87-17287
METAL CU'I-rlNG

Cutting aerospace structures with water
p 531 A87.35395

METAL FATIGUE

A study on fatigue crack propagation superimposing high
cycles on low cycles for turbine materials

p 317 A87-25423
An equation of state for the material of the nozzle vanes

of a gas-turbine engine under thermal cycling in a
sulfur-containing medium p 379 A87-29203

Assessment of concepts for fatigue crack initiation and
propagation life prediction p 383 A87-29600

Stochastic approach for predicting functional impairment
of metallic airframes

[AIAA PAPER 87-0752] p 464 A87-33575
Fatigue crack propagation under spectrum loading

p 531 A87-35655
Quantitative fractographic examination of aircraft

components tested under a fatigue spectrum loading
p 534 A87-38545

Fatigue of gas turbine blades under random vibrations

p 832 A87-53442
Fatigue fracture in steel landing gear components

[NLR-MP-85050-U] p 54 N87.11233
Assessment of damage tolerance requirements and

analysis. Volume 1: Executive summary
[AD-A175110] p 301 N87-16822

Assessment of damage tolerance requirements and
analysis. Volume 5: Assessment and recommendations
[AD-A175111] p363 N87-19381

Materials for Advanced Turbine Engines (MATE). Project
4: Erosion resistant compressor airfoil coating
[NASA-CR-179622] p 784 N87-27029

METAL FOILS

A heater made from graphite composite material for
potential deicing application
[AIAA PAPER 87-0025] p 297 A87-24905

A heater made from graphite composite material for
potential deicing application
[NASA-TM*88888] p 101 N87-12559

The effects of metallized fuel composition on the
combustion characteristics of Solid Fuel Ramjets (SFRJ)
[AD-A176744] p 515 N87°21922

METAL JOINTS

Adhesion in bonded aluminium joints for aircraft
construction p 195 A87-t9373

Advanced fastener technology for composite and
metallic joints p 383 A87-30102

METAL MATRIX COMPOSITES

Fiber-reinforced superalloy composites provide an
added performance edge p 39 A87.12647

Polymer, metal, and ceramic matrix composites for
advanced aircraft engine applications

p 121 A87-15187
Rheclogical characteristics of parts of MR material used

in gas turbine engines --- porous metallic wire analog of
resin p 460 A87-31722

Aluminum matrix composite structures for fighter
aircraft

[SAWE PAPER 1689] p 527 A87-36277
Advanced composite combustor structural concepts

program
[NASA-CR-174733] p458 N87-20387

Net shape technology in aerospace structures. Volume
1

lAD-A176508] p 406 N87-20957
Net shape technology in aerospace structures. Volume

4. Appendix. Future Composite Manufacturing Technology.
Presentations of a workshop held on September 9°12,1985
in Gaithersburg, Maryland
[AD-A176511 ] p 407 N87-20960

Analysis of an advanced technology subsonic turbofan
incorporating revolutionary materials
[NASA-TM-89868] p 519 N87-22680
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METAL OXIDES

Artificial composites for high temperature applications:
A review

[DME-007] p 530 N87-22808
Dynamic mechanical properties of advanced composite

matedais and structures:A review p 691 N87-25988

Air force technical objective document fiscal year
1988
(AD-A183017] p 862 N87-30224

METAL OXIDES
Characteristics of oxide dispersions in rapidly solidified

titanium alloys p 454 A87-31385
Burner rig tests on coated anisotropic high temperature

alloys p 783 A87-49553
METAL PLATES

A study of the performance of reinforcing cover plates
p 611 A87-42155

Interaction of airborne and structure-borne noise

radiated by plates p 796 A87-47352
METAL POWDER

Mechanical properties of thick section AF2-1DA-6
powder metal turbine rotors p 841 A87-51648

METAL PROPELLANTS
Combustion studies of metallized fuels for solid-fuel

ramjets p 121 A87-14982
Prospective, characteristics and problems of the use

of boron in different air augmented propulsion modes
[IAF PAPER 86-191] p 122 A87-15924

METAL SHEETS
SPF DB applications for military aircraft

p 786 A87-48022

Development of fine-grained 7075-O sheet for aircraft
taper-rolled stringer p 842 A87-52661

Effect of adhesive bondingvariables on the performance

of bonded CFRP patch repairs of metallic structures
p 404 N87-20182

Patch repair of corroded aircraft skin areas
p 406 N87-20191

Analytical description of crack resistance curves for
aluminum sheets used in aircraft construction
]MBB-UT-133/85] p 700 N87-25604

METAL SHELLS
Nonisethermal elasto-visco-plastic response of

shell-type structures p 541 N87-22796
METAL SURFACES

A constitutive law for finite element contact problems
with unclassical friction

[NASA-TM-88838] p 131 N87-12924
METAL WORKING

Processing and properties of airframe materials
[AD-A182159] p 792 N87-28065

METAL-GAS SYSTEMS

Flammability and sensitivity of materials in
oxygen-enriched atmospheres; Proceedings of the
Symposium, Washington, DC, April 23, 24, 1985. Volume
2 p 38 A87-10859

METAL-METAL BONDING
BASTART 85 - Bonded aircraft structures, technical

application and repair techniques; Proceedings of the
Workshop, Bremen, West Germany, Jan. 22-24, 1985

p 481 A87-35276

Advanced Joining of Aerospace Metallic Materials --
conference proceedings
[AGARD-CP-398] p 324 N87-17051

Diffusion bonding in the manufacture of aircraft
structure p 324 N87-17057

Bonding of superalloys bydiffusion welding and diffusion
brazing p 324 N87-17059

Evaluation of DDH and weld repaired F100 turbine vanes
under simulated service conditions p 325 N87-17070

Repair techniques for gas turbine components
p 325 N87-17071

Diffusion welding of component parts in the aviation and
space industries
[BLL-UB-TRANS-2147-(5207.0] p 326 N87-18094

Diffusion bonding of metals p 852 N87-29646

METALLURGY
Aeronautical research spin-offs on the development of

civil applications for aluminium alloys p 48 A87-11792

METEOROLOGICAL FLIGHT
An airborne laser air motion sensing system. I - Concept

and preliminary experiment p 662 A87-45732

Comparative flight measurement of icing parameters for
the DO 28 D2 propeller*drivee aircraft of the German Army
Testing Office 61 and for DFVLR's Falcon 20 E jet aircraft
in stratus clouds

[ESA-TI'-941] p 83 N87-11709

DFVLR flight operation acting as a useful service unit
for ERS-1 p 331 N87-17378

Lightning strikes on aircraft. Exploitation of Landes
(France)-Front '84 campaign and complementary
development of airborne electrical sensors
[ONERA-RF-91/7154-PY] p 470 N87-20706

METEOROLOGICAL PARAMETERS
Aeronautical meteorology in practice

p 470 A87-35000

Possible military applications of stratospheric airship
discussed p 101 N87-12716

Revised Uniform Summary of Surface Weather
Observations (RUSSWO). Parts A-F Ellington ANGB,
Texas
IAD-A1693891 p 133 N87-13105

Remote detection of aircraft icing conditions using
microwave radiometers
[PB86-229507] p 204 N87-14806

Case history of FAA/SRI wind shear models
p 703 N87-25268

Introduction to the JAWS Program
p 703 N87-25270

JAWS multiple Doppler derived winds
p 703 N87-25271

Wind shear and turbulence simulation
p 703 N87-25274

METEOROLOGICAL RADAR
Use, non-use, and abuse of weather radar

[AIAA PAPER 87-0441] p 269 A87-22634

The equipping of the AVIA-D radar installation with a
weather channel as a contribution to the modernization
of the radar complex AVIA-D/KOREN

p 425 A87-33330
Low altitude wind shear detection with Doppler radar

p 615 A87-40247
An airborne laser air motion sensing system. II - Design

criteria and measurement possibilities
p 662 A87-45733

A review of microbursts and their analysis and detection
with Doppler radar
[AD-A170458] p 133 N87-13110

A practical example of Moving Target Detection (MTD)
processing for an air traffic control radar with weather
channel p 535 N87-21890

Turbulence as observed by concurrent measurements
made at NSSL using weather radar, Doppler radar, Doppler
lidar and aircraft p 543 N87-22348

Low-altitude wind shear detection with Doppler radar

[AD-A181900] p 793 N87-28233
Preliminary Memphis FAA (Federal Aviation

Administration)/Lincoln Laboratory operational weather
studies results

[AD-A182730] p 854 N87-29057
METEOROLOGICAL RESEARCH AIRCRAFT

The icing research aircraft Do28, D-IFMP of DFV/R and
its measuring equipment
[ESA-TT-972] p 176 N87-14326

Theoretical and experimental investigations of flow
vector measurements with angle-of-attack and sideslip
sensors on DFVLR meteorological research aircraft
[ESA-Tr-976] p 177 N87-14327

METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITES

Aviation and satellite climatology p 469 A87-34445
SPACE/COHMEX data inventory document

[NASA-TM-4006] p 854 N87-29068
METEOROLOGICAL SERVICES

Weather safety aspects in future civil air navigation
p 85 A87-13540

Improving aircraft icing forecasts
[AIAA PAPER 87-0532] p 269 A87-22690

Problems in weather forecasting and aviation

meteorology p 329 A87-25251
Research continues on sodar wind-shear detection

p 333 A87-25849

Development of a microcomputer-supported airport
weather information system p 616 A87-40305

Advances in numerical weather prediction for aviation
forecasting p 615 A87-42483

Conclusions of the Investigative Commission on Air
Safety of the COlA concerning the accident occurring in
Barajas on December 7, 1983 p 738 A87-48800

METEOROLOGY

Where and when helicopter icing occurs
p 702 A87-44702

Analysis and verification of the icing scaling equations.
Volume 1: Revision
[AD-A167976] p 85 N87-12551

Developments in air traffic control systems and their

relation with meteorology
[RAE-TRANS-2143] p 426 N87-20981

Experimental methodologies to support aircraft icing
analysis p 740 N87-27598

METHOD OF CHARACTERISTICS
Three dimensional hypersonic flow simulations with the

CSCM implicit upwind Navier-Stokes method ---
Conservative Supra-Characteristic Method
[AIAA PAPER 87-1114] p 557 A87-42063

Aerodynamic design modification of a hypersonic wind
tunnel nozzle by CSCM with high order accuracy ---
Conservative Supra-Characteristics Method
]AIAA PAPER 87-1896] p 835 A87-45284

Modified characteristic method for calculation of
supersonic S2 flow field in compressor

13804 A87-51473

SUBJECT INDEX

METHOD OF MOMENTS
Analysis of airborne antenna systems using geometrical

theory of diffraction and moment method computer
codes
[NASA-CR-181248] p 790 N87-27869

METHODOLOGY
Digital processing for emerging avionics systems

p 472 A87-31497
METRIC SPACE

investigating aircraft handling qualities using a structural
model of the human pilot
[AIAA PAPER 87-2537] p 774 A87-50538

MICROBURSTS

Optimal flight paths through microburst wind profiles
p 35 A87-t0519

The menacing microburst --- wind shear detection for
aircraft accident avoidance p 233 A87-22221

Forecasting and classifying dry microburst activity in the
Denver area subjectively and objectively
[AIAA PAPER 87-0443] p 269 A87-22636

An analysis of the Delta t91 windshear accident
[AIAA PAPER 87-0626] p 234 A87-22747

A high resolution spatial and temporal multiple Doppler
analysis of a microburst and its application to aircraft flight
simulation p 392 A87-28020

A new look at piloting procedures in microbursts
p 372 A87-29588

Operational wind shear detection and warning - The
'CLAWS' experience at Denver and future objectives
[SAE PAPER 861847] p 352 A87-29590

Turbulence structure in microburst phenomena
p 470 A87-34514

Oklahoma downbursts and their asymmetry
p 615 A87-40245

Maximum survival capability of an aircraft in a severe
windshear p 680 A87-44254

Analysis of a microburst in the FACE meteorological
mesonetwork in southern Florida p 702 A87-45962

The microbursts of 22 June 1982 in JAWS
p 792 A87-49368

Severe winds in the DFW microburst measured from
two aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 87-2340] p 792 A87-50459
Feedback control for penetrating a downburst

[AIAA PAPER 87-2343] p 771 A87-50462
Total energy control concepts applied to flight in

windshear

[AIAA PAPER 87-2344] p 772 A87-50463
Statistical evaluation of performance indices of

microburst-generated wind effect on airplane flight
[AIAA PAPER 87-2345] p 772 A87-50464

Aircraft accident reeport, Delta Air Lines, Inc., Lockheed
L-1011-385-1, N726DA, Dallas/Fort Worth International

Airport, Texas, August 2, 1985
[PB86-910406] p 17 N87-10053

Doppler Radar Detection of Wind Shear
[NASA-CP-2435] p 17 N87-10054

Development of control strategies for safe microburst
penetration: A progress report p 353 N87-18531

The terminal area simulation system. Volume 2:
Verification cases
[NASA-CR-4047] p 421 N87-20252

Safe microburst penetration techniques: A deterministic,
nonlinear, optimal control approach p 504 N87-22620

Introduction to the JAWS Program
p 703 N87-25270

JAWS multiple Doppler derived winds
p 703 N87-25271

Status of the JAWS Program p 703 N87-25272
Modeling and implementation of wind shear data

p 709 N87-25273

Microburst model requirements for flight simulation: An

airframe manufacturer's perspective
p 687 N87*25278

United Airlines wind shear incident of May 31, 1984
p 647 N87-25288

Crash of Delta flight 191 at Dallas-Fort Worth
International Airport on 2 August 1985: Multiscale analysis
of weather conditions
[PB87-183455] p 739 N87-26887

Optimization of aircraft trajectories through severe
microbursts p 753 N87-27604

Development of a microburst turbulence model for the
joint airport weather studies wind shear data
[NASA-CR-t80374] p 793 N87-28232

A high resolution spatial and temporal multiple Doppler
analysis of a microburst and its application to aircraft flight
simulation
[DOT/FAA/PM-87/t1] p 854 N87-29060

MICROCLIMATOLOGY

The problems of aircraft microclimate (Review of the
literature) p 855 A87-50949

MICROCOMPUTERS

Microcomputer control of an electronically commutated
dc motor p 197 A87-16757
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Computer-aided procedures for analyzing
pilot/vehicle/system interactions p 186 A87-16759

OMEGA ACCESS - A microcomputer display of OMEGA
signal coverage diagrams p 162 A87-19355

The study of aircraft adaptive control augmentation
system implemented with microcomputer

p 447 A87-34704

Development of a microcomputer-supported airport
weather information system p 616 A87-40305

EMI-fault prevention and serf recovery of digital flight

control systems p 661 A87-43470
Micro-computer/parallel processing for real time testing

of gas turbine control systems
[AIAA PAPER 87-1926] p 669 A87-45304

Airport pavement load analysis
|DOT/FAA/PM-86/36) p 256 N87-15981

Microcomputer software support for classes in aircraft
conceptual design
lAD.A181450] p 752 N87-26902

MICROCRYSTALS
New rapidly solidified titanium alloys produced by

melt-spinning p 454 A87-31379
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Application of flight performance advisory systems to
US Navy aircraft p 502 N87-21900

F-16 digital terrain system: Concept of operations and

support
[AD-A177737] p 511 N87-21919

Fighter aircraft OBIGGS (On-Board Inert Gas Generator
System) study, volume 2
[AD-A183781] p826 N87-29494

MISSIONS
Mission simulators p 314 A87-24611

MIXING

Computation of optimum turbofan mixing with a
subeccurate varying specific heat solution

p 830 A87-51808

Enhanced mixing of an axisymmetric jet by aerodynamic
excitation

[NASA-CR-175059] p 815 N87-29418
MIXING LENGTH FLOW THEORY

The mixing of jets under simulated engine-like
turbulence p 698 A87-46231

An investigation of turbulence mechanisms in V/STOL
upwash flow fields
lAD-A181265] p 732 N87-26871

MOBILE COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
Mobile communications, navigation and surveillance

[IAF PAPER 86-333] p 86 A87-f6027

MODELS

Modeling interference effects for }and-mobite and
air-mobile communications p 385 A87-30319

Laboratory measurements and a theoretical analysis of
the TCT fading channel radio system --- Tone Calibrated
Technique p 385 A87-30321

Aircraft earth station for experimental mobile satellite
system p 386 A87-30779

MODAL RESPONSE

Experimental and theoretical modal analysis on two
versions of a twin turboprop general aviation aircraft

p 358 A87-28539

A modal synthesis method for multi-substructure

systems p 38t A87-28542
Quality of modal analysis and reconstruction of forcing

functions based on measured output data --- flight load
prediction for launch vehicle payload

p 381 A87-28561

A microcomputer based system for measuring natural
frequencies and mode shapes of structures

p 394 A87-28566

Combined analytical/experimental structural
modification using improved component mode synthesis

p 538 A87-38821

Effect of helicopter blade dynamics on blade
aerodynamic and structural loads
[AIAA PAPER 87-0919] p 583 A87-39647

An improved assumed mode method for estimating the
motion of a nonuniform rotor blade p 653 A87.43445

Complex modal balancing of flexible rotors including
residual bow

[AIAA PAPER 87-1840] p 698 A87-45241
Near wake of an unsteady symmetric airfoil

p 803 A87-51221
Sensitivity Analysis in Engineering

[NASA-CP-2457] p 390 N87-18885
Flight and analytical investigations of a structural mode

excitation system on the YF-12A airplane
[NASA-CR-166623] p 520 N87-22685

Flutter clearance of the F-14 variable-sweep transition
flight experiment airplane, phase 1
[NASA-TM-88287] p 754 N87-27663

MODEL REFERENCE ADAPTIVE CONTROL
The elimination of limit cycles ot an aircraft flight control

system-linear model following approach
p 311 A87-24724

Direct model reference adaptive control for a class of
MtMO systems p 332 A87-24852

Model-following output feedback controller for
oblique-wing aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 87-2408] p 772 A87-50491

Model following flight control system design for ATTAS,
DFVLR's new in-flight simulator
[AIAA PAPER 87-2451] p 773 A87-50497

MODELS
1986 American Control Conference, 5th, Seattle, WA,

June 18.20, 1986, Proceedings. Volumes 1, 2, & 3
p 133 A87-13301

Model.based knowledge-based optical processors
p 707 A87-42736

Full potential modeling of blade-vortex interactions

A comparison of the acoustic and aerodynamic
measurements of a model rotor tested in two anechoic

wind tunnels p 683 A87-43425
Spin.tunnel investigation of a 1/25-scale model of the

General Dynamics F-16XL airplane
[NASA-TM-85660] p 12 N87-10041

X-29A longitudinal and directional force and moment
supplemental transonic wind tunnel test results
[NASA-TM-85909] p 28 N87-10861

TSAR (Theater Simulation of Airbase Resources)
database dictionary F-4E
[AD-A169575] p 139 N87-13352

Exterior electromagnetic response of NASA F-106
aircraft
lAD-A171875] p 174 N87-13435

A comparison of the acoustic and aerodynamic
measurements of a model rotor tested in two anechoic
wind tunnels
[NASA-TM-88364] p 230 N87-15178

Power cepstrum technique with application to model
helicopter acoustic data
[NASA-TP-2586] p 335 N87-17479

Propeller aircraft interior noise model: User's manual

for computer procram
[NASA-CR-t72425] p 336 N87-18402

Full.potential modeling of blade-vortex interactions
[NASA-TM-88355] p 341 N87-18532

Noise reduction for model counterrotation propeller at
cruise by reducing aft-propeller diameter
[NASA-TM-88936] p 398 N87-19057

Vortex/boundary layer interaction
[NASA-CR-180255] p 391 N87-19646

Investigation of empennage buffeting
[NASA-CR-179426] p 392 N87.19754
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MODEMS

Fuel penalties and time flexibility of 4D flight profiles

under mismodeled wind conditions

[NASA-TM-89128] p 509 N87-21917

Evaluation of numerator lead effects on aircraft handling

qualities

[AD-A179388] p 523 N87-22687

A structural model for composite rotor blades and lifting

surfaces p 784 N87-26989

The effect of front-to-rear propeller spacing on the

interaction noise of a model counterrotation propeller at

cruise conditions

[NASA-TM-100121 ] p 798 N87-28396

Real time simultaneous in-line wear and lubricant

condition monitoring

lAD-A183286] p 852 N87-29842

Modeling and computational algorithms for parameter

estimation and optimal control of aeroetastic systems and

large flexible structures

[AD-A183302] p 852 N87-29893

MODEMS

EHF test modem/processor (ETM/P)

p 205 A87-16832

MODULARITY

Modular simulation facility design p 257 A87-23066

F-16 modular common inlet design concept

[AIAA PAPER 87-1748] p 666 A87-45181

MODULATION TRANSFER FUNCTION

A technique for the objective measurement of MRTD

--- Minumum Resolvable Temperature Difference

p 261 A87-19686

MODULUS OF ELASTICITY

Aluminium-lithium alloys for helicopter structures

p 843 A87-53892

Design study of advanced model support systems for

the National Transonic Facility (NTF)

[NASA-CR-178214] p 453 N87-20297

Pressuremeter moduli for airport pavement design and

evaluation

[DOT/FAA/PM-87/10] p 839 N87-28572

MOIRE INTERFEROMETRY

Residual stresses in 2024-T81 aluminum using caustics

and moire interferometry p 843 A87-53785

MOISTURE CONTENT

In-service environmental effects on carbon fibre

composite material p 39 A87-12659

Some effects of moisture on adhesive-bonded

CFRP-CFRP joints p 129 A87-16160

A thermal device for aircraft measurement of the solid

water content of clouds p 246 A87-20951

Results of icing flights in winter 1983/1984: Ice accretion

thickness in correlation with cloud physical parameters,

object and cloud parameters

[ESA-'I-r-969] p 176 N87-14324

MOISTURE RESISTANCE

Moisture diffusion in

graphite / bismalimide-modified-epoxy composite

IM6/5245C p 604 A87-40384

MOLDS

Rotational molding of high temperature thermoplastics

p 199 A87-19219

New methods and materials for molding and casting

ice formations

[ NASA-TM- 100126] p 819 N87-29470

MOLECULAR ABSORPTION

Vulnerability methodology and protective measures for

aircraft fire and explosion hazards. Volume 3: On-Board

Inert Gas Generator System (OBIGGS) studies. Part 1:

OSIGGS ground performance tests

[AD-A167357] p 26 N87-10066

MOLECULAR BEAMS

Molecular*beam study of the formation and properties

of H20 clusters p 528 A87-36644

MOLECULAR FLOW

Molecular flow velocity using Doppler shifted Raman

spectroscopy

[AIAA PAPER 87-1531] p693 A87-43053

MOLECULAR INTERACTIONS

Characterization and dynamical studies of polymers in

dipolar (aprotic) liquids

[AD-A169243] p 123 N87-12685

MOMENTS

Correlation of analytical calculations from GRASP

(General Rotorcraft Aeremechanical Stability Program)

with torsionally-soft rotor data

[AD-A178881] p 524 N87-22689

MOMENTS OF INERTIA

A fully automatic mass properties machine

[SAWE PAPER 1723] p 525 A87-36294

Accurate estimation of aircraft inertia characteristics

from a single suspension experiment

p 596 A87-41628

MOMENTUM THEORY

Investigating dynamic stall using a modified

momentum-integral method

[AIAA PAPER 87-0431] p 225 A87-22626

Investigation of helicopter twin-rotor characteristics

p 628 A87-43438

Performance and noise analyses of advanced

turbo-prep p 760 A87-48914

SIMPROP: A system for simple aerodynamic analysis

of propellers in axial flow. Description of method and user's

guide

[NLR*TR-84128-U] p 154 N87-14288

MOMENTUM TRANSFER

Guidebook for analysis of tether applications

[NASA-CR-178904] p 38 N87-10169

An experimental low Reynolds number comparison of

a Wortmann FX67-K170 airfoil, a NACA 0012 airfoil and

a NACA 64-210 airfoil in simulated heavy rain

[NASA-CR-181119] p 644 N87-25997

MONATOMIC GASES

Flow of a monoatomic rarefied gas around a rotating

circular cylinder p 803 A87-50880

MONITORS

Helicopter rotor head condition monitoring

p 713 A87-48941

Development of a takeoff performance monitoring

system

[AtAA PAPER 86-2145] p 828 A87-52962

A study to monitor microseismic activity to detect

sinkholes

[DOT/FAA/PM-86/34] p 204 N87-14792

Small, self-contained aircraft fatigue data recorder

[AD-A172400] p 243 N87-15207

Data evaluation and technique development for analysis

of JP-5 fuels

[DE87-002025] p 380 N87-19534

Development of a takeoff performance monitoring

system

[NASA-CR-178255] p 437 N87-20264

MONOCOOUE STRUCTURES

Monocoque, sandwich, and composite aerospace

structures --- Book p 199 A87-18562

MONOPLANES

Calculating the aerodynamic loads and moments on

airplane wings: Cantilever monoplanes --- Book

p 279 A87-24647

MONOPOLE ANTENNAS

Monopole element at the center of a circular

greundplane of arbitrary radius. Volume 2: Appendices

[AD-A171228] p 200 N87-13616

MONOPULSE RADAR

RSM-870 - An autonomous Mode-S compatible SSR

beacon p 295 A87-24172

Availability and maintainability of the RAMP monopulse

SSR systems p 497 A87-35557

Monopulse secondary radar: Practical realization and

achievement. Mode S: The radar of tomorrow

p 535 N87-2t889

MONTE CARLO METHOD

Acoustic fatigue - A Monte Carlo approach

[AIAA PAPER 87-0916] p 465 A87-33722

Radar target identification techniques applied to a

polarization diverse aircraft data base

lAD-A180044] p 814 N87-24599

Dual adaptive control: Design principles and

applications

[NASA-CR-181050] p 705 N87-25804

MOORING

Nonlinear dynamic simulation of a moored aerostat

[AIAA PAPER 87-2505] p 736 A87-48648

MORPHOLOGY

The effect of fibre characteristics on the morphology

and performance of semi-crystalline thermoplastic

composites p 378 A87-28140

MOTION

Sources and observers in motion. II - Acoustic radiation

from a small rigid body in arbitrary motion. III - Acoustic

radiation from non-compact rigid bodies moving at high

speed p 59 A87-12995

MOTION PERCEPTION

Some fundamentals of simulator cockpit motion

generation p 683 A87-44714

Development of simulated directional audio for cockpit

applications

lAD*A175350] p 391 N87-19570

An experimental study on the threshold of roll

perception

[NAL-TR-905) p 526 N87-21968

Simulator motion characteristics and perceptual fidelity

p 600 N87-23639

MOTION SICKNESS

Assessing the benefits and costs of motion for C-17

flight simulators: Technical appendixes

[AD-A174745] p 377 N87-19410

MOTION SIMULATION

Determining the kinematic parameters of a moving

imaging sensor by processing spatial and temporal

intensity changes p 187 A87-17433

SUBJECT INDEX

Exploratory evaluation of a moving-model technique for

measurement of dynamic ground effects

[AIAA PAPER 87-1924] p 685 A87-45303

Operating experience of a small six axis motion system

inside a dome with a wide angle visual system

[AIAA PAPER 87-2437] p 778 A87-49168

Simulating the helicopter-ship interface as an alternative

to current methods of determining the safe operating

envelopes

[AD-At75911] p364 N87-19388

Simulation of aircraft behaviour on and close to the

ground: Summary of AGARD°lc6)ograph AG-285

p 600 N87-23640

Unusual airborne simulator applications

p 602 N87-23656

Collected flight and simulation comparisons and

considerations p 602 N87-23660

MOTION SIMULATORS

Design study for a high-accuracy three-axis test table

p 375 A87-28915

Design of motion simulation software with digital filtering

techniques p 704 A87-44712

Motion software for a research flight simulator

p 704 A87-44713

Some fundamentals of simulator cockpit motion

generation p 683 A87-44714

The integration of a six axis motion system and a wide

angle visual system inside a dome p 684 A87-44720

Implementation of turbulence models into simulators

p 527 N87-22354

Flight Simulation

[AGARD-CP-408] p 599 N87-23633

Visual and motion cueing in helicopter simulation

p 599 N87-23634

The application of optimal control techniques to the

UTIAS research simulator p 599 N87-23637

Piloted simulation in the development of the XV-t 5 tilt

rotor research aircraft p 600 N87-23646

MOTION STABILITY

Application of time-domain unsteady aerodynamics to

rotary-wing aeroelasticity p 94 A87-14103

Dynamics of full annular rotor rub

[AD-A173311] p 327 N87-18098

MOUNTING

Airfoil flutter model suspension system

[NASA-CASE-LAR-13522-1-SB] p 687 N87-25334

Drag measurements of blunt stores tangentially mounted

on a flat plate at supersonic speeds

[NASA-TP-2742] p 734 N87-27626

MOVING TARGET INDICATORS

Novel accuracy and resolution algorithms for the third

generation MTD p 160 A87-t9408

A practical example of Moving Target Detection (MTD)

processing for an air traffic control radar with weather

channel p 535 N87-21890

MRCA AIRCRAFT

Ground and flight tests of Tornado reconnaissance

pod p 22 A87-10940

The V-22 tilt-rotor large-scale rotor performance/wing

download test and comparison with theory

p 297 A87-25026

Economical manufacturing and inspection of the

electron-beam-welded Tornado wing box

p 324 N87-17055

MTBF

Fault-tolerant C31 system A(0), A(I), MTBF allocations

p 86 A87-15427

A customer's perspective of integrated CNI avionics

p 434 A87-31459

Reliability, 'better than the best' p 699 A87-46728

Equipment reliability real and perceived--- environmental

factors affecting avionics MTBF

[SAE PAPER 871038] p 788 A87-48765

MULTIPHASE FLOW

A study on the axially curved mixed-flow vaneless

diffusers p 47 A87-11481

Three-dimensional flow effects in a two-dimensional

supersonic air intake p 279 A87-24009

Modeling of large-scale mixing processes in an

expanding supersonic jet p 485 A87-36093

MULTIPLEXING

Passive fiber-optic coherence multiplexing for aircraft

sensors p 459 A87-31506

Flight instrumentation telemetry for aerospace

application p 498 A87-37406

Flight test and evaluation of a prototype airborne video

and pulse code modulation multiplexing system

p 756 A87-49205

A digital simulation of the failure performance of a

multiplex actuator --- aircraft control

[BU-337] p 375 N87-19407

MULTIPROCESSING (COMPUTERS)

AF multiprocessor flight control architecture

developments CRMMFCS and beyond --- Continuously

Reconfiguring Multi-Microprocessor Flight Control

System p 179 A87-16764
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SUBJECT INDEX

Helicopter avionics architecture for integrating flight
critical functions p 434 A87-31466

Prototype real-time simulation software for the
concurrent multiproeessing environment

p 471 A87-31477
Real-time fault tolerant software in distributed avionics

systems architectures using digital data buses
p 473 A87-31517

Channelized or nonchannelized fault-tolerant computers

- A hardware complexity comparison of fault-tolerant
computers for flight control systems p 473 A87-31536

Fault-free performance validation of avionic
multiprocessors p 479 A87-31538

Evaluation of reliability modeling tools for advanced fault

tolerant systems
[NASA-CR-178067] p 271 N87-16559

Flexible and high quality software on a multiprocessor
computer system controlling a research flight simulator
[NLR-MP-85061-U] p 377 N87-f8578

Flexible and high quality software on a multiprocessor
computer system controlling a research flight simulator

p 600 N87.23643

Validation of a fault-tolerant multiprocessor: Baseline
experiments and workload implementation
[NASA-CR-181238] p 795 N87-28277

MULTISENSOR APPLICATIONS

Decentralized filtering and redundancy management for
multisensor navigation p 578 A87.39736

A decentralized fault-tolerant approach to estimation in
multi-sensor navigation systems p 21 N87-10057

A coordinate conversion algorithm for multisensor data
processing
[AD-A176368] p 476 N87-21603

MULTISPECTRAL BAND SCANNERS

On ground calibration of a pushbroom scanner
p 255 A87-19651

N

NACELLES
Boundary-layer effects on the flowfield about isolated

flow-through nacelles p 342 A87.27984

Effect of Reynolds number on upper cowl flow
separation p 347 A87-31289

The art of reticulation and applicable adhesives
p 529 A87-38616

The art of reticulation and applicable adhesives --- for
acoustically treated engine nacelles p 665 A87.44582

The handling qualities and flight characteristics of the
Grumman design 698 simulated twin-engine tilt Nacelle
V/STOL aircraft

]NASA-TM-86785] p 100 N87-12558
Wing-nacelle interactions. Program 1985. Part two:

Development of a finite element code for an isolated
nacelle

[ONERA-RTS-21/3271-AY] p 419 N87-20250
Evaluation of the OV-1D aircraft with the YT53-L-704

engine and rudder augmentation system, phase 2
[AD-At80966] p 752 N87-26900

An investigation of single-piloted advanced cockpit and
control configurations for nap-of-the-earth helicopter
combat miss_ tasks p 193 A87-19253

Guidance automation for nap-of-the-earth flight
p 423 A87-31485

Steering bit by bit --- with digital terrain map tested in
AFTI-16 aircraft p 436 A87.31613

Dynamic characteristics of flight near the ground
[AIAA PAPER 87-2288] p 768 A87-49581

Rotary-wing aircraft terrain-following/terrain-avoidance
system development
|NASA-TM-88323] p 426 N87°20982

A simulation investigation of scout/attack helicopter
directional control requirements for hover and low-speed
tasks

[NASA-TM-86755] p 522 N87.21961
NAPHTHALENE

Advanced aircraft fuel evaluation, phase 1
[AD-A182029] p 784 N87.27816

Evaluation of naphthene rich turbine fuels as heat sinks
for hypersonic aircraft

[AD-A182118] p 845 N87.28658
NASA PROGRAMS

Summary of NASA stall/spin research for general
aviation configurations

[AIAA PAPER 86-2597] p 111 A87-14032
Summary of NASA storm hazards lightning research,

1980-1985 p 80 A87.15003
National Aero-Spece Plane - Technology for America's

future p 141 A87.f7142

New capabilities and recent research programs of the
NASA/Army CH-47B variable-stability helicopter

p 191 A87.19266

Status and projections of the NAS Program --- NASA

Numerical Aerodynamic Simulation Program
p 616 A87-41227

PTA - Research at full scale -.- Propfan Test
Assessment p 758 A87-47867

Simulation evaluation of the control system command
monitoring concept for the NASA V/STOL research aircraft
(VSRA)
[AIAA PAPER 87-2255] p 770 A87-50418

The NASA strain gage laboratory p 838 A87-52494
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

p 61 N87-10774
Graduate engineering research participation in

aeronautics

[NASA-CR-179798] p 3 N87-10828
NASA authorizations, fiscal year 1987

[GPO-6f-975] p 274 N87-15904
Langley aerospace test highlights - 1986

[NASA-TM-89144] p 550 N87-22602
Some innovations and accomplishments of Ames

Research Center since its inception
[NASA-TM-88348] p 716 N87-27609

NASA SPACE PROGRAMS

Ames accelerates research on hypersonic technology
p 64 A87-13911

Aerospace plane - Fact or fantasy?
p 65 A87-16396

NASTRAN

CSA/NASTRAN - A general purpose program for
structural analysis p 56 A87-10879

AH-1G flight vibration correlation using NASTRAN and
the C81 rotor/airframe coupled analysis

p 167 A87-19205
Determination of the structural properties of helicopter

rotor blades by theoretical and experimental methods
p 653 A87-43450

Design enhancement tools in MSC/NASTRAN
p 136 N87-11748

Summary of the modeling and test correlations of a
NASTRAN finite element vibrations model for the AH-1G
helicopter, task 1
[NASA-CR-178201] p 469 N87-21373

A two.dimensional linear elastic crack tip element for
NASTRAN

lAD-A176133] p 469 N87-21378
The use of NASTRAN in the design of wind tunnel

research aircraft p 789 N87-27242
NASTRAN application for the prediction of aircraft

interior noise p 797 N87-27248
NATIONAL AIRSPACE SYSTEM

Radio Technical Commission for Aeronautics, Annual
Assembly Meeting and Technical Symposium,
Washington, DE;, November 19-21, 1985, Proceedings

p 1 A87-11801
The need to execute the National Airspace System

Program and for R&D beyond p 1 A87-11802
The system engineering and integration contract - An

overview p 61 A87-11804
Project management support p 61 A87-11805
FANS - A U.S. perspective p 20 A87-11807
Experimental detection of anomalous mode-C reports

using radar data p 497 A87-35340
_uV_¢l_;U,J e_i_,: _r_ _lrcr_Llt perspecuve

p 501 N87-21893

Development of an air ground data exchange concept:
Flight deck perspective
[NASA-CR-4074] p 582 N87-23607

NATIONAL AIRSPACE UTILIZATION SYSTEM

Managing the crowded sky - The UK experience
p 578 A87.39950

NATURAL GAS
Dynamic simulation research on digital speed control

system of aeroengine p 306 A87-27485
NAVlER-STOKES EQUATION

Computation of turbulent supersonic flows around
pointed bodies having crossflow separation

p 5 A87-11487
Implicit and semi-implicit methods for the compressible

Navier-Stokes equations p47 A87-11503
Experiences with an unfactored implicit

predictor-corrector method p 47 A87-11522
Calculation of strong viscous/inviscid interactions on

airfoils by zonal solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations
p 7 A87-11540

A comparison of interactive boundary-layer and
thin-layer Navier-Stokes procedures p 8 A87-11785

Finite element Navier-Stokes calculation of
three-dimensional turbulent flow near a propeller

p 70 A87-14101

Convergence acceleration for a three-dimensional
Euler/Navier-Stokes zonal approach p 70 A87-14105

Influence of trailing-edge meshes on skin friction in
Navier-Stokes calculations p 71 A87-14125

Application of an implicit iteration difference scheme to
the solution of nonstationary Navier-Stokes equations

p 146 A87-17747

NAVIER-STOKES EQUATION

Using simplified Navier.Stokes equations for calculating
flow of a viscous gas past long bodies

p 146 A87-17748

Navier-Stokes simulation for flow past an open cavity
[AIAA PAPER 86-2628] p 147 A87-17887

Inlet analysis using computational fluid dynamics
[AIAA PAPER 86-2661] p 147 AB7-17907

The validation of solution methods for the Navier-Stokes
equations for a compressible fluid - Results of the
'GAMM-Workshop' in Nice
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-184] p 215 A87°2f083

Navier-Stokes simulation of side-wall effect of
two-dimensional transonic wind tunnel

[AIAA PAPER 87-0037] p 256 A87-22371
Finite-volume Euler and Navier-Sto_es solvers for

three-dimensional and conical vortex flows over delta

wings
[AIAA PAPER 87-0041] p 217 A87-22374

Navier Stokes solution of the flowfield over ice accretion

shapes
[AIAA PAPER 87-0099 p 218 A87-22414

Incompressible Navier-Stokes solutions for a
sharp-edged double-delta wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-0206 p 220 A87-22484

Navier-Stokes computations of vortical flows over low
aspect ratio wings
[AIAA PAPER 87-0207 p 220 A87-22485

A numerical study of the Weis-Fogh mechanism --- for
solution of wing aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 87-0238 p 221 A87-22503

Transonic viscous flow predictions with the Lockheed
Navier-Stokes cede
[AIAA PAPER 87-0410 p 223 A87-22615

Application of an upwind Navier-Stokes code to
two-dimensional transonic airfoil flow
[AIAA PAPER 87-0413 p 224 A87.22618

Navier-Stokes computations of transonic flows using the
LU-ADI method --- Lower/Upper block diagonal -
Alternating Direction Implicit method
[AIAA PAPER 87-0421] p224 A87-22620

Toward the Navier-Stokes analysis of transport aircraft
configurations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0428] p 224 A87-22623

Further comparisons of interactive boundary-layer and
thin-layer Navier-Stokes procedures
[AIAA PAPER 87-0430] p 225 A87-22625

Simulation of external flowfields using a
three-dimensional Euler/Navier-Stokes algorithm
[AIAA PAPER 87-0484] p 226 A87-22664

Searching the horizon of Navier-Stokes simulation of
transonic aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 87-0524] p 227 A87.22686

Evaluation of a research circulation control airfoil using
Navier-Stokes methods
[AIAA PAPER 87-0002] p 228 A87.22754

Numerical solutions of Navier-Stokes equations for a

Butler wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-0115] p 228 A87-22755

Transonic Navier-Stokes solutions for a tighter-like
configuration
fAIAA PAPFR R7.Dn:'4_I n 9Rn &_7_oAan_

Numerical simulation of three-dimensional supersonic
inlet flow fields

[AIAA PAPER 87-0160] p 282 A87-24932
Solution of the two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations

using sparse matrix solvers
[AIAA PAPER 87-0603] p 285 A87-24991

Navier-Stokes solution for a complete re-entry
configuration p 287 A87-25718

A numerical study of incompressible Navier-Stokes flow
through rectilinear and radial cascade of turbine blades

p 288 A87-26079
Transonic wing flows using an Euler/Navier-Stokes

zonal approach p 342 A87.28069
Transonic airfoil design procedure utilizing a

Navier-Stokes analysis cede p346 A87-31151
Navier-Stokes simulations of transonic flows over a

practical wing configuration p346 A87-31153
Upwind Navier-Stokes solutions for separated periodic

flows p 347 A87-31182

A method for computing flow fields around moving
bodies p 484 A87o35552

Simulation of viscous flows by zonal solutions of Euler,
boundary-layer and Navier-Stokes equations
[MBB-S-PUB-272] p 486 A87-36801

Computation of internal flows at high Reynolds number
by numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equations

p 553 A87-39709
Bifurcations in unsteady aerodynamics

p 554 A87-40085
On recent advances and future research directions for

computational fluid dynamics p609 A87-41237
Application of an upwind algorithm to the

three-dimensional parabolized Navier-Stokes equations
[AIAA PAPER 87-1112] p 557 A87-42061
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NAVIGATION
Three dimensional hypersonic flow simulations with the

CSCM implicit upwind Navier-Stokes method ---

Conservative Supra-Characteristic Method
[AIAA PAPER 87-1114] p 557 A87-42063

Computational fluid dynamics near the continuum limit

[AIAA PAPER 87-1115] p 558 A87-42064
A new algorithm for the Navier-Stokes equations applied

to transonic flows over wings
[AIAA PAPER 87-1121] p 558 A87-42070

Numerical solutions of compressible flow with compact
scheme
[AIAA PAPER 87-1123] p 617 A87-42072

Multigrid acceleration of a relaxation procedure for the
RNS equations
[AIAA PAPER 87-1145] p 558 A87-42091

An implicit, upwind, finite-volume method for solving the
three-dimensional, thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations

[AIAA PAPER 87-1149] p 558 A87-42095
Calculations of unsteady Navier-Stokes equations

around an oscillating 3-D wing using moving grid system
[AIAA PAPER 87-1158] p 559 A87-42104

Adaptation methods for a new Navier-Stokes
algorithm
[AIAA PAPER 87-1167] p 560 A87-42112

An adaptive finite element scheme for the Euler and
Navier-Stokes equations
[AIAA PAPER 87-1172] p 561 A87-42116

Hypersonic laminar strong interaction theory and
experiment revisited using a Navier-Stokes code
[AIAA PAPER 87-1191 ] p 561 A87-42311

Navier-Stokes calculations of transonic viscous flow

about wing-body configurations
[AIAA PAPER 87-1200] p 562 A87-42315

Navier-Stokes computation of transonic vortices over
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[AIAA PAPER 87-1227] p 562 A87-42326

Numerical simulation of three-dimensional flow fields in
turbomaehinery blade rows using the compressible
Navier-Stokes equations
[AIAA PAPER 87-1314] p 565 A87-42380

Viscous Transonic Aidoil Workshop compendium of

results
[AIAA PAPER 87-1460] p 568 A87-42471

High resolution upwind schemes for the
three-dimensional incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0547] p 569 A87-42650

Time-consistent pressure relaxation procedure for
compressible reduced Navier-Stokes equations

p 626 A87-43377
Navier-Stokes simulation of a hypersonic generic

wing/fuselage
[AIAA PAPER 87-1192] p629 A87-44902

Incompressible Navier-Stokes computations of vortical
flows over double-delta wings
[AIAA PAPER 87-1341] p 631 A87-44933

Navier-Stokes simulations of supersonic fighter intake
flowfields
[AIAA PAPER 87-1752] p 634 A87-45185

Unsteady three-dimensional Navier-Stokes simulations
of turbine rotor-stator interaction
[AIAA PAPER 87-2058] p 636 A87-45386

Navier-Stokes solutions for highly loaded turbine
cascades
[AIAA PAPER 87-215t ] p637 A87-45436

Navier-Stokes analysis of a very-high-bypass-ratio
turbofan engine in reverse thrust
[AIAA PAPER 87-2170] p 697 A87-45450

Unsteady viscous flows round moving circular cylinders
and airfoils, g p 637 A87-45792

An improved approach for transonic flow
p 639 A87-46215

On vectorization of a 2D Navier-Stokes Solver
p 718 A87-47859

Euler and Naviar-Stokes solutions for the leeside flow

over delta wings at supersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 87-2270] p 722 A87-49053

Comparison of Eular and Navier.Stokes solutions for
vortex flow over a delta wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-2347] p 723 A87-49066

Three-dimensional incompressible Navier-Stokes
simulations of slender-wing vortices

[AIAA PAPER 87-2476] p 726 A87-49092
Navior.Stokes computations of prolate spheroids at

angle of attack
[AIAA PAPER 87-2627] p 729 A87-49626

Numerical simulations of unsteady, viscous, transonic
flow over isolated and cascaded airfoils using a deforming

grid
[AIAA PAPER 87-1316] p 729 A87-49649

Numerical modeling in aerohydrodynamics
p 804 A87-51651

Report of the International Symposium on Computational
Fluid Dynamics, Tokyo p 49 N87-10029

Analysis of two-dimensional incompressible flow past
airfoils using unsteady Navier-Stokes equations
[NASA-CR-179823] p 12 N87-10040

Computation of transonic separated wing flows using
an Euler/Navier Stokes zonal approach

p 16 N87-10849

Numerical simulation of tip vortices of wings in subsonic
and transonic flows

lAD-A169116] p 77 N87-12544
Turbine vane external heat transfer. Volume 2. Numerical

solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations for two- and
three-dimensional turbine cascades with heat transfer
[NASA-CR-174828] p 200 N87-t3661

Proceedings of the 3rd NAL Symposium on Aircraft

Computational Aerodynamics
[NAL-SP-5] p 152 N87-14247

Numerical simulation of an aircraft icing
p 174 N87-14248

Numerical simulation of transonic flow fields by solving

the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations
p 152 N87-14266

Computational study of flow around an airfoil at high
angles of attack by a block pentadiagonal matrix method

p 152 N87-14268

Computations of two- and three-dimensional flows using
an adaptive mesh p 202 N87-14269

Transonic aileron computation in comparison to wind
tunnel test p 153 N87-14273

The role of computational fluid dynamics in aeronautical

engineering: Third report p 174 N87-14277
A verification of unsteady Navier-Stokes solutions

around oscillating airfoils

[NASAoTM-88341] p 153 N87-14279
Turbulence modeling for steady three-dimensional

supersonic flows
[AD-A170042] p 154 N87-14285

Navier-Stokes solution for laminar transonic flow over
a NACA0012 airfoil
[FAA-140] p 291 N87-16794

Numerical simulation by finite element methods of
transonic unsteady flow of compressible viscous fluids
modeled by the Navier-Stokes equations
[ETN-87-99048] p 389 N87-18797

Flow through a compressor stage
[AD-At75026] p 370 N87-19397

Matching of viscous fluid and inviscid fluid by a finite
element method
[ESA-'I-r-866] p 392 N87-19668

Using the boundary-layer equations in three-dimensional
viscous flow simulation p 466 N87-20222

Application of the Navier-Stokes equations to solve
aerodynamic problems p 416 N87-20225

Calculations for a generic fighter at supersonic high-lift
conditions p 432 N87-20226

High speed viscous flow calculations about complex
configurations p 416 N87-20227

Transonic Navier-Stokes wing solution using a zonal

approach. Part 1: Solution methodology and code
validation p 416 N87-20228

Transonic Navier-Stokes wing solutions using a zonal

approach. Part 2: High angle-of-attack simulation
p 416 N87-20229

Numerical simulation of the flow field around a complete
aircraft p 416 N87-20231

Simulation of transonic viscous wing and wing-fuselage

flows using zonal methods
[NASA-TM-8942t] p 418 N87-20242

Comparison of transonic airfoil characteristics by
Navier-Stokes computation and by wind tunnel test at high
Reynolds number
[NAL-TR-911T] p 492 N87-21869

A curvilinear coordinate thin-layer Navier-Stokes hybrid
scheme for transonic aidoil analysis

[NAL-TR-913] p 492 N87-21872
Transonic airfoil design based on the Navier-Stokes

equations to attain arbitrarily specified pressure
distribution: An iterative procedure
[NAL-TR-901T] p 509 N87-21916

A numerical study of unsteady flow effects in a
supersonic compressor cascade p 518 N87.21944

Some turbomachinery blade passage analysis methods:
Retrospect and prospect p 518 N87-21947

Numerical simulation of the hypersonic flow around lifting
vehicles

[NASA-TM-89444] p 536 N87-22116
Numerical simulation of supersonic flow over a rotating

band using fiowfield blanking
lAD-A178492] p 493 N87-22624

Dynamic stall calculations using a Navier-Stokes
solver
[AD-A178566] p 523 N87-22688

Composite velocity procedures for flows with pressure
interaction
[AD-A179602] p 541 N87.22929
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Evaluation of Naviar-Stokes and Eular solutions for

leading.edge separation vortices
[NASA-TM-89458] p 570 N87-23584

Some aspects of vortex flows determined from the
thin.layer Navier-Stokes equations
[NASA-TM-88375] p 571 N87-23595

Downstream boundary effects on the frequency of
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p 611 N87-23794
Acoustic response of turbulent reacting recirculatory

flows p 620 N87-23799
Numerical investigation of V/STOL jet induced

interactions p 572 N87-24413

Runge-Kutta finite-volume simulation of laminar
transonic flow over a NACA 0012 airfoil using the

Navier-Stokes equations
[FFA-TN-1986-60] p 574 N87-24429

Numerical simulations of unsteady, viscous, transonic
flow over isolated and cascaded airfoils using a deforming

grid
[NASA-TM-89890] p 575 N87-24435

Multiscale turbulence effects in supersonic jets
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Computational fluid dynamics: Transition to design

applications p 700 N87-26004
Application of CFD codes to the design and development
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Computational fluid dynamics research at the United
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supercomputars p 701 N87-26011

Experience with 3-D composite grids
p 706 N87-26021

Numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equations about

three-dimensional configurations: A survey
p 701 N87o26022

Numerical solutions of Navier-Stokes equations for a

Butler wing
[NASA-CR-180331] p 790 N87-27929

Large-eddy numerical simulation of an array of
three-dimensional impinging jets
[AD-A182459] p 850 N87-28835

Numerical simulation of X24C-t0D
[AD-A183287] p 816 N87-29427

NAVIGATION
Comparison of methods for expanding the convergence

region of SITAN system --- positioning using terrain-aided
navigation p 157 A87-16752

Adaptive tactical navigation concepts
p 158 A87-16845

The minimum for geometric dilution of precision inGlobal
Positioning System navigation p 355 A87-28917

A proposed single criterion for IFR (Instrument Flight
Rules) approaches to converging runways
[AD-A171844] p 237 N87-15953

ICNIA (Integrated Communications Navigation
Identification Avionics) HF transmitter system preliminary

study
[AD-A173013] p 303 N87.16823

Path discrepancies between great circle and rhumb
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[TM-98] p 357 N87-18527

Fault-tolerant system analysis: Imperfect switching and
maintenance
[AD-A176514] p 438 N87-20995

Loran C VNAV (vertical navigation) approaches to the
technical center heliport
[AD-A182152] p 742 N87-27652

NAVIGATION AIDS
The mechanics of dynamically tunable gyroscopes ---

Russian book p 57 A87-10444

ION, National Technical Meeting, Long Beach, CA,
January 21-23, 1986, Proceedings p 85 A87-13532

Weather safety aspects in future civil air navigation
p 85 A87-13540

Improving Loran coverage at minimum cost
p 86 A87-13543

Radio-navigation meters based on the K588 series
microprocessor unit p 86 A87-15569

The cost-effectiveness of terrestrial radio-navigation
p 158 A87-17244

An open-loop initial alignment scheme for strapdown
inertial navigation systems p 158 A87-t 8533

System sensory perception (SSP) p 181 A87-19283
Institute of Navigation, Annual Meeting, 42nd, Seattle,

WA, June 24.26, 1986, Proceedings
p 159 A87-t9351

Diffstar - A concept for differential GPS in northern

Norway p 159 A87-t9363
The Standard Inertial Navigation Set - A decade of

progress p 159 A87-19364
Standard Integration Filter (SIF) state specification and

accuracy projections --- for external navigation aids
p 160 A87-19365

In-flight resolution and sensitivity evaluation for airborne
thermal imaging systems p 245 A87-19695
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A matter of margins --- US ATC technological
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Low cost Doppler aided strapdown inertial navigation
system p 296 A87-24719
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p 356 A87-30121

Microwave Landing System Area Navigation
p 422 A87-31458

An advanced flight control and navigation system
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p 434 A87-31465
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Man-machine aircraff-navigation complexes --- Russian
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p 820 A87-53578
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Navigation systems for the new generation of combat
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NAVIGATION INSTRUMENTS

Disturbances brought by atmospheric statics to airborne
navigation and communication systems
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Design for maintainability - Litton's new family of RLG

inertial navigation systems p 157 A87-16835
A modular flight control and navigation system for the

next generation of Army aviation p 181 A87-19282
Design study for a high-accuracy three-axis test table

Universal receiver for ICNIA p 589 A87-41405
A comparison between integrated and separated
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Airborne navigation plots its future

p 821 A87-53800
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[NASA-CR-4024] p 22 N87-f0854
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Combined utilization of Loran and GPS - The best from
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Mobile communications, navigation and surveillance

[IAF PAPER 86-333] p 86 A87-16027
Navigational coordinate systems - How to get your
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by 20 nautical miles p 157 A87-16750

Diffstar - A concept for differential GPS in northern
Norway p 159 A87-19363

Independent ground monitor coverage of Global
Positioning System (GPS) satellites for use by civil
aviation p 580 A87-41389

High precision differential GPS navigation

p 581 A87-41394
Requirements for sole means navigation in U.S. Navy
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Estimation of the aerodynamic coefficients of the Navion
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[AIAA PAPER 87-2622] p 769 A87.49622

NAVSTAR SATELLITES

Global positioning system applications
p 18 A87-10047

Navstar Global Positioning Systems Collins user
equipment - An evolutionary assessment
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equipment p 159 A87-19362
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DOD (Department of Defense) acquisition: Case study
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[PB86-231388] p 175 N87-14315
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[AD-A176587] p 433 N87-20992
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Experimental investigation of near and far acoustic field
of a small turbojet p 138 A87-13605
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[AIAA PAPER 87-0254] p 304 A87-24944
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Analytic near-field boundary conditions for transonic flow

computations p 552 A87-39544
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p 803 A87-St221
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Aviation statistics, 1984
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Multi-aircraft simulation - Some problems and
prospects

[AIAA PAPER 87-2300] p 778 A87-49158
NETWORK SYNTHESIS
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Equivalent line transformations during the design of
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airframe configurations
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Presant-day metallic materials employed in the
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system
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NICKEL STEELS
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On nocturnal wind shear with a view to engineering
applications p 328 A87-24746

Cumulative airport noise exposure metrics: An
assessment of evidence for time-of-day weightings
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A digital map set for the night attack aircraft
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In-flight resolution and sensitivity evaluation for airborne
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Advanced Helmet Integrated Display Systems
p 434 A87-31470
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Integrated flying aid and mission displays for modern
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Capillary GC detection methods for nitrogen and sulfur
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NO(x) reduction and combustion phenomena in the
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An alternative intensity technique for transmission loss
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[DR-8513] p 203 N87-14781

CEC joint study of community response to aircraft noise
1984: Main report. The influence of residual noise on
disturbance from aircraft noise --- Commission of the

European Communities (CEC)
[DR-8601] p 203 N87-14782

First article noise survey of the A/F32T-9 large turbo
fan engine enclosed noise suppressor system, far-field
noise, McConneU AFB, Kansas
[AD-A182475] p 860 N87-29308

NOISE PREDICTION
Inter-Noise 86 - Progress in noise control; Proceedings

of the International Conference on Noise Control

Engineering, Cambridge, MA, July 21-23, 1986. Volumes
1 & 2 p 333 A87-27101

Application of the Fast Field Program to outdoor sound
propagation p 334 A87-27103

A citizen acoustician's observations of aircraft noise
p 330 A87-27112

High-speed propeller noise predictions: Effects of
boundary conditions used in blade loading calculations

(NASA-TM-88913] p 208 N87-14957
NASTRAN application for the prediction of aircraft

interior noise p 797 N87-27248
NOISE PREDICTION (AIRCRAFT)

Analyses of broadband noise mechanisms of rotors
p 58 A87-11769

The evolution of methods for noise prediction of high

speed rotors and propellers in the time domain
p 58 A87-11770

Noise and performance of a counter-rotation propeller
p 105 A87-14366

Progress in tail rotor noise analysis
p 208 A87-19245

Helicopter impulsive noise - Theoretical and
experimental status p 271 A87-21195

High speed flight effects on noise propagation
[AIAA PAPER 87-0013] p 271 A87-22359

A prediction of helicopter rotor discrete frequency noise
for three scale models using a new acoustics program
[AIAA PAPER 87-0252] p 272 A87-22512

A computational and experimental study of high-speed
impulsive noise from a rotating cylinder
[AIAA PAPER 87-0253] p 272 A87-22513

Prediction of added noise due to the effect of unsteady

flow on pusher propellers
[AIAA PAPER 87-0255] p 250 A87-22514

Comparisons of predicted propeller noise with
windtunnel and flyover data
[AIAA PAPER 87-05271 p 272 A87-22687

Validation of an interior noise prediction model for a
composite cylinder
[AIAA PAPER 87-0529] p 240 A87-22689

High-speed propeller noise predictions - Effects of
boundary conditions used in blade loading calculations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0525] p 333 A87-24978

An Euler cede calculation of blade-vortex interaction
noise
[ASME PAPER 86-WA/NCA-3] p 333 A87-25316

Propeller aircraft noise legislation - A comprehensive
review p 336 A87-25926

A prediction model for airport ground noise
propagation p 334 A87-27104

Prediction of aircraft noise around airports by a
simulation procedure p 334 A87-27109

Effects of weather conditions on airport noise
prediction p 334 A87-27110

Aircraft noise descriptor and its application
p 334 A87-27118

Prediction of light aircraft interior sound pressure level
from the measured sound power flowing in to the cabin

p 299 A87-27120

SUBJECT INDEX

Comments on the aeroacoustics of helicopter rotors
p 397 A87-31141

Significance of unsteady thickness noise sources
p 619 A87-39537

Non-linear propagation of broadband noise signals
p 619 A87-41560

Importance of broadband noise for advanced
turboprops p 620 A87-41631

Investigation of the aerodynamic performance and noise
characteristics of a 1/5th scale model of the Dowry Rotol

R212 propeller p 640 A87-46265
Supersonic rotor noise calculation with sonic boom

prediction methods p 860 A87-53903
Prediction of helicopter rotor discrete frequency noise:

A computer program incorporating realistic blade motions
and advanced acoustic formulation
[NASA-TM-87721] p 59 N87-10750

Propeller aircraft interior noise model utilization study
and validation
[NASA-CR-172428] p 60 N87-11576

Separation of airborne and structurebome noise radiated
by plates constructed of conventional and composite
materials with applications for prediction of interior noise
paths in propeller driven aircraft p 60 N87-t 1579

Methods for designing treatments to reduce interior
noise of predominant sources and paths in a single engine

light aircraft
[NASA-CR-172546] p 336 N87-18401

Prediction of high-speed rotor noise with a Kirchhoff
formula
lAD-A178982] p 549 N67-23250

Coupled aerodynamic and acoustical predictions for
turboprops
[NASA-TM-87094] p 571 N87-23598

Measurement of noise from airplanes traveling at 3500
to 11000 m altitude
[FFA-TN-1986-21] p 708 N87-25824

Turbofan aft duct suppressor study. Contractor's data
report of mode probe signal data
[NASA-CR-175067] p 834 N87-29538

Turbofan aft duct suppressor study
[NASA-CR-175067] p 834 N87-29539

Calculation of noise around airports for powered

gliders
[VTH-LR-475] p 860 N87-30150

NOISE PROPAGATION
Nonlinear acoustic propagation of broadband noise

p 58 A87-11773

Analytical model for investigation of interior noise
characteristics in aircraft with multiple propellers including

synchrophasing p 94 A87-14925
High speed flight effects on noise propagation

[AIAA PAPER 87-0013] p 271 A87-22359
Collision of multiple supersonic jets related to pip noise

generation in cage valve p 286 A87-25280
A prediction model for airport ground noise

propagation p 334 A87-27104
Stochastic model theory of broadband shock associated

noise from supersonic jets p 859 A87-52069
Detection of in-flight propeller-induced structure-borne

noise p 838 A87-53779
The influence of wind-tunnel walls on discrete frequency

noise p 315 N87-16850
Noise propagation from a four-engine, propeller-driven

airplane
[NASA-TM-89035] p 335 N87-17482

Aircraft noise synthesis system
[NASA-TM-89040] p 335 N87-17483

Methods for designing treatments to reduce interior
noise of predominant sources and paths in a single engine
light aircraft
[NASA-CR-172546] p 336 N87-18401

NOISE REDUCTION

Comparison of two propeller source models for aircraft
interior noise studies p 88 A87-13596

A microprocessor-based noise cancellor for the

cockpit p 180 A87-16846
Noise reduction abatement and mitigation - A history

of noise control programs and review of the regulatory

process
[AIAA PAPER 86-2745] p 210 A87-17960

Test procedures for detection of in-flight
propeller-induced structure-borne noise
[AIAA PAPER 87-0528] p 272 A87-22688

Experimental study of flight effect on fan noise. II - Fan
noise source variation due to flight effect

p 250 A87-22960
Inter-Noise 86 - Progress in noise control; Proceedings

of the International Conference on Noise Control

Engineering, Cambridge, MA, July 21-23, 1986. Volumes
1 & 2 p 333 A87-27101

Jackson Hole Airport - A case study of dual noise metrics
in the airport noise control plan p 330 A87-27116

Ldn dictates local options - Why? --- sociological effect
of artificially-modeled noise standards

p 331 A87-27117
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SUBJECT INDEX

Experiments on reduction of propeller induced interior
noise by active control of cylinder vibration

p 361 A87-30933

Cabin noise levels in single engine general aviation
aircraft p 428 A87-33073

Concepts for reduction of blade/vortex interaction
noise p 428 A87-33245

The art of reticulation and applicable adhesives
p 529 A87-38616

Porsche - The warm-up lap is over --- aircraft engine
design p 591 A87-39274

Flight noise control - Tasks and methods
p 619 A87-40307

The art of reticulation and applicable adhesives --* for

acoustically treated engine nacelles p 665 A87-44582
Blade/vortex interactions and noise abatement

techniques during descent p 797 A87-48911
Laboratory study of sidewall noise transmission and

treatment for a light aircraft fuselage
p 824 A87-52887

Free jet feasibility study of a thermal acoustic shield
concept for AST/VCE application: Dual stream nozzles
[NASA-CR-3867] p 59 N87-10752

Free-jet acoustic investigation of high-radius-ratio

coannular plug nozzles
[NASA-CR-3816] p 59 N87-10753

An experimental investigation of the interior noise control
effects of propeller synchrophasing
[NASA-CR-178185] p 60 N87-11577

Separation of airborne and structureborne noise radiated
by plates constructed of conventional and composite
materials with applications for prediction of interior noise
paths in propeller driven aircraft p 60 N87-11579

Lightweight sidewalls for aircraft interior noise control
[NASA-CR-172490] p 138 N87-12323

On sound propagation in centrifugal fan casings
[ESA-TT-957] p 138 N87-12326

Application of the AIPA (Approximate Iterative
Preprocessing Algorithm) to F-106 data
[AD-A169084] p 116 N87-12569

Cruise noise of counterrotation propeller at angle of
attack in wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-88869] p 139 N87-13252

A model for the extraction of periodic waveforms by
time domain averaging
[AD-A170688] p 207 N87-14066

Identification and proposed control of helicopter
transmission noise at the source

[NASA-TM-89312] p 300 N87-16816
Simulated flight acoustic investigation of treated ejector

effectiveness on advanced mechanical suppresors for high
velocity jet noise reduction
[NASA-CR-4019] p 335 N87-17481

Noise reduction for model counterrotation propeller at

cruise by reducing aff-propeller diameter
[NASA-TM-88936] p 398 N87-19057

Acoustic testing of simplified cabin box, phase 1 ---
helicopter cabin
[RP-698] p 549 N87-23248

Adaptive noise reduction in aircraft communication

systems

- Quiet aircraft study. Aerodynamic considerations of
proposed swept shielded aircraft configurations
[BAE-AERO/PROJ/087] p 587 N87-24456

Predictions of wing and pylon forces caused by propeller
installation

[NASA-CR-178298] p 620 N87-24966
A study of methods to predict and measure the

transmission of sound through the walls of light aircraft
[NASA-CR-180632] p 797 N87-27479

Interior noise reduction by alternate resonance tuning
[NASA-CR-181189] p 797 N87-27484

A study of methods to predict and measure the
transmission of sound through the walls of light aircraft.
Numerical method for analyzing the optimal performance
of active noise controllers

[NASA-CR-181186] p 798 N87-27485
Noise attenuation properties of headsets in a helicopter

noise environment

[CAA-PAPER-87004] p 860 N87-29311
Free-jet investigation of mechanically suppressed, high

radius ratio coannular plug model nozzles
[NASA-CR-3596] p 860 N87-29315

Aerodynamic performance investigation of advanced
mechanical suppresser and ejector nozzle concepts for
jet noise reduction
[NASA-CR-174860] p 834 N87-29534

Turbofan aft duct suppressor study. Contractor's data
report of mode probe signal data
[NASA-CR-175067] p 834 N87-29538

Turbofan aft duct suppressor study
[NASA-CR-175067] p 834 N87-29539

NOISE SPECTRA

Application of the cepstrum to remove echoes from rotor
acoustic spectra p 208 A87-19243

Prediction of aircraft noise around airports by a
simulation procedure p 334 A87-27109

Spectra of noise and amplified turbulence emanating
from shock-turbulence interaction p 398 A87-31164

Calculation of the statistical characteristics of

high-intensity diffracted acoustic noise
p 548 A87-35770

Combustion noise from gas turbine aircraft engines
measurement of far-field levels
[NASA-TM-88971] p 335 N87-17480

The effect of front-to-rear propeller spacing on the
interaction noise of a model counterrotation propeller at
cruise conditions
[NASA-TM-100121] p 796 N87-28396

NOISE TOLERANCE
Reaction to aircraft noise in residential areas around

Australian airports p54 A87-10116
A citizen acoustician's observations of aircraft noise

p 330 A87-27112
An international study of the influence of residual noise

on community disturbance due to aircraft noise
p 330 A87-27114

Effects of background noise on total noise annoyance
[NASA-TP-2630] p 208 N87-14120

NOISEMAP 5.1 computer program update. Operator's

manual, addendum 2
[AD-A177345] p 543 N87-22314

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS

A computer-aided nondestructive inspection system
p 44 A87-10720

Manufacturing technology for nondestructive evaluation
(NDE) system to implement retirement for cause (RFC)
procedures for gas turbine engine components

p 44 A87-10727
Evaluation of captured water column technology for

advanced ultrasonic sizing techniques
p 45 A87-10728

RFC automated inspection overview --- eddy current and
ultrasonic testing of gas turbine engine parts

p 45 A87-10730
Predictive models and reliability improvement in

electromagnetic nondestructive evaluation
p 45 A87-10732

Quantitative thermal diffusivity measurements of
composites p 45 A87-10750

Nondestructive inspection of composite structures by
low-velocity impact p 45 A87-10765

Variations in ultrasonic backscatter attributed to

porosity p 45 A87-10768
Electromagnetic methods to detect corrosion in aircraft

structures p 45 A87-10791

Automated infrared inspection of jet engine turbine
blades p 125 A87-13719

Transient thermal technique for infrared non destructive

testing of composite materials p 261 A87.19689
Use of ultrasonic models in the design and validation

of new NDE techniques p 262 A87-20165
Monitoring the state of the blades of gas turbine engines

by the acoustic emission method p 262 A87.20346

Microfocus radiography of jet engines
p 321 A87-25822
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p 321 A87-25823

NDT of jet engines - An industry survey. II
p 383 A87-29617

NDT methods for bonded assemblies
p 461 A87-32202

Current capabilities of NDT - A service operator's view
p 462 A87-33173

Proceedings of a Structural Mechanics Colloquium of
Nondestructive Testing of Fiber Reinforced Structures ---
aircraft structures

[DFVLR-MITT-86-09] p 196 N87-14437
Nondestructive tests of Carbon Fiber Reinforced Plastics

(CFRP) in the framework of damage mechanics
investigations p 196 N87*14438

NDT of electron beam welded joints (micro-focus and

real time X-ray) p 325 N87-17063
Performance of cracked and seated rigid airport

pavements
[DOT/FAA/PM-87/4] p 526 N87-21965

Robots applied to nondestructive inspection (Project

SIRO)
[ETN-87-99845] p 539 N87-22251

Preliminary investigation of the use of holographic
interferometry to detect ill-rifting compressor blades
lAD-A178519] p 520 N87-22682

Low-cost FM oscillator for capacitance type of blade

tip clearance measurement system
[NASA-TP-2746] p 594 N87-24481

Nondestructive tests of Carbon Fiber Reinforced Plastics

(CFRP) in the framework of damage mechanics
investigations
[DFVLR-MITT.86-09] p 851 N87-28923

NONLINEAR SYSTEMS

NONEQUILIBRIUM FLOW
A survey of simulation and diagnostic techniques for

hypersonic nonequilibrium flows
[AIAA PAPER 87-0406] p 320 A87-24958

Numerical method for non-equilibrium hypersonic

boundary layers
[AIAA PAPER 87-0516] p 284 A87-24976

Nonstationary and nonequilibrium air flow in the vicinity
of the critical flow line p 407 A87-31717

An approach to the numerical modeling of the dynamics

of reacting gases in nozzles --- gasdynamic and chemical
lasers p 847 A87-50872

NONISOTHERMAL PROCESSES
The effect of the surface nonisothermelity of a thin profile

on the stability of a laminar boundary layer
p 285 A87-25227

NONLINEAR EQUATIONS
An analytical parametric investigation of numerical

nonlinear vortex-lattice methods p 67 A87-13638

Nonlinear flying qualities - One approach
[AIAA PAPER 87-0347] p 253 A87-22572

Non-linear equation of motion of fibre reinforced
composite rotor blades p 531 A87-35657

Bifurcations in unsteady aerodynamics
p 584 A87-40085

An advanced mathematical model for helicopter flight

simulation using nonlinear unsteady aerodynamics
p 679 A87-43435

Aeroelastic derivatives as a sensitivity analysis of
nonlinear equations p 699 A87-46797

NONLINEAR FILTERS
An efficient decision-making-free filter for processes with

abrupt changes p 136 A87-16189
Analytical redundancy through nonlinear observers ---

of aircraft motion p 114 A87-16197
A nonlinear tracker using attitude measurements

p 496 A87-35337
Non-linear identification of a squeeze*film damper

p 538 N87-22213
NONLINEAR PROGRAMMING

Nonlinear programming extensions to rational function
approximations of unsteady aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 87-0854] p 412 A87-33694

A hybrid nonlinear programming method for design
optimization p 545 A87-35718

NONLINEAR SYSTEMS
Non-linear stability analysis of aircraft at high angles

of attack p 36 A87-12082
Bank-to-turn utilizing sampled data non-linear control

p 109 A87-13346

Flight control design using nonlinear inverse dynamics
p 109 A87-13352

Improvement of mathematical models of helicopters by
analytical presentation of nonlinear aerodynamics

p 69 A87-13995
Special opportunities in helicopter aerodynamics

p 74 A87-15469
Nonlinear acoustics - Achievements, prospects,

problems p 138 A87.15582
Parametric identification of discontinuous

nonlinearities p 135 A87-16179

Maximum IlKelmooo esllma(ion or paramelers in
nonlinear flight mechanics systems p 113 A87.16192

Comparison of two techniques of I.F.D. based on a
non-linear stochastic model of an aircraft --- Instrument
Fault Detection p 114 A87-t6196

Determination of nonlinear aerodynamic coefficients

using the estimation-before-modeling methods
p 114 A87.16202

A decentralized approach to integrated flight control

synthesis p 372 A87-29249
Stochastic response of nonlinear structures with

parameter random fluctuations p 385 A87-30297
Effect of geometric elastic non-linearities on the impact

response of flexible multi-bedy systems
p 462 A87-32917

Experimental investigation of structural autoparametric
interaction under random excitation
[AIAA PAPER 87-0779] p 464 A67-33675

The application of transient aerodynamics to the
structural nonlinear flutter problem
[AIAA PAPER 87-0908] p 447 A87-33717

A procedure for simultaneously stabilizing a collection
of single input linear systems using non-linear state
feedback control p 846 A87-36843

Nonlinear aeroelasticity - An overview
p 608 A87-40060

An approximate analysis of the accuracy of the optimal
discrete control of nonlinear stochastic systems using the
method of semiinvariants p 619 A87-42138

Robust nonlinear control for high angle of attack flight
[AIAA PAPER 87-0346] p 597 A87-42649

Influence of third-degree geometric nonlinearities on the
vibration and stability of pretwisted, preconed, rotating
blades p 674 A87-46228
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NONLINEARITY

Nonlinear simulation of a flexible aircraft in maneuvering
flight
[AIAA PAPER 87-2501] p 767 A87-49172

Equivalent linearizaticn of a nonlinear element with
respect to subharmonic motions p 789 A87-49981

Application of bifurcation and catastrophe theories to
near stall flight mechanics
[AD-A167697] p 13 N87-10046

Design sensitivity analysis of nonlinear structural
response p 390 N87-18863

Design and verification by nonlinear simulation of a
Mach/CAS control law for the NASA TCV B737 aircraft
[NASA-CR-178029] p 449 N87-20290

Non-linear performance of a throe-bearing rotor
incorporating a squeeze-film damper

p 539 N87-22217
Analysis of structures with rotating, flexible

substructures

[AD-A178903] p 542 N87-23004
On the nonlinear aerodynamic and stability

characteristics of a generic chine-forebody slender-wing
fighter configuration
[NASA-TM-89447] p 643 N87-25305

Application of GRASP (General Rotorcraff
Aeromechanical Stability Program) to nonlinear analysis
of a cantilever beam

[NASA-TM-89222] p 754 N87-27660
Two-degree-of-froedom subsonic wing rock end

nonlinear aerodynamic interference p 811 N87-28511
NONLINEARITY

Influence of third-degree geometric nonlinearities on the
vibration and stability of pretwisted, preconed, rotating
blades p 674 A87-46228

Evaluation of a nonlinear parameter extraction
mathematical model including the term C(subm(sub delta
e squared))
[NASA-TM-87731] p 116 N87-12566

Nonlinear dynamic response of composite rotor
blades

[AD-A173069] p 176 N87-14321
Nonlinear potential analysis techniques for supersonic

aerodynamic design
[NASA-CR-172507] p 293 N87-17670

Development of control strategies for safe microburst
penetration: A progress report p 353 N87-18531

NONUNIFORM FLOW

Numerical and experimental investigation of a propeller
flowfield with a 3-D non-uniform inflow
[AIAA PAPER 87-0607] p 228 A87-22735

Hypersonic nonuniform flow of a viscous gas past a
blunt body p 407 A87-31713

Interaction of bodies with a nonuniform supersonic
flow p 804 A87-51663

TRANDESNF: A computer program for transonic airfoil
design and analysis in nonuniform flow
[NASA-CR-4044] p 231 N87-15186

Analysis and design of airfoils and axisymmetric bodies
in transonic nonuniform flow p 811 N87-28509

NORTHROP AIRCRAFT

The KS-147A LOROP camera system
p 28 A87-10934

Integration of the KS-147A LOROP into the RF-5E
p 28 A87-10935

Operational usage of the KS-147A (LOROP) in the
RF-5E p 29 A87-10936

NOSE CONES
Interaction of jet in hypersonic cross stream

[AIAA PAPER 87-0055] p 217 A87-22385
Direct simulation of aerothermal loads for an aeroessist

flight experiment vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 87-1546] p 626 A87-43063

Boundary layer separation and the vortex structures
around an inclined body of revolution
[AIAA PAPER 87-2276] p 722 A87-49058

NOSE TIPS

Implicit finite-difference simulation of separated
hypersonic flow over an indented nosetip

p7 A87-11533
NOSE WHEELS

The equivalent masses at nose landing-gears during
laoding-impacts and when taxiing over runway
perturbations p 88 A87-13637

Flow rate and trajectory of water spray produced by
an aircraft tire

[SAE PAPER 861626] p 451 A87-32582

NOSES (FOREBODIES)
The rotating nose method for controlling asymmetric

forces at high angle of attack p 311 A87-24722

A study of supersonic three-dimensional flow past
pointed axisymmetric bodies p 286 A87-25232

NOTCH TESTS
An assessment of the small-crack effect for 2024-T3

aluminum alloy p 457 A87-34668

Non-isothermal fatigue crack growth in Hastelloy-X
p 840 A87-51400
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NOWCASTING

Noweasting low-altitude wind shear with a Doppler
radar
[AIAA PAPER 87-0642] p 269 A87-22753

Structure of the time variability of the meteorological
visibility range at Tolmachevo Airport

p 329 A87-25258
NOZZLE DESIGN

Performance and optimisation of an airbtast nozzle -

Drop size distnbution and volumetric air flow
p 125 A87-13828

Prediction of velocity coefficient and spray cone angle
for simplex swirl atomizers p 125 A87-13830

Film cooling requirements in 2-D converging/diverging
vectoring/reversing nozzles p 441 A87-35021

Aerodynamic design modification of a hypersonic wind
tunnel nozzle by CSCM with high order accuracy ---
Conservative Supra-Characteristics Method

[AIAA PAPER 87-1896] p 635 A87-45284
Application of ceramics to ramjet engine nozzles

p 690 A87-46221
A Navier-Stokes nozzle analysis technique

p 758 A87-47084
Propulsion system technologies for thrust vectoring

p 519 N87-22670
Passive shear-flow control to minimize ramjet

combustion instabilities p 605 N87-23798
Vortex-nozzle interactions in ramjet combustors

p 612 N87-23800
Free-jet investigation of mechanically suppressed, high

radius ratio coannular plug model nozzles

[NASA-CR-3596] p 860 N87-29315
NOZZLE FLOW

Density field of a viscous gas jet issuing from a conical
nozzle into vacuum p 4 A87*10603

Vortex simulation of propagating stall in a linear cascade
of airfoils p5 A87-11117

Finite element computations for high speed 30 inviscid
flows p 7 A87-11542

Effect of two endwalt contours on the performance of
an annular nozzle cascade p 71 A87-14119

Study of a bounded jet flow considering the initial
turbulence. II - In the case of relatively large nozzle aspect
ratio p 71 A87-14263

A study of local heat transfer on the face surface of a
nozzle ring model p 127 A87-15215

A comparison between the integral characteristics and
the shape of the profiled contours of Laval nozzles with
gradual and abrupt convergence p 145 A87-17590

A modular approach to the solution of a class of problems
in internal gas dynamics p 146 A87-17749

The validation of solution methods for the Navier-Stokes

equations for a compressible fluid - Results of the
'GAMMoWorkshop' in Nice
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-184] p 215 A87-21083

Fuel nozzle air flow modeling
[AIAA PAPER 86-1667] p 264 A87-21520

Prediction of the installed performance of 2D exhaust
nozzles

[AIAA PAPER 87-0245] p 249 A87-22508
Duct flows with swirl

[AIAA PAPER 87-0247] p 265 A87-22509
Mixing characteristics of a supersonic multiple jet

ejector
[AIAA PAPER 87-0248] p 249 A87-22510

Optimum computation for exit cone contour of nozzle

with two-phasa flow p 289 A87-27484
Molecular-beam study of the formation and properties

of H20 clusters p 528 A87-36644
Efficient calculation of chemically reacting flow

p 607 A87-39539
Effect of nonuniform excess air ratio distribution in the

afterburner on the specific pulse of the nozzle and the
effective heat release coefficient p 591 A87-42145

Transonic nozzle flow instability due to shock
wave/condensation front interaction

[AIAA PAPER 87-1355] p 567 A87-42409
Static investigation of post-exit vanes for multiaxis thrust

vectoring

[AIAA PAPER 87-1834] p 667 A87-45236
Aerodynamic and heat transfer analysis of the low aspect

ratio turbine

[AIAA PAPER 87-1916] p 696 A87-45296
Secondary stream and excitation effects on

two-dimensional nozzle plume characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 87-2112] p 637 A87-45414

Investigation on the stall margin of a turbofan engine
p 675 A87-46239

Theory of small disturbances for flat, near-sonic flow
through a vibrating cascade p 717 A87-47658

An experimental and numerical investigation of swirling
flows in a rectangular nozzle
[AIAA PAPER 87-2108] p 787 A87-48576

Control of the intensity of convective heat transfer in a
Laval nozzle under conditions of turbulent flow and in the

presence of local separation zones p 803 A87-50972

SUBJECT INDEX

Pulsation structure of the mixing layer of underexpanded
jets p 847 A87-50974

Static internal performance of single-expansion-ramp
nozzles with thrust-vectoring capability up to 60 deg
[NASA-TP.2364] p 15 N87-10839

Effects of test cell recirculation on high-bypass turbofan
engines during simulated altitude tests
[AD-A171418] p 108 N87-12565

An easily vectorizable numerical solution of the Euler
equations p 207 N87-14258

Secondary stream and excitation effects on
two-dimensional nozzle plume characteristics
[NASA-TM-89813] p 349 N87-18539

Structural analysis of supersonic jet discharging from
free-vortex nozzle by method of holographic interferometry
with pulsed laser p 570 N87-23574

Flow of gas through turbine stage with spherical nozzle

segment p 592 N87-23582
NOZZLE GEOMETRY

Model and full scale study of twin supersonic plume
resonance
[AIAA PAPER 87-0244] p 249 A87-22507

Prediction of the installed performance of 2D exhaust
nozzles

[AIAA PAPER 87-0245] p 249 A87-22508
Optimum computation for exit cone contour of nozzle

with two-phase flow p 289 A87-27484
Calculation of supersonic steady axisymmetric nozzle

and jet p 343 A87-28337
A solution to the variational problem of the optimal shape

of supersonic nozzles p484 A87-35817
Vortex-nozzle interactions in ramjet combustors

[AIAA PAPER 87-1871] p 668 A87-45266
Secondary stream and excitation effects on

two-dimensional nozzle plume characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 87-2112] p 637 A87-45414

An experimental and numerical investigation of swirling
flows in a rectangular nozzle
[AIAA PAPER 87-2108] p 787 A87-48576

Effect of port corner geometry on the internal
performance of a rotating-vane-type thrust reverser
[NASA-TP-2624] p 77 N87-12541

Effects of empennage surface location on aerodynamic
characteristics of a twin-engine afferbody model with
nonaxisymmetric nozzles
[NASA-TP-2392] p 302 N87-17693

Experimental evaluation of a translating nozzle sidewall
radial turbine

[NASA-TM-88963] p 309 N87-17701
Secondary stream and excitation effects on

two-dimensional nozzle plume characteristics

[NASA-TM-89813] p 349 N87-18539
Computational analysis and preliminary redesign of the

nozzle contour of the Langley hypersonic CF4 tunnel
[NASA-TM-89042] p 453 N87-20296

Effect of a trade between boattail angle and wedge size
on the performance of a nonaxisymmetric wedge nozzle
[NASA-TP-2717] p 570 N87-23593

Aviation fuel property effects on altitude relight
[NASA-CR-179582] p 607 N87-24578

Computational fluid dynamics research at the United

Technologies Research Center requiring
supercomputers p 701 N87-26011

NOZZLE INSERTS

Application of ceramics to ramjet engine nozzles
p 690 A87-46221

NOZZLE THRUST COEFFICIENTS

Secondary stream and excitation effects on
two-dimensional nozzle plume characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 87-2112] p 637 A87-45414

Transonic vibration induced by mismatching between
engine and thrust nozzle p 762 A87*49985

Secondary stream and excitation effects on
two-dimensional nozzle plume characteristics
[NASA-TM-89813] p 349 N87-18539

NOZZLES

An equation of state for the material of the nozzle vanes

of a gas-turbine engine under thermal cycling in a
sulfur-oontaining medium p 379 A87-29203

Simulated flight acoustic investigation of treated ejector
effectiveness on advanced mechanical suppresors for high
velocity jet noise reduction
[NASA-CR-4019] p 335 N87-17481

Effects of afterbody boattail design and empennage
arrangement on aeropropulsive characteristics of a
twin-engine fighter model at transonic speeds
[NASA-TP-2704] p 492 N87-21873

NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS

Nuclear hardness simulation and analysis of composite
aircraft structures. Volume 2: Dust erosion assessment
lAD-A174893] p 383 N87-19378

NUCLEAR PROPULSION

Alternatives for the propulsion of global range transport
aircraft

[ETN-87-98978] p 371 N87-19399



SUBJECT INDEX OBLIQUE SHOCK WAVES

NUCLEAR WARFARE

Description of an aircraft lightning and simulated nuclear
electromagnetic pulse (NEMP) threat based on
experimental data p 420 A87-34569

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
Natural frequency analysis of compressor rotor blades

p 34 A87-10899

Numerical analysis with generalized J-integral
p 47 A87-11492

1986 American Control Conference, 5th, Seattle, WA,
June 18-20, 1986, Proceedings. Volumes 1, 2, & 3

p 133 A87-13301

Comparison of numerical solutions of lower order and
higher order integral equation methods for two-dimensional
aerofoils

]AIAA PAPER 86-2591] p 69 A87-14026

Numerical study of finite-rate supersonic combustion
using parabolized equations
]AIAA PAPER 87-0088] p 259 A87-22407

Numerical simulation of throe.dimensional supersonic
inlet flow fields
[AIAA PAPER 87-0160] p 282 A87-24932

Numerical analysis of flow through scramjet engine
inlets p 346 A87-31127

Spectra of noise and amplified turbulence emanating
from shock-turbulence interaction p398 A87-31164

Analysis of viscous transonic flow over airfoil sections
[AIAA PAPER 87-0420] p 413 A87-34723

Numerical analysis of three-dimensional elastic
membrane wings p 487 A87-37105

Evaluation of throe numerical methods for propulsion
integration studies on transonic transport configurations
[AIAA PAPER 86-1814] p 554 A87-40273

Numerical simulation of transonic propeller flow using
a three-dimensionsi small disturbance code employing
novel helical coordinates
[AIAA PAPER 87-1162] p 560 A87-42107

Bounded random oscillations - Model and numerical
resolution for an airfoil

[ONERA, TP NO. 1987-73] p 681 A87-46767

Notes regarding fundamental understandings of
rotorcraft aeroelastic instability p 746 A87-48951

Numerical methods and a computer program for
subsonic and supersonic aerodynamic design and analysis
of wings with attainable thrust considerations
[NASA-CR-3808] p 3 N87-10829

Numerical simulation of tip vortices of wings in subsonic
and transonic flows

[AD-A169116] p 77 N87-12544
A summary of the development of integral aerodynamic

methods tot the computation of rotor wake interactions
[AD-A169254] p 77 N87-12545

Application of the AIPA (Approximate Iterative
Preprocessing Algorithm) to F-106 data
lAD-A169084] p 116 N87.12569

Monopole element at the center of a circular
groundplane of arbitrary radius. Volume 2: Appendices
[AD-A171228] p 200 N87-13616

Proceedings of the 3rd NAL Symposium on Aircraft
Comoutational Aerodynamics

[NAL-SP-5] p 152 N87-14247
Turbulence modeling for steady three-dimensional

supersonic flows
[AD-A170042] p 154 N87-14285

Analysis of viscous transonic flow over airfoil sections
]NASA-TM-88912] p 323 N87-17001

Bounded random oscillations: Model and numerical

solution for an airfoil p 294 N87-18513
Development of a ROT22 - DATAMAP interface

[NASA-CR-177403] p 395 N87.18993
Numerical simulation of transonic propeller flow using

a 3-dimensional small disturbance code employing novel
helical coordinates

[NASA-TM-89826] p 350 N87-19350
A numerical study of the Weis-Fogh mechanism

p 414 N87-20197
Numerical study of combustion processes in

afterburners p 458 N87-20269
Computations for the 16-foot transonic tunnel, NASA,

Langley Research Center, revision 1
[NASA-TM-86319-REV-1] p 452 N87-20294

Numerical analysis of inviscid compressible flows about
wing-fuselage combinations based on the Euler
equations
[NAL-TR-896T] p 491 N87-21868

Measured and predicted loss generation in transonic
turbine blading p 516 N87-21934

Numerical viscous-inviscid interaction method for
internal separated flows and shock wave-boundary layer
interaction p 535 N87-21939

Vortex dynamics: A report on work in Germany
p 536 N87-22139

An approach to practical aerodynamic calculations
p 537 N87-22151

Numerical simulation of supersonic flow over a rotating
band using flowfield blanking
[AD-A178492] p 493 N87-22624

Microcomputer software support for classes in aircraft
conceptual design
[AD-A181450] p 752 N87-26902

Results of numerical and physical modelling of airborne
adcock arrays for VHF DF (Direction Finding)
applications
[AD-PO05423] p 790 N87-27851

Large-eddy numerical simulation of an array of
three-dimensional impinging jets

[AD-A182459] p 850 N87-28835
An analysis of the crossover between local and massive

separation on airfoils

[NASA-CR-4096] p 814 N87.29411
Numerical simulation of X24C-10D

[AD-A183287] p 816 N87-29427
NUMERICAL CONTROL

Time scale analysis of a digital flight control system
p 109 A87-13347

Time-based air traffic management using expert
systems p 85 A87-13362

Automation of support processes for aircraft production
using computers and numerical control --- Russian book

p 64 A87-14687
3-D laser velocimeter investigations of a generic fighter

flowfield

[AIAA PAPER 87-0331] p 265 A87-22565
FADEC for fighter engines--- FullAuthority Digital Engine

Control p 303 A87-24612

Evaluation of prototype digital flight control algorithms
in hardware-in-the-loop environment

p 451 A87-31520
A modal control procedure for multitoop digital design

p 474 A87-32450
An ultrahigh speed CAMAC interface for a large flight

simulator system p 524 A87-35343
GE's big fan gets bigger p 513 A87-38034
Development of Digital Engine Control System for the

Harrier II
[AIAA PAPER 87-2184] p 673 A87-45458

Direct numerical control in grid generation
p 207 N87-14270

Fault tolerant electrical power system. Phase 2: Analysis
and preliminary design
[AD-A177278] p 508 N87-21907

Acta aeronautica et astronautica sinica

[AD-A179673] p 592 N87-23618
A rotorcraft flight/propulsion control integration study

[NASA-CR-179574] p 587 N87-24457
Dual adaptive control: Design principles and

applications
[NASA-CR-181050] p 705 N87-25804

NUMERICAL FLOW VISUALIZATION

Numerical investigation of supersonic flow past
spike-tipped blunt bodies p 4 A87-10614

Mathematical modeling of separated flow past a wing
profile and aerodynamic hysteresis p 5 A87-10619

Conference on Numerical Methods in Fluid Mechanics,
6th, Geeftingen, West Germany, September 25-27, 1985.
Proceedings p 47 A87-11501

r_umencal expenmems wire a tU_ll vurluuu. Ulrl.111_l.. u
('rVD) MacCormack scheme p6 A87-t 1526

Efficient numerical method for transonic flow

simulations p6 A87-11528
An analytical parametric investigation of numerical

nonlinear vortex.lattice methods p 67 A87-13638
Experimental and numerical investigation of supersonic

turbulent flow through a square duct p 70 A87-14117
Numerical simulation of compressible flow around

complex two-dimensional cavities
[AIAA PAPER 87-0116] p 219 A87-22425

Flow simulations for a complex airplane configuration
using Euler equations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0454] p 225 A87-22646

On the numerical simulation of theunsteady wake behind
an airfoil

[AIAA PAPER 87-0190] p 282 A87-24934
Numerical simulation of viscous transonic airfoil flows

[AIAA PAPER 87-0416] p 283 A87-24961
Numerical method for non-equilibrium hypersonic

boundary layers
[AIAA PAPER 87-0516] p 264 A87-24976

Numerical modeling of shock wave intersections
p 286 A87-25233

Random vertex method and simulation of vortex
structure behind a triangular prism p 289 A87-27486

Flow simulations for an aft-mounted propfan using Euler
equations
[SAE PAPER 861718] p 408 A87-32609

Numerical simulations of unsteady airfoil-vortex
interactions p 413 A87-34851

Numerical simulation of an inviscidsupersonic flow past

a sphere by a self adjusting hybrid scheme for shock
capturing p 488 A87-37211

Accurate numerical solutions for transonic viscous flow
over finite wings p 556 A87-41630

Direct simulation of high Reynolds number flows using
a new integro-differantial solver
[AIAA PAPER 87-1175] p 561 A87-42119

Flow visualization of CFD using graphics workstations
[AIAA PAPER 87-1180] p 618 A87-42123

Color graphics techniques for shaded surface displays
of aerodynamic flowfield parameters
[AIAA PAPER 87-1182] p 619 A87-42125

Three-dimensional unsteady Euler solutions for propfans
and counter-rotating propfans in transonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 87-1197] p 562 A87-42314

Computations of three-dimensional cavity flow at
subsonic and supersonic Mach numbers
[AIAA PAPER 87-1208] p 562 A87-42317

Numerical simulation of supersonic flow over a
three-dimensional cavity
[AIAA PAPER 87-1288] p 565 A87.42363

Vortex simulation of three.dimensional mixing layers
[AIAA PAPER 87-1311] p 565 A87-42378

Numerical and experimental studies on choked
underexpanded jets
[AIAA PAPER 87-t378] p 567 A87-42423

Numerical calculation of flow about wing-fuselage
combination on the basis of Euler equations

p 569 A87-42622
Direct simulation of aerothermal loads for an aeroassist

flight experiment vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 87-1546] p626 A87-43063

Numerical simulation and comparison with experiment
for self-excited oscillations in a diffuser flow

p 693 A87-43381

Simulations of ramjet combustor flow fields. II - Origin
of pressure oscillations
[AIAA PAPER 87-1422] p 633 A87-44950

The numerical simulation of subsonic flutter

[AIAA PAPER 87-1428] p 633 A87-44952

Two-dimensional numerical analysis for inlets at
subsonic through hypersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 87-1751] p 634 A87-45184

Numerical simulation of transonic throe-dimensional

flows in turbine blade passages p 638 A87.46206

Flow phenomena in transonic turbine cascades detailed
experimental and numerical investigation

p 639 A87-46223
Numerical simulation of compressible viscous flows

around practical aircraft configurations
[AIAA PAPER 87-2410] p 724 A87-49081

Numerical aerodynamics using large computers
p 809 A87-53562

A numerical study of flow in gas-turbine combustor
[AIAA PAPER 87-2132] p 832 A87.53986

Numerical simulation by finite element methods of
transonic unsteady flow of compressible viscous fluids
modeled by the Navier-Stokes equations
]ETN-87-99048] p 389 N87-18797

NUMERICAL INTEGRATION

The application of computational fluid dynamics to
_irrl'r_ff _inn

[AIAA PAPER 86-2651] p 147 A87-17902
A comparison and validation of methods for solving the

Euler equations
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-183] p 215 A87-21082

Improved integration procedures for flight simulation
[DGLR PAPER 86-154] p 545 A87-36773

Selective elimination - A fast solver for real-time

unsteady integration of the Euler equations in explicit
formulation
[DGLR PAPER 86-163] p 486 A87-36791

A piloted simulator evaluation of a ground-based 4D
descent advisor algorithm
[AIAA PAPER 87-2522] p 715 A87-50525

NUMERICAL STABILITY
The influence of the choice of computational parameters

on the results of throe.dimensional potential methods ---
transonic flow

[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-169] p 214 A87-21069
NUMERICAL WEATHER FORECASTING

Advances in numerical weather prediction for aviation
forecasting p615 A87-42483

Determination of wind velocity and direction in the lower
part of the atmospheric boundary layer on the basis of
ground data p 854 A87-53969

0

OBLIQUE SHOCK WAVES
On the occurrence of regular reflection of shocks in

concave corner flows p 10 A87-12586
Investigation of two.dimensional

shock.wave/boundary-layer interactions
p 552 A87-39528
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OBLIQUE WINGS

Morphology of a standing oblique detonation wave ---
for hypersonic airbreathing propulsion
[AIAA PAPER 87-1785] p 695 A87*45201

Progress toward shock enhancement of supersonic
combustion processes
[AIAA PAPER 87-1880] p 690 A87-45274

Standing oblique detonation wave engine performance
[AIAA PAPER 87-2002] p 670 A87-45347

A method for producing oblique shock-bow shock
interaction in double-driver shock tunnel

p 837 A87-51968
Supersonic vortex rings - Visualization techniques

p 807 A87-52360
OBLIQUE WINGS

Aeroolastic control of oblique-wing aircraft
p 108 A87-13341

Decoupling control synthesis for an oblique-wing
aircraft p 108 A87-13342

The aerodynamic design of oblique wing aircraft
AIAA PAPER 86-2624] p 147 A87-17883

Supersonic flutter of aeroelastically tailored oblique
wings

AIAA PAPER 87-0734] p 445 A87-33661
Model-following output feedback controller for

oblique-wing aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 87-2408] p 772 A87-50491

In-flight total forces, moments and static aeroelastic
characteristics of an oblique-wing research airplane

NASA-TP-2224] p 36 N87-10103
Flight-determined aerodynamic derivatives of the AD-1

oblique-wing research airplane
NASA-TP-2222] p 36 N87-10871

Flight characteristics of the AD-1 oblique-wing research
aircraft

[NASA-TP-2223] p 373 N87-18570
OBSERVABILITY (SYSTEMS)

Sensor failure detection in flight control systems using
deterministic observers p 114 A87-16195

Comparison of two techniques of I.F.D. based on a
non-linear stochastic model of an aircraft --- Instrument

Fault Detection p 114 A87-16196
Analytical redundancy through nonlinear observers ---

of aircraft motion p t14 A87-16197
Non-linear observer for estimating aircraft state from

flight test data p 372 A87-29558
Parameter-insensitive technique for aircraff sensor fault

analysis p 793 A87-47806

Performance monitoring of sensors in high reliable flight
control systems using deterministic observers

p 32 N87-10087
OBSERVATION

Sources and observers in motion. II - Acoustic radiation
from a small rigid body in arbitrary motion. III - Acoustic

radiation from non-compact rigid bodies moving at high
speed p 59 A87-12995

OBSERVATION AIRCRAFT

The Mars airplane p 303 N87-17753
Evaluation of the OV-1D aircraft with the YT53-L-704

engine and rudder augmentation system, phase 2
lAD-A180966] p 752 N87-26900

OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE

Near-field radar for helicopter obstacle avoidance
p 365 A87-29631

Dual frequency MM-wave radar for antitank helicopter
p 389 N87-18756

OCEAN DYNAMICS

Airborne multibeam radar altimetry --- of oceans
p 853 A87-53115

OCEAN SURFACE
Two-color short-pulse laser altimeter measurements of

ocean surface backscatter p 588 A87-39462
Airborne multibeam radar altimetry --- of oceans

p 853 A87-53115
Airborne measurement methods applied to the

determination of boundary conditions at the sea surface:
The TOSCANE experiment p55 N87-11242

The C and Ku band scatterometer results from Canadian
participation in the ESA PROMESS ocean measurement
campaign p 55 N87-11252

OCEANS

Hardware design for a fixed-wing airborne gravity
measurement system
[AD-A176620] p 433 N87-20993

OFFSHORE PLATFORMS

Basic principles for the designand operation of off-shore
helidecks p 777 A87-47880

Systems, avionics and instrumentation of transport
category helicopters
[NLR-MP-85066-U] p 102 N87-11785

OGIVES

The research of shock and vortex interaction on an ogive
cylinder body at high angles of attack

p 280 A87-24714

Influence of Reynolds number on forebody side forces
for 3.5-diameter tangent-ogive bodies
[AIAA PAPER 87-2274] p 722 A87-49056

A-180

Boundary layer separation and the vortex structures
around an inclined body of revolution

[AIAA PAPER 87-2276] p 722 A87-49058

Compressibility effects on flows around simple
components p 154 N87-14642

OH-58 HELICOPTER

AHIP - The OH-58D from conception to production ---
Army Helicopter Improvement Program

p 144 A87-19248

Identification and proposed control of helicopter
transmission noise at the source

[NASA-TM-89312] p 300 N87-16816
OH-6 HELICOPTER

NOTAR (No Tail Rotor) hover testing using a scale model
in water p 148 A87-19223

OIL ADDITIVES

Thickened oils p 40 A87-12902
OIL SLICKS

Oil slick detection with an airborne SLAR

p 178 A87-16746
OILS

Fire occurring and expanding in connection with oils in
aviation p 16 A87-11368

Engine oils no longer suitable for gearboxes?
p 318 A87-27332

X-29 fuel/auxiliary oil systems thermal management
[SAE PAPER 860913] p 514 A87-38705

Competing factors in the aging of oil in piston and
gas-turbine engines p 529 A87-39100

In-flight surface oil-flow photographs with comparisons
to pressure distribution and boundary-layer data
[NASA-TP-2395] p 419 N87-20966

OKLAHOMA

Oklahoma downbursts and their asymmetry
[AD-A182097] p 792 N87-28229

OMEGA NAVIGATION SYSTEM

OMEGA ACCESS - A microcomputer display of OMEGA
signal coverage diagrams p 182 A87-19355

ON-LINE SYSTEMS

Microprocessor based surge monitoring system
p 686 A87-46241

ONBOARD DATA PROCESSING

Computational enhancements to a 4D algorithm --- for
aircraft trajectory optimization p 134 A87-13359

Redundant computer system for fly-by-wire controls

p 111 A87-14013
AF multiprocessor flight control architecture

developments CRMMFCS and beyond --- Continuously
Reconfiguring Multi-Microprocessor Flight Control
System p 179 A87-16764

Availability and maintainability of the RAMP monopulse
SSR systems p 497 A87-35557

Flight test airborne data processing system
p 498 A87-37401

Flight instrumentation telemetry for aerospace
application p 498 A87-37406

Data acquisition system for aircraft qualification
p 499 A87-37426

On-board data acquisition and processing system
p 511 A87-37429

Flight test of a digital controller used in a helicopter
autoland system p 835 A87-53079

Proceedings of the 13th Symposium on Aircraft
Integrated Data Systems
[DFVLR-MI'I7--86-04] p 30 N87-10075

ONBOARD EQUIPMENT

A system model, a logic design diagram, and a general
synthesis algorithm for optimal systems of onboard
electrical equipment in computer-aided design

p 96 A87-15214
Flight tests of life-support systems and systems for the

protection of onboard equipment against external factors
--- Russian book p 162 A87-17725

A small, flexible and powerful data acquisition system
for the FiG aircraft
[NLR-MP-85074-U] p 103 N87-11786

ONE DIMENSIONAL FLOW

Efficient calculation of chemically reacting flow
p 607 A87-39539

Large perturbation flow field analysis and simulation for
supersonic inlets
[NASA-CR-174676] p 14 N87-10835

OPERATING COSTS

A commercial view of hybrid airships
[AIAA PAPER 86-2703] p 209 A87-17936

Operating costs of transport airplanes - Influence of the
wing aspect ratio and flight conditions
[SAWE PAPER 1720] p 505 A87-36291

The influence of inflation rates and fuel prices on

optimized aircraft design
(DGLR PAPER 86-110] p 506 A87-36765

Reducing total cost of ownership - A challenge to
helicopter propulsion specialists p 861 A87-53417

SUBJECT INDEX

OPERATING SYSTEMS (COMPUTERS)
Test and evaluation of a multifunction keyboard and a

dedicated keyboard for control of a flight management
computer
[NASA-CR-178202] p 183 N87-14330

The 2GCHAS: A high productivity software development
environment p 548 N87-23162

OPERATING TEMPERATURE

Advanced pneumatic start systems for APUs
[SAE PAPER 861713] p 368 A87-29579

Hydrogen scramjet with sidewall injection - Shock tunnel
simulations p 674 A87-46217

OPERATIONAL PROBLEMS

Keeping them flying --- aircraft maintenance
shortcomings p 211 A87-22223

OPERATIONS RESEARCH

Case study - Developing an operations concept for future
air traffic control p 424 A87-33030

AAAI (American Association on Artificial Intelligence)
Workshop on AI (Artificial Intelligence) Simulation
lAD-A174053] p 396 N87-19031

Cost analysis of aircraft projects p 483 N87-22664
OPERATOR PERFORMANCE

United Airlines wind shear incident of May 31, 1984
p 647 N87-25287

Closing the man-machine loop: On the use of
physiological measures to affect computer-controlled
devices p 855 N87-29507

OPTICAL COMMUNICATION

Passive fiber-optic coherence multiplexing for aircraft
sensors p 459 A87-31506

Use of a computer network with optical bus
communication in the DFVLR flight test system AT]AS
[DGLR PAPER 86-151] p 510 A87-36770

Airborne laser communications scintillation

measurements p 649 A87-45722
Optical data transfer system for crossing a rotary joint

[NASA-CASE-LAR-13613-1-SB] p 621 N87-24984
OPTICAL COUNTERMEASURES

Self-protection CM - Present and future

p 461 A87-32107
OPTICAL DATA PROCESSING

Model-based knowledge-based optical processors
p 707 A87-42736

OPTICAL DISKS

Optical disk tessellated geoid management for digital
map p 423 A87-31484

OPTICAL EQUIPMENT

Single or dual pod concepts for tactical
reconnaissance p 29 A87-10939

Optical transducer: STOL aircraft p 254 N87-15936

Development of ADOCS controllers and control laws.
Volume 1: Executive summary
[NASA-CR-177339-VOL-1] p 313 N87-17714

Optical interferometry dimensional gauge for
dimensional gauging of precision high speed aircraft
bearing components
lAD-A177338] p 539 N87-22234

OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

Development of test facility and optical instrumentation
for turbulent combustion research p 376 A87-31276

Optically interfaced sensor system for aerospace
applications p 694 A87-45107

Optical flow diagnostic measurements in
turbomachinery p 698 A87-46245

OPTICAL RADAR

Cloud signals from lidar and rotating beam ceilometer
compared with pilot ceiling p 263 A87-20963

Airborne Doppler lidar measurements

p 247 A87-22797

An airborne laser air motion sensing system. II - Design
criteria and measurement possibilities

p 662 A87-45733

Experimental and theoretical Doppler-lidar signatures of
aircraft wake vortices p 14 N87-10330

Application of Doppler radar and lidar to diagnose
atmospheric phenomena p 331 N87-t7271

Remote versus in situ turbulence measurements

p 543 N87-22346

Turbulence as observed by concurrent measurements
made at NSSL using weather radar, Doppler radar, Doppler
lidar and aircraft p 543 N87-22348

OPTICAL RELAY SYSTEMS

Advanced digital optical control actuation for the
ADOCS
[SAE PAPER 851755] p 112 A87-15480

OPTICAL SCANNERS
Wind tunnel experimental study of optical beam

degradation through heterogeneous aerodynamic flows
[ONERA, TP NO. 1987-50] p 707 A87-46753

OPTICAL THICKNESS

Multiwavelength scanning radiometer for airborne
measurements of scattered radiation within clouds

p 246 A87-20964



SUBJECT INDEX OPTIMIZATION

OPTICAL WAVEGUIDES
Optical data transfer system for crossing a rotary joint

[NASA-CASE-LAR-13613-1-SB] p 621 N87-24984
OPTIMAL CONTROL

Optimal control of viscous flow at high Reynolds
numbers p 5 A87-10620

A direct method for enforcing equality constraints in
optimal output feedback p 134 A87-13353

Combined guidance - Flight control of atmospheric
vehicles p 110 A87-13654

The method of calculating the desired flight path of
terrain following technique with circular arc spline

p 111 A87-14136

Optimal guidance law with first order lag loop and normal
constraint p 86 A87-14140

Optimal discrete design of digital flight control system
p 111 A87-14142

Aircraft control input optimization for aerodynamic
derivative estimation in dynamic manoeuvres

p 113 A87-16183

On optimal periodic control and nested optimization
problems p 204 A87-16422

The use of discrete minimization in the design.of a
straight control section in the fuselage of transport
aircraft p358 A87-28151

Singular perturbations in systems and control
p 473 A87-31550

The application of quadratic optimal cooperative control
synthesis to a CH-47 helicopter p 444 A87-32072

Stability robustness improvement using constrained
optimization techniques p 474 A87-32231

Adaptive methods for control system design --- Book
p 474 A87-33249

Synthesis of optimal discrete multidimensional systems
under random perturbations p 547 A87-39016

Suboptimal control of distributed systems in the case
of incomplete measurements -.. for wing vibration
damping p 619 A87-42126

An approximate analysis of the accuracy of the optimal
discrete control of nonlinear stochastic systems using the
method of semiinvariants p 619 A87-42138

Analytical determination of the optimal parameters of
automatic pilots p 596 A87-42139

Optimization and acceleration guidance of flight
trajectories in a windshear p 765 A87-47807

Quasi-steady flight to quasi-steady flight transition in a
windshear - Trajectory optimization and guidance

p 765 A87-47884
Optimal control of helicopter aeromechanical stability

p 747 A87-48958
Optimization of the controlled rotations of a rigid body

with an elastic rod using first integrals of a free system

p 859 A87-50915
A method for controlling a centrifuge cabin

p 857 A87-52823
Flight test of a digital controller used in a helicopter

autoland system p 835 A87-53079
Simultaneous active controls on wind tunnel model

p 836 A87-54190
Optimal descendin¢l, hypersonic turn to headina

IULUb-U]UgagJ p 120 N87-12577
The application of quadratic optimal cooperative control

synthesis to a CH-47 helicopter
[NASA-TM-88353] p 313 N87-17715

Optimal and insensitive control of hyperbolic distributed
parameter systems with applications to wing flutter
problems

lAD-A174954] p 362 N87-18564
Optimal control concepts in design sensitivity analysis

p 390 N87-18864
Analysis of NLR configurations using OCM for pilot

modeling

[NASA-CR.180656] p 449 N87-20289
Safe microburst penetration techniques: A deterministic,

nonlinear, optimal control approach p 504 N87-22620
The application of optimal control techniques to the

UTIAS research simulator p 599 N87-23637
A combined stochastic feedforward and feedback

control design methodology with application to autoland
design
[NASA-CR-4078] p 705 N87-25806

Singular trajectories in airplane cruise-dash
optimization
[NASA-CR-180636] p 659 N87-26035

Optimal flight trajectories in the presence of windshear,
t 984-86

[NASA-CR.180316] p 682 N87-26047
Modeling and computational algorithms for parameter

estimation and optimal control of aeroelastic systems and
large flexible structures
[AD-A183302] p 852 N67-29893

OPTIMIZATION

Optimal stochastic observers applied to hydraulic
actuation systems p 87 A87-13354

Pertormance and optimisation of an airblast nozzle -
Drop size distribution and volumetric air flow

p 125 A87-13828
Propeller design by optimization p 105 A87-14123
A system model, a logic design diagram, and a general

synthesis algorithm for optimal systems of onboard
electrical equipment in computer-aided design

p 96 A87-15214
Formulating an integrated flight control law synthesis

strategy
[AIAA PAPER 86-2711] p 189 A87-17941

Application of design optimization techniques to rotor
dynamics problems ) 167 A87-19204

Automated tuning of airframe vibration by structural
optimization ) 168 A87-19208

A new class of circulation control airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 87-0003] ) 216 A87-22351

Application of multiple objective optimization techniques
to finite element model tuning ) 266 A87-22819

Automated optimum design of wing structures - A
probabilistic approach ) 241 A87-22823

Transonic wing optimization using evolution theory
[AIAA PAPER 87-0520] ) 284 A87-24977

Unitary optimization design for the large aircraft
structure ) 381 A87-28328

Transonic wave drag estimation and optimization using
the nonlinear area rule )348 A87-31295

Dynamic optimization problems with bounded terminal
conditions ) 474 A87-31682

Optimizing aircraft fuel thermal management
440 A87-32068

A design method of an aircraft with ACT by nonlinear
optimization _427 A87-32103

The principles of composite optimum design of
compound aggregate complexes _474 A87-32463

Application of a dynamic optimization package
[AIAA PAPER 87-0825] _474 A87-33612

Optimization and analysis of gas turbine engine blades
[AIAA PAPER 87-0827] _475 A87-33614

Multilevel/multidisciplinary optimization scheme for
sizing a transport aircraft wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-0714] p 428 A87-33651

Aircraft availability optimization --- tradeoffs in optimal
systems design p 475 A87-35009

A solution to the variational problem of the optimal shape
of supersonic nozzles p484 A87-35817

An integrated approach to advanced conceptual
design
[SAWE PAPER 1716] p 545 A87-36288

Weight estimation of unconventional structures by
structural optimization
[SAWE PAPER 1718] p 532 A87-36290

Interactive/optimization weight prediction model --.
interactive/optimization computer model for helicopter
weight prediction
[SAWE PAPER 1731] p 545 A87-36297

The influence of inflation rates and fuel prices on
optimized aircraft design
[DGLR PAPER 86-110] p 506 A87-36765

FAS multigrid employing ILU/SIP smoothing - A robust
fast solver for 3D transonic potential flow

p 555 A87-41419

I'enormance seeKing con[rol rot cruise opumlzauon in
fighter aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 87-1929] p 681 A87-45307

HALE thermal balance --- High Altitude Long Endurance
remotely piloted vehicles
[AIAA PAPER 87-2172] p656 A87-45452

Stress analysis and optimisation of turbine rotor blade
shrouds p 699 A87-46250

Sparing to optimize naval airship availability
p 625 A87-46716

Interdisciplinary optimum design --- of aerospace
structures p 657 A87-47009

Optimization of airplane wing structures under taxiing
loads p 785 A87-47192

Possibilities and methods of structural optimization
[DGLR PAPER 86-166] p 787 A87-48164

Structural optimization of landing gears using
STARSTRUC
[SAE PAPER 871047] p 745 A87-48772

Optimization of aircraft structures using STARSTRUC
[SAE PAPER 871049] p 788 A87-48773

Optimization of wing tip store modeling
p 730 A87-50338

Development of a turbomachinery design optimization
procedure using a multiple-parameter nonlinear
perturbation method
[NASA-CR-3831] p 2 N87-10003

Recent Experiences in Multidisciplinary Analysis and
Optimization, part 1
[NASA-CP-2327-PT-1 ] p 96 N87-11717

Optimization in the systems engineering process
p96 N87-11719

Practical considerations in aeroelastic design
p 97 N87.11720

Flutter optimization in fighter aircraft design
p 97 N87-11721

Application of the generalized reduced gradient method
to conceptual aircraft design p 97 N87-11722

Experiences performing conceptual design optimization
of transport aircraft p 97 N87-11723

Optimization process in helicopter design
p 98 N87-11726

STAEBL: Structural tailoring of engine blades, phase 2
p 106 N87-11731

Optimization of cascade blade mistuning under flutter
and forced response constraints p 106 N87-11732

Sizing-stiffened composite panels loaded in the
postbuckling range p 129 N87-11733

Application of optimization techniques to the design of
a flutter suppression control law for the DAST ARW-2

p 115 N87-11736

Influence of analysis and design models on minimum
weight design p 98 N87-t1739

Aircraft configuration optimization including optimized
flight profiles p 98 N87-11743

Multidisciplinary optimization applied to a transport
aircraft p 84 N87-11746

Design enhancement tools in MSC/NASTRAN
p 136 N87-11748

Recent Experiences in Multidisciplinary Analysis and
Optimization, part 2
[NASA-CP-2327-PT-2] p 99 N87-11750

Overview: Applications of numerical optimization
methods to helicopter design problems

p 99 N87-11751

Regression analysis as a design optimization tool
p 136 N87-11754

A rotor optimization using regression analysis
p 136 N87-11755

Optimization of helicopter rotor blade design for
minimum vibration p99 N87-11756

Application of numerical optimization to rotor
aerodynamic design p99 N87-11757

Aeroelastic-aerodynamic optimization of high speed
helicopter-compound rotor p99 N87-11758

The structural optimization of a spreader bar for twin
lift helicopter operations p 100 N87-11759

Optimization applications in aircraft engine design and
test p 106 N87-11768

On optimal design for the blade-root/hub interface in
jet engines p 106 N87-11769

Comments on gust response constrained optimization
p 115 N87-11774

Applying optimization software libraries to engineering
problems p 136 N87-11775

Carburizing steel for high temperature service
[AD-A168327] p 122 N87-11877

Interdisciplinary and multilevel optimum design
[NASA-TM-89077] p 243 N87-15205

Optimum bearing surfaces of wings with intricate
geometry for supersonic flight p 245 N87-16187

Industrial application of structural optimization in aircraft
construction
[MBB-UT-270-86] I_ 302 N87-17697

Uptlmlzatlon or' alrcratt intenor panels
[NASA-TM-88340] p 353 N87-18547

Application of decomposition techniques to the
preliminary design of a transport aircraft
[NASA-CR-178239] p 362 N87-18563

Optimal and insensitive control of hyperbolic distributed
parameter systems with applications to wing flutter
problems
[AD-A174954] p 362 N87-18564

Sensitivity Analysis in Engineering
[NASA-CP-2457] p 390 N87-18855

Sensitivity derivatives and optimization of nodal point
locations for vibration reduction p 390 N87-18869

A perspective of mathematical simulation and
optimization techniques in computer aided design
[NLR-MP-85088-U] p 396 N87-19018

Optimization of hypersonic waveriders derived from cone
flows including viscous effects p 413 N87-20193

Development of optimization system OPTSYS:
Implementation of static aeroelastic constraints
[FFA-TN-1986-40] p 434 N87-20994

The aerodynamic optimization of wings at subsonic
speeds and the influence of wingtip design
[NASA-TM-89534] p 493 N87-22627

Design optimization for a family of multi-role combat
aircraft p 586 N87-24450

Design optimization of fighter aircraft
p 586 N87-24451

Optimization methods applied to the aerodynamic design
of helicopter rotor blades
[NASA-TM-89155] p 660 N87-26042

Industrial application of computer aided structural
optimization in aircraft construction
[MBB-UT-273/86] p 706 N87-26523
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ORBITAL MECHANICS SUBJECT INDEX

On the conceptual design of subsonic transport aircraft
for cruising flight optimized for different merit functions
[VTH-LR-451] p 753 N87-27654

Models for the description of holding procedures in air
traffic as an aid for optimization with respect to safety
end efficiency p 822 N87-28536

Transonic rotor tip design using numerical optimization
[NASA-TM-86771J p816 N87-29431

ORBITAL MECHANICS

Guidebook for analysis of tether applications
[NASA.CR-178904] p 38 N87-10169

ORBITAL SPACE STATIONS
Design and test of a pmtotypo thermal bus evaporator

reservoir aboard the KC-135 O-g aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 87-t503] p603 A87-42477

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
p 61 N87-10774

ORGANIC COMPOUNDS

The 1-((diorganooxy phosphonyl) methyl)-2,4- and
-2,6-diamino benzenes and their derivatives

[NASA-CASE-ARC- 11425-2] p844 N87-28605
ORGANIZATIONS

The role of the International Civil Aviation Organization
on deregulation, discrimination, and dispute resolution

p 550 A87-37566
ORIFICE FLOW

Effects of multiple rows and noncircular orifices on
dilution jet mixing p 608 A87-39805

Qualitative evaluation of a flush air data system at
transonic speeds and high angles of attack
[NASA-TP-2716] p 827 N87-29497

ORTHOGONALITY

The solution of unstationary viscous flow in
turbomachine by orthogonal finite element methods

p 412 A87-34048
Geometries for roughness shapes in laminar flow

[NASA-CASE-LAR-13255-1] p 291 N87-16793
OSCILLATING FLOW

Excitation of the natural oscillations of a boundary layer
by an external acoustic field p 4 A87-10610

Theoretical treatment of gust simulation in the wind
tunnel p 9 A87-12148

Asymptotic solutions for unsteady flow in cascades
p 215 A87-21542

Unsteady wake measurements of an oscillating flap at
transonic speeds p 278 A87-23652

Nonplaner, supersonic, three-dimensional, oscillatory,
piecewlso continuous-kernel function method

p 342 A87-28073
A general family of gensratiznd variational principles for

2-D unsteady fully potential transonic flow with shocks
around oscillating airfoils p 342 A87-28334

Computation of dynamic stall of a NACA-0012 airfoil
p 347 A87-31160

Structure and pulsation characteristics of a compressible
turbulent boundary layer behind a fan of rarefaction
waves p484 A87-35813

Interaction of an oscillating vortex with a turbulent
boundary layer
[AIAA PAPER 87-1246] p 564 A87-42340

Numerical simulation of supersonic flow over a
three-dimensional cavity
[AIAA PAPER 87-1288] p 565 A87-42363

Numerical simulation and comparison with experiment
for self-excited oscillations in s diffuser flow

p 693 A87-43381
The pitching damping derivatives measured by

force-oscillation method at transonic and supersonic wind
tunnel p 686 A87-46958

Numerical solution of three-dimensional transonic flows

past an oscillating thin body p717 A87-47660

Investigation of supersonic multiple circular arc (MCA)
airfoil cascade of axial-flow compressor

p 729 A87-49980

Forced oscillations in a boundary layer at frequencies
close to the upper branch of the neutral curve

p 803 A87.50890
A verification of unsteady Navier-Stokes solutions

around oscillating airfoils
[NASA-TM-88341] p 153 N87-14279

OSCILLATION DAMPERS

Equivalent linearization of a squeeze film damper
p 198 A87-17965

OSCILLATIONS

Numerical simulations of unsteady, viscous, transonic
flow ever isolated and cascaded aidoils using a deforming
grid
[AIAA PAPER 87-1316] p 729 A87-49649

An experimental investigation of free-tip response to a

jet
[NASA-TM-88250] p 76 N87-12539

Cavitation research. Cavitation developed and boundary
layers for the NACA 16.012 profile with oscillating
incidence (stress measurements)
[ETN.86-98435] p 151 N87-13413

Numerical simulations of unsteady, viscous, transonic
flow over isolated and cascaded airfoils using a deforming
grid
[NASA-TM-89890] p 575 N87-24435

Calculation of viscous effects on transonic flow for

oscillating airfoils and comparisons with experiment
[NASA-TP-2731] p 734 N87-27622

Supersonic flow over elastic bodies in oscillation

p 817 N87-29464
OSCILLATORS

Low-cost FM oscillator for capacitance type of blade
tip clearance measurement system
[NASA-TP-2746] p 594 N87-24481

OUTER SPACE TREATY

The Warsaw Convention system regarding air carrier
responsibility - New developments in jurisprudence

p 709 A87-42864
OUTLET FLOW

Aerodynamics of a vortex chamber with gas flow rate
adjustment at the outlet p 343 A87-29085

OUTPUT

Reachable outputs in systems with bounded parameter
uncertainties - Application to failure detection

p 134 A87-13326
Auxiliary data input device

[NASA-CASE-LAR-13626-1] p 700 N87-25584

OXIDATION

High-temperature behavior of different coatings in
high-performanca gas turbines and in laboratory tests

p 317 A87-26105

Blackening of petroleum-based aviation oils - Causes
and consequences p 604 A87-40925

OXIDATION RESISTANCE

Semi-interpenetrating networks of LARC-TPI
p 529 A87-38602

Military aircraft 4-cSt gas turbine engine oil
development p 841 A87-52403

Alpha silicon carbide components for heat engine
applications p 842 A87-53354

Corrosion/oxidation protection of high temperature
material --- gas turbine engines
[PNR90355) p 319 N87-16905

High temperature protective coatings for aero engine
gas turbine components

[AD-A176001] p 442 N87-20286
OXIDE FILMS

Burner rig tests on coated anisotropic high temperature
alloys p 783 A87-49553

OXYGEN

Flammability and sensitivity of materials in

oxygen-enriched atmospheres; Proceedings of the
Symposium, Washington, DC, April 23, 24, 1985. Volume
2 p 38 A87-10859

OXYGEN SUPPLY EQUIPMENT
Case study of Royal Australian Air Force P3B Orion

aircraft ground oxygen fire incident p 16 A87-10866

Cleaning methods and procedures for military oxygen
equipment - Investigation results p 46 A87-10867

Incompatibility of the M-1 maneuver with US Navy
tactical aircraft oxygen systems
[AD-A183731] p 856 N87-30072

OXYNITRIDES

Miorostructural engineering of ceramics for
high-temperature application p 783 A87-50097

OZONOMETRY
In situ ozone instrumentation for 10-Hz measurements

- Development and evaluation p 611 A87.42185

P

P.A.C.Mo TELEMETRY

Application of Iow-pewer, high-rate PCM telemetry in a
helicopter instrumentation system p 356 A87-31100

P-3 AIRCRAFT

Case study of Royal Australian Air Force P3B Orion
aircraft ground oxygen fire incident p 16 A87-10866

PAINTS

Improved durability airline paint schemes
p 40 A87-12660

Stripping paint from composite structures - Experience
acquired and problems to solve p 379 A87-29355

Aircraft skin that bruises p 691 A87-46874
Factors affecting the sticking of insects on modified

aircraft wings
[NASA.CR-180957] p 659 N87-26037

Development of a primer/topcoat and flexible primer
for aluminum

lAD.A182132) p 784 N87.27806
PALMGREN-MINER RULE

Prediction of fatigue life for aircraft loading and
importance of the relative method in the case of Local

Strain Approach p 238 A87-22333

PANEL FLUTrER
Resonant and non-resonant acoustic properties of

elastic panels. I - The radiation problem
p 49 A87-13026

Exploratory flutter test in a cryogenic wind tunnel
p 314 A87-25721

Effect of static inplane loads and boundary conditions
on the flutter of flat rectangular panels

p 321 A87-25869
Vibrations of a cylindrical panel in a turbulent pressure

pulsation field p 333 A87-26332
Effect of static inplane loads and boundary conditions

on the flutter of flat rectangular panels
[NAL-TM-ST-8604] p S0 N87-10404

PANEL METHOD (FLUID DYNAMICS)
An exact integral (field panel) method for the calculation

of two-dimensional transonic potential flow around
complex configurations p 9 A87-12267

An aerodynamic analysis and the subsequent motion
of external store p 66 A87-13501

On the utilization of vortex methods for parachute
aerodynamic predictions
[AIAA PAPER 86-2455] p 68 A87-13795

Vortex panel calculation of wake rollup behind a large
aspect ratio wing p 70 A87-14102

Analysis of V-22 tilt-rotor aircraft using panel methods
p 149 A87-19226

Review of the historical development of surface source

methods p 319 A87-23628
Panel methods - PAN AIR p 276 A87-23629
Some new developments in exact integral equation

formulations for sub- or transonic compressible potential
flow p 278 A87-23644

PAN AIR analysis of a transport high-liff configuration
p 348 A87-31292

Application of a panel method (QUADPAN) to the
prediction of propeller blade loads
[SAE PAPER 861743] p 440 A87-32618

Nonlinear programming extensions to rational function
approximations of unsteady aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 87-0854] p 412 A87-33694

3 D wing analysis using a low order panel method
p 488 A87-37213

Doublet-panel method for half-model wind-tunnel
corrections p 598 A87-39893

A panel method for counter rotating propfans
[AIAA PAPER 87-1890] p 668 A87-45279

A panel method for predicting the dynamic stability
derivatives of an oscillating wing in high subsonic flow

p 641 A87-46951
Analysis of the wake dynamics of a typical tilt-rotor

configuration in transition flight p 720 A87-48926
Application of a Fourier panel method to 3-D spoiler

calculations

[AIAA PAPER 87-2417] p 725 A87-49087
Application of the TranAir full-potential code to the

F-16A p 730 A87-50342
Application of a panel code to unsteady wing-propeller

interference p 731 A87-50347
Application of a potential code to general steady flows

in three dimensions p 50 N87-10262
How to make your aerodynamics in flutter calculations

cheaper
[NLR-MP-85056-U] p 152 N87-13416

An assessment of the use of low-order panel methods
for the calculation of supersonic flows

p 476 N87-20204
The Aeronautical Research Institue (FFA) wing body 85

computer program. A panel method for determination of
aeroelastic characteristics applying direct block iterative
solution techniques
[FFA-TN-1986-28] p 642 N87-25298

Development of a geometry handling program for the
FFA subsonic higher order panel method
[FFA-TN-1985-48] p 699 N87-25534

Viscid/inviscid separated flows
[AD-A179858] p 699 N87-25536

Steady and unsteady aerodynamic forces from the
SOUSSA surface-panel method for a fighter wing with tip
missile and comparison with experiment and PANAIR
[NASA-TP-2736] p 645 N87-26032

Comparing an improved first order panel method results
with wind-tunnel measurements for a complete airplane
configuration
[INPE-4132-PRE/1043] p 735 N87-27633

Development of supersonic computational aerodynamic
program using panel method
[NASA-'I-r°20113] p 813 N87-28526

Application of a panel method to wake-vortex/wing
interaction and comparison with experimental data
[NASA-TM-88337] p 817 N87-29461

Supersonic flow over elastic bodies in oscillation
p 817 N87-29464

PANELS

On the efficiency of stiffened panels, with application
to shear web design p262 A87-20170
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Applications of color graphics to complex aerodynamic
analysis
[AIAA PAPER 87-0273] p 332 A87-24947

Derivation of a fundamental solution to the equation of
aeroelastic vibrations of a panel p 461 A87-31994

Sizing-stiffened composite panels loaded in the
postbuckling range p 129 N87-11733

Carbon fibers

[AD-A171370] p 123 N87-12622
Optimization of aircraft interior panels

[NASA-TM-88340] p 353 N87-18547
Halon extinguishment of small aircraft instrument panel

fires
[DOT/FAA/CT-86/26] p 354 N87-19369

Composite repair of cocured J-stiffened panels: Design
and test verification p 404 N87-20181

Composite repair of cracked aluminum structure
p 404 N87-20183

Fibre composite repair of cracked metallic aircraft
components: Practical and basic aspects

p 405 N87-20187
Truss-core corrugation for compression loads

[NASA-CASE-LAR-13438-1] p 699 N87.25496
Effects of aircraft engine bleed air duct failures on

surrounding aircraft structure
[AD-A181071] p 739 N87-26884

Thermal fatigue tests of a radiative heat shield panel
for a hypersonic transport
[NASA-TM-87583] p 845 N87-28643

PANORAMIC SCANNING

Photogrammetric tools for panoramic sector scan
imagery in the VIDARS analysis station

p 19 A87-10948
PARABOLIC FLIGHT

Some results from parabolic flights --- on liquid-gas
mixtures p 608 A87-39839

Improvement of flight hardware and isothermal
Marangoni convection under micro-gravity conditions

p 608 A87-39840
PARACHUTE DESCENT

The effect of random wind gusts on the stability of a
parachute system p 72 A87-15216

The aerodynamics of parachutes
[AGARD-AG-295] p 733 N87-26881

PARACHUTE FABRICS

Two-dimensional flow past bluff flexible membranes of
low porosity p 213 A87-20800

Notes on a generic parachute opening force analysis
[AD-A170962] p 151 N87-13411

PARACHUTES

Aerodynamic Decelerator and Balloon Technology
Conference, 9th, Albuquerque, NM, October 7-9, 1986,
Technical Papers p 79 A87-13776

Technical-historical development of parachutes and
their applications since World War I
[AIAA PAPER 86-2423] p 79 A87-13777

Automatic variable reefing of parachutes by application
of inflation forces

[AIAA PAPER 86-2434] p 79 A87-13784
Notes on a generic parachute opening force analysis

[AIAA PAPER 86-2440] p 67 A87-13788
Averacle landincl force dependence on lenath and

olrectlon of landing, parachute velocity components and
wind speed
[AIAA PAPER 86-2452] p 79 A87-13794

On the utilization of vortex methods for parachute
aerodynamic predictions

[AIAA PAPER 86-2455] p 68 A87-13795
Axisymmetric vortex lattice method applied to parachute

shapes

[AIAA PAPER 86-2456] p 68 A87-13796
Aerodynamic characteristics and flow round cross

parachutes in steady motion

[AIAA PAPER 86-2458] p 68 A87.13798
Drag and stability improvements of a squara

parachute

[AIAA PAPER 86-2471] p 68 A87-13805
Low cost aerial testing of parachutes

[AIAA PAPER 86-2472] p 79 A87-13806

Improved measurement of the dynamic loads acting on
rotating parachutes
[AIAA PAPER 86-2473] p 68 A87-13807

Performance prediction for fully-deployed parachute
canopies
[AIAA PAPER 86-2475] p 79 A87-13809

A comparison of measured and calculated stress in solid

and ribbon parachute canopies
[AIAA PAPER 86-2488] p 80 A87-13815

Design and development of a two-stage parachute
system for delivery of troops from a high-speed aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 86-2448] p 80 A87-13818

Mathematical modeling of the opening dynamics of an
axisymmetric parachute p 212 A87-20412

Construction of a generating solution and a generating
system of equations in a study of self.oscillatory parachute
motion p408 A87.31729

Analytical design of a complex of multimode dynamic
systems --- for multiple-purpose aircraft

p 575 A87-42135
Notes on a generic parachute opening force analysis

lAD-A170962] p 151 N87-13411
In-flight ejection seat test using the Aircrew Gliding

Escape System (AGES) parachute
[AD-A172987] p 235 N87.15948

New solution method for steady-state canopy structural
loads
[DE86-014294] p 391 N87-18891

Airspeed sensing pressure valve system
[AD-D012569] p 438 N87-20266

The aerodynamics of parachutes
[AGARD-AG-295] p 733 N87-26881

Parachute systems technology: Fundamentals,
concepts, and applications. Advanced parachute design
[DE87-011634] p 814 N87-29415

Parachute systems technology: Fundamentals,
concepts, and applications
[DE87-011722] p 815 N87-29416

Parachute recovery systems design manual, chapter 5
lAD-A183191] p 816 N87-29426

PARALLEL FLOW

Some asymptotic types of transonic vortex flows
p 74 A87-15553

An approximate method of estimating the aerodynamic
interference between two parallel bodies in a supersonic
flow (axial force)
[BR100271] p 76 N87-12540

PARALLEL PROCESSING (COMPUTERS)

The ASPRO parallel inference engine (A real-time expert
system) p 29 A87-12218

Grundy - Parallel processor architecture makes

programming easy p135 A87-13703
System sensory perception (SSP) p 181 A87-19283
Micro-computer/parallel processing for real time testing

of gas turbine control systems
[AIAA PAPER 87-1926] p 669 A87-45304

Flight simulator with transputers
]BU-333] p 378 N87-19415

The application of parallel processing to real time flight
simulation using the OCCAM language
[BU-350] p 396 N87-19961

A dual-processor multi-frequency implementation of the
FINDS algorithm
[NASA-CR-178252] p 590 N87-23617

Computational fluid dynamics research at the United
Technologies Research Center requiring
supercomputers p 701 N87-26011

PARALLEL PROGRAMMING

Mathematical model partitioning and packing for parallel
computer calculation p 856 A87-52534

Some principles of parallel programming
p 857 A87-53069

PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION
Parameter estimation and in-plane distortion invariant

chord processing p 135 A87-13689
Identification and system parameter estimation 1985;

Proceedings of the Seventh Symposium, University of
York, England, July 3-7, 1985. Volumes 1 & 2

p 135 A87-16176
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nonlinearities p 135 A87-16179
Parameter estimation of aircraft with fly-by-wire control

systems p 113 A87-16186
Maximum likelihood estimation of parameters in

nonlinear flight mechanics systems p 113 A87-16192
Frequency domain parameter estimation of aeronautical

systems without and with time delay
p 114 A87-16193

Non-iterative parameter identification techniques
p 206 A87-19238

The role of modeling and flight testing in rotorcraff
parameter identification
[AD-A174776] p 172 A87-19287

Aircraft parameter estimation
[AIAA PAPER 87-0623] p 241 A87-22745

Order estimation of linear time invsriant system
p 394 A87-28351

Validation of flutter test analysis method
]AIAA PAPER 87-0780] p 445 A87-33676

The study of aircraft adaptive control augmentation
system implemented with microcomputer

p 447 A87-34704

On-line aircraft state and stability derivative estimation
using the modified-gain extended Kalman filter

p 596 A87-40862

A parametric investigation Of a free wake analysis of
hovering retors p627 A87-43413

Experience with frequency.domain methods in
helicopter system identification p 680 A87-43457

Efficient computation of parameter confidence
intervals
[AIAA PAPER 87-2624] p 795 A87-49623

Parametric exploration of unsteady wing tip vortices
p 807 A87-52355

Effects of flap position on longitudinal parameters of
HFB-320

[NAL-TM-SE-8602] p 25 N87-10062

Correlation between flight simulation and processing of
flight tests based on inertial measurements
[NLR-MP-85058-U] p 28 N87-10863

Evaluation of a nonlinear parameter extraction
mathematical model including the term C(subm(sub delta
e squared))
[NASA-TM-87731] p 116 N87-12566

Computations for the 16-foot transonic tunnel, NASA,
Langley Research Center, revision 1
[NASA-TM-86319.REV-1] p 452 N87-20294

Identification of dynamic systems - applications to
aircraft. Part 1: The output error approach
[AGARD-AG-300-VOL.3.PT-1] p 508 N87-21913

Frequency-response identification of XV-15 tilt-rotor
aircraft dynamics
[NASA-TM-89428] p 524 N87-22690

Correlation between flight simulation and processing of
flight tests based on inertial measurements

p 601 N87-23655

Gust response of helicopters p 682 N87-26049
Bibliography for aircraft parameter estimation

[NASA-TM-86804] p 827 N87-29498
Application of parameter estimation to aircraft stability

and control: The output-errer approach
[NASA-RP.1168] p 827 N87-29499

Modeling and computational algorithms for parameter
estimation and optimal control of aeroelastic systems and
large flexible structures
[AD-A183302] p 852 N87-29893

PARAMETERIZATION

An analytical parametric investigation of numerical
nonlinear vortex-lattice methods p67 A87-13638

Aeroelastic derivatives as a sensitivity analysis of
nonlinear equations p 699 A87-46797

Introduction to air data system parameters, errors and
calibration laws

[ESDU-86031] p 247 N87-15967
The static aeroelasticity of a composite wing

p 326 N87-17085
Aircraft parameter estimation

[NASA-TM.88281] p 362 N87-19376
Design and evaluation of dynamic flight test

maneuvers

[VTH-LR-497] p 753 N87-27657
PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

Numerical study of finite-rate supersonic combustion
using parabelized equations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0088] p 259 A87-22407

PARTICLE DENSITY (CONCENTRATION)
Radiative and convective heat transfer over ablating

composite flat surface in hypersonic flow regime
[AD-A182119] p 810 N87-28503

PARTICLE LADEN JETS
On the evolution of particle-laden jet flows - A theoretical

and experimental study
]AIAA PAPER 87-2181] p 697 A87-45457

_tuoy ot partlculateo flOWS aria erosion in
turbomachinery
[AD-A172965] p 251 N87-15232

PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION

Si3N4-SiC composites p 455 A87-32084
Application of particle imaging velocimetry in

windtunnels p 848 A87-52314
The physics of fuel sprays. Volume 1: Experimental

measurements

[AD.A175660] p 442 N87-20285
PARTICLE TRAJECTORIES

Development of an advanced vaneless inlet particle
separator for helicopter engines p 105 A87-14984

Air flow and particle trajectories around aircraft

fuselages. IV - Orientation of ice crystals
p 246 A87-20958

Particle trajectory computer program for icing analysis
of axisymmetric bodies. A progress report
[AIAA PAPER 87-0027] p 234 A87-22366

A study of compressor erosion in helicopter engine with
inlet separator
[AD-A173288] p 309 N87-17703

PARTICLES

Study of particulated flows and erosion in
turbomachinery
[AD.A172965] p 251 N87-15232

Four spot laser anemometer and optical access
techniques for turbine applications
[NASA-TM-88972] p 326 N87-18057

Techniques to determine particulates in liquid fuels
[DE87-002028] p 458 N87-21135

PARTICULATES
Interaction of aircraft and explosive eruption clouds -

A volcanologist's perspective p 351 A87-27935
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PARTITIONS (MATHEMATICS)

Techniques to determine particulates in liquid fuels
[DE87-002028] p458 N87-21135

PARTITIONS (MATHEMATICS)
Partitioning of flight data for aerodynamic modeling of

aircraft at high angles of attack
{AIAA PAPER 87-2621] p 750 A87-49621

Mathematical model partitioning and pecking for parallel
computer calculation p 856 A87-52534

PASSENGER AIRCRAFT
New fuselage technologies for general-avtation aircraft

p 93 A87-14027
MD-80 service maturity program p 64 A87-15418
Flying Dassault's big bird .-- Falcon 900 passenger

aircraft flight test p 167 A87-18644
Improving aircraft icing forecasts

[AIAA PAPER 87-0532] p 269 A87-22690
Gulfstream IV - Flying the corporate leader

p 241 A87-22919
Article 17 of the Warsaw Convention - An accident is

required for recovery p 399 A87-29487
Air carrier's passenger liability in Japan

p 399 A87-29488
New materials in civil aviation; Proceedings of the

Aerospace Technology Conference and Exposition, Long
Beach, CA, Oct. 13-16, 1986
[SAE SP-682] p 339 A87-29640

Boeing 7J7 design to be frozen in July
p 360 A87-30001

Evaluation of transport alternatives
p 399 A87-31145

Flight deck avionics for the MD-11
p 435 A87-31490

Aircraft fire safety overview
[SAE PAPER 861617] p 420 A87-32576

The market potential of future supersonic aircraft
[SAE PAPER 861684] p 402 A87-32600

Higher cruise speed commercial aircraft evolution
[SAE PAPER 861686] p 402 A87-32602

F.100 - Fellowship renewed p 428 A87-33135
Changing scene in the U.S. air transportation system

(Lecture) p 403 A87-33424
Practical aspects for repairing composites --- A-310

aircraft structures p 481 A87-35277
Gulfstraam Corporate Aircraft design evolution through

the model Gulfstream IV

[SAWE PAPER 1717] p 505 A87-36289
With twin-jets across the North Atlantic - A legal

reflection p 549 A87-37017
Fokker 50 - Pedigree with power p 656 A87-45647
Sea,star - Glass, plastic, and tradition

p 656 A87-45648
Dornior 328 - Concept for a new-generaben regional

airliner p 657 A87-46326
Technological aspects in preparing the development of

regional airliners p 657 A87-46327
Burning questions --- flreworthiness of aircraft cabin

materials p 646 A87-46373
Development of a new technology small fan engine

p 758 A87-47119
Dornier aims the Do328 at the 30-pessenger market

p 742 A87-47247
Gulfstream Aerospace GIV - The maximum business

jet p 742 A87-47249
Designing interiors for real people

p 711 A87-47250
The coming-of-age of the public transport helicopter

p 712 A87-48908
Predictive compensation of visual system time delays

[AIAA PAPER 87-2434] p 794 A87-49165
Value-oriented product planning - The case of

civil-aireraft manufacturing
[MBB-UT-002-87-PUB] p 799 A87-49968

Future aero-engine control systems, why FADEC? Cost,
design cycle timescale, reliability, weight and size targets
--- Full Authority Digital Electronic Control (FADEC)
[PNR-90298] p 35 N87-10867

Systems, avionics and instrumentation of transport
category helicopters
]NLR-MP-85066-U] p 102 N87-11785

Investigation of the electroacoustic properties of cockpit
recorders and cockpit area microphones in passenger
aircraft

[PTB-AK-30] p 183 N87-13440
Measurements of landing gear loads of a commuter

airliner

[FFA-TN-1986.37] p 176 N87-14323
Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US civil and

foreign aviation, issue number 14, 1985 accidents
[PB86-916928] p 422 N87-20980

Activities report of the German-Dutch wind tunnel
[B8677593] p 603 N87-23665

Activities report of the German-Dutch wind tunnel
[B8677594] p803 N87.23666

Transportation container for Li/SO2 batteries on
passenger aircraft
[DE87-008653] p 577 N87.24440

Aircraft technologies of the nineties in MBB passenger
aircraft projects
[MBB-UT-21/86] p 625 N87-25291

Annual review of aircraft accident data, US air carrier

operations calendar year 1983
[PB87-160628] p 648 N87-25311

Aircraft technology of the nineties in MBB passenger
aircraft projects
[MBB-UT-0021/86] p 660 N87-26834

PASSENGERS
The crash of Delta Flight 191 - Are the nightmares

compensable? p 61 A87-10510

The airport passenger terminal --- Book
p 255 A87-20352

Airlines are exempt from law on rights of the disabled
p 709 A87-42863

Semiannual report to Congress on the effectiveness of
the Civil Aviation Security Program
[AD-A169813] p 155 N87-13420

Extended Range Twin Operations (ETOPS) --- twin

engined aircraft
[CAP-513] p 422 N87-20976

Cost characteristics of tilt-rotor, conventional air and high

speed rail short-haul intercity passenger service
[NASA-CR-181421] p 828 N87-29501

PATTERN RECOGNITION
Parameter estimation and in-plane distortion invariant

chord processing p 135 A87-13689
Model-based knowledge-based optical processors

p 707 A87-42736
PAVEMENTS

Classification of the load-carrying capacity of runway
surfaces by the ACN-PCN method. I

p 686 A87-46353
Advanced construction procedures: Confined bases for

airport pavements
[FAA/PM-86/9] p 118 N87-11799

Criteria for asphalt-rubber concrete in civil airport
pavements: Mixture design
[DOT/FAA/PM-86/39] p 129 N87-11910

Performance prediction of low volume airfield
pavements
[AD-A172270] p 193 N87-13454

Asphalt-rubber SAMI (Stress-Absorbing Membrane
Interlayers) field evaluation
[AD-A169700] p 194 N87-14356

Facilities technology application tests: Fuel-resistant
pavement sealers
[AD-A171473] p 258 N87-15238

Airport pavement load analysis
]DOT/FAA/PM-86/36] p 258 N87-15981

Probabitistic and reliability analysis of the California
Bearing Ratio (CBR) design method for flexible airfield

pavements
[AD-A173231] p 316 N87-17719

Performance of recycled asphalt concrete airport

pavement surfaces
[DOT/FAA-PM-86-12] p 466 N87-20432

Resilient modulus of freeze-thaw affected granular soils
for pavement design and evaluation. Part 3: Laboratory
tests on soils from Albany County Airport
[DOT/FAA-PM-84-16.3] p 466 N87-20433

Criteria for asphalt-rubber concrete in civil airport
pavements. Vol. 2: Evaluation of asphalt-rubber concrete
[DOE/FAA/PM-86/39-VOL-2] p 526 N87-21964

Performance of cracked and seated rigid airport
pavements
[DOT/FAA/PM-87/4] p 526 N87-21965

Consequence of layer separation on pavement
perfoc'mance
[DOT/FAA/PM-86/48] p 602 N87-23661

Development of mechanistic flexible pavement design
concepts for the heavyweight F-15 aircraft
[AD-A181596] p 779 N87-27675

Pressuremeter moduli for airport pavement design and
evaluation
[DOT/FAA/PM-87/10] p 839 N87-28572

Soil stabilization for roadways and airfields
[AD-A183382] p 839 N87-29545

PAYLOAD MASS RATIO

Development of a technology for increasing payload of
existing aircraft (NEW 2)
[BMFT-FB-W-86-O07] p 177 N87-14328

PAYLOADS

Quality of modal analysis and reconstruction of forcing
functions based on measured output data --- flight load
prediction for launch vehicle payload

p 381 A87-28561
The structural optimization of a spreader bar for twin

lift helicopter operations p 100 N87-11759
Helicopter external load operations

[CAP-426] p 432 N87-20259
PEEK

Properties and processing of fiber-reinforced
polyetharetherketone (PEEK) p38 A87-11372

SUBJECT INDEX

PELLICLE

Thermal sensors utilizing thin layer technology applied
to the analysis of aeronautical thermal exchanges
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-193] p 264 A87-21092

PENALTIES

Pilot certificate actions and civil penalties
p 210 A87-19298

PENETRATION

Semi-interpenetrating networks of LARC-TPI
p 529 A87-38602

PERFORATED PLATES

Modeling and analysis of the dynamics of a drill
penetrating a thin plate
[ASME PAPER 86-WA/APM-33] p 46 A87-11112

Calculation of the parameters of a hardening burnishing
treatment p 461 A87-31735

Investigations on a transonic airfoil with a 30 mm wide
perforation/cavity arrangement
[DFVLR-FB-86-59] p 810 N87-28506

Transonic interference reduction by limited ventilation
wall panels
[NASA-CR-175039] p 815 N87-29419

PERFORMANCE PREDICTION
Predictive models and reliability improvement in

electromagnetic nondestructive evaluation
p 45 A87-10732

Performance prediction for fully-deployed parachute
canopies
[AIAA PAPER 86-2475] p 79 A87-13809

Performance prediction and flight evaluation of hybrid
heavy lift systems
[AIAA PAPER 86-2741] p 166 A87-17958

Dynamic stability threshold of contacting mechanical
seals

[ASLE PREPRINT 86-TC-3B-2] p 199 A87-19507
Challenges in modeling the X-29A flight test

performance
[AIAA PAPER 87-0081] p 239 A87-22402

Comparative low Reynolds number tests of NACA
64-210, NACA 0012, and Wortmann FX67-K170 airfoils

in heavy rain
[AIAA PAPER 87-0259] p 222 A87-22518

Real-time comparison of X-29A flight data and simulation
data
[AIAA PAPER 87-0344] p 253 A87-22570

A sere]empirical interpolation technique for predicting
full-scale flight characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 87-0427] p 283 A87-24964

Convergence of performance calculation of twin spool
turbojet and turbofan p 306 A87-27478

Performance analysis of a mixed flow turbofan engine
at the design point p 367 A87-29388

Prediction of compressor and turbojet performance with
distorted inlet flow p 367 A87-29561

The predicting method for the performance of the
modern supersonic/transonic stage of the axial-flow
compressor p 344 A87-29566

Takeoff predictions for powered-lift aircraft
[SAE PAPER 861630] p 359 A87-29635

The prediction of the dynamic behavior of aircraft
engines Critical speeds, the effects of unbalances

p 369 A87-29951
High speed wind tunnel tests of the PTA aircraft ---

Propfan Test Assessment Program
[SAE PAPER 861744] p 409 A87-32619

CADAM applications in the design and evaluation of
aircraft displays p 437 A87-33041

Stochastic approach for predicting functional impairment
of metallic airframes
[AIAA PAPER 87-0752] p 464 A87-33575

A method of predicting the energy-absorption capability
of composite subfloor beams
[AIAA PAPER 87-0800] p 464 A87-33600

A model for helicopter performance calculations
p 431 A87-35014

Performance studies on an axial flow compressor
stage p 533 A87-37208

Scan stabilization and jitter control for an airborne
telescope p 660 A87-42812

Substantiation of the analytical prediction of ground and
air resonance stability of a bearingless rotor, using model
scale tests p 654 A87-43463

Simulation of performance, behaviour and faults of

aircraft engines
[AIAA PAPER 87-1868] p 668 A87-45263

An experimental investigation of turbine case
treatments
[AIAA PAPER 87-1919] p 689 A87-45299

Performance estimation of an aircraft internal

combustion engine
[AIAA PAPER 87-2173] p 672 A87-45453

Performance prediction in a centrifugal compressor
impeller p 674 A87-46190

Application of engine component life methodology to
life assessment p 698 A87-46230
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SUBJECT INDEX

Some effects of load spectrum representation on crack
growth predictions and problems in prediction validation

p 786 A87-47784

Evaluation of icing drag coefficient correlations applied
to iced propeller performance prediction
[SAE PAPER 871033] p 737 A87-4876t

Analysis and application of aircraft departure prediction
criteria to the AV-8B Harrier II
[AIAA PAPER 87-2561] p 769 A87-49611

Low Reynolds number tests of NACA 64-210, NACA
0012, and Wortmann FX67-K170 airfoils in rain

p 730 A87-50345

Surface protection p 43 N87-t 1182

Design of a takeoff performance monitoring system
p 103 N67-tt767

Performance prediction of low volume airfield
pavements
|AD-A172270] p 193 N87-13454

SIMPROP: A system for simple aerodynamic analysis
of propellers in axial flow. Description of method and user's
guide
[NLR-TR-84128-U] p 154 N87-14288

A comparative study of some dynamic stall medals
{NASA-TM-88917] p 391 N87-18883

Minimum operational performance standards for
airborne area navigation equipment using Loran-C inputs
{RTCA/DO-lg4] p 357 N87-19372

The prediction of transonic loading on advancing
helicopter rotors p 414 N87-20206

Prediction of wing-body-store aerodynamics using a
small perturbation method and a grid embedding
technique p 414 N87-20207

Development of a takeoff performance monitoring
system
[NASA-CR-178255] p 437 N87-20264

Performance and efficiency evaluation and heat release
study of an outboard Marine Corporation Rotary
Combustion Engine
[NASA-TM-89833] p 442 N87-20282

Challenges in modeling the X-29 flight test
performance
[NASA-TM-88282] p 433 N87-20991

A shock loss model for suporcritical subsonic flows in
transonic axial flow compressors p 516 N67-21950

Results of the integration of a transonic full-potential
analysis program with a free-wake liffing-line program for
hovering rotors
[NASA-TM-89494] p 493 N87-22631

Acoustic fatigue: Overview of activities at NASA
Langley
[NASA-TM-89143] p 620 N87-24965

An experimental low Reynolds number comparisOn of
a Wortmann FX67-K170 airfoil, a NACA 0012 airfoil and

a NACA 64.210 airfoil in simulated heavy rain
[NASA-CR-181119] p 644 N87-25997

Propfan experimental data analysis
[NASA-CR-166582] p 826 N87-28545

Parachute systems technology: Fundamentals,
concepts, and applications. Advanced parachute design
[DE87-011634] p 814 N87-29415

PERFORMAN_.F TI_(_T(:

Braking performance of aircraft tires
p 24 A87-12649

In-service environmental effects on carbon fibre

composite material p 39 A87.t2659
A test research for improving the performance of V-type

flameholder used in an afterburner p 34 A87-12965
Noise and performance of a counter-rotation propeller

p 105 A87-14366
F/A-18 Hornet reliability program - Status report

p64 A87-15419
Built-In-Test for fail-safe design p 128 A87-15428
Reverse tailoring for realistic reliability tests

p 128 A87-15432
Reducing the gap between the quantitative and

qualitative design, development and testing of control
systems --- linear models for highly maneuverable
aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 66-2710] p 189 A87-17940
A numerical and experimental investigation of

electrothermal aircraft deicing p 171 A87-19271
Australian trials of Phase II Navstar GPS user

equipment p 159 A87-19362
Conductive barrier primer for composite aircraft parts

p 262 A87-20087
Airborne infrared wind shear detector performance in

rain obscuration

[AIAA PAPER 87-0186] p 247 A87-22471
Digital simulation of the gas turbine engine

performance p 303 A87-23731
Aircrew automated escape systems requirements

formulation, evaluation, test and acceptance
p 294 A87-25836

An automatic test system for a tighter airoratt
p 314 A87-25870

Test and flight evaluation of precision distance
measuring equipment p 296 A87-26003

Flight measurement data p 355 A87-29633

Application of low-power, high.rate PCM telemetry in a
helicopter instrumentation system p 356 A87-31100

Alternate launch and recovery surface traction
characteristics

[SAE PAPER 861627] p 452 A87-32583

Performance studies on an axial flow compressor
stage p 533 A87-37208

Validation of cryogenic tests at the T2 wind tunnel
[AAAF PAPER NT 86-07] p 525 A67-36033

Testing automated ground collision avoidance systems
on the AFTI/F-16 p 660 A87-43375

A rugged electronic pressure scanner designed for
turbine test p 695 A87-45124

R-46 Helicopter Emergency Flotation System (HEFS)
in.flight and water evaluation p 743 A87-47838

Interpretation of gas turbine response due to dust
ingestion
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-112] p 759 A87-4870B

Part-task simulation techniques
[AIAA PAPER 87-2301] p 794 A87-49159

Engine-airframe integration considerations for

preliminary air vehicle performance analysis
p 26 N67-10068

Comparative evaluation of redundant flight data
recorded by a digital aircraft integrated data system
recorder {DAR) on beard an Airbus A-310 aircraft

p 33 N87-10098

Evaluation results of the 700 (:leg C Chinese strain
gages p 52 N87-11189

Motion characteristics of the UTIAS flight research
simulator motion-base
[UTIAS-TN-261] p 119 N87-11802

Fabrication and testing of lightweight hydraulic system
simulator hardware

[AD-Af69884] p 130 N87-12711

Development and evaluation of an airplane electronic
display format aligned with the inertial velocity vector
[NASA-TP-2648] p 182 N87-1343B

Laboratory tests of the sensors of the StainheiI-Lear
Siegter Strapdown Measurement Unit model 1903-SB for
model attitude measurements in a wind tunnel

[DFVLR-MITT-86-15] p 202 N87-14682

Air traffic control radar beacon system transponder
performance study and analysis. VoI. 1: Transponder test
methodology results, analysis and recommendations
([X)T/FAA/FS-86/1-VOL-1] p 236 N87-15198

Permanent magnet variable speed constant frequency
power generation system
[AD-A173959] p 252 N87-15974

Laser systems, airborne
|AO-A173775] p 266 N87-t6276

Air traffic control radar beacon system transponder
performance study and analysis, Volume 2: Appendixes
[OOTIFAPJFS-8611-VOL-2} p296 N67-16812

Performance data Aeroc 8.2.AC.20(300), issue 1

Outdoor test stand performance of a convertible engine
with variable inlet guide vanes for advanced rotorcraff
propulsion
{NASA-TM-88939] p 307 N87-16825

Experimental evaluation of a translating nozzle sidewall
radial turbine

[NASA-TM-88963] p 309 N87-17701

Aerodynamic and structural aspects of propeller and
drive for a 1/5 scale wind tunnel program
[NLR-MP-84091-U] p 377 N87-18579

Implementation of an airborne SAR motion
compensation system p 388 N87-18728

Performance and efficiency evaluation and heat release
study of an outboard Mahne Corporation Rotary
Combustion Engine
[NASA-TM-89833] p 442 N87-20282

Traffic alert and collision avoidance system (TCAS)
surveillance performance in helicopters
[DOT/FAA/PM-85/29] p 603 N87-21905

Helicopter transmission testing at NASA Lewis Research
Center

[NASA-TM-69912] p 542 N67-22978

Effect of a trade between boattail angle and wedge size
on the performance of a nonaxisymmetric wedge nozzle
[NASA-TP-2717] p 570 N87-23593

Engineer in charge: A history of the Langley Aeronautical
Laboratory, 1917-1958
[NASA-SP-4305] p 621 N87-24390

Performance and loads data from a hover test of a

full-scale advanced technology XV-15 rotor
[NASA-TM-86854] p 572 N87-24409

PERTURBATION THEORY

Laboratory tests of the sensors of the SteinheiI-Lear
Siegtar strapdown measurement unit model 1903-SB for
model attitude measurements in a wind tunnel. Volume
2 of the documentation on the Model Altitude

Measurement System (MAMS) for the German/Dutch
Wind Tunnel (DNW)
[ESA.TT-t017-VOL-2] p 590 N67-24462

Effect of planform taper on hover performance of an
advanced AH.64 model rotor

[NASA-TM-89145] p 643 N87-25304

Development and testing of critical components for the
technological preparation on an Airbus fuselage made of
carbon fiber reinforced plastics, phase 1
[BMFT-FB-W-86-017] p 692 N87-26151

Development and testing of highly loaded engine
components made of carbon fiber reinforced plastics
[ETN-87-90036] p 832 N87-28550

Measurement uncertainty for the Uniform Engine Testing
Program conducted at NASA Lewis Research Center
[NASA-TM-88943] p 833 N87-28557

Advanced composite vertical fin for L-1011 aircraft
[NASA-CR-3816] p 845 N87-28617

Propfan test assessment propfan propulsion system
static test report
[NASA-CR-179613] p 834 N87-29536

Performance and power regulation characteristics of two
aileron-controlled rotors and a pitchable tip-controlled rotor
on the Mod-O turbine

[NASA-TM-100136] p 865 N87-29956
PERIODIC FUNCTIONS

On optimal periodic control and nested optimization

problems p 204 A87-16422
PERIODIC VARIATIONS

Structure of the time variability of the meteorological
visibility range at Toimechevo Airport

p 329 A87-25258

A new simulation of airfoil dynamic stall due to velocity
and incidence fluctuations
[AIAA PAPER 87-1242] p 630 A87-44915

Investigation of periodic pitching through the static stall
angle of attack
lAD-A179512] p 493 N87-22623

Coupling iteration method linking aerodynamic fields with
periodic dynamic fields
[ONERA-RT-19/3239-RY-054-R] p 574 N87-24428

PERMANENT MAGNETS

Permanent magnet vadable speed constant frequency
power generation system
lAD-A173959] p 252 N87-15974

PERMEABILITY

Composite curing with semi-permeable membranes
p 120 A67-t3121

PEROXIDES

Large-scale distribution of peroxyacetylnitrate results
from the STRATOZ tit flights p 702 A87-46461

PERSONAL COMPUTERS
Integration of communications with the Intelligent

Gateway Processor
[DE87-002386] p 396 N87-t9981

i-=rto_rlrU:l.
Engineer in charge: A history of the Langley Aeronautical

Laboratory, 1917-1958
{NASA-SP-4305] p 621 N87-24390

Combustion by-products on F-4 drogue parachutes
lAD-A182929] p 819 N87-29472

PERTURBATION

Introduction to aerodynamics derivitives, equations of
motion and stability
[ESDU-86021} p 76 N87-12536

A contribution to digital compensation of periodic
disturbances with frequencies in bounded intervals --- in
helicopters
[ESA-TT-979] p 191 N87-14352

Robustness qualification and improvement of
multivariable regulators, with application to airplane
control
[ESA.'I-r-867] p 374 N87-19401

PERTURBATION THEORY

Parametric synthesis of flight vehicle control in the case
of indeterminacy of the initial conditions and
perturbations p 252 A87-20384

Pitching oscillating derivatives of wedges in supersonic
and hypersonic p 371 A87-28343

Singular perturbations in systems and control
p 473 A87-31550

Synthesis of optimal discrete multidimensional systems
under random perturbations p 547 A87-39016

Interference of rotor harmonics in two-shaft coaxial rotor

systems with nonlineerly elastic shaft supports
p 610 A87-42136

Development of a turbomachinery design optimization
procedure using a multiple-parameter nonlinear
perturbation method
[NASA-CR-3831] p 2 N87-10003
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PETRINETS

Prediction of wing-body-store aerodynamics using a
small perturbation method and a grid embedding
technique p 414 N87-20207

PETRI NETS

Investigation of the life cycles of complex engineering
systems using Petri nets p 857 A87-52832

PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
Advanced aircraft fuel evaluation, phase 1

[AD-A182029] p 784 N87-27816
PHASE ERROR

Phase noise from aircraft motion: Compensation and

effect on synthetic aperture radar images
p 615 N87-24802

PHASE SHIFT
Dynamic positioning using GPS career phase

measurements p 820 A87-52765
PHASE SHIFT CIRCUITS

EHF multifunction phased array antenna
p 388 N87-18752

PHASE TRANSFORMATIONS
Calculation of evaporation under conditions of strong

vapor outflow p 461 A87-31743
Solid state phase transformations in aluminium alloys

containing lithium p 456 A87-33180
PHASE VELOCITY

The physics of fuel sprays. Volume 1: Experimental
measurements
[AD-At75660] p 442 N87-20285

PHASED ARRAYS

Electronically steerable antenna technology and its
application to airborne radars p 178 A87-16745

Phased arrays for airborne ECM - The rest of the

stow p 355 A87-30118
Phased arrays for microwave landing systems

p 356 A87-30121
An airborne telemetry relay system for the Gulf Range

p 498 A87-37415
Multiple Object Tracking Radar p 578 A87-41281
EHF multifunction phased array antenna

p 388 N87-18752

A conformal aircraft phased array antenna for
airplane-satellite communication in the L band
[DFVLR-FB-86-47] p 701 N87-26259

PHOSPHORUS COMPOUNDS
The 1-((diorganooxy phosphonyl) methyl)-2,4- and

-2,6-diamino benzenes and their derivatives
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11425-2] p 844 N87-28605

PHOTOOIODES
Some considerations relating to aero engine

pyrometry p468 N87-21187
PHOTOELASTIC ANALYSIS

Impact fracture of chemically tempered glass helicopter
windshields p 195 A87-17824

Experimental characterization of cracks at open holes
and in rounded-end straight attachment lugs

p 384 A87-30107
Solving structural test problems with photoelastic

coatings p 532 A87-36885
PHOTOELASTIC MATERIALS

Solving structural test problems with photoelastic
coatings p 532 A87.36885

PHOTOGRAMMETRY
Photogrammetric tools for panoramic sector scan

imagery in the VIDARS analysis station
p 19 A87-10948

Aerial photography: Automation of aerial-photography
processes --- Russian book p 180 A87-17722

In-flight photogrammetric measurement of wing ice
accretions
[AIAA PAPER 86-0483] p 155 A87-17995

The application of radiation physics and
photogrammetric techniques for the diagnosis and solution
of mechanical engineering problems and performance
improvements in the development of aero gas turbine
engines at Rolls-Royce
[PNR90388] p 764 N87-27669

PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT
The KS-147A LOROP camera system

p 28 A87-10934

Integration of the KS-147A LOROP into the RF-5E
p 28 A87-10935

Cessna aircraft cabin door mount for photographic and
videographic cameras p 365 A87-28125

PHOTOGRAPHY
Gallery of fluid motion. II p 197 A87-16665
In-flight surlace oil-flow photographs with comparisons

to pressure distribution and boundary-layer data
[NASA-TP-2395] p 419 N87-20966

PHOTOINTERPRETATION

Photogrammetric tools for panoramic sector scan
imagery in the VIDARS analysis station

p 19 A87.10948

PHOTOMAPPING

Super wide field of view perspective image
transformation by pixel to pixel mapping

p 328 A87-23778

PHOTOMETERS
Long range E-O Reconnaissance System and flight test

results p 28 A87-10933

Integration of the KS-147A LOROP into the RF-5E
p 28 A87-10935

PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
The problems of aircraft microclimate (Review of the

literature) p 855 A87-50949
PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS

Closing the man-machine loop: On the use of
physiological measures to affect computar-controlled
devices p 855 N87-29507

PILOT ERROR
An ordinary 3-axis horizon instrument which every pilot

likes - Can it be misleading and dangerous? The answer
is 'Yes' p 755 A87-47845

Aircraft accident report: Bar Harbor Airlines Flight 1808,
Beech BE-99, N300WP, Auburn-Lewiston Municipal

Airport, Auburn, Maine, August 25, 1985
[PB86-910408] p 84 N87-12550

PILOT INDUCED OSCILLATION
In-flight evaluation of incremental time delays in pitch

and roll p 188 A87-17757
Pilot/vehicle analysis of the lataral/vertical control of

a twin-lift helicopter configuration
[AIAA PAPER 87-0345] p 253 A87-22571

Cross coupling in pilot-vehicle systems
p 310 A87-23977

Effect of time delay on manual flight control and flying
qualities during in-flight and ground-based simulation
[AIAA PAPER 87-2370] p 767 A87-49161

Loop separation parameter - A new metric for landing
flying qualities
[AIAA PAPER 87-2536] p 774 A87-50537

Flight test evaluation of techniques to predict longitudinal
pilot induced oscillations
[AD-A179229] p 597 N87-23629

PILOT PERFORMANCE

Impact of display dynamics on flying qualities
p 186 A87-16758

The pilot workload factor in aircraft handling qualities
assessment p 186 A87-16760

Pilot's associate demonstration one - A look back and

ahead --- developing an aircraft expert system
p 179 A87-16840

Pilot's associate demonstration one - A look inside
p 180 A87-16841

Cloud signals from lidar and rotating beam ceilometer
compared with pilot ceiling p 263 A87-20963

Hero or scapegoat? --- aircraft pilot tasks and
responsibilities p 233 A87-22224

A new look at piloting procedures in microbursts
p 372 A87-29588

Managing with the onboard data link - A pilot's view
p 424 A87-31524

Closed-loop pilot vehicle analysis of the approach and
landing task p 444 A87-32233

Development and evaluation of a proportional
displacement sidearm controller for helicopters

p 445 A87-33047

Research on speech processing for military avionics
p 425 A87-33070

Negligence of the aircraft commander and bad
airmanship - New frontiers p 549 A87-37015

Simulator evaluations of inceptors for ACT helicopters
p 678 A87-43405

Observations of pilot control strategy in low level

helicopter flying tasks p 678 A87-43433
Aviation safety and the FAA's quality assurance

program p 709 A87-44064
A program to investigate requirements for effective flight

simulator displays p 683 A87-44715
HUD guidance improves landing performance

p 755 A87-48278
Evaluation of a pilot's line-of-sight using ultrasonic

measurements p 756 A87-48922
Comparison of in-flight and ground.based simulator

derived flying qualities and pilot performance for approach
and landing tasks
[AIAA PAPER 87-2290] p 768 A87-49583

Simulation investigation of the effects of helicopter
hovering dynamics on pilot performance
[AIAA PAPER 87-2533] p 773 A87-50535

The problems of aircraft microoiimate (Review of the
literature) p 855 A87-50949

Aviation tort litigation against the United States - Judicial
inroads on the pilot-in-command concept

p 861 A87-52171
Low-cost avionics simulation for aircrew training

lAD-A169198] p 34 N87-10865
Evaluation of a visual system in its support of simulated

helicopter flight
[AD-A168829] p 102 N87-11783

Simulator design and instructional features for carrier
landing: A field transfer study
[AD-A169962] p 119 N87-12573

SUBJECT INDEX

Flight simulator: Field of view utilized in performing
tactical maneuvers
[AD-A172048] p 193 N87-13453

Simulation investigation of the effect of the NASA Ames
80-by 120-foot wind tunnel exhaust flow on light aircraft
operating in the Moffett field trafffic pattern
[NASA-TM-86819] p 295 N87-17686

The application of quadratic optimal cooperative control
synthesis to a CH-47 helicopter
[NASA-TM-88353] p 313 N87-17715

Readiness and retention. Pilot flight experience and
aircraft mishaps
[AD-A1739111 p 353 N87-18548

Acceleration display system for aircraft zero-gravity
research
[NASA-TM-87358] p 389 N87-18801

Analysis of NLR configurations using OCM for pilot
modeling
[NASA-CR-180656] p 449 N87-20289

The effects of display and autopilot functions on pilot
workload for Single Pilot Instrument Flight Rule (SPIFR)
operations
[NASA-CR-4073] p 512 N87-21921

Evaluation Of numerator lead effects on aircraft handling

qualities
[AD-A179388] p 523 N87-22687

Advanced fighter design: Operational experience and
future requirements p 587 N87-24453

The integration and operational suitability of emerging
technologies for future fighter aircraft: A pilot's
perspective p 587 N87-24454

Wind Shear/Turbulence Inputs to Flight Simulation and

Systems Certification
[NASA-CP-2474] p 625 N87-25267

Optimal cooperative control synthesis of active

displays
[NASA-CR-4058] p 705 N87-25807

Piloted simulator study of allowable time delay in pitch
flight control system of a transport airplane with negative

static stability
[NASA-TM-89147] p 776 N87-26919

Integration of altitude and airspeed information into a
primary flight display via moving-tape formats: Evaluation
during random tracking task
[NASA-TM-4010] p 758 N87-27665

Refinement of the eye-point-of-regard measurements
with helicopter pilots in a flight experiment
[DFVLR-FB-86-61 ] p 855 N87-29115

Automation at the man-machine inter/ace
p 855 N87-29504

Incompatibility of the M-1 maneuver with US Navy
tactical aircraft oxygen systems
[AD-A183731] p 856 N87-30072

PILOT TRAINING
Advanced trainer aircraft design for fighter-attack-recce

roles

[AIAA PAPER 86-2729] p 165 A87-17947
Mission simulators p 314 A87-24611
Obstacles to meeting Army National Guard aviator

training requirements p 420 A87-33054
Towards total simulation p 452 A87-34768

The big picture --- visually coupled airborne system
simulator helmet design for combat pilots

p 589 A87-41599
Simulator design features for helicopter landing on small

ships. 1: A performance study
[AD-A169514] p 119 N87-12572

Simulator design and instructional features for carrier
landing: A field transfer study
[AD-A169962) p 119 N87-12573

The simulator: The perfect illusion --- flight simulator
[FACHTHEMEN-9] p 193 N87-14354

Implementation of turbulence models into simulators
p 527 N87-22354

Advanced visuals in mission simulators
p 599 N87-23636

The application of optimal control techniques to the
UTIAS research simulator p 599 N87-23637

Simulator motion characteristics and perceptual fidelity
p 600 N87-23639

Radar simulators p 601 N87-23651

Operational training: Application end experience
p 601 N87-23653

Application of data to piloted simulators
p 687 N87-25275

Simulator manufacturers' requirements
p 687 N87-25280

Accident investigation p 647 N87-25285

PILOTLESS AIRCRAFT
Linear-quadratic-Gaussian with loop-transfer recovery

methodology for an unmanned aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 85-1927] p 371 A87-28912

Aerodynamics of unmanned aircraft at full-scale in the
RAE 24ft wind-tunnel
[RAE-TM-AERO-2081] p 645 N87-26027
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SUBJECT INDEX

PILOTS (PERSONNEL)
Ground-based time-guidance algorithm for control of

airplanes in a time-metered air traffic control environment:
A piloted simulation study
[NASA-TP-2616] p 34 N87-10864

Piloted-simulation study of effects of vortex flaps on
low-speed handling qualities of a Delta-wing airplane
[NASA-TP-2747] p 776 N87-26922

PIPER AIRCRAFT

Airborne measurement methods applied to the
determination of boundary conditions at the sea surface:
The TOSCANE experiment p 55 N87-11242

Halon extinguishment of small aircraft instrument panel
fires

[DOT/FAAICT-86126] p 354 N87-19369

PIPES ('rUBES)
The development of balance tubes for Dewty Rotol

composite bladed propellers p 63 A87-13630

Strain determination during the explosive expansion of
pipes p 460 A87-31727

Two-dimensional wail interference assessment using
CALSPAN pipes -.. wind tunnel walls

[NLR-TR-85065oU] p 151 N87-13415
Effect of flame-tube head structure on combustion

chamber performance p 441 N87-20275
PISTON ENGINES

Analysis of aircraft piston engine failures. I
p 305 A87*25969

Analysis of aircraft piston engine failures. II
p 305 A87-25973

Competing factors in the aging of oil in piston and
gas.turbine engines p 529 A87-39100

Waste heat recovery system for high altitude application
of liquid cooled, piston engines
[AIAA PAPER 87-2174] p673 A87-45454

Automotive gasoline usage in reciprocating aircraft
engines
[SAE PAPER 871012] p 783 A87-48752

PITCH (INCLINATION)
Force coefficients for a NACA-O015 airfoil undergoing

constant pitch rate motions p347 A87-31195

Multiaxis aircraft control power from thrust vectoring at
high angles of attack
[AIAA PAPER 86-1779] p 595 A87-40272

The effect of pitch rate on the dynamic stall or a modified
NACA 23012 aerofoil and comparison with the unmodified
case p 628 A87-43420

Errors in the measurement of the course angles of radar
reference points due to the imprecise stabilization of the
antenna mounting in bank and pitch

p 649 A87-44312
Visualization of three-dimensional structures about a

pitching forward swept wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-1322] p 631 A87-44929

The effect of pitch rate on the dynamic stall of a NACA
23012 airfoil p 721 A87-48931

Altamative design guidelines for pitch tracking
[AIAA PAPER 87-2289] p 768 A87-49582

Experimental aeroelastic behavior of forward-swept
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p 824 A87-53781
Acta Aeronautica et Astronautica Sinica (selected

articles)

[AD-A167918] p 3 N87-10004
Development of an advanced pitch active control system

end a reduced area horizontal tail for a wide-body jet
aircraft

[NASA-CR-172283] p 312 N87-17711
Extended flight evaluation of a near-term pitch active

control system

[NASA-CR-172266] p 313 N87.17712
Development of an advanced pitch active control system

for a wide body jet aircraft

[NASA-CR-172277] p 313 N87-17713
Accurate prediction of longitudinal flying qualities for

landing aircraft

[AD-A179069] p 509 N87-22676
Evaluation of numerator lead effects on aircraft handling

qualities

[AD-A179388] p 523 N87.22687
Swashplate control system

[NASA-CASE-ARC-11633-1] p597 N87.23631
Advanced Prop-fan Engine Technology (APET) single-

and counter-rotation gearbox/pitch change mechanism
[NASA-CR-168114-VOL-2] p 833 N87-28556

Performance and power regulation characteristics of two

aileron-controlled rotors and a pitchable tip-controlled rotor
on the Mod-O turbine

[NASA-TM-100136] p 855 N87-29956
PITCHING MOMENTS

Flying qualities of pitch range command/attitude hold
control systems for landing p188 A87-17753

In-flight evaluation of incremental time delays in pitch
and roll p 188 A87-17757

Three-dimensional flow produced by a pitching-plunging
model dragonfly wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-0121] p275 A87-24922

Visualization of unsteady separated flow about a pitching
delta wing

[AIAA PAPER 87-0240] p 320 A87-24943
Pitching oscillating derivatives of wedges in supersonic

and hypersonic p 371 A87-28343
Normal force and pitching moment on body-intake

configuration in supersonic flows p 487 A87-37210
Airfoil dynamic stall at constant pitch rate and high

Reynolds number
[AIAA PAPER 87-1329] p 565 A87-42391

Dynamic stall vortex development and the surface
pressure field of a pitching airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 87-1333] p 566 A87-42394

Numerical investigation of the flow structure around a
rapidly pitching airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 87-1424] p 633 A87-44951

The pitching damping derivatives measured by
force-oscillation method at transonic and supersonic wind
tunnel p 686 A87-46958

Lift and pitching moment coefficient changes from
low-level freestream turbulence p 808 A87-52888

High lift, low pitching moment airfoils
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13215*1] p 153 N87-14282

Prediction of wing aeroelastic effects on aircraft lift and
pitching moment characteristics

[NASA-TM-89060] p 254 N87-15975
Investigation of periodic pitching through the static stall

angle of attack

[AD-A179512] p 493 N87-22623
Verification of performance results for a low-speed 15

percent elliptical circulation control airfoil

[NASA*CR-181020] p 494 N87-22633
Advanced Propfan Engine Technology (APET) definition

study, single and counter-rotation gearbox/pitch change
mechanism design

[NASA-CR-168115] p 833 N87-28554
PITOT TUBES

Effects of pitot probe shape on measurement of flow
turbulence p 552 A87-39547

Computation of transonic aerodynamically
compensating pitot tube
[AIAA PAPER 87-2613] p 728 A87-49112

Pitot and static errors due to non-steady flight
[ESDU-85011] p 813 N87-29410

Qualitative evaluation of a flush air data system at
transonic speeds and high angles of attack
[NASA-TP-2716] p 827 N87.29497

PIXELS

Super wide field of view perspective image
transformation by pixel to pixel mapping

p 328 A87-23778
An avionic Caution and Advisory Display Panel

p 435 A87-31471
A conflgurable pixel cache for fast image generation

p 544 A87-35714
PLANAR STRUCTURES

An experimental study of the aerodynamic
characteristics of planar and non-planar outboard wing
_I_# IIU( II I_

[AIAA PAPER 87-0588] p 284 A87-24989
The integral equation for the time dependent linearized

potential flow over a wing
[AD-A176684] p 490 N87-21850

PLANE WAVES
Transformation of a plane uniform shock into cylindrical

or spherical uniform shock by wall shaping
p 37 A87*12585

Non-linear propagation of broadband noise signals
p 619 A87-41560

PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES
Ramjet application in atmospheres of different celestial

bodies

[IAF PAPER 86-181] p 120 A87-15920
PLANETARY BOUNDARY LAYER

The use of a numerical filter to correct airborne
temperature measurements for the effects of sensor lag

p 589 A87-42184
Statistics of wind shear due to nocturnal boundary layer

jet airstreams in North Germany p 56 N87-11461
PLANETARY NEBULAE

Infrared emission lines from planetary nebulae
p 62 N87-10791

PLANFORMS

Development of a reduced area horizontal tail for a wide
body jet aircraft

[NASA-CR.172278] p 837 N87-28564
PLANNING

Air Force technical objective document fiscal year
1987
[AD-A167324] p 62 N87-10779

Air Force technical objective document, Flight Dynamics
Laboratory plans for fiscal year 1988
[AD-A176115] p483 N87-21846

PLASTIC AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES

Models for the ground based approach planning system
Computer Oriented Metering Planning and Advisory
System (COMPAS) p 822 N87-28539

Systems evaluation procedure using simulation

illustrated by the Computer Oriented Metering Planning
and Advisory System (COMPAS) project

p 822 N87-28540
PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS

Mobile CARS instrument for combustion and plasma
diagnostics p 319 A87-23614

PLASMA JET WIND TUNNELS

Comparison of scaling results obtained for a swept-back
wing in a hydrodynamic tunnel and in a wind tunnel

[AAAF PAPER NT 86-12] p 526 A87-38036
PLASMA PROBES

Mobile CARS instrument for combustion and plasma
diagnostics p 319 A87-23614

PLASMA SPRAYING

Process and equipment for PVD and LPPS overlay
coatings on aircraft gas turbine parts --- Low Pressure
Plasma Spray p 788 A87-49555

New ZrO2-Yb203 plasma-sprayed coatings for thermal
barrier applications p 843 A87-53623

Repair techniques for gas turbine components
p 325 N87-17071

Materials for Advanced Turbine Engines (MATE). Project
4: Erosion resistant compressor airfoil coating
[NASA-CR-179622] p 784 N87-27029

PLASMA TORCHES

Development and evaluation of a 1 kW plasma torch
ignitor for scramjets p 250 A87-23258

Plasma torch igniter for scramjets
p 605 N87-23789

PLASTIC AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES
Composite materials for aircraft structures --- Book

p 38 A87-10294
Variations in ultrasonic beckscatter attributed to

porosity p 45 A87-10768
impact resistant hybrid composite for aircraft leading

edges p 24 A87-11848
Manufacture of bonded composite assemblies for

aircraft p 1 A87-13005
Structural design with new materials

p 49 A87-13011
Resin-hardener systems for resin transfer molding

p 120 A87-13093
Advanced composites applications for the B-f B bomber

- An overview p 87 A87-13101
Automated assembly-trends, concepts and

requirements p 63 A87-13105
Development and testing of critical components for the

technological preparation of a CFK outer wing
[MBB-UT-224-86] p 92 A87-13997

Technologies for a mechanized carbon fiber
construction element for commercial aircraft production
[MBB-UT-005-86] p 126 A87-13999

Structure-component tests for a CFK fuselage
[MBB-UT-223-86] p 121 A87-14001

Testing of fiber-reinforced construction elements -
Simulation of mechanical loads and environmental

influences p 92 A87-14012
Rotational molding of high temperature thermoplastics

p 199 A87-19219
High.X-ray flux, high-contrast radiography of carbon

fiber-reinforced epoxy aircraft structures
p 200 A87-19595

Windshields - More than glass and plastics
p 299 A87-27331

Advanced composites for future aerospace systems
p 378 A87-28390

Fastest blades in the world p 359 A87-29322
Stripping paint from composite structures - Experience

acquired and problems to solve p 379 A87-29355
Composites proving durable --- for aircraft structures

p 359 A87-29593
Composites use in aircraft with emphasis on Kevlar

arimide p 456 A87-32201
Thermoplastic composite C-130 belly skins - Design,

manufacturing, and test
[AIAA PAPER 87-0798] p 403 A87-33598

Composite structure design p 527 A87-35281
TORLON engineered parts cut weight in half --- poly

(amide-imide) resin
[SAWE PAPER 1690] p 528 A87-36278

Effects of impact loads on CFRP structures

[DGLR PAPER 86-147] p 528 A87-36793
Use of fiber composite structures in the Airbus

program
[DGLR PAPER 86-145] p 528 A87-36797

Repair concept and verification for carbon high-lift flaps
of the ATR.42 p 482 A87-36940

Fire safety aspects for construction of civil aircraft

p 575 A87-42682
A decade of composite rudder service reviewed

p 689 A87-44861
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PLASTIC COATINGS SUBJECT INDEX

Structures technology of modern general aviation
aircraft
[SAE PAPER 871025] p 712 A87-48689

Impact response of composite fuselage frames
[SAE PAPER 871009] p 744 A87-48696

Use of composites in propulsion systems
p 761 A87-49633

Interactive development of structural components for
lightweight fiber-reinforced composite designs - The case
of the Airbus vertical tails
[MBB-UT-023-86] p 750 A87-49964

Around-the-world flight p 801 A87-53553
Investigation into the attenuation and velocity of acoustic

emissions in carbon fiber composite aircraft structures
[BAE-KGT-R-GEN-01349] p 41 N87-10180

PLASTIC COATINGS

Development of a primer/topcoat and flexible primer
for aluminum
[AD-A182132] p 784 N87-27806

PLASTIC DEFORMATION
Strain determination during the explosive expansion of

pipes p 460 A87-31727
Analysis of elastic and plastic deformation in a layered

structure subjected to rolling-sliding contact
p 534 A87-38555

Composites - What next p 841 A87-51807
PLASTIC FLOW

Characterization and modeling of the high temperature
flow behavior of aluminum alloy 2024

p 455 A87-32032
PLASTIC PROPERTIES

High-strength, high-temperature intermetallic
compounds p 840 A87-51301

On contact problems of elasticity theory
[NASA-TM-88491] p203 N87-14729

Nonlinear fracture mechanics analysis with boundary
integral method
[AD-A173216] p 328 N87-18124

PLASTICS
Comparative rates of heat release from five different

types of test apparatuses p317 A87-23431
Plastics - A birdseye view into the future

p 318 A87-27242
Carbon fibers

[AD-A171370] p 123 N87-12622
PLATE THEORY

Determination of the regime coefficients in the local
theory of interaction from plate data p 74 A87-1556t

Equivalent plate analysis of aircraft wing box structures

with general planform geometry p 297 A87-24035
Further generalization of an equivalent plate

representation for aircraft structural analysis
[NASA-TM-89105] p 327 N87-18113

PLATES
Development of powder metallurgy 2XXX series AI alloy

plate and sheet materials for high temperature aircraft
structural applications, FY 1983/1984
[NASA-CR-172521] p 458 N87-20406

PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
The finite contour method --- for transient heat

conduction in plate
[AIAA PAPER 87-0148] p 270 A87-22442

Advanced aluminum alloy plate materials for damage
tolerant aircraft structures

[NLR-MP-85078-U] p 379 N87-18660
PLUG NOZZLES

Free-jet acoustic investigation of high-radius-ratio
coannular plug nozzles
[NASA-CR-3818] p 59 N87-t0753

PLUMES
Boron slurry-fueled jet engine exhaust plume infrared

signatures p 183 A87-17839
Model and full scale study of twin supersonic plume

resonance
[AIAA PAPER 87-0244] p 249 A87-22507

Two-dimensional nozzle plume characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 87-2111] p 636 A87-45413

Secondary stream and excitation effects on
two-dimensional nozzle plume characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 87-2112] p 637 A87-45414

Secondary stream and excitation effects on
two-dimensional nozzle plume characteristics
[NASA-TM-89813] p 349 N87-18539

Two-dimensional nozzle plume characteristics
[NASA-TM-89812] p 349 N87.18540

PLY ORIENTATION

Composite Ply Management p 261 A87-20080

Vertical deflection characteristics of aircraft tyres
[ESDU-86005] p 129 N87-11992

PNEUMATIC EQUIPMENT
Further development of pneumatic powered-lift systems

with capability for thrust deflection and recovery
[AIAA PAPER 87-0005] p 248 A87-22353

Advanced pneumatic start systems for APUs
[SAE PAPER 861713] p 368 A87-29579

Formulation and minimality of nonlinear discrete time

control systems p 254 N87-15233
PNEUMATIC PROBES

High-angle-of-attack pneumatic lag and upwash
corrections for a hemispherical flow direction sensor

[NASA-TM-86790] p 590 N87-23616
PODS (EXTERNAL STORES)

Single or dual pod concepts for tactical
reconnaissance p 29 A87-t0939

Ground and flight tests of Tornado reconnaissance

pod p 22 A87-10940
A ram air driven air cycle cooling system for avionics

pods
[SAE PAPER 860912] p 514 A87-38704

POISSON DENSITY FUNCTIONS
The effects of flight hours and sorties on failure rates

lAD-A182084] p 716 N87-27611
POISSON EQUATION

An exterior Poisson solver using fast direct methods
and boundary integral equations with applications to
nonlinear potential flow p 125 A87-13872

POISSON RATIO
The effect of material compressibility (Poisson ratio) on

the elasto-plastic solution to the problem of a cylinder under
internal pressure (coldworking situation)

p 124 A87-13642
POLAR NAVIGATION

Polar navigation assisted by satellite
p 20 A87-11663

POLARIZATION (WAVES)
JPL multipolarization workstation - Hardware, software

and examples of data analysis p 858 A87-53231
POLICIES

Will the aerospace plane work? p 339 A87-28613
Overview of the integrated Federal Aviation

Administration (FAA) wind shear program plan
[SAE PAPER 861702] p 351 A87-29589

Japan Report: Science and technology
[JPRS-JST-86-014] p 391 N87-19541

POLLUTION MONITORING
Aircraft measurements of medium-range transport of air

pollutants over complex terrain p 203 A87-16599
Realization of an airport noise monitoring system for

determining the traffic flow in the surroundings of a military
airbase p 329 A87-27108

POLLUTION TRANSPORT

Aircraft measurements of medium-range transport of air
pollutants over complex terrain p 203 A87-16599

Large-scale distribution of peroxyacetylnitrate results
from the STRATOZ III flights p 702 A87-46481

POLYAMIDE RESINS

TORLON engineered parts cut weight in half --- poly
(amide-imide) resin
{SAWE PAPER 1690] p 528 A87-36278

POLYGONS

Some features of the approximate calculation of the
integral aerodynamic characteristics of polygonal lifting
configurations at supersonic flight velocities

p 344 A87-29086
POLYIMIDE RESINS

TORLON engineered parts cut weight in half --- poly
(amide-imide) resin
[SAWE PAPER 1690] p 528 A87-36278

Semi-interpenetrating networks of LARC-TPI
p 529 A87-38602

POLYMER CHEMISTRY

High-temperature polymers for adhesive and composite
applications p 843 A87-53888

The 1-((diorganooxy phosphonyl) methyl)-2,4- and
-2,6-diamino benzenes and their derivatives
(NASA-CASE-ARC-11425-2] p 844 N87-28605

POLYMER MATRIX COMPOSITES

Composites for aerospace dry bearing applications
p 484 A87-31373

High-temperature polymers for adhesive and composite
applications p 843 A87-53888

POLYMER PHYSICS

High-temperature polymers for adhesive and composite
applications p 843 A87-53888

POLYMERIC FILMS

Composite curing with semi-permeable membranes
p 120 A87-13121

Factors affecting the sticking of insects on modified
aimraft wings
[NASA-CR-180957] p 659 N87-26037

POLYMETHYL METHACRYLATE
Geometric effects on the combustion in solid fuel

ramjets p 457 A87-35024
POLYNOMIALS

How to make your aerodynamics in flutter calculations
cheaper
[NLR-MP-85056-U] p 152 N87-13416

POLYSULFIDES

Polymer systems for rapid sealing of aircraft structures
at low temperature
[AD-A167667] p 41 N87-10209

POLYTETRAFLUOROETHYLENE
PTFE (polytetrafluoroethylene) resin selection for high

performance wire and cable
lAD-P005211] p 846 N87-29227

POLYURETHANE RESINS

High-performance adhesives on the line
p 783 A87-50617

POROSITY
Variations in ultrasonic backscatter attributed to

porosity p 45 A87-10768
Viscous-inviscid interaction in transonic separated flow

over solid and porous airfoils and cascades
p 76 N87-12535

Development of laminar flow control wing surface porous
structure
[NASA-CR-172424} p 802 N87-28502

POROUS BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL

Passive shock wave/boundary layer control of a
helicopter rotor airfoil in a contoured transonic wind
tunnel

[AIAA PAPER 87-0438] p 225 A87-22632
Porous aerofoil analysis using viscous-inviscid coupling

at transonic speeds p 410 A87-33164
Effect of porosity strength on passive

shock-wave/boundary-layer control p 533 A87-37116
Passive drag reduction on a complete NACA 0012 airfoil

at transonic Mach numbers
[AIAA PAPER 87-1263] p 564 A87-42352

A tentative option for ventilation ratio of slotted wall in
two-dimensional transonic wind tunnel

p 777 A87-47691
POROUS MATERIALS

Rheological characteristics of parts of MR material used
in gas turbine engines --- porous metallic wire analog of
resin p 460 A87-31722

POROUS PLATES

Aerodynamic characteristics of porous disks at subsonic
incoming flow velocities p145 A87-17589

PORTABLE EQUIPMENT

Measurement capability of moving-receiver radio
interferometry p 159 A87-19360

Modeling interference effects for land-mobile and
air-mobile communications p 385 A87-30319

Practical application to composite materials of a portable
digital ultrasound device controlled by a microprocessor

p 849 A87-53585
Development of a portable precision landing system

[NASA-TM-88247] p 160 N87-t4310

Acoustic guide for noise-transmission testing of
aircraft
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13111-1-CU] p 477 N87-21652

Portable fuel leak detector
[AD-A180095] p 700 N87-25550

PORTS (OPENINGS)
Effect of port corner geometry on the internal

performance of a rotating-vane-type thrust reverser
[NASA-TP-2624] p 77 N87-12541

POSITION (LOCATION)
Polar navigation assisted by satellite

p 20 A87-11663
Navigational coordinate systems - How to get your

surface and air positioning very precise and still be off
by 20 nautical miles p 157 A87-16750

Determination of optimal position of actuators for flexible
flight vehicles p 190 A87-18528

Digital program for calculating static pressure position
error
[NASA-TM-86726] p 301 N87-16821

Investigation of air transport technology at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1983

p 352 N87-18521
Controlled diffusion compressor blade wake

measurements
[AD-A175141] p 350 N87-19355

Test plan for helicopter GPS (Global Positioning System)
applications
lAD-Ale3299] p 823 N87-29488

Evaluation of the F/A-18 head-up-display for recovery
from unusual attitudes

[AD-A183303] p 829 N87-29532
POSITION ERRORS

High precision differential GPS navigation
p 581 A87-41394

Geostationary satellite navigation systems
p 648 A87-42786

Probabilistic Modeling of Loran-C for nonpreeision
approaches p 503 N87-22607

Modeling of the fault situation in navigation systems
p 821 N87-28534

POSITION INDICATORS

MTFCS (multiple target formation flight control system)
Formation position sensor trade-off analysis

p 110 A87-13536

Flight inspection procedures and position fixing
techniques p 499 A87-38874
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SUBJECT INDEX POWERED LIFT AIRCRAFT

PLRS development testing - An update
p 579 A87-41371

United States Navy - Canadian Forces solid state flight
data recorder/crash position lecator experiment on the
B-720 controlled impact demonstration

p 33 N87-10097
Aircraft control position indicator

[NASA-CASE-LAR-12984-1] p 512 N87-22678
POSITION SENSING

High angle of attack position sensing for the
Southampton University magnetic suspension and balance
system
[NASA-CR-178358] p 760 N87-27681

POSITIONING

Synthesis and test issues for future aircraft inertial
systems integration p 157 A87-t6751

Comparison of methods for expanding the convergence
region of SITAN system -- positioning using terrain-aided
navigation p 157 A87-16752

Tracking a laser-projected horizon indicator
[AD-A183384] p 856 N87-30051

POSTFLIGHT ANALYSIS

Encircling the earth --- Voyager aircraft
circumnavigation p 402 A87-33t 36

POTENTIAL FLOW
An exact integral (field panel) method for the calculation

of two-dimensional transonic potential flow around

complex configurations p 9 A87-12267
An exterior Poisson solver using fast direct methods

and boundary integral equations with applications to
nonlinear potential flow p 125 A87-13872

Numerical solution of transonic potential flows with finite
elements method using multigrid technique

p 68 A87-13900
Iterative computation of transonic potential flow past

aerofoils with boundary layer p 148 A87-18579
A hybrid method for transonic flow past multi-element

aerofoils p 212 A87-20504
The influence of the choice of computational parameters

on the results of three-dimensional potential methods ---
transonic flow

[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-169] p 214 A87-21069
Improved algorithms for circulation-control airfoils in

transonic flow

[AIAA PAPER 87-0154] p 219 A87-22447
Viscous transonic flow over aerofoils using transonic

full potential equation in a system of Cartesian
coordinates

[AIAA PAPER 87-0411] p 223 A87-22616
Computational methods in potential aerodynamics

p 276 A87-23626
Foundation of potential flows p 319 A87-23627
Basic principles and double lattice applications in

potential aerodynamics p 276 A87-23631
Introduction to the Green's function method in

aerodynamics p 276 A87-23633
Mathematical foundations of integral-equation

methods p 277 A87-23634
Finite difference methods for the solution of unsteady

potential flows p 277 A87-23640
An integral equation method for potential

Wake dynamics for incompressible and compressible
flows p 278 A87-23643

Some new developments in exact integral equation
formulations for sub- or transonic compressible potential
flow p 278 A87-23644

An integral equation for compressible potential flows
in an arbitrary frame of reference p 278 A87-23645

Wavy wall solutions of the Euler equations
p 278 A87-23672

Calculation of transonic potential flow through a
two-dimensional cascade using AF 1 scheme

p 278 A87-23728
Unsteady full potential computations for complex

configurations

[AIAA PAPER 87-0110] p 281 A87-24920
Analysis of velocity potential around intersecting

bodies p 287 A87-25907
Transonic potential flow computations around finite

wings p 288 A87-27475

A general family of generalized variational principles for
2-D unsteady fully potential transonic flow with shocks

around oscillating airfoils p 342 A87-28334
Fast viscous correction method for full-potential

transenic wing analysis p348 A87-31297
Calculation of transonic potential flow through a

two-dimensional cascade using AF1 scheme
p 408 A87-32105

Aerodynamics of a double membrane airfoil
p 410 A87-33168

Full potential transonic multigrid code for arbitrary
configurations p 413 A87-35013

Aspects of the calculation of potential flow past a slat
in a system of airfoil profiles p 484 A87-35916

Unsteady aerodynamics of blade rows

p 554 A87-40082
Multigrid methods for calculating the lifting potential

incompressible flows around three-dimensional bodies

p 555 A87-41411
FAS multigrid employing ILU/SIP smoothing - A robust

fast solver for 3D transonic potential flow
p 555 A87-41419

Improvements on a Green's function method for the
solution of linearized unsteady potential flows

p 556 A87-41627
A fast implicit MAF scheme for solving 3D transonic

potential flow in turbomachines -- multigrid approximate
factorization

[AIAA PAPER 87-1153] p 559 A87-42099
Full-botential flow computations using Cartesian grids

[AIAA PAPER 87-1164] p 560 A87-42109
Unsteady full potential aereelastic computations for

flexible configurations
[AIAA PAPER 87-1238] p 563 A87-42335

A unified approach for potential and viscous free-wake
analysis of helicopter rotors p 627 A87-43412

A wake source model for airfoils with separated flow

p 716 A87-47153
Lateral fluid forces on whirling centrifugal impeller. I -

Theory. II - Experiment in vaneless diffuser
p 786 A87-47717

Some mathematical problems inthe theory of transonic
flow p 718 A87-47850

Development efficient algorithms for the solutions of full
potential and Euler equations on vector computers

p 718 A87-47853
Aerodynamic analysis of a complex configuration using

a full potential code
[AIAA PAPER 87-2418] p 725 A87-49088

Application of a potential code to general steady flows
in three dimensions p 50 N87-10262

Wing/body interference flow investigation
[NASA°CR-179979] p 153 N87-14278

Multicomponent Aircraft Transonic Inviscid Computation
System (MATRICS) transonic potential flow calculations
about transport aircraft

[NLR-MP-86019-U] p 349 N87-18544
Full Approximative Scheme (FAS) multigrid employing

Incomplete Lower Upper decomposition/Strongly Implicit
Procedure (ILU/SIP) smoothing: A robust fast solver for
3D transonic potential flow

[NLR-MP-85072-U] p 389 N87-18798
Numerical treatment of shocks inunsteady potential flow

computation
[NLR-MP-85044-U] p 392 N87-19676

Matrics, transonic potential flow calculations about
transport aircraft p 415 N87-20208

Theoretical analysis of flows around helicopter
fuselages: Application to design and development

p 415 N87-20221
The integral equation for the time dependent linearized

potential flow over a wing
[AD-At76684] p 490 N87-21850

Numerical methods for unsteady transonic flow
p 572 N87-24403

Development of direct-inverse 3-D method for applied

[NASA-CR-180646] p 751 N87-26895
Development of supersonic computational aerodynamic

program using panel method
[NASA-l-r-20113] p 813 N87-28526

POTENTIAL GRADIENTS

Full potential modeling Of blade-vortex interactions
p 627 A87-43417

Full-potential modeling of blade-vortex interactions
[NASA-TM-88355] p 341 N87-18532

POTENTIAL THEORY

Comment on 'Computation of choked and supersonic
turbomachinery flows by a modified potential method'

p 71 A87-14129

Wave drag analysis of realistic fighter aircraft using a
full potential method
[AIAA PAPER 86-2627] p 147 A87-17886

On the application of linearised theory to multi-element
aerofoils. II - Effects of thickness, camber and stagger

p 287 A87-25595

Full-petential circular wake solution of a twisted rotor
blade in hover p 287 A87-25723

Applications of a fast, time accurate full potential scheme
to a statically flexible wing in the transonic regime
[AIAA PAPER 87-0707] p 411 A87-33655

Flutter calculations using Doublet Lattice aerodynamics
modified by the full potential equations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0882] p 412 A87-33703

Wave drag analysis of realistic fighter aircraft using a
full-potential method p 807 A87-52882

Nonlinear potential analysis techniques for supersonic
aerodynamic design
[NASA-CR-172507] p 293 N87-17670

Unsteady hybrid vortex technique for transonic vortex
flows and flutter application
[NASA-CR-180308] p 734 N87-27623

Transonic airfoil computation using the integral equation
with and without embedded Euler domains

p 734 N87-27624
POWDER METALLURGY

Powder metallurgy of titanium aluminide components
p 455 A87-31399

Elevated temperature mechanical behavior of P/M
dispersion strengthened AI-Fe-Ni alloys

p 528 A87-36866
The effect of near net shape processing methods on

the titanium industry p 781 A87-47992
Powder metallurgy (P/M) near-net shape titanium

components from prealloyed powder
p 782 A87-48007

Diffusion welding of component parts in the aviation and
space industries
[RAE-TRANS-2147] p 324 N87-t7032

Development of powder metallurgy 2XXX series AI alloy
plate and sheet materials for high temperature aircraft
structural applications, FY 1983/1984
[NASA-CR-172521 ] p 458 N87-20406

Net shape technology in aerospace structures. Volume
1

[AD-A176508] p 406 N87-20957
Net shape technology in aerospace structures. Volume

4. Appendix. Future Composite Manufacturing Technology.
Presentat ons of a workshop held on September 9-12,1985
in Gaithersburg, Maryland
[AD-A176511 ] p 407 N87-20960

POWER CONDITIONING

1986 American Control Conference, 5th, Seattle, WA,
June 18-20, 1986, Proceedings. Volumes 1, 2, & 3

p 133 A87-13301
POWER CONVERTERS

The model of the variable speed constant frequency
closed-loop system operating in generating state

p 320 A87-24718
POWER EFFICIENCY

Improving the energy efficiency of cooled
high-temperature turbines p 104 A87-13990

The effect of the rotation frequency on the efficiency
of a centrifugal screw pump under steady and unsteady
conditions p 262 A87-20385

A method for evaluating the effect of the radial clearance

on the efficiency of the turbocompressor during the
selection of process parameters for a turbofan engine

p 247 A87-20400
The effect of lower and upper overlaps on the efficiency

of centripetal radial-flow air microturbines with partial
admission p 460 A87-31732

Flight tests aimed at measuring power reduction in
formation flight
[DGLR PAPER 86-128] p 494 A87-36768

Performance of a high-efficiency radial/axial turbine
[ASME PAPER 86-GT-18] p 514 A87-38467

A study on the effect of non-dimensional system
parameters on squeeze film damper performance using
experimental data p 698 A87-46229

POWER SPECTRA

--- Minumum Resolvable Temperature Difference

p 261 A87-19686
Non-linear propagation of broadband noise signals

p 619 A87-41560
Signal processing and interpretation using multilevel

signal abstractions
[AD-A169166] p 57 N87-11513

New generation aircraft design problems relative to
turbulence stability, aeroelastic loads and gust alleviation

p 509 N87-22344
Measurements of atmospheric turbulence

p 543 N87-22347
Radar target identification techniques applied to a

polarization diverse aircraft data base
[AD-A180044] p 614 N87-24599

POWER SUPPLY CIRCUITS

The model of the variable speed constant frequency
closed-loop system operating in generating state

p 320 A87-24718
POWER TRANSMISSION

Gear materials in helicopter transmissions
p 527 A87-35669

POWERED LIFT AIRCRAFT

Flight evaluation of augmented controls for approach
and landing of bowered-lift aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 85-1944] p 188 A87-17755

Sea-based multimission STOVL application of an

AIBF/VT hybrid powered-lift system --- Advanced Internally
Blown Jet Flap/Vectored Thrust
[AIAA PAPER 86-2675] p 164 A87-17916

Further development of pneumatic powered-lift systems
with capability for thrust deflection and recovery
[AIAA PAPER 87-0005] p 248 A87-22353
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PRECIPITATES

Design and development of a power takeoff shaft
p 305 A87-25717

Takeoff predictions for powered-lift aircraft
[SAE PAPER 861630] p 359 A87-29635

Multimission STOVL application of a hybrid powered-liff
system p 824 A87-53776

Augmentor wing powered lift technology: Affordable
alternatives to enhance tactical aidift capability
[AD-A177750] p 508 N87-21911

The ground effects of a powered-lift STOL aircraft during
landing approach p 586 N87-24421

PRECIPITATES

Solid state phase transformations in aluminium alloys
containing lithium p 456 A87-33180

PRECIPITATION (METEOROLOGY)
Aviation and satellite climatology p 469 A87-34445
SPACE/COHMEX data inventory document

[NASA-TM-4006] p 854 N87-29068
PRECIPITATION HARDENING

Characteristics of oxide dispersions in rapidly solidified
titanium alloys p 454 A87-31385

Rare earth oxide dispersions in rapidly solidified
titanium-aluminum alloys p 455 A87-31388

Solid state phase transformations in aluminium alloys
containing lithium p 456 A87-33180

The effect of thermal treatment on properties of rapidly
solidified AA2024 p 528 A87-36855

Elevated temperature mechanical behavior of P/M
dispersion strengthened AI-Fe-Ni alloys

p 528 A87-36866
PRECISION

Net shape technology in aerospace structures. Volume
2. Appendix. Precision Forgings in Aerospace Structures.
Presentations of a workshop held on December 3-5, 1984
in Oxnerd, California
[AD-A176509] p 406 N87-20958

Simulation of automatic precision departures and missed
approaches using the microwave landing system
[NASA-CR-178312] p 741 N87-26893

PREDICTION ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

Recent advances in prediction methods for jet-induced
effects on V/STOL aircraft p 73 A87-t5462

Soviet and U.S. weight-prediction methods as tools in
helicopter optimization p 161 A87-16965

Comparison of vortex lattice and Prandtt-Munk results
for optimized threo-surtace aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 86-2695] p 147 A87-f7932

Rotor/wing aerodynamic interactions in hover
p 149 A87-19225

Prediction of fatigue life for aircraft loading and

importance of the relative method in the case of Local
Strain Approach p 238 A87-22333

IFM applications to theoretical trajectory predictions
[AIAA PAPER 87-0210] p 221 A87-22487

Vehicle vibration prediction - Why and how --- for
helicopters p 299 A87-25877

Deterministic failure prediction p 608 A87-40096
Accurate, efficient prediction method for

supersonic/hypersonic inviscid flow
[AIAA PAPER 87-1165] p 560 A87-42110

Analysis and simplified prediction of primary instability
of three*dimensional boundary-layer flows
(AIAA PAPER 87-1337] p 566 A87-42397

Fatigue crack growth predictions of welded aircraft
structures containing flaws in the residual stress field

p 692 A87-42853
The use of discrete vortices to predict lift of a circulation

control rotor section with a trailing edge blowing slot
p 627 A87-43416

Dynamic data acquisition, reduction, and analysis for
the identification of high.speed compressor component

post-stability characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 87*2089] p 697 A87-45398

Culprits causing avionic equipment failures
p 662 A87-46727

Theoretical prediction of aerodynamic characteristics on
wings in transonic.supersonic flow at higher angle of attack
and its agreement with experimental results

p 717 A87-47674

Forecasting development and production costs
p 799 A87-48056

Prediction of gust Ioadings and alleviation at transonic

speeds
[AD-A167748] p 13 N87-10047

Toward comparing experiment and theory for
corroborative research on hingeless rotor stability in
forward flight (an experimental and analytical investigation
of isolated rotor-flap-lag stability in forward flight)
[NASA-CR-179711 ] p 25 N87-10063

Supersonic second order analysis and optimization
program user's manual
[NASA-CR-172342] p 15 N87-10842

Turbine Engine Hot Section Technology, 1984
[NASA-CP-2339] p 52 N87-t1180

Host turbine heat transfer overview
p 52 N87-11184

Effects of surface chemistry on hot corrosion life
p43 N87-11193

Coating life prediction p 43 N87-11194
Introduction to life modeling of thermal barrier

coatings p 43 N87-11195
Thermal barrier coating life prediction model

development p 52 N87-t t 199

Aerothermal modeling program, phase 2
p 35 N87-11200

Component specific modeling p 35 N87-11207

Elevated temperature crack growth
p 53 N87-11214

Measurement of airfoil heat transfer coefficients on a

turbine stage p 53 N87-t1221

Coolant passage heat transfer with rotation, a progress
report p 53 N87-11225

Turbine vane external heat transfer. Volume 2, Numerical
solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations for two- and
three-dimensional turbine cascades with heat transfer

[NASA-CR-174828] p 200 N87-13661
Aerothermal tests of spherical dome protuberances on

a flat plate at a Mach number of 6.5

[NASA-TP-2631] p 201 N87-13664
Effects of winglet on transonic flutter characteristics of

a cantilevered twin-engine-transport wing model

[NASA-TP-2627] p 201 N87-f3789
Investigation of a prediction method of transonic flutter

characteristics using unsteady transonic aerodynamics
p 191 N87-14274

Wing/body interference flow investigation
[NASA-CR.179979] p 153 N87.14278

Nonlinear dynamic response of composite rotor
blades
lAD-A173069] p 176 N87-14321

Comparison of theoretical and flight-measured local flow
aerodynamics for a low-aspect-ratio fin
[NASA-TM-86806] p 232 N87-15941

Helicopter hover performance estimation comparison
with UH-IH Iroquois flight data
[AD-A173707] p 244 N87-15963

Unsteady aerodynamics of a rotating compressor blade
row at low Mach number. Volume 2: Analysis of

experimental results and comparison with theory
[AD-A173044] p 307 N87-16832

Component lifing --- aircraft engines
[PNR90346] p 308 N87-16838

Frost action predictive techniques for roads and airfields:

A comprehensive survey of research findings
[DOT/FAA/PM-85/23] p 316 N87-t6853

Probabilistic and reliability analysis of the California

Bearing Ratio (CBR) design method for flexible airfield
pavements
[AD-A173231] p 316 N87-17719

Computational drag analysis and minimization. Mission

impossible?
[NLR-MP-85080-U] p 349 N87-18543

Assessment of damage tolerance requirements and

analysis, Volume 5: Assessment and recommendations
lAD-A175111] p 363 N87-t9381

A method of predicting the energy-absorption capability
of composite subSeor beams
[NASA-TM-89088] p 380 N87-19450

Using the boundary-layer equations inthree-dimensional
viscous flow simulation p 466 N87.20222

Development of a rotor wake/vortex model. Volume 2:
User's manual for computer program
[NASA-CR-174850-VOL-2] p 417 N87-20239

Unstalled flutter stability predictions and comparisons
to test data for a composite prep-fan model
[NASA-CR-179512] p 519 N87-21955

Life prediction and constitutive models for engine hot
section anisotropic materials
[NASA-CR-179594] p 593 N87-23622

Predictions of wing and pylon forces caused by propeller
installation
[NASA-CR-178298] p 620 N87-24966

Implementation and validation of a wake model for
vortex.surface interactions in low speed forward flight
[NASA-CR-180623] p 779 N87-26923

Program LRCDM2: Improved aerodynamic prediction
program for supersonic canard-tail missiles with
axisymmetric bodies
[NASA-CR-3883] p 813 N87*28525

Free.jet investigation of mechanically suppressed, high
radius ratio coannular plug model nozzles
[NASA-CR-3596] p 860 N87-29315

Numerical simulation of X24C-10D

lAD-A183287] p 816 N87-29427
Estimation of sideforce, yawing moment and rolling

moment derivatives due to rate of roll for complete aircraft
at subsonic speeds
[ESDU-85010] p 826 N87-29490

Anticipation of the landing shock phenomenon in flight
simulation

[NASA-TM-89465] p 826 N87-2949t

SUBJECT INDEX

PREDICTIONS
Experiences with an unfactored implicit

predictor-corrector met hed p47 A87-11522
1986 American Control Conference, 5th, Seattle, WA,

June 18-20, 1986, Proceedings. Volumes f, 2, & 3
p 133 A87-13301

Special opportunities in helicopter aerodynamics
p 74 A87-15469

Surface measurements of gust fronts and microbursts

during the JAWS (Joint Airport Weather Studies) Project:
Statistical results and implications for wind shear detection,
prediction and modeling
[PB86-200847) p 55 N87-10665

Research on mechanical properties for engine life
prediction
[AD-A169570] p 108 N87-12563

Prediction of wing aeroelastic effects on aircraft lift and
pitching moment characteristics
[NASA-TM-89060] p 254 N87-15975

Development of a ROT22 - DATAMAP interface
[NASA-CR-177403] p 395 N87-18993

The prediction of transitional separation bubbles at low
Reynolds numbers p 490 N87-21857

Prediction of service life of aircraft structural components

using the half.cycle method
[NASA-TM-86812] p 542 N87-23009

Research on mechanical properties for engine life

prediction
[AD-Af81243] p 763 N87-26909

PREFLIGHT OPERATIONS
State-of-the-art of ground aircraft deicing technology

[SAE PAPER 861656] p 452 A87.32590
Ground aimraff deicing technology review

[DOT/FAA/CT-85/21] p 83 N87-t1707
PREIMPREGNATION

Elementary characterization of the AS4/2220,3
Hercules prepreg
[CEAT-M4-475-000] p 196 N87-14448

PREMIXED FLAMES

Experimental examination of a prevapodzed premixed
combuator p 369 A87-31187

PREPREGS

Development of a toughened bismaleimide resin prepreg
for carbon fiber composites p 40 A87-12667

Mechanized manufacture ol composite main rotor blade

spars p 124 A87-13625
PREPROCESSING

Data acquisition system for aircraft qualification
p 499 A87-37426

PRESSURE
Airspeed sensing pressure valve system

[AD.D012569] p 438 N87-20266
Composite velocity procedures lor flows with pressure

interaction
[AD-A179602] p 541 N87-22929

Prediction of high-speed rotor noise with a Kirchhoff
formula
(AD-A178982] p 549 N87-23250

Airflow calibration and exhaust pressure/tamperature
survey of an F404, S/N 215-109, turbofan engine
[NASA-TM-100159] p 834 N87-29537

PRESSURE DEPENDENCE
A supersonic jet in a chamber with a diaphragm

p 808 A87-53520
PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION

A comparison of interactive boundary-layer and
thin.layer Navier-Stokes procedures p 8 A87-t 1785

Wind tunnel test of a pressure instrumented model scale
advanced rotor p 168 A87-19222

Blade-vortex interaction

[AIAA PAPER 87-0497] p 284 A87-24971
Transonic airfoil design procedure utilizing a

Navier-Stokes analysis code p346 A87-31151

Spanwise pressure distribution on delta wing with
leeding-edge vortex flap p 348 A87-31299

Calculation of steady and unsteady pressures on wings
at supersonic speeds with a transonic small disturbance
code
[AIAA PAPER 87-0851] p 411 A87-33691

Dynamic stall vortex development and the surface
pressure field of a pitching airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 87-1333] p 566 A87-42394

A panel method for predicting the dynamic stability
derivatives of an oscillating wing in high subsonic flow

p 641 A87-46951

Two-dimensional subsonic and transonic wind tunnel
wall interference corrections for varied walls

p 686 A87-46955

Pressure waves - Boundary layer interaction
p 717 A87-47665

Supersonic vortex rings - Visualization techniques
p 807 A87-52360

Experimental study of the boundary layer on a low
Reynolds number airfoil in steady and unsteady flow

p 14 N87.t0052
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Practical evaluation of wall pressure signature correction
methods in the 2.7m x 2.1m low speed wind tunnel
[BAE-ARG-204] p 37 N87-10874

The influence of transition strips on the pressure
distribution on transonic profiles p 229 N87-15166

Structural and aerodynamic loads and performance
measurements of an SA349/2 helicopter with an advanced

geometry rotor
[NASA-TM-88370] p 301 N87-17691

An investigation into the static pressure distribution and
lift reduction over an aerofoil due to a forward spoiler
[BU.346] p 350 N87-19366

An assessment of the use of low-order panel methods
for the calculation of supersonic flows

p 476 N87-20204
Comparison of finite difference calculations of a large

region of recirculating flow near an airfoil trailing edge
p 415 N87-20218

Calculations for a generic fighter at supersonic high-liff
conditions p 432 N87-20226

Study of the unsteady pressure field on the RA16SC1

profile in vibrating condition
[ONERA-RTS-17/3423-AY] p 419 N87-20249

Supersonic flow induced cavity acoustics
p 476 N87-20601

In-flight surface oil-flow photographs with comparisons
to pressure distribution and boundary-layer data
[NASA.TP-2395] p 419 N87-20966

Transonic airfoil design based on the Navier-Stokes
equations to attain arbitrarily specified pressure
distribution: An iterative procedure
[NAL-TR-9OIT] p 509 N87-21916

Experimental measurement of the dynamic pressure
distribution in a squeeze film bearing damper executing
circular centered orbits p 539 N87-22219

Dynamic stall calculations using a Navier-Stokes
solver

lAD-A178566] p 523 N87-22688
A study of fluid-dynamic pressure fields on compressor

reed valves

[AD-A178584] p 541 N87-22938
Experimental evaluation of honeycomb/screen

configurations and short contraction section for NASA
Lewis Research Center's altitude wind tunnel
[NASA-TP-2692] p 602 N87-23662

A study of the effects of Reynolds number and Mach

number on constant pressure coefficient jump for
shook-induced trailing-edge separation
[NASA-CR-4090] p 731 N87-26864

Comparing an improved first order panel method results
with wind-tunnel measurements for a complete airplane
configuration
[INPE-4132-PRE/1043] p 735 N87-27633

Investigations on a transonic airfoil with a 30 mm wide
perforation/cavity arrangement
[DFVLR-FB-86-59] p 810 N87-28506

Supersonic and transonic supersonic flow
[MPIS-16/1986] p 811 N87-28508

Propfan experimental data analysis
[NASA.CR-166582] p 826 N87-28545

Calculation of pressure distributions on supersonic delta
wings using stagnation solutions

L. ......... J l- ............
High Reynolds number flows around smooth and rough

cylinders, Volume 1. Mean surface pressure distribution
[AD-A183531] p 816 N87-29428

PRESSURE DRAG

Investigation of periodic pitching through the static stall
angle of attack

[AD-A179512] p 493 N87-22623
A multi-body aircraft with an all-movaple center fuselage

actively controlling fuselage pressure drag
[ NASA-CASE-LAR-13511-1 ] p 658 N87-25320

PRESSURE DROP

Total pressure loss in vortical solutions of the conical
Euler equations p346 A87-31152

The flow field in the second throat region of a wind
tunnel, computed by an Euler method

p 809 A87-53574
PRESSURE EFFECTS

Strain determination during the explosive expansion of
pipes p 460 A87-31727

Curvature and pressure-gradient effects on a
small-defect wake p 410 A87.33453

Pitot and static errors in steady level flight
[ESDU-86006] p 74 N87-11691

Pitot and static errors due to non-steady flight
[ESDU-85011] p813 N87-29410

PRESSURE GRADIENTS

Curvature and pressure-gradient effects on a
small-defect wake p 410 A87-33453

Flow over a trailing flap and its asymmetric wake
p 626 A87-43376

Vortex breakdown induced by an adverse pressure
gradient - Experimental and numerical approaches
[AIAA PAPER 87-2478] p 726 A87-49094

Calculation of noise caused by interaction of supersonic
cascade and varied oncoming gust p 859 A87-51812

B-57B gust gradient program p 657 N87-25276
PRESSURE HEADS

Helicopter rotor head condition monitoring
p 713 A87-48941

PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
Highlights of unsteady pressure tests on a 14 percent

suparcritical airfoil at high Reynolds number, transonic
condition

[AIAA PAPER 87-0035] p 216 A87-22370
Pressure measurement on two spanwise reflex

cambered delta wings with leading edge separation
p 288 A87-27469

Pressure fluctuation measurements with passive
shock/boundary-layer control p 347 A87-31197

Validation of cryogenic tests at the T2 wind tunnel
[AAAF PAPER NT 86-07] p 525 A87-38033

A computational method for determining flowfield
properties when the pitot pressure is the only measured
instream property p 637 A87-46184

Buffeting prediction for transport aircraft applications
based on unsteady pressure measurements
[AIAA PAPER 87-2356] p 724 A87-49073

Computation of transonic aerodynamically
compensating pitot tube
[AIAA PAPER 87-2613] p 728 A87-49112

The measurement of oscillatory pressures with discrete
and sweep excitation p 837 A87-51213

PSI multitransducar in low-velocity wind tunnel in
Braunschweig p 838 A87-53569

Tunnel interference from pressure measurements on
control surfaces

[AE-TM-8-83] p 37 N87-10104
NASA dilution jet mixing, phase 3 p 53 N87-11202
Measurement of forces, moments and pressures --- wind

tunnel tests

[BAE-ARG-217] p 151 N87-13407
Calculation of sidewall boundary-layer parameters from

rake measurements for the Langley O.3-meter transonic
cryogenic tunnel
[NASA-CR-178241] p 292 N87-16807

Highlights of unsteady pressure tests on a 14 percent
supercritical airfoil at high Reynolds number, transonic
condition

[NASA-TM-89080] p 293 N87-17667
Controlled diffusion compressor blade wake

measurements

[AD-A175141] p 350 N87-19355
Acquisition and processing of non-stationary pressure

measurments in studies of air intake distortion
p 468 N87-21191

Pressure measurement around the aft body of the NAL
STOL-research-aircraff model
[NAL-TR-919] p 491 N87-21867

The effects of metallized fuel composition on the
combustion characteristics of Solid Fuel Ramjets (SFRJ)
[AD-A176744] p 515 N87-21922

New trends in intake/engine compatibility assessment
p 593 N87-24467

Pressure measurements on a thick cambered and

twisted 58 deg delta wing at high subsonic speeds

" Pressuremeter moduli for airport pavement design and
evaluation

[DOT/FAA/PM.87/10] p 839 N87-28572
Pitot and static errors due to non-steady flight

[ESDU-85011] p 813 N87-29410
High Reynolds number flows around smooth and rough

cylinders, Volume t. Mean surface pressure distribution
[AD-A183531] p 816 N87-29428

PRESSURE OSCILLATIONS

Pressure fluctuations caused by transonic
shock/boundary-layer interaction p 145 A87-17025

Acoustic-vortex interactions and low frequency
oscillations in axisymmetric combustors --- of ramjet
engines
[AIAA PAPER 87-0165] p 249 A87.22454

Pressure fluctuation measurements with passive

shock/boundary-layer control p 347 A87.31197
Surface pressure fluctuations produced by vortex

shedding from a coated airfoil p 485 A87-36336
Simulations of ramjet combustor flow fields. II - Origin

of pressure oscillations
[AIAA PAPER 87-1422] p 633 A87-44950

Pressure oscillations and acoustic-entropy interactions
in ramjet combustion chambers
[AIAA PAPER 87-1872] p 668 A87-45267

The measurement of oscillatory pressures with discrete
and sweep excitation p 837 A87-51213

Mechanisms of exciting pressure oscillations in ramjet
engines
[AD-A174608] p 370 N87-19396

Dynamic stall calculations using a Nsvier-Stokes
solver
[AD.A178566] p 523 N87-22688

Linear coupling of acoustics and entropy and acoustic
stability in ramjet combustion chambers containing a plane
flame p 603 N87-23795

Analysis of pressure oscillations in ramjets. Review of
research: 1985-1986 p 604 N87-23796

Tones generated due to the impingement of two jets
on each other p 620 N87-23797

Passive shear-flow control to minimize ramjet
combustion instabilities p 605 N87-23798

Vortex-nozzle interactions in ramjet eombustors

p 612 N87-23800
Computational studies of the effects of acoustics and

chemistry on the flow field in an axisymmetric ramjet
combustor p 612 N87-23801

Numerical simulations of cold flow in a ramjet dump
combustor with a choked exit nozzle

p 612 N87-23802

Combustion instabilities in dump type ramjet
combustors p 605 N87-23803

Spray combustion: A driving mechanism for ramjet
combustion instability p 606 N87-23805

New trends in intake/engine compatibility assessment
p 593 N87-24467

Unsteady inlet distortion characteristics with the B-1B
p 575 N87-24478

An experimental study of the properties of surface
pressure fluctuations for separating turbulent boundary
layers
[NASA-CR-180295] p 789 N87-27124

PRESSURE PULSES

Vibrations of a cylindrical panel in a turbulent pressure
pulsation field p 333 A87-26332

PRESSURE RECOVERY

Revised guidelines for propfan inlet design based on
recent analytical and test experience
[AIAA PAPER 87-0163] p 249 A87-22452

A flight-test study on the total pressure recovery and
exit flow field in an inlet p 289 A87-27487

PRESSURE REDUCTION

A Study of the effect of the temperature factor on
pressure losses in the cooling system of the leading edge
of a deflector vane --- for gas turbine engines

p 127 A87-15218
Leading-edge vortex solutions with large total pressure

losses

[AIAA PAPER 87-0039] p217 A87-22372
Determination of pressure losses in the compressor of

a gas turbine engine in the autorotation mode
p 461 A87-31739

Loss of cabin pressure in Canadian Forces transport
aircraft, 1963-1984 p 494 A87-35424

Measured and predicted loss generation in transonic
turbine blading p 516 N87-21934

Unsteady hybrid vortex technique for transonic vortex
flows and flutter application
[NASA-CR-180308] p 734 N87-27623

PRESSURE SENSORS

On-board system for the automatic control of balloon
altitude p 436 A87-32484

Experimental study of the boundary layer on a wing

anemometry, and comparison with calculation results
[AAAF PAPER NT 86-15] p 488 A87-38038

A rugged electronic pressure scanner designed for
turbine test p 695 A87-45124

Supplementary calibration test of the tip-aerodynamics-
and acoustics-test pressure transducers
[NASA-TM-88312] p 131 N87-12830

Spectrum-modulating fiber-optic sensors for aircraft
control systems
[NASA-TM-88968] p 309 N87-17700

The utilization of thin film sensors for measurements

in turbomachinery p 468 N87-21195
Miniature remote dead weight calibrator

[NASA-CASE.LAR-13564-1] p 700 N87-25558
PRESSURE SUITS

Incompatibility of the M-1 maneuver with US Navy
tactical aircraft oxygen systems
[AD-A183731] p 856 N87-30072

PRESSURIZED CABINS
Boeing 747 crash accident - A theoretical consideration

on the variation of the internal pressure
p 238 A87-21276

Loss of cabin pressure in Canadian Forces transport
aircraft, t963-1984 p 494 A87-35424

PRESTRESSING

Natural frequency analysis of pretwisted plates
p 46 A87-10900

Nonlinear analysis of pretwisted rods using 'principal
curvature transformation'. I - Theoretical derivation

p 386 A87-31169
The effect of prestrain and of ageing at room temperature

on the mechanical properties of an AI.Li.Cu.Mg alloy
p 842 A87-52683
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PRETREATMENT
SUBJECT INDEX

PRETREATMENT
Effect of adhesive bonding variables on the performance

of bonded CFRP patch repairs of metallic structures
p 404 N87-20182

PREVAPORIZATION

Experimental examination of a prevaporized premixed
combustor p 369 A87-31187

PRIMERS (COATINGS)
Development of a primer/topcoat and flexible primer

for aluminum

[AD-A182132] p 784 N87-27806
PRINTED CIRCUITS

Automated thermal and reliability analysis of avionics
designs
[AIAA PAPER 86-2730] p 180 A87-17948

Ionic cleaning after wave solder and before conformal
coat p 534 A87-38591

Culprits causing avionic equipment failures
p 662 A87-46727

Automated thermal and reliability analysis of avionics
designs p 757 A87-50335

Microwave Antennas for Avionics

[AGARD-LS-15t ] p613 N87-23859
PRISMS

Random vertex method and simulation of vortex

structure behind a triangular prism p 289 A87-27486
PROBABIUT3f DENSITY FUNCTIONS

Probabilistic fracture mechanics and reliability --- Book
p 530 A87-35286

PROBABILITY THEORY
Statistical classification of radar clutter --- for air traffic

control feature extraction p 160 A87-19415
Automated optimum design of wing structures - A

probabilistic approach p 241 A87-22823
First attainment of a level by a random process in flight

dynamics problems p443 A87-31731
Prebabilistic fracture mechanics and reliability --- Book

p 530 A87-35286

Probabilistic Modeling of Loran-C for nonprecision
approaches p 503 N87-22607

PROBLEM SOLVING

Solvability condition for the fundamental control
problem p 474 A87-31719

Engine-transmission-structural airframe members
compatibility p 26 N87-10069

Water facilities in retrospect and prospect: An
illuminating tool for vehicle design
[NASA-TM-89409] p 150 N87-13403

Unsteady 3-dimensional Euler equations solutions on
dynamic blocked grids
[AD-A173977] p 232 N87-15942

Treatment of technical objects as complex systems
p 267 N87-1618t

The use of the finite element method

p 269 N87-16380
Euler solutions using an implicit multigrid technique

[NASA-TM-58276] p 290 N87-16792
Navier-Stokes solution for laminar transonic flow over

a NACA0012 airfoil

[FAA-140] p 291 N87-16794
Progress in Viscous-lnviscid Solvers (VIS)

p 537 N87-22152
A history of development in rotordynamics: A

manufacturer's perspective p 538 N87-22200
PROCEDURES

Semi-automatic cross-checking between different
copies of the same flight plan p 502 N87-21903

PROCESS CONTROL (INDUSTRY)
Fatigue life enhancement and high interference bushing

installation using the ForceMate bushing installation
technique p 384 A87-30103

PROCUREMENT MANAGEMENT

Air traffic control: FAA's (Federal Aviation
Administration's) advanced automation system acquisition
strategy is risky
[PB86-231743] p 237 N87-15200

PROCUREMENT POLICY
Air traffic control: FAA's (Federal Aviation

Administration's) advanced automation system acquisition
strategy is risky
[PB86-231743] p237 N87-15200

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
Aerenauticat manufacturers requirements for new

materials p 38 A87-11791
Design considerations for superplastically formed

complex aircraft structures p 87 A87-13151
Pilot's associate demonstration one - A look back and

ahead --- developing an aircraft expert system
p 179 A87-16840

Avco-Praft - Getting its LHX engine field-ready
p 369 A87-30501

Adhesively sealed fuel tanks - R&D to production
[SAWE PAPER 1688] p 504 A87-36276

The real world - A rnaintainer's view --- on military
aircraft p 624 A87-46708

Airframe cost engineering p 799 A87-49630

Aircraft Integrated Data Systems (AIDS): Evolution and
revolution p 30 N87-10077

Lufthansa's Aircraft Integrated Data Systems (AIDS)
based A-310 engine condition monitoring system: Progress
achieved between the 12th and 13th AIDS Symposiums

p 31 N87-10084
Development of single crystal alloys for specific engine

applications
[PNR-90320] p 60 N87-t1616

Development of novel bearingless rotor systems
[MBB-UD-471/86] p 702 N87-26837

Avionics systems for future civil helicopters
[MBB-UD-473/86] p 662 N87-26838

Development and testing of highly loaded engine
components made of carbon fiber reinforced plastics
[ETN-87-90036] p 832 N87-28550

PRODUCTION COSTS
The ten dollar load cell

[SAWE PAPER 1724] p 532 A87-36295
Designing for low cost fabrication; Proceedings of the

Workshop, Loughborough University of Technology,
England, Apr. 16, 17, 1986 p 714 A87-49627

Low cost manufacture in titanium and aluminium alloys

using the processes of superplastic forming (SPF) and
diffusion bonding p 788 A87-49637

A dynamic model for airframe cost estimation
[AD-A168842] p 65 N87-11687

PRODUCTION ENGINEERING
Engineering economic analysis of breakeven in aircraft

production p 211 A87-23296
Aircraft production technology --- Book

p 463 A87-33250
Aircraft assembly processes --- Russian book

p 482 A87-36583
Prediction of the reliability of aircraft part manufacturing

processes p 610 A87-42128
Engineering and cost principles for increasing the

production efficiency and maintainability of aircraft
engines p 664 A87-43620

High-temperature polymers for adhesive and composite
applications p 843 A87-53888

A dynamic model for airframe cost estimation
[AD-A168842] p 65 N87-11687

Net shape technology in aerospace structures. Volume
1

[AD-A176508] p 406 N87-20957
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT

Composite Ply Management p 261 A87-20080
Cost effectiveness using conventional materials --- in

aircraft production p 788 A87-49628
PRODUCTIVITY

An analysis of the cost-volume relationships within the
aircraft program of the Naval Air Rework Facility, Alameda,
California
[AD-A171729] p 212 N87-15933

To enhance the capability and increase the productivity
of a group working on critical problems of high speed fluid
mechanics - both experimentally and through numerical
calculations
lAD-A182559] p 791 N87-27970

PROFILES

Profile measurements using radiographic techniques
p 465 A87-35064

Design and verification by nonlinear simulation of a
Mach/CAS control law for the NASA TCV B737 aircraft

[NASA-CR-178029] p 449 N87-20290
PROGRAM VERIFICATION (COMPUTERS)

Flight control software for test generation
p 472 A87-31507

Part-task simulation techniques
[AIAA PAPER 87-2301] p 794 A87-49159

Handbook. Volume 1: Validation of digital systems in

avionics and flight control applications
[ DOT/FAA/CT-82/115-VOL-1-RE] p 243 N87-15204

Evaluation of a flight dynamics computer program
[BU-321 ] p 375 N87-19404

Real time programs. Design implementation of
validation: A survey
[AD-A182144] p 796 N87-28309

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES

Advanced avionics display processor architecture
p 470 A87-31472

A graphics oriented design language for control
software p 471 A87-31475

Engineering and application of the control interface
intermediate language imposed by MATE

p 547 A87-38680

Some principles of parallel programming
p 857 A87-53069

A flight dynamic simulation program in air-path axes
using ACSL (Advanced Continuous Simulation
Language)
[AD-A173849] p 332 N87-t8337

The application of parallel processing to real time flight

simulation using the OCCAM language
[BU-350] p 396 N87-19961

A graphics environment supporting the rapid prototyping
of pictorial cockpit displays
[AD-A178636] p 548 N87-23182

An expert system for air traffic control system
p 742 N87-27607

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Project management support p 61 A87-11805
AHIP - The OH-58D from conception to production ---

Army Helicopter Improvement Program
p 144 A87-19248

Reducing the cost of aero engine research and
development p 304 A87-25050

Management of United States Air Force (USAF)
operational test and evaluation (OT&E) flight test
programs p 799 A87-49199

DOD (Department of Defense) acquisition: Case study
of the Navy V-22 OSPREY Joint Vertical Lift Aircraft

Program
[PB86-231388] p 175 N87-14315

PROJECT PLANNING
Repair of composite components - A Navy approach

p 117 A87-13122
Overview of the integrated Federal Aviation

Administration (FAA) wind shear program plan

[SAE PAPER 861702] p 351 A87-29589
Selected problems in the decision making process for

future small transport/utility aircraft

[SAE PAPER 871045] p 712 A87-48771
Value-oriented product planning - The case of

civil-aircraft manufacturing
[MBB-UT-002-87-PUB] p 799 A87-49968

Integrated FAA Wind Shear Program plan
[DOT/FAA/DL-87/1] p 544 N87-23067

PROJECTILES
A computational method for free time optimal control

problems, with application to maximizing the range of an
aircraft-like projectile p 372 A87-29677

Drag predictions for projectiles at transonic and
supersonic speeds
[AD-A171462] p 232 N87-15191

Numerical simulation of supersonic flow over a rotating

band using flowfield blanking
[AD-A178492] p 493 N87-22624

PROJECTORS
Visual display research tool p 599 N87-23635

PROLATE SPHEROIDS
Navier-Stokes computations of prolate spheroids at

angle of attack
[AIAA PAPER 87-2627] p 729 A87-49626

PROP-FAN TECHNOLOGY
A review of advanced turboprop transport activity

p 24 A87-12650
Technical/economic evaluation of new propfan

concepts in comparison with the turbofan of the 1990s
p 104 A87-13989

Application of propfan propulsion to general aviation
[AIAA PAPER 86-2698] p 184 A87-17934

Revised guidelines for propfan inlet design based on
recent anatytica_ and test experience
[AIAA PAPER 87-0163] p 249 A87-22452

Flow simulations for a complex airplane configuration
using Euler equations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0454] p 225 A87-22646

Benefits of blade sweep for advanced turboprops
p 303 A87-24007

High-speed propeller noise predictions - Effects of
boundary conditions used in blade loading calculations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0525] p 333 A87-24978

Boeing 7J7 design to be frozen in July
p 360 A87-3000t

Roils revs up for the new century p 369 A87-31209
Prepfan installation aerodynamics studied

p 408 A87-32069

A model propulsion simulator for evaluating counter
rotating blade characteristics
[SAE PAPER 861715] p 440 A87-32607

Aspects of testing with a counter-rotating ultra bypass
engine simulator
[SAE PAPER 861717] p 440 A87-32608

Flow simulations for an aft-mounted propfan using Euler

equations
[SAE PAPER 861718] p 408 A87-32609

Installation aerodynamics of wing-mounted,

single-rotation propfans
[SAE PAPER 861719] p 409 A87-32610

High speed wind tunnel tests of the PTA aircraft ---

Propfan Test Assessment Program
[SAE PAPER 861744] p 409 A87-32619

Structural tailoring of advanced turboprops

[AIAA PAPER 87-0753] p 464 A87-33648

The propfan leads the way to a new generation of
propulsion engines p 441 A87-35180

Analytical and experimental investigation of mistuning
in propfan flutter
[AIAA PAPER 87-0739] p 609 A87-40496
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Analytical flutter investigation of a composite propfan
model
[AIAA PAPER 87-0738] p 609 A87-40497

Importance of broadband noise for advanced
turboprops p 620 A87-41631

Three-dimensional unsteady Euler solutions for propfans
and counter-rotating propfans in transonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 87-1197] p 562 A87-42314

Countdown to the propfan p 664 A87-44272
Propfan propulsion systems for the 1990's

[AIAA PAPER 87-1729] p 665 A87-45168
Engine design and systems integration for propfan and

high bypass turbofan engines
[AIAA PAPER 87-1730] p 665 A87-45169

Prepanng a propfan propulsion system for flight test
[AIAA PAPER 67-1731] p 665 A87-45170

UDF/727 flight test program
[AIAA PAPER 87-1733] p 666 A87-45171

A panel method for counter rotating propfans
[AIAA PAPER 87-1890] p 668 A87-45279

Wind tunnel tests on a one-foot diameter SR-7L propfan
model

[AIAA PAPER 87-1892] p 635 A87-45281
Results of acoustic tests of a Prop-Fan model •

[AIAA PAPER 87-1894] p 707 A87-45282

Transmission efficiency in advanced aerospace
powerplant
[AIAA PAPER 87-2043] p 671 A87-45376

Propfan propulsion system development
p 675 A87-46247

Countdown to the propfan. II p 758 A87-47307
PTA - Research at full scale --- Propfan Test

Assessment p 758 A87.47867

Wind tunnel testing of counter-rotating props
p 777 A87-48277

A study of the leading edge vortex and tip vortex on
prop-fan blades
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-234] p 719 A87-48718

Static tests of the propulsion system --- Propfan Test
Assessment program
[AIAA PAPER 87-1728] p 830 A87-52245

Wind tunnel performance results of an aeroelastically
scaled 2/9 model of the PTA flight test prop-fan
[AIAA PAPER 87-1893] p 806 A87-52251

UHB demonstrator flight test program
[AIAA PAPER 87-1732] p 824 A87-52844

PTA test bed aircraft engine inlet model test report,
revised

[NASA-CR-174845] p 35 N87-10866
Prop-fan slipstream effects using static simulators: Low

speed task, phase 1
[BAE-B59R/R-D/610/13498] p 37 N87-10875

Analytical flutter investigation of a composite propfan
model
[NASA-TM-88944] p 327 N87-18115

Analytical and experimental investigation of mistuning
in propfan flutter
{NASA-TM-88959] p327 N87-18116

Summary of studies to reduce wing-mounteq propfan
installation drag on an M = 0.8 transport
[NASA-TP-2678] p 433 N87-20990

Unstalled flutter stability predictions and comparisons

[NASA-CR-f79512] p 519 N87-21955
Structural and aeroelastic analysis of the SR-7L

propfan

[NASA-TM-86877] p 540 N87-22273
Predictions of wing and pylon forces caused by propeller

installation

[NASA-CR-178298] p 620 N87-24966
Aircraft technologies of the nineties in MBB passenger

aircraft projects

[MBB-UT-21/86] p 625 N87-2529f
Wind tunnel performance results of an aeroelastically

scaled 2/9 model of the PTA flight test prop-fan
[NASA-TM-89917] p 642 N87-25294

A comparison of the struetureborne and airborne paths
for propfan interior noise
[NASA-CR-180289] p 708 N87-26612

Roils Royce civil engines, the next generation
[PNR90370] p 763 N87-26912

A study of environmental noise with a view to aircraft
with prop-fans
[FFA-TN-1987-15] p 798 N87-27491

A computational procedure for automated flutter
analysis

[NASA-TM-100171] p 791 N87-28058
Propfan experimental data analysis

[NASA-CR-f66582] p 826 N87-28545
Advanced Prop-fan Engine Technology (APET) single-

and counter-rotation gearbox/pitch change mechanism
[NASA-CR-168114.VOL-f] p 833 N87-28552

Advanced Propfan Engine Technology (APET) definition
study, single and counter-rotation gearbox/pitch change
mechanism design
[NASA-CR-168115] p 833 N87-28554

Advanced Prop-fan Engine Technology (APET) single-
and counter-rotation gearbox/pitch change mechanism
[NASA-CR-168114-MOL-2] p 833 N87-28556

Propfan test assessment testbed aircraft flutter model
test report
[NASA-CR-179458] p 814 N87-29413

Propfan test assessment propfan propulsion system
static test report
[NASA-CR-179613] p 834 N87-29536

PROPAGATION MODES

Acoustic mode measurements in the inlet of a turbofan
engine p 859 A87-52877

PROPELLANT COMBUSTION

An experimental study on solid fuel ramjet type
combustion p 378 A87-29390

PROPELLANT PROPERTIES

A variable geometry combustor for broadened properties
fuels

[AIAA PAPER 87-1832] p 830 A87-52246
PROPELLER BLADES

Comparison of two propeller source models for aircraft

interior noise studies p 88 A87-13596
The development of balance tubes for Dowty Rotol

composite bladed propellers p 63 A87-13630
Finite element Navier-Stokes calculation of

three-dimensional turbulent flow near a propeller
p 70 A87-14101

Numerical determination of the dynamic characteristics
of a composite blade p 305 A87-25911

Propfan installation aerodynamics studied
p 408 A87-32069

Application of a panel method (QUADPAN) to the
prediction of propeller blade loads
[SAE PAPER 861743] p 440 A87-32618

Structural tailoring of advanced turboprops
[AIAA PAPER 87-0753] p 464 A87-33648

Structural dynamic modeling of advanced composite
propellers by the finite element method
[AIAA PAPER 87-0740] p 441 A87-33664

Predicting propeller blade loads without testing
p 552 A87-39483

Computation of the flow fields ofpropellers and hovering
rotors using Euler equations p 628 A87-43418

Influence of third-degree geometric nonlinearities on the
vibration and stability of pmtwisteq, preconed, rotating
blades p 674 A87-46228

Investigations of the aerodynamic performance and
noise characteristics of a Dowry Rotol R212 propeller at
full-scale in the 24 ff wind tunnel p 763 A87-50588

Wind tunnel performance results of an aeroelastically
scaled 2/9 model of the PTA flight test prop-fan
[AIAA PAPER 87-1893] p 806 A87-52251

Effect of angular inflow on the vibratory response of a

counter-rotating propeller
[NASA-CR-174819] p 15 N87-10840

An experimental investigation ofthe interior noise control
effects of propeller synchrophasing
[NASA-CR-178185] p 60 N87-11577

La Recherche Aerospatiale, bimonthly bulletin, number
1986-2, 231/March-April
[ESA-TT-998] p 419 N87-20974
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propellers by the finite element method
p 515 N87-21926

Dynamic response and stability of a composite prop-fan
model

[NASA-CR-179528] p 519 N87-21956

Wind tunnel performance results of an aeroelastieatly
scaled 2/9 model of the PTA flight test prop-fan
[NASA-TM-89917] p 642 N87-25294

Propfan test assessment pmpfan propulsion system

static test report
[NASA-CR-179613] p 834 N87-29536

PROPELLER DRIVE
Comparisons of predicted propeller noise with

windtunnel and flyover data
[AIAA PAPER 87.0527] p 272 A87-22687

Determination of the flight performance of the hybrid
aircraft Helitruck

[DGLR PAPER 86.144] p 607 A87-36789
Interaction of airborne and structure-borne noise

radiated by plates p 796 A87-47352

Propeller aircraft interior noise model utilization study
and validation

[NASA-CR-172428] p 60 N87-11576

Separation of airborne and structureborne noise radiated
by plates constructed of conventional and composite
materials with applications for prediction of interior noise
paths in propeller driven aircraft p 60 N87-11579

Introduction to installation effects on thrust and drag
for propeller-driven aircraft
[ESDU-85015] p 751 N87-26896

Rolls Royce civil engines, the next generation
[PNR90370] p 763 N87-26912

PROPELLER EFFICIENCY

Effect of an upstream wake on a pusher propeller
[AIAA PAPER 86-2602] p 69 A87-14035

Determination of the thrust and net efficiency of a
propeller and flow parameters behind the propeller

p 105 A87-15204
Extension of local circulation method to counter rotation

propeller
[AIAA PAPER 87-1891] p 635 A87-45280

Investigation of the aerodynamic performance and noise
characteristics of a 1/5th scale model of the Dowry Rotol
R212 propeller p 640 A87-46265

Study of the aerodynamics of high-speed propellers
{ONERA. TP NO. 1987-61] p 640 A87-46761

Evaluation of icing drag coefficient correlations applied
to iced propeller performance prediction
[SAE PAPER 871033] p 737 A87-48761

Optimized turboprop propulsion system thrust and fuel
burn by integrated design
[SAE PAPER 871054] p 760 A87-48777

Propellar/body interaction for thrust and drag
[ESDU-86017] p 76 N87-12537

Over-the-wing propeller
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13134-2] p 307 N87-16828

Aerodynamic and structural aspects of propeller and
drive for a 1/5 scale wind tunnel program
[NLR-MP-84091-U] p 377 N87-18579

PROPELLER FANS

Holographic interferometry of rotating components
Decorrelation limitations of the double pulsed technique

p 261 A87-19807
Computational aeroacoustics of propeller noise in the

near and far field
[AIAA PAPER 87-0254] p 304 A87-24944

Wind tunnel performance results of an aeroelastically
scaled 2/9 model of the PTA flight test prop-fan
[AIAA PAPER 87-1893] p 806 A87-52251

Dynamic response and stability of a composite prop-fan
model

[NASA-CR-179528] p 519 N87-21956

Dynamic response of two composite prop-fan models
on a nacelle/wing/fuselage half model
[NASA-CR-179589] p 585 N87-23615

Predictions of wing and pylon forces caused by propeller
installation

[NASA-CR-178298] p 620 N87-24966
Wind tunnel performance results of an aeroelastically

scaled 2/9 model of the PTA flight test prop-fan
[NASA-TM-89917] p 642 N87-25294

Integration of the propfan concept in aircraft design
[MBB-UT-0001/86] p 677 N87-26835

Cruise noise of the 2/9th scale model of the Large-scale
Advanced Propfan (LAP) propeller, SR-7A
[NASA-TM-100175] p 798 N87-28398

Propfan experimental data analysis
[NASA-CR-166582] p 826 N87-28545

PROPELLER SLIPSTREAMS

Propeller swirl effect on single-engine general-aviation
aircraft stall-spin tendencies p 447 A87-34515

Flow behind single- and dual-rotation propellers at angle

[AIAA PAPER 87-1750] p 634 A67-45183
A free wake analysis for hovering rotors and advancing

propellers p 720 A87-48927
Detection of in-flight propeller-induced structure-borne

noise p 836 A87-53779
Prop-fan slipstream effects using static simulators: Low

speed task, phase 1
[BAE-B59R/R-D/610/13498] p 37 N87-10875

Investigation of flow under the fuselage of a powered
light aircraft model
[BU-351] p 418 N87-20247

Thrust and drag accounting for propeller/airframe
interaction

[ESDU-85017] p 751 N87-26897
Flow energizers. Task A

{NASA-CR-176202] p 812 N87-28623
PROPELLERS

The evolution of methods for noise prediction of high
speed rotors and propellers in the time domain

p 58 A87-11770
Propeller design by optimization p 105 A87-14123
Aerodynamic design of low-speed aircraft with a NASA

fuselage/wake-propeller configuration
[AIAA PAPER 86-2693] p 165 A87-17930

Prediction of added noise due to the effect of unsteady
flow on pusher propellers
[AIAA PAPER 87-0255] p 250 A87-22514

Test procedures for detection of in.flight
propeiler-induceq structure-borne noise
[AIAA PAPER 87-0528] p 272 A87-22688

Numerical and experimental investigation of a propeller
flowfield with a 3-D non-uniform inflow

[AIAA PAPER 87-0607] p 228 A87-22735
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PROPORTIONAL CONTROL

Measurement of a counter rotation propeller flowfield
using a Laser Doppler Velocimeter
[AIAA PAPER 87-0008] p 280 A87-24901

Experimental and theoretical study of propeller
spinner/shank interference
[AIAA PAPER 87-0145] p 281 A87.24929

High-speed propeller noise predictions - Effects of
boundary conditions used in blade loading calculations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0525] p 333 A87-24978

Propeller aircraft noise legislation - A comprehensive
review p 336 A87-25926

Propeller pseudonoise p 306 A87-27536

Off-design analysis of counter-rotating propeller
configurations p 366 A87-27989

Measured noise of a scale model high speed propeller
at simulated takeoff/approach conditions
[AIAA PAPER 87*0526] p 397 A87-31109

Structureborne noise control in advanced turboprop
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 87-0530] p 397 A87-31110

Euler analysis of transonic propeller flows
p 553 A87-39813

Numerical simulation of transonic propeller flow using
a three-dimensional small disturbance code employing
novel helical coordinates
[AIAA PAPER 87-1162] p 560 A87-42107

Performance calculation of counter rotation propeller
[AIAA PAPER 87-1889] p 635 A87-45278

Euler analysis of the three-dimensional flow held of a

high-speed propeller - Boundary condition effects
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-253] p 719 A87-48719

Potential performance gains for light aimraft by the
application of a stator behind the propeller
[SAE PAPER 871029] p 745 A87-48759

Measured sound levels of the Raisbeck quiet turbofan

propellers on medium-twin aircraft
[SAE PAPER 871034] p 796 A87-48762

Calculation of frictionless flow about airfoil wings and

propellers by numerical solution of the Euler equations
p 809 A87-53563

Propeltar/body interaction for thrust and drag
[ESDU-86017] p 76 N87-12537

Aerodynamic charecteristics of general aviation at high
angle of attack with the propeller slipstream
[NASA-TM-88503] p 153 N87-14280

High lift, low pitching moment airfoils
[NASA-CASE.LAR.13215-1] p 153 N87.14282

SIMPROP: A system for simple aerodynamic analysis
of propellers in axial flow. Description of method and user's
guide
(NLR-TR-84128*U] p 154 N87-14288

High-speed propeller noise predictions: Effects of
boundary conditions used in blade loading calculations
[NASA-TM-88913] p208 N87-14957

Structureborne noise control in advanced turboprop
aimraft
[NASA-TM.88947] p272 N87.16587

Measured noise of a scale model high speed propeller
at simulated takeoff/approach conditions
[NASA-TM-88920] p 272 N87-16588

Euler analysis of the three dimensional flow field of a
high-speed propeller: Boundary condition effects
[NASA-TM-88955] p 291 N87-16798

Propeller pseudonoise p336 N87-18517
Aerodynamic and structural aspects of propeller and

drive for a 1/5 scale wind tunnel program
[NLR-MP-84091*U] p 377 N87-18579

Noise reduction for model counterrotation propeller at
cruise by reducing aft-propeller diameter
[NASA-TM-88936] p398 N87-19057

Numerical simulation of transonic propeller flow using
a 3.dimensional small disturbance code employing novel
helical coordinates

[NASA-TM-89826] p 350 N87-19350

Natural rotor icing on Mount Washington, New
Hampshire
[AD-A175276] p 363 N87-19383

The 1985 small propeller-driven aircraft noise test
program
[AD-A175596] p477 N87-20799

Structural dynamic modeling of advanced composite

propellers by the finite element method
p 515 N87-21926

Coupled aerodynamic and acoustical predictions for
turboprops
[NASA-TM-87094] p 571 N87-23598

Extension of Kirchhoff's formula to radiation from moving
surfaces
[NASA-TM-89149] p 620 N87-24160

Evaluation of installed performance of a

wing-tip-mounted pusher turboprop on a semispan wing
[NASA-TP-2739] p 659 N87-26041

A comparison of the structureborne and airborne paths
for propfan interior noise
[NASA-CR-180289] p 708 N87.26612

The effect of front-to-rear propeller spacing on the
interaction noise of a model eounterrotation propeller at
cruise conditions
[NASA-TM-100121] p 798 N87-28396

Low*speed aerodynamic characteristics of a twin-engine
general aviation configuration with aft-fuselage-mounted
pusher propellers
[NASA-TP-2763] p 817 N87-29462

PROPORTIONAL CONTROL

Development end evaluation of a proportional
displacement sidearm controller for helicopters

p 445 A87-33047

Restructurable control using proportional-integral implicit

model following -- for fighter aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 87-2312] p 771 A87-50433

PROPULSION
Theory and analysis of aircraft turbomachines (2nd

revised and enlarged edition) *-- Russian book
p 304 A87-25265

Aerospace highlights 1986 p 399 A87-28399

Wind tunnel test of the modified goldschmied model
with propulsion and empennage: Analysis of test results
[AD-A167360] p 13 N87-10045

Current capabilities and future directions in
computational fluid dynamics
[NASA-CR-179946] p 200 N87-13663

SHARP (Stationary High Altitude Relay Platform). Part
A: Technical feasibility of microwave-powered airplanes
[CRC-1393-PT-A] p 361 N87-18562

Newest developments in planning, testing reported
p 399 N87-20145

PROPULSION SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS

Tactical aircraft payoffs for advanced exhaust nozzles
[AIAA PAPER 86-2660] p 163 A87-17906

Critical propulsion system parameters for future STOVL
combat aircraft p 185 A87-19280

Supersonic STOVL fighter concepts featuring the hybrid
tandem-fan propulsion system p 172 A87-19281

Installation aerodynamics of ejectors in combat
aircraft p 367 A87-29265

The Boeing 7J7 advanced technology airplane
p 444 A87-32118

Integrated flight/propulsion control for next generation
military aircraft
[SAE PAPER 861726] p 437 A87-32615

Propfan propulsion systems for the 1990's
[AIAA PAPER 87-1729] p 665 A87-45168

Propfan propulsion system development
p 675 A87-46247

Advances in technology for low cost turbomachinery -
A potential to enhance the economy of future propulsion
system for general and helicopter aviation

p 676 A87-46261
Advanced technology payoffs for future small propulsion

systems p 758 A87-47081

A variable geometry combustor for broadened properties
fuels
[AIAA PAPER 87-1832] p 830 A87-52246

Certification of the PIK30 powered glider
[REPT-5/CEV/IS/SE/AV/86] p 174 N87-13436

Thermodynamic and Flow Mechanical Problems in
Aircraft and Spacecraft Drives. Summary of conference
reports for 1974, 1975, 1976
[ETN-87-98750] p 251 N87-15223

Over-the-wing propeller
[NASA.CASE-LAR-13134-2] p 307 N87-t6828

Future trends in propulsion --- aircraft
[PNR90349] p 308 N87-16840

Propulsion system technologies for thrust vectoring
p 519 N87-22670

Application of CFD cedes to the design and development
of propulsion systems p 677 N87-26009

Design applications for supercomputers
p 706 N87-26010

The value of early flight evaluation of propulsion
concepts using the NASA P-15 research airplane
[NASA-TM-t00408] p 763 N87-26913

Low speed wind tunnel test of a propulsive wing/canard
concept in the STOL configuration. Volume 1: Test
description and discussion of results
[NASA-CR-178348] p 735 N87-27641

Low speed wind tunnel test of a propulsive wing/canard
concept in the STOL configuration, Volume 2: Test data
[NASA-CR.178349] p 735 N87-27642

Propulsion and airframe aerodynamic interactions of
supersonic V/STOL configurations, phase 1
[NASA-CR-177369] p812 N87.2852t

Advanced Propfan Engine Technology (APET) and

single-rotation gearbox/pitch change mechanism
[NASA-CR-168113] p 833 N87-28553

Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a twin-engine
general aviation configuration with aff.fuselage-mounted
pusher propellers
[NASA-TP-2763] p 817 N87-29462

SUBJECT INDEX

PROPULSION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
Thermochemicai evaluation of fuel candidates for ramjet

propulsion p 121 A87-13659
Propeller design by optimization p 105 A87-14123
Fighter aircraft/propulsion integration

[AIAA PAPER 86-2658] p 142 A87-17905
ATF propulsion tests will drive operations at Arnold

facility p 314 A87-23746
Parameters for the evaluation of combined engine thrust

vector control systems p 439 A87-31725
2000 is (nearly) now --- development of new fighter

engines p 439 A87-32003
A model propulsion simulator for evaluating counter

rotating blade characteristics
[SAE PAPER 861715] p 440 A87-32607

Impact of engine technology on supersonic STOVL
[AIAA PAPER 87-1709] p 665 A87-45157

Preparing a propfan propulsion system for flight test
[AIAA PAPER 87-1731] p 665 A87-45170

High performance turbofan afterburner systems
[AIAA PAPER 67-1830] p 666 A87-45234

Flight test of the F100-PW-220 engine in the F-16
[AIAA PAPER 87-1845] p 667 A87-45245

System performance approach to air breathing
propulsion design - A new undergraduate design
competition
[AIAA PAPER 87-1869] p 668 A87-45264

Integration of propulsion/integration test results through
the use of reference plane transfers

[AIAA PAPER 87-1964] p 670 A87-45333
Thrust/drag accounting for aerospace plane vehicles

[AIAA PAPER 87-1966] p 656 A87.45335
Standing oblique detonation wave engine performance

[AIAA PAPER 87-2002] p 670 A87-45347

Flight test and evaluation of propulsion system
operability characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 87-2092] p 656 A87-45400

Cycle selection considerations for high Mach
applications
[AIAA PAPER 87-2105] p 672 A87.45410

A study of some factors affecting the performance of
a contra-rotating axial compressor stage

p 639 A87-46211
Application of a fuzzy controller in fuel system of turbojet

engine p 674 A87-46227
Performance and noise analyses of advanced

turbo-prop p 760 A87-48914
Static tests of the propulsion system --- Propfan Test

Assessment program
[AIAA PAPER 87-1728] p 830 A87-52245

Specialists' Meeting on Rotary Wing Propulsion
Systems, Williamsburg, VA, Nov. 12-14, 1986, Technical
Papers p 801 A87-53413

Aeronautical facilities assessment
[NASA-RP-1146] p 37 N87-10876

Future trends in propulsion --- aircraft
[PNR90349] p 308 N87-16840

Experimental investigation on small turboprop behaviour
under compressor rotating stall for different inlet flow
conditions p 594 N87-24476

Unsteady inlet distortion characteristics with the B-1 B
p 575 N87-24478

Development of intake swirl generators for turbo jet

engine testing p 603 N87-24480
Integration o! the propfan concept in aircraft design

[MBB-UT-0001/86] p 677 N87-26835

Advanced Prop-fan Engine Technology (APET) single-
and counter-rotation gearbox/pitch change mechanism
[NASA-CR-168114-VOL-1] p 833 N87.28552

High accuracy thrust measurement of aeronautical
propulsion systems with particular consideration to a
hydraulic force measuring device, part 1
[NASA-TT-20080] p 834 N87-28558

Fiscal year 1988 technical objective document
[AD-A180311] p861 N87-29364

Holographic interferometry at Wright Aeronautical
Laboratories p 851 N87-29435

PROPULSIVE EFFICIENCY
Basic analyses for optimum propulsion efficiency of a

counter rotating ATP --- Advanced Turbo Prop
p 590 A87-39266

A bidirectional tapered roller thrust bearing for gas
turbine engines
[AIAA PAPER 87-1842] p 695 A87-45243

Propfan propulsion system development
p 675 A87-46247

The Merlyn diesel concept for propulsion
[SAE PAPER 871040] p 760 A87-48767

Effects of afterbody boaftail design and empennage
arrangement on aeropropulsive characteristics of a
twin-engine fighter model at transonic speeds
[NASA.TP-2704] p 492 N87-21873

Analysis of the free-tip rotor wind.tunnel test results
[NASA-TM.86751] p 508 N87-21915
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SUBJECT INDEX QUANTUM CHEMISTRY

LOW speed wind tunnel test of a propulsive wing/canard
concept in the STOL configuration, Volume 1: Test
description and discussion of results
[NASA-CR-178348) p 735 N87-27641

Low speed wind tunnel test of a propulsive wing/canard
concept in the STOL configuration. Volume 2: Test data
]NASA-CR-178349] p 735 N87.27642

PROTECTION

Flight tests of life-support systems and systems for the
protection of onhoard equipment against external factors
--- Russian book p 162 A87-17725

Helicopter air intake protection systems
p 27 N87-10073

PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
Escaping from burning cabins - Are smoke hoods the

answer? p 352 A87-30003
PROTECTIVE COATINGS

Determination of dynamic stresses in the heat-insulating
coatings of flight vehicles during aerodynamic heating

p 72 A87-15223
The effect of protective coatings on the high-temperature

fatigue of heat.resistant alloys p195 A87-17465
Conductive barrier primer for composite aircraft parts

p 262 A87-20087
Coatings for performance retention --- in gas turbine

engines p 322 A87-26111
The effect of temperature, protective coatings, and

service history on the fatigue strength of gas-turbine engine
blades made from the high-temperature cast alloy
EP539LM p 305 A87-26307

The effectiveness of hset-protection coatings on the
blades of gas turbine engines p 465 A87.34272

Surface pressure fluctuations produced by vortex
shedding from a coated airfoil p 485 A87.36336

Corrosion protection --- in aircraft structures
p 624 A87-44750

Aircraft skin that bruises p 691 A87-46874
Burner rig tests on coated anisotropic high temperature

alloys p 783 A87-49553
Local recoating of components of high-pressure jet

aircraft engines p 843 A87-53823
Surface protection p 43 N87-11182
Coating life prediction p 43 N87-11194
Investigation of coaling performance and corrosion of

compressor components in the TF30-P-3 engine of F111C
aircraft

[AD-A168802] p 107 N87-11792
Performance of high temperature coatings on Ft00

turbine blades under simulated service conditions

[NLR-MP.86021.U] p 370 N87-18569
High temperature protective coatings for aero engine

gas turbine components
[AD-A176001 ] p 442 N87-20286

Factors affecting the sticking of insects on modified
aircraft wings
[NASA-CR-180957] p 659 N87-26037

PROTOCOL (COMPUTERS)
Selection of media access protocol for distributed digital

avionics p 134 A87-13436
Simulation model of a high-speed token-passing bus for

avionics applications p 471 A87-31482
Evaluation of data busses for flight critical control
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PROTOTYPES

Rapid prototyping of pilot interfaces as an aid to defining
software requirements p 179 A87-16807

Multipurpose aircraft monitoring with a smart recorder
p 179 A87-16836

Pilot's associate demonstration one - A look back and

ahead -- developing an aircraft expert system
p 179 A87.16840

Pilot's associate demonstration one - A look inside

p 180 A87-16841
Expert maintenance diagnostic system for the F-15 flight

control system p 141 A87-16850
Crossed wings fly faster p 339 A87-27698

Hot section viewing system
[NASA-CR.174773] p 51 N87-11144

The 8 m x 6 m low speed wind tunnel at the Chinese
Aerodynamic Research and Development Center
[AD-A168448] p 119 N87-11803

Rapid prototyping facility for flight research in
artificial-intelligence-based flight systems concepts
[NASA-TM-88268] p 137 N87-12273

The evaluation of a number of prototypes for the free-tip
rotor constant-moment controller

[NASA-TM-86664] p 131 N87-12869
Prototype aircraft sustainebility model

[AD-A183183] p802 N87.29405
Fighter aircraft OBIGGS (On-Board Inert Gas Generator

System) study, volume 2
[AD-A183781] p826 N87-29494

PROTUBERANCES
Aerothermal tests of spherical dome protuberances on

a flat plate at a Mach number of 6.5
[ NASA-TP-2631 ] p 201 N87-13664

PROVING

Fault.frse performance validation of avionic
multiprocessors p 473 A87-31538

UH-60 Black Hawk engineering simulation model
validation and proposed modifications
[NASA-CR.177360] p 312 N87.17710

Validation of a real-time engineering simulation of the
UH-60A helicopter
[NASA-TM-88360] p 313 N87-17716

Composite repair of cocured J-stiffened panels: Design
and test verification p 404 N87-20181

A method for aircraft simulation verification and
validation developed at the United States Air Force Flight
Simulation Facility p 601 N87-23654

Design verification of SIFT
[NASA-CR-4097] p 858 N87-30099

PSEUOCNOISE

Propeller pseudonoise p 306 A87-27536
PSYCHOACOUSTICS

Aircraft noise synthesis system

[NASA-TM-89040] p 335 N87-17483
PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS

The crash of Delta Flight 191 - Are the nightmares
compensable? p 61 A87-tO510

Annoyance response to simulated advanced turboprop
aircraft interior noise containing tonal beats
[NASA-TP-2689] p 620 N87-24161

PUBLIC HEALTH
Airport noise pollution and adverse health effects

p 330 A87-27111
PUBLIC LAW

Semiannual report to Congress on the effectiveness of
the Civil Aviation Security Program
[AD-A169813] p 155 N87.13420

PULMONARY FUNCTIONS

Incompatibility of the M-1 maneuver with US Navy
tactical aircraft oxygen systems
[AD-A183731] p 856 N87-30072

PULSE AMPLITUDE

Multiple Object Tracking Radar p 578 A87-41281
PULSE CODE MODULATION

Application of low-power, high-rate PCM telemetry in a
helicopter instrumentation system p 356 A87-31100

On-hoard data acquisition and processing system
p 511 A87-37429

Flight test and evaluation of a prototype airborne video
and pulse code modulation multiplexing system

p 756 A87-49205
PULSE COMMUNICATION

Avionics standard communications bus - Its

implementation and usage p 472 A87-31483
ATC air/ground digital communications architecture

p 424 A87-31523
Potential impacts of advanced technologies on the ATC

capacity of high-density terminal areas
[NASA-CR-4024] p 22 N87.10854

PULSE DOPPLER RADAR
Airborne Doppler lider measurements

p 247 A87-22797
PULSE MODULATION

Time modulation. I - Modulation scheme helps air-traffic
safety p 582 A87-42609

A quick look at the first NRL short pulse 95 GHz radar
flight data
[AD-A176182] p 468 N87.21214

PULSE REPETITION RATE

Approach to study of PRF sensitivity in airborne
pulse-Doppler radar p 829 A87-53802

PULSED LASERS

Holographic interferometry of rotating components
Decorrelation limitations of the double pulsed technique

p 261 A87-19807

Two-color short-pulse laser altimeter measurements of
ocean surface backsoaaer p 588 A87.39462

Aircraft collision warning system
[AD-D012463] p 236 N87.15199

PULSEJET ENGINES

Numerical study of the gasdynamic process in a pulsejet
engine p 663 A87-43614

PULSES
Pulse control of flexible muitibedy systems

p 382 A87-29268
PULTRUSION

The pultrusion process for structures on advanced
aerospace transportation systems
[SAWE PAPER 1741] p 532 A87-36303

Net shape technology in aerospace structures. Volume
4. Appendix. Future Composite Manufacturing Technology.
Presentations of a workshop held onSeptember 9-12,1985
in Gaithersburg, Maryland
[AD-A176511] p 407 N87.20960

PUMPS

Hydraulic components for high pressure hydraulic
systems
[SAE PAPER 861677] p 462 A87-32597

PURSUIT TRACKING

Nonlinear guidance algorithm for aircraft pursuit-evasion
and target interception
[AIAA PAPER 87-2316] p 715 A87-50437

PUSHBROOM SENSOR MODES
Effects of atmosphere on oblique reconnaissance ---

in CCD cameras p 29 A87-10937

On ground calibration of a pushbroom scanner
p 255 A87-19651

Results from the pushbroom microwave radiometer
flights over the Konza Prairie in 1985

p 853 A87-53206
PYLON MOUNTING

Integration effects of pylon geometry and rearward
mounted nacelles for a high-wing transport
[AIAA PAPER 87-1920] p 655 A87-45300

Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a twin-engine
general aviation configuration with aft.fuselage.mounted
pusher propellers
[NASA-TP-2763] p 817 N87-29462

PYLONS

Validation of a method for air resonance testing of
helicopters at model scale using active control of Pylon
dynamic characteristics p 683 A87-43462

Design and fabrication of the NASA decoupior pylon
for the F-16 aircraft
[NASA-CR-172354] p 25 N87-10065

Design and fabrication of the NASA decoupler pylon
for the F-16 aircraft, addendum 1
[NASA-CR-172355] p 27 N87-10860

Investigation of generic hub fairing and pylon shapes
to reduce hub drag
[NASA-TM-100008] p 816 N87-29422

PYROLYSIS

Ceramic honeycomb structures and the method
thereof

[NASA-CASE-ARC-11652-1) p 605 N87-23737

0
QUADRATIC EQUATIONS

Aeroelastic control of oblique-wing aircraft
p 108 A87-13341

QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING

A model comparison of a supersonic aircraft minimum
time-to-climb problem
[AIAA PAPER 87-0146] p 240 A87-22441

QUALIFICATIONS
Strengthening the weak link of fatigue qualification

p 143 A87-19229
A comparison of Air Force versus Federal Aviation

Administration airframe structural qualification criteria:
MIL-A-87221 ]USAF) versus FAR parts 23 and 25
[AD-A180922] p 715 N87-26855

Aircraft ground vibration testing at NASA Ames-Dryden
Flight Research Facility
[NASA-TM-88272] p 753 N87-27655

QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS

Integrated restructurable flight Control system
demonstration results

[NASA-CR-178305] p 524 N87-22692

Preliminary airworthiness evaluation of the UH-1H
helicopter with the T53.L.703 engine installed
[AD-A182369] p 825 N87-28541

QUALITY CONTROL
How to maintain a consistent quality in your bonding

process? p 48 A87-12656
Quality control of adhesive bonding in the manufacture

of aircraft structures p 198 A87-18191
Fabrication and quality assurance processes for

superhybrid composite fan blades p 195 A87-19123
A software quality assurance tool for code auditing

p 472 A87-31496
The effect of fuel quality on the emi,ss_n of pollutants

by aircraft gas-turbine engines p 456 A87-34225
Evolution of the notion of quality in adhesively bonded

structures for aeronautical and space applications
p 609 A87-40511

Quality assurance. The key to advanced aircraft engine
applications of the SPF/DB process --- superplastioally
formed and diffusion bonded p 786 A87-48021

Engine-airframe integration for rotorcraft: Component
specifications and qualification p 26 N87-10071

Report of the Working Group on Helicopter Health

Monitoring
[CAAoPAPER-85012] p 175 N87-14313

Economical manufacturing and inspection of the
electron-beam-welded Tornado wing box

p 324 N87-17055
Fault tolerant electrical power system. Phase 2: Analysis

and preliminary design
[AD-A177278] p 508 N87-21907

QUANTUM CHEMISTRY

Computational chemistry p 706 N87-26023
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QUATERNARY ALLOYS SUBJECT INDEX

QUATERNARY ALLOYS

The effect of prestrain and ofageing at room temperature
on the mechanical properties of an AI-Li-Cu-Mg alloy

p 842 A87-52683

R

RADAR
Multifunction Radar for Airborne Applications ---

conference
[AGARD-CP-381] p 387 N87-18721

A coordinate conversion algorithm for multisensor data
processing
lAD-A176368] p 476 N87-21603

Radar simulators p 601 N87-23651
RADAR ANTENNAS

Electronically steerable antenna technology and its
application to airborne radars p 178 A87-16745

Errors in the measurement of the course angles of radar
reference points due to the imprecise stabilization of the
antenna mounting in bank and pitch

p 649 A87-44312
EHF multifunction phased array antenna

p 388 N87-18752
Aircraft radar antennas p 613 N87-23861

RADAR APPROACH CONTROL
Evaluation of alternatives for Army precision landing

system: Ground guidance
[AD-At74093] p 237 N87-15956

Efficient conduct of individual flights and air traffic or
optimum utilization of modern technology for the overall
benefit of civil and militaP/airspace users
[AGARD-AR-236] p 582 N87-23608

RADAR BEACONS
Mode S beacom system: Functional description

[DOT/FAA/PM-86/19] p87 N87-f 1715
Air traffic control radar beacon system transponder

performance study and analysis. VoL 1: Transponder test
methodology results, analysis and recommendations
[ DOT/FAA/FS-86/1-VOL-1] p236 N87-15198

Air traffic control radar beacon system transponder
performance study and analysis. Volume 2: Appendixes
[DOT/FAA/FS-86/1-VOL-2] p 296 N87-16812

RADAR CROSS SECTIONS
Instrumentation for RCS measurements of modulation

spectra of aircraft blades p 182 A87-19414
An automated radar-signature measurement system

p 698 A87-45886
RADAR DATA

Stochastic modelling of radar returns
p 18 A87-10143

Statistical classification of radar clutter --- for air traffic

control feature extraction p 160 A87-t9415
Storm structure during aircraft lightning strike events

p 329 A87-25548
A high resolution spatial and temporal multiple Doppler

analysis of a microburst and its application to aircraft flight
simulation p 392 A87-28020

Experimental detection of anomalous mode-C reports
using radar data p 497 A87-35340

The quality of radar data and its determination at the
radar installations of the Bundesanstalt fuer

Flugsicherung p 650 A87-45878
JPL multipolarization workstation - Hardware, software

and examples of data analysis p 858 A87-53231
A quick look at the first NRL short pulse 95 GHz radar

flight data
[AD-A176182] p 468 N87-21214

A high resolution spatial and temporal multiple Doppler
analysis of a microburst and its application to aircraft flight
simulation

[DOT/FAA/PM-87/11] p 854 N87-29060
RADAR DETECTION

The methodology and tools for processing radar data
p 19 A87-11662

ECCM/advanced radar test bed (E/ARTB) system
definition --- Electronic Counter CounterMeasures

p 157 A87-16749
Airborne pulse-Doppler radar - False-alarm control

p 499 A87-37577

Low altitude wind shear detection with Doppler radar
p 615 A87-40247

An airborne collision avoidance system - The TCAS
p 649 A87-44231

An automated radar-signature measurement system
p 698 A87-45886

Obstecle-warning radar for helicopters
p 132 N87-13149

About the future of airborne radar

p 387 N87-18722
Dual frequency MM-wave radar for antitank helicopter

p 389 N87-18756

Requirements and applications for radar simulations: A
standpoint of an airframe company p 389 N87-18759

JAWS multiple Doppler derived winds

p 703 N87-25271
RADAR ECHOES

Radar reflectivity
[AD-Af73508] p 268 N87-16204

RADAR EQUIPMENT

Near-field radar for helicopter obstacle avoidance
p 365 A87-29631

Flight measurement data p 355 A87-29633
Testing and instrumentation used in the AN/APG-67

multimode radar
[SAE PAPER 861823] p 437 A87-32659

The equipping of the AVIA-D radar installation with a
weather channel as a contribution to the modernization
of the radar complex AVIA-D/KOREN

p 425 A87-33330

Radar Technology 1986; Symposium, 6th, Bremen, West
Germany, Nov. 4-6, 1986, Reports p 697 A87-45876

Radar requirements for future avionics systems
p 662 A87-45879

Multifunction Radar for Airborne Applications ---
conference

[AGARD-CP-381] p 387 N87-18721
Multimission airborne radar for the 1990s

p 387 N87-18724
Multifunction millimetre-wave radar for all-weather

ground attack aircraft p 387 N87-18725

MM wave SAR sensor design: Concept for an airborne
low level reconnaissance system p 388 N87-18729

RADAR FILTERS

Homomorphic filtedng for the resolution of
radio-navigation signals and rereflections

p 355 A87-29759
RADAR GEOLOGY

Preliminary simultaneous L/C-band images from the JPL
aircraft synthetic aperture radar p 853 A87-53159

RADAR IMAGERY
Oil slick detection with an airborne SLAR

p 178 A87-16746

ROSAR - A SAn concept based on rotating antennas
p 179 A87-16747

Features of antenna aperture synthesis for an arbitrary
flight-vehicle trajectory p 158 A87-17586

Airborne radar sensor and display processing
p 435 A87-31510

Preliminary simultaneous L/C-band images from the JPL
aircraft synthetic aperture radar p 853 A87-53159

Phase noise from aircraft motion: Compensation and
effect on synthetic aperture radar images

p 615 N87-24802
RADAR MEASUREMENT

Flight measurement data p 355 A87-29633
Airborne multibeam radar altimetry --- of oceans

p 853 A87-53115
Doppler Radar Detection of Wind Shear

[NASA-CP-2435] p 17 N87-10054
A quick look at the first NRL short pulse 95 GHz radar

flight data
[AD-A176182] p 468 N87-21214

Activities report in aerospace sciences
[ETN-87-99369] p 478 N87-21845

RADAR NAVIGATION

Homomorphic filtering for the resolution of
radio-navigation signals and rereflections

p 355 A87-29759
Aircraft accident report: Henson Airlines Beech B99,

N339HA, Grottoes, Virginia, September 23, 1985
[PB86-910409] p 155 N87-13419

Multifunction Radar for Airborne Applications ---
conference
[AGARD-CP-381] p 387 N87-18721

About the future of airborne radar
p 387 N87-18722

Multifunction millimetre-wave radar for all-weather
ground attack aircraft p 387 N87-18725

Dual frequency MM-wave radar for antitank helicopter
p 389 N87-18756

Requirements and applications for radar simulations: A
standpoint of an airframe company p 389 N87-18759

RADAR RECEIVERS

Approach to study of PRF sensitivity in airborne
pulse-Doppler radar p 829 A87-53802

Development of a portable precision landing system
[NASA-TM-88247] p 160 N87-14310

RADAR RESOLUTION

Novel accuracy and resolution algorithms for the third
generation MTD p 160 A87-19408

Preliminary simultaneous L/C-bend images from the JPL
aircraft synthetic aperture radar p 853 A87-53159

Motion compensation requirements for a high resolution
spotlight SAR p 388 N87-18727

RADAR SCATTERING

An automated radar-signature measurement system
p 698 A87.45886

RADAR SIGNATURES
Instrumentation for RCS measurements of modulation

spectra of aircraft blades p 182 A87-19414
An automated radar-signatura measurement system

p 698 A87-45886
Experimental and theoretical Doppler-Pidar signatures of

aircraft wake vortices p 14 N87-10330
Radar target identification techniques applied to a

polarization diverse aircraft data base
[AD-Af80044] p 614 N87-24599

RADAR TARGETS

Airborne radar sensor and display processing
p 435 A87-31510

Multiple Object Tracking Radar p 578 A87-41281
Radar retiectivity

lAD-A173508] p 268 N87-16204
Radar target identification techniques applied to a

polarization diverse aircraft data base
[AD-A180044] p 614 N87-24599

RADAR TRACKING
A new concept in air traffic control - The multi-radar

tracking (MRT) p 21 A87-12689
Radar-supported traffic monitoring systems for maritime

and air safety p 158 A87-16988
Real-time wind estimation and tracking with transponder

downlinked airspeed and heading data
p 648 A87.42779

Aircraft accident report: Henson Airlines Beech B99,
N339HA, Grottoes, Virginia, September 23, 1985
[PB86-910409] p 155 N87-13419

Radar reflectivity
[AD-A173508] p 268 N87-16204

Multifunction millimetre-wave radar for all-weather

ground attack aircraft p 387 N87-18725
Requirements and applications for radar simulations: A

standpoint of an airframe company p 389 N87-18759
RADIAL DISTRIBUTION

A prescribed radial distribution circulation of a hovering
rotor blade p 627 A87-43414

RADIAL FLOW
Theoretical and experimental description for a radial

supersonic flowfield p 213 A87-20880
Turbulence measurements in a radial upwash

[AIAA PAPER 87-1435] p 568 A87-42455
Effect of swirl on the performance of a radial vaneless

diffuser with compressible flow at Mach numbers of 0.7
and 0.8
[ASME PAPER 86-WA/FE-6] p 629 A87-43704

A two-dimensional finite element stress analysis of radial
impellers p 847 A87-51472

On sound propagation in centrifugal fan casings
[ESA-TT-957] p 138 N87-12326

Flow of gas through turbine stage with spherical nozzle
segment p 592 N87-23582

RADIANT FLUX DENSITY

An improvement of the calibration of the Eppley
pyrgeometer for the case of airborne measurements

p 365 A87-28966
RADIATION ABSORPTION

Modeling the effects of wind tunnel wall absorption on
the acoustic radiation characteristics of propellers
[AiAA PAPER 86-1876] p 208 A87-17991

RADIATION EFFECTS

The influence of radiation on the thermal equilibrium
of a feeder turbine of a turbojet
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-190] p 248 A87-21089

RADIATION MEASUREMENT

The application of radiation physics and
photogrammetric techniques for the diagnosis and solution
of mechanical engineering problems and performance
improvements in the development of aero gas turbine
engines at Rolls-Royce
[PNR90388] p 764 N87-27669

RADIATION MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
A new pyrgeometer --- for infrared irradiance

measurement p 263 A87-20952
RADIATION SOURCES

Sources and observers in motion. II - Acoustic radiation

from a small rigid body in arbitrary motion. III - Acoustic
radiation from non-compact rigid bodies moving at high
speed p 59 A87-12995

RADIATION TOLERANCE
Radiation resistance of thin antennas of arbitrary

elevation and configuration over perfectly conducting

ground
lAD-A170945] p 267 N87-15397

RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER

The influence of radiation on the thermal equilibrium
of a feeder turbine of a turbojet
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-190] p 248 A87-21089

Volume interchange factors for hypersonic vehicle wake
radiation

[AIAA PAPER 87-1520] p 707 A87-43044

Natural convection flow of a radiating rarefied gas
between concentric rotating spheres
]AIAA PAPER 87-1523] p 693 A87-43046
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SUBJECT INDEX RANDOM VIBRATION

Radiation heat transfer in combustion systems
p 785 A87-47165

Three-dimensional flow around and radiative heating of
blunt bodies p 894 A87-51653

Combustion overview p 43 N87-11181
Radiative and convective heat transfer over ablating

composite flat surface in hypersonic flow regime
[AD-A182119] p810 N87-28503

Thermal fatigue tests of a radiative heat shield panel
for a hypersonic transport
[NASA-TM-87583] p 845 N87-28643

RADIO BEACONS

United States Navy - Canadian Forces solid state flight
data recorder/crash position Iocator experiment on the
B-720 controlled impact demonstration

p 33 N87-10097
RADIO COMMUNICATION

Radio Technical Commission for Aeronautics, Annual
Assembly Meeting and Technical Symposium,
Washington, DC, November 19-21, 1985, Proceedings

p 1 A87-11801
Laboratory measurements and a theoretical analysis of

the TCT fading channel radio system --- Tone Calibrated
Technique p 385 A87-30321

RADIO CONTROL

Use of the updated NASA Langley radio-controlled
drop-model technique for high-alpha studies of the X-29A
configuration
[AIAA PAPER 87-2559] p 768 A87-49609

Operating and support hazard analysis for self-contained
navigation system LSI model 6216A, B and C, group B
[AD-A169381] p 22 N87-10855

RADIO DIRECTION FINDERS

Geoloc long range spread spectrum accurate
radiolocation system operational results

p 580 A87-41385
RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE

Interference of the aeronautical navaids (frequency band

108-118 MHz) from F.M broadcasting service (88-108
MHz) p 21 A87-12690

Ground testing of an operational fighter aircraft for
p-static discharge effects p 824 A87-52522

RADIO INTERFEROMETERS

Measurement capability of moving-receiver radio
interferometry p 159 A87-19360

Aided-airborne Gravity Gradiometer Survey System
(GGSS) study
[AD-A170749] p 203 N87-14766

Lightning strikes on aircraft. Exploitation of Landes
(France)-Front '84 campaign and complementary
development of airborne electrical sensors

[ONERA-RF-91/7154-PY] p 470 N87-20706
RADIO NAVIGATION

Navigation and environment; Proceedings of the Fifth
International Congress, Tokyo, Japan, October 1-5, 1985

p 20 A87-12676
Integration of GPS with other radionavigation systems

p 21 A87-12680
The U.S. Federal Radionavigation Plan

p 21 A87-12684
A low cost commercial GPS set p 21 A87-12685
Interference of the aeronautical navaids (freeuencv band

] ut_-i I t_ MPIz) from P.M broadcasting service (88-108
MHz) p 21 A87-12690

Radio-navigation meters based on the K588 series
microprocessor unit p86 A87-15569

The cost-effectiveness of terrestrial radio-navigation
p 158 A87-17244

Automated aircraft navigation --- Russian book
p 158 A87-17702

Modeling of radio navigation systems in the
neighborhood of airports p 821 N87-28533

Modeling of the fault situation in navigation systems
p 821 N87-28534

RADfO RECEIVERS

Synthesis of devices for the optimal processing of pulsed
radio signals in LORAN systems p 86 A87-15563

Universal receiver for ICNIA p 434 A87-31460
The MLS angle receiver p 820 A87-51231

RADIO RELAY SYSTEMS

An airborne telemetry relay system for the Gulf Range
p 498 A87-37415

UC-880 telemetry relay airborne command system
p 499 A87-37416

RADIO SPECTRA

Frequency spectrum allocation for a potential land
mobile-satellite service p 267 N87-15380

RADfO TRANSMISSION
Supplemental data transmission in AM radio

broadcasting p 425 A87-33332
RADIOGRAPHY

High-X-ray flux, high-contrast radiography of carbon
fiber-rainforood epoxy aircraft structures

p 200 A87-19595
Microfocus radiography of jet engines

p 321 A87-25822

Profile measurements using radiographic techniques
p 465 A87-35064

RADIOMETERS
Quantitative thermal diffusivity measurements of

composites p 45 A87-10750
Experimental comparison of radiometric scales from

laboratory standards and solar radiation

p 849 A87-53576
RADOME MATERIALS

Review of the role of thermoplastics in airborne radomes
for the 1990s p 604 A87-41305

RADOMES
Microwave Antennas for Avionics

[AGARD-LS-151] p613 N87-23859
RAIL TRANSPORTATION

Evaluation o1 transport alternatives
p 399 A87-31145

Cost characteristics of tilt-rotor, conventional air and high
speed rail short-haul intercity passenger service
[NASA-CR-181421] p 828 N87-29501

RAIN

Airborne infrared wind shear detector performance in
rain obscuration

[AIAA PAPER 87-0186] p 247 A87-22471
Comparative low Reynolds number tests of NACA

64-210, NACA 0012, and Wortmann FX67-K170 airfoils
in heavy rain
[AIAA PAPER 87-0259] p 222 A87-22518

Scaling laws for testing airfoils under heavy rainfall
p 342 A87-28071

Development and experiment of airborne microwave
rain-scatterometer/radiometer system. I - Hardware
system. II - Experimental data processing software
system p 365 A87-28435

Development and experiment of airborne microwave
rain-soatterometer/radiometer system. III Rain
measurement and its data analysis p 393 A87-28436

The potential influence of rain on airfoil performance
p 346 A87-31t28

Low Reynolds number tests of NACA 64-210, NACA
0012, and Wortmann FX67-K170 airfoils in rain

p 730 A87-50345
Rain effects at low Reynolds number

p 808 A87-52884
The effects of heavy rain on profile aerodynamics

[ETN-87-98848] p 292 N87-16809
The effect of heavy rain on an airfoil at high lift

[NASA-CR-178248] p 417 N87-20232
An experimental low Reynolds number comparison of

a Wortmann FX67-K170 airfoil, a NACA 0012 airfoil and
a NACA 64-210 airfoil in simulated heavy rain
[NASA-CR-181119] p 644 N87-25997

RAIN IMPACT DAMAGE

Potential influences of heavy rain on general aviation
airplane performance
[AIAA PAPER 86-2606] p 94 A87-14036

Rain effects at low Reynolds number
[AIAA PAPER 87-0258] p 221 A87-22517

Wind tunnel test results of heavy rain effects on airfoil
performance
[AIAA PAPER 87-0260] p 222 A87-22519

RAMAN SPECTRA

iOOlle L;AH_ instrument for comous[ion and plasma
diagnostics p319 A87-23614

RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY

CARS applications to combustion diagnostics
p 323 A87-26679

Application of spatially precise laser diagnostics to
fundamental and applied combustion research

p 608 A87-39804
Molecular flow velocity using Doppler shifted Raman

spectroscopy
[AIAA PAPER 87-1531] p 693 A87-43053

Advanced Instrumentation for Aero Engine
Components
[AGARD-CP-399] p 467 N87-21170

CARS approaches to simultaneous measurements of
H2 and H20 concentration and temperature in H2-air
combustion systems p 605 N87-23792

RAMJET ENGINES

Thormechemical evaluation of fuel candidates for ramjet
propulsion p 121 A87-13659

Combustion studies of metallized fuels for solid-fuel

ramjets p 121 A87-14982
Ramjet application in atmospheres of different celestial

bodies

[IAF PAPER 86-181] p 120 A87-15920
Prospective, characteristics and problems of the use

of boron in different air augmented propulsion modes

[IAF PAPER 86-191] p 122 A87-15924
Acoustic-vortex interactions and low frequency

oscillations in axisymmetric combustors --- of ramjet
engines
[AIAA PAPER 87-0165] p 249 A87-22454

Finite amplitude waves in ramjet combustors
[AIAA PAPER 87-0221] p 304 A87-24940

Analysis of the air flow into ramjet combustion
chambers p 288 A87-27474

An experimental study on solid fuel ramjet type
combustion p 378 A87-29390

Temperature and concentration measurements in a solid
fuel ramjet combustion chamber p 369 A87-31278

Geometric effects on the combustion in solid fuel

ramjets p 457 A87-35024
Simulations of ramjet combustor flow fields. I - Numerical

model, large-scale and mean motions
[AIAA PAPER 87-1421] p 633 A87-44949

Simulations of ramjet combustor flow fields. II - Origin
of pressure oscillations

[AIAA PAPER 87-1422J p 633 A87-44950
Vortex-nozzle interactions in ramjet combustors

[AIAA PAPER 87-1871] p 668 A87-45266

Pressure oscillations and acoustic-entropy interactions
in ramjet combustion chambers
[AIAA PAPER 87-1872] p 668 A87-45267

Application of ceramics to ramjet engine nozzles
p 690 A87-46221

Thermodynamic study of ramjet engines
[INPE-4071-RPE/527] p 370 N87-18567

Combustion, simulation and test statistics on solid-fueled

ramjet engines
[INPE-4095-RPE/531] p 370 N87-19395

Mechanisms of exciting pressure oscillations in ramjet
engines
lAD-A174608] p 370 N87-19396

The effects of metallized fuel composition on the
combustion characteristics of Solid Fuel Ramjets (SFRJ)
[AD-A176744] p 515 N87-21922

Plasma torch igniter for scramjets

p 605 N87-23789
Response of transonic diffuser flows to abrupt increases

of back pressure: Wall pressure measurements

p 611 N87-23793
Downstream boundary effects on the frequency of

self-excited oscillations in transonic diffuser flows
p 611 N87-23794

Linear coupling of acoustics and entropy and acoustic
stability in ramjet combustion chambers containing a plane
flame p 603 N87-23795

Analysis of pressure oscillations in ramjets. Review of
research: 1985-1986 p 604 N87-23796

Tones generated due to the impingement of two jets
on each other p 620 N87-23797

Passive shear-flow control to minimize ramjet
combustion instabilities p 605 N87-23798

Acoustic response of turbulent reacting reoirculatory
flows p 620 N87-23799

Vortex-nozzle interactions in ramjet combustors

p 612 N87-23800
Computational studies of the effects of acoustics and

chemistry on the flow field in an axisymmetric ramjet
combustor p 612 N87-23801

Numerical simulations of cold flow in a ramjet dump
combustor with a choked exit nozzle

p 612 N87-23802
Combustion instabilities in dump type ramjet

combustors o 605 N87-23803

Effects on fuel spray characteristics and vaporization
on energy release rates and flow field structure in a dump
combustor p 612 N87-23804

Spray combustion: A driving mechanism for ramjet
combustion instability p 606 N87-23805

Fuoctionalization of cubane using hypervalent iodine
p 606 N87-23807

RANDOM LOADS

Response of structures to random excitations in time
domain p 382 A87-28562

RANDOM NOISE

State estimation of flying vehicle p 114 A87-16209
A secure data link for RPV and other applications

p 578 A87-41279
RANDOM PROCESSES

First attainment of a level by a random process in flight
dynamics problems p 443 A87.31731

Synthesis of time-invariant linear systems under
determinate and random excitations --- for flight vehicle
motion stability p 521 A87-39009

Influence of large deflection and transverse shear on
random response of rectangular symmetric composite
laminates to acoustic loads

[NASA-CR-178313] p 798 N87-27489
RANDOM SAMPLING

Aircraft accident reports. Brief format, US civil and
foreign aviation, issue number 2, 1986 accidents
[PB87-916904] p 818 N87-28528

Aircraft accident reports. Brief format, US civil and
foreign aviation, issue number 3, 1986 accidents
[PB87-916905] p 819 N87-28529

RANDOM VIBRATION
Bounded random oscillations - Model and numerical

solution for an airfoil p 311 A87-27532
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RANGE (EXTREMES)

Stochastic r_sponse of nonlinear structures with
parameter random fluctuations p 385 A87-30297

Experimental investigation of structural autoparametric
interaction under random excitation
[AIAA PAPER 87-0779] p 464 A87-33675

Bounded random oscillations - Model and numerical
resolution for an airfoil
[ONERA, TP NO. 1987-73] p 681 A87-46767

Fatigue of gas turbine blades under random vibrations
p 832 A87-53442

La Recherche Aerospatiale, bimonthly bulletin, number
1986-2, 231/March.April
[ ESA-l-1".998 ] p 419 N87-20974

RANGE (EXTREMES)
The problem of the maximum flight range of aircraft

p 494 A87-35919
Once around the earth without refueling

p 801 A87-54252
RANGE ERRORS

Measurement errors in GPS observables

p 159 A87-19357
RANKINE CYCLE

Compound cycle engine for helicopter application
[NASA-CR-175110] p677 N87-25323

RANKINE-HUGONIOT RELATION

The Jacobi matrix technique in computational fluid
dynamics p 796 N87-28348

RAPID QUENCHING (METALLURGY)
New rapidly solidified titanium alloys produced by

melt-spinning p 454 A87-31379
Characteristics of oxide dispersions in rapidly solidified

titanium alloys p 454 A87-31385
Rare earth oxide dispersions in rapidly solidified

titanium-aluminum alloys p 456 A87-31388
The effect of thermal treatment on properties of rapidly

solidified AA2024 p 528 A87-36855
The preparation and properties of vapor deposited

AI-Cr-Fe alloys p 841 A87.61634
Mechanical properties of rapidly solidified AI-4Be

p 842 A87.52658
RARE EARTH COMPOUNDS

Characteristics of oxide dispersions in rapidly solidified
titanium alloys p454 A87-31385

Rare earth oxide dispersions in rapidly solidified
titanium-aluminum alloys p 455 A87-31388

RARE GASES

Fighter aircraft OBIGGS (On-Board Inert Gas Generator
System) study, volume 1
[AD-A183690] p 826 N87-29493

Fighter aircraft OBIGGS (On-Board Inert Gas Generator
System) study, volume 2
[AD-A183781] p826 N87-29494

RAREFIED GAS DYNAMICS

A study of the shape of the cross-section profile of a
minimum-drag three-dimensional conical body moving in
a rarefied gas p 286 A87-25231

Natural convection flow of a radiating rarefied gas
between concentric rotating spheres
[AIAA PAPER 87-1523] p 693 A87-43046

Flow of a monoatomic rarefied gas around a rotating
circular cylinder p 803 A87.50880

RAREFIED GASES
An analysis of the approximation of the aerodynamic

coefficients of thin bodies in a rarefied gas
p 808 A87-53526

RATIONAL FUNCTIONS

Nonlinear programming extensions to rational function
approximations of unsteady aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 87.0854] p 412 A87-33694

RAY TRACING

Simulation and analysis of airborne antenna radiation
patterns
[NASA-CR-181250] p 790 N87-27870

RAYLEIGH SCATTERING

Applications of laser velocimefty and Rayleigh scattering
to engine flows p 385 A87-30677

Application of spatially precise laser diagnostics to
fundamental and applied combustion research

p 608 A87-39804
RAYLEIGH-RI'FZ METHOD

Vibration characteristics of non-uniform rotor blades with

discontinuities p 531 A87-35659
REACTION KINETICS

Numerical study of finite-rate supersonic combustion
using parabolized equations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0088] p 259 A87-22407

A simple model for finite chemical kinetics analysis of
supersonic turbulent shear layer combustion
[AIAA PAPER 87.1879] p 696 A87-45273

Elementary-reection and flow-mechanical problems in
aircraft and spacecraft drives p 196 N87-14333

Fuels combustion research

[AD-A172429] p 260 N87-16093

Computational chemistry p 706 N87-26023

READ-ONLY MEMORY DEVICES
Grundy - Parallel processor amhitecture makes

programming easy p 135 A87-13703
REAL GASES

An analysis of flux-split algorithms for Euler's equations
with real gases
[AIAA PAPER 87-1117] p 617 A87-42066

REAL TIME OPERATION

Rapid target locater p 18 A87-10944
Data compression for IR reconnaissance

p 18 A87-t0947

Management of airborne reconnaissance images
through real-time processing p 19 A87-10949

Reconnaissance interface - The near real time is now
p 29 A87-10950

The ASPRO parallel inference engine (A real-time expert
system) p 29 A87-12218

A real-time simulation evaluation of an advanced

detection, isolation and accommodation algorithm for
sensor failures in turbine engines p 103 A87-13318

The high speed interconnect system
p 204 A87-16733

Dynamic holography for real-time 3-D cockpit display
p 178 A87-16741

The new Langley Research Center advanced real-time
simulation (ARTS) system
[AIAA PAPER 86-2680] p 206 A87-17920

Simulation of future thermal imagers
p 255 A87-19700

Real-time comparison of X-29A flight data and simulation
data
[AIAA PAPER 87-0344] p 253 A87-22570

ATMOS: Real-time simulation of
man/machine-interaction in air traffic management
(ATMOS - Air Traffic Management and Operations
Simulator) p 236 A87-23068

UnNersal receiver for ICNIA p 434 A87-31460
Advanced avionics display processor architecture

p 470 A87-31472
A generic methodology for passive sensor avionics

emulation in man-in-the-loop cockpit simulators
p 450 A87-31474

Prototype real-time simulation software for the
concurrent muitiprocessing environment

p 471 A87-31477
Evaluation of prototype digital flight control algorithms

in hardware-in-the-loop environment
p 451 A87-31520

Multi-rate adaptive control with applications to lateral
dynamics of aircraft p 520 A87-36367

Helicopter flight testing and real time analysis with data
flow array processors p 498 A87-37402

Flight instrumentation telemetry for aerospace
application p 498 A87-37406

The Pacific Missile Test Center's airborne telemetry
collection capability p 499 A87-37418

Adaptive Tactical Navigation p 581 A87-41399
Real-time wind estimation and tracking with transponder

downlinked airspeed and heading data
p 648 A87-42779

Helicopter model in flight identification by a real time
self adaptive digital process p 680 A87-43458

Real-time neutron imaging of gas turbines
[AIAA PAPER 87-1762] p 695 A87-45189

Processor tradeoffs in distributed real-time systems
p 857 A87-52796

In real time with a pilot in the loop
p 857 A87-53066

Real time debugging software package for flight
simulator software system with variable labeled COMMON
blocks
[NLR-MP-85013-U] p57 N87-11530

Tool to develop real time simulation systems
[INPE-3979-TDL/233] p 137 N87-13179

Technical evaluation report on the Flight Mechanics
Panel Symposium on Flight Simulation
[ISBN-92-835-0399-6] p 258 N87-15985

NDT of electron beam welded joints (micro-focus and
real time X-ray) p 325 N87-17063

Validation of a real-time engineering simulation of the
UH.60A helicopter
[NASA-TM.88360] p 313 N87-17716

The application of parallel processing to real time flight
simulation using the OCCAM language
[BU-350] p 396 N87-19961

Development of a takeoff performance monitoring
system
[NASA-CR-178255] p 437 N87-20264

Rotary-wing aircraft terrain-following/terrain-avoidance
system development
[NASA-TM-88323] p 426 N87-20982

Applications and requirements for real-time simulators
in ground-test facilities
[NASA-TP-2672] p 548 N87-23202

OASIS: A modern tool for real-time simulation

p 600 N87-23638

SUBJECTINDEX

Real time programs. Design implementation of
validation: A survey
lAD-A182144] p 796 N87-28309

Trimming an aircraft model for flight simulation
[NASA-TM-89466] p 828 N87-29502

Real time simultaneous in-line wear and lubricant

condition monitoring
[AD-Af83286] p 852 N87-29842

REATTACHED FLOW

Interaction between two compressible, turbulent free
shear layers p 278 A87-23654

Supersonic, nonlinear, attached-flow wing design for
high lift with experimental validation
[NASA-TP-2336] p 12 N87-10042

Lee surface flow over delta wings at supersonic speeds:
Some features of different typos of flow
[NAL-TM-AE-8612] p 491 N87-21864

Lee-surface flow over delta wings at supersonic
speeds
[NAL-TM-AE-8610] p 491 N87-21865

RECEIVERS

Air transportation technology program at Ohio University,
1983 p 352 N87.18524

REClRCULATIVE FLUID FLOW

A study of recirculation region boundaries for a turbulent
jet impinging on a screen in external flow

p 212 A87-20386

Application of computational fluid dynamics to analysis
of exhaust gas/diffuser interactions in a turbine engine
altitude test cell
[AIAA PAPER 87-2014] p 670 A87-45354

Comparison of finite difference calculations of a large
region of recirculating flow near an airfoil trailing edge

p 415 N87-20218
Acoustic response of turbulent reacting recirculatory

flows p 620 N87-23799
Vortex-nozzle interactions in ramjet combustors

p 612 N87-23800
RECLAMATION

The T55-L-712 turbine engine compressor housing
refurbishment project
[NASA-CR-179624] p 604 N87-23729

RECONNAISSANCE AIRCRAFT

Advanced trainer aircraft design for fighter-attack-recce
roles

[AIAA PAPER 86-2729] p 165 A87-17947
Staying ahead in maritime patrol

[SAWE PAPER 1738] p 506 A87-36302
RECONSTRUCTION

Performance of recycled asphalt concrete airport

pavement surfaces
]DOT/FAA-PM-86-12] p 466 N87-20432

RECORDING INSTRUMENTS

Refinement of the eye-point-of-regard measurements
with helicopter pilots in a flight experiment
[DFVLR-FB-86-61] p 855 N87-29115

RECORDS
Once around the earth without refueling

p 801 A87-54252
RECOVERABILITY

Piping RPVs aboard p 161 A87-17140
RECOVERY PARACHUTES

Status report of a new recovery parachute system for
the F111 aircraft crew escape module
[AIAA PAPER 86-2437] p 91 A87-13821

A new recovery parachute system for the F111 aircraft
crew escape module
[DE87-000973] p 576 N87-24437

Parachute recovery systems design manual, chapter 5
[AD-A18319t] p 816 N87-29426

RECRYSTALLIZATION

Processing and properties of airframe materials
[AD-A182159] p 792 N87.28065

RECTANGULAR PLATES
Natural frequency analysis of pretwisted plates

p 46 A87-10900
RECTANGULAR WINGS

Euler equations analysis of the initial roll-up of aircraft
wakes p 4 A87-10522

Spanwise variation of laminar separation bubbles on
wings at low Reynolds number p 71 A87-14362

Unsteady three-dimensional stall on a rectangular
wing
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-119] p 213 A87-21038

Euler calculations for wings using Cartesian grids
[AIAA PAPER 87-0356] p 223 A87-22579

Separation structures on cylindrical wings
p 321 A87-25843

Effect of static inplane loads and boundaw conditions

on the flutter of flat rectangular panels
p 321 A87-25869

Flow patterns of a pivoted rectangular wing aircraft
[SAE PAPER 861645] p 408 A87-32585

Transonic aeroelasticity of wings with active control
surfaces
[AIAA PAPER 87-0709] p 411 A87-33657
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SUBJECT INDEX RELIABILITY ANALYSIS

Influence of yaw and incidence on base drag of
rectangular wings p556 A87-41667

Numerical simulation of tip vortices of wings in subsonic
and transonic flows
lAD-A169116] p 77 N87.12544

Detailed near-wake flowfield surveys with comparison
to an Euler method of an aspect ratio 4 rectangular wing
[NASA-TM-89357] p 644 N87-25993

RECTENNAS

SHARP (Stationary High Altitude Relay Platform). Part
A: Technical feasibility of microwave-powered airplanes
[CRC-1393-PT-A] p 361 N87-18562

RECURSlVE FUNCTIONS
On-line vehicle motion estimation from visual terrain

information. I - Recursive image registration. II - Ground
velocity and position estimation p 497 A87-35342

RECYCLING

Structural damage and rejuvenation of used turbine
blades p 761 A87-49530

Performance of recycled asphalt concrete airport
pavement surfaces
[DOT/FAA-PM-86-12] p 466 N87-20432

REDUCED GRAVITY

A miorogravity experiment to measure surface forces
and surface energies in solids p 454 A87-32559

A differential approach to heat pipe priming in
microgravity p 535 A87-38788

Some results from parabolic flights --- on liquid-gas
mixtures p 608 A87-39839

Improvement of flight hardware and isothermal
Marangoni convection under micro-gravity conditions

p 608 A87-39840

Design and test of a prototype thermal bus evaporator
reservoir aboard the KC-135 0-g aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 87-1503] p 603 A87-42477

REDUCED ORDER FILTERS

Aeroelastic control of oblique-wing aircraft
p 108 A87-1334t

REDUCTION (CHEMISTRY)
NO(x) reduction and combustion phenomena in the

multi-annular gas turbine swirl burner
[AIAA PAPER 87-2036] p 671 A87-45370

REDUNDANCY
A redundancy management procedure for fault detection

and isolation p 46 A87-11127

Redundant computer system for fly-by-wire controls
p 111 A87-14013

Analytical redundancy through nonlinear observers ---
of aircraft motion p 114 A87-16197

Requirement analysis of an intelligent, redundant,
actuation system p 179 A87-16766

Application of a statistical method of fault detection and
isolation to a flight control system p 206 A87-18318

Effects of redundancy configuration and its management
mode on the reliability of flight control system

p 595 A87-39422
Decentralized filtering and redundancy management for

multisensor navigation p 578 A87-39736
AFTI/F-11 t MAW flight control system and redundancy

management description
_'.'.C.'..-;." 331._T _ _, _,3 ; ;,37 ,33 ;3

Fault-tolerant flight control system combining expert

system and analytical redundancy concepts

p 776 N87-27605
REDUNDANCY ENCODING

H/W and S/W redundancy techniques for 90's rotorcraft
computers p 756 A87-48949

Advanced detection, isolation and accommodation of
sensor failures: Real-time evaluation

[NASA-TP-2740] p 682 N87-25331
REDUNDANT COMPONENTS

'Gold-plated' design --- redundancy and safety factors
in aircraft structures p 233 A87-22222

Analytical redundancy technology for engine reliability
improvement

[SAE PAPER 861725] p 462 A87-32614
Analysis of structures with rotating, flexible

substructures

lAD-A178903] p 542 N87-23004
REENTRY GUIDANCE

Optimal descending, hypersonic turn to heading
[DE86-010989] p 120 N87-12577

REENTRY VEHICLES

China aerodynamics research society
[AD-A182577] p 716 N87-27612

Modeling of transient heat pipe operation
[NASA-CR-180280] p 791 N87-27936

REFERENCE SYSTEMS

Sensor management for a fault tolerant integrated
inertial flight control reference and navigation system

p 581 A87-41397
REFINING

Advanced aircraft fuel evaluation, phase 1
[AD-A182029] p 784 N87-27816

REFLECTANCE
Radar refloctivity

lAD-A173508] p 268 N67-16204
REFLECTED WAVES

On the occurrence of regular reflection of shocks in
concave corner flows pl0 A87-12586

REFRACTORY COATINGS

Ceramic technology for advanced heat engines
project
[DE86-014332] p 260 N87-16157

Corrosion/oxidation protection of high temperature
material --- gas turbine engines
[PNR90355] p 319 N87-16905

REFRACTORY MATERIALS

Diffusion bonding of certain refractory metals
p 121 A87-13171

Rotational molding of high temperature thermoplastics
p 199 A87-19219

Materials for advanced gas turbines
p 783 A87-49502

Microstructural engineering of ceramics for
high-temperature application p 783 A87-50097

Carbon fibers

[AD.A171370] p 123 N87-12622
Gas turbine materials: A review

[PNR90356] p 308 N87-16842
Tensile strength of engineering ceramics

[NAL-TR-900] p 529 N87-22052
Artificial composites for high temperature applications:

A review

[DUE-007] p 530 N87-22808
REFRACTORY METAL ALLOYS

Present-day metallic materials employed in the
structures of aircraft and helicopters used and
manufactured in Poland p 317 A87-25970

REFRIGERATING

Observations on the development of a natural
refrigeration icing wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 87-0175] p 256 A87-22463

REFRIGERATING MACHINERY

A study of fluid-dynamic pressure fields on compressor
reed valves
[AD-A178584] p 541 N87-22938

REFUELING
Robust control of aircraft refueling - A preliminary

investigation
[AIAA PAPER 87-0070] p 253 A87-22392

REGENERATORS

An overview of the small engine component technology
(SECT) studies --- commuter, rotorcraft, cruise missile and
auxiliary power applications in year 2000
[AIAA PAPER 86-1542] p 184 A87-t7993

A whole-system analysis of recuperated gas turbines
p 306 A87-25884

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

Application of regression analysis to coupled responses
at high angles of attack p 113 A87-16185

Regression method for predicting wind velocity and
direction at circuit altitude at Eniseisk Airport

p 329 A87-25263
Geometric effects on the combustion in solid fuel

ramjets p 457 A87-35024

aircraft at high angles of attack
[AIAA PAPER 87-2621] p 750 A87-49621

An analysis of the approximation of the aerodynamic
coefficients of thin bodies in a rarefied gas

p 808 A87-53526
A rotor optimization using regression analysis

p 136 N87-11755
Method for forecasting repair and replacement needs

for Naval aircraft, phase 2
[DE87-001628] p 341 N87-19348

Cost analysis for aircraft system test and evaluation:
Empirical survey data structuring and parametric modeling,
volume 2
[AD-A181466] p 739 N87-26885

Experimental and analytical studies in fluids
[NASA-CR-181242] p 791 N87-27943

REGULATIONS

The FAA 'Buy-SeW slot rule - Airline deregulation at the
crossroads p210 A87-19297

Deregulation of air transport in North America and
western Europe p 273 A87-23268

The international regulation of liability in the field of air
traffic control services p 274 A87-23273

Propeller aircraft noise legislation. A comprehensive
review p 336 A87-25926

Ldn dictates local options - Why? --- sociological effect
of artificially-modeled noise standards

p 331 A87-27117
Aviation antitrust - International considerations after

Sunset p 549 A87-37016

Impacts of regulations on engine airworthiness
[SAE PAPER 871051] p 738 A87-48774

Airline management prerogative in the deregulation
era p 861 A87-52172

Flight recorders: New US regulations and new
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)
standards p 32 N87-10093

Semiannual report to Congress on the effectiveness of
the Civil Aviation Security Program
lAD-A169813] p 155 N87-13420

A study of environmental noise with a view to aircraft
with prop-fans
[FFA-TN-1987-15] p 798 N87-27491

Aerodynamic performance investigation of advanced
mechanical suppressor and ejector nozzle concepts for
jet noise reduction
[NASA-CR-174860] p 834 N87-29534

REGULATORS
Eigenstructure assignment by dynamic Output

feedback p 134 A87-13385
Robustness qualification and improvement of

multivariable regulators, with application to airplane
control

[ESA-TT-867] p 374 N87-19401
REINFORCED PLASTICS

Review of the role of thermoplastics in airborne radomes
for the 1990s p 604 A87.41305

Composites- What next p 841 A87.51807
REINFORCED PLATES

The Shock and Vibration Digest, Volume 19, No. 4
p 612 N87.23818

REINFORCED SHELLS

The Shock and Vibration Digest, Volume 19, No. 4
p 612 N87-23818

REINFORCEMENT (STRUCTURES)
Influence of debonding on the efficiency of crack

patching p 610 A87-41690
A study of the performance of reinforcing cover plates

p 611 A87-42155
Assessment of damage tolerance requirements and

analysis. Volume 5: Assessment and recommendations
[AD-A175111 ] p 363 N87-19381

REINFORCEMENT RINGS
A reinforcing band near the flange of a heated cylindrical

casing p 48 A87-12445
REISSNER THEORY

Application of Reissner method to free vibrations of a
tapered, twisted, aerofoil cross-section turbine blade,
mounted at a stagger angle on a rotating disc

p 366 A87-27811
RELAXATION METHOD (MATHEMATICS)

Relaxation algorithms for the Euler equations
[AIAA PAPER 85-1516] p 387 A87-31179

Multigrid acceleration of a relaxation procedure for the
RNS equations
[AIAA PAPER 87-1145] p 558 A87-42091

Time-consistent pressure relaxation procedure for
compressible reduced Navier-Stokes equations

p 626 A87-43377
RELIABILI'r3f

Fault tolerance - An affordable necessity --- maintaining
weapon system operational capability

p 178 A87.16737
Effect of design variables, temperature gradients and

[NASA-TM-88883] p 201 N87-13755
Future fighters: Will they be supportable?

[AD-A177790] p 483 N87-21848
Otis ANGB (Air National Guard Base) visibility sensor

field test study
[AD-A179176] p 615 N87-24045

RELIABILITY ANALYSIS
Predictive models and reliability improvement in

electromagnetic nondestructive evaluation
p 45 A87-10732

A redundancy management procedure for fault detection
and isolation p 46 A87-11127

MD-80 service maturity program p 64 A87-15418

Tailoring a major weapon environmental program --- for
Low Altitude Navigation and Targeting Infrared System for
Night p 102 A87-15430

Reverse tailoring for realistic reliability tests
p 128 A87-15432

Application of Markov models for RMA assessment ---
Reliability, Maintainability and Availability

p 126 A87-15435
Sensor failure detection in flight control systems using

deterministic observers p114 A87-16195
An architecture for consideration of multiple faults .-.

in Space Shuttle simulator hardware
p 204 A87-16682

Automated thermal and reliability analysis of avionics
designs
[AIAA PAPER 86-2730] p 180 A87-17948

A mathematical model for reliability analysis of aircraft
structure p 167 A87-18530

The reliability and the intensity of aircraft structures
p 363 A87-29601
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RELIABILITY ENGINEERING SUBJECT INDEX

On the achievement of a highly dependable and
fault-tolerant Air Traffic Control System

p 356 A87-30275
Testability management for digital avionics

p 459 A87-31500
Probabilistic damage tolerance analyis of aircraft

structures p 530 A87-35288
Aircraft structural reliability and risk analysis

p 530 A87-35289
Durability of aircraft structures p 531 A87-35291
Close form solution for prediction of crack propagation

life of structure member and its application to landing
gears p 607 A87-39415

Effects of redundancy configuration and its management
mode on the reliability of flight control system

p 595 A87-39422
Prediction of the reliability of aircraft part manufacturing

processes p 610 A87-42128
T700/CT7 derivative growth engine reliability -

Consistent with longstanding industry traditions
p 663 A87-43464

Application of engine component life methodology to
life assessment p 698 A87-46230

A reliability evaluation system for ceramic gas turbines
p 786 A87-47715

Automated thermal and reliability analysis of avionics
designs p 757 A87-50335

Probabilistic and reliability analysis of the California
Bearing Ratio (CBR) design method for flexible airfield
pavements
[AD-A173231] p3t6 N87-17719

Design verification of SIFT
[NASA-CR-4097] p 858 N87-30099

RELIABILITY ENGINEERING

Renewed interest in hinge moment models for failure
detection and isolation p 110 A87-13426

Environmental Stress Screening (ESS) demonstrates its
value in the field p 127 A87-15403

Reliability growth during flight test p 127 A87-15412
LAMPS MK III - A 'New Look' success story --- reliability

engineering of ship/helicopter system for antisubmarine
warfare p 102 A87-15415

F/A-18 Hornet reliability program - Status report
p 64 A87-t5419

Built-In-Test for tail-safe design p 128 A87-15428
Sizing hybrid packages for optimum reliability

p 128 A87-15433
F/A-18 Hornet: Reliability development testing - An

update p 299 A87-26035
Design verification system for advanced aerospace

engines p 367 A87-29454
Deterministic failure prediction p 608 A87-40096
Investigation of optimal complexity of BITE and its effects

on reliability, maintainability, monitoring and fault prediction
--- Built-In Test (BITE) electronic systems
]ETN-86.97976] p 51 N87-11175

Report of the Working Group on Helicopter Health
Monitoring
[CAA-PAPER-85012] p 175 N87-t4313

Evaluation of reliability modeling tools for advanced fault
tolerant systems
[NASA-CR-178067] p 271 N87-16559

Prebabilistic and reliability analysis of the California
Bearing Ratio (CBR) design method for flexible airfield
pavements
[AD-A173231] p316 N87-17719

Fault tolerant electrical power system. Phase 2: Analysis
and preliminary design
[AD-A177278] p 508 N87-21907

REMOTE CONTROL
Piloting of unmanned air vehicles. II

p 23 A87-t0941
Electroluminescent (EL) remotely-controlled landing

zone marker light system

[AD-D012386] p 87 N87-11716
REMOTE SENSING

Laser remote sensing procedures provide an aid to
aviation during the approach for landing

p 19 A87-11370
Oil slick detection with an airborne SLAR

p 178 A87-16746

Millimeter-wave imaging sensor p 181 A87-19094

New technology and its applications to mini-RPVs
p 299 A87-27299

Airborne remote sensing from remotely piloted aircraft
p 393 A87-29001

A miniature remote deadweight calibrator

p 694 A87-45104
Airborne multibeam radar altimetry --- of oceans

p 853 A87-53115

Preliminary simultaneous L/C-band images from the JPL
aircraft synthetic aperture radar p 853 A87-53159

Results from the pushbr0om microwave radiometer
flights over the Konza Prairie in 1985

p 853 A87-53206

Remote detection of aircraft icing conditions using
microwave radiometers

[PB86-229507] p 204 N87-t4806

NASA/JPL aircraft SAR operations for 1984 and 1985
[NASA-CR-180237] p 393 N87-18909

JASMIN 2: A system for multisensor data fusion.
Problems and structure of the system
[FOA-C-30432-3.3] p 393 N87-19798

Investigation of air transportation technology at Ohio
University, 1984 p496 N87-22609

High-angle-of-attack pneumatic lag and upwash
corrections for a hemispherical flow direction sensor
[NASA-TM-86790] p 590 N87-23616

SPACE/COHMEX data inventory document
[NASA-TM-4006] p 854 N87-29068

REMOTE SENSORS

Ground-based detection of aircraft icing conditions using
microwave radiometers p 80 A87-t4861

Hardware design for a fixed-wing airborne gravity
measurement system
[AD-A176620] p 433 N87-20993

Advanced detection, isolation and accommodation of
sensor failures: Real-time evaluation

[NASA-TP-2740] p 682 N87-25331
Infrared simulation model SENSAT-2

[DFVLR-FB-87-10] p 854 N87-28950
REMOTELY PILOTED VEHICLES

Piloting of unmanned air vehicles. II
p 23 A87-10941

On the improvement of an expendable turbojet engine
flight envelope p 104 A87-13647

Robust control law design of an unmanned reseamh
vehicle p 187 A87-16774

Piping RPVs aboard p 161 A87-17140
Wright Brothers Lectureship in Aeronautics: Experience

with HiMAT remotely piloted research vehicle - An alternate
flight test approach
[AIAA PAPER 86-2754] p 166 A87-17963

New technology and its applications to mini-RPVs

p 299 A87-27299
Remotely piloted vehicles join the service

p 300 A87-27334
Tree attenuation at 869 MHz derived from remotely

piloted aircraft measurements p 381 A87-28414
Airborne remote sensing from remotely piloted aircraft

p 393 A87-29001
Avionics for the small remotely piloted vehicle

p 435 A87-31511
A secure data link for RPV and other applications

p 578 A87-41279
HALE thermal balance --- High Altitude Long Endurance

remotely piloted vehicles
[AIAA PAPER 87-2172] p 656 A87-45452

Waste heat recovery system for high altitude application
of liquid cooled, piston engines
[AIAA PAPER 87-2174] p 673 A87-45454

Investigation of hybrid airship RPV for entomological
research

[AIAA PAPER 87-2304] p 744 A87-48640
Stability augmentation for a free flying ducted fan

[AIAA PAPER 87-2453] p 773 A87-50499
Canadair's CL-227 Sentinel gains credibility

p 824 A87-53798
Navy technology requirements for unmanned airborne

vehicles p 245 N87-16002
High altitude, long endurance RPV design technology

study p 245 N87-16011
The performance of aerofoils with lift devices at low

Reynolds numbers for use on RPV wings --- remotely
piloted vehicle (RPV)
[BU-332] p 350 N87-19363

Hover performance of a remotely piloted helicopter
[AD-A176587] p 433 N87-20992

Unusual airborne simulator applications
p 602 N87-23656

REPLACING

Method for forecasting repair and replacement needs
for Naval aircraft, phase 2
[DE87-001628] p 341 N87-19348

REPORTS

Compendium of NASA Langley reports on hypersonic
aerodynamics
[NASA-TM-87760] p 291 N87-16802

REQUIREMENTS

Development of Integrated Programs for
Aerospace-Vehicle Design (IPAD)
[NASA-CR-181274] p 796 N87-28299

RESCUE OPERATIONS
Aimraft accidents, survival, and rescue

p 78 A87-13581
Technical-historical development of parachutes and

their applications since World War I
[AIAA PAPER 86-2423] p 79 A87-13777

HH-60 avionics - A progress report
p 182 A87-19285

A new range of initial intervention vehicles foreseen ---
for airport firefighting p 314 A87-25847

Emergency locater transmitters - A problem and a
challenge p 578 A87-39428

Flight control systems for search and rescue
p 766 A87-48946

RESEARCH

Aeronautical research spin-errs on the development of
civil applications for aluminium alloys p 48 A87-11792

RESEARCH AIRCRAFT

LOW cost aerial testing of parachutes
[AIAA PAPER 86-2472] p 79 A87-13806

Summary of NASA stall/spin research for general
aviation configurations
[AIAA PAPER 86-2597] p 111 A87-14032

F-106 data summary and model results relative to threat
criteria and protection design analysis

p 81 A87-15004
Interpretation of a class of in-flight lightning signatures

p 81 A87-15005
Spatial and temporal description of strikes to the FAA

CV-580 aircraft p 81 A87-15013
Simultaneous airborne and ground measurement of low

altitude cloud-to-ground lightning strike on CV-580
aircraft p 81 A87-t5014

Joint thunderstorm operations using the NASA F-106B
and FAATC/AFWAL Convair 580 airplanes

p 95 A87-15018
Improved electrostatic discharge wicks for aircraft

p 127 A87-15039
Cockpit added for evaluating helicopter systems

p 162 A87-17416
Wright Brothers Lectureship in Aeronautics: Experience

with HiMAT remotely piloted research vehicle - An alternate
flight test approach
[AIAA PAPER 86-2754] p 166 A87-17963

New capabilities and recent research programs of the
NASA/Army CH-47B variable-stability helicopter

p 191 A87-19266
On wings into space --- history of Ames-Dryden Flight

Research Facility p 255 A87-20679
High Technology Test Bed program MOD 3 STOL

[SAE PAPER 861633] p 360 A87-29637
Validation of aerodynamic parameters at high angles

of attack for RAE high incidence research models
[AIAA PAPER 87-2558] p 729 A87-49608

Simulation evaluation of the control system command
monitoring concept for the NASA V/STOL research aircraft
(VSRA)

[AIAA PAPER 87-2255] p 770 A87-50418
Simulation evaluation of the advanced control concept

for the NASA V/STOL research aircraft (VSRA)
[AIAA PAPER 87-2535] p 773 A87-50536

In-flight total forces, moments and static aeroelastie

characteristics of an oblique-wing research airplane
[NASA-TP-2224] p 36 N87-10103

Flight.determined aerodynamic derivatives of the AD-1
oblique-wing research airplane
[NASA-TP-2222] p 36 N87-1087t

Flight test report of the NASA icing research airplane:

Performance, stability, and control after flight through
natural icing conditions
[NASA-CR-179515] p 116 N87-11797

Automatic braking system modification for the Advanced
Transport Operating Systems (ATOPS) Transportation
Systems Research Vehicle (TSRV)
[NASA-CR-178155] p 191 N87-13446

Flight investigation of the effect of tail configuration on
stall, spin, and recovery characteristics of a low-wing
general aviation research airplane
[NASA-TP-2644] p 300 N87-16815

Noise propagation from a four-engine, propeller-driven
airplane
[NASA-TM-89035] p 335 N87-17482

Linear and nonlinear interpretation of the direct strike
lightning response of the NASA F106B thunderstorm
research aircraft

[NASA-CR-3746] p 331 N87-18278

Flight characteristics of the AD-1 oblique-wing research
aircraft

[NASA-TP-2223] p 373 N87-18570

New methods and results for quantification of
lightning-aircraft electrodynamics
[NASA-TP-2737] p 492 N87-21871

The value of early flight evaluation of propulsion
concepts using the NASA F-15 research airplane

[NASA-TM-100408] p 763 N87-26913
Flutter clearance of the F-14 variable-sweep transition

flight experiment airplane, phase 1
[NASA-TM-88287] p 754 N87-27663

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

The need to execute the National Airspace System
Program and for R&D beyond p 1 A87-11802

Developments at ARL to meet future Australian needs

in aeronautics p 2 A87-13017
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Mechanized manufacture of composite main rotor blade

spars p 124 A87-13625
Results of helicopter research at DFVLR

p 91 A87-13987

Results of research on materials and construction
methods by the DFVLR p 64 A87-14016

Slat wings --- Russian book p 145 A87-17709

Aircraft research and development trends in the US and
USSR

[AIAA PAPER 86-2720] p 142 A87-17944

Future bright for composites use in general aviation
p 259 A87-20575

Reducing the cost of aero engine resesrch and
development p 304 A87-25050

Plastics - A birdseye view into the future
p 318 A87-27242

Development of damage tolerance and durability design
technology p 359 A87-29602

Research on control law for active flutter suppression
p 372 A87-29607

Has the Orient Express been murdered? --- technelogmal
development of hypersonic transport aircraft

p 340 A87-30002
A new approach for USAF's Advanced Tactical

Fighter p 361 A87-30006
Advanced fastener technology for composite and

metallic joints p383 A87-30102
Recent progress in circulation control aerodynamics

[AIAA PAPER 87-0001] p 345 A87-31101
The research of 2-D flexible wall self-streamlining wind

tunnel p 451 A87-32194
Supersonic cruise technology roadmap

[SAE PAPER 861685] p 402 A87-32601
The development of single crystal superalloy turbine

blades p 456 A87-33265
Advances in superplastio materials

p 456 A87-33269
Titanium aluminides - Future turbine materials

p 456 A87-33272

A five year review on DFVLR helioopter/rotor acous_cs
research

[AIAA PAPER 87-0912] p 476 A87-33720
Helicopter aeromechanics research at DFVLR - Recent

results and outlook p 430 A87-34864
Helicopter individual-blade*control research at MIT

1977-85 p 448 A87-34855
DFVLR, Annual Report 1985 p 403 A87-35176
Adhesively sealed fuel tanks. R&D to production

[SAWE PAPER 1688] p 504 A87-36276
Development of the F3-1HI-30 turbofan engine

p 591 A87-40847
T700/CT7 derivative growth engine reliability -

Consistent with longstanding industry traditions
p 663 A87-43464

The tilt-rotor aircraft - A response to the future? From
European interrogations to Eurofar actions
[MBB-UD-486-86-PUB] p 654 A87-43474

Rotororaft research - A national effort (The 1986
Alexander Nikolsky Honorary Lectureship)

p 623 A87-44255
Rotor icino research at RAE Fnrnh_rnHnh

p 646 A87-44706
U.S. aeronautical R&D goals - SST: bodge to the next

century p 624 A87-46182
PTA - Research at full scale ... Propfan Test

Assessment p 758 A87-47867
The future use of the European Transonic Wind Tunnel

E'rW in the development of advanced aircraft
(DGLR PAPER 86-140] p 777 A87-46162

European V/STOL: From the pioneers to production -

and the future p 711 A87-48167
Opportunities and challenges in heat transfer - From

the perspective of the government laboratory
p 787 A87-46313

X-31 - Breaking the stall barrier p 744 A87-46366
Lessons learned from past programs - Air traffic

control

[AIAA PAPER 67-2222] p 793 A67-48603
The Merlyn diesel concept for propulsion

[SAE PAPER 871040] p 760 A87-48767
Design and development of the Voyager 200/300 liquid

cooled aircraft engine
[SAE PAPER 871042] p 760 A87-48769

Report of the Working Group on Helicopter Health
Monitoring p 713 A87-46942

UK research into system identification for helicopter flight
mechanics p 793 A87-48959

International Helicopter Forum, 16th, Bueckeburg, West
Germany, June t t, 12, 1986 and International Aerospace
Exhibition, Hanover, West Germany, June 6-15, 1986,
Reports p 714 A87.49638

New developments in military and civil helicopters in
Western Europe p 714 A87-49639

New engine developments for helicopters in Western
Europe and the U.S.A. p 761 A87-49644

New developments in dynamic helicopter components
p 714 A87-49645

Overview of the support of the aeronautics research
and technology by the Bundesministerium fuer Forschung
und Technologie (BMFT)
[ETN-86-98215] p 144 N87-13402

More recent research results of the DFVLR in the domain

of aerodynamics and flight mechanics
[ETN-86-98216] p 151 N87-13412

NASA authorizations, fiscal year 1987
[GPO-61-975] p 274 N87-15904

Reducing the cost of aero engine research and
development
[PNRg0341] p 308 N87-16636

National Aerospace Plane Program: Principal
assumptions, findings and policy options
[RAND/P-7288-RGS] p 625 N87-25990

Research and development. Technical-scientific
publications 1986
[ETN-87-99713] p 710 N87-26826

Modeling of Systems for Aircraft Guidance and Air Traffic
Control for Research, Development, and Evaluation ---
conference

[DFVLR-MI'I-F-86-24] p 821 N87-28530
Role and task of models as tools for research and

development p 821 N87-28531
RESEARCH FACILITIES

Design of McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Company's
new Composite Development Center

p 192 A87-19217
On wings into space --- history of Ames-Dryden Flight

Research Facility p 255 A87-20679
Reactivation study for NASA Lew_s Research Center's

Hypersonic Tunnel Facility
[AIAA PAPER 87-1886] p 779 A87-50190

Rapid prototyping facility for flight research in
artificial-intelligence-based flight systems concepts
[NASA-TM-88268] p 137 N87-12273

Aerodynamics research and development at the Royal
Aircraft Establishment (RAE), Farnborough in the United
Kingdom
[AD-A171837] p 258 N87-15982

Noise propagation from a four-engine, propeller-driven
airplane
[NASA-TM-89035] p 335 N87-17482

The CAD environment of the National Aerospace
Laboratory NLR, The Netherlands
[NLR-MP-86005-U] p 396 N87-19029

Design ol an axial flow research compressor operating
in the subsonic and transonic ranges
[NAL-TM.PR-8607] p 518 N87-21952

Langley aerospace test highlights - 1986
[NASA-TM-89144] p 550 N87-22602

Helicopter transmission testing at NASA Lewis Research
Center

[NASA-TM-89912] p 542 N87-22978
A method for aircraft simulation verification and

validation developed at the United States Air Force Flight
Simulation Facility p 601 N87-23654

Reactivation study for NASA Lewis Research Center's
hveersonic tunnel facility
]NASA-TM-89918] p 603 N87-23664

Engineer incharge: A history of the Langley Aeronautical
Laboratory, 1917-1958
[NASA-SP-4305] p 621 N87-24390

Some innovations and accomplishments of Ames
Research Center since its inception
[NASA-TM-88348] p 716 N87-27609

Aircraft ground vibration testing at NASA Ames.Dryden
Flight Research Facility
[NASA-TM-88272] p 753 N87-27655

AI at Ames: Artificial Intelligence research and
application at NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field,
California, February 1985 p 858 N87-29140

The ACEE program and basic composites research at
Langley Research Center (1975 to 1986): Summary and
bibliography
[NASA-RP-1177] p 846 N87-29612

RESEARCH MANAGEMENT

Air Force technical objective document fiscal year
1987

[AD-A167324] p 62 N87-10779

Overview of the support of the aeronautics research
and technology by the Bundesminislerium fuer Forschung
und Technologie (BMFT)
(ETN-86-98215] p 144 N87-13402

Aerodynamics research and development at the Royal
Aircraft Establishment (RAE), Farnborough in the United

Kingdom
[AD-A171837] p 256 N87-15982

Loads and Aeroelasticity Division research and
technology accomplishments for FY 1986 and plans for
FY 1987
[NASA-TM-89064] p 291 N87-16796

RESONANT FREQUENCIES

Compendium of NASA Langley reports on hypersonic
aerodynamics
[NASA-TM-87760] p 291 N87-16802

Research on structural analysis at the DFVLR,
Brunswick p 326 N87-17076

Some innovations and accomplishments of Ames
Research Center since its inception
[NASA-TM-88348] p 716 N87-27609

Weather Research Program
[PB87-196390] p 864 N87-29065

RESEARCH PROJECTS
Fatigue in aircraft corrosion testing: The first t0 years

[NLR-MP-86009-U] p 380 N87-18662
RESIDENTIAL AREAS

Reaction to aircraft noise in residential areas around

Australian airports p 54 A87-10116
How to limit the residential area affected by aircraft noise

around an airport p 330 A87-27113
An international study of the influence of residual noise

on community disturbance due to aircraft noise
p 330 A87-27114

Ldn dictates local options - Why? --- sociological effect
of artificially-modeled noise standards

p 331 A87-27117
Aircraft noise descriptor and its application

p 334 A87-27116
RESIDUAL STRENGTH

Evaluation of composite components on the Bell 206L
and Sikorsky S-76 helicopter
[SAE PAPER 661671] p 360 A87-29641

Long-term environmental effects and flight service
evaluation of composite materials
]NASA-TM-89067] p 319 N87-17856

RESIDUAL STRESS

Impact fracture of chemically tempered glass helicopter
windshields p 195 A87-17824

Fatigue crack growth predictions of welded aircraft
structures containing flaws in the residual stress field

p 692 A87-42853
Fatigue and fracture mechanics analysis of compression

loaded aircraft structure p 692 A87-42854
The role and the detection of residual stress in helicopter

and aircraft components p 786 A87-48966
Residual stresses in 2024-T81 aluminum using caustics

and moire interferometry p 843 A87-53785
RESIDUES

Carbon residue studies with a micro carbon residue
tester

]AD-A171153] p 25g N87-15306
RESIN BONDING

British Airways experience with composite repairs
p 143 A87-16197

RESIN MATRIX COMPOSITES
Resin-hardener systems for resin transfer molding

p 120 A87-13093
Polymer, metal, and ceramic matrix composites for

advanced aircraft engine applications
p 121 A87-15187

Review of the role of thermoplastics in airborne radomes
for the 1990s p 604 A87-41305

Damage tolerance of toughened resin graphite

Use of composites in propulsion systems
p 761 A87-49633

RESONANCE TESTING

Validation of a method for air resonance testing of
helicopters at model scale using active control of Pylon
dynamic characteristics p 663 A87-43462

RESONANT FREQUENCIES

Natural frequency analysis of compressor rotor blades
p 34 A67-10899

Natural frequency analysis of pretwisted plates
p 46 A87-10900

Resonant and non-resonant acoustic properties of

elastic panels. I - The radiation problem
p 49 A87-13026

Investigation of the possibility of avoiding the resonance
of a helicopter rotor blade by the modification of its
parameters. I p 299 A87-25971

Investigation of the possibility of avoiding the resonance
of a helicopter rotor blade by the modification of
parameters. II p 299 A87-25974

The use of discrete minimization in the design of a
straight control section in the fuselage of transport
aircraft p 358 A87-28151

Pitching oscillating derivatives of wedges in supersonic
and hypersonic p 371 A87-26343

A microcomputer based system for measuring natural
frequencies and mode shapes of structures

p 394 A87-26566
Minimizing the vibration amplitude of a symmetrical rotor

at a specified resonance frequency p 460 A87-31734
A mathematical model for estimating the natural vibration

frequency of the disks of gas turbine engines in the case
of a slight change in the disk thickness

p 591 A87-41911
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RESONANT VIBRATION

Research on the stress analysis method of rubber
structure - Calculation of the frequency adapter stresses

p 693 A87-43453
Free vibration of a thin cylindrical shell with periodic

circumferential stiffeners p 785 A87-47355
A new model of a self-controlled system --- cross-flow

excited elastically suspended body vibration
p 847 A87-51158

Self-excited oscillations in jet engine test cells
p 859 A87-51215

Wind tunnel resonance by the finite element method
p 348 N87-18533

Application of a system modification technique to

dynamic tuning of a spinning rotor blade
p 390 N87-18871

Supersonic flow induced cavity acoustics
p 476 N87-20601

RESONANT VIBRATION
Spectral composition of the forces exciting vibrations

in turbomechines p 262 A87-20388
A discrete model of a deformable aeroplane with moving

control surfaces for natural vibrations analysis
p 428 A87-32934

On the natural vibration of the aircraft structural model
p 532 A87-36898

Analysis of asymmetric natural vibrations of a deformable
aeroplane with suspended bodies by the method of finite
elements p 583 A87-39768

A mathematical model for estimating the natural vibration
frequency of the disks of gas turbine engines in the case
of a slight change in the disk thickness

p 591 A87-41911

Substantiation of the analytical prediction of ground and
air resonance stability of a bearingless rotor, using model
scale tests p 654 A87-43463

RESOURCE ALLOCATION

The FAA 'Buy-Selr slot rule - Airline deregulation at the
crossroads p210 A87-19297

Integrated communication, navigation, and identification
avionics resource allocation
[AD-A170357] p 182 N87-13439

Net shape technology inaerospace structures. Volume
1
[AD-A176508] p 406 N87-20957

RESPIRATION
Incompatibility of the M-1 maneuver with US Navy

tactical aircraft oxygen systems
[AD-A183731] p 856 N87-30072

RESPONSES
Annoyance response to simulated advanced turboprop

aircraft interior noise containing tonal beats
[NASA-TP-2689] p 620 N87-24161

RETICLES

The art of reticulation and applicable adhesives
p 529 A87-38616

RETINAL IMAGES

The retinal image of the fresnel lens optical landing
system
[AD-A176090] p 426 N87-20258

RETIREMENT FOR CAUSE

Manufacturing technology for nondestructive evaluation
(NDE) system to implement retirement for cause (RFC)
procedures for gas turbine engine components

p 44 A87-10727
RETROFITI'ING

Assessing technologies for fighter aircraft
preplanned-product improvement and retrofit
[AIAA PAPER 86-2688] p 164 A87-17925

RETROREFLECTION
Homomorphic filtering for the resolution of

radio-navigation signals and rereflections
p 355 A87-29759

REVERSED FLOW

Numerical solution of the 3-dimensional boundary layer
equations in the inverse mode using finite differences

p 11 N87-10005

Effects of thrust reversing in ground proximity
p 573 N87-24416

STOL landing thrust: Reverser jet flowtields
p 573 N87-24417

REVISIONS
Constructional improvements in a turboprop engine

p 306 A87-27492
Are general aviation modifiers needed?

p 401 A87-31619
Innovative aerodynamics - The sensible way of restoring

growth capability to the EA-68 Prowler
[AIAA PAPER 87-2362] p 748 A87*49079

UH-6O Black Hawk engineering simulation model
validation and proposed modifications

[NASA-CR-177360] p 312 N87-17710

Flight investigation of the effects of an outboard
wing-leading-edge modification on stall/spin
characteristics of a low.wing, single-engine, T-tail light

airplane
[NASA.TP-2691] p 585 N87-23614

REYNOLDS NUMBER

Effect of Reynolds number on upper cowl flow
separation p 347 A87-31289

A summary of Reynolds number effects on some recent

tests in the Langley 0.3-meter transonic cryogenic tunnel
[SAE PAPER 861765] p 409 A87-32626

A summary of the effects of Reynolds number on drag
divergence for airfoils tested in the Langley 0.3-meter
transonic cryogenic tunnel
[SAE PAPER 861767] p 409 A87-32627

Influence of Reynolds number on forebody side forces
for 3.5-diameter tangent-ogive bodies
[AIAA PAPER 87-2274] p 722 A87-49056

Review of vortex flow flight projects on the F-106B
[AIAA PAPER 87-2346] p 748 A87-49065

Pseudo Reynolds number trends --- and transonic wind
tunnel mach number errors

[AIAA PAPER 87-2612] p 778 A87-49111
Performance of two 10-1b/sec centrifugal compressors

with different blade and shroud thicknesses operating over

a range of Reynolds numbers
[AIAA PAPER 87-1746] p 762 A87-50188

Report on tests of a CAST 10 airfoil with fixed transition
in the T2 transonic cryogenic wind tunnel with self-adaptive
walls
[RT-OA-63/1685] p 14 N87-10834

Transition fixing and simulation of high Reynolds number
flow at transonic velocities p 229 N87-tSt69

Investigation of the components of the NAL high
Reynolds number two-dimensional wind tunnel. Part 4:
Design, construction and performance of the exhaust
silencer

[NASA-TM-88513] p 258 N87-15237
Effect of Reynolds number variation on aerodynamics

of a hydrogen-fueled transport concept at Mech 6
[NASA-TP-2728] p 645 N87-26031

A study of the effects of Reynolds number and Mach
number on constant pressure coefficient jump for

shock-induced trailing-edge separation
[NASA-CR-4090] p 731 N87-26864

REYNOLDS STRESS

A comparison of turbulence closure modots for transonic
flows about airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 87-0418] p 224 A87-22619

An experimental investigation of a laminar separation
on a natural laminar flow airfoil
{AIAA PAPER 87-0458] p 226 A87-22650

Characteristics of a trailing flap flow with small

separation p 383 A87-29956
Turbulent boundary-layer properties downstream of the

shock-wave/boundary-layer interaction
p 486 A87-37104

RHEOLOGY
Rheological characteristics of parts of MR material used

in gas turbine engines --- porous metallic wire analog of
resin p 460 A87-31722

Laboratory characterization tests for antimisting fuel
[DOT/FAA/CT-86/23] p 530 N87-22864

RIBBON PARACHUTES

Measured and calculated stress in a ribbon parachute
canopy p 410 A87-33239

RIBS (SUPPORTS)
Direct drag and hot-wire measurements on thin-element

riblet arrays p 266 A87-23226
Ten years of flight service with DC- 10 composite rudders

- A backward glance
[SAE PAPER 861674] p 360 A87-29643

RIDING QUALITY

Military specifications p 658 N87-25281
Correlation of B-1 flight test subjective assessments and

some ride quality/vibration exposure criteria
[AD-A179844] p 658 N87-25318

RIGID ROTOR HELICOPTERS
Stabilization of helicopter blade flapping

p 297 A87-23740
RIGID ROTORS

Sources and observers in motion. IV - Acoustic

measurements on aerofoils moving in a circle at high
speed p 59 A87-12996

Selecting the type of a hydrodynamic damper for
gas-turbine engine rotor supports p 262 A87-20377

Nonsynchronous motion of squeeze film damper
systems p 380 A87-27706

Dynamics of composite rotor blades in forward flight
p 430 A87-34858

FEL - A new main rotor system p 651 A87-43402

Optimum design of a helicopter rotor blade
p 651 A87-43406

An experimental and analytical investigation of isolated
rotor flap-log stability in forward flight

p 747 A87-48954
A study of some approximations in the modeling of a

coupled rotor/fuselage aeromechanical system
p 825 A87-53901

Dynamics of full annular rotor rub
[AO-A173311 ] p 327 N87-18098

SUBJECT INDEX

An experimental investigation of the aeromechanical
stability of a hingeless rotor in hover and forward flight
[NASA-TM-89t07] p 540 N87-22276

Toward comparing experiment and theory for
corroborative research on hingeless rotor stability in

forward flight
[NASA-CR-181354] p 836 N87-28562

RIGID STRUCTURES
Sources and observers in motion. II - Acoustic radiation

from a small rigid body in arbitrary motion. III - Acoustic
radiation from non-compact rigid bodies moving at high
speed p 69 A87-12995

Forced vibration of a stiff body in a viscous medium
p 385 A87-30478

Application of GRASP to nonlinear analysis of a
cantilever beam --- General Rotorcraff Aeromechanical

Stability Program
[AIAA PAPER 87-0953] p 429 A87-33749

Equivalent linearization of a nonlinear element with
respect to subharmonic motions p 789 A87-49981

RIGID WINGS

Experimental aeroelastic behavior of forward-swept
graphite/epexy wings with rigid-body freedom

p 824 A87-53781
RING LASERS

An advanced flight control and navigation system
implementation for tactical helicopters

p 434 A87-31465

Ring laser gyro inertial and GPS integrated navigation
system for commercial aviation p 579 A87-41364

RING STRUCTURES
The Annular Parachute - An approach to a low altitude

personnel parachute
[AIAA PAPER 86-2449] p 80 A87-13823

Finite element contact analysis of ring gear and
support p 127 A87-15193

Turbine air seal with full backside cooling
[AD-D012405] p 108 N87-12564

RISK
Life threat assessment logic for adaptive control of the

crest ejection seat p 161 A87-16941
Collision risk in the wide open spaces

p 295 A87-27602

Aircraft structural reliability and risk analysis
p 530 A87-35289

Air traffic control: FAA's (Federal Aviation
Administration's) advanced automation system acquisition

strategy is risky
[PB86-231743] p 237 N87-15200

RIVETED JOINTS
Fault detection sensitivity in thick light alloy specimens,

test report
[REPT-47-084/F] p 202 N87-14721

Corrosion and load transfer effects on fatigue of
mechanically fastened joints
[AD-A173802] p 268 N87-16365

Fatigue life and fastener flexibility of single shear riveted
and bolted joints
[FFA-TN-1986-35] p 326 N87-f7094

RIVETING

Technological change and skill requirements - A case
study of numerically controlled riveting in commercial
aircraft manufacture

[ASME PAPER 86-WA/TS-2] p 623 A87-43723
RIVETS

7050 aluminum rivets for military aircraft
p 124 A87-13173

RLC CIRCUITS

Lightning return stroke current computation
p 126 A87-15029

ROADS
Asphalt-rubber SAMt (Stress-Absorbing Membrane

Interlayers) field evaluation
[AD-A169700] p 194 N87-t4356

Frost action predictive techniques for roads and airfields:
A comprehensive survey of research findings
[DOT/FAA/PM-85/23] p 316 N87-16853

Soil stabilization for roadways and airfields
[AD-A183382] p 839 N87-29545

ROBOTICS

Implementation of a robotic assembly cell
p 63 A87-13062

Automated flexible assembly of aerospace structures
p 63 A87-13063

1986 American Control Conference, 5th, Seattle, WA,
June 18-20, 1986, Proceedings. Volumes 1, 2, & 3

p 133 A87-13301

Robotic systems for aircraft servicing/maintenance
p 340 A87-31149

Robotic technology for ground support equipment yields
high performance and reliability
[SAE PAPER 861658] p 452 A87-32592

ROBOTS

Cutting aerospace structures with water
p 531 A87-35395
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Future impact of manufacturing technology and
automation in Pratt & Whitney Canada

p 849 A87-53416

Robots applied to nondestructive inspection (Project
SIRO)
[ETN-87-99845| p 539 N87-22251

ROBUSTNESS (MATHEMATICS)
1986 American COntrol COnference, 5th, Seattle, WA,

June 18-20, 1986, Proceedings. Volumes 1, 2, & 3
p 133 A87-13301

Methods for obtaining robust tracking control laws
p 134 A87-13319

Muitivariable high-gain control with feedforward
compensation - A design technique p 134 A87-13365

Multivariable control of a twin lift helicopter system using
the LQG/LTR design methodology --- Linear Quadratic
Gaussian/Loop Transfer Recovery method

p 110 A87-13419

Robust controller design for a Short Take-Off and
Landing (STOL) aircraft using quantitative feedback
theory p 187 A87-16772

Robust control law design of an unmanned research
vehicle p 187 A87-16774

Robust control of aircraft refueling - A preliminary
investigation
[AIAA PAPER 67-0070] p 253 A87-22392

Artificial dissipation models for the Euler equations
p 278 A87-23656

Aircraft control design using improved time-domain
stability robustness bounds p 332 A87-23991

Stability robustness improvement using constrained
optimization techniques p 474 A87-32231

A procedure for simultaneously stabilizing a collection
of single input linear systems using non-linear state
feedback control p 546 A87-36843

Design methodology for robust stabilizing controllers
p 596 A87-40860

FAS multigrid employing ILU/SIP smoothing * A robust
fast solver for 3D transonic potential flow

p 555 A87-41419
Robust nonlinear control for high angle of attack flight

[AIAA PAPER 87-0346] p 597 A87-42649
Inherent robustness of discrete-time adaptive control

systems
[NASA-CR-176224] p 373 N67-16571

Full Approximative Scheme (FAS) multigrid employing
Incomplete Lower Upper decomposition/Strongly Implicit
Procedure (_LU/SIP) smoothing: A robust fast solver for
3D transonic potential flow
[NLR-MP-85072-U] p 389 N87-18798

Robustness qualiiication and improvement of
multivariable regulators, with application to airplane
control

[ESA-TT-867] p 374 N67-19401
An interactive synthesis approach for robust active flutter

suppression control law design p 776 N87-27673
ROCKET ENGINES

Theory and design of flight-vehicle engines
[NASA-TM-88583] p 442 N87-20281

High accuracy thrust measurement of aeronautical
propulsion systems with particular consideration to a

[NASA-TF-20080] p 834 N87.28558
ROCKET NOZZLES

Theoretical kinetic computations in complex reacting
systems p 476 N87-20277

RODS

The mathematics of interaction between a lightning rod
on earth and a step leader due to lightning

p 329 A87-25994
Nonlinear analysis of pretwistad rods using 'principal

curvature transformation'. I. Theoretical derivation

p 386 A87-31169
Geometrically nonlinear theory for thin-walled rods

p 460 A87-31730
Calculation of ice accretion on cySndrioal rods according

to Bain's model and comparison with experimental results
--- stratus clouds

[ESA-37"-970] p 176 N87-14325
Torsion-tension coupling in rods p 326 N87-17079

ROLL
Sell-induced roll oscillations measured on a delta

wing/canard configuration p 310 A87-24028
An experimental study on the threshold of roll

perception
[NAL-TR-905] p 526 N87-21968

Two blowing concepts for roll and lateral control of
aircraft

[NASA-CR-180478] p 597 N87-23627
Aircraft accident report: Midwest Express Airlines, Inc.,

DC-9-14, N 100ME, General Billy Mitchell Field, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, September 6, 1985

[PB87-910401] p576 N87-24438
Study of helicopterroll control effectiveness criteria

[NASA-CR-177404] p 681 N87-25330

ROLLER BEARINGS

Methods for the assembly and testing of the beanng
supports of gas turbine engines --- Russian book

p 126 A87-14683

A bidirectional tapered roller thrust bearing for gas
turbine engines
[AIAA PAPER 87-1842] p 695 A87-45243

Selection of rolling-element bearing steels for long-life
application
(NASA-TM-88881] p 129 N67-11993

Analysis of mixed-mode crack propagation using the
boundary integral method
[NASA-CR-1795t8] p 131 N87-12915

Non-linear performance of a three-bearing rotor
incorporating a squeeze-film damper

p 539 N87-22217
ROLLING CONTACT LOADS

Analysis of elastic and plastic deformation in a layered
structure subjected to rolling-sliding contact

p 534 A67-38555
Frictional and retarding forces on aircraft tyres. Part 4:

Estimation of effects of yaw
[ESDU-86016-PT-4] p 131 N67-12868

ROLLING MOMENTS

In-flight evaluation of incremental time delays in pitch
and roll p 188 A87.17757

New rotary rig at RAE and experiments on HtRM
p 375 A87-29264

Flow visualisation on rolling models using minitufts
p 789 A87-50587

Contribution of wing dihedral to sideforce, yawing
moment and rolling moment derivatives due to rate of roll
at subsonic speeds, (Y sub p)sub gamma, (N sub p)sub
gamma and (L sub p)sub gamma
[ESDU-85006] p 813 N87-29409

Estimation of sideforce, yawing moment and rotting
moment derivatives due to rate of roll for complete aircraft
at subsonic speeds
[ESDU.85010] p 826 N87-29490

ROTARY ENGINES

Visualization of flows in a motored rotary combustion
engine using holographic interferometry
[AIAA PAPER 86-1557] p 248 A87-21514

Advanced liquid-cooled, turbocharged and intercooled
stratified charge rotary engines for aircraft
[SAE PAPER 871039] p 759 A87-48766

Performance and efficiency evaluation and heat release
study of an outboard Marine Corporation Rotary

Combustion Engine
[NASA-TM-89833] p 442 N87-29282

ROTARY GYROSCOPES
The mechanics of dynamically tunable gyroscopes ---

Russian book p 57 A87-10444
ROTARY STABILITY

Effect of tangential torque on the dynamics of flexible
rotors
[ASME PAPER 86-WA/APM-23] p 46 A87-11113

AppScation of time-domain unsteady aerodynamics to
rotary-wing aeroelasticity p 94 A87.14103

Reflections regarding recent rotary rig results
p 375 A67-26070

Use of an imolicit formulation h_ nn n,_;l_=o,_*;_

ror the aernelastic response and stability of rotor blades
in forward flight
[AIAA PAPER 87-0921] p 428 A87-33725

Influence of third-degree geometric nonlineanties on the
vibration and stability of pretwistod, preconed, rotating
blades p 674 A87-46228

Low speed rotary aerodynamics of F-18 configuration
for O deg to 90 dog angle of attack: Test results and
analysis
{NASA-CR-3608] p 15 N87-10836

Rotary balance data and analysis for the X-29A airplane
for an angle.of-attack range of 0 deg to 90 deg
[NASA-CR-3747] p 15 N87-10837

Dynamics of full annular rotor rub
[AD-A173311] p 327 N67-18098

A post-stall compression system modeling technique
lAD-A177610] p 515 N87-21924

Effectiveness of balancing flexible rotary compressor
vanes on low-speed balancing machine

p 592 N87-23580
Toward comparing experiment and theory for

corroborative research on hingeless rotor stability in
forward flight
[NASA-CR-181354} p 836 N87.28562

ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
The future operations and procurement of rotary wing

aircraft in the Royal Australian New p 2 A67-13012
Evolution of MIL-STD-1290A, light fixed and rotary-wing

aircraft crashworthiness p 89 A87-13663

Rotor/wing aerodynamic interactions in hover
p 149 A87-19225

Control and display requirements for decelerating
approach and landing of fixed, and rotary-wing VSTOL
aircraft p 193 A87-19279

ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT

System sensory perception (SSP) p 181 A87-19283

Circulation control airfoils as applied to rotary-wing
aircraft p 287 A87-25716

The foreseeable evolution of rotor-powered flying

machines p 359 A87-29351
Full potential modeling of blade-vortex interactions

p 627 A87-43417

Contingency power for small turboshaft engines using
water injection into turbine cooling sir
[AIAA PAPER 87-1906] p 668 A87-45269

Autorotating wings - A concept that remains vital
p 745 A87-48799

Notes regarding fundamental understandings of
rotomraft aeroelastic instability p 746 A87-48951

The effects of aeroelastic deformation on the

unaugmented stopped-rotor dynamics of an X.Wing
aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 87-2563] p 769 A87-49613

International Helicopter Forum, 16th, Bueckeburg, West
Germany, June 11, 12, 1986 and International Aerospace
Exhibition, Hanover, West Germany, June 6-15, 1986,
Reports p 714 A87-49638

New developments in military and civil helicopters in
Western Europe p 714 A87-49639

Navigation -.- systems for helicopters
p 741 A87-49641

Equipment for night fighting capabiSty in heScopters
p 738 A87-49642

Helicopter survivability p 714 A87-49643

New engine developments for helicopters in Western
Europe and the U.S.A, p 761 A87-49644

New developments in dynamic helicopter components
p 714 A87-49645

Helicopter logistics p715 A87-49646
Guidance on maneuvering flight paths for rotary wing

aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 87-2406] p 772 A87-50469
Specialists' Meeting on Rotary Wing Propulsion

Systems, Williamsburg, VA, Nov. 12-14, 1986, Technical
Papers p 801 A87.53413

Compound cycle engine program p 631 A87-53428
A study of some approximations in the modeling of a

coupled rotor/fuselage aeromechanical system
p 825 A67-53901

Compound cycle engine program
[NASA-TM-88879] p 107 N87-11790

An experimental investigation of free.tip response to a
jet
[NASA-TM-88250] p 76 N87-12539

High tiff, low pitching moment airfoils
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13215-1] p 153 N87-14282

Emergency exits for underwater escape from
rotorcraft

[AEG-REPT-528] p 156 N87-14304
Wind tunnel data from a rotor wake/airframe interaction

study
[AD-A171333] p 232 N87-15190

Outdoor test stand performance of a convertible engine
with variable inlet guide vanes for advanced rotorcraft

[NASA-TM-88939] p 307 N87-16825
Development of ADOCS controllers and control laws,

Volume 2: Literature review and preliminary analysis
[NASA-CR-177339-VOL-2] p 312 N87-17708

Development of ADOCS controllers and control laws.
Volume 3: Simulation results and recommendations
[NASA-CR-177339-VOL-3] p 312 N87-17709

Development of ADOCS controllers and control laws,
Volume 1: Executive summary
[NASA.CR-177339-VOL.1] p 313 N87-17714

Full-potential modeling of blade-vertex interactions
[NASA.TM-88355] p 341 N67-16532

Introduction to GRASP (General Rotomraft
Aeromechanical Stability Program): A modern approach
to rotercraft modeling
[AD.A174161] p 374 N87.18573

Design sensitivity analysis of rotorcraft airframe
structures for vibration reduction p 391 N67-16874

The feasibility of aircraft with rotating cylinder wings
[BU-327] p 364 N87-19390

Contingency power for small turboshaft engines using
water injection into turbine cooling air
[NASA-TM-89817] p 442 N87-20280

Experimental and analytical evaluation of dynamic load
and vibration of a 2240-kW (3O0-hp) rotorcraft
transmission
[NASA-TM-86975] p 467 N87.20556

Rotary.wing aircraft terrain-following/terrain-avoidance
system development
[NASA-TM-88323] p 426 N87.20982

Aeroelastic effects in multirotor vehicles. Part 2: Methods
of solution and results illustrating coupled rotor/body
aeromechanical stability
[NASA.CR.4009] p 522 N67-21957
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Analysis of structures with rotating, flexible substructures
applied to rotorcraft aercelasticity in GRASP (General
Rotorcraft Aeromechanicat Stability Program)

[AD-A178941) p 510 N87-22677
Correlation of analytical calculations from GRASP

(General Rotorcraff Aerornechanical StabiJity Pr_jram)
with torsionally soft rotor data
lAD-A178881] p 524 N87-22689

Swashplate control system
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11633-1] p 597 N87-23631

Demonstration of frequency-sweep testing technique
using a Sell 2t4-ST helicopter
[NASA-TM-89422] p 598 N87-23632

Study of helicopterroll control effectiveness criteda
[NASA-CR-177404] p 681 N87-25330

Application of GRASP (General Rotorcraff
Aeromechanical Stability Program) to nonlinear analysis
of a cantilever beam
[NASA-TM-89222] p 754 N87-27680

ROTARY WINGS
Mechanized manufacture of composite main rotor blade

spars p 124 A87-13625
Theoretical investigations of transonic rotor-blade

aerodynamics p 68 A87-13994
Models for rotor and helicopter design

p 92 A87-14008

Development of a new type of bearingless rotor
system p 93 A87-14017

Possibilities for optimization and higher-harmonic control
of helicopter main rotors by blade feathering

p 111 A87-14021
Application of a mixed variational approach to

aeroelastic stability analysis of a nonuniform blade
p 126 A87-14423

Recent developments inthe dynamics of advanced rotor
systems. II p 161 A87-16962

Nonlinear flexure and torsion Of rotating beams, with
application to helicopter rotor blades. I - Formulation. II -
Response and stability results p 161 A87-16963

Correlation of icing relationships with airfoil and rotorcraft
icing data p 155 A87-17809

Performance prediction and flight evaluation of hybrid
heavy lift systems
[AIAA PAPER 86-2741] p 166 A87-17958

Aerodynamics of two-dimensional blade-vortex
interaction p 148 A87-18926

Rotor load correlation with the A.S.P. blade --- Advance

Section and Planform p t67 A87-19203
Application of design optimization techniques to rotor

dynamics preblems p167 A87-19204
Calculated and measured blade structural response on

a full-scale rotor p 168 A87-19207
Wind tunnel test of a pressure instrumented model scale

advanced rotor p 168 A87-19222
NOTAR (No Tail Rotor) hovertesting using a scale model

in water p 148 A87-19223
Design and development of a composite rotor head •

p 169 A87-19231
Composite applications in the drive system

p 169 A87-19232

The 'Fenestron' - A shrouded tail rotor concept for
helicopters p 169 A87-19249

Arbitrary motion unsteady aerodynamics and its
application to rotary-wing aeroelasticity

p 149 A87-19259

Design of UH-1 CMRB to minimize helicopter vibration
--- Composite Main Rotor Blade p 170 A87-19261

Total rotor isolation system (TRIS) flight test results
p 170 A87-19262

A coupled rotor/airframe vibration model with higher
harmonic control effects p 171 A87-19264

A numerical and expedmental investigation of
electrothermal aircraft deicing p 171 A87-1927t

A review of current finite difference rotor flow methods
p 149 A87-19275

A full potential rotor analysis with wake influence using
an inner-outer domain technique p 150 A87-19277

Design of the McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Company
. Advanced composite rotorsystem p 172 A87-19288

Instrumentation for RCS measurements of modulation
spectra of aircraft blades p 182 A87-19414

A higher order element for stepped rotating beam
vibration p 263 A87-20950

The use of advanced aerodynamic models in the
aereelastic computations of helicopter rotors
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-120] p 238 A87-21039

Helicopter impulsive noise - Theoretical and
experimental status p 271 A87-21195

Development of a rotating blade finite element with an
application to the analysis of helicopter rotor systems
(AIAA PAPER 87-0141] p240 A87-22437

A prediction of helicopter rotor discrete frequency noise
for three scale models using a new acoustics program
[AIA.A PAPER 87-0252] p 272 A87-22512

A computational and experimental study Of high-speed
impulsive noise from a rotating cylinder
[AIAA PAPER 87-0263] p 272 A87-22513

Passive shock wave/boundary layer control of a
helicopter rotor airfoil in a contoured transonic wind
tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 87-0438] p 225 A87-22632

Eular solution of the transonic flow for a helicopter
rotor
[AIAA PAPER 87-0523] p 227 A87-22685

Aeroelastic stability analysis of a composite bearingless
rotor blade p 296 A87-23738

Free vibration characteristics of multiple load path blades
by the transfer matrix method p 297 A87-23739

Stabilization of helicopter blade flapping
p 297 A87-23740

Tip vortex core measurements on a hovering model
rotor

[AIAA PAPER 87-0209] p 320 A87-24938
Blade-vortex interaction

[AIAA PAPER 87-0497] p 284 A87-24971

The V-22 tilt-rotor large-scale rotor performance/wing
download test and comparison with theory

p 297 A87-25026
The development of advanced technology blades for

tilt-rotor aircraft p 298 A87-25027
Prediction of blade stresses due to gust loading

p 298 A87-25029
Full-potential circular wake solution of a twisted rotor

blade in hover p 287 A87-25723
investigation of the possibility of avoiding the resonance

of a helicopter rotor blade by the modification of its
parameters. I p 299 A87-25971

Investigation of the possibility of avoiding the resonance
of a helicopter rotor blade by the modification of
parameters. II p 299 A87-25974

Helicopter aerodynamics --- book p 358 A87-28372
Fastest blades in the world p 359 A87-29322
A directional array approach for the measurement of

rotor noise source distributions with controlled spatial
resolution p 344 A87-29859

Conservative full.potential model for unsteady transonic
rotor flows p 345 A87-30279

In-flight ice accretion characteristics of rotor blade airfoil
sections

[AIAA PAPER 87-0176] p 352 A87-31105
Comments on the aeroecoustics of helicopter rotors

p 397 A87-31141
Acoustic results Ofthe blade-vortex interaction acoustic

test of a 40 percent model rotor in the DNW
p 397 A87-31143

Concepts for reduction of blade/vortex interaction
noise p 428 A87-33245

A five year review on DFVLR helicopter/rotor acoustics
research
[A_AA PAPER 87-0912] p 476 A87-33720

Design sensitivity analysis for an aeroelastic optimization
of a helicopter blade
[AIAA PAPER 87-0923] p 429 A87-33761

Euler calculations for tiowfield of a helicopter rotor in
hover p 430 A87-34506

Influence of dynamic inflow on the helicopter vertical
response p 448 A87-34853

Helicopter individual-blade-control research at MIT
1977-85 p 448 A87-34855

Recent trends in rotary-wing aeroelastisity
p 430 A87-34857

Dynamics of composite rOtor blades in forward flight
p 430 A87-34858

A model of a curved helicopter blade in forward flight
p 430 A87-34859

Vibration characteristics of non-uniform rotor blades with
discontinuities p 531 A87-35659

Europe consolidates its turboshaft family
p 512 A87-36698

Unsteady aerodynamics in rotary-wing aeroelasticity -
A review p 487 A87-37204

Experimental validation of the criterion of stall-related
flutter

[AAAF PAPER NT 86-18] p 521 A87-38041
Study of the aerodynamic field of a helicopter rotor in

hover. Comparison between theory and experiment
[AAAF PAPER NT 86-19] p 489 A87-38042

Effect of helicopter blade dynamics on blade
aerodynamic and structural loads
[AIAA PAPER 87-0919] p 583 A87-39647

The effect of nonlinear elastomeric lag damper
characteristics on helicopter rotor dynamics
[AIAA PAPER 87-0955] p 583 A87-39649

Calculation of the aerodynamic characteristics of a
helicopter rotor under conditions of atmospheric gusts

p 557 A87-41847
Determination of the life of a typical filament-wound

section of a helicopter rotor using a continuity criterion
p 610 A87-41914

A finite volume Euler calculation of the aerodynamics
of transonic airfoil-vorfex interaction
(AIAA PAPER 87-1244] p 563 A87-42338

Inflow velocity measurements made on a helicopter rotor
using a two-component Laser Velocimeter
[AIAA PAPER 87-1321} p 611 A87-42385

Airfoil dynamic stall at constant pitch rate and high
Reynolds number
[AIAA PAPER 87-t329] p 565 A87-42391

An investigation of the parallel blade-vortex interaction
in a low-speed wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 87-1345] p 566 A87-42402

Helicopter activities in Germany p 623 A87-43401
FEL - A new main rotor system p 651 A87-43402
Optimum design of a helicopter rotor blade

p 651 A87-43406
Measurement of side forces of a H-force rotor

p 651 A87-43410
Prediction of blade airloads in hovering and forward flight

using free wakes p 651 A87-43411
A unified approach for potential and viscous free-wake

analysis of helicopter rotors p 627 A87-43412
A parametric investigation of a free wake analysis of

hovering rotors p 627 A87-43413
Computation of the flow fields of propellers and hovering

rotors using Euler equations p 628 A87-43418
The effect of pitch rate on the dynamic stall Or a modified

NACA 23012 aerofoil and comparison with the unmodified
case p 628 A87-43420

The influence of winglets on rotor aerodynamics
p 628 A87-43422

Measurements of the performance of a helicopter swept
tip rotor in flight p 652 A87-43423

An analysis of in-fin tail rotor noise
p 652 A87-43427

Stability and control modelling --- helicopters in near
hovering flight p 678 A87-43428

Helicopter response to an airplanes's vortex wake
p 678 A87-43430

Rotor design for maneuver performance
p 652 A87-43431

The influence of the induced velocity distribution and

the flapping-lagging coupling on the derivatives of the rotor
and the stability of the helicopter p 679 A87-43436

Investigation of helicopter twin-rotor characteristics
p 628 A87-43438

Recent trends in rotary-wing aeroelasticity
p 852 A87-43442

Helicopter individual-blade-control research at MIT
1977-1985 p 679 A87-43446

Kinematic observers for active control of helicopter rotor
vibration p 679 A87-43448

Determination of the structural properties of helicopter
rotor blades by theoretical and experimental methods

p 653 A87-43450
Correlation of SA349/2 helicopter flight-test data with

a comprehensive rotorcraft model p 653 A87-43456
Experimental application of strain pattern analysis (SPA)

- Wind tunnel and flight test results p 654 A87-43459
Description of, and preliminary results from, a new

blade-vortex interaction test facility p 683 A87-43460
A unique approach to aeroelastic testing of scaled

rotors p 683 A87-43461
Helicopter rotor icing protection methods

p 654 A87-44256
Helicopter Rotor Icing Symposium, London, England,

Jan. 14, 1986, Proceedings p 646 A87-44701
Where and when helicopter icing occurs

p 702 A87-44702
Rotor icing experience at Westland and its application

to current and future helicopters p 646 A87-44703
Development of the Chinook helicopter rotor blade

de-icing system p 655 A87-44704
Rotor icing research at RAE Farnborough

p 646 A87-44706
Icing clearances on civil helicopters - Unheated and

heated blades p 646 A87-44707
Application of a lifting surface theory for a helicopter

in forward flight p 720 A87-48923
A free wake analysis for hovering rotors and advancing

propellers p 720 A87-48927
The effect of pitch rate on the dynamic stall of a NACA

23012 airfoil p 721 A87-48931
Electro-mechanicsi actuators for helicopter blade folding

application p 746 A87-48937
Composite main rotor blade of PZL-Sokol helicopter

p 746 A87-4893E
Helicopter rotor head condition monitoring

p 713 A87-48941
Further studies of helicopter rotor ice accretion ant

protection p 738 A87-4894. =
Effects of blade-to-blade dissimilarities on rotor-bod_

laad-lag dynamics p 746 A87-4895_

Elastic fuselage modes and higher harmonic control ir
the coupled rotor/airframe vibration analysis

p 747 A97-4895;
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Optimal control of helicopter aeromechanical stability
p 747 A87-48958

In-flight measurement of rotor hub drag using the RSRA
- A feasibility demonstration --- Rotor Systems Research
Aircraft p 747 A87-48967

Wind tunnel measurements of ship induced turbulence
and the prediction of helicopter rotor blade response

p 747 A87-48968

Theoretical and experimental investigations on a
six-component rotor balance p 778 A87-48971

VSAERO analysis of structurally decoupled tip planforms
for a semispan wing
]AIAA PAPER 87-2416] p 724 A67-49086

The prediction of the vibratory airloads of helicopter
rotors in forward flight p 823 A87-51214

Study of the flow visualization on the rotary wing with
low aspect ratio p 807 A87-52359

Multi-variable control concepts for turboshaft engines
p 832 A87-53431

Vortex influence on oscillating airfoils at high angle of
attack p 809 A87-53777

Effect of dynamic stall on helicopter trim and flap-lag
response p 835 A87-54139

Engine-airframe integration considerations for
preliminary air vehicle performance analysis

p 26 N87-10068
Response of a small-turboshaft-engine compression

system to inlet temperature distortion
[NASA-TM-83765] p 35 N87-10100

Parametric analysis of a passive cyclic control device
for helicopters
[NASA-CR-166608] p 28 N87-10862

Application of modern structural optimization to vibration
reduction in rotorcraft p 115 N87-11752

Helicopter rotor blade aerodynamic optimization by
mathematical program ming p99 N87-11753

A rotor optimization using regression analysis
p 136 N87-11755

Optimization of helicopter rotor blade design for
minimum vibration p99 N87-11756

Aeroelastic-aeredynamic optimization of high speed
helicopter-compound rotor p 99 N87-11758

The prediction of transonic loading advancing helicopter
rotors

[AD-A168217] p 100 N87-11781
A summary of the development of integral aerodynamic

methods for the computation of rotor wake interactions
[AD-A169254] p 77 N87-12545

An analysis of blade vortex interaction aerodynamics
and acoustics p 77 N87-12547

The evaluation of a number of prototypes for the free-tip
rotor constant-moment controller
[NASA-TM-86664] p 131 N87-12869

A method for the manufacture of model helicopter rotor
blades from glass fiber reinforced plastic
[RAE-TR-85040] p 175 N87-14316

Dynamic stability of hingeless and bearingless rotor
blades in forward flight p 242 N87-15201

The dynamic scaling and development of model
helicopter rotor blades for the RAE 24ft wind tunnel test
rio

[ RAE-TR-85052] p 242 N87-15203
An experimental investigation of the structural dynamics

of a torsionally soft rotor in vacuum

[NASA-CR-177418] p 244 N87-15965
Rotorcraft icing: Progress and potential

[AGARD-AR-223] p 244 N87-15966
The aerodynamics and aeroecoustics of rotating

transonic disturbances p 289 N87-16786
Correlation of SA349/2 helicopter flight-test data with

a comprehensive rotorcraft model
[NASA-TM-88351] p 302 N87-17692

A review of the performance of swept tip helicopter main
rotor blades and an analysis of aeroacoustical effects

[ETN-87-98936] p 302 N87-17696
Application of a system modification technique to

dynamic tuning of a spinning rotor blade

p 390 N87-18871
Development of a ROT22 - DATAMAP interface

[NASA-CR-177403] p 395 N87-18993
Natural rotor icing on Mount Washington, New

Hampshire
[AD-A175276] p 363 N87-19383

Comparison between measured and calculated
stall-flutter behavior of a one-bladed model rotor

[NLR-MP-85059-U] p 374 N87-19403
The prediction of transonic loading on advancing

helicopter rotors p 414 N87-20206
Aoroelastic stability of bearingless rotors in forward

flight p 432 N87-20260
Effect of dynamic stall and elastic parameters on the

fundamental mechanisms of helicopter vibrations
lAD.A175561] p 449 N87-20292

Analysis of the free-tip rotor wind-tunnel test results

[NASA-TM-86751] p 508 N87-21915

Prediction of high-speed rotor noise with a Kirchhoff
formula

[AD-A178982] p 549 N87-23250
Coupling iteration method linking aerodynamic fields with

pedodic dynamic fields
[ONERA-RT-19/3239-RY-064-R] p 574 N87-24428

Symbolic generation of elastic rotor blade equations
using a FORTRAN processor and numerical study on
dynamic inflow effects on the stability of helicopter
rotors

[NASA-TM-86750] p 587 N87-24455
Application of a three-dimensional Euler code to

transonic blade tip flow --- helicopter rotors
[MBB-UD-482/86] p 642 N87-25299

Effect of planform taper on hover performance of an
advanced AH-64 model rotor

[NASA-TM-89145] p 643 N87-25304
Design for repairability of helicopter rotor blades

[MBB-UD-491/86] p 658 N87-25315
Optimization methods applied tothe aerodynamic design

of helicopter rotor blades

[NASA-TM-89155] p 660 N87-26042
A method for the manufacture of model helicopter rotor

blades with torsional stiffness representative of full scale
[RAE-TR-85094] p 752 N87-26904

Use of blade sweep to reduce 4/rev hub loads
[AD-At82247] p 754 N87-27659

Rotor dynamics test facility
[ONERA-RT-20/3239.RY-O54R-0] p 839 N87-28567

Transonic rotor tip design using numerical optimization
[NASA-TM-86771] p 816 N87-29431

Application of digital interferegram evaluation
techniques to the measurement of 3-D flow fields

p 851 N87.29451
Small-scale rotor test rig capabilities for testing vibration

alleviation algorithms
[NASA-TM-100002] p 858 N87-30102

ROTATING BODIES

Improved measurement of the dynamic loads acting on
rotating parachutes
[AIAA PAPER 66-2473] p 66 A87-13807

Holographic interferometry of rotating components
Decorrelation limitations of the double pulsed technique

p 261 A87-19807
A higher order element for stepped rotating beam

vibration p 263 A87-20950
Buckling and vibration of a rotating beam

p 264 A87-21196
The rotating nose method for controlling asymmetric

forces at high angle of attack p 311 A87-24722
Analysis of structures with rotating, flexible substructures

applied to rotorcraft aeroelasticity in GRASP --- General
Rotorcraft Aeremechanical Stability Program
[AIAA PAPER 87-0952] p 429 A87-33748

Optimization of the controlled rotations of a rigid body
with an elastic red using first integrals of a free system

p 859 A87-50915
Effect of port corner geometry on the internal

performance of a rotating-vane-type thrust reverser
[NASA-TP-2624] p 77 N87-12541

The application of holography as a transonic flow
diaf:lnostic to rotatinq components in turbomachinery

p 4_ N_/-Z12U :_
Numerical simulation of supersonic flow over a rotating

band using flowfield blanking
[AD-A178492] p 493 N87-22624

ROTATING CYLINDERS

A computational and experimental study of high-speed
impulsive noise from a rotating cylinder
[AIAA PAPER 87-0253] p 272 A87-22513

The vibration of rotating cylindrical shells
p 323 A87-27174

Flow of a monoatomic rarefied gas around a rotating

circular cylinder p 803 A87-50880
The feasibility of aircraft with rotating cylinder wings

[BU-327] p 364 N87-19390
ROTATING DISKS

Application of Reissner method to free vibrations of a
tapered, twisted, aerofoil cross-section turbine blade,
mounted at a stagger angle on a rotating disc

p 366 A87-27811
Stress analysis of a rotating composite disk containing

holes p 534 A87-38595
State-of-art and prospect for materials and hot working

technology for gas turbine disk p 780 A87-47681
Effect of design variables, temperature gradients and

speed of life and reliability of a rotating disk
[NASA-TM-88883] p 201 N87-13755

ROTATING GENERATORS

Permanent magnet variable speed constant frequency
power generation system
lAD-A173959] p 252 N87-15974

ROTATING SHAFTS

Complex modal balancing of flexible rotors including
residual bow
[AIAA PAPER 87-1840] p 695 A87-45241

Development of gas-to-gas lift pad dynamic seals,
volumes 1 and 2

[NASA-CR-179466] p 539 N87-22245
Optical data transfer system for crossing a rotary joint

[NASA-CASE-LAR-13613-1-SB] p 621 N87-24984
ROTATING SPHERES

The other hybrid airship developments
[AIAA. PAPER 86-2740] p 166 A87-17957

Natural convection flow of a radiating rarefied gas
between concentric rotating spheres
[AIAA PAPER 87-1523] p 693 A87-43046

ROTATING STALLS

Stall transients of axial compression systems with inlet
distortion p 279 A87-24010

Rotating stall and surge as a coupled instability in axial
compressors - The computation of unsteady flow
processes in axial-compressor devices

p 465 A87-36634

A method for compressor axisymmetric characteristics
by the aid of rotating stall parameters

p 488 A87-37839
A study on the rotating stall in vaneless diffusers of

centrifugal fans. I - Rotational speeds of stall cells, critical
inlet flow angle p 488 A87-37856

Aerodynamic instability performance of an advanced
high-pressure-ratio compression component
[AIAA PAPER 86-1619] p 555 A87-41157

Improvement of the parallel compressor model by
consideration of unsteady blade aerodynamics

p 594 N87-24473

Transmission of inlet distortion through a fan
p 594 N87-24475

Experimental investigation on small turboprop behaviour
under compressor rotating stall for different inlet flow
conditions p 594 N87-24476

Contribution to the description of rotating flow
instabilities and inlet perturbations in axial flow
compressors
[ETN-87-90040] p 850 N87-26645

ROTATION

Analysis of structures with rotating, flexible
substructures

[AD-A178903] p 542 N87-23004

Analysis of structures with rotating, flexible
substructures
[AD-A182318] p 792 N67-28067

ROTOR AERODYNAMtCS
Theoretical investigations of transonic rotor-blade

aerodynamics p 68 A87-13994
Improvement of mathematical models of helicopters by

analytical presentation of nonlinear aerodynamics
p 69 A87-13995

Models for rotor and helicopter design
p 92 A87-14008

Application of time-domain unsteady aerodynamics to
rotary-wing aeroelasticity p 94 A87-14103

The aerodynamics and dynamics of rotors - Problems
and perspectives p 74 A87-15468

Recent developments in the dynamics of advanced rotor
svstems. II !o 161 A87-16962

A study of the rotor wake in nap-of-the-earth
p 166 A87-18526

A generalised model for airfoil unsteady aerodynamic
behaviour and dynamic stall using the indicial method

p 149 A87-19224
Rotor/wing aerodynamic interactions in hover

p 149 A87-19225
Analysis of V-22 tilt-rotor aircraft using panel methods

p 149 A87-19226
Test results for sawtooth-pattern damper seals -

Leakage and rotordynamic coefficients
[ASME PAPER 86-TRIB-21] p 200 A87-19530

The effect of the rotation frequency on the efficiency
of a centrifugal screw pump under steady and unsteady
conditions p 262 A87-20365

Calculation of unsteady wake/rotor interaction
[AIAA PAPER 87-0006] p 216 A87-22354

Rotating arms applied to studies of single angular drop
impacts
[AIAA PAPER 87-0257] p 257 A87-22516

The role of computerized symbolic manipulation in
rotorcraft dynamics analysis p 296 A87-23458

Measurement and prediction of model-rotor flowfields

p 320 A87-24033
High-speed propeller noise predictions - Effects of

boundary conditions used in blade loading calculations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0525] p 333 A87-24978

Free wake analysis of compressible rotor flows
[AIAA PAPER 87-0542] p 284 A87-24982

Wide.field shadowgraphy of tip vortices from a helicopter
rotor p 341 A87-27937

Helicopter aerodynamics --- book p 358 A87-28372
Conservative full-potential model for unsteady transonic

rotor flows p 345 A87-30279
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The effect of gyroscopic forces on dynamic stability and
response of spinning tapered blades
[AIAA PAPER 87-0737] p 464 A87-33663

Response of a helicopter penetrating the tip vortices
of a large airplane p 447 A87-34852

Uncertainties in dynamic data from analysis or test of
rotorcraft p 431 A87-34862

The effect of nonlinear elastomeric lag damper
characteristics on helicopter rotor dynamics
[AIAA PAPER 87-09551 p 583 A87-39649

Assessment of rotor critical speeds - A note
p 608 A87-39935

Calculation of the aerodynamic charactedstics of a
helicopter rotor under conditions of atmospheric gusts

p 557 A87-41847
Free-wake analysis of a rotor in hover

[AIAA PAPER 87-1245] p 563 A87-42339
An investigation of the parallel blade-vortex interaction

in a low-speed wind tunnel
|AIAA PAPER 87-1345] p 566 A87-42402

An Euler solver for calculating the flowfield of a helicopter
rotor in hover and forward flight
[AIAA PAPER 87-1427] p 568 A87-42450

Prediction of blade airloads inhovering and forward flight
using free wakes p 651 A87-43411

A unified approach for potential and viscous free-wake
analysis of helicopter rotors p 627 A87-43412

The influence of winglets on rotor aerodynamics
p 628 A87-43422

A comparison of the acoustic and aerodynamic
measurements of a model rotor tested in two anechoic

wind tunnels p 683 A87-43425
Stability and control modelling --- helicopters in near

hovering flight p 678 A87-43428
Helicopter response to an airplanes's vortex wake

p 678 A87-43430
An advanced mathematical model for helicopter flight

simulation using nonlinear unsteady aerodynamics
p 679 A87-43435

Investigation of ground and air resonance using a
combination of multiblade coordinates and Floquet
theory p 653 A87-43444

Description of, and preliminary results from, a new
blade-vortex interaction test facility p 683 A87-43460

Rotor wake segment influence on stator-sodace
boundary layer development in an axial-flow compressor

stage
[AIAA PAPER 87-1741] p 695 A87-45178

Performance calculation of counter rotation propeller
[AIAA PAPER 87-1889] p 635 A87-45278

Extension of local circulation method to counter rotation

propeller
[AIAA PAPER 87-1891] p 635 A87-45280

Results of acoustic tests of a Prop-Fan model
[AIAA PAPER 87-1894] p 707 A87-45282

Experimental data correlations for the effects of rotation
on impingement cooling of turbine blades
[AIAA PAPER 87-2008] p 696 A87-45349

Unsteady three-dimensional Navier-Stokes simulations
of turbine rotor-stator interaction

[AIAA PAPER 87-2058] p 636 A87-45386
Application of a 3D inviscid rotational design procedure

for turbomachinery bladings p 638 A87-46204
Tip clearance flows. I - Experimental investigation of

an isolated rotor. II - Study of various models and

comparison with test results p 638 A87-46208
Aereelastic control of stability and forced response of

supersonic rotors by aerodynamic detuning
p 676 A87.46249

Study of the aerodynamics of high-speed propellers
[ONERA, TP NO, 1987-6t] p 640 A87-46761

Aerodynamic study of a helicopter rotor in hovering flight
- Theory vs. experiment p 641 A87-47014

Unsteady aerodynamic interactions in a multistage
compressor
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-171] p 719 A87-48725

The aerodynamic calculation of counter rotating coaxial
rotors p 720 A87-48925

A tree wake analysis for hovering rotors and advancing
propellers p 720 A87-48927

Helicopter rotor head condition monitoring
p 713 A87-48941

Effects of blade-to-blede dissimilarities on rotor-body
lead-lag dynamics p 746 A87-48953

An experimental and analytical investigation of isolated
rotor flap-lag stability in forward flight

p 747 A87-48954
Finite state modelling of unsteady aerodynamics and

its application to a rotor dynamic problem
p 721 A87-48955

Investigations of blade-vortices in the
rotor-downstream p 721 A87-48970

The effects of aeroelastic deformation on the

unaugmented stopped-rotor dynamics of an X-Wing
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 87-2563] p 769 A87-49613

Equivalent linearization of a nonlinear element with
respect to subharmonic motions p 789 A87-4998t

Application of a panel code to unsteady wing.propeller
interference p 731 A87-50347

Toward comparing experiment and theory for
corroborative research on hingeless rotor stability in
forward flight (an experimental and analytical investigation
of isolated rotor-flap-lag stability in forward flight)
[NASA-CR-179711] p 25 N87-10063

The prediction of transonic loading advancing helicopter
rotors

lAD-A168217] p 100 N87-11781
An analysis of blade vortex interaction aerodynamics

and acoustics p 77 N87-12547

Adaptive inverse control for rotorcraft vibration
reduction
[NASA-TM-66829] p 207 N87-14910

A comparison of the acoustic and aerodynamic
measurements of a model rotor tested in two anechoic
wind tunnels

[NASA-TM-88364] p 230 N87-15178

Structural and aerodynamic loads and performance
measurements of an SA349/2 helicopter with an advanced
geometry rotor
[NASA-TM-88370] p 301 N87-17691

Research on aero-thermodynamic distortion induced
structural dynamic response of multi-stage compressor
blading
[AD-A175904] p 370 N87-19398

Vibration characteristics of OH-58A helicopter main rotor
transmission

[NASA-TP-2705] p 467 N87-20555
Computational studies in low speed rotor

aerodynamics p 490 N87-21856

Transonic and Supersonic Phenomena in
Turbomachines
[AGARD-CP-401] p 515 N87-21927

Shock structure measured in a transonic fan using laser
anemometry p 516 N87-21929

Wake and shock interactions in a transonic turbine
stage p 516 N87-21930

The boundary layer behaviour of highly loaded
compressor cascade at transonic flow conditions

p 516 N87-21931

Vortex shedding in compressor blade wakes
p 516 N87-21932

Measured and predicted loss generation in transonic
turbine blading p 516 N87-21934

Influence of shock and boundary-layer losses on the
performance of highly loaded supersonic axial flow
compressors p 516 N87-21935

Shock waves losses analysis p 517 N87-21936
Experimental investigations on shock losses of transonic

and supersonic compressor cascades
p 517 N87-21937

Three-dimensional computation around turbomachine
blades with fins p 517 N87-21940

A quasi three dimensional method for the calculation
of transonic flows in turbomachines p 517 N87-21941

Transonic three-dimensional inviscid calculations in

turbomachines p 517 N87-21942
Computation of transonic 2D cascade flow and

comparison with experiments p 517 N87-21943
A numerical study of unsteady flow effects in a

supersonic compressor cascade p 518 N87-21944
A numerical study of the 3D flowfield in a transonic

compressor rotor with a modelling of the tip clearance
flow p 518 N87-21945

Some turbomachinery blade passage analysis methods:
Retrospect and prospect p 518 N87-21947

Determination of the supersonic cascade entrance
zone p 536 N87-21948

Downstream flow angle correlations for turbine cascades
in subsonic and transonic flow conditions

p 518 N87.21949
Comparison between inverse designed (PVD) airfoils

and standard series airfoils for high loaded axial turbine
nozzle application p 518 N87-21951

Rotordynamic Instability Problems in High.Performance
Turbomachinery, 1986
[NASA-CP-2443] p 538 N87-22199

A history of development in rotordynamics: A
manufacturer's perspective p 538 N87-22200

Experimental rotordynamic coefficient results for
teeth-on-rotor and teeth-on-stator labyrinth gas seals

p 538 N87.22212
Instability of an intershaft squeeze film damper in a

two-spool rotor dynamics simulator p 539 N87-22215
AI (Artificial Intelligence) gas turbine rotor diagnostics

[AD-A178996] p 520 N87-22683
Unsteady stator/rotor interaction p 541 N87.22767
Prediction of high°speed rotor noise with a Kirchhoff

formula

[AD-At78982] p 549 N87-23250

Performance and loads data from a hover test of a

full-scale advanced technology XV-15 rotor
[NASA-TM-86854] p 572 N87-24409

Symbolic generation of elastic rotor blade equations
using a FORTRAN processor and numerical study on
dynamic inflow effects on the stability of helicopter
rotors
[NASA-TM-86750] p 587 N87-24455

Improvement of the parallel compressor model by
consideration of unsteady blade aerodynamics

p 594 N87-24473
Performance and loads data from a hover test of a

0.658.scale V-22 rotor and wing
[NASA-TM-89419] p 642 N87-25296

Effect of signal jitter on the spectrum of rotor impulsive
noise
[NASA-TM-100477] p 708 N87-25827

Velocity measurements near the blade tip and in the
tip vortex core of a hovering model rotor

p 645 N87-26030
Wind-tunnel evaluation of an advanced main-rotor blade

design for a utility-class helicopter
[NASA-TM-89129] p 733 N87-26878

Implementation and validation of a wake model for
vortex-surface interactions in low speed forward flight
[NASA-CR-180623] p 779 N87-26923

Modeling XV-15 tilt-rotor aircraft dynamics by frequency
and time-domain identification techniques
[NASA-TM-89404] p 735 N87-27631

ROTOR BLADES

Analyses of broadband noise mechanisms of rotors
p 58 A87-11769

Helicopter impulsive noise Theoretical and
experimental status p 58 A87-11771

Theoretical investigations of transonic rotor-blade
aerodynamics p68 A87-13994

Models for rotor and helicopter design
p 92 A87-14008

The aerodynamics and dynamics of rotors - Problems
and perspectives p 74 A87-15468

Nonlinear flexure and torsion of rotating beams, with
application to helicopter rotor blades. I - Formulation. II -
Response and stability results p 161 A87-16963

Design and structural features of the SH-2F composite
main rotor blade p 168 A87-19230

Design of UH-t CMRB to minimize helicopter vibration
--- Composite Main Rotor Blade p 170 A87-19261

The role of computerized symbolic manipulation in
rotorcraff dynamics analysis p 296 A87-23458

Aeroelastic stability analysis of a composite bearingless
rotor blade p 296 A87-23738

Multigrid solution of inviscid transonic flow through
rotating blade passages
[AIAA PAPER 87-0608] p 285 A87-24992

Unsteady sweep - A key to simulation of
threedimensional rotor blade aidoads

p 285 A87-25028
Vibration characteristics of a swept back rotor blade

p 299 A87-27330

In-flight ice accretion characteristics of rotor blade airfoil
sections
[AIAA PAPER 87-0176] p 352 A87-31105

Main rotor broadband noise study in the DNW
p 397 A87-31142

Finite element approach to rotor blade modeling
p 427 A87-32073

Rotor-body coupling revisited p 427 A87-32074
Use of an implicit formulation based on quasilineadzation

for the aeroelastic response and stability of rotor blades
in forward flight
[AIAA PAPER 87-0921] p 428 A87-33725

Correlation and analysis for SH-2F 101 rotor
[AIAA PAPER 87-0922] p 429 A87-33726

Hingeless rotor response to random gusts in forward
flight
[AIAA PAPER 87-0954] p 429 A87-33750

Ground and air resonance of bearingless rotors in
hover
[AIAA PAPER 87-0924] p 429 A87-33759

Helicopter individual-blade-control research at MIT
1977-85 p 448 A87-34855

Dynamics of composite rotor blades in forward flight
p 430 A87-34858

A model of a curved helicopter blade in forward flight
p 430 A87-34859

Non.linear equation of motion of fibre reinforced
composite rotor blades p 531 A87-35657

Vibration characteristics of non-uniform rotor blades with
discontinuities p 531 A87-35659

Optimum design of a helicopter rotor blade
p 651 A87-43406

A prescribed radial distribution circulation of a hovering
rotor blade p 627 A87-43414

Investigation of blade-vortices in the rotor-downwash
p 627 A87-43415
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Application of a 3D Euler code to transonic blade tip
flow p 628 A87-43419

Determination of the structural properties of helicopter
rotor blades by theoretical and experimental methods

p 653 A87-43450

Experimental application of strain pattern analysis (SPA)
- Wind tunnel and flight test results p 654 A87-43459

Efficiency of the utilization of rotor blade shroud labyrinth
seals in an axial-compressor stage with large radial
clearances p 694 A87-43611

A noninterference blade vibration measurement system
for gas turbine engines
[AIAA PAPER 87-1758] p 695 A87-45186

Expendable turbojet compressor design, test and
development p 674 A87-46212

Some experiments with a supersonic axial compressor
stage p 719 A87-48723

Theoretical and experimental correlation of low-speed
model helicopter blade slap p 797 A87-48909

Mach number scaling of helicopter rotor blade/vortex
interaction noise p 797 A87-48910

On helicopter rotor low frequency broadband noise
p 797 A87-48912

A prescribed wake model for helicopter rotor
behaviour p 721 A87-48928

An application of Floquet theory to investigate helicopter
mechanical instability using a spatial model including rotor
blade flapping p 746 A87.48952

Wind tunnel measurements of ship induced turbulence
and the prediction of helicopter rotor blade response

p 747 A87-48968
Investigations of blade-vortices in the

rotor-downstream p 721 A87-48970

Analysis of induced velocities in the wake of a hovering
helicopter rotor
[AIAA PAPER 87-2283] p 723 A87-49062

Development of a real-time blade element aeroelastic
rotor

[AIAA PAPER 87-2500] p 749 A87-49171

A study of some approximations in the modeling of a
coupled rotor/fuselage aeromechanical system

p 825 A87-53901
Supersonic rotor noise calculation with sonic boom

prediction methods p 860 A87-53903
The evaluation of a number of prototypes for the free-tip

rotor constant-moment controller

[NASA-TM-86664] p 131 N87-12869
Repair of helicopter composite structure techniques and

substantiations p 404 N87-20179
Aeroelasticity in axial-flow turbomachines. Volume 1:

Unsteady turbomachinery aerodynamics
[AGARD-AG-298.VOL-1] p 571 N87-24398

Tomographic reconstruction of three-dimensional flow
over airfoils

[AD-A179976] p 643 N87-25300

Analysis, design and elastic tailoring of composite rotor
blades

[NASA-CR-181234] p 783 N87-26988

A structural model for composite rotor blades and lifting
surfaces p 784 N87-26989

Transonic rotor flow-measurement technique using

ROTOR BLADES (TURBOMACHINERY)
A combined integrating- and differentiating-matrix

formulation for boundary-value problems on rectangular
domains p 270 A87-21270

Stall transients of axial compression systems with inlet
distortion p 279 A87-24010

The effect of circumferential aerodynamic detuning on
coupled bending-torsion unstalled supersonic flutter
[ASME PAPER 86-GT-100] p 304 A87-25396

Effects of three centres of blade on fluttering
p 306 A87-27481

Excitation and vibration of a bladed disk under operating
and simulated operation conditions p 366 A87-28350

An analysis of the fatigue fracture of the rotor blades
of gas turbine engines of cast nickel-chromium alloys of
the ZhS type p 455 A87-31939

The effect of gyroscopic forces on dynamic stability and
response of spinning tapered blades
[AIAA PAPER 87-0737] p 464 A87-33663

Analytical and experimental investigation of mistuning
in propfan flutter
[AIAA PAPER 87-0739] p 609 A87-40496

An improved assumed mode method for estimating the
motion of a nonuniform rotor blade p 663 A87-43445

Stress analysis and optimisation of turbine rotor blade
shrouds p 699 A87-46250

Aeroelastic stability of composite rotor blades in hover
p 25 N87-10060

Toward comparing experiment and theory for
corroborative research on hingeless rotor stability in
forward flight (an experimental and analytical investigation
of isolated rotor-flap-lag stability in forward flight)
[NASA-CR-179711 ] p25 N87-10063

The high speed cascade wind tunnel: Still an important
test facility for investigations on turbomachinery blades
[DFVLR-MITT-86-11] p 38 N87-19878

Turbine Engine Hot Section Technology, 1984
[NASA-CP-2339] p 52 N87-11180

Some observations on the behavior of the Langley model
rotor blade

[NASA-CR-179880] p74 N87-11695

A summary of the development ofintegral aerodynamic
methods for the computation of rotor wake interactions
lAD-A169254] p 77 N87-t2545

Visualisation of axial turbine tip clearance flow using a
linear cascade

[CUED/A-TURBO/TR-122] p 107 N87-12560
Nonlinear dynamic response of composite rotor

blades

lAD-A173069] p 176 N87-14321
Time-resolved heat flux measurement for the rotor blade

of a TFA-731-2 hp turbine p 250 N87-15212
Dynamics of full annular rotor rub

[AD*A173311] p327 N87°18098
Analytical and experimental investigation of mistuning

in propfan flutter

[NASA-TM-88959] p 327 N87-18116
Correlation of helicopter impulsive noise from

blade-vortex interaction with rotor mean inflow
[NASA-TP-2650] p 336 N87.18399

Development of a rotor wake/vortex model. Volume 2:
User's manual for computer program
[NASA-CR-174850-VOL-2] p 417 N87-20239

The high-speed cascade wind tunnel - still an important
test facility for turbomachinery blade investigations
[ESA-TT-1012] p 453 N87-20300

Transonic and Supersonic Phenomena in
Turbomachines

[AGARD-CP-401] p 515 N87-21927
Shock structure measured in a transonic fan using laser

anemometry p 616 N87-21929
Wake and shock interactions in a transonic turbine

stage p 516 N87-21930
The boundary layer behaviour of highly loaded

compressor cascade at transonic flow conditions
p 516 N87-21931

Measured and predicted loss generation in transonic
turbine blading p 516 N87-21934

Influence of shock and boundary-layer losses on the
performance of highly loaded supersonic axial flow
compressors p 516 N87-21935

Shock waves losses analysis p 517 N87-21936
Experimental investigations on shock losses of transonic

and supersonic compressor cascades

p 517 N87-21937
Three-dimensional computation around turbomachine

blades with fins p 517 N87-21940
A quasi three dimensional method for the calculation

of transonic flows in turbomachines p 517 N87-21941
Transonic three-dimensional inviscid calculations in

turbomachines p 517 N87-21942

Computation of transonic 2D cascade flow and
comparison with experiments p 517 N87-21943

A numerical study of unsteady flow effects in a
suoersonic comoresser cascade o 518 N87-21944

A numerical study of the 3D flowfield in a transonic
compressor rotor with a modelling of the tip clearance
flow p 518 N87-21945

Some turbomachinery blade passage analysis methods:
Retrospect and prospect p 518 N87-21947

Determination of the supersonic cascade entrance
zone p 536 N87-21948

Downstream flow angle correlations for turbine cascades
in subsonic and transonic flow conditions

p 518 N87-21949

Comparison between inverse designed (PVD) airfoils
and standard series airfoils for high loaded axial turbine
nozzle application p 518 N87-21951

Unstalled flutter stability predictions and comparisons
to test data for a composite prop-fan model
[NASA-CR-179512] p 519 N87-21955

Results of the integration of a transonic full-petantial
analysis program with a free-wake lifting-line program for
hovering rotors
[NASA-TM-89494] p 493 N87-22631

Unsteady stator/rotor interaction p 541 N87-22767

Dynamic response of two composite prop.fan models
on a nacelle/wing/fuselage half model
[NASA.CR-179589] p 585 N87-23615

Low-cost FM oscillator for capacitance type of blade
tip clearance measurement system
[NASA-TP-2746] p 594 N87-24481

Design applications for supercornputers
p 706 N87-26010

Implementation and validation of a wake model for
vortex-surface interactions in low speed forward flight
[NASA-CR-180623] p 779 N87-26923

An experimental study of the properties of surface
pressure fluctuations for separating turbulent boundary
layers

[NASA-CR.180295] p 789 N87-27124
Implementation and validation of a wake model for

low-speed forward flight
[NASA-CR-181341] p 811 N87-28514

High temperature static strain gage development
contract, tasks 1 and 2
[NASA-CR-180811] p 850 N87-28869

An investigation of the flow characteristics in the blade
endwall corner region
[NASA-CR-4076] p 814 N87-29412

Estimation of blade airloads from rotor blade bending
moments

[NASA-TM-100020] p 815 N87-29421
Reconstruction of a three-dimensional, transonic rotor

flow field from holographic interferogrem data
p 817 N87-29445

Full-potential modeling of blade-vortex interactions
p 817 N87-29465

ROTOR BODY INTERACTIONS
Possibilities for optimization and higher-harmonic control

of helicopter main rotors by blade feathering
p 111 A87-14021

Rotor-fuselage coupling by impedance

p 167 A87-19202
AH-1G flight vibration correlation using NASTRAN and

the C81 rotor/airframe coupled analysis
p 167 A87-19205

Use of hierarchical elastic blade equations and automatic
trim for helicopter vibration analysis p 167 A87-19206

Rotor/wing aerodynamic interactions in hover
p 149 A87-19225

Rotor-body coupling revisited p 427 A87°32074
Concepts for reduction of blade/vortex interaction

noise p 428 A87-33245
Hingeless rotor response to random gusts in forward

flight

[AIAA PAPER 87-0954] p 429 A87-33750
Influence of vane/blade spacing and cold-gas injection

on vane and blade heat-flux distributions for the Teledyne
702 HP turbine stage
[AIAA PAPER 87-1915] p 669 A87-45295

A significant improvement to the low speed yaw control
of the Sea King using a tail boom strake

p 766 A87-48929
Effects of blede-to-blade dissimilarities on rotor-body

lead-lag dynamics p 746 A87-48953

Optimal control of helicopter aeromeohanical stability
p 747 A87-48958

Propellar/body interaction for thrust and drag
[ESDU-86017] p 76 N87-12537

Summary of AH-1G flight vibration data for validation
of coupled rotor-fuselage analyses
[NASA-CR-178160] p 201 N87-13795

Wind tunnel data from a rotor wake/airframe interaction

study
[AD-A171333] p 232 N87-15190

Gust response of helicopters p 682 N87-26049
Toward comparing experiment and theory for

corroborative research on hingeless rotor stability in

rorwaro Tllgn!
[NASA-CR-181354] p 836 N87-28562

ROTOR LIFT

Analysis of the free-tip rotor wind-tunnel test results
[NASA-TM-86751] p 508 N87-21915

ROTOR SPEED

Effect of tangential torque on the dynamics of flexible
rotors

[ASME PAPER 86-WA/APM.23] p 46 A87-11113

The evolution of methods for noise prediction of high
speed rotors and propellers in the time domain

p 58 A87-11770
Assessment of rotor critical speeds - A note

p 608 A87-39935
An experimental investigation of the structural dynamics

of a torsionally soft rotor in vacuum
[NASA-CR-177418] p 244 N87-15965

ROTOR SYSTEMS RESEARCH AIRCRAFT

RSRA/X-wing - A status report p 651 A87-43409
In-flight measurement of rotor hub drag using the RSRA

- A feasibility demonstration --- Rotor Systems Research
Aircraft p 747 A87-48967

NASA rotor systems research aircraft: Fixed-wing
configuration flight-test results

[NASA-TM-86789] p 100 N87-12557
Static calibration of the RSRA active-isolator rotor

balance system

[NASA-TM-88211] p 588 N87-24459
ROTORCRAFT AIRCRAFT

National Specialist's Meeting on Crashworthy Design
of Rotorcraft, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, April
7-9, 1986, Proceedings p 89 A87-13662

The developmeot of dynamic performance standards
for civil rotorcreft seats p 89 A87-13666
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Mechanism of energy absorption via buckling - An
analytical study p 124 A87-13682

Correlation of experimental static and dynamic response

of simple structural components p 124 A87-13683
Correlation of icing relationships with airfoil and rotorcraff

icing data p 155 A87-t7809
Rotorcraff preliminary design education

[AIAA PAPER 86-2748] p 210 A87 17961
Basic research in structural dynamic system

identification p 206 A87-19242
The development of dynamic performance standards

for civil rotorcraft seats p155 A87-19251
Introduction to GRASP - General rotorcraft

aeromechanical stability program - A modern approach
to rotorcraft modeling p 170 A87-19258

Ice protection thermal modelling techniques
p 171 A87-19270

Application of rotor icing analyses to the design of a
rotorcraft deicing system p 172 A87-19272

The role of modeling and flight testing in rotorcraft
parameter identification
[AD-A174776] p 172 A87-19287

Guidance automation for nap-of-the-earth flight
p 423 A87-31485

Uncertainties in dynamic data from analysis or test of
rotorcraft p 431 A87-34862

European Rotorcraft Forum (ERF) index of ERF-papers
1975-1985 p 478 A87-34865

Rotorcraft integration for improved mission cost
effectiveness p 504 A87-35671

Rotorcraft research - A national effort (The 1986

Alexander Nikolsky Honorary Lectureship)
p 623 A87-44255

Advanced technology payoffs for future small propulsion
systems p 758 A87-47081

A full authority digital electronic control system for
multi-engine rotorcraft p 761 A87-48965

ROTORS
A simulation of rotor-stator interaction using the Euler

equations and patched grids p7 A87-11536
Multi-variable control of the GE T700 engine using the

LQG/LTR design methodology --- Linear Quadratic
Gaussian/Loop Transfer Recovery method

p 103 A87-13418
Turbines with counter-rotating rotors for aircraft power

plants p 106 A87-15211
Application of the cepstrum to remove echoes from rotor

acoustic spectra p 208 A87-19243
The rotor dynamic coefficients of coned-face mechanical

seals with inward or outward flow
[ASME PAPER 86-TRIB-6] p 199 A87-19526

Modeling of multi-rotor torsional vibrations in rotating
machinery using substructuring p 381 A87-28543

Minimizing the vibration amplitude of a symmetrical rotor
at a specified resonance frequency p 460 A87-31734

Interference of rotor harmonics in two-shaft coaxial rotor
systems with nonlinearly elastic shaft supports

p 610 A87-42136
Full potential modeling of blade-vortex interactions

p 627 A87-43417
Method for the determination of the three dimensional

aerodynamic field of a rotor-stator combination in
compressible flow
[AIAA PAPER 87-1742] p 730 A87-50187

Dynamics of a high-speed rotor touching a boundary
p 848 A87-51614

Analysis of the vibration of the input bevel pinion in RAN
Wessex helicopter main rotor gearbox WAK143 prior to
failure

[ARL-AERO-PROP-R-169] p 25 N87-10061
Prediction of helicopter rotor discrete frequency noise:

A computer program incorporating realistic blade motions
and advanced acoustic formulation
[NASA-TM-87721] p 59 N87-10750

Transonic flow analysis for rotors. Part 2:
Three-dimensional, unsteady, full-potential calculation
[NASA-TP-2375-PT-2] p 15 N87-10841

Optimization of cascade blade mistuning under flutter
and forced response constraints p 106 N87-11732

Fabrication of cooled radial turbine rotor

[NASA-CR-179503] p 107 N87-11789
An experimental investigation of free-tip response to a

jet
[NASA-TM-88250] p 76 N87-12539

Cryogenic wound rotor for lightweight, high voltage

generators
[AD-D012370] p 130 N87-12768

Application of higher harmonic blade feathering on the
OH-GA helicopter for vibration reduction
[NASA-CR-4031 ] p230 N87-15175

Comparison of composite rotor blade models: A
coupled-beam analysis and an MSC/NASTRAN
finite-element model

[NASA-TM-89024 ] p 318 N87-16884

Bonding of superalloys bydiffusion welding and diffusion
brazing p 324 N87-17059

Description of the US Army small-scale 2-meter rotor

test system
[NASA-TM-87762] p 292 N87-17664

Full-potential modeling Of blade-vortax interactions
[NASA-TM-88355] p 341 N87-18532

Helicopter blade-vorfex interaction locations:
Scale-model acoustics and free-wake analysis results
[NASA-TP-2658] p 348 N87_18537

Natural rotor icing on Mount Washington, New
Hampshire
lAD-A175276] p 363 N87-19383

Flow through a compressor stage
[AD-A175026] p 370 N87-19397

Non-linear performance of a three-bearing rotor
incorporating a squeeze-film damper

p 539 N87-22217
Structural and aeroelastic analysis of the SR-7L

propfan
[NASA-TM-86877] p 540 N87-22273

Statistics on aircraft gas turbine engine rotor failures
that occurred in US commercial aviation during 1981
[DOT/FAA/CT-86/42] p 520 N87-22684

Aeroelasticity and mechanical stability report, 0.27 Mach
scale model of the YAH-64 advanced attack helicopter
[NASA-CR-178284] p 571 N87-23596

Swashplate control system
]NASA-CASE-ARC-11633-1] p 597 N87-23631

Extension of Kirchhoff's formula to radiation from moving
surfaces

[NASA-TM-89149] p 620 N87-24160
Helicopter blade dynamic loads measured during

performance testing of two scaled rotors
[NASA-TM-89053] p 573 N87-24423

Preliminary structural design of composite main rotor
blades for minimum weight
[NASA-TP-2730] p 691 N87-25435

Wind tunnel evaluation of a truncated NACA 64-621
airfoil for wind turbine applications
[NASA-CR-180803] p 703 N87-25621

Velocity measurements near the blade tip and in the
tip vortex core of a hovering model rotor

p 645 N87-26030
The effect of rotor wake geometry variation on hover

induced power estimation for a UH-1H Iroquois

helicopter
lAD-A160787] p 732 N87-26867

The results of a wind tunnel investigation of a model
rotor with a free tip
[NASA-TM-86758] p 827 N87-29496

Performance and power regulation characteristics of two
aileron-controlled rotors and a pitchable tip-controlled rotor
on the Mod-O turbine

[NASA-TM-100136] p 855 N87-29956
ROUTES

Extended Range Twin Operations (ETOPS) --- twin
engined aircraft
[CAP-513] p 422 N87-20976

Strategic control to improve efficiency of air traffic
management p 501 N87-21894

RUBBER

Research on the stress analysis method of rubber
structure - Calculation of the frequency adapter stresses

p 693 A87-43453
Criteria for asphalt-rubber concrete in civil airport

pavements: Mixture design
[DOT/FAA/PM-86/39] p 129 N87-11910

Asphalt-rubber SAMI (Stress-Absorbing Membrane
Interlayers) field evaluation
[AD-A169700] p 194 N87-14356

Criteria for asphalt-rubber concrete in civil airport
pavements. VoL 2: Evaluation of asphalt-rubber concrete
[DOE/FAA/PM-86/39-VOL-2] p 526 N87-21964

RUDDERS
Ten years of flight service with DC-10 composite rudders

- A backward glance
[SAE PAPER 861674] p 360 A87-29643

Lessons learned from the DC-10 carbon-epoxy' rudder
program
]SAE PAPER 861675] p 360 A87-29644

A decade of composite rudder service reviewed
p 689 A87-44861

Helicopter having a disengageable tail rotor
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13609-1] p 588 N87-24460

RUN TIME (COMPUTERS)
Computational enhancements to a 4D algorithm --- for

aircraft trajectory optimization p 134 A87-13359
How to make your aerodynamics in flutter calculations

cheaper
[NLR-MP-85056-U] p 152 N87-13416

RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD
Numerical solution of the Euler equations using rational

Runge-Kutta method p 7 A87-11538
Acceleration to a steady state for the Euler equations

p 70 A87-14096
Spectral methods for modeling supersonic chemically

reacting flowfields p 70 A87-14110

A numerical study of viscous transonic flows using RRK
scheme --- Rational Runge-Kutta
[AIAA PAPER 87-0426] p 283 A87-24963

Computation of transonic flows in turbomachines using
the Runge-Kutta integration scheme

p 341 A87-27938
Improved integration procedures for flight simulation

[DGLR PAPER 86-!54] p 545 A87-36773
An easily vectorizable numerical solution of the Euler

equations p 207 N87-14258
Runge-Kutta finite-volume simulation of laminar

transonic flow over a NACA 0012 airfoil using the
Navier-Stokes equations
[FFA-TN-1986-60] p 574 N87-24429

Computational methods for vortex dominated
compressible flows
[NASA-CR-181144] p 789 N87-27130

RUNWAY ALIGNMENT

Loran-C approach considerations p 503 N87-22612
RUNWAY CONDITIONS

Numerical simulation of a flexible aircraft taking-off and
landing on uneven runway p 190 A87-18529

Tire and runway surface research
[SAE PAPER 861618] p 451 A87-32577

Flow rate and trajectory of water spray produced by
an aircraft tire
[SAE PAPER 861626] p 451 A87-32582

Alternate launch and recovery surface traction
characteristics
[SAE PAPER 861627] p 452 A87-32583

Classification of the load-carrying capacity of runway
surfaces by the ACN-PCN method. II

p 686 A87-46354
Classification of the load-carrying capacity of runway

surfaces by the ACN-PCN method. IV
p 777 A87-47316

First results of parallel-runway separation studies in the
USSR p 777 A87-47881

An active control landing gear for the alleviation of
aircraft taxi ground loads p 824 A87-53573

Runway incursions at controlled airports in the United
States
[PB86-917003] p 84 N87-11711

Number and duration of Runway Visual Range (RVR)
runs for RVR-values lower than 225 m
[KNMI-TR-85(FM)] p 119 N87-11805

Accident of the DC-10 EC-DEG aircraft at Malaga on
September 13, 1982
[NASA-TM-88007] p 156 N87-14305

An investigation of spray impact forces --- aircraft
wheels
lBU-340] p 392 N87-19697

Performance of recycled asphalt concrete airport
pavement surfaces
[DOT/FAA-PM-86-12] p 466 N87-20432

Runway Visual Range (RVR) documentation of the civil
airports in the Netherlands
[KNMI-TR-84] p 426 N87-20986

Performance of cracked and seated rigid airport
pavements
[DOT/FAA/PM-87/4] p 526 N87-21965

Consequence of layer separation on pavement
performance
[DOT/FAA/PM-86/48] p 602 N87-23661

RUNWAY LIGHTS

Performance of three visual approach landing light
systems p 424 A87-33052

A simulator evaluation of alternative heliport approach

lighting systems
[AIAA PAPER 87-2635] p 838 A87-52290

RUNWAYS
Classification of the load-carrying capacity of runway

surfaces by the ACN-PCN method. I
p 686 A87-46353

Potential impacts of advanced technologies on the ATC
capacity of high-density terminal areas
[NASA-CR-4024] p 22 N87-10854

Advanced construction procedures: Confined bases for
airport pavements
[FAA/PM-86/9] p 118 N87-11799

Vertical deflection characteristics of aircraft tyres

[ESDU-86005] p 129 N87-11992
Performance prediction of low volume airfield

pavements
[AD-A172270] p 193 N87-13454

Asphalt-rubber SAMI (Stress-Absorbing Membrane
Interlayers) field evaluation
[AD-A169700] p 194 N87-14356

Development of mechanistic flexible pavement design
concepts for the heavyweight F-15 aircraft
lAD-A170902] p 194 N87-14357

A study to monitor microseismic activity to detect
sinkholes
[DOT/FAA/PM-86/34] p 204 N87-14792
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Facilities technology application tests: Fuel-resistant
pavement sealers
[AD-A171473] p 258 N87-15238

A proposed single criterion for IFR (Instrument Flight
Rules) approaches to converging runways
[AD-A171844) p 237 N87-15953

Probabilistic and reliability analysis of the California
Bearing Ratio (CBR) design method for flexible airfield
pavements
[AD-A173231] p316 N87-17719

Criteria for asphalt-rubber concrete in civil airport
pavements. Vol. 2: Evaluation of asphalt-rubber concrete
[DOEIFAAIPM-86/39-VOL-2] p 526 N87-21964

Washington metropolitan wind study, 1981-1986
[PB87-151908] p 544 N87-22375

Aircraft Dynamic Response to Damaged and Repaired
Runways
]AGARD-R-739] p 584 N87-23609

Interpretation in terms of the response of a one
degree-of-freedom oscillator to two successive
disturbances p 585 N87-23610

An experimental-analytical routine for the dynamic
qualification of aircraft operating on rough runway
surfaces p 585 N87-23611

Otis ANGB (Air National Guard Base) visibility sensor
field test study
[AD-A179176] p615 N87-24045

First approximation to landing field length of civil
transport aeroplanes (50 ft., 15.24 m screen)
[ESDU-84040] p 688 N87-26056

Development of mechanistic flexible pavement design
concepts for the heavyweight F-15 aircraft
[AD-A181596] p 779 N87-27675

The problems of the calculation of the capacity of flight
operation surfaces of airports
[ILR-MITr-170] p 838 N87-28566

Pressuremeter moduli for airport pavement design and
evaluation
[DOT/FAA/PM-87/10] p 839 N87-28572

Langley Aircraft Landing Dynamics Facility
]NASA-RP-1189] p 839 N87-29544

Soil stabilization for roadways and airfields
[AD-A183382] p 839 N87-29545

RURAL AREAS
The United States mobile satellite service

p 267 N87-15381

S

S WAVES

Spectra of noise and amplified turbulence emanating
from shock-turbulence interaction p 398 A87-31164

S-N DIAGRAMS

Is fatigue testing of impact damaged laminates
necessary? p 844 A87-54316

SAAB AIRCRAFT

Equivalent testing temperature --- for SAAB avionics

p 786 A87-47642
Inflight anti/de-icing experience from the certification of

the SF340 p 738 A87-49203
Measurements of landing gear loads of a commuter

[FFA-TN-1986-37] p 176 N87-14323
SADDLE POINTS

Stability regions of relaxed static stability aircraft under
control saturation constraints p 448 N87-20288

SAFETY

Operating and support hazard analysis for self-contained
navigation system LSI model 6216A, B and C, group B
[AD-A169381] p 22 N87-10855

The use of new technology in the control of civil air
traffic at airway junctions
[AD-A174303] p 357 N87-18557

SAFETY DEVICES

Evaluation of a takeoff performance monitoring
system

[AIAA PAPER 87-2256] p 757 A87-50419
SAFETY FACTORS

Built-In-Test for fail-safe design p 128 A87-15428
'Gold-plated' design --- redundancy and safety factors

in aircraft structures p 233 A87-22222
Composites design allowables p 317 A87-25872
First results of parallel-runway separation studies in the

USSR p 777 A87-47881
Crashworthiness experiment summary full-scale

transport controlled impact demonstration program
[DOT/FAA/CT-85/20] p 17 N87-10055

National Transportation Safety Board safety
recommendation p 18 N87-10852

Delethalized cyclic control stick
[AD-A173931] p 353 N87-18549

SAFETY MANAGEMENT

The characterization of lightning - A step toward better
protection of aircraft against lightning
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-177] p 233 A87-21076

A systems approach to safe airspace operations
p 294 A87-24174

Medical helicopters - Carbon monoxide risk?

p 420 A87.31698
Semi-automatic cross-checking between different

copies of the same flight plan p 502 N87-21903
SAINT VENANT PRINCIPLE

Some considerations on the modern beam theory -
Development of the practical methods

p 381 A87-28434
SAMPLING

Portable fuel leak detector

[AD-A180095] p 700 N87-25550
SAND CASTING

Developments of melting and casting technology of
titanium base alloys p 782 A87.48012

SANDS
Advanced construction procedures: Confined bases for

airport pavements
[FAA/PM-86/9] p 118 N87-11799

SANDWICH STRUCTURES

Development of a GFRP wing inaccordance with FAR
Part 23 p 92 A87-t3993

Monocoque, sandwich, and composite aerospace
structures --- Book p 199 A87-18562

Optimum design of sandwich constructions
p 384 A87-30154

Criticality of delaminations in composite materials
structures p 465 A87-35022

Repair procedures for composite parts on the alpha
jet p 404 N87-20175

SARSAT

Emergency Iocator transmitters - A problem and a
challenge p 578 A87-39428

SATELLITE ALTIMETRY

Altitude aided GPS p 580 A87-41390
SATELLITE ANTENNAS

Basic parameters of antennas for aircraft, satellites and

missiles p 613 N87-23860
SATELLITE ATTITUDE CONTROL

Integrated power and attitude control system (IPACS)
technology p 194 A87-18138

SATELLITE COMMUNICATION
Military aeronautical satellite communications

p 18 A87-10137
Transition to new systems and international

perspectives p20 A87-11806
Aeronautical satellite communications over the Atlantic

- A technical demonstration p 422 A87-31457
An overview of aeronautical satellite communications

p 740 A87-48356

Space communications to aircraft: A new development
in international space law. I p 861 A87-51477

SATELLITE CONTROL

EHF test modem/processor (ETM/P)
p 205 A87-16832

SATELLITE GUIDANCE

Test plan for helicopter GPS (Global Positioning System)
applications
[AD-A183299] p 823 N87-29488

SATELLITE NAVIGATION SYSTEMS

Automated aircraft navigation --- Russian book
p 158 A87-17702

The minimum for geometric dilutionof precision in Global
Positioning System navigation p 355 A87-28917

Independent ground monitor coverage of Global
Positioning System (GPS) satellites for use by civil
aviation p 580 A87-41389

High precision differential GPS navigation
p 581 A87-41394

Requirements for sole means navigation in U.S. Navy
aircraft p 581 A87-41402

Geostationary satellite navigation systems
p 648 A87-42786

Space-age navigation p 820 A87-51325

Test plan for helicopter GPS (Global Positioning System)
applications
[AD.At83299] p 823 N87-29488

SATELLITE NETWORKS

The Navstar/GPS program - Anevolution or a revolution
in the world of navigation p 840 A87-53581

PRODAT system architecture --- communication
network p 266 N87-15371

SATELLITE TRACKING
Altitude aided GPS p 580 A87-41390

SCALARS
Vortex-scalar element calculations of a diffusion flame

stabilized on a plane mixing layer
[NASA-TM.100133] p 802 N87-28501

SCALE (RATIO)
Experimental comparison of radiometric scales from

laboratory standards and solar radiation
p 849 A87.53576

SCALE EFFECT

Effects of scale on supersonic combustor
performance
[AIAA PAPER 87-2164] p 672 A87.45444

Scaled centrifugal compressor program
{NASA-CR-174912} p 185 N87-14349

Hot gas ingestion: From model results to full scale engine
testing p 593 N87-24419

SCALE MODELS

NOTAR (No Tail Rotor) hover testing using a scale model
in water p 148 A87.19223

Tip vortex core measurements on a hovering model
rotor

[AIAA PAPER 87-0209] p 320 A87-24938

Measurement of model deformations in wind tunnels
p 525 A87-36943

Comparison of scaling results obtained for a swept-back
wing in a hydrodynamic tunnel and in a wind tunnel
[AAAF PAPER NT 86-12] p 526 A87-38036

Doublet-panel method for half-model wind-tunnel
corrections p 598 A87-39893

Validation of a method for air resonance testing of
helicopters at model scale using active control of Pylon
dynamic characteristics p 683 A87-43462

Substantiation of the analytical prediction of ground and
air resonance stability of a bearingless rotor, using model
scale tests p 654 A87-43463

Scale model test results of a thrust reverser concept
for advanced multi-functional exhaust systems
[AIAA PAPER 87-1833] p 667 A87-45235

F-15 SMTD hot gas ingestion wind tunnel test results

--- STOL and Maneuver Technology Demonstrator
[AIAA PAPER 87.1922] p 669 A87-45301

Icing and de-icing on a downscale model in ONERA
$1 MA wind tunnel p 818 A87-54191

One-fiftieth scale model studies of 40-by 80-foot and
80-by 120-foot wind tunnel complex at NASA Ames
Research Center

[NASA-TM-89405] p 526 N87-21963
A model test vehicle for hypersonic aerospace systems

development
[MRB-UR-875/86] p 658 N87-25314

Cruise noise of the 2/9th scale model of the Large-scale
Advanced Propfan (LAP) propeller, SR-7A
{NASA-TM-100175] p 798 N87-28398

SCALING

Helicopter blade dynamic loads measured during
performance testing of two scaled rotors
]NASA-TM-89053] p 573 N87-24423

SCALING LAWS

Comparisons of predicted propeller noise with
windtunnel and flyover data
[AIAA PAPER 87-0527] p 272 A87-22687

Scaling laws for testing airfoils under heavy rainfall
p 342 A87-28071

Scaling of impact loaded carbon fiber composites
[AIAA PAPER 87-0867] p 456 A87-33647

Analysis and verification of the icing scaling equations.
Volume 1: Revision

[AD-A167976] p 85 N87-12551
The dynamic scaling and development of model
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]RAE-TR-85052] p 242 N87-15203

The scaling of model test results to predict intake hot
gas reingestion for STOVL aircraft with augmented
vectored thrust engines p 593 N87-24418

SCANNING
Scan stabilization and jitter control for an airborne

telescope p 660 A87-42812
SCA'rrERING

Development and application of unified algorithms for
problems in computational science p 705 N87-26006

SCAI"rERING COEFFICIENTS

Otis ANGB (Air National Guard Base) visibility sensor
field test study
[AD-A179176] p 615 N87-24045

SCAI-rEROMETERS

Data processing and calibration for an airborne
scatterometer p 30 A87-12694

Development and experiment of airborne microwave
rain-scatterometer/radiometer system. I - Hardware
system, II - Experimental data processing software
system p 365 A87-28435

Development and experiment of airborne microwave
rain-scatterometer/radiometar system. III . Rain
measurement and its data analysis p 393 A87.28436

The C and Ku band scatterometar results from Canadian
participation in the ESA PROMESS ocean measurement

campaign p 55 N87.11252
DFVLR flight operation acting as a useful service unit

for ERS-1 p 331 N87-17378
SCHEDULING

Computer assisted arrival sequencing and scheduling
with the COMPAS system p 502 N87-21897
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SCHLIEREN PHOTOGRAPHY

Next generation of control techniques in advanced
TMA p 502 N87-21898

SCHLIEREN PHOTOGRAPHY

Mixing characteristics of a supersonic multiple jet
ejector
[AIAA PAPER 87-0248] p 249 A87-22510

Aerodynamic research intothe high cambered MCA-type
supersonic compressor cascade p 343 A87-28417

SCHOOLS

Hover performance of a remotely piloted helicopter
[AD-A176587J p 433 N87-20992

SCHROEDIRGER EQUATION
Computational chemistry p 706 N87-26023

SCINTILLATION
Airborne laser communications scintillation

measurements p 649 A87-45722
SCREENING

A review of modern X-ray screening devices
p 314 A87-25846

SCREENS

Experimental evaluation of honeycomb/screen
configurations and short contraction section for NASA
Lewis Research Center's altitude wind tunnel

[NASA-TP-2692] p 602 N87-23662
SEALERS

Polymer systems for rapid sealing of aircraft structures
at low temperature
[AD-A167667] p 41 N87-10209

Facilities technology application tests: Fuel-resistant
pavement sealers
[AD-A171473] p 258 N87-15238

SEALING

Development of field level repairs for composite
structures p 404 N87-20177

SEALS (STOPPERS)
Alumina-CoCrAIY material as an improved intermediate

layer for graded ceramic gas-path sealing in aeroturbine
engines p 40 A87-12928

Dynamic stability threshold of contacting mechanical
seals

[ASLE PREPRINT 86-TC-3B-2] p 199 A87-19507
The rotor dynamic coefficients of coned-faDe mechanical

seals with inward or outward flow
[ASME PAPER 86-TRIB-6} p 199 A87-19526

Test results for sawtooth-pattern damper seals -
Leakage and rotordynamic coefficients
[ASME PAPER 86-TRIB-21 ] p200 A87-19530

Why accumulators? --- in aircraft hydraulic systems
p 300 A87-27333

Adhesively sealed fuel tanks - R&D to production
[SAWE PAPER 1688] p 504 A87-36276

Turbine air seal with full backside cooling
[AD-D012405] p 108 N87-12564

Improved vane platform sealing and retention means
[AD-D012407] p 131 N87-12881

Ceramic high pressure gas path seal
[NASA-CR.180813] p 764 N87-26914

SEAPLANES

Aero-marine design and flying qualities of floatplanes
and flying-beats p 508 A87-39146

Design of CCV flight control system of STOL flying
boat p 680 A87-45097

Problems in seaplane research
[DGLR PAPER 86-126] p 744 A87-48160

SEARCH PROFILES

Search strategy for the potential collision between two
aircraft p 351 A87-28152

SEARCH RADAR
About the future of airborne radar

p 387 N87-18722
SEARCHING

Irish Dauphin helicopter S.A.R. system flight tests ---
Search and Rescue p 648 A87-43455

SEAT BELTS

Static test procedures for restraint anchorages in small
aircraft

[SAE PAPER 871007] p 737 A87-48694
Computer simulation of a transport aircraft seat and

occupant(s) in a crash environment, volume 1
[DOT/FAA/CT-86/25-1] p 156 N87-14306

Computer simulation of a transport aircraft seat and
occupant(s) in a crash environment. Volume 2: Program
SOM-TA user manual
[DOT/FAA/CT-86/25-2] p 156 N87-14307

SEATS
The development of dynamic performance standards

for civil rotorcraft seats p89 A87-13666
Crew seat stroke requirements for helicopter rolled

attitude impact crashworthiness p90 A87-13669
Computer modeling of crashworthy seating systems

p 90 A87-13671
Crashworthy crewseat limit load optimization through

dynamic testing p 91 A87-13675

The design and qualification testing of an
energy-absorbing seat for the Navy's H-53 A/D
helicopters p 91 A87-13679
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The development of dynamic performance standards
for civil rotorcraft seats p 155 A87-19251

Crashworthiness analysis of transport aircraft seats
p 352 A87-31135

Dynamic test methodology for aircraft seat and restraint
systems
[SAE PAPER 871010] p 737 A87-48697

Crash dynamics program transport seat performance
and cost benefit study
[DOT/FAA/CT-85/36] p 83 N87-11708

Seat experiment results of full-scale transport aircraft
controlled impact demonstration
[AD-A172245] p 235 N87-15193

SECONDARY FLOW

Study of a bounded jet flow considering the initial
turbulence. II - In the case of relatively large nozzle aspect
ratio p 71 A87-14263

Effect of a bulge on the secondary instability of boundary
layers
[AIAA PAPER 87-0045] p 281 A87-24910

Theoretical investigation of secondary instability of
three-dimensional boundary-layer flows
[AIAA PAPER 87-1338] p 566 A87-42398

Computation of tip and corner region flows
p 537 N87-22153

SECONDARY INJECTION
Secondary stream and excitation effects on

two-dimensional nozzle plume characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 87-2112] p 637 A87-45414

Secondary stream and excitation effects on
two-dimensional nozzle plume characteristics

[NASA-TM-89813] p 349 N87-18539
SECONDARY RADAR

RSM-870 - An autonomous Mode-S compatible SSR
beacon p 295 A87-24172

Mode S data link - Characteristics, capacity, and
applications p 423 A87-31522

Developments in air traffic control systems and their
relation with meteorology
[RAE-TRANS-2143] p 426 N87-20981

SECURITY

Semiannual report to Congress on the effectiveness of
the Civil Aviation Security Program
[AD-A169813] p 155 N87-13420

SEDIMENTS

Data evaluation and technique development for analysis
of JP-5 fuels

[DE87-002025] p 380 N87-19534
Techniques to determine particulates in liquid fuels

[DE87-002028] p 458 N87-21135
SELECTION

Selection of rolling-element bearing steels for long-life
application
[NASA-TM-88881] p 129 N87-11993

SELF ADAPTIVE CONTROL SYSTEMS

Helicopter model in flight identification by a real time
self adaptive digital process p 680 A87-43458

SELF EXCITATION

Self-excited oscillations in jet engine test cells
p 859 A87-51215

Dynamics of a high-speed rotor touching a boundary
p 848 A87-51614

SELF OSCILLATION
Self-induced roll oscillations measured on a delta

wing/canard configuration p 310 A87-24028
Construction of a generating solution and a generating

system of equations in a study of self-oscillatory parachute
motion p408 A87-31729

Numerical simulation and comparison with experiment
for self-excited oscillations in a diffuser flow

p 693 A87-43381
Self-excited oscillations in jet engine test cells

p 859 A87-51215
SELF TESTS

Integrated communications navigation identification
avionics moves into the next generation avionics

p 588 A87-41404
SEMISPAN MODELS

Evaluation of installed performance of a
wing-tip-mounted pusher turboprop on a semispan wing
[NASA-TP-2739] p 659 N87-26041

An investigation of tip planform influence on the
aerodynamic load characteristics of semispan, upswept
wing and wing-tip
[NASA-CR-177428] p 731 N87-26865

SENSITIVITY

Optimal and insensitive control of hyperbolic distributed
parameter systems with applications to wing flutter
problems
[AD-A174954] p 362 N87-18564

Sensitivity Analysis in Engineering
[NASA-CP-2457] p 390 N87-18855

Sensitivity method for integrated structure/active control
law design p 390 N87-18860

The case for aerodynamic sensitivity analysis

p 349 N87-18861
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Sensitivity of overall vehicle stiffness to local joint
stiffness p 390 N87-18862

Design sensitivity analysis of nonlinear structural
response p 390 N87-18863

Optimal control concepts in design sensitivity analysis
p 390 N87-18864

Sensitivity derivatives and optimization of nodal point
locations for vibration reduction p 390 N87-18869

Design sensitivity analysis of rotorcraft airframe
structures for vibration reduction p 391 N87-18874

SENSORS

Sensor-based fault diagnosis in a flight expert system
p 177 A87-16681

Covert penetration systems future strategic aircraft
missions will require a new sensor system approach

p 178 A87-16744
Passive fiber-optic coherence multiplexing for aircraft

sensors p459 A87-31506
A unique measurement technique to study

laminar-separation bubble characteristics on an airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 87-1271] p 631 A87-44921

SENSORY PERCEPTION

System sensory perception (SSP) p 181 A87-19283
Motion software for a research flight simulator

p 704 A87-44713
SEPARATED FLOW

Mathematical modeling of separated flow past a wing
profile and aerodynamic hysteresis p 5 A87-10619

Computation of turbulent supersonic flows around

pointed bodies having crossflow separation
p 5 A87-11487

Implicit finite.difference simulation of separated
hypersonic flow over an indented nosetip

p7 A87-11533
Computations of separated subsonic and transonic flow

about airfoils in unsteady motion p 8 A87-11786
An experimental study on large negative incidence

separated flow in two-dimensional turbine cascades
p 10 A87-12957

Spanwise variation of laminar separation bubbles on
wings at low Reynolds number p 71 A87-14362

Modeling of turbulent separated flows for aerodynamic
applications p 73 A87-15454

An antidiffusive numerical method solving supersonic
three dimensional viscous separated flows

p 148 A87-18576
Dynamic stall of oscillating airfoils

p 150 A87-19278
Air intake flow visualization

[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-162] p 264 A87-21062
Separation in three-dimensional incompressible flow

Experiments for validation and modeling
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-180] p 214 A87-21079

Concerning inviscid solutions for large-scale separated
flows p 264 A87-21271

Visualization of three-dimensional forced unsteady
separated flow
[AIAA PAPER 86-1066] p 215 A87-21530

Computational methods for unsteady transonic flows
[AIAA PAPER 87-0107] p 218 A87-22418

A computational analysis of flow separation over five
different airfoil geometries at high angles-of-attack
[AIAA PAPER 87-0188] p 220 A87-22472

A study of the laminar separation bubble on an airfoil
at low Reynolds numbers using flow visualization
techniques
[AIAA PAPER 87°0242] p 221 A87-22505

An experimental investigation of a laminar separation
on a natural laminar flow airfoil

[AIAA PAPER 87-0458] p 226 A87-22650
A global marching technique for the prediction of

separated flows over arbitrary airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 87-0591] p 227 A87.22725

Transonic separated solutions for an augmentor wing
p 279 A87-24032

A comparison of inviscid and viscous transonic
separated flows

AIAA PAPER 87.0036] p 280 A87-24907
Flat plate delta wing separated flows with zero total

pressure losses
[AIAA PAPER 87-0038] p 280 A87-24908

Three-dimensional flow produced by a pitching-plunging
model dragonfly wing

AIAA PAPER 87-0121] p 275 A87-24922
Visualization of unsteady separated flow about a pitching

delta wing
AIAA PAPER 87-0240] p 320 A87-24943

Unsteady separated flows - Novel experimental
approach

AIAA PAPER 87-0459] p 283 A87-24966
Solution of the two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations

using sparse matrix solvers
AIAA PAPER 87.0603] p 285 A87-24991

A numerical method for the calculation of

incompressible, steady, separated flows around aerofoils
p 285 A87-25002
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Separation structures on cylindrical wings
p 321 A87-25843

Conical, separated flows with shock and shed vorticity
p 341 A87-27957

Selected vortex-lift research at NASA Langley Research
Center p 346 A87-31129

Analysis of three-dimensional separated flow with the
boundary-layer equations p 346 A87-31156

Computation of dynamic stall of a NACA-0012 airfoil
p 347 A87.31160

Upwind Navier-Stokes solutions for separated periodic
flows p 347 A87-31182

Prediction of the structure of fuel sprays in cylindrical
combustion chambers p 369 A87-31277

Experimental investigations of separated flow around
high-angle-of-attack slender bodies p 408 A87-32353

Direct-inverse method for airfoils at high angles of
attack p 410 A87-33242

Advanced method for computing flow around wings with
rear separation and ground effect p 410 A87-33246

A technique for the prediction of airfoil flutter

characteristics in separated flow
[AIAA PAPER 87-0910] p 464 A87-33719

Visualization of separated vortices using laser induced
fluorescence p 413 A87-35008

Modelling of separating flow and its stability
p 533 A87-37216

Shock-induced separated flows on the lee surface of
delta wings p 489 A87-39147

Two-dimensional turbulent separated flow
p 552 A87-39527

Advances in the computation of transonic separated
flows over finite wings
[AIAA PAPER 87-1195] p 630 A87-44904

A unique measurement technique to study
laminar-separation bubble characteristics on an airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 87-1271] p 631 A87-44921

Visualization of three-dimensional structures about a

pitching forward swept wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-1322] p 631 A87-44929

Study on the interference between the local separation
on a wing surface and outer flow-field

p 634 A87-45094
An improved approach for transonic flow

p 639 A87-46215
Unsteady viscous-inviscid interaction method and

computation of buffeting over airfoils
[ONERA, TP NO. 1987-58] p 640 A87-46759

Laminar separation bubble characteristics on an airfoil
at low Reynolds numbers p 641 A87-46778

A method for calculating axisymmetric afterbody flows
p 716 A87-47087

A wake source model for airfoils with separated flow
p 716 A87-47153

Buffeting prediction for transport aircraft applications
based on unsteady pressure measurements
[AIAA PAPER 87-2356] p 724 A87-49073

Numerical simulation of transonic separated flows over
low-aspect-ratio wings p 730 A87-50341

Control of the intensity of convective heat transfer in a
Laval nozzle under conditions of turbulent flow and in the
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Characteristics of separated flow past a delta wing

p 805 A87-51669

Calculation of three-dimensional supersonic flow past
cone-like bodies with a separated shock wave

p 805 A87-51671

Flow behind a rearward facing step in hypersonic high
enthalpy flow - Some interferometric studies

p 807 A87-52371
Acta Aeronautica et Astronautica Sinica (selected

articles)
[AD.A167918] p 3 N87-10004

Numerical solution of the 3-dimensional boundary layer
equations in the inverse mode using finite differences

p 11 N87-10005
Study of three-dimensional separation on a spheroid at

incidence p 49 N87-10016
Unsteady airload computations for airfoils oscillating in

attached and separated compressible flow
[NLR.MP-85040-U] p 16 N87-10846

Computation of transonic separated wing flows using
an Euler/Navier Stokes zonal approach

p 16 N87-10849
Advanced method for computing the flow around wings

with rear separation and ground effect
[DFVLR-FB-86-17] p 50 N87-11017

Visualization of three-dimensional forced unsteady
separated flow
[AD-A168939] p 51 N87-11129

Application of viscous-inviscid interaction methods to
transonic turbulent flows

[NASA-CR-179900] p 75 N87*11700
Viscous-inviscid interaction in transonic separated flow

over solid and porous airfoils and cascades
p 76 N87-12535

A summary of the development of integral aerodynamic
methods for the computation of rotor wake interactions

[AD-A169254] p 77 N87-12545
Visualisation of axial turbine tip clearance flow using a

linear cascade

[CUED/A-TURBO/TR-122] p 107 N87-12560
Two-dimensional incompressible flows around an airfoil

at several attack angles p 153 N87-14271
Computation of separation ahead of blunt fin in

supersonic turbulent flow
[NASA-TM-89416] p 290 N87-16791

A comparative study of some dynamic stall models
[NASA-TM-88917] p 391 N87-18883

Using the boundary-layer equations in three-dimensional
viscous flow simulation p 466 N87-20222

Acta Aerodynamica Sinica

[AD-A176552] p 483 N87-21847
Research on pest-stall aerodynamics

]AD-A177107] p 490 N87-21851
Buffet onset measurements on an aircraft model at

transonic Mach numbers

[NAL-TM-AE-8602] p 490 N87-21861
Lee surface flow over delta wings at supersonic speeds:

Some features of different types of flow
[NAL-TM-AE-8612] p 491 N87-21864

Lee-surface flow over delta wings at supersonic
speeds
[NAL-TM-AE-8610] p 491 N87-21865

Numerical viscous-inviscid interaction method for

internal separated flows and shock wave-boundary layer
interaction p 535 N87-21939

Experimental research on compressible turbulent shear
layers, viscous-inviscid interactions, and flow separation
[AD-A179579] p 541 N87-22928

Evaluation of Navier-Stokes and Euler solutions for

leading-edge separation vortices
[NASA-TM-89458] p 570 N87-23584

Downstream boundary effects on the frequency of
self-excited oscillations in transonic diffuser flows

p 611 N87-23794
Unsteady separated flows: Vorticity and turbulence

lAD-A179500] p 614 N87-23912
Experimental studies on the dynamic development and

control of unsteady separated flows p 642 N87-25297
Viscid/inviscid separated flows

[AD-A179858] p 699 N87-25536
A direct-inverse method for transonic and separated

flows about airfoils
[NASA-CR-181233] p 733 N87-27620

Applications of classical and zero-total-pressure-loss
sets of Euler equations to delta wings

p 734 N87-27625
An analysis of the crossover between local and massive

separation on airfoils
[NASA-CR-4096] p 814 N87-29411

SEPARATORS

Development of an advanced vaneless inlet particle
separator for helicopter engines p 105 A87-14984

Sand separator efficiency calculation for the JVX tilt rotor
aircraft inlet p 199 A87-19274

Impact of IPS and Ins configurations on engine

A study of compressor erosion in helicopter engine with

inlet separator
[AD-A173288] p 309 N87-17703

SEQUENCING

Multidisciplinary systems optimization by linear
decomposition p 136 N87-11740

SEQUENTIAL ANALYSIS
Comparison of methods for expanding the convergence

region of SITAN system --- position_g using terrain-aided
navigation p 157 A87-16752

Dynamic optimization problems with bounded terminal
conditions p 474 A87-31682

SEQUENTIAL CONTROL
Electroluminescent (EL) remotely-controlled landing

zone marker light system
[AD-D012386] p 87 N87-11716

SERVICE LIFE
Development of a GFRP wing inaccordance with FAR

Part 23 p 92 A87-13993

Technology and the service life of aircraft --- Russian
book p 275 A87-25268

Enhanced stop-drill repair procedure for cracked
structures p 384 A87°30tO9

The relevance of short crack behaviour to the integrity

of major rotating aero engine components
p 457 A87-34674

Durability of aircraft structures p 531 A87-35291
Close form solution for prediction of crack propagation

life of structure member and its application to landing

gears p 607 A87-39415
The service life of the L20O aircraft according to

measurements of conditions of operation in the USSR
p 584 A87-40923

Application of engine component life methodology to
life assessment p 698 A87-46230

The AVSCOM flight safety part program
p 647 A87-46724

State-of-art and prospect for materials and hot working
technology for gas turbine disk p 780 A87°47681

Flight service evaluation of composite helicopter
components
[NASA-CR-178149] p 41 N87-10182

Small, self-contained aircraft fatigue data recorder
lAD-A172400] p 243 N87-15207

Corrosion and load transfer effects on fatigue of
mechanically fastened joints
[AD.A173802] p 268 N87-16365

Component lifiog --. aircraft engines
[PNR90346] p 308 N87-16838

Long-term environmental effects and flight service
evaluation of composite materials
[NASA-TM-89067] p 319 N87-17858

Creep fatigue life prediction for engine hot section
materials (isotropic)
[NASA-CR-174844] p 327 N87-18117

Short stress corrosion cracks in aluminum alloy
components
[NLR-MP-86001-U] p 380 N87-18661

Prediction of service life of aircraft structural components
using the half-cycle method
[NASA°TM-86812] p 542 N87-23009

Life prediction and constitutive models for engine hot
section anisotropic materials
[NASA-CR-179594] p 593 N87-23622

Research on mechanical properties for engine life
prediction
[AD-A181243] p 763 N87-26909

Real time simultaneous in-line wear and lubricant

condition monitoring
[AD-At83286] p 852 N87*29842

SERVOCONTROL

Control of aircraft by decoupled high feedback gain
servo p 372 A87-30226

Transonic and supersonic lateral control of aircraft by
adaptive perfect servo p 444 A87-32101

Aircraft-servo-aeroelasticity stability
p 594 A87-39410

Quadrifoglio - A new philosophy in the configuration of
the servo-controls for helicopters p 786 A87-48964

SERVOMECHANISMS
A redundant actuating system with servo valves of low

hydraulic loss p 93 A87-14025
Preliminary design of electromechanical servosystems

[SAE PAPER 851759] p 129 A87-15482
SET THEORY

Estimating projections of the playable sot
[AIAA PAPER 87-2242] p 795 A87-50408

SH-3 HELICOPTER

A significant improvement to the low speed yaw control
of the Sea King using a tail boom strake

p 766 A87-48929
SHADOWGRAPH PHOTOGRAPHY

Wide-field shadowgraphy of tip vortices from a helicopter
rotor p 341 A87-27937
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reflection of a shock wave p 848 A87-52370

SHAFTS (MACHINE ELEMENTS)
Equivalent linearization of a squeeze film damper

p 198 A87-17965
Instability of an intershaft squeeze film damper in a

two-speol rotor dynamics simulator p 539 N87-22215
SHAPES

Induced drag of a curved wing p 10 A87-12805
A three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer on a body

of complex shape p 285 A87-25226
A study of the shape of the cross-section profile of a

minimum-drag three-dimensional conical body moving in
a rarefied gas p 286 A87-25231

Unitized high temperature probes
[AD-D012508] p 324 N87-17020

Net shape technology in aerospace structures. Volume
1

lAD-A176508] p 406 N87-20957
Net shape technology in aerospace structures. Volume

2. Appendix. Precision Forgings in Aerospace Structures.
Presentations of a workshop held on December 3-5, 1984
in Oxnard, California
lAD-A176509] p 406 N87-20958

Net shape technology in aerospace structures. Volume
4. Appendix. Future Composite Manufacturing Technology.
Presentations of a workshop held on September 9-12,1985
in Gaithersburg, Maryland
[AD-A176511] p 407 N87-20960

Investigation of generic hub fairing and pylon shapes
to reduce hub drag
[NASA-TM-100008] p 816 N87-29422

New methods and materials for molding and casting
ice formations

[NASA-TM-100126] p 819 N87-29470
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SHARP LEADING EDGES
Incompressible Navier-Stokes solutions for a

sharp-edged double-delta wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-0206] p 220 A87-22484

Normal force characteristics at supersonic speeds of

sharp edged delta wings
[AIAA PAPER 87-0214] p 221 A87-22491

Shock-induced separated flows on the lee surface of
delta wings p489 A87-39147

Normal-force characteristics of sharp-edged delta wings
at supersonic speeds p 653 A87-39894

Modeling three dimensional vortex flow in
aerodynamics p 154 N87-14636

Applicability of linearized-theory attached-flow methods
to design and analysis of flap systems at low speeds for
thin swept wings with sharp leading edges
[NASA-TP-2653] p 230 N87-15174

Applications of Euler equations to sharp edge delta wings
with leading edge vortices p 415 N87-20214

SHEAR FLOW
Finite element Navier-Stokes calculation of

three-dimensional turbulent flow near a propeller
p 70 A87-14101

Large-scale coherent structures in free turbulent flows
and their aerodynamic sound p 138 A87-15458

The aeroelastic instability of an elevator balance horn
in a shear layer wake flow
[SAE PAPER 861827] p 427 A87-32661

Separation control over an airfoil at high angles of attack
by sound emanating from the surface
[AIAA PAPER 87-1261] p 564 A87-42351

Lift and pitching moment coefficient changes from
low-level freestream turbulence p 808 A87-52888

Experimental research on compressible turbulent shear
layers, viscous-inviseid interactions, and flow separation
[AD-A179579] p 541 N87-22928

Control of shear flows by artificial excitation
[NASA-TM-100201] p 815 N87-29420

KC-135 aero-optical turbulent boundary layer/shear
layer experiment revisited p 852 N87-29454

SHEAR LAYERS
Navier-Stokes simulation for flow past an open cavity

[AIAA PAPER 86-2628] p 147 A87-17887
Effects of a downstream disturbance on the structure

of a turbulent plane mixing layer
[AIAA PAPER 87-0197] p 265 A87-22476

Interaction between two compressible, turbulent free
shear layers p 278 A87-23654

Aero-optical analysis of compressible flow over an open
cavity
[AIAA PAPER 87-1399] p 632 A87-44943

A simple model for finite chemical kinetics analysis of
supersonic turbulent shear layer combustion
[AIAA PAPER 87-1879] p 696 A87-45273

A method for the calculation of the interaction of a

turbulent boundary layer with a shock wave
p 639 A87-46238

Characteristic times for lean blowoff in turbine
combustors p 758 A87-47090

Simulation of impinging shear layers using vortex
dynamics p 536 N87-22140

Experimental research on compressible turbulent shear

layers, viscous-inviscid interactions, and flow separation
]An-At79579] p 541 N87-22928

Some aspects of vortex flows determined from the
thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations
[NASA-TM-88375] p 571 N87-23595

Enhanced mixing of an axisymmetric jet by aerodynamic
excitation
[NASA-CR-t75059] p 815 N87-29418

KC-135 aero-optical turbulent boundary layer/shear
layer experiment revisited p 852 N87-29454

High-speed reacting flows: Research to understand
processes in supersonic combustors
[AD-A183952] p 846 N87-29629

SHEAR PROPERTIES

Postbuckling and failure characteristics of stiffened
graphite-epoxy shear webs
[AIAA PAPER 87-0733] p 463 A87-33572

On the buckling of sandwich beams containing an
unbonded region
[AD-A173603] p 268 N87-16362

The aerothermodynamic environment for holes in
hypersonic configurations
[DE87-003790] p 814 N87-29414

SHEAR STRESS

On the efficiency of stiffened panels, with application
to shear web design p 262 A87-20170

Prediction of buffeting and calculation of unsteady

boundary layer separation over airfoils
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-95] p 213 A87-21021

A comparison of turbulence closure models for transonic
flows about airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 87-0418] p 224 A87-22619

Some considerations on the modern beam theory -
Development of the practical methods

p 381 A87-28434

Nonlinear dynamic response of composite rotor
blades
[AD-A173069] p 176 N87-14321

Influence of large deflection and transverse shear on
random response of rectangular symmetric composite
laminates to acoustic loads

[NASA-CR-178313] p 798 N87-27489

An investigation of the flow characteristics in the blade
endwall corner region
[NASA-CR-4076] p 814 N87-29412

SHEATHS

Lightweight 2 fiber aviation cable featuring low fiber
stress levels

[AD-P005282] p 826 N87-29297
SHEETS

Development of powder metallurgy 2XXX series AI alloy
plate and sheet materials for high temperature aircraft
structural applications, FY 1983/1984

[NASA-CR-172521] p 458 N87-20406
SHELL THEORY

Full-strength and minimum-weight conical and
composite shells of revolution p 610 A87-42137

SHELLS (STRUCTURAL FORMS)
Determination of the temperature field of shell

structures p 382 A87-29081
SHIELDING

An experimental investigation of the insect shielding
effectiveness of a Krueger flap/wing airfoil configuration
[AIAA PAPER 87-2615] p 749 A87-49113

Quiet aircraft study. Aerodynamic considerations of
proposed swept shielded aircraft configurations
[BAE-AERO/PROJ/087] p 587 N87-24456

SHIP HULLS
Transverse curvature effects in turbulent boundary

layers
[AIAA PAPER 87-1252] p 611 A87-42345

SHIPS
Parameter estimation and in-plane distortion invariant

chord processing p 135 A87-13689

Radar-supported traffic monitoring systems for maritime
and air safety p 158 A87-16988
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ATS and VTS - Some observations towards a

synthesis p 582 A87-41696

Wind tunnel measurements of ship induced turbulence
and the prediction of helicopter rotor blade response

p 747 A87-48968
Simulator design features for helicopter landing on small

ships. 1: A performance study
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Navy technology requirements for unmanned airborne
vehicles p 245 N87-16002

Simulating the helicopter-ship interface as an alternative
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[AD-A175911] p 364 N87-19388

SHOCK DISCONTINUITY
Numerical and experimental studies on choked

underexpanded jets
[AIAA PAPER 87-1378] p 567 A87-42423

SHOCK HEATING

Experimental study of shock wave interference heating
on a cylindrical leading edge
[NASA-TM-100484] p 789 N87-27154

SHOCK LAYERS
Numerical method for non-equilibrium hypersonic

boundary layers
[AIAA PAPER 87-0516] p 284 A87-24976

Viscous shock-layer analysis of hypersonic flows over
long slender bodies
[AIAA PAPER 87-2487] p 806 A87-62291

SHOCK LOADS

Notes on a generic parachute opening force analysis
[AIAA PAPER 86-2440] p 67 A87-13788

Assessment of damage tolerance requirements and
analysis. Volume 4: Raw test data
[AD-A170990] p 174 N87-13434

Anticipation of the landing shock phenomenon in flight
simulation

[NASA-TM-89465] p 826 N87-29491
SHOCK TESTS

Blast gust loading on a 35 degree swept-back wing
[AD-A169415] p 116 N87-12570

SHOCK TUBES

Unsteady drag over cylinders and aerofoils in transonic
shock tube flows p 10 A87-12617

High temperature heat transfer for gas turbines using
shock tubes p 37 A87-12646

Development of a drag measurement system for the
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[AD-A173087] p 316 N87-16854

SHOCK TUNNELS
The observation of transition in shock wind tunnel

p 343 A87-28341
Hydrogen scramjet with sidewall injection - Shock tunnel

simulations p 674 A87-46217
Pressure scaling effects in a scramjet combustion

chamber p 676 A87-46258
A method for producing oblique shock-bow shock

interaction in double*driver shock tunnel

p 837 A87-51968
Further shock tunnel studies of scramjet phenomena

[NASA-CR-179937] p 77 N87-12542
SHOCK WAVE INTERACTION

Shock boundary layer interactions in laminar transonic
flow over airfoils using a hybrid method

p 66 A87-13503

Computation of sharp-fin-induced shock wave/turbulent
boundary-layer interactions p 70 A87-14104

Pressure fluctuations caused by transonic

shock/boundary-layer interaction p 145 A87-17025
Numerical viscous-inviseid interaction method for

internal separated flow and shock wave-boundary layer
interaction
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-123] p 214 A87-21041

Validation of turbulence models applied to transonic
shock wave-boundary layer interaction
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-173] p 214 A87-21072

An efficient Euler solver, with many applications
[AIAA PAPER 87-0352] p 223 A87-22576

The research of shock and vortex interaction on an ogive

cylinder body at high angles of attack
p 280 A87-24714

Numerical modeling of shock wave intersections
p 286 A87-25233

Conical, separated flows with shock and shed vorficity
p 341 A87-27957

Pressure fluctuation measurements with passive
shock/boundary-layer control p 347 A87-31197

Turbulent boundary-layer properties downstream of the
shock-wave/boundary-layer interaction

p 486 A87-37104
Supersonic boundary layer with or without an interaction

shock - Comparison between hot-wire anemometry and
laser velocimetry
[AAAF PAPER NT 86-14] p 533 A87-38037

Shock-induced separated flows on the lee surface of
delta wings p 489 A87-39147

Investigation of two-dimensional
shock-wave/boundary-layer interactions

p 552 A87-39528

Experimental analysis of the flow through a
three-dimensional transonic channel

p 553 A87-39708
Preliminary applications of holographic interferometry to

study hypersonic regions of shock wave/boundary layer
interaction
[AIAA PAPER 87-1194] p 562 A87-42312

Transonic nozzle flow instability due to shock
wave/condensation front interaction
[AIAA PAPER 87-1355] p 567 A87-42409

Response of transonic diffuser flows to abrupt increases
of back pressure - Wall pressure measurements
[AIAA PAPER 87-1356] p 567 A87-42410

Unsteady transonic flow with shocks around oscillating
airfoils and cascades - A variational theory
[AIAA PAPER 87-1426] p 568 A87-42449

Flow phenomena in transonic turbine cascades detailed
experimental and numerical investigation

p 639 A87-46223
A method for the calculation of the interaction of a

turbulent boundary layer with a shock wave
p 639 A87-46238

Supercritical cascade flow analysis with shock -
Boundary layer interaction and shock-free redesign

p 719 A87-48724
Interaction of bodies with a nonuniform supersonic

flow p 804 A87-51663

A method for producing oblique shock-bow shock
interaction in double-driver shock tunnel

p 837 A87-51968
Stochastic model theory of broadband shock associated

noise from supersonic jets p 859 A87-52069
A reconsideration of the three-shock theory for a

pseudo-steady Math reflection p 810 A87-54364
Observations on the turbulent structure in an unsteady,

normal shock/boundary-layer interaction --- blowdown
supersonic tunnel
[PNR90361] p 323 N87-17010

Study of the unsteady pressure field on the RA16SC1
profile in vibrating condition
[ONERA-RTS-17/3423-AY] p 419 N87-20249

Transonic and Supersonic Phenomena in
Turbomachines

[AGARD-CP-401] p 515 N87-21927
Shock structure measured in a transonic fan using laser

anemometry p 516 N87-21929
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SUBJECT INDEX

Wake and shock interactions in a transonic turbine

stage p 516 N87-21930
Influence of shock and boundary-layer losses on the

performance of highly loaded supersonic axial flow
compressors p 516 N87-21935

Shock waves losses analysis p 517 N87-21936
Experimental investigations on shock losses of transonic

and supersonic compressor cascades
p 517 N87-21937

Numerical viscous-inviscid interaction method for
internal separated flows and shock wave-boundary layer
interaction p 535 N87-21939

Composite velocity procedures for flows with pressure
interaction

lAD-A179602] p 541 N87-22929
Experimental study of shock wave interference heating

on a cylindrical leading edge
[NASA-TM-100484] p 789 N87-27154

SHOCK WAVE PROFILES
Numerical simulation of an inviscid supersonic flow past

a sphere by a self adjusting hybrid scheme for shock
capturing p 488 A87-37211

Some mathematical problems in the theory of transonic
flow p 718 A87-47850

SHOCK WAVE PROPAGATION
Transformation of a plane uniform shock into cylindrical

or spherical uniform shock by wall shaping
p 37 A87-12585

On the occurrence of regular reflection of shocks in
concave comer flows p 10 A87-12586

Effect o1 porosity strength on passive
shock-wave/boundary-layer control p533 A87-37116

Calculation of the boundary layer at the inlet section
of a compressor cascade p 629 A87-43608

Moving shock waves in transonic flows
p 806 A87-52304

Numerical treatment of shocks inunsteady potential flow

computation
[NLR-MP-85044-U] p 392 N87-19676

SHOCK WAVES
On broadband shock associated noise of supersonic

jets p 58 A87-11768
Transonic cascade flow solved by shock-capture

computation followed by separate-region computation with

shock fitting p 10 A87-t2956
Numerical calculation of three-dimensional inviscid

supersonic flows p 66 A87-13504
Dynamic loads on twin jet exhaust nozzles due to shock

noise p 94 A87-14369
An analysis of losses due to shock waves

[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-113] p 213 A87-21032
Experimental investigation of shock induced buffeting

trough holographic interferometry
[AIAA PAPER 87-0123] p 219 A87-22429

Finite amplitude waves in ramjet combustors
[AIAA PAPER 87-0221] p304 A87-24940

Numerical simulation by TVD schemes of complex shock
reflections from airfoils at high angle of attack --- Total
Variation Diminishing
[AIAA PAPER 87-0350] p 282 A87-24953

Spectra of noise and amplified turbulence emanating
from shock-turbulence interaction p 398 A87-31164

p 554 A87-40083
Aerodynamic characteristics of wave riders

p 637 A87-46094
Calculation of three-dimensional supersonic flow past

cone-like bodies with a separated shock wave
p 805 A87-51671

Visualization of shock wave and streamline around

hypersonic vehicle by using electrical discharge
p 806 A87-52322

Visual studies of characteristics of slip stream in Mach
reflection of a shock wave p 848 A87-52370

Supersonic flow around tip sides of wings
p 12 N87-t0033

Experimental investigations on shock losses of transonic
and supersonic compressor cascades

p 517 N87-21937
A shock loss model for supercritical subsonic flows in

transonic axial flow compressors p 518 N87-21950
A linearized Euler analysis of unsteady flows in

turbomachinery
[NASA-CR-180987] p 542 N87-22948

Linear coupling of acoustics and entropy and acoustic
stability in ramjet combustion chambers containing a plane
flame p 603 N87-23796

Computational methods for vortex dominated
compressible flows
[NASA-CR-181144] p 789 N87-27130

Transonic airfoil computation using the integral equation
with and without embedded Euler domains

p 734 N87-27624
An experimental investigation of shock waves and

turbulent boundary layer interactions in a supersonic
flowfield through an annular duct p 790 N87-27931

SHORT CRACKS
An assessment of the small-crack effect for 2024-T3

aluminum alloy p 457 A87-34668
The relevance of short crack behaviour to the integrity

of major rotating aero engine components
p 457 A87-34674

SHORT HAUL AIRCRAFT
Technical/economic evaluation of new proptan

concepts in comparison with the turbofan of the 1990s
p 104 A87-13989

Impetus of new technologies for utility, executive, and
commuter aircraft p 104 A87-140CO

Optimisation of the conceptual design and mission
profiles of short-haul aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 86-2696] p 165 A87-17933

Modern turboprop engines p 761 A87-49497
SHORT TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT

Yakovlev Forger --- history of the Yak-38 Soviet Very
Short TakeOff and Landing aircraft, p 22 A87-10575

Combination of suction and tangential blowing in
boundary layer control p67 A87-13641

LQG/LTR design of a flight controller for a short take-off
and landing aircraft p 186 A87-16769

Robust controller design for a Short Take-Off and
Landing (STOL) aircraft using quantitative feedback
theory p 187 A87-16772

Bolt-on STOL kit --- for shorter takeoff by attitude
controlling struts in landing gear of fighters

p 160 A87-16927
Flight evaluation of augmented controls for approach

and landing of powered-lift aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 85-1944] p 188 A87-17755

Sea-based multimission STOVL application of an
AIBF/VT hybrid powered-lift system --- Advanced Internally
Blown Jet Flap/Vectored Thrust
[AIAA PAPER 86-2675] p 164 A87-17916

Design and development of a thrse-axis augmentation
system for a Class III STOL assault transport
[AIAA PAPER 86-2709] p 189 A87-17939

Critical propulsion system parameters for future STOVL
combat aircraft p 185 A87-19280

A numerical investigation on wing/nacelle interferences
of USB configuration
[AIAA PAPER 87-0455] p 226 A87-22647

STOL/Maneuver Technology Demonstrator test

program
[AIAA PAPER 86-9762] p 241 A87-23260

STOL technology to boost tactical airlifters
p 339 A87-27814

Installation aerodynamics of ejectors in combat
aircraft p 367 A87-29265

Advanced Stovl - Who buys wins p 358 A87-29321

V/STOL/STOVL; Proceedings of the Aerospace
Technology Conference and Exposition, Long Beach, CA,
Oct. 13-16, 1986
[SAE SP-680] p 359 A87-29634

Takeoff predictions for powered-lift aircraft
[SAE PAPER 861630] p 359 A87-29635

A parametric approach to hover balance analysis of two
STOVL fighter concepts
[SAE PAPER 861631] p 359 A87-29636

[SAE PAPER 861633] p 360 A87-29637
Numerical solution of the downwash associated with a

blown-flap system p 347 A87-31290

Design of fast non-interacting digital flight control
systems for short-takeoff-and-landing aircraft

p 448 A87-35018

Flight inspectior_ procedures and position fixing
techniques p 499 A87-38874

Design of CCV flight control system of STOL flying
boat p 680 A87-45097

Advantages of thrust vectoring for STOVL
[AIAA PAPER 87-1708] p 665 A87-45156

Impact of engine technology on supersonic STOVL
[AIAA PAPER 87-1709] p 665 A87-45157

STOVL engine/airframe integration
[AIAA PAPER 87-1711 ] p 655 A87-45158

STOL characteristics of a tactical aircraft with thrust

vectoring nozzles
[AIAA PAPER 87-1835] p 655 A87-46237

F-15 SMTD hot gas ingestion wind tunnel test results
--- STOL and Maneuver Technology Demonstrator

[AIAA PAPER 87-1922] p 669 A87-45301

Flying the CF-18 Hornet p 656 A87-46313
Application of muir]variable control to the STOL and

Maneuver Technology Demonstrator
[AIAA PAPER 86-2403] p 751 A87-50487

Multimission STOVL application of a hybrid powered-lift
system p 824 A87-53776

The 8 m x 6 m low speed wind tunnel at the Chinese
Aerodynamic Research and Development Center
[AD-A168448] p 119 N87-11803

SIDE-LOOKING RADAR

The handling qualities and flight characteristics of the
Grumman design 698 simulated twin-engine tilt Nacelle
V/STOL aircraft

[NASA-TM-86785] p 100 N87-12558

Large-scale static investigation of
circulation-control-wing concepts applied to upper
surface-blowing aircraft
[NASA-TP-2684] p 243 N87-t5959

V/STOL concepts and developed aircraft. Volume 1:
A historical report (1940-1986)
]AD-Af75379] p 341 N87-19347

STOL handling qualities criteria for precision landings
[AD-A175369] p 374 N87-19400

Experiments in an adaptable-wall wind tunnel for
V/STOL testing
[AD-A174900] p 377 N87-19412

Pressure measurement around the aft body of the NAL
STOL-research-aircraff model

[NAL-TR-919] p 491 N87-21867

Augmentor wing powered lift technology: Affordable
alternatives to enhance tactical airlift capability

[AD-At77750] p 508 N87-21911

Development of in-flight simulation aircraft for research
and training applications in UK p 602 N87-23658

V/STOL and STOL ground effects and testing

techniques p 586 N87-24411
Summary of STOL ground vortex investigation

p 572 N87-24415

STOL landing thrust: Reverser jet ftowfields
p 573 N87-24417

The scaling of model test results to predict intake hot
gas reingestion for STOVL aircraft with augmented
vectored thrust engines p 593 N87-24418

Hot gas ingestion: From model results to full scale engine
testing p 593 N87-24419

The ground effects of a powered-lift STOL aircraft during
landing approach p 586 N87-24421

Effects of ground proximity on a low aspect ratio
propulsive wing/canard configuration

p 573 N87-24422
Evaluation of the OV-1D aircraft with the YT53-L-704

engine and rudder augmentation system, phase 2
[AD-A180966] p 752 N87-26900

Multi-input multi-output system control for experimental
aircraft

[NASA*CR-181197] p 775 N87-26915
Effect of variable inlet guide vanes on the operating

characteristics of a tilt nacelle inlet/powered fan model
[NASA-TM-88983] p 734 N87-27628

Low speed wind tunnel test of a propulsive wing/canard
concept in the STOL configuration. Volume 1: Test
description and discussion of results
[NASA-CR-178348] p 735 N87-27641

Low speed wind tunnel test of a propulsive wing/canard
concept in the STOL configuration. Volume 2: Test data
[NASA-CR-178349] p 735 N87-27642

Propulsion and airframe aerodynamic interactions of
supersonic V/STOL configurations, phase 1
[NASA-CR-177369] p 812 N87-28521

SHOT PEENING

Shot peening for Ti-6AI-4V alloy compressor blades

sHROUDED NOZZLES

Transonic vibration induced by mismatching between

engine and thrust nozzle p 762 A87-49985
SHROUDED TURBINES

Efficiency of the utilization of rotor blade shroud labyrinth
seals in an axial-compressor stage with large radial
clearances p 694 A87.43611

An experimental investigation of turbine case
treatments
[AIAA PAPER 87-1919] p 669 A87-45299

The design of low-stress/high performance centrifugal
impellers
[AIAA PAPER 87-2099] p 697 A87.45405

SHROUDS

Stress analysis and optimisation of turbine rotor blade
shrouds p 699 A87-46250

Journal of engineering thermophysics (selected
articles)
[AD-A169452] p 139 N87-13347

Ceramic high pressure gas path seal
[NASA-CR-180813] p 764 N87-26914

Aerodynamic performance investigation of advanced
mechanical suppressor and ejector nozzle concepts for
jet noise reduction
[NASA.CR.174860] p 834 N87-29534

SIALON
Microstructural engineering of ceramics for

high-temperature application p 783 A87-50097
SIDE-LOOKING RADAR

Data processing and calibration for an airborne
scatterometer p 30 A87-12694

Oil slick detection with an airborne SLAR
p 178 A87-16746
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SIDESLIP

MM wave SAn sensor design: Concept for an airborne
low level reconnaissance system p 388 N87-18729

SIDESLIP
Calculation of the minimum-time turn of an aircraft

without sideslip p 596 A87-40921
Theoretical and experimental investigations of flow

vector measurements with angle-of-attack and sideslip
sensors on DFVLR meteorological research aircraft
[ESA-TT-976] p 177 N87-14327

On the nonlinear aerodynamic and stability
characteristics of a generic chine-forobody slender-wing
fighter configuration
[NASA-TM-89447] p 643 N87-25305

Contribution of wing dihedral to sideforce, yawing
moment and rolling moment derivatives due to rate of roll
at subsonic speeds, (Y sub p)sub gamma, (N sub p)sub
gamma and (L sub p)sub gamma
[ESDU-85006] p 813 N87-29409

Estimation of sideforce, yawing moment and rolling
moment derivatives due to rate of roll for complete aircraft
at subsonic speeds

[ESDU-85010] p 826 N87-29490
SIEVES

Vulnerability methodology and protective measures for
aircraft fire and explosion hazards. Volume 3: On-Board
Inert Gas Generator System (OBIGGS) studies. Part 1:
OBIGGS ground performance tests
[AD-A167357] p 26 N87-10066

SIGNAL ANALYSIS

Stochastic modelling of radar returns
p 18 A87-10143

Homomorphic filtering for the resolution of
radio-navigation signals and rereflections

p 355 A87-29759
LORAN-C data analysis in support of mid-continent

expansion p 579 A87-41360
Effect of signal jitter on the spectrum of rotor impulsive

noise

[NASA-TM-100477] p 708 N87-25827
SIGNAL FADING

Laboratory measurements and a theoretical analysis of
the TCT fading channel radio system --- Tone Calibrated
Technique p 385 A87-30321

Application of wedge diffraction theory to estimating
bower density at airport humped runways

p 650 A87-46861
SIGNAL GENERATORS

Evaluation of the safe flight instrument corporation stall
warning system for the OV/t D aircraft
[AD-A177364] p 511 N87-21918

SIGNAL PROCESSING

Synthesis of devices for theoptimal processing of pulsed
radio signals in LORAN systems p 86 A87-15563

EHF test modem/processor (ETM/P)
p 205 A87-16832

Cloud signals from lidar and rotating beam ceilometer
compared with pilot ceiling p 263 A87-20963

A customer's perspective of integrated CNI avionics
p 434 A87-31459

Digital processing for emerging avionics systems
p 472 A87-31497

Airborne radar sensor and display processing
p 435 A87-31510

Time modulation. II - Scheme codes avoidance

maneuvers for aircraft p 649 A87-44845
The MLS angle receiver p 820 A87-51231

Signal processing and interpretation using multilevel
signal abstractions
[AD-A169166] p57 N87-11513

Examination of a technique for the early detection of
failure in gears by signal processing of the time domain
average of the meshing vibration
[AD-A171031] p201 N87-13757

A model for the extraction of periodic waveforms by
time domain averaging

[AD°A170688] p 207 N87-14066
Optical transducer: STOL aircraft p 254 N67-15936

Multifunction Radar for Airborne Applications -..
conference

[AGARD-CP.381] p 387 N87-18721
Analysis of vibration data from WHL 0Nestland

Helicopters Umited) Wessex fatigue test trial 3
[AD-A176208] p 450 N87*21003

SIGNAL RECEPTION

Physical layer considerations for a high throughput,
fiber-optic serial high-speed data bus

p 205 A87*16739
SIGNAL REFLECTION

Power cepstrum technique with application to model
helicopter acoustic data
[NASA-TP-2586] p 335 N87-17479

SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIOS

Long range E-O Reconnaissance System and flight test
results p 28 A87-10933

Effects of atmosphere on oblique reconnaissance ---
in CCD cameras p 29 A87-10937

A-214

Loran-C approach guidance project current status
p 366 N87-18523

Phase noise from aircraft motion: Compensation and
effect on synthetic aperture radar images

p 615 N87-24802
SIGNAL TRANSMISSION

Evaluation of GPS ionospheric time delay algorithm for
single-freduency users p 580 A87-41378

SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT

Flight demonstration of higher harmonic control (HHC)
on S-76 p 170 A87-19260

Evaluation of composite components on the Bell 206L
and Sikorsky S-76 helicopter

[SAE PAPER 861671] p 360 A87-29641
Systems, avionics and instrumentation of transport

category helicopters

[NLR-MP-85066-U] p 102 N87-11785
SILANES

Further shock tunnel studies of scramjet phenomena
[NASA-CR-179937] p 77 N87-12542

SILENCERS

Investigation of the components of the NAL high
Reynolds number two-dimensional wind tunnel. Part 4:
Design, construction and performance of the exhaust
silencer

[NASA-TM-68513] p 258 N87-15237
SILICON CARBIDES

Si3N4-SiC composites p 455 A87-32084

Alpha silicon carbide components for heat engine
applications p 842 A87-53354

SILICON NITRIDES

Si3N4-SiC composites p 455 A87-32084
Hot isostatic pressing - Its application in high

performance ceramics p 842 A87-53373
SIMILARITY THEOREM

Engineering analysis of slender-body aerodynamics
using Sychev similarity parameters

[AIAA PAPER 87*0267] p 222 A87-22522
SIMILITUDE LAW

Similarity law for the supersonic flow past flat surfaces
with intense distributed injection p 10 A87-12843

Applications of similitude in airship design
p 430 A87-34516

SIMPLIFICATION

Reducing complexity in fly-by-wire flight control
actuators

[SAE PAPER 851752] p 112 A87-15477
SIMULATION

Numerical simulation of viscous supersonic flow over
a generic fighter configuration p 6 A87-11509

State-of-the-art techniques for lightning
susceptibility/vulnerability assessments

p 126 A87-15006
Comparison of low level frequency domain lightning

simulation test to pulse measurements --- on modified
F-14A aircraft p 126 A87-15007

Simulated lightning current tests on a Lynx helicopter

p 95 A87-15011
Prediction of skin currents flowing on a Lynx helicopter

due to a simulated lightning strike p 95 A87-15012
Comparison of electromagnetic measurements on an

aircraft from direct lightning attachment and simulated
nuclear electromagnetic pulse p 81 A87-15015

Current levels and distributions on an aircraft during
ground lightning simulation tests and in-flight lightning
attachments p 82 A87-15017

Wind tunnel test results of heavy rain effects on airfoil
performance

[AIAA PAPER 87-0260] p 222 A87-22519
A survey of simulation and diagnostic techniques for

hypersonic nonequilibrium flows
[AIAA PAPER 87-0406] p 320 A87-24958

Numerical simulation of transonic propeller flow using
a three-dimensional small disturbance code employing
novel helical coordinates

[AIAA PAPER 87-1162] p 560 A87-42107
TSAR (Theater Simulation of Airbase Resources)

database dictionary F-4E
lAD-A169575] p 139 N87-13352

An experimental and theoretical study of nuclear-EMP
(electromagnetic pulse)-type lightning simulators with
combined peaking capacitor and crowbar
]AD-A172648] p 267 N87-15407

Aircraft noise synthesis system
[NASA-TM-89040] p 335 N87-17483

Numerical simulation of transonic propeller flow using
a 3-dimensional small disturbance code employing novel
helical coordinates

[NASA-TM-89826] p 350 N87-19350
International Aerospace and Ground Conference on

Lightning and Static Electricity held in Dayton, Ohio on
24-26 June 1986

[AD-A174859] p 394 N87-19856
Design and verification by nonlinear simulation of a

Mach/CAS control law for the NASA TCV B737 aircraft
[NASA-CR-178029] p 449 N87-20290

SUBJECT INDEX

Instability of an intershaft squeeze film damper in a
two-spool rotor dynamics simulator p 539 N87-22215

Study of helicopterroll control effectiveness criteria
[NASA-CR-177404] p 681 N87-25330

A combined stochastic feedforward and feedback
control design methodology with application to autoland
design
[NASA-CR-4078] p 705 N87-25806

Piloted simulator study of allowable time delay in pitch
flight control system of a transport airplane with negative
static stability
[NASA-TM.89147] p 776 N87-26919

Role and task of models as tools for research and

development p 821 N87-28531
Experimental evaluation of corner turning vanes

[NASA-TM-100143] p 839 N87-28571
SIMULATORS

lESS - Dynamic test and evaluation facility for integrated
CNI --- Integrated Electromagnetic System Simulator for
Communication, Navigation, and Identification

p 192 A87-16827
Design of swirl simulators p 305 A87-27477
Simulators Ill; Proceedings of the Conference, Norfolk,

VA, Mar. 10-12, 1986 p 386 A87-30845
A model propulsion simulator for evaluating counter

rotating blade characteristics
[SAE PAPER 861715] p 440 A87-32607

Aspects of testing with a counter-rotating ultra bypass
engine simulator
[SAE PAPER 861717] p 440 A87-32608

Prop-fan slipstream effects using static simulators: Low
speed task, phase 1
[BAE-B59R/R-D/610/13498] p 37 N87-10875

Fabrication and testing of lightweight hydraulic system
simulator hardware

[AD-A169884] p 130 N87-12711
An experimental and theoretical study of nuclear-EMP

(electromagnetic pulse)-type lightning simulators with
combined peaking capacitor and crowbar
[AD-A172648] p 267 N87-15407

Fault tolerant electrical power system. Phase 1: Study
[AD-A177061-PH-1] p 468 N87-21246

Applications and requirements for real-time simulators
in ground-test facilities

[NASA-TP-2672] p 548 N87-23202
Radar simulators p 601 N87-23651

SINGLE CRYSTALS

The development of single crystal superalloy turbine
blades p 456 A87-33265

Cost effective single crystals -.- gas turbine
components

[PNR-90319] p 60 N87-11615
Development of single crystal alloys for specific engine

applications

[PNR-90320] p 60 N87-11616
Life prediction and constitutive models for engine hot

section anisotropic materials

[NASA-CR-179594] p 593 N87-23622
SINGULAR INTEGRAL EQUATIONS

Numerical solution of singular integral equations in a
class of singular functions and the problem of flow suction
in aerodynamics p 279 A87-24246

Solution of aerodynamic integral equations without
matrix inversion p 808 A87-52889

SINGULARITY (MATHEMATICS)
Body of revolution comparisons for axial- and

surface-singularity distributions p 4 A87-10525
New numerical techniques in the method of singularities

for application to complex three-dimensional
configurations --- aerodynamic flow simulation
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-186] p 215 A87-21085

Transonic sopersonic flows p717 A87-47664

Stability regions of relaxed static stability aircraft under
control saturation constraints p 448 N87-20286

Application of a sensitivity analysis technique to
high-order digital flight control systems
[NASA-CR-179429] p 837 N87-28565

SINKHOLES

A Study tO monitor microseismic activity to detect
sinkholes

[DOT/FAA/PM-86/34] p 204 N87-14792
SINKING

Effect of sink rate on ground effect of low-aspect-ratio

wings p 348 A87-31291
SITE SELECTION

The siting, installation and operational suitability of the
Automated Weather Observing System (AWOS) at
heliports
[DOT/FAA/PM-86/30] p 133 N87-13099

SITES

Siting analysis for LORAN-C operational monitor
deployment p 579 A87-41359

SIZE (DIMENSIONS)

Sizing hybrid packages for optimum reliability
p 128 A87-15433



SUBJECT INDEX SOFTWARE TOOLS

The influence of usage spectrum and multi lift on the
efficient size of a cargo rotorcraft
[AIAA PAPER 86-2677] p 142 A87-17918

Maximum size of a nonrigid airship
[AIAA PAPER 86-2736] p 165 A87-17954

The efficient fighter - Small is not necessarily beautiful
p 360 A87-30005

Development of a reduced area horizontal tail for a wide
body jet aircraft
[NASA-CR-172278] p 837 N87-28564

SKIN (ANATOMY)
Combustion by-products on F-4 drogue parachutes

lAD-A182929] p 819 N87-29472

SKIN (STRUCTURAL MEMBER)
Thermoplastic composite C-130 belly skins - Design,

manufacturing, and test
[AIAA PAPER 87-0798] p 403 A87-33598

Fatigue life analysis of fuel tank skins under combined
loads p 650 A87-42856

Adhesives in aerospace p 689 A87-44743

Aircraft skin that bruises p 691 A87-46874

Radar reflectivity
[AD-A173508] p 268 N87-16204

Construction and test of a composite microlight wing
structure

[BU-341] p 365 N87-19392

Composite repair of cocured J-stiffened panels: Design
and test verification p 404 N87-20181

Composite repair techniques for J-stiffened composite
fuselage structures p 405 N87-20186

Battle damage repair of composite structures
p 405 N87-20189

Patch repair of corroded aircraft skin areas
p 406 N87-20191

SKIN FRICTION

Influence of trailing-edge meshes on skin friction in
Navier-Stokes calculations p 71 A87-14125

Direct measurements of drag of ribbon-type
manipulators in a turbulent boundary layer

p 386 A87-31157
Skin friction measurements following manipulation of a

turbulent boundary layer p 386 A87-31173
Boundary layer two-dimensionality in wind tunnels

p 778 A87-48294
Effects of tail span and empennage arrangement on

drag of a typical single-engine fighter aft end
[NASA-TP-2352] p 15 N87-10838

Drag predictions for projectiles at transonic and
supersonic speeds
[AD-A171462] p 232 N87-15191

La Recherche Aerospatiale, bimonthly bulletin, number
1986-2, 231/March-April
[ESA-TT-998] p 419 N87-20974

SLEDS

Multi-axis seat ejection (MASE) sled
p 494 A87-37770

SLEEP DEPRIVATION

Noise disturbance at night near Heathrow and Gatwick

airports: 1984 check study -- London airports
rr_D n_tql _ nn_ km_ 4A_o4

SLENDER BODIES

Engineering analysis of slender-body aerodynamics
using Sychev similarity parameters
[AIAA PAPER 87-0267] p 222 A87-22522

The effect of the surface nonisothermality of a thin profile
on the stability of a laminar boundary layer

p 285 A87-25227
Transonic wave drag estimation and optimization using

the nonlinear area rule p348 A87-31295
Direct simulation of hypersonic flows over blunt

wedges p 408 A87-32160
Experimental investigations of separated flow around

high-angle-of-attack slender bodies p 408 A87-32353
Unsteady axisymmetric turbulent boundary layer on a

slender body of revolution p 485 A87-36562
An assymptotic theory of wiod-tunnel-wall interference

on subsonic slender bodies p 554 A87-40827
Transonic supersonic flows p717 A87-47664
Viscous shock-layer analysis of hypersonic flows over

long slender bodies

[AIAA PAPER 87-2487] p 806 A87-52291
Vortex shedding of a square cylinder in front of a slender

airfoil at high Reynolds numbers. Part 1: Spacing effect
[MPIS-23/1985] p 13 N87.10048

Vortex shedding of a square cylinder in front of a slender

airfoil at high Reynolds numbers. Part 2: Compressibility
effect

[MPIS-24/1985] p 75 N87-11704
The effect of a winglet on the spatial vortex of a slender

body at high angle of attack
lAD-A169925] p 65 N87-12533

Subsonic wind-tunnel measurements of a slender

wing-body configuration employing a vortex flap
[NASA-TM-89101] p 642 N87-25295

SLENDER WINGS
Experimental investigations of three-dimensional

laminar boundary layers on a slender delta wing
p 9 A87-12145

Vortex panel calculation of wake rollup behind a large
aspect ratio wing p 70 A87-14102

The influence of an additional degree of freedom on
subsonic wing rock of slender delta wings
[AIAA PAPER 87-0496] p 283 A87-24970

The aeroelastic tailoring of swept forward wings with
advanced composites p 361 A87-30390

A dynamic model of an aeroplane with wings of high
aspect ratio for flutter analysis by the method of finite
elements p 595 A87-39773

Coefficients for calculating the induced angle of attack
and induced drag of straight wings of large aspect ratio

p 555 A87-40922
Slender delta wing at high angles of attack - A flow

visualization study

[AIAA PAPER 87-1230] p 562 A87-42327
Entrainment effect of a leading-edge vortex

p 641 A87-46777
Three-dimensional incompressible Navier-Stokes

simulations of slender-wing vortices
[AIAA PAPER 87-2476] p 726 A87-49092

On the nonlinear aerodynamic and stability
characteristics of a generic chine-forebody slender-wing
fighter configuration
[AIAA PAPER 87-2617] p 728 A87-49114

Analytic prediction of slender wing rock
[AIAA PAPER 87-2496] p 728 A87-49605

Effect of a round airfoil nose on leading-edge suction
p 809 A87-53784

Advanced method for computing the flow around wings
with rear separation and ground effect
[DFVLR-FB-86-17] p 50 N87-11017

Applications of CONMIN to wing design optimization with
vortex flow effect p 98 N87-11737

Some experiences in aircraff aeroelastic design using
Preliminary Aereelastic Design of Structures (PAD)

p 98 N87-11747
On the nonlinear aerodynamic and stability

characteristics of a generic chine-forebody slender-wing
fighter configuration
[NASA-TM-89447] p 643 N87-25305

Aerodynamic/dynamic interaction
lAD-A180621] p 731 N87-26866

SLIDING
Variable cycle engine for high altitude aircraft

[AD-D012522] p 251 N87-15972

SLIDING CONTACT
Analysis of elastic and plastic deformation in a layered

structure subjected to rolling-sliding contact
p 534 A87-38555

SLIDING FRICTION

Composites for aerospace dry bearing applications
p 454 A87-31373

SLIP FLOW

Computational fluid dynamics near the continuum limit
[AIAA PAPER 87-1115] p 558 A87-42064

SLIPSTREAMS

rllgn-lm - Ineor_tlCal tlf]u ¢_xp(_lllllUllt_lpiUUl_lll_
[AAAF PAPER NT 86-22] p 489 A87-38045

Visual studies of characteristics of slip stream in Mach
reflection of a shock wave p 848 A87-52370

Aerodynamic characteristics of general aviation at high
angle of attack with the propeller slipstream
[NASA-TM-88503] p 153 N87-14280

SLOT ANTENNAS
Spatial decoupUng between antennas on large bodies

p 382 A87-29167

Conformal microstrip slot antenna and antenna array
[AD-A174370] p 268 N87-16213

SLOTS
Flow through channels interconnected by slot(s)

p 323 A87-27473
SLOI"rED WIND TUNNELS

A tentative option for ventilation ratio of slotted wall in
two-dimensional transonic wind tunnel

p 777 A87-47691
SLURRY PROPELLANTS

Fuels combustion research

lAD-A172429] p 260 N87-16093
Fuels combustion research

[AD-A175040] p 318 N87-16897
SMALL PERTURBATION FLOW

An efficient algorithm for solution of the unsteady
transonic small-disturbance equation
[AIAA PAPER 87-0109] p 218 A87-22420

A thin wing in compressible flow (2nd revised and
enlarged edition) --- Russian book p 409 A87-32723

Unsteady transonic flow calculations for realistic aircraft
configurations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0850] p 411 A87-33690

Unsteady transonic aerodynamics of oscillating airfoils
in supersonic freestream
[AIAA PAPER 87-0852] p 412 A87-33692

Transonic flow field analysis for real fuselage
configurations p 488 A87-37554

Unsteady transonic flows past airfoils using the Euler
equations p 808 A87-52890

An efficient algorithm for solution of the unsteady
transonic small-disturbance equation

[NASA-TM-89014] p 230 N87-15176
Development of a computing code for three dimensional

unsteady transonic small perturbations
[ONERA-RT-27/3064-RY-052-R] p 733 N87_27619

SMOG

Large-scale distribution of peroxyacetylnitrate results
from the STRATOZ III flights p 702 A87-46481

SMOKE

A method for calculating the susceptibility of jet fuels
to smoking p 40 A87-12901

Fire, smoke, toxicity --- in airline operations
p 646 A87-44748

Aircraft fires - Living through the smoke
p 818 A87-54315

Smoke emission tests on series 2 and series 3 Allison

T56 turboprop engines
lAD-A182385] p 832 N87-28549

SMOKE TRAILS

The role of flow visualization in the study of
high-angle*of-attack aerodynamics p 266 A87-22928

SOCIOLOGY
Airport noise pollution and adverse health effects

p 330 A87-27111
SUDAn

Monitoring of terminal flight phases environment
Observations and models p 55 A87-12679

Research continues on sodar wind-shear detection

p 333 A87-25549
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING

NAECON 1986; Proceedings of the National Aerospace
and Electronics Conference, Dayton, OH, May 19-23, 1986.
Volumes 1, 2, 3. & 4 p 141 A87-16726

Rapid prototyping of pilot interfaces as an aid to defining
software requirements p 179 A87-16807

Program components of synthesizing visualization
systems p 269 A87-20418

Avionics systems within a training environment -
Hardware versus software models p 270 A87-23072

Simulation emulation for part-task software
development p 270 A87-23073

Automating the software development process
p 470 A87-31453

Some views on the use of Ada for digital flight control
systems p 472 A87-31508

Software reliability - Measures and effects in flight critical
digital avionics systems p 473 A87-31537

Engineering and application of the control interface
intermediate language imposed by MATE

p 547 A87-38680
Handbook. Volume 1: Validation of digital systems in

avionics and flight control applications
[DOT/FAA/CT-82/115-VOL.1.RE] p 243 N87-15204

[DO'I:/FAP,/PM-86/36] p 258 N87-15981

The 2GCHAS: A high productivity software development
environment p 548 N87-23162

Product assurance policies and procedures for flight
dynamics software development
]NASA-TM-89377] p 548 N87-23192

Microcomputer software support for classes in aircraft
conceptual design
lAD-A181450] p 752 N87-26902

Traditional versus rule-based programming techniques:
Application to the control of optional flight information
[NASA-TM-89161] p 795 N87-28275

Integrated Application of Active Controls (IAAC)
technology to an advanced subsonic transport project: Test
act system validation
[NASA-CR-172525] p 836 N87-28563

Configuration design of a helicopter integrated
navigation system p 823 N87-29480

Some proposed enhancements to the NASA Langley
13-inch magnetic suspension and balance system
[NASA-CR-181152] p 839 N87-29543

SOFTWARE TOOLS

A graphics oriented design language for control
software p 471 A87-31475

Prototype real-time simulation software for the
concurrent multiprocessing environment

p 471 A87-31477
A software quality assurance tool for code auditing

p 472 A87-31496
Measuring instability during avionic design

p 459 A87-31501
Reel-time fault tolerant software in distributed avionics

systems architectures using digital data buses
p 473 A87-31517
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SOIL MECHANICS SUBJECT INDEX

An integrated approach to advanced conceptual
design
]SAWE PAPER 1716] p 545 A87-36288

HITS DATPG implementation techniques --- Digital
Automatic Test Program Generator p 546 A87-38653

XMAN - An expert maintenance tool --- for jet engine
diagnostics p 482 A87-38654

Motion software for a research flight simulator
p 704 A87-44713

XMAN - A tool for automated jet engine diagnostics
[AIAA PAPER 87-1931] p 696 A87-45309

Tool to develop real time simulation systems
[INPE-3979-TDL/233] p 137 N87-13179

Integration of communications with the Intelligent
Gateway Processor
[DE87-002386] p 396 N87-19981

The 2GCHAS: A high productivity software development
environment p 548 N87-23162

Product assurance policies and procedures for flight
dynamics software development
[NASA-TM-89377] p 548 N87-23192

SOIL MECHANICS

Resilient modulus of freeze-thaw affected granular soils
for pavement design and evaluation. Part 3: Laboratory
tests on soils from Albany County Airport
[DOT/FAA-PM-84-16,3] p 466 N87-20433

Soil stabilization for roadways and airfields
[AD-A183382] p 839 N87-29545

SOIL MOISTURE

Results from the pushbroom microwave radiometer
flights over the Konza Prairie in 1985

p 853 A87-53206
SOIL SCIENCE

Frost action predictive techniques for roads and airfields:
A comprehensive survey of research findings
[DOT/FAA/PM-85/23] p 316 N87-16853

SOLAR RADIATION

Experimental comparison of radiometric scales from
laboratory standards and soier radiation

p 849 A87-53576
SOLID MECHANICS

On some branches of flight vehicle strength now
p 383 A87-29603

The use of the finite element method
p 269 N87-16380

SOLID PROPELLANT COMBUSTION
Experimental investigation of a solid fuel ramjet

combustor p 104 A87-13658
Temperature and concentration measurements ina solid

fuel ramjet combustion chamber p 369 A87-31278
Geometric effects on the combustion in solid fuel

ramjets p 457 A87-35024
Application of low-Reynolds-number K-epsilon model to

solid fuel turbulent boundary layer combustion
[AIAA PAPER 87-1778] p 690 A87-45198

Diagnostics in supersonic combustion
[AIAA PAPER 87-1787] p 690 A87-45202

SOLID PROPELLANTS

An expenmental study on solid fuel ramjet type
combustion p 378 A87-29390

SOLID ROCKET PROPELLANTS
Combustion, simulation andtest statistics on solid-fueled

ramjet engines
[INPE-4095-RPE/531] p370 N87-19395

SOLID STATE DEVICES

Optically interfaced sensor system for aerospace
applications p 694 A87-45107

SOLID STATE LASERS

Applying lasers for productivity and quality
p 322 A87-26677

SOLIDS
A microgravity experiment to measure surface forces

and surface energies in solids p 454 A87-32559
SONIC BOOMS

Noise of high speed sodaces p 138 A87-13595
Spectra of noise and amplified turbulence emanating

from shock-turbulence interaction p 398 A87-31164
Supersonic rotor noise calculation with sonic boom

prediction methods p 860 A87-53903
SOOT

Fuels combustion research
[AD-A175040] p 318 N87-16897

An experimental investigation of soot size and flow fields
in a gas turbine engine augmentor tube
[AD-A173570] p 310 N87-17705

Gas turbine combustor and engine aogmentor tube
sooting characteristics
[AD-A179423] p 519 N87-22679

SOUND FIELDS
The active minimization of harmonic enclosed sound

fields p 138 A87-13593
Experimental investigation of near and far acoustic field

of a small turbojet p 138 A87-13605
SOUND GENERATORS

An analysis of in-fin tail rotor noise
p 652 A87-43427

Effect of airfoil mean loading on high-frequency gust
interaction noise p 811 N87-28513

SOUND INTENSITY

Measured sound levels of the Raisbeck quiet turbofan
propellers on medium-twin aircraft
[SAE PAPER 871034] p 796 A87-48762

SOUND PRESSURE

Prediction of light aircraft interior sound pressure level
from the measured sound power flowing in to the cabin

p 299 A87-27120

Noise from a circulation control wing with upper surface
blowing p 342 A87-28074

Sound intensity measurements inside aircraft
p 745 A87-48913

Prediction of high-speed rotor noise with a Kirchhoff
formula

[AD-A178982] p 549 N87-23250
SOUND PROPAGATION

Acoustic propagation using computational fluid
dynamics p 149 A87-19246

Application of the Fast Field Program to outdoor sound
propagation p 334 A87-27103

An analysis of in-fin tail rotor noise

p 652 A87-43427
On sound propagation in centrifugal fan casings

[ESA*TT-957] p 138 N87-12326

Effect of airfoil mean loading on high-frequency gust
interaction noise p 811 N87-28513

Turbofan aft duct suppressor study. Contractor's data
report of mode probe signal data
[NASA-CR-175067] p 834 N87-29538

Turbofan aft duct suppressor study
[NASA-CR-175067] p 834 N87-29539

SOUND TRANSMISSION

Test procedures for detection of in-flight
propeller-induced structure-borne noise
[AIAA PAPER 87-0528] p 272 A87-22688

An alternative intensity technique for transmission loss
measurements of light-weight structures

p 334 A87-27121
Laboratory study of sidewall noise transmission and

treatment for a light aircraft fuselage
p 824 A87-52887

Identification and proposed control of helicopter
transmission noise at the source
[NASA-TM-89312] p 300 N87-16816

Propeller pseudonoiso p 336 N87-18517

Interior noise reduction by alternate resonance tuning
[NASA-CR-181189J p 797 N87-27484

A study of methods to predict and measure the
transmission of sound through the walls of light aircraft.
Numerical method for analyzing the optimal performance
of active noise controllers
[NASA-CR-181186] p 798 N87-27485

ACEE composite structures technology
[NASA-CR-172360] p 845 N87-28615

SOUND WAVES
Mechanics of flow-induced sound and vibration. Volume

1 General concepts and elementary source. Volume 2 -
Complex flow-structure interactions --- Book

p 57 A87-10293
Sources and observers in motion. II - Acoustic radiation

from a small rigid body in arbitrary motion. III - Acoustic
radiation from non-compact rigid bodies moving at high
speed p 59 A87-12995

Modeling the effects of wind tunnel wall absorption on
the acoustic radiation characteristics of propellers
[AIAA PAPER 88-1876] p 208 A87-17991

Intamal acoutics in turbomachinery
p 333 A87-25844

An experimental investigation of the generation and
consequences of acoustic waves in an axial-flow
compressor - The effect of variations in the axial spacing
between blade rows p 860 A87-54239

SPACE CHARGE
Flight model discharge system

lAD-A169423] p 117 N87-12571
SPACE COMMERCIALIZATION

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
p 61 N87-10774

SPACE COMMUNICATION
Airborne laser communications scintillation

measurements p 649 A87-45722
SPACE LAW

Air worthy p 273 A87-23264
Annals of air and space law. Volume 10 --- Book

p 398 A87-29483
Space communications to aircraft: A new development

in international space law. I p 861 A87-51477
SPACE NAVIGATION

ION, National Technical Meeting, Long Beach, CA,
January 21-23, 1986, Proceedings p 85 A87-13532

Institute of Navigation, Annual Meeting, 42nd, Seattle,
WA, June 24-26, 1986, Proceedings

p 159 A87-19351

SPACE PERCEPTION
Development of simulated directional audio for cockpit

applications
[AD-A175350] p 391 N87-19570

SPACE PROGRAMS

Aerospace highlights 1986 p 399 A87-28399
Atmospheric Turbulence Relative to Aviation, Missile,

and Space Programs
[NASA-CP-2468] p 543 N87-22341

SPACE SHUI-FLE MAIN ENGINE

Design verification system for advanced aerospace
engines p 367 A87-29454

Unsteady stator/rotor interaction p 541 N87-22767
SPACE SHU'I'rLE ORBITERS

An architecture for consideration of multiple faults ---
in Space Shuttle simulator hardware

p 204 A87-16682

Numerical simulation of the hypersonic flow around lifting
vehicles
[NASA-TM-89444] p 536 N87-22116

SPACE SHUTTLES

Tradeoff methods in multiobjective insensitive design
of airplane control systems p 115 N87-11730

Evaluation of a nonlinear parameter extraction
mathematical model including the term C(subm(sub delta
e squared))
[NASA-TM-87731] p 116 N87-12566

SPACE SURVEILLANCE (SPACEBORNE)
Project management support p 61 A87-11805
Sparing to optimize naval airship availability

p 625 A87-46716
Communication, Navigation and Surveillance services

for the aviation industry using satellite technology
p 500 N87-21886

SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
p 61 N87-10774

SPACEBORNE EXPERIMENTS

Some results from parabolic flights --. on liquid-gas
mixtures p 608 A87-39839

Improvement of flight hardware and isothermal
Marangoni convection under micro-gravity conditions

p 608 A87-39840
SPACEBORNE TELESCOPES

Numerical simulation of compressible flow around
complex two-dimensional cavities
[AIAA PAPER 87-0116] p 219 A87-22425

SPACECRAFT COMMUNICATION

Air navigation services and aircraft around the year
2000 p 500 N87-21883

Communication, Navigation end Surveillance services
for the aviation industry using satellite technology

p 500 N87-21886
A eonformal aircraft phased array antenna for

airplane-satellite communication in the L band
[DFVLR-FB-86-47] p 701 N87-26259

SPACECRAFT COMPONENTS
Diffusion welding of component parts inthe aviation and

space industries
[BLL-LIB-TRANS-2147-(5207.0] p 326 N87-18094

A high temperature fatigue and structures testing
facility
[NASA-TM-100151] p 701 N87-26399

SPACECRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

An interactive approach to surface-fitting complex
geometries for flowfield applications
[AIAA PAPER 87-1476] p 625 A87-43009

The Mars airplane p 303 N87-17753
Acoustic fatigue: Overview of activities at NASA

Langley
[NASA-TM-89143] p 620 N87-24965

SPACECRAFT CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS

Materials for aerospace p194 A87-17283
Advanced pressure molding and fiber form

manufacturing technology for composite
aircraff/aerospace components p 261 A87-20079

Advanced composites for future aerospace systems
p 378 A87-28390

Pace of structural materials slows for commercial
transports p 551 A87-40840

The current application of titanium in Japan and an
ouUook for the future p 781 A87-47978

Developments of melting and casting technology of
titanium base alloys p 782 A87-48012

International Conference - Superplasticity in Aerospace
Aluminium
[BAE-S85/AMR/0066] p 42 N87-10994

Activities report in materials and construction ---
aerospace structures
[ISSN-0174-3910] p 200 N87-13589

First International Conference Materials in Aerospace
[BAE-S85/AMR/0080] p 144 N87-14243

Diffusion welding of component parts in the aviation and
space industries
[BLL-LIB-TRANS-2147-(5207.0] p 326 N87-18094
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SUBJECT INDEX SPOILERS

SPACECRAFT DESIGN

Ames accelerates research on hypersonic technology
p64 A87-13911

Will the aerospace plane work? p 339 A87-28613

Interdisciplinary optimum design --- of aerospace
structures p 657 A87-47009

An overview of the British Aerospace HOTOL

transatmosphedc vehicle
[NASA-TM-88008] p 175 N87-14317

Evaluation of reliability modeling tools for advanced fault
tolerant systems
[NASA-CR-178067] p 271 N87-t6559

Newest developments in planning, testing reported
p 399 N87-20145

Development of Integrated Programs for
Aerospace-Vehicle Design (IPAD)
[NASA-CR-181274] p 796 N87-28299

SPACECRAFT EQUIPMENT
Design and test of a prototype thermal bus evaporator

reservoir aboard the KC-135 0-g aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 87-1503] p 603 A87-42477

SPACECRAFT MODELS
Flight model discharge system

[AD-At69423] p 117 N87-12571
SPACECRAFT POWER SUPPLIES

Integrated power and attitude control system (IPACS)
technology p 194 A87-18136

SPACECRAFT PROPULSION

Combination engines for spaceplanes
p 378 A87-29357

Calculation of aerospace propulsion combustors- A view
from industry p 516 A87-38955

Thermodynamic and Flow Mechanical Problems in
Aircraft and Spacecraft Drives
[ETN-87-98751] p 185 N87-14331

Elementary-reaction and flow-mechanical problems in
aircraft and spacecraft drives p 196 N87-14333

Thermodynamic and Flow Mechanical Problems in
Aircraft and Spacecraft Drives. Summary of conference
reports for 1974, 1975, 1976
[ETN-87-98750] p 251 N87-15223

SPACECRAFT RELIABILITY

Reliability, 'better than the best' p 699 A87-46728
SPACECRAFT STABILITY

Tradeoff methods in multiobjective insensitive design
of airplane control systems p 115 N87-11730

SPACECRAFT STRUCTURES

Advanced manufacturing technology for structural
aircraft/aerospace components p 123 A87-13074

Polymer, metal, and ceramic matrix composites for
advanced aircraft engine applications

p 121 A87-15187
Evolution of the notion of quality in adhesively bonded

structures for aeronautical and space applications
p 609 A87-40511

The automated strength-aeroelastic design of
aerospace structures program p 98 N87-11749

Activities report in structures
[ETN-87-99375] p 467 N87-21166

SPACING

airfoil at high Reynolds numbers. Part 1: Spacing effect
[MPIS-23/1985] p 13 N87-10048

The effect of front-to-rear propeller spacing on the
interaction noise of a model counterrotation propeller at
cruise conditions

[NASA-TM-t00121] p 798 N87-28396
SPANWISE BLOWING

Spanwise variation of laminar separation bubbles on
wings at low Reynolds number p 71 A87-14362

Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a

wing-canard configuration with underwing spanwise
blowing on the trailing-edge flap system
[NASA-TM-89020] p 231 N87-15180

Verification of performance results for a low-speed 15
percent elliptical circulation control airfoil
[NASA*CR-181020] p 494 N87-22633

Two blowing concepts for roll and lateral control of
aircraft

[NASA-CR-180478] p 597 N87-23627
SPARE PARTS

Sparing to optimize naval airship availability

p 625 A87-46716
Method for forecasting repair and replacement needs

for Naval aircraft, phase 2
[DE87-001628] p 341 N87-19348

Prototype aircraft sustainability model
[AD-A183183] p 802 N87-29405

SPARK IGNITION

Effects of alternative fuels on ignition limits of the J85
annular combustor p 591 A87-39814

SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION

Atmospheric electrical modeling in support of the NASA
F106 Storm Hazards Project

[NASA-CR-179801] p 132 N87-12082

Evaluation of the F/A-18 head-up-display for recovery
from unusual attitudes

[AD-A183303] p 829 N87-29532
SPATIAL MARCHING

Multizone Euler marching technique for flow over single
and multibedy configurations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0592] p 285 A87-24990

Computation of three-dimensional flows by
viscous-inviscid interation using the MZM method

p 466 N87-20223
SPATIAL RESOLUTION

Effects of atmosphere on oblique reconnaissance ---
in CCD cameras p 29 A87-10937

SPECIFIC HEAT

Computation of optimum turbofan mixing with a
subaccurate varying specific heat solution

p 830 A87-51808
SPECIFIC IMPULSE

Effect of nonuniform excess air ratio distribution in the
afterburner on the specific pulse of the nozzle and the

effective heat release coefficient p 591 A87-42145
SPECIFICATIONS

Engine-airframe integration for rotorcraft: System
specifications and qualification p 27 N87-10074

Wind tunnels and test rigs of the Department of
Aeronautics, Imperial College
[IC-AERO-86-02] p 193 N87-13455

The status of military specifications with regard to
atmospheric turbulence p 544 N87-22355

Demonstration of frequency-sweep testing technique
using a Bell 214-ST helicopter
[NASA-TM-89422] p 598 N87-23632

Advanced aircraft fuel evaluation, phase 1
]AD-A182029] p 784 N87-27816

SPECKLE PATTERNS

Wholefield displacement measurements using speckle
image processing techniques for crash tests

p 124 A87-13680
Unsteady separated flows - Novel experimental

approach
[AIAA PAPER 87-0459] p 283 A87-24966

SPECTRAL EMISSION

Measurement of spectral emissivity of technical surfaces
in high-performance engines p 832 A87-53575

SPECTRAL METHODS

Spectral methods for modeling supersonic chemically
reacting flowfields p70 A87-14110

Derivation of vibration test spectra from flight data
p 358 A87-28925

Effect of signal jitter on the spectrum of rotor impulsive
noise

[NASA-TM-100477] p 708 N87-25827
SPECTRAL SIGNATURES

Instrumentation for RCS measurements of modulation

spectra of aircraft blades p 182 A87-19414
SPECTROMETERS

Mobile CARS instrument for combustion and plasma
diagnostics p 319 A87-23614

SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
Vibration spectrum analysis of a turboprop engine in

starting process p 306 A87-27491

of three-dimensional bounclary-layer flows
[AIAA PAPER 87-1337] p 566 A87-42397

SPEECH BASEBAND COMPRESSION

Recognition of synthesized, compressed speech in noisy
environments p 424 A87-33049

SPEECH RECOGNITION

Integrating speech technology to meet crew station
design requirements p 459 A87-31491

Recognition of synthesized, compressed speech in noisy
environments p 424 A87-33049

Research on speech processing for military avionics
p 425 A87-33070

Syntax analysis for a cockpit speech recognition
system
[DGLR PAPER 86-158] p 498 A87-36784

DVI in the military cockpit - A third hand for the combat
pilot --- Direct Voice Input p 681 A87-46315

A test on the reliability and performance of the verbex
series 4000 voice recognizer
]AD-A169066] p 130 N87-12729

Adaptive noise reduction in aircraft communication

systems
lAD-A178267] p 612 N87-23851

Investigation of air transportation technology at
Princeton University, 1985 p 740 N87-27603

Voice control of cockpit systems p 837 N87-29526
The flight evaluation of a speech recognition and a

speech output system in an advanced cockpit display and
flight management system for helicopters

p 829 N87-29527
SPEED CONTROL

Mathematical model and digital simulation for speed
control system of two-speol turbojet engine

p 105 A87-14139

Development of fuel pump-motor rotational speed
control system p 598 A87-39417

SPEED INDICATORS

Airspeed sensing pressure valve system
[AD-D012569] p 438 N87-20266

SPHERES

Numerical simulation of an inviscid supersonic flow past
a sphere by a self adjusting hybrid scheme for shock
capturing p488 A87-37211

SPHERICAL COORDINATES

Inviscid transonic wing design using inverse methods
in curvilinear coordinates

[AIAA PAPER 87-2551] p 727 A87-49103

Analysis of two-dimensional incompressible flow past
airfoils using unsteady Navier-Stokes equations
[NASA*CR-179823] p 12 N87-10040

A curvilinear coordinate thin-layer Navier-Stokes hybrid
scheme for transonic airfoil analysis
[NAL-TR-913] p 492 N87-21872

SPHEROIDS

Study of three-dimensional separation on a spheroid at
incidence p 49 N87-10016

SPIKES (AERODYNAMIC CONFIGURATIONS)
Numerical investigation of supersonic flow past

spike-tipped blunt bedies p4 A87-10614
SPILLING

General aviation aircraft/fuel system configuration study
regarding fuel bladder cell installation
[SAE PAPER 871011] p 737 A87-48698

Estimation of spillage drag for a wide range of
axisymmetric intakes at M 1
[ESDU-84004] p 701 N87-26301

SPIN

Flight investigation of the effects of an outboard
wing-leading-edge modification on stall/spin
characteristics of a low-wing, single-engine, T-tail light
airplane

[NASA-TP-2691] p 585 N87-23614
SPIN DYNAMICS

Flight control design using nonlinear inverse dynamics
p 109 A87-13352

Effect of strakes on the autoretational characteristics
of noncircular cylinders p 410 A87-33241

Spin resistance evaluation of a light airplane
[SAE PAPER 871021] p 766 A87-48758

Evaluation of airplane spin resistance using proposed
criteria for light general aviation airplanes
[AIAA PAPER 87-2562] p 769 A87-49612

Spin-tunnel investigation of a 1/25-scale model of the
General Dynamics F-16XL airplane
[NASA-TM-85660] p 12 N87-10041

Turbulence modeling for steady three-dimensional
supersonic flows
lAD-A170042] p 154 N87-14285

SPIN REDUCTION

Improved combat performance using relaxed static
stability and a spin prevention system (FBW Jaguar)

p 523 N87-22674
SPIN TESTS

Reflections regarding recent rotary rig results

Spin-tunnel investigation of a 1/25-scale model of the
General Dynamics F-16XL airplane
[NASA-TM-85660] p 12 N87-10041

An experimental investigation of free-tip response to a
jet
[NASA-TM-88250] p 76 N87-12539

Spin-tunnel investigation of a 1/15-scale model of an
Australian trainer airplane
[NASA-TM-89049] p 418 N87-20240

SPINNERS

Experimental and theoretical study of propeller
spinner/shank interference
]AIAA PAPER 87-0145] p 281 A87-24929

SPIRAL ANTENNAS

Radiation resistance of thin antennas of arbitrary
elevation and configuration over perfectly conducting
ground
lAD-A170945] p 267 N87-15397

SPLASHING
Measurements of flow rate and trajectory of aircraft

tire-generated water spray
[NASA-TP-2718] p 588 N87-24458

SPLINE FUNCTIONS

The method of calculating the desired flight path of
terrain following technique with circular arc spline

p 111 A87-14136
SPLITTING

Three-dimensional unsteady Euler equations solutions
on dynamic grids
[AD-A168041] p 51 N87-11128

SPOILERS

Multi-control system in unsteady aerodynamics using
spoilers
[AtAA PAPER 87-0855] p 446 A87-33695
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SPRAY CHARACTERISTICS SUBJECT INDEX

Flow-field measurements of an airfoil with a deflected

spoiler using an LDV system
[AIAA PAPER 87-1438] p 634 A87*44955

Influence of rear end spoiler on aerodynamic
charactedstics and wake structure of a helicopter

fuselage p 721 A87-48930
Application of s Fourier panel method to 3-D spoiler

calculations
[AIAA PAPER 87-2417] p 725 A87-49087

Jet spoiler as a yaw control device
p 835 A87-52880

Investigation of unsteady subsonic spoiler and flap
aerodynamics p 808 A87-52883

Simultaneous active controls on wind tunnel model
p 836 A87-54190

Results of wind tunnel tests on external combustion
[ESA-TI--g5g] p 42 N67-10990

An investigation into the static pressure distdbution and
lift reduction over an aerofoil due to a forward spoiler
[BU-346] p 350 N87-19366

The 737 graphite composite flight spoiler flight service
evaluation
[NASA-CR-178322] p 846 N87-29609

SPRAY CHARACTERISTICS

Spray characteristics of two combined jet atomizers
p 124 A87-t3660

Electrostatic spray modification in gas turbine
combustion p 379 A87-31288

Flow rate and trajectory of water spray produced by
an aircraft tire
[SAE PAPER 861626] p 451 A87-32582

Influence of fuel temperature on atomization
performance of pressure-swirl atomizers

p 698 A87-46198
Diagnostic methods for air-breathing engines

p 686 A87-46243
Digital video image processing applications to drop size

and concentration measurements p 848 A87-52334
An investigation of spray impact forces --- aircraft

wheels

[BU-340] p 392 N87-19697
SPRAY NOZZLES

Helicopter Icing Spray System (HISS) evaluation and
improvement
[AD-A170732] p 173 N87-13429

Effect of flame-tube head structure on combustion
chamber performance p 441 N87-20275

SPRAYED COATINGS
Process and equipment for PVD and LPPS overlay

coatings on aircraft gas turbine parts --- Low Pressure
Plasma Spray p 788 A87-49555

New ZrO2-Yb203 plasma-sprayed coatings for thermal
barrier applications p 843 A87-53623

SPRAYERS
Prediction of velocity coefficient and spray cone angle

for simplex swirl atomizers p 125 A87-13830

An analytical study of icingsimilitude for aircraft engine
testing
lAD-A173713] p 252 N67-15973

The physics of fuel sprays. Volume 1: Experimental
measurements

[AD-A175660] p 442 N87-20285
SPRAYING

Effects on fuel spray characteristics and vaporization
on energy release rates and flow field structure in a dump
combustor p 612 N87-23804

Spray combustion: A driving mechanism for ramjet
combustion instability p 606 N87-23806

Measurements of flow rate and trajectory of aircraft
tire-generated water spray
[NASA-TP-2718] p 588 N87-24458

SPREAD SPECTRUM TRANSMISSION

Geolec long range spread spectrum accurate
radiolocation system operational results

p 580 A87-41385
SPRINGS (ELASTIC)

Titanium alloy springs p 463 A87-33181

SQUEEZE FILMS
Equivalent linearization of a squeeze film damper

p 198 A87-17965

Nonsynchronous motion of squeeze film damper
systems p 380 A87-27706

Experimental observation of cavitating squeeze.film
dampers p 534 A87-38461

A study on the effect of non-dimensional system
parameters on squeeze film damper performance using
experimental data p 698 A87-46229

An experimental and theoretical investigation of an
uncentralizod squeeze-film damper bearing and the test
results on a jet engine p 847 A87-51471

Non-linear identification of a squeeze-film damper
p 538 N87-22213

Instability of an intershaft squeeze film damper in a
two-spool rotor dynamics simulator p 539 N87-22215

Non-linear performance of a three-beariog rotor
incorporating a squeeze-film damper

p 539 N87-22217

Experimental measurement of the dynamic pressure
distribution in a squeeze film bearing damper executing
circular centered orbits p 539 N87-22219

STABILITY

Experience with synchronous and asynchronous digital
control systems --- for flight
[AIAA PAPER 86-2239] p 595 A87-40274

Acta Aeronautica et Astronautica Sinica (selected
articles)
[AD-A167918] p 3 N87-10004

Rotordynamic Instability Problems in High-Performance
Turbomachinery, 1986
[NASA-CP-2443] p 538 N87-22199

A history of development in rotordynamics: A
manufacturer's perspective p 538 N87-22200

Instability of an intershaft squeeze film damper in a
two-spool rotor dynamics simulator p 539 N87-22215

The effects of aeroelastic deformation on the

unaugmented stopped-rotor dynamics of an X-Wing
aimraff
[NASA-TM-100480] p 791 N87-28056

Analysis and test evaluation of the dynamic response
and stability of three advanced turboprop models
[NASA-CR-174814] p 833 N87-28555

STABILITY AUGMENTATION

Multivariable flight control for an attack helicopter
p 109 A87-13379

Design of dynamic compensators via eigenstructure
assignment with flight control applications

p 186 A87-16768
A perspective on superaugmented flight control -

Advantages and problems p 188 A87-17752
Flying qualities of pitch range command/attitude hold

control systems for landing p 188 A87-17753
Control law synthesis for an airplane with relaxed static

stability p 188 A87-17754
Stability augmentation for a free flying ducted fan

[AIAA PAPER 87-2453] p 773 A87-50499
Fault tolerant control laws

[NASA-CR-178094] p 50 N87-10400
Tradeoff methods in multiobjective insensitive design

of airplane control systems p 115 N87-11730
Development of a sensitivity analysis technique for

multiloop flight control systems p 311 N87-16847
The application of quadratic optimal cooperative control

synthesis to a CH-47 helicopter
[NASA-TM-88353] p 313 N87-17715

Stability boundaries for command augmentation
systems p 523 N87-22622

Small-scale rotor test rig capabilities for testing vibration
alleviation algorithms
[NASA-TM-1O0002] p 858 N87-30102

STABILITY DERIVATIVES

Further development of the influence function method
for store aerodynamic analysis p 4 A87-10523

Aircraft control input optimization for aerodynamic
derivative estimation in dynamic manoeuvres

p 113 A87-16183
Calculation formulae for lift and moment coefficients for

oscillating arbitrary airfoils in supersonic flow
p 150 A87-19292

Calculating the aerodynamic loads and moments on
airplane wings: Cantilever monoplanes --- Book

p 279 A87-24647
On-line aircraft state and stability derivative estimation

using the modified-gain extended Kalman filter
p 596 A87-40862

Measurement of forces, moments and pressures --- wind
tunnel tests

[BAE-ARG-217] p 151 N87-13407
VORSTAB: A computer program for calculating

lateral-directional stability derivatives with vortex flow
effect
[NASA-CR-172501] p 332 N87-18329

An experimental investigation of dynamic ground
effect
[NASA-CR-t80305] p 731 N87-26858

STABILITY TESTS
Mach 6 experimental and theoretical stability and

performance of a finned cylindrical body at angles of attack
up to 65 deg
[NASA-TM-89050] p 76 N87-12538

STABILIZATION

Soil stabilization for roadways and airfields
[AD-A183382] p 839 N87-29545

STABILIZERS (FLUID DYNAMICS)
Evaluation of composite components on the Bell 206L

and Sikorsky S-76 helicopter
[SAE PAPER 861671] p 360 A87-29641

A study of the effect of the separation zone on the
oscillations of a cone p 484 A87-35824

Fracture of an aircraft horizontal stabilizer
p 650 A87-42855

DC-10 composite vertical stabilizer ground test
program
[NASA-CR-3715] p 42 N87-10974

On the nonlinear aerodynamic and stability
characteristics of a generic chine-forebody slender-wing
fighter configuration
[NASA-TM-89447] p 643 N87-25305

Automated systems for the manufacture of Airbus
vertical stabilizers

[MBB-UT-17-86] p 705 N87-25786
STABLE OSCILLATIONS

The influence of support oscillation in dynamic stability
tests --- sting plunging effects
[AIAA PAPER 87-0243] p 257 A87-22506

STAGGERING
Application of Reissner method to free vibrations of a

tapered, twisted, aerofoil cross-section turbine blade,
mounted at a stagger angle on a rotating disc

p 366 A87-27811
STAGNATION FLOW

Second-order boundary layers for steady,
incompressible, three-dimensional stagnation point flows

p 345 A87-30075
Estimation of the stagnation line of a system of jets

impinging on a plane obstacle in incoming flow
p 439 A87-31737

Visualisation of axial turbine tip clearance flow using a
linear cascade
[CUED/A-TURBO/TR-122] p 107 N87-12560

Calculation of pressure distributions on supersonic delta

wings using stagnation solutions
[VTH-LR-484] p 815 N87-29417

STAGNATION PRESSURE
Qualitative evaluation of a flush air data system at

transonic speeds and high angles of attack
[NASA-TP-2716] p 827 N87-29497

STAINLESS STEELS

Heater block assembly for use in thermal oxidation
testing of jet fuel
[AD-D012472] p 267 N87-16176

STANDARDIZATION

Standardizing air cargo containers
p 155 A87-17418

Standardization and logistic support cost effectiveness
of advanced avionics systems p 661 A87-43468

STANDARDS
The development of dynamic performance standards

for civil rotorcraft seats p 89 A87-13686

A highly reliable LAN protocol p 199 A87-19071
Propeller aircraft noise legislation - A comprehensive

review p 336 A87-25926
The need for a representative international noise

standard --- for airports p330 A87-27115
Avionics standard communications bus Its

implementation and usage p 472 A87-31483
New standards established for realism in visual

simulation --- for commercial aircraft flight
p 686 A87-46438

Tailoring MIL-STD-461B for naval avionics applications
p 757 A87-50004

Flight recorders: New US regulations and new
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)
standards p 32 N87-10093

Minimum operational performance standards for
airborne ILS glide slope receiving equipment operating
within the radio frequency range of 328.6-335.4 MHz
[RTCA/DO-192] p 21 N87-10853

Noise certification and noise sensitivity studies on the

BO-105 helicopter
[DFVLR-MITT-66-13] p 209 N87-14958

Criteria for asphalt-rubber concrete in civil airport
pavements. VoL 2: Evaluation of asphalt-rubber concrete
[DOE/FAA/PM-86/39-VOL-2] p 526 N87-21964

Laboratory characterization tests for antimisting fuel
[DOT/FAA/CT-86/23] p 530 N87-22864

A study of environmental noise with a view to aircraft
with prop-fans
[FFA-TN-1987-15] p 798 N87-27491

STANDING WAVES

Morphology of a standing oblique detonation wave ---
for hypersonic airbreathing propulsion
[AIAA PAPER 87-1785] p 695 A87-45201

STANTON NUMBER

Influence of vane/blade spacing and cold-gas injection
on vane and blade heat-flux distributions for the Teledyne

702 HP turbine stage
[AIAA PAPER 87-1915] p 669 A87-45295

STARTERS
Component improvement program task 83-01, 36E133

air turbine starter
lAD-At69463] p 108 N67-12562

STARTING

Start-up of a wind tunnel with a multichannel diffuser
p 72 A87-15206

Vibration spectrum analysis of a turboprop engine in
starting process p 306 A87-27491
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SUBJECT INDEX

STATE ESTIMATION

Aircraft flight data compatibility checking using maximum
likelihood and extended Kalman filter estimation

p 113 A87-t6184

Comparison of two techniques of I.F.D. based on a
non-linear stochastic model of an aircraft --- Instrument
Fault Detection p 114 A87-16196

State estimation of flying vehicle p 114 A87-16209

The stability of Kalman filter in inertial navigation
systems p 157 A87-16753

Estimation of the aerodynamic coefficients of the Navion
aircraft at high angles of attack and sideslip
[AIAA PAPER 87-2622] p 769 A87-49622

An angle-only tracking filter in modified spherical
coordinates ..- for fighter aircraft maneuvers
[AIAA PAPER 87-2380] p 741 A87-50465

Development and flight verification of airborne glideslope
computation/gust detection system
[NAL-TR-908] p 503 N87-21906

Multi-input multi-output system control for expodmental
aircraft

[NASA-CR-181197] p 775 N87.26915
STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

Aerodynamic tradeoff study of conventional, canard, and
trisurface aircraft systems p 146 A87-17814

Applications of a fast, time accurate full potential scheme

to a statically flexible wing in the transonic regime
[AIAA PAPER 87-0707] p 411 A87-33655

STATIC CHARACTERISTICS
Flight test research on static characteristics of

afterburner fuel control system for turbojet engines
p 513 A87-37844

STATIC DEFORMATION

Influence of the static deformation on a wing in the
unsteady aerodynamic
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-152] p 214 A87-21054

The static aeroelasticity of a composite wing
p 326 N87-17085

STATIC ELECTRICITY

Disturbances brought by atmospheric statics to airborne
navigation and communication systems

p 20 A87-12678
International Aerospace and Ground Conference on

Lightning and Static Electricity, 1 lth, Dayton, OH, June
24-26, 1986, Technical Papers p 80 A87-15001

A review of aerospace and ground lightning threat
characteristics and applications p 132 A87-15002

Ground testing of an operational fighter aircraft for
p-static discharge effects p 824 A87-52522

International Aerospace and Ground Conference on

Lightning and Static Electricity, Technical papers: The key
to lightning technology, held in Orlando, Florida on 26-28
June 1984

[AD-A169867] p 235 N87-t5192
International Aerospace and Ground Conference on

Lightning and Static Electricity held in Dayton, Ohio on
24-26 June 1986

[AD-A174859] p 394 N87-19856
Low altitude lightning attachment to an aircraft

_.A_A162.2_j p819.87-29473
Effect of static inplane loads and boundary conditions

on the flutter of flat rectangular panels

p 321 A87-25869
Measured and calculated stress in a ribbeR parachute

canopy p 410 A87-33239
Calculation of the reliability of aircraft-engine parts under

repeated static loading p 664 A87-43616
A miniature remote deadweight calibrator

p 694 A87-45104
Some observations on the behavior of the Langley model

rotor blade

[NASA-CR-179880] p 74 N87-11695
STATIC MODELS

Flow visualisation on rolling models using minitufts
p 789 A87-50587

STATIC PRESSURE

An experimental study of the structure of coaxial
nonisobaric reacting jets p 484 A87-35822

Pitot and static errors in steady level flight
[ESDU-66006] p 74 N87-11691

Digital program for calculating static pressure position
error

[NASA-TM-86726] p 301 N87-16821
An investigation into the static pressure distribution and

lift reduction over an aerofoil due to a forward spoiler
[BU-346] p 350 N87-19366

Lee-surface flow over delta wings at supersonic
speeds

[NAL-TM-AE-8610] p 491 N87-21865
Pitot and static errors due to non-steady flight

[ESDU-85011] p613 N87-29410
STATIC STABILITY

Control law synthesis for an airplane with relaxed static

stability p 188 A87-17754

Landing approach handling qualities of transport aircraft
with relaxed static stability p 189 A87-17812

Effect of the longitudinal static stability margin on the
take-off mass of aircraft p596 A87-42140

Wind tunnel test of the modified goldschmied model
with propulsion and empennage: Analysis of test results
[AD-A167360] p 13 N87-10045

Performance and quality flight test textbook. Volume 2:
Flying qualities

[AD-At68124] p 3 N87-10830
Stability regions of relaxed static stability aircraft under

control saturation constraints p 448 N87-20288
Improved combat Performance using relaxed static

stability and a spin prevention system (FBW Jaguar)
p 523 N87-22674

An experimental investigation into methods for
quantifying hang glider airwodthness parameters
[CAR-8705] p 585 N87-23613

Piloted simulator study of allowable time delay in pitch

flight control system of a transport airplane with negative
static stability

[NASA-TM-89147] p 776 N87-26919

Dynamic stability and handling qualities tests on a highly
augmented, statically unstable airplane
[NASA-TM-88297] p 776 N87-26920

STATIC TESTS

Certification problems for composite airplane
structures p 39 A87-12652

Correlation of experimental staticand dynamic response
of simple structural components p 124 A87-t3683

Static test of an ultralight airplane
[AIAA PAPER 86-2600] p 64 A87-14034

Correlation of acoustic emission and strain/deflection
measurement during composite airframe static tests

p 168 A87-t9227

Results of the V-22 preliminary design wing test
program p 168 A87-19228

Static test and flight test of the Army/Bell ACAP
helicopter p 171 A87-19267

DHC-8 Static Test program p 358 A87-29282

Experimental investigation on cooling effectiveness of
high-temperature air-cooled turbine blade

p 513 A87-37845
Use of phase data for accurate differential GPS

kinematic positioning p 581 A87-41395

Aerodynamic study of a helicopter rotor in hovering flight
- Theory vs. experiment p 641 A87-47014

Static test procedures for restraint anchorages in small
aircraft

[SAE PAPER 871007] p 737 A87-48694

Static tests of the propulsion system --- Propfan Test
Assessment program
[AIAA PAPER 87-1728] p 830 A87-52245

Large.scale static investigation of
circulation-control-wing concepts applied to upper
surface.blowing aircraft
[NASA-TP-2684] p 243 N87-15959

Delethalized cyclic control stick

[AD-A173931] p 353 N87-18549

aided interpretation

lAD-A175321 ] p 363 N87-19384
Static internal performance of a two-dimensional

convergent-divergent nozzle with thrust vectoring
[NASA.TP-2721] p 574 N87-24432

Static calibration of the RSRA active-isolator rotor
balance system
[NASA-TM-8821f ] p 588 N87-24459

Advanced manufacturing development of a composite
empennage component for L-1011 aircraft. Phase 3:

Production readiness verification testing
[NASA-CR-172383-PH-3] p 845 N87-28616

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Applications of the statistical discrete element theory
to vehicle response p 322 A87.25878

Calculation of the statistical characteristics of
high-intensity diffracted acoustic noise

p 548 A87-35770

Helicopter activities in Germany p 623 A87-43401

Statistical evaluation of performance indices of
microburst-generated wind effect on airplane flight
[AIAA PAPER 87-2345] p 772 A87-50464

Statistics of wind shear due to nocturnal boundary layer
jet airstreams in North Germany p 56 N87-11461

Annual review of aircraft accident data US general
aviation, calendar year 1983
[PB87-161915] p 354 N87-19367

Census of US civil aircraft, calendar year 1986
[AD-A183423] p 802 N87-29406

STATISTICAL CORRELATION

KRASH analysis correlation: Transport airplane
controlled impact demonstration test
[DOT/FAA/CT-86/13] p 354 N87-19368

STEADY FLOW

STATISTICAL DISTRIBUTIONS

Statistical distribution of extreme atmospheric
turbulences

[ONERA, TP NO. 1987-56] p 702 A87-46757
STATISTICAL WEATHER FORECASTING

Investigation of extreme temperature values in the free
atmosphere p 329 A87-25259

Regression method for predicting wind velocity and
direction at circuit altitude at Eniseisk Airport

p 329 A87-25263
STATOR BLADES

Experimental investigation on compressor stator tandem

cascades at high subsonic speed p 287 A87o25416
Excitation and vibration of a bladed disk under operating

and simulated operation conditions p 366 A87-28350
An analysis of in-fin tail rotor noise

p 652 A87-43427
Rotor wake segment influence on stator-surface

boundary layer development in an axial-flow compressor
stage
[AIAA PAPER 87-1741] p 695 A67-45178

Application of a 3D inviscid rotational design procedure
for turbomechinery bladings p 638 A87-46204

Unsteady flows in a single-stage transonic axial-flow fan
stator row

[NASA-TM-88929] p 292 N87-16805
Flow through a compressor stage

[AD-A175026] p 370 N87-19397
Research on aero-thermodynamic distortion induced

structural dynamic response of multi-stage compressor
blading

[AD-A175904] p 370 N87-19398
Unsteady stator/rotor interaction p 541 N87-22767

STATORS

A simulation of rotor-stator interaction using the Euler
equations and patched grids p7 A87-t t 536

Unsteady three-dimensional Navier-Stokes simulations
of turbine rotor-stator interaction
[AIAA PAPER 87-2058] p 636 A87-45386

Potential performance gains for light aircraft by the
application of a stator behind the propeller
[SAE PAPER 871029] p 745 A87-48759

Method for the determination of the three dimensional
aerodynamic field of a rotor-stator combination in
compressible flow
[AIAA PAPER 87-1742] p 730 A87-50187

Investigation of coating performance and corrosion of
compressor components in the TF30-P-3 engine of F111C
aircraft

[AD-A168802] p 107 N87-11792
Measurements of the unsteady flow field within the stator

row of a transonic axial-flow fan. 1: Measurement and
analysis technique

[NASA-TM-88945] p 290 N87-16789
Measurements of the unsteady flow field within the stator

row of a transonic axial-flow fan. Part 2: Results and
discussion

[NASA-TM-88946] p 290 N87-16790
Manufacturing cell for the V2500 variable vanes

[PNR90330] p 308 N87-16835
Controlled diffusion comDressor blade wAkA

measurements

lAD-A175141] p 350 N87-19355
Development of a rotor wake/vortex model. Volume 2:

User's manual for computer program
[NASA-CR-174850-VOL-2] p 417 N87-20239

Laser velocimetry study of stator/rotor interactions in
a multi-stage gas turbine compressor

p 467 N67-21181
STEADY FLOW

Numerical experiments with a total variation diminishing
('rVD) MacCormack scheme p6 A87-11526

Aerodynamic coefficients of a circular wing in steady
subsonic flow p 67 A87-13653

Visualization of wing tip vortices in accelerating and
steady flow p 72 A87-14370

A full potential rotor analysis with wake influence using
an inner-outer domain technique p 150 A87-19277

Use of tracers for hydrodynamic visualization and
measurements in steady vortex flows
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-91] p 263 A87-21020

Unsteady three-dimensional stall on a rectangular
wing
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-119] p 213 A87-21038

Experience, issues, and opportunities in steady
transonics p 277 A87-23638

Steady and unsteady incompressible free.wake
analysis p 277 A87-23642

Wavy wall solutions of the Euler equations
p 278 A87-23672

Using an unfactered predictor-corrector method --- to
simulate transonic flows past airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 87-0423) p 283 A87-24962

A numerical method for the calculation of

incompressible, steady, separated flows around aerofoils
p 285 A87-25002
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STEADY STATE SUBJECT INDEX

A method for calculation of flow process in an
axisymmetdc straight-wall annular diffuser

p 289 A87-27479
Calculation of supersonic steady axisymmetdc nozzle

and jet p 343 A87-28337
Second-order boundary layers for steady,

incompressible, three-dimensional stagnation point flows
p 345 A87-30075

Efficiency characteristics of crescent-shaped wings and
caudal fins p 385 A87-30498

Aerodynamics of a double membrane airfoil
p 410 A87-33168

Fast time marching approach to cascade transonic
flow p 412 A87-34042

Quantitative visualization of steady and unsteady flows
using spark velocimetry p 531 A87-35300

Analytic near-field boundary conditions for transonic flow
computations p 552 A87-39544

Unsteady aerodynamics of blade rows
p 554 A87-40082

Simulation studies of vortex dynamics of a leading edge
flap p 556 A87-41510

Methods for numerical simulation of teading edge vortex
flow p 556 A87-41511

Upwind formulations for the Euler equations in steady

supersonic flows
[AIAA PAPER 87-1150] p 559 A87-42096

Computation of steady and unsteady vortex dominated
flows
[AIAA PAPER 87-1462] p 569 A87-42473

A panel method for predicting the dynamic stability
derivatives of an oscillating wing in high subsonic flow

p 641 A87-46951

Some mathematical problems in the theory of transonic
flow p 718 A87-47850

Supercdtical cascade flow analysis with shock -
Boundary layer interaction and shock-free redesign

p 719 A87-48724
Steady three-dimensional fluid particle separation from

arbitrary smooth surface and formation of free vortex

layers
[AIAA PAPER 87-2348] p 723 A87-49067

Application of viscous-inviscid interaction methods to
transonic turbulent flows

[NASA-CR-179900] p 75 N87-11700
Current capabilities and future directions in

computational fluid dynamics
[NASA-CR-179946] p 200 N87-13663

Turbulence modeling for steady three-dimensional
supersonic flows
[AD-A170042] p 154 N87-14285

Contamination and distortion of steady flow field induced
by various discrete frequency disturbances in aircraft gas
turbines

[AD-A173294] p 310 N87-17704
Methods for numerical simulation of leading-edge vortex

flow
[NLR-MP-85052-U] p 349 N87-18545

Matching of viscous fluid and inviscid fluid by a finite
element method
[ESA-TT-866] p 392 N87-19668

Composite velocity procedures for flows with pressure
interaction
lAD-A179602] p 541 N87-22929

STEADY STATE

Wind tunnel test of the modified goldschmied model
with propulsion and empennage: Analysis of test results
[AD-A167360] p 13 N87-10045

STEEL STRUCTURES

Fatigue strength of 30KhGSN2A steel lugs under
programmed loading p 843 A87-53441

Fatigue-life monitoring of the 5 metre wind tunnel
[RAE-TM-AERO-2084] p 688 N87-26055

STEELS
Fractographic aspects of the cyclic fracture toughness

of 35KhN3MFA steel in vacuum, air, and hydrogen
p 40 A87-12882

Carbudzing steel for high temperature service
[AD-A168327] p 122 N87-11877

Selection of rolling-element bearing steels for long-life
application
[NASA-TM-88881] p 129 N87-11993

Erosion study of AM355 and AI203 ceramics
[AD-A178882] p 530 N87-22858

STEERABLE ANTENNAS

Electronically steerable antenna technology and its
application to airborne radars p 178 A87-16745

ROSAR - A SAR concept based on rotating antennas
p 179 A87-16747

STEERING
The Shock and Vibration Digest, Volume 19, No. 4

p 612 N87-23818
STIFFENING

On the efficiency of stiffened panels, with application
to shear web design p 262 A87-20170

Experimental investigation on advanced
composite-stiffened structures under uniaxial compression
and bending p 263 A87-20889

Postbuckling and failure characteristics of stiffened
graphite-epoxy shear webs
[AIAA PAPER 87-0733] p 463 A87-33572

Evaluation of aluminum-lithium alloys in compression
stiffened aircraft structures
[AIAA PAPER 87-0758] p 607 A87-39641

Free vibration of a thin cylindrical shell with periodic
circumferential stiffeners p 785 A87-47355

A Computer Aided Design (CAD) system for the design
of stiffened panels in wing box structures
[NLR-TR-85074-U] p 207 N87-14041

Composite repair techniques for J-stiffened composite
fuselage structures p 405 N87-20186

Integrally-stiffened crash energy-absorbing subfloor
beam structure

[NASA-CASE-LAR-13697-1] p 659 N87-25321
STIFFNESS

A higher order beam element for vibration of beams
with discontinuities p 46 A87-10898

Long-term environmental effects and flight service
evaluation of composite materials
[NASA-TM°89067] p 319 N87-17858

Sensitivity of overall vehicle stiffness to local joint
stiffness p 390 N87-18862

A method for the manufacture of model helicopter rotor
blades with torsional stiffness representative of full scale
[RAE-TR-85094] p 752 N87-26904

STOCHASTIC PROCESSES

Stochastic modelling of radar returns
p 18 A87-10143

1986 American Control Conference, 5th, Seattle, WA,
June 18-20, 1986, Proceedings. Volumes 1, 2, & 3

p 133 A87-13301
Optimal stochastic observers applied to hydraulic

actuation systems p 87 A87-13354
An efficient decision-making-free filter for processes with

abrupt changes p 136 A87-16189
Comparison of two techniques of I.F.D. based on a

non-linear stochastic model of an aircraft --- Instrument
Fault Detection p 114 A87-16196

Synthesis of piecewise constant control with memory
for continuous stochastic systems p 269 A87-20379

Evaluation of a stochastic initial fatigue quality model
for fastener holes p 384 A87-30106

Stochastic response of nonlinear structures with
parameter random fluctuations p 385 A87-30297

Stochastic approach for predicting functional impairment
of metallic airframes
[AIAA PAPER 87-0752] p 464 A87-33575

Stochastic crack growth models for applications to
aircraft structures p 531 A87-35290

An approximate analysis of the accuracy of the optimal
discrete control of nonlinear stochastic systems using the
method of semiinvariants p 619 A87-42138

Stochastic model theory of broadband shock associated
noise from supersonic jets p 859 A87-52069

Stochastic crack propagation with applications to
durability and damage tolerance analyses
[AD-A168040] p 53 N87-11226

Study of the effects of vibration on inertial navigation
system accuracy
[AD-A172420] p 237 N87-15954

STOPPING

Frictional and retarding forces on aircraft tyres. Part 4:
Estimation of effects of yaw
[ESDU-86016-PT-4] p 131 N87-12868

STORAGE BATrERIES

Transportation container for Li/SO2 batteries on
passenger aircraft
[DE87-008659] p 577 N87-24440

STORAGE TANKS
The water towing tank as an experimental facility

p 777 A87-48288
STORMS

The effect of heavy rain on an airfoil at high lift
[NASA-CR-178248] p 417 N87-20232

STORMS (METEOROLOGY)
Comparative evaluation of weather conditions at

Moscow-area airports during which flights are cancelled
p 328 A87-24362

Storm structure during aircraft lightning strike events
p 329 A87-25548

Oklahoma weather phenomena that may affect
aviation p 614 A87-39891

The terminal area simulation system. Volume 1:
Theoretical formulation
[NASA-CR-4046] p 421 N87-20255

Low altitude wind shear detection with Doppler radar
[DOT/FAA/PM-87/6] p 544 N87-22379

STRAIN ENERGY METHODS
Nonlinear analysis of pretwisted rods using 'principal

curvature transformation'. I - Theoretical derivation

p 386 A87-31169

Theoretical foundations of a method for the strength

analysis of fuselage frames p 507 A87-39080
Research on the stress analysis method of rubber

structure - Calculation of the frequency adapter stresses
p 693 A87-43453

STRAIN GAGE BALANCES

Aerodynamic measurements and thermal tests of a
strain-gage balance in a cryogenic wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-89039] p 466 N87-20517

STRAIN GAGES
The ten dollar load cell

[SAWE PAPER 1724] p 532 A87-36295
Principles and practices for accurate load cell

measurements
[SAWE PAPER 1725] p 525 A87-36296

The NASA strain gage laboratory p 838 A87-52494
High temperature static strain gage program

p 52 N87-11188
Evaluation results of the 700 dog C Chinese strain

gages p 52 N87-11189
Experimental techniques for three-axes load cells used

at the National Full-Scale Aerodynamics Complex
[NASA-TM-86693] p 826 N87-28546

High temperature static strain gage development
contract, tasks 1 and 2
[NASA-CR-180811] p 850 N87-28869

Thin film strain gage development program
[NASA-CR-174707] p 850 N87-28883

STRAIN MEASUREMENT
Correlation of acoustic emission and strain/deflection

measurement during composite airframe static tests
p 168 A87-19227

Automatic fringe analysis in double exposure and live
fringe holographic interferometry p 261 A87-19810

Profile measurements using radiographic techniques
p 465 A87-35064

Measurement of model deformations in wind tunnels
p 525 A87-36943

STRAIN RATE
Strain determination during the explosive expansion of

pipes p 460 A87-31727
STRAKES

On the control of auto-rotational characteristics of light
airplane fuselages
[AIAA PAPER 87-0349] p 253 A87-22574

Strake-generated vortex interactions for a fighter-like
configuration
[AIAA PAPER 87-0589] p 227 A87-22723

Effect of strakes on the autorotational characteristics

of noncircular cylinders p 410 A87-33241
Numerical simulation of vortical flows over a strake-delta

wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-1229] p 630 A87-44913

A significant improvement to the low speed yaw control
of the Sea King using a tail boom strake

p 766 A87-48929
A strake design method for supersonic speeds and low

lift
[AIAA PAPER 87-2638] p 723 A87-49059

Exploratory studies of actuated forebody strakes for yaw
control at high angles of attack
[AIAA PAPER 87-2557] p 768 A87-49607

Helicopter anti-torque system using fuselage strakes
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13630-1] p 597 N87-23630

Flight characteristics test of the UH-60A with tail boom
mounted strake
[AD-A180791] p 751 N87-26898

STRAPOOWN INERTIAL GUIDANCE
In-flight transfer alignment/calibration of a strapdown

INS that employs carouseled instruments and IMU
indexing p 85 A87-13438

An open-loop initial alignment scheme for strapdown
inertial navigation systems p 158 A87-t8533

Low cost Doppler aided strapdown inertial navigation
system p 296 A87-24719

Integrated inertial reference device for flight control and
navigation
[DGLR PAPER 86-150] p 497 A87-36769

Flight test results of an integrated GPS and strapdown
inertial system p 580 A87-41377

Autonomous navigation system for the new generation
of military helicopters and associated flight tests

p 648 A87-43469
A comparison between integrated and separated

navigation and flight control motion sensing equipment and
a concept for aircraft motion sensing and attitude/heading
determination p 828 A87-51941

Simulation of strapdown systems for error analysis, and
modeling for navigation with other sensor systems

p 821 N87-28535
STRATEGY

Covert penetration systems future strategic aircraft
missions will require a new sensor system approach

p 178 A87-16744

Staying ahead in maritime patrol
[SAWE PAPER 1738] p 506 A87-36302
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SUBJECT INDEX STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

Research and development. Technical-scientific

publications 1986
[ETN-87-99713] p 710 N87-26826

STRATIFIED FLOW
Theoretical description of the coefficients of turbulent

boundary layer motion --- in aircraft engines
p 439 A67.31726

Pulsation structure of the mixing layer of underexpanded
jets p 847 A87-50974

The application of the method of streams to the
numerical modeling of unsteady aerohydrodynamics
problems p 804 A87-51654

STRATOSPHERE
Possible military applications of stratospheric airship

discussed p 101 N87-12716

High altitude turbulence for supersonic cruise vehicles
[NASA-TM-88286] p 544 N87-23100

STRATUS CLOUDS

Comparative flight measurement of icing parameters for
the DO 28 D2 propeller-driven aircraft of the German Army
Testing Office 61 and for DFVLR's Falcon 20 E jet aircraft
in stratus clouds
[ ESA-TT-941] p83 N67-11709

Calculation of ice accretion on cylindrical rods according
to Bain's model and comparison with experimental results
--- stratus clouds

[ESA-'I-r-970] p 176 N87-14325
STREAM FUNCTIONS (FLUIDS)

Solution of inverse problem of transonic flow on S2
surface using an elliptic algorithm p 347 A87-31166

Vortex breakdown simulation

[AIAA PAPER 87-1343] p 632 A87-44934
Transonic stream function solution on S(2)

streamsurface for a high pressure ratio centrifugal
compressor p 638 A87-46195

Improvement of aerodynamic calculation on S(2)m
stream surface of axial compressor by using of annulus
wall boundary layer calculation p 639 A87-46216

Uoderexpaoded jet-free stream interactions on an

axisymmetdc afferbody configuration
p 839 A87-46232

Numerical solution of transonic stream function equation
on Sl stream surface p 805 A87-51811

STREAMLINING

Supersonic solution of problems involving analysis and
design calculation by streamline curvature method in
turbomachinery p 344 A87-29564

Experiences with the numerical solution of the 3-D
laminar boundary layer equations in streamline
coordinates p 407 A87-31624

Wind tunnel test of the modified goldschmied model
with propulsion and empennage: Analysis of test results
[AD-A167360] p 13 N87-10045

STRESS ANALYSIS
A comparison of measured and calculated stress in solid

and ribbon parachute canopies

[AIAA PAPER 86-2488] p 80 A87-13815
Determination of dynamic stresses in the heat-insulating

coatings of flight vehicles during aerodynamic heating
p 72 A87-15223

Analysis of a composite thin-walled aircraft structure
p 127 A87-15226

t:nvlronmenral _tress _creenmg (_-:5:5]demonstrates its
value in the field p 127 A87.t5403

Stress analysis concepts for adhesive bonding of aircraft
primary structure p 198 A87-18184

Application of diverging motions to calculate loads for
oscillating motions p 148 A87-18955

Boundary-layer effects in composite laminates
p 258 A87-20262

Thermal and thermally stressed state of trigonal prisms
modeling the operation of the edges of gas turbine
blades p 382 A87-29204

Measured and calculated stress in a ribbon parachute
canopy p 410 A87-33239

Analytical and experimental studies on the buckling of
laminated thin-walled structures

[AIAA PAPER 87-0727] p 463 A87-33566
Solving structural test problems with photoelastic

coatings ) 532 A87-36885

Stress analysis of a rotating composite disk containing
holes ) 534 A87-38595

Theoretical foundations of a method for the strength
analysis of fuselage frames ) 507 A87-39080

3D and axisymmetric thermo-elastic stress analysis by
BEASY )609 A87-41269

Influence of debonding on the efficiency of crack
patching ) 610 A87-41690

Fatigue and fracture mechanics analysis of compression
loaded aircraft structure ) 692 A87-42854

FEL - A new main rotor system ) 651 A87-43402
Research on the stress analysis method of rubber

structure - Calculation of the frequency adapter stresses
p 693 A87-43453

Selection of admissible contact stresses for toothed
gears of aircraft engines p 663 A87-43605

Finite element analysis and redesign of jet engine starter
breech chamber

[ASME PAPER 86-WA/DE-20] p 664 A87-43702
Designing for fretting fatigue free joints in turboprop

engine gearboxes
[AIAA PAPER 87-2046] p 671 A87-45378

Stress analysis and optimisation of turbine rotor blade
shrouds p 699 A87-46250

An analytical study of impulsive destruction of the
tail-rotor-drive-shaft p 747 A87-48956

A two-dimensional finite element stress analysis of radial
impellers p 847 A87-51472

Residual stresses in 2024-T81 aluminum using caustics
and moire interferometry p 843 A87-53785

Stress analysis of Pathfinder-2 models
[NASA-CR-172458] p 51 N87-11179

The 3D inelastic analysis methods for hot section
components p 53 N87-11206

Assessment of damage tolerance requirements and
analysis, task 1 report. Volume 2: Analytical methods
[AD-A170327] p 175 N87-14319

Nonlinear dynamic response of composite rotor
blades

[AD-A173069] p 176 N87-14321
On the buckling of sandwich beams containing an

unbonded region
[AD-A173603] p 268 N87-16362

Extension and application of a procedure for damage
assessment of aerospace structures
[AD-A174035] p 396 N87-19004

Investigation and design of a high efficiency turbine
wheel

[AD-A176191] p 443 N87-20997
A two-dimensional linear elastic crack tip element for

NASTRAN

[AD-A176133] p 469 N87-21378
Finite element analysis of three-dimensional structures

using adaptive p-extensions
[FFA-TN-1986-57] p 469 N87-21401

3-D inelastic analysis methods for hot section
components. Volume 2: Advanced special functions
models
[NASA-CR-179517] p 790 N87-27267

PTFE (polytetrafluoroethylene) resin selection for high
performance wire and cable
lAD-P005211] p 846 N87-29227

Lightweight 2 fiber aviation cable featuring low fiber
stress levels

[AD-P005282] p 826 N87-29297
Propfan test assessment propfan propulsion system

static test report
[NASA-CR-179613] p 834 N67-29536

STRESS CONCENTRATION

The effect of material compressibility (Poisson ratio) on
the elasto-plastic solution to the problem of a cylinder under
internal pressure (coldworking situation)

p 124 A87-13642
Optimum design of beams with different cross-sectional

shapes p 266 A87-22821
Stress analysis of a rotating composite disk containing

holes p 534 A87-38595
A study of the performance of reinforcing cover plates

A two-dimensional linear elastic crack tip element for
NASTRAN
[AD-A176133] p 469 N87-21378

STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
Fractographic aspects of the cyclic fracture toughness

of 35KhN3MFA steel in vacuum, air, and hydrogen
p 40 A87-12882

An equation of state for the material of the nozzle vanes
of a gas-turbine engine under thermal cycling in a
sulfur-containing medium p 379 A87-29203

Short stress corrosion cracks in aluminum alloy
components
[NLR-MP-86001-U] p 380 N87-18661

STRESS CYCLES

Predicting the onset of high cycle fatigue damage - An
engineering application for long crack fatigue threshold
data p 320 A87-24037

A study on fatigue crack propagation superimposing high
cycles on low cycles for turbine materials

p 317 A87-25423
STRESS INTENSITY FACTORS

On damage tolerance design of fuselage structure
(longitudinal cracks) p 161 A87-17119

The use of singular elements insolving two-dimensional
and three-dimensional fracture mechanics problems

p 382 A87-29208

Experimental characterization of cracks at open holes
and in rounded-end straight attachment lugs

p 384 A87-30107
On damage tolerance design of fuselage structure -

Circumferential cracks p 584 A87-40218

Stress analysis of Pathfinder-2 models
[NASA-CR-172458] p 51 N87-11179

Analysis of mixed-mode crack propagation using the
boundary integral method
[NASA-CR-179518] p 131 N87-12915

Assessment of damage tolerance requirements and
analysis, task 1 report. Volume 2: Analytical methods
[AD-A170327] p 175 N87-14319

STRESS MEASUREMENT

The role and the detection of residual stress in helicopter
and aircraft components p 788 A87.48966

Cavitation research. Cavitation developed and boundary
layers for the NACA 16-012 profile with oscillating
incidence (stress measurements)
[ETN-86-98435] p 151 N87-13413

Measurements of landing gear loads of a commuter
airliner

[FFA-TN-1986-37] p 176 N87-14323
European Transonic Wind Tunnel (ETW) model

technology. Investigations of the transient temperature and
stress behavior of ETW models
[MBB.LKE-123/S/PUB-242] p 316 N87-17721

STRESS-STRAIN DIAGRAMS

Tension analysis of stiffened aircraft structures
p 44 A87-10516

STRESS-STRAIN RELATIONSHIPS

Calculation of the parameters of a hardening burnishing
treatment p 461 A87-31735

Analysis of elastic and plastic deformation in a layered
structure subjected to relling-siiding contact

p 534 A87-38555
Fatigue and fracture: Overview p 52 N87-1t 183

STRESSED-SKIN STRUCTURES

Age forming aluminum in an autoclave
p 848 A87-52678

STRINGERS

Development of fine-grained 7075-0 sheet for aircraft
taper-rolled stringer p 842 A87-52661

STRIP TRANSMISSION LINES

Conformal microstrip slot antenna and antenna array
[AD-A174370] p 268 N87-16213

STRIPPING
Stripping paint from composite structures - Experience

acquired and problems to solve p 379 A87-29355
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

Tension analysis of stiffened aircraft structures
p 44 A87-10516

CSA/NASTRAN - A general purpose program for
structural analysis p 56 A87-10879

Integrated design and analysis of advanced airfoil
shapes for gas turbine engines
[AIAA PAPER 86-2731] p t98 A87-17949

MAGNA nonlinear finite element analysis of T-46 aircraft
windshield bird impact
[AIAA PAPER 86-2732] p 165 A87-17950

Development of a rotating blade finite element with an
application to the analysis of helicopter rotor systems
[AIAA PAPER 87-0141] p 240 A87-22437

Aeroelastic stability analysis of a composite bearingless
rotor blade p 296 A87-23738

Further generalization of an equivalent plate
representation for aircraft structural analysis
[AIAA PAPER 67-0721] p 463 A67-33562

I_nowleoge-Daseo lexpent sysmms for structural
analysis and design
[AIAA PAPER 87-0836] p 475 A87-33620

Integrated aeroservoelastic analysis capability with
X-29A analytical comparisons
]AIAA PAPER 67-0907] p 447 A87-33716

Structural analysis of the controlled impact
demonstration of a jet transport airplane

p 430 A87-34512
Finite and boundary element modeling of crack

propagation in two and three dimensions
p 610 A87-41647

Structural analysis aspects of composite helicopter
components
[MBB-UD-480.86-OE] p 584 A87-42674

Correlation of SA349/2 helicopter flight-test data with
a comprehensive rotorcraft model p 653 A87.43456

The design of low-stress/high performance centrifugal
impellers
]AIAA PAPER 87-2099] p 697 A87-45405

Trends in the aeroelastic analysis of combat aircraft
p 657 A87-46362

Guidebook for analysis of tether applications
[NASA-CR-178904] p 38 N87-10169

The 3D inelastic analysis methods for hot section
components p 53 N87-11206

Constitutive modeling for isotropic materials
p 53 N87-11211

PIAS: A program for an iterative aeroelastic solution
p 97 N87-11725

STAEBL: Structural tailoring of engine blades, phase 2
p 106 N87-11731

Application of modern structural optimization to vibration
reduction in rotoreraft p 115 N87-11752
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STRUCTURAL DESIGN SUBJECT INDEX

optimization of helicopter rotor blade design for
minimum vibration p 99 N87-11756

Optimization applications in aircraft engine design and
test p 106 N87-t1768

Assessment of damage tolerance requirements and
analysis. Volume 3: Analytical predictions and
correlations

[AD-A170989] p 173 N87-13433
Development of mechanistic flexible pavement design

concepts for the heavyweight F.15 aircraft
[AD-A170902] p 194 N87-t4357

Seat experiment results of full-scale transport aircraft

controlled impact demonstration
[AD-A172245] p 235 N87-15193

Practical Application of Finite Element Analysis to
Aircraft Structural Design
[AGARD-LS-147] p 268 N87-t6376

The use of the finite element method
p 269 N87-t6380

Structural Analysis
[ESA-Tr-917] p 325 N87-t7077

Research on structural analysis at the DFVLR,
Brunswick p 326 N87-t7078

Correlation of SA349/2 helicopter flight-test data with
a comprehensive rotorcraft model
[NASA-TM-88351] p 302 N87-17692

Further generalization of an equivalent plate
representation for aircraft structural analysis
[NASA-TM-89105] p 327 N87-t8113

Aerodynamic and structural aspects of propeller and
drive for a 1/5 scale wind tunnel program
[NLR-MP-84091-U] p 377 N87-18579

Sensitivity derivatives and optimization of nodal point
locations for vibration reduction p 390 N87-18869

New solution method for steady-state canopy structural
loads

[DE86-014294] p 391 N87-18891
Extension and application of a procedure for damage

assessment of aerospace structures
[AD-A174035] p 396 N87-19004

Automated aircraft static structural testing with computer

aided interpretation
[AD-A175321J p 363 N87-19384

Research on aero-therrnodynamic distortion induced
structural dynamic response of multi-stage compressor
blading
[AD-A175904] p 370 N87-19398

Activities report in structures
[ETN-87-99375] p 467 N87-21166

Finite element analysis of throe-dimensional structures
using adaptive p-extensions
[FFA-TN-1986-57] p 469 N87-21401

Unstalled flutter stability predictions and comparisons
to test data for a composite prop-fan model
[NASA-CR-179512] p 519 N87-21955

Analysis of structures with rotating, flexible substructures
applied to rotorcraft aeroelasticity in GRASP (General
Rotorcraft Aeromechanical Stability Program)
[AD-A178941] p 510 N87-22677

Consequence of layer separation on pavement
performance
[DOT/FAA/PM-86/48] p 602 N87-23661

A high temperature fatigue and structures testing

facility
[NASA-TM-100151] p 701 N87-26399

Microcomputer software support for classes in aircraft
conceptual design
[AD-A181450] p 752 N87-26902

A structural model for composite rotor blades and lifting
surfaces p 784 N87-26989

Fatigue of aircraft structures
[VTH-LR-486] p 753 N87-27656

Preliminary airworthiness evaluation of the UH-1H
helicopter with the T53.L-703 engine installed
lAD-A182369] p 825 N87-28541

Propfan test assessment testbed aircraft flutter model

test report
[NASA-CR-179458] p 814 N87-29413

STRUCTURAL DESIGN
Structural design with new materials

p49 A87-13011
Mechanism of energy absorption via buckling - An

analytical study p 124 A87-13682
Integrated aerodynamic/structural design of a sailplane

wing
[AIAA PAPER 86-2623] p 163 A87-17882

Rotor load correlation with the A.S.P. blade --- Advance
Section and Planform p 167 A87-19203

Design and structural features of the SH-2F composite
main rotor blade p 168 A87-19230

Automated optimum design of wing structures - A
prebabilistic approach p 241 A87-22823

Unitary optimization design for the large aircraft
structure p 381 A87-28328

Optimum design of sandwich constructions
p 384 A87-30154

The principles of composite optimum design of
compound aggregate complexes p 474 A87-32463

Application of a dynamic optimization package
[AIAA PAPER 87-0825] p 474 A87-33612

Knowledge-based (expert) systems for structural
analysis and design
[AIAA PAPER 87-0836] p 475 A87-33620

Structural dynamic modeling of advanced composite
propellers by the finite element method
[AIAA PAPER 87-0740] p 441 A87-33664

Composite structure design p 527 A87-35281
Combined analytical/experimental structural

modification using improved component mode synthesis
p 535 A87-38821

An algorithm for specifying the directrix in the design
of transition surfaces -.- for wing-fuselage joints

p 584 A87-42152
Calculated performance, stability, and maneuverability

of high-speed tilting-prop-rotor aircraft
p 651 A87-43408

Interdisciplinary optimum design --- of aerospace
structures p 657 A87-47009

Possibilities and methods of structural optimization
[DGLR PAPER 86-166] p 787 A87-48164

Structures technology of modern general aviation
aimraft

[SAE PAPER 871025] p 712 A87-48689
In-flight total forces, moments and static aeroelastic

characteristics of an oblique-wing research airplane
NASA-TP-2224] p 36 N87-10103

Recent Experiences in Multidisciplinary Analysis and
Optimization, part 1
NASA-CP-2327-PT-1 ] p 96 N87-11717

Practical considerations in aeroelastic design
p 97 N87-11720

Flutter optimization in fighter aircraft design
p 97 N87-11721

The automated strength-aeroelastic design of
aerospace structures program p 98 N87-11749

Optimization of helicopter rotor blade design for
minimum vibration p 99 N87-1t 756

Application of numerical optimization to rotor
aerodynamic design p 99 N87-11757

The structural optimization of a spreader bar for twin
lift helicopter operations p 100 N87-11759

Comments on gust response constrained optimization
p 115 N87-11774

A Computer Aided Design (CAD) system for the design
of stiffened panels in wing box structures
NLR-TR-85074-U] p 207 N87-14041

Diffusion welding of component parts inthe aviation and
space industries

RAE-TRANS-2147] p 324 N87-17032
Calculated performance, stability and maneuverability

of high-speed tilting-prop-rotor aircraft
NASA-TM-88349] p 302 N87-17695

Industrial application of structural optimization in aircraft
construction

MBB-UT-270-86] p 302 N87-t7697
Development of optimization system OPTSYS:

Implementation of static aeroelastic constraints
FFA-TN-1986-40] p 434 N87-20994

Study of lee-side flows over conically cambered delta
wings at supersonic speeds, part 1

NASA.TP-2660-PT-1] p 571 N87-23597
Performance and loads data from a hover test of a

full-scale advanced technology XV-15 rotor
[NASA-TM-86854] p 572 N87-24409

Acoustic fatigue: Overview of activities at NASA
Langley
[NASA-TM-89143] p 620 N87-24965

Industrial application of computer aided structural
optimization in aircraft construction
[MBB-UT-273/86] p 706 N87-26523

Fatigue of aircraft structures
[VTH-LR-486] p 753 N87-27656

A designers' guide to the achievement of electrical
continuity in carbon fibre composite structures -- aircraft
[CD6500551] p 844 N87-28607

Aerodynamic performance investigation of advanced
mechanical suppressor and ejector nozzle concepts for
jet noise reduction
[NASA-CR-174860] p 834 N87-29534

STRUCTURAL DESIGN CRITERIA

The status of orashworthiness design criteria
p89 A87-13664

Survivability and crashworthiness design criteria
p 89 A87-13665

Analysis of U.S. civil rotorcraft accidents for development
of improved design criteria p 78 A87-13685

Optimum structural sizing of conventional cantilever and
joined wing configurations using equivalent beam
models

[AIAA PAPER 86-2653] p 197 A87-t7903
On the efficiency of stiffened panels, with application

to shear web design p 262 A87-20170

'Gold-plated' design --- redundancy and safety factors
in aircraft structures p 233 A87-22222

Optimum design of beams with different cross-sectional
shapes p 266 A87-22821

Composites design allowables p 317 A87-25872
Investigation of the possibility of avoiding the resonance

of a helicopter rotor blade by the modification of
parameters. II p 299 A87-25974

On damage tolerance design o1 fuselage structure -
Circumferential cracks p 584 A87-40218

Full-strength and minimum-weight conical and
composite shells of revolution p 610 A87-42137

Honeycomb structures: Parameter selection and design
--- Russian book p 693 A87-42914

Investigation of active flutter suppression on a delta wing
model p 764 A87-47683

Optimization of aircraft structures using STARSTRUC
[SAE PAPER 871049] p 788 A87-48773

Design and fabrication of the NASA decoupler pylon
for the F-16 aircraft
[NASA-CR-t72354] p 25 N87-10065

Engine-transmission-structural airframe members
compatibility p 26 N87-10069

Helicopter air intake protection systems
p 27 N87-10073

Engine-airframe integration for rotorcraft: System
specifications and qualification p 27 N87-10074

The 3600 hp split-torque helicopter transmission
[NASA-CR-174932] p 106 N87-11788

High altitude, long endurance RPV design technology
study p 245 N87-16011

Geometries for roughness shapes in laminar flow
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13255-1] p 291 N87-16793

Development of control strategies for safe microburst
penetration: A progress report p 353 N87-18531

One-fiftieth scale model studies of 40-by 80-foot and
80-by 120-foot wind tunnel complex at NASA Ames
Research Center
[NASA*TM-89405] p 526 N87-21963

ACEE composite structures technology
INASA-CR-172360] p 845 N87-28615

Parachute systems technology: Fundamentals,
concepts, and applications. Advanced parachute design
[DE87-011634] p 814 N87-29415

Parachute systems technology: Fundamentals,
concepts, and applications
[DE87-011722] p 815 N87-29416

Some proposed enhancements to the NASA Langley
13-inch magnetic suspension and balance system
[NASA-CR-181152] p 839 N87-29543

STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
International Conference on Structural Adhesives in

Engineering, University of Bdstol, England, July 2-4, 1986,
Proceedings p 198 A87-18183

Structural applications of adhesives
p 199 A87-18195

Research on structural analysis at the DFVLR,
Brunswick p 326 N87-17078

A comparison of Air Force versus Federal Aviation
Administration airframe structural qualification criteria:
MIL-A-87221 (USAF) versus FAR parts 23 and 25
[AD-A180922] p 715 N87-26855

STRUCTURAL FAILURE

The inspectable structure p 65 A87-16397
Boeing 747 crash accident - A theoretical consideration

on the fractures of the structure. II - On DFDR records
p 495 A87-38478

An analytical study of impulsive destruction of the
tail-rotor-drive-shaft p 747 A87-48956

DYCAST: A finite element program for the crash analysis
of structures
[NASA-CR-4040] p 271 N87-16553

STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
Small, self-contained aircraft fatigue data recorder

lAD-A172400] p 243 N87-15207
Assessment of damage tolerance requirements and

analysis. Volume 5: Assessment and recommendations
[AD.A175111] p 363 N87-19381

Prediction of service life of aircraft structural components

using the half-cycle method
[NASA-TM-86812] p 542 N87-23009

STRUCTURAL RELIABILITY
The reliability and the intensity of aircraft structures

p 383 A87-29601
On some branches of flight vehicle strength now

p 383 A87-29603
Stochastic approach for predicting functional impairment

of metallic airframes
[AIAA PAPER 87-0752] p 464 A87-33575

Probabilistic fracture mechanics and reliability --- Book
p 530 A87-35286

Probabilistic damage tolerance analyis of aircraft
structures p 530 A87-35288

Aircraft structural reliability and risk analysis
p 530 A87-35289

Durability of aircraft structures p 531 A87-35291
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Engine Structural Integrity Program (ENSIP) - A viewpoint
based on experience p 831 A87-53424

Qualification testing of redesigned F-15/F-4 600 gallon
BI-PAC fuel tank container

[AD-A173968] p 244 N87.15964

A310-300 CFRP fin damage tolerance demonstration
[MBB.UT-015/86] p 658 N87.25317

STRUCTURAL STABILITY

Application of a mixed variational approach to
aeroelastic stability analysis of a nonuniform blade

p 126 A87-14423
Introduction to GRASP - General rotorcraft

aeromechanical stability program - A modern approach
to rotorcraff modeling p 170 A87-19258

Application of multiple objective optimization techniques
to finite element model tuning p 266 A87-22819

Effects of three centres o1 blade on fluttering
p 306 A87-27481

Development of damage tolerance and durability design
technology p 359 A87-29602

Theoretical foundations of a method for the strength
analysis of fuselage frames p 507 A87-39080

Honeycomb structures: Parameter selection and design
--- Russian book p 693 A87-429t4

Substantiation of the analytical prediction of ground and
air resonance stability of a bearingless rotor, using model
SCale tests p 654 A87-43463

An application of Floquet theory to investigate helicopter
mechanical instability using a spatial model including rotor
blade flapping p 746 A87-48952

An experimental investigation of the structural dynamics
of a torsionally soft rotor in vacuum
[NASA-CR-177418] p 244 N87-15965

Fuels combustion research

[AD-A172429] p 260 N87-16093
Sensitivity of overall vehicle stiffness to local joint

stiffness p 390 N87-18862
Wing divergence and structural distortion

[RAE-TR-85057] p 433 N87-20989
STRUCTURAL STRAIN

Torsion-tension coupling in rods p 326 N87-17079
A two-dimensional linear elastic crack tip element for

NASTRAN

[AD-A176133] p 469 N87-21378
Finite element analysis of three-dimensional structures

using adaptive p-extensions
[FFA-TN-1986-57] p 469 N87-21401

Fatigue of aircraft structures
[VTH-LR-486] p 753 N87-27656

STRUCTURAL VIBRATION
Mechanics of flow-induced sound and vibration. Volume

I General concepts and elementary source. Volume 2 -
Complex flow-structure interactions --- Book

p 57 A87-10293
A higher order beam element for vibration of beams

with discontinuities p 46 A87-10898
Natural frequency analysis of pretwisted plates

p 46 A87-10900
Damping of the vibrations of deformable bodies ---

Russian book p 47 A87-11336

_,Advances_i.n_t_hevibration monitoring of gearsand rolling

Controlling the elastic vibrations of aircraft" structures
by means of control moment gyroscopes

p 188 A87-17564
The dynamics of gas turbine engine components in the

presence o1 damage p 183 A87o17599
Use of hierarchical elastic blade equations and automatic

trim for helicopter vibration analysis p 167 A87-19206
Automated tuning of airframe vibration by structural

optimization p 168 A87-19208
Holographic interferometry of rotating components

Decorrelation limitations of the double pulsed technique
p 261 A87-19807

Spectral composition of the forces exciting vibrations
in turbomechines p 262 A87.20388

Buckling and vibration of a rotating beam
p264 A87-21196

The fundamentals of body-freedom flutter
p 321 A87-25598

Industrial vibration modelling: Polymodel 9; Proceedings
of the Ninth Annual Conference, Newcastie-upon-Tyne,
England, May 21, 22, 1986 p 322 A87.25876

Vehicle vibration prediction - Why and how o-. for
helicopters p 299 A87-25877

Inter-Noise 86 - Progress in noise control; Proceedings
of the International Conference on Noise Control
Engineering, Cambridge, MA, July 21-23, 1986. Volumes
1 & 2 p 333 A87.27101

Excitation and vibration of a bladed disk under operating
and simulated operation conditions p 366 A87.28350

Antenna suitability for aircraft installation

p 381 A87-28538
Response of structures to random excitations in time

domain p 382 A87-28562

A microcomputer based system for measuring natural
frequencies and mode shapes of structures

p 394 A87-28566
Structurebome noise control in advanced turboprop

aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 87-0530] p 397 A87-31110
Minimizing the vibration amplitude of a symmetrical rotor

at a specified resonance frequency p 460 A87-31734
Derivation of a fundamental solution to the equation of

aereelastic vibrations of a panel p 461 A87-31994
Relation between the parameters of a damped structure

and those of an undamped structure. I - Low structural
damping. A proposal for an identification function

p 463 A87°33380
Experimental investigation of structural eutoparametric

interaction under random excitation

[AIAA PAPER 87-0779] p 464 A87-33675
Some basic methods of structural dynamics and

unsteady aerodynamics and their application to
helicopters

[ONERA TP NO. 1987.35] p 431 A87-34860
On the natural vibration of the aircraft structural model

p 532 A87-36898
Experimental observation of cavitating squeeze-film

dampers p 534 A87-38461
Combined analytioal/axperimental structural

modification using improved component mode synthesis
p 535 A87-38821

Analysis of local flutter and forced vibrations of the
covering of supersonic aeroplane p 583 A87-39774

A dynamic model for studying vibrations of a helicopter
tail boom p 583 A87-39775

Fatigue life analysis of fuel tank skins under combined
loads p 650 A87-42856

Component mode iteration for frequency calculations
--- in analysis of structural vibration
[AIAA PAPER 86-1023] p 704 A87-43388

Development of an experimental system for active
control of vibrations on helicopters p 679 A87-43447

Influence of third-degree geometric nonlinearities on the
vibration and stability of pretwistsd, preconed, rotating
blades p 674 A87-46228

The prediction of the vibratory airloeds of helicopter
rotors in forward flight p 823 A87-51214

An experimental investigation of the generation and
consequences of acoustic waves in an axial-flow

compressor - The effect of variations in the axial spacing
between blade rows p 860 A87-54239

Effect of static inplane loads and boundary conditions
on the flutter of flat rectangular panels
[NAL-TM-ST.8604] p 50 N87-10404

Structureberne noise control in advanced turboprop
aircraft

[NASA-TM-88947] p 272 N87-16587

Summary of the modeling and test correlations of a
NASTRAN finite element vibrations model for the AH-1G

helicopter, task 1
[ NASA-CR-178201 ] p 469 N87-21373

Correlation of B-1 flight test subjective assessments and
some ride quality/vibration exposure criteria
[AD-A179844] p 658 N87-25318

Helicopter vibration control: Recent advances

p _I_U N_/-ZtSZ4[

A comparison of the structureborne and airborne paths
for propfan interior noise
[NASA-CR-180289] p 708 N87-26612

STRUCTURAL WEIGHT

Soviet and U.S. weight-prediction methods as tools in
helicopter optimization p 161 A87-16965

Weight estimation of unconventional structures by
structural optimization
[SAWE PAPER 1718] p 532 A87-36290

Interactive/optimization weight prediction model ...
interactive/optimization computer model for helicopter
weight prediction
[SAWE PAPER 1731] p 545 A87.36297

Effect of the longitudinal static stability margin on the
take-off mass ol aircraft p 596 A87.42140

STRUTS
Bolt-on STOL kit --- for shorter takeoff by attitude

controlling struts in landing gear of fighters
p 160 A87-16927

Experimental investigation of unsteady fan flow
interaction with downstream struts p 387 A87-31284

Inverse design of coolant flow passages in ceramically
coated scram jet combustor struts p 514 A87-38807

Length adjustable strut link with low aerodynamic drag
[AD-D012279] p 77 N87.12543

STUDENTS

Graduate engineering research participation in
aeronautics
[NASA-CR-f79798] p 3 N87.10828

Hover performance of a remotely piloted helicopter
[AD-A176587] p 433 N87-20992

SUBASSEMBLIES

Novel manufacturing techniques for aircraft
p 714 A87-49635

SUBROUTINES

Application of a sensitivity analysis technique to
high-order digital flight control systems
[NASA-CR-179429] p 837 N87-28565

SUBSONIC AIRCRAFT

Reducing fuel consumption of subsonic aircraft by
optimal cyclic cruise p 824 A87-52861

Subsonic longitudinal and tateral-directional

characteristics of a forward-swept-wing fighter
configuration at angles of attack up to 47 deg
[NASA-TP-2727] p 732 N87-26874

SUBSONIC FLOW

Vortex-stretched flow around a cranked delta wing
p 3 A87-10520

Computations of separated subsonic and transonic flow
about airfoils in unsteady motion p8 A87-11786

Aerodynamic coefficients of a circular wing in steady
subsonic flow p 67 A87-13653

Aerodynamic characteristics of porous disks at subsonic
incoming flow velouities p145 A87-17589

An actuator disc analysis of unsteady subsonic cascade
flow p 147 A87-t8539

A numerical method for subsonic unsteady lifting
surfaces-(BIS). II - Numerical results

p 213 A87-20697

An investigation of the aerodynamic characteristics of
a cruciform missile in subsonic flow

[AIAA PAPER 87-0143] p 219 A87-22439

Panel methods - PAN AIR p 276 A87-23629
Unsteady subsonic and supersonic flows - Historical

review; state of the art p 276 A87-23630

Comparison of analysis methods used in lifting surface
theory p 276 A87-23632

Mathematical foundations of integral-equation
methods p 277 A87-23634

Some new developments in exact integral equation
formulations for sub- or transonic compressible potential
flow p 278 A87-23644

The influence of an additional degree of freedom on
subsonic wing rock of slender delta wings
[AIAA PAPER 87-0496] p 283 A87-24970

Experimental investigation on compressor stator tandem
cascades at high subsonic speed p 287 A87-25416

Effect of wake-type inlet velocity profiles on performance
of subsonic diffuser p 289 A87-27488

Dynamics of compressible air flow in ducts with heat

exchange p 383 A87-29279
Relaxation algorithms for the Euler equations

[AIAA PAPER 85-1516] p 387 A87-31179
Lifting surface calculations in the Laplace domain with

application to root loci p 487 A87.37108
An assymptotic theory of wind-tunnel-wall interference

on subsonic slender bodies p 554 A87.40827
Computations of three-dimensional cavity flow at

subsonic and supersonic Mach numbers
[AIAA PAPER 87.1208] p 562 A87-42317

Time-consistent pressure relaxation procedure for

................................... -;;;;'";67-43377
Highly compact inlet diffuser technology

[AIAA PAPER 87o1747] p 666 A87-45180
Parametric study of single expansion ramp nozzles at

subsonic/transenic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 87-1836] p 635 A67-45238

A panel method for predicting the dynamic stability
derivatives of an oscillating wing in high subsonic flow

p 641 A87-46951
High angle of attack subsonic non-linear vortex flow

calculations

[AIAA PAPER 87-2275] p 722 A87-49057
Computational study of wind-tunnel wall effects on flow

field around delta wings
[AIAA PAPER 87-2420] p 725 A87.49089

An experimental study to determine the flow and the

subsonic static and dynamic stability characteristics of
aircraft operating at high angles-of.attack
[AIAA PAPER 87.2560] p 768 A87-49610

Low Reynolds number effects on subsonic
compressibility corrections p 730 A87-50346

Three-dimensional calculation in a high subsonic axial
compressor rotor and its compared with L2F velocity
measurement p 805 A87-51809

Solution of the Volterra integral equation in the problem
of the unsteady motion of a thin wing

p 808 A87-53522
Tip vortices of wings in subsonic and transonic flow: A

numerical simulation

[NASA-TM°88334] p 75 N87-11699
Investigation of a prediction method of transonic flutter

characteristics using unsteady transonic aerodynamics
p 191 N87-14274
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SUBSONIC FLUTTER
SUBJECT INDEX

viscous analyses for flow through subsonic and
supersonic intakes
[NASA-TM-88831] p 229 N87-15173

Euler solution for a complete fighter aircraft at sub- and
supersonic speed p 432 N87-20216

Design of an axial flow research compressor operating
in the subsonic and transonic ranges
[NAL-TM-PR-8607] p 518 N87-21952

Development of a geometry handling program for the
FFA subsonic higher order panel method
[FFA-TN-1985-48] p 699 N87-25534

Computation of generalized aerodynamic forces over
an entire aircraft, taking into account the subsonic
interactions by means of the velocity potential method
[ONERA-RT-26/3064-RY-052-R] p 733 N87-26882

Study of a variable sweep wing in sub or transonic
flow
[ NASA-TT-20117] p736 N87-27644

SUBSONIC FLUTTER
The numerical simulation of subsonic flutter

[AIAA PAPER 87-1428] p 633 A87-44952
SUBSONIC SPEED

The prediction of the drag of aerofoils and wings at
high subsonic speeds p 9 A87-12266

Isoohrones for minimum time horizontal gliding flight

[AIAA PAPER 87-0449] p 240 A87-22641
Numerical solution of transonic stream function equation

on Sl stream surface p 805 A87-51811
Some numerical calculations by using linear classical

sonic theories approached from sub- or supersonic
speeds p 152 N87-14262

Subsonic maneuver capability of a supersonic cruise
fighter wing concept
[NASA-TP-2642] p 231 N87-15184

The aerodynamic Optimization of wings at subsonic
speeds and the influence of wingtip design
[NASA-TM-88534] p 493 N87-22627

Euler solution for a complete fighter aircraft at sub- and

supersonic speed
[MBS-LKE-122-S/PUB/234] p 660 N87-26833

An experimental investigation of an advanced turboprop
installation on a swept wing at subsonic and transonic

speeds
[NASA-TP-2729] p 733 N87-26883

Pressure measurements on a thick cambered and
twisted 58 deg delta wing at high subsonic speeds
[NASA-TP-2713] p 735 N87-27643

Two-degree-of-freedom subsonic wing rock and
nonlinear aerodynamic interference p 811 N87-28511

Some numerical calculations by using linear classical
sonic theories approached from sub- or supersonic
speeds
[NASA-TT-20112] p 813 N87-28527

Contribution of wing dihedral to sideforce, yawing
moment and rolling moment derivatives due to rate of roll
at subsonic speeds, (Y sub p)sub gamma, (N sub p)sub
gamma and (L sub p)sub gamma
[ESDU-85006] p813 N87-29409

Estimation of sideforce, yawing moment and rolling
moment derivatives due to rate of rol_ for comp!ete aircraft

at subsonic speeds
[ESDU-85010] p 826 N87-29490

SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS

Measurements in the high subsonic region in the
TU-Berlin wind tunnel with adaptive walls

p 117 A87-14009
Wind tunnel test results of heavy rain effects on airfoil

performance
[AIAA PAPER 67-0260] p 222 A87-22519

A wake blockage correction method for small subsonic
wind tunnels

[AIAA PAPER 87-0294] p 257 A87-22541
Reduction of turbulent skin friction - Turbulence

moderators p 287 A87-25912

Experimental study of the boundary layer on a wing
profile by pressure probes, hot-wire anemometry, and laser
anemometry, and comparison with calculation results
[AAAF PAPER NT 66-15] p 488 A87-38038

Two-dimensional subsonic and transonic wind tunnel

wall interference corrections for vahed walls
p 686 A87-46955

Wind tunnel resonance by the finite element method
p 348 N87-18533

The vertical test section (VMK) of DFVLR in
Cologne-Por-z, West Germany --- wind tunnel
[DFVLR-MITT-86-22] p 688 N87-26054

SUBSTRUCTURES
A modal synthesis method for multi-substructure

systems p 381 A87-28542

Modeling of multi-rotor torsional vibrations in rotating
machinery using substructuring p 381 A87-28543

Analysis of structures withrotating, flexible substructures
applied to rotorcraff aeroelasticity in GRASP (General
Rotorcraft Aeromechanical Stability Program)
[AD-A178941] p 510 N87-22677

Analysis of structures with rotating, flexible
substructures
(AD-A178903] p 542 N87-23004

Analysis of structures with rotating, flexible
substructures

[AD-A182318] p 792 N87-28067
SUCTION

Combination of suction and tangential blowing in
boundary layer control p 67 A87-13641

Numerical solution of singular integral equations in a

class of singular functions and the problem of flow suction
in aerodynamics p 279 A87-24246

Effect of a round airfoil nose on leading-edge suction
p 809 A87-53784

Wind tunnel test of the modified goldschmied model
with propulsion and empennage: Analysis of test results
lAD-A167360] p 13 N87-10045

Applications of CON MIN to wing design optimization with
vortex flow effect p 98 N87-11737

LFC leading edge glove flight: Aircraft modification
design, test article development and systems integration
[NASA-CR-172136] p 275 N87-17658

Development of laminar flow control wing surface porous
structure
[NASA-CR-172424] p 802 N87-28502

SULFUR COMPOUNDS
Degradation mechanisms of sulfur and nitrogen

containing compounds during thermal stability testing of
model fuels
[AIAA PAPER 87-2039] p 690 A87-45372

Capillary GC detection methods for nitrogen and sulfur
compounds in shale-derived jet propulsion fuels
(AD-A181865] p 784 N87-27812

SULFUR DIOXIDES

Transportation container for Li/SO2 batteries on
passenger aircraft
[DE87-008653] p 577 N87-24440

SUPERCHARGERS

Design and development of a light weight, high pressure
ratio aircraft turbocharger
[SAE PAPER 871041] p 760 A87-48768

SUPERCOMPUTERS

Status and projections of the NAS Program --- NASA
Numerical Aerodynamic Simulation Program

p 616 A87-41227
A new approach to the solution of boundary value

problems involving complex configurations
p 617 A87-41230

Development efficient algorithms for the solutions of full
potential and Euler equations on vector computers

p 718 A87-47853
Simulating 3D Euler flows on a Cyber 205 vector

computer p 718 A87-47855
Numerical aerodynamics using large computers

p 809 A87-53562
On a data base system for numerical simulator

p 210 N87-14252
Numerical simulation of transonic flow fields by solving

the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations
p 152 N87-14266

Programming techniques for high-speed processing and
verification with the NEC supercomputer SX system
[NAL-TR-909] p 547 N87-22424

CFD applications: The Lockheed perspective
p 644 N87-26005

Design applications for supercomputers
p 706 N87-26010

Computational fluid dynamics research at the United
Technologies Research Center requiring
supercomputers p 701 N87-26011

Computational chemistry p 706 N87-26023
SUPERCOOLING

Formation and accretion of supercooled water droplets
and their effect on aircraft p 575 A87-40095

SUPERCRITICAL AIRFOILS

Computations of separated subsonic and transonic flow
about airfoils in unsteady motion p 8 A87-11786

Method for designing closed airfoils for arbitrary
supercritical speed distributions
[AIAA PAPER 85-5023] p 146 A87-17815

All laminar supercritical LFC airfoils with natural laminar
flow in the region of the main wing structure
[AIAA PAPER 86-2625] p 147 A87-17884

A hybrid method for transonic flow past multi-element
aerofoils p 212 A87-20504

Influence of the static deformation on a wing in the
unsteady aerodynamic
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-152] p 214 A87-21054

Highlights of unsteady pressure tests on a 14 percent
supercritical airfoil at high Reynolds number, transonic
condition
[AIAA PAPER 87-0035] p 216 A87-22370

A summary of Reynolds number effects on some recent
tests in the Langley 0.3-meter transonic cryogenic tunnel
[SAE PAPER 861765] p 409 A87-32626

Thick supercritical airfoils with low drag and natural
laminar flow p556 A87-41634

Transonic characteristics of a humped airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 87-1239] p 563 A87-42336

Passive drag reduction on a complete NACA 0012 airfoil
at transonic Mach numbers
[AIAA PAPER 87-1263] p 564 A87-42352

Analysis of crossover between local and massive

separation on airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 87-1268] p 564 A87-42355

Computation of unsteady transonic aerodynamics with
truncation error injection p 627 A87-43392

An experimental investigation of a supercritical airfoil
at transonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 87-1241] p 630 A87-44914

About the design philosophy of long range LFC
transports with advanced supercritical LFC airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 87-1284] p 745 A87-48727

Experimental investigation of a double circular arc

cascade with 73 deg camber p 762 A87-49979
Investigation of unsteady subsonic spoiler and flap

aerodynamics p 808 A87-52883
Highlights of unsteady pressure tests on a 14 percent

supercritical airfoil at high Reynolds number, transonic
condition
[NASA-TM-S9080] p 293 N87-17667

Calculation of viscous transonic flows about a

supercritical airfoil
[AD-A173519] p 293 N87-17673

Further studies on the 21% thick, supercritical NLF airfoil

NAE (National Aeronautical Establishment)68-060-21:1
[AD-A175923] p 350 N87-19358

High Reynolds Number tests of the NASA SC(2)-0012
airfoil in the Langley 0,3-meter transonic cryogenic
tunnel
[NASA-TM-89102] p 571 N87-23594

Optical interferometry in fluid dynamics research
p 851 N87-29447

SUPERCRITICAL FLOW
Transonic characteristics of a humped airfoit

[AIAA PAPER 87-1239] p 563 A87-42336
Fast methods applied to the calculation of transonic

airfoils p 641 A87-46962
Supersonic, nonlinear, attached-flow wing design for

high lift with experimental validation
[NASA-TP-2336] p 12 N87-10042

Response of transonic diffuser flows to abrupt increases
of back pressure: Wall pressure measurements

p 611 N87-23793
SUPERCRITICAL WINGS

Solution of unsteady rotational flow over supercritical
wings
[AIAA PAPER 87-0108J p 218 A87-22419

Investigation of transonic region of high dynamic
response encountered on an elastic supercritical wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-0735] p 411 A87-33662

Active suppression of an 'apparent shock induced

instability'
[AIAA PAPER 87-0881] p 446 A87-33702

Measured unsteady transonic aerodynamic
characteristics of an elastic supercdtical wing

p 412 A87-34505
Transonic wing design - Off-design efficiency and effect

of fictitious gas parameter p 551 A87-39409
Multigrid approximate factodzatJon scheme for

two-element airfoil flows p 552 A87-39529
Aspects of supercritical wing theory

p 718 A87-48120
Development of selected advanced aerodynamics and

active control concepts for commercial transport aircraft
[NASA-CR-3781] p 275 N87-17659

Investigation of transonic region of high dynamic
response encountered on an elastic supercritical wing
[NASA-TM-89121] p 417 N87-20236

On 3D boundary layer computations on swept wings

[NAL-PD-FM-8715] p 490 N87-21862
Static aeroelastic effects on the flutter of a supercritical

wing
[NASA-TM-89132] p 540 N87-22270

Investigations on a transonic airfoil with a 30 mm wide
perforation/cavity arrangement
[DFVLR-FB-86-59] p 810 N87-28506

SUPERHYBRID MATERIALS
Fabrication and quagty assurance processes for

superhybrid composite fan blades p 195 A87-19123
SUPERPLASTIClTY

Superplasticity in aeroengine titanium alloy VT-9 and
its modified compositions p 39 A87-12096

Design considerations for superplastically formed
complex aircraft structures p 87 A87-13151

Advances in superplastic materials
p 456 A87-33269

Superplastic forming/diffusion bonding of titanium
p 689 A87-44747

Superplastic forming/diffusion bonding of titanium - An
Air Force overview p 782 A87-48018
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Production implementation of titanium superelastically
formed/diffusion bonded structure p 782 A87-48019

SPF/titanium and the B-1B aircraft

p 782 A87-48020

Quality assurance - The key to advanced aircraft engine
applications of the SPF/DB process --- superplastically
formed and diffusion bonded p 786 A87-48021

SPF DB applications for military aircraft
p 786 A87-48022

International Conference - Superplastioity in Aerospace
Aluminium
[BAE-S85/AMR/0066] p 42 N87-10994

SUPERPOSITION (MATHEMATICS)
Development and application of a convolution technique

for flying qualities research p 444 A87-32234
SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT

Computation of optimum-optimorum wing-fuselage
configuration for future generation of supersonic aircraft

p 74 A87-15761

A review of the technical development of Concorde
p 96 A87-16408

How different a modern SST would be

p 162 A87:17143
Flying-wing SST for the Pacific p 162 A87-17144
Aerodynamic design considerations for efficient high-lift

supersonic wings p 146 A87-t7816
The effect of advanced technology on the

second-generation SST
[AIAA PAPER 86-2672] p 142 A87-17914

A model comparison of a supersonic aircraft minimum
time-to-climb problem
[AIAA PAPER 87-0146] p 240 A87-22441

A flight-test study on the total pressure recovery and
exit flow field in an inlet p 289 A87-27487

Pitching oscillating derivatives of wedges in supersonic
and hypersonic p 371 A87-28343

Advanced Stovl - Who buys wins p 358 A87-29321
Design scope for student supersonic projects

p 361 A87-30300

Commercial supersonic operations - Ten years of
experience with Concorde
[SAE PAPER 861683] p 427 A87-32599

Analysis of local flutter and forced vibrations of the

covering of supersonic aeroplane p 583 A87-39774
Evaluation of three numerical methods for propulsion

integration studies on transonic transport configurations
[AIAA PAPER 86-1814] p 554 A87-40273

Impact of engine technology on supersonic STOVL
[AIAA PAPER 87-1709] p 665 A87-45157

STOVL engine/airframe integration
[AIAA PAPER 87-1711] p 655 A87-45158

Use of RPM trim to automate the supersonic engine/inlet
match in the SR-71A

[AIAA PAPER 87-1848] p 667 A87-45248
Variable cycle concepts for high Mach applications

[AIAA PAPER 87-2103] p 672 A87-45408
Flying the CF-18 Hornet p 656 A87-46313
Vortical flow management techniques

p 728 A87-49496
The supersonic through-flow turbofan for high Maoh

propulsion

Computational aerodynamics of supersonic lifting
vehicles p 12 N87-10030

Applications of CONMIN to wing design optimization with
vortex flow effect p 98 N87.11737

An examination of Brazil and the US as potential partners
in a joint supersonic military fighter aircraft codevelopment
and production program
[AD-A174118] p 274 N87-16661

Computational, unsteady transonic aerodynamics and
aeroelasticity about airfoils and wings
[NASA-TM-89414] p 291 N87-16801

Optimal turning at high angle of attack of supersonic
and hypersonic vehicles p 300 N87-16814

AFTI/F-111 MAW flight control system and redundancy
management description
[NASA-TM-88267] p 301 N87-16819

Augmenter wing powered lift technology: Affordable
alternatives to enhance tactical airlift capability
[AD-A177750] p 508 N87-21911

Description of an aeronautical geometry conversion
package: Wave-drag to Langley Wireframe Geometry
Standard (LaWGS) to Supersonic Implicit Marching
Potential (SIMP)

[NASA-CR.178299] p 548 N87-23194
The supersonic through-flow turbofan for high Mach

propulsion
[NASA-TM-100114] p 593 N87-23626

Multiscale turbulence effects in supersonic jets
exhausting into still air
[NASA-TP-2707] p 614 N87-24672

Propulsion and airframe aerodynamic interactions of
supersonic V/STOL configurations, phase 1
[NASA-CR-177369] p 812 N87-28521

SUPERSONIC AIRFOILS
The validation of solution methods for the Navier-Stokes

equations for a compressible fluid - Results of the
'GAMM-Workshop' in Nice
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-184] p 215 A87-21083

Experimental flowfield visualization of a high alpha wing
at Mach 1.62
[AIAA PAPER 87-0329] p 265 A87-22563

Viscous transonic airfoil workshop results using
ARC2D
[AIAA PAPER 87-0415] p 283 A87-24960

Full potential integral solution for transonic flows with
and without embedded Euler domains
[AIAA PAPER 87-1461] p 569 A87-42472

Fast methods applied to the calculation of transonic
airfoils p 641 A87-46962

Supersonic, nonlinear, attached-flow wing design for
high lift with experimental validation
[NASA-TP-2336] p 12 N87-10042

Further studies on the 21% thick, supercritical NLF airfoil
NAE (National Aeronautical Establishment)68-060-21:1
lAD-A175923] p 350 N87-19358

SUPERSONIC BOUNDARY LAYERS

Excitation of the natural oscillations of a boundary layer
by an external acoustic field p 4 A87-10610

Supersonic boundary layer with or without an interaction
shock - Comparison between hot-wire anemometry and

laser velecimetry
[AAAF PAPER NT 86-14] p 533 A87-38037

Stability and transition in supersonic boundary layers
[AIAA PAPER 87-1416] p 632 A87-44947

Linear instability waves in supersonic turbulent mixing

layers
[AIAA PAPER 87-1418] p 633 A87-44948

SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION
Numerical study of finite-rate supersonic combustion

using parabolized equations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0088] p 259 A87-22407

Mobile CARS instrument for combustion and plasma
diagnostics p 319 A87-23614

An analysis of the combustion of a turbulent supersonic
nonisobaric hydrogen jet in supersonic wake flow of air

p 317 A87-25127
Efficient calculation of chemically reacting flow

p 607 A87-39539
Diagnostics in supersonic combustion

[AIAA PAPER 87-1787] p 890 A87-45202
A simple model for finite chemical kinetics analysis of

supersonic turbulent shear layer combustion
[AIAA PAPER 87-1879] p 696 A87-45273

Progress toward shock enhancement of supersonic
combustion processes
[AIAA PAPER 87-1880] p 890 A87-45274

Design and evaluation of a new injector configuration
for supersonic combustion p 674 A87-46218

Flow visualization studies of transverse fuel injection
patterns in a nonreacting Mach 2 combustor

p 807 A87-52386

Pressure interactions in supersonic combustion
[AD-A172711 ] p 259 N87-15289

An experiment on a cylindrical scramjet combustor. 1:
Simulated flight Mach number of 4.4

Plasma torch igniter for scramjets
p 805 N87-23789

CARS approaches to simultaneous measurements of
R2 and H20 concentration and temperature in H2-air

combustion systems p 605 N87-23792
SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION RAMJET ENGINES

Experimental investigation of a solid fuel ramjet
combustor p 104 A87-13658

Spectral methods for modeling supersonic chemically
reacting flowfields p70 A87-14110

Development and evaluation of a 1 kW plasma torch
ignitor for scramjets p 250 A67-23258

Quantitative measurement of transverse injector and
free stream interaction in a nonreacting SCRAM JET

combustor using laser-induced iodine fluorescence
[AIAA PAPER 87-0087] p 281 A87-24916

Analytical and experimental evaluation of a 3-D
hypersonic fixed-geometry, swept, mixed compression
inlet
[AIAA PAPER 87-0159] p 281 A87-24931

Will the aerospace plane work? p 339 A87-28613

Numerical analysis of flow through scramjet engine
inlets p 346 A87-31127

Inverse design of coolant flow passages in ceramically
coated scram jet combustor struts p 514 A87-38807

Application of computational design techniques to the
development of scramjet engines
[AIAA PAPER 87-1420] p 592 A87-42446

A mixing augmentation technique for hypervelocity
scram jets
[AIAA PAPER 87-1882] p 668 A87-45275

SUPERSONIC DIFFUSERS

Three-dimensional numerical predictions of the flow
behind a rearward-facing-step in a supersonic oombustor
[AIAA PAPER 87-1962] p 636 A87-45332

Standing oblique detonation wave engine performance
[AIAA PAPER 87-2002] p 670 A87-45347

A subsonic to Mach 5.5 subscale engine test facility
[AIAA PAPER 87-2052] p 685 A87-45381

An outlook on hypersonic flight
[AIAA PAPER 87-2074] p 671 A87-45392

An improved computational model for a scramjet
propulsion system
[AIAA PAPER 87-2078] p 671 A87-45393

The influence of flow non-uniformities in air-breathing
hypersonic propulsion systems
[AIAA PAPER 87-2079] p 636 A87.45394

Cycle selection considerations for high Mach
applications
[AIAA PAPER 87-2105] p 672 A87-45410

Studies of scramjet flowfields
[AIAA PAPER 87-2161} p 688 A87-45443

Effects of scale on supersonic combustor
performance
[AIAA PAPER 87-2164] p 672 A87-45444

Test flow calibration study of the Langley Arc-Heated
Scramjet Test Facility
[AIAA PAPER 87-2165] p 685 A87-45445

Scramjet testing in impulse facilities
p 685 A87-46183

Hydrogen scramjet with sidewall injection - Shock tunnel
simulations p 674 A87-46217

Pressure scaling effects in a scramjet combustion
chamber p 676 A87-46258

Further shock tunnel studies of scramjet phenomena
[NASA-CR-179937] p 77 N87-12542

An experiment on a cylindrical scramjet oombustor. 1:
Simulated flight Mach number of 4.4
[NAL-TR-918] p 519 N87-21953

High-speed reacting flows: Research to understand
processes in supersonic combustors
[AD-A183952] p 846 N87-29629

SUPERSONIC COMPRESSORS

Determination of the cavitation region in a row of
supersonic blades
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-112] p 213 A87-21031

Aerodynamic research into the high cambered MCA.type
supersonic compressor cascade p 343 A87-28417

Some experiments with a supersonic axial compressor
stage p 719 A87-48723

Supersonic and transonic aerodynamic characteristics
of SB301 two-dimensional cascade wind tunnel

p 779 A87-49990
Modified characteristic method for calculation of

supersonic $2 flow field in compressor
p 804 A87-51473

An experimental investigation of the effect of inlet flow
distortion on compressor performance

p 805 A87-51813
Transonic and supersonic compressors

p 185 N87-14344
Influence of shock and boundary-layer losses on the

performance of highly loaded supersonic axial flow

oo_p_ress_o;;.......................... p,.t12__7-_2,_
and supersonic compressor cascades

p 517 N87-21937
A numerical study of unsteady flow effects in a

supersonic compressor cascade p 518 N87-21944
Design of an axial flow research compressor operating

in the subsonic and transonic ranges
[NAL-TM-PR-8807] p 518 N87-21952

A study of fluid-dynamic pressure fields on compressor
reed valves

[AD-At78584] p 541 N87-22938
SUPERSONIC CRUISE AIRCRAFT RESEARCH

Supersonic cruise technology roadmap
[SAE PAPER 861685] p 402 A87-32601

The supersonic through-flow turbofan for high Mach
propulsion
[AIAA PAPER 87-2050] p 763 A87-50196

Applications of CONMIN to wing design optimization with
vortex flow effect p 98 N87-t1737

Subsonic maneuver capability of a supersonic cruise

fighter wing concept
[NASA-TP-2642] p 231 N87-15184

High altitude turbulence for supersonic cruise vehicles
[NASA-TM-88285] p 544 N87-23100

The supersonic through-flow turbofan for high Mach
propulsion
[NASA-TM.100114] p 593 N87-23626

Multiaxis control power from thrust vectoring for a
supersonic fighter aircraft model at Mach 0.20 to 2.47
[NASA-TP-2712] p 574 N87-24433

SUPERSONIC DIFFUSERS

Response of transonic diffuser flows to abrupt increases
of back pressure - Wall pressure measurements
[AIAA PAPER 87-1358] p 567 A87-42410
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SUPERSONIC DRAG
Description of an aeronautical geometry conversion

package: Wave-drag to Langley Wireframe Geometry
Standard (LaWGS) to Supersonic Implicit Marching
Potential (SIMP)
[NASA-CR-178299] p 548 N87-23194

SUPERSONIC FLIGHT

Supersonic STOVL fighter concepts featuring the hybrid
tandem-fan propulsion system p 172 A87-19261

Some features of the approximate calculation of the
integral aerodynamic characteristics of polygonal lifting
configurations at supersonic flight velocities

p 344 A87-29086
Transonic and supersonic lateral control of aircraft by

adaptive perfect servo p 444 A87-32101

Calculation of steady and unsteady pressures on wings
at supersonic speeds with a transonic small disturbance
code
[AIAA PAPER 87-0851] p 411 A87-33691

Aerothermodynamic computations for
super-/hypersonic flight p 640 A87-46328

Supersonic rotor noise calculation with sonic boom
prediction methods p 860 A87-53903

SUPERSONIC FLOW

A numerical analysis of supersonic bottom flow with
thermal modification of the wake p3 A87-10409

Numerical investigation of supersonic flow past
spike-tipped blunt bodies p 4 A87-10614

Conical wing of maximum lift-to-drag ratio ina supersonic
gas flow p 4 A87-10615

Calculation of unsteady supersonic flow past a pian_e
blade row under the effect of vortex inhomogeneities in
the oncoming flow p 5 A87-10618

Motion of a gas in a duct behind a moving body
p 5 A87-10675

Computation of turbulent supersonic flows around
pointed bodies having crossflow separation

p5 A87-11487
Numerical simulation of viscous supersonic flow over

a generic fightar configuration p6 A87-11509
Experiences with an unfactorad implicit

predictor-corrector method p47 A87-11522
Numerical experiment with inviscid vortex-stretched flow

around a cranked delta wing, supersonic speed
p7 A87-11537

On the occurrence of regular reflection of shocks in
concave corner flows p 10 A87-12586

Similarity law for the supersonic flow past flat surfaces

with intense distributed injection p 10 A87-12843
Computation of two.dimensional supersonic turbulent

flow over a compression corner p 66 A87-t3502
Numerical calculation of three-dimensional inviscid

supersonic flows p 66 A87-13504
Spectral methods for modeling supersonic chemically

reacting flowfields p70 A87.14110
Experimental and numerical investigation of supersonic

turbulent flow through a square duct p 70 A87-14117
Constant-density approximation to Taylor-Maccoll

solution p 71 A87-14127
Comment on 'computation of choked and supersonic

turbomechinery flows by a modified potential method'
p 71 A87-14129

Impact of airfoil profile on the supersonic aerodynamics
of delta wings p 71 A87-14363

An antidiffusive numencai method solving supersonic
three dimensional viscous separated flows

p 148 A87-18576
Calculation formulae for lift and moment coefficients for

oscillating arbitrary airfoils in supersonic flow
p 150 A87-19292

Large-scale structures visualization in a high Reynolds
number, turbulent flat-plate wake at supersonic speed

p 212 A87-20240
Theoretioal and experimental description for a radial

supersonic flowtield p 213 A87-20880
Eleotron-beam-method velocity measurements in

supersonic flows p 216 A87-22338

Leading-edge vortex solutions with large total pressure
losses

[AIAA PAPER 87-0039] p 217 A87-22372

Numerical study of finite-rate supersonic combustion
using parabolized equations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0088] p 259 A87-22407

Computational and experimental investigation of cavity
flowtields
[AIAA PAPER 87-0114] p 218 A87-22424

Computations of supersonic flow past lifting bodies
p 229 A87-23284

Panel methods - PAN AIR p 276 A87-23629

Unsteady subsonic and supersonic flows - Historical
review; state of the art p 276 A87-23630

Mathematical foundations of integral-equation
methods p 277 A87-23634

Calculation of supersonic flows with strong
viscous-inviscid interaction p 278 A87-23658

Three-dimensional flow effects in a two-dimensional

supersonic air intake p 279 A87-24009

Numerical simulation of three-dimensional supersonic
inlet flow fields

[AIAA PAPER 87-0160] p 282 A87-24932

A study of supersonic three-dimensional flow past
pointed axisymmetric bodies p 286 A87-25232

Numerical modeling of shock wave intersections
p 286 A87-25233

Collision of multiple supersonic jets related to pip noise
generation in cage valve p 286 A87-25280

Optimum computation for exit cone contour of nozzle
with two-phase flow p 289 A87-27484

Supersonic laminar flow development in a square duct
p 341 A87-27958

Nonplanar, supersonic, thrae-dimensional, oscillatory,
piecewise continuous-kernel function method

p 342 A87-28073

Supersonic solution of problems involving analysis and
design calculation by streamline curvature method in
turbomachinery p 344 A87-29564

The predicting method for the performance of the
modern supersonic/transonic stage of the axial-flow
compressor p 344 A87-29566

Gust response of a flat-plate aerofoil in the time
domain p 345 A87-30446

Numerical analysis of flow through scramjet engine
inlets p 346 A87-31127

Hybrid MacCormack and implicit beam-warming
algorithms for a supersonic compression corner

p 346 A87-31159

The rapid expansion of a supersonic turbulent flow -
Role of bulk dilatation p 460 A87-31676

Calculation of a plane nonadjustable supersonic air
intake for CAD p 438 A87-31723

Supersonic inviscid-fiow - A three-dimensional
characteristics approach p 408 A87-32115

Unsteady transonic aerodynamics of oscillating airfoils
in supersonic fraestream
[AIAA PAPER 87-0852] p 412 A87-33692

Wing and conical body of arbitrary cross section in
supersonic flow p 413 A87-34507

Modeling of large-scale mixing processes in an
expanding supersonic jet p 485 A87-36093

Experimental research on an underbody ramp inlet under
supersonic flow conditions
[DGLR PAPER 86-142] p 485 A87-36788

Finite volume step method for inviscid and viscous

supersonic flows
[DGLR PAPER 66-162] p 486 A87-36790

Experiments on supersonic turbulent flow development
in a square duct p 487 A87-37107

Numerical simulation of an inviscid supersonic flow past
a sphere by a self adjusting hybrid scheme for shock
capturing p 488 A87-37211

Motion of a high-liff wing in supersonic flow
p 489 A87-39218

Experimental flowfield visualization of a high alpha wing
at Mach 1.62 p 608 A87-39895

Numerical solutions of compressible flow with compact
scheme

[AIAA PAPER 87-1123] p 617 A87-42072
Upwind formulations for the Euler equations in steady

supersonic flows
[AIAA PAPER 87-1150] p 559 A87-42096

A new multigrid Euler method for fighter-type
configurations
[AIAA PAPER 87-1160] p 560 A87-42106

Accurate, efficient prediction method for
supersonic/hypersonic inviscid flow
[AIAA PAPER 87-1165] p 560 A87-42110

Computations of three-dimensional cavity flow at
subsonic and supersonic Mach numbers
[AIAA PAPER 87-1208] p 562 A87-42317

Further experiments on supersonic turbulent flow
development in a square duct
[AIAA PAPER 87-1287] p 565 A87-42362

Numerical simulation of supersonic flow over a
three-dimensional cavity
[AIAA PAPER 87-1288] p 565 A87-42363

Numerical and experimental studies on choked
underaxpanded jets
[AIAA PAPER 87-1378] p 567 A87-42423

A computational method for determining flowfield
properties when the pitot pressure is the only measured
instraam property p 637 A87-46184

Mechanical evaluation of the aeroelastic behaviour of

a fan blade p 675 A87-46248
Aeroelastic control of stability and forced response of

supersonic rotors by aerodynamic detuning
p 676 A87-46249

Wind tunnel experimental study of optical beam

degradation through heterogeneous aerodynamic flows
[ONERA, TP NO. 1987-50] p 707 A87-46753

Numerical simulation of flows in axial and radial

turbomachines using Euler solvers
[ONERA, TP NO 1987-87] p 641 A87-46776

Triple-deck solutions for supersonic flows past flared
cylinders p 716 A87-47161

Transonic supersonic flows p717 A87-47664
Expedmental determination of position of vortex core

at higher angle of attack in transonic-supersonic flow
p 717 A67-47673

Theoretical prediction of aerodynamic characteristics on
wings in transonic*supersonic flow at higher angle of attack
and its agreement with experimental results

p 717 A87-47674

Supersonic through-flow fan design
[AIAA PAPER 87-1746] p 759 A87-4857t

Euler and Navier-Stokes solutions for the leeside flow
over delta wings at supersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 87-2270] p 722 A87-49053

A strake design method for supersonic speeds and low
lift

[AIAA PAPER 87-2638] p 723 A87-49059
Investigation of supersonic multiple circular arc (MCA)

airfoil cascade of axial-flow compressor
p 729 A67-49980

Flow of a monoatomic rarefied gas around a rotating
circular cylinder p 803 A87-50880

Forced oscillations in a boundary layer at frequencies
close to the upper branch of the neutral curve

p 803 A87-50890
Modified characteristic method for calculation of

supersonic $2 flow field in compressor
p 804 A87-51473

Numerical modeling in aerohydrodynamics
p 804 A87-51651

Numerical modeling of supersonic muliphase flows
p 804 A87-51659

Interaction of bodies with a nonuniform supersonic
flow p 804 A87-51663

Calculation of three-dimensional supersonic flow past

cone-like bodies with a separated shock wave
p 805 A87-51671

Calculation of noise caused by interaction of supersonic

cascade and varied oncoming gust p 859 A87-51812
Acta Aeronautica et Astronautica Sinica (selected

articles)
[AD-A167918] p 3 N87-10004

Supersonic flow around tip sides of wings
p 12 N87-10033

Supersonic, nonlinear, attached-flow wing design for

high lift with experimental validation
[NASA-TP-2336] p 12 N87_10042

An approximate method of estimating the aerodynamic
interference between two parallel bodies in a supersonic
flow (axial force)
[BR100271] p 76 N87-12540

Turbulence modeling for steady three-dimensional
supersonic flows
[AD-A170042] p 154 N87-14285

Investigation of Ferri instability in supersonic inlets
[ESA-TT-978] p 154 N87-14289

Viscous analyses for flow through subsonic and
supersonic intakes
[NASA-TM-88831] p229 N87-15173

Pressure interactions in supersonic combustion
[AD-A172711] p 259 N87-15289

Optimum bearing surfaces of wings with intricate
geometry for supersonic flight p 245 N87-16187

Computation of separation ahead of blunt fin in
supersonic turbulent flow
[NASA-TM-89416] p 290 N87-16791

Application of flow calculation methods to transonic and
supersonic axial turbomachines
[ONERA.RTS-80/7103-EY] p 309 N87-16846

Nonlinear potential analysis techniques for supersonic

aerodynamic design
[NASA-CR-172507] p 293 N87-17670

An assessment of the use of low-order panel methods
for the calculation of supersonic flows

p 476 N87°20204
The integration of computational fluid dynamics into the

military aircraft design process p 431 N87-20210
Euler solution for a complete fighter aircraft at sub- and

supersonic speed p 432 N87-20216
Surface pressure measurements on a double delta

Wing/Body configuration at Mach 2 and Mach 3 (WTR
1396)
[AD-At 75951] p418 N87-20245

Acta mechanica sinica (selected articles)
[AD-A176240] p 418 N87-20246

Study of compressibility effects on supersonic free
flow

[ETN-87-99392] p 419 N87-20251
Supersonic flow induced cavity acoustics

p 476 N87-20601

Acta Aerodynamica Sinica
[AD-A176552] p 483 N87-21847
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Lee surface flow over delta wings at supersonic speeds:
Some features of different types of flow
[NAL-TM-AE-8612] p 491 N87-21864

Lee-surface flow over delta wings at supersonic

speeds
[NAL-TM-AE-86t0] p 491 N87-21865

Transonic and Supersonic Phenomena in
Turbomachines
[AGARD-CP-401] p 515 N87-21927

Numerical simulation of supersonic flow over a rotating
band using flowfield blanking
[AD-A178492] p 493 N87.22624

Supersonic through-flow fan design
[NASA-TM-88908] p 520 N87-22681

Numerical study of high speed viscous flows
[AD-A178639] p 542 N87-22940

Experimental study of supersonic stream sliding at angle
past one-step wedge with jaws p 569 N87-23573

Study of lee-side flows over conically cambered delta
wings at supersonic speeds, part 1
[NASA-TP-2660-PT-1 ] p 571 N87-23597

Study of lee-side flows over conically cambered. Delta

wings at supersonic speeds, part 2
[NASA-TP-2660-PT-2] p 643 N87-25301

A multi-body aircraft with an all-movable center fuselage

actively controlling fuselage pressure drag
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13511-1 ] p 658 N87-25320

An experimental investigation of shock waves and
turbulent boundary layer interactions in a supersonic
flowfield through an annular duct p 790 N87-27931

The Jacobi matrix technique in computational fluid
dynamics p 796 N87-28348

Supersonic and transonic supersonic flow
[MPIS-16/1986] p 81t N87-28508

Calculation of pressure distributions on supersonic delta
wings using stagnation solutions
[VTH-LR-484] p 815 N87-29417

Supersonic flow over elastic bodies in oscillation
p 817 N87-29464

SUPERSONIC FLUTTER

Improvements on supersonic kernel function method
and its application to flutter calculation

p 148 A87-18584
The effect of circumferential aerodynamic detuning on

coupled banding-torsion unstalled supersonic flutter
[ASME PAPER 86-GT-100] p 304 A87-25396

Supersonic flutter of aeroelastically tailored oblique
wings
[AIAA PAPER 87-0734] p 445 A87-33661

Flutter analysis of aeronautical composite structures by
improved supersonic kernel function method
[AIAA PAPER 87°0906] p 446 A87-33715

SUPERSONIC INLETS

Integrated dynamic model of two-variable supersonic
inlet-engine combination p 304 A87-25421

Experimental research on an underbody ramp inlet under
supersonic flow conditions
[DGLR PAPER 86-142] p 485 A87-36788

A synthesis of procedures for selecting the geometric
features of an air intake - For M = 0 to 1.8

D 487 A87-37209

Normal force and pitching moment on body.intake
configuration in supersonic flows p 487 A87-37210

Navier-Stokes simulations of supersonic fighter intake
flowfields
[AIAA PAPER 87.1752] p 634 A87-45185

Large perturbation flow field analysis and simulation for
supersonic inlets
[NASA-CR-174676] p 14 N87-10835

Computation of multi-dimensional viscous supersonic jet
flow

[NASA-CR-4020] p 151 N87.13405
Investigation of Ferri instability in supersonic inlets

[ESA-'I-r-978] p 154 N87-14289
Viscous analyses for flow through subsonic and

supersonic intakes
[NASA-TM-88831] p229 N87-15173

SUPERSONIC JET FLOW

On broadband shock associated noise of supersonic
jets p 58 A87-11768

Mixing characteristics of a supersonic multiple jet
ejector
[AIAA PAPER 87.0248] p 249 A87-22510

Calculation of supersonic steady axisymmetric nozzle
and jet p 343 A87.28337

Solvability of some problems concerning supersonic flow
past a wedge using the Lavrent'ev-Bitsadze

approximation p 345 A87-29893
An experimental study of the structure of coaxial

nonisobario reacting jets p 484 A87.35822
Multiscale turbulence effects in underexpanded

supersonic jets
[AIAA PAPER 87.1377] p 567 A87-42422

Pulsation structure of the mixing layer of underexpanded
jets p 847 A87-50974

Stochastic model theory of broadband shock associated
noise from supersonic jets p 859 A87.52069

Supersonic vortex rings - Visualization techniques
p 807 A87-52360

A supersonic jet in a chamber with a diaphragm
p 808 A87-53520

Structural analysis of supersonic jet discharging from
freo-vortax nozzle by method of holographic interferometry
with pulsed laser p 570 N87-23574

SUPERSONIC NOZZLES
Dynamic loads on twin jet exhaust nozzles due to shock

noise p 94 A87-14369
Theoretical and experimental description for a radial

supersonic flowfield p 213 A87-20880
Model and full scale study of twin supersonic plume

resonance
[AI/U_ PAPER 87-0244] p 249 A87-22507

A solution to the variational problem of the optimal shape
of supersonic nozzles p 484 A87-35817

Supersonic through-flow fan design
[AIAA PAPER 87-1746] p 759 A87.48571

An approach to the numerical modeling of the dynamics
of reacting gases in nozzles --- gasdynamic and chemical
lasers p 847 A87-50872

Supersonic through-flow fan design
[NASA-TM-88908] p 520 N87-22681

SUPERSONIC SPEED

Lower-side normal force characteristics of delta wings
at supersonic speeds p 72 A87-14372

Normal force characteristics at supersonic speeds of

sharp edged delta wings
[AIAA PAPER 87-0214] p 221 A87-22491

Nonstationary and nonequilibrium sir flow in the vicinity
of the critioal flow line p407 A87-31717

Shock-induced separated flows on the lee surface of
delta wings p 489 A87-39147

Normal-force characteristics of sharp-edged delta wings
at supersonic speeds p 553 A87-39894

Investigation of the vortex flap concept on a 75-deg
sweep delta wing at supersonic spseds
[AIAA PAPER 87-2475] p 725 A87-49091

Flow visualization model of the leeside flows over

conically cambered delta wings at supersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 87-2477] p 726 A87-49093

Numerical solution of transonic stream function equation
on $1 stream surface p 805 A87-51811

Some numerical calculations by using linear classical
sonic theories approached from sub- or supersonic
speeds p 152 N87-14262

Drag predictions for projectiles at transonic and
supersonic speeds
lAD-A171462] p 232 N87-15191

Investigation of leading-edge flap performance on delta
and double-delta wings at supersonic speeds
[NASA-TP-2656] p 417 N87-20233

Euler solution for a complete fighter aircraft at sub- and

supersonic speed
[MBB-LKE-122-S/PUB/234] p 660 N87-26833

Drag measurements of blunt stores tangentially mounted
on a flat plate at supersonic speeds
[NASA-TP-2742] p 734 N87-27626

Unique research challenges for high-speed civil

Iranspons
[NASA.TM-100490] p 740 N87-27651

To enhance the capability and increase the productivity
of a group working on critical problems of high speed fluid
mechanics - both experimentally and through numerical
calculations

[AD-A182559] p 791 N87-27970
Some numerical calculations by using linear classical

sonic theories approached from sub- or supersonic
speeds
[NASA.'I-1"-20112] p 813 N87-28527

SUPERSONIC TRANSPORTS

The market potential of future supersonic aircraft
[SAE PAPER 861684] p 402 A87-32600

Higher cruise speed commercial aircraft evolution
[SAE PAPER 861686] p 402 A87-32602

Engine variable geometry effects on commercial
supersonic transport development
[AIAA PAPER 87-2101] p672 A87-45406

U,S. aeronautical R&D goals - SST: bridge to the next

century p 624 A87-46182
Aerothermodynamic computations for

super-/hypersonic flight p 640 A87-46328

Simulated flight acoustic investigation of treated ejector
effectiveness on advanced mechanical suppresors for high

velocity jet noise reduction
[NASA-CR-4019] p 335 N87-17481

SUPERSONIC TURBINES

Flow phenomena in transonic turbine cascades detailed
experimental and numerical investigation

p 639 A87.46223

Comparison of three experimental methods for transonic
turbine cascades p 729 A87-49978

SURFACE FINISHING

The supersonic through.flow turbofan for high Mach
propulsion
[AIAA PAPER 87-2050] p 763 A87-50196

Measurements of the unsteady flow field within the stator
row of a transonic axial-flow fan. Part 2: Results and
discussion
[NASA-TM-88946] p 290 N87-16790

The supersonic through-flow turbofan for high Mach
propulsion
[NASA-TM-100114] p 593 N87-23626

SUPERSONIC WAKES

An analysis of the combustion of a turbulent supersonic
nonisobaric hydrogen jet in supersonic wake flow of air

p 317 A87-25127
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS

Start.up of a wind tunnel with a multichannel diffuser
p 72 A87-15206

Structure and pulsation characteristics of a compressible
turbulent boundary layer behind a fan of rarefaction
waves p 484 A87-35813

Supersonic boundary layer with or without an interaction
shock - Comparison between hot-wire anemometry and
laser velocimetry
[AAAF PAPER NT 86-14] p 533 A87-38037

Investigation of two-dimensional
shock-wave/boundary-layer interactions

p 552 A87-39528

The pitching damping derivatives measured by
force-oscillation method at transonic and supersonic wind
tunnel p 686 A87.46958

Surface pressure measurements on a double delta
Wing/Body configuration at Mach 2 and Mach 3 (WTR
1396)
[AD-At75951] p 418 N87-20245

The 0.6 m x 0.6 m trisonic section (TMK) of DFVLR in
Cologne-Porz, West Germany
[ DFVLR-MITT-86-21 ] p 687 N87-26053

The vertical test section (VMK) of DFVLR in
Cologne-Porz. West Germany --- wind tunnel
[DFVLR-MR-r-86-22] p 688 N87-26054

SUPPORT INTERFERENCE

Dynamic support interference in high-alpha testing ---
angle of attack in oscillatory tests p 314 A87-25719

SUPPORT SYSTEMS
Translating supportability requirements into design

reality
[AIAA PAPER 86.2665] p 197 A87-17910

The role of supportability engineering in the design

process
[AIAA PAPER 86-2666] p 197 A87-17911

Supportability and aircraft design p 144 A87-19236
An approach to structuring and formalizing knowledge

for a design supped system
[DGLR PAPER 86-115] p 545 A87-36776

Translating supportability requirements into design
reality p 789 A87-50333

Operating and support hazard analysis for self-contained
navigation system LSI model 6216A, B and C, group B
lAD-A169381] p 22 N87-10855

Future fighters: Will they be supportable?

[AU-A1 / //_UJ p4_ nl¢_/-_ i o4o
A decision support system for the diagnosis of aircraft

emergencies
[AD-At77394] p 495 N87-21876

SUPPORTS
Remote pivot decoupler pylon: Wing/store flutter

suppressor
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13173-1] p 175 N87-14314

The influence of a 90 deg sting support on the
aerodynamic coefficients of the investigated aircraft
medal
[F+W-FO-1839] p 294 N87-17684

Design study of advanced model supped systems for
the National Transonic Facility (NTF)
[NASA-CR.178214] p 453 N87-20297

Airfoil flutter model suspension system
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13522-1-SB] p 687 N87-25334

SUPPRESSORS

Free jet feasibility study of a thermal acoustic shield
concept for AST/VCE application: Dual stream nozzles
[NASA-CR-3867] p 59 N87-10782

SURFACE DISTORTION

Automatic fringe analysis in double exposure and live
fringe holographic interferometry p 261 A87-19810

SURFACE FINISHING

Optimization of a process for the surface hardening of
structural parts using the fatigue limit criterion

p 263 A87-20394
Production laser hardfacing of jet engine turbine

blades p 323 A87-26678
Calculation of the parameters of a hardening burnishing

treatment p 461 A87-3t735
The evaluation of surface treatment for bond durability

p 534 A87-38630
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SURFACE GEOMETRY

Optimization of the duration of ultrasonically activated

impact surface treatment of gas-turbine-engine blades
p 663 A87-43609

SURFACE GEOMETRY
Effect of a bulge on the secondary instability of boundary

layers
[AIAA PAPER 87-0045] p 281 A87-24910

CAD application in definition of aircraft geometry
p 357 A87-27822

SURFACE LAYERS

Acta Aerodynamica Sinica
lAD-A176552] p 483 N87-21847

SURFACE NAVIGATION

Navigation and environment; Proceedings of the Fifth
International Congress, Tokyo, Japan, October 1-5, 1985

p 20 A87-12676
Radar-supported traffic monitoring systems for maritime

and air safety p 158 A87-16988

Joint University Program for Air Transportation
Research, 1984
[NASA-C;P-2452] p 483 N87-22604

SURFACE NOISE INTERACTIONS
Extension of Kirchhoff's formula to radiation from moving

surfaces
[NASA-TM-89149] p 620 N87-24160

Enhanced mixing of an axisymmetric jet by aerodynamic
excitation

[NASA-C;R-t75059] p 815 N87-29418
SURFACE PROPERTIES

The effect of the surface nonisothermality of a thin profile
on the stability of a laminar boundary layer

p 285 A87-25227
Classification of the load-carrying capacity of runway

surfaces by the AC;N-PCN method. II
p 686 A87-46354

A three-dimensional boundary layer on blunt bodies with
a porous surface at angles of attack and sideslip

p 803 A87-51007
Carburizing steel for high temperature service

[AD-A168327] p 122 N87-11877
A constitutive law for finite element contact problems

with unclassical friction
[NASA-TM-88838J p 131 N87-12924

Radar reflectivity
[AD-A173508] p 268 N87-16204

Acta aeronautica et astronautica sinica

lAD-A179673] p 592 N87-23618
SURFACE REACTIONS

Effects of surface chemistry on hot corrosion life
p 43 N87-11193

SURFACE ROUGHNESS
Characterization of optical and surface parameters

during particle impact damage p195 A87-17973

Experience about the application and valuation of
roughness strips for boundary layer transition control in
wind tunnel tests in the high-speed range
[DFVLR-MITT-86-12] p 154 N87-14291

Investigation of the conditions for tripping transition with
roughness elements and their influence on boundary layer
development p 229 N87-15168

Use of a liquid-crystal, heater-element composite for
quantitative, high-resolution heat transfer coefficients on
a turbine airfoil, including turbulence and surface
roughness effects
[NASA-TM-87355] p 538 N87-22181

Equipment for turbulent heat transfer test apparatus
[AD-A179612] p 541 N87-22930

High Reynolds number flows around smooth and rough
cylinders. Volume 1. Mean surface pressure distribution
[AD-A183531] p 816 N87-29428

SURFACE ROUGHNESS EFFECTS
Drag reducing outer-layer devices inrough wall turbulent

boundary layers p 8 A87-11890

A study of the effect of surface roughness on the head
resistance of an aircraft p 94 A87-14717

The effect of trip wire roughness on the performance
of the Wortmann FX 63-137 airfoil at low Reynolds
numbers p 629 A87-44019

A tentative option for ventilation ratio of slotted wall in
two-dimensional transonic wind tunnel

p 777 A87-47691
The aerodynamic effects of a serrated strip near the

leading edge of an airfoil
[ETN-87-99480] p 418 N87-20248

Effect of surface roughness on drag of aircraft
p 584 N87-23571

SURFACE STABILITY
Soil stabilization for roadways and airfields

[AD-A183382] p 839 N87-29545

SURFACE TEMPERATURE
Method of meridional sections in problems involving a

three-dimensional boundary layer p 4 A87-10609

Measurement of spectral emissivity of technical surfaces
in high-performance engines p 832 A87-53575

Fuel spray ignition by hot surfaces and aircraft fire
stabilization

[AD-A172827] p 260 N87-16094

Influence of a heated leading edge on boundary layer
growth, stability and transition
[DE87-008516] p 700 N87-25538

SURFACE VEHICLES

A new range of initial intervention vehicles foreseen ---
for airport firefighting p314 A87-25847

SURFACES
Analysis of a composite thin-walled aircraft structure

p 127 A87-15226

Prediction of buffeting and calculation of unsteady
boundary layer separation over airfoils
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-95] p 213 A87-21021

Nonplanar vortex lattice method for analysis of complex
multiple lifting surfaces
[NAL-TM-AE-8606] p 491 N87-21866

A structural model for composite rotor blades and lifting
surfaces p 784 N87-26989

SURGES
Measurements and analysis of surge, stall and surge

point parameters in turbojet compressors
p 513 A87-37841

J85 surge transient simulation p 675 A87-46240
Microprocessor based surge monitoring system

p 686 A87-46241
An experimental investigation of forced surge by water

injection in a twin-spool turbojet engine
p 762 A87-49993

Composite velocity procedures for flows with pressure
interaction
[AD-A179602] p 541 N87-22929

Development of model describing unstable operation of
turbocompressor and design of antisurging protection for
gas turbine engine p 592 N87-23577

New trends in intake/engine compatibility assessment
p 593 N87-24467

Unsteady inlet distortion characteristics with the B-1B
p 575 N87-24478

SURVEILLANCE

Mobile communications, navigation and surveitlance
[IAF PAPER 86-333] p 86 A87-16027

DFVLR develops inexpensive integrated navigation,
communication and airspace surveillance system based
on the distance measuring system DUE

p 425 A87-35177

Integrated navigation, communication and surveillance
systems based on standard distance measuring
equipment p 649 A87-44039

SURVEILLANCE RADAR

Novel accuracy and resolution algorithms for the third
generation MTD p 160 A87-19408

Statistical classification of radar clutter --- for air traffic
control feature extraction p t60 A87-19415

RSM-870 - An autonomous Mode-S compatible SSR
beacon p 295 A87-24172

Mode S data link - Characteristics, capacity, and

applications p 423 A87-31522
Experimental detection of anomalous mode-C; reports

using radar data p 497 A87-35340
Availability and maintainability of the RAMP monopulse

SSR systems p 497 A87-35557
Low cost air surveillance radar developed

p 497 A87-35559
Mode S beaoom system: Functional description

[DOT/FAA/PM-86/19] p 87 N87-11715
Possible contributions from the SSR mode S data link

to the conduct of efficient aircraft operations
p 500 N87-21887

Monopulse secondary radar: Practical realization and
achievement. Mode S: The radar of tomorrow

p 535 N87-21889
SURVEYS

Comparison of the effectiveness of measures of aircraft
noise exposure by using social survey data

p54 A87-10117
Technology review of flight crucial flight control systems

(application of optical technology)
[NASA-CR-172332-SUPPL-1] p 36 N87-10102

General aviation activity and avionics survey
[AD-A168582] p 65 N87-11686

Cumulative airport noise exposure metrics: An
assessment of evidence for time-of-day weightings
lAD-A174848] p 393 N87-19815

Survey of currently available high-resolution raster
graphics systems
[NASA-TM.89139] p 705 N87-25771

First article noise survey of the A/F32T-9 large turbo
fan engine enclosed noise suppressor system, far-field
noise, Mcc;onnell AFB, Kansas
{AD-A182475] p 860 N87-29308

SURVIVAL

Life threat assessment logic for adaptive control of the
crest ejection seat p 161 A87-16941

SUBJECTINDEX

A preliminary study into the constant drag parachute
for aircrew escape systems
[BU-345] p 421 N87-20256

SURVIVAL EQUIPMENT
Aircraft accidents, survival, and rescue

p 78 A87-t3581
SUSPENDING (HANGING)

A new model of a self-controlled system --- cross-flow
excited elastically suspended body vibration

p 847 A87-51158
A comprehensive estimate of the static aerodynamic

forces and moments of the 8 x 8 x 20 ft. cargo container
[NASA-TM-89433] p 492 N87-21875

Airfoil flutter model suspension system
[NASA-C;ASE-LAR-13522-1-SB] p 687 N87-25334

SUSPENSION SYSTEMS (VEHICLES)
The Shock and Vibration Digest, Volume 19, No. 4

p 612 N87-23818
SWEAT COOLING

Transpiration cooling - Contribution of film cooling to
the overall cooling effectiveness p 847 A87-51475

SWEDEN

JAS39 Gripen - A Swedish solution to a multi-role
need p 23 A87-11798

SWEEP EFFECT
Benefits of blade sweep for advanced turboprops

p 303 A87-24007
SWEEPBACK

Quasi-transonic flow past delta wings
p 718 A87-47747

SWEPT FORWARD WINGS

Aeroelastic divergence of trimmed aimraft
p 94 A87-14368

Separation structures on cylindrical wings
p 321 A87-25843

The aeroelastic tailoring of swept forward wings with
advanced composites p 361 A87-30390

Visualization of three-dimensional structures about a

pitching forward swept wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-1322] p 631 A87-44929

Experimental aeroelastio behavior of forward-swept
graphite/epoxy wings with rigid-body freedom

p 824 A87-53781
Performance and quality flight test textbook. Volume 2:

Flying qualities
lAD-A168124] p 3 N87-10830

X-29A longitudinal and directional force and moment
supplemental transonic wind tunnel test results
[NASA-TM-85909] p 28 N87-10861

Forward-swept wing configuration designed for high
maneuverability by use of a transonic computational
method

]NASA-TP-2628] p 75 N87-11702
Dynamics and aeroelasticity of composite structures

lAD-A172922] p 260 N87-16078
The static aeroelasticity of a composite wing

p 326 N87-17085

High performance forward swept wing aircraft
[ NASA-C;ASE-ARC-11636-1 ] p361 N87-18561

Divergence and flutter of swept*forward wings with
cmssflexibilities

[RAE-TR-80047] p 449 N87-21000

Subsonic longitudinal and lateral-directional
characteristics of a forward-swept-wing fighter

configuration at angles of attack up to 47 deg
[NASA-TP-2727] p 732 N87-26874

Preliminary flight assessment of the X-29A advanced

technology demonstrator
[NASA-TM-100407] p 752 N87-26906

Dynamics and aeroelasticity of composite structures
[AD-A182713] p 825 N87-28543

SWEPT WINGS
The stability of the boundary layer on an ellipsoid at

angle of attack
[AIAA PAPER 86-1045] p 215 A87-21528

Boundary-layer and wake measurements on a swept,
circulation-control wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-0156] p 219 A87-22449

Wing rock generated by forebody vortices
[AIAA PAPER 87-0268] p 240 A87-22523

ADAM - An aeroservoelastio analysis method for analog

or digital systems p 310 A87-24034
Unsteady sweep - A key to simulation ot

threedimensional rotor blade aidoads
p 285 A87-25028

Section characteristics of a finite, swept circulation
control airfoil p 342 A87-28072

Efficient simulation of separated three-dimensional
viscous flows using the boundary-layer equations

p 346 A87-31158

Analysis of transitional separation bubbles on infinite
swept wings p 347 A87-31162

Induced-drag characteristics of crescent-moon-shaped
wings p 410 A87-33244
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SUBJECT INDEX SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

Aeroelastic characteristics of swept circulation control
wings
[AIAA PAPER 87-0920] p 428 A87-33724

Stability and transition of three-dimensional flows
p 553 A87-40079

An integral method for three-dimensional turbulent
boundary layer with large crossflow
[AIAA PAPER 87-1254) p 564 A87-42347

Three-dimensional transition studies at ONERA/CERT

[AIAA PAPER 87-1335] p 566 A87-42395
Analysis and simplified prediction of primary instability

of three-dimensional beundary-layer flows
[AIAA PAPER 87-1337] p 566 A87-42397

Theeretical investigation of secondary instability of
three-dimensional boundary-layer flows
[AIAA PAPER 87-1338] p 566 A87-42398

Measurements of the performance of a helicopter swept
tip rotor in flight p 652 A87-43423

Comparisons of unsteady flow fields about straight and
swept wings using flow visualization and hotwire
anemometry
[AIAA PAPER 87-1334] p 631 A87-44932

Effect of a round airfoil nose on leading-edge suction
p 809 A87-53784

Applications of CONMIN to wing design optimization with
vortex flow effect p 98 N87-11737

Applicability of linearized-theery attached-flow methods
to design and analysis of flap systems at low speeds for
thin swept wings with sharp leading edges
[NASA-TP-2653] p 230 N87-15174

Low-speed wind tunnel study of longitudinal stability and
usable-lift improvement of a cranked wing
[NASA-CR-178204] p 293 N87-17666

Dynamic stall penetration experiments on a swept
wing
[AD-A174962] p 363 N87-19380

Aileron reversal of swept wings with crossflexibilities
[RAE-TR-83023] p 433 N87-20988

On 3D boundary layer computations on swept wings
[NAL-PD-FM-8715] p 490 N87-21862

Some aspects of vortex flows determined from the
thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations
[NASA-TM-88375] p 571 N87-23595

An experimental investigation of an advanced turboprop
installation on a swept wing at subsonic and transonic
speeds
[NASA-TP-2729) p 733 N87-26883

Contribution of wing dihedral to sideforce, yawing
moment and rolling moment derivatives due to rate of roll
at subsonic speeds, (Y sub p)sub gamma, (N sub p)sub
gamma and (L sub p)sub gamma
[ESDU-85006] p 813 N87-29409

SWEPTBACK WINGS

Vibration characteristics of a swept back rotor blade
p 299 A87-27330

Spanwise pressure distribution on delta wing with
leeding-edge vortex flap p 348 A87-31299

Comparison of scaling results obtained for a swept-back
wing in a hydrodynamic tunnel and in a wind tunnel
[AAAF PAPER NT 86-12] p 526 A87-38036

Blast gust loading on a 35 degree swept-back wing
[AD-A169415] p 116 N87-12570

P. r_vl(gwol ire penormance Ol swept lip Re,CopTer main
rotor blades and an analysis of aeroacoustical effects
[ETN-87-98936] p 302 N87-17696

Vortex interaction on a canard-wing configuration
lAD-A179718] p 574 N87-24430

SWIRLING

Prediction ol velocity coefficient and spray cone angle
for simplex swirl atomizers p 125 A87-13830

Duct flows with swirl

[AIAA PAPER 87-0247] p 265 A87-22509
Design of swirl simulators p 305 A87-27477
Propeller swirl effect on single-engine general-aviation

aircraft stall-spin tendencies p447 A87-34515
Effect of swirl on the performance of a radial vanelesa

diffuser with compressible flow at Mach numbers of 0.7
and 0.8

[ASME PAPER 86-WA/FE-6] p 629 A87.43704
Influence of fuel temperature on atomization

performance of pressure-swirl atomizers

p 698 A87-46198
A study of some factors affecting the performance of

a contra-rotating axial compressor stage
p 639 A87-46211

An experimental and numerical investigation of swirling
flows in a rectangular nozzle
[AIAA PAPER 87-2108] p 787 A87-48576

Measurement of swirling flow field using the single
slanted hot-wire technique p 847 A87-51469

Influence of disk leakage path on labyrinth seal inlet
swid ratio p 538 N87-22210

A novel form of damper for turbo-machinery
p 539 N87-22216

Development of intake swirl generators for turbo jet
engine testing p 603 N87-24480

SWITCHING CIRCUITS

Component improvement program task 83-01, 36E133
air turbine starter

[AD-A169483] p 108 N87-12562
SYMBOLIC PROGRAMMING

Symbolic generation of elastic rotor blade equations
using a FORTRAN processor and numerical study on
dynamic inflow effects on the stability of helicopter
rotors
[NASA-TM-86750] p 587 N87-24455

SYMMETRICAL BODIES

High Reynolds Number tests of the NASA SC(2)-0012
airfoil in the Langley O.3-meter transonic cryogenic
tunnel

[NASA-TM-89102] p 571 N87-23594
Low-speed wind-tunnel results for symmetrical NASA

LS(1)-0013 airloil
[NASA-TM-4003] p 645 N87-26033

SYNCHRONISM

Experience with synchronous and asynchronous digital
control systems --- for flight

[AIAA PAPER 86-2239] p 595 A87-40274
Real time simultaneous in-line wear and lubricant

condition monitoring
lAD-A183286] p 852 N87-29842

SYNCHRONOUS SATELLITES
Polar navigation assisted by satellite

p20 A87-11663
Geostationary satellite navigation systems

p 648 A87-42786
The Navstar/GPS program - An evolution or a revolution

in the world of navigation p 840 A87-53581
SYNCHROPHASlNG

Comparison of two propeller source models for aircraft
interior noise studies p 88 A87-13596

Analytical model for investigation of interior noise
characteristics in aircraft with multiple propellers including
synchrophasing p 94 A87-14925

An experimental investigation of the interior noise control
effects of propeller synchrophasing
[NASA-CR-178185] p 60 N87-11577

SYNOPTIC METEOROLOGY

Forecasting and classifying dry microburst activity in the
Denver area subjectively and objectively
[AIAA PAPER 87-0443] p 269 A87-22636

Weather Research Program
[PB87-196390] p 854 N87-29065

SYNTAX

Syntax analysis for a cockpit speech recognition
system
]DGLR PAPER 86-158] p 498 A87-36784

SYNTHESIS (CHEMISTRY)
Functionalization of cubane using hypervalent iodine

p 606 N87-23807
SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR

ROSAR - A SAn concept based on rotating antennas
p 179 A87-16747

Features of antenna aperture synthesis for an arbitrary
flight-vehicle trajectory p 158 A87-17586

Preliminary simultaneous L/C-band images from the JPL
aircraft synthetic aperture radar p 853 A87-53159

Multifunction Radar for Airborne Applications ---

[AGARD-CP-381] p 387 N87-18721
Multimission airborne radar for the 1990s

p 387 N87-18724
Motion compensation requirements for a high resolution

spotlight SAn p 388 N87-18727
Implementation of an airborne SAR motion

compensation system p 388 N87-18728
MM wave SAR sensor design: Concept for an airborne

low level reconnaissance system p 388 N87-18729

NASA/JPL aircraft SAn operations for 1984 and 1985
[NASA-CR-180237] p 393 N87-18909

Phase noise from aircraft motion: Compensation and

effect on synthetic aperture radar images
p 615 N87-24802

SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS

Translating aircraft reliability and maintainability into
measures of operational effectiveness
[AIAA PAPER 86-2690] p 198 A87-17927

Aircrew automated escape systems requirements
formulation, evaluation, test and acceptance

p 294 A87-25836

Translating aircraft reliability and maintainability into
measures of operational effectiveness

p 789 A87°50334

Navy technology requirements for unmanned airborne
vehicles p 245 N87.16002

Requirements and applications for radar simulations: A
standpoint of an airframe company p 389 N87-18759

SYSTEM FAILURES
Evaluation of detectability and distinguishability of

aircraft control element failures using flight test data
p 110 A87-13435

Environmental Stress Screening lESS) demonstrates its
value in the field p 127 A87-15403

Sensor failure detection in flight control systems using
deterministic observers p 114 A87-16195

GPS failure detection by autonomous means within the
cockpit p 159 A87-19353

EMI-fault prevention and self recovery of digital flight
control systems p 661 A87-43470

Analysis of typical fault-tolerant architectures using
HARP p 704 A87-45771

Failure detection in dynamic systems with modeling
errors
[AIAA PAPER 87-2604] p 795 A87-50565

Failure detection and isolation for an asychronous digital
flight control system
[AD-A179210] p 597 N87-23628

Fault-tolerant flight control system combining expert
system and analytical redundancy concepts

p 776 N87-27605
The effects of flight hours and sorties on failure rates

[AD-A182084] p 716 N87-27611
Investigation of F-16 control surface failures and optimal

setting of functional controls
[AD-A182667] p 825 N87-28542

SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION

Identification and system parameter estimation 1985;
Proceedings of the Seventh Symposium, University of
York, England, July 3-7, 1985. Volumes 1 & 2

p 135 A87-16176
Determination of nonlinear aerodynamic coefficients

using the estimation-before-modeling methods
p 114 A87-16202

Design of adaptive direct digital flight-mode control
systems incorporating recursive step-response matrix
identifiers for high-performance aircraft

p 187 A87-1677f
CVR method for identification of nonsteedy aerodynamic

model --- coupled vibration record p 148 A87-18577
Integrated system identification methodology for

helicopter flight dynamics p 190 A87-19239
System identification techniques for helicopter higher

harmonic control p 190 A87-19241
Basic research in structural dynamic system

identification p 206 A87-19242
Experience with frequency-domain methods in

helicopter system identification p 680 A87-43457
UK research into system identification for helicopter flight

mechanics p 793 A87-48959
Efficient computation of parameter confidence

intervals
[AIAA PAPER 87-2624] p 795 A87-49623

Analysis of lateral stability of X-29 drop model using
system identification methodology
[AIAA PAPER 87-2625] p 769 A87-49624

Identification of a dynamic model of a helicopter from
flight tests p 300 N87-16813

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

Reachable outputs in systems with bounded parameter
uncertainties - Application to failure detection

p 134 A87-f3326
Application of Markov models for RMA assessment ---

Reliability, Maintainability and Availability

Computer-aided procedures for analyzing

pilot/vehicle/system interactions p 186 A87-16759
A whole-system analysis of recuperated gas turbines

p 305 A87-25884
Experience with synchronous and asynchronous digital

control systems --- for flight
[AIAA PAPER 86-2239] p 595 A87-40274

A system theoretical based method for module failure
diagnostic of turbine engines p 35 N87-10085

Theoretical and experimental investigations of sensor
location for optimal aeroelastic system state estimation

p 115 N87-11794
Helicopter Icing Spray System (HISS) evaluation and

improvement
[AD-A170732] p 173 N87-13429

Viscous analyses for flow through subsonic and
supersonic intakes
[ NASA-TM-88831 ] p 229 N87-15173

Treatment of technical objects as complex systems
p 267 N87-16181

Air traffic control radar beacon system transponder

performance study and analysis. Volume 2: Appendixes
[DOT/FAA/FS-86/1-VOL-2] p 296 N87-16812

Investigations of flight paths for maneuvers with constant
energy and constant changes of energy including different
strategies of steering, calculations of energy requirements
for given flight paths, determination of the criteria for
successful completion of turning maneuvers inthe vertical

plane
[ETN-87-99017] p 362 N87-18565

Design and analysis of advanced flight planning
concepts
[NASA-CR-4063] p 421 N87-20253
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SYSTEMS COMPATIBILITY SUBJECTINDEX

Fault-tolerant system analysis: Imperfect switching and
maintenance
[AD-A176514] p 438 N87-20995

Air navigation services and aircraft around the year
2000 p 500 N87-21883

Microwave Landing System (MLS) area navigation:
Computed centadine expenmants and system accuracy
analysis in an RF environment p 501 N87-21891

Strategic control to improve efficiency of air traffic
management p 501 N87-21894

A history of development in rotordynamics: A
manufacturer's perspoc_e p 538 N87-22200

Flight and analytical investigations of a structural mode
excitation system on the YF-12A airplane
[NASA-CR-166623] p 520 N87-22685

Integrated restructurable flight control system
demonstration results
[NASA-CR-178305] p 524 N87-22692

Evaluation of the angle of attack limitar of the F-16 C/D
aircraft

lAD-A177941] p 585 N87-23612
Aerodynamic performance investigation of advanced

mechanical suppress_ and ejector nozzle concepts for
jet noise reduction
[NASA-CR-174860] p 834 N87-29534

SYSTEMS COMPATIBILITY

Acquisition and processing of non-stationary pressure
measorments in studies of air intake distortion

p 468 N87-21191
New trends in intake/engine compatibility assessment

p 593 N87-24467
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

The system engineering and integration contract - An
overview p 61 A87-11804

An expert system for the configuration of aircraft modular
VSCF generator systems p 205 A87-16755

Diffstar - A concept for differential GPS in northern
Norway p 159 A87-19363

The system concept and the design engineer
p 211 A87-20938

Modular simulation facility design p 257 A87-23066
A systems approach to safe airspace operations

p 294 A87-24174
The evolution in ATC system design

p 295 A87-24175
On the achievement of a highly dependable and

fault-tolerant Air Traffic Control System

p 356 A87-30275
System methods for avionics development and

integration p 401 A87-31548
Military aircraft system engineering

[SAE PAPER 861690] p 402 A87-32604
Theory and design of turbocompressors (2rid revised

and enlarged edition) --- Russian book
p 535 A87-39175

Analytical design of a complex of multimede dynamic
systems --- for multiple-purpose aimraff

p 575 A87-42135
The AVSCOM flight safety part program

p 647 A87-46724
Tool to develop real time simulation systems

[INPE-3979-TDL/233) p 137 N87-13179
Integrated communication, navigation, and identification

avionics resource allocation

[AD-Af70357] p 182 N87-13439
Handbook. Volume 1: Validation of digital systems in

avionics and flight control applications
[DOT/FAAICT-82/f15-VOL-1-RE] p 243 N87-15204

Interdisciplinary and multilevel optimum design
[NASA-TM-89077] p 243 N87-15205

PRODAT system architecture --- communication

network p 266 N87-t5371
AAAI (American Association on Artificial Intelligence)

Workshop on AI (Artificial Intelligence) Simulation
[AD-A174053] p 396 N87-19031

Activities report in systems
[ETN-87-99371] p407 N87-20962

Research and development of aircraft control actuation
systems
[AD-A177491] p 522 N87-21958

Evolution of combat performance of the Hawk light
combat aircraft p 509 N87-22668

Integrated design of structures p 509 N87-22669

Propulsion system technologies for thrust vectoring
p 519 N87-22670

Development of Integrated Programs for
Aerespace-Vehicle Design (IPAD)
[NASA-CR-181274] p 796 N87.28299

Infrared simulation model SENSAT-2

[DFVLR.FB-87-10] p 854 N87-28950
The SIFT hardware/software systems, Volume 1: A

detailed descdption
[NASA-TM-87574] p 858 N87-29186

SYSTEMS INTEGRATION

Integration of GPS with other radionavigation systems
p 21 A87-12680

Turbine bypass remote augmentor lift system for
V/STOL aircraft p 105 A87-14364

Integrated active control systems: Methods of
algorithmic integration --- Russian book

p 135 A87-14682
Fault-tolerant C31 system A(0), A(I), MTBF allocations

p 86 A87.15427
Synthesis and test issues for future aircraft inertial

systems integration p 157 A87o16751
Terrain-based information - A reason to integrate

p 157 A87-16814
lESS - Dynamic test and evaluation facility for integrated

CNI --- Integrated Electromagnetic System Simulator for
Communication, Navigation, and Identification

p 192 A87-16827
The B-1B Central Integrated Test System Expert

Parameter System pf79 A87-16839
An integrated vehicle management system concept for

military transport p 187 A87-16849
X-29 advanced technology integration for tomorrow's

fighter aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 86-2613] p 162 A87-17877

X-29 - Managing an integrated advanced technology
design
[AIAA PAPER 86-2630] p 163 A87-17889

Aircraft interactive system management - From pencils
to computers
[AIAA PAPER 86-2631] p 209 A87-17890

Translating supportability requirements into design
reality
[AIAA PAPER 86-2665] p 197 A87-t7910

A multi-purpose airborne integration display and data
collection system for monitoring jet engines
[AIAA PAPER 86-2719] p 180 A87-t7943

Management of utility systems in the Experimental
Aircraft Programme p 181 A87-18998

The system concept and the design engineer
) 211 A87-20938

Universal receiver for ICNIA ) 434 A87-31460

Helicopter avionics architecture for integrating flight
critical functions ) 434 A87-31466

Avionics system development in a ground based
laboratory environment _ 450 A87-31476

A Hardware and Software Integration Facility (HSIF) for
SH-60F CV-Helo ) 451 A87-31478

Integrated controls - Preparing for the Advanced Tactical
Fighter ) 443 A87-31540

Modular ICNIA packaging technology
) 436 A87.31546

System methods for avionics development and
integration ) 401 A87-31548

Integrated flight/propulsion control for next generation
military aircraft
[SAE PAPER 861726] p 437 A87-32615

DFVLR develops inexpensive integrated navigation,
communication and airspace surveillance system based
on the distance measuring system DME

p 425 A87-35177
Rotorcraff integration for improved mission cost

effectiveness p 504 A87-35671

Avionics systems integration - There is a better way
p 510 A87-35672

Helicopter systems integration p 504 A87-35673
Integrated 1553 Data Bus Monitor System

p 499 A87-37417
Complementing INS with air data - An improved

navigation system p 578 A87-39411
Sensor management for a fault tolerant integrated

inertial flight control reference and navigation system
p 581 A87-41397

EH101 cockpit design p 661 A87-43404
Irish Dauphin helicopter S.A.R. system flight tests ---

Search and Rescue p 648 A87-43455
Engine design and systems integration for propfan and

high bypass turbofan engines
[AIAA PAPER 87-1730] p 665 A87.45169

Advanced fighter thrust reverser integration for minimum
landing distance
[AIAA PAPER 87-1923] p 655 A87-45302

Integration of propulsion/integration test results through
the use of reference plane transfers
[AIAA PAPER 87-1964] p 670 A87-45333

Integration of engine/aircraft control - 'How far is it
sensible to go' p 674 A87-46226

Integrated avionics system - Impact on costs
p 799 A87-48067

Integrated avionics systems - Where are they headed
]SAE PAPER 871035] p 755 A87-48763

A new simulation model building process for use in
dynamic systems integration research
[AIAA PAPER 87-2498] p 794 A87-49169

Translating supportability requirements into design
reality p 789 A87-50333

Dynamic performance and stability of integrated
communication and control systems
[AIAA PAPER 87-2603] p 775 A87.50564

Engine-Airframe Integration for Rotorcraff
[AGARD-LS-148] p 26 N87-10067

Engine-airframe integration for rotorcraft: System
specifications and qualification p 27 N87-10074

Interdisciplinary and multilevel optimum design
[NASA-TM.89077] p 243 N87-15205

Simulation of an integrated fire and flight control system
for air-to-air gunnery
[ETN-67-99479] p 449 N87-20293

InerfiaI-GPS: A marriage of reason, an analysis
p 500 N87-21885

Some experiences in integrating avionic systems on the
civil flight deck p 511 N87-21902

Propulsion system technologies for thrust vectoring
p 519 N87-22670

Trends in ground-based and in-flight simulators for
development applications p 600 N87-23645

The integration and operational suitability of emerging
technologies for future fighter aircraft: A pilot's
perspective p 587 N87o24454

A rotorcraft flight/propulsion control integration study
[NASA-CR-179574] p 587 N87-24457

Simulator systems integration p 687 N87-25283
Advances in Guidance and Control Systems and

Technology
[AGARD-CP-411] p 822 N87-29474

Joint development of the Multi-function Integrated
Inertial Sensor Assembly (MnSA) p 852 N87-29479

Configuration design of a helicopter integrated
navigation system p 823 N87-29480

SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT

Innovations in aircraft systems management to meet
1990-2000 requirements
[AIAA PAPER 86-2629] p 209 A87-17888

Aircraft interactive system management - From pencils
to computers
[AIAA PAPER 86-2631] p 209 A87-17890

Activities report in systems
[ETN-87-99371] p 407 N87o20962

SYSTEMS SIMULATION
ATMOS: Real-time simulation of

man/machine-interaction in air traffic management
(ATMOS - Air Traffic Management and Operations
Simulator) p 236 A87-23068

Artificial intelligence and simulation --- Book
p 332 A87-26094

Capacity management of air traffic control computer
systems p 395 A87-30274

A new simulation model building process for use in
dynamic systems integration research
[AIAA PAPER 87-2498] p 794 A87-49169

Development of a real-time blade element aeroelastic
rotor

[AIAA PAPER 87-2500] p 749 A87-49171

AH-64 Combat Mission Simulator tactical system
[AIAA PAPER 87-2575] p 779 A87-49176

A simulated instrument, serial bus system --- aircraft
instruments

[LM/TR/654/2/2] p 183 N87-1432g

Transition fixing and simulation of high Reynolds number
flow at transonic velocities p 229 N87-15169

Integrating a head-up display with dome visual simulation

technology
[AD-A175222] p 366 N87-19394

The role of simulation in helicopter development
[MBB-UD-435/86] p 687 N87-25333

Optimal cooperative control synthesis of active
displays
[NASA-CR-4058] p 705 N87-25807

An investigation of helicopter higher harmonic control
using a dynamic system coupler simulation

p 682 N87-26051

Modeling of Systems for Aircraft Guidance and Air Traffic
Control for Research, Development, and Evaluation ---
conference

[DFVLR.MI'I-]'o86-24] p 821 N87-28530

Modeling of the fault situation in navigation systems
p 821 N87.28534

Simulation of strapdown systems for error analysis, and

modeling for navigation with other sensor systems
p 821 N87-28535

A multichannel model for the description of the pilot in
the closed control system, for the evaluation of future
aircraft guidance systems p 822 N87-28537

Models of the description of air traffic control scenarios,
for the evaluation of future air traffic control systems

p 822 N87-28538

Models for the ground based approach planning system
Computer Oriented Metering Planning and Advisory
System (COMPAS) p 822 N87-28539

Systems evaluation procedure using simulation
illustrated by the Computer Oriented Metering Planning
and Advisory System (COMPAS) project

p 822 N87-28540
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SUBJECT INDEX TASKS

SYSTEMS STABILITY

Singular perturbations in systems and control
p 473 A87-31550

T

1-37 AIRCRAFT
Performance of three visual approach landing light

systems p 424 A87-33052
T-38 AIRCRAFT

Application of multiple objective optimization techniques
to finite element model tuning p 266 A87-22819

Production implementation of titanium superelastically
formed/diffusion bonded structure p 782 A87-48019

T-56 ENGINE

A derivative engine based on new technology - Low
risk; cost effective
[AIAA PAPER 87-1910] p 669 A87-45292

Digital control development for the T56-A-427
[AIAA PAPER 87-2013] p 670 A87-45353

Effects of inlet temperature and pressure upon the
generalized performance parameters of the T56 engine

p 761 A87-49210
TABLES (DATA)

Census of US civil aircraft, calendar year 1986
lAD-A183423] p 802 N87-29406

FAA (Federal Aviation Administration) air traffic activity
FY 1986
[AD-A183624] p 602 N87-29407

TACAN
TACAN/INS Performance Evaluation (TIPE) flight test

report
lAD-A180136] p 650 N87-25313

TACTILE DISCRIMINATION
Voice control of cockpit systems p 837 N87-29526

TAIL ASSEMBLIES
Design and manufacturing of a CFRP tail fin for the

A300
[MBB-UT-006-86] p 93 A87-14026

A method for supressing the flutter of a tail unit with a
nonbalanced control surface p 252 A87-20404

NOTAR helicopter - A new approach to helicopters
[SAWE PAPER 1734] p505 A87-36299

New aerodynamic design of the fenestron for improved
performance p 651 A87-43403

The Airbus rudder - An example of new fabrication
technologies p 623 A87-44228

NOTAR (No Tail Rotor) - Proof of concept
p 742 A87-47836

Interactive development of structural components for
lightweight fiber-reinforced composite designs - The case
of the Airbus vertical tails
[MBB-UT-023-86] p 750 A87-49964

Pilot report - A tale about flying the NOTAR
p 750 A87-50224

Wind tunnel test of the modified goldschmied model
with propulsion and empennage: Analysis of test results
[AD-A167360] p 13 N87-10045

Effects of tail span and empennage arrangement on
drag of a typical single-engine fighter aft end
[NASA-TP-:_35;)] n 1F; NR7.1(3R.':IR

Interference effects of thrust reversing on horizontal tail
effectiveness of twin-engine fighter aircraft at Math
numbers from 0.15 to 0.90

[NASA-TP-2350] p 36 N87-10870
Length adjustable strut link with low aerodynamic drag

lAD-D012279] p 77 N87-12543
Flight investigation of the effect of tail configuration on

stall, spin, and recovery characteristics of a low-wing
general aviation research airplane
[NASA-TP-2644] p 300 N87-16815

Effects of empennage surface location on aerodynamic
characteristics of a twin-engine afterbody model with
nonaxisymmetric nozzles

[NASA-TP-2392] p 302 N87-17693
Investigation of empennage buffeting

[NASA-CR-179426] p 392 N87-19754
Battle damage repair of composite structures

p 405 N87-20189
Effects of afterbody boattail design and empennage

arrangement on aeropropulsive characteristics of a
twin-engine fighter model at transonic speeds
[NASA-TP-2704] p 492 N87-21873

On the nonlinear aerodynamic and stability
characteristics of a generic chine-forebody slender.wing
fighter configuration

[NASA-TM-89447] p 643 N87-25305
Design of a composite tail for the Airbus A.320

[MBB-UT-12-86] p 658 N87-25315
Flight characteristics test of the UH-60A with tail boom

mounted strake

[AD-A180791] p 751 N87-26896
Development of a reduced area horizontal tail for a wide

body jet aircraft
[NASA-CR-172278] p 837 N87.28564

Advanced manufacturing development of a composite
empennage component for L-1011 aircraft. Phase 3:
Production readiness verification testing
[NASA-CR-172383-PH-3] p 845 N87-28616

Estimation of sideforce, yawing moment and rolling
moment derivatives due to rate of roll for complete aircraft
at subsonic speeds

[ESDU-85010] p 826 N87-29490
TAIL ROTORS

NOTAR helicopter - A new approach to helicopters
[SAWE PAPER 1734] p 505 A87-36299

An analysis of in-fin tail rotor noise
p 652 A87-43427

Damage tolerance concepts for modern helicopters
p 653 A87-43449

Investigations of blede-vortices in the
rotor-downstream p 721 A87-48970

Flight service evaluation of composite helicopter
components
[NASA-CR-178149] p 41 N67-10162

TAIL SURFACES

Effects of empennage surface location on aerodynamic
characteristics of a twin-engine afterbody model with
nonaxisymmetric nozzles
[NASA-TP-2392] p 302 N87-17693

TAILLESS AIRCRAFT

Flying-wing SST for the Pacific p 162 A87-17144
Flying wing could stealthily reappear

p 657 A87-46870
On the nonlinear aerodynamic and stability

charectedstics of a genedc chine-forebody slender-wing
fighter configuration
[NASA-TM-89447] p 643 N87-25305

TAKEOFF

Guidance strategies for near-optimum take-off
performance in a windshear p24 A87-12138

Airplane flight through wind-shear turbulence
p 80 A87-14371

Bolt-on STOL kit --- for shorter takeoff by attitude
controlling struts in landing gear of fighters

p 160 A87-16927
Numedcal simulation of a flexible aircraft taking-off and

landing on uneven runway p190 A87-18529
Wind shear; Proceedings of the Aerospace Technology

Conference and Exposition, Long Beach, CA, Oct. 13-16,
1986

[SAE SP-681] p 351 A87-29584
Takeoff predictions for powered-lift aircraft

[SAE PAPER 861630] p 359 A67-29635

The optimization of longitudinal aircraft motion control
during take-off p 373 A87-30407

PAN AIR analysis of a transport high-lift configuration
p 348 A87-31292

A quasi-stationary calculation model for simulating
helicopter starting and landing procedures with emphasis
on the ground effects
[DGLR PAPER 86-152] p 506 A87-36771

Effect of the longitudinal static stability margin on the
take-off mass of aircraft p 596 A87-42140

Maximum survival capability of an aircraft in a severe
windshear p 680 A87-44254

Onboard instrumentation for fliqht test takeoff

performance p fsf52 AB/-4612{5
Optimization and acceleration guidance of flight

trajectories in a windshear p 755 A87.47807
Takeoff and landing in a downburst

p 738 A87-50344
Evaluation of a takeoff performance monitoring

system
[AIAA PAPER 87-2256] p 757 A87.50419

Feedback control for penetrating a downburst

[AIAA PAPER 87-2343] p 771 A87-50462
The problem of the aviation-meteorological prediction

of strong surface winds in eastern Bulgaria
p 853 A87-51195

Development of a takeoff performance monitoring
system
[AIAA PAPER 86-2145] p 828 A87-52962

USAF test pilot school. Flying qualities textbook, volume
2, part 2
[AD.A170960] p 173 N87-13432

Accident of the DC-10 EC-DEG aircraft at Malaga on
September 13, 1982
[NASA-TM-88007] p 156 N87-14305

Survey of track keeping and altitudes on Heathrow and
Gatwick Standard Instrument Departure routes --- London
airports
[CAA-PAPER-84018] p 160 N67-14308

Measurements of landing gear loads of a commuter
airliner

[FFA.TN.1986-37] p 176 N87-14323
Boundary layer transition control for takeoff and landing

configurations p 242 N87-15162
Development of a takeoff performance monitoring

system
[NASA.CR-178255] p 437 N87.20264

Aircraft accident report: Southern Air Transport LOGAIR
Flight 51, Lockheed L-382G, Kelly Air Force Base, Texas,
October 4, 1986
[PB87-910404] p 576 N87-23604

Interpretation in terms of the response of a one
degree-of-freedom oscillator to two successive
disturbances p 585 N87-23610

Simulation of aircraft behaviour on and close to the
ground: Summary of AGARD°lc6)ograph AG-285

p 600 N87-23640

Aircraft accident report: Midwest Express Airlines, Inc.,
DC-9-14, N100ME, General Billy Mitchell Field, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, September 6, 1985
[PB87-910401] p 576 N87-24438

Control of aircraft under severe wind shear conditions

p 682 N87-26050

Simulation of automatic precision departures and missed
approaches using the microwave landing system
[NASA-CR-178312] p 741 N87-26893

Analysis of Convair 990 rejected-takeoff accident with
emphasis on decision making, training and procedures
[NASA-TM-100189] p 819 N87-29471

TAKEOFF RUNS
Dynamic loading of aircraft during ground operations

p 298 A87-25522

Changes in the free flow inthe intake of a turbojet engine
dudng the aircraft takeoff run p 640 A87-46351

Classification of the load-carrying capacity of runway
surfaces by the ACN-PCN method. IV

p 777 A87-47316
Aircraft accident report: NASA 712, Convair 990,

N7t2NA, March Air Force Base, California, July 17, 1985,
executive summary
[NASA-TM-87356-VOL-1] p 495 N87-21878

Aircraft accident report: NASA 712, Convair 990,
N712NA, March Air Force Base, California, July 17, 1985,
facts and analysis
[NASA-TM-87356-VOL-2] p 496 N87-21879

TANDEM ROTOR HELICOPTERS

Boeing 360 - Helicopter hi-tech p 583 A87-39951
TANDEM WING AIRCRAFT

Supersonic STOVL fighter concepts featuring the hybdd
tandem-fan propulsion system p 172 A87-19281

Are tandem, diamond, joined and Warren wings
related? p 583 A87-39478

TANGENTS
Drag measurements of blunt stores tangentially mounted

on a flat plate at supersonic speeds
[NASA-TP-2742] p 734 N87-27626

TAPE RECORDERS
The Fairchild CVDR: A new combination voice and data

recorder --- Cockpit Voice and Data Recorder (CVDR)
p 33 N87-10095

TAPERING

The effect of gyroscopic forces on dynamic stability and
response of spinning tapered blades
[AIAA PAPER 87-0737] p 464 A87-33663

TARGET ACQUISITION

Rapid target Iocator p 18 A87-10944
Precision point target tracking p 101 A87-13545
Covert oenetration svstems future strateoic aircraft

missions will require a new sensor system approach
p 178 A87-16744

In-flight resolution and sensitivity evaluation for airborne
thermal imaging systems p 245 A87-19695

An integrated navigation system for advanced attack
helicopters p 422 A87-31468

Advanced Helmet Integrated Display Systems
p 434 A87-31470

Airborne radar sensor and display processing
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Experimental results of aeroelastic instability of an axial
compressor p 762 A87-49976

Reactivation study for NASA Lewis Research Center's
Hypersonic Tunnel Facility
[AIAA PAPER 87-1886] p 779 A87-50190

The NASA strain gage laboratory p 838 A87-52494
Exterior electromagnetic response of NASA F-106

aircraft
[AD-A171875] p 174 N87-13435

Compendium of NASA Langley reports on hypersonic
aerodynamics
[NASA-TM-87760] p 291 N87-16802

A distributed data acquisition system for aeronautics test
facilities
[NASA-TM-88961] p 315 N87-16851

Full-scale thrust reverser testing in an altitude facility
[NASA-TM-88967] p 376 N87-18575

BAE Wharton Hot Gas Laboratory

[ARG-207] p 376 N87-18577

Langley aerospace test highlights - 1986
[NASA-TM-89144] p 550 N87-22602

Applications and requirements for real-time simulators

in ground-test facilities
[NASA-TP-2672] p 548 N87-23202

Reactivation study for NASA Lewis Research Center's
hypersonic tunnel facility
[NASA-TM-89918] p 603 N87-23664

Magnetostatic surface field measurement facility
lAD-A178258] p 612 N87-23850

A high temperature fatigue and structures testing
facility
[NASA-TM-100151] p 701 N87-26399

Some innovations and accomplishments of Ames
Research Center since its inception
[NASA-TM-88348] p 716 N87-27609

Rotor dynamics test facility
[ONERA-RT-20/3239-RY-054R-0] p 839 N87-28567

First article noise survey of the A/F32T-9 large turbo
fan engine enclosed noise suppressor system, far-field
noise, McConnell AFB, Kansas
[AD-A182475] p 860 N87-29308

Parachute systems technology: Fundamentals,
concepts, and applications
[DE87-011722] p 815 N87-29416

Langley Aircraft Landing Dynamics Facility
[NASA-RP-1189] p 839 N87-29544

TEST FIRING

Application of ceramics to ramjet engine nozzles
p 690 A87-46221

TEST RANGES

The Air Force Flight Test Center - Now and the future
p 684 A87-45125

TEST STANDS

An experimental investigation of turbine case
treatments

[AIAA PAPER 87-1919] p 669 A87-45299
Wind tunnels and test rigs of the Department of

Aeronautics, Imperial College
[IC-AERO-86-02] p 193 N87-13455

Outdoor test stand performance of a convertible engine
with variable inlet guide vanes for advanced rotorcraff
propulsion
[NASA-TM-88939] p 307 N87-16825

TESTING TIME
The role of short duration facilities in gas turbine

research p 685 A87-46222
TESTS

Avionics Maintenance 2010 p 181 A87-19069
TETHERED BALLOONS

Emergency descent simulation of an aerostat after

breakaway
[AIAA PAPER 87-2440] p 736 A87-48644

The effect of periodic ballonet jet exhaust on the stability
of a tethered aerostat

[AIAA PAPER 87-2504] p 765 A87-48647
Nonlinear dynamic simulation of a moored aerostat

[AIAA PAPER 87-2505] p 736 A87-48648
TETHERING

Guidebook for analysis of tether applications
[NASA-CR-178904] p 38 N87-10169

TETHERLINES

Guidebook for analysis of tether applications
[NASA-CR-178904] p 38 N87-10169

TETRACHLORIDES
Applications of the titanium tetrachloride method for flow

visualization in aerodynamic testing p 806 A87-52324
TEXAS

Revised Uniform Summary of Surface Weather
Observations (RUSSWO). Parts A-F Ellington ANGB,
Texas

[AD-A169389] p 133 N87-13105
THERMAL ABSORPTION

Radiative and convective heat transfer over ablating
composite flat surface in hypersonic flow regime
lAD-A182119] p 810 N87-28503

THERMAL ANALYSIS

Automated thermal and reliability analysis of avionics
designs
[AIAA PAPER 86-2730] p 180 A87-17948

Ice protection thermal modelling techniques
p 171 A87-19270

The effectiveness of heat-protection coatings on the
blades of gas turbine engines p 465 A87-34272

HALE thermal balance --- High Altitude Long Endurance
remotely piloted vehicles
(AIAA PAPER 87-2172] p 656 A87-45452

Automated thermal and reliability analysis of avionics
designs p 757 A87-50335

Aerodynamic measurements and thermal tests of a
strain-gage balance in a cryogenic wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-89039] p 466 N87-20517

THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY

Ceramic coatings for advanced heat engines - A review
and projection p 379 A87-29571

Forced convection heat transfer to air/water vapor
mixtures p 385 A87-30706

Fuels combustion research
[AD-A172429] p 260 N87-16093

The utilization of thin film sensors for measurements

in turbomachinery p 468 N87-21195
THERMAL CONTROL COATINGS

Dip process thermal barrier coatings for gas turbines
p 322 A87-26114

Ceramic coatings for advanced heat engines - A review
and projection p 379 A87-29571

A study of the thermal-stross state of gas turbine engine
blades with protective coatings p 664 A87-43640

New ZrO2-Yb203 plasma-sprayed coatings for thermal
barrier applications p 843 A87-53623

Introduction to life modeling of thermal barrier
coatings p 43 N87-11195

Thermal barrier coating life prediction model
development p 52 N87-11199

THERMAL CYCLING TESTS

Dip process thermal barrier coatings for gas turbines
p 322 A87-26114

The effect of multiple elevated temperature bonding
cycles on AS/3501-6 mechanical properties

p 529 A87-38617
Durability characterization of ceramic materials for gas

turbines p 690 A87-45898
Advanced composite combustor structural concepts

program
[NASA-CR-174733] p 458 N87-20387

THERMAL DEGRADATION
Degradation mechanisms of sulfur and nitrogen

containing compounds during thermal stability testing of
model fuels
[AIAA PAPER 87-2039J p 690 A87-45372

THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY
Quantitative thermal diffusivity measurements of

composites p 45 A87-10750
THERMAL EMISSION

Application of SPATE to high frequency vibration
measurement of aero engine components --- Stress
Pattern Analysis by Thermal Emission (SPATE)
[PNR90373] p 764 N87-27667

THERMAL EXPANSION

Alumina-CoCrAIY material as an improved intermediate
layer for graded ceramic gas-peth sealing in aeroturbine
engines p 40 A87-12928

Ceramic coatings for advanced heat engines - A review
and projection p 379 A87-29571

THERMAL FATIGUE
The effect of protective coatings on the high-temperature

fatigue of heat-rosistant alloys p 195 A87-17465
The effect of muitiple elevated temperature bonding

cycles on AS/3501-6 mechanical properties
p 529 A87-38617

Non-isothermal fatigue crack growth in Hastelloy-X
p 840 A87.51400

Thermal fatigue tests of a radiative heat shield panel
for a hypersonic transport
[NASA-TM-87583] p 845 N87-28643

THERMAL INSTABILITY

Cryogenic wound rotor for lightweight, high voltage
generators
lAD-D012370] p 130 N87-12768

THERMAL INSULATION

Determination of dynamic stresses in the heat*insulating
coatings of flight vehicles during aerodynamic heating

p 72 A87-15223

Thermal barrier coatings for engine applications
[AD-A172983] p 260 N87-16146

THERMAL PROTECTION
The effectiveness of heat-protection coatings on the

blades of gas turbine engines p 465 A87-34272
Aerothermal tests of spherical dome protuberances on

a flat plate at a Mach number of 6.5
[NASA-TP-2631] p 201 N87-t3664

Thermal fatigue tests of a radiative heat shield panel
for a hypersonic transport
[NASA-TM-87583] p 845 N87-28643

THERMAL RADIATION
Radiation heat transfer in combustion systems

p 785 A87-47165

THERMAL RESISTANCE
Semi-interpenetrating networks of LARC-TPI

p 529 A87-38602
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High-strength, high-temperature intermetatiic
compounds p 840 A87-51301

High-temperature polymers for adhesive and composite
applications p 843 A87-53888

THERMAL STABILITY

Development of a toughened bismateimide resin prepreg
for carbon fiber composites p 40 A87-12667

Materials for aerospace p 194 A87-17283
Thermal sensors utilizing thin layer technology applied

to the analysis of aeronautical thermal exchanges
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-193] p 264 A87-21092

Degradation mechanisms of sulfur and nitrogen
containing compounds dedng thermal stability testing of
model fuels
[AIAA PAPER 87-2039] p 690 A87-45372

Military aircraft 4-cSt gas turbine engine oil
development p 841 A87-52403

THERMAL STRESSES

A reinforcing band near the flange of a heated cylindrical
casing p 48 A87-12445

An equation of state for the matedal of the nozzle vanes
of a ges.turbine engine under thermal cycling in a
sulfur-containing medium p 379 A87-29203

Thermal end thermally stressed state of trigonal prisms
modeling the operation of the edges of gas turbine
blades p 382 A87-29204

A study of the thermal-stress state of gas turbine engine
blades with protective coatings p 664 A87-43640

Finite element analysis and redesign of jet engine starter
breech chamber

[ASME PAPER 86-WA/DE.20] p 664 A87-43702
Toward improved durability in advanced combustors and

turbines: Progress in the prediction of thermomechanical
loads
[NASA-TM-88932] p 832 N87-28551

THERMOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES
Thermochemical evaluation of fuel candidates for ramjet

propulsion p 121 A87-t3659
THERMOCOUPLES

Thermal sensors utilizing thin layer technology applied
to the analysis of aeronautical thermal exchanges
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-193] p 264 A87-21092

Unsteady heat transfer coefficient estimation for long
duration
[AIAA PAPER 86-1240] p 264 A87-21534

Temperature detection system for use on film cooled
turbine airfoils

[AD-D012475] p 251 N87-15971
THERMODYNAMIC CYCLES

Turbofan engine cycle design selection - Year 2000
[AIAA PAPER 86-2705] p 184 A87-17937

Cycle selection considerations for high Mach
applications
[AIAA PAPER 87-2105] p 672 A87.45410

Compound cycle engine for helicopter application
[NASA-CR-175110] p677 N87-25323

THERMODYNAMIC EFFICIENCY

A whole-system analysis of recuperated gas turbines
p 305 A87-25884

Thermal barrier coatings for engine applications
[AD-A172983] p 260 N87-16146

THERMODYNAMIC EQUILIBRIUM

of a feeder turbine of a turbojet

[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-190] p 248 A87-21089
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES

Performance analysis of a mixed flow turbofan engine
at the design point p 367 A87-29388

Theory and design of turbocompressors (2nd revised
and enlarged edition) --- Russian book

p 535 A87-39175
Analysis and verification of the icing scaling equations.

Volume 1: Revision

[AD-A167976] p 85 N87.12551
Numerical study of high speed viscous flows

[AD-A178639] p 542 N87-22940
THERMODYNAMICS

Characterization and dynamical studies of polymers in
dipolar (aprotic) liquids
[AD-A169243] p 123 N87-12685

USAF test pilot school. Performance phase textbook,
volume 1

[AD-A170957] p 173 N87-13430
Thermodynamic study of ramjet engines

[INPE-4071-RPE/527] p 370 N87-18567
Theoretical kinetic computations in complex reacting

systems p 476 N87-20277
THERMOELASTICITY

Determination of dynamic stresses in the heat-insulating
coatings of flight vehicles during aerodynamic heating

p 72 A87-15223
3D and axisymmetric thermo-elestic stress analysis by

BEASY p 609 A87-41269
THERMOGRAPHY

Transient thermal technique for infrared non destructive
testing of composite materials p 261 A87-19689

THERMOMECHANICAL TREATMENT
Superplasticity in aeroengine titanium alloy VT-9 and

its modified compositions p 39 A87-12096
Precision forging of titanium alloys

p 781 A87-47993
THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES

Thermal and flammability charactedzation of graphite
composites p 688 A87-43398

THERMOPLASTIC RESINS

Properties and processing of fiber-reinforced
pelyetheretherketone (PEEK) p38 A87-11372

Rotational molding of high temperature thermoplastics
p 199 A87-19219

The effect of fibre characteristics on the morphology
and performanoe of semi-crystalline thermoplastic
composites p 378 A87-28140

The 'MOEN' real time heating system for curing and
forming 350 deg resin and 700 de9 thermoplastic
composites p 461 A87-32207

Development of failure resistant bismaleimide/carbon
composites p 457 A87-34845

Review of the role of thermoplastics inairborne radomes
for the t990s p 604 A87-41305

High-performance adhesives on the line
p 783 A87-50617

THERMOPLASTIClTY

Characterization and modeling of the high temperature
flow behavior of aluminum alloy 2024

p 455 A87-32032
Thermoplastic composite C-130 belly skins - Design,

manufacturing, and test
[AIAA PAPER 87-0798] p 403 A87-33598

THICK WALLS

Lightweight sidewalls for aircraft interior noise control
[NASA-CR-t72490] p 138 N87-12323

THICKENERS
Thickened oils p 40 A87-12902

THICKNESS

Second-order thickness terms inunsteady wing theory
p 148 A87-18944

Performance of two 10-1b/soc centrifugal compressors
with different blade and shroud thicknesses operating over
a range of Reynolds numbers
|AIAA PAPER 87-1745] p 762 A87-50188

Pressure measurements on a thick cambered and

twisted 58 deg delta wing at high subsonic speeds
[NASA-TP-2713] p 735 N87-27643

THICKNESS RATIO

Loss of lift due to thickness for low*aspect-ratio wings
in incompressible flow p 557 A87-41683

THIN AIRFOILS
Calculation formulae for lift and moment coefficients for

oscillating arbitrary airfoils in supersonic flow
p 150 A87-19292

The effect of the surface nonisothermality of a thin profile
on the stability of a laminar boundary layer

p 285 A87-25227
Gust response of a flat-plate aerofoil in the time

domain p 345 A87-30446
Curvature and pressure-gradient effects on a

small-defect wake p 410 A87-33453

Surface pressure fluctuations produced by vortex
_ll_UUllly IIUIII _ L;_)a[ee aln'oll p 4_.b A_/-35335

The effect of pitch rate on the dynamic stall or a modified
NACA 23012 aerofoil and comparison with the unmodified
case p 628 A87-43420

Transonic wall interference assessment and corrections
for airfoil data from the 0.3-meter TCT adaptive wall test
section
[AIAA PAPER 87-1431] p 633 A87-44953

Supersonic and transonic supersonic flow
[MPIS-I6/1986] p 811 N87-28508

THIN BODIES
Numerical solution of three-dimensional transonic flows

past an oscillating thin bedy p717 A87-47660

An analysis of the approximation of the aerodynamic
coefficients of thin bodies in a rarefied gas

p 808 A87-53526
THIN FILMS

The utilization of thin film sensors for measurements

in turbomachinery p 468 N87-21195
A curvilineer coordinate thin-layer Navier-Stokes hybrid

scheme for transonic airfoil analysis

[NAL-TR-913] p 492 N87-21872

Thin film strain gage development program
[NASA-CR-t74707] p 850 N87-28883

THIN PLATES

Modeling and analysis of the dynamics of a drill
penetrating a thin plate
[ASME PAPER 86-WA/APM-33] p 46 A87-11112

Interaction of airborne and structure-borne noise
radiated by plates p 796 A87.47352

Scattering of sound by a semi-infinite elastic plate with
a soft backing - A matrix Wiener-Hopf problem

p 859 A87-52846

THREE DIMENSIONAL BODIES

THIN WALLED SHELLS

Geometrically nonlinear theory for thin-walled rods
p 460 A87-31730

Free vibration of a thin cylindrical shell with periodic
circumferential stiffeners p 785 A87-47355

Nonisothermat etasto-visco-plastic response of
shell-type structures p 541 N87-22796

THIN WALLS

Analysis of e composite thin-walled aircraft structure
p 127 A87-15226

Some considerations on the modern beam theory -
Development of the practical methods

p 381 A87-28434

Analytical and expedmental studies on the buckling of
laminated thin-walled structures

[AIAA PAPER 87-0727] p 463 A87-33566
THIN WINGS

Flow of an ideal incompressible fluid past a finite-span
thin wing vibrating with a large amplitude

p 286 A87.25229
Calculation of aerodynamic heat transfer on blunt-nosed

thin wings at angles of attack p 343 A87-28338
A thin wing in compressible flow (2nd revised and

enlarged edition) --. Russian book p 409 A87-32723
Aerodynamic coefficients of a thin wing with elliptic

planform in unsteady motion p 413 A87-35016
Lifting surface calculations in the Laplace domain with

application to root loci p 487 A87-37108
Motion of a high-lift wing in supersonic flow

p 489 A87.39218

Aerodynamic coefficients of a thin elliptic wing in
unsteady motion p 552 A87.39526

Solution of the Volterra integral equation in the problem
of the unsteady motion of a thin wing

p 808 A87-53522
Applicability of linearized-theory attached-flow methods

to design and analysis of flap systems at low speeds for
thin swept wings with sharp leading edges
[NASA-TP-2653] p 230 N87-15174

THIOLS

Polymer systems for rapid sealing of aircraft structures
at low temperature
lAD-A167667] p 41 N87-t0209

THIOPLASTICS

Polymer systems for rapid sealing of aircraft structures
at low temperature
lAD-At67667] p 41 N87-10209

THREE AXIS STABILIZATION

Design and development of a three-axis augmentation
system for a Class Ill STOL assault transport
[AIAA PAPER 86-2709] p 189 A87-17939

Design study for a high.accuracy three-axis test table
p 375 A87-28915

A simulation platform for three-axis attitude control of
a large balloon gondola p 436 A87-32485

THREE DIMENSIONAL BODIES

Utilization of 3-D programs for aircraft design and
development p 88 A87-13646

A study of the shape of the cross-section profile of a
minimum-drag three-dimensional conical body moving in
a rarefied gas p 286 A87-25231

using quadtrees/octrees p 394 A87-27699
The use of singular elements in solving two-dimensional

and three-dimensionel fracture mechanics problems
p 382 A87-29208

The influence of three-dimensional computer-assisted
design systems (CAD) on the design of future
helicopters
[DGLR PAPER 86-168] p 507 A87-36795

Numerical analysis of three-dimensional elastic
membrane wings p 487 A87-37105

Measurement of the drag of various three-dimensional
excrescences in turbulent boundary layers

p 555 A87-41249
3D and axisymmetric thermo-elastic stress analysis by

BEASY p 609 A87-41269
Multigrid methods for calculating the lifting potential

incompressible flows around three-dimensional bodies
p 555 A87-41411

Crack growth prediction in 3D structures under
aeronautical-type spectrum Ioadings
[ONERA, TP NO. 1987-79] p 691 A87-46772

Triple-deck solutions for supersonic flows past flared
cylinders p 716 A87-47161

Acte Aeronautics et Astronautics Sinica (selected
articles)
[AD-A167918] p 3 N87-10004

Viscous wing theory development. Volume 2:
GRUMWlNG computer program user's manual
[NASA-CR-178157] p 13 N87-10044

Numerical grid generation around complete aircraft
configurations p 475 N87-20202

Applications of RAE viscous flow methods near
separation boundaries for three-dimensional wings in
transonic flow p 416 N87-20224
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THREE DIMENSIONAL BOUNDARY LAYER

Aerodynamics of 3-dimensional bodies in transitional
flow
[NASA-CR-181395] p 816 N87-29429

THREE DIMENSIONAL BOUNDARY LAYER
Method of meridional sections in problems involving a

three-dimensional boundary layer p4 A87-10609
Calculation of boundary layer of a three dimensional

S-shaped inlet p 6 A87-11495
Experimental investigations of throe-dimensional

laminar boundary layers on a slender delta wing
p 9 A87-12145

A laminar boundary layer method for flows in planes
of symmetry and application to inclined ellipsoids of
revolution p 9 A87-12146

Applications of two- and three-dimensional interactive
boundary-layer theory to finite wings with flow separation
[AIAA PAPER 87-0590] p 227 A87-22724

An experimental investigation of compressible
throe-dimensional boundary layer flow in annular
diffusers
[AIAA PAPER 87-0366] p 282 A87-24954

A throe-dimensional turbulent boundary layer on a body

of complex shape p 285 A87-25226
Efficient simulation of separated three-dimensional

viscous flows using the boundary-layer equations
p 346 A87-31158

Experiences with the numerical solution of the 3-D
laminar boundary layer equations in streamline
coordinates p 407 A87-31624

Solution of the surface Euler equations for accurate
three-dimensional boundary-layer analysis of aerodynamic

configurations
[AIAA PAPER 87-1154] p 559 A87-42100

An integral method for three-dimensional turbulent
boundary layer with large crossflow
[AIAA PAPER 87-1254] p 564 A87-42347

Analysis and simplified prediction of primary instability
of three-dimensional boundary-layer flows
[AIAA PAPER 87-1337] p 566 A87-42397

Theoretical investigation of secondary instability of
three-dimensional boundary-layer flows

[AIAA PAPER 67-1338] p 566 A87-42398
Stationary disturbances in three-dimensional boundary

layers over concave surfaces
[AIAA PAPER 87-1412] p 632 A87-44945

Linear stability analysis of three-dimensional
compressible boundary layers p 640 A87-46504

A throe-dimensional boundary layer on blunt bodies with

a porous surface at angles of attack and sideslip
p 803 A87-51007

Numerical solution of the 3-dimensional boundary layer
equations in the inverse mode using finite differences

p 11 N87-10005

Three-dimensional layers: Laminar-turbulent transition
p 637 N87-22149

An approach to practical aerodynamic calculations
p 537 N87-22151

THREE DIMENSIONAL FLOW
Unsteady aerodynamic modeling of a fighter wing in

transonic flow p 3 A87-10517

Numerical simulation of viscous supersonic flow over .

a generic fighter configuration p6 A87-11509

A pre-processed implicit algorithm for 3D viscous
compressible flow p6 A87-11510

Finite element computations for high speed 30 inviscid
flows p 7 A87-11542

A survey of composite grid generation for general
t hree-dimensional rogions p56 A87-11779

A quasi-three-dimensional method for diagonal flow
fans p 11 A87-12958

Numerical calculation of three-dimensional inviscid
supersonic flows p66 A87-13504

Theoretical investigations of transonic rotor-blade
aerodynamics p 68 A87-13994

Finite element Navier-Stokes calculation of
three-dimensional turbulent flow near a propeller

p 70 A87-14101

Vortex panel calculation of wake rollup behind a large

aspect ratio wing p 70 A87-14102
Convergence acceleration for a three-dimensional

Euler/Navier.Stokes zonal approach p70 A87-14105

An antidiffusive numerical method solving supersonic
three dimensional viscous separated flows

p 148 A87-18576
A review of current finite difference rotor flow methods

p 149 A67-19275

Euler calculations for rotor configurations in unsteady

forward flight p 150 A87-19276
A full potential rotor analysis with wake influence using

an inner-outer domain technique p 150 A87.19277

The influence of the choice of computational parameters
on the results of three-dimensional potential methods ---
transonic flow
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-169] p 214 A87-21069

Separation in throe-dimensional incompressible flow
Experiments for validation and modeling
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-180] p 214 A87-21079

New numerical techniques in the method of singularities
for application to complex three-dimensional
configurations --- aerodynamic flow simulation
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-186] p 215 A87-21085

Visualization of throe-dimensional forced unsteady

separated flow
[AIAA PAPER 86-1066] p 215 A87-21530

Time dependent computation of the Euler equations for
designing fully 3D turbomachinery blade rows, including
the case of transonic shock free design

[AIAA PAPER 87-0007] p 216 A87-22355

Improvements to an Euler aerodynamic method for
transonic flow analysis

[AIAA PAPER 67-0040] p 217 A87-22373
Finite-volume Euler and Navier-Stokes solvers for

three-dimensional and conical vortex flows over delta

wings
[AIAA PAPER 87-0041] p 217 A87-22374

Three-dimensional nearfield characterization of a

VSTOL jet in turbulent crossflow
[AIAA PAPER 87-0051] p 217 A87-22382

A throe-dimensional grid generation method for
gas-turbine combustor flow computations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0204] p 249 A87-22482

3-D laser velocimeter investigations of a generic fighter
flowfield

[AIAA PAPER 87-0331] p 265 A87-22565
Throe-dimensional Euler solutions on blocked grids

using an implicit two-pass algorithm
[AIAA PAPER 87-0450] p 225 A87-22642

Spanwise-pedodic 3-D disturbances in the wake of a

slightly stalled wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-0456] p 226 A87-22648

Simulation of external flowfields using a
three-dimensional Euler/Navier-Stokes algorithm
[AIAA PAPER 87-0484] p 226 A87-22664

An Euter correction method for two- and

three-dimensional transonic flows
[AIAA PAPER 87-0522] p 226 A67-22684

Numerical and experimental investigation of a propeller
flowfield with a 3-D non-uniform inflow
[AIAA PAPER 87-0607] p 228 A87-22735

Panel methods - PAN AIR p 276 A87-23629

A discussion about the mean $2 stream surfaces applied

to calculation of quasi-3-D flow in turbomachinery
p 279 A87-23759

Three-dimensional flow effects in a two-dimensional

supersonic air intake p 279 A87-24009
Calculation of three-dimensional cavity flowfields

[AIAA PAPER 87-0117] p 281 A87-24921
Three-dimensional flow produced by a pitching-plunging

model dragonfly wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-0121] p 275 A87-24922

Analytical and experimental evaluation of a 3-D

hypersonic fixed-geometry, swept, mixed compression
inlet

[AIAA PAPER 87-0159] p 281 A87-24931
Numerical simulation of throe-dimensional supersonic

inlet flow fields
[AIAA PAPER 87-0160] p 282 A87-24932

Multizone Euler marching technique for flow over single
and multibody configurations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0592] p 285 A87-24990

A study of supersonic three-dimensional flow past
pointed axisymmetric bodies p 286 A87-25232

Method for analyzing four-hot-wire probe
measurements p 322 A87-25913

Transonic potential flow computations around finite
wings p 288 A87-27475

Nonplanar, supersonic, throe-dimensional, oscillatory,
piecewise continuous-kernel function method

p 342 A87-28073
Second-order boundary layers for steady,

incompressible, three-dimensional stagnation point flows
p 345 A87-30075

Mesh generation by a sequence of transformations ---
for three dimensional aircraft shape mapping

p 361 A87-30443
Two- and three-dimensional viscous computations of a

hypersonic inlet flow
[AIAA PAPER 87-0283] p 346 A87-31106

Selected vortex-liff research at NASA Langley Research
Center p 346 A87-31129

Analysis of throe-dimensional separated flow with the
bou ndary-layer equations p346 A87-31156

Solution of inverse problem of transonic flow on $2
surface using an elliptic algorithm p 347 A87-31166

Supersonic inviscid-flow A throe.dimensional

characteristics approach p 408 A87-32115
Three-dimensional hypersonic flow of a dusty gas past

a wing p 485 A87.36088

SUBJECT INDEX

Simulation of viscous flows by zonal solutions of Euler,
boundary-layer and Navier-Stokes equations
[MBB-S-PUB-272] p 486 A87-36801

A computational method for three-dimensional flow
fields of transonic turbine stages and its application

p 486 A87-36916

Analysis of computation methods in $2 stream surfaces
for quasi-throe-dimensional design of turbine

p 486 A87-36920

Computations with 3-D Euler code for wings
p 487 A87-37205

3 D wing analysis using a low order panel method
p 488 A87.37213

A vertex based muitigrid algorithm for three dimensional
compressible flow calculations p 489 A87-38493

Experimental analysis of the flow through a
three-dimensional transonic channel

p 553 A87-39708

Euter analysis of transonic propeller flows
p 553 A87-39813

Stability and transition of throe-dimensional flows
p 553 A87-40079

FAS muitigrid employing ILU/SIP smoothing - A robust
fast solver for 3D transonic potential flow

p 555 A87-41419
Methods for numerical simulation of leading edge vortex

flow p 556 A87-41511

Comparison of measured and computed pitot pressures
in a leading edge vortex from a delta wing

p 556 A87-41512
Application of an upwind algorithm to the

three-dimensional parabolized Navier-Stokes equations
[AIAA PAPER 87-1112] p 567 A87-42061

Three dimensional hypersonic flow simulations with the
CSCM implicit upwind Navier-Stokes method ---
Conservative Supra-Characteristic Method
[AIAA PAPER 87-1114] p 557 A87-42063

Three dimensional mesh generation by triangulation of

arbitrary point sets
[AIAA PAPER 87-1124] p 617 A87-42073

Time-accurate Euler equations solutions on dynamic

blocked grids
[AIAA PAPER 87-1127] p 558 A87-42076

An implicit, upwind, finite-volume method for solving the
three-dimensional, thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations
[AIAA PAPER 87-1149] p 558 A87-42095

On the recent difference schemes for the
throe-dimensional Euler equations
[AIAA PAPER 87-1151 ] p 618 A87-42097

A fast implicit MAF scheme for solving 3D transonic
potential flow in turbomachines --- multigdd approximate
factorization
[AIAA PAPER 87-1153] p 559 A87-42099

Calculations of unsteady Navier-Stokes equations
around an oscillating 3-D wing using moving grid system
[AIAA PAPER 87-1158] p 559 A87-42104

An efficient procedure for the numerical solution of
three-dimensional viscous flows
[AIAA PAPER 87-1159] p 560 A87-42105

Numerical simulation of transonic propeller flow using
a three-dimensional small disturbance code employing
novel helical coordinates

[AIAA PAPER 87-1162] p 560 A87-42107

Color graphics techniques for shaded surface displays
of aerodynamic flowfield parameters
[AIAA PAPER 87-1182] p 619 A87-42125

Three-dimensional unsteady Euler solutions for propfans
and counter-rotating propfans in transonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 87-1197] p 562 A87-42314

Computations of three-dimensional cavity flow at
subsonic and supersonic Mach numbers
[AIAA PAPER 87-1208] p 562 A87-42317

Numerical simulation of supersonic flow over a
three-dimensional cavity
[AIAA PAPER 67-1288] p 565 A87-42363

Vortex simulation of three-dimensional mixing layers

[AIAA PAPER 87-1311 ] p 565 A87-42378
Numerical simulation of three-dimensional flow fields in

turbomachinery blade rows using the compressible
Navier-Stokes equations
[AIAA PAPER 87-1314] p 565 A87-42380

Throe-dimensional transition studies at ONERA/CERT
[AIAA PAPER 87-1335] p 566 A87-42395

Application of tomography in 3-D transonic flows
[AIAA PAPER 87-1374] p 567 A87-42419

A zonal method for modeling 3-D aircraft flow fields with

jet plume effects
[AIAA PAPER 87-1436] p 569 A87-42480

High resolution upwind schemes for the
three-dimensional incompressible Navier-Stokes

equations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0547] p 569 A87-42650

Throe-dimensional problems in computational fluid

dynamics .-- Russian book p 693 A87-42916
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A computational study of the fiowfield surrounding the
Aeroassist Flight Experiment vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 87-1575] p626 A87-43084

Application of a 3D Euler code to transonic blade tip
flow p628 A87-43419

Visualization of three-dimensional structures about a
pitching forward swept wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-1322] p 631 A87-44929

An LDA investigation of three-dimensional normal
shock-boundary layer interactions in a corner
[AIAA PAPER 87-1369] p 632 A87-44938

Stability and transition in supersonic boundary layers
[AIAA PAPER 87-1416] p 632 A87-44947

Three-dimensional numerical predictions of the flow
behind a rearward-facing-step in a supersonic combustor
[AIAA PAPER 87-1962] p 636 A87-45332

Unsteady three-dimensional Navier-Stokes simulations
of turbine rotor-stator interaction
[AIAA PAPER 87-2058] p 636 A87-45386

3-D viscous flow calculations at design and off-design
conditions for the NACA 48-inch radial-inlet centrifugal
impeller p638 A87-46191

Investigation of the three dimensional flow near the exit
of two backswept transonic centrifugal impellers
[ONERA, TP NO. 1987-70] p 638 A87-46192

Application of a 3D inviscid rotational design procedure
for turbomachinery bladings p 638 A87-46204

Numerical simulation of transonic three-dimensional

flows in turbine blade passages p 638 A87-46206
Numerical solution of three-dimensional transonic flows

past an oscillating thin body p717 A87-47660
Simulating 3D Euler flows on a Cyber 205 vector

computer p 718 A87-47855
Euler analysis of the three-dimensional flow field of a

high-speed propeller - Boundary condition effects
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-253] p 719 A87-48719

Steady three-dimensional fluid particle separation from
arbitrary smooth surface and formation of free vortex
layers
[AIAA PAPER 87-2348] p 723 A87-49067

Application of a Fourier panel method to 3-D spoiler
calculations

[AIAA PAPER 87-2417] p 725 A87-49087
Three-dimensional incompressible Navier-Stokes

simulations of slender-wing vortices
[AIAA PAPER 87-2476] p 726 A87-49092

Method for the determination of the three dimensional
aerodynamic field of a rotor-stator combination in
compressible flow
[AIAA PAPER 87-1742] p 730 A87-50187

Three-dimensional flow around and radiative heating ol
blunt bodies p 804 A87-51653

Calculation of three-dimensional supersonic flow past
cone-like bodies with a separated shock wave

p 805 A87-51671
Three-dimensional calculation in a high subsonic axial

compressor rotor and its compared with L2F velocity
measurement p 805 A87-51809

Aerogasdynamics and its development at the Institute
of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics of the Siberian

Section of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR

t. ............
Study of three-dimensional separation on a spheroid at

incidence p 49 N87-10016
Images of three dimensional flows in computer

graphics p 57 N87-10017
Application of a potential code to general steady flows

in three dimensions p 50 N87-10262
Efficiency of various control surfaces in steady and

unsteady flow
[SNIAS-861-111-101] p 37 N87-10872

Three-dimensional unsteady Euler equations solutions
on dynamic grids

[AD-A168041] p 51 N87-11128
Visualization of three-dimensional forced unsteady

separated flow
[AD-A168939] p 51 N87-11129

Computation of multi-dimensional viscous supersonic jet
flow

[NASA-CR-4O20] p 151 N87-13405
Computations of two- and three-dimensional flows using

an adaptive mesh p 202 N87-14269
Turbulence modeling for steady three-dimensional

supersonic flows
lAD-A170042] p 154 N87-14285

Modeling three dimensional vortex flow in
aerodynamics p 154 N87-14636

Study of double exposure holography of the
3-dimensional character of the flow around an airfoil profile
in a wind tunnel

[NASA-TM.88486] p 202 N87-14673
AGARD Fluid Dynamics Panel Symposium on

Applications of Computational Fluid Dynamics in
Aeronautics: Proceedings

[NASA-TM-88356] p 231 N87-15181

Unsteady 3-dimensional Euler equations solutions on
dynamic blocked grids
[AD-A173977] p 232 N87-15942

Nonlinear integro-differential equations for
aeroelasticity p 245 N87-16189

Measurement of the three-dimensional aerodynamics of
an annular cascade airfoil row p 290 N87-16788

Euler analysis of the three dimensional flow field of a
high-speed propeller: Boundary condition effects
[NASA-TM-88955] p 291 N87-16798

Nonlinear potential analysis techniques for supersonic
aerodynamic design
[NASA-CR-172507] p 293 N87-17670

Methods for numerical simulation of leading-edge vortex
flow

[NLR-MP-85052-U] p 349 N87-18545
Development of a ROT22 - DATAMAP interface

[NASA-CR-177403] p 395 N87-18993
Numerical simulation of transonic propeller flow using

a 3-dimensional small disturbance code employing novel
helical coordinates

[NASA-TM-89826] p 350 N87-19350
A discussion on a mesh generation technique applicable

to complex geometries p 475 N87-20201
Numerical simulation of internal and external inviscid

and viscous 3-D flow fields p 466 N87-20213
Using the boundary.layer equations in three-dimensional

viscous flow simulation p 466 N87-20222
Computation of three-dimensional flows by

viscous-inviscid interation using the MZM method
p 466 N87o20223

Application of the Navier-Stokes equations to solve
aerodynamic problems p 416 N87-20225

Wing-nacelle interactions. Program 1985. Part two:
Development of a finite element code for an isolated
nacelle

[ONERA-RTS-21/3271-AY] p 419 N87-20250
On 3D boundary layer computations on swept wings

[NAL-PD-FM-8715] p 490 N87-21862
Three-dimensional computation around turbomachine

blades with fins p 517 N87-21940
A quasi three dimensional method for the calculation

of transonic flows in turbomachines p 517 N87-21941
Transonic three-dimensional inviscid calculations in

turbomachines p 517 N87-21942
A numerical study of the 3D flowfield in a transonic

compressor rotor with a modelling of the tip clearance
flow p 518 N87-21945

Some turbomachinery blade passage analysis methods:
Retrospect and prospect p 518 N87-21947

Computation of tip and corner region flows
p 537 N87-22153

Laser Doppler Velocimeter measurements in a 3-D
impinging twin-jet fountain flow p 572 N87-24412

Unsteady three-dimensional simulation of V-I-OL upwash
fountain turbulence p 572 N87-24414

Application of a three-dimensional Euler code to
transonic blade tip flow --- helicopter rotors
[MBB-UD-482/86] p 642 N87-25299

Tomographic reconstruction of three-dimensional flow
over airfoils

lAD-A179976] p 643 N87-25300

[AD-A179858i r p 699 N87-25536

Design applications for superc0mputers
p 706 N87-26010

Experience with 3-D composite grids
p 706 N87-26021

Numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equations about
three-dimensional configurations: A survey

p 701 N87-26022
Large-eddy numerical simulation of an array of

three-dimensional impinging jets
[AD-A182459] p 650 N87-28835

Application of digital interferogram evaluation
techniques to the measurement of 3-D flow fields

p 851 N87-29451
Full-potential modeling of blade-vortex interactions

p 817 N87-29465
THREE DIMENSIONAL MOTION

Mathematical modeling of the motion of a statically
deformed delta-shaped glider p 95 A87-15205

Three-dimensional trajectory analyses of two drop sizing
instruments - PUS OAP and PUS FSSP .-- Optical Array
Probe and Forward Scattering Spectrometer Probe
{AIAA PAPER 87-0180] p 265 A87-22466

Numerical-analytical calculation of aircraft control
systems p 311 A87-25521

Spherical mapping and analysis of aircraft angles for
maneuvering flight p 770 A87-50340

THROATS
Theoretical studies of the ETW diffuser and of the

second throat p 69 A87-14022

The flow field in the second throat region of a wind
tunnel, computed by an Euler method

p 809 A87-53574

THRO'I'rLING

Collision of multiple supersonic jets related to pip noise
generation in cage valve p 286 A87-25280

Flight testing TECS - The Total Energy Control
System
[SAE PAPER 861803] p 444 A87-32648

Design of CCV flight control system of STOL flying
boat p 680 A87-45097

NASA B737 flight test results of the total energy control
system
[NASA-CR-178285] p 775 N87-26918

THRUST

Determination of the thrust and net efficiency of a
propeller and flow parameters behind the propeller

p 105 A87-15204
Propellar/body interaction for thrust and drag

[ESDU-86017] p 76 N87-12537

Introduction to installation effects on thrust and drag
for propeller-driven aircraft
[ESDU-85015] p 751 N87-26896

Thrust and drag accounting for propeller/airframe
interaction

[ESDU-85017] p 751 N87-26897
THRUST AUGMENTATION

Progress toward shock enhancement of supersonic
combustion processes

[AIAA PAPER 87-1880] p 690 A87-45274
Potential performance gains for light aircraft by the

application of a stator behind the propeller
[SAE PAPER 871029] p 745 A87-48759

Augmentor wing powered lift technology: Affordable
alternatives to enhance tactical airlift capability

[AD-A177750] p 508 N87-21911
The scaling of model test results to predict intake hot

gas reingestion for STOVL aircraft with augmented
vectored thrust engines p 593 N87-24418

United Airlines wind shear incident of May 31, 1984
p 647 N87-25287

THRUST BEARINGS

A bidirectional tapered roller thrust bearing for gas
turbine engines
[AIAA PAPER 87-1842] p 695 A87-45243

THRUST CONTROL

Thrust reverser-exhaust nozzle assembly for a gas
turbine engine
lAD-D012390] p 108 N87-12561

Large-scale static investigation of
circulation-control-wing concepts applied to upper
surface-blowing aircraft
[NASA-TP-2684] p 243 N87-15959

THRUST DISTRIBUTION

Further development of pneumatic powered-lift systems
with capability for thrust deflection and recovery
[AIAA PAPER 87-0005] p 248 A87-22353

Measurement of side forces of a H-force rotor

p 651 A87-43410
Effects of thrust reversing in ground proximity

p 573 N87-24416
THRUST LOADS

STOL landing thrust: Reverser jet flowfields
p 573 N87-24417

THRUST MEASUREMENT

.-._;... L.___::__I....... ", ...... i__ _'__i__
p 408 A87-32069

High accuracy thrust measurement of aeronautical
propulsion systems with particular consideration to a
hydraulic force measuring device, part 1
[NASA-'I-1"-20080] p 834 N87-28558

THRUST REVERSAL

Full-scale thrust reverser testing in an altitude facility
[AIAA PAPER 87-1788] p 684 A87-45203

Scale model test results of a thrust reverser concept
for advanced multi-functional exhaust systems
[AIAA PAPER 87-1833] p 667 A87-45235

Advanced fighter thrust reverser integration for minimum
landing distance
[AIAA PAPER 87-1923] p 655 A87-45302

Navier-Stokes analysis of a very-high-bypass-ratio

turbofan engine in reverse thrust
[AIAA PAPER 87-2170] p 897 A87-45450

Interference effects of thrust reversing on horizontal tail
effectiveness of twin-engine fighter aircraft at Mach
numbers from 0.15 to 0.90
[NASA-TP-2350] p 36 N87-10870

Effect of port corner geometry on the internal
performance of a rotating-vane-type thrust reverser
[NASA-TP-2624] p 77 N87-12541

Thrust reverser-exhaust nozzle assembly for a gas
turbine engine
[AD.D012390] p 108 N87-12561

Full-scale thrust reverser testing in an altitude facility
[NASA.TM-88967] p 376 N87-18575

THRUST VECTOR CONTROL

Further development of pneumatic powered-lift systems
with capability for thrust deflection and recovery
[AIAA PAPER 87-0005] p 248 A87-22353
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Advanced Stovl - Who buys wins p 358 A87-29321
Parameters for the evaluation of combined engine thrust

vector control systems p 439 A87-31725
Film cooling requirements in 2-D converging/diverging

vectoring/reversing nozzles p 441 A87-35021
2-D, vectoring/reversiog nozzles for new fighter engines

- A review p 441 A87-35026
Improving the air-combat capability of future fighter

aircraft. II - Thrust vectoring for combat-aircraft engines
p 512 A87-36800

Multiaxis aircraft control power from thrust vectoring at
high angles of attack
[AIAA PAPER 86-1779] p 595 A87-40272

Advantages of thrust vectoring for STOVL
[AIAA PAPER 87-1708] p 665 A87-45156

Static investigation of post-exit vanes for multiaxis thrust
vectoring
[AIAA PAPER 87-1834] p 667 A87-45236

STOL characteristics of a tactical aircraft with thrust

vectoring nozzles
[AIAA PAPER 87-1835] p 655 A87-45237

Thrust vectoring - Why and how? p 673 A87-46180
Improved agility for modern fighter aircraft. II - Thrust

vectoring engine nozzles p 673 A87-46181
Thrust vectoring - Why and how?

[DGLR PAPER 86-111 ] p 744 A87-48159
Performance and quality flight test textbook. Volume 2:

Flying qualities
lAD-A168124] p 3 N87-10830

Static internal performance of single-expansion-ramp
nozzles with thrust-vectoring capability up to 60 deg
[NASA-TP-2364] p 15 N87-10839

Propulsion system technologies for thrust vectoring
p 519 N87-22670

Development of in-flight simulation aircraft for research
and training applications in UK p 602 N87-23658

Static internal performance of a two-dimensional
convergent-dNergent nozzle with thrust vectoring
[NASA-TP-2721) p 574 N87-24432

Multiaxis control power from thrust vectoring for a
supersonic fighter aircraft model at Mach 0.20 to 2.47
[NASA-TP-2712] p 574 N87-24433

Singular trajectories in airplane cruise-dash
optimization
[NASA-CR-180636] p 659 N87-26035

THRUST-WEIGHT RATIO

Polymer, metal, and ceramic matrix composites for
advanced aircraft engine applications

p 121 A87-15187
Impact of engine technology on supersonic STOVL

[AIAA PAPER 87-1709] p 665 A87-45157
Thrust/drag accounting for aerospace plane vehicles

[AIAA PAPER 87-1966] p 656 A87-45335
A study on the optimization of jet engines for combat

aircrafts p 676 A87-46262
Materials for advanced gas turbines

p 783 A87-49502
Application of joining processes to aero engine critical

parts - Production and repair p 788 A87-49507
THUNDERSTORMS

Summary o1 NASA storm hazards lightning research,
1980-1985 p 80 A87-15003

Joint thunderstorm operations using the NASA F-106B
and FAATC/AFWAL Convair 580 airplanes

p 95 A87-15018
Effect of E-field mill location on accuracy of electric field

measurements with instrumented airplane
p 95 A87-15027

Oklahoma downbursts and their asymmetry
p 615 A87-40245

The microbursts of 22 June 1982 in JAWS
p 792 A87-49368

Aircraft accident reeport, Delta Air Lines, Inc., Lockheed
L-1011-385-1, N726DA, Dallas/Fort Worth International
Airport, Texas, August 2, 1985
[PB86-910406] p 17 N87-10053

Mobile intercept of storms p 132 N87-13064
Linear and nonlinear interpretation of the direct strike

lightning response of the NASA Ft06B thunderstorm
research aircraft
[NASA-CR-3746) p 331 N87-18278

The terminal area simulation system. Volume 2:
Verification cases
[NASA-CR-4047] p 421 N87-20252

Lightning strikes on aircraft. Exploitation of Landes
(France)-Front '84 campaign and complementaw
development of airborne electrical sensors
[ONERA-RF-91/7154-PY] p 470 N87-20706

DOD (USAF) turbulence accidents and incidents
p 496 N87-22343

Crash of Delta flight 191 at Dallas-Fort Worth
International Airport on 2 August 1985: Multiscale analysis
of weather conditions
[PB87-183455] p 739 N87-26887

Oklahoma downbursts and their asymmetry
[AD-A182097] p 792 N87-28229

Low altitude lightning attachment to an aircraft
[AD-A183290] p 819 N87-29473

TILES
Aerothermai tests of spherical dome protuberances on

a flat plate at a Mech number of 6,5
[NASA-TP-2631] p 201 N87-13664

TILT ROTOR AIRCRAFT
V-22 Osprey - Multi-service workhorse

p 96 A87-16400

Aeroclynamic development of the V-22 tilt rotor
[AIAA PAPER 86-2678] p 164 A87-17919

Performance characteristics of a 25 ton payload
Agilifter
[AIAA PAPER 86-2738) p 165 A87-17956

V-22 tilt rotor transition structure fabrication and

assembly p 143 A87-19216
Analysis of V-22 tilt-rotor aircraft using panel methods

p 149 A87-19226

Folding tilt rotor demonstrator feasibility study
p 169 A87-19247

V-22 control law development p 190 A87-19254

Early evaluation of the V-22 Osprey through piloted
simulation p 171 A87-19268

Sand separator efficiency calculation for the JVX tilt rotor
aircraft inlet p 199 A87-19274

The V-22 tilt-rotor large-scale rotor performance/wing
download test and comparison with theory

p 297 A87-25026

The development of advanced technology blades for
tilt-rotor aircraft p 298 A87-25027

Calculated performance, stability, and maneuverability
of high speed tilting proprotor aircraft

p 431 A87-34863
Aircraft without airports - The tilt-rotor concept and VTOL

aviation (Seventy-Fifth Wilbur and Orville Wright Lecture)
p 403 A87-35073

Expanding tilt rotor capabilities p 651 A87-43407
Calculated performance, stability, and maneuverability

of high-speed tilting-prop-rotor aircraft
p 651 A67-43408

The tilt-rotor aircraft - A response to the future? From
European interrogations to Eurofar actions
[MBB-UD-485-86-PUB] p 654 A87-43474

A derivative engine based on new technology - Low
risk; cost effective
[AIAA PAPER 87-1910] p 669 A87-45292

Analysis of the wake dynamics of a typical tilt-rotor
configuration in transition flight p 720 A87-48926

V-22 tiltrotor fly-by-wire flight control system
p 766 A87-48947

T406-AD-400 full-scale development
p 831 A87-53423

Calculated performance, stability and maneuverability
of high-speed tilting-prop-rotor aircraft
[ NASA-TM-88349] p 302 N87-17695

Tilt-rotor flutter control in cruise flight
[NASA-TM-88315] p 373 N87-18572

Performance and loads data from a hover test of a

full-scale advanced technology XV-15 rotor
[NASA-TM-86854] p 572 N87-24409

Modeling XV-15 tilt-rotor aircraft dynamics by frequency
and time-domain identification techniques
[NASA-TM-89404] p 735 N87-27631

A strategy for advancing tilt-rotor technology
[NASA-CR-181420] p 827 N87-29500

Cost characteristics of tilt-rotor, conventional air and high
speed rail short-haul intercity passenger service
[NASA-CR-181421] p 828 N87-29501

TILT ROTOR RESEARCH AIRCRAFT PROGRAM
V-22 Osprey - Multi-service workhorse

p 96 A87-16400
Piloted simulation in the development of the XV-15 tilt

rotor research aircraft p 600 N87-23646
TILT WING AIRCRAFT

Flow patterns of a pivoted rectangular wing aircraft
[SAE PAPER 861645] p 408 A87-32585

TILTING ROTORS

Europe's tilt-rotor - The gauntlet is taken up
p 551 A87-41027

A U.S. civil tilt-rotor - Is the gauntlet thrown?
p 551 A87-41028

TIME
Inherent robustness of discrete-time adaptive control

systems
[NASA-CR.178224] p 373 N87-18571

Fuel penalties and time flexibility of 4D flight profiles
under mismodeled wind conditions
[NASA-TM-89128] p 509 N87-21917

Failure detection and isolation for an asychronous digital
flight control system
[AD*A179210] p 597 N87-23628

Modeling XV-15 tilt-rotor aircraft dynamics by frequency
and time-domain identification techniques
[NASA-TM-89404] p 735 N87-27631

Interpolation techniques for the time domain averaging
of vibration data with application to helicopter gearbox

monitoring
lAD-A182572] p 754 N87-27662

TIME DEPENDENCE

Time optimization of the cyclic testing of the full-scale
parts of gas turbine engines p 591 A87-41901

An evaluation of descent strategies for TNAV-equipped
aircraft in an advanced metering environment
[NASA-CR-178093] p 236 N87-15197

A numerical study of the Weis-Fogh mechanism
p 414 N87-20197

The integral equation for the time dependent linearized
potential flow over a wing
lAD-A176684] p 490 N87-21850

An introduction to time-dependent aerodynamics of
aircraft response, gusts and active controls
[ESDU-84020] p 682 N87-26048

NYANS: A package for time varying control systems
--- computer aided design
[FOA-C-20642-2.1 ] p 858 N87-29174

TIME FUNCTIONS
Order estimation of linear time invariant system

p 394 A87-28351
TIME LAG

Long range E-O Reconnaissance System and flight test
results p 28 A87-10933

Frequency domain parameter estimation of aeronautical
systems without and with time delay

p 114 A87-16193
Effect of time delay on flying qualities - An update

p 189 A87-17758
Evaluation of GPS ionospheric time delay algorithm for

single-frequency users p 580 A87.41378
Some fundamentals of simulator cockpit motion

generation p 683 A87-44714

Effect of time delay on manual flight control and flying
qualities during in-flight and ground-based simulation
[AIAA PAPER 87-2370] p 767 A87-49161

Predictive compensation of visual system time delays
[AIAA PAPER 87-2434] p 794 A87-49165

Frequency response identification of a
computer-generated image visual simulator with and
without a delay compensation scheme
[AIAA PAPER 87-2425] p 794 A87-49166

Effect of dynamic stall on helicopter trim and flap-lag
response p 835 A87-54139

Piloted simulator study of allowable time delays in
large-airplane response
[NASA-TP-2652] p 312 N87-16849

High-angle-of-attack pneumatic lag and upwash
corrections for a hemispherical flow direction sensor
[NASA-TM-86790] p 590 N87-23616

Piloted simulator study of allowable time delay in pitch
flight control system of a transport airplane with negative
static stability
[NASA-TM-89147) p 776 N87-26919

TIME MARCHING
A pre-processed implicit algorithm for 3D viscous

compressible flow p 6 A87-11510

Application of a 2D time-marching Euler code to
transonic turbomachinery flow p 6 A87-11516

An implicit time-marching scheme for transonic flow
p 71 A87-14261

Prediction of the installed performance of 2D exhaust
nozzles
[AIAA PAPER 87-0245] p 249 A87-22508

A global marching technique for the prediction of
separated flows over arbitrary airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 87-0591] p 227 A87-22725

An efficient time-marching scheme for solving
compressible Euler equations p 228 A87-22953

A time marching method of explicit scheme for solving
transonic viscous flow within cascades

p 278 A87-23755

Computation of transonic flows in turbomachines using
the Runge-Kutta integration scheme

p 341 A87-27938

Fast time marching approach to cascade transonic
flow p 412 A87-34042

The calculations and experiments of aerodynamic
characteristics of the radial circular cascades

p 486 A87-36918

Computation of three-dimensional flows by
viscous-inviscid interation using the MZM method

p 466 N87-20223

Computation of transonic 2D cascade flow and
comparison with experiments p 517 N87-21943

Some turbomachinery blade passage analysis methods:
Retrospect and prospect p 518 N87-21947

Downstream flow angle correlations for turbine cascades
in subsonic and transonic flow conditions

p 518 N87-21949
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TIME MEASUREMENT

Time-averaged aerodynamic loads on the vane sots of
the 40- by 80-foot and 80- by 120-foot wind tunnel
complex
[NASA-TM-89413] p 780 N87-27680

TIME OPTIMAL CONTROL
A model comparison of a supersonic aircraft minimum

time-to-climb problem
[AIAA PAPER 87-0146] p 240 A87-22441

A highly accurate feedback approximation for horizontal
variable-speed interceptions p 310 A87-23988

A computational method for free time optimal control
problems, with application to maximizing the range of an
aircraft-like projectile p 372 A87-29677

Singular trajectories in airplane cruise-dash
optimization
[AIAA PAPER 87-2404] p 772 A87-50488

Time-scale synthesis of a closed-loop discrete optimal
control system p 857 A87-52960

Formulation and minimality of nonlinear discrete time

control systems p 254 N87-15233
TIME RESPONSE

Time scale analysis of a digital flight control system
p 109 A87-13347

TIME SERIES ANALYSIS

Visualization of three-dimensional forced unsteady
soparated flow
[AD-A168939] p 51 N87-11129

TIMING DEVICES

Ground-based time-guidance algorithm for control of
airplanes in a time-metered air traffic control environment:
A piloted simulation study
[NASA-TP-2616] p 34 N87-10864

TIMOSHENKO BEAMS

Timoshenko beams and flexible multibody system
dynamics p 786 A87-48044

TIP SPEED

Tip clearance flows. I - Experimental investigation of
an isolated rotor. II - Study of various models and
comparison with test results p 638 A87-46208

Investigations of the aerodynamic performance and
noise characteristics of a Dowry Rotol R212 propeller at
full-scale in the 24 ft wind tunnel p 763 A87-50588

Cruise noise of the 2/9th scale model of the Large-scale
Advanced Propfan (LAP) propeller, SR-7A
[NASA-TM-t00175] p 798 N87-28398

TIP VANES
Measurement of side forces of a H-force rotor

p 651 A87-43410
Transonic flow analysis for rotors. Part 2:

Thrso-dimensional, unsteady, full-potential calculation
[NASA.TP-2375-PT-2] p 15 N87-10841

Parametric analysis of a passive cyclic control device
for helicopters
[NASA-CR.166608] p 28 N87-10862

Tip vane drag measurements on the full scale
experimental wind turbine

[IW-R517] p 294 N87-17683
TIPS

An experimental investigation of free-tip response to a
jet

[NAtSA-IM-88250] p 76 N87-12539
Supplementary calibration test of the tip-aerodynamics-

and acoustics-test pressure transducers

[NASA-TM-88312] p 131 N87-12830
Computation of tip and corner region flows

p 537 N87-22153
TIRES

Aircraft accident report: NASA 712, Convair 990,

N712NA, March Air Force Base, California, July 17, 1985,
executive summary
(NASA-TM-87356-VOL-1] p 495 N87-21878

Aircraft accident report: NASA 712, Convair 990,
N712NA, March Air Force Base, California, July 17, 1985,
facts and analysis
[NASA°TM-87356-VOL-2] p 496 N87-21879

TITANIUM

Superplastic forming/diffusion bonding of titanium

p 689 A87.44747
Designing with titanium --- aircraft engines

[PNR90325] p 251 N87-15969
TITANIUM ALLOYS

Superplasticity in aeroengine titanium alloy VT-9 and
its modified compesitions p39 A87-12096

New rapidly solidified titanium alloys produced by
melt-spinning p 454 A87-31379

Characteristics of oxide dispersions in rapidly solidified
titanium alloys p 454 A87-31385

Rare earth oxide dispersions in rapidly solidified
titanium-aluminum alloys p 455 A87-31388

Powder metallurgy of titanium aluminide components
p 455 A87-31399

Titanium alloy springs p 463 A87-33181
Titanium aluminides - Future turbine materials

p 456 A87.33272

Deformation and fracture of the titanium disks of

gas-turbine engines due to changes in the frequency and
shape of the loading cycle p 604 A87-41913

High temperature titanium alloys p 689 A87-44739
Developments in titanium alloys p 689 A87-44744
The current application of titanium in Japan and an

outlook for the future p 781 A87-47978
Mechanical property tailoring titanium alloys for jet

engine applications p 781 A87-47985
The effect of near net shape processing methods on

the titanium industry p 781 A87-47992
Precision forging of titanium alloys

p 781 A87-47993
Electron beam welded titanium alloys in Rolls Royce

aero engines p 781 A87-48002
The Rolls-Royce wide chord fan blade

p 786 A87-48004
Powder metallurgy (P/M) near-net shape titanium

components from prealloyed powder
p 782 A87-48007

Developments of melting and casting technology of
titanium base alloys p 782 A87-48012

Superplastic forming/diffusion bonding of titanium - An
Air Force overview p 782 A87-48018

Production implementation ol titanium superelastically
formed/diffusion bonded structure p 782 A87-48019

SPF/titanium and the B-1B aircraft

p 782 A87-48020
Quality assurance - The key to advanced aircraft engine

applications of the SPF/DB process --- superplastically
formed and diffusion bonded p 786 A87-48021

Low cost manufacture in titanium and aluminium alloys
using the processes of superplastic forming (SPF) and
diffusion bonding p 788 A87-49637

Galvanic corrosion between carbon fiber reinforced
plastics and metallic aeronautical materials
[DFVLR-FB-86-16] p 42 N87-11003

Designing with titanium *-- aircraft engines
[PNR90325] p 251 N87-15969

Economical manufacturing and inspection of the
electron-beam-welded Tornado wing box

p 324 N87-17055
Diffusion bonding in the manufacture of aircraft

structure p 324 N87-17057
Shot peening for Ti-6AI-4V alloy compressor blades

(NASA-TP-27t 1] p 467 N87-20566
Net shape technology in aerospace structures. Volume

2. Appendix. Precision Forgings in Aerospace Structures.
Presentations of a workshop held on December 3-5, 1984
in Oxnard, California

lAD-A176509] p 406 N87-20958
Net shape technology in aerospace structures. Volume

3. Appendix. Emerging Net Shape Technologies.
Presentations of a workshop held on March 27-29, 1985
in Santa Barbara, California
[AD-A176510] p 406 N87-20959

Diffusion bonding of metals p 852 N87-29646
TITANIUM COMPOUNDS

Applications of the titanium tetrachloride method for flow
visualization in aerodynamic testing p 806 A87-52324

TOLERANCES (MECHANICS)
Development of damage tolerance and durability design

lecnnolngy p _y AU/-Z_:R)UZ
Stochastic crack propagation with applications to

durability and damage tolerance analyses
[AD-A168040] p 53 N87-11226

Assessment of damage tolerance requirements and
analyses: A user's manual for crack growth and crack
initiation analysis: DAMGRO
[AD-A171209] p 132 N87-12939

Assessment of damage tolerance requirements and
analysis. Volume 3: Analytical predictions and
correlations

[AD-A170989] p 173 N87-13433
Assessment of damage tolerance requirements and

analysis. Volume 4: Raw test data
lAD-A170990] p 174 N87-13434

Durability and damage tolerance of Large Composite
Primary Aircraft Structure (LCPAS)
[NASA-CR-3767] p 319 N87-17860

Assessment of damage tolerance requirements and
analysis. Volume 5: Assessment and recommendations
lAD-A175111] p 363 N87-19381

ACEE composite structures technology
[NASA-CR-172358] p 844 N87-28614

TOLERANCES (PHYSIOLOGY)
Seat experiment results of full-scale transport aircraft

controlled impact demonstration
[AD-A172245] p 235 N87.15193

NOISEMAP 5.1 computer program update. Operator's
manual, addendum 2
[AD-A177345] p 543 N87-22314

TOLLMEIN-SCHLICHTING WAVES

Effect of a bulge on the secondary instability of boundary
layers
[AIAA PAPER 87-0045] p 281 A97-24910

TOMOGRAPHY
Application of tomography in 3-D transonic flows

[AIAA PAPER 87-1374] p 567 A87-42419

Tomographic reconstruction of three-dimensional flow
over airfoils

lAD-A179976] p 643 N87-25300
TORNADOES

The terminal area simulation system. Volume 2:
Verification cases

[NASA-CR-4047] p 421 N87-20252
TORQUE

Effect of tangential torque on the dynamics of flexible
rotors

[ASME PAPER 86-WA/APM-23] p 46 A87-11113

Finite element contact analysis of ring gear and
support p 127 A87-15193

Measurement of side forces of a H-force rotor

p 651 A87-43410

Helicopter anti-torque system using fuselage strakes
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13630-1] p 597 N87-23630

TORQUE CONVERTERS

The 3600 hp split-torque helicopter transmission
[NASA-CR-174932] p 106 N87-11788

TORSION

Nonlinear flexure and torsion of rotating beams, with
application to helicopter rotor blades. I - Formulation. II -
Response and stability results p 161 A87-t6963

The effect of circumferential aerodynamic detuning on
coupled bending-torsion unstalled supersonic flutter
[ASME PAPER 86-GT-100] p 304 A87-25396

Effects of three centres of blade on fluttering
p 306 A87-27481

Experimental study of the aerodynamics of incipient
torsional stall flutter p 347 A87-31285

Experimental validation of the criterion of stall-related
flutter

[AAAF PAPER NT 86-18] p 521 A87-38041
Determination of the structural properties of helicopter

rotor blades by theoretical and experimental methods
p 653 A87-43450

Influence of third-degree geometric nonlinearities on the
vibration and stability of pretwisted, preconed, rotating
blades p 674 A87-46228

An experimental investigation of the structural dynamics
of a torsionally soft rotor in vacuum
[NASA-CR-177418] p 244 N87-15965

Torsion-tension coupling in rods p 326 N87-17079
Correlation of analytical calculations from GRASP

(General Rotorcraff Aeromechanical Stability Program)
with torsionally-soft rotor data
lAD-A178881] p 524 N87-22689

A method for the manufacture of model helicopter rotor
blades with torsional stiffness representative of full scale
[RAE-TR-85094] p 752 N87-26904

TORSIONAL STRESS

Some considerations on the modern beam theory -
Development of the practical methods

p 381 A87-28434
Nonlinear analysis of pretwisteq rods using 'principal

curvature transformation'. I - Theoretical derivation
o 386 A87-31169

Mechanical evaluation of the aeroolastic behaviour of
a fan blade p 675 A87-46248

Aeroelastic control of stability and forced response of
supersonic rotors by aerodynamic detuning

p 676 A87-46249
An analytical study of impulsive destruction of the

tail-rotor-drive-shaft p 747 A87-48956
TORSIONAL VIBRATION

Application of a mixed variational approach to
aeroelastic stability analysis of a nonuniform blade

p 126 A87-14423
Modeling of multi-rotor torsional vibrations in rotating

machinery using substructuring p 381 A87-28543
An improved assumed mode method for estimating the

motion of a nonuniform rotor blade p 653 A87-43445
Turbomachine blade vibration p 593 N87-23621

TOTAL ENERGY SYSTEMS

Flight testing TECS - The Total Energy Control
System

[SAE PAPER 861803] p 444 A87-32648
NASA B737 flight test results of the total energy control

system
[NASA-CR-178285] p 775 N87-26918

TOUCHDOWN

Vibration control of flexible multibody aircraft during
touchdown impacts p 745 A87-48713

TOUGHNESS

Carburizing steel for high temperature service
[AD-A168327] p 122 N87-11877

TOWED BODIES

Isochrones for minimum time horizontal gliding flight
[AIAA PAPER 87-0449] p 240 A87-22641

The structural optimization of a spreader bar for twin
lift helicopter operations p 100 N87-11759
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TOWING
The water towing tank as an experimental facility

p 777 A87-48288
TOXIC HAZARDS

Fire safety science; Proceedings of the First International
Symposium, Gaithersburg, MD, October 7-11, 1985

p 78 A87-13186
TOXICITY

Fire, smoke, toxicity --- inairline operations
p 646 A87-44748

TRACERS
Use of tracers for hydrodynamic visualization and

measurements in steady vortex flows
[ONERA, TP NO. t986-9t] p 263 A87-21020

TRACKING (POSITION)
The methodology and tools for processing radar data

p 19 A87-11662
Methods for obtaining robust tracking control laws

p 134 A87-13319
Precision point target tracking p 101 A87-13545
GPS enhancements for aircraft p 236 A87-19997
Low altitude aircraft tracking and registration system

[DGLR PAPER 86-137] p 498 A87-36780
Aircraft positioning using Global Positioning System

carrier phase data p 821 A87-54367
Signal processing and interpretation using multilevel

signal abstractions
[AD-A169166] p 57 N87-11513

Evaluation of numerator lead effects on aircraft handling

qualities
lAD-A179388] p 523 N87-22687

Advanced visuals in missionsimulators
p 599 N87-23636

Integration of altitude and airspeed information into a
primary flight display via moving-tape formats: Evaluation
during random tracking task
[NASA-TM-4010] p 758 N87-27665

Velocity accuracy measurement of GPS user
equipment p 822 N87-29477

Joint development of the Multi-function Integrated
Inertial Sensor Assembly (MIISA) p 852 N87-29479

Tracking a laser-projected horizon indicator
[AD-A183384] p 856 N87-30051

TRACKING FILTERS
A nonlinear tracker using attitude measurements

p 496 A87-35337
An angle-only tracking filter in modified spherical

coordinates --- for fighter aircraft maneuvers
[AIAA PAPER 87-2380] p 741 A87-50465

TRACKING RADAR

Multiple Object Tracking Radar p 578 A87-41281
Altitude aided GPS p 580 A87-41390
Multifunction Radar for Airborne Applications ---

conference

[AGARD-CP-38t] p 387 N87-18721
About the future of airborne radar

p 387 N87-18722
Multimission airborne radar for the 199Os

p 387 N87-18724
TRACTION

Alternate launch and recovery surface traction
characteristics
[SAE PAPER 861627] p 452 A87-32583

TRADEOFFS
MTFCS (multiple target formation flight control system)

Formation position sensor trade-off analysis
p 110 A87-13536

Aerodynamic tradeoff studyof conventional, canard, and
trisurface aircraft systems p 146 A87-17814

Aircraft availability optimization --- tradeoffs in optimal
systems design p 475 A87-35009

Processor tradeoffs in distributed real-time systems
p 857 A87-52796

Effect of a trade between boaftail angle and wedge size
on the performance of a nonaxisymmetric wedge nozzle
[NASA-TP-2717] p 570 N87-23593

TRAFFIC
Performance prediction of low volume airfield

pavements
lAD-A172270] p 193 N87-t3454

TRAFFIC CONTROL

Aircraft earth station for experimental mobile satellite
system p 386 A87-30779

TRAILING EDGE FLAPS
Manufacture of bonded composite assemblies for

aircraft p 1 A87-13005

Unsteady wake measurements of an oscillating flap at
transonic speeds p 278 A87-23652

Characteristics of a trailing flap flow with small
separation p 383 A87-29956

Optimum flap schedules and minimum drag envelopes
for combat aircraft p 556 A87-41635

Flow over a trailing flap and its asymmetric wake
p 626 A87-43376

Helicopter response to an airplanes's vortex wake
p 678 A87-43430

Validation of aerodynamic measurement techniques and
calculation methods for high-lift systems

p 640 A87-46363

Leading- and trailing-edge flaps on a low Reynolds
number airfoit p 808 A87-52886

Stress analysis of Pathfinder-2 models
[NASA-CR-172458] p 51 N87-11179

Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a
wing-canard configuration with underwing spanwise
blowing on the trailing-edge flap system
[NASA-TM-89020] p 231 N87-15180

Low-speed investigations of Apex fence and cavity flap
concepts on a 60 degrees delta configuration
(AD-A183138] p 816 N87-29425

TRAILING EDGES
Influence of trailing-edge meshes on skin friction in

Navier-Stokes calculations p 71 A87-14125

Flow energizer flight tests on a light twin aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 87-0083] p 239 A87-22404

Dynamic stall wake interaction with a trailing airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 87-0239] p 282 A87-24942

Blede-vortex interaction

[AIAA PAPER 87-0497] p 284 A87-24971
A study of a circulation control airfoil with leading/trailing

edge blowing
[AIAA PAPER 87-0157] p 345 A87-31104

Trailing-edge separation/stall alleviation
p 347 A87-31196

Surface pressure fluctuations produced by vortex
shedding from a coated airfoil p 485 A87-36336

A mutually profitable alliance - Asymptotic expansions
and numerical computations --- in fluid mechanics

p 533 A87-37215
The use of discrete vortices to predict lift of a circulation

control rotor section with a trailing edge blowing slot
p 627 A87-43416

Flow-field measurements of an airfoil with a deflected
spoiler using an LDV system
[AIAA PAPER 87-1438] p 634 A87-44955

Trailing vortex rollup computations using the point vortex
method
[AIAA PAPER 87-2479] p 726 A87-49095

Near wake of an unsteady symmetric airfoil
p 803 A87-51221

Viscous wing theory development. Volume 1: Analysis,
method and results
[NASA-CR-178156] p 12 N87-10043

Further studies on the 21% thick, supercritical NLF airfoil
NAE (National Aeronautical Establishment)68-060-21:1
lAD-A175923] p 350 N87-t9358

Comparison of finite difference calculations of a large
region of recirculating flow near an airfoil trailing edge

p 415 N87-20218
Verification of performance results for a low-speed 15

percent elliptical circulation control airfoil
[NASA-CR-181020] p 494 N87-22633

Unsteady separated flows: Vorticity and turbulence
[AD-A179500] p 614 N87-23912

A study of the effects of Reynolds number and Mach
number on constant pressure coefficient jump for
shock-induced trailing-edge separation
[NASA-CR-4090] p 731 N87-26864

Development of direct-inverse 3-D method for applied
aerodynamic design and analysis
[NASA-CR-180646] p 751 N87-26895

A direct-inverse method for transonic and separated
flows about airfoils
[NASA-CR-181233] p 733 N87-27620

Effect of airfoil mean loading on high-frequency gust
interaction noise p 811 N87-28513

The structure of leading edge vortex flows including
vortex breakdown p 818 N87-29467

TRAINING AIRCRAFT
Exploratory wind-tunnel investigation of the stability and

control characteristics of advanced general aviation
configurations
[AIAA PAPER 86-2596] p 111 A87-14031

Advanced trainer aircraft design for fighter-attack-recce
roles

[AIAA PAPER 86-2729] p 165 A87-17947
T-46A flight test results p 357 A87-28150
Flutter investigations involving a free floating aileron

[AIAA PAPER 87-0909] p 447 A87-33718

Design of a two-seater training aircraft with propeller
turbines
[DGLR PAPER 86-127] p 506 A87-36767

T-46A flight test results p 743 A87-47844
Spin-tunnel investigation of a 1/15-scale model of an

Australian trainer airplane
[NASA-TM-89049] p 418 N87-20240

Evolution of combat performance of the Hawk light
combat aircraft p 509 N87-22668

Evaluation of numerator lead effects on aircraft handling
qualities
[AD-At79388] p 523 N87-22687

SUBJECT INDEX

The development of the T-46 next generation trainer

manned engineering simulator at the US Air Force Flight
Test Center p 601 N87-23652

TRAINING ANALYSIS
Weather hazards training for United States Air Force

(USAP) flight operations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0333] p 234 A87-22567

Avionics systems within a training environment -
Hardware versus software models p 270 A87-23072

Implementation of turbulence models into simulators
p 527 N87-22354

TRAINING EVALUATION

Obstacles to meeting Army National Guard aviator
training requirements p 420 A87-33054

Low-cost avionics simulation for aircrew training
lAD-A169198] p 34 N87-10865

TRAINING SIMULATORS
Simulator training (retraining) of aircrews with emphasis

on hazardous weather
[AIAA PAPER 87-0337] p 234 A87-22568

Super wide field of view perspective image
transformation by pixel to pixel mapping

p 328 A87-23778
Aircraft carrier landing research at the visual technology

research simulator - Implications for simulator design
p 375 A87-30848

F-16 SAMT evaluation - Overview and commentary ---
Simulated Aircraft Maintenance Trainers

p 376 A87-30850
The rise of the Phoenix - Development of a KC-135R

operational flight trainer p 376 A87-30851
Development of a digital/analogue electronic flight

instrumentation system (EFIS) simulation
p 451 A87-31545

Satisfying the flight test data requirements of flight
training simulators p 779 A87-49201

Simulating Hermes p 840 A87-54195
Integrating a head-up display with dome visual simulation

technology
[AD-A175222] p 366 N87-19394

TRAJECTORIES
A decentralized approach to integrated flight control

synthesis p 372 A87-29249
Strategic control to improve efficiency of air traffic

management p 501 N87-21894
Optimal flight trajectories in the presence of windshear,

1984-86
[NASA-CR-180316] p 682 N87-26047

TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS
An aerodynamic analysis and the subsequent motion

of external store p 66 A87-13501
Three-dimensional trajectory analyses of two drop sizing

instruments - PUS OAP and PUS FSSP --- Optical Array
Probe and Forward Scattering Spectrometer Probe
[AIAA PAPER 87-0180] p 265 A87-22466

IFM applications to theoretical trajectory predictions
[AIAA PAPER 87-0210] p 221 A87-22487

Epsilon entropy of trajectory information --- for aircraft
control p 355 A87-29163

Advanced ATC: An aircraft perspective
p 501 N87-21893

A time-based concept for terminal-area traffic
management p 501 N87-21895

Next generation of control techniques in advanced
TMA p 502 N87-21898

Exploiting the capabilities of flight management systems
in solving the airport arrival problem

p 502 N87-21899

TRAJECTORY CONTROL

Safety of flight issues for an automatic trajectory control
system p 186 A87-16761

Quasi-steady flight to quasi-steady flight transition in a
windshear - Trajectory guidance
[AIAA PAPER 87-0271] p 311 A87-24946

Nonlinear flight test trajectory controllers for aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 85-1890] p 371 A87-28910

A computational method for free time optimal control
problems, with application to maximizing the range of an
aircraft-like projectile p 372 A87-29677

State constraints for predictive control with air vehicle
application
[AD-A176205] p 450 N87-21002

Safe microburst penetration techniques: A deterministic,
nonlinear, optimal control approach p 504 N87-22620

Optimal cooperative control synthesis of active
displays
[NASA-CR-4058] p 705 N87-25807

Optimal flight trajectories in the presence of windshear,
1984-66
[NASA-CR-180316] p 682 N87-26047

TRAJECTORY MEASUREMENT

Investigation of air transportation technology at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1984

p 496 N87-22605
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TRAJECTORY OPTIMIZATION

Optimal flight paths through microburst wind profiles
p 35 A87-10519

Maneuver optimization in the case of combat aircraft
p 35 A87-11369

Guidance strategies for near-optimum take-off
performance in a windshear p24 A87-12138

Computational enhancements to a 4D algorithm .-- for
aircraft trajectory optimization p 134 A87-13359

Impact of mismodeled idle engine performance on
calculation and tracking of optimal 4-D descent
trajectories p88 A87-13360

Isochrones for minimum time horizontal gliding flight
[AIAA PAPER 87-0449] p 240 A87-2264t

Optimization and acceleration guidance of flight
trajectories in a windshear p 765 A87-47807

Quasi-steady flight to quasi-steady flight transition in a
windshear - Trajectory optimization and guidance

p 765 A87-47884

Optimization and guidance of abort landing trajectories
in a windshear
[AIAA PAPER 87-2341] p 771 A87-50460

Singular trajectories in airplane cruise-dash
optimization
[AIAA PAPER 67-2404] p 772 A87-50488

Guidance on maneuvering flight paths for rotary wing
aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 87-2406] p 772 A87-50489

On the feasibility of low-speed aircraft maneuvers
involving extreme angles of attack p 835 A87-54140

Energy management of 3-dimensional minimum-time
intercept p 27 N87-10858

Singular trajectories in airplane cruise-dash
optimization
[NASA-CR-180636] p 659 N87-26035

Optimization of aircraft trajectories through severe
microbursts p 753 N87-27604

Singular trajectories in airplane cruise.dash
optimization p 825 N87-28544

TRANSATMOSPHERtC VEHICLES

Transition to space - A history of 'space plane' concepts
at Langley Aeronautical Laboratory 1962-1957

p 478 A87-33152

Three dimensional hypersonic flow simulations with the
CSCM implicit upwind Navier-Stokes method .--
Conservative Supra-Characteristic Method
[AIAA PAPER 87-1114] p 557 A87-42063

The thermal environment of transatmospheric vehicles
[AIAA PAPER 87-1514] p 626 A87-43038

Aerothermodynamics of transatmospheric vehicles
p 807 A87-52878

An overview of the British Aerospace HOTOL

transatmospheric vehicle
[NASA-TM-88008] p 175 N87-14317

NASA authorizations, fiscal year 1987
[GPO-61-975] p 274 N87-15904

TRANSDUCERS

A miniature remote deadweight calibrator
p 694 A87-45104

P'_l muuuransoucer tn IOW-V_IOCIty WIRU tUnllldl In
Braunschweig p 838 A87-53569

Optical transducer: STOL aircraft p 254 N87-15936
TRANSFER FUNCTIONS

The role of modeling and flight testing in rotorcraft
parameter identification
[AD-A174776] p 172 A87.19287

An experimental determination of the transfer laws for
a disturbance across an axial compressor
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-106] p 248 A87-21025

Helicopter model in flight identification by a real time
self adaptive digital process p 680 A87-43458

An approach to the synthesis of an adaptive flight control
system with incomplete information p 680 A87-45096

Theoretical and experimental investigations on a
six-compenent rotor balance p 778 A87-48971

Simulation investigation of the effects of helicopter
hovering dynamics on pilot performance
[AIAA PAPER 87-2533] p 773 A87-50536

Loop separation parameter - A new metric for landing
flying qualities
[AIAA PAPER 87-2536] p 774 A87-50537

Longitudinal handling qualities of the T-2 Control
Configured Vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 87-2587] p 774 A87-50550

Identification of a dynamic model of a helicopter from
flight tests p 300 N87-16813

Design and experimental verification of a calculation
method for frequency response analysis of digital control
systems in a continuous environment --- aircraft control
[NLR-TR-85090-U] p 374 N87-19402

Application of a sensitivity analysis technique to
high-order digital flight control systems
[NASA-CR-179429] p 837 N87-28565

TRANSFER OF TRAINING
Simulator design features for helicopter landing on small

ships. 1: A performance study
[AD-A169514] p 119 N87-12572

Simulator design and instructional features for carrier
landing: A field transfer study
[AD-A169962] p 119 N87-12573

TRANSFORMATIONS (MATHEMATICS)
Mesh generation by a sequence of transformations ---

for three dimensional aircraft shape mapping
p 361 A87-30443

TRANSIENT HEATING
Effects of temperature transients on the stability of a

turbojet engine p 761 A87-49241
TRANSIENT RESPONSE

Aircraft lightning-induced transient test and protection
comparison p 82 A87-15022

Transient operating line indicator and its application
p 321 A87-26417
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Numerical simulation of viscous transonic airfoil flows
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Three-dimensional calculation in a high subsonic axial
compressor rotor and its compared with L2F velocity
measurement p 805 A87-51809

Numerical solution of transonic stream function equation
on $1 stream surface p 805 A87-51811

Moving shock waves in transonic flows
p 806 A87-52304

Unsteady transonic flows past airfoils using the Euler
equations p 808 A87.52890

On the computation of transonic leading-edge vortices
using the Euler equations p 809 A87.54361

Viscous wing theory development. Volume 1: Analysis,
method and results

[NASA-CR°178156] p 12 N87-10043
Viscous wing theory development. Volume 2:

GRUMWING computer program user's manual
[NASA°CR-178157] p 13 N87-10044

Transonic flow analysis for rotors. Part 2:

Three-dimensional, unsteady, full-potential calculation
[NASA*TP.2375-PT-2] p 15 N87-10841

Euler flow solutions for a transonic wind tunnel section
[CWI-NM.R8601] p 16 N87-10847

Tip vortices of wings in subsonic and transonic flow: A
numerical simulation

[NASA-TM-68334] p 75 N87-11699
Application of viscous-inviscid interaction methods to

transonic turbulent flows

[NASA-CR-179900] p 75 N87-11700
Calculated effects of varying Reynolds Number and

dynamic pressure on flexible wings at transonic speeds
p 75 N87-11738

The prediction of transonic loading advancing helicopter
rotors
[AD-At68217] p 100 N87-11781

Viscous-inviscid interaction in transonic separated flow
over solid and porous airfoils and cascades

p 76 N87-12535
Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a generic

fighter model with a wing designed for sustained transonic
maneuver conditions
[NASA-TM-87729] p 150 N87-13404

Unsteady transonic flow computations for AGARD
two-dimensional and three-dimensional aercolastic

configurations
[ONERA-NT-1985-5] p 152 N87-13418

.............. o..........................................
a cantilevered twin-engine-transport wing model
[NASA-TP-2627] p 201 N87-13789

An easily vectorizable numerical solution of the Euler
equations p 207 N87-14258

Transonic wing and airfoil design using inverse code
WINDES p 174 N87-14275

Application of computational aerodynamics to wing
design under fuselage interference p 174 N87-14276

Noise development in transonic flows at the impact of

vortices on a profile leading edge
[MPIS-5/1986] p 209 N87-14960

The influence of transition strips on the pressure
distribution on transonic profiles p 229 N87-15166

Transition fixing and simulation of high Reynolds number
flow at transonic velocities p 229 N87-15169

An efficient algorithm for solution of the unsteady
transonic small-disturbance equation
[NASA-TM-89014] p 230 N87-15176

TRANDESNF: A computer program for transonic airfoil
design and analysis in nonuniform flow
[ NASA.CR.4044 ] p 231 N87-15186

Canard/Tail transonic analysis
[AD-A171075] p 232 N87-15189

Drag predictions for projectiles at transonic and
supersonic speeds
[AD-A171462] p 232 N87-15191

Unsteady aerodynamic and heat transfer processes in

a transonic turbine stage p 251 N87-15220
Procedures for computing transonic flows for control

of adaptive wind tunnels
[NASA-TM-88530] p 257 N87.15235

Comparison of theoretical and flight-measured local flow
aerodynamics for a low.aspect.ratio fin
[NASA.TM-66806] p 232 N87-15941
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Unsteady 3-dimensional Euler equations solutions on
dynamic blocked grids
[AD-A173977] p 232 N87-15942

The aerodynamics and aeroacousties of rotating
transonic disturbances p 289 N87-16786

Euler solutions using an implicit multigrid technique
[NASA-TM-58276] p 290 N87-16792

Navier-Stokes solution for laminar transonic flow over
a NACA0012 airfoil
[FAA-140] p 291 N87-16794

Unsteady flows in a single-stage transonic axial-flow fan
stator row
[NASA-TM-88929] p 292 N87-16805

Profile design in transonic regime
[ETN-87-98849] p 292 N87-16810

Application of flow calculation methods to transonic and
supersonic axial turbomachines
(ONERA-RTS-80/7103-EY] p 309 N87-16846

Analysis of viscous transonic flow over airfoil sections
[NASA-TM-88912] p 323 N87-t7001

ACTA aeronautica et astronautica sinica (selected

articles)
[AD-A173364] p 276 N87-17661

Calculation of viscous transonic flows about a

supercritical airfoil
[AD-A173519] p 293 N87-17673

A comparison of aerodynamic measurements of the
transonic flow through a plane turbine cascade in four
European wind tunnels
[OUEL-1624/86] p 294 N87-17682

Aerodynamic analysis for aircraft with nacelles, pylons,
and winglets at transonic speeds
[NASA-CR-4066] p 349 N87-18538

Multicomponent Aircraft Transonic Invisoid Computation
System (MATRICS) transonic potential flow calculations
about transport aircraft
[NLR-MP-86019-U] p 349 N87-18544

Numerical simulation by finite element methods of
transonic unsteady flow of compressible viscous fluids
modeled by the Navier-Stokes equations
[ETN-87-99048] p 389 N87-18797

Full Approximative Scheme (FAS) multigrid employing
Incomplete Lower Upper decomposition/Strongly Implicit
Procedure (ILU/SIP) smoothing: A robust fast solver for
3D transonic potential flow
[NLR-MP-85072-U] p 389 N87-18798

Development of a ROT22 - DATAMAP interface
[NASA-CR-177403] p 395 N87-18993

The prediction of transonic loading on advancing
helicopter rotors p 414 N87-20206

Prediction of wing-body-store aerodynamics using a
small perturbation method and a grid embedding
technique p 414 N87-20207

Matrics, transonic potential flow calculations about

transport aircraft p 415 N87-20208
Analysis of the F-16 flow field by a block grid Euler

approach p 415 N87-20217
Applications of RAE viscous flow methods near

separation boundaries for three-dimensional wings in
transonic flow p 416 N87-20224

Transonic Navier-Stokes wing solution using a zonal
approach. Part 1: Solution methodology and code
validation p 416 N87-20228

Transonic Navier-Stokes wing solutions using a zonal
approach. Part 2: High angle-of-attack simulation

p 416 N87-20229
Unsteady transonic flow calculations for realistic aircraft

configurations
[NASA-TM-89120] p 417 N87-20234

Study of the unsteady pressure field on the RA16SC1
profile in vibrating condition
[ONERA-RTS-f7/3423-AY] p 419 N87-20249

The application of holography as a transonic flow
diagnostic to rotating components in turbomaohinery

• p 468 N87-21202
Transonic compressor blade tip flow visualization on a

water table
lAD-A176592] p 468 N87-21265

Fluid dynamics of high performance turbomaehines
[AD-A177003] p 469 N87-21341

Acta Aerodynamioa Sinica
[AD-A176552] p 483 N87-21847

Comparison of transonic airfoil characteristics by
Navier-Stokes computation and by wind tunnel test at high
Reynolds number
[NAL-TR-911T] p 492 N87-21869

A ourvilinear coordinate thin-layer Navier-Stokes hybrid
scheme for transonic airfoilanalysis

[NAL-TR-913] p 492 N87-21872
Computational methods for unsteady transonic flows

[NASA-TM-89106] p 492 N87-21874
Transonic and Supersonic Phenomena in

Turbomachines
]AGARD-CP-401] p 515 N87-21927

Shock structure measured in a transonic fan using laser
anemometry p 516 N87-21929

Wake and shock interactions in a transonic turbine
stage p 516 N87-21930

Experimental investigations on shock losses of transonic
and supersonic compressor cascades

p 517 N87-21937

Comparison between inverse designed (PVD) airfoils
and standard series airfoils for high loaded axial turbine
nozzle application p 518 N87-21951

Results of the integration of a transonic full-potential
analysis program with a free-wake lifting-line program for
hovering rotors
[NASA-TM-89494] p 493 N87-22631

Composite velocity procedures for flows with pressure
interaction
[AD-A179602] p 541 N87-22929

Prediction of high-speed rotor noise with a Kirchhoff
formula
[AD-A178982] p 549 N87-23250

Response of transonic diffuser flows to abrupt increases
of back pressure: Wall pressure measurements

p 611 N87-23793

Downstream boundary effects on the frequency of
self-excited oscillations in transonic diffuser flows

p 611 N87-23794

Numerical methods for unsteady transonic flow
p 572 N87-24403

Numerical optimization design of transonic airfoils
p 573 N87-24424

Computation of unsteady transonic flows over moving
airfoils p 574 N87-24426

Runge-Kutta finite-volume simulation of laminar
transonic flow over a NACA 0012 airfoil using the
Navier-Stokes equations
|FFA-TN-1986-60] p 574 N87-24429

Application of a three-dimensional Euler code to
transonic blade tip flow --- helicopter rotors
[MBB-UD-482/86] p 642 N87-25299

Acta Aeronautioa et Astronautica Sinica (selected

articles)
[AD-A181204] p 732 N87-26869

A direct-inverse method for transonic and separated
flows about airfoils

[NASA-CR-181233] p 733 N87-27620
Calculation of viscous effects on transonic flow for

oscillating airfoils and comparisons with experiment
[NASA-TP-2731] p 734 N87-27622

Unsteady hybrid vortex technique for transonic vortex
flows and flutter application
[NASA.CR-180308] p 734 N87-27623

Transonic airfoil computation using the integral equation
with and without embedded Euler domains

p 734 N87-27624

Study of a variable sweep wing in sub or transonic
flow
[ NASA-TT-20f 17] p 736 N87-27644

A contribution to the computation of unsteady, transonic,

inviscid flow about a wing profile
[ETN-87-90038] p 810 N87-28505

Investigations on a transonic airfoil with a 30 mm wide
perforation/cavity arrangement
[DFVLR-FB-86-59J p 810 N87-28506

Theoretical evaluation of the aerodynamic performance

of a transonic wing
[ONERA-20/3423-AY] p 810 N87-28507

Supersonic and transonic supersonic flow
[MPIS-16/1986] p 811 N87-28508

Analysis and design of airfoils and axisymmetric bodies
in transonic nonuniform flow p 811 N87-28509

Numerical calculation of unsteady inviscid rotational
transonic flow past airfoils using Euler equations

p 811 N87-28510
Future Research on Transonic Unsteady Aerodynamics

and Its Aeroelastic Applications
[AGARD-R-749] p 812 N87-28518

Transonic rotor flow-measurement technique using

holographic interferometry p 851 N87-29434
Reconstruction of a three-dimensional, transonic rotor

flow field from holographic interferogram data
p 817 N87-29445

Fun-potential modeling of blede-vortex interactions
p 817 N87-29465
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Computational methods for unsteady transonic flows

[AIAA PAPER 87-0107] p 218 A87-22418
ADAM - An aeroservoelastic analysis method for analog

or digital systems p 310 A87-24034
Transonic aeroelasticity of wings with active control

surfaces

[AIAA PAPER 87-0709] p 411 A87-33657
Transonic flutter analysis using the Euler equations

[AIAA PAPER 87-0911 ] p 552 A87-39646
Experimental results of aeroelastic instability of an axial

compressor p 762 A87-49976
Transonic vibration induced by mismatching between

engine and thrust nozzle p 762 A87-49985
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Comparison between 2D transonic flutter calculations
in the time and frequency domain p 812 N87-28520

TRANSONIC NOZZLES

Afterbody flowfield computations at transonic and
supersonic Mach numbers p 342 A87-27983

Transonic nozzle flow instability due to shock
wave/condensation front interaction

[AIAA PAPER 87-1355] p 567 A87-42409
TRANSONIC SPEED

Applications of a fast, time accurate full potential scheme
to a statically flexible wing in the transonic regime
[AIAA PAPER 87-0707] p 411 A87-33655

Investigation of transonic region of high dynamic
response encountered on an elastic supercdtical wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-0735] p 411 A87-33662

Transonic wing design - Off-design efficiency and effect
of fictitious gas parameter p 551 A87-39409

Investigation of a delta-wing fighter model flow field at
transonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 87-1749] p 634 A87-45182

Effects of tail span and empennage arrangement on
drag of a typical single-engine fighter aft end
[NASA-TP-2352] p 15 N87-10838

Forward-swept wing configuration designed for high
maneuverability by use of a transonic computational
method
[NASA-TP-2628] p 75 N87-11702

Drag predictions for projectiles at transonic and

supersonic speeds
lAD-A171462] p 232 N87-15191

Transonic airfoil design based on the Navier-Stokes
equations to attain arbitrarily specified pressure
distribution: An iterative procedure
[NAL-TR-901T] p 509 N87-21916

An experimental investigation of an advanced turboprop
installation on a swept wing at subsonic and transonic
speeds
[NASA-TP-2729] p 733 N87-26883

Transonic rotor tip design using numerical optimization

[NASA-TM-86771] p 816 N87-29431
Qualitative evaluation of a flush air data system at

transonic speeds and high angles of attack
[NASA-TP-2716] p 827 N87-29497

TRANSONIC WIND TUNNELS
Theoretical studies of the ETW diffuser and of the

second throat p 69 A87-14022
Status report on the European Transonic Wind Tunnel

(E'I3N) p 117 A87-14023
Correlation of icing relationships with airfoil and rotorcraft

icing data p 155 A87-17809
Construction of a 2- by 2-foot transonic adaptive-wall

test section at the NASA Ames Research Center
[AIAA PAPER 86-1089] p 256 A87-21532

Navier-Stokes simulation of side-wall effect of
two-dimensional transonic wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 87-0037] p 256 A87-22371

A transition detection study using a cryogenic hot film
system in the Langley 0.3-meter transonic cryogenic
tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 87-0049] p 256 A87-22380

An experimental investigation of the perpendicular
vortex-airfoil interaction at transonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 87-0208] p 221 A87-22486

Passive shock wave/boundary layer control of a

helicopter rotor airfoil in a contoured transonic wind
tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 87-0438] p 225 A87-22632

Closed-loop Mach number control in a blowdown
transonic wind tunnel p 314 A87-25279

Exploratory flutter test in a cryogenic wind tunnel
p 314 A87-25721

A summary of Reynolds number effects on some recent
tests in the Langley O.3-meter transonic cryogenic tunnel
[SAE PAPER 861765] p 409 A87-32626

Effect of porosity strength on passive
shock-wave/boundary-layer control p 533 A87-37116

Experimental study of the vortex flow behavior on a

generic fighter wing at subsonic and transonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 87-1262] p 631 A87-44920

Designing transonic wind-tunnel test sections for flow
diagnostics and laser velocimeter applications
[AIAA PAPER 87-1434] p 684 A87-44954

Integration effects of pylon geometry and rearward
mounted nacelles for a high-wing transport
[AIAA PAPER 87-1920] p 655 A87-45300

Two-dimensional subsonic and transonic wind tunnel
wall interference corrections for varied walls

p 686 A87-46955

The pitching damping derivatives measured by
force-oscillation method at transonic and supersonic wind
tunnel p 686 A87-46958

Development of experimental investigation on transonic
wind tunnel wall interference p 687 A87-46960

A tentative option for ventilation ratio of slotted wall in
two.dimensional transonic wind tunnel

p 777 A87-47691
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The future use of the European Transonic Wind Tunnel
ETW in the development of advanced aircraft
[DGLR PAPER 86-140] p 777 A87-48162

From Oetztal to Modane - From the history of the large

high-speed wind tunnel 'Bauvorhaben 101' of the
Luftfahrtforschungsanstalt Muenchen (LFM), later ONERA
facility $1 MA p 777 A87-48165

Pseudo Reynolds number trends --- and transonic wind
tunnel mech number errors
[AIAA PAPER 87-2612] p 778 A87-49111

The flow field in the second throat region of a wind
tunnel, computed by an Euler method

p 809 A87-53574
Euler flow solutions for a transonic wind tunnel section

[CWI-NM-R8601] p 16 N87-10847
Computation of transonic separated wing flows using

an Euler/Navier Stokes zonal approach
p 16 N87-10849

X-29A longitudinal and directional force and moment
supplemental transonic wind tunnel test results
[NASA-TM-85909] p 28 N87-10861

Calculated effects of varying Reynolds Number and
dynamic pressure on flexible wings at transonic speeds

p 75 N87-11738
Methods for assessing wall interference in the 2- by

2-foot adaptive-wall wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-88252] p 118 N87-11800

A description of the active and passive
sidewall-boundary-layer removal systems of the 0.3-meter
transonic cryogenic tunnel
[NASA-TM-87764] p 118 N87-11801

A simplified fourwall interference assessment procedure
for airfoil data obtained in the Langley 0.3-meter transonic
cryogenic tunnel
[NASA-CR-4042] p 231 N87-15187

Procedures for computing transonic flows for control
of adaptive wind tunnels
[NASA-TM-88530] p 257 N87-15235

Developments in STOL aircraft reported
p 232 N87-15935

European Transonic Wind Tunnel (ETW) model
technology. Investigations of the transient temperature and
stress behavior of ETW models

[MBB-LKE-123/S/PUB-242] p 316 N87-17721
Computations for the 16-foot transonic tunnel, NASA,

Langley Research Center, revision 1
[NASA-TM-86319-REV-1] p 452 N87-20294

Design study of advanced model support systems for
the National Transonic Facility (NTF)
[NASA-CR-178214] p 453 N87-20297

Aircraft and engine development testing
[AD-A176711 ] p 407 N87-20961

Trial manufacture of NAL 0.1m x 0.1m transonic
cryogenic wind tunnel
[NAL-TR-910] p 526 N87-21969

High Reynolds Number tests of the NASA SC(2)-0012
airfoil in the Langley 0.3-meter transonic cryogenic
tunnel

[NASA-TM-89t02] p 571 N87-23594
Miniature remote dead weight calibrator

[NASA-CASE-LAR-13564-1] p 700 N87-25558
The 0.6 m x 0.6 m trisonic section (TMK) of DFVLR in

(JOlogne-laor'z, WeSt _ermany
[DFVLR-MITF-66-2t] p 687 N67-26053

Evolution, calibration, and operational characteristics of

the two.dimensional test section of the Langley 0.3-meter
transonic cryogenic tunnel

[NASA-TP-2749] p 839 N87-28570
Transonic interference reduction by limited ventilation

wall panels

[NASA-CR-175039] p 815 N87-29419
Optical interferometry in fluid dynamics research

p 851 N87-29447
TRANSPIRATION

Transpiration cooling - Contribution of film cooling to
the overall cooling effectiveness p 847 A87-51475

A calculation method for the propulsive jet and its
aerodynamic interaction with an afterbedy
[DFVLR-FB-86-29] p 154 N87-14292

TRANSPONDERS

Real-time wind estimation and tracking with transponder
downlinked airspeed and heading data

p 648 A87-42779
Air traffic control radar beacon system transponder

performance study and analysis. Vol. 1: Transponder test
methodology results, analysis and recommendations

[DOT/FAA/FS-86/1-VOL-1] p 236 N87-15198
Air traffic control radar beacon system transponder

performance study and analysis. Volume 2: Appendixes
[DOT/FAA/FS-86/1.VOL.2] p 296 N87-16812

TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT

Aerodynamic anomalies - Can CFD prevent or correct
them? --- Computational Fluid Dynamics for transport
aircraft design p 4 A87-10521

A review of advanced turboprop transport activity
p 24 A87-12650

The evolution of air transport aircraft flight deck
p 30 A87-12688

Laminar flow control for transport aircraft applications
p 24 A87-13021

Impact of mismodeled idle engine performance on
calculation and tracking of optimal 4-D descent
trajectories p 88 A87-13360

A redundant actuating system with servo valves of low
hydraulic loss p 93 A87-14025

Airlines look at 150-seaters p 83 A87-15180
Manufacturers plan new long-range aircraft

p 95 A87-15181
Cost effective transportation and high technology

p 141 A87-17022
Control law synthesis for an airplane with relaxed static

stability p 188 A87-17754
Landing approach handling qualities of transport aircraft

with relaxed static stability p 189 A87-17812
Application of decomposition techniques to the

preliminary design of a transport aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 86-2617] p 162 A87-17878

Configuration development of a tandem fan V/STOL
assault transport
[AIAA PAPER 86-2642] p 163 A87-17898

Advanced technology tactical transport --- design
feasibility analysis
[AIAA PAPER 86-2668] p 164 A87-17913

System design trends in commercial transport aircraft
evolution or revolution? --- with emphasis on flight control
and flight deck display systems
[AIAA PAPER 86-2722] p 180 A87-17945

Comparative transport aircraft model tests in many
European wind tunnels
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-178] p 214 A87-21077

Laminarization of transport aircraft wings - A German
view

[AIAA PAPER 87-0085] p 217 A87-22406
Toward the Navier-Stokes analysis of transport aircraft

configurations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0428] p 224 A87-22623

Searching the horizon of Navier-Stokes simulation of
transonic aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 87-0524] p 227 A87-22686

Gulfstream IV - Flying the corporate leader

p 241 A87-22919
STOL technology to boost tactical airlifters

p 339 A87-27814
The use of discrete minimization in the design of a

straight control section in the fuselage of transport
aircraft p 358 A87-28151

Cost-effective, high-technology civil transports
p 358 A87-29278

DHC-8 Static Test program p 358 A87-29282
High Technology Test Bed program MOD 3 STOL

[SAE PAPER 861633] p 360 A87-29637
Has the Orient Express been murdered? --- technological

development of hypersonic transport aircraft
p 340 A87-30002

Crashworthiness analysis of transport aircraft seats
p 352 A87-31135

PAN AIR analysis of a transport high-lift configuration
o 348 A87-31292

Euler solutions for aircraft configurations employing
upper-surfece blowing p 348 A87-31293

Flight deck avionics for the MD-11
p 435 A87-31490

System methods for avionics development and
integration p 401 A87-31548

Aircraft fire safety overview
[SAE PAPER 861617] p 420 A87-32576

Installation aerodynamics of wing-mounted,

single-rotation propfans
[SAE PAPER 861719] p 409 A87-326t0

Flight testing TECS - The Total Energy Control
System
[SAE PAPER 861803] p 444 A87-32648

Airline requirements on a fly-by-wire aircraft - A pilot's
view

[SAE PAPER 861804] p 445 A87-32649

Changing scene in the U.S. air transportation system
(Lecture) p 403 A87-33424

Multilevel/multidisciplinary optimization scheme for
sizing a transport aircraft wing
[AIAA PAPER 87.0714] p 428 A87-33651

Structural analysis of the controlled impact
demonstration of a jet transport airplane

p 430 A87-34512

Loss of cabin pressure in Canadian Forces transport
aircraft, 1963-1984 p 494 A87-35424

The problem of the maximum flight range of aircraft
p 494 A87-35919

Operating costs of transport airplanes - Influence of the
wing aspect ratio and flight conditions
[SAWE PAPER 1720] p 505 A87-36291

The controlled impact demonstration (CID structural
experiments, philosophy, and results) --- of transport
aircraft crashworthiness p 495 A87-38694

Doublet-panel method for half-model wind-tunnel
corrections p 598 A87-39893

Evaluation of three numerical methods for propulsion
integration studies on transonic transport configurations
[AIAA PAPER 86-1814] p 554 A87-40273

Pace of structural materials slows for commercial

transports p 551 A87-40840
A U.S. civil tilt-rotor - Is the gauntlet thrown?

p 551 A87-41028
Thick supercritical airfoils with low drag and natural

laminar flow p 556 A87-41634
The role of experimental aerodynamics in future

transport aircraft design
[AIAA PAPER 87-1371] p 567 A87-42418

Countdown to the propfan p 664 A87-44272
Crash response data system for the controlled impact

demonstration (CID) of a full scale transport aircraft
p 694 A87-45123

Integration effects of pylon geometry and rearward
mounted nacelles for a high-wing transport
[AIAA PAPER 87-1920] p 655 A87-45300

Dornier 328 - Concept for a new*generation regional
airliner p 657 A87-46326

Technological aspects in preparing the development of
regional airliners p 657 A87-46327

Soviet helicopter development p 657 A87-46735
CASA CN-235 - Last but not least

p 742 A87-47248
Countdown to the propfan. II p 758 A87-47307
Aircraft technology of the 1990s in transport-aircraft

projects at MBB
[DGLR PAPER 86-108] p 711 A87-48158

Toughened composites selection criteria
p 782 A87-48531

A program for development of an airship transport
system
[AIAA PAPER 87-2303] p 736 A87-48639

About the design philosophy of long range LFC
transports with advanced supercritical LFC airfoils
[AtAA PAPER 87-1284] p 745 A87-48727

Selected problems in the decision making process for
future small transport/utility aircraft
[SAE PAPER 871045] p 712 A87-48771

The coming-of-age of the public transport helicopter
p 712 A87-48908

Ultra high bypass installation design for transport
aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 87-2280] p 748 A87-49061
Buffeting prediction for transport aircraft applications

based on unsteady pressure measurements
[AIAA PAPER 87-2356] p 724 A87-49073

Numerical simulation of compressible viscous flows
around practical aircraft configurations
[AIAA PAPER 87-2410] p 724 A87-49081

Comparisons among measured and computed
boundary-layer properties on a transport wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-2555] p 727 A87-49106

Inftight anti/de-icing experience from the certification of
the SF340 p 738 A87-49203

_onceprua= sluoles or con[rol sys[ems ]or me
variable-camber wing
[MBB-UT-221-86-PUB] p 769 A87-49960

7J7 manual flight control functions
[AIAA PAPER 87-2454] p 773 A87-50500

Application studies of a new graphite/epoxy matedal
for the vertical fin o1 a commercial transport aircraft

p 841 A87*51792
Prospects for destructive self-induced interactions in a

vortex pair --- due to sinusoidal disturbances from large
transport aircraft wakes p 809 A87-53778

Structural dynamics research in a full-scale transport
aircraft crash test p 818 A87-53780

Crashworthiness experiment summary full-scale
transport controlled impact demonstration program
[DOT/FAA/CT-85/20] p 17 N87-10055

Operating and support hazard analysis for self-contained
navigation system LSI model 6216A, B and C, group B
[AD-A169381] p 22 N87-10855

Practical considerations in aeroelastic design
p 97 N87-11720

Experiences performing conceptual design optimization
of transport aircraft p 97 N87-11723

Multidisciplinary optimization applied to a transport
aircraft p 84 N87-11746

Some experiences in aircraft aeroelastic design using
Preliminary Aeroelastic Design of Structures (PAD)

p 98 N87-11747
Reliability of in-service inspection of transport aircraft

structures
[CAA-PAPER-85013] p 145 N87-14244

Investigation of a prediction method of transonic flutter
characteristics using unsteady transonic aerodynamics

p 191 N87-14274
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Computer simulation of • transport aircraft seat and
occupant(s) in a crash environment, volume 1
[DOT/FAA/CT-86/25-1] p 156 N87-14306

Computer simulation of a transport aircraft seat and
occupant(s] in a crash environment. Volume 2: Program
SOM-TA user manual
[DOTIFAA/CT-86125-2] p 156 N87-14307

Development of a technology for increasing payload of
existing aircraft (NEW 2)
[BMFT.FB-W-86-007] p 177 N87-14328

The handling qualities of a large jet transport aircraft
in severe wind shear and turbulence

p 192 N87-14353
Experiences with transition fixing in the high speed

regime at NLR, Netherlands p 242 N87-15163
Seat experiment results of full-scale transport aircraft

controlled impact demonstration
[AD-At72245] p 235 N87-15193

Task force on emergency evacuation of transport
airplanes. Volume 2: Supporting documentation
lAD.A172256] p 235 N87-15194

Piloted simulator study of allowable time delays in
large-airplane response

[NASA-TP-2652] p 312 N87-16849
Flight service evaluation of advanced composite ailerons

on the L-1011 transport aircraft
[NASA-CR-178170] p 318 N87-16883

Development of selected advanced aerodynamics and
active control concepts for commercial transport aircraft
[NASA-CR-3781] p 275 N87-17659

Development of an advanced pitch active control system
and a reduced area horizontal tail for a wide-body jet
aircraft
[NASA-CR-172283] p 312 N87-17711

Durability and damage tolerance of Large Composite
Primary Aimraft Structure (LCPAS)
[NASA-CR-3767] p319 N87-17860

Multicomponent Aircraft Transonic Inviscid Computation
System (MATRICS) transonic potential flow calculations
about transport aircraft
[NLR-MP-86019oU] p 349 N87-18544

Application of decomposition techniques to the
preliminary design of a transport aimreft
[NASA-CR-178239] p 362 N87-18563

Technical evaluation report on the AGARD Fluid
Dynamics Panel Symposium on Improvement of
Aerodynamic Performance Through Boundary Layer
Control and High Lift Systems
[NLR-MP-85016-U] p 362 N87-18566

KRASH analysis correlation: Transport airplane
controlled impact demonstration test
[DOT/FAA/CT-86/13] p 354 N87.19368

Alternatives for the propulsion of global range transport
aircraft

[ETN-87-98978] p 371 N87-19399
Metrics, transonic potential flow calculations about

transport aimraft p415 N87-20208
Extended Range Twin Operations (ETOPS) --- twin

engined aircraft

[CAP-513] p 422 N87-20976
Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US civil and

foreign aviation, issue number 14, 1985 accidents

[PB86-916928] p 422 N87-20980
Summary of studies to reduce wing-mounted propfan

installation drag on an M = 0.8 transport
[NASA-TP-2678] p 433 N87-20990

Advanced Eiectromechanical Actuation System (EMAS),
flight test
[AD-A176148] p 449 N87-2100t

DFVLR in-flight simulators A'I3"AS and A'I-rHES for flying
qualities and flight control research p 602 N87-23657

KRASH analysis correlation. Transport airplane
controlled impact demonstration test
[AD-A179906] p 647 N87-25308

Flight service evaluation of advanced composite ailerons
on the L-1011 transport aircraft

[NASA-CR-178321] p 691 N87-25439

Effect of Reynolds number variation on aerodynamics
of a hydrogen-fueled transport concept at Mech 6
[NASA-TP-2728] p 645 N87-26031

Control of aircraft under severe wind shear conditions

p 682 N87-26050

First approximation to landing field length of civil
transport aeroplanes (50 ft., 15.24 m screen)
[ESDU-84040] p 688 N87-26056

The computed gust response of an aircraft. The relative
effect of various degrees of freedom
[AD-A180968] p 775 N87-26916

Experimental investigation of the short-period
requirements of MIL-F-8785C, volume 2
[AD-A181475] p 775 N87-26917

Piloted simulator study of allowable time delay in pitch

flight control system of a transport airplane with negative
static stability
[NASA-TM-89147] p 776 N87-26919
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Unique research challenges for high-speed civil
transports
[NASA-TM-100490] p 740 N87-27651

On the conceptual design of subsonic transport aircraft
for cruising flight optimized for different merit functions
[VTH-LR-451] p 753 N87-27654

Standard test evaluation of graphite fiber/resin matrix
composite materials for improved toughness
[NASA-TM-86298] p 845 N87-28618

Thermal fatigue tests of a radiative heat shield panel
for a hypersonic transport
[NASA-TM-87583] p 845 N87-28643

Jet transport flight operations using cockpit display of
traffic information during instrument meteorological
conditions: Simulation evaluation

[NASA-TP-2567] p 819 N87-29469
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High temperature transport properties of air
[AIAA PAPER 87-1632] p 707 A87-43129

TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION

Computation of tip and corner region flows
p 537 N87-22153

TRANSVERSE OSCILLATION

Influence of large deflection and transverse shear on
random response of rectangular symmetric composite
laminates to acoustic loads

[NASA-CR-178313] p 798 N87-27489
TRAVELING WAVE TUBES

Dual-mode coupled cavity TWT p 610 A87-41322
TREES (MATHEMATICS)

Identification of 3D objects from multiple silhouettes
using quadtrees/octrees p 394 A87-27699

Analysis of typical fault-tolerant architectures using
HARP p 704 A87-45771

TREES (PLANTS)

Tree attenuation at 869 MHz derived from remotely
piloted aircraft measurements p 381 A87-28414

TRIANGULATION

Three dimensional mesh generation by triangulation of
arbitrary point sets
[AIAA PAPER 87-1124] p 617 A87-42073

TRISONIC WIND TUNNELS

The 0.6 m x 0.6 m trisonic section (TMK) of DFVLR in
Cologne-Por'z, West Germany
]DFVLR-MITT.86-21] p 687 N87-26053

TROPOSPHERE

The development of an air motion measurement system
for NASA's Electra aircraft p 589 A87-42183

In situ ozone instrumentation for 10-Hz measurements

- Development and evaluation p 611 A87-42185
TRUNCATION ERRORS

A truncation error injection approach to viscous-inviscid
interaction

[AIAA PAPER 87-540] p 284 A87-24981
Computation of unsteady transonic aerodynamics with

truncation error injection p 627 A87-43392
TRUSSES

A hybrid nonlinear programming method for design
optimization p 545 A87-35718

Extension and application of a procedure for damage
assessment of aerospace structures
[AD-A174035] p 396 N87-19004
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The optimization of longitudinal aircraft motion control
during take-oft p 373 A87-30407

TUNGSTEN

Fiber reinforced superalloys
[NASA-TM-89865] p 530 N87-22811

TUNING

Application of multiple objective optimization techniques
to finite element model tuning p 266 A87-22819

The effect of circumferential aerodynamic detuning on
coupled bending°torsion unstalled supersonic flutter
[ASME PAPER 86-GT-100] p 304 A87°25396

Analytical and experimental investigation of mistuning
in propfan flutter

[AIAA PAPER 87-0739] p 609 A87-40496
Optimization of cascade blade mistuning under flutter

and forced response constraints p 106 N87-11732
Analytical and experimental investigation of mistuning

in propfan flutter
[NASA-TM-88959] p 327 N87-18116

Application of a system modification technique to
dynamic tuning of a spinning rotor blade

p 390 N87-18871
TURBINE BLADES

Experimental investigation on the performances of a
transonic turbine blade cascade for varying incidence
angles p 9 A87-12205

An experimental study on large negative incidence
separated flow in two-dimensional turbine cascades

p 10 A87-12957
Automated infrared inspection of jet engine turbine

blades p 125 A87-13719
Monitoring the state of the blades of gas turbine engines

by the acoustic emission method p 262 A87-20346
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Modeling gas turbine deterioration due to high levels
of dust ingestion
]AIAA PAPER 87-0144] p 249 A87-22440

Analysis of flowfield on leading edge of transonic blade
profile p 279 A87-23757

NDT of jet engines - An industry survey. I
p 321 A87-25823

A numerical study of incompressible Naviar-Stokes flow
through rectilinear and radial cascade of turbine blades

p 288 A87-26079
High-temperature behavior of different coatings in

high-performance gas turbines and in laboratory tests
p 317 A87-26105

Optimization of a method for determining the fatigue
limit of the blades of gas turbine engines

p 305 A87-26304

The effect of temperature, protective coatings, and
service history on the fatigue strength of gas-turbine engine
blades made from the high-temperature cast alloy
EP539LM p 305 A87-26307

Production laser hardfacing of jet engine turbine
blades p 323 A87-26678

Unsteady aerodynamic characteristics of annular
cascade oscillating in transonic flow. I - Measurement of
aerodynamic damping with freon gas controlled-oscillated
annular cascade test facility p 288 A87-27168

Application of Reissner method to free vibrations of a
tapered, twisted, aerofoil cross-section turbine blade,
mounted at a stagger angle on a rotating disc

p 366 A87-27811
Thermal and thermally stressed state of trigonal prisms

modeling the operation of the edges of gas turbine
blades p 382 A87-29204

Vibratory strain distributions in an integral-machined air
turbine starter wheel

[SAE PAPER 861737] p368 A87-29583
The development of single crystal superalloy turbine

blades p 456 A87-33265
Optimization and analysis of gas turbine engine blades

[AIAA PAPER 87-0827] p 475 A87-33614
The effectiveness of heat-protection coatings on the

blades of gas turbine engines p 465 A87-34272
Analysis of computation methods in $2 stream surfaces

for quasi-three-dimensional design of turbine
p 486 A87-36920

Experimental investigation on cooling effectiveness of
high-tempereture air-cooled turbine blade

p 513 A87-37845
Experimental investigation on cooling effectiveness of

a turbine blade under various design conditions
p 513 A87-37846

Heat transfer through multi-turns of cooling passages
in a turbine blade p 533 A87-37848

A calculation method of determining blade section drag
in a rotor based on wake measurements

p 488 A87-37849
Numerical simulation of three-dimensional flow fields in

turbomachinery blade rows using the compressible
Navier-Stokes equations
[AIAA PAPER 87-1314] p 565 A87-42380

Electrochemical machining processes in aircraft engine
building --- Russian book p 693 A87-42905

The low-aspect-ratio parameter of blades
p 663 A87-43607

Optimization of the duration of ultrasonically activated
impact surface treatment of gas-turbine-engine blades

p 663 A87-43609

A study of the thermal-stress state of gas turbine engine
blades with protective coatings p 664 A87-43640

Development of low-cost test techniques for advancing
film cooling technology
]AIAA PAPER 87-1913] p 696 A87-45293

Experimental data correlations for the effects of rotation
on impingement cooling of turbine blades
[AIAA PAPER 87-2008] p 696 A87-45349

Friction factors and heat transfer coefficients in
turbulated cooling passages of different aspect ratios. I -
Experimental results
[AIAA PAPER 87-2009] p 696 A87-45350

Application of a 3D inviscid rotational design procedure
for turbomachinery bladings p 638 A87-46204

Numerical simulation of transonic three-dimensional

flows in turbine blade passages p 638 A87-46206

Supersonic through-flow fan design
]AIAA PAPER 87-1746] p 759 A87-48571

Structural damage and rejuvenation of used turbine
blades p 761 A87-49530

Experimental investigation on flow performance of
tandem blade cascades with double circular arc profiles

p 730 A87-49989

Calculation of noise caused by interaction of supersonic
cascade and varied oncoming gust p 859 A87-51812

Local recoating of components of high-pressure jet
aircraft engines p 843 A87-53823
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An experimental investigation of the generation and
consequences of acoustic waves in an axial-flew
compressor - The effect of variations in the axial spacing
between blade rows p 860 A87-64239

Development of heat flux sensors in turbine airfoils
p 62 N87-11186

Coolant passage heat transfer with rotation, a progress
report p 53 N87-11225

STAEBL: Structural tailoring of engine blades, phase 2
p 106 N87-11731

Optimization of cascade blade mistuning under flutter
and forced response constraints p 106 N87-11732

On optimal design for the blade-root/hub interface in
jet engines p 106 N87-t1769

Fabrication of cooled radial turbine rotor
[NASA-CR-t79503] p 107 N87-t1789

Journal of engineering thermophysics (selected
articles)
[AD-A169452] p 139 N87-13347

Bonding of superalloys by diffusion welding and diffusion
brazing p 324 N87-t7059

Investigation and design of a high efficiency turbine
wheel

[AD-Af76191] p 443 N87-20997
Some considerations relating to aero engine

pyrometry p 468 N87-2t 187
Through flow analysis within axial flow turbomechinery

blade rows

[NAL-PD-PR-8609] p 537 N87-22167
Structural and aeroelastic analysis of the SR-7L

propfan
[NASA-TM-86877] p 540 N87-22273

Supersonic through-flow fan design
[NASA-TM-88908] p 520 N87.22681

A linearized Euler analysis of unsteady flows in
turbomachinery
[NASA-CR-ta0987] p 542 N87-22948

Acta aeronautica et astronautica sinica
[AD-A179673] p 592 N87-23618

Aeroelasticity in axial-flow turboreachines, Volume 1:
Unsteady turbomachinery aerodynamics
[AGARD-AG-298-VOL-1] p 571 N87-24398

Linearized unsteady aerodynamic theory
p 571 N87-24399

Numerical methods for unsteady transonic flow
p 572 N87-24403

Stall flutter p 598 N87-24404
Unsteady aerodynamic measurements in flutter

research p 572 N87-24405
Understanding fan blade flutter through linear cascade

aeroelastic testing p 572 N87-24407
Aeroelasticity in turbomachines comparison of

theoretical and experimental cascade results. Appendix
A5: All experimental and theoretical results for the 9
standard configurations

[AD-A180534] p 677 N87-25326
Advanced turbine blading: A challenge for designe r,

materials developer and manufacturer

[PNR90365] p 763 N87-26911
Application of SPATE to high frequency vibration

measurement of aero engine components --- Stress
Pattern Analysis by Thermal Emission (SPATE)

TURBINE ENGINES

Alumina-CoCrAIY material as an improved intermediate
layer for graded ceramic gas-path sealing in aeroturbine
engines p 40 A87-12928

A real-time simulation evaluation of an advanced

detection, isolation and accommodation algorithm for
sensor failures in turbine engines p 103 A87-13318

Turbine bypass remote augmentor lift system for
V/STOL aircraft p 105 A87-14364

Long-term deposit formation in aviation turbine fuel at

elevated temperature p 121 A87-14986
Dynamic simulation research on digital speed control

system of aeroengine p 306 A87-27485
Ceramic coatings for advanced heat engines - A review

and projection p 379 A87-29571
Applications of VLSI in electronic turbine engine

controls p 459 A87-31534
The propfan leads the way to a new generation of

propulsion engines p 441 A87-35180
Development program of a full authority digital electronic

control system for the T55-L-7 f 2E turboshaft engine

p 663 A87-43465
Full-scale thrust reverser testing in an altitude facility

[AIAA PAPER 87-1788] p 684 A87-45203
Future advanced control technology study (FACTS) -

A look at emerging technologies --- for turbine engines
[AIAA PAPER 87-1930] p 670 A87-45308

Application of computational fluid dynamics to analysis
of exhaust gas/diffuser interactions in a turbine engine
altitude test cell

[AIAA PAPER 87-2014] p 670 A87-45354
Mechanical property tailoring titanium alloys for jet

engine applications p 781 A87-47986

Mathematical model partitioning and packing for parallel
computer calculation p 856 A87-52534

Compound cycle engine program p 831 A87-53428
Turbine Engine Hot Section Technology, 1984

(NASA-CP-2339] p 52 N87-11180
Combustion overview p 43 N87-11181
Fatigue and fracture: Overview p 52 N87-11183
Host turbine heat transfer overview

p 52 N87-11184
Laser anemometers of hot-section applications

p 52 N87-11187
Effects of surface chemistry on hot corrosion life

p43 N87-11193
Introduction to life modeling of thermal barrier

coatings p 43 N87-11195
Thermal barrier coating life prediction model

development p 52 N87-11199
The 3D inelastic analysis methods for hot section

components p 53 N87-11206
Constitutive modeling for isotropic materials

p 53 N87-11211
Compound cycle engine program

[NASA-TM-88879] p 107 N87-11790
Aviation turbine fuels, 1985

[DE86-012140] p 122 N87-11908
Component improvement program task 83-01, 36E133

air turbine starter

lAD-A169483] p 108 N87-12562
Turbine air seal with full backside cooling

lAD-D012405] p 108 N87.12564
Improved vane platform sealing and retention means

lAD-D012407] p 131 N87.12881
Turbine vane external heat transfer. Volume 2, Numerical

solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations for two- and
three-dimensional turbine cascades with heat transfer

[NASA-CR-174828] p 200 N87-13661
Four spot laser anemometer and optical access

techniques for turbine applications
[NASA-TM-88972] p 326 N87-18057

Full-scale thrust reverser testing in an altitude facility
[NASA-TM-88967] p 376 N87-18575

Wake and shock interactions in a transonic turbine

stage p 516 N87-21930
The T55-L-712 turbine engine compressor housing

refurbishment project
[NASA-CR-179624] p 604 N87-23729

Antimisting Fuel (AMK) flight degrader development and
aircraft fuel system investigation
[DOT/FAA/CT.86/6] p 606 N87-23816

Advanced detection, isolation and accommodation of
sensor failures: Real-time evaluation
[NASA-TP.2740] p 682 N87-25331

Ceramic high pressure gas path seal
[NASA-CR-180813] p 764 N87-26914

Materials for Advanced Turbine Engines (MATE). Project
4: Erosion resistant compressor airfoil coating
[NASA-CR-179622] p 784 N87-27029

Toward improved durability in advanced combustors and
turbines: Progress in the prediction of thermomechanical
loads

[NASA-TM-88932] p 832 N87-28551
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Specification of gas turbine disc forgings
p44 A87-10121

Manufacturing technology for nondestructive evaluation
(NDE) system to implement retirement for cause (RFC)

procedures for gas turbine engine components
p 44 A87-10727

Predicting the onset of high cycle fatigue damage - An
engineering application for long crack fatigue threshold
data p 320 A87-24037

Excitation and vibration of a bladed disk under operating
and simulated operation conditions p 366 A87-28350

A mathematical model for estimating the natural vibration
frequency of the disks of gas turbine engines in the case
of a slight change in the disk thickness

p 591 A87-41911
Deformation and fracture of the titanium disks of

gas.turbine engines due to changes inthe frequency and
shape of the loading cycle p 604 A87-41913

Experimental application of strain pattern analysis (SPA)
. Wind tunnel and flight test results p 654 A87-43459

Investigation of rotating additional blades on the
periphery of an axial-compresssor rotor

p 629 A87-43618

State-of-art and prospect for materials and hot working
technology for gas turbine disk p 780 A87-47681

Hot corrosion site environment in gas turbines
p 830 A87-51353

Mechanical properties of thick section AF2-1DA-6
powder metal turbine rotors p 841 A87-51648

Investigation and design of a high efficiency turbine
wheel

[AD-A176191] p443 N87-20997

Effectiveness of balancing flexible rotary compressor
vanes on low-speed balancing machine

p 592 N87-23580
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Euler solutions for highly loaded turbine cascades
p 342 A87-27981

Turbine air seal with full backside cooling
[AD-D012405] p 106 N87.12564

Temperature detection system for use on film cooled
turbine airfoils

[AD-D012476] p 251 N87-15971

Variable cycle engine for high altitude aircraft
[AD-D012522] p 251 N87-15972

Investigation and design of a high efficiency turbine
wheel

[AD-At76191] p 443 N87-20997

Evaluation of naphthene rich turbine fuels as heat sinks
for hypersonic aircraft
lAD-At82118] p 845 N87-28658

TURBOCOMPRESSORS

Further development of the axial-radial compressor
p 104 A87-13998

The effect of casing treatment on the performance and
flowfield in axial compressors p 184 A87-18531

A method for evaluating the effect of the radial clearance
on the efficiency of the turbocompressor during the
selection of process parameters for a turbofan engine

p 247 A87-20400
An experimental determination of the transfer laws for

a disturbance across an axial compressor
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-106] p 248 A87-21025

A numerical study of the propagation of a distortion in
an axial compressor

[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-107] p 263 A87-21026
Stall transients of axial compression systems with inlet

distortion p 279 A87-24010

A computer controlled vibratory fatigue test rig with
programmed loading for blading p 315 A87-27490

Prediction of compressor and turbojet performance with
distorted inlet flow p 367 A87-29561

On performance of a cascade with varying geometry
converging passage p 344 A87-29565

The predicting method for the performance of the
modern supersonic/transonic stage of the axial-flew
compressor p 344 A87-29.566

Low aspect ratio axial flow compressors - Why and what
it means

[SAE PAPER 861837] p 369 A87-31150
Solution of inverse problem of transonic flow on $2

surface using an elliptic algorithm p 347 A87-31166
Determination of pressure losses in the compressor of

a gas turbine engine in the autorotation mode
p 461 A87-31739

Rotating stall and surge as a coupled instability in axial
compressors - The computation of unsteady flow
processes in axial-compressor devices

p 485 A87-36634
Performance studies on an axial flow compressor

stage p 533 A87-37208
A method for compressor axisymmetric characteristics

by the aid of rotating stall parameters
iJ -_oo _o/-oloo_

Engineering evaluation of steady operating margin of a
dual-rotor compressor p 513 A87.37840

Measurements and analysis of surge, stall and surge
point parameters in turbojet compressors

p 513 A87-37841
Unified model for the calculation of blade profile losses

of axial compressors p 489 A87-39079
Theory and design of turbocompressora (2nd revised

and enlarged edition) --- Russian book

p 535 A87-39175
Calculation of the radial clearance chronogram for the

compressors of aircraft gas turbine engines
p 591 A87.42149

Effect of fabrication-related deviations of the geometrical
parameters of blade profiles on flow in a compressor

p 629 A87-43603
Investigation of flow structure in a compressor with two

types of guides p 629 A87-43604
Calculation of the boundary layer at the inlet section

of a compressor cascade p 629 A87-43608
Efficiency of the utilization of rotor blade shroud labyrinth

seals in an axial-compressor stage with large radial
clearances p 694 A87-43611

Investigation of rotating additional blades on the
periphery of an axial-compresssor rotor

p 629 A87-43618
Rotor wake segment influence on stator.surface

boundary layer development in an axial-flow compressor

stage
[AIAA PAPER 87-1741] p 695 A87-45178

A stage-by-stage post-stall compression system
modeling technique
[AIAA PAPER 87-2088] p 636 A87.45397
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Three stream turbofan-variable cycle engine with integral
turbocompressor
[AIAA PAPER 87-2104] p 672 A87-45409

Tip clearance flows. I - Experimental investigation of
an isolated rotor. II - Study of various models and
comparison with test results p 638 A87-46208

A study of some factors affecting the performance of
a contra-rotating axial compressor stage

p 639 A87-46211
Expendable turbojet compressor design, test and

development p 674 A87-46212
Improvement of aerodynamic calculation on S(2)m

stream surface of axial compressor by using of annulus
wall boundary layer calculation p 639 A87-46216

J85 surge transient simulation p 675 A87-46240
Development of a laser interferometric system for

velocity measurements inside a transonic axial flow
compressor stage p 698 A87-46244

Erosion problem of axial compressor blades of a
turboshaft engine p 675 A87-46246

Supersonic through-flow fan design
]AIAA PAPER 87-1746] p 759 A87-48571

Some experiments with a supersonic axial compressor
stage p 719 A87-48723

Unsteady aerodynamic interactions in a multistage
compressor
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-171] p 719 A87-48725

Advanced liquid-cooled, turbocharged and intercooled
stratified charge rotary engines for aircraft
[SAE PAPER 871039] p 759 A87-48766

Design and development of a light weight, high pressure
ratio aircraft turbocharger
[SAE PAPER 871041] p 760 A87-48768

Advanced Allison small turboprop engines
[SAE PAPER 871055] p 760 A87-48778

Effects of temperature transients on the stability of a
turbojet engine p 761 A87-49241

Experimental results of aeroelastic instability of an axial
compressor p 762 A87-49976

Investigation of supersonic multiple circular arc (MCA)
airfoil cascade of axial-flow compressor

p 729 A87-49980
Computer-sided experimental investigation of axial-flow

compressors p 730 A87-49991
Method for the determination of the three dimensional

aerodynamic field of a rotor-stator combination in
compressible flow
[AIAA PAPER 87-1742] p 730 A87-50187

Three-dimensional calculation in a high subsonic axial
compressor rotor and its compared with L2F velocity
measurement p 805 A87-51809

An experimental investigation of the effect of inlet flow
distortion on compressor performance

p 805 A87-51813

Compound cycle engine program p 831 A87-53428

A design system for erosion tolerant helicopter
engines p 831 A87-53430

An experimental investigation of the generation and
consequences of acoustic waves in an axial-flow
compressor - The effect of variations in the axial spacing
between blade rows p 860 A87-54239

Compound cycle engine program
[NASA-TM-88879] p 107 N87-11790

Journal of engineering thermophysics (selected
articles)
[AD-A169462] p 139 N87-13347

Unsteady flows in a single-stage transonic axial-flow fan
stator row
[NASA-TM-B8929] p 292 N87-16805

A study of compressor erosion in helicopter engine with
inlet separator
[AD-A173288] p 309 N87-17703

The application of holography as a transonic flow
diagnostic to rotating components in turbomechinery

p 468 N87-21202

Some aspects of fan noise generation in axial
compressors
[NLR-MP-85089-U] p 477 N87-21657

A post-stall compression system modeling technique
[AD-A177610] p 515 N87-21924

Design of an axial flow research compressor operating
in the subsonic and transonic ranges
[NAL-TM-PR-8607] p 518 N87-21952

Through flow analysis within axial flow turbomachinery
blade rows

[NAL-PD-PR-8609] p 537 N87-22167

Rotordynamic Instability Problems in High-Performance
Turbomechinery, 1986
[NASA-CP-2443] p 538 N87-22199

Supersonic through-flow fan design
[NASA-TM-88908] p 520 N87-22681

Development of model describing unstable operation of
turbocompressor and design of antisurging protection for
gas turbine engine p 592 N87-23577

Effectiveness of balancing flexible rotary compressor
vanes on low-speed balancing machine

p 592 N87-23580

Improvement of the parallel compressor model by
consideration of unsteady blade aerodynamics

p 594 N87-24473

Contribution to the description of rotating flow
instabilities and inlet perturbations in axial flow

compressors
[ETN-87-90040] p 850 N87-28845
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F.100 - Fellowship renewed p 428 A87-33135

The National Gas Turbine projects in Japan. The
F JR-710 turbofan engine project. The ADTJ-100 high
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Flight control system for the UH-1D helicopter
p 373 A87-30415

The effect of rotor wake geometry variation on hover
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Handling qualities evaluation of the ADOCS primary flight
control system p 191 A87-19257
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Emergency exits for underwater escape from
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Numerical and experimental study of dynamics of
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[PB86-916922] p 354 N87-18554
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[PB86-916913] p354 N87-18555
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Flight-vehicle structures education in the US:

Assessment and recommendations
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The Mars airplane p 303 N87-17753
UNSTEADY FLOW

Unsteady transonics of a wing with tip store
p 4 A87-10524
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blade row under the effect of vorfex inhomogeneities in
the oncoming flow p 5 A87-10618

Implicit and semi-implicit methods for the compressible
Navier-Stokes equations p47 A87-11503

Computations of separated subsonic and transonic flow

about airfoils in unsteady motion p8 A87.11786
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shock tube flows p 10 A87-12617
Visualization of wing tip vortices in accelerating and

steady flow p 72 A87-14370
Advances in the understanding and computation of
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Unsteady transonic aerodynamics and aeroelastlcity

p 73 A87-15453
Special opportunities in helicopter aerodynamics

p 74 A87-15469
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Second-order thickness terms in unsteady wing theory
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A review of current finite difference rotor flow methods
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surfaces-(BIS) II. Numerical results
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review; state of the art p 276 A87-23630
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applications p 277 A87-23639
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New approach to finite-state modeling of unsteady
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Three-dimensional flow produced by a pitching-plunging
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[AIAA PAPER 87-0121] p 275 A87-24922
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Unsteady separated flows - Novel experimental
approach
[AIAA PAPER 87-0459] p 283 A87-24966

Visualization and registration of unsteady phenomena
in transonic flows p 286 A87.25293
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configurations p 287 A87-25720

Internal acoutics in turbomachinery
p 333 A87-25844

Euler solutions for transonic flow past a fighter wing
p 342 A87-28068

Aircraft turbofan noise p398 A87.31144
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flows p 347 A87-31182
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configurations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0850] p 411 A87-33690

Calculation of steady and unsteady pressures on wings
at supersonic speeds with a transonic small disturbance
code

[AIAA PAPER 87-0851] p 411 A87-33691

Unsteady transonic aerodynamics of oscillating airfoils
in supersonic freestream
[AIAA PAPER 87-0852] p 412 A87-33692

Nonlinear programming extensions to rational function
approximations of unsteady aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 87-0854] p 412 A87-33694

Multi-control system in unsteady aerodynamics using
spoilers
[AIAA PAPER 87-0855] p 446 A87-33695

The solution of unstationary viscous flow in

turbomachine by orthogonal finite element methods
p 412 A87-34048

Numerical simulations of unsteady airfoil-vortex
interactions p 413 A87-34851

Aerodynamic coefficients of a thin wing with elliptic
pianform in unsteady motion p 413 A87-35016

Quantitative visualization of steady and unsteady flows
using spark velocimetry p 531 A87-35300

Unsteady axisymmetrio turbulent boundary layer on a
slender body of revolution p 485 A87-36562

Rotating stall and surge as a coupled instability in axial
compressors - The computation of unsteady flow
processes in axial-compressor devices

p 485 A87-36634

Selective elimination - A fast solver for real-time

unsteady integration of the Euler equations in explicit
formulation

[DGLR PAPER 86-163] p 486 A87-36791
Lifting surface calculations in the Laplace domain with

application to root loci p 487 A87-37108

Rapid computation of unsteady transonic cascade
flows p 487 A87.37118

Unsteady aerodynamics in rotary-wing aeroelasticity -
A review p 487 A87-37204

Validation of aerodynamic models for predicting the
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[AAAF PAPER NT 86-21] p 489 A87-38044

Aerodynamic coefficients of a thin elliptic wing in
unsteady motion p 552 A87-39526

Aspects of unsteady transonic flow
p 554 A87-40083

Bifurcations in unsteady aerodynamics
p 554 A87-40085

Improvements on a Green's function method for the
solution of linearized unsteady potential flows

p 556 A87-41627
Extension and applications of flux-vector splitting to

unsteady calculations on dynamic meshes
[AIAA PAPER 87-1152] p 559 A87.42098

Calculations of unsteady Navier-Stokes equations

around an oscillating 3-D wing using moving grid system
[AIAA PAPER 87-1158] p 559 A87-42104

Three-dimensional unsteady Euler solutions for propfans
and counter-rotating propfans in transonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 87-1197] p 562 A87-42314

Unsteady full potential aeroelastic computations for
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[AIAA PAPER 87-1238] p 563 A87-42335

Unsteady transonic flow simulation on a
full-span-wing-body configuration
[AIAA PAPER 87-1240] p 563 A87-42337

Unsteady transonic flow with shocks around oscillating
airfoils and cascades - A variational theory
[AIAA PAPER 87-1426] p 568 A87-42449

Computation of steady and unsteady vortex dominated
flows

|AIAA PAPER 87-1462] p 569 A87.42473
Computation of unsteady transonic aerodynamics with

truncation error injection p 627 A87.43392
Unsteady separation characteristics of airfoils operating

under dynamic stall conditions p 628 A87-43421
An advanced mathematical model for helicopter flight

simulation using nonlinear unsteady aerodynamics
p 679 A87-43435

Numerical study of the gasdynamlc process in a pulsejet

engine p 663 A87.43614
Visualization of three-dimensional structures about a

pitching forward swept wing
{AIAA PAPER 87-1322] p 831 A87-44929

Forced unsteady vortex flows driven by pitching
airfoils

[AIAA PAPER 87-1331] p 631 A87-44931
Comparisons of unsteady flow fieldsabout straight and

swept wings using flow visualization and hotwire
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Unsteady three-dimensional Navier-Stokes simulations
of turbine rotor-stator interaction

[AIAA PAPER 87-2058] p 636 A87-45386
The influence of flow non-uniformities in air-breathing

hypersonic propulsion systems
[AIAA PAPER 87-2079] p 636 A87-45394

Unsteady viscous flows round moving circular cylinders
and airfoils. II p 637 A87.45792

J85 surge transient simulation p 675 A87-46240
Aeroelastic control of stability and forced response of

supersonic rotors by aerodynamic detuning
p 676 A87.46249

Theory of small disturbances for fiat, near-sonic flow
through a vibrating cascade p 717 A87-47658

Numerical solution of three-dimensional transonic flows
past an oscillating thin body p 717 A87-47660

On vectorization of a 2D Navier-Stokes Solver
p 718 A87-47859

Numerical simulation o1 confined unsteady
aeredynamical flows p 719 A87-48339

Finite state modelling of unsteady aerodynamics and
its application to a rotor dynamic problem

p 721 A87-48955
Buffeting prediction for transport aircraft applications

based on unsteady pressure measurements
[AIAA PAPER 87-2356] p 724 A87.49073

Calculation of unsteady transonic flow with large
longitudinal disturbance about airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 87-2357] p 724 A87-49074

Application of a panel code to unsteady wing-propeller
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The measurement of oscillatory pressures with discrete

and sweep excitation p 837 A87-51213
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Self-excited oscillations in jet engine test cells
p859 A87-51215

Near wake of an unsteady symmetric airfoil
p 803 A87-51221

Dynamic stall around an airfoilat high Reynolds numbers
- A comparison between numerical results and
experimental visualization p 804 A87-51454

The application of the method of streams to the
numerical modeling of unsteady aerohydrodynamics
problems p 804 A87.51654

The unsteady flow Euler amplitude equation in vibrating
cascades and its numerical method p 830 A87.51810

Parametric exploration of unsteady wing tip vortices
p 807 A87-52355
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aerodynamics p 808 A87-52883
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Three-dimensional unsteady Euler equations solutions
on dynamic grids
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Computational fluid dynamic studies of certain ducted
bluff-body flowfields relevant to turbojet combustors.
Volume 1: Time-dependent calculations with the k-epsilon
turbulence model for an existing centerbody combustor
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Unsteady transonic flow computations for AGARD
two-dimensional and three-dimensional aeroelastic
configurations
[ONERA-NT-1985-5] p 152 N87-13418

Computational study of flow around an airfoil at high
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p 152 N87-14268
Unsteady aerodynamic load estimates on turning vanes

in the national full-scale aerodynamic complex
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Unsteady aerodynamic and heat transfer processes in
a transonic turbine stage p 251 N87-15220

Unsteady 3-dimensional Euler equations solutions on
dynamic blocked grids
[AD-A173977] p 232 N87-15942

Measurements of the unsteady flow field within the stator
row of a transonic axial-flow fan. 1: Measurement and

analysis technique
[NASA-TM-88945] p 290 N87-16789

Measurements of the unsteady flow field within the stator
row of a transonic axial-flow fan. Part 2: Results and
discussion
[NASA-TM-88946] p 290 N87-16790

Unsteady flows in a single-stage transonic axial-flow fan
stator row
[NASA-TM-88929] p 292 N87-16805

Unsteady aerodynamics of a rotating compressor blade
row in incompressible flow. Volume 1: Experimental
facilities, procedures and sample data
[AD-A173043] p307 N87-16831

Unsteady aerodynamics of a rotating compressor blade
row at low Math number. Volume 2: Analysis of
experimental results and comparison with theory
[AD-A173044] p 307 N87-16832

Highlights of unsteady pressure tests on a 14 percent
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condition
[NASA-TM-89080] p 293 N87-17667

On the prediction of the aeroelastic behavior of lifting
systems due to flow separation
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Numerical simulation by finite element methods of
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modeled by the Navier-Stokes equations
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Unsteady transonic flow calculations for realistic aircraft
configurations
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Acta Aerodynamica Sinica
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Computational methods for unsteady transonic flows
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A numerical study of unsteady flow effects in a
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Computation of unsteady flows using the point vortex
method p 536 N87-22138

Unsteady stator/rotor interaction p 541 N87-22767
A linearized Euler analysis of unsteady flows in

turbomachinery
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Unsteady separated flows: Vorticify and turbulence
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Aeroelasticity in axial-flow turbomschines. Volume 1:

Unsteady turbomachinery aerodynamics
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Linsarized unsteady aerodynamic theory
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Numerical methods for unsteady transonic flow
p 572 N87-24403
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research p 572 N87-24405

Unsteady three-dimensional simulation of VTOL upwash
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Unsteady inlet distortion characteristics with the B-1B
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Experimental studies on the dynamic development and
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Steady and unsteady aerodynamic forces from the
SOUSSA surface-panel method for a fighter wing with tip
missile and comparison with experiment and PANAIR
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Aerodynamic/dynamic interaction
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A contribution to the computation of unsteady, transonic,
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[ETN-87-90038] p 810 N87-28505

Numerical calculation of unsteady inviscid rotational
transonic flow past airfoils using Euler equations

p 811 N87-28510
Two-degree-of-freedom subsonic wing rock and

nonlinear aerodynamic interference p 811 N87-28511
A numerical model for unsteady two-dimensional flow

calculations with flow separation
[DE87-012316] p 850 N87-28866
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An efficient algorithm for solution of the unsteady
transonic smsil-dieturbance equation
[NASA°TM-89014] p 230 N87-15176

Future Research on Transonic Unsteady Aerodynamics
and Its Aeroelastic Applications
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UPPER SURFACE BLOWING

Performance studies on the applicabon of four-engine
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Further development of pneumatic powered-lift systems
with capability for thrust deflection and recovery
[AIAA PAPER 87-0005] p 248 A87-22353

A numerical investigation on wing/nacelle interferences
of USB configuration
[AIAA PAPER 87-0455] p 226 A87-22647

Noise from a circulation control wing with upper surface
blowing p 342 A87-28074

A study of a circulation control airfoil with leading/trailing
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[AIAA PAPER 87-0157] p 345 A87°31104

Numerical solution of the downwash associated with a

blown-flap system p 347 A87-31290
Euler solutions for aircraft configurations employing

upper-surface blowing p 348 A87-31293
Large-scale static investigation of

circutation-control-wing concepts applied to upper
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[NASA-TP-2684] p 243 N87-15959
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High resolution upwind schemes for the

three-dimensional incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0547] p 569 A87-42650
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Turbulence measurements in a radial upwesh
[AIAA PAPER 87-1435] p 568 A87-42455

High-angle-of-attack pneumatic lag and upwash
corrections for a hemispherical flow direction sensor
[NASA.TM-86790] p 590 N87-23616

Unsteady three-dimensional simulation of VTOL upwash
fountain turbulence p 572 N87-24414

An investigation of turbulence mechanisms in V/STOL
upwash flow fields

[AD-A181265] p 732 N87-26871

USER MANUALS (COMPUTER PROGRAMS)
Viscous wing theory development. Volume 2:
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Assessment of damage tolerance requirements and
analyses: A user's manual for crack growth and crack

initiation analysis: DAMGRO
[AD-A171209] p 132 N87-12939

SIMPROP: A system for simple aerodynamic analysis
of propellers in axial flow. Description of method and user's
guide
[NLR-TR-64128-U] p 154 N87-14288
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for computer program
[NASA-CR-172425] p 338 N87-18402

User guide for the digital control system of the
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[NASA-DR-178210] p 376 N87-16574
Development of a rotor wake/vortex model. Volume 2:

User's manual for computer program
[NASA-CR-174850-VOL-2] p 417 N87-20239
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specifications and qualification ) 26 N87-10071
Helicopter air intake protection systems

) 27 N87-10073
Engine-airframe integration for rotorcraft: System

specifications and qualification ) 27 N87-10074
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philosophy p 30 N87-10078
The United States mobile satellite service

p 267 N87-15381
Impact of IPS and IRS configuration on engine

installation design --- helicopter engines
[PNR90324] p 308 N87-16834

Navigation systems for the new generation of combat
and transport helicopters and associated flight tests

p 823 N87-29481
UTILITY AIRCRAFT

Impetus of new technologies for utility, executive, and
commuter aircraft p 104 A87.14000

Selected problems in the decision making process for
future small transport/utility aircraft
[SAE PAPER 871045] p 712 A87-48771

UTILIZATION
Use of artificial intelligence methods

[MBB-LKE-434-S/PUB/284] p 707 N87-26831
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V/STOL AIRCRAFT
Turbine bypass remote augmentor lift system for

V/STOL aircraft p 105 A87-14364
The induced aerodynamics of jet and fan powered

V/STOL aircraft p 73 A87-15459
Recent advances in prediction methods for jet-induced

effects on V/STOL aircraft p 73 A87-t5462
A wind-tunnel method for V/STOL testing

p 118 A87-15463
Configuration development of a tandem fan V/STOL

assault transport
[AIAA PAPER 86-2642] p 163 A87-17898

Control and display requirements for decelerating
approach and landing of fixed- and rotary-wing VSTOL
aircraft p 193 A87-19279

Supersonic STOVL fighter concepts featuring the hybrid
tandem-fan propulsion system p 172 A87-19281

Three-dimensional nearfield characterization of a

VSTOL jet in turbulent crossflow
[AIAA PAPER 87-0051] p 217 A87-22382

Full-scale ground effects of twin impinging jets beneath
a subsonic tactical V/STOL aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 86-2704] p 343 A87-28625

Military developments in aeronautics - The next thirty
years p 339 A87-29276

V/STOL/STOVL; Proceedings of the Aerospace
Technology Conference and Exposition, Long Beach, CA,
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[SAE SP-680] p 359 A87-29634

Tactical jet V/STOL - Its future in a CTOL world
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Europe's tilt-rotor - The gauntlet is taken up
p 551 A87-41027

A U.S. civil tilt-rotor - Is the gauntlet thrown?
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Turbulence measurements in a radial upwash
[AIAA PAPER 87-1435] p 568 A87-42455

European V/STOL: From the pioneers to production -
and the future p 711 A87-48167
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Simulation evaluation of the advanced control concept
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Density field of a viscous gas jet issuing from a conical

nozzle into vacuum p4 A87-10603
An experimental investigation of the structurel dynamics
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[NASA-CR-177418] p 244 N87-15965
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civil-aircraft manufacturing
(MBS-UT-002-87-PUB] p 799 A87-49968

VALVES

A redundant actuating system with servo valves of low
hydraulic loss p 93 A87-14025

Valves for high pressure hydraulic systems
p 197 A87-17417

Variable cycle engine for high altitude aircraft
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Airspeed sensing pressure valve system
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VANELESS DIFFUSERS

A study on the axially curved mixed-flow vaneless
diffusers p 47 A87-11481
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separator for helicopter engines p 105 A87.14984

A study on the rotating stall in vaoaless diffusers of
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Effect of pert corner geometry on the internal
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Improved vane platform sealing and retention means
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Evaluation of DDH and weld repaired F100 turbine vanes
under simulated service conditions p 325 N87.17070

Experimental evaluation o1 two turning vane designs for
fan drive corner o1 0.1-scala model of NASA Lewis

Research Center's proposed altitude wind tunnel
[NASA-TP-2646] p 376 N87-18576

Use of a liquid-crystal, heater-element composite for
quantitative, high-reselution heat transfer coefficients on
a turbine airfoil, including turbulence and surface
roughness effects
[NASA-TM-87355] p 538 N87-22181

A novel form of damper for turbo-mechinery
p 539 N87-22216

Experimental evaluation of corner turning vanes
[NASA-TM-100143] p 839 N87-28571

High temperature static strain gage development
contract, tasks 1 and 2
[NASA-CR-180811] p 850 N87-28869

VAPOR DEPOSITION

Process and equipment for PVD and LPPS overlay
coatings on aircraft gas turbine parts --- Low Pressure
Plasma Spray p 788 A87-49555

The preparation and properties of vapor deposited
AI-Cr-Fe alloys p 841 A87-51634

Ceramic honeycomb structures and the method
thereof
[NASA-CASE.ARC-11652-1] p605 N87-23737

VAPOR PHASES
Calculation of evaporation under conditions of strong

vapor outflow p 461 A87-31743
VAPORIZERS

Operational performance of vapor-screen systems for
in-flight visualization of leading-edge vortices on the
F-106B aircraft

[NASA-TM-4004] p 732 N87-26877
VAPORIZING

A numerical technique for the solution of a vaporizing
fuel droplet
[AD-A180774] p 465 A87-33984

Combustion, vaporization, and microexplosion of
droplets of organic azides p 606 N87.23806

VAPORS

Fuel spray ignition by hot surfaces and aircraft fire
stabilization

[AD-A172827] p 260 N87.16094
Portable fuel leak detector

[AD-A180095] p 700 N87-25550
VARIABILITY

Effect of variable inlet guide vanes on the operating
characteristics of a flit nacelle inlet/powered fan model
[NASA-TM-88983] p 734 N87-27628

VARIABLE CYCLE ENGINES

Dual cycle turbofan engine
[AIAA PAPER 87-2102] p 672 A87-45407

Variable cycle concepts for high Mach applications
[AIAA PAPER 87-2103] p 672 A87-45408

Three stream turbofan-variable cycle engine with integral
turbocompressor
[AIAA PAPER 87-2104] p 672 A87-45409

Variable cycle engine for high altitude aircraft
[AO.D012522] p 251 N87.15972

VARIABLE GEOMETRY STRUCTURES
I_=cinn Pnn_i_r_tlnn_ fnr suoerolasticallv formed

complex aircraft structures p 87 A87.13151
The evolution of adaptive-wall wind tunnels

p 118 A87-15464
Advances in adaptive wall wind tunnel technique

p 118 A87-15465
On performance of a cascade with varying geometry

converging passage p 344 A87.29565
Engine variable geometry effects on commercial

supersonic transport development
[AIAA PAPER 87-2101] p 672 A87-45406

Experiments with an adaptable-wall wind tunnel for large
lift

[AIAA PAPER 87-2608] p 749 A87-49108
Avariable geometry combustor for broadened properties

fuels

[AIAA PAPER 87-1832] p 830 A87-52246
VARIABLE PITCH PROPELLERS

Evaluation of numerator lead effects on aircraft handling

qualities
lAD-A179388] p 523 N87.22687

VARIABLE STREAM CONTROL ENGINES
Outdoor test stand performance of a convertible engine

with variable inlet guide vanes for advanced rotorcraft

propulsion
[NASA-TM-88939] p 307 N87.16825

VARIABLE SWEEP WINGS
Mission adaptive wings for future combat aircraft

p 298 A87-25873
Vortex-induced bending osciilstion of a swept wing

p 348 A87.31294

Flight-determined aerodynamic derivatives of the AD-1
oblique-wing research airplane
[NASA-TP-2222] p 36 N8_.10871

Study of a variable sweep wing in sub or transonic
flow

[NASA-TF-20117] p 736 N87-27644

Flutter clearance of the F-14 variable°sweep transition
flight experiment airplane, phase 1
[NASA-TM-88287] p 754 N87-27663

VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES
Numerical experiments with a total variation diminishing

(TVD) MacCormack scheme p 6 A87-11526
Application of a mixed variational approach to

aeroeiastic stability analysis of a nonuniform blade
p 126 A87-14423

TRANAIR • A computer code for transonic analyses of
arbitrary configurations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0034] p 216 A87-22369

A general family of generalized variational principles for
2-D unsteady fully potential transonic flow with shocks
around oscillating airfoils p 342 A87-28334

The solution of unstationary viscous flow in
turbomachine by orthogonal finite element methods

p 412 A87-34048
A solution to the variational problem of the optimal shape

o1 supersonic nozzles p 484 A87-35817
Direct variational method in flight dynamics boundary

value problems -.. Russian book p 856 A87.52233
VARIATIONS

The effect of rotor wake geometry variation on hover
induced power estimation for a UH-1H Iroquois
helicopter
[AD-A180787] p 732 N87-26867

VECTOR ANALYSIS
Numerical-analytical calculation of aircraft control

systems p 311 A87-25521
VECTOR CURRENTS

Vector electric fields measured in a lightning
environment

[AD-A180012] p 577 N87-24442
VECTORS (MATHEMATICS)

Vectorizable multigrid algorithms for transonic-flow
calculations p 72 A87-14652

Development efficient algorithms for the solutions of full
potential and Euler equations on vector computers

p 718 A87-47853
Simulating 3D Euler flows on a Cyber 205 vector

computer p 718 A87-47855
Vector algorithm for large-memory Cyber 205

simulations o1 Euler flows p 718 A87-47856
On vectorization of a 2D Navier-Stokes Solver

p 718 A87-47859
Three-dimensional unsteady Euiar equations solutions

on dynamic grids
[AD-A168041] p 51 N87-11128

Vector electric fields measured in a lightning
environment
[AD-A180012] p 577 N87-24442

A vector-based tailure detection and isolation algorithm
for a dual fail-operational redundant strepdown inertial
measurement unit

[NASA.TM-100493] p 829 N87-29531
VEGETATIVE INDEX

Aircraft microwave radiometry of land
p 853 A87-53269

VEHICLE WHEELS

An Jnvastigatioe Of spray Jmpac! forces --- slrcrarl
wheels

[BU-340] p 392 N87-19697
VELOCITY

Development and evaluation of an airplane electronic
display format aligned with the inertial velocity vector
[NASA-TP-2648] p 182 N87-13438

Composite velocity procedures for flows with pressure
interaction
[AD-A179602] p 541 N87-22929

VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION

Prediction of velocity coefficient and spray cone angle
for simplex swirl atomizers p125 A87-13830

Boundary.layer and wake measurements on a swept,

circulation-control wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-0156] p 219 A87-22449

Interaction between two compressible, turbulent free
shear layers p 278 A87-23654

Unsteady separated flows - Novel experimental
approach
[AIAA PAPER 87-0459] p 283 A87-24966

Analysis of velocity potential around intersecting
bodies p 287 A87-25907

Effect of wake-type inlet velocity profiles on performance
of subsonic diffuser p 289 A87-27488

Search strategy for the petential collision between two
aircraft p 351 A87-28152

A new simulation of airfoil dynamic stall due to velocity
and incidence fluctuations

[AIAA PAPER 87-1242] p 630 A87-44915
Measurement and prediction of free flight wing°induced

vortex velocity fields
[AIAA PAPER 87-2497] p 729 A87°49606
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VELOCITY MEASUREMENT

An experimental investigation of soot size and flow fields
in a gas turbine engine augmentor tube
[AD-A173570] p 310 N87-17705

VELOCITY MEASUREMENT

Laser velocimetry for transonic aerodynamics
p 74 A87-15467

Electron-beam-method velocity measurements in
supersonic flows p 216 A87-22338

Measurement of a counter rotation propeller flowfield
using a Laser Doppler Velocimeter
[AIAA PAPER 87-0008] p 280 A87-24901

Quantitative visualization of steady and unsteady flows
using spark velocimetry p 531 A87-35300

Validation of cryogenic tests at the T2 wind tunnel
[AAAF PAPER NT 86-07] p 525 A87-38033

Inflow velocity measurements made on a helicopter rotor
using a two-component Laser Velocimeter

[AIAA PAPER 87-1321 ] p 611 A87-42385
Molecular flow velocity using Doppler shifted Raman

spectroscopy
[AIAA PAPER 87-1531] p 693 A87-43053

A new method of analytical evaluation of helicopter true
airspeed p 661 A87-43439

Autonomous navigation system for the new generation
of military helicopters and associated flight tests

p 648 A87-43469
Diagnostics in supersonic combustion

[AIAA PAPER 87-1787] p 690 A87-45202
Development of a laser interferometric system for

velocity measurements inside a transonic axial flow

compressor stage p 698 A87-46244
Three-dimensional calculation in a high subsonic axial

compressor rotor and its compared with L2F velocity
measurement p 805 A87-51809

Application of particle imaging velocimetry in
windtunnels p 848 A87-52314

Velocity and temperature measurements in a can-type
gas-turbine combustor p 443 N87-21184

Development and flight verification of airborne glideslope
computation/gust detection system
[NAL-TR-908] p 503 N87-21906

Velocity measurements near the blade tip and in the
tip vortex core of a hovering model rotor

p 645 N87-26030
Velocity accuracy measurement of GPS user

equipment p 822 N87-29477
High-speed reacting flows: Research to understand

processes in supersonic combustors
lAD-A183952] p 846 N87-29629

VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS

Structure of air streams below cumulonimbus clouds

p 203 A87-18828
The menacing microburst --- wind shear detection for

aircraft accident avoidance p 233 A87-22221
Space-time characteristics of vertical wind shears above

certain airports of the Ural-Siberian region
p 329 A87-25262

Storm structure during aircraft lightning strike events
p 329 A87-25548

Aircraft performance and control in downburst wind
shear

[SAE PAPER 861698] p 372 A87-29586
Oklahoma downbursts and their asymmetry

p 615 A87-40245
Determination of vertical air velocity using

measurements of the aircraft motion

p 470 N87-21456
VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION

Description of the vertical structure of the wind field
by the method of canonical expansions

p 470 A87-34449
VERTICAL FLIGHT

Crossed wings fly faster p 339 A87-27698

Loran C VNAV (vertical navigation) approaches to the
technical center heliport
[AD-A182152] p 742 N87-27652

Application of GRASP (General Rotorcraft
Aeromechanical Stability Program) to nonlinear analysis
of a cantilever beam

[NASA-TM-89222] p 754 N87-27660
VERTICAL LANDING

Yakovlev Forger --- history of the Yak-38 Soviet Very
Short TakeOff and Landing aircraft, p 22 A87-10575

VTOL operational considerations and their impact on
future military design requirements
[AIAA PAPER 86-2649] p 163 A87-17901

Sea-based muftimission STOVL application of an
AIBF/VT hybrid powered-lift system ---Advanced Internally
Blown Jet Flap/Vectored Thrust
[AIAA PAPER 86-2675] p 164 A87-17916

Critical propulsion system parameters for future STOVL
combat aircraft p 185 A87-19280

Installation aerodynamics of ejectors in combat
aircraft p 367 A87-29265

Advanced Stovl - Who buys wins p 358 A87-29321
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V/STOL/STOVL; Proceedings of the Aerospace
Technology Conference and Exposition, Long Beach, CA,
Oct. 13-16, 1986

[SAE SP-680] p 359 A87-29634

A parametric approach to hover balance analysis of two
STOVL fighter concepts
[SAE PAPER 861631] p 359 A87-29636

Advantages of thrust vectoring for STOVL
[AIAA PAPER 87-1708] p 665 A87-45156

Impact of engine technology on supersonic STOVL
[AIAA PAPER 87-1709] p 665 A87-45157

STOVL engine/airframe integration
[AIAA PAPER 87-1711] p 655 A87-45158

Multimission STOVL application of a hybrid powered-lift
system p 824 A87-53776

The scaling of model test results to predict intake hot
gas reingestion for STOVL aircraft with augmented
vectored thrust engines p 593 N87-24418

Hot gas ingestion: From model results to full scale engine
testing p 593 N87-24419

VERTICAL MOTION

Influence of dynamic inflow on the helicopter vertical
response p 448 A87-34853

Investigations of flight paths for maneuvers with constant
energy and constant changes of energy including different
strategies of steering, calculations of energy requirements
for given flight paths, determination of the criteria for
successful completion of turning maneuvers in the vertical
plane
{ETN-87-99017] p 362 N87-18565

Influence of dynamic inflow on the helicopter vertical
response
[NASA-TM-88327] p 598 N87-24482

VERTICAL ORIENTATION

Augmentor wing powered lift technology: Affordable
alternatives to enhance tactical airlift capability
[AD-A177750] p 508 N87-21911

VERTICAL TAKEOFF

Yakoviev Forger --- history of the Yak-38 Soviet Very
Short TakeOff and Landing aircraft, p 22 A87-10575

Landing gear - A complete systems approach

p 504 A87-35674
VERTICAL TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT

Multiple jet impingement flowfields p 73 A87-15461

VTOL operational considerations and their impact on
future military design requirements
[AIAA PAPER 86-2649] p 163 A87-17901

Invariance of the lateral disturbed motion of VTOL
aircraft with a vector control system p 252 A87-20383

X wing begins flight testing p 241 A87-22825
Aircraft control design using improved time-domain

stability robustness bounds p 332 A87-23991
Aircraft without airports - The tilt-rotor concept and VTOL

aviation (Seventy-Fiffh Wilbur and O_ille Wright Lecture)
p 403 A87-35073

On the stability of a VTOL supported by one-ducted-fan
(preliminary study) p 448 A87-35079

X-wing - An aircraft for the 21st century
[SAWE PAPER 1732] p 505 A87-36298

Determination of the flight performance of the hybrid
aircraft Helitruck

[DGLR PAPER 86-144] p 507 A87-36789
A simple theory on hovering stability of one-ducted-fan

VTOL p 597 A87-42623
Rotorcraft research - A national effort (The 1986

Alexander Nikotsky Honorary Lectureship)
p 623 A87-44255

Helicopters can be classified according to
performance p 743 A87-47879

Aircraft automatic-flight-control system with inversion of

the model in the feed-forward path using a
Newton-Raphson technique for the inversion
[NASA-TM-88209] p 116 N87-11796

The 8 m x 6 m low speed wind tunnel at the Chinese
Aerodynamic Research and Development Center
[AD-A168448] p 119 N87-11803

The handling qualities and flight characteristics of the
Grumman design 698 simulated twin-engine tilt Nacelle
V/STOL aircraft

{NASA-TM-86785] p 100 N87-12558
DOD (Department of Defense) acquisition: Case study

of the Navy V-22 OSPREY Joint Vertical Lift Aircraft
Program
[PB86-231388] p 175 N87-14315

V/STOL concepts and developed aircraft. Volume 1:
A historical report (1940-1986)
[AD-A175379] p 341 N87-19347

Experiments in an adaptable-wall wind tunnel for
V/STOL testing

[AD-A174900] p 377 N87-19412
Laser Doppler Velocimeter measurements in a 3-D

impinging twin-jet fountain flow p 572 N87-24412
Unsteady three-dimensional simulation of VTOL upwash

fountain turbulence p 572 N87-24414

SUBJECT INDEX

Effect of variable inlet guide vanes on the operating
characteristics of a tilt nacelle inlet/powered fan model
[NASA-TM-88983] p 734 N87-27628

Propulsion and airframe aerodynamic interactions of
supersonic V/STOL configurations, phase 1
[NASA-CR-177369J p 812 N87-28521

Large-eddy numerical simulation of an array of
three-dimensional impinging jets
[AD-A182459 J p 850 N87-28835

VERY HIGH FREQUENCIES

Low altitude lightning attachment to an aircraft
[AD-A183290] p 819 N87-29473

VERY LARGE SCALE INTEGRATION
Grundy - Parallel processor architecture makes

programming easy p 135 A87-13703
VLSI impact on RAMS strategies in avionics design

p 128 A87-15423
A customer's perspective of integrated CNI avionics

p 434 A87-31459
Applications of VLSI in electronic turbine engine

controls p 459 A87-31534
VERY LOW FREQUENCIES

Radiation resistance of thin antennas of arbitrary
elevation and configuration over perfectly conducting
ground p 848 A87-52189

VHSlC (CIRCUITS)
The high speed interconnect system

p 204 A87-16733
Integrated communications navigation identification

avionics moves into the next generation avionics
p 588 A87-41404

VIBRATION

Examination of a technique for the early detection of
failure in gears by signal processing of the time domain
average of the meshing vibration
[AD-At71031] p 201 N87-13757

Analysis of shock and vibration environments for cargo
on C9B transport aircraft
[DE86-016101} p 176 N87-14322

Effect of dynamic stall and elastic parameters on the
fundamental mechanisms of helicopter vibrations
[AD-A175561] p 449 N87-20292

Analysis of vibration data from WHL (Westland
Helicopters Limited) Wessex fatigue test trial 3
lAD-A176208] p 450 N87-21003

Aeroelasticity in turbomachines comparison of
theoretical and experimental cascade results. Appendix
AS: All experimental and theoretical results for the 9
standard configurations
[AD-A180534] p 677 N87-25326

Effect of signal jitter on the spectrum of rotor impulsive
noise

[NASA-TM-100477] p 708 N87-25827
Interpolation techniques for the time domain averaging

of vibration data with application to helicopter gearbox
monitoring
lAD-A182572] p 754 N87-27662

Propfan test assessment testbed aircraft flutter model
test report

[NASA-CR-179458] p 814 N87-29413
VIBRATION DAMPING

Damping of the vibrations of deformable bodies ---
Russian book p 47 A87-11336

Aeroelastic control of oblique-wing aircraft

p 108 A87-13341
Aircraft flutter suppression via adaptive LQG control

p 109 A87-13344

Load lightening and flutter damping for future Airbus
projects
[MBB-UT-004-86] p 92 A87-14002

Possibilities for optimization and higher-harmonic control
of helicopter main rotors by blade feathering

p 111 A87-1402t
The effect of lubricant cavitation on the characteristics

of a short hydrodynamic damper p 127 A87-15203
Adaptive flutter suppression p113 A87-16182

Controlling the elastic vibrations of aircraft structures
by means of control moment gyroscopes

p 188 A87-17564
Design of UH-1 CMRB to minimize helicopter vibration

--- Composite Main Rotor Blade p 170 A87-19261

Higher harmonic control - Flight tests of an experimental
system on SA 349 research Gazelle

p 170 A87-19263

A coupled rotor/airframe vibration model with higher
harmonic control effects p 171 A87-19264

Flight tests of an open loop higher harmonic control
system on an S-76A helicopter p 171 A87-19265

Selecting the type of a hydrodynamic damper for
gas-turbine engine rotor supports p 262 A87-20377

A method for supressing the flutter of a tail unit with a
nonbalanced control surface p 252 A87-20404

Vehicle vibration prediction - Why and how --- for
helicopters p 299 A87-25877



SUBJECT INDEX

Unsteady aerodynamic characteristics of annular
cascade oscillating in transonic flow. I - Measurement of
aerodynamic damping with freon gas controlled-oscillated
annular cascade test facility p 288 A87-27168

Nonsynchronous motion of squeeze film damper
systems p 380 A87-27706

Pulse control of flexible multibody systems
p 382 A87-29268

Research on control law for active flutter suppression
p 372 A87-29607

Stochastic response of nonlinear structures with
parameter random fluctuations p 385 A87-30297

Experiments on reduction of propeller induced interior
noise by active control of cylinder vibration

p 361 A87-30933

Minimizing the vibration amplitude of a symmetrical rotor
at a specified resonance frequency p 460 A87-31734

Relation between the parameters of a damped structure
and those of an undamped structure. I - Low structural
damping. A proposal for an k:lentification function

p 463 A87-33380

Development of an experimental system for active
control of vibrations on helicopters - Development
methodology for an airborne system

p 448 A87-34856
Wind-tunnel testing of an adaptive flutter-soppression

concept
[MBB.S-PUB-279] p 521 A87-36799

Experimental observation of cavitating squeeze-film
dampers p 534 A87.38461

Porsche - The warm-up lap is over --- aircraft engine
design p 591 A87-39274

Aircraft servo-aeroelasticity stability
p 594 A87-394f0

The effect of nonlinear elastomeric lag damper
characteristics on helicopter rotor dynamics
[AIAA PAPER 87-0955] p 583 A87-39649

Scan stabilization and jitter control for an airborne
telescope p660 A87-42812

Helicopter activities in Germany p 623 A87-43401
Recent trends in rotary-wing aereelasticity

p 652 A87-43442
Development of an experimental system for active

control of vibrations on helicopters p 679 A87-43447
Kinematic observers for active control of helicopter rotor

vibration p 679 A87-43448
A unique approach to aeroelastic testing of sealed

rotors p 683 A87-43461
A study on the effect of non-dimensional system

parameters on squeeze film damper performance using
experimental data p 698 A87-46229

Free vibration of a thin cylindrical shell with periodic
circumferential stiffeners p 785 A87-47355

Investigation of active flutter suppression on a delta wing
model p 764 A87-47683

Vibration control of flexible multibody aircraft during
touchdown impacts p 745 A87-48713

An experimental and analytical investigation of isolated
rotor flap-tag stability in forward flight

p 747 A87-48954

the coupled rotor/airframe vibrati'on analysis

p 747 A87-48957
An experimental and theoretical investigation of an

uncentralized squeeze-film damper bearing and the test
results on a jet engine p 847 A87-51471

Aeroelastic oscillations caused by transitional boundary
layers and their attenuation p 824 A87-53782

A study of some approximations in the modeling of a
coupled rotor/fuselage aeromechanical system

p 825 A87-53901
Design and fabrication of the NASA decoupler pylon

for the F-16 aircraft, addendum 2
[NASA-CR-172494] p 27 N87-10859

Design and fabrication of the NASA decoupler pylon
for the F.16 aircraft, addendum 1
[NASA-CR-172355] p 27 N87-10860

Application of modern structural optimization to vibration
reduction in rotorcraff p 115 N87-11752

Ade,ptive inverse contro_ for rotorcraft vibration
reduction

[NASA-TM-86829] p 207 N87.14910
Application of higher harmonic blade feathering on the

OH-6A helicopter for vibration reduction
[NASA-CR-4031 ] p 230 N87-15175

Dynamics of full annular rotor rub
[AD-A173311} p 327 N87-18098

Optimal and insensitive control of hyperbolic distributed

parameter systems with applications to wing flutter
problems
[AD-A174954] p362 N87-18564

Sensitivity derivatives and optimization of nodal point
locations for vibration reduction p 390 N87-18869

Design sensitivity analysis of rotorcraft airframe
structures for vibration reduction p 391 N87-18874

Eigenspace techniques for active flutter suppression
[NASA-CR-4071] p 522 N87-21960

Non-linear identification of a squeeze-film damper
p 538 N87-22213

Instability of an intershaft squeeze film damper in a
two-spool rotor dynamics simulator p 539 N87-22215

A novel form of damper for turt_-machinery
p 539 N87-22216

Non-linear performance of a three-bearing rotor
incorporating a squeeze-film damper

p 539 N87-22217
Experimental measurement of the dynamic pressure

distribution in a squeeze film bsadng damper executing
circular centered orbits p 539 N87-22219

Turbomachine blade vibration p 593 N87-23621
Ground and flight test results of a total main rotor

isolation system
[NASA-CR-4062] p 643 N87-25302

Dual adaptive control: Design principles and
applications
[NASA-CR-181050] p 705 N87-25804

Dynamic mechanical properties of advanced composite
materials and structures: A review p 691 N87-25988

Helicopter vibration control: Recent advances
p 660 N87-26247

An interactive synthesis approach for robust active flutter
suppression control law design p 776 N87-27673

Small-scale rotor test rig capabilities for testing vibration
alleviation algorithms
[NASA-TM-100O02] p 858 N87-30102

VIBRATION EFFECTS
AH-1G flight vibration correlation using NASTRAN and

the C81 rotor/airframe coupled analysis
p 167 A87-19205

Study of the effects of vibration on inertial navigation

system accuracy
[AD-At72420] p 237 N87-15954

VIBRATION ISOLATORS

Total rotor isolation system _RIS) flight test results
p 170 A87-19262

Active suppression of an 'apparent shock induced
instability'
[AIAA PAPER 87-0881] p 446 A87-33702

Ground and flight test results of a total main rotor
isolation system
[NASA-CR-4082] p 643 N87-26302

Helicopter vibration control: Recent advances
p 660 N87-26247

VIBRATION MEASUREMENT

Advances in the vibration monitoring of gears and rolling
element bearings p 49 A87-13007

A noninterference blade vibration measurement system
for gas turbine engines
[AIAA PAPER 87-1758] p 695 A87-45186

Analysis of the vibration of the input bevel pinion in RAN
Wessex helicopter main rotor gearbox WAK143 prior to
failure
[ARL-AERO-PROP-R-169] p 25 N87-16061

Testing of UH-6OA helicopter transmission in NASA
Lewis 2240-kW (3000-hp] facili_
[NASA-TP-2626] p 50 N87-10391

systems due to flew separation
[DFVLR-FB-86-35] p 294 N87-17685

Vibration characteristics of OH-58A helicopter main rotor
transmission
[NASA-TP-2705} p 467 N87-20555

Experimental and analytical evaluation of dynamic load
and vibration of a 2240-kW (30O-hp) rotorcraft
transmission

[NASA-TM.88975] p 467 N87-20556
Application of SPATE to high frequency vibration

measurement of aero engine components --- Stress
Pattern Analysis by Thermal Emission (SPATE]
[PNR90373] p 764 N87-27667

VIBRATION MODE
Resonant and non-resonant acoustic properties of

elastic panels. I - The radiation problem
p 49 A87-13026

CVR method for identification of nonsteady aerodynamic
model --- coupled vibration record p 148 A87-18577

The vibration of rotating cylindrical shells
p 323 A87-27174

Modeling of multi.rotor torsional vibrations in rotating
machinery using substructuring p 381 A87-28543

A microcomputer based system for measuring natural
frequencies and mode shapes of structures

p 394 A87-28566
Vibration characteristics of non-uniform rotor blades with

discontinuities p 531 A87-35659
Combined analytical/experimental structural

modification using improved component mode synthesis
p 535 A87-38821

Analysis of asymmetric natural vibrations of a deformable
aeroplane with suspended bodies by the method of finite
elements p 583 A87.39768

VIBRATORY LOADS

Experimental application of strain pattern analysis (SPA)
- Wind tunnel and flight test results p 654 A87-43459

Flight and analytical investigations of a structural mode
excitation system on the YF-12A airplane
[NASA-CR-166623] p 520 N87-22685

VIBRATION PERCEPTION
The role of helicopter noise-induced vibration and rattle

in human response p 549 A87-38106
VIBRATION SIMULATORS

Bounded random oscillations - Model and numerical
resolution for an airfoil
[ONERA, TP NO. 1987-73] p 681 A87-46767

VIBRATION TESTS

Derivation of external store vibration test spectra from
flight data p 238 A87-20993

Predicting the onset of high cycle fatigue damage - An
engineering application for leng crack fatigue lhreshold
data p 320 A87-24037

Exploratory flutter test in a cryogenic wind tunnel
p 314 A87-25721

Vibration characteristics of a swept back rotor blade
p 299 A87-27330

A computer controlled vibratory fatigue test rig with
programmed loading for blading p 315 A87-27490

Vibration spectrum analysis of a turboprop engine in
starting process p 306 A87-27491

Excitation and vibration of a bladed disk under operating
and simulated operation conditions p 366 A87-28350

GP-180 wind-tunnel flutter test p 375 A87-28554
Derivation of vibration test spectra from flight data

p 358 A87-28925
Flutter study of an advanced composite wing with

external stores
[AIAA PAPER 87-0880} p 446 A87-33701

Substantiation of the analytical prediction of ground and
air resonance stability of a bearingless rotor, using model
scale tests p 654 A87-43463

Ground vibration test and flutter analysis of air sampling
probe
{NASA-TM-86742] p 173 N87-13428

Summary of AH-1G flight vibration data for validation
of coupled rotor-fuselage analyses
[NASA-CR.178160] p 201 N87-13795

Qualification testing of redesigned F-15/F-4 600 gallon
BI-PAC fuel tank container

lAD-A173968] p 244 N87-15964
Ground vibration tests

[ETN-87-98847] p 331 N87-17422
Analysis of vibration data from WIlL (Westland

Helicopters Limited] Wessex fatigue test trial 3
{AD-A176209] p 450 N87-21003

Aircraft ground vibration testing at NASA Ames-Dryden
Flight Research Facility
[NASA-TM.88272] p 753 N87-27655

Flutter clearance of the F-14 variable-sweep transition
flight experiment airplane, phase 1
[NASA-TM-88287] p 754 N87-27663

VIBRATIONAL SPECTRA

Using vibration spectrum characteristics for the flow-path
diagnostics of aircraft gas turbine engines

Optimal and insensitive control of hyperbolic distributed
parameter systems with applications to wing flutter
problems
lAD-A174954] p 362 N87-18564

VIBRATIONAL STRESS

Revised guidelines for propfan inlet design based on
recent analytical and test experience
[AIAA PAPER 87-0163] p 249 A87-22452

A study on fatigue crack propagation superimposing high
cycles on low cycles for turbine materials

p 317 A87-25423
Vibratory strain distributions in an integral.mechined air

turbine starter wheel

[SAE PAPER 861737] p 368 A87-29583
Vibration characteristics of non-uniform rotor blades with

discontinuities p 531 A87-35659
VIBRATORY LOADS

Rotor-fuselage coupling by impedance
p 167 A87-19202

Design sensitivity analysis for an aeroelestic optimization
of a helicopter blade
[AIAA PAPER 87-0923] p 429 A87-33761

The prediction of the vibratory airloads of helicopter
rotors in forward flight p 823 A87-51214

Fatigue of gas turbine blades under random vibrations
p 632 A87-53442

Effect of angular inflow on the vibratory response of a
counter-rotating propeller
[NASA-CR-174819] p 15 N87-10940

Application of a system modification technique to
dynamic tuning of a spinning rotor blade

p 390 N87-18871
Use of blade sweep to reduce 4/rev hub loads

[AD-A182247] p 754 N87-27659
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VIDEO COMMUNICATION

VIDEO COMMUNICATION

Jet transport flight operations using cockpit display of
traffic information during instrument meteorologioai
conditions: Simulation evaluation
[NASA-TP-2567] p 819 N87-29469

VIDEO DATA
Advanced monitoring concepts p 503 N87.22614

VIDEO EQUIPMENT
Flight test and evaluation of a prototype airborne video

and pulse code modulatio_ multiplexing system
p 756 A87.49205

The AV-8B flight test video system
p 757 A87-49214

Digital video image processing applications to drop size
and concentration measurements p 848 A87.52334

VIEWING

Hot section viewing system
[NASA.CR.174773] p 51 N87-11144

VISCOELASTICITY

Characterization and dynamical studies of polymers in
dipolar (aprotic) liquids
tAD-A169243] p 123 N87-12685

Aerodynamic breakup of polymer solutions via digital
image prooas._ng techniques
tAD-A170982] p 196 N87-13545

Modeling and computational algorithms for parameter
estimation and optimal control of aeroelastic systems and
large flexible structures
tAD-A183302] p 852 N87-29893

VISCOPLASTICITY

La Recherche Aerospafiaie, bimonthly bulletin, number
1986-2, 231 / March-April
[ESA-TF-998] p 419 N87-20974

Nonisothermal elasto-visco-ptastic response of
shelt-type structures p 541 N87.22796

VISCOSITY
Thickened oils p 40 A87-12902
Military aircraft 4-cSt gas turbine engine oil

development p 841 A87.52403
VISCOUS DRAG

Skin friction measurements following manipulation of a
turbulenf boundary layer p386 A87-3f f73

Optimization of hypersonic waveriders derived from cone
flows including viscous effects p 413 N87-20193

VISCOUS FLOW

Optimal control of viscous flow at high Reynolds
numbers p 5 A87-10620

Implicit and semi-implicit methods for the compressible
Naviar-Sfokes equations p 47 A87.11503

Numerical simulation of viscous supersonic flow over
a genaric fighter configuration p6 A87-f 1509

A pre-processed implicit algorithm for 3D viscous
compressible flow p 6 A87.11510

Calculation of strong viscous/inviscid interactions on
airfoils by zonal solutions of the Navtar-Stokes equations

p7 A87-11540

Finite element computations for high speed 30 inviscid
flows p 7 A87.11542

,Shock boundary layer interactions in laminar transonic

flow over airfoils using a hybrid method
p66 A87.13503

Numerical calculation of viscous internal flows
p 69 A87-14010

Dirsct-invarse transonic wing analyais-design method
with viscous interaction p 71 A87-14365

Viscous flow past a wing profile p 145 A87-17587

Application of an implicit iteration difference scheme to
the solution Of nonstationary Navier-Stokes equations

p 146 A87-17747

Using simplified Navier-Stokes equations for calculating
flow of a viscous gas Past long bodies

p 146 A87.17748

An antidiffusive numerical method solving supersonic
three dimensional viscous separated flows

p 148 A87.18576

Dynamic stall of OSCillatingairfoils
p 150 A87-19278

Numerical viscous-inviscid interaction method for
infernal separated flow and shock wave.boundary layer
interaction

[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-123] p 214 A87.21041

Transonic viscous flow predictions with the Lockheed
Navier-Stokes code
[AIAA PAPER 87-0410] p 223 A87.22815

Viscous transonic flow over aerofoils using transonic
full potential equa_on in a system of Cartesian
coordinates

[AIAA PAPER 87-0411] p 223 A87-22616
Viscous transonic airfoil flow simulation by an efficient

visoous-inviscid interaction method
[AIAA PAPER 87-0412] p 223 A87-22617

Computational results forviscous transonic flows around
airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 87-0422] p 224 A87-22621
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ISES - A two-dimensional viscous aerodynamic design
and analysis code
]AIAA PAPER 87-0424] p 224 A87-22622

Toward the Navier-Stokes analysis of transport aircraft
configurations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0428] p 224 A87-22623

A time marching method of explicit scheme for solving
transonic viscous flow within cascades

p 278 A87-23755
Transonic separated solutions for an augmentor wing

p 279 A87-24032
A comparison of inviscid and viscous transonic

separated flows
[AIAA PAPER 87-0036] p 280 A87-24907

GRUMFOIL - A computer code for the computation of
viscous transonic flow over airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 87-0414] p 282 A87-24959

Viscous transonic airfoil workshop results using
ARC2D
[AIAA PAPER 87-0415] p 283 A87-24960

Numerical simulation of viscous transonic airfoil flows

[AIAA PAPER 87-0416] p 283 A87-24961
A numerical study of viscous transonic flows using RRK

scheme --- Rational Runge-Kutta

[AIAA PAPER 87-0426] p 283 A87-24963
A truncation error injection approach to viscous-inviscid

interaction
[AIAA PAPER 87-540] p 284 A87-24981

A method for computation of viscid/inviscid interaction
on transonic compressor cascades p 289 A87.27483

Numerical solutions of viscous transonic flow in

turbomachinery cascades p 342 A87-27962
Boundary-layer effects on the flowfield about isolated

flow-through nacelles p 342 A87-27984
Two- and three.dimensional viscous computations of a

hypersonic inlet flow
[AIAA PAPER 87-0283] p 346 A87-31106

Navier-Stokes simulations of transonic flows over a

practical wing configurafion p346 A87-31153
Efficient simulation of separated three-dimensional

viscous flows using the boundary-layer equations
p 346 A87-31158

Hybrid MacCormack and implicit beam-warming
algorithms for a supersonic compression corner

p 346 A87-31159
Fast viscous correction method for full-potential

transonic wing analysis p 348 A87-31297
Hypersonic nonuniform flow of a viscous gas past a

blunt body p 407 A87.31713
The solution of unstationary viscous flow in

turbomachine by orthogonai finite element methods
p 412 A87-34048

Analysis of viscous transonic flow over airfoil sections
[AIAA PAPER 87-0420] p413 A87-34723

Finite volume step method for inviscid and viscous
supersonic flows
[DGLR PAPER 86-162] p 486 A87-36790

Simulation of viscous flows by zonal solutions of Euler,
boundary-layer and Navier-Stokes equations
[MBB-S-PUB-272] p 486 A87-36801

First-order viscous flow predictions with symmetric and
aft.loaded airfoils p 551 A87-39429

Accurate numerical solutions for transonic viscous flow
over finite wings p556 A87-41630

Viscous flow computations using a composite grid
[AIAA PAPER 87-1128] p 617 A87.42077

A simultaneous viscous-inviscid interaction calculation

procedure for transonic turbulent flows
[AIAA PAPER 87-1155] p 559 A87-42101

An efficient procedure for the nurnencat solution of
three-dimensional viscous flows

[AIAA PAPER 87-1159] p 560 A87-42105
Navier-Stokes calculations of transonic viscous flow

about wing-body configurations
[AIAA PAPER 87.1200] p 562 A87.42315

Viscous Transonic Airfoil Workshop compendium of
results
[AIAA PAPER 87-1460] p 568 A87-42471

Viscous-inviscid interactions in external aerodynamics
p 626 A87.43299

A unified approach for potential and viscous free.wake
analysis of helicopter rotors p 627 A87-43412

Simulation of transonic viscous flow over a fighter-like
configuration including inlet
[AIAA PAPER 87-1199] p 630 A87.44906

Development of a viscous cascade code based on scalar
implicit tactorization
[AIAA PAPER 87-2150] p 637 A87-45435

Unsteady viscous flows round moving circular cylinders
and airfoils. II p 637 A87-45792

3-D viscous flow calculations at design and off-design
conditions for the NACA 48-inch radial-inlet centrifugal
impeller p 638 A87-46191

A method for the calculation of the interaction of a
turbulent boundary layer with a shock wave

p 639 A87-46238
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Unsteady vJscous-inviscid interaction method and
computation of buffeting over airfoils
]ONERA, TP NO. 1987.58] p 640 A87-46759

A Navier-Stokes nozzle analysis technique
p 758 A87-47084

Numerical simulation of compressible viscous flows
around practical aircraft configurations
[AIAA PAPER 87-2410] p 724 A87-49081

Compressible, viscous, multi-foil analysis and design on

a micro-computer
[AIAA PAPER 87-2856] p 727 A87-49107

Viscous shock-layer analysis of hypersonic flows over
long slender bodies
[AIAA PAPER 87-2487] p 806 A87-52291

Finite element methods for incompressible viscous
flow p 848 A87-52393

Viscous wing theory development. Volume 1: Analysis,
method and results

[NASA-CR-178156] p 12 N87-10043
Viscous wing theory development. Volume 2:

GRUMWlNG computer program user's manual
[NASA-CR-178157] p 13 N87-10044

Unsteady flow over an airfoil inside a wind tunnel with

and without transpiration p 13 N87-10051
Viscous-inviscid interaction in transonic separated flow

over solid and porous airfoils and cascades
p 76 N87-12535

Computation of multi.dimensional viscous supersonic jet
flow

[NASA-CR-4020] p 151 N87-13405
Transonic aileron computation in comparison to wind

tunnel test p 153 N87-14273
Viscous analyses for flow through subsonic and

supersonic intakes
[NASA-TM.8883f] p229 N87-f5173

Analysis of viscous transonic flow over airfoil sections
[NASA-TM-88912] p 323 N87-17001

Calculation of viscous transonic flows about a

superoriticai airfoil
tAD-A173519] p 293 N87-17673

Matching of viscous fluid and inviscid fluid by a finite
element method
[ESA-TT-866] p 392 N87-19668

A numerical study of the Weis-Fogh mechanism
p 414 N87-20197

Numerical simulation of internal and external inviscid
and viscous 3-D flow fields p 466 N87-20213

Computation of three-dimensional flows by
viscous-invisoid interation using the MZM method

p 466 N87-20223
Applications of RAE VIscous flow methods near

separation boundaries for three.dimensional wings in
transonic flow p 416 N87-20224

High speed viscous flow calculations about complex
configurations p 416 N87-20227

Acta mechanioa stnioa (selected articles)
tAD-At76240] p 418 N87-20246

Acta Aerodynamica Sinica
tAD-A176552] p 483 N87-21847

Numerical viscous-inviscid interaction method for

internal separated flows and shock wave-boundary layer
interaction p 535 N87-21939

Numerical simu)afion of the hypersonic flow around liffing
vehicles

[NASA-TM-89444] p 536 N87-22118
Progress in Viscous-lnviscid Solvers (VIS)

p 537 N87-22152
Experimental research on compressible turbulent sheer

layers, visCous-invisoid interactions, and flow separation
[AD-A179579J p 541 N87-22928

Numerical study of high speed viscous flows
tAD-A178639] p 542 N87-22940

Viscid/inviscid separated flows
tAD-A179858] p 699 N87-25536

Numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equations about
three-dimensiooal configurations: A survey

p 701 N87.26022
Calculation of viscous effects on transonic flow for

oscillating airfoils and comparisons with experiment
[NASA-TP-2731] p 734 N87-27622

Viscous/inviscid interaction analysis of the aerodynamic
performance of the NACA 65-213 airfoil
tAD-A182091] p 735 N87.27634

An analysis of the crossover between local and massive

separation on airfoils
[NASA-CR-4096] p 814 N87-29411

The aerothermodynamic environment for holes in

hypersonic configurations
[DE87-003790] p 814 N87-29414

VISCOUS FLUIDS
Forced vibration of a stiff body in a viscous medium

p 385 A87-30476

Numerical simulation by finite element methods of
transonic unsteady flow of compressible viscous fluids
modeled by the Navier-Stokes equations
[ETN-87.99048] p 389 N87-18797
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VISIBILITY
Determination of visibility at a'_cx)rts

p 328 A87-24366

Structure of the time variability of the meteorological
visibility range at Tolmschevo Airport

p 329 A87-25258
The influence of weather-active fronts on visual flight

conditions p 56 N87-11437
Otis ANGB (Air National Guard Base) visibility sensor

field test study
[AD.A179176] p 615 N87-24045

VISION
Engineering and human visual considerations in

development of a fibre optic helmet mounted display
p 661 A87-44727

Integrating a heed-up display with dome visual simulation

technology
lAD-At75222) p 366 N87-19394

VISUAL AIDS
Colour dependence and surplus information in airport

visual e:ids during VFR operations p 649 A87-44040
VISUAL CONTROL

Runway Visual Range (RVR) documentation of the civil
airports in the Netherlands
[KNMI-TR-84] p 426 N87-20986

VISUAL DISCRIMINATION

Reliability of in-service inspection of transport aircraft
structures

[CAA-PAPER-85013] p 145 N87-14244
VISUAL FIELDS

Evaluation of a pilot's tins-of.sight using ultrasonic
measurements p 756 A87-48922

VISUAL FLIGHT

Visual and oral s:_nals between aimraft in flight as a
means to convey instructions issued by a state

p 274 A87-23275
Performance of three visual approach landing light

systems p 424 A87-33052
Visual systems developments p 694 A87-44725
Predictive compensation of visual system time delays

[AIAA PAPER 87-2434] p 794 A87-49165
Frequency response identification of a

computer-generated image visual simulator with and
without • delay compensation scheme
[AIAA PAPER 87-2425] p 794 A87-49166

Operating experience of a small six axis motion system
inside a dome with a wide angle visual system
[AIAA PAPER 87-2437] p 778 A87-49168

The influence of weather-active fronts on visual flight
conditions p 56 N87-11437

Evaluation of 8 visual system in its support of simulated

helicopter flight
lAD.A168829) p 102 N87-11783

Number and duration of Runway Visual Range (RVR)
runs for RVR.values lower than 225 m
[KNMI-TR-85(FM)] p 119 N87-11805

Runway Visual Range (RVR) documentation of the civil
airports in the Netherlands
[KNMI-TR-84] p 426 N87-20986

VISUAL FLIGHT RULES

Determination of visibility at airports
o 328 A87-24366

_otour oepenaence and sur_us inlorrnetion in airport
visual aids during VFR operations p 649 A87-44040

A proposed single criterion for IFR (Instrument Flight
Rules] approaches to converging runwayS
[AD-A171844] p 237 N87-15953

Heliport visual approach surface testing test plan
[AD-A179897] p 650 N87-25312

VISUAL PERCEPTION

Evaluation of a visual system in its support of simulated
helicopter flight
[AD-A168829] p 102 N87-11783

Number and duration of Runway Visual Range (RVR)
runs for RVR-valuas lower than 225 m
[KNMI.TR-85(FM)] p 119 N87-11805

Technical evaluation report on the Flight Mechanics
Panel Symposium on Flight Simulation
[tSSN-92-835-0399-6] p 258 N57-15985

Aircraft control position indicator
[NASA-CASE-LAR-12984-1] p512 N87-22678

Organization of displays inthe visual space of the combat
aircraft pilot p 856 N87-29516

VISUAL SIGNALS
New standards established for realism in visual

simulation --- for commercial aircraft flight
p 686 A87-46438

Visual and motion cueing in helicopter simulation
p 599 N87-23634

VISUAL STIMULI

Pilot use of simulator cues for autorotation landings
p 192 A87-19252

VOCODERS
Adaptive noise reduction in aircraft communication

systems
[AD-A178267] p 612 N87-23851

VOICE
The Fairchild CVDR: A new combination voice and data

recorder --- Cockpit Voice and Data Recorder (CVDR)
p 33 N87-10095

VOICE COMMUNICATION
Visual and oral signals between aircraft in flight as a

means to convey instructions issusd by a state
p 274 A87-23275

Syntax analysis for a cockpit speech recognition
system
[DGLR PAPER 86-158] p 498 A87-36784

A test on the reliability and pedonnance of the verbex
series 4000 voice recognizer
[AD-A1690_6] p 130 N87-12729

thves_gation Of air transportation technology at
Princeton University, 1985 p 740 N87-27603

Voice control of cockpit systems p 837 N87-29526

The flight evaluation of a speech recognition and a
speech output system in an advanced cockpit display and
flight management syStem for helicopters

p 829 N87.29527
VOICE CONTROL

Integrating speech technology to meet crew station
design requirements p 459 A87-31491

DVI in the military cockpit - A third hand for the combat
pilot --- Direct Voice Input p 681 A87-46315

Systems Testbed for Avionic Research (STAR)
automation concept development
[AD-A180658] p 757 N87-26907

Voice control of cockpit systems p 837 N87-29526
VOICE DATA PROCESSING

Research on speech processing for military avionics
p 425 A87-33070

VOLCANOES
Interaction of aircraft and explosive eruption clouds -

A volcanologist's perspective p 351 A87.27935
VOLTAGE GENERATORS

Cryogenic wound rotor for lightweight, high voltage
generators
[AD-D012370] p 130 N87-12768

VOLTERRA EQUATIONS
Nonlinear flying qualities - One approach

[AIAA PAPER 87-0347] p 253 A87-22572
Solution of the Volterra integral equation in the problem

of the unsteady motion of a thin wing
p 808 A87-53522

Nordioaer integro-dtfferential equations for
aeroelasticity p 245 N87-16189

VORTEX ALLEVIATION
Vortex unwinding in a turbulent boundary layer

p 348 A87-31298
Unsteady separated flows: V0rticity and turbulence

[AD-A179500] p 614 N87-23912
VORTEX BREAKDOWN

An investigation of ieeding-edge vortices on delta wings
with jet blowing
[AIAA PAPER 87-0330] p 222 A87-22564

Initiation of breakdown in slender compressible
vortices p 229 A87-23234

Density stratification effects on wake vortex decay
p 279 A87-24029

Experimental study of the breakdown of a vortex

generates by a aelta w=og p 321 A87-25842
Large eddy breakup devices as low Reynolds number

airfoils
[SAE PAPER 861769] p 409 A87-32629

Vortex breakdown simulation

[AIAA PAPER 87-1343] p 632 A87-44934
Vortex breakdown induced by an adverse pressure

•gradient - Experimental and nume_cal approaches
[AIAA PAPER 87-2478] p 726 A87.49094

A new analytical approach to vortex breakdown
investigation
[AIAA PAPER 87-2495] p 728 A87-49604

Visualization of vortex breakdown on a delta wing
p 907 A87-52357

Prospects for destructive self-induced interactions in a
vortex pair --- due to sinusoidal disturbances from large
transport aircralt wakes p 809 A87-53778

Vortex flap technology: A stability and control
assessment

[NASA.CR-172439] p 115 N87-11795
Evaluation of Navier.Stokes and Euier solutions for

leading-edge separation vortices
[NASA*TM-89458] p 570 N87.23584

Investigation of dynamic ground effect
p 573 N87.24420

The structure of leading edge vortex flows including
vortex breakdown p 818 N87.29467

VORTEX FILAMENTS
Two-dimensional blsde-vortex flow visualization

investigation p 70 A87-14111

Comment on 'Convergence characteristics of a
vortex-lattice method for nonlinear configuration

aerodynamics' p 146 A87o17818

VORTEX SHEDDING

Prediction of blade airloads in hovering and forward flight
using free wakes p 651 A87-4341 t

VORTEX FLAPS

Vortex flap technology: A stability and control
assessment
[NASA-CR-172439] p 115 N87-11795

Applicability of linaarized-theory attached-flow methods
to design and analysis of flap systems at low speeds for
thin swept wings with sharp leading edges
[NASA-TP-2653] p 230 N87-15174

Wind-tunnel free-flight investigation of a 0.15-scale
model of the F-106B airplane with vortex flaps
[NASA-TP-2700] p 490 N87-21855

Subsonic wind-tunnel measurements of a slender

wing-body configuration employing a vortex flap
[NASA-TM-89101] p 642 N87-25295

Piloted-simulation study of effects of vortex flaps on
low-speed handling qualities of a Delta-wing airplane
[NASA-TP-2747] p 776 N87.26922

VORTEX GENERATORS
The possibility of the nondisturbing motion of a body

in a fluid p 48 A87-12894

Flow energizer flight tests on a light twin aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 87-0083] p 239 A87-22404

The application of sub-boundary layer vortex generators
to reduce canopy 'Mach rumble' interior noise on the
Gulfstream tit

[AIAA PAPER 87-0084] p 239 A87.22405
Aerodynamics of a vortex chamber with gas flow rate

adjustment at the outlet p 343 A87-29085
Experimental study of airfoil performance with vortex

generators p 553 A87-39890
An investigation of the parallel blade-vortex interaction

in a low.speed wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 87-1345] p 566 A87-42402

Some experiments with a supersonic axial compressor
stage p 719 A87-48723

Development of intake swirl generators for turbo jet
engine testing p 603 N87-24480

VORTEX RINGS

Axisymmetric vortex lattice method applied to parachute
shapes
[AIAA PAPER 86-2456] p 68 A87-13796

Investigation of helicopter twin-rotor characteristics
p 628 A87-43438

Superso_io vortex rings - Visuatizatien techniques
p 807 A87-52360

VORTEX SHEDDING
Calculation of unsteady supersonic flow past a plane

blade row under the effect of vortex inbomogeneities in
the oncoming flow p 5 A87-10618

On the utilization of vortex methods for parachute

aerodynamic predictions
[AIAA PAPER 86.2455] p 68 A87-13795

Unsteady loading on airfoil due to vortices released
intermittently from its surface p 146 A87-17811

Comment on 'Convergence characteristics of a
vortex-lattice method for nonlinear configuration

aerodynamics' p 146 A87-17818
Mach number effects on vortex shedding of a square
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p 216 A87-22035
Conical, separated flows with shock and shed vorticity

p 341 A87-27957
Reflections regarding recant rotary rig results

p 375 A87-28070
Forebody vortex management for yaw control at high

angles of attack p 447 A87-34508
Surface pressure fluctuations produced by vortex

shedding from a coated airfoil p 485 A87-36336
Analytic prediction of slender wing rock

[AIAA PAPER 87-2496] p 728 A87-49605
Vortex shedding of a square cylinder in front of a slender

airfoil at high Reynolds numbers. Part 1: Spacing effect
[MPIS-23/1985] p 13 N87-10048

Vortex shedding of a square cylinder in front of a slender
airfoil at high Reynolds numbers. Part 2: Compressibility
effect

[MPIS.24/1985] p 75 N87-11704
Computational fluid dynamic studies of certain ducted

bluff-body flowfields relevant to turbojet combustors.
Volume 1: Time.dependant calculations with the k-epsilon
turbulence modal for an existing centerbody combustor
[AD-At71434] p 131 N87-12816

A comparative study of some dynamic stall models
[NASA-TM-88917] p 391 N87-18883

Development of a device for controlling the leading edge
vortices on a delta wing
[AD-A175207] p 350 N87.19356

Dynamic stall penetration experiments on a swept
wing
[AD-A174962] p 363 N87.19380

Mechanisms of exciting pressure oscillations in ramjet
engines
[AD-A174608] p 370 N87-19396
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VORTEX SHEETS

Fluid dynamics of high performance turbomachines
[AD-A177003] ) 469 N87-21341

Research on post-stall aerodynamics
[AD-A177107] ) 490 N87-21851

Vortex shedding in compressor blade wakes
) 516 N87-21932

Measured and predicted loss generation in transonic
turbine blading _ 516 N87-21934

Unsteady separated flows: Vorticity and turbulence
[AD-Af79500] _ 814 N87-23912

Experimental and analytical studies in fluids
[NASA-CR-181242] ) 791 N87-27943

Implementation and validation of a wake model for
low-speed forward flight
[NASA-CR-181341] p 811 N87-28514

VORTEX SHEETS
Vortex-sheet capturing in numerical solutions of the

incompressible Euler equations p70 A87-14099
Vortex panel calculation of wake rollup behind a large

aspect ratio wing p 70 A87-14102
Euler calculations for rotor configurations in unsteady

forward flight p 150 A87-19276
Trailing vortex rollup computations using the point vortex

method

[AIAA PAPER 87-2479] p 726 A87-49095
VORTEX STREETS

Euler equations analysis of the initial roll-up of aircraft
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[NASA-TM-89409] p 150 N87-13403

Vortex breakdown and control experiments in the

Ames-Dryden water tunnel
[NASA-TM-89410] p 151 N87-13409

Investigation of empennage buffeting
[NASA-CR-179426] p 392 N87-19754

WATER VAPOR
Forced convection heat transfer tO air/water vapor

mixtures p 385 A87-30706

WATER WAVES
Influence of the regular water wave upon the

aerodynamic characteristics of a wing during the low
altitude flying p 280 A87-24713

WAVE DIFFRACTION
Numerical simulation by TVD schemes of complex shock

reflections from airfoils at high angle of attack --- Total

Variation Diminishing
[AIAA PAPER 87.0350] p 282 A87.24953

Calculation of the statistical characteristics of

high-intensity diffracted acoustic noise
p 548 A87-35770

Computational aeroacoustics as applied to the diffraction
of sound by cylindrical bodies p 707 A87-43383

WAVE DRAG
The possibility of the nondisturbing motion of a body

in a fluid p 48 A87-12894
Wave drag analysis of realistic fighter aircraft using a

full potential method
[AIAA PAPER 86-2627] p 147 A87-17886

Accurate transonic wave drag prediction using simple
physical models p 552 A87-39531

Wave drag analysis of realistic fighter aircraft using a
full-potential method p 807 A87-52882

Computer code to interchange CDS and wave-drag
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[NASA-TM-88988] p 172 N87-13427

Description of an aeronautical geometry conversion
package: Wave-drag to Langley Wireframe Geometry
Standard (LaWGS) to Supersonic Implicit Marching
Potential (SIMP)
[NASA-CR-178299] p 548 N87-23194

WAVE EQUATIONS
Relaxation algorithms for the Euler equations

[AIAA PAPER 85-1516] p 387 A87-31179
WAVE GENERATION

Analyses of broadband noise mechanisms of rotors
p 58 A87-11769

WAVE INTERACTION

Stability and transition of three-dimensional flows
p 553 A87-40079

WAVE PROPAGATION
A study of methods to predict and measure the

transmission of sound through the walls of light aircraft
[NASA.CR-180632] p 797 N87-27479

KC-135 aero-optical turbulent boundary layer/shear
layer experiment revisited p 852 N87.29454

WEAPON SYSTEM MANAGEMENT
Automation at the man-machine interface

p 855 N87-29504

SUBJECT INDEX

WEAPON SYSTEMS
LAMPS MK III - A 'New Look' success story --- reliability

engineering of ship/helicopter system for antisubmarine
warfare p 102 A87-15415

Tailoring a major weapon environmental program --- for
Low Altitude Navigation and Targeting Infrared System for
Night p 102 A87-15430

NAECON 1986; Proceedings of the National Aerospace
and Electronics Conference, Dayton, OH, May 19-23,1986,
Volumes 1, 2, 3, & 4 p 141 A87-16726

Fault tolerance - An affordable necessity --- maintaining

weapon system operational capability
p 178 A87.16737

The B-1B Central Integrated Test System Expert

Parameter System p 179 A87-16839
The F-16 - A model for maximum designed-in

supportability
[AIAA PAPER 86-2663] p 142 A87-17908

Applications of operational analysis to the preliminary
design process p 168 A87-19209
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maneuverability on air-to-air combat effectiveness

p 143 A87-19210
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p 169 A87-19250

System sensory perception (SSP) p 181 A87°19283
The system concept and the design engineer
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Derivation of vibration test spectra from flight data

p 358 A87-28925
Mission avionics for the SH.60F CV HELO

p 434 A87-31467
F-15E - Heavyweight Eagle p 506 A87-36699
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p 799 A87-48056
AH-64 Combat Mission Simulator tactical system

[AIAA PAPER 87-2575] p 779 A87-49176
Some development trends in light ground attack

aircraft p 509 N87-22666
Evolution of combat performance of the Hawk light

combat aircraft p 509 N87-22668

The use of Aeritalia flight simulator for the development
of the AM-X weapon system p 601 N87-23650

WEAPONS
A survey of military aerospace systems technology

developments in Western Europe and the Middle East
[AD-A175635] p 403 N87-20173

WEAPONS DELIVERY

Aircraft interactive system management - From pencils
to computers
[AIAA PAPER 86-2631] p209 A87-17890

WEAR

Composites for aerospace dry bearing applications
p 454 A87-31373

Purifying hydraulic systems p 607 A87-39484
Real time simultaneous in-line wear and lubricant

condition monitoring
[AD-A183286] p 852 N87-29842

WEAR RESISTANCE
Coatings for performance retention --- in gas turbine

engines p 322 A87-26111
Wear resistance of aircraft fuel and hydraulic systems

-.- Russian book p 441 A87-32700
Competing factors in the aging of oil in piston and

gas-turbine engines p 529 A87-39100
Materials for Advanced Turbine Engines (MATE). Project
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[NASA-CR-179622] p 784 N87-27029

WEATHER
Weather hazards training for United States Air Force

(USAF) flight operations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0333] p 234 A87-22567

Weather and system delays
[AIAA PAPER 87-0442] p 234 A87-22635

Effects of weather conditions on airport noise

prediction p 334 A87-27110
The influence of woather-active fronts on visual flight

conditions p56 N87-11437

Aircraft accident/incident summary reports: Erie,
Pennsylvania, October 14, 1984; Albuquerque, Now
Mexico, February 11, 1985
[PB86-910407] p 84 N87-12549

Aircraft accident report: Bar Harbor Airlines Flight 1808,
Beech BE-99, N300WP, Auburn.Lewiston Municipal
Airport, Auburn, Maine, August 25, 1985
[PB86-910408] p84 N87-12550

Turbulence as observed by concurrent measurements
made at NSSL using weather radar, Doppler radar, Doppler
lidar and aircraft p 543 N87-22348

Case history of FAA/SRI wind shear models
p 703 N87-25268

Introduction to the JAWS Program
p 703 N87-25270
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Wind shear and turbulence simulation

p 703 N87.25274
Development of a microburst turbulence model for the

joint airport weather studies wind shear data
[NASA-CR-180374] p 793 N87-28232

Preliminary Memphis FAA (Federal Aviation
Administration)/Lincoln Laboratory operational weather
studies results

[AD-A182730] p 854 N87-29057
WEATHER DATA RECORDERS

The siting, installation and operational suitability of the
Automated Weather Obsennng System (AWOS) at
heliports
[DOTIFAA/PM-86130] p 133 N87-13099

WEATHER FORECASTING
Use, non-use, and abuse of weather radar

[AIAA PAPER 87-0441 ] p 269 A87-22634

Forecasting and classifying dry microburst activity inthe
Denver area subjectively and objectively
[AIAA PAPER 87-0443] p 269 A87-22636

Improving aimraff icing forecasts
[AIAA PAPER 87-0532] p 269 A87-22690

Problems in weather forecasting and aviation
meteorology p 329 A87-25251

Remote detection of aircraft icing conditions using
microwave radiometers
[PS86-229507] p 204 N87-14806

The operational suitability of the Automated Weather
Observing System (AWOS) at heliports
[DOT/FAA/PM.86/52] p 393 N87-18945

Atmospheric Turbulence Relative to Aviation, Missile,
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]NASA-CP-2468] p 543 N87-22341

Comments on the problem of turbulence in aviation
p 496 N87-22342

DOD (USAF) turbulence accidents and incidents
p 496 N87-22343

Turbulence forecasting p 543 N87-22351

Washington metropolitan wind study, 1981-1986
[PB87-151908] p 544 N87-22375

Low altitude wind shear detection with Doppler radar
[DOTIFAA/PM-8716] p 544 N87-22379

Weather Research Program
[PB87-196390] p 854 N87-29065

WEATHER STATIONS

Revised Uniform Summary of Surface Weather
Observations (RUSSWO) Parts A-F Ellington ANGB,
Texas

[AD-A169389] p 133 N87-13105

The operational suitability of the Automated Weather
Observing System (AWOS) at heliports
[DOT/FAA/PM-86/52] p 393 N87-18945

WEAVING

Automatically woven three-directional composite
structures p 48 A87-11843

WEBS (SUPPORTS)
On the efficiency of stiffened panels, with application

to shear web design p 262 A87-20170
Postbuckling and failure characteristics of stiffened
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{AIAA PAPER 87-0733] p 463 A87-33572

WEDGE FLOW

Solvability of some problems concerning supersonic flow
past a wedge using the Lavrent'ev-Bitsadze

approximation p 345 A87-29893
Numerical study of high speed viscous flows

]AD-A178639] p 542 N87-22940
Experimental study of supersonic stream sliding at angle

past one-step wedge with jaws p 569 N87-23573
WEDGES

Pitching oscillating derivatives of wedges in supersonic
and hypersonic p 371 A87-28343

The effects of temperature and loading rate on R-curves
using the CLWL techniques --- crack growth resistance
curve (R curve); crack line wedge load (CLWL)
[BAE-MSM-R-GEN-0544] p 50 N87-10405
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on the performance of a nooaxisymmetrio wedge nozzle
[NASA-TP-2717] p 570 N87-23593
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(AD-A182084] p716 N87-27611
WEIGHT (MASS)

National Transportation Safety Board safety
recommendation p 18 N87-10852
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The development of DMS-scaies for cryogenic wind
tunnels p 117 A87-14007

Visual display and alarm system for wind tunnel static
and dynamic loads

[NASA-TM-89455] p 453 N87-20298
Miniature remote dead weight calibrator

[NASA-CASE.LAR-13564-1] p 700 N87-25558

WEIGHT MEASUREMENT
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[SAWE PAPER 1695] p 524 A87-36281
Edwards' automated weight and balance system

[SAWE PAPER 1702] p 525 A87-36286
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structural optimization
[SAWE PAPER 1718] p 532 A87-36290

The ten dollar load cell

[SAWE PAPER 1724] p532 A87-36295
Principles and practices for accurate load cell

measurements

[SAWE PAPER 1725] p 525 A87.36296
WEIGHT REDUCTION
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Soviet and U.S weight.prediction methods as tools in
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Equivalent line transformations during the design of
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p 263 A87-20403
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The light stuff - Burr Rutan transforms aircraft design

p 275 A87-23744
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material substitution --- AI-Li alloy use in transport aircraft
components
[SAE PAPER 861850] p 399 A87-29645

TORLON engineered parts cut weight in half --- poly
(amide-imide) resin
[SAWE PAPER 1690] p 528 A87-36278

The cost effectiveness of weight reduction by advanced
material substitution

[SAWE PAPER 1693] p 505 A87-36280
Weight growth in airline service

[SAWE PAPER 1698] p 494 A87-36284
Guifstroam Corporate Aircraft design evolution through

the model Gulfstream IV

[SAWE PAPER 1717] p 505 A87-36289
Avionics weight control for the starship and beyond

[SAWE PAPER 1736] p 505 A87-36300
Fifteen years of flight control evolution on European

Airbus aircraft weight impact
[SAWE PAPER 1743] p 506 A87-36305

Interrelationship of weight and cost reduction
[SAWE PAPER 1748] p 549 A87-36307

Optimum design of a helicopter rotor blade
p 651 A87-43406

Expanding tilt rotor capabilities p 651 A87-43407
Aluminium.lithium alloys --- for aerospace structures

p 781 A87-47938
Application of modern materials technologies in small

gas turbine engines p 831 A87-53429
Engioa-tranemission-structural airframe members

compatibility p 26 N87-10069
Influence of engine variables on future helicopter

systems p 27 N87-10072
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lift helicopter operations p 100 N87-11759
Fabrication and testing of lightweiclht hydraulic system

slmulalor hardware

[AD-A169884] p 130 N87-12711
The design of composite structures: Aircraft design

[NASA.'I-r-20011] p 432 N87-20261
Fiber optic data transmission p 540 N87-22611
Preliminary structural design of composite main rotor

blades for minimum weight
[NASA-TP-2730] p 691 N87-25435

WEIGHTING FUNCTIONS

Noise measurements on the helicopter BK 117 design.
Weighted noise levels and influence of airspeed
[ESA-Tr.748] p 477 N87-20800

WELD STRENGTH

Diffusion bending in the manufacture of aircraft
structure p 324 N87-17057

Repair techniques for gas turbine components
p 325 N87-17071

Diffusion bending of metals p 852 N87-29646
WELD TESTS

Advanced Joining of Aerospace Metallic Materials .--
conference proceedings
[AGARD-CP-398] p 324 N87-17051

NDT of electron beam welded joints (micro-fecus and
real time X-ray) p 325 N87-17063

Inertia welding of nitralloy N and 18 nickel maraging
250 grade steels for utilization in the main rotor drive shaft
for the AR-64 military helicopter program

p 325 N87-17067
Evaluation of DDH and weld repaired F100 turbine vanes

under simulated service conditions p 325 N87-17070
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Repair techniques for gas turbine components
p 325 N87-17071

WELDED JOINTS

Advanced Joining of Aerospace Metallic Materials ---
conference proceedings
[AGARD-CP-398] p 324 N87-17051

Economical manufacturing and inspection of the
electron-beam-welded Tornado wing box

p 324 N87-17055
NDT of electron beam welded joints (micro-focus and

real time X-ray) p 325 N87-17063
Inertia welding of nitralloy N and 18 nickel maraging

250 grade steels for utilization in the main rotor drive shaft
for the AR-64 military helicopter program

p 325 N87-17067
WELDED STRUCTURES

Fatigue crack growth predictions of welded aircraft
structures containing flaws in the residual stress field

p 692 A87-42853
WELDING

Evaluation of DDH and weld repaired F100 turbine vanes
under simulated service conditions p 325 N87-17070

WEST GERMANY

Yearbook 1986 I; DGLR, Annual Meeting, Munich, West
Germany, Oct. 8-10, 1986, Reports p 482 A87-36751

Yearbook 1986 II; DGLR, Annual Meeting, Munich, West
Germany, Oct, 8-10, 1986, Reports p 711 A87-48154

Statistics of wind shear due to nocturnal boundary layer
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Going beyond the limits. Aviation in Germany
[SO-1-87] p 710 N87-26853

WESTLAND AIRCRAFT

Health and usage monitoring of helicopter mechanical
systems p 403 A87-34864

WHISKER COMPOSITES

Si3N4-SiC composites p 455 A87-32084
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Carbon fibers

[AD-A171370] p 123 N87-12622
WICKS

Improved electrostatic discharge wicks for aircraft
p 127 A87-15039
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Emergency exits for underwater escape from
rotorcraff

[AEG-REPT-528] p 156 N87.14304
WIENER HOPF EQUATIONS

Scattering of sound by a semi-infinite elastic plate with
a soft backing - A matrix Wiener-Hopf problem

p 859 A87-52846
WIND (METEOROLOGY)

Severe winds in the DFW microburst measured from
two aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 87-2340] p 792 A87.50459
Surface measurements of gust fronts and microburats

during the JAWS (Joint Airport Weather Studies) Project:
Statistical results and implications forwind shear detection,
prediction and modeling
[PB86-200847] p 55 N87-10665

Comments on gust response constrained optimization
p 115 N87-11774

A review of microbursts and their analysis and detection
with Doppler radar
i AI')-A 17(_4F;Rl n l_t_ NR7.1_111n

Fuel penalties and time flexibility of 4D flight profiles
under mismodeled wind conditions

[NASA-TM-89128] p 509 N87-21917
Washington metropolitan wind study, 1981.1986

[PB87-151908] p 544 N87-22375
WIND DIRECTION

Determination of wind velocity and direction in the lower
part of the atmospheric boundary layer on the basis of
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WIND EFFECTS

The effect of random wind gusts on the stability of a
parachute system p 72 A87-15216

Modelling aircraft wing downwash transit time effects
in the direction of flight
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Measurements of atmospheric turbulence
p 543 N87-22347

Introduction to the JAWS Program
p 703 N87-25270

Modeling and implementation of wind shear data
p 709 N87-25273

WIND MEASUREMENT

Airborne infrared wind shear detector performance in
rain obscuration

[AIAA PAPER 87-0186] p 247 A87-22471
Airborne Doppler lidar measurements

p 247 A87-22797
Wind determination from aireraft-movement data

p 702 A87-45892
Wind shear measurement on board a MORANE 893
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participation in the ESA PROMESS ocean measurement
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Application of Doppler radar and lidar to diagnose
atmospheric phenomena p 331 N87-17271

Remote versus in situ turbulence measurements
p 543 N87-22346

Measurements of atmospheric turbulence
p 543 N87-22347

Low altitude wind shear detection with Doppler radar
[DOT/FAA/PM-87/6] p 544 N87-22379

Case history of FAA/SRI wind shear models
p 703 N87-25268

WIND PROFILES
Regression method for predicting wind velocity and

direction at circuit altitude at Eniseisk Airport
p 329 A87-25263

Hingeless rotor response to random gusts in forward
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[AIAA PAPER 87-0954] p 429 A87-33750

Description of the vertical structure of the wind field
by the method of canonical expansions

p 470 A87-34449
Turbulence models p 703 N87-25277

Simulator manufacturers' requirements
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WIND SHEAR
Optimal flight paths through microburst wind profiles

p 35 A87-t0519
The classification of wind shears from the point of view

of aerodynamics and flight mechanics
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Guidance strategies for near-optimum take-off
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Observations and models p 55 A87-12679
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Structure of air streams below cumulonimbus clouds
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The menacing microburst --- wind shear detection for
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An analysis of the Delta 191 windshear accident
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Nowcasting low-altitude wind shear with a Doppler
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applications p 328 A87-24746
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[AIAA PAPER 87-0271] p 311 A87-24946
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Spece-time characteristics of vertical wind shears above
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Storm structure during aircraft lightning strike events
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Wind shear revisited p 295 A87-25848
Research continues on sodar wind-shear detection

p 333 A87-25849
A high resolution spatial and temporal multiple Doppler

analysis of a microburst and its application to aircraft flight
simulation p 392 A87-28020

Wind shear; Proceedings of the Aerospace Technology
Conference and Exposition, Long Beach, CA, Oct. 13-16,
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Summary of windshear accidents and views about

prevention
[SAE PAPER 861697] p 351 A87-29585

Aircraft performance and control in downburst wind
shear
[SAE PAPER 86t698] p 372 A87.29586
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accidents and incidents
[SAE PAPER 861699] p 351 A87-29587

A new look at piloting procedures in microbursts
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Overview of the integrated Federal Aviation
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[SAE PAPER 861702] p 351 A87-29589

Operational wind shear detection and warning - The
'CLAWS' experience at Denver and future objectives
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The potential influence of rain on airfoil performance
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Windshear detection/alert and guidance cockpit

displays - A pilot's perspective p 420 A87-31489
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Maximum survival capability of an aircraft in a severe
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Analysis of a microburst in the FACE meteorological
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Optimization and acceleration guidance of flight
trajectories in a windshear p 765 A87-47807
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windshear - Trajectory optimization and guidance

p 765 A87-47884

The use of flight test techniques in aircraft accident
investigations p 738 A87-49202

Takeoff and landing in a downburst
p 738 A87-50344

Optimization and guidance of aPort landing trajectories
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[AIAA PAPER 87-2342] p 771 A87-50461

Feedback control for penetrating a downburst
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Total energy control concepts applied to flight in
windshear

[AIAA PAPER 87-2344] p 772 A87-50463
Wind shear p 853 A87-51232
Aircraft accident reeport, Delta Air Lines, Inc., Lockheed

L-1011-385-1, N726DA, Dallas/Fort Worth International
Airport, Texas, August 2, 1985
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Doppler Radar Detection of Wind Shear
[NASA-CP-2435] p 17 N87-10054

Wind shear measurement on board a MORANE 893
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Simulation investigation of the effect of the NASA Ames
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Development of control strategies for safe microburst
penetration: A progress report p 353 N87-18531

The effect of heavy rain on an airfoil at high lift
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The terminal area simulation system. Volume 1:
Theoretical formulation
[NASA-CR-4046] p 421 N87-20255

Low altitude wind shear detection with Doppler radar
[DOT/FAA/PM-87/6] p 544 N87-22379
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Integrated FAA Wind Shear Program plan
[DOT/FAA/DL-87/1] p 544 N87-23067

The application of optimal control techniques to the
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of aerodynamics and flight mechanics
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Status of the JAWS Program p 703 N87-25272
Modeling and implementation of wind shear data
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Wind shear and turbulence simulation
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Application of data to piloted simulators
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B-57B gust gradient program p 657 N87-25276
Turbulence models p 703 N87-25277

Microburst model requirements for flight simulation: An
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p 681 N87-25279

Simulator manufacturers' requirements
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Military specifications p 658 N87-25281
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Accident investigation p 647 N87-25285

United Airlines wind shear incident of May 31, 1984
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United Airlines wind shear incident of May 31, 1984
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Optimal flight trajectories in the presence of windshear,
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Control of aircraft under severe wind shear conditions
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Optimization of aircraft trajectories through severe

microbursts p 753 N87-27604
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analysis of a microburst and its application to aircraft flight
simulation
[DOT/FAA/PM-87/11] p 854 N87-29060

WIND TUNNEL APPARATUS

Improved measurement of the dynamic loads acting on
rotating parachutes
[AIAA PAPER 86-2473] p 68 A87-13807

The development of DMS-scales for cryogenic wind
tunnels p 117 A87-14007

Status report on the European Transonic Wind Tunnel
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Description of the US Army small-scale 2-meter rotor
test system
[NASA-TM-87762] p292 N87-17664

Low.speed wind tunnel study of longitudinal stability and
usable-tiff improvement of a cranked wing
[NASA-CR-178204] p 293 N87-t7666

A comparison of aerodynamic measurements of the
transonic flow through a plane turbine cascade in four
European wind tunnels
[dUEL-1624/86] p 294 N87-17682

The influence of a 90 dog sting support on the
aerodynamic coefficients of the investigated aircraft
model

[F+W-FO-1839] p 294 N87-17684
Potential benefits of magnetic suspension and balance

systems
[NASA-TM-89079] p 316 N87-17718

Correlation oi helicopter impulswe noise from
biede-vortex interaction with rotor mean inflow

Aerodynamic and structural aspects of propeller and
drive for a 1/5 scale wind tunnel program
[NLR-MP-84091-U] p 377 N87-18579

Further studies on the 21% thick, supercriticai NLF airfoil
NAE (National Aeronautical Establishment)66-060-21:1

tAD-A175923] p 350 N87-19358
Installation of a radiator in a light aircraft

[BU-330] p 365 N87-19391
Comparison between measured and calculated

stail-ftufter behavior of a one-bladed model rotor

[NLR-MP-85059-U] p 374 N87-19403
Experiments in an adaptable-wail wind tunnel for

V/STOL testing
tAD-A174900] p 377 N87-19412

Model of aircraft for testing in a wind tunnel
tAD-A176095] p 378 N87-19413

Spin-tunnel investigation of a 1/15-scale model of an
Australian trainer airplane
[NASA-TM-89049] p 418 N87-20240

Study of the unsteady pressure field on the RAt6SC1
profile in vibrating condition
[ONERA-RTS-17/3423-AY] p 419 N87-20249

Study of compressibility effects on supersonic free
flow

[ETN-87-99392] p 419 N87-20251
A preliminacy study _nto the constant drag parachute

for aircrew escape systems
[BU.345] p 421 N87-20256

Visual display and alarm system for wind tunnel static
and dynamic loads
[NASA-TM-89455] p 453 N87-20298

An investigation into the factors affecting the flow quality
in a small suction wind tunnel

[BU-344] p 453 N87-20299

The high-speed cascade wind tunnel - still an important
test facility for turbomachinery blade investigations
[ESA-TT-1012] p 453 N87-20300

Aircraft and engine development testing
tAD.A176711] p 407 N87-20961

Summary of studies to reduce wing-mounted propfan
inetalIation drag on an M = 0.8 transport
[NASA-TP-2678] p 433 N87-20990

Activities report of the large testing facilities --- wind
tunnels

[ETN-87-99376] p 453 N87-21007
Wind-tunnel free-flight investigation of a 0.15-scale

model of the F-106B airplane with vortex flaps
[NASA-TP-2700] p 490 N87-21855

Buffet onset meaSurements on an aircraft model at
transonic Mach numbers

[NAL-TM-AE-8602] p 490 N87-21861
Comparison of transonic airfoil characteristics by

Navier-Stokes computation and by wind tunnel test at high
Reynolds number
[NAL-TR-911T] p 492 N87-21869

A comprehensive estimate of the static aerodynamic
forces and moments of the 8 x 8 x 20 ft. cargo container
[NASA-TM-89433] p 492 N87-21875

Analysis of the free-tip rotor wind-tunnel test results
[NASA-TM-86751] p 508 N87-21915

Verification of performance results for a low-speed 15
percent elliptical circulation control airfoil
[NASA-CR.181020] p 494 N87-22633

Equipment for turbulent heat transfer test apparatus
tAD-A179612] p 541 N87-22930

Experimental study of supersonic stream sliding at angle
past one-step wedge with jaws p 569 N87-23573

Two-dimensional aerodynamic characteristics of the
AMES H1-120, HI-8, and LOW-t2 airfoils
[NASA-CR-181018] p 570 N87-23589

Icing of flow conditioners in a closed-loop wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-89824] p 570 N87-23591

High Reynolds Number tests of the NASA SC(2).0012
airfoil in the Langley 0.3-meter transonic cryogenic
tunnel

[NASA-TM-89102] p 571 N87-23594
Aeroelasticity and mechanical stabilityreport, 0.27 Mach

scale model of the YAH-64 advanced attack helicopter

[NASA-CR.178284] p 571 N87-23596
Activities report of the German-Dutch wind tunnel

[B8677593] p 603 N87-23665
Activities report of the German-Dutch wind tunnel

[88677594] p 603 N87-23666
Understanding fan blade flutter through linear cascade

aeroelastic testing p 572 N87-24407
V/STOL and STOL ground effects and testing

techniques p 586 N87-24411
Investigation of dynamic ground effect

p 573 N87-24420
Vortex interaction on a canard-wing configuration

tAD-A179718] p 574 N87-24430
Unsteady inlet distortion characteristics with the B-1B

p 575 N87-24478
Development of intake swirl generators for turbo jet

engine testing p 603 N87-24480

scaled 2/9 model of the PTA flight test prop-fan
[NASA-TM-89917] p 642 N87-25294

Subsonic wind-tunnel measurements of a slender

wing.body configuration employing a vortex flap
[NASA-TM-89t01 ] p642 N87-25295

Recent progress in the measurement of the drag
coefficients of models of transport aircraft in a wind
tunnel

[NASA-'I-r.20096] p 644 N87-25306
Determination of the local heat transfer characteristics

on glaze ice accretions on a cylinder and a NACA 0012
airfoil
tAD.A179931] p 647 N87-25309

Influence of a heated leading edge on boundary layer
growth, stability and transition
[DE87-008516] p 700 N87-25538

Miniature remote dead weight calibrator
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13564-1] p 700 N87-25558

Wind tunnel evaluationof a truncated NACA co4-621
airfoil for wind turbine applications
[NASA-CR-180803] p 703 N87-25621

An experimental low Reynolds number comparison of
a Wortmann FX67-K170 airfoil, a NACA 0012 airfoil and
a NACA 64-210 airfoil in simulated heavy rain
[NASA-CR.181119] p 644 N87-25997

Aerodynamics el unmanned aircraft at full-scale in the
RAE 24ft wind-tunnel

[RAE-TM-AERO-2081] p 645 N87-26027
Low-speed wind-tunnel results for symmetrical NASA

LS(1)-0013 airfoil
[NASA-TM-4003] p 645 N87-26033

An experimental investigation of dynamic ground
effect

[NASA-CR-180560] p 659 N87-26036

An experimental investigation of dynamic ground
effect
[NASA-CR.180305] p 731 N87-26858

An investigation of tip planform influence on the
aerodynamic load characteristics of semispan, upswept
wing and wing*tip
[NASA-CR-177428] p 731 N87.26865

Acta Aeronautica et Astronautics Sinica (selected
articles)
tAD-At81204] p 732 N87.26869

Wind-tunnel evaluation of an advanced main-rotor blade

design for a utility-class helicopter
[NASA-TM-89129] p 733 N87-26878

Experimental study of wing-in-ground effects in the AFIT
5-foot wind tunnel
tAD-A182570] p 735 N87.27638

Low speed wind tunne{ teal of a propulsive wing/canard
concept in the STOL configuration. Volume 1: Test
description and discussion of results
[NASA-CR-178348] p 735 N87-27641

Low speed wind tunnel test of a propulsive wing/canard
concept in the STOL configuration. Volume 2: Test data
[NASA-CR.178349] p 735 N87.27642

Search for s principle to generate high frequency gusts
--- wind tunnel tests

[ONERA.RSF-92/1865-AY] p 779 N87.27677

Time-averaged aerodynamic loads on the vane sets of
the 40. by 80-foot and 80- by 120.foot wind tunnel
complex
[NASA-TM.89413] p 780 N87.27680

Cruise noise of the 2/9th scale model of the Large-scale
Advanced Propfan (LAP) propeller, SR-7A
[NASA-TM-100175] p 798 N87-28398

Investigation of F-16 control surface failures and optimal
setting of functional controls
tAD-A182667] p 825 N87-28542

Analysis and test evaluation of the dynamic response
and stability of three advanced turboprop models
[NASA-CR-174814] p 833 N87-28555

Toward comparing experiment and theory for
corroborative research on hingeless rotor stability in
forward flight
[NASA-CR-181354] p 836 N87-28562

Development of a reduced area horizontal tail for a wide
body jet aircraft
[NASA-CR-172278] p 837 N87.28564

Low-speed investigations of Apex fence and cavity flap
concepts on a 60 degrees delta configuration
[AD-A183138] p 816 N87-29425

Status of holographic interferometry at Wright Patterson
Air Force Base p 851 N87-29436

Optical interfemmetry in fluid dynamics research
p 851 N87-29447

The results of a wind tunnel investigation of s model
rotor with a free tip
[NASA-TM-86758] p 827 N87.29496

Aerodynamic performance investigation of advanced
mechanical suppressor and ejector nozzle concepts for
jet noise reduction
[NASA-CR-174860] g 834 N87.29534

WlnlU IUNN_L WALL_

Measurements in the high subsonic region in the
TU-Berlin wind tunnel with adaptive walls

p 117 A87-14009
The evolution of adaptive-wail wind tunnels

p 118 A87.15464
Advances in adaptive wall wind tunnel technique

p 118 A87-15465

Modeling the effects of wind tunnel wall absorption on
the acoustic radiation characteristics of propellers
[AIAA PAPER 86-1876] p 208 A87-17991

Construction of a 2- by 2-foot transonic adaptive-wail
test section at the NASA Ames Research Center
[AIAA PAPER 86-1089] p 256 A87-21532

Navier-Stokes simulation of side.wail effect of
two-dimensional transonic wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 87-0037] p 256 A87-22371

The research of 2-D flexible wall self-streamlining wind
tunnel p 451 A87-32194

An assymptotic theo_ ol wind-tunnel-wail interference
on subsonic slender bodies p 554 A87-40827

ExperimentS with an adaptable-wall wind tunnel for large
lift p 599 A87.41629

Transonic wall interference assessment and corrections

for airfoil data from,, the 0.3-meter TCT adaptive wall test
section

[AIAA PAPER 87-1431 ] p 633 A87-44953
Two-dimensional subsonic and transonic wind tunnel

wall interference corrections for varied walls

p 686 A87-46955
Development of experimental investigation on transonic

wind tunnel wall interference p 687 A87-46960
Computational study of wind-tunnel wall effects on flow

field around delta wings
[AIAA PAPER 87-2420] p 725 A87-49089
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WIND TUNNELS

Experiments with an adaptable-wall wind tunnel for large
lift
[AIAA PAPER 87-2608] p 749 A87-49108

Numerical computations and measurements of transonic
flow in a slotted-wall wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 87-2610] p 727 A87-49109

Investigation of wall intederanee at high angle of attack
in a low speed wind tunnel with slotted wall
[AIAA PAPER 87-2611] p 778 A87-49110

The flow field in the second throat region of a wind
tunnel, computed by an Euler method

p 809 A87-53574
Unsteady flow over an airfoil inside a wind tunnel with

and without transpiration p 13 N87-10051
Tunnel interference from pressure measurements on

control surfaces
[AE-TM-8-83] p 37 N87-10104

Practical evaluation of wallpressure signature correction
methods in the 2.7m x 2.1m low speed wind tunnel

[BAE-ARG-204] p 37 N87-10874
Methods for assessing wall interference in the 2- by

2-foot adaptive-wall wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-88252] p 118 N87-11800

A description of the active and passive
sidewall-boundary-layer removal systems of the 0.3-meter

transonic cryogenic tunnel
[NASA-TM-87764] p 118 N87-11801

Correction for wall-interference by means of a measured

boundary condition method --- wind tunnel walls
[NLR-TR-84114-U] p 151 N87-13414

Two-dimensional wall interference assessment using

CALSPAN pipes --- wind tunnel walls
[NLR-TR-85065-U] p 151 N87-13415

Procedures for computing transonic flows for control

of adaptive wind tunnels
[NASA-TM-88530] p 257 N87-15235

Calculation of sidewall boundary-layer parameters from
rake measurements for the Langley 0.3-meter transonic

cryogenic tunnel
[NASA-CR-178241] p 292 N87-16807

The influence of wind-tunnel walls on discrete frequency
noise p 315 N87-16850

Experiments in an adaptable-wall wind tunnel for
V/STOL testing
[AD-A174900] p 377 N87-19412

WIND TUNNELS
Failure analysis of a large wind tunnel compressor

blade p 692 A87-42852

Reactivation study for NASA Lewis Research Center's
Hypersonic Tunnel Facility
[AIAA PAPER 87-1886] p 779 A87-59190

Aeronautical facilities assessment

[NASA-RP-1146] p 37 N87-10876
Wind tunnels and test rigs of the Department of

Aeronautics, Imperial College
[IC-AERO-86-02] p 193 N87-13455

Aerodynamics research and development at the Royal
Aircraft Establishment (RAE), Farnborough in the United

Kingdom
[AD-A171837] p 258 N87-15982

Simulation investigation of the effect of the NASA Ames
80-by 120-foot wind tunnel exhaust flow on light aircraft
operating in the Moffett field trafffic pattern
[NASA-TM-86819] p 295 N87-17686

Natural rotor icing on Mount Washington, New
Hampshire
[AD-At75276] p 363 N87-19383

An investigation into the factors affecting the flow quality
in a small suction wind tunnel

[BU-344] p 453 N87-20299
Activities report of the large testing facilities --- wind

tunnels
[ETN*87-99376] p 453 N87-21007

One-fiftieth scale model studies of 40-by 80-foot and
80-by 120-foot wind tunnel complex at NASA Ames
Research Center

[NASA-TM-89405] p 526 N87-21963

Reactivation study for NASA Lewis Research Center's
hypersonic tunnel facility
[NASA-TM-89918] p 603 N87-23664

Activities report of the German-Dutch wind tunnel

[B8677593] p 603 N87-23665
Activities report of the German-Dutch wind tunnel

[B8677594] p 603 N87-23666
Engineer in charge: A history of the Langley Aeronautical

Laboratory, 1917-1956
[NASA-SP-4305] p 621 N87-24390

Fatigue-life monitoring of the 5 metre wind tunnel
[RAE.TM.AERO.2084] p 688 N87-26055

Aerodynamic characteristics of the modified 40- by
80-loot wind tunnel as measured in a 1/50th-scale

model
[NASA-TM-88336] p 732 N87-26875

Comparing an improved first order panel method results
with wind-tunnel measurements for a complete airplane
configuration
[INPE-4132-PRE/1043] p 735 N87-27633

Experimental evaluation of corner turning vanes
[NASA-TM-t00143] p 839 N87-28571

Application of a panel method to wake-vortex/wing
interaction and comparison with experimental data
[NASA-TM-88337] p 817 N87-29461

WIND TURBINES
Tip vane drag measurements on the full scale

experimental wind turbine
[IW-R517] p 294 N87-17683

Wind tunnel evaluation of a truncated NACA 64-621

airfoil for wind turbine applications
[NASA-CR-180803] p 703 N87-25621

Performance and power regulation characteristics of two
aileron-controlled rotors and a pitchable tip-controlled rotor
on the Mod-O turbine

[NASA-TM-100136] p 855 N87-29956
WIND VARIATIONS

Turbulence structure in microburst phenomena
p 470 A87-34514

WIND VELOCITY
Unsteady three-dimensional stall on a rectangular

wing
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-119] p 213 A87-21038

A digital simulation technique for Dryden atmospheric
turbulence model p 310 A87-24715

Characteristics of the vertical wind and temperature
profile in the boundary layer in the case of strong ground
winds near Ural and Siberian airports

p 329 A87-25261
Description of the vertical structure of the wind field

by the method of canonical expansions
p 470 A87-34449

The problem of the aviation-meteorological prediction
of strong surface winds in eastern Bulgaria

p 853 A87-51195
WIND VELOCITY MEASUREMENT

Structure of air streams below cumulonimbus clouds
p 203 A87-18828

Research continues on sodar wind-shear detection
p 333 A87-25849

Real-time wind estimation and tracking with transponder

downlinked airspeed and heading data
p 648 A87-42779

Determination of wind velocity and direction in the lower
part of the atmospheric boundary layer on the basis of

ground data p 854 A87-53969
Experimental and theoretical Doppler-lidar signatures of

aircraft wake vortices p 14 N87-10330
Determination of vertical air velocity using

measurements of the aircraff motion
p 470 N87-21456

Low-altitude wind shear detection with Doppler radar

[AD-A181900] p 793 N87-28233
WINDING

Cryogenic wound rotor for lightweight, high voltage

generators
[AD-D012370] p 130 N87-12768

WINDOWS (APERTURES)
The design and manufacture of a large zinc sulphide

window for an airborne application p 245 A87-19684
Window acoustic study for advanced turboprop aircraft

[NASA-CR-172391] p 138 N87-12322
WlNDPOWER UTILIZATION

Wind tunnel evaluation of a truncated NACA 64-621

airfoil for wind turbine applications
[NASA-CR-180803] p 703 N87-25621

WINDS ALOFT

Aeronautical meteorology in practice
p 470 A87-35000

United Airlines wind shear incident of May 31, 1984
p 647 N87-25288

WINDSHIELDS
Impact fracture of chemically tempered glass helicopter

windshields p 195 A87-17824
MAGNA nonlinear finite element analysis of T-46 aircraft

windshield bird impact
[AIAA PAPER 86-2732] p 165 A87-17950

Windshields - More than glass and plastics
p 299 A87-27331

Bird impact qualification test for A-10 windshield
[AD-A179263] p 575 N87-23599

WING CAMBER

Mission adaptive wings for future combat aircraft
p 298 A87-25873

Further generalization of an equivalent plate
representation for aircraft structural analysis
[AIAA PAPER 87-0721] p 463 A87-33562

Experimental flowfield visualization of a high alpha wing
at Mach 1.62 p 608 A87.39895

Conceptual studies of control systems for wings with
variable camber

[MBB-UT-221/86] p 682 N87-26836

SUBJECT INDEX

WING FLAPS

Experimental investigation of apex fence flaps on delta
wings p 146 A87-17817

A hybrid method for transonic flow past multi-element
aerofoils p 212 A87-20504

Repair concept and verification for carbon high-lift flaps
of the ATR.42 p 482 A87-38940

Experiments with an adaptable-wall wind tunnel for large
lift p 599 A87-41629

The performance of aerofoils with lift devices at low
Reynolds numbers for use on RPV wings --- remotely
piloted vehicle (RPV)
[BU-332] p 350 N87-19363

Experiments in an adaptable-wall wind tunnel for
V/STOL testing
[AD-A174900] p 377 N87-19412

The design and analysis of simple low speed flap
systems with the aid of linearized theory computer
programs
[NASA-CR-3913] p 812 N87-28522

WING FLOW METHOD TESTS
Experimental investigations of three-dimensional

laminar boundary layers on a slender delta wing
p 9 A87-12145

Turbulent flow around a wing/fuselage-type juncture
p 70 A87-14108

Flow energizer flight tests on a light twin aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 87-0083] p 239 A87-22404

Euler solutions for transonic flow past a fighter wing
p 342 A87-28068

Flow patterns of a pivoted rectangular wing aircraft
[SAE PAPER 861645] p 408 A87-32585

Advanced method for computing flow around wings with
rear separation and ground effect p 410 A87-33246

Studies of the flow field near a NACA 4412 aerofoil at

nearly maximum lift p 410 A87-33327
Accurate numerical solutions for transonic viscous flow

over finite wings p 556 A87-41630
Experimental and theoretical studies on vortex formation

over double delta wings p557 A87-41870
Experimental study of the velocity field on a delta wing

[AIAA PAPER 87-1231] p 563 A87-42328
End plate gap effects on a half wing model at low

Reynolds numbers
[AIAA PAPER 87-2350] p 723 A87-49069

Transition fixing on wings in industrial wind tunnels and
associated problems p 211 N87-15165

Experiments in an adaptable-wall wind tunnel for
V/STOL testing
[AD-A174900] p 377 N87-19412

WING LOADING

Load lightening and flutter damping for future Airbus
projects
[MBB-UT-004-86] p 92 A87-14002

Aeroelastic divergence of trimmed aircraft
p 94 A87-14368

M. V. Keldysh: Selected works - Mechanics --- Russian
book p 141 A87-17707

Unsteady loading on airfoil due to vortices released
intermittently from its surface p 146 A87-17811

Calculating the aerodynamic loads and moments on
airplane wings: Cantilever monoplanes --- Book

p 279 A87-24647
The V-22 tilt-rotor large-scale rotor performance/wing

download test and comparison with theory
p 297 A87-25026

Unsteady sweep - A key to simulation of
threedimensional rotor blade airloads

p 285 A87-25028
Pressure measurement on two spanwise reflex

cambered delta wings with leading edge separation
p 288 A87-27469

Fast viscous correction method for full-potential

transonic wing analysis p 348 A87-31297
Wind tunnel test and analysis on gust load alleviation

of a transport-type wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-0781] p 446 A87-33677

Flutter study of an advanced composite wing with
external stores
[AIAA PAPER 87-0880] p 446 A87-33701

Measured unsteady transonic aerodynamic
characteristics of an elastic supercritical wing

p 412 A87-34505

First-order viscous flow predictions with symmetric and
aft-loaded airfoils p 551 A87-39429

The prediction of transonic loading advancing helicopter
rotors
[AD-A168217] p 100 N87-11781

Blast gust loading on a 35 degree swept-back wing
lAD-A169415] p 116 N87.12570

A rational approach to lifting surface theory with

application to large angles of attack
p 414 N87-20196

The ground effects of a powered-lift STOL aircraft during
landing approach p 586 N87-24421
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SUBJECT INDEX WING SPAN

Study of lee-side flows over conically cambered Delta
wings at supersonic speeds, part 2
[NASA-TP-2660-PT-2] p 643 N87-25301

WING NACELLE CONFIGURATIONS

A numerical investigation on wing/nacelle interferences
of USB configuration
[AIAA PAPER 87-0455] p 226 A87-22647

Inverse aerodynamic design method for aircraft
components p 342 A87-28067

Propfan installation aerodynamics studied
p 408 A87-32069

Installation aerodynamics of wing-mounted,

single-rotation propfans
[SAE PAPER 861719] p 409 A87-32610

Viscous flow computations using a composite grid
[AIAA PAPER 87-1128] p 617 A87-42077

Integration effects of pylon geometry and rearward
mounted nacelles for a high-wing transport
[AIAA PAPER 87-1920] p 655 A87-45300

Dynamic response of two composite prop-fan models
on a nacelle/wing/fuselage half model
[NASA-CR-179589] p 585 N87-23615

Low speed wind tunnel test of a propulsive wing/canard
concept in the STOL configuration. Volume 1: Test
description and discussion of results
[NASA-CR-178348] p 735 N87-27641

Low speed wind tunnel test of a propulsive wing/canard
concept in the STOL configuration. Volume 2: Test data
[NASA-CR-178349] p 735 N87-27642

WING OSCILLATIONS

Aeroelastic control of oblique-wing aircraft
p 108 A87-13341

Load lightening and flutter damping for future Airbus
projects
[MBB-UT-004-86] p 92 A87-14002

Two-dimensional blede-vortex flow visualization
investigation p 70 A87-14111

Improvements on supersonic kernel function method
and its application to flutter calculation

p 148 A87-18584
Dynamic stall of oscillating airfoils

p 150 A87-19278
Calculation formulae for lift and moment coefficients for

oscillating arbitrary airfoils in supersonic flow
p 150 A87-19292

Unsteady three-dimensional stall on a rectangular
wing
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-119] p 213 A87-21038

Influence of the static deformation on a wing in the
unsteady aerodynamic
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-152] p 214 A87-21054

An efficient algorithm for solution of the unsteady
transonic small-disturbance equation
[AIAA PAPER 87-0109] p 218 A87-22420

Vortical patterns in the wake of an oscillating airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 87-0111] p 265 A87-22421

Energetics of oscillating lifting surfaces using integral
conservation laws
[AIAA PAPER 87-0193] p 220 A87-22474

Wing reck generated by forebody vortices
[AIAA PAPER 87-0268] p 240 A87-22523

Leading edge vortex dynamics on a delta wing
unoergoIn 9 a wing rOCK motion
[AIAA PAPER 87-0332] p 223 A87-22566

Unsteady motion of a wing due to a vertical gust
p 279 A87-24468

Three-dimensional flow produced by a pitching-plunging
model dragonfly wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-0121] p 275 A87-24922

Flow of an ideal incompressible fluid past a finite-span
thin wing vibrating with a large amplitude

p 286 A87-25229
Computation of dynamic stall of a NACA-0012 airfoil

p 347 A87.31160
Vortex-induced bending oscillation of s swept wing

p 348 A87-31294
Transonic aeroelasticity of wings with active control

surfaces

[AIAA PAPER 87-0709] p 411 A87-33657
Flutter analysis of aeronautical composite structures by

improved supersonic kernel function method
[AIAA PAPER 87-0906] p 446 A87-33715

Flutter investigations involving a free floating aileron
[AIAA PAPER 87-0909] p 447 A87-33718

Wind-tunnel testing of an adaptive flutter-suppression
concept
[MBB-S-PUB-279] p 521 A87-36799

Time-accurate Euler equations solutions on dynamic
blocked grids
[AIAA PAPER 87-1127] p 558 A87-42076

Calculations of unsteady Navier-Stokes equations
around an oscillating 3-D wing using moving grid system
[AIAA PAPER 87-1158] p 559 A87-42104

Suboptimal control of distributed systems in the case
of incomplete measurements --- for wing vibration
damping p 619 A87-42126

Active control of aerofoil flutter p 681 A87-46792
A panel method for predicting the dynamic stability

derivatives of an oscillating wing in high subsonic flow
p 641 A87-46951

Investigation of unsteady subsonic spoiler and flap
aerodynamics p 808 A87-52883

Solution of the Volterra integral equation in the problem
of the unsteady motion of a thin wing

p 808 A87-53522
Aeroelastic oscillations caused bytransitional boundary

layers and their attenuation p 824 A87-53782
Unsteady airload computations for airfoils oscillating in

attached and separated compressible flow
]NLR-MP-85040-U] p 16 N87-10846

Optimal and insensitive control of hyperbolic distributed
parameter systems with applications to wing flutter
problems
lAD-A174954] p 362 N87-18564

On the nonlinear aerodynamic and stability
characteristics of a generic chine-forebedy slender-wing
fighter configuration
[NASA-TM-89447] p 643 N87-25305

Aerodynamic/dynamic interaction

[AD-A180621] p 731 N87-26866
Two-degree-of-freedom subsonic wing rock and

nonlinear aerodynamic interference p 811 N87-28511
WING PANELS

Experimental investigation on advanced
composite-stiffened structures under uniaxial compression
and bending p 263 A87-20889

Effect of static inplane loads and boundary conditions

on the flutter of flat rectangular panels
p 321 A87-25869

A Computer Aided Design (CAD) system for the design
of stiffened panels in wing box structures
[NLR-TR-85074-U] p 207 N87-14041

Further generalization of an equivalent plate
representation for aircraft structural analysis
[NASA-TM-89105] p 327 N87-18113

Applications and developments of computational
methods for the aerodynamic problems of complex
configurations p 415 N87-20209

WING PLANFORMS

Supersonic STOVL fighter concepts featuring the hybrid
tandem-fan propulsion system p 172 A87-19281

A numerical method for subsonic unsteady lifting
surfaces-(BIS). I_ - Numerical results

p 213 A87-20697
Equivalent plate analysis of aircraft wing box structures

with general planform geometry p 297 A87-24035
An experimental study of the aerodynamic

characteristics of planar and non-planar outboard wing
planforms
[AIAA PAPER 87-0588] p 284 A87-24989

The aerodynamic characteristics of aircraft with strip
wing and tiffing fuselage p 345 A87-30406

Efficiency characteristics of crescent-shaped wings and
caudal fins p 385 A87-30498

Induced-drag characteristics of crescent-moon-shaped
wings p 410 A87-33244

Further generalization of an equivalent plate
representation for aircraft structural analysis

Aerodynamic coefficients of a thin wing with elliptic
planform in unsteady motion p 413 A87-35016

Aerodynamic coefficients of a thin elliptic wing in
unsteady motion p 552 A87-39526

VSAERO analysis of structurally decoupled tip ptanforms
for a semispan wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-2416] p 724 A87-49086

Computation of transonic separated wing flows using
an Euler/Navier Stokes zonal approach

p 16 N87-10849
Compressibility effects on flows around simple

components p 154 N87-14642
Further generalization of an equivalent plate

representation for aircraft structural analysis
[NASA-TM-89105] p 327 N87-18113

The integral equation for the time dependent linearized
potential flow over a wing
]AD-A176684] p 490 N87-21850

Low-speed investigations of Apex fence and cavity flap
concepts on a 60 degrees delta configuration
[AD-A183138] p 816 N87-29425

WING PROFILES

Unsteady aerodynamic modeling of a fighter wing in
transonic flow p 3 A87-10517

Conical wing of maximum lift-to-drag ratio in a supersonic
gas flow p 4 A87-10615

Mathematical modeling of separated flow past a wing

profile and aerodynamic hysteresis p 5 A87-10619
The possibility of the nondisturbing motion of a body

in a fluid p 48 A87-t2894
Direct-inverse transonic wing analysis-design method

with viscous interaction p 71 A87-t4365

Viscous flow past a wing profile p 145 A87-17587

Slat wings --- Russian book p 145 A87-17709

Integrated aerodynamic/structural design of a sailplane
wing
[AIAA PAPER 86-2623] p 163 A87-17882

Aerodynamic structural optimization of
positive/negative stagger joined wing configurations
[AIAA PAPER 86-2626] p 163 A87-17885

Second-order thickness terms in unsteady wing theory
p 148 A87-18944

Construction of wing profiles on the basis of the theory
of inverse boundary value problems using the method of
quasi-solutions p 212 A87-20380

Laminarization of transport aircraft wings - A German
view

[AIAA PAPER 87-0085] p 217 A87-22406

Automated optimum design of wing structures - A
probabilistic approach p 241 A87-22823

Transonic separated solutions for an augmentor wing
p 279 A87-24032

Equivalent plate analysis of aircraft wing box structures
with general planform geometry p 297 A87-24035

Transonic wing flows using an Euler/Navier-Stokes
zonal approach p 342 A87-28069

Navier-Stokes simulations of transonic flows over a

practical wing configuration p346 A87-31153

Multilevel/multidisciplinary optimization scheme for
sizing a transport aircraft wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-0714] p 428 A87-33651

Calculation of steady and unsteady pressures on wings
at supersonic speeds with a transonic small disturbance
code

[AIAA PAPER 87-0851] p 411 A87-33691

Three-dimensional hypersonic flow of a dusty gas past
a wing p 485 A87-36088

The joint program Laminar Wings
[DGLR PAPER 86-124] p 485 A87-36766

Experimental study of the boundary layer on a wing
profile by pressure probes, hot-wire anemometry, and laser
anemometry, and comparison with calculation results
]AAAF PAPER NT 86-15] p 488 A87-38038

Transonic flutter analysis using the Euler equations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0911] p 552 A87-39646

A new algorithm for the Navier-Stokes equations applied
to transonic flows over wings
[AIAA PAPER 87-1121] p 558 A87-42070

Advances in the computation of transonic separated
flows over finite wings
[AIAA PAPER 87-1195] p 630 A87-44904

Calculation of flow over multielement airfoils at high lift
p 730 A87-50343

Cavitation research. Cavitation developed and boundary
layers for the NACA 16-012 profile with oscillating
incidence (stress measurements)
[ETN-86-98435] p 151 N87-13413

Transition fixing in the high speed range for the
development of civil aircraft wings p 242 N87-15164

The influence of transition strips on the pressure
distribution on transonic profiles p 229 N87-15166

InvestiQation of the conditions for triPpinq transition with
roughness elements and their influence on boundary layer
development p 229 N87-15168

TRANDESNF: A computer program for transonic airfoil
design and analysis in nonuniform flow
[NASA-CR-4044] p 231 N87-15186

Materials selection and design study of a composite
microlight wing structure
[BU-335] p 432 N87-20263

A contribution to the computation of unsteady, transonic,
inviscid flow about a wing profile
]ETN-87-90038] p 810 N87-28505

Theoretical evaluation of the aerodynamic performance
of a transonic wing
[ONERA-20/3423-AY] p 810 N87-28507

WING ROOTS
Critical composite joint subcomponents: Analysis and

test results

[NASA.CR.3711] p 42 N87-10975
WING SLOTS

A new class of circulation control airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 87-0003] p 216 A87-22351

High-liff - Theoretical and experimental problems
]AAAF PAPER NT 86-22] p 489 A87-38045

LFC leading edge glove flight: Aircraft modification
design, test article development and systems integration
[NASA.CR-172136] p 275 N87-17658

WING SPAN

Visualization of three-dimensional forced unsteady
separated flow
[AIAA PAPER 86-1066] p 215 A87-21530

Unsteady transonic flow simulation on a
full-span-wing-body configuration
[AIAA PAPER 87-1240] p 563 A87-42337
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WING TANKS

WING TANKS
Aircraft accident report: NASA 712, Convair 990,

N712NA, March Air Force Base, California, July 17, 1985,
executive summary
[NASA-TM-87356-VOL-1] p 495 N87-21878

WING TIP VORTICES
Visualization of wing tip vortices in accelerating and

steady flow p 72 A87-14370
Wide-field shedowgraphy of tip vortices from a helicopter

rotor p 341 A87-27937

Concepts for reduction of blade/vortex interaction
noise p 428 A87-33245

A finite volume Euler calculation of the aerodynamics
of transonic airfoil-vortex interaction

[AIAA PAPER 67-1244] p 563 A87-42338
The influence of winglets on rotor aerodynamics

p 628 A87-43422
Description of, and preliminary results from, a new

blade-vortex interaction test facility p 683 A87-43460
Analysis of induced velocities in the wake of a hovering

helicopter rotor
[AIAA PAPER 57-2253] p 723 A87-49062

Measurement and prediction of free flight wiog-induced
vortex velocity fields
[AIAA PAPER 67-2497] p 729 A87-49606

Parametric exploration of unsteady wing tip vortices
p 507 A87-52355

Visualization of three-dimensional forced unsteady

separated flow
[AD-A168939] p 51 N87-11129

Tip vortices of wings insubsonic and transonic flow: A
numerical simulation
(NASA-TM-88334] p 75 N87-11699

Numerical simulation of tip vortices of wings in subsonic
and transonic flows
[AD-A169116] p 77 N87.12544

Preliminary study of a wing-tip vortex using laser
velocimetry
[NASA-TM-88343] p 231 N87-15185

The prediction of transonic loading on advancing
helicopter rotors p 414 N87-20206

Investigation of non-symmetric jets in cross flow
(discrete wing tip jet effects)
[AD-A179783] p 574 N87-24431

On the nonlinear aerodynamic and stability

characteristics of a generic chine_forebody slender-wing
fighter configuration
[NASA-TM-89447] p 643 N87-25305

Evaluation of installed performance of a

wing-tip-mounted pusher turboprop on a semispan wing
[NASA-TP-2739] p 659 N87-26041

An experimental investigation of wing-tip turbulence and
sound radiated from the tip region of a blunt-tipped
airfoil p 818 N87-29466

WING TIPS
Unsteady transonics of a wing with tip store

p 4 A87-10524
An experimental study of the aerodynamic

characteristics of planar and non-planar outboard wing
planforms
[AIAA PAPER 87-0588] p 284 A87-24989

Inducod-drog characteristics of crescent-moon-shaped
wings p 410 A87-33244

Measurements of the performance of a helicopter swept
tip rotor in flight p 652 A87-43423

VSAERO analysis of structurally decoupled tip plan forms
for a semispan wing
[AIAA PAPER 57-2416] p 724 A87-49086

Optimization of wing tip store modeling
p 730 A87-50338

Supersonic flow around tip sides of wings
p 12 N87-10033

A review of the performance of swept tip helicopter main
rotor blades and an analysis of aeroacoustioal effects
(ETN-87-98936] p 302 N87-t7696

The aerodynamic optimization of wings at subsonic
speeds and the influence of wingtip design
[NASA-TM-88534] p 493 N87-22627

Vector electric fields measured in a lightning
environment
[AD-A180012] p 577 N87-24442

An investigation of tip planform influence on the
aerodynamic load characteristics of semispan, upswept
wing and wing.tip
[NASA-CR-177428] p 731 N87-26865

An experimental investigation of wing-tip turbulence and
sound radiated from the tip region of a blunt-tipped
airfoil p 818 N87-29466

The results of a wind tunnel investigation of a model
rotor with a free tip
[NASA-TM-86758] p 827 N87-29496

WING-FUSELAGE STORES

Predicting the effects of aircraft geometry on the carriage
and release of external stores

[AIAA PAPER 87-0270] p 240 A87-22524

3 D wing analysis using a low order panel method
p 488 A87-37213

Design and fabrication of the NASA decoupler pylon
for the F-16 aircraft
[NASA-CR-172354] p 25 N87-10065

Design and fabrication of the NASA decoupler pylon
for the F-16 aimraft, addendum 1

[NASA-CR-172355] p 27 N87-10860

Prediction of wing-body-store aerodynamics using a
small perturbation method and a grid embedding
technique p 414 N87-20207

WINGLETS

The influence of winglets on rotor aerodynamics
p 628 A87-43422

Winglets on low aspect ratio wings
[AIAA PAPER 87-2482] p 726 A87-49097

Aerodynamic characteristics of biplanes with winglets
p 730 A87-50339

The effect of a winglet on the spatial vortex of a slender
body at high angle of attack
[AD-A169925] p 65 N87-12533

Effects of winglet on transonic flutter characteristics of
a cantilevered twin-engine-transport wing model
[NASA-TP-2627] p 201 N87-13789

DC,-10 winglet flight evaluation
[NASA-CR-3748] p 302 N87-17694

WINGS

Euler solutions on O-O grids around wings using local
refinement p 6 A87-11512

The prediction of the drag of aerofoils and wings at
high subsonic speeds p 9 A87-12266

Induced drag of a curved wing p 10 A87-12805
Aerodynamic coefficients of a circular wing in steady

subsonic flow p 67 A87-13653

Development of a GFRP wing in accordance with FAR
Part 23 p 92 A87-13993

Development and testing of critical components for the

technological preparation of a CFK outer wing
[MBB-UT-224-86] p92 A87-13997

Optimum structural sizing of conventional cantilever and
joined wing configurations using equivalent beam
models
]AIAA PAPER 86-2653] p 197 A87-17903

In-flight photogrammetric measurement of wing ice
accretions
[AIAA PAPER 86-0483] p 155 A87-17995

Results of the V-22 preliminary design wing test

program p 168 A87-19228
The influence of the choice ot computational parameters

on the results of three-dimensional potential methods --
transonic flow
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-169] p 214 A87-21069

A numerical study of the Weis-Fogh mechanism --- for
solution of wing aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 87-0238] p 221 A87-22503

Rain effects at low Reynolds number
[AIAA PAPER 87-0258] p 221 A87-22517

Spanwise-periodic 3-D disturbances in the wake of a
slightly stalled wing
[AIAA PAPER 87.0456] p 226 A87-22648

Influence of the regular water wave upon the
aerodynamic characteristics of a wing during the low
altitude flying p 280 A87-24713

Transonic wing optimization using evolution theory
[AIAA PAPER 87-0520] p 284 A87-24977

Transonic potential flow computations around finite
wings p 288 A87-27475

A study of wing-fuselage interaction
p 345 A87-30467

Geometrically nonlinear theory for thin-walled rods
p 460 A87-31730

Computations with 3-D Euler code for wings
p 487 A87-37205

A new concept of sudace-airplane (Power-Augmented
Ram Wing) p 582 A87-39265

Experimental flowfield visualization of a high alpha wing
at Mach 1.62 p 608 A87-39895

Study on the interference between the local separation
on a wing surface and outer flow-field

p 634 A87-45094
Optimization of airplane wing structures under taxiing

loads p 785 A87-47192

Flight test investigations of a wing designed for natural
laminar flow

[SAE PAPER 871044] p 720 A87.48770
EA-6B high-lift wing modifications

[AIAA PAPER 87-2360] p 748 A87.49077
DFVLR-F5 test wing experiment for computational

aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 87-2465] p 727 A87-49099

Inviscid transonic wing design using inverse methods
in curvUinear coordinates
[AIAA PAPER 87-2551] p 727 A87-49103

A hybrid algorithm for transonic airfoil and wing design
[AIAA PAPER 87-2552] p 727 A87-49104

SUBJECT INDEX

Comparisons among measured and computed
boundary-layer properties on a transport wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-2555] p 727 A87-49106

An experimental investigation of the insect shielding
effectiveness of a Kroeger flap/wing airfoil configuration
[AIAA PAPER 87-2615] p 749 A87-49113

Exploratory studies of actuated forebody strakes for yaw
control at high angles of attack
[AIAA PAPER 87-2557] p 768 A87-49607

Profiling of a lifting convex wing by a hodograph
method p 805 A87-51672

Age forming aluminum in an autoclave
p 848 A87-52878

Rain effects at low Reynolds number
p 808 A87-52884

Acta Aeronautioa et Astronautica Sinica (selected

articles)
[AD-A167918] p 3 N87-10004

A study of the flow field about an upper surface blown
wing and its effects on longitudinal static stability of a small
jet airplane p 11 N87-10009

Viscous wing theory development. Volume 1: Analysis,
method and results
[NASA-CR-178156] p 12 N87-10043

Viscous wing theory development. Volume 2:
GRUMWlNG computer program user's manual
[NASA-CR*178157] p 13 N87-10044

Visualization of three-dimensional forced unsteady

separated flow
[AD-A168939] p 51 N87-11129

Calculated effects of varying Reynolds Number and

dynamic pressure on flexible wings at transonic speeds
p 75 N87-11738

Multidisciplinary optimization applied to a transport
aircraft p 84 N87-11746

Effects of winglet on transonic flutter characteristics of
a cantilevered twin-engine-transport wing model

[NASA-TP-2627] p 201 N87-13789
Some numerical calculations by using linear classical

sonic theories approached from sub- or supersonic
speeds p 152 N87-14262

Direct numerical control in grid generation
p 207 N87-14270

Transonic wing and airfoil design using inverse cede
WlNDES p 174 N87-14275

Remote pivot decoupler pylon: Wing/store flutter

suppressor
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13173-1] p 175 N87-t4314

Modeling three dimensional vortex flow in
aerodynamics p 154 N87-14636

Aerodynamic characteristics of two-dimensional wing
configurations at angles of attack near -90 dog
[NASA-TM-88373] p 231 N87-15182

Subsonic maneuver capability of a supersonic cruise

fighter wing concept
[NASA-TP-2642] p 231 N87-15184

In-flight ejection seat test using the Airorew Gliding
Escape System (AGES) parachute
[AD-A172987] p 235 N87.15948

Computational, unsteady transonic aerodynamics and
aeroelasticity about airfoils and wings
[NASA-TM-89414] p 291 N87-16801

A comparison of single-block and multi-block grids

around wing-fuselage configurations
[FFA-TN-1986-42] p 292 N87-16811

Economical manufacturing and inspection of the
electron-beam-welded Tomedo wing box

p 324 N87-17055

Development of a device for controlling the leading edge
vortices on a delta wing
lAD-A175207] p 350 N87-19356

Construction and test of a composite microtight wing
structure
[BU-341] p 365 N87-19392

Composite repair of cocurod J-stiffened panels: Design
and test verification p 404 N87-20181

Battle damage repair of composite structures
p 405 N87-20189

A numerical study of the Weis-Fogh mechanism
p 414 N87.20197

Transonic Navier-Stokes wing solution using a zonal
approach. Part 1: Solution methodology and code
validation p 416 N87-20228

Transonic Navier-Stokes wing solutions using a zonal
approach. Part 2: High angle-of-attack simulation

p 416 N87-20229

Acta mechanica sinica (selected articles)
[AD-A176240] p 418 N87-20246

Wing divergence and structural distortion
[RAE-TR-85057] p 433 N87-20989

Development of laminar flow control wing surface

composite structures
[NASA-CR-172330] p 483 N87-21849
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SUBJECT INDEX

Numerical analysis of inviscid compressible flows about

wing-fuselage combinations based on the Euler
equations
[NAL-TR-896T] p 491 N87-21868

An experimental and theoretical investigation of an air
injection type anti.icing system for aircraff

p 495 N87-21877

Augmentor wing powered lift technology: Affordable
alternatives to enhance tactical airlift capability

[AD-A177750] p 508 N87-21911
Flight investigation of the effects of an outboard

wing-leading-edge modification on stall/spin
characteristics of a low-wing, single-engioe, T-tail light

airplane
[NASA-TP-2691] p 585 N87-23614

Steady and unsteady aerodynamic forces from the
SOUSSA surface-panel method for a fighter wing with tip
missile and comparison with experiment and PANAIR
[NASA-TP-2736] p 645 N87-26032

Factors affecting the sticking of insects on modified
aircraft wings
[NASA-CR-180957] p 659 N87-26037

Measurement of the effect of manufacturing deviations

on natural laminar flew for a single engine general aviation
airplane
[NASA-CR-180671] p 677 N87.26044

Non-linear unsteady wing theory, part 1. Quasi
two-dimensional behavior: Airfoils and slender wings

[NASA-CR-181008] p 731 N87-26862
Development of direct-inverse 3-D method for applied

aerodynamic design and analysis
[NASA.CR-180646] p 751 N87-26895

Numerical solutions of Navier-Stokes equations for a

Butler wing
[NASA-CR-180331] p 790 N87-27929

Modeling of transient heat pipe operation
[NASA-CR-180280] p 791 N87-27936

Development of laminar flow control wing surface porous
structure
[NASA-CR-t72424] p 802 N87-28502

The design and analysis of simple low speed flap
systems with the aid of linearized theory computer
programs
[NASA-CR-3913] p 812 N87-28522

Flow energizers. Task A
[NASA-CR-176202] p 812 N87-28523

Some numerical calculations by using linear classical
sonic theories approached from sub- or supersonic
speeds
[NASA-'I-r-20112] p 813 N87-28527

ACEE composite structures technology
[NASA-CR-172359] p 844 N87-28613

ACEE composite structures technology
[NASA-CR-172358] p 844 N87-28614

Standard test evaluation of graphite fiber/resin matrix
composite materials for improved toughness
[NASA-TM-86298] p 845 N87.28618

WIRE
The effect of trip wire roughness on the performance

of the Wortmann FX 63-137 airfoil at low Reynolds
numbers p 629 A87-44019

National Transportation Safety Board safety

recommenaaxlon p ¢1_ i'_ol- i i iuo
Investigation of the conditions for tripping transition with

roughness elements and their influence on boundary layer
development p 229 N87-15168

PTFE (polytetrafiooroethylene) resin selection for high
performance wire and cable
[AD-PO05211] p 846 N87-29227

WORDS (LANGUAGE)
Semi-automatio cross-checking between different

copies of the same flight plan p 502 N87-21903
WORK CAPACITY

Capacity management of air traffic control computer
systems p 395 A87-30274

The problems of aircraft micreclimata (Review of the
literature) p 855 A87-50949

WORKLOADS (PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY)
The pilot workload factor in aircraft handling qualities

assessment p 186 A87-16760
Managing with the onboard data link - A pilot's view

p 424 A87-31524
Helmet mounted displays for tactical aircraft

p 755 A87-47112
Identification and proposed control of helicopter

transmission noise at the source

[NASA.TM.89312] p 300 N87-16816
Some experiences in integrating avionic systems on the

civil flight deck p 511 N87-21902
The effects of display and autopilot functions on pilot

workload for Single Pilot Instrument Flight Rule (SPIFR)
operations
[NASA-CR-4073] p 512 N87-21921

Optimal cooperative control synthesis of active
displays
[NASA-CR-4058] p 705 N87.25807

Jet transport flight operations using cockpit display of
traffic information during instrument meteorological
conditions: Simulation evaluation
[NASA-TP-2567] p 819 N87-29469

Automation at the man-machine interface

p 855 N87-29504
Organization of displays inthe visual space of the combat

aircraft pilot p 856 N87-29516
WORKSTATIONS

Workstations take over conceptual design
p 395 A87-29595

JPL multipelarization workstation - Hardware, software
and examples of data analysis p 858 A87-53231

X
X RAY INSPECTION

High-X-ray flux, high-contrast radiography of carbon
fibor-reinforced epoxy aircraft structures

p 200 A87-19595
A review of modern X-ray screening devices

p 314 A87-25846
Profile measurements using radiographic techniques

p 465 A87-35064
NDT of electron beam welded joints (micro-focus and

real time X-ray) p 325 N87-17063
X WING ROTORS

X wing begins flight testing p 241 A87-22825
Crossed wings fly faster p 339 A87-27698
X-wing - An aircraft for the 21st century

[SAWE PAPER 1732] p 505 A87-36298
RSRA/X-wing - A status reped p 651 A87.43409
The effects of aeroelastic deformation on the

unaugmented stopped-rotor dynamics of an X-Wing
aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 87-2563] p 769 A87-49613
The effects of aeroeiestic deformation on the

unaugmented stopped-rotor dynamics of an X-Wing
aircraft
[NASA-TM-100480] p 791 N87.28056

X-29 AIRCRAFT
X-29 advanced technology integration for tomorrow's

fighter aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 86-2613] p 162 A87.17877

X-29 - Managing an integrated advanced technology

design
[AIAA PAPER 86-2630] p 163 A87-17889

Challenges in modeling the X-29A flight test
performance
[AIAA PAPER 87-0081] p 239 A87-22402

Flight test techniques for the X-29A aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 87.0082] p 239 A87-22403

Real-time comparison of X-29A flight data and simulation
data
[AIAA PAPER 87-0344] p 253 A87-22570

Design and development of a power takeoff shaft
p 305 A87-25717

X-29 Flight Test Program including wind tunnel and
computational support
[SAE PAPER 861642] p 427 A87-32584

Integrated aeroservoelastic analysis capability with

[AIAA PAPI=R 87-0907] p 447 A87-33716

X-29 fuel/auxiliary oil systems thermal management
[SAE PAPER 860913] p 514 A87-38705

Flight testing the X-29 p 743 A87.47841
Use of the updated NASA Langley radio-controlled

drop-model technique for high-alpha studies of the X-29A
configuration
[AIAA PAPER 87-2559] p 768 A87-49609

Analysis of lateral stability of X-29 drop model using

system identification methodology
[AIAA PAPER 87-2625] p 769 A87-49624

Dynamic stability and handling qualities tests on a highly
augmented, statically unstable airplane
[AIAA PAPER 87.2258] p 770 A87-50421

Recursive real-time identification of step-response
matrices of high-performance aircraft with noisy sensors
for adaptive digital flight control
[AIAA PAPER 87-2309] p 771 A87-50430

X-29A longitudinal and directional force and moment
supplemental transonic wind tunnel test results
[NASA-TM.85909] p 28 N87-10861

Challenges in modeling the X-29 flight test
performance
[NASA-TM-88282] p 433 N87-20991

Flight test techniques for the X-29A aircraft
[NASA.TM-88289] p 508 N87-21908

Calculation of aerodynamic characteristics at high

angles of attack for airplane configurations
[NASA-CR.180678] p 731 N87-26860

Preliminary flight assessment of the X-29A advanced
technology demonstrator
[NASA-TM-1004O7] p 752 N87-26906

ZIRCONIUM OXIDES

Dynamic stability and handling qualities tests on a highly
augmented, statically unstable airplane
[NASA-TM-88297] p 776 N87-26920

XV-15 AIRCRAFT
V-22 Osprey - Multi-service workhorse

p 96 A87-16400

The development of advanced technology blades for
tilt-rotor aircraft p 298 A87-25027

Piloted simulation in the development of the XV-15 tilt
rotor research aircraft p 600 N87-23646

Y

YAW
Multiaxis aircraft control power from thrust vectoring at

high angles of attack
[AIAA PAPER 86-1779] p 595 A87-40272

Influence of yaw and incidence on base drag of

rectangular wings p556 A87-41667
Exploratory studies of actuated forebody strakes for yaw

control at high angles of attack
[AIAA PAPER 87-2557] p 768 A87-49607

Inflight evaluation of a modal suppression yaw damper
[AIAA PAPER 87-2257] p 770 A87-50420

Jet spoiler as a yaw control device
p 835 A87-52880

Frictional and retarding forces on aircraft tyres. Part 4:
Estimation of effects of yaw
[ESDU.86016-PT-4] p 131 N87-12868

YAWING MOMENTS

Forabody vortex management for yaw control at high
angles of attack p 447 A87-34508

Contribution of wing dihedral to sideforce, yawing
moment and rolling moment derivatives due to rate of roll
at subsonic speeds, (Y sub p)sub gamma, (N sub p)sub
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[AD-A172048] p 193 N87-13453
Air Force Human Resources Lab., Williams AFB, Ariz.

integrating a head-up display with dome visual simulation
technology
lAD-At75222] p 366 N67.19394

Air Force Inspection and Safety Center, Norton AFB,
Calif.

DOD (USAF) turbulence accidents and incidents
p 496 N87-22343

Air Force Inst. of Teeh., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.

A global marching technique for the prediction of
separated flows over arbitrary airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 87-0591] p 227 A87-22725

Application of multiple objective optimization techniques
to finite elemont model tuning p266 A87-22819

Application of bifurcation and catastrophe theories to
near stall flight mechanics
[AD-A167697] p 13 N87-10046

The portfolio model of technological deveidpment in the
aircraft industry
[AD-A170832] p 66 N87-12534

A review of microbursts and their analysis and detection
with Doppler radar
[AD-A170456] p 133 N87-13110

Development of mechanistic flexible pavement design
concepts for the heavyweight F-15 aircraft
lAD-A170902] p 194 N87-14357

Study of the effects of vibration on inertial navigation
system accuracy
lAD-A172420] p 237 N87-16954

Modelliog of rigid-body and elastic aircraft dynamics for

flight control development
[AD-A172423] p 255 N87-15978

On the buckling of sandwich beams containing an
unbended region
[AD-A173603] p 268 N87-16362

An examination of Brazil and the US as potential partners
in a joint supersonic military fighter aircraft codevelopment
and production program
[AD-A174118] p 274 N87-16661

QFT (Quantitative Feedback Theory) digital flight control
design as applied to the AFTI/F16
_AO.A177744] p 522 N87-21959

Investigation of periodic pitching through the static stall
angle of attack
[AD-A179512] p 493 N87-22623

Accurate prediction of longitudinal flying qualities for
landing aircraft
[AD-A179069] p 509 N87-22676

Evaluation of numerator lead effects on aircraft handling
qualities
[AD-A179388] p 623 N87-22687

A study of fluid-dynamic pressure fields on compressor
reed valves
[AD-A178584] p 541 N87-22938

Numerical study of high speed viscous flows
[AD-At78639] p 642 N87-22940

A graphics environment supporting the rapid prototyping
of pictorial cockpit displays
[AD-A178636] p 548 N87-23182

Multi-input/multi-output designated eigenstructure
(MODES): A computer-aided control system design
prpgram
[AD-A179341] p 548 N87-23204

Evaluation of the angle of attack limiter of the F-16 C/D
aircraft

[AD-A177941] p 585 N97-23612
Failure detection and isolation for an asychronous digital

flight control system
]AD-A179210) p 597 N87-23628

Flight test evaluation of techniques to predict longitudinal
pilot induced oscillations
[AD-A179229] p 597 N87-23629

Experimental study of wing-in-ground effects in the AFIT
6-foot wind tunnel

[AD-A182570] p 735 N87-27638
investigation of F-16 control surface failures and optimal

setting of functionaJ controls
lAD-A182667] p 825 N87-28542

Air Force Occupational and Environmental Health Lab.,
Brooks AFB, Tex.

First article noise survey of the A/F32T-9 large turbo

fan engine enclosed noise suppressor system, far.field
noise, McC,onnell AFB, Kansas
lAD-A182475] p 860 N87-29308

Combustion by-products on F-4 drogue parachutes
lAD-A182929] p 819 N87-29472

Air Force Packaging Evaluation Agency,
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.

Qualification testing of redesigned F-15/F-4 600 gallon
BI-PAC fuel tank container

[AD-A173968] p 244 N87-15964

Air Force Systems Command, Andrews AFB, Md.
Joint thunderstorm operations using the NASA F-106B

and FAATC/AFWAL Convair 580 airplanes
p 95 A87-15018

The integration and operational suitability of emerging
technologies for future fighter aircraft: A pilot's
perspective p 587 N87-24454

Air Force Systems Command, Wright-Patterson AFB,
Ohio.

Acta Aeronautica et Astronautica Sinica (selected
articles)
[AD-A167918] p 3 N87-t0004

The 8 m x 6 m low speed wind tunnel at the Chinese
Aerodynamic Research and Development Center
[AD-A168448] p 119 N87-11803

The effect of a winglet on the spatial vortex of a slender
body at high angle of attack
[AD-A169925] p 65 N87-12533
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Carbon fibers

[AD-A171370] p 123 N87-12622

Journal of engineering thermophysics (selected
articles)
]AD-A169452] p 139 N87-13347

Design of aircraft (selected chapters)
[AD-A172865] p 244 N67-15962

Acta Aeronautica et Astronautice Sinica (selected

articles)
[AD-A173610] p 255 N87-15979

ACTA aeronautica et astronautics sinica (selected

articles)
[AD-A173364] p 276 N67-17661

Model of aimraft for testing in a wind tunnel
[AD-A176095] p 378 N67-19413

Acta mechanics sinica (selected articles)
[AD.A176240] p 418 N87-20246

Supersonic flow induced cavity acoustics
p 476 N67-20601

Acta Aerodynamics Sinica
[AD-A176552] p 483 N87-21847

Acts aeronautics et astronautica sinica
]AD.A179673] p 592 N87-23618

Acta Aeronautica et Astronautica Sinica (selected
articles)
lAD-A181204] p 732 N67-26869

China aerodynamics research society
[AD-A182577] p 716 N87-27612

Acts aeronautica et astronautics sinica (selected
articles)
lAD-A182447] p 802 N67-28500

Air Force Test Pilot School, Edwards AFB, Calif.
Performance and quality flight test textbook. Volume 2:

Flying qualities
[AD-A168124] p 3 N87-10830

USAF test pilot school. Performance phase textbook,
volume 1
[AD-A170957] p 173 N67-13430

USAF test pilot school. Flying qualities textbook, volume
2, part 1
[AD-A170959] p 173 N67-t3431

USAF test pilot school. Flying qualities textbook, volume
2, part 2
[AD-A170960] p 173 N87-13432

Air Force Wright Aeronautical Labs., Wright-Patterson
AFB, Ohio.

Experimental study of the vortex flow behavior on a
generic fighter wing at subsonic and transonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 87.1262] p 631 A87-44920

Investigation of a delta-wing fighter model flow field at
transonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 87.1749] p 634 A67-45182

Exploratory evaluation of a moving-model technique for
measurement of dynamic ground effects
[AIAA PAPER 87.1924] p 685 A87-45303

Air Force technical objective document fiscal year
1987

lAD-A167324] p 62 N67-10779
F100 fuel sampling analysis: For_cJn samples

lAD-A168573] p 122 N67-11904
Carbon residue studies with a micro carbon residue

tester
[AD-A171153J p259 N87-15306

International Aerospace and Ground Conference on
Lightning and Static Electricity held in Dayton, Ohio on
24-26 June 1986

fAD-At74859] p 394 N87-t9856
Composite repair of cracked aluminum structure

p 404 N87-20183
Application of the Navier-Stokes equations to solve

aerodynamic problems p 416 N87-20225
Numerical simulation of the flow field around a complete

aircraft p 416 N87-20231
Air Force technical objective document, Flight Dynamics

Laboratory plans for fiscal year 1988
[AD-A176115] p483 N87-21846

A numerical study of unsteady flow effects in a
supersonic compressor cascade p 518 N87-21944

The status of military specifications with regard to
atmospheric turbulence p 544 N87-22355

Interpretation in terms of the response of a one
dogree-of-freedom oscillator to two successive
disturbances p 585 N87-23610

Trends in ground-based and in-flight simulators for
development applications p 600 N87-23645

Vortex interaction on a canard-wing configuration
lAD-A179718] p 574 N87-24430

Capillary GC detection methods for nitrogen and sulfur

compounds in shale.derived jet propulsion fuels
lAD-A181865] p 784 N87-27812

Fiscal year 1988 technical objective document
[AD-A180311] p 861 N87-29364

Numerical simulation of X24C.10D

[AD-A183287] p 816 N87-29427
Holographic interferometry at Wright Aeronautical

Laboratories p 851 N87-29435



CORPORA TE SOURCE Army Aviation Systems Command, Moffett Field, Calif.

Status of holographic interferometry at Wright Patterson
Air Force Base p 851 N87-29436

Low altitude lightning attachment to an aircraft
lAD-A183290] p 819 N87-29473

Real time simultaneous in-line wear and lubricant

condition monitoring
[AD-A183266] p 852 N87-29842

Air force technical objective document fiscal year
1988

lAD-A183017] p 862 N87-30224
Air War Coll., Maxwell AFB, Ala.

Future fighters: Will they be supportable?
lAD-A177790] p 483 N87-21848

Augmentor wing powered lift technology: Affordable
alternatives to enhance tactical aidift capability
[AD-A177750] p 508 N87-21911

F-16 digital terrain system: Concept of operations and
support
[AD-A177737] p 511 N87-21919

The impact of technology on flight simulation
lAD-A177861] p526 N87-21962

Aircraft Research Aseociatloe Ltd., Bedford (England).
A discussion on a mesh generation technique applicable

to complex geometdes p 475 N87-20201
Akron Univ., Ohio.

Numerical analysis of a NACA0012 airfoil with leading
edge ice accretions
[AIAA PAPER 87.0101] p 218 A87-22415

Structural properties of impact ices accreted on aircraft
structures
[NASA.CR-179580] p 328 N87-18121

Alabama Univ., University.
Helicopter-V/STOL dynamic wind and turbulence design

methodology p 658 N87-25284
Alia Romeo S.p.A., Naples (Italy].

Experimental investigation on small turboprop behaviour
under compressor rotating stall for different inlet flow
conditions p 594 N87-24476

Allied Bendix Aerospace, Utica, N.Y.
Component improvement program task 83-01, 36E133

air turbine starter

[AD-A169483] p 108 N87-12562

Investigation and design of a high efficiency turbine
wheel

lAD-A176191] p 443 N87-20997

Allied-Bendix Corp., Baltimore, Md.
Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance System (TCAS-3)

[BCD-TR-t57] p 741 N87-26892

Alphatech, Inc., Burlington, Mass.
Evaluation of detectability and distinguishability of

aircraft control element failures using flight test data
p 110 A67-t3435

Investigation of an automatic tdm algodthm for
restructurable aircraft control p186 A87-16767

Integrated restructurable flight control system
demonstration results

[NASA-CR-178305] p 524 N87-22692

Amax Materials Research Center, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Carburizing steel for high temperature service

[AD-A168327] p 122 N87-11877

Amdahl Corp., Sunnyvale, Calif.
Evaluation of Navier-Stokes and Euler solutions for

leading-edge separation vortices
[NASA-TM-89458] p 570 N87-23584

Amtec Engineering, Inc., Bellevue, Wash.
A zonal method for modeling 3-D aircraft flow fields with

jet plume effects

[AIAA PAPER 87-1436] p 569 A87-42480
Analytic Sclencse Corp., Reading, Mass.

Integrated communication, navigation, and identification
avionics resource allocation
[AD-At70357] p 182 N87-13439

Aided-airborne Gravity Gradiometer Survey System
(GGSS) study
lAD-A170749] p 203 N87-14766

Fault-tolerant system analysis: Imperfect switching and
maintenance

[AD-A176514] p 438 N87-20995

Analytical Mechanics Associates, Inc., Mountain View,
Calif.

Design and analysis of advanced flight planning
concepts
[NASA.CR-4063] p 421 N87-20253

Analytical Methods, Inc., Redmond, Wash.
Improved algorithms for circulation-control airfoils in

transonic flOw

[AIAA PAPER 87-0154] p 219 A87-22447

A summary of the development of integral aerodynamic
methods for the computation of rotor wake interactions

(AD-Af69254] p 77 N87-12545

Analytical Services and Materials, Inc., Hampton, Va.
Displacement surface calculations for a hypersonic

aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 87-1190] p 561 A87-42310

Multiscale turbulence effects in underexpanded
supersonic jets
[AIAA PAPER 87-1377] p 567 A87-42422

A unique measurement technique to study
laminar-separation bubble characteristics on an airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 87-1271] p 631 A87-44921

Applied Research Lab., State College, Pa.
Summary of STOI_ ground vortex investigation

p 572 N67-24415
Arlnc Research Corp., Annapolis, Md.

Ground aircraft deicing technology review
[ DOT/FAA/CT-85/21] p83 N87-11707

Evaluation of alternatives for Army precision landing
system: Ground guidance
[AD-A174093J p 237 N87-15956

Arizona State Univ., Tempe.
Forced convection heat transfer to air/water vapor

mixtures p 385 A87-30706

A hybrid nonlinear programming method for design
optimization p 545 A87-35718

Stability and transition of three-dimensional flows
p 553 A87-40079

Singular trajectories in airplane cruise-dash
optimization
[AIAA PAPER 87-2404] p 772 A87-50488

Supersonic flow over elastic bodies in oscillation
p 817 N87-29464

Arizona Univ., Tucson.

Influence of airfoil mean loading on convected gust
interaction noise p 137 A87-13587

A truncation error injection approach to viscous-inviscid
interaction
[AIAA PAPER 87-540] p 284 A87-24981

Perfect gas effects in compressible rapid distortion
theory p 387 A87-31176

Computation of unsteady transonic aerodynamics with
truncation error injection p 627 A87-43392

The use of flight test techniques in aircraft accident
investigations p 738 A87-49202

Experiments in an adaptable-wall wind tunnel for
V/STOL testing
[AD-A174900] p 377 N87-19412

Effect of airfoil mean loading on high-frequency gust
interaction noise p 811 N87-28513

Army Aeromechanics Lab., Moffett Field, Calif.
Helicopter impulsive noise - Theoretical and

experimental status p 58 A87-11771

The role of computerized symbolic manipulation in
rotorcraff dynamics analysis p 296 A87-23458

The development of advanced technology blades for
tilt.rotor aircraft p 298 A67-25027

Army Aviation Engineering Flight Activity, Edwards
AFB, Calif.

Helicopter Icing Spray System (HISS) evaluation and
improvement
[AD-A170732] p 173 N87-13429

Airworthiness and Flight Characteristics Test (A and FC)
of the BHTI (Bell Helicopter Textron, Inc.) 214ST
helicopter
[AD-A175349] p 364 N87-19385

Evaluation of the safe flight instrument corporation stall
warning system for the OV/1D aircraft
[AD-A177364] p 511 N87-21918

Flight characteristics test of the UH-60A with tail boom
mounted strake

[AD-A180791] p 751 N87-26698
Evaluation of the OV-1D aircraft with the YT53-L-704

engine and rudder augmentation system, phase 2
lAD-A180966] p 752 N67-26900

Fuel conservation evaluation Of US Army helicopters.
Part 6: Performance calculator evaluation

lAD-A181645] p 753 N87-27653
Level flight performance evaluation of the UH-60A

helicopter with the production external stores support
system and ferry tanks installed
[AD-A181947] p 753 N87-27658

Preliminary airworthiness evaluation of the UH.1H
helicopter with the T53-L-703 engine installed
[AD-A182369] p 825 N87-28541

Flight evaluation of the UH-60A helicopter with the pitch
bias actuator centered and electrically disconnected
[AD-A183954] p 827 N87-29495

Army Aviation Research and Development Command,
Cleveland, Ohio.

New generation methods for spur, helical, and
spiral-bevel gears p 849 A87-53420

Compound cycle engine program p 831 A87-53428
Vibration charactedstics of OH-58A helicopter main rotor

transmission
[NASA-TP-2705] p 467 N87-20555

The T55-L-712 turbine engine compressor housing
refurbishment project
[NASA.CR-179624] p 604 N87.23729

Army Aviation Research and Development CommanE,
Hampton, Va.

Total rotor isolation system (TRIS) flight test results
p 170 A87-19262

Evaluation of composite components on the Bell 206L
and Sikorsky S-76 helicopter
[SAE PAPER 861671] p 360 A87-29641

A method of predicting the energy-absorption capability
of composite subfloor beams
[AIAA PAPER 87-0800] p 464 A87-33600

Inflow velocity measurements made on a helicopter rotor
using a two-component Laser Velocimeter
[AIAA PAPER 67-1321] p 611 A87-42385

Rotor design for maneuver performance
p 652 A87°43431

Impact response of composite fuselage frames
]SAE PAPER 871009] p 744 A87-48696

A method of predicting the energy-absorption capability
of composite subfleer beams
[NASA-TM-89088] p380 N87-19450

Effect of planform taper On hover performance of an
advanced AH-64 model rotor

[NASA-TM-89145] p 643 N87-25304
Preliminary structural design of composite main rotor

blades for minimum weight
[NASA-TP-2730] p 691 N87-25435

Wind-tunnel evaluation of an advanced main-rotor blade
design for a utility-class helicopter
[NASA-TM-89129J p 733 N87.26878

Army Aviation Research and Development Command,
Moffett Field, Calif.

Euler solution of the transonic flow for a helicopter
rotor

[AIAA PAPER 87-0523] p 227 A87-22685
Finite difference methods for the solution of unsteady

potential flows p 277 A87.23640
Rotor-body coupling revisited p 427 A87-32074
Numerical simulations Of unsteady airfoil-vortex

interactions p 413 A87-34851
Free-wake analysis of a rotor in hover

[AIAA PAPER 87-1245] p 563 A87-42339

Pre- and post-flight-test models versus measured
skyship-500 control responses
[AIAA PAPER 87-2508] p 765 A87-48650

Simulation evaluation of the control system command
monitoring concept for the NASA V/STOL research aircraft
(VSRA)
[AIAA PAPER 87-2255] p 770 A87-50418

Simulation evaluation of the advanced control concept
for the NASA V/STOL research aircraft (VSRA)
[AIAA PAPER 87-2535] p 773 A87-50536

Introduction to GRASP (General Rotorcraff
Aeromechanical Stability Program): A modern approach
to rotorcraff modeling
[AD-A174161] p 374 N87-18573

Correlation of analytical calculations from GRASP
(General Rotorcraft Aeromechanical Stability Program)
with torsionally-soft rotor data
lAD-A178881] p 524 N87-22689

Prediction of high-speed rotor noise with a Kirchhoff
formula

[AD-Af78982] p 549 N87-23250
Modeling XV-15 tilt-rotor aircraft dynamics by frequency

and time-domain identification techniques
[NASA-TM-89404] p 735 N87-27631

Army Aviation Systems Command, Moffett Field, Calif.
Nonlinear flexure and torsion of rotating beams, with

application to helicopter rotor blades. I - Formulation. II -
Response and stability results p 161 A87-16963

Acoustic propagation using computational fluid
dynamics p 149 A87-19246

Introduction to GRASP - General rotorcraft

aeromechanical stability program - A modern approach
to rotorcraft modeling p 170 A87.19258

A review of current finite difference rotor flow methods

p 149 A87.19275

Euler calculations for rotor configurations in unsteady
forward flight p 150 A87-19276

The role of modeling and flight testing in rotorcralt
parameter identification
lAD-A174776] p 172 A87-19287

Helicopter impulsive noise - Theoretical and
experimental status p 271 A87-21195

Conservative full-potential model for unsteady transonic
rotor flows p 345 A87-30279

Analysis of structures with rotating, flexible substructures
applied to rotorcraft aeroelasticJty in GRASP
[AIAA PAPER 87*0952] p 429 A87-33748

Application of GRASP to nonlinear analysis of a
cantilever beam

[AIAA PAPER 67-0953] p 429 A87-33749
Measurement of side forces of a H-force rotor

p 651 A87-43410

Full potential modeling of blade-vortex interactions
p 627 A87-43417
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Army Aviation Systems Command, St. Louis, Mo.

Unsteady separation characteristics of airfoils operating
under dynamic stall conditions p 628 A87-43421

A comparison of the acoustic and aerodynamic
measurements of a model rotor tested in two anechoic

wind tunnels p 683 A87-43425

Simulation in support of advanced cockpit
development
[AIAA PAPER 87-2572] p 778 A87-49173

Frequency-response identification of XV-15 tilt-rotor
aircraft dynamics
[NASA-TM*89428] p 524 N87-22690

Digital control of highly augmented combat rotorcraff
[NASA-TM-88346] p 524 N87-22691

Army Aviation Systems Command, St. Louis, Mo.
Summary of artificial and natural icing tests conducted

on US Army aircraft from 1974 to 1985
[FAA/CT-85/26] p 25 N87-10064

Engine-airframe integration for rotomraft: Component
specifications and qualification p 26 N87-10071

Engine-airframe integration for rotorcraft: System
specifications and qualification p 27 N87-10074

Analysis of structures with rotating, flexible
substructures

lAD-A178903] p 542 N87-23004
Army Avionics Research and Development AcUvity,

Fort Monmouth, N. J.
Velocity accuracy measurement of GPS user

equipment p 822 N87-29477

Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering Lab.,
Hanover, N. H.

Frost action predictive techniques for roads and airfields:
A comprehensive survey of research findings
[DOT/FAA/PM-85/23] p 316 N87-16853

Natural rotor icing on Mount Washington, New
Hampshire
[AD-Af75276] p 363 N87-19383

Resilient modulus of freeze-thaw affected granular soils
for pavement design and evaluation. Part 3: Laboratory
tests on soils from Albany County Airport
]DOT/FAA-PM-84-16.3) p 466 N87-20433

Army Communlcations-Elsctronica Command, Fort
Monmouth, N.J.

Millimeter wave antennas for avionics

p 613 N87-23864
Army Concepts Ansiysle Agency, Bethseda, Md.

AAAI (American Association on Artificial intelligence)
Workshop on AI (Artificial Intelligence) Simulation
[AD-A174053] p 396 N87-19031

Army Construction Engineering Research Lab.,
Champaign, III.

Consequence of layer separation on pavement
performance
]DOT/FAA/PM-86/48) p 602 N87-23661

Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station,
Vicksburg, Miss.

Advanced construction procedures: Confined bases for
airport pavements
(FAA/PM-86/9] p 118 N87-11799

Performance prediction of low volume airfield
pavements
[AD-A172270] p 193 N87-13454

Facilities technology application tests: Fuel-resistant
pavement sealers

[AD-A171473] p 258 N87-15238
Probabilistic and reliability analysis of the California

Bearing Ratio (CBR) design method for flexible airfield
pavements
[AD-A173231] p316 N87-17719

Army Materials Technology Lab., Watertown, Mass.
Unconventional approaches to field repair

p 406 N87-20190
Army Propulsion Lab., Cleveland, Ohio.

Contingency power for small turboshaff engines using
water injection into turbine cooling air
[AIAA PAPER 87-1906] p 668 A87-45289

Performance of two 10-1b/sec centrifugal compressors
with different blade and shroud thicknesses operating over
a range of Reynolds numbers
[AIAA PAPER 87-1745] p 762 A87-50188

Liner cooling research at NASA Lewis Research
Center
[AIAA PAPER 87-1828] p 762 A87-50189

Army Research and Technology Labs., Fort EueUs, Vs.
Application of numerical optimization to rotor

aerodynamic design p 99 N87.11757
Aeroelastic-aerodynamic optimization of high speed

helicopter-compound rotor p 99 N87-11758
Army Research and Technology Labs., Moffett Field,

Calif.

Effects of blade-to-blade dissimilarities on rotor-bedy
leed-lag dynamics p 746 A87-48953

An expedmental and analytical investigation of isolated
rotor flap.lag stability in forward flight

p 747 A87-48954

Development of ADOCS controllers and control laws.
Volume 2: Literature review and preliminary analysis
[NASA-CR-177339-VOL-2] p 312 N87-17708

Development of ADOCS controllers and control laws.
Volume 3: Simulation results and recommendations

[NASA-CR-177339-VOL-3] p 312 N87-17709
Development of ADOCS controllers and control laws.

Volume 1: Executive summary

[NASA-CR-177339-VOL- 1] p313 N87-17714
Transonic rotor flow-measurement technique using

holographic interferometry p 851 N87-29434
Reconstruction of a thrae-dimensional, transonic rotor

flow field from holographic interferogram data
p 817 N87-29445

Application of digital interferogram evaluation
techniques to the measurement of 3-D flow fields

p 851 N87-29451
Army Test and Evaluation Command, Aberdeen

Proving Ground, Md.
Radar reflectivity

[AD-A173508] p 268 N87-16204
Army Toxic and Hazardous Materials Agency,

Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md.
Laser systems, airborne

lAD-A173775] p 268 N87-16276
Arnold Engineering Development Center, Arnold Air

Force Station, Tenn.

Analysis and verification of the icing scaling equations.
Volume t: Revision

[AD-A167976] p 85 N87-12551
Effects of test cell recirculation on high-bypass turbofan

engines during simulated altitude tests
lAD-A171418] p 108 N87-12565

An analytical study of icing similitude for aircraft engine
testing
[AD-A173713] p 252 N87-15973

A post-stall compression system modeling technique
[AD-A177610] p 515 N87-21924

Bird impact qualification test for A-10 windshield
[AD-A179263] p 575 N87-23599

Atmospheric Science Aeeoclates, Bedford, Mass.
Three-dimensional trajectory analyses of two drop sizing

instruments - PMS OAP and PMS FSSP

[AIAA PAPER 87-0180] p 265 A87-22466

Auburn Univ., Ala.
Prediction of light aircraft interior sound pressure level

from the measured sound power flowing in to the cabin
p 299 A87-27120

Avco-Everett Research Lab., Mass.
Experimental data correlations for the effects of rotation

on impingement cooling of turbine blades
[AIAA PAPER 87-2008] p 696 A87-45349

Avlons Marcel Dseseult-Sregust Aviation, Istree
(France).

OASIS: A modern tool for real-time simulation

p 600 N87-23638

Avlona Marcel Daseault-Brnguet Aviation, Saint-Cloud
(France).

Damage repair of in-service composite structures:
Application to the Mirage 2000 p 405 N87-20184

Design optimization for a family of multi-role combat
aircraft p 586 N87-24450

B

Ballletlc Research Labs., Aberdeen Proving Ground,
Md.

Blast gust loading on a 35 degree swept-back wing
[AD-A169415] p 116 N87-12570

Drag predictions for projectiles at transonic and
supersonic speeds
[AD-A171462] p 232 N87-15191

Numerical simulation of supersonic flow over a rotating
band using flowfield blanking
[AD-A178492] p 493 N87-22624

Battelle Columbus Labs., Ohio.
Handbook. Volume 1: Validation of digital systems in

avionics and flight control applications
[DOT/FAA/CT-82/l15-VOL-1-RE] p 243 N87-15204

Thermal barrier coatings for engine applications
lAD-A172983] p 260 N87-16146

Beech Aircraft Corp., Wichita, Kane.
Application of propfan propulsion to general aviation

[AIAA PAPER 86-2698] p 184 A87-17934

Bell Helicopter Co., Fort Worth, Tax.
AH-1G flight vibration correlation using NASTRAN and

the C81 rotor/airframe coupled analysis
p 167 A87-19205

Blhrle Applied Research, Inc., Jericho, N. Y.
Low speed rotary aerodynamics of F-18 configuration

for 0 deg to 90 deg angle of attack: Test results and
analysis

[NASA-CR-3608] p 15 N87-10836
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Rotary balance data and analysis for the X-29A airplane
for an angle-of-attack range of 0 deg to 90 dog
[NASA-CR-3747] p 15 N87-10837

BlonsUce Corp., Hampton, Vs.
Validation of an interior noise prediction model for a

composite cylinder
[AIAA PAPER 87-0529) p 240 A87-22689

Community reactions to helicopter noise - Results from
an experimental study p 853 A87-52064

Boeing Aerospace Co., Seattle, Wash.
Experiments on supersonic turbulent flow development

in a square duct p 487 A87-37107

Boeing Co., Seattle, Wash.
Numerical simulation of viscous supersonic flow over

a generic fighter configuration p6 A87-11509

TRANAIR - A computer code for transonic analyses of
arbitrary configurations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0034] p 216 A87-22369

A model propulsion simulator for evaluating counter
rotating blade characteristics
(SAE PAPER 861715] p 440 A87-32607

Navier-Stokes simulation of a hypersonic generic
wing/fuselage
[AIAA PAPER 87-1192] p 629 A87-44902

Boeing Commercial Airplane Co., Seattle, Wash.
Sensitivity studies of 4D descent strategies in an

advanced metering environment p 88 A87-13361

An experimental investigation of compressible
three-dimensional boundary layer flow in annular
diffusers
[AIAA PAPER 87-0366] p 282 A87-24954

Avionics electromagnetic interference immun!ty and
environment p 424 A87-31533

Flight testing TECS - The Total Energy Control
System
[SAE PAPER 861803] p 444 A87-32648

Structural analysis of the controlled impact
demonstration of a jet transport airplane

p 430 A87-34512

A new approach to the solution of boundary value
problems involving complex configurations

p 617 A87-41230 !
Fault tolerant control laws

[NASA-CR-178094] p 50 N87-10400

PIAS: A program for an iterative aeroelastic solution

p 97 N87-11725 I
Automatic braking system modification for the Advanced

Transport Operating Systems (ATOPS) Transportation
Systems Research Vehicle (TSRV)

[NASA-CR-178155] p 191 N87-13446 I

Test and evaluation of a multitunction keyboard and a I
dedicated keyboard for control of a flight management J
computer I

]NASA-DR-178202] p 183 N87-14330 I
An evaluation of descent strategies for TNAV-equipped I

aircraft in an advanced metering environment I
[NASA-CR-178093] p 236 N87-15197

I

Durability and damage tolerance of Large Composite
Primary Aircraft Structure (LCPAS)
[NASA-CR-3767] p 319 N87-17860

Design and verification by nonlinear simulation of a I

Mach/CAS control law for the NASA TCV B737 aircraft '1
[NASA-CR-178029] p 449 N87-20290

Aircraft electromagnetic compatibility !

]NASA-DR-181051] p 613 N87-23856_

Microburst model requirements for flight simulation: An I
airframe manufacturer's perspective I

p 687 N87-252781
NASA B737 flight test results of the total energy control

system

]NASA-DR-178285] p 775 N87-26918 I
Development of Integrated Programs for I

Aerospace-Vehicle Design (IPAD) ]
]NASA-DR-181274] p 796 N87-28299]

Integrated Application of Active Controls (IAAC)I
technology to an advanced subsonic transport project: Test I
act system validation

I

[NASA-CR-172525] p 836 N87-28563
ACEE composite structures technology

[NASA.CR-172358] p 844 N87-28614:
The 737 graphite composite flight spoiler flight servicel

evaluation

[NASA-CR-178322] p 846 N87-29609
Boeing Computer Services Co., Seattle, Wash.

A new approach to the solution of boundary value
problems involving complex configurations

p 617 A87-41230
Applying optimization software libraries to engineering

problems p 136 N87°11775
Boeing Computer Services Co., Tukwlls, Wash.

An exterior Poisson solver using fast direct methodsl
and boundary integral equations with applications to:
nonlinear potential flow p 125 A87-138721

I
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Boeing Military Airplane Development, Seattle, Wash.
An exterior Poisson solver using fast direct methods

and boundary integral equations with applications to
nonlinear potential flow p125 A87-13872

Flutter study of an advanced composite wing with
external stores
[AIAA PAPER 87-0880] p 446 A87-33701

A new approach to the solution of boundary value
problems involving complex configurations

p 617 A87-41230
• Vulnerability methodology and protective measures for
aircraft fire and explosion hazards. Volume 3: On-Board
Inert Gas Generator System (OBIGGS) studies. Part 1:

OBIGGS ground performance tests
[AD-A167357] p 26 N87-10066

Calculations for a generic fighter at supersonic high-lift
conditions p 432 N87-20226

Fault tolerant electrical power system. Phase 1: Study
[AD.A177061-PH-1 ] p 468 N87.21246

Fault tolerant electdcal power system. Phase 2: Analysis
and preliminary design
[AD-A177278] p 508 N87-21907

Effects of aircraft engine bleed air duct failures on
surrounding aircraft structure
[AD-A181071] p 739 N87-26884

Fighter aircraft OBIGGS (On-Board Inert Gas Generator
System) study, volume 1
[AD-A183690] p 826 N87-29493

Fighter aircraft OBIGGS (On-Board Inert Gas Generator
System) study, volume 2
[AD-At 83781] p826 N87-29494

Boeing Military Airplane Development, Wichita, Karts.

Experimental, water droplet impingement data on
two-dimensional airfoils, axisymmetric inlet and Boeing
737-300 engine inlet
[AIAA PAPER 87-0097] p 297 A87-24918

Boeing Vertol Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
The role of wind tunnel models in helicopter noise

research p 208 A87-19244
Blade-vortex interaction

[AIAA PAPER 87-0497] p 284 A87-24971
The development of advanced technology blades for

tilt-rotor aircraft p 298 A87-25027
Development of ADOCS controllers and control laws.

Volume 2: Literature review and preliminary analysis

[NASA-CR-177339-VOL-2] p 312 N87-t7708
Development of ADOCS controllers and control laws.

Volume 3: Simulation results and recommendations
[NASA-CR.177339-VOL-3] p 312 N87-17709

Development of ADOCS controllers and control laws.
Volume 1: Executive summary
[NASA-CR-177339-VOL-1] p 313 N87-17714

Use of blade sweep to reduce 4/rev hub loads
[AD-A182247] p 754 N87-27659

Bolt, Beranek, and Newman, Inc., Cambridge, Mass.
Energetics of oscillating lifting surfaces using integral

conservation laws

[AIAA PAPER 87-0193] p 220 A87.22474
Methods for designing treatments to reduce interior

noise of predominant sources and paths in a single engine
light aircraft
[NASA-CR-172546] p 336 N87-18401

Bolt, Beranek, and Newman, Inc., Canoga Park, Calif.
Propeller aircraft interior noise model: User's manual

for computer program
[NASA-CR-172425] p 336 N87-18402

Bristol Univ. (England).
The performance of aerofoils with lift devices at low

Reynolds numbers for use on RPV wings
[BU-332] p 350 N87-19363

Lift-interference and blockage corrections for a
two-dimeesional aerofoil during a sudden change of
incidence
[BU-334] p 350 N87-19364

An investigation into the static pressure distribution and
lift reduction over an aerofoil due to a forward spoiler
[BU-346] p 350 N87-19366

The feasibility of aircraft with rotating cylinder wings
[BU-327] p 364 N87-19390

Installation of a radiator in a light aircraft
[BU-330] p 365 N87-19391

Construction and test of a composite microlight wing
structure

[BU-341] p 365 N87-19392
Evaluation of a flight dynamics computer program

[BU-321] p 375 N87-19404
An evaluation of the TSIM control systems computer

package
[BU-336] p 375 N87-19406

A digital simulation of the failure performance of a
multiplex actuator
[BU-337] p 375 N87-19407

Flight simulator with transputers
[BU-333] p 378 N87.19415

An investigation of spray impact forces
[BU-340] p 392 N87-19697

The application of parallel processing to real time flight
simulation using the OCCAM language
[BU-350] p 396 N87-19961

Investigation of flow under the fuselage of a powered
light aimraft model
[BU-351] p 418 N87-20247

A preliminary study into the constant drag parachute
for aircrew escape systems
[BU-345] p 421 N87-20256

Materials selection and design study of a composite
microlight wing structure
[BU-335] p 432 N87-20263

An investigation into the factors affecting the flow quality
in a small suction wind tunnel

[BU-344] p 453 N87-20299

British Aerospace Aircraft Group, Bristol (England).
A bibliography of aerodynamic heating references

[BAE-BT-13481] p 14 N87-10832

Prop-tan slipstream effects usingstatic simulators: Low
speed task, phase 1
[BAE-B59R/R-D/610/13498] p 37 N87-10875

International Conference - Superplasticity in Aerospace
Aluminium

[BAE.S85/AMR/0066] p 42 N87-10994
First International Conference Materials in Aerospace

[BAE.S85/AMR/0080] p 144 N87-14243

Diffusion bonding in the manufacture of aircraft
structure p 324 N87-17057

British Aerospace Aircraft Group,

Kingston-upon-Thames (England).
V/STOL and STOVL fighter design

p 587 N87-24452

British Aerospace Aircraft Group, Preston (England).
Measurement of forces, moments and pressures

[BAE-ARG-217] p 151 N87-13407

BAE Wharton Hot Gas Laboratory
[ARG-207] p 376 N87-18577

Voice control of cockpit systems p 837 N87-29526

British Aerospace Aircraft Group, Warton (England).
Practical evaluation of wall pressure signature correction

methods in the 2.7m x 2.1 m low speed wind tunnel
[BAE-ARG-204] p 37 N87-10874

Applications and developments of computational
methods for the aerodynamic problems of complex
configurations p 415 N87-20209

The integration of computational fluid dynamics into the
military aircraft design process p 431 N87-20210

British Aerospace Aircraft Group, Weybridge
(England).

Investigation into the attenuation and velocity of acoustic
emissions in carbon fiber composite aircraft structures
[BAE-KGT-R-GEN-01349] p 41 N87-10180

The effects of temperature and loading rate on R-curves
using the CLWL techniques
[BAE-MSM-R-GEN.0544] p 50 N87-10405

British Aerospace Public Ltd. Co.,
Kingston-upon-Thames (England).

Evolution of combat performance of the Hawk light
combat aircraft p 509 N87-22668

The effect of load dwells on the fatigue of carbon fiber
composites
[BAE-MSM-R.GEN-0547] p 844 N87-28606

British Aerospace Public Ltd. Co., Lancashire
(England).

The assessment and evaluation of combat performance

improvements p 509 N87-22675
British Aerospace Public Ltd. Co., Preston (England).

Improved combat performance using relaxed static
stability and a spin prevention system (FBW Jaguar)

p 523 N87-22674
Simulation of aimraft behaviour on and close to the

ground: Summary of AGARD.Ic6)ograph AG-285
p 600 N87-23640

British Aerospace Public Ltd. Co., Weybridge

(England).
Quiet aircraft study. Aerodynamic considerations of

proposed swept shielded aircraft configurations
[BAE-AERO/PROJ/087] p 587 N87-24456

British Airways, Heathrow (England).
Choosing Aircraft Integrated Data Systems (AIDS)

architecture suitable for Engine Health Monitoring (EHM)
on future generation engines p 31 N87-10083

British Airways, Middlesex (England).
British Airways experience with composite repairs

p 406 N87-20192
Brown Univ., Providence, R. I.

Large.scale coherent structures in free turbulent flows
and their aerodynamic sound p138 A87-15458

The Jacobi matrix technique in computational fluid

dynamics p 796 N87-28348
Bucknell Univ., Lewlaburg, Ps.

Case histories involving fatigue and fracture mechanics;
Proceedings of the Symposium, Charleston, SC, Mar. 21,
22, 1985 p 692 A87-42851

California Univ., Los Angeles.

Bundessnstalt fuer Flugsicherung, Frankfurt am Main
(West Germany).

Activities report in air traffic control
[ETN-87-98861] p 160 N87-14309

Aircraft control tower service

[ETN-87-99169] p 357 N87-19371
Bundesmlnlaterium fuer BIIdung und Wlssenschaft,

Bonn (West Germany).
Overview of the support of the aeronautics research

and technology by the Bundesministerium fuer Forschung
und Technologie (BMFT)
[ETN-86-98215] p 144 N87-13402

C

CAE Electrenlca Ltd., Montreal (Gue_c).

Simulation in support of advanced cockpit

development
[AIAA PAPER 87-2572] p 778 A87-49173

CAE Industrfes, Ltd., Montreal (Quebec).
Simulator manufacturers' requirements

p 687 N87-25280
California Inst. of Tech., Pasadena.

Connections between conventional and

singular-value-based multi.variable flight control system
design techniques
[AIAA PAPER 86-2712] p 189 A87.17942

Mechanisms of exciting pressure oscillations in ramjet
engines
lAD.A174608] p 370 N87-19396

Linear coupling of acoustics and entropy and acoustic
stability in ramjet combustion chambers containing a plane
flame p 603 N87-23795

Analysis of pressure oscillations in ramjets. Review of
research: 1985-1986 p 604 N87.23796

California Polytechnic State Univ., Sen Lull Oblspo.
Takeoff predictions for powered-lift aircraft

[SAE PAPER 861630] p 359 A87-29635
California State Univ., Long Beach.

Numerical and physical aspects of aerodynamic flows
III; Proceedings of the Third Symposium, California State
University, Long Beach, CA, January 21-24, 1985

p8 A87-11782
Further comparisons of interactive boundary-layer and

thin-layer Navier-Stokes procedures
[AIAA PAPER 87-0430] p 225 A87-22625

California State Univ. at Long Beach.
Unsteady separation characteristics of airfoils operating

under dynamic stall conditions p 628 A87-43421

California Univ., Berkeley.
Numerical simulation by TVD schemes of complex shock

reflections from airfoils at high angle of attack
[AIAA PAPER 87-0350] p 282 A87-24953

Vortax-nozzle interactions in ramjet combustors
p 612 N87-23800

California Univ., Davis.
Efficiency characteristics of crescont-sheped wings and

caudal fins p 385 A87-30498

Relaxation algorithms for the Euler equations
[AIAA PAPER 85-1516] p 387 A87-31179

Induced-drag characteristics of crescent-moon-sheped
wings p 410 A87-33244

Vortex breakdown simulation

(AIAA PAPER 87-1343] p 632 A87-44934

Combustion, vaporization, and microexplosion of
droplets of organic azides p 606 N87-23806

California Univ., Irvlne.
Volume interchange factors for hypersonic vehicle wake

radiation

[AIAA PAPER 87-1520] p 707 A87-43044

Spray combustion: A driving mechanism for ramiet
combustion instability p 606 N87-23805

California Univ., Lee Angeles.
Application of time-domain unsteady aerodynamics to

rotary-wing aeroelasticity p 94 A87-14103
Arbitrary motion unsteady aerodynamics and its

application to rotary-wing aereelasticity
p 149 A87-19259

New approach to finite-state modeling of unsteady
aerodynamics p 278 A87-23651

Use of an implicit formulation based on quasilineerization
for the aereelastic response and stability of rotor blades
in forward flight
[AIAA PAPER 87-0921] p 428 A87.33725

Recent trends in rotary-wing aereelasticity
p 430 A87-34857

Recent trends in rotary-wing aereelasticity
p 652 A87-43442

Finite-time arbitrary-motion unsteady cascade airfoil

theory for helicopter rotors in hover p 720 A87-48924
Finite state modelling of unsteady aerodynamics and

its application to a rotor dynamic problem
p 721 A87-48955
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Calspan Advanced Technology Center, Buffalo, N.Y.

A study of some approximations in the modeling of a
coupled rotor/fuselage aeromechanical system

p 825 A87-53901

Application of modern structural optimization to vibration
reduction in rotorcraft p 115 N87-11752

Structural dynamic modeling of advanced composite
propellers by the finite element method

p 515 N87-21926
Aeroelastic effects inmultirotor vehicles. Part 2: Methods

of solution and results illustrating coupled rotor/body
aeromechanical stability
[NASA-CR-4009] p 522 N87-21957

An experimental investigation of wing-tip turbulence and
sound radiated from the tip region of a blunt-tipped
airfoil p 818 N87-29466

Calspan Advanced Technology Center, Buffalo, N.Y.
Flared landing approach flying qualities. Volume 1:

Experiment design and analysis
[NASA-CR-t78188-VOL-1] p 254 N87-15234

Flared landing approach flying qualities. Volume 2:
Appendices
[NASA-CR-178188-VOL-2] p 254 N87-15976

Unusual airborne simulator applications
p 602 N87-23656

Experimental investigation of the short-period
requirements of MIL-F-8785C, volume 2
lAD-A181475) p 775 N87-26917

Calspen Corp., Buffalo, N. Y.
Garrett TFE-731 hp turbine stage without and with

cooling-gas injection p 250 N87-15210
Time-resolved heat flux measurement for the rotor blade

of a TFA-731-2 hp turbine p 250 N87-15212
Military specifications p 658 N87-25281

Calspan Field Services, Inc., Arnold AFS, Tenn.

In-flight photogrammetfic measurement of wing ice
accretions
[AIAA PAPER 86-0483] p 155 A87-17995

In-flight measurement of ice growth on an airfoil using
an array of ultrasonic transducers
[AIAA, PAPER 87-0178] p 234 A87-22464

Bird impact qualification test for A-10 windshield
[AD-A179263] p 575 N87-23599

Experience with 3-D composite grids
p 706 N87-26021

Cambridge Acoustical Associates, Inc., Mass.
Predictions of wing and pylon forces caused by propeller

installation

[NASA-CR-178298] p 620 N87-24966
Cambridge Univ. (England).

Skin friction measurements following manipulation of a
turbulent boundary layer p386 A87-31173

Visualisation of axial turbine tip clearance flow using a
linear cascade

[CUED/A-TURBO/TR-122] p 107 N87-12560
Measured and predicted loss generation in transonic

turbine blading p 516 N87-21934
A numerical study of the 3D flowfield in a transonic

compressor rotor with a modelling of the tip clearance
flow p 518 N87-21945

Canada Centre for Remote Sensing, Ottawa (Ontario).
The C and Ku band scatterometer results from Canadian

participation in the ESA PROMESS ocean measurement

campaign p 55 N87-11252
Canadalr Ltd., Montreal (Quebec).

Prediction of wing-body-store aerodynamics using a
small perturbation method and a grid embedding
technique p 414 N87-20207

Carnegie-Mellon Univ., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Fault-free performance validation of avionic

multiprocessors p 473 A87-31538
Processor tradeoffs in distributed real-time systems

p 857 A87-52796
Validation of a fault-tolerant multiprocessor: Baseline

experiments and workload implementation
[NASA-CR-181238] p 795 N87-28277

Case Wsetem Reserve Univ., Cleveland, Ohio.
Analysis of transitional separation bubbles on infinite

swept wings p 347 A87-31162
Investigation of two-dimensional

shock-wave/boundary-layer interactions

p 552 A87-39528
Method for the determination of the three dimensional

aerodynamic field of a rotor-stator combination in
compressible flow
(AIAA PAPER 87-1742] p 730 A87-50187

Analysis of mixed-mode crack propagation using the
boundary integral method
[NASA-CR-179518] p 131 N87-12915

Center for Mathematics and Computer Science,
Amsterdam (Netherlands).

Euler flow solutions for a transonic wind tunnel section

[CWI-NM-R8601 ] p 16 N87-10847
Central Bureau of StatlsUcs, Voorburg (Netherlands).

Aviation statistics, 1984

[ISBN-90-357-0386-3] p 18 N87-10851

Centre d'Esseis Aeronautlque Toulouse (France).
Elementary characterization of the AS4/2220.3

Hercules prepreg
(CEAT-M4-475-000] p 196 N87-14448

Centre d'Essals de Propulseurs, Saclay (France).
Glasflugel H 201 Libelle glider: Aging study, test report,

part 1
[REPT-3707-LC-85-PT-1] p 195 N87-13496

Centre d'Essels en Vol, letres (France).
Certification of the PIK30 powered glider

[REPT-5/CEV/IS/SE/AV/86] p 174 N87-13436
Simulation of fly-by-wire control for civil transport aircraft

at the French Centre d'Essais en Vol
p 600 N87-23647

Centre d'Etudes Aerodynamlques et Thermlques,
Poitiers (France).

Study of compressibility effects on supersonic free
flow

[ETN-87-99392] p 419 N87-20251

Centre d'Etudes et de Recherchse, Toulouse (France).
Report on tests of a CAST 10 airfoil with fixed transition

in the T2 transonic cryogenic wind tunnel with self-adaptive
walls

[RT-OA-63/1685] p 14 N87-10834
Centre d'Etudes et de Recherches de Modeclne

Aerospatlale, Paris (France).
Sophisticated integral control methods for use in flight

p 856 N87-29510

Organization of displays inthe visual space of the combat
aircraft pilot p 856 N87-29516

Cessna Aircraft Co., Wichita, Kane.

Wind-tunnel investigation of a general aviation airplane
equipped with a high aspect-ratio, natural laminar-flow
wing
[SAE PAPER 871019] p 719 A87-48757

Charles River Analytica, Inc., Cambridge, Mass.
A dual-processor multi-frequency implementation of the

FINDS algorithm
[NASA-CR-f78252] p 590 N87-23617

Chlba Univ. (Japan).
Images of three dimensional flows in computer

graphics p 57 N87-10017

Chinese Aeronautical Establishment, Belling.
Numerical study of combustion processes in

afterburners p 458 N87-20269

Cincinnati Univ., Ohio.
The role of computerized symbolic manipulation in

rotorcraft dynamics analysis p 296 A87-23458

Calculation of supersonic flows with strong
viscous-inviscid interaction p 278 A87-23658

Solution of the two-dimensional Navier-$tokes equations
using sparse matrix solvers
(AIAA PAPER 87-0603] p 285 A87-24991

Guidance on maneuvering flight paths for rotary wing
aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 87-2406] p 772 A87-50489

Analysis of two-dimensional incompressible flow past
airfoils using unsteady Navier-Stokes equations
[NASA-CR-179823] p 12 N87-10040

Study of particulated flows and erosion in
turbomachinery

[AD-A172965] p 251 N87-15232

A study of compressor erosion in helicopter engine with
inlet separator

[AD-A173288] p 309 N87-17703
Erosion study of AM355 and A1203 ceramics

[AD-A178882] p 530 N87-22858
Composite velocity procedures for flows with pressure

interaction

[AD-A179602] p 541 N87-22929

Cirrus Computers Ltd., Fereham (England).
Investigation of optimal complexity of BITE and its effects

on reliability, maintainability, monitoring and fault
prediction
[ETN-86-97976] p 51 N87-11175

City Coll. of the City Univ. of New York.
An investigation of the flow characteristics in the blade

endwall corner region
(NASA-CR-4076] p 814 N87-29412

City Univ., London (England).
Helicopter vibration control: Recent advances

p 660 N87-26247

Civil Aviation Authority, London (England).
Reliability of in-service inspection of transport aircraft

structures

[CAA-PAPER-85013] p 145 N87.14244

Analysis of bird strikes reported by European airlines
1976-1980. Civil aircraft over 5700 kg ( 12 500 Ib) maximum
weight
[CAA-PAPER-84019] p 155 N87-14296

Accidents to UK aircraft and to large jet and turbo-prop
transport aircraft worldwide in 1984
(CAAoPAPER-85009] p 156 N87-14297
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Analysis of bird strikes to United Kingdom registered
aircraft 1983 (civil aircraft over 5700 kg maximum
weight)
[CAA-PAPER-85018] p 156 N87-14299

Wind shear and flight safety: A select bibliography
[CAA-PAPER-86003] p 156 N87-14300

Accidents to United Kingdom aircraft and to large jet
and turbo-prop transport aircraft worldwide in 1985
[CAA-PAPER-86005] p 156 N87-14301

Auditory warnings on the BAC 1-11 and the Boeing 747.
An application of the guidelines of CAA Paper 82017
[CAA-PAPER-85004] p 156 N87-14303

Survey of track keeping and altitudes on Heathrow and
Gatwick Standard Instrument Departure routes
[CAA-PAPER-84018] p 160 N87-14308

Report of the Working Group on Helicopter Health
Monitoring
[CAA-PAPER-85012] p 175 N87-14313

United Kingdom aircraft noise index study: Main report
[DR-8402] p 203 N87-14780

Noise disturbance at night near Heathrow and Gatwick
airports: 1984 check study
[DR-8513] p 203 N87-14781

CEC joint study of community response to aircraft noise
1984: Main report. The influence of residual noise on
disturbance from aircraft noise
[DR-8601] p 203 N87-14782

Helicopter external load operations
[CAP-426] p 432 N87-20259

Light aircraft maintenance. General guidance on
implementation of the Light Aircraft Maintenance Scheme
(LAME), for aircraft not exceeding 2730 kg MTWA, with
a certificate of airworthiness in the transport, aerial work
or private category
(CAP-520) p 406 N87-20954

Ground de-icing of aircraft
[CAP-512] p 422 N87-20975

Extended Range Twin Operations (ETOPS)
[CAP-513] p 422 N87-20976

The application of intelligent knowledge based systems
to air traffic control p 503 N87-21904

Noise attenuation properties of headsets in a helicopter
noise environment

[CAA-PAPER-87004] p860 N87-29311

Civil AvlaUon Authority, Redhlll (England).
Application of operational flight recording to

helicopters p 31 N87-10081
Cleveland State Univ., Ohio.

A heater made from graphite composite material for
potential deicing application

[AIAA PAPER 87-0025] p 297 A87-24905

Enhanced mixing of an axisymmetric jet by aerodynamic
excitation
[NASA-CR-175059] p 815 N87-29418

College of William and Mary, Williamsburg, Vs.
Quantitative thermal diffusivity measurements of

composites p 45 A87-10750

Application of a lifting surface theory for a helicopter
in forward flight p 720 A87-48923

Colorado Univ., Boulder.
Unsteady separated flows: Vorticity and turbulence

[AD-A179500] p 614 N87-23912

Numerical optimization design of transonic airfoils
p 573 N87-24424

Experimental studies on the dynamic development and
control of unsteady separated flows p 642 N87.25297

Columbia Univ., New York, N.Y.
Acoustic fatigue - A Monte Carlo approach

[AIAA PAPER 87-0916] p 465 A87-33722
Multiple paths in complex tasks

[NASA-CRo180392] p619 N87-24911
Committee on Appropriations (U.S. Senate).

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
p 61 N87-10774

Committee on Commerce, Sclenca, end Transportation
(U.S. Senate).

NASA authorizations, fiscal year 1987
[GPO-61-975] p 274 N87-15904

CommunlcaUons Research Centre, Ottawa (Ontario).
SHARP (Stationary High Altitude Relay Platform). Part

A: Technical feasibility of microwave-powered airplanes
[CRC-1393-PT-A] p 361 N87-18562

Computational Mechenlca Consultants, Knoxville,
Tenn.

Three-dimensional nearfield characterization of a
VSTOL jet in turbulent crossflow
[AIAA PAPER 87-0051] p 217 A87-22382

On recent advances and future research directions for
computational fluid dynamics p 609 A87-41237

Computer Sciences Corp., El Segundo, Calif.
Grid generation and inviscid flow computation about

cranked-winged airplane geometries
[AIAA PAPER 87-1125] p 558 A87-42074
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Computer Sciences Corp., Hampton, Va.
Description of an aeronautical geometry conversion

package: Wave-drag to Langley Wireframe Geometry
Standard (LaWGS) to Supersonic Implicit Marching
Potential (SIMP)
[NASA-CR-178299] p 548 N87-23194

Computer Sciences Corp., Mountain View, Calif.
The 2GCHAS: A high productivity software development

environment p 548 N87-23162
Connecticut Unlv., Storrs.

•Biaxial constitutive equation development
p 53 N87-11217

Dual adaptive control: Design principles and
applications
[NASA-CR-181050] p 705 N87-25804

Cormigllo Nazlormta delle Rlcerche, Rome (Italy).
Strategic control to improve efficiency of air traffic

management p 501 N87-21894
Construcclones Aeronauticas S.A., Madrid (Spain).

Robots applied to nondestructive inspection (Project
BIRD)
[ETN-87-99845] p 539 N87-22251

Continuum Dynamics, Inc., Princeton, N. J.
Scaling laws for testing aidoils under heavy rainfall

p 342 A87-28071
Come, Univ., Ithaca, N.Y.

Analyses of broadband noise mechanisms of rotors
p58 A87-11769

Progress in tail rotor noise analysis
p 208 A87-19245

A diagonal implicit multigrid algorithm for the Euier
equations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0354] p 223 A87-22578

Stall transients of axial compression systems with inlet
distortion p 279 A87-24010

Multigdd solution of inviscid transonic flow through
rotating blade passages
[AIAA PAPER 87-0608] p 285 A87-24992

A finite volume Euler calculation of the aerodynamics
of transonic airfoil-vortex interaction
[AIAA PAPER 87-1244] p 563 A87-42338

Infrared emission lines from planetary nebulae
p 62 N87-10791

Numerical calculation of unsteady inviscid rotational
transonic flow past airfoils using Euler equations

p 811 N87.28510
Council for Scientific and Industrial Research, Pretoda

(South Africa).
Results of numerical and physical modelling of airborne

adceck arrays for VHF DF (Direction Finding)
applications
[AD-P005423] p 790 N87-27851

Cranftsld Inst. of Tech., Bedford (England).
An experimental investigation into methods for

quantifying hang glider airworithness parameters
[CAR-8705] p 585 N87-23613

D

Dayton Univ., Ohio.
Navier Stokes solution of the flowfield over ice accretion

shapes
[AIAA PAPER 87-0099] p 218 A87-22414

Research on mechanical properties for engine life
prediction
[AD-A169570] p 108 N87-12563

Computational fluid dynamic studies of certain ductad
bluff-body flowfields relevant to turbojet combustors.
Volume 1: Time-dependent calculations with the k-epsilon
turbulence model for an existing centerbody combustor
lAD-A171434] p 131 N87-12816

Extension and application of a procedure for damage
assessment of aerospace structures
[AD-A174035] p 396 N87-19004

The integral equation for the time dependent linearized
potential flow over a wing
[AD-At76684] p 490 N87-21850

Improvements to the fastex flutter analysis computer
code
[NASA-CR-181072] p 598 N87-24483

Research on mechanical properties for engine life
prediction
[AD-A181243] p 763 N87.26909

De Havllland Aircraft Co. of Canada Ltd., Downavlew
(Ontario).

Performance data Aerec 8.2.AC.20, issue 5, Dash 8,
series 100 p 301 N87-16817

Performance data Aerec 8.2.AC.20(300), issue 1
p 301 N87-16818

Defence Research Establishment, Ottawa. (Ontario).
Implementation of an airborne SAn motion

compensation system p 388 N87-18728

Defense Industries Directorate, Athena (Greece).
Simulation of impinging shear layers using vortex

dynamics p 536 N87.22140

Defense Nuclear Agency, Washington, D.C.
Description of an aircraft lightning and simulated nuclear

electromagnetic pulse (NEMP) threat based on
experimental data p 420 A87-34569

Defense Technical Information Center, Alexandria, Va.
PTFE (polytetrafluoroethyiene) resin selection for high

performance wire and cable
[AD-P005211] p 846 N87-29227

Delaware Univ., Newark.
Turbulence modeling for steady three-dimensional

supersonic flows
[AD-A170042] p 154 N87-14285

Delta Air Llnee, Inc., Atlanta, Ga.
Guidance strategies for near-optimum take-off

performance in a windshear p 24 A87-12138

Quasi-steady flight to quasi-steedy flight transition in a
windshear - Trajectory guidance
[AIAA PAPER 87-0271] p 31t A87-24946

Maximum survival capability of an aircraft in a severe
windshear p 680 A87-44254

Optimization and acceleration guidance of flight
trajectories in a windshear p 765 A87-47807

Quasi-steady flight to quasi-steady flight transition in a
windshear - Trajectory optimization and guidance

p 765 A87-47884

Optimization and guidance of abort landing trajectodes
in a windshear
[AIAA PAPER 87-2341] p 771 A87.50480

Turbulence forecasting p 543 N87-22351

Department of Agriculture, Beltsvllle, Md.
Results from the pushbroom microwave radiometer

flights over the Konza Prairie in 1985
p 853 A87-53206

Department of Energy, Washington, D. C.
Data evaluation and technique development for analysis

of JP-5 fuels
[DE87-002025] p 380 N87-19534

Department of the Air Force, Washington, D.C.
Eiectroluminescent (EL) remotely-controlled landing

zone marker light system
[AD-D012386] p 87 N87-11716

Length adjustable strut link with low aerodynamic drag
[AD-DO12279] p 77 N87-12543

Thrust reverser-exhaust nozzle assembly for a gas
turbine engine
lAD-D012390] p 108 N87-12561

Turbine air seal with full backside cooling
[AD-D012405] p 108 N87-12564

Cryogenic wound rotor for lightweight, high voltage
generators
lAD-DO12370] p 130 N87-t2768

Improved vane platform sealing and retention means
lAD-D012407] p 131 N87-12881

Temperature detection system for use on film cooled
turbine airfoils
[AD-D012475] p 251 N87-15971

Variable cycle engine for high altitude aircraft
]AD-D012522] p 251 N87-15972

Heater block assembly for use in thermal oxidation
testing of jet fuel
[AD-D012472] p 267 N87-16176

Unitized high temperature probes
[AD-D012508] p 324 N87-17020

Controllable ejection seat catapult
[AD-D012592] p 355 N87-19370

Department of the Air Force, Wrlght-Pattarson AFB,
Ohio.

Joint thunderstorm operations using the NASA F-106B
and FAATC/AFWAL Convair 580 airplanes

p 95 A87-15018

Department of the Army, Washington, D. C.
Aircraft collision warning system

[AD-D012463] p 236 N87-15199

Department of the Navy, Waahington, D. C.
Airspeed sensing pressure valve system

[AD.D012569] p 438 N87-20266
Department of Trade and Industry, London (England).

Frequency spectrum allocation for a potential land
mobile-satellite service p 267 N87-15380

Deutsche Forschunge- und Versuchsanstalt fuer Luft-
und Raumfahrt, Brunswick (West Germany).

Acoustic results of the blade-vortex interaction acoustic

test of a 40 percent model rotor in the DNW
p 397 A87-31143

A comparison of the acoustic and aerodynamic
measurements of a model rotor tested in two anechoic
wind tunnels p 683 A87-43425

Proceedings of the 13th Symposium on Aircraft
Integrated Data Systems
[DFVLR-MI'I-I'-86-04] p 30 N87-10075

Performance monitoring of sensors in high reliable flight
control systems using deterministic observers

p 32 N87-10087

Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt

Comparative evaluation of redundant flight data
recorded by a digital aircraft integrated data system
recorder (DAR) on board an Airbus A-310 aircraft

p 33 N87-10098
The high speed cascade wind tunnel: Still an important

test facility for investigations on turbomachinery blades
[DFVLR-MITT-86-11] p 38 N87-10878

Digital data recording on floppy disks applied for
on-board use in helicopters
[DFVLR-MI'I-1"-86-10] p 51 N87-11149

Investigation of magnetometer errors and their
compensation in the BO-105 helicopter
[DFVLR-FB-86-21] p 102 N87-11784

More recent research results of the DFVLR inthe domain

of aerodynamics and flight mechanics
[ETN-86-98216] p 151 N87-13412

A calculation method for the propulsive jet and its
aerodynamic interaction with an afterbody
[DFVLR-FB-86-29] p 154 N87-14292

Proceedings of a Structural Mechanics Colloquium of
Nondestructive Testing of Fiber Reinforced Structures
]DFVLR-MITT-86-09] p 196 N87-14437

Nondestructive tests of Carbon Fiber Reinforced Plastics
(CFRP) in the framework of damage mechanics
investigations p 196 N87-14438

Laboratory tests of the sensors of the SteinheiI-Lear
Siegler Strapdown Measurement Unit model 1903-SB for
model attitude measurements in a wind tunnel

[DFVLR-MITr-86-15] p 202 N87-14682
Noise certification and noise sensitivity studies on the

BO-105 helicopter
[DFVLR-MITr-86-13] p 209 N87-14958

The influence of transition strips on the pressure
distribution on transonic profiles p 229 N87-15166

Research on structural analysis at the DFVLR,
Brunswick p 326 N87-17078

Torsion-tension coupling in rods p 326 N87-17079
The static aeroelasticity of a composite wing

p 326 N87-17085
Computer assisted arrival sequencing and scheduling

with the COMPAS system p 502 N87-21897
The boundary layer behaviour of highly loaded

compressor cascade at transonic flow conditions
p 516 N87°21931

DFVLR in-flight simulators ATFAS and ATTHES for flying
qualities and flight control research p 602 N87-23657

Modeling of Systems for Aircraft Guidance and Air Traffic
Control for Research, Development, and Evaluation
[DFVLR-MITT-86-24] p 821 N87-28530

Role and task of models as tools for research and

development p 821 N87-28531

The model inverse as an element of a predetermined
control system for helicopters p 836 N87-28532

Modeling of radio navigation systems in the
neighborhood of airports p 821 N87-28533

Modeling of the fault situation in navigation systems
p 821 N87-28534

Simulation of strapdown systems for error analysis, and
modeling for navigation with other sensor systems

p 821 N87-28535

Models for the description of holding procedures in air
traffic as an aid for optimization with respect to safety
and efficiency p 822 N87-28536

A multichannel model for the description of the pilot in
the closed control system, for the evaluation of future
aircraft guidance systems p 822 N87-28537

Models of the description of air traffic control scenarios,
for the evaluation of future air traffic control systems

p 822 N87-28538

Models for the ground based approach planning system
Computer Oriented Metering Planning and Advisory
System (COMPAS) p 822 N87-28539

Systems evaluation procedure using simulation
illustrated by the Computer Oriented Metering Planning
and Advisory System (COMPAS) project

p 822 N87-28540

An improved design technique for model following
control systems in in-Sight simulation
[DFVLR-FB-87-09] p 836 N87-28561

Refinement of the eye-point-of-regard measurements
with helicopter pilots in a flight experiment
[DFVLR-FB-86-61] p855 N87-29115

Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsenatalt fuer Luft-
und Raumfahrt, Cologne (West Germany).

Galvanic corrosion between carbon fiber reinforced

plastics and metallic aeronautical materials
[DFVLR-FB.86-16] p 42 N87-11003

Activities report in materials and construction
[ISSN-0174-3910] p 200 N87-13589

Experimental investigations on shock losses of transonic
and supersonic compressor cascades

p 517 N87-21937

A shock loss model for supercriticai subsonic flows in
transonic axial flow compressors p 518 N87.21950
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Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt CORPORA TE SOURCE

Improvement of the parallel compressor model by
consideration of unsteady blade aerodynamics

p 594 N87-24473

The 0.6 m x 0.6 m trisonic section (TMK) of DFVLR in
Cologne-Porz, West Germany
[ DFVLR-MITT-86-21 ] p687 N87-26053

The vertical test section (VMK) of DFVLR in
Cologne-Porz, West Germany
[DFVLR-MI'I-r-86-22] p 688 N87-26054

Deutsche Forechungs- und Verauchsenstalt fuer Luft-
und Raumfahrt, Goettlngen (West Germany).

Unsteady separation characteristics of airfoils operating
under dynamic stall conditions p 628 A87-43421

Advanced method for computing the flow around wings
with rear separation and ground effect
[DFVLR-FB-86-17) p 50 N87-11017

Experience about the application and valuation of
roughness stdps for boundary layer transition control in
wind tunnel tests in the high-speed range
[DFVLR-MITT-86-12] p 154 N87-14291

Transition fixing and simulation of high Reynolds number
flow at transonic velocities p 229 N87-15169

On the prediction of the aeroelastic behavior of lifting
systems due to flow separation
[DFVLR.FB-86.35] p 294 N87.17685

Vortex dynamics: A report on work in Germany
p 536 N87-22139

An experimental-analytical routine for the dynamic
qualification of aircraft operating on rough runway
surfaces p 585 N87-23611

Investigations on a transonic airfoil with a 30 mm wide
perforation/cavity arrangement
[DFVLR-FB-86-59] p 810 N87-28506

Deutsche Forschungs- end Versuchsanstalt fuer Luft-
und Raumfahrt, Oberpfaffenhofen (West Germany).

Ice accretion dependence on cloud physical
parameters p55 N87-11433

DFVLR flight operation acting as a useful service unit
for ERS-1 p 331 N87-f7378

MM wave SAR sensor design: Concept for an airborne
low level reconnaissance system p 366 N87-18729

A conformal aircraft phased array antenna for
airplane-satellite communication in the L band
[DFVLR-FB-86-47] p 701 N87-26259

Experiences with hot-wire instruments for the
measurement of the liquidwater content in clouds
[DFVLR.MITT-86] p 704 N87-26476

Infrared simulation model SENSAT-2
[DFVLR-FB-87-10] p 854 N87-28950

Deutsche Forechungs- und Versuchsanstalt fuer Luft-
und Raumfahrt, Stuttgart (West Germany).

Canard configurations
[ETN-87-99914] p 659 N87-26039

Deutsche Forechungs- uod Verauchsanstalt fuer Luft-
und Raumtahrt, Wescellng (West Germany).

Experimental and theoretical Doppler-lider signatures of
aircraft wake vortioes p14 N87-10330

Deutsche Lufthansa Aktlengesellschaft, Frankfurt am
Main (West Germany).

Software for flight recorder data processing developed
by Lufthanse p 32 N87-10090

Deutsche Lutthansa A.G., Hamburg (West Germany).
Lufthanse's Aircraft Integrated Data Systems (AIDS)

based A-310 engine condition monitodng system: Progress
achieved between the 12th and 13th AIDS Symposiums

p 31 N87-10084

Deutscher Wetterdlenst, Offenbach am Main (West
Germany).

lee accretion calculations on cytinddcal rods following
the BaJn model, and comparison with expedmental results
(Fuchs, Sohickel, Kaluza, Uwira, 1985)

p 56 N87-11434

Dlkewood Corp., Albuquerque, N. Mex.
Exterior electromagnetic response of NASA F-106

aircraft

[AD-A171875] p 174 N87-13435
Processing, evaluation and analysis of the magnetic field

data acquired by the F-106 nose boom sensor
[AD-A172180] p 244 N87-t5961

Dornler-Werke G.m.b.H., Fdedrlchshafen (West
Germany).

Repair procedures for composite parts on the alpha
jet p 404 N87-20175

Numerical grid generation around complete aircraft
configurations p 475 N87-20202

Numerical simulation of internal and external inviscid

and viscous 3-D flow fields p 466 N87-20213
Operational training: Application and experience

p 601 N87-23653
Integration of aerodynamic, performance, stability and

control requirements into the design process of modern
unstable fighter aircraft configurations

p 586 N87-24446

Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc., Long Beach, Calif.
Numedcal and physical aspects of aerodynamic flows

Ill; Proceedings of the Third Symposium, California State
University, Long Beach, CA, January 21.24, 1985

p8 A87-t 1782
A comparison of interactive boundary-layer and

thin-layer Navier-Stokes procedures p8 A87-11785

A transition detection study using a cryogenic hot film
system in the Langley 0.3-meter transonic cryogenic
tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 87-0049] p 256 A87-22380

Further compadsons of interactive boundary-layer and
thin-layer Nevier-Stokes procedures
[AIAA PAPER 87-0430] p 225 A87-22625

Ten years of flight service with DC-10 composite rudders
- A backward glance
[SAE PAPER 861674] p 360 A87-29643

Lessons learned from the DC-10 carbon-epoxy rudder
program
[SAE PAPER 861675] p 360 A87-29644

Critical joints in large composite aircraft structure
[NASA-CR-37t0] p 41 N87-10973

DC-10 composite vertical stabilizer ground test

program
[NASA-CR-3715] p 42 N87-10974

Critical composite joint subcomponents: Analysis and
test results
[NASA-CR-3711] p 42 N87-10975

Lightweight sidewalls for aircraft interior noise control
[NASA-CR-172490] p 138 N87-12323

Guidance law simulation studies for complex approaches
using the Microwave Landing System (MLS)
[NASA-CR-178182] p 87 N87-12552

An approach to practical aerodynamic calculations
p 537 N87-22151

New generation aircraft design problems relative to
turbulence stability, aeroelastic loads and gust alleviation

p 509 N87-22344

Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc., St. Louis, Mo.
Practical considerations in aeroelastic design

p 97 N87-11720

Draper (Charles Stark) Lab., Inc., Cambridge, Mass.
Advanced information processing system - Status

report p 205 A87-16763

Dresser Industries, Inc., Olean, N.Y.
A history of development in rotordynamics: A

manufacturer's perspective p 538 N87.22200

Drexel Univ., Philadelphia, Pa.
Degradation mechanisms of sulfur and nitrogen

containing compounds during thermal stability testing of
model fuels
[AIAA PAPER 87-2039] p 690 A87-45372

Dults-Nedertandse Wlndtunnel, North East Polder
(Netherlands).

Activities report of the German-Dutch wind tunnel
[B8677593] p 603 N87-23665

Activities report of the German-Dutch wind tunnel
[B8677594] p 603 N87-29666

Duke Univ., Durham, N. C.
Analysis of typical fault-tolerant architectures using

HARP p 704 A87-45771

Intedor noise reduction by alternate resonance tuning
[NASA-CR-181189] p 797 N87-27484

Dynamic Controls, Inc., Dayton, Ohio.
Research and development of aircraft control actuation

systems
[AD-A177491] p 522 N87-21958

Dynamic Engineering, Inc., Newport News, Vs.
The use of NASTRAN in the design of wind tunnel

research aircraft p 789 N87-27242

E

E-Systerns, Inc., Dallas, Tex.
Progress in knowledge.based flight monitoring

p 177 A87-16705

Ecole Polytechnlque Federale de Lausanne
(Switzerland).

Aeroelesticity in turbomachines compadsen of
theoretical and experimental cascade results. Appendix
A5: All experimental and theoretical results for the 9
standard configurations
[AD-A180534] p 677 N87-25326

EG and G Washington Analytical Servlcaa Center, Inc.,
Lanhsm, Md.

Aircraft positioning using Global Positioning System
carder phase data p 821 A87-54367

Eldgenoesslsches Flugzeugwerk, Emmen
(Switzerland).

The influence of a 90 den sting support on the
aerodynamic coefficients of the investigated aircraft
model

[F+W-FO-1839] p 294 N87-17684

Electro Magnetic Applications, Inc., Denver, Colo.

Linear and nonlinear interpretation of the direct strike
lightning response of the NASA F106B thunderstorm
research aircraft

[NASA-CR-3746] p 331 N87-18278

Electro Magnetic Applications, Inc., Lakewood, Colo.
F-106 data summary and mode! results relative to threat

criteria and protection design analysis
p 81 A87-15004

Eloret Corp., Sunnyvale, Calif.
The thermal environment of transatmosphedc vehicles

[AIAA PAPER 87-1514] p 626 A87*43038
Aerothermodynamics of transatmospheric vehicles

p 807 A87-52878
Embry-Rlddle Aeronautical Univ., Daytona Beach, Fla.

Jet transport flight operations using cockpit display of
traffic information during instrument meteorological
conditions: Simulation evaluation

[NASA-TP-2567] p 819 N87-29469
Embry-Rlddle Aeronautical Univ., Prescott, Ariz.

Measurement of a counter rotation propeller flowfield
using a Laser Doppler Velocimeter
[AIAA PAPER 87-0008] p 280 A87-24901

Energy Research Corp., Danbury, Conn.
Aircraft battery state of charge and charge control

system
[AD-At69411] p 130 N87-12766

Energy Science Labs., Inc., San Diego, Calif.
Guidebook for analysis of tether applications

[NASA-CR-178904] p 38 N87-10169
ESDU International Ltd., London (England).

Pitot and static errors in steady level flight
[ESDU-86006] p 74 N87-11691

Vertical deflection characteristics of aircraft tyres
[ESDU-86005] p 129 N87-11992

Introduction to aerodynamics derivitives, equations of
motion and stability
[ESDU-86021] p 76 N87-12536

Propellar/body interaction for thrust and drag
[ESDU-86017] p 76 N87-12537

Simplified forms of performance equations. Addendum
A: Effect on aeroplane level speed of small changes in
thrust, drag, weight, power
[ESDU-86004-ADD-A] p 100 N87-12556

Frictional and retarding forces on aircraft tyres. Part 4:
Estimation of effects of yaw
[ESDU-86016-PT-4] p 131 N87-t2868

Introduction to air data system parameters, errors and
calibration laws
[ESDU-86031] p 247 N87-15967

Aerofoil maximum lift-coefficient for Mach numbers up
to 0.4
[ESDU-84026] p 645 N87-26028

An introduction to time-dependent aerodynamics of
aircraft response, gusts and active controls
[ESDU-84020] p 682 N87-26048

First approximation to landing field length of civil
transport aeroplanes (50 ft., 15.24 m screen)
[ESDU-84040] p 688 N87-26056

Estimation of spillage drag for a wide range of
axisymmetric intakes at M 1
[ESDU-84004] p 701 N87-26301

The treatment of calibrations of total air temperature
probes for use in flight-test analysis work
[ESDU-84007] p 701 N87-26324

Introduction to installation effects on thrust and drag
for propellerodriven aircraft
[ESDU-85015] p 751 N87-26896

Thrust and drag accounting for propeller/airframe
interaction
[ESDU-86017] p 751 N87-26897

Contribution of wing dihedral to sideforce, yawing
moment and rolling moment derivatives due to rate of roll
at subsonic speeds, (Y sub p)sub gamma, (N sub p)sub
gamma and (L sub p)sub gamma
[ESDU-85006] p 813 N87-29409

Pitot and static errors due to non-steady flight
[ESDU.85011] p813 N87-294t 0

Estimation of sideforce, yawing moment and rolling
moment derivatives due to rate of roll for complete aircraft
at subsonic speeds
[ESDU-85010] p 826 N87-29490

Esprit Technology, Inc., Walnut Creek, Calif.
Small, self-contained aircraft fatigue data recorder

lAD-A172400] p 243 N87-15207
Essex Corp., Orlando, Fla.

Simulator design features for helicopter landing on small
ships. 1: A performance study
[AD-A169514] p 119 N87-12572

Simulator design and instructional features for carder
landing: A field transfer study
[AD-A169962] p 119 N87-12573

Essex Corp., Warmlnater, Pa.
Systems Testbed for Avionic Research (STAR)

automation concept development
lAD.A180658] p 757 N87-26907
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CORPORA TE SOURCE FWG Associates, Inc., Tullahoma, Tenn.

Eurocontrol Agency, Brussels (Belgium).
The air/ground transfer of aircraft integrated data

systems (AIDS) for Air Traffic Control (ATC) purposes:
Present experiments and possible future intentions

p 32 N87-10091
Air navigation services and aircraft around the year

2000 p 500 N87-21883
Possible contributions from the SSR mode S data link

i to the conduct of efficient aircraft operations
p 500 N87-21887

• Next generation of control techniques in advanced
TMA p 502 N87-21898

European Space Agency, Paris (France).
Results of wind tunnel tests On external combustion

[ESA-'I-F-959] p 42 N87-10990

Comparative flight measurement of icing parameters for
the DO 28 D2 propeller-driven aircraft of the German Army
Testing Office 61 and for DF'VLR's Falcon 20 E jet aircraft
in stratus clouds
[ESA-TT-941] p 83 N87-11709

On sound propagation in centrifugal fan casings
[ESA-TT-957] p 138 N87-12326

Investigation of Ferri instability in supersonic inlets
[ESA.'I-r-978] p 154 N87-14289

Results of icing flights in winter 1963/1984: Ice accretion
thickness in correlation with cloud physical parameters,
object and cloud parameters
[ESA.'I-r-969] p 176 N87-14324

Calculation of ice accretion on cylindrical rods according
to Bain's model and comparison with experimental
results

[ESA-'I-1"-970] p 176 N87-14325
The icing research aircraft Do28, D-IFMP of DFVLR and

its measuring equipment
[ESA-TT-972] p 176 N87-14326

Theoretical and experimental investigations of flow
vector measurements with angle-of-attack and sideslip
sensors on DFVLR meteorological research aircraft
[ESA-'I-r-976] p 177 N87-t4327

A contribution to digital compensation of periodic
disturbances with frequencies in bounded intervals
(ESA-"I-r-979] p 191 N87-14352

Structural Analysis
[ESA.'I-I'-917] p 325 N87-17077

Robustness qualification and improvement of
multivariable regulators, with application to airplane
control

[ESA-TT-867] p 374 N87-19401
Matching of viscous fluid and inviscid fluid by a finite

element method

[ESA-'n'-866] p 392 N87-19668
The high-speed cascade wind tunnel - still an important

test facility for turbomechinery blade investigations
[ESA-'I-r-1012] p 453 N87-20300

Noise measurements on the helicopter BK 117 design.
Weighted noise levels and influence of airspeed
[ESA-TT-748] p 477 N87-20800

Determination of vertical air velocity using
measurements of the aircraft motion

p 470 N87-21456

Development and operation of a measuring data
acquisition system for use in light airplanes

p 438 N87-21467

Laboratory tests of the sensors of the SteinheiI-Lear
Siegler strapdown measurement unit model 1903-SB for
model attitude measurements in a wind tunnel. Volume
2 of the documentation on the Model Attitude
Measurement System (MAMS) for the German/Dutch
Wind Tunnel (DNW)

[ESA-TT-1017-VOLo2] p 590 N87-24462
Digital data recording on floppy disks applied for onboard

use in helicopters
[ESA-TT-1011] p 614 N87-24675

Investigation of magnetometer errors and their
compensation in the BO-105 helicopter
[ESA-'R'.1015] p 757 N87-27664

Nondestructive tests of Carbon Fiber Reinforced Plastics
(CFRP) in the framework of damage mechanics
investigations
[DFVLR-MITT-86-09) p 851 N87-28923

-'uropean Space Agency. European Space Research
: and Technology Center, ESTEC, Noordwl|k
; (Netherlands).

r PRODAT system architecture p 266 N87-1537t

F

alrchlld Industrlse, Inc., Farmlngdale, N.Y.
Assessment of damage tolerance requirements and

I analysis, task 1 report. Volume 2: Analytical methods
[AD-A170327] p 175 N87-14319

Assessment of damage tolerance requirements and
analysis. Volume 1: Executive summary
lAD-A175110] p 301 N87-16822

Assessment of damage tolerance requirements and
analysis. Volume 5: Assessment and recommendations
[AD-A175111] p363 N87-19381

Fairchild Republic Co., Farmlngdale, N.Y.
Assessment of damage tolerance requirements and

analyses: A user's manual for crack growth and crack
initiation analysis: DAMGRO
[AD-A171209] p 132 N87-12939

Assessment of damage tolerance requirements and
analysis• Volume 3: Analytical predictions and
correlations
[AD-A170989] p 173 N87-13433

Fairchild Republic DIv., Fermlngdale, N. Y.
Assessment of damage tolerance requirements and

analysis. Volume 4: Raw test data
[AD-A170990] p 174 N87-13434

Optimum aeroelastic characteristics for composite
supermaneuverable aircraft
[AD-A174785] p 362 N87-19377

Fairchild Wseton Systems, Inc., Sarasota, Fla.
The Fairchild CVDR: A new combination voice and data

recorder p 33 N87-10095
Federal Aviation Administration, AtlanU¢ City, N.J.

Joint thunderstorm operations using the NASA F.106B
and FAATC/AFWAL Convair 580 airplanes

p 95 A87-15018
Digital avionics systems Overview of

FAA/NASA/industry-wide briefing p 401 A87-31643
Helicopter MLS Flight Inspection Project

[DOT/FAA/CT-86/14] p 2 N87-10002
Crashworthiness experiment summary full-scale

transport controlled impact demonstration program
[DOT/FAA/CT-85/20] p 17 N87-10055

The Boeing B 720 aircraft Controlled Impact
Demonstration (CID): Flight data recorder/cockpit voice
recorder experiment p 33 N87-10096

An investigation of the FAA vertical Bunsen burner
flammability test method
[DOT/FAA/CT-86/22] p 42 N87-10985

Avgas/autogas comparison: Winter fuels
[ DOT/FAA-CT-86/21] p43 N87-11014

The siting, installation end operational suitability of the
Automated Weather Observing System (AWOS) at
heliports
[DOT/FAA/PM-86/30] p 133 N87-13099

The operational suitability of the Automated Weather
Observing System (AWOS) at heliports
[DOT/FAA/PM-86/52] p 393 N87-18945

Halon extinguishment of small aircraft instrument panel
fires

[DOT/FAA/CT-86/26] p354 N87-19369
Microwave Landing System (MLS) area navigation:

Computed centedine experiments and system accuracy
analysis in an RF environment p 501 N87-21891

Loran C VNAV (vertical navigation) approaches to the
technical center heliport
[AD-A182152] p 742 N87-27652

Heliport critical area flight test results
[AD-A183153] p 823 N87.29487

Test plan for helicopter GPS (Global Positioning System)
applications
[AD-A183299] p 823 N87-29488

Federal Aviation AdmlnlstraUon, Moffett Field, Calif.
Digital avionics systems Overview of

FAA/NASA/industry-wide briefing p 401 A87-31543
Federal AvlaUon Administration, Washington, D.C.

FAA helicopter/heliport research, engineering, and
development bibliography, 1964-1986
[FAA/PM-86/47] p 118 N87-11798

Semiannual report to Congress on the effectiveness of
the Civil Aviation Security Program
[AD-A169813] p 155 N87-13420

Task force on emergency evacuation of transport
airplanes. Volume 2: Supporting documentation
[AD-A172256] p 235 N87-15194

Air traffic control radar beacon system transponder
performance study and analysis. Vol. 1: Transponder test
methodology results, analysis and recommendations
[DOT/FAA/FS-86/1.VOL-1] p 236 N87-15196

Noise levels from urban helicopter operations, New
Orleans, Louisiana
lAD-At74129] p 273 N87-16690

Air traffic control radar beacon system transponder
performance study and analysis. Volume 2: Appendixes
[DOT/FAA/FS-86/1-VOL-2] p 296 N87-16812

The 1985 small propeller.driven aircraft noise test
program
[AD-A175596] p 477 N87-20799

Philosophy of applying automation to air traffic control
p 501 N87°21896

Integrated FAA Wind Shear Program plan
[DOT/FAA/DL-87/1] p 544 N87-23067

Case history of FAA/SRI wind shear models
p 703 N87-25268

History of wind shear turbulence models
p 703 N87-25269

Census of US civil aircraft, calendar year 1986
[AD-A183423] p 802 N87-29406

FAA (Federal Aviation Administration) air traffic activity
FY 1986
[AD-A183624] p 802 N87-29407

Federal Aviation Agency, Atlantic City, N.J.
Statistics on aircraft gas turbine engine rotor failures

that occurred in US commercial aviation during 1981
[DOT/FAA/CT-86/42] p 520 N87-22684

Laboratory characterization tests for antimisting fuel
[DOT/FAA/CT.86/23] p 530 N87-22864

Autogas in general aviation aircraft
[DOT/FAA/CT-87/05] p 606 N87-23815

Heliport visual approach surface testing test plan
[AD-A179897] p 650 N87-25312

Laboratory characterization tests for antimisting fuel
[AD-A182196] p 785 N87-27818

Flight Data Co., London (England).
The impact of flight data on an airline: A case study

p 32 N87°10088
Flight Safety International, Inc., Tulsa, Okla.

Simulator systems integration p 687 N87-25283
Florida Atlantic Univ., Boca Raton.

An experimental and analytical investigation of isolated
rotor flap-lag stability in forward flight

p 747 A87-48954
Toward comparing experiment and theory for

corroborative research on hingeless rotor stability in
forward flight (an experimental and analytical investigation
of isolated rotorflap-lag stability in forward flight)
[NASA-CR-179711] p 25 N87-10063

Toward comparing experiment and theory for
corroborative research on hingeless rotor stability in
forward flight
[NASA-CR-181354] p 836 N87-28562

Florida State Univ., Tallahssese.
Recent advances in aeroacoustics p 58 A87-11766
On broadband shock associated noise of supersonic

jets p 58 A87-11768
Recent advances in aerodynamics p 73 A87-15451
Unsteady separated flows - Novel experimental

approach
[AIAA PAPER 87-0459] p 283 A87-24966

Stochastic model theory of broadband shock associated
noise from supersonic jets p 859 A87-52069

Florida Univ., Galnesvllle.
Optimum structural sizing of conventional cantilever and

joined wing configurations using equivalent beam
models

[AIAA PAPER 86-2653] p 197 A87-17903
Comments on gust response constrained optimization

p 115 N87-11774
Flow Research, Inc., Kent, Wash.

Propeller design by optimization p 105 A87-14123
Development of a device for controlling the leading edge

vortices on a delta wing
[AD-A175207] p 350 N87-19356

Optical interferometry dimensional gauge for
dimensional gauging of precision high speed aircraft
bearing components
[AD-A177338] p 539 N87-22234

Numerical simulations of cold flow in a ramjet dump
combustor with a choked exit nozzle

p 612 N87-23802
Numerical investigation of V/STOL jet induced

interactions p 572 N87-24413
Large-eddy numerical simulation of an array of

three-dimensional impinging jets
[AD-A182459] p 850 N87-28835

Flughafen, Frankfurt am Main (West Germany).
The simulator: The perfect illusion

[FACHTHEMEN-9] p 193 N87.14354
FMC Corp., San Jose, Calif.

Weight estimation of unconventional structures by
structural optimization
[SAWE PAPER 1718] p 532 A87-36290

Ford Aerospace and Communications Corp., Palo Alto,
Calif.

Control of aircraft landing approach in wind shear
[AIAA PAPER 87-0632] p 311 A87-24994

Ford Motor Co., Oearborn, Mich.
Sensitivity of overall vehicle stiffness to local joint

stiffness p 390 N87.18862
Frele Univ., Berlin (West Germany).

The influence of weather-active fronts on visual flight
conditions p 56 N87.11437

Fulmer Research Inst. Ltd., Stoke Poges (England).
An assessment of aircraft repair schemes for battle

damage and permanent usage
[R946/8] p 145 N87-14246

FWG Associates, inc., Tullahoma, Tenn.

A high resolution spatial and temporal multiple Doppler
analysis of a microburst and its application to aircraft flight
simulation p 392 A87-28020

Remote versus in situ turbulence measurements

p 543 N87-22346
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G B Lab., Inc., Santa Ana, Calif.

Modeling and implementation of wind shear data
p 709 N87-25273

Turbulence models p 703 N87-25277

Development of a microburst turbulence model for the
joint airport weather studies wind shear data
[NASA-CR-180374] p 793 N87-28232

G

G B Lab., Inc., Santa Arm, Calif.

Development of a drag measurement system for the
CERF 6-foot shock tube
(AD-A173087] p 316 N87-16854

Gerrett Corp., Phoenix, Ariz.
Compound cycle engine program p 831 A87-53428

NASA dilution jet mixing, phase 3 p 53 N87-11202

Instability of an intershaft squeeze film damper in a
two-spool rotor dynamics simulator p 539 N87-22215

Garrett Turbine Engine Co., Phoenix, Ariz.
Effects of multiple rows and noncircular orifices on

dilution jet mixing p 608 A87-39805

Durability characterization of ceramic materials for gas
turbines p 690 A87-45898

Advanced technology payoffs for future small propulsion
systems p 758 A87-47081

Influence of engine variables on future helicopter
systems p 27 N87-10072

Scaled centrifugal compressor program
[NASA-CR-174912] p 185 N87-14349

Compound cycle engine for helicopter application
[NASA-CR-175110) p 677 N87-25323

Gas Turbine Research Inst., Jtangyou (China).
Combustion research activities at the Gas Turbine

Research institute p 458 N87-20273
Experimental investigation of piloted flameholders

p 441 N87-20278
General Accounting Office, Washington, D. C.

DOD (Department of Defense) acquisition: Case study
of the Navy V-22 OSPREY Joint Vertical Lift Aircraft
Program

[PB86-231388] p 175 N87-14315
Air traffic control: FAA's (Federal Aviation

Administration's) advanced automation system acquisition
strategy is risky
[PB86-231743] p 237 N87-15200

Air traffic system: Pilot program to contract out
maintenance at selected facilities
[PB87-186607] p 741 N87-26894

Aviation safety: Procedures for registering and certifying
air carders
[PB87-t93249] p 819 N87-29468

General Dynamics/Convair, San Diego, CaM.
Design study of advanced model support systems for

the National Transonic Facility (NTF)
[NASA-CR-178214] p 453 N87-20297

General Dynamics Corp., Fort Worth, Tax.
Turbine bypass remote augmentor lift system for

V/STOL aircraft p 105 A87-14364
Design and fabrication of the NASA decoupler pylon

for the F-16 aircraft

[NASA-CR-172354] p 25 N87-10065
Design and fabrication of the NASA decoupler pylon

for the F-16 aircraft, addendum 2

[NASA-CR-172494] p 27 N87-10859
Design 3nd fabrication of the NASA decoupler pylon

for the F-16 aircraft, addendum 1

[NASA-CR-172355) p 27 N87-t0860
Advanced durability analysis. Volume 3: Fractographic

test data

[AD-A173635] p 268 N87-16364
Analysis of the F-16 flow field by a block grid Euler

approach p 415 N87-20217
A study of the effects of Reynolds number and Mach

number on constant pressure coefficient jump for
shock-induced trailing-edge separation
[NASA-CR-4090] p 731 N87-26864

General Dynamics Corp., St. Louis, Mo.
Computational fluid dynamics: Transition to design

applications p 700 N87-26004
General Dynamics/Fort Worth, Tex.

Evaluation of improved engine compartment overheat
detection techniques
[AD-A173960] p 235 N87-15950

General Electric Co., Blnghamton, N.Y.
Permanent magnet variable speed constant frequency

power generation system
[AD-A173959] p 252 N87-15974

General Eiactric Co., CInclnnaU, Ohio.
Evaluation of capillary reinforced composites for

anti-icing
[AIAA PAPER 87-0023] p 297 A87-24904

Aerodynamic instability performance of an advanced
high-pressure-ratio compression component
[AIAA PAPER 86-1619] p 555 A87-41157
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Scale model test results of a thrust reverser concept
for advanced multi-functional exhaust systems
[AIAA PAPER 87-1833] p 667 A87-45235

Parametric study of single expansion ramp nozzles at
subsonic/transonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 87-1836] p 635 A87-45238

Dynamic data acquisition, reduction, and analysis for
the identification of high-speed compressor component
post-stability characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 87-2089] p 697 A87-45398

Free jet feasibility study of a thermal acoustic shield
concept for AST/VCE application: Dual stream nozzles

[NASA-CR-3867] p 59 N87-10752
Free-jet acoustic investigation of high-radius-ratio

coannular plug nozzles

[NASA-CR-3818] p 59 N87.t0753
Simulated flight acoustic investigation of treated ejector

effectiveness on advanced mechanical suppresors for high
velocity jet noise reduction
[NASA-CR-4019] p335 N87-17481

Development of a rotor wake/vortex model. Volume 2:
User's manual for computer program
[NASA-CR-174850-VOL-2] p 417 N87-20239

Development of gas-to-gas lift pad dynamic seals,
volumes 1 and 2

[NASA-CR-179486] p 539 N87-22245
Elevated temperature crack growth

[NASA-CR-179601] p 539 N87-22267
Antimisting Fuel (AMK) flight degrader development and

aircraft fuel system investigation
[DOT/FAA/CT-86/6] p 606 N87-23816

Aviation fuel property effects on altitude relight
[NASA-CR-179582] p 607 N87-24578

Design applications for supercomputers

p 706 N87-26010
Advanced Propfan Engine Technology (APET) and

single-rotation gearbox/pitch change mechanism
[NASA-CR-168113] p 833 N87-28553

Free-jet investigation of mechanically suppressed, high
radius ratio coannular plug model nozzles
[NASA-CR-3596] p 860 N87-29315

Aerodynamic performance investigation of advanced
mechanical suppressor and ejector nozzle concepts for
jet noise reduction
[NASA-CR-174660] p 834 N87-29534

Turbofan aft duct suppressor study. Contractor's data
report of mode probe signal data
[NASA-CR-175067] p 834 N87-29538

Turbofan aft duct suppressor study
[NASA-CR-175067] p 834 N87-29539

General Electric Co., Evendale, Ohio.
NASA/GE advanced low emissions combustor

program
[AIAA PAPER 87-2035] p 671 A87-45369

A variable geometry combustor for broadened properties
fuels

[AIAA PAPER 87-1832] p 830 A87-52246
General Electric Co., Fairfield, Conn.

A model propulsion simulator for evaluating counter
rotating blade characteristics
[SAE PAPER 861715] p 440 A87-32607

Effects of surface chemistry on hot corrosion life
p43 N87-11193

The 3D inelastic analysis methods for hot section

components p 53 N87-11206

Component specific modeling p 35 N87-11207
Elevated temperature crack growth

p53 N87-11214

General Electric Co., Lynn, Mass.
Multi-variable control of the GE T700 engine using the

LQG/LTR design methodology p 103 A87-13418

Ceramic high pressure gas path seal
[NASA-CR-180813] p 764 N87-26914

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N.Y.
Multi-variable control of the GE T700 engine using the

LQG/LTR design methodology p 103 A87-13418

Dynamic data acquisition, reduction, and analysis for
the identification of high-speed compressor component
post.stability characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 87-2089] p 697 A87-45398

General Electric Co., Syracuse, N.Y.
Mach number scaling of helicopter rotor blade/vortex

interaction noise p 797 A87-48910

General Motors Corp., Indianapolis, Ind.
Advanced Gas Turbine (AGT) Technology Project

[NASA-CR-179484] p 130 N87-t1995
Turbine vane external heat transfer. Volume 2. Numerical

solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations for two- and
three-dimensional turbine cascades with heat transfer

[NASA-CR-174828] p 200 N87-13661

Advanced Propfan Engine Technology (APET) definition
study, single and counter-retation gearbox/pitch change
mechanism design
[NASA-CR-168115] p 833 N87-28554

CORPORA TE SOURCE

General Motors Research Labs., Warren, Mich.
Dynamic optimization problems with bounded terminal

conditions p 474 A87-31682

General Research Corp., Santa Barbara, Calif.
Nuclear hardness simulation and analysis of composite

aircraft structures. Volume 2: Dust erosion assessment

lAD-A174893) p 363 N87-19378

George Washington Univ., Hampton, Va.
Flight-vehiole structures education in the US:

Assessment and recommendations

[NASA-CR-4048] p 336 N87-17526

George Wsehlngton Univ., Washington, D.C.
Stochastic crack propagation with applications to

durability and damage tolerance analyses
(AD-A168040] p 53 N87-11226

Full-potential modeling of blade-vortex interactions
p 817 N87-29465

Georgia Inat. of Tech., Atlanta,
Turbulent flow around a wing/fuselage-type juncture

p 70 A87-14108

Euler calculations for rotor configurations in unsteady
forward flight p 150 A87-19276

Rotor-body coupling revisited p 427 A87-32074
A technique for the prediction of airfoil flutter

characteristics in separated flow
[AIAA PAPER 87-0910] p 464 A87-33719

Analysis of structures with rotating, flexible substructures
applied to rotorcraft aeroelasticity in GRASP
[AIAA PAPER 87-09521 p 429 A87-33748

Application of GRASP to nonlinear analysis of a
cantilever beam

[AIAA PAPER 87-0953] p 429 A87-33749

Analysis of viscous transonic flow over airfoil sections
[AIAA PAPER 87-0420] p 413 A87-34723

Rotor design for maneuver performance
p 652 A87-43431

Numerical solution of the 3-dimensional boundary layer
equations in the inverse mode using finite differences

p 11 N87-10005

Some observations on the behavior of the Langley model
rotor blade
[NASA-CR-179880] p 74 N87-t1695

Wind tunnel data from a rotor wake/airframe interaction

study
lAD-A171333) p 232 N87-15190

Development of simulated directional audio for cockpit
applications
[AD-A175350] p 391 N87-19570

A numerical study of the Weis-Fogh mechanism

p 414 N87-20197
Effect of dynamic stall and elastic parameters on the

fundamental mechanisms of helicopter vibrations
[AD-A175561] p 449 N67-20292

Analysis of structures with rotating, flexible substructures
applied to rotorcraft aeroelasticity in GRASP (General
Rotorcraft Aeromechanical Stability Program)
[AD-A178941] p 510 N87-22677

Nonisothermal elasto-visco-plastic response of
shell-type structures p 541 N87-22796

Acoustic response of turbulent reacting recirculatory
flows p 620 N87-23799

Combustion instabilities in dump type ramjet
combustors p 605 N87-23803

Velocity measurements near the blade tip and in the

tip vortex core of a hovering model rotor
p 645 N87-26030

An investigation of helicopter higher harmonic control
using a dynamic system coupler simulation

p 682 N87-26051
Implementation and validation of a wake model for

vortex-surface interactions in low speed forward flight
[NASA-CR-180623] p 779 N87-26923

Analysis, design and elastic tailoring of composite rotor
blades

[NASA-CR-181234] p 783 N87-26988
A structural model for composite rotor blades and lifting

surfaces p 784 N87.26989
Modeling of transient heat pipe operation

[NASA-CR-180280] p 791 N87-27936
Implementation and validation of a wake model for

low-speed forward flight
[NASA-CR-181341] p 811 N87-28514

Georgia Tech Research Inst., Atlanta.
Compact antenna range analysis

[AD-At71556] p 200 N87-13621
Gesamthochechule, Duisburg (West Germany).

Contribution to the description of rotating flow
instabilities and inlet perturbations in axial flow
compressors
[ETN-87-90040] p 850 N87-28845

Goldechmled (Fablo R.), Monroevllle, Pa.
Wind tunnel test of the modified goldschmied model

with propulsion and empennage: Analysis of test results
[AD-A167360] p 13 N87-10045



CORPORA TE SOURCE

Grenoble-1 Univ. (France).
Cavitation research. Cavitation developed and boundary

layers for the NACA 16-012 profile with oscillating
incidence (stress measurements)
[ETN-86-98435] p 151 N87-13413

Grumman Aerospace Corp., Bethpage, N.Y.
Particle trajectory computer program for icing analysis

of axisymmetric bodies - A progress report
[AIAA PAPER 87-0027] p 234 A87-22366

Full-scale ground effects of twin impinging jets beneath
a subsonic tactical V/STOL aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 86-2704] p 343 A87-28625

Design and test of a prototype thermal bus evaporator
reservoir aboard the KC-135 0-g aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 87-1503] p 603 A87-42477

Flight testing the X-29 p 743 A87-47841
High-angle-of-attack stability and control improvements

for the EA-6B Prowler

[AIAA PAPER 87-2361] p 767 A87-49078
Viscous wing theory development. Volume 1: Analysis,

method and results

[NASA-CR-178156] p 12 N87-10043
Viscous wing theory development. Volume 2:

GRUMWlNG computer program user's manual
[NASA-CR-178157] p 13 N87-10044

Canard/Tail transonic analysis
[AD-A171075] p 232 N87-15189

DYCAST: A finite element program for the crash analysis
of structures
[NASA-CR-4040] p 271 N87-16553

Aerodynamic analysis for aircraft with nacelles, pylons,
and winglets at transonic speeds
[NASA-CR.4066] p 349 N87-18538

Utilization of simulation to support F-14A low altitude
high angle of attack flight testing p 600 N87-23649

An investigation of turbulence mechanisms in V/STOL
upwash flow fields
[AD-A181265] p 732 N87-26871

Grumman Data Systems Corp., Bethpage, N.Y.

Particle trajectory computer program for icing analysis
of axisymmetric bodies - A progress report
[AIAA PAPER 87-0027] p 234 A87-22366

H

Hamilton Standard, Farmington, Conn.
Aircraft Integrated Data Systems (AIDS): Evolution and

revolution p 30 N87-10077
Hamilton Standard, Windsor Locks, Conn.

Results of acoustic tests of a Prop-Fan model
[AIAA PAPER 87-1894] p 707 A87.45282

Effect of angular inflow on the vibratory response of a
counter-rotating propeller

[NASA-CR-174819] p 15 N87-10840
Unstalled flutter stability predictions and comparisons

to test data for a composite prop-fan model
[NASA-CR-179512] p 519 N87-21955

Dynamic response and stability of a composite prop-fan
model

[NASA-CR-179528] p 519 N87-21956

Dynamic response of two composite prop-fan models
on a nacelle/wing/fuselage half model
[NASA-CR-179589] p 585 N87-23615

Hamilton Standard DIv., United Aircraft Corp., Windsor
Locks, Conn.

Static tests of the propulsion system
[AIAA PAPER 87-1728] p 830 A87-52245

Harris, Miller, Miller and Hanson, Inc., Lexington, Mass.
NOISEMAP 5.1 computer program update. Operator's

manual, addendum 2

lAD-A177345] p 543 N87-22314

Helicopter Aeronautics and Noise Associates,
Mountain View, Calif.

Full.potential circular wake solution of a twisted rotor

blade in hover p 287 A87-25723

Herlot-Watt Univ., Edinburgh (Scotland).
A novel form of damper for turbo-machinery

p 539 N87-22216

High Technology Corp., Hampton, Va.
Stationary disturbances in three-dimensional boundary

layers over concave surfaces

[AIAA PAPER 87-1412] p 632 A87-44945

Prediction and control of transition in hypersonic
boundary layers

[AIAA PAPER 87-1414] p 632 A87-44946
Linear stability analysis of three-dimensional

compressible boundary layers p 640 A87-46504

Honeywell Advanced Technology Centre, North York
(Ontario).

Configuration design of a helicopter integrated
navigation system p 823 N87-29480

Hughes Helicopters, Culver City, Calif.
Optimization process in helicopter design

p 98 N87-11726

Jet Propulsion Lab., California Inst. of Tech., Pasadena.

Inertia welding of nitralloy N and 18 nickel maraging
250 grade steels for utilization in the main rotor drive shaft
for the AR-64 military helicopter program

p 325 N87.17067

Aeroelasticity and mechanical stabilityreport, 0.27 Mach
scale model of the YAH-64 advanced attack helicopter
[NASA-CR-f78284] p 571 N87-23596

Hughes Research Labs., Malibu, Calif.
Flight model discharge system

[AD-A169423] p 117 N87-12571
Huntec 70 Ltd., Scarborough (Ontario).

Motion compensation requirements for a high resolution
spotlight SAR p 388 N87-18727

Idaho Univ., Moscow.

Dynamic mechanical properties of advanced composite
materials and structures: A review p 691 N87-25988

lit Research Inst., Bartlesvine, Okla.
Aviation turbine fuels, 1985

[DE86-012140] p 122 N87-11908

Data evaluation and technique development for analysis
of JP-5 fuels

[DE87-002025] p 380 N87-19534

Techniques to determine particulates in liquid fuels
[DE87-002028] p 458 N87-21135

Illinois Univ., Chicago.

New generation methods for spur, helical, and
spiral-bevel gears p 849 A87-53420

Functionalization of cubane using hypervalent iodine
p 606 N87-23807

Illinois Univ., Urbana.

Evaporation of monodisperse fuel sprays in flowing air
lAD-A177119] p 529 N87-22054

Development of mechanistic flexibte pavement design
concepts for the heavyweight F-15 aircraft
[AD-A181596] p 779 N87-27675

High-speed reacting flows: Research to understand
processes in supersonic combustors
lAD-A183952] p 846 N87-29629

Imperial Coll. of Science and Technology, London
(England).

Characteristics of a trailing flap flow with small
separation p 383 A87-29956

Wind tunnels and test rigs of the Department of
Aeronautics, Imperial College
[IC-AERO-86-02] p 193 N87-13455

Vorfex/bouodary layer interaction
[NASA-CR-180255] p 391 N87-19646

Comparison of finite difference calculations of a large
region of recirculating flow near an airfoil trailing edge

p 415 N87-20218
Velocity and temperature measurements in a can-type

gas-turbine combustor p 443 N87-21184
Indian Inst. of Science, Bangalore.

An experimental and analytical investigation of isolated
rotor flap-lag stability in forward flight

p 747 A87-48954
Indian Inst. of Tech., Madras.

Performance studies on an axial flow compressor
stage p 533 A87-37208

Indian Inst. of Tech., New Delhi.
Turbomachiee blade vibration p 593 N87-23621

Informatics General Corp., Moffett Field, Calif.
Experimental and numerical investigation of supersonic

turbulent flow through a square duct p 70 A87-14117
Supersonic laminar flow development in a square duct

p 341 A87-27958
Informatlcs General Corp., Palo Alto, Calif.

Unsteady transonics of a wing with tip store
p 4 A87-10524

Fast viscous correction method for full-potential
transonic wing analysis p 348 A87-31297

Information and Control Systems, Inc., Hampton, Va.
A combined stochastic feedforward and feedback

control design methodology with application to autoland
design
[NASA-CR-4078] p 705 N87-25806

Instltut Franco-Allemand de Recherches, St. Louis
(France).

Introduction to helicopter noise
[ISL-NB-40t/84] p 139 N87-12327

Inatltut National de Recherche d'lnformatlque et
d'Automatlque, Rocquencourt (France).

Numerical simulation by finite element methods of
transonic unsteady flow of compressible viscous fluids
modeled by the Navier-Stokes equations
[ETN-87-99048] p 389 N87-18797

Institute for Defense Analyses, Alexandria, Va.
Policy options for the aircraft turbine engine component

improvement program
lAD-A182727] p 764 N87-27672

Institute de Investigaciones Electricaa, Mexico City
(Mexico).

Sensitivity analysis of automatic flight control systems
using singular-value concepts p 310 A87-23978

Inatituto de Pesquises Espaclais, Sao Jose dos
Campos (Brazil).

Tool to develop real time simulation systems
[INPE-3979-TDL/233] p 137 N87-13179

Thermodynamic study of ramjet engines
[INPE-4071-RPE/527] p 370 N87-18567

Combustion, simulation and test statistics on solid-fueIod
ramjet engines

[INPE-4095-RPE/531] p 370 N87-19395
Comparing an improved first order panel method results

with wind-tunnel measurements for a complete airplane
configuration
[INPE-4132-PRE/1043] p 735 N87-27633

Instltuto Nacional de Tecnica Aeroespacial, Madrid
(Spain).

The effects of heavy rain on profile aerodynamics
[ETN-87-98848] p 292 N87-16809

Profile design in transonic regime
[ETN-87-98849] p 292 N87-16810

Ground vibration tests

[ETN-87-98847] p 331 N87-17422
Integrated Systems, Inc., Palo Alto, Calif.

Nonlinear flight test trajectory controllers for aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 85-1890] p 371 A87-28910

Inter Natlones, Bonn (West Germany).
Going beyond the limits. Aviation in Germany

[SO-1-87] p 710 N87-26853
Iowa State Univ. of Science and Technology, Ames.

Application of an upwind algorithm to the
three-dimensional parabolized Navier-Stokes equations
[AIAA PAPER 87-1112] p 557 A87-42061

A simultaneous viscous-inviscid interaction calculation
procedure for transonic turbulent flows

[AIAA PAPER 87-1155] p 559 A87-4210f
Application of a panel code to unsteady wing-propeller

interference p 731 A87-50347

Application of a potential code to general steady flows
in three dimensions p 50 N87-10262

Application of viscous-inviscid interaction methods to
transonic turbulent flows

(NASA-CR-179900] p 75 N87-11700
Wing/body interference flow investigation

[NASA-CR-179979] p 153 N87-14278
Iowa Univ., Iowa City.

Design sensitivity analysis of nonlinear structural
response p 390 N87-18863

ISTAR, Inc., Santa Monlca, Calif.

Detonation wave compression in gas turbines
[NASA-CR-179557] p 185 N87-13443

Italian Air Staff, Rome.

Some development trends in light ground attack
aircraft p 509 N87-22666

J

J and A Associates, Inc., Golden, Colo.
Evaluation of naphthene rich turbine fuels as heat sinks

for hypersonic aircraft
lAD-A182118] p 845 N87-28658

JAI Associates, Mountain View, Calif.
Acoustic propagation using computational fluid

dynamics p 149 A87.19246
Numerical simulations of unsteady airfoil-vortex

interactions p 413 A87-34851
Numerical simulation of tip vortices of wings in subsonic

and transonic flows

[AD-A169116] p 77 N87-12544

Jet Propulsion Lab., California Inst. of Tech.,
Pasadena.

Millimeter-wave imaging sensor p 181 A87-19094

Application of multiple objective optimization techniques
to finite element model tuning p 266 A87-22819

Droplet field visualization and characterization via digital
image analysis p 320 A87-25291

Wide-field shadowgraphy of tip vortices from a helicopter
rotor p 341 A87-27937

Laboratory measurements and a theoretical analysis of
the TCT fading channel radio system

p 385 A87-30321

Stability of axisymmetric boundary layers on sharp cones
at hypersonic Mach numbers
[AIAA PAPER 87-1413] p 567 A87-42442

Preliminary simultaneous L/C-band images from the JPL
aircraft synthetic aperture radar p 853 A87-53159

JPL multipolarization workstation - Hardware, software
and examples of data analysis p 858 A87-53231

Pool fires in a simulated aircraft cabin interior with

ventilation p 818 A87-53783

Influence of analysis and design models on minimum
weight design p 98 N87-11739
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John Deere Technologies International, Inc., Wood-Ridge, N.J.

Antimisting kerosene: Evaluation o! low temperature
performance
[DOTIFAA/CT-85/31] p 122 N87-11902

Aerodynamic breakup of polymer solutions via digital

image processing techniques
[AD.A170982] p 196 N87-13545

Evaluation of FM-9 antimisting kerosene variants
[NASA-CR-180015] p 196 N87-13566

The Mars airplane p 303 N87-17753

NASA/JPL aircraft SAn operations for 1984 and 1985
[NASA-CR-180237] p 393 N87-18909

Phase noise from aircraft motion: Compensation and

effect on synthetic aperture radar images
p 615 N87-24802

John Deere Technologies International, Inc.,
Wood-Ridge, N.J.

Advanced liquid.cooled, turbocharged and intercooled
stratified charge rotary engines for aircraft
[SAE PAPER 871039] p 759 A87-48766

Johns Hopkins Univ., Laurel, Md.
Tree attenuation at 869 MHz derived from remotely

piloted aircraft measurements p 361 A87-28414

Joint Inst. for Advancement of Flight Sciences,
Hampton, Va.

Boundary-layer effects on the flowfield about isolated
flow-through nacelles p 342 A87-27984

Stability robustness improvement using constrained
optimization techniques p 474 A87-32231

Validation of aerodynamic parameters at high angles
of attack for RAE high incidence research models
[AIAA PAPER 87-2558] p 729 A87-49608

Partitioning of flight data for aerodynamic modeling of
aircraft at high angles of attack
[AIAA PAPER 87-2621] p 750 A87-49621

Joint Pub,cations Research Scrvlce, Arlington, Va.
Possible military applications of stratospheric airship

discussed p 101 N87-12716
Developments in STOL aircraft reported

p 232 N87-15935
Optical transducer: STDL aircraft p 254 N87-15936
Discovery doubles jet engine thrust in experiments

p 252 N87-t6172
Treatment of technical objects as complex systems

p 267 N87-16181
Combined use of hydrogen as fuel atomizer and

additional fuel in gas-turbine engine p 261 N87-16182
Numerical analysis of heat transfer at surface of delta

wing in hypersonic air stream with large angle of attack
) 233 N87-16183

Optimum bearing surfaces of wings with intricate
geometry for supersonic _ght )245 N87-16187

Nonlinear integro-difterential equations for
aeroelasticity ) 245 N87-16189

Development of new aviation technology for gravimetric
surveying ) 331 N87-17106

Japan Report: Science and technology
[JPRS-JST-86-014] ) 391 N87-19541

Newest developments inplanning, testing reported
) 399 N87-20145

Effect of surface roughness on drag of aircraft
p 584 N87-23571

Principles of data display in aviation instruments
p 590 N87-23572

Experimental study of supersonic stream sliding at angle
past one-step wedge with jaws p 569 N87-23573

Structural analysis of supersonic jet discharging from
free-vortex nozzle by method of holographic interferometry
with pulsed laser p 570 N87-23574

Development of model describing unstable operation of
turbocompressor and design of antisurging protection for
gas turbine engine p 592 N87-23577

Effectiveness of balancing flexible rotary compressor
vanes on low-speed balancing machine

p 592 N87-23580
Flow of gas through turbine stage with spherical nozzle

segment p 592 N87-23582

K

Ksman Aerospace Corp., Bloomfield, Conn.
Regression analysis as a design optimization tool

p 136 N87-11754
A rotor optimization usingregression analysis

p 136 N87-t1755
Kansas Univ., Lawrence.

Static test of an ultralight airplane
[AIAA PAPER 86-2600] p 64 A87-14034

Incompressible Navier-Stokes solutions for a
sharp-edged double-delta wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-0206] p 220 A87-22484

Sensitivity analysis of automatic flight control systems
using singular-value concepts p 310 A87-23978

Shaping of airplane fuselages for minimum drag
p 553 A87-39889

High reSOlution upwind schemes for the
three-dimensional incompressible Navier-Stokes

equations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0547] p 569 A87-42650

Incompressible Navier-Stokes computations of vortical
flows over double-delta wings
[AIAA PAPER 87-1341] p 631 A87-44933

Three-dimensional incompressible Navier-Stokes
simulations of slender-wieg vortices
[AIAA PAPER 87-2476] p 726 A87-49092

Development of a takeoff performance monitoring
system
[AIAA PAPER 86-2145] p 828 A87-52962

Flight test of a digital controller used in a helicopter
autoland system ) 835 A87-53079

Effect of a round airfoil nose on leading-edge suction
) 809 A87-53784

An experimental investigation of dynamic ground
effect _ 14 N87-10833

Applications of CONMIN to wing design optimization with
vortex flow effect ;} 98 N87-11737

Design of a takeoff performance monitoring system
103 N87-11787

Development of a sensitivity analysis technique for
multiloop flight control systems ) 311 N87-16847

Investigation of dynamic ground effect
) 573 N87-24420

Analysis and design of airfoils and axisymmetric bodies
in transonic nonuniform flow ) 811 N87-28509

Kansas Univ. Center for Research, inc., Lawrence.

VSAERO analysis of structurally decoupled tip planforms
for a semispan wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-2416] p 724 A87-49086

Parametric analysis of a passive cyclic control device

for helicopters
[NASA-CR-166608] p 28 N87-10862

TRANDESNF: A computer program for transonic airfoil
design and analysis in nonuniform flow
]NASA-CR-4044] p 231 N87-15186

VORSTAB: A computer program for calculating
lateral-directional stability derivatives with vortex flow
effect
[NASA-CR-172501] p 332 N87-18329

Investigation of empennage buffeting
[NASA-CR-179426] p 392 N87-19754

Development of a takeoff performance monitoring
system
[NASA-CR-178255] p 437 N87-20264

An experimental investigation of dynamic ground
effect

[NASA-CR-180560] p 659 N87-26036

An experimental investigation of dynamic ground
effect

[NASA-CR-180305] p 731 N87-26858

Calculation of aerodynamic characteristics at high
angles of attack for airplane configurations
[NASA-CR-180678] p 731 N87-26860

An investigation of tip planform influence on the
aerodynamic load characteristics of semispan, upswept
wing and wing-tip
[NASA-CR-177428] p 731 N87-26865

Application of a sensitivity analysis technique to

high-order digital flight control systems
[NASA-CR-179429] p 837 N87-28565

Kentron IntemaUonsl, Inc., Hampton, Va.
Numerical methods and a computer program for

subsonic and supersonic aerodynamic design and analysis
of wings with attainable thrust considerations
[NASA-CR-3808] p 3 N87-10829

Tradecff methods in multiobjective insensitive design
of airplane control systems p 115 N87-11730

Aircraft configuration optimization including optimized
flight profiles p 98 N87-11743

Multidisciplinary optimization applied to a transport
aircraft p 84 N87-11746

The design and analysis of simple low speed flap
systems with the aid of linearized theory computer
programs
[NASA-CR-3913] p 812 N87-28522

Kentucky Univ., Lexington.
Determination of the local heat transfer characteristics

on glaze ice accretions on a cylinder and a NACA 0012
airfoil

[AD-A179931 ] p647 N87-25309

KHD Luftfahrttechnlk G.m.b.H., Oberursel (West
Germany).

Comparison between inverse designed (PVD) airfoils
and standard series airfoils for high loaded axial turbine
nozzle application p 518 N87-21951

KLM Royal Dutch Airlines, Amsterdam (Netherlands).

Fuel saving and fuel related subjects within an airline's
operational environment
[ETN-87-90148] p 648 N87-26034

CORPORA TE SOURCE

Kohlman Systems Research, Inc., Lawrence, Karts.
Flight test report of the NASA icing research airplane:

Performance, stability, and control after flight through
natural icing conditions
[NASA-CR-179515] p 116 N87-11797

L

Land Turbine Sensors, Inc., Tullytown, PS.
Some considerations relating to aero engine

pyrometry p 468 N87-21187
Lavel Univ. (Quebec).

Skin friction measurements following manipulation of a

turbulent boundary layer p386 A87-3t 173
Lawrence Llvermore National Lab., Calif.

Integration of communications with the Intelligent
Gateway Processor
[DE87-002386] p 396 N87-19981

Lear Slegler, Inc., Grand Rapids, Mich.
Data compression techniques for multifunction flight

data recorders p 33 N87-10094

Operating and support hazard analysis for self-contained
navigation system LSI model 6216A, B and C, group B
[AD-A169381] p 22 N87-10855

Lehigh Univ., Bethlehem, Pa.
Analysis of structures with rotating, flexible

substructures
]AD-A182318] p 792 N87-28067

Leicester Univ. (England).
The aerodynamics of parachutes

[AGARD-AG-295] p 733 N87-26881
Uburdl Engineering Ltd., Burlington (Ontario).

Repair techniques for gas turbine components
p 325 N87-17071

Lightning and Transients Research Inst., St. Paul,
Minn.

An experimental and theoretical study of nuclear-EMP
(electromagnetic pulse)-type lightning simulators with
combined peaking capacitor and crowbar
[AD-A172648] p 267 N87-15407

Lightning Technologies, Inc., Pittsfield, Mass.
Summary of NASA storm hazards lightning research,

1980-1985 p 80 A87-15003

Little (Dallas N.) and Associates, Bryan, Tex.
Soil stabilization for roadways and airfields

[AD-A183382] p 839 N87-29545
Litton Technlsche Werks, Frelburg (West Germany).

Navigation systems for the new generation of combat
and transport helicopters and associated flight tests

p 823 N87-29481
Liverpool Univ. (England).

Non-linear identification of a squeeze-film damper
p 538 N87-22213

Lockheed-California Co., Burbank.
Some experiences in aircraft aeroelastic design using

Preliminary Aeroelastic Design of Structures (PAD)
p 98 N87-11747

Window acoustic study for advanced turboprop aircraft
[NASA-CR-172391] p 138 N87-12322

Flight service evaluation of advanced composite ailerons
on the L-1011 transport aircraft
[NASA-CR-178170] p 318 N87-16883

Development of an advanced pitch active control system
and a reduced area horizontal tail for a wide-body jet
aircraft
[NASA-CR-172283] p 312 N87-17711

Extended flight evaluation of a near-term pitch active
control system
[NASA-CR-172266] p 313 N87-17712

Development of an advanced pitch active control system
for a wide body jet aircraft
[NASA-CR-172277] p 313 N87-17713

KRASH analysis correlation: Transport airplane
controlled impact demonstration test
[DOT/FAA/CT-86/13] p 354 N87-19368

Development of field level repairs for composite
structures p 404 N87-20177

Development of powder metallurgy 2XXX series AI alloy
plate and sheet materials for high temperature aircraft
structural applications, FY 1983/1984
[NASA°CR-172521] p 458 N87-20406

Flight and analytical investigations of a structural mode
excitation system on the YF-12A airplane
[NASA-CR-166623] p 520 N87-22685

KRASH analysis correlation. Transport airplane
controlled impact demonstration test
lAD-A179906] p 647 N87-25308

Flight service evaluation of advanced composite ailerons
on the L-1011 transport aircraft

[NASA-CR-178321] p 691 N87-25439
CFD applications: The Lockheed perspective

p 644 N87-26005
Development of a reduced area horizontal tail for a wide

body jet aircraft
[NASA-CR-172278] p 837 N87-28564
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ACEE composite structures technology
[NASA-CR-172360] p 845 N87-28615

Advanced manufacturing development of a composite
empennage component for L-1011 aircraft. Phase 3:
Production readiness verification testing
[NASA-CR-172383-PH-3] p 845 N87.28616

Advanced composite vertical fin for L-1011 aircraft
[NASA-CR-3816] p 845 N87-28617

Study o1 utilization of advanced composites in fuselage
structures of large transports
[NASA-CR-172404] p 845 N87-28619

Lockheed-Georgta Co., Marietta.
A new meaning to 'flying the desk'

p 192 A87-16762
Application of decomposition techniques to the

preliminary design of a transport aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 86-2617] p 162 A87-17878

High speed wind tunnel tests of the PTA aircraft
[SAE PAPER 861744] p 409 A87-32619

Wind tunnel tests on a one-foot diameter SR-7L propfan
model

[AIAA PAPER 87-1892] p 635 A87-45281
Static tests of the propulsion system

]AIAA PAPER 87-1728] p830 A87-52245
PTA test bed aircraft engine inlet model test report,

revised
[NASA-CR-174845] p 35 N87-10866

Optimization in the systems engineering process
p 96 N87-11719

Application of the generalized reduced gradient method
to conceptual aircraft design p 97 N87-11722

Sizing-stiffened composite panels loaded in the
postbuckling range p 129 N87-11733

LFC leading edge glove flight: Aircraft modification

design, test article development and systems integration
[NASA-CR-172136] p 275 N87-17658

Application of decomposition techniques to the
preliminary design of a transport aircraft
[NASA-CR-178239] p 362 N87-18563

Development of laminar flow control wing surface
composite structures
[NASA-CR-172330] p 483 N87-21849

Propfan test assessment testbed aircraft flutter model

test report
[NASA-CR-179458] p 814 N87-29413

Propfan test assessment propfan propulsion system
static test report

]NASA-CR-179613] p 834 N87-29536
Logistics Management Inst., Bethesda, Md.

Prototype aircraft sustainability model
[AD-At83183] p 802 N87.29405

Loughborough Univ. of Technology (England).

A review of the performance of swept tip helicopter main
rotor blades and an analysis of aeroacoustical effects
[ETN-87-98936] p 302 N87-17696

Luftfahrt-Bundeumt, Brunswick (West Germany).
Information from the Federal Aviation Office on

development, manufacturing, noise, model licensing, traffic
licensing, maintenance and servicing
[ETN-86-98202] p 144 N87-13401

Results of the specialized investigation of accidents
involving German aircraft at home and abroad, and with
foreign aircraft at home

[ISSN-0178.8094] p 576 N87-23602
I.uTech, Inc., Lafayette, Calif.

Processing, evaluation and analysis of the magnetic field
data acquired by the F-106 nose boom sensor

]AD-A172180] p 244 N87-15961

M

MacAulay-Brown, Inc., Falrbom, Ohio.

Development of simulated directional audio for cockpit
applications
[AD.Af75350] p 391 N87.19570

MaCNeal-Schwendler Corp., Los Angeles, Calif.
Design enhancement tools in MSC/NASTRAN

p 136 N87-11748

Manudyne Syatema, Inc., Los Altos, Calif.
Study of helicopterroll control effectiveness criteria

[NASA.CR-177404] p 681 N87-25330

Maryland Univ., College Park.
Prediction of blade stresses due to gust loading

p 298 A87-25029

Use of an implicit formulation based on quasilinearization
for the aeroelastic response and stability of rotor blades
in forward flight
[AIAA PAPER 87-0921] p 428 A87-33725

Ground and air resonance of bearingless rotors in
hover

[AIAA PAPER 87-0924] p 429 A87-33759

Design sensitivity analysis for an aeruelastic optimization
of a helicopter blade
[AIAA PAPER 87-0923] p 429 A87-33761

Aeroelastic stability of composite rotor blades in hover
p 25 N87-10060

Dynamic stability of hingeless and bearingless rotor
blades in forward flight p 242 N87-15201

Optimization of hypersonic waveriders derived from cone

flows including viscous effects p 413 N87-20193

Aeroelastic stability of bearingless rotors in forward
flight p 432 N87-20260

Gust response of helicopters p 682 N87-26049

An experimental investigation of shock waves and
turbulent boundary layer interactions in a supersonic
flowfield through an annular duct p 790 N87-27931

Real time programs. Design implementation of
validation: A survey
[AD-A182144] p 796 N87-28309

Massachusetts InaL of Tech., Cambridge.
Multi-variable control of the GE T700 engine using the

LQG/LTR design methodology p 103 A87-13418

Multivariable control of a twin lift helicopter system using
the LQG/LTR design methodology p 110 A87-13419

Leading-edge vortex solutions with large total pressure
losses

[AIAA PAPER 87-0039] p217 A87-22372

In-flight measurement of ice growth on an airfoil using
an array of ultrasonic transducers

[AIAA PAPER 87-0178] p 234 A87-22464

Energetics of oscillating lifting surfaces using integral
conservation laws

[AIAA PAPER 87-0193] p 220 A87-22474
Comparative low Raynold._ number tests of NACA

¢o4-210, NACA 0012, and W0ltmann FX67-K170 airfoils
in heavy rain
[AIAA PAPER 87-0259] p 222 A87-22518

Comparison of measured and computed pitot pressures
in a leading edge vortex from a delta wing

p 556 A87-41512
Helicopter individual-blade-control research at MIT

1977-1985 p 679 A87-43446

Compadsen of wet and dry growth in artificial and flight
icing conditions p 646 A87-45635

Mach number scaling of helicopter rotor blade/vortex
interaction noise p 797 A87-48910

On helicopter rotor low frequency broadband noise
p 797 A87-48912

Euler and Navier-Stokes solutions for the leeside flow
over delta wings at supersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 87-2270] p 722 A87-49053

Low Reynolds number tests of NACA 64-210, NACA
0012, and Wortmann FX67-K 170 airfoils in rain

p 730 A87-50345
Potential impacts of advanced technologies on the ATC

capacity of high-density terminal areas
[NASA.CR-4024] p 22 N87-10854

Signal processing and interpretation using multilevel
signal abstractions

[AD-A169166] p 57 N87-11513
Dynamics and aeroelasticity of composite structures

[AD-A172922] p 260 N87-16078
Dynamics of full annular rotor rub

[AD-A173311] p 327 N87-18098
Investigation of air transport technology at

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1983
p 352 N87-18521

Development of an LED display system for cross-treck
distance and velocity for Loran-C flight

p 356 N87-18522
Loran-C approach guidance project current status

p 356 N87-18523
Applications of Euler equations to sharp edge delta wings

with leading edge vortices p 415 N87-20214
Fluid dynamics of high performance turbomachines

[AD-A177003] p 469 N87-21341
A coordinate conversion algorithm for multisensor data

processing
[AD-A176368] p 476 N87-21603

Vortex shedding in compressor blade wakes
p 516 N87-21932

Investigation of air transportation technology at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1984

p 496 N87-22605
Aircraft approach guidance using relative Loran-C

navigation p 503 N87-22606

Probabilistic Modeling of Loran-C for nonprecision
approaches p 503 N87-22607

A linearized Euler analysis of unsteady flows in
turbomachinery
[NASA-CR-180987] p 542 N87-22948

Adaptive noise reduction in aircraft communication
systems
[AD-A178267] p 612 N87-23851

An experimental low Reynolds number comparison of
a Wortmann FX67-K170 airfoil, a NACA 0012 airfoil and
a NACA 64-210 airfoil in simulated heavy rain
[NASA-CR-181119] p 644 N87-25997

McDonnell-Douglas Corp., St. Louis, Mo.

Non-linear unsteady wing theory, part 1. Quasi
two-dimensional behavior: Airfoils and slender wings
[NASA-CR-181008] p 731 N87-26862

Computational methods for vortex dominated
compressible flows
[NASA-CR-181144] p 789 N87-27130

Investigation of air transportation technology at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1985

p 740 N87-27597
Experimental methodologies to support aircraft icing

analysis p 740 N87-27598
Dynamics and aeroelasticity of composite structures

lAD-A182713] p 825 N87-28543
Preliminary Memphis FAA (Federal Aviation

Administration)/Lincoln Laboratory operational weather
studies results

lAD-A182730] p 854 N87-29057
Automation at the man-mechine interface

p 855 N87-29504
Massachusetts Inat. of Tech., Lexington.

Mode S beacom system: Functional description
[DOT/FAA/PM-86119] p87 N87-11715

Traffic alert and collision avoidance system (TCAS)
surveillance performance in helicopters
[DOT/FAA/PM-85/29] p 503 N87-21905

Massachusetts Univ., Amherst.

Processor tradsoffs in distributed real-time systems
p 857 A87-52796

Materials Research Labs., Ascot Vale (Australia).
Investigation of coating performance and corrosion of

compressor components in the TF30-P-3 engine of F111C
aircraft

[AD-A168802] p 107 N87-11792
Grinding of steel: A case study

[AD-A174649] p 324 N87-17048
Max-Planck-lnstltut fuer Stroemungaforechung,

Goettlngen (West Germany).
Vortex shedding of a square cylinder in front of a slender

airfoil at high Reynolds numbers. Part 1: Spacing effect
[MPIS-23/1985] p 13 N87-10048

Vortex shedding of a square cylinder in front of a slender
airfoil at high Reynolds numbers. Part 2: Compressibility
effect

[MPIS.24/1985] p 75 N87-11704
Noise development in transonic flows at the impact of

vortices on a profile leading edge
[MPIS-5/1986] p 209 N87-14960

Supersonic and transonic supersonic flow
[MPIS-16/1986] p 811 N87-28508

The Fringe Reading Facility at the Max-Planck-lnstitut
fuer Stroomungsforschung p 851 N87-29452

McDonnell Aircraft Co., SL Louis, Mo.
Multiple jet impingement flowfields p 73 A87-15461
Investigation of a delta-wing fighter model flow field at

transonic speeds

[AIAA PAPER 87-1749] p 634 A87-45182
Flutter optimization in fighter aircraft design

p 97 N87-11721
Battle damage repair of composite structures

p 405 N87-20189
STO/landing thrust: Reverser jet flowfields

p 573 N87-24417
Design optimization of fighter aircraft

p 586 N87-24451
Viscid/inviscid separated flows

[AD-At79858] p 699 N87-25536
Flight worthiness of fire resistant hydraulic systems.

Volume 2: Component and endurance testing
[AD-A180865] p 751 N87-26899

Propulsion and airframe aerodynamic interactions of
supersonic V/STOL configurations, phase 1
[NASA-CR-177369] p 812 N87.28521

McDonnelI-Douglaa Corp., Long Beach, Calif.
Development of selected advanced aerodynamics and

active control concepts for commercial transport aircraft
[NASA-CR-3781] p 275 N87-17659

OC-10 winglet flight evaluation
[NASA-CR-3748] p 302 N87-17694

Simulation of automatic precision departures and missed
approaches using the microwave landing system
[NASA-CR-178312] p 741 N87-26893

Development of laminar flow control wing surface porous
structure

[NASA-CR-172424] p 802 N87-28502

Propfan experimental data analysis
[NASA-CR-166582] p 826 N87-28545

ACEE composite structures technology
[NASA-CR-172359] p 844 N87-28613

McDonnell-Douglas Corp., St. Louis, Mo.
Boundary.layer and wake measurements on a swept,

circulation-control wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-0156] p 219 A87-22449

Numerical simulation and comparison with experiment
for self-excited oscillations in a diffuser flow

p 693 A87-43381
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McDonnell-Douglas Helicopter Co., Mesa, Ariz. CORPORA TE SOURCE

Response of transonic diffuser flows to abrupt increases
of back pressure: Wall pressure measurements

p 611 N87-23793

McDonnell-Douglas Helicopter Co., Mesa, Ariz.
Application of higher harmonic btade feathering on the

OH-6A helicopter for vibration reduction
[NASA-CR-4031] p 230 N87-15175

Aercelasticity and mechanical stability report, 0.27 Mach
scale model of the YAH-64 advanced attack helicopter

[NASA-CR-178284] p 571 N87-23596

McDonnell-Douglas Research Labs., St. Louis, Mo.
Laser Doppler Velocimeter measurements in a 3-D

impinging twin-jet fountain flow p572 N87-24412

Computational fluid dynamics applications at McDonnel
Douglas p 701 N87-26007

Mechanical Technology, Inc., Latham, N. Y.
AI (Artificial Intelligence) gas turbine rotor diagnostics

[AD-A178996] p 520 N87-22683

Mesoecale Environmental SlmulaUons, Inc., Hampton,
Vs.

The terminal area s_mulaUon system. Volume 2:
Verification cases

[NASA-CR-4047] p 421 N87-20252
The terminal area simulation system. Volume 1:

Theoretical formulation
[NASA-CR-4046] p 421 N87-20255

Meseerechmltt-Boelkow-Blohm G.m.b.H., Augsburg

(West Germany).
Economical manufacturing and inspection of the

electron-beam-welded Tornado wing box
p 324 N87-17055

Messerschmitt-Boelkow-Blohm G.m.b.H., Bremen
(West Germany).

An experimental investigation of a supercritical airfoil
at transonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 87-1241] p 630 A87-44914

Development of a technology for increasing payload of
existing aircraft (NEW 2)
[BMFT-FB-W-86-007] p 177 N87-14328

Problems of the application of wind tunnel results to
aerodynamic performance of large aircraft

p 242 N87-15161

Boundary layer transition control for takeoff and landing

configurations p 242 N87-15162
Transition fixing in the high speed range for the

development of civil aircraft wings p 242 N87-15164

Analytical description of crack resistance curves for
aluminum sheets used in aircraft construction
[MBB-UT-133/85] p 700 N87-25604

Industrial application of computer aided structural
optimization in aircraft construction
[MBB-UT-273/86] p 706 N87-26523

Comparison between 2D transonic flutter calculations
in the time and frequency domain p 812 N87-28520

Messerechmltt-Boelkow-Blohm G.m.b.H., Hamburg
(West Germany).

A-310 Aircraft Integrated Data SystemS (AIDS) design
philosophy p 30 N87-10076

Design of a composite tail for the Airbus A-320
[MBB-UT-12-86] p 658 N87-25316

A310-300 CFRP fin damage tolerance demonstration
[MBB-UT-015/86] p 658 N87-25317

Automated systems for the manufacture of Airbus
vertical stabilizers

[MSB-UT-17.86] p 705 N87-25786

Development and testing of critical components for the
technological preparation on an Airbus fuselage made of
carbon fiber reinforced plastics, phase 1
[BMFT-FB-W-86-017] p 692 N87-26151

Melmerechmltt-Boelkow-Blohm G.m.b.H., Munich (West
Germany).

Requirements and applications for radar simulations: A
standpoint of an airframe company p 389 N87-18759

Design for repairability of helicopter composite blades

p 431 N87-20176
Composite repair of cocured J-stiffened panels: Design

and test verification p 404 N87-20181
Composite repair techniques for J-stiffened composite

fuselage structures p 405 N87-20186
Euler solution for a complete fighter aircraft at sub- and

supersonic speed p 432 N87-20216
MLS: Its technical features and operational capabilities

p 501 N87-21892
Integrated design of structures p 509 N87-22669
New trends in intake/engine compatibility assessment

p 593 N87-24467
Development of intake swirl generators for turbo jet

engine testing p 603 N87-24480
Design for repairability of helicopter rotor blades

[MBB-UD-491/86] p 658 N87-25315
Effects of impact loading on carbon fiber reinforced

structures
[MBB-Z-83/86] p 691 N87.25436

Messarechmltt-Boelkow-Blohm G.m.b.H., Ottobrunn
(West Germany).

Experience with the Onboard Checkout And Monitoring
System (OCAMS) of a military aircraft resulting
improvements and the consequence for future design

p 31 N87-10079
Industrial application of structural optimization in aircraft

construction

[MBB-UT-270-56] p 302 N87-17697
European Transonic Wind Tunnel (ETW) model

technology. Investigations of the transient temperature and
stress behavior of ETW models

[MBB-LKE-123/S/PUS-242] p 316 N87-1772t
Electromagnetic interference (EMI) fault prevention and

self recovery of digital flight control systems
[MBB-UD-483/86] p 523 N87-22686

Aircraft technologies of the nineties in MBB passenger
aircraft projects
[MBB-UT-2t/86] p 625 N87-25291

Application of a three-dimensional Euler code to
transonic blade tip flow
[MBB-UD-482/86] p 642 N87-25299

A model test vehicle for hypersonic aerospace systems
development
[MBB-UR-875/56] p 658 N87-25314

The role of simulation in helicopter development
[MBB-UD-435/86] p 687 N87-25333

Research and development. Technical-scientific
publications 1986
[ETN-87-99713] p 710 N87-26826

Use of artificial intel_ence methods
[MBB-LKE-434-S/PUBLW84] p 707 N87-26831

Euler solution for a complete fighter aircraft at sub- and
supersonic speed
[MBB-LKE-122-S/PUS/234] p 660 N87-26833

Aircraft technology of the nineties in MBB passenger

aircraft projects
[MSB-UT-0021/86] p 660 N87-26834

Integration of the propfan concept in aircraft design
[MBB-UT-0001/86] p 677 N87-26835

Conceptual studies of control systems for wings with
variable camber
[MBB-UT-221/88] p 682 N87-26836

Development of novel bearingless rotor systems
[MBB-UD-471/86] p 702 N87-26837

Avionics systems for future civil helicopters
[MBS-UD-473/86] p 662 N87-26835

Michigan State Univ., East Lansing.
Corrosion maintenance and experimental design

(AD-A181926] p 716 N87-27610
Michigan Technological Univ., Houghton.

Airplane flight through wind-shear turbulence
p 80 A87-14371

Turbulence structure in microburst phenomena
p 470 A87-34514

Michigan Univ., Ann Arbor.
Processor tradeoffs in distributed real-time systems

p 857 A87-52796
On optimal design for the blade-root/hub interface in

jet engines p 106 N87-11769
Optimal turning at high angle of attack of supersonic

and hypersonic vehicles p 300 N87-16814
Magnetostatic surface field measurement facility

lAD-A178258] p 612 N87-23850
Military Academy, West Point, N. Y.

Interpretation of a class of in-flight lightning signatures
p 81 A87-15005

Ministry of Defence, London (England).
Cost analysis of aircraft projects p 483 N87-22664

Minnesota Univ., Minneapolis.
Accelerometer placement in active flutter suppression

systems p 828 A87-52963

Studies of gas turbine heat transfer: Airfoil surface and
end-wall

[AD-A172470] p 185 N87-13444

Eigenspace techniques for active flutter suppression
[NASA-CR-4071] p 522 N87-21960

Mlsalselppl State Univ., Mlsalselppl State.
Three-dimensional unsteady Euler solutions for prop fans

and counter-rotating propfans in transonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 87-1197] p 562 A87-42314

Generation of surface grids through elliptic partial
differential equations for aircraft and missile
configurations
[AD-A172867] p 271 N87-16557

Equipment for turbulent heat transfer test apparatus
lAD-A179612] p 541 N87-22930

Mississippi Univ., University.
Mobile intercept of storms p 132 N87-13064

Missouri Univ., Rolls.
Modeling the effects of wind tunnel wall absorption on

the acoustic radiation characteristics of propellers
[AIAA PAPER 56-1576] p 208 A87-t7991

Fast viscous correction method for full-potential
transonic wing analysis p348 A87-31297

A comparison of the structureborne and airborne paths
for propfan interior noise
[NASA-CR-t80289] p 708 N87-26612

Mitre Corp., McLean, Vs.
Monopole element at the center of a circular

groundplane of arbitrary radius. Volume 2: Appendices
[AD-At71228] p 200 N87 13616

A proposed single criterion for IFR (Instrument Flight
Rules) approaches to converging runways
[AD-A171844] p 237 N87-15953

Development of an air ground data exchange concept:
Flight deck perspective
[NASA-CR-4074] p 582 N87-23607

Mltaublahl Heavy-Industries Ltd., Tokyo (Japan).
A description of a turbulent flow past a circular cylinder

by a discrete vortex method p 11 N87-10014

Mobile Satalllte Corp., King of Prussia, Pa.
Mobile aviation services in the

1545-1559/1646.5-1660.5 MHz band
p 266 N87-15364

The United States mobile satellite service
p 267 N87-15381

Motoren- und Turblnen-gnlon Muenchen G.m.b.H.

(West Germany).
Influence of shock and boundary-layer losses on the

performance of highly loaded supersonic axial flow
compressors p 516 N87-21935

Computation of transonic 2D cascade flow and
comparison with experiments p 517 N87-21943

N

National Academy of Sciences - National Research
Council, Washington, D. C.

Current capabilities and future directions in
computational fluid dynamics
[NASA-CR-t 79946] p 200 N87-13663

Net shape technology in aerospace structures. Volume
1

[AD-A176508] p 406 N87-20957
Net shape technology in aerospace structures. Volume

2. Appendix. Precision Forgings in Aerospace Structures.
Presentations of a workshop held on December 3-5, 1984
in Oxnard, California

lAD-A176509] p 406 N87-20958
Net shape technology in aerospace structures. Volume

3. Appendix. Emerging Net Shape Technologies.
Presentations of a workshop held on March 27-29, 1985
in Santa Barbara, California
[AD-A176510] p 406 N87-20959

Net shape technology in aerospace structures. Volume
4. Appendix. Future Composite Manufacturing Technology.
Presentations of a workshop held on September 9-12, 1985
in Gaithersburg, Maryland
[AD-A176511] p 407 N87-20960

Aircraft and engine development testing
lAD-A176711 ] p 407 N87-20961

NaUonal Aeronautical Establishment, Ottawa (Ontario).
A flight investigation of helicopter low-speed response

requirements
[AIAA PAPER 87-2285] p 767 A87-49578

Further studies on the 21% thick, supercritical NLF airfoil
NAE (National Aeronautical Establishment)68-060-21:1
[AD-A175923] p 350 N87-19358

High temperature protective coatings for aero engine
gas turbine components
[AD.A176001] p 442 N87-20286

Flutter analysis of a two-dimensional airfoil with cubic
non-linear restoring force
[NAE-AN-36] p 493 N87-22628

Airborne simulation at the National Aeronautical
Establishment of Canada p 602 N87-23659

Determination of handling qualities and display
requirements for helicopter instrument flight during
decelerating approaches to slow speeds
lAD-At82797] p 836 N87-28559

National Aeronautical Lab., Bangalore (India).
Effects of flap position on longitudinal parameters of

HFS-320

[NAL-TM-SE-8602] p 25 N87-10062
Tunnel interference from pressure measurements on

control surfaces
[AE-TM-8-83] p 37 N87-10104

Effect of static inplane loads and boundary conditions
on the flutter of flat rectangular panels
[NAL-TM.ST.8604) p 50 N87-10404

Buffet onset measurements on an aircraft model at
transonic Mach numbers

[NAL-TM-AE-8602] p 490 N87-21861
On 3D boundary layer computations on swept wings

[NAL-PD-FM-8715] p 490 N87-21862

Analysis of two-dimensional multi-component airfoils in
viscous flows
[NAL-TM-AE-8701] p 491 N87-21863
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CORPORA TE SOURCE NASA. Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.

Lee surface flow over delta wings at supersonic speeds:

Some features of different types of flow
[NAL-TM-AE-8612] p 491 N87-21864

Lee-surface flow over delta wings at supersonic
speeds
[NAL-TM-AE-8610] p 491 N87-21865

Neeplanar vortex lattice method for analysis of complex
multiple lifting surfaces
[NAL-TM-AE-8606] p 491 N87-21866

Design of an axial flow research compressor operating
in the subsonic and transonic ranges
[NAL-TM-PR-8607] p 518 N87-21952

Through flow analysis within axial flow turbomachinery
blade rows
[NAL-PD-PR-86091 p 537 N87-22167

National Aeronautlce and Space Administration,
Washington, D.C.

Civil propulsion technology for the next twenty-five
years p 624 A87-46177

Rekindled vision of hypersonic travel
p 715 A87-50373

Aeronautical facilities assessment

[NASA-RP-1146] p 37 N87-10876
Aerodynamic characteristics of general aviation at high

angle of attack with the propeller slipstream
[NASA-TM-88503] p 153 N87-14280

Accident of the DC-10 EC-DEG aircraft at Malaga on
September 13, 1982
[NASA-TM-88007] p 156 N87-14305

An overview of the British Aerospace HOTOL
transatmospheric vehicle
[N,_,SA-TM-88008] p 175 N87-14317

Deep stall characteristics of MU-300
[NASA-TM-88502] p 175 N87-14318

Study of double exposure holography of the
3-dimeosional character of the flow around an airfoil profile
in a wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-88486] p 202 N87-14673

On contact problems of elasticity theory
[NASA-TM-88491] p 203 N87-14729

Procedures for computing transonic flows for control
of adaptive wind tunnels
[NASA-TM-88530] p 257 N87-15235

Direct calculation of wall interferences and wall

adaptation for two-dimensional flow in wind tunnels with
closed walls

[NASA-TM-88523] p 258 N87-15236
Investigation of the components of the NAL high

Reynolds number two-dimensional wind tunnel. Part 4:
Design, construction and performance of the exhaust
silencer

[NASA-TM-88513] p 258 N87-15237
The design of composite structures: Aircraft design

[NASA-'I-r-20011 ] p 432 N87-20261
Theory and design of flight-vehicle engines

[NASA-TM-88583] p 442 N87-20281
The aerodynamic optimization of wings at subsonic

speeds and the influence of wingtip design
[NASA-TM-88534] p 493 N87-22627

The classification of wind shears from the point of view
of aerodynamics and flight mechanics
[NASA-'I-F-20020] p 615 N87-24866

Recent progress in the measurement of the drag
coefficients of medals of transport aircraft in a wind
tunnel

[NASA-'I-r-20096] p 644 N87-25306
The interference of the model support mast with

measurements of the longitudinal and lateral aerodynamic
coefficients

[NASA-'n'-20079] p 644 N87.25307
Study of a variable sweep wing in sub or transonic

flow

[ NASA-'I-F-20117 ] p736 N87-27644
Development of supersonic computational aerodynamic

program using panel method
[NASA-TT-20113] p 813 N87-28526

Some numerical calculations by using linear classical
sonic theories approached from sub- or supersonic
speeds
[NASA-'i-r-20112] p 813 N87-28527

High accuracy thrust measurement of aeronautical
propulsion systems with particular consideration to a

hydraulic force measuring device, part 1
[NASA-'i-r-20080] p 834 N87-28558

National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Ames
Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.

Unsteady transonics of a wing with tip store
p 4 A87-10524

Computation of turbulent supersonic flows around

pointed bodies having crossflow separation
p5 A87-11487

Numerical simulation of viscous supersonic flow over
a generic fighter configuration p6 A87-11509

A simulation of rotor-stator interaction using the Euler
equations and patched grids p7 A87-11536

Recent advances in aeroacoustics p 58 A87-11766

Helicopter impulsive noise - Theoretical and
experimental status p58 A87-11771

A comparison of interactive boundary-layer and
thin-layer Navier-Stokes procedures p 8 A87-11785

Time-based air traffic management using expert
systems p 85 A87-13362

Grundy - Parallel processor architecture makes
programming easy p 135 A87-13703

An exterior Poisson solver using fast direct methods
and boundary integral equations with applications to
nonlinear potential flow p 125 A87-13872

Computation of sharp-fin-induced shock wave/turbulent

boundary-layer interactions p 70 A87o14104
Convergence acceleration for a three-dimensional

Euler/Navier-Stokes zonal approach p 70 A87-f4t05

Experimental and numerical investigation of supersonic
turbulent flow through a square duct p 70 A87-14117

Recent advances in aerodynamics p 73 A87-15451
Modeling of turbulent separated flows for aerodynamic

applications p 73 A87-15454
The evolution of adaptive-wall wind tunnels

p 118 A87°15464
Laser velocimetry for transonic aerodynamics

p 74 A87-15467
Special opportunities in helicopter aerodynamics

p 74 A87-15469
Requirement analysis of an intelligent, redundant,

actuation system p 179 A87-16766
Recent developments in the dynamics of advanced rotor

systems. II p 161 A87-16962
Nonlinear flexure and torsion of rotating beams, with

application to helicopter rotor blades. I - Formulation. II -
Response and stability results' p 161 A87-16963

Flight evaluation of augmented controls for approach
and landing of powered-lift aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 85-1944] p 188 A87-17755

Performance studies on the application of four-engine
and two-engine USB propulsive lift to the E-2C aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 86-2674] p 164 A87-17915

Automated tuning of airframe vibration by structural
optimization p 168 A87-19208

Rotor/wing aerodynamic interactions in hover

p 149 A87-19225
System identification techniques for helicopter higher

harmonic control p 190 A87-19241
Acoustic propagation using computational fluid

dynamics p 149 A87-19246
Folding tilt rotor demonstrator feasibility study

p 169 A87-19247
Pilot use of simulator cues for autorotation landings

p 192 A87-19252
Flight evaluation of height response characteristics for

the hover bob-up task and comparison with proposed
criteria p 170 A87-19255

Introduction to GRASP General rotorcraft

aeromecbanical stability program - A modern approach
to rotororaft modeling p 170 A87-19258

New capabilities and recent research programs of the
NASA/Army CH-47B variable-stability helicopter

p 191 A87-19266
A review of current finite difference rotor flow methods

p 149 A87-19275
Euler calculations for rotor configurations in unsteady

forward flight p150 A87-19276
Control and display requirements for decelerating

approach and landing of fixed- and rotary-wing VSTOL
aircraft p 193 A87-19279

Supersonic STOVL fighter concepts featuring the hybrid
tandem-fan propulsion system p 172 A87-19281

The role of modeling and flight testing in rotorcraft
parameter identification
[AD-A174776] p 172 A87-19287

Helicopter impulsive noise - Theoretical and
experimental status p 271 A87-21195

Construction of a 2- by 2-foot transonic adaptive-wall
test section at the NASA Ames Research Center

[AIAA PAPER 86-1089] p 256 A87-21532
TRANAIR - A computer code for transonic analyses of

arbitrary configurations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0034] p216 A87-22369

Three.dimensional nearfield characterization of a

VSTOL jet in turbulent crossflow
[AIAA PAPER 87-0051] p 217 A87-22382

Boundary-layer and wake measurements on a swept,
ciroulation-control wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-0156] p 219 A87-22449

A comparison of turbulence closure models for transonic
flows about airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 87-0418] p 224 A87-22619

Further comparisons of interactive boundary-layer and
thin-layer Navier-Stokes procedures
[AIAA PAPER 87-0430] p 225 A87-22625

A study of multi-body aerodynamic interference at
transonic Mach numbers

[AIAA PAPER 87.0519] p 226 A87-22682

Euler solution of the transonic flow for a helicopter
rotor

[AIAA PAPER 87-0523] p 227 A87-22685
Algorithm developments for the Euler equations with

calculations of transonic flows
[AIAA PAPER 87-0536] p 227 A87-22691

Strake-geeerated vortex interactions for a fighter-like
configuration
[AIAA PAPER 87-0589] p 227 A87-22723

Finite difference methods for the solution of unsteady
potential flows p 277 A87-23640

Artificial dissipation models for the Euler equations
p 278 A87-23656

Transonic separated solutions for an augmentor wing
p 279 A87-24032

Measurement and prediction of model-rotor flowfields
p 320 A87-24033

Transonic Navier-Stokes solutions for a fighter-like
configuration
[AIAA PAPER 87-0032] p 280 A87-24906

Numerical simulation of three-dimensional supersonic
inlet flow fields

[AIAA PAPER 87-0160] p 282 A87-24932
Numerical simulation by TVD schemes of complex shock

reflections from airfoils at high angle of attack
[AIAA PAPER 87-0350] p 282 A87-24953

A survey of simulation and diagnostic techniques for
hypersonic nonequilibrium flows
[AIAA PAPER 87-0406] p 320 A87-24958

Viscous transonic airfoil workshop results using
ARC2D

[AIAA PAPER 87-0415] p 283 A87-24960
Numerical simulation of viscous transonic airfoil flows

[AIAA PAPER 87-0416] p 283 A87-24961
The development of advanced technology blades for

tilt-rotor aircraft p 298 A87-25027
Circulation control airfoils as applied to rotary-wing

aircraft p 287 A87-25716
Supersonic laminar flow development in a square duct

p 341 A87-27958
Transonic wing flows using an Euler/Navier-Stokes

zonal approach p 342 A87.28069
Full-scale ground effects of twin impinging jets beneath

a subsonic tactical V/STOL aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 86-2704] p 343 A87-28625

Aircraft performance and control in downburst wind
shear
[SAE PAPER 861698] p 372 A87-29586

Workstations take over conceptual design
p 395 A87-29595

Takeoff predictions for powered-lift aircraft
[SAE PAPER 861630] p 359 A87-29635

A parametric approach to hover balance analysis of two
STOVL fighter concepts
[SAE PAPER 861631] p 359 A87-29636

Construction of explicit and implicit symmetric TVD
schemes and their applications p 344 A87-29688

Conservative full-potential model for unsteady transonic
rotor flows p 345 A87-30279

Recent progress in circulation control aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 87-0001] p 345 A87-31101

A study of a circulation control airfoil with leading/trailing
edge blowing
[AIAA PAPER 87-0157] p 345 A87-31104

Efficient simulation of separated three-dimensional
viscous flows using the boundary-layer equations

p 346 A87-31158
Skin friction measurements following manipulation of a

turbulent boundary layer p386 A87-31173
Self-adaptive-grid method with application to airfoil

flow p 347 A87-31177
Fast viscous correction method for full-potential

transonic wing analysis p 348 A87.31297
Guidance automation for nap-of-the-earth flight

p 423 A87-31485
Software reliability - Measures and effects in flight critical

digital avionics systems p 473 A87-31537
Digital avionics systems Overview of

FAA/NASA/industry-wide briefing . p 401 A87-31543
The application of quadratic optimal cooperative control

synthesis to a CH-47 helicopter p 444 A87-32072
Rotor-body coupling revisited p 427 A87-32074
A look at handling qualities of canard configurations

p 444 A87-32226
Installation aerodynamics of wing-mounted,

single-rotation propfans
[SAE PAPER 861719] p 409 A87-32610

Transonic aeroelasticity of wings with active control
surfaces
[AIAA PAPER 87-0709] p 411 A67-33657

Analysis of structures with rotating, flexible substructures
applied to rotororaft aeroelasticity in GRASP
[AIAA PAPER 87-0952] p 429 A87-33748

Application of GRASP to nonlinear analysis of a
cantilever beam

[AIAA PAPER 87-0953] p 429 A87-33749
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Propeller swid effect on single-engine general-aviation
aircraft stall-spin tendencies p 447 A87-34515

Numerical simulations of unsteady airfoil-vortex
interactions p413 A87-34851

Influence of dynamic inflow on the helicopter vertical
response p 448 A87-34853

Calculated performance, stability, and maneuverability
of high speed tilting proprotor aircraft

p 431 A87-34863
Weight estimation of unconventional structures by

structural optimization
[SAWE PAPER 1718] p 532 A87-36290

Effect of helicopter blade dynamics on blade
aerodynamic and structural loads
[AIAA PAPER 87-0919] p 583 A87-39647

The effect of nonlinear elastomeric lag damper
characteristics on helicopter rotor dynamics
[AIAA PAPER 87*0955] p 583 A87-39649

Bifurcations in unsteady aerodynamics
p 554 A87.40085

Aircraft automatic flight control system with model
inversion p 596 A87-40863

Status and projections of the NAS Program
p 616 A87-41227

A new approach to the solution of boundary value

problems involving complex configurations
p 617 A87-41230

Application of an upwind algorithm to the
three-dimensional parabotized Navier-Stokes equations
[AIAA PAPER 87-t112] p 557 A87-42061

A new algorithm for the Navier-Stokes equations applied
to transonic flows over wings
[AIAA PAPER 87-1121] p 558 A87-42070

Status of computational fluid dynamics in the United
States
[AIAA PAPER 87.1135] p 618 A87-42083

Flow visualization of CFD using graphics workstations
[AIAA PAPER 87-1180] p 618 A87-42123

Slender delta wing at high angles of attack - A flow
visualization study
IAIAA PAPER 87.1230] p 562 A87-42327

Transonic characteristics of a humped airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 87-1239] p 563 A87-42336

Unsteady transonic flow simulation on a
full-span-wing-body configuration
[AIAA PAPER 87-1240] p 569 A87-42337

A finite volume Euler calculation of the aerodynamics
Of transonic airfoil-vortex interaction

[AIAA PAPER 87-1244] p 563 A87-42338
Free*wake analysis of a rotor in hover

[AIAA PAPER 87-1245] p 563 A87-42339
Interaction of an oscillating vortex with a turbulent

boundary layer
/AIAA PAPER 87.1246] p 564 A87-42340

Vortex simulation of three.dimensional mixing layers
[AIAA PAPER 87-1311] p 565 A87-42378

Viscous Transonic Airfoil Workshop compendium of
results

[AIAA PAPER 87-1460] p 568 A87-42471
Failure analysis of a large wind tunnel compressor

blade p 692 A87-42852
The thermal environment of transatmospheric vehicles

[AIAA PAPER 87-1514] p 626 A87-43038
High temperature transport properties of air

[AIAA PAPER 87-t632] p 707 A87-43129
Numerical simulation and comparison with experiment

for self-excited oscillations in a diffuser flow

p 693 A87-43381
Thermal and flammability characterization of graphite

composites p 688 A87-43398
Calculated performance, stability, and maneuverability

of high-speed tilting-prop-rotor aircraft
p 651 A87-43408

Measurement ot side forces of a H-foroe rotor

p 651 A87-43410
Full potential modeling of blade-vortex interactions

p 627 A87-43417
Unsteady separation characteristics of airfoils operating

under dynamic stall conditions p 628 A87-43421
A comparison of the acoustic and aerodynamic

measurements of a model rotor tested in two anechoic
wind tunnels p 683 A87-43425

Correlation of SA349/2 helicopter flight-test data with
a comprehensive rotorcraft model p 653 A87-43456

Navier-Stokes simulation of a hypersonic generic
wing/fuselage
[AIAA PAPER 87-1192] p629 A87-44902

Advances in the computation of transonic separated
flows over finite wings
[AIAA PAPER 87-1195] p630 A87-44904

Transonic analysis of the F-16A with under-wing fuel
tanks - An application of the TranAir full-potential code
[AIAA PAPER 87-1198] p630 A87-44905

Simulation of transonic viscous flow over a tighter-like
configuration including inlet
[AIAA PAPER 87-1199] p 630 A87-44906

Numerical simulation of vortical flows over a strake-delta
wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-1229] p 630 A87-44913

An experimental investigation of a supercritical airfoil
at transonic speeds

[AIAA PAPER 87-t241] p 630 A87-44914
Experimental study of the vortex flow behavior on a

generic fighter wing at subsonic and transonic speeds
/AIAA PAPER 87-1262] p 631 A87-44920

Unsteady three-dimensional Navier-Stokes simulations
of turbine rotor-stator interaction

[AIAA PAPER 87-2058] p 636 A87-45386
Pre- and post-flight-test models versus measured

skyship-500 control responses
[AIAA PAPER 87-2508] p 765 A87-48650

Effects of blade*to*blade dissimilarities on rotor-body
lead-lag dynamics p 746 A87-48953

In*flight measurement of rotor hub drag using the RSRA
- A feasibility demonstration p 747 A87-48967

Analysis of induced velocities in the wake of a hovering
helicopter rotor
[AIAA PAPER 87-2283] p 723 A87-49062

VSAERO analysis of structurally decoupled tip planforms
for a semispan wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-2416] p 724 A87-49086

On the nonlinear aerodynamic and stability
characteristics of a generic chine-forebody slender-wing
tighter configuration
[AIAA PAPER 87-2617] p 728 A87-49114

Simulation in support of advanced cockpit
development
[AIAA PAPER 87-2572] p 778 A87-49173

The use of flight test techniques in aircraft accident
investigations p 738 A87-49202

Nurnencal simulation of transonic separated flows over
low-aspect-ratio wings p 730 A87-50341

Application of the TranAir full-potential code to the
F-16A p 730 A87-50342

Simulation evaluation of the control system command
monitoring concept for the NASA V/STOL research aircraft
(VSRA)

[AIAA PAPER 87-2255] p 770 A87-50418
Severe winds in the DFW microburst measured from

two aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 87-2340] p 792 A87-50459
A piloted simulator evaluation of a ground-baseq 4D

descent advisor algorithm
[AIAA PAPER 87-2522] p 715 A87-50525

Air traffic controller aids for planning of arrival traffic -
An AI approach

[AIAA PAPER 87-2526] p 741 A87-5052g
Simulation evaluation ot the advanced control concept

for the NASA V/STOL research aircraft (VSRA)
/AIAA PAPER 87-2535] p 773 A87-50536

Aerothermodynamics of trensatmospheric vehicles
p 807 A87-52878

Prospects for destructive self-induced interactions in a
vortex pair p 809 A87-53778

In-flight total forces, moments and static aeroelastic
characteristics of an oblique-wing research airplane
[NASA-TP.2224] p 36 N87-10103

Transonic flow analysis for rotors. Part 2:
Three-dimensional, unsteady, full-petential calculation
[NASA-TP-2375-PT-2] p 15 N87-10841

X-29A longitudinal and directional force and moment
supplemental transonic wind tunnel test results
[NASA-TM.85909] p 28 N87-10861

Flight-detarmined aerodynamic derivatives of the AD-1
oblique-wing research airplane
[NASA-TP.2222] p 36 N87*f0871

Tip vortices of wings in subsonic and transonic flow: A
numerical simulation

[NASA-TM-88334] p 75 N87-11699

Overview: Applications of numerical optimization
methods to helicopter design problems

p 99 N87-11751

The prediction of transonic loading advancing helicopter
rotors

lAD-A168217] p 100 N87-11781

Aircraft automatic-flight.control system with inversion of
the model in the feed.forward path using a
Newton-Raphson technique for the inversion
[NASA-TM-88209] p 116 N87-11796

Methods for assessing wall interference in the 2- by
2-foot adaptive.wall wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-88252] p 118 N87-11800

Rapid prototyping facility for flight research in
artificial-intelligence.based flight systems concepts
[NASA-TM°88268] p 137 N87-12273

An experimental investigation of free-tip response to a
jet
[NASA-TM.88250] p 76 N87-12539

NASA rotor systems research aircraft: Fixed-wing
configuration flight-test results
[NASA.TM.86789] p 100 N87-12557

C-16
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The handling qualities and flight characteristics of the
Grumman design 698 simulated twin-engine tilt Nacelle
V/STOL aircraft

[NASA-TM-86785] p 100 N87-t2558

Supplementary calibration test of the tip-aerodynamics-
end acoustics-test pressure transducers
[NASA-TM-88312] p 131 N87-12830

The evaluation of a number of prototypes for the free-tip
rotor constant-moment controller
[NASA-TM-86664] p 131 N87-12869

Water facilities in retrospect and prospect: An
illuminating tool for vehicle design
[NASA-TM-89409] p 150 N87-13403

Vortex breakdown and control experiments in the
Ames-Dryden water tunnel
[NASA-TM-89410] p 151 N87-13409

Ground vibration test and flutter analysis of air sampling
probe
[NASA-TM-86742] p 173 N87-13428

A verification of unsteady Navier-Stokes solutions
around oscillating airfoils
[NASA-TM-88341] p 153 N87-14279

Development of a portable precision landing system
[NASA-TM-88247] p 160 N87-14310

Adaptive inverse control for rotorcraft vibration
reduction

[NASA-TM-86829] p207 N87-14910
A comparison Of the acoustic and aerodynamic

measurements of a model rotor tested in two anechoic
wind tunnels

[NASA-TM-88364] p 230 N87-15178
Unsteady aerodynamic load estimates on turning vanes

in the national full-scale aerodynamic complex
[NASA-TM-88191] p 230 N87-15179

AGARD Fluid Dynamics Panel Symposium on
Applications of Computational Fluid Dynamics in
Aeronautics: Proceedings
[NASA-TM-88356] p 231 N87-15181

Aerodynamic characteristics of two-dimensional wing
configurations at angles of attack near -90 de{]
[NASA-TM-88373] p 231 N87°t5182

Preliminary study of a wing-tip vortex using laser
velocimetry
[NASA-TM-88343] p 231 N87-15185

Comparison of theoretical and flight-measured local flow
aerodynamics for a low-aspect-ratio fin
[NASA-TM-86806] p 232 N87-15941

Large-scale static investigation of
circulation-control-wing concepts applied to upper
surface-blowing aircraft
[NASA-TP-2684] p 243 N87-15959

Computation of separation ahead of blunt fin in
supersonic turbulent flOW
[NASA-TM-89416] p 290 N87-16791

Computational, unsteady transonic aerodynamics and
aeroeiesticity about airfoils and wings
[NASA-TM-89414] p 291 N87-16801

AFTI/F-111 MAW flight control system and redundancy
management description
[NASA-TM-88267] p 301 N87-16819

Modeling aerodynamic discontinuities and the onset of
chaos in flight dynamical systems
[NASA-TM-89420] p 292 N87-17663

Top-mounted inlet performance for a V/STOL
fighter/attack aircraft configuration
[NASA-TM-88210] p 293 N87-17671

Simulation investigation of the effect of the NASA Ames
80-by 120-foot wind tunnel exhaust flow on light aircraft
operating in the Moffett field trafffic pattern
[NASA-TM-86819] p 295 N87-17686

Structural and aerodynamic loads and performance
measurements of an SA349/2 helicopter with an advanced
geometry rotor
[NASA-TM-88370] p 301 N87-17691

Correlation of SA349/2 helicopter flight-test data with
a comprehensive rotororaft model
[NASA-TM-88351] p 302 N87-17692

Calculated performance, stability and maneuverability
of high-speed tilting-prop-rotor aircraft
[NASA-TM-88349] p 302 N87-17695

The application of quadratic optimal cooperative control
synthesis to a CH.47 helicopter
[NASA-TM-88353] p 313 N87-17715

Validation of a real.time engineering simulation of the
UH-60A helicopter
[NASA-TM-88360] p 313 N87-17716

Full-potential modeling of blade-vortex interactions

[NASA-TM-88355] p 341 N87-18532
Optimization of aircraft interior panels

[NASA-TM-88340] p 353 N87-18547
High performance forward swept wing aircraft

[ NASA-CASE-ARC-11636-1 ] p 361 N87-18561
Flight characteristics of the AD-1 oblique-wing research

aircraft
[NASA-TP-2223] p 373 N97-18570



CORPORA TE SOURCE NASA. Langley Research Center, Hampton, Va.

Tilt-rotor flutter control in cruise flight
[NASA-TM-88315] p 373 N87-18572

Aircraft parameter estimation
[NASA-TM-88281] p 362 N87-19376

Geometry definition and grid generation for a complete
fighter aircraft p 475 N87-20203

The prediction of transonic loading on advancing
helicopter rotors p 414 N87-20206

Using the boundary-layer equations in three-dimensional
viscous flow simulation p 466 N87-20222

High speed viscous flow calculations about complex
configurations p 416 N87-20227

Transonic Navier-Stokes wing solution using a zonal
approach. Part 1: Solution methodology and cede
validation p 416 N87-20228

Transonic Navier-Stokes wing solutions using a zonal
approach. Part 2: High angle-of-attack simulation

p 416 N87-20229
Simulation of transonic viscous wing and wing-fuselage

flows using zonal methods
[NASA-TM-89421] p 418 N87-20242

Visual display and alarm system for wind tunnel static
and dynamic loads
[NASA-TM-89455] p 453 N87-20298

Rotary-wiog aircraft terrain-following/terrain-avoidance
system development
[NASA-TM-88323] p 426 N87-20982

Summary of studies to reduce wing-mounted propfan
installation drag on an M = 0.8 transport
[NASA-TP-2678] p 433 N87-20990

Challenges in modeling the X-29 flight test
performance
[NASA-TM-88282] p 433 N87-20991

A comprehensive estimate of the static aerodynamic
forces and moments of the 8 x 8 x 20 ft. cargo container
[NASA-TM-89433] p 492 N87-21875

A time-based concept for terminal-area traffic
management p 501 N87-21895

Analysis of the tree-tip rotor wind-tunnel test results
[ NASA-TM-86751 ] p 808 N87-21915

A simulation investigation of scout/attack helicopter
directional control requirements for hover and low-speed
tasks
[NASA-TM-86755] p 522 N87-21961

One-fiftieth scale model studies of 40-by 80-foot and
80-by 120-fcot wind tunnel complex at NASA Ames
Research Center

[NASA-TM-89405] p 526 N87-21963
Numerical simulation of the hypersonic flow around lifting

vehicles

[NASA-TM-89444] p 536 N87-22116
A look at handling qualities of Canard configurations

[NASA.TM-88354] p 493 N87-22629
Results of the integration of a transonic full-petential

analysis program with a free-wake lifting.line program for
hovering rotors
[NASA-TM-89494] p 493 N87-22631

Frequency-response identification of XV-15 tilt-rotor
aircraft dynamics

[NASA-TM-89428] p 524 N87-22690
Digital control of highly augmented combat rotorcraft

[NASA-TM-88346] p 524 N87-22691
Conservative zonal schemes for patched gods in 2 and

3 dimensions

[NASA.TM-88326] p 541 N87-22932
Prediction of service life of aircraft structural components

using the half-cycle method

[NASA-TM-86812] p 542 N87-23009
High altitude turbulence for supersonic cruise vehicles

[NASA-TM-88285] p 544 N87-23100
Evaluation of Navier-Stokes and Eular solutions for

leading-edge separation vortices
[NASA-TM-89458] p 570 N87.23584

Some aspects of vortex flows determined from the
thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations
[NASA-TM-88375] p 571 N87-23595

High-angle-of-attack pneumatic lag and upwash
corrections for a hemisphedcal flow direction sensor
[NASA-TM-86790] p 590 N87-23616

Highly integrated digital electronic control: Digital flight
control, aircraft model identification, and adaptive engine
control

[NASA-TM-86793] p 592 N87-23619
Swashplate control system

[NASA-CASE-ARC-11633-1] p 597 N87-23631
Demonstration of freduency-sweep testing technique

using a Sell 214-ST helicopter
[NASA-TM-89422] p 598 N87-23632

Visual and motion cueing in helicopter simulation
p 599 N87-23634

Ceramic honeycomb structures and the method
thereof

[ NASA-CASE-ARC-11652-1 ] p 605 N87-23737

Performance and loads data from a hover test of a
full-scats advanced technology XV-15 rotor
[NASA-TM.86854] p 572 N87-24409

V/STOL and STOL ground effects and testing
techniques p 586 N87-24411

The ground effects of a powered-lift STOL aircraft during
landing approach p 586 N87-24421

Symbolic generation of elastic rotor blade equations
using a FORTRAN processor and numerical study on
dynamic inflow effects on the stability of helicopter
rotors

[NASA-TM-86750] p 587 N87-24455
Static calibration of the RSRA active-isolator rotor

balance system
[NASA-TM-88211] p 588 N87-24489

Influence of dynamic inflow on the helicopter vertical
response
[NASA-TM-88327] p 598 N87-24482

Application of data to piloted simulators

p 687 N87-25275
Performance and loads data from a hover test of a

0.658-scale V-22 rotor and wing
[NASA-TM-89419] p 642 N87-25296

On the nonlinear aerodynamic and stability
characteristics of a genedc chine.forebody slender-wing
fighter configuration
[NASA-TM-89447] p 643 N87-25305

Numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equations about
three-dimensional configurations: A survey

p 701 N87-26022

Computational chemistry p 706 N87-26023

Aerodynamic charactedstics of the modified 40- by
80-foot wind tunnel as measured in a 1/50th-scale
model

[NASA.TM-68336] p 732 N87-26875

Some innovations and accomplishments of Ames
Research Center since its inception
[NASA-TM-88348] p 716 N87-27609

Modeling XV-15 rift-rotor aircraft dynamics by frequency
and time-domain identification techniques
[NASA-TM-89404] p 735 N87-27631

Application of GRASP (General Rotorcraft
Aeromechanical Stability Program) to nonlinear analysis
of a cantilever beam

[NASA-TM-89222] p 754 N87-27660
Time-averaged aerodynamic loads on the vane sets of

the 40- by 80-foot and 80- by 120-foot wind tunnel

complex
[NASA-TM-89413] p 780 N87-27680

Experimental techniques for three-axes load cells used
at the National Full-Scale Aerodynamics Complex
[NASA-TM-86693] p 826 N87-28546

The 1-((diorganooxy phosphonyl) methyl)-2,4- and
-2,6-diamino benzenes and their derivatives
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11425-2] p 844 N87-28605

Electro-expulsive separation system
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11613-1] p 849 N87-28833

AI at Ames: Artificial Intelligence research and
application at NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field,
California, February 1985 p 858 N87-29140

Estimation of blade airloads from rotor blade bending
moments

[NASA-TM-100020] p 815 N87.29421
Investigation of genedc hub fairing and pylon shapes

to reduce hub drag
[NASA-TM-tO0008] p 816 N87-29422

Transonic rotor tip design using numerical optimization
[NASA-TM-86771 ] p816 N87-29431

Application of a panel method to wake.vortex/wing
interaction and comparison with experimental data
[NASA-TM-88337] p 817 N87.29461

Anticipation of the landing shock phenomenon in flight
simulation
[NASA-TM-89465] p 826 N87-29491

The results of a wind tunnel investigation of a model
rotor with a free tip
[NASA-TM-86758] p 827 N87-29496

Qualitative evaluation of a flush air data system at

transonic speeds and high angles of attack
[NASA-TP.2716] p 827 N87-29497

Bibliography for aircraft parameter estimation
[NASA-TM-86804] p 827 N87-29498

Trimming an aircraft model for flight simulation
[NASA-TM-89466] p 828 N87-29502

Small-scale rotor test rig capabilities for testing vibration
alleviation algorithms
[NASA-TM-100002] p 858 N87-30102

National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Flight
Research Center, Edwards, Calif.

Aeroelastic control of oblique-wing aircraft
p 108 A87-13341

Decoupling control synthesis for an oblique-wing
aircraft p 108 A87-13342

In-flight evaluation of incremental time delays in pitch
and roll p 188 A87-17757

Effect of time delay on flying qualities - An update
p 189 A87-17758

Wright Brothers Lectureship in Aeronautics: Experience
with HiMAT remotely piloted research vehicle- An alternate
flight test approach
[AIAA PAPER 86-2754] p 166 A87-17963

Challenges in modeling the X-29A flight test
performance
[AIAA PAPER 87-0081] p 239 A87-22402

Flight test techniques for the X-29A aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 87-0082] p 239 A87-22403

Reel-time comparison of X-29A flight data and simulation
data

[AIAA PAPER 87-0344] p 253 A87-22570
Aircraft parameter estimation

[AIAA PAPER 87-0623] p 241 A87-22745
A flight-path-overshoot flying qualities metric for the

landing task p 310 A87-23976
Nonlinear flight test trajectory controllers for aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 85-1890] p 371 A87-28910
X-29 Flight Test Program including wind tunnel and

computational support
[SAE PAPER 861642] p 427 A87-32584

Integrated aeroservoelastic analysis capability with
X-29A analytical comparisons

[AIAA PAPER 87-0907] p 447 A87-33716
Experience with synchronous and asynchronous digital

control systems
[AIAA PAPER 86-2239] p 595 A87-40274

Preliminary flight results of an adaptive engine control
system of an F-15 airplane
[AIAA PAPER 87-1847] p 667 A87-45247

Mission Adaptive Wing test program
p 743 A87-47839

Flight testing the X-29 p 743 A87-47841
Dynamic stability and handling qualities tests on a highly

augmented, statically unstable airplane
[AIAA PAPER 87-2258] p 770 A87-50421

National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.

Multiwavelength scanning radiometer for airborne
measurements of scattered radiation within clouds

p 246 A87-20964
Two-color short-pulse laser altimeter measurements of

ocean surface backscatter p 588 A87-39462
Results from the pushbroom microwave radiometer

flights over the Konza Prairie in 1985
p 853 A87-53206

Product assurance policies and procedures for flight
dynamics software development
[NASA-TM-89377] p 548 N87-23192

NaUonal Aeronautics and Space Admlnletnatlon. Hugh
L Dryden Flight Research Center, Edwards, Calif.

Design and initial application of the extended aircraft
interrogation and display system: Multipreoessing ground
support equipment for digital flight systems
[NASA-TM-86740] p 301 N87-16820

Digital program for calculating static pressure position
error

]NASA-TM-86726] p 301 N87-16821

In-flight surface oil-flow photographs with comparisons
to pressure distribution and boundary-layer data
NASA-TP-2395] p 419 N87-20966

Flight test techniques for the X-29A aircraft
NASA-TM-88289] p 508 N87-21908

Preliminary flight assessment of the X-29A advanced
technology demonstrator
NASA-TM-100407] p 752 N87-26906

The value of early flight evaluation of propulsion
concepts using the NASA F-15 research airplane
NASA-TM-100408] p 763 N87-26913

Dynamic stability and handling qualities tests on a highly
augmented, statically unstable airplane
NASA-TM-88297] p 778 N87-26920

Aircraft ground vibration testing at NASA Ames-Dryden
Flight Research Facility
NASA-TM-88272] p 753 N87-27655

Flutter clearance of the F-14 variable-sweep transition
flight experiment airplane, phase 1

NASA-TM-88287] p 754 N87-27663

Application of parameter estimation to aircraft stability
and control: The output-error approach
NASA-RP-1168] p 827 N87-29499

National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Canter, Houston, Tax.

Design and test of a prototype thermal bus evaporator
reservoir aboard the KC-135 0-g aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 87-1503] p 603 A87-42477

Euler solutions using an implicit multigrid technique
[NASA-TM-58276] p 290 N87-16792

National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

Langley Research Center, Hampton, Va.
Euler equations analysis of the initial roll-up of aircraft

wakes p 4 A87-10522

Quantitative thermal diffusivity measurements of
composites p 45 A87-10750
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NASA. Langley Research Center, Hampton, Va.

The evolution of methods for noise prediction of high

speed rotors and propellers in the time domain
p58 A87-11770

Drag reducing outer-layer devices in rough wall turbulent
boundary layers p 8 A87-11890

Laminar flow control for transport aircraft applications
p 24 A87-13021

Time scale analysis of a digital flight control system
p 109 A87-13347

Impact of mismodeled idle engine performance on
calculation and tracking of optimat 4-D descent
trajectories p 88 A87-13360

Interaction of decaying trailing vortices in ground
shear p 66 A87-13499

Exploratory wind-tunnel investigation of the stability and
control characteristics of advanced general aviation

configurations
[AIAA PAPER 86-2596] p 111 A87-14031

Summary of NASA stall/spin research for general

aviation configurations
[AIAA PAPER 86-2597] p 111 A87-14032

Potential influences of heavy rain on general aviation
airplane performance
[AIAA PAPER 86-2606] p 94 A87-14036

Wind-tunnel investigation of the OMAC canard
configuration
[AIAA PAPER 86-2808] p 69 A87-14038

Acceleration to a steady state for the Euler equations
p 70 A87-14096

Turbulent flow around a wing/fusolage-type juncture
p 70 A87-14108

Comparison of finite volume flux vector splittings for the
Euler equations p 70 A87-14109

Spectral methods for modeling supersonic chemically
reecting flowfields p70 A87-14110

Two-dimensional blade-vortex flow visualization

investigation p 70 A87-14111
All-digital jets are taking oft p102 A87-14352
Impact of airfoil profile on the supersonic aerodynamics

of delta wings p 71 A87-14363
Dynamic loads on twin jet exhaust nozzles due to shock

noise p 94 A87-14369

Vectorizable multigrid algorithms for transonic-flow
calculations p 72 A87-14652

Summary of NASA storm hazards lightning research,
1980-1985 p 80 A87-15003

F-106 data summary and model results relative to threat
cdteria and protection design analysis

p 81 A87-15004
Joint thunderstorm operations using the NASA F-106B

and FAATC/AFWAL Convair 580 airplanes
p 95 A87-15018

Investigation of an automatic trim algorithm for
restructurable aircraft control p 186 A87-16767

How different a modern SST would be

p 162 A87-17143
Aerodynamic design considerations for efficient high-lift

supersonic wings p146 A87-17816
Comment on 'Convergence characteristics of a

vortex-lattice method for nonlinear configuration
aerodynamics' p 146 A87-17818

Bomber design trends
[AIAA PAPER 86-2640] p 142 A87-17897

The effect of advanced technology on the

second-generation SST
[AIAA PAPER 86-2672] p 142 A87-17914

The new Langley Research Center advanced real-time
simulation (ARTS) system
[AIAA PAPER 86-2680] p206 A87-17920

Aircraft research and development trends in the US and
USSR
[AIAA PAPER 86-2720] p 142 A87-17944

Active transition fixing and control of the boundary layer
in air p 148 A87-18927

Application of the eepstrum to remove echoes from rotor
acoustic spectra p 208 A87-19243

Total rotor isolation system (TRIS) flight test results
p 170 A87-19262

Transonic vortex flows past Delta wings - Integral
equation approach p 213 A87-20876

Highlights of unsteady pressure tests on a 14 percent
supercritical airfoil at high Reynolds number, transonic
condition
[AIAA PAPER 87-0035] p 216 A87-22370

A transition detection studyusing a cryogenic hot film
system in the Langley 0.3-meter transonic cryogenic
tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 87.0049] p 256 A87-22380

Numerical study of finite-rate supersonic combustion
using parabolized equations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0088] p 259 A87-22407

Computational methods for unsteady transonic flows
[AIAA PAPER 87-0107] p 218 A87-22418

An efficient algorithm for solution of the unsteady
transonic small-disturbance equation
[AIAA PAPER 87-0109] p 218 A87-22420

Computational and experimental investigation of cavity
flowfields

[AIAA PAPER 87-0114] p 218 A87-22424
A computational analysis of flow separation over five

different airfoil geometries at high angles-of-attack
[AIAA PAPER 87-0188] p 220 A87-22472

Vortical flow aerodynamics - Physical aspects and
numerical simulation

[AIAA PAPER 87-0205] p 220 A87-22483
Incompressible Navier-Stokes solutions for a

sharp-edged double-delta wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-0206] p 220 A87-22484

Navier-Stokes computations of vortical flows over low
aspect ratio wings
[AIAA PAPER 87-0207] p 220 A87-22485

Model and full scale study of twin supersonic plume
resonance
[AIAA PAPER 87-0244] p 249 A87-22507

A prediction of helicopter rotor discrete frequency noise
for three scale models using a new acoustics program
[AIAA PAPER 87-0252] p 272 A87-22512

Prediction of added noise due to the effect of unsteady

flow on pusher propellers
[AIAA PAPER 87-0255] p 250 A87-22514

Wind tunnel test results of heavy rain effects on airfoil

performance
[AIAA PAPER 87-0260] p 222 A87-22519

Computational analysis of hypersonic airbreathing
aircraft flow fields
[AIAA PAPER 87-0279] p 222 A87-22531

Experimental flowfield visualization of a high alpha wing
at Mach 1.62
[AIAA PAPER 87-0329] p 265 A87-22563

Euler calculations for wings using Cartesian grids
[AIAA PAPER 87-0356] p 223 A87-22579

Application of an upwind Navier-Stokes code to
two-dimensional transonic airfoil flow

[AIAA PAPER 87-0413] p 224 A87-22618
Validation of an interior noise prediction model for a

composite cylinder
[AIAA PAPER 87-0529] p 240 A87-22689

Numerical solutions of Navier-Stokes equations for a

Butler wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-0115J p 228 A87-22755

Low aspect ratio wings at high angles of attack
p 228 A87-22929

Direct drag and hot-wire measurements on thin-element
riblet arrays p 266 A87-23226

Initiation of breakdown in slender compressible
vortices p 229 A87-23234

Development and evaluation of a t kW plasma torch
ignitor for scramjets p 250 A87-23258

Opposed jet burner studies of silane-methane,
silane-hydrogen, and hydrogen diffusion flames with air

p 259 A87-23259
Unsteady subsonic and supersonic flows - Historical

review; state of the art p 276 A87-23630
Unsteady transonic flows - Introduction, current trends,

applications p 277 A87-23639
Density stratification effects on wake vortex decay

p 279 A87-24029
Equivalent plate analysis of aircraft wing box structures

with general planform geometry p 297 A87-24035
Applications of color graphics to complex aerodynamic

analysis
[AIAA PAPER 87-0273] p 332 A87-24947

An Euler code calculation of blade-vortex interaction

noise
[ASME PAPER 86-WA/NCA-3] p 333 A87-25316

Unsteady transonic flow calculations for wing/fuselage
configurations p 287 A87-25720

Exploratory flutter test in a cryogenic wind tunnel
p 314 A87-25721

Prediction of light aircraft interior sound pressure level
from the measured sound power flowing in to the cabin

p 299 A87-27120
Boundary-layer effects on the flowfield about isolated

flow-through nacelles p 342 A87-27984
Multigrid acceleration of the isenthalpic form of the

compressible flow equations p 382 A87-28750
Evaluation of composite components on the Bell 206L

and Sikorsky S-76 helicopter
[SAE PAPER 861671] p 360 A87-29641

A directional array approach for the measurement of
rotor noise source distributions with controlled spatial

resolution p 344 A87-29859
Application of low-power, high-rate PCM telemetry in a

helicopter instrumentation system p 356 A87-31100
Numerical analysis of flow through scramjet engine

inlets p 346 A87-31127
The potential influence of rain on airfoil performance

p 346 A87-31128
Selected vortex-lift research at NASA Langley Research

Center p 346 A87-31129

Comments on the aeroacoustics of helicopter rotors
p 397 A87-31141

CORPORA TE SOURCE

Main rotor broadband noise study in the DNW
p 397 A87-31142

Acoustic results of the blade-vortex interaction acoustic
test of a 40 percent model rotor in the DNW

p 397 A87-31143

Spectra of noise and amplified turbulence emanating
from shock-turbulence interaction p 398 A87-31164

Relaxation algorithms for the Euler equations
[AIAA PAPER 85-1516] p 387 A87-31179

Upwind Navier-Stokes solutions for separated periodic
flows p 347 A87-31182

Vortex unwinding in a turbulent boundary layer
p 348 A87-31298

Global system data bus using the Digital Autonomous
Terminal Access Communication protocol

p 471 A87-31480

Fault-free performance validation of avionic
multiprocessors p 473 A87-31538

Direct simulation of hypersonic flows over blunt
wedges p 408 A87-32160

Stability robustness improvement using constrained
optimization techniques p 474 A87-32231

Tire and runway surface research
[SAE PAPER 861618] p 451 A87-32577

Flow rate and trajectory of water spray produced by
an aircraft tire

[SAE PAPER 861626] p 451 A87-32582
X-29 Flight Test Program including wind tunnel and

computational support
[SAE PAPER 861642] p 427 A87-32584

A summary of Reynolds number effects on some recent
tests in the Langley 0.3-meter transonic cryogenic tunnel
[SAE PAPER 861765] p 409 A87-32626

A summary of the effects of Reynolds number on drag

divergence for airfoils tested in the Langley 0.3-metar
transonic cryogenic tunnel
[SAE PAPER 861767] p 409 A87-32627

Large eddy breakup devices as low Reynolds number
airfoils
[SAE PAPER 861769] p 409 A87-32629

Flight testing TECS - The Total Energy Control
System
[SAE PAPER 861803] p 444 A87-32648

Transition to space - A history of 'space plane' concepts
at Langley Aeronautical Laboratory t952-1957

p 478 A87-33152

Concepts for reduction of blade/vortex interaction
noise p 428 A87-33245

Further generalization of an equivalent plate
representation for aircraft structural analysis
[AIAA PAPER 87-0721] p 463 A87-33562

Postbuckling and failure characteristics of stiffened

graphite-epoxy shear webs
[AIAA PAPER 87-0733] p 463 A87-33572

A method of predicting the energy-absorption capability
of composite subfloor beams
[AIAA PAPER 87-0800] p 464 A87-33600

Investigation of transonic region of high dynamic
response encountered on an elastic supercritical wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-0735] p 411 A87-33662

Unsteady transonic flow calculations for realistic aircraft
configurations
[AtAA PAPER 87-0850] p 411 A87-33690

Calculation of steady and unsteady pressures on wings
at supersonic speeds with a transonic small disturbance
code

[AIAA PAPER 87-0851] p 411 A87-33691
Nonlinear programming extensions to rational function

approximations of unsteady aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 87-0854] p 412 A87-33694

Flutter study of an advanced composite wing with
external stores

[AIAA PAPER 87-0880] p 446 A87-33701
Active suppression of an 'apparent shock induced

instability'
[AIAA PAPER 87-0881] p 446 A87-33702

Measured unsteady transonic aerodynamic
characteristics of an elastic supercritical wing

p 412 A87-34505
Forebody vortex management for yaw control at high

angles of attack p 447 A87-34508
Structural analysis of the controlled impact

demonstration of a jet transport airplane
p 430 A87-34512

An assessment of the small-crack effect for 2024-T3
aluminum alloy p 457 A87-34668

The pultrusion process for structures on advanced

aerospace transportation systems
[SAWE PAPER 1741] p 532 A87-36303

Semi-interpenetrating networks of LARC-TPI
p 529 A87-38602

Efficient calculation of chemically reacting flow
p 607 A87-39539

Shaping of airplane fuselages for minimum drag
p 553 A87-39889
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CORPORA TE SOURCE NASA. Langley Research Center, Hampton, Va.

Experimental flowfield visualization of a high alpha wing
at Mach 1.62 p 608 A87-39895

Multiaxis aircraft control power from thrust vectoring at
high angles of attack
[AIAA PAPER 86-1779] p 595 A87-40272

Evaluation of three numerical methods for propulsion
integration studies on transonic transport configurations
[AIAA PAPER 86-1814] p 564 A87-40273

Accurate numerical solutions for transonic viscous flow

.over finite wings p 556 A87-41630
Calculation of transonic steady and oscillatory pressures

on a low aspect ratio model p 556 A87-41632
Grid generation and inviscid flow computation about

cranked-winged airplane geometries
[AIAA PAPER 87-1125] p 558 A87-42074

Extension and applications of flux-vector splitting to
unsteady calculations on dynamic meshes
[AIAA PAPER 87-1152] p 559 A87-42098

Solution of the surface Euler equations for accurate
three-dimensional boundary-layer analysis of aerodynamic
configurations
[AIAA PAPER 87-1154] p 559 A87-42100

Grid adaption for hypersonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 87-1169] p 561 A87.-42114

Color graphics techniques for shaded surface displays
of aerodynamic flowfield parameters
[AIAA PAPER 87-1182] p 619 A87-42125

The development of an air motion measurement system
for NASA's Electra aircraft p 589 A87-42183

The use of a numerical filter to correct airborne

temperature measurements for the effects of sensor lag
p 589 A87-42184

In situ ozone instrumentation for 10-Hz measurements
- Development and evaluation p 61t A87-42185

Displacement surface calculations for a hypersonic
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 87-1190] p 561 A87-42310

Separation control over an airfoil at high angles of attack
by sound emanating from the surface
[AIAA PAPER 87-1261] p 564 A87-42351

Inflow velocity measurements made on a helicopter rotor
using a two-component Laser Velocimeter
[AIAA PAPER 87-1321] p 611 A87.42385

Multiscale turbulence effects in underexpanded
supersonic jets
[AIAA PAPER 87-1377] p 567 A87-42422

Case histories involving fatigue and fracture mechanics;
Proceedings of the Symposium, Charleston, SC, Mar. 21,
22, 1985 p 692 A87-42851

An interactive approach to surface-fitting complex
geometries for flowfield applications
[AIAA PAPER 87-1476] p 625 A87-43009

Molecular flow velocity using Doppler shifted Raman
spectroscopy
[AIAA PAPER 87-1531] p 693 A87-43053

Direct simulation of aerothermal loads for an aeroassist

flight experiment vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 87-1546] p 626 A87-43063

A computational study of the flowfield surrounding the
Aeroassist Flight Experiment vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 87-1575] p626 A87-43084

Rotor design for maneuver performance
p 652 A87-43431

Maximum survival capability of an aircraft in a severe
windshear p 680 A87-44254

A unique measurement technique to study
laminar-separation bubble characteristics on an airfoil

[AIAA PAPER 87-1271] p 631 A87-44921
Incompressible Navier-Stokes computations of vortical

flows over double-delta wings

[AIAA PAPER 87-1341] p 631 A87-44933
Vortex breakdown simulation

[AIAA PAPER 87-1343] p 632 A87-44934

Stability and transition in supersonic boundary layers
[AIAA PAPER 87-1416] p 632 A87-44947

The numerical simulation of subsonic flutter
[AIAA PAPER 87-1428] p 633 A87-44952

Transonic wall interference assessment and corrections
for airfoil data from the 0.3-meter TCT adaptive wall test
section

[AIAA PAPER 87-1431] p 633 A87-44953

Designing transonic wind-tunnel test sections for flow
diagnostics and laser velocimeter applications
[AIAA PAPER 87-1434] p 684 A87-44954

A miniature remote deadweight calibrator
p 694 A87-45104

Crash response data system for the controlled impact
demonstration (CID) of a full scale transport aircraft

p 694 A87-45123
Investigation of a delta-wing fighter model flow field at

transonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 87-1749] p 634 A87-45182

Scale model test results of a thrust reverser concept
for advanced multi-functional exhaust systems
[AIAA PAPER 87-1833] p 667 A87-45235

Static investigation of pest-exit vanes for multiaxis thrust
vectoring
[AIAA PAPER 87-1834] p 667 A87-45236

Parametric study of single expansion ramp nozzles at
subsonic/transonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 87-1836] p 635 A87-45238

A mixing augmentation technique for hypervelocity
scram jets
[AIAA PAPER 87-1882] p 668 A87-45275

Modification to the Langley 8-Foot High Temperature
Tunnel for hypersonic propulsion testing
[AIAA PAPER 87-1887] p 685 A87-45277

Integration effects of pylon geometry and rearward
mounted nacelles for a high-wing transport
[AIAA PAPER 87-1920] p 655 A87-45300

Exploratory evaluation of a moving-model technique for
measurement of dynamic ground effects
[AIAA PAPER 87-1924] p 685 A87-45303

Three-dimensional numerical predictions of the flow
behind a rearward-facing-step in a supersonic combustor
[AIAA PAPER 87-1962] p 636 A87-45332

A subsonic to Mach 5.5 subscale engine test facility
[AIAA PAPER 87-2052] p 685 A87-45381

An outlook on hypersonic flight
[AIAA PAPER 87-2074] p 671 A87-45392

Effects of scale on supersonic combustor
performance
[AIAA PAPER 87-2164] p 672 A87-45444

Test flow calibration study of the Langley Arc-Heated
Scramjet Test Facility
[AIAA PAPER 87-2165] p 685 A87-45445

Analysis of typical fault-tolerant architectures using
HARP p 704 A87-45771

Design and evaluation of a new injector configuration
for supersonic combustion p 674 A87-46218

Interdisciplinary optimum design p 657 A87-47009
Interaction of airborne and structure-borne noise

radiated by plates p 796 A87-47352
Impact response of composite fuselage frames

[SAE PAPER 871009] p 744 A87-48696
Advances in flow visualization using liquid-crystal

coatings
[SAE PAPER 871017] p 787 A87-48755

Wind-tunnel investigation of a general aviation airplane
equipped with a high aspect-ratio, natural laminar-flow
wing
[SAE PAPER 871019] p 719 A87-48757

Spin resistance evaluation of a lightairplane
[SAE PAPER 871021] p 766 A87-48758

Application of a lifting surface theory for a helicopter
in forward flight p 720 A87-48923

Euler and Navier-Stokes solutions for the teeside flow

over delta wings at supersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 87-2270] p 722 A87-49053

Influence of Reynolds number on forebody side forces
for 3.5-diameter tangent-ogive bodies
[AIAA PAPER 87-2274] p 722 A87-49056

A strake design method for supersonic speeds and low
lift

[AIAA PAPER 87-2638] p 723 A87-49059
Review of vortex flow flight projects on the F-106B

[AIAA PAPER 87-2346] p 748 A87-49065
Wind-tunnel test results of airfoil modifications for the

EA-6B

[AIAA PAPER 87-2359 p 748 A87-49076
EA-6B high-lift wing modifications

[AIAA PAPER 87-2360 p 748 A87-49077
High-angle-of-attack stability and control improvements

for the EA-6B Prowler

[AIAA PAPER 87-2361 p 767 A87-49078
Computational study of wind-tunnel wall effects on flow

field around delta wings
[AIAA PAPER 87-2420 p 725 A87-49089

Investigation of the vortex flap concept on a 75-deg
sweep delta wing at supersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 87-2475 p 725 A87-49091

Three-dimensional incompressible Navier-Stokes

simulations of slender-wing vortices
[AIAA PAPER 87-2476 p 726 A87-49092

Flow visualization model of the leeside flows over
conically cambered delta wings at supersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPER 87-2477 p 726 A87-49093

A hybrid algorithm for transonic airfoil and wing design
]AIAA PAPER 87-2552] p 727 A87-49104

On the nonlinear aerodynamic and stability
characteristics of a generic chine-forebody slender-wing
fighter configuration
[AIAA PAPER 87-2617] p 728 A87-49114

A new simulation model building process for use in
dynamic systems integration research
[AIAA PAPER 87-2498] p 794 A87-49169

Nonlinear simulation of a flexible aircraft in maneuvering
flight
[AIAA PAPER 87-2501] p 767 A87.49172

Vortical flow management techniques
p 728 A87-49496

Comparison of in-flight and ground-based simulator
derived flying qualities and pilot performance for approach
and landing tasks
[AIAA PAPER 87-2290] p 768 A87-49583

Exploratory studies of actuated forebody strakes for yaw
control at high angles of attack
[AIAA PAPER 87-2557] p 768 A87-49607

Validation of aerodynamic parameters at high angles
of attack for RAE high incidence research models
[AIAA PAPER 87-2558] p 729 A87-49608

Use of the updated NASA Langley radio-controlled
drop-model technique for high-alpha studies of the X-29A
configuration
[AIAA PAPER 87-2559] p 768 A87-49609

Evaluation of airplane spin resistance using proposed
criteria for light general aviation airplanes

[AIAA PAPER 87-2562] p 769 A87-49612
The effects of aeroelastic deformation on the

unaugmented stopped-rotor dynamics of an X-Wing
aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 87-2563] p 769 A87-49613

Partitioning of flight data for aerodynamic modeling of
aircraft at high angles of attack
[AIAA PAPER 87-2621] p 750 A87-49621

Efficient computation of parameter confidence
intervals

[AIAA PAPER 87-2624] p 795 A87-49623
Analysis of lateral stability of X-29 drop model using

system identification methodology
[AIAA PAPER 87-2625] p 769 A87-49624

Navier-Stokes computations of protate spheroids at
angle of attack
[AIAA PAPER 87-2627] , p 729 A87-49626

Aerodynamic characteristics of biplanes with winglets
p 730 A87-50339

Evaluation of a takeoff performance monitoring
system
[AIAA PAPER 87-2256] p 757 A87-50419

Linear optimum trim solution for aircraft with three
longitudinal control effectors
[AIAA PAPER 87-2590] p 774 A87-50553

Community reactions to helicopter noise - Results from
an experimental study p 853 A87-52064

Viscous shock-layer analysis of hypersonic flows over
long slender bodies
[AIAA PAPER 87-2487] p 806 A87-52291

Pilot evaluation of population-minimal ground tracks in
the airport community p 838 A87-52879

Influence of forebody cross-sectional shape on wing
vortex-burst location p 808 A87-52885

Laboratory study of sidewall noise transmission and
treatment for a light aircraft fuselage

p 824 A87-52887
Unsteady transonic flows past airfoils using the Euler

equations p 808 A87-52896
Time-scale synthesis of a closed-loop discrete Optimal

control system p 857 A87-52960

Development of a takeoff performance monitoring
system
[AIAA PAPER 86-2145] p 828 A87-52962

Flight test of a digital controller used in a helicopter
autoland system p 835 A87-53079

Results from the pushbroom microwave radiometer
flights over the Konza Prairie in 1985

p 853 A87-53206
Structural dynamics research in a full-scale transport

aircraft crash test p 818 A87-53780
Wind-tunnel investigation of the flight characteristics of

a canard general-aviation airplane configuration
[NASA-TP-2623] p 12 NB7-10039

Spin-tunnel investigation of a 1/25-scale model of the
General Dynamics F-16XL airplane
[NASA-TM-85660] p 12 N87-10041

Supersonic, nonlinear, attached-flow wing design for
high lift with experimental validation
[NASA-TP-2336] p 12 N87-10042

Doppler Radar Detection of Wind Shear
[NASA-CP-2435] p 17 N87-10054

Prediction of helicopter rotor discrete frequency noise:
A computer program incorporating realistic blade motions
and advanced acoustic formulation

[NASA-TM-87721] p 59 N87-10750
Effects of tail span and empennage arrangement on

drag of a typical single-engine fighter aft end
[NASA-TP-2352] p 15 N87-10838

Static internal performance of single-expansion-ramp
nozzles with thrust-vectoring capability up to 60 deg
[NASA-TP-2364] p 15 N87-10839

Piloted simulation study of the effects of an automated
trim system on flight characteristics of a light twin°engine
airplane with one engine inoperative
[NASA-TP-2633] p 16 N87-10843

Ground-based time-guidance algorithm for control of
airplanes in a time-metered air traffic control environment:
A piloted simulation study
[NASA-TP-2616] p 34 N87-10864
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NASA. Langley Research Center, Hampton, Va.

Interference effects of thrust reversing on horizontal tail
effectiveness of twin-engine fighter aircraft at Mach
numbers from 0.15 to 0.90
[NASA-TP-2350] p 36 N87-10870

Forward-swept wing configuration designed for high
maneuverability by use of a transonic computational
method

[NASA-TP-2626] p 75 N87-11702
Recent Experiences in Multidisciplinary Analysis and

Optimization, part 1
[NASA-CP-2327-PT-1] p 96 N87-11717

Experiences performing conceptual design optimization
of transport aircraft p 97 N87-11723

Application of optimization techniques to the design of
a flutter suppression control law for the DAST ARW-2

p 115 N87-11736

Calculated effects of varying Reynolds Number and
dynamic pressure on flexible wings at transonic speeds

p75 N87-11738

Multidisciplinary systems optimization by linear
decomposition p 136 N87-11740

Recent Experiences in Multidisciplinary Analysis and
Optimization, part 2
[NASA-CP-2327-PT-2] p99 N87-11750

Helicopter rotor blade aerodynamic optimization by
mathematical programming p99 N87-11753

A description of the active and passive
sidewall-boundary-layer removal systems of the 0.3-metar
transonic cryogenic tunnel
[NASA-TM-87764] p 118 N87-11801

Mach 6 experimental and theoretical stability and
performance of a finned cylindrical body at angles of attack
up to 65 deg
[NASA-TM-89050] p 76 N87-12538

Effect of port corner geometry on the internal
performance of a rotating-vane-type thrust reverser
[NASA-TP-2624] p 77 N87-f2541

Evaluation of a nonlinear parameter extraction
mathematical model including the term C(subm(sub delta

e squared))
{NASA-TM-87731] p 116 N87-12566

Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a generic
fighter model with a wing designed for sustained transonic
maneuver conditions
[NASA-TM-87729] p 150 N87-13404

Computer code to interchange CDS and wave-drag
geometry formats
[NASA-TM-88988] p 172 N87-f3427

Development and evaluation of an airplane electronic
display format aligned with the inertial velocity vector
[NASA-TP-2648] p 182 N87-13438

Wind tunnel wall interference in V/STOL and high lift
testing: A selected, annotated bibliography
[NASA-TM-89066] p 193 N87.13450

Aerothermal tests of spherical dome protuberances on
a flat plate at a Mach number of 6.5
[NASA-TP-2631] p 201 N87-13664

Effects of winglet on transonic flutter characteristics of
a cantilevered twin-engine-transport wing model
[NASA-TP-2627] p 201 N87-13789

Effects of background noise on total noise annoyance
[NASA-TP-2630] p 208 N87-14120

High lift, low pitching moment airfoils
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13215-1] p 153 N87-14282

Remote pivot decoupler pylon: Wing/store flutter

suppressor
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13173-1] p 175 N87-14314

Applicability of linearized.theory attached-flow methods
to design and analysis of flap systems at low speeds for
thin swept wings with sharp leading edges
[NASA-TP-2653] p 230 N87-15174

An efficient algorithm for solution of the unsteady
transonic small-disturbance equation
[NASA-TM-89014] p 230 N87-15176

Subsonic maneuver capability of a supersonic cruise
fighter wing concept
[NASA-TP-2642] p 231 N87-15184

Interdisciplinary and multilevel optimum design
[NASA.TM-89077] p 243 N87-15205

Remote boundary conditions for unsteady
multidimensional aerodynamic computations
[NASA-CR-178211] p233 N87-f 5943

Prediction of wing aeroelastic effects on aircraft lift and
pitching moment characteristics
[NASA-TM-89060] p 264 N87-15975

Estimation of bias errors inmeasured airplane responses

using maximum likelihood method
[NASA-TM-89059] p 254 N87-15977

Geometries for roughness shapes in laminar flow
[NASA.CASE-LAR-13255-f] p 291 N87-16793

Loads and Aeroelasticity Division research and

technology accomplishments for FY 1986 and plans for
FY 1987

[NASA-TM-89084] p 291 N87.16796

Compendium of NASA Langley reports on hypersonic
aerodynamics
[NASA-TM-87760] p 291 N87.16802

Flight investigation of the effect of tail configuration on
stall, spin, and recovery characteristics of a low-wing
general aviation research airplane
[NASA-TP-2644] p 300 N87-16815

Over-the-wing propeller

[NASA-CASE-LAR-13134-2] p 307 N87-16828
Piloted simulator study of allowable time delays in

large-airpiene response
[NASA-TP-2662] p 312 N87-16849

Comparison of composite rotor blade models: A
coupled-beam analysis and an MSC/NASTRAN
finite-element model
[NASA-TM-89024] p 318 N87-16884

Power cepstrum technique with application to model
helicopter acoustic data
[NASA-TP-2586] p 335 N87-17479

Noise propagation from a four-engine, propeller-driven
airplane
[HASA-TM-89035] p 335 N87-17482

Aircraft noise synthesis system
[NASA-TM-89040] p 335 N87-17483

Description of the US Army small-scale 2-meter rotor

test system
[NASA-TM-87762] p 292 N87-17664

Highlights of unsteady pressure tests on a 14 percent
supercritical airfoil at high Reynolds number, transonic
condition
[NASA-TM-89080] p 293 N87-17667

Effects of empennage surface location on aerodynamic
characteristics of a twin-engine afterbody model with
nonaxisymmetric nozzles
[NASA-TP-2392] p 302 N87-17693

Potential benefits of magnetic suspension and balance
systems
[NASA-TM-89079] p 316 N87-17718

Long-term environmental effects and flight service
evaluation of composite materials
[NASA-TM-89067] p 319 N87-17858

Further generalization of an equivalent plate
representation for aircraft structural analysis
[NASA-TM-89105] p327 N87-18113

Correlation of helicopter impulsive noise from
blade-vortex interaction with rotor mean inflow

[NASA-TP-2650] p 336 N87-18399
Joint University Program for Air Transportation

Research, 1983
[NASA-CP-2451] p 340 N87-18520

Helicopter blade-vortex interaction locations:
Scale.model acoustics and free-wake analysis results
[NASA-TP-2658] p 348 N87-18537

Inherent robustness of discrete-time adaptive control

systems
[NASA-CR-178224] p 373 N87-18571

Sensitivity Analysis in Engineering
[NASA-CP-2457] p 390 N87-18855

Sensitivity method for integrated structure/active control
law design p 390 N87-18860

The case for aerodynamic sensitivity analysis
p 349 N87-16861

Sensitivity derivatives and optimization of nodal point
locations for vibration reduction p 390 N87-18869

A simulation evaluation of a pilot interface with an
automatic terminal approach system
[NASA-TP-2669] p 366 N87-19393

A method of predicting the energy-absorption capability
of composite subfloor beams
[NASA-TM-89068] p 380 N87-19450

Investigation of leading-edge flap performance on delta
and double-delta wings at supersonic speeds
[NASA.TP-2656] p 417 N87-20233

Unsteady transonic flow calculations for realistic aircraft

configurations
[NASA-TM-89120] p 417 N87-20234

Investigation of transonic region of high dynamic
response encountered on an elastic supercritical wing
[NASA-TM-89121] p417 N87-20236

Spin-tunnel investigation of a 1/15-scale model of an
Australian trainer airplane
[NASA-TM-89049] p 418 N87-20240

Traffic scenario generation technique for piloted
simulation studies

[NASA-TM-86397] p 421 N87-20254

Integration of altitude and airspeed information into a
primary flight display via moving-tape formats
[NASA-TM-89064] p 438 N87-20265

Computations for the 16-foot transonic tunnel, NASA,
Langley Research Center, revision t
[NASA-TM-86319-REV-t ] p 452 N87-20294

Computational analysis and preliminary redesign of the
nozzle contour of the Langley hypersonic CF4 tunnel
[NASA-TM-89042] p 453 N87-20296
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Aerodynamic measurements and thermal tests of a
strain-gage balance in a cryogenic wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-89039] p 466 N87-20517

Aircraft noise synthesis system: Version 4 user
instructions
[NASA-TM-89089] p 477 N87-20797

Airplane automatic control force trimming device for

asymmetric engine failures
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13280-1] p 449 N87-20999

Acoustic guide for noise-transmission testing of
aircraft
[NASA-CASE-LAR-131 t 1-1-CU ] p 477 N87-21652

Wind-tunnel free.flight investigation of a 0.15-scale
model of the F-106B airplane with vortex flaps
[NASA-TP-2700] p 490 N87-21855

New methods and results for quantification of

lightning-aircraft electrodynamics
[NASA-TP-2737] p 492 N87-21871

Effects of afterbody boattail design and empennage

arrangement on aeropropulsive characteristics of a
twin-engine fighter model at transonic speeds
[NASA-TP-2704] p 492 N87-21873

Computational methods for unsteady transonic flows
[NASA-TM-89106] p 492 N87-21874

Advanced ATC: An aircraft perspective
p 501 N87-21893

Fuel penalties and time flexibility of 4D flight profiles
under mismodeled wind conditions

[NASA-TM-89128] p 509 N87-21917
The effects of display and autopilot functions on pilot

workload for Single Pilot Instrument Flight Rule (SPIFR)
operations
[NASA-CR-4073] p 512 N87-21921

Static aeroeiestic effects on the flutter of a supercritical

wing
[NASA-TM-89132] p 540 N87-22270

An experimental investigation of the aeromechanical
stability of a hingeless rotor in hover and forward flight
[NASA-TM-89107] p 640 N87-22276

Atmospheric Turbulence Relative to Aviation, Missile,
and Space Programs
[NASA-CP-2468] p 543 N87-22341

Measurements of atmospheric turbulence
p 543 N87-22347

Example on how to model and simulate turbulence for
flight simulators p 543 N87-22353

Langley aerospace test highlights - 1986
[NASA-TM-89144] p 550 N87-22602

Joint University Program for Air Transportation
Research, 1984

[NASA-CP-2452] p 483 N87-22604
Aircraft control position indicator

[NASA-CASE-LAR-12984-1] p 512 N87-22678
Crossflow vorticity sensor

[NASA-CASE-LAR-13436-1-CU] p 570 N87-23587
Effect of a trade between boattail angle and wedge size

on the performance of a nonaxisymmetric wedge nozzle
[NASA-TP-2717] p 570 N87-23593

High Reynolds Number tests of the NASA SC(2)-0012
airfoil in the Langley 0.3-meter transonic cryogenic
tunnel
[NASA-TM-89102] p 571 N87-23594

Study of lee-side flows over conically cambered delta
wings at supersonic speeds, part 1
[NASA.TP.2660-PT-1] p 571 N87-23597

Flight investigation of the effects of an outboard
wing-loading-edge modification on stall/spin
characteristics of a low-wing, single-engine, T-tail light
airplane
[NASA-TP-2691] p 585 N87-23614

Helicopter anti-torque system using fuselage strakes
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13630-1] p 597 N67-23630

Plasma torch igniter for scramlets
p 605 N87-23789

Opposed jet burner studies of siiene-methane,
silane-hydrogen and hydrogen diffusion flames with air

p 605 N87-23791
Extension of Kirchhoff's formula to radiation from moving

surfaces
[NASA-TM-89149] p 620 N87.24160

Annoyance response to simulatod advanced turboprop
aircraft interior noise containing tonal beets
[NASA-TP-2689] p 620 N87-24161

Engineer incharge: A history of the Langley Aeronautical
Laboratory, 1917-1958
[NASA-SP-4305] p 621 N87-24390

Effects of ground proximity on a low aspect ratio
propulsive wing/canard configuration

p 573 N87-24422
Helicopter blade dynamic loads measured during

performance testing of two scaled rotors
[NASA-TM-89053] p 573 N87-24423

Static internal performance of a two-dimensional
convergect-divergent nozzle with thrust vectoring
[NASA-TP-2721] p 574 N87-24432
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Multiaxis control power from thrust vectoring for a
supersonic fighter aircraft model at Mach 0.20 to 2.47
[NASA-TP-2712] p 574 N87-24433

Measurements of flow rate and trajectory of aircraft

tire-generated water spray
[NASA-TP-2718] p 588 N87-24458

Helicopter having a disengageable tail rotor
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13609-1] p 588 N87.24460

Improved control surface actuator
]NASA-CASE-LAR-12852-1] p 588 N87-24461

Multiscale turbulence effects in supersonic jets

exhausting into still air
[NASA-TP-2707] p 614 N87-24672

Acoustic fatigue: OvervPsw of activities at NASA
Langley
[NASA-TM-89143] p 620 N87-24965

Optical data transfer system for crossing a rotary joint
[NASA.CASE-LAR-13613-1-SB] p 621 N87-24984

Wind Sheer/Turbulence Inputs to Flight Simulation and

Systems Certification
[NASA-CP-2474] p 625 N87-25267

Wind shear and turbulence simulation

p 703 N87-25274
Flight duration, airspeed practices and altitude

management of airplanes involved in the NASA VGH
General Aviation Program
[NASA-TM-89074] p 625 N87-25293

Subsonic wind-tunnel measurements of a slender

wing-body configuration employing a vortex flap
[NASA-TM-89101] p 642 N87-25295

Study of lee-side flows over conically cambered Delta
wings at supersonic speeds, part 2
[NASA-TP-2660-PT-2] p 643 N87-25301

Effect of planform taper on hover performance of an
advanced AH-64 model rotor
[NASA-TM-89145] p643 N87-25304

On the nonlinear aerodynamic and stability
characteristics of a generic chine-forebody slender-wing
fighter configuration
[ NASA-TM-89447] p 643 N87-25305

A multi-body aircraft with an all-movable center fuselage
actively controlling fuselage pressure drag
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13511-1 ] p 658 N87-25320

Integrally-stiffened crash energy-absorbing subfloor
beam structure
[ NASA-CASE-LAR-13697-1] p659 N87-25321

Airfoil flutter model suspension system
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13522-1-SB] p 687 N87-25334

Preliminary structural design of composite main rotor
blades for minimum weight
[NASA-TP-2730] p 691 N87-25435

Truss-core corrugation for compression loads
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13438-1] p 699 N87-25496

Miniature remote dead weight calibrator
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13564-1 ] p 700 N87-25558

Auxiliary data input device
[ NASA-CASE-LAR-13626-1] p700 N87-25584

Survey of currently available high-resolution raster
graphics systems
[NASA-TM-89139] p 705 N87-25771

Effect of signal jitter on the spectrum of rotor impulsive
noise

[NASA-TM-100477] p 708 N87-25827
Detailed near-wake fiowtield surveys with comparison

to an Euler method of an aspect ratio 4 rectangular wing
[NASA-TM-89357] p 644 N87-25993

Computational analysis of hypersonic airbreathing
aircraft flow fields p645 N87-26019

Effect of Reynolds number variation on aerodynamics
of a hydrogen-fueled transport concept at Mech 6
[NASA-TP-2728] p 645 N87-26031

Steady and unsteady aerodynamic forces from the
SOUSSA surface-panel method for a fighter wing with tip
missile and comparison with experiment and PANAIR
[NASA-TP-2736] p 645 N87-26032

Low-speed wind.tunnel results for symmetrical NASA
LS(1)-0013 airfoil

[NASA-TM-4003] p 645 N87-26033

Evaluation of installed performance of e
wing-tip-mounted pusher turboprop on a somispan wing
[NASA-TP-2739] p659 N87-26041

Optimization methods applied to the aerodynamic design
of helicopter rotor blades
[NASA-TM-89155] p 660 N87-26042

Subsonic longitudinal and lateral-directional
characteristics of a forward-swept-wing fighter
configuration at angles of attack up to 47 dng
[NASA-TP-2727] p 732 N87-26874

Operational performance of vapor-scraen systems for
in-flight visualization of leading-edge vortices on the
F-106B aircraft

[NASA.TM-4004] p 732 N87-26877
Wind-tunnel evaluation of an advanced main-rotor blade

design for a utility-class helicopter
[NASA-TM-89129] p 733 N87.26878

An experimental investigation of an advanced turboprop
installation on a swept wing at subsonic and transonic
speeds
[NASA-TP-2729] p 733 N87-26883

Piloted simulator study of allowable time delay in pitch
flight control system of a transport airplane with negative
static stability
[NASA-TM-89147] p 776 N87-26919

Piloted-simulation study of effects of vortex flaps on
Iow-specd handling qualities of a Delta-wing airplane
[NASA-TP-2747] p 776 N87-26922

Experimental study of shock wave interference heating
on a cylindrical leading edge
[NASA.TM-100484] p 789 N87-27154

NASTRAN application for the prediction of aircraft
interior noise p 797 N87-27248

Joint University Program for Air Transportation
Research, 1985
[NAS 1.55:2453] p 715 N87-27596

Calculation of viscous effects on transonic flow for

oscillating airfoils and comparisons with experiment
[NASA-TP-2731] p 734 N87-27622

Drag measurements of blunt stores tangentially mounted
on a flat plate at supersonic speeds
[NASA-TP-2742] p 734 N87-27626

Pressure measurements on a thick cambered and

twisted 58 deg delta wing at high subsonic speeds
[NASA-TP-2713] p 735 N87-27643

Unique research challenges for high-speed civil

transports
[NASA-TM-100490] p 740 N87-27651

Integration of altitude and airspeed information into a
primary flight display via moving-tape formats: Evaluation
during random tracking task
[NASA-TM-4010] p 758 N87-27665

The effects of aeroelastic deformation on the

unaugmented stopped-rotor dynamics of an X-Wing
aimraft
[NASA-TM-100480] p 791 N87-28056

Traditional versus rule-based programming techniques:
Application to the control of optional flight information
[NASA-TM-89161] p 795 N87-28275

Evolution, calibration, and operational characteristics of
the two-dimensional test section of the Langley O.3-meter
transonic cryogenic tunnel
[NASA-TP.2749] p 839 N87-28570

Standard test evaluation of graphite fiber/resin matrix
composite materials for improved toughness
[NASA-TM-86298] p 845 N87-28618

Thermal fatigue tests of a radiative heat shield panel
for a hypersonic transport
[NASA-TM-87583] p 845 N87-28643

The SIFT hardwere/software systems. Volume 1: A

detailed description
[NASA-TM-87574] p 858 N87-29186

Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a twin-engine

general aviation configuration with aft-fuselage-mounted
pusher propellers
[NASA-TP-2763] p 817 N87-29462

Jet transport flight operations using cockpit display of
traffic information during instrument meteorological
conditions: Simulation evaluation

[NASA-TP-2567] p 819 N87-29469
Qualitative evaluation of a flush air data system at

transonic speeds and high angles of attack
[NASA-TP-2716] p 827 N87-29497

A vector-based failure detection and isolation algorithm
for a dual fail-operationsi redundant strapdown inertial
measurement unit

[NASA-TM.100493] p 829 N87-29531
Langley Aircraft Landing Dynamics Facility

[NASA-RP-1189] p 839 N87.29544

The ACEE program and basic composites research at
Langley Research Center (1975 to 1986): Summary and
bibliography
[NASA-RP-1177] p 846 N87-29612

Elevated temperature aluminum alloys
[NASA-CASE-LAR-13632-1] p 846 N87-29650

Acoustic effects on profile drag of a laminar flow airfoil
[NASA.TM-f00505] p 660 N87.30155

National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Lewis
Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.

Fiber-reinforced superalloy composites provide an
added performance edge p 39 A87-12647

A real-time simulation evaluation of an advanced

detection, isolation and accommodation algorithm for
sonsor failures in turbine engines p 103 A87-13318

Polymer, metal, and ceramic matrix composites for
advanced aircraft engine applications

p 121 A87-15187

Modeling the effects of wind tunnel wall absorption on
the acoustic radiation characteristics of propellers
[AIAA PAPER 86-1876] p 208 A87-17991

An overview of the small engine component technology

(SECT) studies
[AIAA PAPER 86-1542] p 164 A87.17993

In-flight photogrammetric measurement of wing ice
accretions

[AIAA PAPER 86-0483] p 155 A87.17995
Fabrication and quality assurance processes for

superhybrid composite fan blades p 195 A87-19123
Folding tilt rotor demonstrator feasibility study

p 169 A87.19247
Visualization of flows in a motored rotary combustion

engine using holographic interferometry
[AIAA PAPER 86-1557] p 248 A87.21514

Particle trajectory computer program for icing analysis
of axisymmetrlo bodies - A progress report
[AIAA PAPER 87-0027] p 234 A87-22366

In-flight measurement of ice growth on an airfoil using
an array of ultrasonic transducers
[AIAA PAPER 87-0178] p 234 A87-22464

Three-dimensional trajectory analyses of two drop sizing
instruments - PMS OAP and PMS FSSP

[AIAA PAPER 87-0180] p 265 A87-22466
A heater made from graphite composite material for

potential deicing application
[AIAA PAPER 87-0025] p 297 A87-24905

High-speed propeller noise predictions . Effects of
boundary conditions used in blade loading calculations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0525] p 333 A87-24978

A numerical simulation of the inviscid flow through a
countsrrotating propeller
[ASME PAPER 86-GT-138] p 287 A87-25395

The effect of circumferential aerodynamic detuning on
coupled bending-torsion unstalled supersonic flutter
[ASME PAPER 86-GT-100] p 304 A87-25396

Two- and three-dimensional viscous computations of a
hypersonic inlet flow
[AIAA PAPER 87-0283] p346 A87-31106

Measured noise of a scale model high speed propeller
at simulated takeoff/approach conditions
[AIAA PAPER 87-0526] p 397 A87-31109

Structureborne noise control in advanced turboprop
aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 87-0530] p 397 A87-31110
Aircraft turbofan noise p398 A87-31144
Prediction of the structure of fuel sprays in cylindrical

combustion chambers p 369 A87-31277
A model propulsion simulator for evaluating counter

rotating blade characteristics
[SAE PAPER 861715] p 440 A87.32607

Optimization and analysis of gas turbine engine blades
[AIAA PAPER 87-0827] p 475 A87-33614

Structural tailoring of advanced turboprops
[AIAA PAPER 87-0753] p 464 A87-33648

A technique for the prediction of airfoil flutter
characteristics in separated flow
[AIAA PAPER 87-0910] p 464 A87-33719

Analysis of viscous transonic flow over airfoil sections
[AIAA PAPER 87-0420] p 413 A87-34723

Investigation of two-dimensional
shock-wave/boundary-layer interactions

p 552 A87-39528

Effects of multiple rows and nonciroulsr orifices on
dilution jet mixing p 608 A87-39805

Euler analysis of transonic propeller flows
p 553 A87-39813

Analytical and experimental investigation of mistuning
in propfan flutter
[AIAA PAPER 87-0739] p 609 A87-40496

Analytical flutter investigation of s composite propfan
model
[AIAA PAPER 87-0738] p 609 A87-40497

Numerical simulation of transonic propeller flow using
a three-dimensional small disturbance code employing
novel helical coordinates
[AIAA PAPER 87-1162] p 560 A87-42107

An LDA investigation of three-dimensional normal
shock-boundary layer interactions in • corner
[AIAA PAPER 87-1369] p 632 A87-44938

Full-scale thrust reverser testing in an altitude facility
[AIAA PAPER 87-1788] p 684 A87-45203

Contingency power for small turboshaft engines using
water injection into turbine cooling air
[AIAA PAPER 87-1906] p 668 A87-45289

NASA/GE advanced low emissions combustor

program
[AIAA PAPER 87-2035] p 671 A87-45369

TwcH:limensional nozzle plume cherectedstios
[AIAA PAPER 87-2111] p 636 A87-45413

Secondary stream and excitation effects on
two-dimensional nozzle plume characteristics
[AIAA PAPER 87-2112] p 637 A87-45414

Influence of third-dngrse geometric nonlinearities on the
vibration and stability of pretwisted, preconed, rotating
blades p 674 A87-46228

Aeroelastic control of stability and forced response of
supersonic rotors by aerodynamic detuning

p 676 A87-46249
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Opportunities and challenges in heat transfer - From
the perspective of the government laboratory

p 787 A87-48313

Supersonic through-flow fan design
[AIAA PAPER 87-1746] p 759 A87-48571

Euler analysis of the three-dimensional flow field of a
high-speed propeller - Boundary condition effects
[ASME PAPER 87-GT-253] p 719 A87-48719

Evaluation of icing drag coefficient correlations applied

to iced propeller performance prediction
[SAE PAPER 871033] p 737 A87-48761

Advanced liquid-cooled, turbocharged and intercooled
stratified charge rotary engines for aircraft
[SAE PAPER 871039] p 759 A87-48766

Numerical simulations of unsteady, viscous, transonic
flow over isolated and cascaded airfoils using a deforming

grid
[AIAA PAPER 87-13161 p 729 A87-49649

Method for the determination of the three dimensional

aerodynamic field of a rotor-stator combination in
compressible flow
[AIAA PAPER 87-1742] p 730 A87-50187

Performance of two 1O-lb/sec centrifugal compressors
with different blade and shroud thicknesses operating over
a range of Reynolds numbers
[AIAA PAPER 87-1745] p 762 A87-50188

Liner cooling research at NASA Lewis Research
Center
[AIAA PAPER 87-1828] p 762 A87-50189

Reactivation study for NASA Lewis Research Center's
Hypersonic Tunnel Facility
[AIAA PAPER 87-1886] p 779 A87-50190

The supersonic through-flow turbofan for high Mach
propulsion
[AIAA PAPER 87-2050] p 763 A87-50196

Full-scale engine demonstration of an advanced sensor
failure detection isolation, and accommodation algorithm
- Preliminary results
[AIAA PAPER 87-2259] p 763 A87-50422

Static tests of the propulsion system
[AIAA PAPER 87-1728] p 830 A87-52245

A variable geometry combustor for broadened properties
fuels
[AIAA PAPER 87-1832] p 830 A87-52246

Wind tunnel performance results of an aeroelasticatly
scaled 2/9 model of the PTA flight test prop-fan
[AIAA PAPER 87-1893] p 806 A87-52251

The NASA strain gage laboratory p 838 A87-52494
Mathematical model partitioning and packing for parallel

computer calculation p 856 A87-52534
Structural ceramics in heat engines - The NASA

viewpoint p 842 A87-53352
New generation methods for spur, helical, and

spiral-bevel gears p 849 A87-53420
Compound cycle engine program p 831 A87-53428
New ZrO2-Yb203 plasma-sprayed coatings for thermal

harder applications p 843 A87-53623
Response of a small-turboshaft-engine compression

system to inlet temperature distortion
[NASA-TM-83765] p 35 N87-10100

Testing of UH-60A helicopter transmission in NASA
Lewis 2240-kW (3000-hp) facility
]NASA-TP-26261 p 50 N87-10391

Turbine Engine Hot Section Technology, 1984
[NASA-CP-2339] p 52 N87-11180

Combustion overview p 43 N87-11181
Surface protection p 43 N87-11182
Fatigue and fracture: Overview p 52 N87-11183
Host turbine heat transfer overview

p 52 N87-11184
Laser anemometers of hot-section applications

p 52 N87-11187
Evaluation results of the 700 deg C Chinese strain

gages p 52 N87-11189
Coating life prediction p 43 N87-11194
Introduction to life modeling of thermal barrier

coatings p 43 N87-11195
Aerethermal modeling program, phase 2

p 35 N87-11200
Flame radiation p 43 N87-11204
STAEBL: Structural tailoring of engine blades, phase 2

p 106 N87-11731
Compound cycle engine program

[NASA-TM-88879] p 107 N87-11790
Selection of rolling-element bearing steels for long-life

application
[NASA-TM-88881] p 129 N87-11993

Concentrated mass effects on the flutter of a composite
advanced turboprop model
[NASA-TM-88854] p 130 N87-12017

A heater made from graphite composite matehal for
potential deicing application
[NASA-TM-88888] p 101 N87-12559

A constitutive law for finite element contact problems
with unclassical friction
[NASA-TM-88838] p 131 N87-12924

Cruise noise of counterrotation propeller at angle of
attack in wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-88869] p 139 N87-13252

Effect of design variables, temperature gradients and
speed of life and reliability of a rotating disk
[NASA-TM-88883] p 201 N87-13755

High-speed propeller noise predictions: Effects of
boundary conditions used in blade loading calculations
[NASA-TM-88913] p 208 N87-14957

Viscous analyses for flow through subsonic and
supersonic intakes
[NASA-TM-88831] p 229 N87-15173

New generation methods for spur, helical, and
spiral-bevel gears
[NASA-TM-88862] p 267 N87-15466

Structureborne noise control in advanced turboprop
aircraft
[NASA-TM-88947] p 272 N87-16587

Measured noise of a scale model high speed propeller
at simulated takeoff/approach conditions
[NASA-TM-88920] p 272 N87-16588

Measurements of the unsteady flow field within the stator
row of a transonic axial-flow fan. 1: Measurement and
analysis technique
[NASA-TM-88945] p 290 N87-16789

Measurements of the unsteady flow field within the stator
row of a transonic axial-flow fan. Part 2: Results and
discussion

[NASA-TM-88946] p 290 N87-16790
Euler analysis of the three dimensional flow field of a

high-speed propeller: Boundary condition effects
[NASA-TM-88955] p 291 N87-16798

Unsteady flows in a single-stage transonic axial-flow fan
stator row
[NASA-TM-88929] p 292 N87-16805

Identification and proposed control of helicopter
transmission noise at the source
[NASA-TM-89312] p 300 N87-16816

Outdoor test stand performance of a convertible engine
with variable inlet guide vanes for advanced rotorcraft
propulsion
[NASA-TM-88939] p 307 N87-16825

A distributed data acquisition system for aeronautics test
facilities
[NASA-TM-88961] p 315 N87-16851

Analysis of viscous transonic flow over airfoil sections
[NASA-TM-88912] p 323 N87-17001

Combustion noise from gas turbine aircraft engines
measurement of far-field levels
[NASA-TM-88971] p 335 N87-17480

Spectrum-modulating fiber-optic sensors for aircraft
control systems
[NASA-TM-88968] p 309 N87-17700

Experimental evaluation of a translating nozzle sidewall
radial turbine

[NASA-TM-88963] p 309 N87-17701
Four spot laser anemometer and optical access

techniques for turbine applications
[NASA-TM-88972] p 326 N87-18057

Analytical flutter investigation of a composite propfan
model

[NASA-TM-88944] p 327 N87-18115
Analytical and experimental investigation of mistuning

in propfan flutter
[NASA-TM-88959] p327 N87-18116

Secondary stream and excitation effects on
two-dimensional nozzle plume characteristics
[NASA-TM-89813] p 349 N87-18539

Two-dimensional nozzle plume characteristics
[NASA-TM-89812] p 349 N87-18540

Full-scale thrust reverser testing in an altitude facility
[NASA-TM-88967] p 376 N87-18575

Experimental evaluation of two turning vane designs for
fan drive corner of 0.1-scale model of NASA Lewis
Research Center's proposed altitude wind tunnel
[NASA-TP-2646] p 376 N87-18576

Acceleration display system for aircraft zero-gravity
research

[NASA-TM-87358] p 389 N87-18801

A comparative study of some dynamic stall models
[NASA-TM-88917] p 391 N87-18883

Noise reduction for model counterrotation propeller at
cruise by reducing aft-propeller diameter
[NASA-TM-88936] p 398 N87-19057

Numerical simulation of transonic propeller flow using
a 3-dimensional small disturbance code employing novel
helical coordinates

[NASA-TM-89826] p 350 N87-19350
Combustion research in the Internal Fluid Mechanics

Division p 457 N87-20268

Theoretical kinetic computations in complex reacting
systems p 476 N87-20277

Contingency power for small turboshaft engines using
water injection into turbine cooling air
[NASA-TM-89817] p 442 N87-20280

Performance and efficiency evaluation and heat release
study of an outboard Marine Corporation Rotary
Combustion Engine
[NASA-TM-89833] p 442 N87-20282

Detailed flow surveys of turning vanes designed for a
0.1-scale model of NASA Lewis Research Center's
proposed altitude wind tunnel
[NASA-TP-2680} p 452 N87-20295

Vibration characteristics of OH-58A helicopter main rotor
transmission
[NASA-TP-2705] p 467 N87-20555

Experimental and analytical evaluation of dynamic load
and vibration of a 2240-kW (300-hp) rotorcraff
transmission
[NASA-TM-88975] p 467 N87-20556

Shot peening for Ti-6AI-4V alloy compressor blades
[NASA-TP-2711 ] p 467 N87-20566

Aircraft accident report: NASA 712, Convair 990,
N712NA, March Air Force Base, California, July 17, 1985,

executive summary
[NASA-TM-87356-VOL-1] p 495 N87-21878

Aircraft accident report: NASA 712, Convair 990,
N712NA, March Air Force Base, California, July 17, 1985,
facts and analysis
[NASA-TM-87356-VOL-2] p 496 N87-21879

Shock structure measured in a transonic fan using laser
anemometry p 516 N87-21929

Full-scale engine demonstration of an advanced sensor
failure detection, isolation and accommodation algorithm:
Preliminary results
[NASA-TM-89880] p 536 N87-22097

Use of a liquid-crystal, heater-element composite for
quantitative, high-resolution heat transfer coefficients on
a turbine airfoil, including turbulence and surface

roughness effects
[NASA-TM-87355] p 538 N87-22181

Rotordynamic Instability Problems in High-Performance
Turbomachinery, 1986
[NASA-CP-2443] p 538 N87-22199

Structural and aeroelastic analysis of the SR-7L
propfan
[NASA-TM-86877] p 540 N87-22273

Analysis of an advanced technology subsonic turbofan
incorporating revolutionary materials
[NASA-TM-89868] p 519 N87-22680

Supersonic through-flow fan design
[NASA-TM-88908] p 520 N87-22681

Unsteady stator/rotor interaction p 541 N87-22767
Fiber reinforced superalloys

]NASA-TM-89865] p 530 N87-22811
Helicopter transmission testing at NASA Lewis Research

Center

[NASA-TM-89912] p 542 N87-22978
Applications and requirements for real-time simulators

in ground-test facilities
[NASA-TP-2672] p 548 N87-23202

Icing of flow conditioners in a closed-loop wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-89824] p 570 N87-23591

Coupled aerodynamic and acoustical predictions for
turboprops
[NASA-TM-87094] p 571 N87-23598

The supersonic through-flow turbofan for high Mach

propulsion
[NASA-TM-100114] p 593 N87-23626

Experimental evaluation of honeycomb/screen
configurations and short contraction section for NASA
Lewis Research Center's altitude wind tunnel

[NASA-TP-2692] p 602 N87-23662
Reactivation study for NASA Lewis Research Center's

hypersonic tunnel facility
[NASA-TM-89918] p 603 N87-23664

Hot gas ingestion: From model results to full scale engine
testing p 593 N87-24419

Numerical simulations of unsteady, viscous, transonic
flow over isolated and cascaded airfoils using a deforming
grid
[NASA-TM-89890] p 575 N87-24435

Low-cost FM oscillator for capacitance type of blade

tip clearance measurement system
[NASA-TP-2746] p 594 N87-24481

Wind tunnel performance results of an aeroelastically
scaled 2/9 model of the PTA flight test prop-fan
[NASA-TM-89917] p 642 N87-25294

Advanced detection, isolation and accommodation of
sensor failures: Real-time evaluation

[NASA-TP-2740] p 682 N87-25331
A high temperature fatigue and structures testing

facility
[NASA-TM-100151] p 701 N87-26399

Effect of variable inlet guide vanes on the operating
characteristics of a tilt nacelle inlet/powered fan model
[NASA-TM-88983] p 734 N87-27628

A computational procedure for automated flutter
analysis
[NASA-TM-100171] p 791 N87-28058
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The effect of front-to-rear propeller spacing on the
interaction noise of a model counterretation propeller at
cruise conditions

[NASA-TM-100121] p 798 N87-28396
Cruise noise of the 2/9th scale model of the Large-scale

Advanced Propfan (LAP) propeller, SR-7A
[NASA-TM-100175] p 798 N87-28396

Vortex-scalar element calculations of a diffusion flame

stabilized on a plane mixing layer
[NASA-TM-100133] p 802 N87-28501

.Toward improved durability in advanced combustors and
turbines: Progress in the prediction of thermomechanical
loads

[NASA-TM-88932] p 832 N87-28551
Measurement uncertainty for the Uniform Engine Testing

Program conducted at NASA Lewis Research Center
[NASA-TM-88943] p 833 N87-28557

Experimental evaluation of corner turning vanes
]NASA-TM-100143] p 839 N87-28571

Control of shear flows by artificial excitation
[NASA.TM-10020t] p 815 N87-29420

New methods and materials for molding and casting
ice formations

[NASA-TM-t00126] p 819 N87-29470
Analysis of Convair 990 rejectod-takeoff accident, with

emphasis on decision making, training and procedures
[NASA-TM-100189] p 819 N87-29471

Airflow calibration and exhaust pressure/temperature
survey of an F404, S/N 215-109, turbofan engine
[NASA-TM-100159] p 834 N87-29537

Performance and power regulation characteristics of two
aileron-controlled rotors and a pitchable tip-controlled rotor
on the Mod-O turbine

[NASA-TM-100136] p 855 N87-29956
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Ala.
Large volume water sprays for dispersing warm fogs

p 125 A87-13848
Test results for sawtooth-pattern damper seals -

Leakage and rotordynamic coefficients
[ASME PAPER 86-TRIB-21] p 200 A87-19530

Airborne Doppler lidar measurements

p 247 A87-22797
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a

wing-canard configuration with underwing spanwise
blowing on the trailing-edge flap system
[NASA-TM-89020] p 231 N87-15180

B-57B gust gradient program p 657 N87-25276
SPACE/COHMEX data inventory document

[NASA-TM-4006] p 854 N87-29068
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

Wallops Flight Center, Wallops Island, Va.
Multipurpose aircraft monitoring with a smart recorder

p 179 A87-f6836
Wind tunnel test results of heavy rain effects on airfoil

performance

[AIAA PAPER 87-0260] p 222 A87-22519
Airborne multibeam radar altimetry

p 853 A87-53115
Aircraft positioning using Global Positioning System

carrier phase data p 821 A87-54367
National Aerospace Lab., Amsterdam (Netherlands).

Unsteady airload computations for airfoils oscillating in
attached and separated compressible flow
[NLR-MP-85040-U] p 16 N87-10846

Correlation between flight simulation and processing of
flight tests based on inertial measurements

[NLR-MP-85058-U] p 28 N87-10863
Corrosion and corrosion prevention in aircraft

structures

[NLR-MP-85029-U] p 43 N87-11004

Fatigue fracture in steel landing gear components
[NLR-MP-8505O-U] p 54 N87-11233

Real time debugging software package for flight
simulator software system with variable labeled COMMON
blocks

[NLR-MP-85013-U] p 57 N67-11530

A brief introduction to the helicopter
[NLR-MP-85062-U] p 65 N87-11688

A check of crack propagation prediction models against
test results generated under transport aircraft flight
simulation loading

[NLR-TR-84005-U] p 100 N87-11782

Systems, avionics and instrumentation of transport
category helicopters
[NLR-MP-85066-U] p 102 N87-11785

A small, flexible and powerful data acquisition system
for the F16 aircraft

[NLR-MP-85074-U] p 103 N87-11786

Correction for waIHnterfereoce by means of a measured
boundary condition method

[NLR-TR-84114-U] p 151 N87-13414

Two-dimensional wall interference assessment using
CALSPAN pipes

[NLR-TR-85065-U] p 151 N87-13415

How to make your aerodynamics in flutter calculations
cheaper
[NLR-MP-85056-U] p 152 N87-13416

Considerations on Microwave Landing System (MLS)
approach path interception procedures and applicable turn
techniques

[NLR-MP-85063-U] p 160 N87-13426
Trends in airliner flight deck design

[NLR-MP-85007-U] p 174 N87-13437
A Computer Aided Design (CAD) system for the design

of stiffened panels in wing box structures
[NLR-TR-85074-U] p 207 N87-14041

SIMPROP: A system for simple aerodynamic analysis
of propellers in axial flow. Description of method and user's
guide
{NLR-TR-84128-U] p 154 N87-14288

Experiences with transition fixing in the high speed
regime at NLR, Netherlands p 242 N87-15163

Evaluation of DDH and weld repaired F100 turbine vanes
under simulated service conditions p 325 N87-17070

Computational drag analysis and minimization. Mission
impossible?
[NLR-MP-85080-U] p 349 N87-18543

Multicomponent Aircraft Transonic Inviscid Computation
System (MATRICS) transonic potential flow calculations
about transport aircraft

[NLR-MP-86019-U] p 349 N87-18544
Methods for numerical simulation of leading-odge vortex

flow

[NLR-MP-85052-U] p 349 N87-18545
Investigation on MLS approach path interception and

transition techniques. Part 2: Flight simulator
investigation
[NLR-TR-85097-U-PT-2] p 357 N87-18560

Technical evaluation report on the AGARD Fluid

Dynamics Panel Symposium on Improvement of
Aerodynamic Performance Through Boundary Layer
Control and High Lift Systems
[NLR-MP-85016-U] p 362 N87-18566

Performance of high temperature coatings on F100
turbine blades under simulated service conditions
[NLR-MP-8602t-U] p 370 N87-18569

Flexible and high quality software on a multiprocessor
computer system controlling a research flight simulator
[NLR-MP-65061-U] p 377 N87-18578

Aerodynamic end structural aspects of propeller and
drive for a 1/5 scale wind tunnel program
[NLR-MP-84091-U] p 377 N87-18579

Realization of an airport noise monitoring system for
determining the traffic flow in the surroundings of a military
airbase

[NLR-MP-86016-U] p 377 N87-18580
Advanced aluminum alloy plate materials for damage

tolerant aircraft structures

[NLR-MP-85078-U] p 379 N87-18660
Short stress corrosion cracks in aluminum alloy

components
[NLR-MP-86001-U] p 380 N87-18661

Fatigue in aircraft corrosion testing: The first 10 years
[NLR-MP-86009-U] p 380 N87-18662

Full Approximative Scheme (FAS) multigrid employing
Incomplete Lower Upper decomposition/Strongly Implicit
Procedure (ILU/SlP) smoothing: A robust fast solver for
3D transonic potential flow
[NLR-MP-85072.U] p 389 N87-18798

A perspective of mathematical simulation and
optimization techniques in computer aided design
[NLR-MP-85088-U] p 396 N87-19618

The CAD environment of the National Aerospace
Laboratory NLR, The Netherlands
[NLR-MP-86005-U] p 396 N87-19029

Investigation on Microwave Landing System (MLS)
approach path interception and transition techniques. Part
1: Fast-time computer simulations
[NLR-TR-85097-U-PT-1] p 357 N87-19373

Design and experimental verification of a calculation
method for frequency response analysis of digital control
systems in a continuous environment
[NLR-TR-85090-U] p 374 N87-19402

Comparison between measured and calculated
stall-flutter behavior of a one-bladed model rotor
[NLR-MP-85059-U] p 374 N87-19403

Numerical treatment of shocks in unsteady potential flow
computation
[NLR-MP.85044.U] p 392 N87-19676

Matrics, transonic potential flow calculations about
transport aircraft p 415 N87-20208

Some aspects of fan noise generation in axial
compressors
[NLR-MP-85089-U] p 477 N87-21657

Flexible and high quality software on a multiprocessor
computer system controlling a research flight simulator

p 600 N87-23643
Correlation between flight simulation and processing of

flight tests based on inertial measurements
p 601 N87-23655

National Aerospace Lab., Tokyo (Japan).
Self-adaptive-grid method with application to airfoil

flow p 347 A87-31177
Proceedings of the 3rd NAL Symposium on Aircraft

Computational Aerodynamics
[NAL-SP-5] p 152 N87-14247

Numerical simulation of an aircraft icing
p 174 N87-14248

On a data base system for numerical simulator

p 210 N87-14252
Development of the highly loaded axial flow turbine

airfoils, making use of the improved inverse channel flow
design method p 202 N87-14257

An easily vectorizable numerical solution of the Euler
equations p 207 N87-14258

Some numerical calculations by using linear classical
sonic theories approached from sub- or supersonic
speeds p 152 N87-14262

Application of the e sup N method to calculations of
laminar flow control p 262 N87-14263

Numerical simulation of transonic flow fields by solving
the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations

p 152 N87-14266
The reliability of numerical solutions for the viscous

transonic flows over an airfoil p 152 N87-14267
Computational study of flow around an airfoil at high

angles of attack by a block pentadiagonai matrix method
p 152 N87-14268

Computations of two- and three-dimensional flows using
an adaptive mesh p 202 N87-14269

Direct numerical control in grid generation
p 207 N87-14270

Two-dimensional incompressible flows around an airfoil
at several attack angles p 153 N87-14271

Transonic aileron computation in comparison to wind
tunnel test p 153 N87-14273

Investigation of a prediction method of transonic flutter
characteristics using unsteady transonic aerodynamics

p 191 N87-14274
Transonic wing and airfoil design using inverse code

WINDES p 174 N87-14275
Application of computational aerodynamics to wing

design under fuselage interference p 174 N87-14276
The role of computational fluid dynamics in aeronautical

engineering: Third report p 174 N87-14277
The National Gas Turbine projects in Japan. The

F JR-710 turbofan engine project, The ADTJ-100 high
efficient gas turbine project p 250 N87-15218

Pressure measurement around the aft body of the NAL
STOL-research-aircraft model
[NAL-TR-919] p 491 N87-21867

Numerical analysis of inviscid compressible flows about
wing-fuselage combinations based on the Euler
equations
[NAL-TR-Sg6T] p 491 N87-21668

Comparison of transonic airfoil characteristics by
Navier-Stokes computation and by wind tunnel test at high
Reynolds number
[NAL-TR-911T] p 492 N87-21869

A curvilinear coordinate thin-layer Navier.Stokes hybrid
scheme for transonic airfoil analysis
[NAL-TR-913] p 492 N87-21872

Development and flight verification of airborne glidesiope
computation/gust detection system
[NAL-TR-908] p 503 N87-21906

Transonic airfoil design based on the Navier-Stokes

equations to attain arbitrarily specified pressure
distribution: An iterative procedure
[NAL-TR-g01T] p 509 N87-21916

An experiment on a cylindrical scramjet combustor, 1:
Simulated flight Mach number of 4.4
[NAL-TR-918] p 519 N87-21953

An experimental study on the threshold of roll
perception
[NAL-TR-905] p 526 N87-21968

Trial manufacture of NAL 0.1m x O.lm transonic

cryogenic wind tunnel
[NAL-TR-910] p 526 N87-21969

Tensile strength of engineering ceramics
[NAL-TR-90O] p 529 N87-22052

Estimation of divergence and flutter boundaries from
locally stationary random responses
[NAL-TR-8g8] p 537 N87-22169

Programming techniques for high-speed processing and
verification with the NEC supercomputer SX system
[NAL-TR-909] p 547 N87-22424

National Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder,
Colo.

A high resolution spatial and temporal multiple Doppler
analysis of a microburst and its application to aircraft flight
simulation p 392 A87-28020

Operational wind shear detection and warning - The
'CLAWS' experience at Denver and future objectives
[SAE PAPER 861647] p 352 A87-29590

The microbursts of 22 June 1982 in JAWS

p 792 A87-49368
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National Chlao Tung Univ., Hslnchu ('ralwan). CORPORA TE SOURCE

Introduction to the JAWS Program
p 703 N87-25270

JAWS multiple Doppler derived winds
p 703 N87-25271

Status of the JAWS Program p 703 N87-25272
United Aidines wind shear incident of May 31, 1984

p 647 N8Z.25288

A high resolution spatial and temporal multiple Doppler
analysis of a microburst and its application to aircraft flight
simulation
[DOTIFAAIPM-87/11] p 854 N87-29060

National Chtao Tung Univ., Hslnchu (Talwen).
New generation methods for spur, helical, and

spirei-bevei gears p 849 A87-53420

National Interagency Coordination Group.
International Aerospace and Ground Conference on

Lightning and Static Electricity. Technical papers: The key
to lightning technology, held in Orlando, Florida on 26-28
June 1984
[AD-A169867] p 235 N87-15192

National Materlala Advisory Board, Wsehlngton, D.C.
Materials for large land.based gas turbines

[PB87-120531] p 443 N87-20998

National Oceanic and Atmospheric AdmlnlstreUon,
Boulder, Colo.

Surface measurements of gust fronts and microbursts
during the JAWS (Joint Airport Weather Studies) Project:
Statistical results and implications for wind shear detection,

prediction and modeling
[PB86-200847] p 55 N87-10665

Remote detection of aircraft icing conditions using
microwave radiometers
[PB86-229507] p 204 N87-14806

Crash of Delta flight 191 at Dallas-Fort Worth
International Airport on 2 August 1985: Multiscale analysis
of weather conditions
[PB87-183455] p 739 N87-26887

Weather Research Program
[PB87-196390] p 854 N87-29065

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,
Norman, Okla.

Oklahoma downbursts and their asymmetry
[AD-A182097] p 792 N87-28229

Low-eititude wind shear detection with Doppler radar
lAD-A181900] p 793 N87-28233

National Research Council of Canada, Ottawa
(Ontario).

Artificial composites for high temperature applications:
A review

[DME-007] p 530 N87-22808
National Severe Storms Lab., Norman, Okla.

Application of Doppler radar and lidar to diagnose
atmospheric phenomena p 331 N87-17271

Turbulence as observed by concurrent measurements
made at NSSL using weather radar, Doppler radar, Doppler
lidar and aircraft p 543 N87-22348

Low altitude wind shear detection with Doppler radar
[DOT/FAA/PM-87/6] p 544 N87-22379

National TraneportaUon Safety Board, Washington, D.
C.

Aircraft accident reeport, Delta Air Lines, Inc., Lockheed
I--1011-385-1, N726DA, Dallas/Fort Worth International
Airport, Texas, August 2, 1985
[PB86-910406] p 17 N87-10053

Aircraft accident reports: Brief format US civiland foreign
aviation, issue number 2 of 1985 accidents

[PB86-916916] p 17 N87-10056

Flight recorders: New US regulations and new
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)
standards p 32 N87-10093

National Transportation Safety Board safety
recommendation p 18 N87-10852

National Transportation Safety Board safety
recommendation p 83 N87-11706

Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US civil and
foreign aviation, issue number 5 of 1985 accidents
[PB86-916919] p 83 N87-11710

Runway incursions at controlled airports in the United
States

[PB86-917003] p 84 N87-11711
Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US civil and

foreign aviation, issue number 4 of 1985 accidents
[PB86-916918] p 84 N87°11712

Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US civil and

foreign aviation, issue number 3 of 1985 accidents
[PB86-916917] p 84 N87-11713

Review of accident data: US general aviation calendar
year 1982
[PB86-201910] p 84 N87-11714

Aircraft accident/incident summary reports: Erie,
Pennsylvania, October 14, 1984; Albuquerque, New
Mexico, February 11, 1985
[PB86-910407] p 84 N87-12549

Aircraft accident report: Bar Harbor Airlines Flight 1808,
Beech BE-99, N300WP, Auburn-Lewiston Municipal
Airport, Auburn, Maine, August 25, 1985

PB86-910408] p 84 N87-12550
Aircraft accident report: Henson Airlines Beech B99,

N339HA, Grottoes, Virginia, September 23, 1985
PB86-910409] p 155 N87-13419

Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US civil and

foreign aviation, issue number 7 of 1985 accidents
PB86°916921] p 235 N87-15195

Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US civil and

foreign aviation, issue number 6 of 1985 accidents
PB86-916920] p 235 N87-15196

Aircraft accident reports. Brief format, US civil and
foreign aviation, issue number 11, 1985 accidents

PB86-916925] p 236 N87-15951
Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US Civil and

Foreign Aviation, issue number 13, 1985 accidents
PB86-916927] p 353 N87-18550

Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US Civil and
Foreign Aviation, issue number 12, 1985 accidents

PB86-916926] p 353 N87-18551
Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US Civil and

Foreign Aviation, issue number 10, 1985 accidents
PB86-916924] p 353 N87-18552

Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US Civil and
Foreign Aviation, issue number 9 of 1985 accidents

PB86.916923] p 354 N87-18553
Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US Civil and

Foreign Aviation, issue number 8, 1985 accidents
PB86-916922] p 354 N87.18554

Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US Civil and
Foreign Aviation, issue number 17 of 1984accidents

PB86-916913] p 354 N87-18555
Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US Civil and

Foreign Aviation issue number 16 of 1984 accidents
[PB86-916912] p 354 N87-18556

Annual review of aircraft accident data US general
aviation, calendar year 1983
[PB87-161915] p 354 N87-19367

Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US civil and
foreign aviation, issue number 14, 1985 accidents
[PB86-916928] p 422 N87-20980

Comments on the problem of turbulence in aviation
p 496 N87-22342

Aircraft accident data: US air carrier operations calendar
year 1984
[PB87-183992] p 576 N87-23603

Aircraft accident report: Southern Air Transport LOGAIR
Flight 51, Lockheed L-382G, Kelly Air Force Base, Texas,
October 4, 1986

[PB87-910404] p 576 N87-23604
Annual review of aircraft accident data, US general

aviation: Calendar year 1984
[PB87-194791] p 576 N87-23606

Aircraft accident report: Midwest Express Airlines, Inc.,
DC-9-14, N100ME, General Billy Mitchell Field, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, September 6, 1985
[PB87-910401] p 576 N87-24438

Aircraft accident report: Midair collision of Nabisco
Brands, Inc., Dasseult Falcon, DA50, N784B and Air
Pegasus Corporation, Piper Archer, PA28-181, N1977H,
Fairview, New Jersey, November 10, 1985
[PB87-910405] p 577 N87-24439

Aircraft accident reports: Brief format, US civil and
foreign aviation, issue number 15, 1985 accidents
[PB87-916901] p 577 N87-24443

Accident investigation p 647 N87-25285

Aircraft accident/incident summary reports: Unataska,
Alaska, September 25, 1985; Jenkinsburg, Georgia,
September 29, 1985; Boston, Massachusetts, December
15, 1985; DeKalb, Texas, December 31, 1985; Erie,
Pennsylvania, February 21, 1986
[PB87-910408] p 648 N87-25310

Annual review of aircraft accident data. US air carrier

operations calendar year 1983
[PB87-160628] p 648 N87-25311

Aircraft accident report: Collision of Aeronaves de
Mexico, S.A., McDonnell Douglas [X3-9-32, XA-JED and
Piper PA-28-181, N4891 F, Corritos, California, August 31,
1986

[PB87-910409] p 739 N87.26889

Aircraft accident report: Piper PA-23-150, N2185P and
Pan American World Airways Boeing 727-235, N4743,
Tampa, Florida, November 6, 1986
[PB87-910407] p 740 N87-27649

Aircraft eccident/incident summary report, Keflavik,
Iceland, January 29, 1986
[PB87-910406] p 740 N87-27650

Aircraft accident reports. Bdef format, US civil and
foreign aviation, issue number 2, 1986 accidents

[PB87-916904] p 818 N87-28528

Aircraft accident reports. Brief format, US civil and
foreign aviation, issue number 3, 1986 accidents
[PB87-916905] p 819 N87-28529

National Weather Service, Garden City, N.Y.
Washington metropolitan wind study, 1981.1986

[PB87-151908] p 544 N87-22375

Naval Aerospace Medical Research Lab., Pensacola,
Fla.

The retinal image of the fresnel lens optical landing
system
[AD-A176090] p 426 N87-20258

Tracking a laser-projected horizon indicator
[AD-A183384] p 856 N87-30051

Incompatibility of the M-1 maneuver with US Navy
tactical aircraft oxygen systems
lAD-A183731] p 856 N87-30072

Naval Air Development Center, Warmlnster, Pa.
High altitude, long endurance RPV design technology

study p 245 N87-16011
Corrosion and load transfer effects on fatigue of

mechanically fastened joints
[AD-At73802] p 268 N87-16365

Composite repair material and design development
efforts p 405 N87-20188

Application of flight performance advisory systems to
US Navy aircraft p 502 N87-21900

Development of a primer/topcoat and flexible primer
for aluminum
[AD°A182132] p 784 N87-27806

Joint development of the Multi-function Integrated
Inertial Sensor Assembly (MIISA) p 852 N87-29479

Evaluation of the F/A-18 heed-up-display for recovery
from unusual attitudes
[AD-A183303] p 829 N87°29532

Naval Air Propulsion Test Center, Trenton, N.J.
Data evaluation and technique development for analysis

of JP-5 fuels

[DE87-002025] p 389 N87-19534
Statistics on aircraft gas turbine engine rotor failures

that occurred in US commercial aviation during 1981
[DOT/FAA/CT-86/42] p 520 N87-22684

Naval Air Systems Command, Washington, D. C.
Navy technology requirements for unmanned airborne

vehicles p 245 N87°16002
Naval Air Test Center, Patuxent River, Md.

United States Navy - Canadian Forces solid state flight
data recorder/crash position Iocator experiment on the

B-720 controlled impact demonstration
p 33 N87*10097

Naval Civil Englnserfng Lab., Port Hueneme, Calif.
Performance of recycled asphalt concrete airport

pavement surfaces
[DOT/FAA-PM-86-12] p 466 N87-20432

Naval Ocean Systems Center, San Diego, Calif.
Radiation resistance of thin antennas of arbitrary

elevation and configuration over perfectly conducting
ground
[AD-A170945] p 267 N87-15397

Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, Calif.
A dynamic model for airframe cost estimation

[AD-A168842] p 65 N87-11687
An analysis of the cost-volume relationships within the

aircraft program of the Naval Air Rework Facility, Alameda,
California

lAD-A171729] p 212 N87-15933
An experimental investigation of soot size and flow fields

in a gas turbine engine augmentor tube
lAD-A173570] p 310 N87-17705

Controlled diffusion compressor blade wake
measurements
[AD-A175141] p 350 N87-19355

Computer program for conceptual helicopter design
[AD-A175140] p 363 N87-19382

Automated aircraft static structural testing with computer
aided interpretation
[AD°A175321] p 363 N87-19384

A case study of a combat aircraft's single hit
vulnerability
[AD-A175723] p 364 N87-19386

Development of flight performance algorithms and a
tactical computer aided mission planning system for the
A-7E aircraft

lAD-A175724] p 364 N87-19387
Simulating the helicopter-ship interface as an alternative

to current methods of determining the safe operating
envelopes
[AD-A175911] p364 N87°19388

Hover performance of a remotely piloted helicopter
[AD-A176587] p 433 N87-20992

Development of a mathematical model that simulates
the longitudinal, and lateral-directional response of the
F/A-18 for the study of flight control reconfiguration
[AD-A176333] p 450 N87-21004

Transonic compressor blade tip flow visualization on a
water table

[AD-A176592] p 468 N87-21265
A decision support system for the diagnosis of aircraft

emergencies
[AD-A177394] p 495 N87-21876
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CORPORA TE SOURCE Ohio State Univ., Columbus.

The effects of metallized fuel composition on the
combustion characteristics of Solid Fuel Ramjets (SFRJ)
[AD-A176744] p 515 N87-21922

The effects of an embedded vortex on a film cooled

turbulent boundary layer
[AD-A177785] p 536 N87-22136

The use of a computer to obtain flight manual data
[AD-A176741] p547 N87-22416

Gas turbine combustor and engine augmentor tube
sooting characteristics
[AD-A179423] p 519 N87-22679

Dynamic stall calculations using a Navier-Stokes
solver
[AD-A178566] p 523 N87-22688

Cost analysis for aircraft system test and evaluation:
Empirical survey data structuring and parametric modeling,
volume 2

[AD-A181466] p 739 N87-26885
Microcomputer software support for classes in aircraft

conceptual design
[AD-A181450] p 752 N87-26902

The effects of flight hours and sorties on failure rates
[AD-A182084] p716 N87-27611

Viscous/inviscid interaction analysis of the aerodynamic
performance of the NACA 65-213 airfoil
[AD-A182091] p 735 N87-27634

Naval Research Lab., Washington, D.C.
Hardware design for a fixed-wing airborne gravity

measurement system
[AD-A176620] p 433 N87-20993

A quick look at the first NRL short pulse 95 GHz radar
flight data
[AD-A176182] p 468 N87-21214

Computational studies of the effects of acoustics and
chemistry on the flow field in an axisymmetric ramjet
combustor p 612 N87-23801

Vector electric fields measured in a lightning
environment

[AD-A180012] p 577 N87-24442
Naval Safety Center, Norfolk, Va.

Readiness and retention. Pilot flight experience and
aircraft mishaps
[AD-A173911] p353 N87-18548

Naval Sea Systems Command, Washington, D.C.
Selection parameters for hydraulic system filters with

a comparison of aircraft and marine applications
[AD-A174045] p 389 N87-18825

Naval Ship Research and Development Center,
Bethesda, Md.

Recent progress in circulation control aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 87-0001] p 345 A87-31t01

Transonic characteristics of a humped airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 87-1239] p 563 A87-42336

Naval Surface Weapons Center, Silver Spring, Md.
Numerical simulation and comparison with experiment

for self-excited oscillations in a diffuser flow
p 693 A87-43381

Notes on a genedc parachute opening force analysis
[AD-At70962] p 151 N87-13411

Surface pressure measurements on a double delta

Wing/Body configuration at Mach 2 and Mach 3 (WTR
1396)

[AD-A175951] p 418 N87-20245
Downstream boundary effects on the frequency of

self-excitad OSCillations in transonic diffuser flows

p 611 N87-23794
Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, Calif.

In-flight ejection seat test using the Aircrew Gliding
Escape System (AGES) parachute
lAD-A172987] p 235 N87-15948

Passive shear-flow control to minimize ramjet
combustion instabilities p 605 N87-23798

Parachute recovery systems design manual, chapter 5
[AD-A183191] p 816 N87-29426

New Mexico Univ., Albuquerque.
Application of the AIPA (Approximate Iterative

Preprocessing Algodthm) to F-106 data
[AD-A169084] p 116 N87-12569

Asphalt.rubber SAMI (Stress-Absorbing Membrane
Interlayers) field evaluation

lAD-A169700] p 194 N87-14356
New York Univ., New York.

Interaction of decaying trailing vortices in ground
shear p 66 A87-13499

Analytical and experimental evaluation of a 3-D

hypersonic fixed-geometry, swept, mixed compression
inlet

[AIAA PAPER 87.0159] p 281 A87-24931
Aspects of supercritical wing theory.

p 718 A87-48120

Nielsen Engineering and Research, Inc., Mountain
View, CaM.

Development of a turbomachinery design optimization
procedure using a multiple-parameter nonlinear
perturbation method

[NASA-CR-3831] p 2 N87-10003

Prediction of gust Ioadings and alleviation at transonic
speeds
[AD-A167748] p 13 N87-10047

Unsteady three-dimensional simulation of VTOL upwash
fountain turbulence p 572 N87-24414

A study of supermaneuver aerodynamics
[AD-A181490] p 732 N87-26872

Program LRCDM2: Improved aerodynamic prediction
program for supersonic canard-tail missiles with
axisymmetric bodies

[NASA-CR-3883] p 813 N87-28525
Nord-Mlcro Elektroni¢ Feinmechanlk G.m.b.H.,

Frankfort (West Germany).

Modern Aircraft Integrated Data Systems (AIDS)
technology exemplified on the A-320 p 30 N87-10078

North Carolina State Unlv., Raleigh.
Euler equations analysis of the initial roll-up of aircraft

wakes p 4 A87-10522

Experimental investigation of apex fence flaps on delta
wings p 146 A87-17817

Efficient calculation of chemically reacting flow
p 607 A87-39539

An interactive approach to surface-fitting complex
geometries for flowfield applications
[AIAA PAPER 87-1476] p 625 A87-43009

Unsteady transonic flows past airfoils using the Euler
equations p 808 A87-52890

North Carolina Univ.,. Raleigh.
Euler calculations for wings using Cartesian grids

[AIAA PAPER 87-0356] p 223 A87-22579
Northrop Corp., Hawthorne, Calif.

The automated strength-aeroelastic design of
aerospace structures program p 98 N87-11749

Vortex flap technology: A stability and control
assessment
[NASA-CR-172439] p 115 N87-11795

Effects of thrust reversing in ground proximity
p 573 N87-24416

Application of computational physics within Northrop
p 706 N87-26008

Notre Dame Unlv., led.
A study of the laminar separation bubble on an airfoil

at low Reynolds numbers using flow visualization
techniques
[AIAA PAPER 87-0242] p 221 A87-22505

Experimental study of the velocity field on a delta wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-1231] p 563 A87-42328

Laminar separation bubble characteristics on an airfoil
at low Reynolds numbers p 641 A87-46778

The water towing tank as an experimental facility
p 777 A87-48288

Visualization of the laminar separation bubble on airfoils
at low Reynolds numbers p 806 A87-52348

Visualization of vortex breakdown on a delta wing
p 807 A87-52357

Experimental study of the boundary layer on a low

Reynolds number airfoil in steady and unsteady flow
p 14 N87-10052

The prediction of transitional separation bubbles at low
Reynolds numbers p 490 N87-21857

The structure of leading edge vortex flows including
vortex breakdown p 818 N87-29467

0

Oak Ridge National Lab., Tenn.
Ceramic technology for advanced heat engines

project
[DE86-014332] p 260 N87-16157

Method for forecasting repair and replacement needs
for Naval aircraft, phase 2
[DE87-001628] p 341 N87-19348

OAO Corp., Hampton, Va.
The use of a numerical filter to correct airborne

temperature measurements for the effects of sensor lag
p 589 A87-42184

Office National d'Etudea et de Recherchea

Aeronautlques, Parla (France).
Computation of throe-dimensional flows by

viscous-inviscid interation using the MZM method
p 466 N87-20223

The utilization of thin film sensors for measurements

in turbomachinery p 468 N87-21195
Office National d'Etudea et de Recherches

Aeroapatieiea, Lecierc (France).
A comparison of the acoustic and aerodynamic

measurements of a model rotor tested in two anechoic

wind tunnels p 683 A87.43425
Office National d'Etudea et de Recherchse

Aeroapatlalea, Paris (France).
Unsteady transonic flow computations for AGARD

two-dimensional and thrse-dimensional aeroelastic

configurations
[ONERA-NT-1985-5] p 152 N87-13418

Transition fixing on wings in industrial wind tunnels and
associated problems p 211 N87-15165

Application of flow calculation methods to transonic and
supersonic axial turbomachines
[ONERA-RTS-8O/7103-EY] p 309 N87-16846

Bounded random oscillations: Model and numerical
solution for an airfoil p 294 N87-18513

Propeller pseudonoise p 336 N87-18517
ONERA 1946.1986

[ETN-87-99158] p 337 N87-18518
Study of the unsteady pressure field on the RA16SC1

profile in vibrating condition
[ONERA-RTS-17/3423.AY] p 419 N87-20249

Wing.nacelle interactions. Program 1985. Part two:
Development of a finite element code for an isolated
nacelle

[ONERA-RTS-21/3271-AY] p 419 N87-20250
Lightning strikes on aircraft. Exploitation of Landes

(France)-Front '84 campaign and complementary
development of airborne electrical sensors
[ONERA-RF-91/7154-PY] p 470 N87-20706

Activities report in systems
[ETN-87-99371] p 407 N87-20962

Activities report in aerodynamics
[ETN-87-99372] p 419 N87-20973

La Recherche Aerospatiale, bimonthly bulletin, number
1986-2, 231/March-April
[ESA-TT-998] p 419 N87-20974

Activities report of the large testing facilities
[ETN-87-99376] p 453 N87-21007

Activities report in structures
[ETN-87-99375] p 467 N87-21166

Activities report in aerospace sciences
[ETN-87-99369] p 478 N87-21845

Shock waves losses analysis p 517 N87-21936
Numerical viseous-inviscid interaction method for

internal separated flows and shock wave-beundary layer
interaction p 535 N87-21939

Determination of the supersonic cascade entrance
zone p 536 N87-21948

Progress in Viscous-lnviscid Solvers (VIS)
p 537 N87-22152

Understanding fan blade flutter through linear cascade
aeroelastic testing p 572 N87-24407

Coupling iteration method linking aerodynamic fields with
periodic dynamic fields
[_NERA-RT-19/3239-RY-O54-R] p 574 N87-24428

Electromagnetic perturbations created onbeard aircraft
by direct or close lightning
[ONERA-RF-15/7234-PY] p 577 N87-24441

Computation of generalized aerodynamic forces over
an entire aircraft, taking into account the subsonic
interactions by means of the velocity potential method
[ONERA-RT-26/3064-RY-052-R] p 733 N87-26882

Development of a computing cede for three dimensional
unsteady transonic small perturbations
[ONERA-RT-27/3064-RY-052-R] p 733 N87-27619

Search for a principle to generate high frequency
gusts
[ONERA-RSF-92/1865-AY] p 779 N87-27677

Theoretical evaluation of the aerodynamic performance
of a transonic wing
[ONERA-2O/3423.AY] p 810 N87-28507

Rotor dynamics test facility
[ONERA-RT-2O/3239-RY-054R-0] p 839 N87-28567

Office National d'Etudse et de Recherchee

Aeroapatlaiea, Toulouse (France).
Investigation of the conditions for tripping transition with

roughness elements and their influence on boundary layer
development p 229 N87-15168

Three-dimensional layers: Laminar-turbulent transition
p 537 N87-22149

Office of Naval Research, London (England).
Aerodynamics research and development at the Royal

Aircraft Establishment (RAE), Farnborough in the United
Kingdom
[AD-A171837] p 258 N87-15982

A survey of military aerospace systems technology
developments in Western Europe and the Middle East
[AD-A175635] p 403 N87-20173

Ohio State Univ., Columbus.
Transonic characteristics of a humped airfoil

[AIAA PAPER 87-1239] p 563 A87-42336

Free-wake analysis of a rotor in hover
[AIAA PAPER 87-1245] p 563 A87-42339

Measurement of side forces of a H.force rotor

p 651 A87-43410

An experimental study of the aerodynamics of a NACA
0012 airfoil with a simulated glaze ice accretion
[NASA-CR-179897] p 75 N87-11701

Formulation and minimality of nonlinear discrete time
control systems p 254 N87-15233

Two-dimensional aerodynamic characteristics of the
AMES HI-120, HI-8, and LOW.12 airfoils
[NASA-CR.181018] p 570 N87-23589
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Radar target identification techniques applied to a
polarization diverse aircraft data base
[AD-A180044] p 614 N87-24599

Wind tunnel evaluation of a truncated NACA 64-621

airfoil for wind turbine applications
[NASA-CR-180803] p 703 N87-25621

Analysis of airborne antenna systems using geometrical
theory of diffraction and moment method computer
codes

[NASA-CR-181248] p 790 N87-27869
Simulation and analysis of airborne antenna radiation

patterns
[NASA-CR-181250] p 790 N87-27870

Transonic interference reduction by limited ventilation

wall panels
[NASA-CR-175039] p 815 N87-29419

Ohio Univ., Athens.
Air transportation technology program at Ohio University,

1983 p 352 N87-18524
Path discrepancies between great circle and rhumb

line

[TM-98] p 357 N87-18527
Investigation of air transportation technology at Ohio

University, 1984 p 496 N87-22609
Digital Autonomous Terminal Access Communication

(DATAC) system p 540 N87-22610
Fiber optic data transmission p 540 N87-22611
Loran-C approach considerations p 503 N87-22612
Advanced monitoring concepts p 503 N87-22614
Loran-C monitoring p 741 N87-27600

Old Dominion Univ., Norfolk, Va.
Finite element computations for high speed 30 inviscid

flows p 7 A87-11542
Transonic vortex flows past Delta wings - Integral

equation approach p 213 A87-20876
A combined integrating- and differentiating-matrix

formulation for boundary-value problems on rectangular
domains p 270 A87-21270

Finite-volume Euler and Navier-Stokes solvers for
three-dimensional and conical vortex flows over delta

wings
[AIAA PAPER 87-0041] p 217 A87-22374

Numerical study of finite-rate supersonic combustion
using parabolized equations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0088] p 259 A87-22407

Computational and experimental investigation of cavity
flowfields
[AIAA PAPER 87-0114] p 218 A87-22424

Vortical flow aerodynamics - Physical aspects and
numerical simulation
[AIAA PAPER 87-0205] p 220 A87-22483

Effect of aspect ratio on sidewall boundary-layer
influence in two-dimensional airfoil testing
[AIAA PAPER 87-0295] p 222 A87-22542

Numerical solutions of Navier-Stokes equations for a
Butler wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-0115] p 228 A87-22755

Steady and unsteady incompressible free-wake
analysis p 277 A87-23642

Multigrid acceleration of the isenthalpic form of the
compressible flow equations p 382 A87-28750

Effects of large deflection and transverse shear on
response of rectangular symmetric composite laminates
subjected to acoustic excitation
[AIAA PAPER 87-0933] p 465 A87-33733

Grid generation and inviscid flow computation about
cranked-winged airplane geometries
[AIAA PAPER 87-1125] p 558 A87-42074

Grid adaption for hypersonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 87-1169] p 561 A87-42114

The development of an air motion measurement system
for NASA's Electra aircraft p 589 A87-42183

Full potential integral solution for transonic flows with
and without embedded Euler domains

[AIAA PAPER 87-1461] p 569 A87-42472
Computation of steady and unsteady vortex dominated

flows

[AIAA PAPER 87-1462] p 569 A87-42473
Viscous shock-layer analysis of hypersonic flows over

long slender bodies
[AIAA PAPER 87-2487] p 806 A87-52291

Graduate engineering research participation in
aeronautics

[NASA-CR-179798] p 3 N87-10828
A simplified fourwall interference assessment procedure

for airfoil data obtained inthe Langley 0.3-meter transonic
cryogenic tunnel
[NASA-CR-4042] p 231 N87-15187

User guide for the digital control system of the
NASA/Langley Research Center's 13-inch Magnetic
Suspension and Balance System
[NASA-CR-178210] p 376 N87-18574

Influence of large deflection and transverse shear on
random response of rectangular symmetric composite
laminates to acoustic loads

[NASA-CR-178313] p 798 N87-27489

Unsteady hybrid vortex technique for transonic vortex
flows and flutter application
[NASA-CR-180308] p 734 N87-27623

Transonic airfoil computation using the integral equation
with and without embedded Euler domains

p 734 N87-27624
Applications of classical and zero-total-pressure-loss

sets of Euler equations to delta wings
p 734 N87-27625

Support of the eight-foot high temperature tunnel
modification project
[NASA-CR-181280] p 780 N87-27678

Numerical solutions of Navier-Stokes equations for a
Butler wing
[NASA-CR-180331] p 790 N87-27929

Experimental and analytical studies in fluids
[NASA-CR-181242] p 791 N87-27943

Some proposed enhancements to the NASA Langley
13-inch magnetic suspension and balance system
[NASA-CR-181152] p 839 N87-29543

OMAC, Inc., Albany, Ga.
Wind-tunnel investigation of the OMAC canard

configuration
[AIAA PAPER 86-2608] p 69 A87-14038

Operations Research, Inc., Rockville, Md.
Rotorcraft research - A national effort (The 1986

Alexander Nikolsky Honorary Lectureship)
p 823 A87-44255

Orlando Technology, Inc., Shalimar, Fla.
TSAR (Theater Simulation of Airbase Resources)

database dictionary F-4E
[AD-A169575] p 139 N87-t3352

Oxford Univ. (England).
Unsteady aerodynamic and heat transfer processes in

a transonic turbine stage p 251 N87-15220
A comparison of aerodynamic measurements of the

transonic flow through a plane turbine cascade in four
European wind tunnels
[OUEL-1624/86] p 294 N87-17682

P

Pallen-John,=on Associates, Inc., Vienna, Va.
Airport pavement load analysis

]DOT/FAA/PM-86/36] p 258 N87-1598t

Partnership Ltd., Lawrenceville, N.J.
Advanced aircraft fuel evaluation, phase 1

]AD-A182029] p 784 N87-27816

Pavement Con,=ultancy Services, Inc., College Park,
Md.

Performance of cracked and seated rigid airport
pavements
[DOT/FAA/PM-87/4] p 526 N87-21965

PEDA Corp., Palo Alto, Calif.
Numerical simulation of compressible flow around

complex two-dimensional cavities
[AIAA PAPER 87-0116] p 219 A87-22425

Three dimensional hypersonic flow simulations with the
CSCM implicit upwind Navier-Stokes method
[AIAA PAPER 87-1114] p 557 A87-42063

Aerodynamic design modification of a hypersonic wind
tunnel nozzte by CSCM with high order accuracy
[AIAA PAPER 87-1896] p 635 A87-45284

Pennsylvania State Univ., State College.
Aerodynamic characteristics of biplanes with winglets

p 730 A87-50339

Pennsylvania State Univ., University Park.
An experimental investigation of end-wall flowfield of a

compressor rotor p 50 N87-10244

A study to monitor microseismic activity to detect
sinkholes

[DOT/FAA/PM-86/34] p 204 N87-14792

Optimal control concepts in design sensitivity analysis
p 390 N87-18864

Experimental research on compressible turbulent shear
layers, viscous-inviscid interactions, and flow separation
[AD-A179579] p 541 N87-22928

Pennsylvania Univ., Philadelphia.
Conformal microstrip slot antenna and antenna array

[AD-A174370] p 268 N87-16213

A strategy for advancing tilt-rotor technology
[NASA-CR-181420] p 827 N87-29500

Cost characteristics of tilt-rotor, conventional air and high
speed rail short-haul intercity passenger service
[NASA-CR-181421] p 828 N87-29501

Philip,= Zentrallaboratorium G.m.b.H., Hamburg (West
Germany).

A system theoretical based method for module failure

diagnostic of turbine engines p 35 N87-10085
Physical Research, Inc., Torrance, Calif.

High Reynolds number flows around smooth and rough
cylinders. Volume 1. Mean surface pressure distribution
[AD-A183531] p 816 N87-29428

Physikallsch-Technische Bunde,=anstait, Brunswick
(West Germany).

Investigation of the electroacoustic properties of cockpit
recorders and cockpit area microphones in passenger
aircraft
[PTB-AK-30] p 183 N87-13440

Piss Univ. (Italy).
Engine-transmission-structural airframe members

compatibility p 26 N87-10069

Ple,=ssy Co. Ltd., Havant (England).
Integrated monitoring systems for tactical aircraft

p 31 N87-10080

Ple,=,=ey Research (Caswell) Ltd., Towce,=ter (England).
A designers' guide to the achievement of electrical

continuity in carbon fibre composite structures
[CD6500551] p 844 N87-28607

Polltecnlco dl Mil,=no (Italy).
Transonic three-dimensional inviscid calculations in

turbomachines p 517 N87-21942

Pope (1_ D.), Woodlands, Tex.
Propeller aircraft interior noise model utilization study

and validation
[NASA-CR-172428] p 60 N87-11576

Poseidon Research, Irvlne, Calif.
Research on post-stall aerodynamics

[AD-A177107] p 490 N87-21851

Pratt and Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford, Conn.
Development of heat flux sensors in turbine airfoils

p 52 N87-11186
Thermal barrier coating life prediction model

development p 52 N87-11199
Coolant passage heat transfer with rotation, a progress

report p 53 N87-11225
Optimization applications in aircraft engine design and

test p 106 N87-11768
Creep fatigue life prediction for engine hot section

materials (isetropic)
[NASA-CR-174844] p 327 N87-18117

Advanced composite combuetor structural concepts
program
[NASA-CR-174733] p 458 N87-20387

Laser vetocimetry study of stator/rotor interactions in
a multi-stage gas turbine compressor

p 467 N87-21181
Antimisting kerosene JT3 engine fuel system integration

study
[NASA-CR-4033] p 607 N87-24577

Application of CFD codes to the design and development
of propulsion systems p 677 N87-26009

Materials for Advanced Turbine Engines (MATE). Project
4: Erosion resistant compressor airfoil coating
[NASA-CR-179622] p 784 N87-27029

3-D inelastic analysis methods for hot section
components. Volume 2: Advanced special functions
models
[NASA-CR-179517] p 790 N87-27267

Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Group, East Hartford, Conn.
Structural tailoring of advanced turboprops

[AIAA PAPER 87-0753] p 464 A87-33648

Life prediction and constitutive models for engine hot
section anisetropic materials
[NASA-CR-179594] p 593 N87-23622

Thin film strain gage development program
[NASA-CR-174707] p 850 N87-28883

PRC Kentron, Inc., Hampton, Va.
Effect of an upstream wake on a pusher propeller

[AIAA PAPER 86-2602] p 69 A87-14035
Application of the cepstrum to remove echoes from rotor

acoustic spectra p 208 A87-19243
Model and full scale study of twin supersonic plume

resonance

[AIAA PAPER 87-0244] p 249 A87-22507
Prediction of added noise due to the effect of unsteady

flow on pusher propellers
[AIAA PAPER 87-0255] p 250 A87-22514

Engineering analysis of slender-body aerodynamics
using Sychev similarity parameters
[AIAA PAPER 87-0267] p 222 A87-22522

An Euler code calculation of blade-vortex interaction
noise

[ASME PAPER 86-WA/NCA-3] p 333 A87-25316
A directional array approach for the measurement of

rotor noise source distributions with controlled spatial
resolution p 344 A87-29859

Main rotor broadband noise study in the DNW
p 397 A87-31142

Concepts for reduction of blade/vortex interaction
noise p 428 A87-33245

Calculation of steady and unsteady pressures on wings
at supersonic speeds with a transonic small disturbance
code

[AIAA PAPER 87-0851] p 411 A87-33691
Structural analysis of the controlled impact

demonstration of a jet transport airplane
p 430 A87-34512
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An adaptive finite element scheme for the Euler and
Navier-Stokes equations
[AIAA PAPER 87-1172] p 561 A87-42116

Modification to the Langley 8-Foot High Temperature
Tunnel for hypersonic propulsion testing
[AIAA PAPER 87-1887] p 685 A87-45277

Impact response of composite fuselage frames
[SAE PAPER 871009] p 744 A87-48696

Advances in flow visualization using liquid-crystal
coatings
(SAE PAPER 871017] p 787 A87-48755

Wind-tunnel investigation of a general aviation airplane
equipped with a high aspect-ratio, natural laminar-flow
wing
[SAE PAPER 871019] p 719 A87-48757

Review of vortex flow flight projects on the F-106B
[AIAA PAPER 87-2346] p 748 A87-49065

A new simulation model building process for use in
dynamic systems integration research
[AIAA PAPER 87-2498] p 794 A87-49169

Nonlinear simulation of a flexible aircraft in maneuvedng
flight
[AIAA PAPER 87-250t ] p767 A87-49172

Comparison of in-flight and ground-based simulator
derived flying qualities and pilot performance for approach
and landing tasks
[AIAA PAPER 87-2290] p 768 A87-49583

Use of the updated NASA Langley radio-controlled
drop-model technique for high-alpha studies of the X-29A
configuration

[AIAA PAPER 87-2559] p 768 A87°49609
The effects of aeroelastic deformation on the

unaugmented stopped-rotor dynamics of an X-Wing
aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 87-2563] p 769 A87-49613
Application of a system modification technique to

dynamic tuning of a spinning rotor blade
p 390 N87-18871

Design sensitivity analysis of rotorcraft airframe
structures for vibration reduction p 391 N87-18874

Princeton Univ., N. J.
Optimal flight paths through microburst wind profiles

p 35 A87-10819
Numerical solution of the Euler equation for

compressible inviscid fluids p 69 A87-14095
Improvements to the aircraft Euler method

[AIAA PAPER 87-0452] p 225 A87-22644
Three dimensional mesh generation by triangulation of

arbitrary point sets

[AIAA PAPER 87-1124] p 617 A87-42073
Stability and control modelling p 678 A87-43428
Kinematic observers for active control of helicopter rotor

vibration p 679 A87-43448
Linear stability analysis of three-dimensional

compressible boundary layers p 640 A87-46504
A prototype maintenance expert system for the CH°47

flight control hydraulic system

lAD-A169019] p 116 N87-12568
A test on the reliability and performance of the verbex

series 4000 voice recognizer
[AD-A169066] p 130 N87-12729

Fuels combustion research

[AD-A172429] p 260 N87-16093
Fuels combustion research

]AD-A175040] p 318 N87.16897

Investigation of air transportation technology at
Princeton University, 1983 p 352 N87-18528

Failure detection and identification for a reconfigurable
flight control system p 373 N87-18529

An application of artificial intelligence theory to
reconfigurable flight control p 373 N87-18530

Development of control strategies for safe microborst
penetration: A progress report p 353 N87-18531

Stability regions of relaxed static stability aircraft under
control saturation constraints p 448 N87-20288

Computational studies in low speed rotor
aerodynamics p 490 N87-21856

Investigation of air transportation technology at
Princeton University, 1984 p 496 N87-22619

Safe microburst penetration techniques: A deterministic,
nonlinear, optimal control approach p 504 N87.22620

Stability boundaries for command augmentation
systems p 523 N87.22622

Computation of unsteady transonic flows over moving
airfoils p 574 N87-24426

Unresolved issues in wind shear encounters

p 647 N87-25282
Investigation of air transportation technology at

Princeton University, 1985 p 740 N87-27603

Optimization of aircraft trajectories through severe
microbursts p 753 N87-27604

Fault-tolerant flight control system combining expert
system and analytical redundancy concepts

p 776 N87-27605
An expert system for air traffic control system

p 742 N87-27607

Rockwell International Corp., Los Angeles, Calif.

To enhance the capability and increase the productivity
of a group working on critical problems of high speed fluid
mechanics - both experimentally and through numerical
calculations

lAD-A182559] p 791 N87-27970

Products Research and Chemical Corp., Glendale,
Calif.

Polymer systems for rapid sealing of aircraft structures
at low temperature

[AD-A167667] p 41 N87-10209

Purdue Univ., West Lafayette, Ind.
Real-time comparison of X-29A flight data and simulation

data

[AIAA PAPER 87-0344] p 253 A87-22570

Measurement of a counter rotation propeller flow'field
using a Laser Doppler Velocimeter
[AIAA PAPER 87-0008] p 280 A87-24901

The effect of circumferential aerodynamic detuning on
coupled bending-torsion unstalled supersonic flutter
[ASME PAPER 86-GT-100] p 304 A87-25396

CIosad-loop pilot vehicle analysis of the approach and
landing task p 444 A87-32233

Aeroelastic tailoring - Creative uses of unusual
materials

[AIAA PAPER 87-0976] p 430 A87-34702
Analytical and experimental investigation of mistuning

in propfan flutter

[AIAA PAPER 87-0739] p 609 A87-40496
A panel method for counter rotating propfans

[AIAA PAPER 87-1890] p 668 A87-45279
Aeroelastic control of stability and forced response of

supersonic rotors by aerodynamic detuning
p 676 A87-46249

The significance of error dynamics in model-following
for flight control design

[AIAA PAPER 87-2311] p 771 A87-50432
Fuel spray ignition by hot surfaces and aircraft fire

stabilization

lAD-A172827] p 260 N87-16094
Measurement of the three-dimensional aerodynamics of

an annular cascade airfoil row p 290 N87-16788
Research on aero-thermedynamic distortion induced

structural dynamic response of multi-stage compressor
blading
[AD-A175904] p 370 N87-19398

Analysis of NLR configurations using OCM for pilot
modeling
[NASA-CR-180656] p 449 N87-20289

Unsteady aerodynamic measurements in flutter
research p 572 N87-24405

Optimal cooperative control synthesis of active
displays
[NASA-CR-4058] p 705 N87-25807

Multi-input multi-output system control for experimental
aircraft

[NASA-CR-181197] p 775 N87-26915
A study of methods to predict and measure the

transmission of sound through the walls of light aircraft
[NASA-CR-180632] p 797 N87-27479

A study of methods to predict and measure the
transmission of sound through the walls of light aircraft.
Numerical method for analyzing the Optimal performance
of active noise controllers

[NASA-CR-181186] p 798 N87-27485
An interactive synthesis approach for robust active flutter

suppression control law design p 776 N87-27673

0

Queensland Univ., Brisbane (Australia).
Scramjet testing in impulse facilities

p 685 A87-46183
Pressure scaling effects in a scramjet combustion

chamber p 676 A87-46258
Queensland Univ., St. Lucia (Australia).

Hydrogen scramjet with sidewaIJinjection - Shock tunnel
simulations p 674 A87-46217

Further shock tunnel studies of scramjet phenomena
[NASA-CR-179937] p 77 N87.12542

R

Radar Systems Group, Los Angelea, Calif.
Multimission airborne radar for the 1990s

p 387 N87-18724
Radio Technical Commission for AeronauUcs,

Wsshlngton, D. C.
Minimum operational performance standards for

airborne ILS glide slope receiving equipment operating
within the radio frequency range of 328.6-335.4 MHz
[RTCA/DO-192] p 21 N87-10853

Minimum operational performance standards for
airborne area navigation equipment using Loran-C inputs
[RTCA/DO.194] p 357 N87-19372

RAND Corp., Santa Monlca, Calif.
Assessing the benefits and costs of motion for C-17

flight simulators: Technical appendixes

[AD-A174745] p 377 N87-19410
Assessing the benefits and costs of motion for C-17

flight simulators
[AD-A174822] p 377 N87-19411

Rand Graduate Inst. for Pollclss Study, Santa Monlca,
Calif.

National Aerospace Plane Program: Principal
assumptions, findings and policy options
[RAND/P-7288-RGS] p 625 N87-25990

Raytheon Co., Sudbury, Mass.
Airborne Doppler lidar measurements

p 247 A87-22797
Redlffuslon Simulation Ltd., Crawley (England).

Visual display research tool p 599 N87-23635
Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst., Troy, N.Y.

Nonlinear flexure and torsion of rotating beams, with
application to helicopter rotor blades. I - Formulation. II -
Response and stability results p 161 A87-16963

Laboratory measurements and a theoretical analysis of
the TCT fading channel radio system

p 385 A87-30321
Research Inst. of National Defence, Llnkoeplng

(Sweden).
JASMIN 2: A system for multisensor data fusion.

Problems and structure of the system
[FOA-C-30432-3.3] p 393 N87-19798

Research Inst. of National Defence, Stockholm
(Sweden).

Evaluation of AI-Li alloys as construction materials for
aircraft applications
[FOA-C-20623-2,5(2,1)] p 380 N87-19508

NYANS: A package for time varying control systems
[FOA-C-20642-2.1] p 858 N87-29174

Research Triangle Inst., Research Triangle Park, N.C.
Multipurpose aircraft monitoring with a smart recorder

p 179 A87-16836
Evaluation of reliability modeling tools for advanced fault

tolerant systems

[NASA-CR-178067] p 271 N87-16559
Rice Univ., Houston, Tex.

Guidance strategies for near-optimum take-off
performance in a windshear p 24 A87-12138

Quasi-steady flight to quasi-steady flight transition in a
windehear - Trajectory guidance
[AIAA PAPER 87-0271] p 311 A87-24946

Maximum survival capability of an aircraft in a severe
windshear p 680 A87-44254

Optimization and acceleration guidance of flight
trajectories in a windshear p 765 A87-47807

Quasi-steady flight to quasi-steady flight transition in a
windshear - Trajectory optimization and guidance

p 765 A87-47884
Optimization and guidance of abort landing trajectories

in a windshear

[AIAA PAPER 87-2341] p 771 A87-50460
Optimal flight trajectories in the presence of windshear,

1984-86

[NASA-CR-180316] p 682 N87-26047
RMS Technologies, Inc., Trevose, Pa.

Crash dynamics program transport seat performance
and cost benefit study
[DOT/FAA/CT.85/36] p 83 N87-11708

Seat experiment results of full*scale transport aircraft
controlled impact demonstration
[AD-A172245] p 235 N87-15193

Rockwell International Corp., Canoga Park, Calif.
On helicopter rotor low frequency broadband noise

p 797 A87-48912
Rockwell International Corp., Columbus, Ohio.

Fabrication and testing of lightweight hydraulic system
simulator hardware

[AD-A169884] p 130 N87-12711
Low speed wind tunnel test of a propulsive wing/canard

concept in the STOL configuration. Volume 1: Test
description and discussion of results

[NASA-CR-178348] p 735 N87-27641
Low speed wind tunnel test of a propulsive wing/canard

concept in the STOL configuration. Volume 2: Test data
[NASA-CR-178349] p 735 N87-27642

Rockwell International Corp., Downey, Calif.
Modeling of multi-rotor torsional vibrations in rotating

machinery using substructudng p 381 A87-28543
Rockwell International Corp., El Segundo, Calif.

Wright Brothers Lectureship in Aeronautics: Experience
with HiMAT remotely piloted research vehicle ° An alternate
flight test approach
[AIAA PAPER 86-2754] p 166 A87-17963

Rockwell International Corp., Los Angeles, Calif.
Supersonic second order analysis and optimization

program user's manual
[NASA-CR°172342] p 15 N87°10842

Unsteady inlet distortion characteristics with the B-1B
p 575 N87-24478
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Rockwell International Corp., Thousand Oaks, Calif. CORPORA TE SOURCE

Rockwell International Corp., Thousand Oaks, Calif.
Processing and properties of airframe materials

[AD-A182159] p 792 N87-28065
Rockwell Intamstionel Science Center, Thousand

Oaks, Calif.
Nonlinear potential analysis techniques for supersonic

aerodynamic design
(NASA-CR-172507] p 293 N87-17670

Development and application of unified algorithms for
problems in computational science p 705 N87-26006

Rolls-Royce Ltd., Bristol (England).
Some turbomachinery blade passage analysis methods:

Retrospect and prospect p 518 N87-21947

Propulsion system technologies for thrust vectoring
p 519 N87-22670

The scaling of model test results to predict intake hot
gas reingestion for STOVL aircraft with augmented
vectored thrust engines p 593 N87-24418

RolllPRoyce Ltd., Derby (England).
Future aero-engine control systems, why FADEC? Cost,

design cycle timescale, reliability, weight and size targets
[PNR-90298) p 35 N87-10867

Engine performance monitoring for aidines
[PNR.90305] p 35 N87-10868

Net shape forming: The route to low cost components.
The view point of the aerospace industry
[PNR-90306] p 51 N87-11026

Aircraft noise measurement: The 1,2 metre microphone
height saga
[ PNR-90315) p60 N87-11578

Cost effective single crystals
[PNR-90319] p 66 N87-11615

Development of single crystal alloys for specific engine
applications
[PNR-90320] p 60 N87-11616

Control of gas turbines. The future: Is a radical approach
needed?

[PNR-90295) p 107 N87-11793

Propulsion
[PNR9032t ) p251 N87-15968

Designing with titanium
[PNR90325) p 251 N87-15969

A study of passage flow through a cascade of turbine
blades using image plane holographic interterometry
[PNR90326] p 251 N87-15970

Low aspect ratio turbine design at Rolls-Royce
[PNR90338] p 306 N87-16824

Manufacturing cell for the V2500 variable vanes
[PNR90330] p 308 N87-16835

Reducing the cost of aero engine research and
development
[PNRg0341] p 308 N87-16836

Component lifing
[PNRg0346] p 308 N87-16838

Observation of ice/water formations on a model intake
section subjected to simulatsd cloud conditions
[PNR90347] p 308 N87-t6839

Future trends in propulsion
[PNRg0349] p 308 N87-16840

An approach to AE monitoring during the rigshop testing
of large CFRP aero-eegine components
[PNR90350] p 308 N87-16841

Gas turbine materials: A review

[PNRg0356] p 308 N87-16842
The technology of advanced prop-fan transmissions

[PNRg0357] p 309 N87.16843
Aircraft derivative gas turbine development in China

[PNR90359] p 309 N87-16844
Operational aids to engine development

[PNR90362] p 309 N87-16845
Corrosion/oxidation protection of high temperature

material

[PNRg0355] p 319 N87-16905
Observations on the turbulent structure in an unsteady,

normal shock/boundary-layer interaction
[PNR90361] p 323 N87-17010

NDT of electron beam wetded joints (micro-focus and
real time X-ray) p 325 N87-17063

Use of composites in propulsion systems
[PNR-90323] p 310 N87-17707

Advanced turbine blading: A challenge for designs r,
materials developer and manufacturer
[PNR90365] p 763 N87-26911

Roils Royce civil engines, the next generation
[PNR90370] p 763 N87-26912

Application of SPATE to high frequency vibration
measurement of aero engine components
[PNR90373] p 764 N87-27667

The application of radiation physics and
photogrammetric techniques for the diagnosis and solution
of mechanical engineering problems and performance
improvements in the development of aero gas turbine
engines at Rolls-Royoa
[PNRg0368} p 764 N87-27669

Advanced technology and its application to aero
engines
[PNR90389] p 764 N87-27670

The Rolls-Royce wide chord fan blade
[PNR90392] p 764 N87-27671

Rolls-Royce Ltd., Lesvsaden (England).

Impact of IPS and Ins configuration on engine
installation design
[PNR90324] p 308 N87-16834

Rolls-Royce Ltd., Wafford (England).
Impact of IPS and Ins configurations on engine

installation design p 26 N87-10070
Rome Air Development Center, Grlfflsa AFB, N.Y.

ICNIA (Integrated Communications Navigation
Identification Avionics) HF transmitter system preliminary
study
lAD-A173013) p 303 N87-16823

Rome Air Development Center, Hanecom AFB, Mass.
Basic parameters of antennas for aircraft, satellites and

missiles p 613 N87-23860
Royal Air Force Coll., Cranwell (England).

The aerodynamic effects of a serrated strip near the
leading edge of an airfoil
[ETN-87-99480] p 418 N87-20248

Simulation of an integrated fire and flight control system
for air-to-air gunnery
[ETN-87-99479] p 449 N87-20293

Royal Air Force Inst. of Aviation Medicine,
Famborough (England).

Emergency exits for underwater escape from
rotorcraft

[AEG-REPT-528] p 156 N87-14304
Royal Aircraft Establishment, Bedford (England).

Calculation of steady and unsteady pressures on wings
at supersonic speeds with a transonic small disturbance
code
[AIAA PAPER 87-0851] p 411 A87-33691

Calculation of transonic steady and oscillatory pressures
on a low aspect ratio model p 556 A87-41632

Some experiences in integrating avionic systems on the
civil flight deck p 511 N87-21902

Simulator motion characteristics and perceptual fidelity
p 600 N87-23639

Development of in-flight simulation aircraft for research
and training applications in UK p 602 N87-23658

The flight evaluation of a speech recognition and a
speech output system in an advanced cockpit display and
flight management system for helicopters

p 829 N87-29527
Royal Aircraft Establishment, Fsrnborough (England).

Validation of aerodynamic parameters at high angles
of attack for RAE high incidence research models
[AIAA PAPER 87-2558] p 729 A87-49608

An approximate method of estimating the aerodynamic
interference between two parallel bodies in a supersonic
flow (axial force)
[BR100271] p 76 N87-12540

Helicopter flight control research: A demanding
application of piloted simulation
[RAE-TM-FS(B)-595] p 191 N87.13445

A method for the manufacture of model helicopter rotor
blades from glass fiber reinforced plastic
[RAE-TR-85040] p 175 N87-14316

Modeling three dimensional vortex flow in
aerodynamics p 154 N87-14636

The dynamic scaling and development of model
helicopter rotor blades for the RAE 24ft wind tunnel test
rig
[RAE-TR-85052] p 242 N87-15203

Developments in data acquisition and processing using
an advanced combustion research facility
[RAE-TM-P1089] p 315 N87.16852

Diffusion welding of component parts inthe aviation and
space industries
[RAE-TRANS-2147] p 324 N87-f7032

Diffusion welding of component parts in the aviation and
space industries
[BLL-LIB-TRANS-2147-(5207.0] p 326 N87-18094

Effect of adhesive bending variables on the performance
of bonded CFRP patch repairs of metallic structures

p 404 N87-20182

An assessment of the use of low-order panel methods
for the calculation of supersonic flows

p 476 N87-20204

Applications of RAE viscous flow methods near
separation boundaries for three-dimensional wings in
transonic flow p 416 N87-20224

WSUH-1 D: Review of damage following lightning strike
30 November 1981

[RAE-TRANS-2103] p 432 N87-20262
Developments in air traffic control systems and their

relation with meteorology
[RAE-TRANS-2143] p 426 N87.20981

Aileron reversal of swept wings with crossflexibilities
[RAE-TR-83023] p 433 N87-20988

Wing divergence and structural distortion
[RAE-TR-85057] p 433 N87-20989

Divergence and flutter of swept-forward wings with
crossflexibilities
[RAE-TR-80047] p 449 N87-2t000

Developments in data acquisition and processing using
an advanced combustion research facility

p 454 N87-21192

Transmission of inlet distortion through a fan
p 594 N87-24475

Aerodynamics of unmanned aircraft at full-scale in the
RAE 24ff wind-tunnel
[RAE.TM-AERO-2081] p 645 N87-26027

Fatigue-life monitoring of the 5 metre wind tunnel
[RAE-TM-AERO-2084] p 688 N87-26055

A method for the manufacture of model helicopter rotor
blades with torsional stiffness representative of full scale
[RAE-TR-85094] p 752 N87-26904

A flight evaluation of voice interaction as a component
of an integrated helicopter avionics system
[RAE-TM-FS(B)-637] p 829 N87-28547

The flight development of a color electronic display
format and monitoring system of helicopter engine and
transmission data
[RAE-TM.FS(B)-638] p 829 N87-28548

Diffusion bending of metals p 852 N87-29646
Royal Nolhedands Meteorological Inst., De BIIt.

Number and duration of Runway Visual Range (RVR)
runs for RVR-values lower than 225 m
[KNMI-TR-85(FM)] p 119 N87-11805

Runway Visual Range (RVR) documentation of the civil
airports in the Netherlands
[KNMI-TR-84] p 426 N87-20986

Royal Signals and Radar Establishment, Mslvern
(England).

The use of new technology in the control of civil air
traffic at airway junctions

[AD-A174303] p 357 N87-18557
Multifunction millimetre-wave radar for all-weather

ground attack aircraft p 387 N87-18725
Semi-automatic cross-checking between different

copies of the same flight plan p 502 N87-21903

S

San Diego State Univ., Calif.
Propeller swirl effect on single-engine general-aviation

aircraft stall-spin tendencies p 447 A87-34515
Loss of lift due to thickness for low-aspect-ratio wings

in incompressible flow p 557 A87-41683
Tones generated due to the impingement of two jets

on each other p 620 N87-23797
Sandla National Labs., Albuquerque, N. Mex.

Analysis of shock and vibration environments for cargo
on C9B transport aircraft
[DE86-016101] p 176 N87-14322

New solution method for steady-stele canopy structural
loads

[DE86.014294] p 391 N87-18891
A new recovery parachute system for the Flll aircraft

crew escape module
[DE87-000973] p 576 N87-24437

Transportation container for Li/SO2 batteries on
passenger aircraft
[DE87-008653] p 577 N87-24440

Influence of a heated leading edge on boundary layer
growth, stability and transition
[DE87-008516] p 700 N87-25538

User's manual for ADAM (Advanced Dynamic Airfoil
Model)
[DE87-012342] p 813 N87-28524

The aerothermodynamic environment for holes in
hypersonic configurations
[DE87-003790] p 814 N87-29414

Parachute systems technology: Fundamentals,
concepts, and applications. Advanced parachute design
[DE87-011634] p 814 N87-29415

Parachute systems technology: Fundamentals,
concepts, and applications
[DE87-011722] p 815 N87-29416

Santa Clara Univ., Calif.
Bifurcations in unsteady aerodynamics

p 554 A87-40085
SASC Technologies, Inc., Hampton, Va.

The terminal area simulation system. Volume 1:
Theoretical formulation

[NASA-CR-4046] p 421 N87-20255
Science and Engineering Associates, Inc., Seattle,

Wash.
Crew escape capsule to airframe latch/disconnect

mechanisms

[AD-At81565] p 739 N87-26886
Science Applications, Inc., Cbetaworth, Calif.

Pressure interactions in supersonic combustion
[AD.A172711] p 259 N87-15289
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CORPORA TE SOURCE Sterling (Walter V.), Inc., Paid Alto, Calif.

Science Applloatlonlk Inc., Orlando, Fla.
Evaluation of a visual system in its support of simulated

helicopter flight
[AD-A168829] p 102 N87-11783

Science Applications International Corp., Princeton,
N.J.

Improved algorithms for circulation-control airfoils in
transonic flow
]AIAA PAPER 87-0154] p 219 A87-22447

Scientific Research Associates, Inc., Glastonbury,
Conn.

Duct flows with swirl

[AIAA PAPER 87-0247] p 265 A87-22509
Computation of multi-dimensional viscous supersonic jet

flow

[NASA-CR-4020] p 151 N87-13405
Flow through a compressor stage

[AD-A175026] p 370 N87-19397

Computation of tip and corner region flows
p 537 N87-22153

SDRC, Inc., Sen Diego, Calif.
A study of some approximations in the modeling of a

coupled rotor/fuselage aeromechanical system
p 825 A87-53901

Seienia S.p.A., Rome (italy).
Efficient conduct of individual flights and air traffic or

optimum utilization of modem technology for the overall
benefit of civil and military airspace users
[AGARD-AR-236] p 582 N87-23608

Service Techniques des Programmes Aeronautiques,
Paris (France).

Information notice about the repair of composite
structures

[STPA-42744] p 196 N87-14447
Seville Training Systems Corp., Pensacola, Fla.

Evaluation of a visual system in its support of simulated
helicopter flight
[AD-A168829] p 102 N87-11783

Shenyang Aeroenglne Research Inst. (China).
Effect of flame-tube head structure on combustion

chamber performance p 441 N87-20275
Siecor Corp., Hickory, N.C.

Lightweight 2 fiber aviation cable featuring low fiber
stress levels

[AD.P005282] p 826 N87-29297
Sikorsky Aircraft, Stratford, Conn.

Engine-airframe integration considerations for
preliminary air vehicle performance analysis

p 26 N87-10068
Flight service evaluation of composite helicopter

components
[NASA-CR-178149] p 41 N87-10182

The structural optimization of a spreader bar for twin
lift helicopter operations p 100 N87-11759

UH-60 Black Hawk engineering simulation model
validation and proposed modifications
[NASA-CR-177360] p 312 N87-17710

A rotorcraft flight/propulsion control integration study
]NASA-CR-179574] p 587 N87-24457

Slmula, Inc., Phoenix, Ariz.

Computer simulation of a transport aircraft seat and
occupant(s) in a crash environment, volume 1

[ DOTIFAAICT-86125-1 ] p 156 N87-14306
Computer simulation of a transport aircreft seat and

occupant(s) in a crash environment. Volume 2: Program
SOM-TA user manual

[DOTIFAAICT.86/25-2] p 156 N87-14307
Seat experiment results of full-scale transport aircraft

controlled impact demonstration

[AD-A172245] p 235 N87-15193
Delethalized cyclic control stick

(AD-A173931] p 353 N87-18549
Simuie, Inc., Tempe, Adz.

Crash dynamics program transport seat performance
and cost benefit study
[DOTIFAAICT-85/36] p83 N87-11708

Slnger-Unk-Mlles Ltd., Lancing (England).

A simulated instrument, serial bus system
[LM/TR/654/2/2] p 183 N87-14329

Advanced visuals in mission simulators

p 599 N87-23636
Smiths Industries Ltd., Bishops Cleave (England).

Electronic display equipment for use in the advanced

flight deck simulator at British Aerospace, Weybridge
(RID-1912] p 453 N87-21005

Exploiting the capabilities of flight management systems
in solving the airport arrival problem

p 502 N87-21899
Soclete d'Applloatlons Generslse d'Electricife et de

Mscanlqus, Paris (France).
Inertiai-GPS: A marriage of reason, an analysis

p 500 N87-21885

Societe de Construction des Avlons HursI-Dubols,
Pads (France).

Composite structure repairs carried out according to
aeronautical techniques p 405 N87-20185

Soctata de Fabrication d'lnstruments de Mesure,
Massy (France).

The Airborne Integrated Data System (AIDS) for the
Airbus A-310 engine condition monitoring

p 31 N87-10082
Soclete Natlonsie d'Etudes et de Construction de

Moteurs d'Aviation, Molssy-Crarnayai (France).
Acquisition and processing of non-stationary pressure

moasurments in studies of air intake distortion
p 468 N87-21191

Three-dimensional computation around turbomachine
blades with fins p 517 N87-21940

Soclete Nationsle Industdelle Aerospattale, Marignane
(France).

Correlation of SA349/2 helicopter flight-test data with
a comprehensive rotorcraft model p 653 A87-43456

Helicopter air intake protection systems
p 27 N87-10073

Repair of helicopter composite structure techniques and
substantiations p 404 N87-20179

Theoretical analysis of flows around helicopter
fuselages: Application to design and development

p 415 N87-20221

Societe Nationals Industrielie Aerospatlale, Suresnes
(France).

Fault detection sensitivity in thick lightalloy specimens,
test report
[REPT-47-084/F] p 202 N87-14721

Societa Nationsle Industrlelle Aero_uatlale, Toulouse
(France).

Efficiency of various control surfaces in steady and
unsteady flow

[SNIAS-861-111-101] p 37 N87-f0872
A.T.R. 42 carbon fibre flap repair design and

inspection p 457 N87-20178
Soclete pour I'Equlpment des Vehlcules, Gosselles

(Belgium).
Advanced fighter design: Operational experience and

future requirements p 587 N87-24453
Solar Turbines International, Sen Diego, Calif.

Fabrication of cooled radial turbine rotor

[NASA-CR-179503] p 107 N87-11789
South Dakota School of Mines and Technology, Rapid

City.
Atmospheric electrical modeling in support of the NASA

F106 Storm Hazards Project
[NASA-CR-179801] p 132 N87-12082

Southampton Univ. (England).
CEC joint study of community response to aircraft noise

1984: Main report. The influence of residual noise on
disturbance from aircraft noise

[DR-8601] p 203 N87-14782
Non.linear performance of a thrse-bearing rotor

incorporating a squeeze-film damper
p 539 N87-22217

High angle of attack position sensing for the
Southampton University magnetic suspension and balance
system
[NASA-CR-175358] p 780 N87-27681

Noise attenuation properties of headsets in a helicopter
noise environment
[CAA-PAPER-87004] p 860 N87-29311

Southern Methodist Univ., Dallas, TeL
A decentralized fault-tolerant approach to estimation in

multi-sensor navigation systems p 21 N87-10057
Southwest Research Inst., San Antonio, "rex.

Test procedures for detection of in-flight
propeller-induced structure-borne noise
[AIAA PAPER 87-0528] p 272 A87-22688

Detection of in-flight propaller-induceq structure-borne
noise p 838 A87-53779

Constitutive modeling for isotropic materials
p 53 N87-11211

Nonlinear fracture mechanics analysis with boundary
integral method
[AD-A173216] p 328 N87-18124

Cumulative airport noise exposure metrics: An
assessment of evidence for time.of-day weightings
[AD-A174848] p 393 N87-19815

The physics of fuel sprays• Volume 1: Experimental
measurements

[AD-A175660] p 442 N87-20285
Sparta Systems, Inc., Laguna Hills, Calif.

Requirement analysis of an intelligent, redundant,
actuation system p 179 A87-16766

Spectra Technology, Inc., Bellevue, Wash.
Experiments on supersonic turbulent flow development

in a square duct p 487 A87-37107

Spectron Development Labs., Inc., Costa Mesa, Ca,f.
Visualization of flows in a motored rotary combustion

engine using holographic interferometry
[AIAA PAPER 86-1557] p 248 A87-21514

Tomographic reconstruction of three.dimensional flow
over airfoils

[AD-A179976] p 643 N87-26300

KC-135 aero-opticai turbulent boundary layer/shear
layer experiment revisited p 852 N87-29454

Sperry Flight Systems, Glendale, Ariz.
Automatic systems and the low-level wind hazard

p 681 N87-25279
SRI Internatlonsl Corp., Menlo Perk, Calif.

Design verification of SIFT
]NASA-CR-4097] p 858 N87-30099

Stanford Joint Inst. for Surface and Mlcrostructural
Research, Moffett Field, Calif.

Flight evaluation of height response characteristics for
the hover bob-up task and comparison with proposed
criteria p 170 A87-19255

Stanford Univ., Calif.

New capabilities and recent research programs of the
NASA/Army CH-47B variable-stability helicopter

p 191 A87-19266
Unsteady wake measurements of an oscillating flap at

transonic speeds p 278 A87-23652
Control of aircraft landing approach in wind shear

[AI/U_ PAPER 87-0632] p 311 A87-24994

Circulation control airfoils as applied to rotary-wing
aircraft p 287 A87-25716

Transonic wing flows using an Euler/Navier-Stokes
zonal approach p 342 A87-28069

Influence of dynamic inflow on the helicopter vertical
response p 448 A87-34853

Computational fluid dynamics near the continuum limit
[AIAA PAPER 87-1115] p 558 A87-42064

Slender delta wing at high angles of attack - A flow
visualization study
[AIAA PAPER 87-1230] p 562 A87-42327

Interaction of an oscillating vortex with a turbulent
boundary layer
[AIAA PAPER 87-1246] p 564 A87-42340

Numerical simulation of transonic separated flows over
low*aspect-ratio wings p 730 A87.50341

Feedback control for penetrating a downburst
[AIAA PAPER 87-2343] p 771 A87-50462

Computation of transonic separated wing flows using
an Euler/Navier Stokes zonal approach

p 16 N87-10849
Separation of airborne and structureborne noise radiated

by plates constructed of conventional and composite
materials with applications for prediction of interior noise
paths in propeller driven aircraft p 60 N87-11579

Theoretical and experimental investigations of sensor
location for optimal aeroelastic system state estimation

p 115 N87-11794
An analysis of blade vortex interaction aerodynamics

and acoustics p 77 N87-12547
Dynamics of a helicopter with a sling load

p 243 N87-15957
The aerodynamics and aeroacoustics of rotating

transonic disturbances p 289 N87-16786
Identification of a dynamic model of a helicopter from

flight tests p 300 N87-16813
The influence of wind-tunnel walls on discrete frequency

noise p 315 N87.16850
Wind tunnel resonance by the finite element method

p 348 N87-18533
A rational approach to lifting surface theory with

application to large angles of attack
p 414 N87-20196

Verification of performance results for a low-speed 15
percent elliptical circulation control airfoil
]NASA.CR-t81020] p 494 N87-22633

Two blowing concepts for roll and lateral control of
aircraft

[NASA-CR-180478] p 597 N87-23627

Effects on fuel spray characteristics and vaporization
on energy release rates and flow field structure in a dump
combustor p 612 N87-23804

Identification of a dynamic model of a helicopter from
flight tests p 659 N87-26040

Control of aircraft under severe wind shear conditions

p 682 N87-26050

State Univ. of New York, Albany.
Large volume water sprays for dispersing warm fogs

p 125 A87-13848

State Univ. of New York, Farmlngdale.
Particle trajectory computer program for icing analysis

of axisymmetric bodies - A progress report
[AIAA PAPER 87-0027] p 234 A87-22366

State Univ. of New York, Stony Brook.
Characterization and dynamical studies of polymers in

dipolar (aprotic) liquids
• [AD-A169243] p 123 N87-12685

State Univ. of New York, Utica.

Spanwise pressure distribution on delta wing with
loading-edge vortex flap p 348 A87-31299

Sterling (Walter V.), Inc., Paid Alto, Calif.
Unsteady transonic flow simulation on a

full-span-wing-body configuration
[AIAA PAPER 87-1240] p 563 A87-42337
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Sterling Software, Moffett field, Calif.

Sterling Software, Moffett field, Csllfo
Flow visualization of CFD using graphics workstations

[AIAA PAPER 87-1180] p 618 A87-42123

Sterling Software, Paid Alto, Calif.
Advances in the computation of transonic separated

flows over finite wings
[AIAA PAPER 87-1195] p 639 A87-44904

Numerical simulation of transonic separated flows over

low-aspect-ratio wings p 730 A87-50341
Stevens Inst. of Tech., Hoboken, N.J.

Aircraft control design using improved time-domain
stability robustness bounds p 332 A87-23991

Stall flutter p 598 N87-24404
Strat Co., Salt Lake City, Utah.

Production of high energy aviation fuels from advanced
coal liquids, phase 1
[AD-A182333] p 785 N87-27819

Stuttgart Univ. (West Germany).
Thermodynamic and Flow Mechanical Problems in

Aircraft and Spacecraft Drives
[ETN-87-98751] p 185 N87-14331

Elementary-reaction and flow-mechanical problems in
aircraft and spacecraft drives p 196 N87-14333

Transonic and supersonic compressors
p 185 N87-14344

Thermodynamic and Flow Mechanical Prob(ems in
Aircraft and Spacecraft Ddves. Summary of conference

reports for 1974, 1975, 1976
[ETN-87-98750] p 251 N87-15223

A quasi three dimensional method for the calculation
of transonic flows in turbomachines p 517 N87-21941

A contribution to the computation of unsteady, transonic,
invisoid flOw about a wing profile
[ETN-87-90038] p 810 N87-28505

Development and testing of highly loaded engine
components made of carbon fiber reinforced plastics
[ETN-87-90036] p 832 N87-28550

Sundatrsnd Data Control, Inc., Redmond, Wash.
Data recovery techniques, an update

p 32 N87-10089
Sverdrup Technology, Inc., Arnold Air Force Station,

Tenn.

Three-dimensional unsteady Euler solutions for propfans
and counter-rotating propfans in transonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 87-1197] p 562 A87-42314

The acoustic experimental investigation of
counterrotating propeller configurations
[SAE PAPER 871031] p 796 A87-48760

Large perturbation flow field analysis and simulation for
supersonic inlets
[HASA-CR-174676] p 14 N87-10835

Analysis and verification of the icing scaling equations.
Volume 1: Revision

[AD-A167976] p 85 N87-12551
Effects of test cell recirculation on high-bypass turbofan

engines during simulated altitude tests
lAD-At71418] p 108 N87-12565

An analytical study of icing similitude for aircraft engine
testing
[AD-A173713] p 252 N87-15973

A post.stall compression system modeling technique
[AD-A177610] p 515 N87-21924

Sverdrup Technology, Inc., Mlddleburg Heights, Ohio.
Evaluation of icing drag coefficient correlations applied

to iced propeller performance prediction
[SAE PAPER, 871033 ] p 737 A87-48761

Sverdrup Technology, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio.

Three-dimensional trajectory analyses of two drop sizing
instruments - PMS OAP and PMS FSSP

[AIAA PAPER 87-0180] p 265 A87-22466
High-speed propeller noise predictions - Effects of

boundary conditions used in blade loading calculations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0525] p 333 A67-24978

A numerical simulation of the inviscid flow through a
counterrotating propeller
[ASME PAPER 86°GT-138] p 287 A87-25395

Prediction of the structure of fuel sprays in cylindrical
combustion chambers p 369 A87-31277

Euler analysis of transonic propeller flows
p 553 A87-39813

Analytical and experimental investigation of mistuning
in propfan flutter
[AIAA PAPER 87-0739] p 609 A87-40496

Analytical flutter investigation of a composite propfan
model
[AIAA PAPER 87-0738] p 609 A87-40497

Three-dimensional unsteady Euler solutions for propfans
and counter-rotating propfans in transonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 87-1197] p 562 A87-42314

Euier analysis of the thrse-dimensionat flow field of a
high-speed propeller - Boundary condition effects
[ASME PAPER 87-GT.253] p 719 A87-48719

Method for the determination of the three dimensional
aerodynamic field of a rotor-stator combination in
compressible flow
[AIAA PAPER 87-1742] p 730 A87-50187

Wind tunnel performance results of an aeroelastically
scaled 2/9 model of the PTA flight test prop-fan
[AIAA PAPER 87-1893] p 806 A87-52251

The T55-L-712 turbine engine compressor housing
refurbishment project
[NASA-CR-179624] p 604 N87-23729

Wind tunnel performance results of an aeroelastically
scaled 2/9 model of the PTA flight test prop-fan
[NASA-TM-89917] p 642 N87-25294

Syracuse Univ., N. Y.
Free vibration characteristics of multiple load path blades

by the transfer matrix method p 297 A67-23739
Systems Technology, Inc., Hawthorne, Calif.

A perspective on superaugmented flight control -
Advantages and problems p188 A87-17752

Connections between conventional and

singular-value*based multi-vadable flight control system
design techniques
[AIAA PAPER 86-2712] p 189 A67-17942

Pre- and post-flight-test models versus measured
skyship-500 control responses
[AIAA PAPER 87-2508] p 765 A87-48650

A flight investigation of helicopter low-speed response
requirements
[AIAA PAPER 87-2285) p 767 A87-49578

Simulation investigation of the effects of helicopter
hovering dynamics on pilot performance
[AIAA PAPER 87-2533] p 773 A87-50535

STOL handling qualities criteria for precision landings
[AD-A175369) p 374 N87-19400

Collected flight and simulation comparisons and
considerations p 602 N87-23660

T

TAg Corp., LOS Gatos, Calif.

Guidance automation for nap-of-the-earth flight
p 423 A87-31485

Technlon - Israel Inst. of Tech., Halls.

Effect of cold-working by hole expansion on fatigue life
of 7075-T7351 and 7475-T761 aluminum lugs with and
without initial flaws under maneuver loading spectrum
[TAE-561] p 259 N87-15291

Technlsche Hochschule, Aachen (West Germany).
Initiation of breakdown in slender compressible

vortices p 229 A87-23234
Wind shear measurement on board a MORANE 893

p 31 N87-10086
Technlsche Hochschule, Hanover (West Germany).

Downstream flow angle correlations for turbine cascades
in subsonic and transonic flow conditions

p 518 N87-21949
Technlache Hogea¢hool, Delft (Netherlands).

Comparison of finite volume flux vector splittings for the
Euler equations p 70 A87-14109

Tip vane drag measurements on the full scale
experimental wind turbine
[IW-R517] p 294 N87-17683

Design and evaluation of dynamic flight test
maneuvers

(ETN-87-99085] p 364 N87-19389
Fuel saving and fuel related subjects within an airline's

operational environment
[ETN-87-90148] p 848 N67-26034

Elementary data analysis of measurements in nonsteady

longitudinal and lateral flight test maneuvers
[VTH-LR-409] p 752 N87-26905

On the conceptual design of subsonic transport aircraft
for cruising flight optimized for different merit functions
(VTH-LR-451] p 753 N87-27654

Fatigue of aircraft structures
[VTH-LR-486] p 753 N87-27656

Design and evaluation of dynamic flight test
maneuvers
[VTH-LR-497] p 753 N87-27657

Modern composites for primary aircraft structures
[VTH-LR-480] p 784 N87-27736

Sequence effects of high-amplitude loads in the most
severe flights of miniTWlST on fatigue crack growth in
AI-alloy sheet material
[VTH-LR.493] p 791 N87-28052

Calculation of pressure distributions on supersonic delta
wings using stagnation solutions
[VTH-LR.484] p 815 N87-29417

Calculation of noise around airports for powered
gliders
[VTH*LR-475] p 860 N87-30150

Technlache Univ., Berlin (West Germany).
Alternatives for the propulsion of global range transport

aircraft

[ETN-87-98978] p 371 N87-19399

The problems of the calculation of the capacity of flight
operation surfaces of airports
[ILR-MITT-170] p 838 N87-28566

CORPORA TE SOURCE

Technleche Univ., Brunswick (West Germany).
Investigations on a digital bit synchronizer for a detailed

flight data recovery p 33 N87-10099

investigations of flight paths for maneuvers with constant
energy and constant changes of energy including different
strategies of steering, calculations of energy requirements
for given flight paths, determination of the criteria for
successful completion of turning maneuvers in the vertical
plane
[ETN-87-99017] p 362 N87-18565

Design criteria for multi-loop flight control systems
p 522 N87-21901

A contribution to the aerodynamics of unsymmetrical
aircraft configurations
[ETN-87-90030] p 810 N87-28504

Technlache Univ., Hanover (West Germany).
Statistics of wind shear due to nocturnal bOundary layer

jet airstreams in North Germany p 56 N87-11461
Technlsohe Unlv., Munich (West Germany).

Bonding of superalloys by diffusion welding and diffusion
brazing p 324 N87-17059

TeI-Avlv Univ. (Israel).
Acceleration to a steady state for the Euler equations

p 70 A87-14096

Temple Univ., Philadelphia, Ps.
Degradation mechanisms of sulfur and nitrogen

containing compounds during thermal stability testing of
model fuels
[AIAA PAPER 87-2039] p 690 A87-45372

Tennessee Univ., Knoxville.
Three-dimensional nearfield characterization of a

VSTOL jet in turbulent crossflow
[AIAA PAPER 87-0051] p 217 A87-22382

On recent advances and future research directions for

computational fluid dynamics p 609 A87-41237
A study of the flow field about an upper surface blown

wing and its effects on longitudinal static stability of a small
jet airplane p 11 N87-10009

An experimental and theoretical investigation of an air
iniection type anti-icing system for aircraft

p 495 N87-21877
Tennessee Univ., Tullahoma.

Sensor-based fault diagnosis in a flight expert system
p 177 A87-16681

A flight expert system (FLES) for on-board fault
monitoring and diagnosis p 589 A87-42629

Tennessee Univ. Space Inst., Tullshoma.
Contamination and distortion of steady flow field induced

by various discrete frequency disturbances in aircraft gas
turbines
lAD-A173294) p 310 N87-17704

Investigation of non-symmetric jets in cross flow
(discrete wing tip jet effects)
lAD-A179783) p 574 N87-24431

Test Wing (4950th), Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.
Advanced Electromechanical Actuation System (EMAS),

flight test
[AD-A176146) p 449 N67-21001

TACAN/INS Performance Evaluation (TIPE) flight test
report
[AD-A180138] p 650 N87-25313

Texas A&M Univ., College StaUon.
Test results for sawtooth-pattern damper seals -

Leakage and rotordynamic coefficients
[ASME PAPER 66-TRIB-21) p 200 A67.19530

Flow energizer flight tests on a light twin aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 87-0083] p 239 A87-22404

Experimental and theoretical study of propeller
spinner/shank interference
[AIAA PAPER 87-0145] p 281 A87-24929

Computational aeroacoustics of propeller noise in the
near and far field

[AIAA PAPER 87-0254] p 304 A87-24944
An experimental study of the aerodynamic

characteristics of planar and non-planar outbOard wing
planforms
[AIAA PAPER 87-0588] p 284 A87-24989

Off-design analysis of counter-rotating propeller
configurations p 366 A87-27989

Direct-inverse method for airfoils at high angles of
attack p 410 A87-33242

Evaluation of icing drag coefficient correlations applied
to iced propeller performance prediction
[SAE PAPER 871033] p 737 A87-48761

Inviscid transonic wing design using inverse methods
in curvilinear coordinates

[AIAA PAPER 87-2551] p 727 A87-49103
Criteria for asphalt-rubber concrete in civil airport

pavements: Mixture design
]DOT/FAA/PM-86/39) p 129 H87.11910

Nonlinear dynamic response of composite rotor
blades
lAD-A173069) p 176 N87-14321

Criteria for asphalt-rubber concrete in civil airport
pavements. Vol. 2: Evaluation of asphalt-rubber concrete
[DOE/FAA/PM-86/39-VOL-2] p 528 N87-21964
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CORPORA TE SOURCE Vigyan Research Associates, Inc., Hampton, Va.

Experimental rotordynamic coefficient results for
teeth-on-rotor and teeth-on-stator labyrinth gas seals

p 538 N87-22212
Experimental measurement of the dynamic pressure

distribution in a squeeze film bearing damper executing
circular centered orbits p 539 N87-22219

Measurement of the effect of manufacturing deviations
on natural laminar flow for a single engine general aviation
airplane
[NASA-CR-180671] p 677 N87-26044

Development of direct-inverse 3-D method for applied
aerodynamic design and analysis
[NASA-CR-180646] p 751 N87-26895

A direct-inverse method for transonic and separated
flows about airfoils
[NASA-CR-181233] p 733 N87-27620

Flow energizers. Task A
[NASA-CR-176202] p 812 N87-28523

Pressuremeter moduli for airport pavement design and
evaluation
[DOT/FAA/PM-87/10] p 839 N87-28572

Micromechanics of compression failures in open hole
composite laminates
[NASA-CR-181278] p 846 N87.29604

Texas Technological Univ., Lubbock.
User's manual for ADAM (Advanced Dynamic Airfoil

Model)
[DE87-012342] p 813 N87-28524

A numerical model for unsteady two-dimensional flow
calculations with flow separation
[DE87-012316] p 850 N87-28866

Texas Univ., Arlington.
The handling qualities of a large jet transport aircraft

in severe wind shear and turbulence

p 192 N87-14353
Texas Univ., Austin.

Tree attenuation at 869 MHz derived from remotely
piloted aircraft measurements p 381 A87-28414

Unsteady flow over an airfoil inside a wind tunnel with
and without transpiration p 13 N87-10051

Viscous-inviseid interaction in transonic separated flow
over solid and porous airfoils and cascades

p 76 N87-12535
Optimal descending, hypersonic turn to heading

[DE86-010989] p 120 N87-12577
Textron Bell Helicopter, Fort Worth, Tex.

Total rotor isolation system (TRIS) flight test results
p 170 A87-19262

The effect of nonlinear elastomedc lag damper
characteristics on helicopter rotor dynamics
[AIAA PAPER 87-0955] p 583 A87-39649

Summary of AH-1G flight vibration data for validation
of coupled rotor-fuselage analyses
[NASA-CR-178160] p 201 N87-13795

Development of a ROT22 - DATAMAP interface
[NASA-CR-177403] p 395 N87-18993

Summary of the modeling and test correlations of a
NASTRAN finite element vibrations model for the AH-1G
helicopter, task 1

[NASA-CR-178201] p 469 N87-21373
Piloted simulation in the development of the XV-15 tilt

rotor research aircraft p 600 N87-23646
Ground and flight test results of a total main rotor

isolation system
[NASA-CR-4082] p 643 N87-25302

Textron, Inc., Irvlne, Calif.

Technology review of flight crucial flight control systems
(application of optical technology)
[ NASA-CR- 172332-SUPPL. 1] p36 N87-10102

Thomson-CSF, Meudon-la-Foret (France).
Monopulse secondary radar: Practical realization and

achievement. Mode S: The radar of tomorrow

p 535 N87-21889

A practical example of Moving Target Detection (MTD)
processing for an air traffic control radar with weather
channel p 535 N87-21890

Thomson-CSF, Parts (France).
About the future of airborne radar

p 387 N87-18722

Thomson-CSF, Trappes (France).
Radar simulators p 601 N87-23651

Titan Systems, Inc., Princeton, N.J.
The effect of heavy rain on an airfoil at high lift

[NASA.CR.178248] p417 N87-20232
Tokyo Univ. (Japan).

Study of three-dimensional separation on a spheroid at
incidence p 49 N87-10016

Report of the International Symposium on Computational
Fluid Dynamics, Tokyo p 49 N87-10029

Numerical and experimental study of dynamics of
two-dimensional body

[ISAS-619] p 59 N87-10748
Toledo Univ., Ohio.

A numerical and experimental investigation of
electrothermal aircraft deicing p 171 A87-19271

Aircraft control design using improved time.domain
stability robustness bounds p 332 A87-23991

Analytical flutter investigation of a composite propfan
model

[AIAA PAPER 87-0738] p 609 A87-40497

An LDA investigation of three-dimensional normal
shock-boundary layer interactions in a corner
[AIAA PAPER 87-1369] p 632 A87-44938

TopExpresa Ltd., Cambridge (England).
Numerical methods for unsteady transonic flow

p 572 N87-24403
Toronto Univ., Downsview (Ontario).

Spectra of noise and amplified turbulence emanating
from shock-turbulence interaction p 398 A87-31164

The application of optimal control techniques to the
UTIAS research simulator p 599 N87-23637

Toronto Univ. (Ontario).
Motion characteristics of the UTIAS flight research

simulator motion-base

]UTIAS-TN-261] p 119 N87-11802

Toulouse Univ. (France).
Airborne measurement methods applied to the

determination of boundary conditions at the sea surface:
The TOSCANE experiment p 55 N87-11242

Trans World Airlines, Inc., Kansas City, Mo.
Airline data acquisition in an ACARS environment

p 32 N87-10092

Transmission Research, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio.
The 3600 hp split-torque helicopter transmission

[NASA-CR-174932] p 106 N87.11788
TransportaUon Systems Center, Cambridge, Mass.

General aviation activity and avionics survey
[AD-A168582] p 65 N87-11686

Otis ANGB (Air National Guard Base) visibility sensor
field test study
[AD-A179176] p 615 N87-24045

U

United Air Lines, Inc., Denver, Colo.
Implementation of turbulence models into simulators

p 527 N87-22354
United Airlines wind shear incident of May 31, 1984

p 647 N87-25287
United Analysis, Inc., Springfield, Yn.

Advanced durability analysis. Volume 3: Fractographic
test data

(AD-A173635] p 268 N87-16364
United Technologies Corp., East Hartford, Conn.

Analysis of transitional separation bubbles on infinite
swept wings p347 A87-31162

Hot section viewing system
[NASA-CR-174773] p 51 N87-11144

Advanced Prep-fan Engine Technology (APET) single-
and counter-rotation gearbox/pitch change mechanism
[NASA-CR-168114-VOL-1] p 833 N87-28552

Advanced Prop-fan Engine Technology (APET) single-
and counter-rotation gearbox/pitch change mechanism
[NASA-CR-168114-VOL-2] p 833 N87-28556

United Technologies Corp., Windsor Locks, Conn.
Analysis and test evaluation of the dynamic response

and stability of three advanced turboprop models
[NASA.CR-174814] p 833 N87-28555

United Technologies Research Center, East Hartford,
Conn.

Long-term deposit formation in aviation turbine fuel at
elevated temperature p 121 A87-t4986

A full potential rotor analysis with wake influence using
an inner-outer domain technique p 150 A87-19277

Investigation of two-dimensional
shock-wave/boundary-layer interactions

p 552 A87-39528
Unsteady aerodynamics of blade rows

p 554 A87-40082
Analysis of crossover between local and massive

separation on airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 87-1268] p 564 A87-42355

High temperature static strain gage program
p 52 N87-11188

Measurement of airfoil heat transfer coefficients on a

turbine stage p 53 N87-11221
Optimization of helicopter rotor blade design for

minimum vibration p 99 N87-11756

An experimental investigation of the structural dynamics
of a torsionally soft rotor in vacuum
[NASA-CR-177418] p 244 N87-15965

Unsteady aerodynamics of a rotating compressor blade
row in incompressible flow. Volume 1: Experimental
facilities, procedures and sample data
lAD-A173043] p 307 N87-16831

Unsteady aerodynamics of a rotating compressor blade
row at low Mach number. Volume 2: Analysis of
experimental results and comparison with theory
[AD-At73044] p 307 N87-16832

Unsteady aerodynamics of a rotating compressor blade
row at low mach number. Volume 3: Experimental data
base and users manual

[AD-A173045] p 307 N87-16833
Dynamic stall penetration experiments on a swept

wing
lAD-A174962] p 363 N87-19380

CARS approaches to simultaneous measurements of
H2 and H20 concentration and temperature in H2-air
combustion systems p 605 N87-23792

Linearized unsteady aerodynamic theory
p 571 N87-24399

Computational fluid dynamics research at the United
Technologies Research Center requiring
supercomputers p 701 N87-26011

High temperature static strain gage development
contract, tasks 1 and 2
[NASA-CR-180811] p 850 N87-28869

An analysis of the crossover between local and massive
separation on airfoils
[NASA-CR-4096] p 814 N87-29411

Universal Energy Systems, Inc., Dayton, Ohio.
Calculation of viscous transonic flows about a

supercritical airfoil
[AD-A173519] p 293 N87-17673

V/STOL concepts and developed aircraft. Volume 1:
A historical report (1940-1986)
[AD-A175379] p 341 N87-19347

University CoIL of Swansea (Wales).
Recent developments in FEM-CFD p 5 A87-11411

University of Western Michigan, Kalamazoo.
Aeroelastic control of oblique-wing aircraft

p 108 A87-13341
Decoupling control synthesis for an oblique-wing

aircraft p 108 A87-13342
Optimization and analysis of gas turbine engine blades

[AIAA PAPER 87-0827] p 475 A87-33614
Model-followiog output feedback controller for

oblique-wing aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 87-2408] p 772 A87-50491

V

Vanderbllt Univ., Nashville, Tenn.
Aerodynamics of 3-dimensional bodies in transitional

flow

[NASA-CR-181395] p 816 N87-29429
Veneklasen (Paul A.) and Associates, Santa Monlca,

Calif.
Prediction of light aircraft interior sound pressure level

from the measured sound power flowing in to the cabin
p 299 A87-27120

VlbraUon Inst., Clarendon Hills, lU.
The Shock and Vibration Digest, Volume 19, No. 4

p 612 N87-23818
Vlgyan Research Associates, Inc., Hampton, Va.

Numerical study of finite-rate supersonic combustion
using parabolized equations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0088] p 259 A87-22407

Incompressible Navier-Stokes solutions for a
sharp-edged double-delta wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-0206] p 220 A87-22484

X-29 Flight Test Program including wind tunnel and
computational support
[SAE PAPER 861642] p 427 A87-32584

Forebody vortex management for yaw control at high
angles of attack p 447 A87-34508

Shaping of airplane fuselages for minimum drag
p 553 A87-39889

Evaluation of three numerical methods for propulsion

integration studies on transonic transport configurations
[AIAA PAPER 86-1814] p 554 A87-40273

Loss of lift due to thickness for low-aspect-ratio wings
in incompressible flow p 557 A87-41683

Solution of the surface Euler equations for accurate
three-dimensional boundary-layer analysis of aerodynamic
configurations
[AIAA PAPER 87-1154] p 559 A87-42100

High resolution upwind schemes for the
three-dimensional incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0547] p 569 A87-42650

Direct simulation of aerothermal loads for an aeroassist

flight experiment vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 87-1546] p 626 A87-43063

Incompressible Navier-Stokes computations of vortical
flows over double-delta wings
[AIAA PAPER 87-1341] p 631 A87-44933

Three-dimensional numerical predictions of the flow

behind a rearward-facing-step in a supersonic combustor
[AIAA PAPER 87-1962] p 636 A87-45332

Three-dimensional incompressible Navier-Stokes
simulations of slender-wing vortices
[AIAA PAPER 87-2476] p 726 A87-49092
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Virginia Polytechnic Inst. and State Univ., Blacksburg. CORPORA TE SOURCE

Vortical flow management techniques
p 728 A87-49496

Exploratory studies of actuated forebody strakes for yaw
control at high angles of attack
|AIAA PAPER 87-2557] p 768 A87-49607

Navier-Stokes computations of prolate spheroids at
angle of attack
[AIAA PAPER 87-2627] p 729 A87-49626

Viscous shock-layer analysis of hypersonic flows over
long slender bodies
[AIAA PAPER 87-2487] p 806 A87-52291

Stress analysis of Pathfinder-2 models
[NASA-CR-172458] p 51 N87-11179

Calculation of sidewall boundary-layer parameters from
rake measurements for the Langley 0.3-meter transonic

cryogenic tunnel
[NASA-CR-178241] p 292 N87-16807

Low-speed wind tunnel study of longitudinal stability and
usable-lift improvement of a cranked wing
[NASA-CR-178204] p 293 N87-17666

Low-speed investigations of Apex fence and cavity flap
concepts on a 60 degrees delta configuration
[AD-A183138] p 816 N87-29425

Virginia Polytechnic InsL and State Univ., Biacksiburg.
Comparison of two propeller source models for aircraft

interior noise studies p 88 A87-13596

Analytical model for investigation of interior noise
characteristics in aircraft with multiple propellers including

synchrophasing p 94 A87-14925

Integrated aerodynamic/structural design of a sailplane
wing
[AIAA PAPER 86-2623] p 163 A87.17882

Development and evaluation of a 1 kW plasma torch
ignitor for scramjets p 259 A87-23258

Effect of a bulge on thesecondary instability of boundary
layers
[AIAA PAPER 87-0045] p 281 A87-24910

Blade-vortex interaction

[AIAA PAPER 87-0497] p 284 A87-24971

Experiments on reduction of propeller induced interior
noise by active control of cylinder vibration

p 361 A87-30933
Two- and three-dimensional viscous computations of a

hypersonic inlet flow
[AIAA PAPER 87-0283] p 346 A87-31106

Experimental investigation of unsteady fan flow
interaction with downstream struts p 387 A87-31284

An analysis of flux-split algorithms for Eular's equations
with real gases
[AIAA PAPER 87-1117] p 617 A87-42066

The numerical simulation of subsonic flutter

]AIAA PAPER 87-1428] p 633 A87-44952
Design and evaluation of a new injector configuration

for supersonic combustion p 674 A87-46218
Interdisciplinary optimum design p 657 A87-47009
Singular trajectories in airplane cruise-dash

optimization
(AIAA PAPER 87-2404] p 772 A87-50488

Analysis of the vodical flow around a 60 deg Delta wing
with vortex flap p 11 N87-10006

The effect of free stream disturbances and control

surface deflections on the performance of the Wortmann
airfoil at low Reynolds numbers p 11 N87-10007

Energy management of 3-dimensional minimum.time
intercept p 27 N87-10858

An experimental investigation of the interior noise control
effects of propeller synchrophasing
[NASA-CR-178185] p 60 N87-11577

Optimization of cascade blade mistuning under flutter
and forced response constraints p 106 N87-11732

Influence of disk leakage path on labyrinth seal inlet
swirl ratio p 538 N87-22210

Plasma torch igniter fo_scramjets
p 605 N87-23789

Singular trajectories in airplane cruise-dash
optimization
[NASA-CR-180636] p 659 N87.26035

Factors affecting the sticking of insects on modified
aircraft wings
[NASA-CR-180957] p 659 N87-26037

Aerodynamic/dynamic interaction
[AD-A180621] p 731 N87.26866

An experimental study of the properties of surface
pressure fluctuations for separating turbulent boundary
layers
[NASA-CR-180295] p 789 N87-27124

Two-degree-of-freedom subsonic wing rock and
nonlinear aerodynamic interference p 811 N87-28511

Singular trajectories in airplane cruise-dash
optimization p 825 N87-28544

Modeling and computational algorithms for parameter
estimation and optimal control of aeroelastic systems and
large flexible structures
[AD-A183302] p 852 N87-29893

Virginia Univ., Charlottesville.
Quantitative measurement of transverse injector and

free stream interaction in a nonreacting SCRAM JET
combustor using laser-induced iodine fluorescence
[AIAA PAPER 87-0087] p 281 A87-24916

Flow visualization studies of transverse fuel injection
patterns in a nonreacting Mach 2 combustor

p 807 A87-52386
The implementation and use of Ada on distnbuted

systems with high reliability requirements

[NASA-CR-179842] p 137 N87-12265
Von Kermnn Inst. for Fluid Dynamics,

Rhode-Salnt..Geneee (Belgium).
Compressibility effects on delta wing flow fields

p 154 N87-14641

Compressibility effects on flows around simple
components p 154 N87-14642

W

Wales Univ., Swaneea.

An adaptive finite element scheme for the Euler and
Navier-Stokes equations

[AIAA PAPER 87-1172] p 561 A87-42116
Warwick Univ. Coventry (England).

The application of holography as a transonic flow
diagnostic to rotating components in turbomachinery

p 468 N87-21202
Waehlngton Univ., Seattle.

Experimental and numerical investigation of supersonic
turbulent flow through a square duct p 70 A87-14117

An experimental investigation of compressible
three.dimensional boundary layer flow in annular
diffusers

[AIAA PAPER 87-0366] p 282 A87-24954
Supersonic laminar flow development in a square duct
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p 595 A87-39422
On the boundary element method for compressible flow

about bodies p555 A87-41268

Numerical solutions of compressible flow with compact
scheme
[AIAA PAPER 87-1123] p617 A87-42072

A fast implicit MAF scheme for solving 3D transonic
potential flow inturbomachines
[AIAA PAPER 87-1153] p 559 A87.42099

CHINA, PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF

Unsteady transonic flow with shocks around oscillating
airfoils and cascades - A variational theory
[AIAA PAPER 87-1426] p 568 A87-42449

The influence of the induced velocity distribution and
the flapping-lagging coupling on the derivatives of the rotor
and the stability of the helicopter p 679 A87-43436

Research on the stress analysis method of rubber
structure - Calculation of the frequency adapter stresses

p 693 A87-43453
Transonic stream function solution on S(2)

streamsurface for a high pressure ratio centrifugal
compressor p 638 A87-46195

Improvement of aerodynamic calculation on S(2)m
stream surface of axial compressor by using of annulus
wall boundary layer calculation p 639 A87-46216

Application of a fuzzy controller in fuel system of turbojet

engine p 674 A87.46227
A panel method for predicting the dynamic stability

derivatives of an oscillating wing in high subsonic flow
p 641 A87-4695f

Two-dimensional subsonic and transonic wind tunnel
wall interference corrections for varied walls

p 686 A87.46955
An experimental investigation of delta wings with

leading-edge vortex separation p 641 A87-46956
The pitching damping derivatives measured by

force-oscillation method at transonic and supersonic wind
tunnel p 686 A87-46958

Development of experimental investigation on transonic
wind tunnel wall interference p 687 A87-46960

Fast methods applied to the calculation of transonic
airfoils p 641 A87-46962

State-of-art and prospect for materials and hot working
technology for gas turbine disk p 780 A87-47681

Investigation of active flutter suppression on a delta wing
model p 764 A87-47683

A tentative Option for ventilation ratio of slotted wall in
two-dimensional transonic wind tunnel

p 777 A87.47691
Steady three-dimensional fluid particle separation from

arbitrary smooth surface and formation of free vortex

layers
[AIAA PAPER 87-2348] p 723 A87-49067

Calculatidn of unsteady transonic flow with large
longitudinal disturbance about airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 87-2357] p 724 A87.49074

Investigation of wall interference at high angle of attack
in a low speed wind tunnel with slotted wall
[AIAA PAPER 87-2611 ] p 778 A87-49110

Computation of transonic aerodynamically
compensating pilot tube
[AIAA PAPER 87-2613] p 728 A87.49112

Effects of temperature transients on the stability of a
turbojet engine p 761 A87-49241

Dynamic characteristics of flight near the ground
[AIAA PAPER 87-2288] p 768 A87-49581

Experimental results ot aeroelastic instability ot an axial
compressor p 762 A87-49976

Comparison of three experimental methods for transonic
turbine cascades p 729 A87-49978

Experimental investigation of a double circular arc
cascade with 73 deg camber p 762 A87.49979

Investigation ot supersonic multiple circular arc (MCA)
airfoil cascade of axial-flow compressor

p 729 A87-49980
Equivalent tinearization of a nont)near element with

respect to subharmonic motions p 789 A87-49981
Transonic vibration induced by mismatching between

engine and thrust nozzle p 762 A87-49985
Experimental investigation on flow performance of

tandem blade cascades with double circular arc profiles
p 730 A87-49989

Supersonic and transonic aerodynamic characteristics
of SB301 two-dimensional cascade wind tunnel

p 779 A87-49990

Computer-aided experimental investigation of axial-flow
compressors p 730 A87-49991

An experimental investigation of forced surge by water
injection in a twin-spool turbojet engine

p 762 A87-49993
An experiments! and theoretical investigation of an

uncentralized squeeze-film damper bearing and the test
results on a jet engine p 847 A87-51471

Modified characteristic method for calculation of

supersonic $2 flow field in compressor
p 804 A87-51473

Computation of optimum turbofan mixing with a
subaccurate varying specific heat solution

p 830 A87-51808
Three-dimensional calculation in a high subsonic axial

compressor rotor and its compared with L2F velocity
measurement p 805 A87-51809

The unsteady flow Euler amplitude equation in vibrating
cascades and its numerical method p 830 A87-51810

Numerical solution of transonic stream function equation
on $1 stream surface p 805 A87-51811
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Calculation of noise caused by interaction of supersonic
cascade and vaded oncoming gust p 859 A87-51812

An expedmental investigation of the effect of inlet flow
distortion on compressor performance

p 805 A87-51813

A method for producing oblique shock.bow shock
interaction in double-driver shock tunnel

p 837 A87-51968

A technique of holographic visualization to flow fields
of a model with vanable angles of attack

p 806 A87-52306

Acta Aaronautica et Astronautica Sinica (selected
articles)
[AD-At67918] p 3 N87-10004

The 8 m x 6 m low speed wind tunnel at the Chinese

Aerodynamic Research and Development Canter
]AD-A168448] p 119 N87-11803

Journal of engineering thermophysics (selected
articles)
[AD-At69452} p 139 N87-13347

Acta Aeronautics et Astronautica Sinioa (selected
articles)
[AD-A173610] p 255 N87-15979

ACTA aeronautica et astronautica sinica (selected
articles)
[AD-A173364] p 276 N87-17661

Acta mechanica sinica (selected articles)
[AD-A176240] p 418 N87-20246

Numehcal study of combustion processes in
afterburners p 458 N87-20269

Combustion research activities at the Gas Turbine
Research Institute p 458 N87-20273

Effect of flame-tube head structure on combustion
chamber performance p 441 N87-20275

Experimental investigation of piloted flameholdars
p 441 N87-20278

Acta Aerodynamica Sinica
[AD-Af76552] p 483 N87-21847

Acta aeronautica st astronaufica sinica

{AD-AI79673] p 592 N87.23618

Acta Aeronautica et Astronautica Sinica (selected
articles)
lAD-A181204] p 732 N87-26869

China aerodynamics research society
[AD-A182577] p 716 N87-27612

Acta aeronautics et astronautica sJnJca (selected
articles)
[AD-A182447] p 802 N87-28500

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

Numedcal solution of transonic potential flows with finite
elements method using multigrid technique

p 68 A87-13900
Numerical-analytical calculation of aircraft control

systems p 311 A87-25521
Dynamic loading of aircraft dudng ground operations

p 298 A87-25522

The use of discrete minimization in the design of a
straight control section in the fuselage of transport
aircraft p 358 A87-28151

Search strategy for the potential collision between two
aircraft p 351 A87-28152

Excitation and vibration of a bladed disk under operating
and simulated operation conditions p 366 A87.28350

Aerodynamic research into the high cambered MCA-type
supersonic compressor cascade p 343 A87-28417

On the non-uniqueness of solutions for boundary value
problems in transonic flows p 553 A87-39924

Calculation of the minimum-time turn of an aircraft

without sideslip p 596 A87-40921
Coefficients for calculating the induced angle of attack

and induced drag of straight wings of large aspect ratio
p 555 A87-40922

The service life of the L200 aircraft according to
measurements of _ns of operation in the USSR

p 584 A87-40923
Blackening of petroleum-basod aviation oils - Causes

and consequences p 604 A87-40925
Numerical solution of thrse-dimensional transonic flows

past an oscillating thin body p 717 A87-47660
Some mathematical problems in the theory of transonic

flow p 718 A87-47850
A now model of a self-controlled system

p 847 A87-51158
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DENMARK

An airborne laser air motion sensing system. II - Design
criteria and measurement possibilities

p 662 A87.45733
Sound intend_ty measurements inside aircraft

p 745 A87-48913
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Implicit and semi-implicit methods for the compressible
Navier-Stokes equations p 47 A87-11503

Dirigibles - For what? p 23 A87-11661
The methodology and tools for processing radar data

p 19 A87-11662
Polar navigation assisted by satellite

p2O A87-11663
Aeronautical manufacturers requirements for new

materials p 38 A87-11791
Aeronautical research spin-offs on the development of

civil applications for aluminium alloys p 48 A87-11792
Transformation of a plane uniform shock into cylindrical

or spherical uniform shock by wall shaping
p 37 A87-12585

Ced/fication problems for composite airplane
structures p39 A87-12652

Disturbances brought by atmospheric statics to sirbome
navigation and communication systems

p 20 A87-f2678

The evolution of air transport aircraft flight deck
p 30 A87-12688

Interference of the aeronautical navaids (frequency band
108-118 MHz) from F.M broadcasting service (88-108
MHz) p 21 A87-12690

Data processing and calibration for an airborne
scatterometer p 30 A87-t2694

Experimental investigation of near and far acoustic field
of a small turbojet p 138 A87-13605

Analysis of the first milliseconds of aircraft lightning
attachment p 81 A87-15016

Experimental study of the interaction between an arc

and an electrically floating structure p 126 A87-tS023
Parameter estimation of aircraft with fly-by-wire control

systems p 113 A87-16186
Experimental study of turboshaft engine core noise

[ONERA, TP NO. 1987-19] p 183 A87-17813
A320 - The challenge of fly-by-wira controls

p 189 A87-18449
Aerospatiaie design bureaus. II - Helicopters for the year

2000 p 166 A87-18450
Calculated and measured blade structural response on

a full-scale rotor p168 A87-19207
The 'Fenestron' . A shrouded tail rotor concept for

helicopters p 169 A87-19249
Higher harmonic control - Flight tests of an experimental

system on SA 349 research Gazelle
p 170 A87-19263

Transient thermal technique for infrared non destructive
testing of composite matedals p 261 A87-19689

Simulation of future thermal imagers
p 255 A87-19700

Large-scale structures visualization in a high Reynolds
number, turbulent flat-plate wake at supersonic speed

p 212 A87.20240
An application of AP-FORTRAN - A research simulator

[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-69] p 255 A87-21002
Fundamentals of fighter aircraft design - Engine intake

and afterbody
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-83I p 238 A87-21014

Use of tracers for hydrodynamic visualization and
measurements in steady vortex flows
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-91] p 263 A87-21020

Prediction of buffeting and calculation of unsteady
boundary layer separation over airfoils
[ONERA, TP NO 1986-95] p 213 A87.21021

An experimental determination of the transfer laws for
a disturbance across an axial compressor
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-106] p 248 A87-21025

A numerical study of the propagation of a distortion in
an axial compressor
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-107] p 263 A87.21026

Determination of the cavitation region in a row of
supersonic blades
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-112] p 213 A87-2t031

An analysis of losses due to shock waves
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-113] p 219 A87-21032

Unsteady three-dimensional stall on a rectangular
wing
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-119] p 213 A87-21038

The use of advanced aerodynamic models in the
aeroeiastic computations of helicopter rotors
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-120] p 238 A87-21039

Numerical viscous-inviscid interaction method for
internal separated flow and shock weve.boundary layer
interaction
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-123] p 214 A87-21041

A quadrature-collocation technique for boundary
element method - Application to helicopter fuselage
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-124] p 214 A87-21042

Measurement of deformations of models in a wind
tunnel

[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-126] p 264 A87-21044
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Influence of the static deformation on a wing in th
unsteady aerodynamic
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-152] p 214 A87-2105

Testing capabilities offered by the ONERA hydrodynami
flow visualization tunnels for aeronautical and na_

applications
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-155] p 256 A87-210!

Air intake flow visualization

[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-162] p 264 A87-210t
The influence of the choice of computational paramete

on the results of three-dimensional potential metho<
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-169] p 214 A87-21Of

Recent progress in the measurement of the dr_
coefficient of models of transport aircraft in a wit
tunnel
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-170 p 258 A87-210;

Validation of turbulence models applied to transon

shock wave-boundary layer interaction
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-173 p 214 A87-210;

Basic principles for protecting aircraft against lightnir
strikes

[ONERA, TP NO. 1988-174 p 233 A87-210 _
An ultrasonic sensor for the detection and measurem(

of the thickness of ice on an airfoil
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-175 p 246 A87-210

The characterization of lightning - A step toward bet'
protection of aircraft against lightning
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-177 p 233 A87-210

Comparative transport aircraft model tests in ma
European wind tunnels
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986.178 p 214 A87-210

Separation in thrae-dimensionai incompressible fk
Experiments for validation and modeling
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-180 p 214 A87-210

The interference of the model support mast w
measurements of the longitudinal and lateral aerodynan
coefficients
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-181] p 256 A87-210,

A compadson and validation of methods for solving tl
Euler equations
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-183] p 215 A87-21(

The validation of solution methods for the Navier-Stol
equations for a compressible fluid - Results of 1
'GAMM-Workshop' in Nice
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-184] p 215 A87-21(

New numerical techniques in the method of singularil
for application to complex three-dimenslo
configurations
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-186] p 215 A87-21(

The influence of radiation on the thermal equilibri
of a feeder turbine of a turbojet
[ONERA, TP NO, 1986-190] p 248 A87-21(

Thermal sensors utilizing thin layer technelogy appl
to the analysis of aeronautical thermal exchanges
[ONERA, TP NO. 1986-193] p 264 A87-21(

Detection and measurement of ice accretion on a pro
by an ultrasonic method
[AIAA PAPER 87-0179] p234 A87-22

RSM-870 - An autonomous Mode-S compatible ,<
beacon p 295 A87-24

Experimental study of the breakdown of a vo
generated by a delta wing p 321 A87-25

Separation structures on cylindrical wings
) 921 A87-25

Internal acoutics in turbomachinery
) 333 A87-25

A new range of initial intervention vehicles foresee1
) 314 A87-25

Research continues on sodar wind-sheer detection
) 333 A87-25

Analysis of velocity potential around intersec
bodies ) 287 A87-25

Numerical determination of the dynamic characted.¢
of a composite blade ) 305 A87-25

Reduction of turbulent skin friction - Turbule
moderators ) 287 A87-2!

Method for analyzing four-hot-wire p
measurements ) 322 A87-2!

An alternative intensity technique for transmission
measurements of light-weight structures

p 334 A87.2_

Rapid convergence numerical methods for calculi
reactive flows p 323 A87-2

Bounded random oscillations. Model and num_E
solution for an airfoil p 311 A87-2"

Commissioning of the 'Aeronautique' comput(
ONERA p 332 A87-2"

Propeller pseudonoise p 306 A87-2'
An improvement of the calibration of the Er

pyrgeemetar for the case of airborne measurements
p 365 A87-21

The foreseeable evolution of rotor-powered 1
machines p 359 A87._"

New aircraft architecture. II p 359 A87-_

Stripping paint from composite structures - Expor
acquired and problems to solve p 379 A87.;
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The prediction of the dynamic behavior of aircraft
engines Critical speeds, the effects of unbalances

p 369 A87-29951

Methods for monitoring and maintaining military
turbojets p 340 A87-30843

In-service monitodng and maintenance of engines at
Air France p 340 A87-30844

The rapid expansion of a supersonic turbulent flow -
Role of bulk dilatation p 460 A87-31676

• Multi-control system in unsteady aerodynamics using
spoilers
[AIAA PAPER 87-0855] p 446 A87-33696

Development of an experimental system for active
control of vibrations on helicopters • Development

methodology for an airborne system
p 448 A87-34856

Some basic methods of structural dynamics and

unsteady aerodynamics and their application to
helicopters
[ONERA TP NO. 1987-351 p 431 A87-34860

Composite structure ds_n p 527 A87-35281
Fight against bird strikes continues

p 494 A87-35560

Fifteen years of flight control evolution on European
Airbus aircraft weight impact
[SAWE PAPER 1743] p 506 A87-36305

Repair concept and verifmation for carbon high-lift flaps
of the ATR.42 p 462 A87-36940

Repair of heticoptor structural composites - Techniques
and their validations p 482 A87-36941

In-service damage repair of structural composites
Application to the Mirage 2000 p 482 A87-36942

Measurement of model deformations in wind tunnels

p 525 A87-36943
A mutually profitable alliance - Asymptotic expansions

and numerical computations p 533 A87-37215
Validation of cryogenic tests at the T2 wind tunnel

[AAAF PAPER NT 86-07] p 525 A87-38033
CompariSOn of scaling results obtained for a swept-back

wing in a hydrodynamic tunnel and in a wind tunnel
[AAAF PAPER NT 86-12] p 526 A87-38036

Supersonic boundary layer with or without an interaction
shock - Comparison between hot-wire anemometry and

laser veiocimetry
[AAAF PAPER NT 86-14] p 533 A87o38037

Experimental study of the boundary layer on a wing
profile by pressure prObes, hot-wire anemometry, and laser
anemometry, and comparison with calculation results
[/U_AF PAPER NT 86-15] p488 A87-38038

Experimental validation of the criterion of stall-related
flutter

[AAAF PAPER NT 86-18] p 521 A87-38041
Study of the aerodynamic field of a helicopter rotor in

hover - Comparison between theory and experiment
[AAAF PAPER NT 86-191 p 489 A87-38042

Validation of aerodynamic models for predicting the
aercelastic behavior of aircraft with exterior stores

[AAAF PAPER NT 86-21] p 489 A87-38044
High-lift - Theoretical and expodmentei problems

[AAAF PAPER NT 86-22] p 489 A87-38045
MLS evaluation programme under way in France

p 577 A87-39262
Experimental analysis of the flow through a

three-dimensional transonic channel
p 553 A87-39708

Computation of internal flows at high Reynolds number
by numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equations

p 553 A87-39709
Evolution of the notion of quality in adhesively bonded

structures for aeronautical and space applications
p 609 A87-40511

Reilaoie high accure_/long range reel time differentiel
G.P.S. using a lightweight high frequencies data link

p 581 A87-41393
Computational fluid dynamics in France

[AIAA PAPER 87-1131] p 617 A87-42080
Three-dimensional transition studies at ONERA/CERT

[AIAA PAPER 87-1335] p 566 A87-42395
New aerodynamic design of the fenestren for improved

performance p 651 A87-43403
A prescribed radial distribution circulation of a hovering

rotor blade p 627 A87-43414
An analysis of in-fin tail rotor noise

p 652 A87-43427
A promising low speed air data system for helicopters

p 661 A87-43437
Development of an experimental system for active

Control of vibrations on helicopters p 679 A87-43447
Irish Dauphin helicopter S.A.R. system flight tests

p 648 A87-43455
Helicopter turboshaft engine acoustic and infrared

studies and tests p 663 A87-43467
Air conditioning systems for helicopters

p 654 A87-43473

An airborne collision avoidance system - The TCAS
p 649 A87-44231

Extreme atmospheric turbulence
[ONERA, TP NO. 1987-8] p 680 A87-44328

A new simulation of airfoil dynamic stall due to velocity
and incidence fluctuations

[AIAA PAPER 87-1242] p 630 A87-44915

Unsteady viscous flows round moving circular cylinders
and airfoils. II p 637 A87-45792

Investigation of the three dimensional flow near the exit
of two backswept transonic centrifuget impellers
[ONERA, TP NO. 1987-701 p 638 A87-46192

Mechanical evaluation of the aeroelastic behaviour of
a fan blade p 675 A87-46248

Numerical simulation of diffusor/combustor dome

interaction p 676 A87-46255
Numerical simulation of cruiser on aircraft lightning

p 646 A87-46317

Contribution of laser anememetiy to aircraft safety
p 699 A87-46361

Trends in the eereeiestio analysis of combat aircraft
p 657 A87-46362

Validation of aerodynamic measurement techniques and
caiculaben methods for high-lift systems

p 640 A87-46363
Project for an intetligent system for on-fine trouble

shooting p 705 A87-46365
Wind tunnel experimental study of optical beam

degradation through heterogeneous aerodynamic flows
[ONERA, TP NO. 1987-50] p 707 A87-46753

Statistical distribution of extreme atmospheric
turbulences
[ONERA, TP NO. 1987.56] p 702 A87-46757

Unsteady viscous-inviscid interaction method and
computation of buffeting over airfoils
[ONERA, TP NO. 1987-581 p 640 A87-46759

Study of the aerodynamics of high-speed propellers
[ONERA, TP NO. 1987.61] p 640 A87-46761

Bounded random oscillations. Model and numerical
resolution for an airfoil

]ONERA, TP NO. 1987-73] p 681 A87-46767
Crack growth prediction in 3D structures under

aeronautical-type spectrum Icedings
[ONERA, TP NO. 1987-79] p 691 A87-46772

Numerical simulation of flows in axial and radial

turbomachines using Euier solvers
[ONERA, TP NO. 1987-87] p 641 A87-46776

Aerodynamic study of a helicopter rotor in hovering flight
- Theory vs. experiment p 641 A87-47014

On vectorization of a 2D Navier.Stokes Solver

p 718 A87-47859
SPF DB applications for military aircraft

p 786 A87-48022

Evolution of light gas turbine engine during the last 30
years
[SAE PAPER 871053] p 760 A87-48776

A free wake analysis for hovering rotors and advancing
propellers p 720 A87-48927

Buffeting prediction for transport aircraft applications
based on unsteady pressure measurements
[AIAA PAPER 87-2356] p 724 A87-49073

Application of a Fourier panel method to 3-D spoiler
calculations
[AIAA PAPER 87-2417] p 725 A87-49087

Vortex breskdown induced by an adverse pressure
gradient - Experimental and numerical approaches
[AIAA PAPER 87-2478] p 726 A87-49094

Application of joining processes to aero engine cdtical
parts - Production and repair p 788 A67-49507

Estimation of the aerodynamic coefficients of the Nevion
aircraft at high angles of attack and sideslip
[AIAA PAPER 87-2622] p 769 A87-49622

New engine developments for heiicopters in Western
Europe and the U.S.A. p 761 A87-49644

The MLS angle receiver p 820 A87-51231
Wind shear p 853 A87-51232

Dynamic statl around an airfoil athigh Re_F,oids numbers
- A comparison between numerical results end
experimental visualization p 804 A87-51454

Digital video image processing applications to drop size
end concentration measurements p 848 A87-52334

Investigation of unsteady subsonic spoiler and flap
aerodynamics p 808 A87-52883

InertieI-GPS - A marriage of convenience under test
p 820 A87-53578

Satellites for air navigation - An aidine view
p 820 A87-53580

The Navstar/GPS program - An evolution or a revolution
in the world of navigation p 840 A87-53581

The role of Nevstar/GPS in civil aviation
p 820 A87-53582

Head-up flying p 835 A87-53583
Practical application to composite materials of a portable

digital ultrasound device controlled by a microprocessor
p 849 A87-53585

Vortex influence on oscillating airfoils at high angle of
attack p 809 A87.53777

FRANCE

Unsteady test method applied to wind tunnel studies
of flutter p 838 A87-54189

Simultaneous active controls on wind tunnel model

p 836 A87-54190
Icing and de-icing on a downscale model in ONERA

$1 MA wind tunnel p 818 A87-54191
Helicopter certification - New test techniques

p 825 A87-54201
Numerical simulation of compressible homogeneous

flows in the turbulent regime p 809 A87-54363
Helicopter air intake protection systems

p 27 N87-10073
The Airborne Integrated Data System (AIDS) for the

Airbus A-310 engine condition monitoring
p 31 N87-10082

Report on tests of a CAST 10 airfoil with fixed transition
in the T2 transonic cryogenic wind tunnel with self-adaptive
walls

[RT-OA-63/1686] p 14 N87-10834
Efficiency of vadous control surfaces in steady and

unsteady flow
[SNIAS-861-111-101] p37 N87-10872

Airborne measurement methods applied to the
determination of boundary conditions at the sea surface:
The TOSCANE experiment p 55 NB7-11242

Introduction to helicopter noise
[ISL-NB-401/84] p 139 N87-12327

Cavitation research. Cavitation developed and boundary

layers for the HACA 16-012 profile with oscillating
incidence (stress measurements)
[ETN-86-98435] p 151 N87-13413

Unsteady transonic flow computations for AGARD
two-dimensional and three-dimensioeat aeroetastie
configurations
[ONERA-NT-1985-5] p 152 N87-13418

Certification of the PIK30 powered glider
[REPT-5/CEVIIS/SEIAVI86] p 174 N87-13436

Glasflugei H 201 Libelle glider: Aging study, test report,
part 1
[REPT-3707-LC-85-PT-1] p 195 N87-13496

An overview of the British Aerospace HOTOL
transatmospheric vehicle
[NASA-TM-88008] p 175 N87-14317

Information notice ebout the repair of composite
structures

[STPA-42744] p 196 N87-14447

Elementary characterization of the AS4/2220.3
Hercules preprng
[CEAT-M4-475.000] p 196 N87-14448

Study of double exposure holography of the
3-dimensional character of the flow around an airfoil profile
in a wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-88486] p 202 N87-14673

Fault detection sensitivity in thick light alloy specimens,
test report
[REPT-47-084/F] p 202 N87-14721

Transition fixing on wings in industrial wind tunnels and
associated problems p 211 N87-15165

Investigation of the conditions for tripping transition with
roughness elements end their influence on boundary layer
development p 229 N87-15168

Rotorcraft icing: Progress and potential
[AGARD-AR-2231 p 244 N87-15966

Technical evaluation report on the Flight Mechanics
Panel Symposium on Flight Simulation
[ISBN-92-835-0399-6] p 258 N87-15985

Practical Application of Finite Element Analysis to
Aircraft Structural Design
[AGARD.LS-147] p 268 N87-16376

Application of flow calculation methods to transonic and
supersonic axial turbomachines
[ONERA-RT$-8O/7103-EY] p 309 N87-16846

Advanced Joining of Aerospace Metallic Materials
[AGARD-CP-398] p 324 N87-17051

Diffusion bonding in the manufacture of aircraft
structure p 324 N87-17057

Inertia welding of nitrelloy N and 18 nickel maraging
250 grade steels for utilization in the main rotor drive shaft
for the An-64 military helicopter program

p 325 N87-17067
Bounded random oscillations: Model and numerical

solution for an airfoil p 294 N87-18513

Propeller pseudonoise p 336 N87-18517
ONERA 1946-1986

[ETN-87-99158] p 337 N87-18518

Multifunction Radar for Airbome Applications
[AGARD-CP-381] p387 N87-18721

About the future of airborne radar

p 387 N87-18722

Numerical simulation by finite element methods of
transonic unsteady flow of compressible viscous fluids
modeled by the Navier-Stokes equations
[ETN-87.99048] p 389 N87-18797
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Robustness qualification and improvement of

multivariable regulators, with application to airplane
control

[ESA-TT-867] p 374 N87-19401
Matching of viscous fluid and inviscid fluid by a finite

element method

[ESA-TT-866] p 392 N87-19668
The Repair of Aircraft Structures Involving Composite

Materials
[AGARD-CP-402] p 403 N87-20174

A.T.R. 42 carbon fibre flap repair design and

inspection p457 N87-20f 78

Repair of helicopter composite structure techniques and
substantiations p 404 N87-20179

Damage repair of in-service composite structures:
Application to the Mirage 2000 p 405 N87-20184

Composite structure repairs carried out according to
aeronautical techniques p 405 N87-20185

Applications of Computational Fluid Dynamics in
Aeronautics

[AGARD-CP-412] p 414 N87-20199
Theoretical analysis of flows around helicopter

fuselages: Application to design and development
p 415 N87-20221

Computation of three-dimensional flows by
viscous-inviscid interation using the MZM method

p 466 N87-20223

Study of the unsteady pressure field on the RA16SC1
profile in vibrating condition
[ONERA-RTS-17/3423-AY] p 419 N87-20249

Wing-nacelle interactions. Program 1985. Part two:
Development of a finite element code for an isolated
nacelle
[ONERA-RTS-21/3271-AY] p 419 N87-20250

Study of compressibility effects on supersonic free
flow
[ETN-87-99392] p 419 N87-20251

The design of composite structures: Aircraft design
[NASA-TT-20011] p 432 N87-20261

Lightning strikes on aircraft. Exploitation of Landes
(France)-Front '84 campaign and complementary
development of airborne electrical sensors
[ONERA-RF-91/7154-PY] p 470 N87-20706

Activities report in systems
[ETN-87-99371] p 407 N87-20962

Activities report in aerodynamics
[ETN-87-99372] p 419 N87-20973

La Recherche Aerospatiale, bimonthly bulletin, number
1986-2, 231/March-April
[ESA-TT-998] p 419 N87-20974

Activities report of the large testing facilities
[ETN-87-99376] p 453 N87-21007

Activities report in structures
[ETN-87-99375] p 467 N87-21166

Advanced Instrumentation for Aero Engine

Components
[AGARD-CP-399] p 467 N87-21179

Acquisition and processing of non-stationary pressure
measurments in studies of air intake distortion

p 468 N87-2f 191
The utilization of thin film sensors for measurements

in turbomachinery p 468 N87-21195

Activities report in aerospace sciences
[ETN-87-99369] p 478 N87-21845

Efficient Conduct of Individual Flights and Air Traffic or
. Optimum Utilization of Modern Technology for the Overall

Benefit of Civil and Military Airspace Users
[AGARD-CP-410] p 500 N87-21881

InertiaI-GPS: A marriage of reason, an analysis
p 500 N87-21885

Monopulse secondary radar: Practical realization and
achievement. Mode S: The radar of tomorrow

p 535 N87-21889

A practical example of Moving Target Detection (MTD)
processing for an air traffic control radar with weather
channel p 535 N87-21890

Identification of dynamic systems - applications to
aimraft. Part 1: The output error approach

[AGARD-AG-3OO-VOL-3-PT-1] p 508 N87-21913
Microprocessor applications in airborne flight test

instrumentation
[AGARD-AG-16O-VOL-18] p 51t N87-21920

Transonic and Supersonic Phenomena in
Turbomachines
[AGARD-CP-40t] p 515 N87-21927

Shock waves losses analysis p 517 N87-21936
Numerical viscous-inviscid interaction method for

internal separated flows and shock wave-boundary layer
interaction p 535 N87-21939

Three-dimensional computation around turbomachine
blades with fins p 517 N87-21940

Determination of the supersonic cascade entrance
zone p 536 N87-21948

Computation of unsteady flows using the point vortex
method p 536 N87-22138

Three-dimensional layers: Laminar-turbulent transition
p 537 N87-22149

Progress in Viscous-lnviscid Solvers (VIS)
p 537 N87-22152

Aircraft Dynamic Response to Damaged and Repaired

Runways
[AGARD-R-739] p 584 N87-23609

Flight Simulation
|AGARD-CP-408] p 599 N87-23633

OASIS: A modern tool for real-time simulation

p 600 N87-23638
Simulation of fly-by-wire control for civil transport aircraft

at the French Centre d'Essais en Vol
p 600 N87-23647

Radar simulators p 601 N87-23651
Microwave Antennas for Avionics

[AGARD-LS-151] p 613 N87-23859
Aeroelasticity in axial-flow turbomechines. Volume 1:

Unsteady turbomechinery aerodynamics
[AGARD-AG-298-VOL-t ] p 571 N87-24398

Understanding fan blade flutter through linear cascade
aeroelastic testing p 572 N87-24407

Coupling iteration method linking aerodynamic fields with

periodic dynamic fields
[ONERA-RT-19/3239-RY-054-R] p 574 N87-24428

Electromagnetic perturbations created onboard aircraft
by direct or close lightning
[ONERA-RF-15/7234-PY] p 577 N87-24441

Integrated Design of Advanced Fighters
[AGARD-LS-153] p 586 N87-24445

Design optimization for a family of multi-role combat
aircraft p 586 N87-24450

Recent progress in the measurement of the drag
coefficients of models of transport aircraft in a wind
tunnel

[NASA-TT-20096] p 644 N87-25306
The interference of the model support mast with

measurements of the longitudinal and lateral aerodynamic
coefficients

[NASA-TT-20079] p 644 N87-25307
The aerodynamics of parachutes

[AGARD-AG-295] p 733 N87-26881
Computation of generalized aerodynamic forces over

an entire aircraft, taking into account the subsonic
interactions by means of the velocity potential method
[ONERA-RT-26/3064-RY-052-R] p 733 N87-26882

Development of a computing code for three dimensional

unsteady transonic small perturbations
[ONERA-RT-27/3064-RY-O52-R] p 733 N87-27619

Study of a variable sweep wing in sub or transonic
flow
[NASA-TT-20117] p 736 N87-27644

Search for a principle to generate high frequency

gusts
[ONERA-RSF-92/1865-AY] p 779 N87-27677

Theoretical evaluation of the aerodynamic performance
of a transonic wing
[ONERA-20/3423-AY] p 810 N87-28507

Future Research on Transonic Unsteady Aerodynamics

and Its Aeroelastic Applications
[AGARD-R-749] p 812 N87-28518

Rotor dynamics test facility
[ONERA-RT-20/3239-RY-054R-0] p 839 N87-28567

Advances in Guidance and Control Systems and

Technology
[AGARD-CP-411] p 822 N87-29474

Sophisticated integral control methods for use in flight
p 856 N87-29510

Organization of displays in the visual space of the combat
aircraft pilot p 856 N87-29516
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The classification of wind shears from the point of view

of aerodynamics and flight mechanics
p 24 A87-11898

Dynamic flight optimization p24 A87-11899
Theoretical aspects and practical questions regarding

the assurance of flight safety p 17 A87.11900

Automated measuring system for ILS
p 425 A87-33331

Supplemental data transmission in AM radio
broadcasting p 425 A87-33332

Instrument landing systems of today and tomorrow -
From ILS to MLS p 425 A87-33333

Development of a microcomputer-supported airport
weather information system p 616 A87-40305

Aircraft power requirement in the production process
p 599 A87-40306

Flight noise control - Tasks and methods
p 619 A87-40307

Design of an automated information-processing
system p 704 A87-44241
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Experimental comparison of radiometric scales from
laboratory standards and solar radiation

p 849 A87-53576
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Ground and flight tests of Tornado reconnaissance

pod p 22 A87-10940
Fire occurring and expanding in connection with oils in

aviation p 16 A87-11368
Maneuver optimization in the case of combat aircraft

p 35 A87-11369
Laser remote sensing procedures provide an aid to

aviation during the approach for landing
p 19 A87-11370

Properties and processing of fiber-reinforced
polyetheretherketone (PEEK) p38 A87-11372

Conference on Numerical Methods in Fluid Mechanics,
6th, Goettingen, West Germany, September 25-27, 1985,

Proceedings p 47 A87-11501
Application of a 2D time-marching Euler code to

transonic turbomachinery flow p6 A87-11516
Experiences with an unfactored implicit

predictor-corrector method p 47 A87-11522
Implicit finite-difference simulation of separated

hypersonic flow over an indented nosetip
p 7 A87-11533

Calculation of strong viscous/inviscid interactions on
airfoils by zonal solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations

p 7 A87-11540

A split-matrix method for the integration of the
quasi-conservative Euler-equations p 7 A87-11544

Experimental investigations of three-dimensional
laminar boundary layers on a slender delta wing

p 9 A87-12145
A laminar boundary layer method for flows in planes

of symmetry and application to inclined ellipsoids of
revolution p 9 A87-12146

Theoretical treatment of gust simulation in the wind
tunnel p 9 A87-12148

On the occurrence of regular reflection of shocks in
concave corner flows p 10 A87-12586

Aero- and hydro-acoustics; Proceedings of the
Symposium, Ecote Centrale de Lyon, Ecully, France, July
3-6, 1985 p 137 A87-13585

Utilization of 3-D programs for aircraft design and

development p 88 A87-13646
Performance and optimisation of an airblast nozzle -

Drop size distribution and volumetric air flow
p 125 A87-13828

Clarification of adhesive binding mechanisms of
aluminum structural bonds in aircraft fabrication

[MBB-UT-225-86] p 121 A87-13985
Increasing the economy of design and preparation for

manufacturing by integrated and graphic data processing:
CAD/CAM - Phase III
[MBB-UT-225-86] p 125 A87-13986

Results of helicopter research at DFVLR
p 91 A87-13987

Design and construction of a cryogenic-wind-tunnel
model p 117 A87-13988

Technical/economic evaluation of new propfan

concepts in comparison with the turbofan of the 1990s
p 104 A87-13989

Improving the energy efficiency of cooled
high-temperature turbines p 104 A87-13990

Design considerations for fly-by-wire control of new
Airbus aircraft
[MBB-UT-222-86] p 110 A87-13991

The amphibian technology test vehicle - Summary and
results p 91 A87-13992

Development of a GFRP wing in accordance with FAR
Part 23 p 92 A87-13993

Theoretical investigations of transonic rotor-blade

aerodynamics p 68 A87-13994
Improvement of mathematical models of helicopters by

analytical presentation of nonlinear aerodynamics
p 69 A87-13995

Development and testing of critical components for the
technological preparation of a CFK outer wing
[MBB-UT-224-86] p 92 A87-13997

Further development of the axial-radial compressor
p 104 A87-13998

Technologies for a mechanized carbon fiber
construction element for commercial aircraft production
[MBB-UT-005-86] p 126 A87-t3999

Impetus of new technologies for utility, executive, and
commuter aircraft p 104 A87-14000

Structure-component tests for a CFK fuselage

[MBB.UT-223-86] p 121 A87-14001
Load lightening and flutter damping for future Airbus

projects
[MBB-UT-004-66] p 92 A87-14002

ATTAS - The new test bed p 92 A87-14003
Development and testing of new technologies for flight

operation and safety p 86 A87-14004
Avionics systems for future commercial helicopters

p 101 A87-14005
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New-technology gas generator (GNT 1) - The actual
state of development p 126 A87-t4006

The development of DMS-scales for cryogenic wind
tunnels p 117 A87-14007

Models for rotor and helicopter design
p 92 A87-14008

Measurements in the high subsonic region in the
TU-Berlin wind tunnel with adaptive walls

p 117 A87-14009
Numerical calculation of viscous internal flows

p 69 A87-14010
Testing of fiber-reinforced construction elements -

Simulation of mechanical loads and environmental
influences p 92 A87-14012

Redundant computer system for fly-by-wira controls
p 111 A87-14013

ESSY - An electremechanicsi adjustment system for
aircraft control surfaces p 92 A87-14014

Results of research on materials and construction

methods by the DFVLR p 64 A87-14015
Testing atail rotor system infiber-reinforced construction

manner p 92 A87-14016

Development of a new type of bearingiess rotor
system p 93 A87-14017

Actuating system with digital signal converters and
fiber-optic control p 93 A87-14018

CAD as a prerequisite for computer-integrated
manufacturing p 135 A87-14019

Possibilities for optimization and higher-harmonic control
of helicopter main rotors by blade feathering

p 111 A87-14021
Theoretical studies of the ETW diffuser and of the

second throat p 69 A87-14022
Status report on the European Transonic Wind Tunnel

(ETW) p 117 A87-14023
DFVLR cryogenic-wind-tunnel and model technology

p 117 A87-14024
A redundant actuating system with serve valves of low

hydraulic toss p 93 A87-14025
Design and manufacturing of a CFRP tail fin for the

A300

[MBB-UT-006-86] p 93 A87-14026
New fuselage technologies for general-aviation aircraft

p 93 A87-14027
Influence of trailing-edge meshes on skin friction in

Navier-Stokes csicutations p 71 A87-14125
Lightning strikes to aircraft of the German Federal Armed

Forces p 81 A87-15008
Advances in adaptive wall wind tunnel technique

p 118 A87-15485
Computation of optimum-optimorum wing-fuselage

configuration for future generation of supersonic aircraft
p 74 A87-15761

Ramjet application in atmospheres of different celestial
bodies

[IAF PAPER 86-181] p 120 A87-15920
Frequency domain parameter estimation of aeronautical

systems without and with time delay
p 114 A87-16193

Sensor failure detection in flight control systems using
deterministic observers p114 A87-16195

Analytical redundancy through nonlinear observers

p 114 A87-16197
On optimal periodic control and nested optimization

problems p 204 A87-16422
Oil slick detection with an airborne SLAR

p 178 A87-16746
ROSAR - A SAn concept based on rotating antennas

p 179 A87-16747
Development and application of in-flight simulator

aircraft lor flying qualities research at DFVLR
p 192 A87-16777

Crash impact behaviour of simulated composite and
aluminium helicopter fuselage elements

p 161 A87-16964
Modern flight control from the point of view of the

cockpit p 158 A87-16987

Radar-supperted traffic monitoring systems for maritime
and air safety p 158 A87-16988

Display of navigation information on aircraft screens
p 158 A87-16989

Determining the kinematic parameters of a moving
imaging sensor by processing spatial and temporal
intensity changes p187 A87-17433

Landing approach handling qualities of transport aircraft
with relaxed static stability p 189 A87-17812

Design verification and flight testing of a bearingiess
Soft inplane tsil rotor p172 A87-19286

Adhesion in bonded aluminium joints for aircraft
construction p 195 A87-19373

Characteristics and specification of airborne tiber optic
components p 245 A87-19629

Mach number effects on vortex shedding of a square
cylinder and thick symmetrical airfoil arranged in tandem

p 216 A87-22035

Electron-beam-method velocity measurements in
supersonic flows p 216 A87-22338

Laminarization of transport aircraft wings - A German
view

]AIAA PAPER 87-0085] p 217 A87-22406
Experimental investigation of shock induced buffeting

trough holographic interferometry
[AIAA PAPER 87-0123] p 219 A87-22429

Viscous transonic airfoil flow simulation by an efficient
viscous-inviscid interaction method

[AIAA PAPER 87.0412] p 223 A87-22617
Computational results for viscous transonic flows around

airfoils

[AIAA PAPER 87-0422] p 224 A87-22621
ATMOS: Real-time simulation of

man/machine-interaction in air traffic management
(ATMOS - Air Traffic Management and Operations
Simulator) p 236 A87-23068

Using an unfactored predictor-correcter method
[AIAA PAPER 87-0423] p 283 A87-24962

Unsteady sweep - A key to simulation of
threedimensional rotor blade airloads

p 285 A87-25028
Visualization and registration of unsteady phenomena

in transonic flows p 286 A87-25293
Propeller aircraft noise legislation - A comprehensive

review p 336 A87-25926

New developments in airfield tightir_j
p 315 A87-26002

Test and flight evaluation of precision distance
measuring equipment p 296 A87-26003

High-temperature behavior of different coatings in
high-perfermance gas turbines and in laboratory tests

p 317 A87-26105
The fracture-mechanics basis ot quality requirements

for highly loaded aircraft-engine disks
p 323 A87-27100

Prediction of aircraft noise around airports by a
simulation procedure p 334 A87-27109

How to limit the residential area affected by aircraft noise
around an airport p 330 A87-27113

Quality of modal analysis and reconstruction of forcing
functions based on measured output data

p 381 A87-28561
Extension of hot air balloon flight duration through

adaption of balloon surface characteristics
p 344 A87-29282

Combination engines for spaceplanes
p 378 A87-29357

Assessment of concepts for fatigue crack initiation and
propagation life prediction p 383 A87-29600

Near-field radar for helicopter obstacle avoidance
p 365 A87-29631

An airspace-surveillance and collisi0n-avoidance system
based on the standard commercial-aviation DME

p 355 A87-29632
Flight measurement data p 355 A87-29633
Flight control system for the UH-tD helicopter

p 373 A87-30415
Temperature and concentration measurements in a solid

fuel ramjet combustion chamber p 369 A87-31278
Experiences with the numerical solution of the 3-D

laminar boundary layer equations in streamline
coordinates p 407 A87-31624

Airline requirements on a fly-by-wire aircraft - A pilot's
view

[SAE PAPER 861804] p 445 A87-32649
Advanced method for computing flow around wings with

rear separation and ground effect p 410 A87-33246
A five year review on DFVLR helicopter/rotor acoustics

research

[AIAA PAPER 87-0912] p 476 A87-33720
Helicopter aeromechanies research at DFVLR - Recent

results and outlook p 430 A87-34854

DFVLR, Annual Report 1985 p 403 A87-35176
DFVLR develops inexpensive integrated navigation,

communication and airspace surveillance system based
on the distance measuring system DME

p425 A87-35177
The propfan leads the way to a new generation of

p_oputsion engines p 441 A87-35180
BASTART 85 - Bonded aircraft structures, technical

application and repair techniques; Proceedings of the
Workshop, Bremen, West Germany, Jan. 22-24, 1985

p 481 A87-35276
Weight and center of gravity determination on ground

and airborne

[SAWE PAPER 1695] p 524 A87-36281
Micrestructures and properties of AI-8.0Fe-2.0Mo

[SAWE PAPER 1696] p 510 A87-36282

Rotating stall and surge as a coupled instability in axial
compressors - The computation of unsteady flow
processes in axial-compressor devices

p 485 A87-36634
Yearbook 1986 I; DGLR, Annual Meeting, Munich, West

Germany, Oct. 8-10, 1986, Reports p 482 A87-36751
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Application of artificial intelligence methods
[DGLR PAPER 86-100] p 545 A87-36753

The influence of inflation rates and fuel prices on
optimized aircraft design
[DGLR PAPER 86-110] p 506 A87-36765

The joint program Laminar Wings
[DGLR PAPER 86-124] p 485 A87-36766

Design of a two-seater training aircraft with propeller
turbines

[DGLR PAPER 86-127] p 506 A87-36767
Flight tests aimed at measuring power reduction in

formation flight
[DGLR PAPER 86-128] p 494 A87-36768

Integrated inertial reference device for flight control and
navigation
]DGLR PAPER 86-150] p 497 A87-36769

Use of a computer network with optical bus
communication in the DFVLR flight test system ATTAS
]DGLR PAPER 86-151] p 510 A87-36770

A quasi-stationary calculation model for simulating
helicopter starting and landing procedures with emphasis
on the ground effects
[DGLR PAPER 86-152] p 506 A87-36771

Extension of a computer-supported procedure for
helicopter-design generation
[DGLR PAPER 86-153] p 507 A87-36772

Improved integration procedures for flight simulation
[DGLR PAPER 86-154] p 545 A87-36773

An approach to structuring and formalizing knowledge
for a design support system
[DGLR PAPER 86-115] p 545 A87-36776

AI/expert systems - A concept for their application in
the maintenance and repair of aircraft systems
[DGLR PAPER 86-117] p 546 A87-36777

Low altitude aircraft tracking and registration system
[DGLR PAPER 86-137] p 498 A87-36780

Mission and flight path planning in a tactical air combat
computer
]DGLR PAPER 86-156] p 521 A87-36782

Syntax analysis for a cockpit speech recognition
system
[DGLR PAPER 86-158] p 498 A87-36784

Future use of knowledge-based systems for
man-machine interfaces in air transport systems
[DGLR PAPER 86-159] p 511 A87-36785

Experimental research on an underbody ramp inlet under
supersonic flow conditions
[DGLR PAPER 86-142] p 485 A87-36788

Determination of the flight performance of the hybrid
aircraft Helitruck

[DGLR PAPER 86-144] p 507 A87-36789
Finite volume step method for inviscid and viscous

supersonic fiows
[DGLR PAPER 86-162] p 486 A87-36790

Selective elimination - A fast solver for real-time

unsteady integration of the Euler equations in explicit
formulation
[DGLR PAPER 86-163] p 486 A87-36791

Modelling aircraft wing downwash transit time effects
in the direction of flight
[DGLR PAPER 86-165] p 521 A87-36792

Effects of impact loads on CFRP structures
[DGLR PAPER 86-147] p 528 A87-36793

The influence of three-dimensional computer-assisted
design systems (CAD) on the design of future
helicopters
[DGLR PAPER 86-168] p 507 A87-36795

Aspects of future CIM solutions
[DGLR PAPER 86-169] p 532 A87-36796

Use of fiber composite structures in the Airbus
program
[DGLR PAPER 86-145] p 528 A87-36797

Wind-tunnel testing of an adaptive ftutter-suppression
concept
[MBB-S-PUB-279] p 521 A87-36799

Improving the air-combat capability of future fighter
aircraft. II - Thrust vectoring for combat-aircraft engines

p 512 A87-36800
Simulation of viscous flows by zonal solutions of Euier,

boundary-layer and Navier-Stokes equations
[MBB-S.PUB-272] p 486 A87-36801

Accurate transonic wave drag prediction using simple
physical models p 552 A87-39531

Analytic near-field boundary conditions for transonic flow
computations p 552 A87-39544

The case of Airbus A320 - Product development without
the drawing board? p 584 A87-40200

Multigrid methods for calculating the lifting potential
incompressible flows around thrae-dimensional bodies

p 555 A87-41411
Experimental and theoretical studies on vortex formation

over double delta wings p 557 A87-41670
ATS and VTS - Some observations towards a

synthesis p 582 A87-41696

Computational Fluid Dynamics in West Germany
[AIAA PAPER 87-1130] p 617 A87-42079
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Analysis and simplified prediction of primary instability
of thrse-dimensionai boundary-layer flows
[AIAA PAPER 87-1337] p 566 A87-42397

Theoretical investigation of secondary instability of
three-dimensional boundary-tayer flows
[AIAA PAPER 87-1338] p 566 A87-42398

The role of experimental aerodynamics in future
transport aircraft design
[AIAA PAPER 87-1371] p 567 A87-42418

Structural analysis aspects of composite helicopter
components
[MBB-UD-480-86-OE] p 584 A87-42674

Firs safety aspects for construction of civil sircraft
p 575 A87-42682

Helicopter activities in Germany p 623 A87-43401

FEL - A new main rotor system p 651 A87-43402

Investigation of blade-vortices in the rotor-downwash
p 627 A87-43415

Computation of the flow fields of propellers and hovering
rotors using Euler equations p 628 A87-43418

Application of a 3D Euler code to transonic blade tip
flow p 628 A87-43419

Unsteady separation characteristics of airfoils operating
under dynamic stall conditions p 628 A87-43421

The influence of winglets on rotor aerodynamics
p 628 A87-43422

Helicopfer modelling for performance calculation
p 652 A87-43434

An advanced mathematical model for helicopter flight
simulation using nonlinear unsteady aerodynamics

p 679 A87-43435
A new method of analytical evaluation of helicopter true

airspeed p 661 A87.43439
Realization and flight testing of a model following control

system for helicopters p 679 A87-43440
The model inverse as an element of a manoeuvre

demand system for helicopters p 679 A87-43441
Investigation of ground and air resonance using a

combination of multiblade coordinates and Floquet
theory p 653 A87-43444

Damage tolerance concepts for modern helicopters

p 653 A87-43449
Autonomous navigation system for the new generation

of military helicopters and associated flight tests
p 648 A87-43469

EMl-fault prevention and self recover'/ of digital flight
control systems p 661 A87-43470

The tilt-rotor aimraft - A response to the future? From
European interrogations to Eurofar actions
[MBB-UD-485-86-PUB] p 654 A87-43474

Integrated navigation, communication and surveillance
systems based on standard distance measunng
equipment p 649 A87-44039

The Airbus rudder - An example of new fabrication
technologies p 623 A87-44228

A310-300 CFRP fin Damage tolerance
demonstration p 655 A87-44594

Radar Technology 1986; Symposium, 6th, Bremen, West
Germany, Nov. 4-6, 1986, Reports p 697 A87-45876

The quality of radar data and its determination at the
radar installations of the Bundesanstalt fuer

Flugsicherung p 650 A87-45878
Radar requirements for future avionics systems

p 662 A87-45879
An automated radar-signature measurement system

p 698 A87-45886
Thrust vectoring - Why and how? p 673 ,6,87-46180
Improved agility for modern fighter aircraft ti - Thrust

vectoring engine nozzles p 673 A87-46181
Flow phenomena in transonic turbine cascades detailed

experimental and numerical investigation
p 639 A87-46223

The mixing of jets under simulated engine-like
turbulence p 698 A87-46231

Advances in technology for low cost turbomechinery -
A potential to enhance the economy of future propulsion
system for general and helicopter aviation

p 676 A87-46261
Dornier 328 - Concept for a new-generation regional

airliner p 657 A87-46326
Technological aspects in preparing the development of

regional aidiners p 657 A87-46327
Aerothermodynarnic computations for

super-/hypersonic flight p 640 A87-46328
Large.scale distribution of peroxyacetylnitrate results

from the STRATOZ Ifi flights p 702 A87-46481
Comprsssibio flows in the wakes of a square cylinder

and thick symmetrical sidoil arranged in tandem
p 641 A87.46922

Transonic supersonic flows p717 A87-47664
Pressure waves - Boundary layer interaction

p 717 A87-47665
Experimental determination of position of vortex core

at higher angle of attack intransonic-supersonic flow
p 717 A87-47673
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Theoretical prediction of aerodynamic characteristics on
wings in transonic-supersonic flow at higher angle of attack
and its agreement with experimental results

p 717 A87.47674
Development efficient algorithms for the solutions of full

potential and Euler equations on vector computers
p 718 A87-47853

Yearbook 1986 II; DGLR, Annual Meeting, Munich, West
Germany, Oct. 8-10, 1986, Reports p 711 A87-48154

Aircraft technology of the 1990s in transport-aircraft
projects at MBB
[DGLR PAPER 86-108] p 711 A87-48158

Thrust vectoring - Why and how?
[DGLR PAPER 86-111] p 744 A87-48159

Problems in seaplane research
[DGLR PAPER 86-126] p 744 A87-48160

The future use of the European Transonic Wind Tunnel
ETW in the development of advanced aircraft
[DGLR PAPER 86-140] p 777 A87-48162

Possibilities and methods of structural optimization
[DGLR PAPER 86-166] p 787 A87-48164

From Oetztai to Medane - From the history of the large
high-speed wind tunnel 'Bauvorhaben 101' of the
Luffiahrtforschungsanstalt Muenchen (LFM), later ONERA
facility $1 MA p 777 A87-48165

Remarks on the development history of the tip-jet-rotor
helicopter p 800 A87-48166

Structures technology of modern general aviation
aircraft

[SAE PAPER 871025] p 712 A87-48689
Supercritical cascade flow analysis with shock -

Boundary layer interaction and shock-free redesign
p 719 A87-48724

Selected problems in the decision making process for
future small transport/utility aircraft
[SAE PAPER 871045] p 712 A87-48771

Flight tests confirming the operability of night vision
display cockpits for the new helicopters

p 756 A87-48918
A new method for low cost testing and evaluation of

helicopter cockpits during design and development
phases p 745 A87-48920

Beam index disptay - The answer to modem helicopter
cockpit design p 756 A87-48921

Evaluation of a pilot's fine-of-sight using ultrasonic
measurements p 756 A87-48922

The aerodynamic calculation of counter rotating coaxial
rotors p 720 A87-48925

Influence of rear end spoiler on aerodynamic
characteristics and wake structure of a helicopter
fuselage p 721 A87-48930

Modern technologies for future light helicopters
p 712 A87-48934

Three-dimensional computer aided design systems -
Impacts on future helicopter design work

p 746 A87-48936
An application of Flequet theory to investigate helicopter

mechanical instability using a spatial model including rotor
blade flapping p 746 A87-48952

investigations of blade-vortices in the
rotor.downstrsam p 721 A87-48970

Theoretical and experimental investigations on a
six-component rotor balance p 778 A87-48971

DFVLR-F5 test wing experiment for computational
aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPER 87-2485] p 727 A87-49099

Pseudo Reynolds number trends
[AIAA PAPER 87-2612] p 778 A87-49111

Burner rig tests on coated anisotropic high temperature
alloys p 783 A87-49553

Process and equipment for PVD and LPPS overlay
coatings on aircraft gas turbine parts

p 788 A87-49555
international Helicopter Forum, 16th, Bueckeburg, West

Germany, June 11, 12, 1986 and International Aerospace

Exhibition, Hanover, West Germany, June 6-15, 1986,
Reports p 714 A87-49638

Now developments in military and civil helicopters in
Western Europe p 714 A87-49639

Bus systems p 757 A87-49640
Navigation p 741 A8749641

Equipment for night fighting capability in helicopters
p 738 A87-49642

Helicopter survivability p 714 A87-49643
New developments in dynamic helicopter components

p 714 A87-49645
Conceptual studies of control systems for the

vadapta-cember wing
[MBB-UT-221-86-PUB] p 769 A87-49960

Interactive development of stnJcturai components for
lightweight fiber-reinforced composite designs - The case
of the Airbus vertical tails

(MBB-UT-023-86] p 750 A87-49964

Compatibility aspects of active control technologies with
aircraft structure design
[MBB-LKE-292/S/PUB/200] p 770 A87-49965
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cooperation know-how in high-tech products
[MBB-Z-101.86-PUB] p 799 A87.49966

Value-oriented product planning - The case of
civil-airoratt manufacturing
[MBB-UT-002-87-PUB] p 799 A87.49968

Takeoff and landing in a downburst
p 738 A87.50344

Model following flight control system design for ATTAS,
DFVLR's new in-flight simulator

[AIAA PAPER 57-2451 ] p 773 A87.50497
Fick's first law correction by an exact solution of the

Boltzmann equation p 859 A87-61483
A comparison between integrated and separated

navigation and flight control motion sensing equipment and
a concept for aircraft motion sensing and attitude/heading
determination p 828 A87-61941

Moving shock waves in transonic flows
p 806 A87-52304

Application of particle imaging velocimetry in
windtunnels p 848 A87-52314

Reducing fuel consumption of subsonic aircraft by
optimal cyclic cruise p 824 A87-52881

Interactions between an aircraft structure and active

control systems p 835 A87-52964
Numerical aerodynamics using large computers

p 809 A87-63562

Calculation of frictionless flow about a_oil wings and
propellers by numerical solution of the Euler equations

p 809 A87-63563
Simulation and characteristic value determination in

helicopters p 824 A87-53564
PSI multitransducer in low-velocity wind tunnel in

Braunschwaig p 838 A87.53569
An active control lending gear for the alleviation of

aircraft taxi ground loads p 824 A87-63573
The flow field in the second throat region of a wind

tunnel, computed by an Euler method
p 809 A87-63574

Measurement of spectral emissivity of technical surfaces
in high-performance engines p 832 A87-53575

Local recoating of components of high-pressure jet
aircraft engines p 843 A87.53823

Once around the earth without refueling

p 801 A87-54252
Vortex shedding of a square cylinder in front of a slender

airfoil at high Reynolds numbers. Part 1: Spacing effect
[MPIS-23/1985] p 13 N87-10048

Proceedings of the 13th Symposium on Aircraft
Integrated Data Systems
[DFVLR-MI'l-1"-86.04] p 30 N87.10075

A-310 Aircraft Integrated Data SystemS (AIDS) design
philosophy p 30 N87-10076

Modern Aircraft Integrated Data Systems (AIDS)
technology exemplified on the A-320 p 30 N87-10078

Experience with the Onboard Checkout And Monitoring
System (OCAMS) of a military aircraft resulting
improvements and the consequence for future design

p 31 N87.10079
Lufthanse's Aircraft Integrated Data Systems (AIDS]

based A-310 engine condition monitoring system: Progress
achieved between the 12th and 13th AIDS Symposiums

p 31 N87-10084
A system theoretical based method for module failure

diagnostic of turbine engines p 35 N87.10085
Wind shear measurement on board a MORANE 893

p 31 N87.10086
Performance monitoring of sensors in high reliable flight

control systems using deterministic observers
p 32 N87-10087

Software for flight recorder data processing developed
by Lufthensa p 32 N87-10090

Comparative evaluation of redundant flight data
recorded by a digital aircraft integrated data system
recorder (DAn] on board an Airbus A-310 aircraft

p 33 N87-10098
Investigations on a digital bit synchronizer for a detailed

flight data recovery p 33 N87-10099
Experimental and theoretical Deppler-lidar signatures of

aircraft wake vortices p 14 N87.10330
The high speed cascade wind tunnel: Still an important

test facility for investigations on turbomachinery blades
[DFVLR-MITT-86-11] p 38 N87-10878

Results of wind funoel tests on external combustion
[ESA-'I-r-959] p 42 N87-10990

Galvanic corrosion between carbon fiber reinforced
plastics and metallic aeronautical materials
[DFVLR-FB.86-16] p 42 N87.11003

Advanced method for computing the flow around wings
with rear separation and ground effect
[DFVLR-FB-86-17] p 50 N87-11017

Digital data recording on floppy disks applied for
on-board use in helicopters
[DFVLR-MITT-86-10] p 51 N87-11149

Ice accretion dependence on cloud physical
parameters p 55 N87-11433
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Ice accretion calculations on cylindrical reds following
the Bain model, and comparison with experimental results
(Fuchs, Schickel, Kaluza, Uwira, 1985)

p 56 N87-11434
The influence of weather-active fronts on visual flight

conditions p 56 N87-11437
Statistics of wind shear due to nocturnal boundary layer

jet airstreams in North Germany p 56 N87-11461
Vortex shedding of a square cylinder in front of a slender

airfoil at high Reynolds numbers. Part 2: Compressibility
effect

[MPIS-24/1985] p 75 N87-11704
Comparative flight measurement of icing parameters for

the DO 28 D2 propeller-driven aircraft of the German Army
Testing Office 61 and for DFVLR's Falcon 20 E jet aircraft
in stratus clouds

[ESA-'I-r-941 ] p 83 N87-1 t 709
Investigation of magnetometer errors and their

compensation in the BO-105 helicopter
[DFVLR-FB-86-21] p 102 N87-t1784

On sound propagation in centrifugal fan casings
[ESA-TT-957] p 138 N87-12326

Obstacle-warning radar for helicopters
p 132 N87-13149

Information from the Federal Aviation Office" on
development, manufacturing, noise, model licensing, traffic
licensing, maintenance and servicing
[ETN-86-98262] p 144 N87-13401

Overview of the support of the aeronautics research
and technology by the Bundesministarium fuer Forschung
und Technologie (BMFT)
[ETN-86-98215] p 144 N87-13402

More recent research results of the DFVLR in the domain

of aerodynamics and flight mechanics
[ETN-86-98216] p 151 N87-13412

Investigation of the electroacoustic properties of cockpit
recorders and cockpit area microphones in passenger
aircraft

[PTB-AK-30] p 183 N87-13440
Activities report in materials and construction

[ISSN-0174-3910] p 200 N87-13589
Investigation of Ferri instability in supersonic inlets

[ESA-'I-r-978] p 154 N87-14289
Experience about the application and valuation of

roughness strips for boundary layer transition control in
wind tunnel tests in the high-speed range
[DFVLR-MI'I-r-86-12] p 154 N87-t4291

A calculation method for the propulsive jet and its
aerodynamic interaction with an afterbody
DFVLR-FB-86-29] p 154 N87-14292

Activities report in air traffic control
ETN-87-98861] p 160 N87-14309

Results of icing flights in winter 1983/1984: Ice accretion
thickness in correlation with cloud physical parameters,
object and cloud parameters
[ESA-TT-969] p 176 N87-14324

Calculation of ice accretion on cylindrical rods according
to Bain's model and comparison with experimental
results

[ESA-'I-F-970] p 176 N87-14325
The icing research aircraft Do28, D-IFMP of DFVLR and

its measuring equipment

[ESA-TT-972] p 176 N87-14326
Theoretical and experimental investigations of flow

vector measurements with angle-of-attack and sideslip
sensors on DFVLR meteorological research aircraft
[ESA.'I-F-976] p 177 N87-14327

Development of a technology for increasing payload of
existing aircraft (NEW 2)

BMFT-FB-W-86-007] p 177 N87-14328
Thermodynamic and Flow Mechanical Problems in

_.ircraft and Spacecraft Drives
ETN-87-98751] p 185 N87-14331

Elementary-reaction and flow-mechanical problems in
tircraft and spacecraft drives p 196 N87-14333

Transonic and supersonic compressors
p 185 N87-14344

A contribution to digital compensation of periedic
disturbances with frequencies in bounded intervals
[ESA-TT-979] p 191 N87-14352

The simulator: The perfect illusion
FACHTHEMEN-9] p 193 N87-14354

Proceedings of a Structural Mechanics Colloquium of
_ondestructive Testing of Fiber Reinforced Structures

[DF"VLR-MITT-86-09] p 196 N87-14437

Nondestructive tests of Carbon Fiber Reinforced Plastics

(CFRP) in the framework of damage mechanics
investigations p 196 N87-14438

Laboratory tests of the sensors of the StainheiI.Lear
Siegler Strapdown Measurement Unit model 1903-SB for
nedel attitude measurements in a wind tunnel

DFVLR-MI'I-F-86-15] p 202 N87-14682

Noise certification and noise sensitivity studies on the
IO-105 helicopter
DFVLR-MI'I-r-86-13] p 209 N87-14958

Noise development in transonic flows at the impact of
vortices on a profile leading edge
[MPIS-5/1986] p 209 N87-14960

Problems of the application of wind tunnel results to
aerodynamic performance of large aircraft

p 242 N87-15161

Boundary layer transition control for takeoff and landing
configurations p 242 N87-15162

Transition fixing in the high speed range for the
development of civil aimraft wings p 242 N87-15164

The influence of transition strips on the pressure
distribution on transonic profiles p 229 N87-15166

Transition fixing and simulation of high Reynolds number
flow at transonic velocities p 229 N87-15169

Thermodynamic and Flow Mechanical Problems in
Aircraft and Spacecraft Drives. Summary of conference
reports for 1974, 1975, 1976
[ETN-87-98750] p 251 N87-15223

Procedures for computing transonic flows for control
of adaptive wind tunnels

[NASA-TM-88530] p 257 N87-15235
Direct calculation of wall interferences and wall

adaptation for two-dimensional flow in wind tunnels with
closed walls

[NASA-TM-88523] p 258 N87-15236
Diffusion welding of component parts inthe aviation and

space industries

[RAE.TRANS-2147] p 324 N87-17032
Economical manufacturing and inspection of the

electron.beam-welded Tornado wing box
p 324 N87-17055

Bonding of superalloys by diffusion weldingand diffusion
brazing p 324 N87-17059

Structural Analysis
[ESA-TT-917] p 325 N87-17077

Research on structural analysis at the DFVLR,
Brunswick p 326 N87-17078

Torsion-tension coupling in rods p 326 N87-17079
The static aeroelastioity of a composite wing

p 326 N87-17085
DFVLR flight operation acting as a useful service unit

for ERS-1 p 331 N87-17378
On the prediction of the aeroelastic behavior of lifting

systems due to flow separation
[DFVLR-FB-86-35] p 294 N87-17685

Industrial application of structural optimization in aircraft
construction

[MBB-UT-270-86] p302 N87-17697
European Transonic Wind Tunnel (ETW) model

technology. Investigations of the transient temperature and
stress behavior of ETW models

[MBB-LKE-123/S/PUB-242] p 316 N87-17721
Diffusion welding of component parts in the aviation and

space industries
[BLL-LIB-TRANS-2147-(5207.0] p 326 N87-18094

Investigations of flight paths for maneuvers with constant

energy and constant changes of energy including different
strategies of steering, calculations of energy requirements
for given flight paths, determination of the criteria for

successful completion of turning maneuvers in the vertical
plane
[ETN-87-99017] p 362 N87.18565

MM wave SAR sensor design: Concept for an airborne
low level reconnaissance system p 388 N87-18729

EHF multifunction phased array antenna
p 388 N87-18752

Dual frequency MM-wave radar for antitank helicopter
p 389 N87-18756

Requirements and applications for radar simulations: A
standpoint of an airframe company p 389 N87-18759

Aircraft control tower service

[ETN-87-99169] p 357 N87-19371
Alternatives for the propulsion of global range transport

aircraft

[ETN-87-98978] p 371 N87-19399
Repair procedures for composite parts on the alpha

jet p 404 N87-20175
Design for repairability of helicopter composite blades

p 431 N87-20176
Composite repair of cocured J-stiffened panels: Design

and test verification p 404 N87-20181
Composite repair techniques for J-stiffened composite

fuselage structures p 405 N87-20186
Numerical grid generation around complete aircraft

configurations p 475 N87-20202
Numerical simulation of internal and external inviscid

and viscous 3-D flow fields p 466 N87-20213
Euler solution for a complete fighter aircraft at sub- and

supersonic speed p 432 N87-20216
WSUH-1 D: Review of damage following lightning strike

30 November 1981

[RAE-TRANS.2163] p 432 N87-20262
The high.speed cascade wind tunnel - stillan important

test facility for turbomachinery blade investigations
[ESA-TT-1012] p 453 N87.20300

Noise measurements on the helicopter BK 117 design.
Weighted noise levels and influence of airspeed
[ESA.TT-748] p 477 N87-20800

Development and operation of a measuring data
acquisition system for use in light airplanes

p 438 N87-21467
MLS: Its technical features and operational capabilities

p 501 N87-21892
Computer assisted arrival sequencing and scheduling

with the COMPAS system p 502 N87-21897
Design criteria for multi-loop flight control systems

p 522 N87-21901
The boundary layer behaviour of highly loaded

compressor cascade at transonic flow conditions
p 516 N87-21931

Influence of shock and boundary-layer losses on the
performance of highly loaded supersonic axial flow
compressors p 516 N87.21935

Experimental investigations on shock losses of transonic
and supersonic compressor cascades

p 517 N87-21937
A quasi three dimensional method for the calculation

of transonic flows in turbomachines p 517 N87-21941
Computation of transonic 2D cascade flow and

comparison with experiments p 517 N87-21943
Downstream flow angle correlations for turbine cascades

in subsonic and transonic flow conditions

p 518 N87-21949
A shock loss model for supercritical subsonic flows in

transonic axial flow compressors p 518 N87-21950
Comparison between inverse designed (PVD) airfoils

and standard series airfoils for high loaded axial turbine
nozzle application p 518 N87-21951

Vortex dynamics: A report on work in Germany
p 536 N87-22139

The aerodynamic optimization of wings at subsonic
speeds and the influence of wingtip design
[NASA-TM-58534] p 493 N87-22627

Integrated design of structures p 509 N87-22669
Electromagnetic interference (EMI) fault prevention and

self recovery of digital flight control systems
[MBB-UD-483/86] p 523 N87-22686

Results of the specialized investigation of accidents
involving German aircraft at home and abroad, and with
foreign aircraft at home
[ISSN-0178-8094] p 576 N87-23602

An experimental-analytical routine for the dynamic
qualification of aircraft operating on rough runway
surfaces p 585 N87-23611

Operational training: Application and experience
p 601 N87-23653

DFVLR in-flight simulators ATTAS and ATTHES for flying
qualities and flight control research p 602 N87-23657

Aircraft antennas/conformal antennas missile

antennas p 613 N87-23862
Integration of aerodynamic, performance, stability and

control requirements into the design process of medern
unstable fighter aircraft configurations

p 586 N87-24446
Laboratory tests of the sensors of the SteinheiI-Lear

Siegler strapdown measurement unit model 1903-SB for
model attitude measurements in a wind tunnel. Volume
2 of the documentation on the Model Attitude
Measurement System (MAMS) for the German/Dutch
Wind Tunnel (DNW)
[ESA-'I-F-1017-VOL-2] p 590 N87-24462

New trends in intake/engine compatibility assessment
p 593 N87-24467

Improvement of the parallel compressor model by
consideration of unsteady blade aerodynamics

p 594 N87-24473
Development of intake swirl generators for turbo jet

engine testing p 603 N87-24480
Digital data recording on floppy disks applied for onboard

use in helicopters
[ESA-'I-1"-1611] p 614 N87-24675

The classification of wind shears from the point of view
of aerodynamics and flight mechanics
[NASA-TT-2OO20] p 615 N87-24866

Aircraft technologies of the nineties in MBB passenger
aircraft projects
[MBB-UT-21/86] p 625 N87-25291

Application of a three-dimensional Euler code to
transonic blade tip flow
[MBB-UD-482/86] p 642 N87-25299

A model test vehicle for hypersonic aerospace systems
development
[MBB-UR-875/86] p 658 N87-25314

Design for repairability of helicopter rotor blades
[MBB-UD-491/86] p 658 N87-25315

Design of a composite tail for the Airbus A-320
[MBB-UT-12-86] p 658 N87-25316

A310-300 CFRP fin damage tolerance demonstration
[MBB-UT-015/86] p 658 N87-25317

The role of simulation in helicopter development
[MBB-UD-435/86] p 687 N87-25333
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Effects of impact loading on carbon fiber reinforced
structures

[MBB-Z-83/86] p 691 N87-25436

Analytical description of crack resistance curves for
aluminum sheets used in aircraft construction

[MBB-UT-133/85] p 700 N87-25604

Automated systems for the manufacture of Airbus
vertical stabilizers
[MBB-UT-17-86] p 705 N87-25786

Canard configurations
[ETN-87-99914] p 659 N87-26039

The 0.6 m x 0.6 m trisonic section (TMK) of DFVLR in

Cologne-PoFz, West Germany
[DFVLR-MITT-86-21] p 687 N87-26053

The vertical test section (VMK) of DFVLR in

Cologne-Po_, West Germany
[DFVLR-MI'I-F-86-22] p 688 N87-26054

Development and testing of critical components for the
technological preparation on an Airbus fuselage made of
carbon fiber reinforced plastics, phase 1
[BMFT-FB-W-86-017] p 692 N87-26151

A conformal aircraft phased array antenna for
airplane-satellite communication in the L band
[DFVLR-FB-86-47] p 701 N87-26259

Experiences with hot-wire instruments for the
measurement of the liquidwater content in clouds
[DFVLR-MI]7--86] p 704 N87-26476

Industrial application of computer aided structural
optimization in aircraft construction
[MBB-UT-273/86] p 706 N67-26523

Research and development. Technical-scientific
publications 1986
[ETN-87-99713] p 710 N87-26826

Use of artificial intelligence methods
[MBB-LKE-434-S/PUB/284] p 707 N87-26831

Euler solution for a complete fighter aircraft at sub- and

supersonic speed
[MBB-LKE-122-S/PUB/234] p 660 N87-26833

Aircraft technology of the nineties in MBB passenger

aircraft projects
[MBB-UT-0021/86] p 660 N87-26834

Integration of the propfan concept in aircraft design
[MBB-UT-0001/86] p 677 N87-26835

Conceptual studies of control systems for wings with
variable camber
[MBB-UT-221/86] p 682 N87-26836

Development of novel bearingless rotor systems
]MBB-UD-471/86] p 702 N87-26837

Avionics systems for future civil helicopters
[MBB-UD-473/86] p 662 N87-26838

Going beyond the limits. Aviation in Germany
[SO-1-87] p 710 N87-26853

Investigation of magnetometer errors and their
compensation in the BO-105 helicopter
[ESA-TT-1015] p 757 N87-27664

A contribution to the aerodynamics of unsymmetrical
aircraft configurations
[ETN-87-90030] p 810 N87-28504

A contribution to the computation of unsteady, transonic,
inviscid flow about a wing profile
[ETN-87-90038] p 810 N87-28605

Investigations on a transonic airfoil with a 30 mm wide
perforation/cavity arrangement
[DFVLR-FB-86-59] p 810 N87-28506

Supersonic and transonic supersonic flow
[MPIS-16/1986] p811 N87-28508

Compadson between 2D transonic flutter calculations
in the time and frequency domain p 812 N87-28520

Modeling of Systems for Aircraft Guidance and Air Traffic
Control for Research, Development, and Evaluation
[DFVLR-MI'I-I'-86-24] p 821 N87-28530

Role and task of models as tools for research and

development p 821 N87-28531
The model inverse as an element of a predetermined

control system for helicopters p 836 N87-28532
Modeling of radio navigation systems in the

neighborhood of airports p 821 N87-28533
Modeling of the fault situation in navigation systems

p 821 N87-28534
Simulation of strapdown systems for error analysis, and

modeling for navigation with other sensor systems
p 821 N87-28535

Models for the description of holding procedures in air
traffic as an aid for optimization with respect to safety
and efficiency p 822 N87-28536

A multichannel model for the description of the pilot in

the closed control system, for the evaluation of future
aircraft guidance systems p 822 N87-28537

Models of the description of air traffic control scenarios,
for the evaluation of future air traffic control systems

p 822 N87-28538

Models for the ground based approach planning system
Computer Oriented Metering Planning and Advisory
System (COMPAS) p 822 N87-28539

Systems evaluation procedure using simulation
illustrated by the Computer Oriented Metering Planning
and Advisory System (COMPAS) project

p 822 N87-28540
Development and testing of highly loaded engine

components made of carbon fiber reinforced plastics
[ETN-87-90036] p 832 N87-28550

High accuracy thrust measurement of aeronautical
propulsion systems with particular consideration to a
hydraulic force measuring device, part 1
[NASA-TT-20080] p 834 N87-28558

An improved design technique for model following
control systems in in-flight simulation
[DFVLR-FB-87-09] p 836 N87-28561

The problems of the calculation of the capacity of flight
operation surfaces of airports
[tLR-MITT-170] p 838 N87-28566

Contribution to the description of rotating flow
instabilities and inlet perturbations in axial flow

compressors
[ETN-67-90040] p 860 N87-28845

Nondestructive tests of Carbon Fiber Reinforced Plastics
(CFRP) in the framework of damage mechanics

investigations
[DFVLR-MITT-86-09] p 851 N87-28923

Infrared simulation model SENSAT-2

[DFVLR-FB-87-10] p 854 N87-28950
Refinement of the eye-point-of-regard measurements

with helicopter pilots in a flight experiment
[DFVLR-FB-86-61 ] p 855 N87-29115

The Fringe Reading Facility at the Max-Planck-lnstitut
fuer Stroemungsforschung p 851 N87-29452

Navigation systems for the new generation of combat
and transport helicopters and associated flight tests

p 823 N87-29481
GREECE

A numerical method for the calculation of

incompressible, steady, separated flows around aerofoils
p 285 A87-25002

Forced vibration of a stiff body in a viscous medium
p 385 A87-30478

Unified model for the calculation of blade profite losses
of axial compressors p 489 A87-39079

Real-time wind estimation and tracking with transponder

downlinked airspeed and heading data
p 648 A87-42779

A method for the calculation of the interaction of a

turbulent boundary layer with a shock wave
p 639 A87-46238

Simulation of impinging shear layers using vortex

dynamics p 536 N87-22140
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A higher order beam element for vibration of beams
with discontinuities p 46 A87-10898

Natural frequency analysis of compressor rotor blades
p 34 A87-10899

Natural frequency analysis of pretwisted plates
p 46 A87-10900

Superplastieity in aeroengine titanium alloy VT-9 and
its modified compositions p 39 A87-12096

Weather safety aspects in future civil air navigation
p 85 A87-13540

Constant-density approximation to Taylor-Maccoll
solution p 71 A87-14127

Parametric identification of discontinuous

nonlinearities p 135 A87-16179
Maximum likelihood estimation of parameters in

nonlinear flight mechanics systems p 113 A87-16192
Characterization of optical and surface parameters

during particle impact damage p 195 A87-17973
Application of a statistical method of fault detection and

isolation to a flight control system p 206 A87-18318

A higher order element for stepped rotating beam
vibration p 263 A87-20950

On the control of auto-rotational characteristics of light
airplane fuselages
[AIAA PAPER 87-0349] p 253 A87-22574

Viscous transonic flow over aerofoils using transonic
full potential equation in a system of Cartesian
coordinates
[AIAA PAPER 87-0411 ] p 223 A87-22616

Effect of static inplane loads and boundary conditions

on the flutter of flat rectangular panels
p 321 A87-25869

An automatic test system for a fighter aircraft
p 314 A87-25870

Bird strike test facility p 315 A87-25871

Composites design allowables p 317 A87-25872

Mission adaptive wings for future combat aircraft
p 298 A87-25873

Pressure measurement on two spanwise reflex
cambered delta wings with leading edge separation

p 288 A87-27469

Flow through channels interconnected by slot(s)
p 323 _.A87-27473

Analysis of the air flow into ramjet combustion
chambers p 288 A87-27474

Transonic potential flow computations around finite
wings p 288 A87-27475

Application of Reissner method to free vibrations of a
tapered, twisted, aerofoil cross-section turbine blade,
mounted at a stagger angle on a rotating disc

p 366 A87-27811

Flame tube wail temperature and combustion efficiency
of a eombustor using air blast atomization

p 379 A87-29385

Performance analysis of a mixed flow turbofan engine
at the design point p 367 A87-29388

Some aspects of gas turbine combustion using air-blast
atomizers p 367 A87-29389

An experimental study on solid fuel ramjet type
combustion p 378 A87-29390

Second-order boundary layers for steady,
incompressible, three-dimensional stagnation point flows

p 345 A87-30075
Local heat transfer and fluid flow studies on a rectangular

plate inclined at different angles of attack and yaw to an
air stream p 386 A87-30707

A modal control procedure for multiloop digital design
p 474 A87-32450

Effect of strakes on the autorotational characteristics

of noncircular cylinders p 410 A87-33241
Fatigue crack propagation under spectrum loading

p 531 A87-35655
Non-linear equation of motion of fibre reinforced

composite rotor blades p 531 A87-35657
Vibration characteristics of non-uniform rotor blades with

discontinuities p 531 A87-35659
Unsteady axisymmetric turbulent boundary layer on a

slender body of revolution p 485 A87-36562
Unsteady aerodynamics in rotary-wing aeroelasticity -

A review p 487 A87-37204
Computations with 3-D Euler code for wings

p 487 A87-37205
Performance studies on an axial flow compressor

stage p 533 A87-37208
A synthesis of procedures for selecting the geometric

features of an air intake - For M = 0 to 1.8

p 487 A87-37209
Normat force and pitching moment on body-intake

configuration in supersonic flows p 487 A87-37210
Numerical simulation of an inviscid supersonic flow past

a sphere by a self adjusting hybrid scheme for shock
capturing p488 A87-37211

3 D wing analysis using a low order panel method
p 488 A87-37213

Flight instrumentation telemetry for aerospace
application p 498 A87-37406

Shock-induced separated flows on the lee surface of

delta wings p 489 A87-39147
Assessment of rotor critical speeds - A note

p 608 A87-39935
Optimum flap schedules and minimum drag envelopes

for combat aircraft p 556 A87-41635
Influence of yaw and incidence on base drag of

rectangular wings p 556 A87-41667 1
Full-potential flow computations using Cartesian grids

[AIAA PAPER 87-1164] p 560 A87-42109 i
Effect of swirl on the performance of a radial vaneless

diffuser with compressible flow at Mach numbers of 0.7 ii
and 0.8 I
[ASME PAPER 86-WA/FE-6] p 629 A87-43704 1

A study of some factors affecting the performance of
a contra-rotating axial compressor stage i

p 639 A87-46211 I
A study on the effect of non-dimensional system

parameters on squeeze film damper performance using
experimental data p 698 A87-46229

Underexpanded jet-free stream interactions on an I
axisymmetdc afterbody configuration

p 639 A87-46232
Microprocessor based surge monitoring system i

p 686 A87-46241 !
Erosion problem of axial compressor blades of a_

turboshaft engine p 675 A87-46246 '
Stress analysis and optimisation of turbine rotor blade i

shrouds p 699 A87-46250

Terrain modelling of glideslope for instrument landing I
system p 650 A87-46415

Developments of melting and casting technology of!
titanium base alloys p 782 A87-48012 _

The effect of periodic ballonet jet exhaust on the stability
of a tethered aerostat

[AIAA PAPER 87-2504] p 765 A87-48647
A two-dimensional finite element stress analysis of radial i

impellers p 847 A87-51472!
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Effects of flap position on longitudinal parameters of
HFB-320
[NAL-TM-SE-8602] p 25 N87-10062

Tunnel interference from pressure measurements on
control surfaces

]AE-TM-8-83] p 37 N87-10f04
Effect of static inplane loads and boundary conditions

on the flutter of flat rectangular panels
]NAL-TM-ST-6604] p 50 N87-10404

Buffet onset measurements on an aircraft model at
transonic Mach numbers
[NAL-TM-AE-8602] p 490 N87-21861

On 3D boundary layer computations on swept wings
[NAL-PO-FM-8715 p 490 N87.21862

Analysis of two-dimensional multi-component airfoils in
viscous flows

[NAL-TM-AE-8701 p 491 N87-21863
Lee surface flow over della wings at supersonic speeds:

Some features of different types of flow
NAL-TM-AE-8612 p 491 N87-21864

Lee-surface flow over delta wings at supersonic
speeds
NAL-TM-AE-8610 p 491 N87-21865

Nonplanar vortex lattice method for analysis of complex
multiple lifting surfaces
NAL-TM-AE-8606 p 491 N87-21866

Design of an axial flow research compressor operating
in the subsonic and transonic ranges

NAL-TM-PR-8607 p 518 N87-21952

Through flow analysis within axial flow turbomachinery
blade rows

NAL-PD-PR-8609 p 537 N87-22167
Turbomachine blade vibration p 593 N87-23621

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION
Mobile communications, navigation and surveillance

[IAF PAPER 86-333] p 86 A87-16027
System design trends in commercial transport aircraft

evolution or revolution?

[AIAA PAPER 86-2722] p 160 A87-17945
Nationality and registration of aimraft operated by joint

air transport operating organizations or international
operating agencies p 398 A87-29486

The future of hydrogen - An analysis at world level with
a special look at air transport p 340 A87.30185

Airbus A320 side stick and fly by wire - An update
{SAE PAPER 861601 ] p444 A67-32646

Practical aspects for repairing composites
p 481 A87-35277

Composites in future p 481 A87-35260
Towards satellite service for aircraft

p 578 A87-40360
Interception of civil aircraft vs. misuse of civil aviation

p 708 A67-42661

Natural convection flow of a radiating rarefied gas
between concentric rotating spheres
[AIAA PAPER 67-1523] p 693 A87-43046

Wind determination from aircraft-movement data
p 702 A87-45892

An overview of aeronautical satellite communications
p 740 A67-48356

Space communications to aircraft: A new development
in international space law. I p 861 A87-51477

ISRAEL

ExtensDons of a simplified continuous-time multivadable
adaptive control algorithm p134 A87-13399

Israel Annual Conference on Aviation and Astronautics,

27th, Haffa, Israel, February 27, 28, 1985, Collection of
Papers p 64 A87-13635

Parametric sizing of aerial application airplanes based
on varying levels of technology p 139 A87-13636

The equivalent masses at nose landing-gears during
landing-impacts and when taxiing over runway
perturbations p 88 A87.f3637

An analytical parametric investigation of numerical
nonlinear vortex-lattice methods p 67 A87-13638

Combination of suction and tangential blowing in
boundary layer control p 67 A87-13641

The effect of mafedai compressibility (Poisson ratio) on
the elasto-plastic solution to the problem of a cylinder under
internal pressure (coldworking situation)

p 124 A67-13642

A split canard configuration for improved control at high
angles of attack p 67 A87-t3643

On the improvement of an expendable turbojet engine
flight envelope p104 A87-13647

Aerodynamic coefficients of a circular wing in steady
subsonic flow p 67 A87-13653

Combined guidance - Flight control of atmospheric
vehicles p 110 A87-13654

Experimental investigation of a solid fuel ramjet
combustor p 104 A87-13656

Thermochemical evaluation of fuel candidates for ramjet
propulsion p 121 A87.13659

Spray characteristics of two combined jet atomizers
p 124 A87-13660

Improved measurement of the dynamic loads acting on
rotating parachutes
[AIAA PAPER 86-2473] p 68 A87-13807

Combustion studies of metallized fuels for solid-fuel

ramjets p 121 A87-t4982

Prospective, characteristics and problems of the use
of boron in different air augmented propulsion modes
[IAF PAPER 86-191] p 122 A87-15924

Prediction of fatigue life for aircraft loading and
importance of the relative method in the case of Local
Strain Approach p 238 A87-22333

Performance augmentation of a 60-degree delta aircraft
configuration by spanwise blowing p 279 A87-24026

A whole-system analysis of recuperated gas turbines
p 305 A87-25884

Nonplanar, supersonic, three-dimensional, oscillatory,
piecewise continuous-kernel function method

p 342 A87-28073

Order estimation of linear time invariant system
p 394 A87-28351

Recursive attitude determination from vector

observations Euler angle estimation p 444 A87-32228

A model of a curved helicopter blade in forward flight
p 430 A87-34859

The use of artificial.intelligence methods in the
conceptual design of light, and aerial-application aircraft

p 431 A87-35005

Aircraft availability optimization p 475 A87-35009

Full potential transonic multigrid code for arbitrary
configurations p 413 A87-35013

A model for helicopter performance calculations
p 431 A87-35014

Aerodynamic coefficients of a thin wing with elliptic
planform in unsteady motion p 413 A87-35016

Film cooling requirements in 2-D converging/diverging
vectoring/reversing nozzles p 441 A87-35021

Criticality of delaminations in composite materials
structures p 465 A87-35022

Geometric effects on the combustion in solid fuel

ramjets p 457 A87-35024
2-D, vectoring/reversing nozzles for new fighter engines

- A review p 441 A87-35026
Computer aided design of aeronautical structures made

of composite materials p 475 A87-35029
On-line vehicle motion estimation from visual terrain

information. I - Recursive image registration. II - Ground
velocity and position estimation p 497 A87-35342

On-board data acquisition and processing system
p 511 A87-37429

Aerodynamic coefficients of a thin elliptic wing in
unsteady motion p 552 A87-39526

Effect of cold-working by hole expansion on fatigue life
of 7075-T7351 and 7475.T761 aluminum lugs with and
without initial flaws under maneuver loading spectrum

p 604 A87-40230
A parametric investigation of a free wake analysis of

hovering rotors p 627 A87-43413
Diagnostics in supersonic combustion

[AIAA PAPER 87-1787] p 690 A87-45202
Application of ceramics to ramjet engine nozzles

p 690 A87-46221
Diagnostic methods for air-breathing engines

p 686 A87-46243
Development of a laser interferometric system for

velocity measurements inside a transonic axial flow
compressor stage p 698 A87-46244

High angle of attack subsonic non-linear vortex flow
calculations

[AIAA PAPER 87-2275] p 722 A87-49057
Ground testing of an operational fighter aircraft for

p-static discharge effects p 824 A87-52522
A reconsideration of the three-shock theory for e

pseudo-steady Mach reflection p 810 A87-54364
Effect of cold-working by hole expansion on fatigue life

of 7075-T7351 and 7475-T76f aluminum lugs with and
without initial flaws under maneuver loading spectrum
[TAE-561] p 259 N87-t5291

ITALY

Experimental investigation on the performances of a
transonic turbine blade cascade for varying incidence

angles p 9 A87-12205
Monitoring of terminal flight phases environment

Observations and models p55 A87.12679
Automated functions for air traffic control systems

p 21 A87-12687
A new concept in air traffic control - The multi.radar

tracking (MRT) p 21 A87-12689
Experimental investigation on advanced

composite-stiffened structures under uniaxial compression
and bending p 263 A87-20869

Time dependent computation of the Euler equations for
designing fully 3D turbomachinery blade rows, including
the case of transonic shock free design
[AIAA PAPER 87-0007] p 216 A87-22355

Experimental and theoretical modal analysis on two
versions of a twin turboprop general aviation aircraft

p 358 A87-28539
GP-180 wind-tunnel flutter test p 375 A87-28554
Experimental characterization of cracks at open holes

and in rounded-end straight attachment lugs
p 384 A67-30107

A microgravity experiment to measure surface forces
and surface energies in solids p 454 A87-32559

Aerodynamics of a double membrane airfoil
p 410 A87-33168

Fast time marching approach to cascade transonic
flow p 412 A87-34042

Aeronautical meteorology in practice
p 470 A87-35000

Operating costs of transport airplanes - Influence of the
wing aspect ratio and flight conditions
[SAWE PAPER 1720] p 505 A87-36291

Improvements on a Green's function method for the
solution of linearized unsteady potential flows

p 556 A87-41627
Upwind formulations for the Euler equations in steady

supersonic flows
[AIAA PAPER 87-1150] p 559 A87-42096

Composite vital parts optimisation for EH 101 rotor
hub p 653 A87-4345f

Helicopter model in flight identification by a real time
self adaptive digital process p 680 A87-43458

Standardization and logistic support cost effectiveness
of advanced avionics systems p 661 A87-43468

Lightning protection activity in the development of a new
helicopter p 654 A67-43471

Air cycle environmental control system for helicopters
- A trade-off study p 654 A87-43472

Simulation of performance, behaviour and faults of
aircraft engines
[AIAA PAPER 87-1868] p 668 A87-45263

Application of a 3D inviscid rotational design procedure
for turbomachinery bladings p 636 A87-46204

An improved approach for transonic flow
p 639 A87-46215

Investigation on the stall margin of a turbofan engine
p 675 A87-46239

Aeroelastic derivatives as a sensitivity analysis of
nonlinear equations p 699 A87-46797

The families of military belicopters - A fashion, a need
or a convenience? p 712 A87-48933

S.I. PREL - A methodology for monitoring the preliminary
design tasks p 793 A87-46935

Electro-mechanical actuators for helicopter blade folding
application p 746 A87-48937

H/W and S/W redundancy techniques for 9O's rotorcraft
computers p 756 A87-48949

EMC characteristics of grounding networks and
electrical interfaces p 746 A87-48950

Quaddfoglio - A new philosophy in the configuration of
the servo-controIs for helicopters p 766 A87-48964

The role and the detection of residual stress inhelicopter
and aircraft components p 788 A87-48966

Aircraft microwave radiometry of land
p 853 A87-53269

Engine-transmission-structural airframe members
compatibility p 26 N87-10069

Strategic control to improve efficiency ot air traffic
management p 501 N87-21894

Transonic three-dimensional inviscid calculations in
turbomachines p 517 N87-21942

Some development trends in light ground attack
aircraft p 509 N87-22666

Efficient conduct of individual flights and air traffic or

optimum utilization of modern technology for the overall
benefit of civil and military airspace users
[AGARD-AR-236] p 582 N87-23608

The use of Aeritalia flight simulator for the development
of the AM-X weapon system p 601 N87-23650

Experimental investigation on small turboprop behaviour
under compressor rotating stall for different inlet flow
conditions p 594 N87-24476

J

JAPAN

A study on the axially curved mixed-flow vanaless
diffusers p 47 A87-11481

Numerical solution of the Euler equations using rational
Runge-Kutta method p 7 A87-11538

Expansion of flow due to resistance of a wire gauze
placed in a parallel-sided channel p 46 A87-12133

Unsteady drag over cylinders and aerofoils in transonic
shock tube flows p 10 A87-12617

Navigation and environment; Proceedings Of the Fifth
International Congress, Tokyo, Japan, October 1-5, 1985

p 26 A87-12676

Charectedzing height keeping error distribution based
on indirect observation p 17 A87-12683
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Flight experiments on MLS elevation guidance
p 21 A87-12686

Full scale crash test of a BK117 helicopter
p 91 A87-13678

An implicit time-marching scheme for transonic flow
p 71 A87-14261

Study of a bounded jet flow considering the initial
turbulence. II - In the case of relatively large nozzle aspect
ratio p 71 A87-14263

Noise and performance of a counter-rotation propeller
p 105 A87-14366

Aircraft measurements of medium-range transport of air

pollutants over complex terrain p 203 A87-16599
Characterizing height-keeping error distribution based

on indirect observation p 158 A87-17243
A numerical method for subsonic unsteady lifting

surfaces-(BIS). II - Numerical results
p 213 A87-20697

Booing 747 crash accident- A theoretical consideration
on the variation of the internal pressure

p 238 A87-21276
Boeing 747 crash accident - A theoretical consideration

on the fractures of the structure p 238 A87-21277
Navier-Stokes simulation of aide-wall effect of

two-dimensional transonic wind tunnel

[AIAA PAPER 87-0037] p 256 A87-22371
Navier-Stokes computations of transonic flows using the

LU-ADI method

[AIAA PAPER 87-0421] p 224 A87-22620
Toward the Navier-Stokes analysis of transport aircraft

configurations
[AIAA PAPER 87-0428] p 224 A87-22623

A numerical investigation on wing/nacelle interferences
of USB configuration
[AIAA PAPER 87-0455] p 226 A87-22647

An efficient time-marching scheme for solving
compressible Euler equations p 228 A87-22953

Experimental study of flight affect on fan noise. II - Fan
noise source variation due to flight effect

p 250 A87-22960
Calculation of transonic potential flow through a

two-dimensional cascade using AF 1 scheme
p 278 A87-23728

A numerical study of viscous transonic flows using RRK
scheme
[AIAA PAPER 87-0426] p 283 A87-24963

Closed.loop Mach number control in a blowdown
transonic wind tunnel p 314 A87-25279

Collision of multiple supersonic jets related to pip noise
generation in cage valve p 286 A87-25280

Aircraft noise descriptor and its application
p 334 A87-27118

Unsteady aerodynamic characteristics of annular
cascade oscillating in transonic flow. I - Measurement of
aerodynamic damping with freon gas controlled-oscillated
annular cascade test facility p 288 A87-27168

The vibration of rotating cylindrical shells
p 323 A87-27174

Vibration characteristics of a swept back rotor blade
p 299 A87-27330

Some considerations on the modern beam theory -
Development of the practical methods

p 381 A87-28434

Development and experiment of airborne microwave
rain-scatterometer/radiometer system. I - Hardware

system. II - Experimental data processing software
system p 365 A87-28435

Development and experiment of airborne microwave
rain-scatterometer/radiometer system. III - Rain
measurement and its data analysis p 393 A87-28436

Air carrier's passenger liability in Japan
p 399 A87-29488

Control of aircraft by decoupled high feedback gain
sorvo p 372 A87-30226

On the construction of an adaptive flight control system
with the angle limitation of control surface

p 373 A87-30227
Aircraft earth station for experimental mobile satellite

system p 386 A87-30779
Transonic airfoil design procedure utilizing a

Navier-Stokes analysis code p 346 A87-31151
Navier-Stokes simulations of transonic flows over a

practical wing configuration p346 A87-31153
Computation of dynamic stall of a NACA-0012 airfoil

p 347 A87-31160
Self-adaptive-grid method with application to airfoil

flow p 347 A87-31177
Transonic and supersonic lateral control of aircraft by

adaptive perfect serve p 444 A87-32101
A design method of an aircraft with ACT by nonlinear

optimization p 427 A87-32103
Calculation of transonic potential flow through a

two-dimensional cascade using AF1 scheme
p 408 A87-32105

Experimental investigations of separated flow around
high-angle-of-attack slender bodies p 408 A87-32353

Experimental mobile satellite system (EMSS) using
ETS-V p 462 A87-32419

Prediction of He gas lift in a plastic balloon
p 402 A87-32482

On-beard system for the automatic control of balloon
altitude p 436 A87.32484

A simulation platform for three-axis attitude control of

a large balloon gondola p 436 A87-32485
Flow patterns of a pivoted rectangular wing aircraft

[SAE PAPER 861645] p 408 A87-32585
Wind tunnel test and analysis on gust load alleviation

of a transport-type wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-0781] p446 A87-33677

Response of a helicopter penetrating the tip vortices
of a large airplane p 447 A87-34852

On the stability of a VTOL supported by one-ducted-fan
(preliminary study) p 448 A87-35079

A method for computing flow fields around moving
bodies p 484 A87-35552

On the natural vibration of the aircraft structural model
p 532 A87-36898

Lifting surface calculations in the Laplace domain with
application to root loci p 487 A87-37108

A study on the rotating stall in vaneless diffusers of
centrifugal fans. I - Rotational speeds of stall cells, critical
inlet flow angle p 488 A87-37856

Boeing 747 crash accident - A theoretical consideration
on the fractures of the structure. II - On DFDR records

p 495 A87-38478
A new concept of surface-airplane (Power-Augmented

Ram Wing) p 582 A87-39265
Basic analyses for optimum propulsion efficiency of a

counter rotating ATP p 590 A87-39266
Development of the F3-1HI-30 turbofan engine

p 591 A87-40847
Viscous flow computations using a composite grid

[AIAA PAPER 87-1128] p 617 A87-42077
On the recent difference schemes for the

three-dimensional Euler equations
[AIAA PAPER 87-1151] p 618 A87-42097

Calculations of unsteady Navier-Stokes equations
around an oscillating 3-D wing using moving grid system
[AIAA PAPER 87-1158] p 559 A87-42104

Direct simulation of high Reynolds number flows using
a new integro-differential solver
[AIAA PAPER 87-1175] p 561 A87-42119

Numerical and experimental studies on choked

underexpanded jets
[AIAA PAPER 87-1378] p 567 A87-42423

Computation of flow around an NACA0012 airfoil at high
angle of attack
[AIAA PAPER 87-1425] p 568 A87-42448

Numerical calculation of flow about wing-fuselage
combination on the basis of Euler equations

p 569 A87-42622
A simple theory on hovering stability of one-ducted-fan

VTOL p 597 A87-42623
Study of the dynamic response of helicopters to a large

airplane wake p 678 A87-43429
Study on the interference between the local separation

on a wing surface and outer flow-field
p 634 A87-45094

An approach to the synthesis of an adaptive flight control
system with incomplete information p 680 A87-45096

Design of CCV flight control system of STOL flying
boat p 680 A87-45097

Performance calculation of counter rotation propeller

[AIAA PAPER 87-1889] p 635 A87-45278
Extension of local circulation method to counter rotation

propeller
[AIAA PAPER 87-1891] p 635 A87-45280

J85 surge transient simulation p 675 A87-46240
A reliability evaluation system for ceramic gas turbines

p 786 A87-47715

Lateral fluid forces on whirling centrifugal impeller. I -
Theory. II - Experiment in vaneless diffuser

p 786 A87-47717

The current application of titanium in Japan and an
outlook for the future p 781 A87-47978

Performance and noise analyses of advanced

turbo-prop p 760 A87-48914

An analytical study of impulsive destruction of the
tail-rotor-drive-shaft p 747 A87-48956

Numerical simulation of compressible viscous flows
around practical aircraft configurations
[AIAA PAPER 87-2410] p 724 A87-49081

Fly-by-wire system and control laws of the T-2 control
configured vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 87-2586] p 774 A87*50549

Longitudinal handling qualities of the T-2 Control
Configured Vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 87-2587] p 774 A87-50550

Application studies of a new graphite/epoxy material
for the vertical fin of a commercial transport aircraft

p 841 A87-51792
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on design of restructurable control systems for aircraft
with some failures p 835 A87-51981

Visualization of shock wave and streamline around

hypersonic vehicle by using electrical discharge
p 806 A87-52322

Study of the flow visualization on the rotary wing with
low aspect ratio p 807 A87-52359

Visual studies of characteristics of slip stream in Math
reflection of a shock wave p 848 A87-52370

Finite element methods for incompressible viscous
flow p 848 A87-52393

Development of fine-grained 7075-0 sheet for aircraft
taper-rolled stringer p 842 A87-52661

Hot isostatic pressing - Its application in high
performance ceramics p 842 A87-53373

A description of a turbulent flow past a circular cylinder
by a discrete vortex method p 11 N87-10014

Study of three-dimensional separation on a spheroid at
incidence p 49 N87-10016

Images of three dimensional flows in computer
graphics p 57 N87-10017

Report of the International Symposium on Computational
Fluid Dynamics, Tokyo p 49 N87-10029

Numerical and experimental study of dynamics of
two-dimensional body
[ISAS-619] p 59 N87-10748

The effect of a winglet on the spatial vortex of a slender
body at high angle of attack
lAD-A169925] p 65 N87-12533

Possible military applications of stratospheric airship
discussed p 101 N87-12716

Proceedings of the 3rd NAL Symposium on Aircraft
Computational Aerodynamics
[NAL-SP-5] p 152 N87-14247

Numerical simulation of an aircraft icing
p 174 N87-14"248

On a data base system for numerical simulator
p 210 N87-14252

Development of the highly loaded axial flow turbine
airfoils, making use of the improved inverse channel flow
design method p 202 N87-14257

An easily vectorizable numerical solution of the Euler
equations p 207 N87-14258

Some numerical calculations by using linear classical
sonic theories approached from sub- or supersonic
speeds p 152 N87-14262

Application of the e sup N method to calculations of
laminar flow control p 202 N87-14263

Numerical simulation of transonic flow fields by solving
the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations

p 152 N87-14266
The reliability of numerical solutions for the viscous

transonic flows over an airfoil p 152 N87-14267
Computational study of flow around an airfoil at high

angles of attack by a block pentadiagonal matrix method
p 152 N87-14268

Computations of two- and three-dimensional flows using
an adaptive mesh p 202 N87-14269

Direct numerical control in grid generation
p 207 N87-14270

Two-dimensional incompressible flows around an airfoil
at several attack angles p 153 N87-14271

Transonic aileron computation in comparison to wind
tunnel test p 153 N87-14273

Investigation of a prediction method of transonic flutter
characteristics using unsteady transonic aerodynamics

p 191 N87-14274

Transonic wing and airfoil design using inverse code
WlNDES p 174 N87-14275

Application of computational aerodynamics to wing
design under fuselage interference p 174 N87-14276

The role of computational fluid dynamics in aeronautical

engineering: Third report p 174 N87-14277
Aerodynamic characteristics of general aviation at high

angle of attack with the propeller slipstream
[NASA-TM-88503] p 153 N87-14280

Deep stall characteristics of MU-300
[NASA.TM-88502] p 175 N87-14318

The National Gas Turbine projects in Japan. The
F JR.710 turbofan engine project. The ADTJ-100 high
efficient gas turbine project p 250 N87-15218

Investigation of the components of the NAL high
Reynolds number two-dimensional wind tunnel. Part 4:
Design, construction and performance of the exhaust
silencer
[NASA-TM-88513] p 258 N87-15237

Developments in STOL aircraft reported
p 232 N87-15935

Optical transducer: STOL aircraft p 254 N87-15936
Japan Report: Science and technology

[JPRS-JST-86-014] p 391 N87-19541
Newest developments in planning, testing reported

p 399 N87.20145
Pressure measurement around the aft body of the NAL

STOL-resesrch-aircraff model
[NAL-TR-919] p 491 N87-21867
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Numerical analysis of inviscid compressible flows about
wing-fuselage combinations based on the Euler
equations
[NAL-TR-896T] p 491 N87-21868

Comparison of transonic airfoil characteristics by
Navier-Stokes computation and by wind tunnel test at high
Reynolds number
[NAL-TR-911T] p 492 N87-21869

A curvilinear coordinate thin-layer Navier-Stokes hybrid
scheme for transonic airfoil analysis
[NAL-TR-913] p 492 N87-21872

Development and flight verification of airborne glideslope
computation/gust detection system
[NAL-TR-908] p 503 N87-21906

Transonic airfoil design based on the Navier-Stokes
equations to attain arbitrarily specified pressure
distribution: An iterative procedure
[NAL.TR-901T] p 509 N87-21916

An experiment on a cylindrical scramjet combustor. 1:
Simulated flight Mach number of 4.4
[NAL-TR-918] p 519 N87-21953

An experimental study on the threshold of roll

perception
[NAL-TR-905] p 526 N87-21968

Trial manufacture of NAL 0,1m x 0.1m transonic
cryogenic wind tunnel
[NAL-TR-910] p 526 N87-21969

Tensile strength of engineering ceramics
[NAL-TR-900] p 529 N87-22052

Estimation of divergence and flutter boundaries from
locally stationary random responses
[NAL-TR-898] p 537 N87-22169

Programming techniques fo¢high-speed processing and
verification with the NEC supercomputer SX system
[NAL-TR.909] p 547 N87-22424

Development of supersonic computational aerodynamic
program using panel method
[NASA-TT-20113] p 813 N87-28526

Some numerical calculations by using linear classical
sonic theories approached from sub- or supersonic
speeds
[NASA-TT-20112] p 813 N87-28527

JORDAN
Dynamics of compressible air flow in ducts with heat

exchange p 383 A87-29279

K

KOREA(SOUTH)
A numerical study of the Weis-Fogh mechanism

[AIAA PAPER 87-0238] p 221 A87-22503
Wake measurements of an oscillating airfoil

p 637 A87-45779

L

LATVIA

Monitoring the state of the blades of gas turbine engines
by the acoustic emission method p 262 A87-20346

M
MEXICO

Sensitivity analysis of automatic flight control Systems
using singular-value concepts p 310 A87-23978

N

NETHERLANDS

Computations of separated subsonic and transonic flow
about airfoils in unsteady motion p 8 A87-11786

Transition to new systems and international
perspectives p 20 A87-11806

Progress in advanced materials and processes:
Durability, reliability and quality control; Proceedings of the
Sixth International European SAMPE Conference,
Scheveningen, Netherlands, May 28-30, 1985

p 39 A87-12651

Aircraft control input optimization for aerodynamic
derivative estimation in dynamic manoeuvres

p 113 A87-16183

An efficient decision-making-free filter for processes with
abrupt changes p 136 A87-16189

Application of diverging motions to calculate loads for
oscillating motions p 148 A87o18955

On ground calibration of a pushbroom scanner

p 255 A87.19651

On the efficiency of stiffened panels, with application
to shear web design p 262 A87-20170

Air worthy p 273 A87.23264
Eurocontrol - Liability and jurisdiction

p 273 A87-23270

The 'right to fly' and the 'right to carry traffic by air', in
international air transportation, after 40 years

p 274 A87-23274

Visual and oral signals between aircraft in flight as a
means to convey instructions issued by a state

p 274 A87-23275
Computational procedures in aerodynamic design

p 277 A87-23637
Some new developments in exact integral equation

formulations for sub- or transonic compressible potential
flow p 278 A87-23644

A highly accurate feedback approximation for horizontal
variable-speed interceptions p 310 A87-23988

Industrial vibration modelling: Polymodel 9; Proceedings
of the Ninth Annual Conference, Newcastle-upon-Tyne,

England, May 21, 22, 1986 p 322 A87-25876
Realization of an airport noise monitoring system for

determining the traffic flow inthe surroundings of a military
airbase p 329 A87-27108

The current status of the Warsaw Convention and

subsequent Protocols in leading Asian countries
p 478 A87-32002

European Rotorcraft Forum (ERF) index of ERF-papers
1975-1985 p 478 A87-34865

Automatical Ioadsheet preparation
[SAWE PAPER 1697] p 525 A87-36283

Aviation antitrust - International considerations after

Sunset p 549 A87-37016
With twin-jets across the North Atlantic - A legal

reflection p 549 A87-37017
Improvement of flight hardware and isothermal

Marangoni convection under micro-gravity conditions
p 608 A87-39840

FAS multigrid employing ILU/SIP smoothing oA robust
fast solver for 3D transonic potential flow

p 555 A87-41419
Methods for numerical simulation of leading edge vortex

flow p 556 A87-41511
Accurate estimation of aircraft inertia characteristics

from a single suspension experiment
p 596 A87-41628

Development of a flexible and economic helicopter
engine monitoring system p 663 A87-43466

Some fundamentals of simulator cockpit motion

generation p 683 A87-44714
Entrainment effect of a leading-edge vortex

p 641 A87-46777
Simulating 3D Euler flows on s Cyber 205 vector

computer p 718 A87.47855
RNLAF BO-105 C mission improvement program

p 745 A87-48919
A flight simulator evaluation of the approach path

parameters for MLS curved approaches
[AIAA PAPER 87-2574] p 738 A87-49174

NLR contributions to the flutter certification of aircraft

with external stores p 749 A87-49209
Unsteady airioad computations for airfoils oscillating in

attached and separated compressible flow
[NLR-MP-85040-U] p 16 N87-10846

Euler flow solutions for a transonic wind tunnel section

[CWI-NM-R8601] p 16 N87-10847
Aviation statistics, 1984

[ISBN-90-357-0386-3] p 18 N87-10851
Correlation between flight simulation and processing of

flight tests based on inertial measurements
[NLR-MP-85058-U] p 28 N87-10863

Corrosion and corrosion prevention in aircraft
structures
[NLR-MP-85029-U] p 43 N87-11004

Fatigue fracture in steel landing gear components
[NLR-MP-85050-U] p 54 N87-11233

Real time debugging software package for flight
simulator software system with variable labeled COMMON
blocks
[NLR-MP-85013-U] p 57 N87-11530

A brief introduction to the helicopter
[NLR-MP-85062-U] p 65 N87-11688

A check of crack propagation prediction models against
test results generated under transport aircraft flight
simulation loading
[NLR-TR.84005-U] p 100 N87-11782

Systems, avionics and instrumentation of transport
category helicopters
[NLR-MP-85066-U] p 102 N87-11785

A small, flexible and powerful data acquisition system
for the F16 aircraft

[NLR-MP-85074-U] p 103 N87-11786
Number and duration of Runway Visual Range (RVR)

runs for RVR-values lower than 225 m

[KNMI-TR-85(FM)] p 119 N87-11805
Correction for wall-interference by means of a measured

boundary condition method
[NLR-TR-84114-U] p 151 N87.13414

Two-dimensional wall interference assessment using
CALSPAN pipes
[NLR-TR-85065-U] p 151 N87-13415

How to make your aerodynamics in flutter calculations
cheaper
[NLR-MP-85056-U] p 152 N87-13416

Considerations on Microwave Landing System (MLS)
approach path interception procedures and applicable turn
techniques
[NLR-MP-85063-U] p 160 N87-13426

Trends in airliner flight deck design
[NLR-MP-85007-U] p 174 N87-13437

A Computer Aided Design (CAD) system for the design
of stiffened panels in wing box structures
[NLR-TR-85074-U] p 207 N87-14041

SIMPROP: A system for simple aerodynamic analysis
of propellers in axial flow. Description of method and user's
guide
[NLR-TR-84128-U] p 154 N87-14288

Experiences with transition fixing in the high speed
regime at NLR, Netherlands p 242 N87-15163

PRODAT system architecture p 266 N87-15371
Evaluation of DDH and weld repaired F 1O0turbine vanes

under simulated service conditions p 325 N87-17070
Tip vane drag measurements on the full scale

experimental wind turbine
[IW-R517] p 294 N87-17683

Computational drag analysis and minimization. Mission
impossible?
[NLR-MP-85080-U] p 349 N87-18543

Multicomponent Aircraft Transonic Inviscid Computation
System (MATRICS) transonic potential flow calculations
about transport aircraft
[NLR-MP-86019-U] p 349 N87-18544

Methods for numerical simulation of leading-edge vortex
flow

[NLR-MP°85052-U] p 349 N87-18545
Investigation on MLS approach path interception and

transition techniques. Part 2: Flight simulator
investigation
[NLR-TR-85097-U-PT-2] p 357 N87-18560

Technical evaluation report on the AGARD Fluid
Dynamics Panel Symposium on Improvement of
Aerodynamic Performance Through Boundary Layer
Control and High Lift Systems
[NLR-MP-85016-U] p 362 N87-18566

Performance of high temperature coatings on F100
turbine blades under simulated service conditions
[NLR-MP-86021-U] p 370 N87-18569

Flexible and high quality software on a multiprocessor
computer system controlling a research flight simulator
[NLR-MP-85061-U] p 377 N87-18578

Aerodynamic and structural aspects of propeller and
drive for a 1/5 scale wind tunnel program
[NLR-MP-84091-U] p 377 N87-18579

Realization of an airport noise monitoring system for
determining the traffic flow in the surroundings of a military
airbase

[NLR-MP-86016-U] p 377 N87-18580
Advanced aluminum alloy plate materials for damage

tolerant aircraft structures

[NLR-MP-85078-U] p 379 N87-18660
Short stress corrosion cracks in aluminum alloy

components
[NLR-MP-86001-U] p 380 N87-18661

Fatigue in aircraft corrosion testing: The first 10 years
[NLR-MP-8600g-u] p 380 N87-18662

Full Approximative Scheme (FAS) multigrid employing
Incomplete Lower Upper decomposition/Strongly Implicit
Procedure (ILU/SIP) smoothing: A robust fast solver for
3D transonic potential flow
[NLR-MP-85072-U] p 389 N87-18798

A perspective of mathematical simulation and
optimization techniques in computer aided design
[NLR-MP-85088-U] p 396 N87-19018

The CAD environment of the National Aerospace
Laboratory NLR, The Netherlands
[NLR-MP-86005-U] p 396 N87.19029

Investigation on Microwave Landing System (MLS)
approach path interception and transition techniques, Part
1: Fast-time computer simulations
[NLR-TR-85097-U-PT-1] p 357 N87-19373

Design and evaluation of dynamic flight test
maneuvers
[ETN-87-99085] p 364 N87-19389

Design and experimental verification of a calculation
method for frequency response analysis of digital control
systems in a continuous environment
[NLR-TR-85090-U] p 374 N87-19402

Comparison between measured and calculated
stall-flutter behavior of a one-bladed model rotor
[NLR-MP.85059-U] p 374 N87-19403

Numerical treatment of shocks in unsteady potential flow
computation
[NLR-MP-85044-U] p 392 N87-19676

Patch repair of corroded aircraft skin areas
p 406 N87-20191

Matrics, transonic potential flow calculations about
transport aircraft p 415 N87-20208
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NEW ZEALAND

Developments in air traffic control systems and their
relation with meteorology
[RAE-TRANS-2143] p 426 N87-20981

Runway Visual Range (RVR) documentation of the civil
airports in the Netherlands
[KNMI-TR-84] p 426 N87-20986

Some aspects of fan noise generation in axial
compressors
[NLR-MP-85089-U] p 477 N87-21657

Flexible and high quality software on a multiprocessor
computer system controlling a research flight simulator

p 600 N87-23643

Correlation between flight simulation and processing of
flight tests based on inertial measurements

p 601 N87-23655

Activities report of the German-Dutch wind tunnel
[B8677593] p 603 N87-23665

Activities report of the German-Dutch wind tunnel
[B8677594] p 603 N87-23666

Fuel saving and fuel related subjects within an airline's
operational environment

[ETN-87-90148] p 648 N87-26034

Elementary data analysis of measurements in nonsteady
longitudinal and lateral flight test maneuvers

[VTH-LR-409] p 752 N87-26905

On the conceptual design of subsonic transport aircraft
for cruising flight optimized for different merit functions
[VTH.LR-451] p 753 N87-27654

Fatigue of aircraft structures
[VTH-LR-486] p 753 N87-27656

Design and evaluation of dynamic flight test
maneuvers

[VTH-LR-497] p 753 N87-27657
Modern composites for primary aircraft structures

[VTH-LR-480] p 784 N87-27736

Sequence effects of high-amplitude loads in the most
severe flights of miniTWIST on fatigue crack growth in
AI-alloy sheet material
[VTH-LR-493] p 791 N87-28052

Calculation of pressure distributions on supersonic delta
wings using stagnation solutions
[VTH-LR-484) p 815 N87-29417

Calculation of noise around airports for powered
gliders
[VTH-LR-475] p 860 N87-30150

NEW ZEALAND

Numerical analysis of three-dimensional elastic
membrane wings p 487 A87-37t05

NORWAY

Diffstar - A concept for differential GPS in northern
Norway p 159 A87-19363

The use of discrete vortices to predict lift of a circulation
control rotor section with a trailing edge blowing slot

p 627 A87-43416

P

POLAND

Testing of Fe-Cu-base ablative composites. II
p 41 A87-12971

Analysis of aircraft piston engine failures, I

p 305 A87-25969
Present-day metallic materials employed in the

structures of aircraft and helicopters used and
manufactured in Poland p 317 A87-25970

Investigation of the possibilityof avoiding the resonance
of a helicopter rotor blade by the modification of its
parameters, I p 299 A87-25971

Analysis of the influence of the height above the ground
of a jet-engine air-intake on the structure of free inlet air

flow p 288 A87-25972
Analysis of aircraft piston engine failures. II

p 305 A87-25973
Investigation of the possibilityof avoiding the resonance

of a helicopter rotor blade by the modification of
parameters, II p 299 A87-25974

The application of new ceramic materials in the

construction of aircraft gas-turbine engines
p 317 A87-25975

The aerodynamic characteristics of aircraft with strip
wing and lifting fuselage p 345 A87-30406

The optimization of longitudinal aircraft motion control
during take-oft p 373 A87-30407

A discrete model of a deformable aeroplane with moving
control surfaces for natural vibrations analysis

p 428 A87-32934
The equipping of the AVIA-D radar installation with a

weather channel as a contribution to the modernization

of the radar complex AVIA-D/KOREN
p 425 A87-33330

Analysis of asymmetric naturalvibrations of a deformable
aeroplane with suspended bodies by the method of finite
elements p 583 A87-39768
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A dynamic model of an aeroplane with wings of high
aspect ratio for flutter analysis by the method of finite
elements p 595 A87-39773

Analysis of local flutter and forced vibrations of the
covering of supersonic aeroplane p 583 A87-39774

A dynamic model for studying vibrations of a helicopter
tail boom p 583 A87-39775

The technique of pragmatic simulation
p 616 A87.40520

Comparison of analytic and pragmatic model reduction
methods using as an example the dynamics of aircraft
lateral motion p 595 A87-40521

An optimized method for computing the coefficients of
the simplified model of the lateral motion of an airplane

p 596 A87-40522
Changes inthe free flow in the intake of a turbojet engine

during the aircraft takeoff run p 640 A87-46351
Classification of the load-carrying capacity of runway

surfaces by the ACN-PCN method. I

p 686 A87-46353
Classification of the load-carrying capacity of runway

surfaces by the ACN-PCN method. II
p 686 A87-46354

Classification of the load-carrying capacity of runway
surfaces by the ACN-PCN method. IV

p 777 A87-47316
Composite main rotor blade of PZL-Sokol helicopter

p 746 A87-48938
PORTUGAL

On aircraft flight performance in a perturbed
atmosphere p 237 A87-20799

R

ROMANIA (RUMANIA)
Calculation formulae for lift and moment coefficients for

oscillating arbitrary airfoils in supersonic flow

p 150 A87-19292
Theoretical foundations of a method for the strength

analysis of fuselage frames. II - Solution of the energy
problem p 507 A87-39085

Processes in turbomachinery: Applications and
exercises p 808 A87-53412

S

SAUDI ARABIA

Dip process thermal barrier coatings for gas turbines
p 322 A87-26114

Supersonic rotor noise calculation with sonic boom

prediction methods p 860 A87-53903
SINGAPORE

A computational method for free time optimal control
problems, with application to maximizing the range of an
aircraft-like projectile p 372 A87-29677

SOUTH AFRICA, REPUBLIC OF

Expendable turbojet compressor design, test and
development p 674 A87-46212

Results of numerical and physical modelling of airborne
adcock arrays for VHF DF (Direction Finding)
applications

[AD-P005423] p 790 N87-27851
SPAIN

Rotating arms applied to studies of single angular drop
impacts
[AIAA PAPER 87-0257] p 257 A87-22516

Multi-rate adaptive control with applications to lateral
dynamics of aircraft p 520 A87-36367

Spanish contribution to rotoreraft development -
Homage to de la Cierva p 623 A87.43426

A study on the optimization of jet engines for combat
aircrafts p 676 A87-46262

Autoretating wings. A concept that remains vital
p 745 A87-48799

Conclusions of the Investigative Commission on Air
Safety of the COlA concerning the accident occurring in
Barajas on December 7, 1983 p 738 A87-48800

Accident of the DC-10 EC-DEG aircraft at Malaga on
September 13, 1982

[NASA-TM-88007) p 156 N87-14305

The effects of heavy rain on profile aerodynamics
[ETN-87-98848] p 292 N87-16809

Profile design in transonic regime
[ETN-87-98849] p 292 N87-16810

Ground vibration tests

[ETN-87-98847] p 331 N87-17422

Robots applied to nondestructive inspection (Project
SIRO)

[ETN-87-99845] p 539 N87-22251
SRI LANKA

Negligence of the aircraft commander and bad

airmanship - New frontiers p 549 A87-37015

FOREIGN TEGHNOL OG Y INDEX

SWEDEN

Decay of end effects in graphite/epoxy bolted joints
p44 A87-10115

Vortex-stretched flow around a cranked delta wing
p 3 A87-10520

Single or dual pod concepts for tactical

reconnaissance p 29 A87-10939

Integrated logistics for reconnaissance systems
p 61 A87-10942

Euler solutions on O-O grids around wings using local
refinement p 6 A87-11512

Numerical experiment with inviscid vortex-stretchod flow
around a cranked delta wing, supersonic speed

p7 A87-11537

How to maintain a consistent quality in your bonding
process? p 48 A87-12656

Vortex-sheet capturing in numerical solutions of the
incompressible Euler equations p70 A87-14099

Lower-side normal force characteristics of delta wings
at supersonic speeds p 72 A87-14372

Normal force characteristics at supersonic speeds of

sharp edged delta wings
[AIAA PAPER 87-0214] p 221 A87-22491

Optimum design of beams with different cross-sectional
shapes p 266 A87-22821

The aircraft commander in legal turbulence
p 273 A87-23272

The evolution in ATC system design
p 295 A87-24175

Legitimate responses to aerial intruders - The view from

a neutral state p 399 A87-29489
Optimum design of sandwich constructions

p 384 A87-30154

Relation between the parameters of a damped structure
and those of an undamped structure. I - Low structural
damping. A proposal for an identification function

p 463 A87-33380

Probabilistic damage tolerance analyis of aircraft
structures p 530 A87-35288

Normal-force characteristics of sharp-edged delta wings
at supersonic speeds p 553 A87-39894

Navier-Stokes computation of transonic vortices over
a round leading edge delta wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-1227] p 562 A87-42326

Equivalent testing temperature p 786 A87-47642

An ordinary 3-axis horizon instrument which every pilot
likes. Can it be misleading and dangerous? The answer
is 'Yes' p 755 A87-47845

Vector algorithm for large-memory Cybor 205
simulations of Euler flows p 718 A87-47856

Comparison of Euler and Navier-Stokes solutions for

vortex flow over a delta wing
[AIAA PAPER 87-2347] p 723 A87-49066

Numerical computations and measurements of transonic
flow in a slotted-wall wind tunnel

[AIAA PAPER 87-2610] p 727 A87.49109
Inflight anti/de-icing experience from the certification of

the SF340 p 738 A87-49203

Manipulated turbulence structure in flight
p 806 A87-52056

On the computation of transonic leading-edge vortices
using the Euler equations p 809 A87-5436t

Relevance of short fatigue crack growth data for
durability and damage tolerance analyses of aircraft
[FFA-TN-1986-23] p 54 N87-11231

Measurements of landing gear loads of a commuter
airliner

[FFA-TN-1986-37] p 176 N87-14323
Navier-Stokes solution for laminar transonic flow over

a NACA0012 airfoil

[FAA-140] p 291 N87-16794
A comparison of single-block and multi-block grids

around wing-fuselage configurations

[FFA-TN-1986-42] p292 N87-16811
Fatigue life and fastener flexibility of single shear riveted

and bolted joints
[FFA-TN-1986-35] p 326 N87-17094

Eigenvalue analysis of 2D aircraft fuselage beam model
and fuselage air cavity using a symmetric fluid-structure
interaction finite element formulation

[FFA-TN-1986-70] p 303 N87-17698
Evaluation of AI-Li alloys as construction materials for

aircraft applications
[FOA-C-20623-2.5(2.1)] p 380 N87-19508

JASMIN 2: A system for multisensor data fusion.
Problems and structure of the system
[FOA-C.-30432-3,3] p 393 N87-19798

Development of optimization system OPTSYS:
Implementation of static aeroelastic constraints
[FFA-TN.1986-40] p 434 N87-20994

Finite element analysis of three-dimensional structures

using adaptive p-extensions
[FFA-TN.1986-57] p 469 N87-21401



FOREIGN TECHNOLOG Y INDEX

Runge-Kutta finite-volume simulation of laminar
transonic flow over a NACA 0012 airfoil using the

Navier-Stokes equations
[FFA-TN-t986-60] p 574 N87-24429

The Aeronautical Research Institue (FFA) wing body 85
computer program. A panel method for determination of
aeruelastic characteristics applying direCt block iterative
solution techniques
[FFA-TN-1986-28] p 642 N87-25298

Development of a geometry handling program for the
FFA subsonic higher order panel method
[FFA-TN-1985-48] p 699 N87-25534

Measurement of noise from airplanes traveling at 3500
to 11000 m altitude

[FFA-TN-1986-21] p 708 N87-25824
A study of environmental noise with a view to aircraft

with prop-fans
[FFA-TN-1987-15] p 798 N87-27491

NYANS: A package for time varying control systems
[FOA.C-20642-2.1] p 858 N87-29174

SWITZERLAND

JAS39 Gripen - A Swedish solution to a multi.role
need p 23 A87-11798

Avionics in the sub-microscopic world
p48 A87-11600

Performance evaluation of an inverse integral equation
method applied to turbomachine cascades

p 72 A87-14771
Mirage 2000 and F-16 - One pilot flies them both

p 161 A87-16974
MiG-29 - Last of the hot Red fighters?

p 238 A87.21449
Mission simulators p 314 A87.24611
FADEC for fighter engines p 303 A87.24612
Airport lighting p315 A87-26001
STOL technology to boost tactical aidiffers

p 339 A87.27814

Boeing 7J7 design to be frozen in July
p 360 A87-30001

Has the Odent Express been murdered?
p 340 A87-30002

Escaping from burning cabins - Are smoke hoods the
answer?, p 352 A87-30003

The efficient fighter - Small is not necessarily beautiful
p 360 A87.30005

A new approach for USAF's Advanced Tactical
Fighter p 361 A87-30006

Amphibians - Toe in the water again, or big new
splash? p 361 A87-30007

Europe consolidates its turboshaft family
p 512 A87.36698

F-15E - Heawwaight Eeg_ p 506 A67-36699

Are tandem, diamond, joined and Warren wings
related? p 583 A87-39478

Heat exchangers for turboshaff engines
p 664 A87.44253

The new Soviet fighters - How good are they?
p 656 A87-46312

Flying the CF-18 Hornet p 656 A87o46313

Proving that Avanti stands for progress
p 656 A87.46314

DVI in the military cockpit - A third hand for the combat

pilot p 681 A87.46315
Dornier aims the Do328 at the 30-passenger market

p 742 A87-47247
CASA CN-235 - Last but not least

p 742 A87-47248
Gulfstream Aerospace GIV - The maximum business

jet p 742 A87-47249

Designing interiors for real people
p 711 A87.47250

Aviation satcoms p 820 A87-51322

Space-age navigation p 820 A87.51325

Non-isothermal fatigue crack growth in Hastenoy-X
p 840 A87.51400

Dynamics of a high-speed rotor touching a boundary
p 848 A87-51614

Canadair's CL-227 Sentinel gains credibility
p 824 A87-53798

Airborne navigation plots its future
p 621 A87.53600

The influence of a 90 deg sting support on the
aerodynamic coefficients of the investigated aircraft
model

[F-FW-FO-1839] p 294 N67-17684

Determination of vertical air velocity using
measurements of the aircraft motion

p 470 N87-21456

Aeroelasticity in turbomachines comparison of
theoretical and experimental cascade results. Appendix
A5: All experimental and theoretical results for the 9
standard configurations

lAD-A180534] p 677 N87-25326

T

TAIWAN

Variable structure control of a turbojet engine
p 103 A87-13343

An aerodynamic analysis and the subsequent motion
of external store p 66 A87-13501

Computation of two-dimensional supersonic turbulent
flow over a compression corner p 66 A67-13502

Numerical calculation of three-dimensional inviscid
supersOnic flows p 66 A87-13504

Comparison of numerical solutions of lower order and
higher order integral equation methods for two-dimensional
aerofoils

[AIAA PAPER 86-2591] p 69 A87-14028

Boundary-layer effects in composite laminates
p 258 A87-20262

Isochrones for minimum time horizontal gliding flight
[AI,a.A PAPER 87-0449] p 240 A87-22641

Digital simulation of the gas turbine engine
performance p 303 A87-23731

Effect of sink rate on ground effect of low-aspect-ratio
wings p 348 A87-31291

The effect of gyroscopic forces on dynamic stability and
response of spinning tapered blades
[AIAA PAPER 87-0737] p 464 A87-33663

Stress analysis of a rotating composite disk containing
holes p 534 A87-38595

The evaluation of surface treatment for bond durability
p 534 A87-38630

Experimental studies of airfoil performance and flow
structures on a low Reynolds number airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 67-1267] p 564 A87-42354

A numerical study of flow in gas-turbine ¢ombustor
[AIAA PAPER 8%2132] p 632 A67-53986

TURKEY

Performance prediction for fully-deployed parachute
canopies
[AIAA PAPER 86-2475] p 79 A87-13809

U

U.S.S.R.

A numerical analysis of supersonic bottom flow with
thermal modification of the wake p 3 A87-10409

The mechanics of dynamically tunable gyroscopes
p 57 A87-10444

Density field of a viscous gas jet issuing from a conical
nozzle into vacuum p 4 A87-10603

Method of meridional sections in problems involving a
three-dimensional boundary layer p 4 A87-10609

Excitation of the natural oscillations of a boundary layer

by an external acoustic field p 4 A87-10610
Numerical investigation of supersonic flow past

spike.tipped blunt bodies p 4 A87-10614
Conical wing of maximum lift-to-drag ratio in a supersonic

gas flow p 4 A87-10615
Calculation of unsteady supersonic flow past a plane

blade row under the effect of vortex inhomogeneities in
the oncoming flow p 5 A87-10618

Mathematical modeling of separated flow past a wing
profile and aerodynamic hysteresis p 5 A87-10619

Optimal control of viscous flow at high Reynolds
numbers p 5 A87-10620

Motion of a gas in a duct behind a moving body
p 5 A87-10675

Damping of the vibrations of deformable bodies
p 47 A87-11336

Fundamentals of navigation according to geophysical
fields p 19 A87-11337

Scientific problems of aviation and space: History and
present state p62 A87-11339

Methods of in-flight aerophysicai studies
p 23 A87-11343

A reinforcing band near the flange of a heated cylindrical
casing p 48 A87-12445

Induced drag of a curved wing p 10 A67-12805
Similadty law for the supersonic fl0w past flat surfaces

with intense distributed injection p 10 A87-12843
Fractographic aspects of the cyclic fracture toughness

of 35KhN3MFA steel in vacuum, air,and hydrogen
p 40 A87-12882

The possibility of the nondisturbing motion of a body
in a fluid p 48 A87-12894

A method for calculating the susceptibility of jet fuels

to smoking p 40 A87-12901
Thickened oils p 40 A87-12902
Questions and problems in aerodynamics

p 66 A87-13050
Integrated active control systems: Methods of

algorithmic integration p 135 A87.14682
Methods for the assembly and testing of the bearing

supports of gas turbine engines p 126 A87-14683

U.S.S.R.

Automation of support processes for aircraft production
using computers and numerical control

p 64 A87-14687
A study of the effect of surface roughness on the head

resistance of an aircraft p94 A87-14717
The effect of lubricant cavitation on the characteristics

of a short hydrodynamic damper p 127 A87-15203
Determination of the thrust and net efficiency of a

propeller and flow parameters behind the propeller
p 105 A87-15204

Mathematical modeling of the motion of a statically
deformed delta-shaped glider p 95 A87-15205

Start-up of a wind tunnel with a multichannel diffuser
p 72 A87-15206

The effect of turbine elements on the gasdynamic
stability margin p 105 A87-15208

Using vibration spectrum characteristics for the flow-path
diagnostics of aircraft gas turbine engines

p 105 A87-15210
Turbines with counter-rotating rotors for aircraft power

plants p 106 A87-15211
The principle of optimality in the mean for fault.tolerant

systems p 112 A87-15212
A system model, a logic design diagram, and a general

synthesis algorithm for optimal systems of onboard
electrical equipment in computer.aided design

p 96 A87-15214
A study of local heat transfer on the face surface of a

nozzle ring model p 127 A87-15215
The effect of random wind gusts on the stability of a

parachute system p 72 A87-15216
A study of the effect of the temperature factor on

pressure losses in the cooling system of the leading edge
of a deflector vane p 127 A87-15218

A simulation of the dynamics of the mechanisms of the
aircraft landing gear p 96 A87-15220

Determicalion of dynamic stresses in the heal-insufating
coatings of flight vehicles during aerodynamic heating

p 72 A87-15223
Analysis of a composite thin-wailed aircraft structure

p 127 A87-15226
Calculation of aerodynamic force coefficients

p 73 A87-t5229
Some asymptotic types of transonic vortex flows

p 74 A67-15553
Determination of the regime coefficients in the local

theory of interaction from plate data p 74 A87-15561
Synthesis of devices for the optimal processing of pulsed

radio signals in LORAN systems p 86 A87-15563
Radio-navigation meters based on the K588 series

microprocessor unit p86 A87-15569
Nonlinear acoustics - Achievements, prospects,

problems p 138 A87-15582
The effect of protective coatings on the high-temperature

fatigue of heat-resistant alloys p195 A87-17465
Controlling the elastic vibrations of aircraft structures

by means of control moment gyroscopes
p 188 A87-17564

Features of antenna aperture synthesis for an arbitrary
flight-vehicle trajectory p158 A87-17586

Viscous flow past a wing profile p 145 A87-17587
Aerodynamic characteristics of porous disks at subsonic

incoming flow velocities p145 A87-t 7589
A comparison between the integral characteristics and

the shape of the profiled contours of Laval nozzles with
gradual and abrupt convergence p 145 A87-17590

The dynamics of gas turbine engine components in the
presence of damage p 183 A87-17599

Automated aircraft navigation p 158 A87-17702
From the history of Soviet aviation: Ilyushin aircraft

p 141 A87-17705
M. V. Keldysh: Selected works - Mechanics

p 141 A87-17707
Slat wings p 145 A87-17709
Flight testing of aircraft and processing of test results

p 162 A87-17718

Aerial photography: Automation of aerial-photography
processes p 180 A87-17722

Flight tests of life.support systems and systems for the
protection of onboard equipment against external factors

p 162 A87-17725

A pack of applied programs for aerohydredynamics
GAMMA p 206 A87.17735

Application of an implicit iteration difference scheme to
the solution of nonstationary Navier.Stokes equations

p 146 A87.17747

Using simplified Navier-Stokes equations for calculating
flow of a viscous gas past long bodies

p 146 A87-17748

A modular approach to the solution of a class of problems

in internal gas dynamics p 146 A87-17749
Structure of air streams below cumulonimbus clouds

p 203 A87.18828

Selecting the type of a hydrodynamic damper for
gas-turbine engine rotor supports p 262 A87-20377
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An evaluation of the efficiency of design solutions during
the design of airships p 237 A87-20378

Synthesis of piecewise constant control with memory
for continuous stochastic systems p 269 A87-20379

Construction of wing profiles on the basis of the theory
of inverse boundary value problems using the method of
quasi-solutions p 212 A87-20380

Invarience of the lateral disturbed motion of V'/'OL
aircraft with e vector control system p 252 A87-20383

Parametric synthesis of flight vehicle control in the case
of indeterminacy of the initial conditions and
perturbations p 252 A87-20384

The effect of the rotation frequency on the efficiency
of a centrifugal screw pump under steady and unsteady
conditions p 262 A87-20385

A study of recirouletion region boundaries for a turbulent
jet impinging on a screen in external flow

p 212 A87-20386
Spectral composition of the forces exciting vibrations

in turbomachines p 262 A87-20388
An experimental studyof the nearly isothermal operating

conditions of low-temperature heat pipes
p 262 A87-20393

Optimization of a process for the surface hardening of
structural parts using the fatigue limit criterion

p 263 A87-20394
A method for evaluating the effect of the radial clearance

on the efficiency of the turbocompressor during the
selection of process parameters for a turbofan engine

p 247 A87-20400
A study of heat release in the primary zone of the

combustion chamber of a gas-turbine engine
p 247 A87-20401

Equivalent line transformations during the design of
electrical networks using the minimum-mass criterion

p 263 A87-20403
A method for supressing the flutter of a tail unit with a

nonbaianced control surface p 252 A87-20404
Mathematical modeling of the opening dynamics of an

axisymmetric parachute p 212 A87-20412

Program components of synthesizing visualization
systems p 269 A87-20418

Repair Of aircraft and helicopters p 211 A87-21863

Computations of supersonic flow past lifting bodies
p 229 A87-23284

Numerical solution of singular integral equations in a
class of singular functions and the problem of flow suction
in aerodynamics p 279 A87-24246

Comparative evaluation of weather conditions at
Moscow-area airports duringwhich flights are cancelled

p 328 A87-24362
Determination of visibilityat airports

p 328 A87-24366
The structure and properties of binary

magnesium-lithium alloys during die casting
p 317 A87-24401

Unsteady motion of a wing due to a vertical gust
p 279 A87-24468

An analysis of the combustion of a turbulent supersonic
nonisobaric hydrogen jet in supersonic wake flow of air

p 317 A87-25127
A three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer on a body

of complex shape p 285 A87-25226
The effect of the surface nonisotherma/ify of a thin profile

on the stability of a laminar boundary layer
p 285 A87.25227

The effect of a finely dispersed admixture on the
boundary layer structure in hypersonic flow past a blunt
body p 286 A87-25228

Flow of an ideal incompressible fluid past a finite-span
thin wing vibrating with a large amplitude

p 286 A87-25229
A study of the shape of the cross-section profile of a

minimum-drag three-dimensional conical body moving in
a rarefied gas p 286 A87-25231

A study of supersonic three-dimensional flow past
pointed axisymmetric bodies p 286 ,6,87-25232

Numerical modeling of shock wave intersections

p 286 A87-25233
Problems in weather forecasting and aviation

meteorology p 329 A87-25251

Structure of the time variability of the meteorological
visibility range at Tolmachevo AirDort

p 329 A87-25258
Investigation of extreme temperature values in the free

atmosphere p 329 A87-25259
Statistical analysis of extreme vertical temperature

gradients in the 6-20 km layer over the Moscow-lrkutsk
flight path p 329 A87-25260

Characteristics of the vertical wind and temperature
profile in the boundary layer in the case of strong ground
winds near Ural and Siberian airports

p 329 A87-25261
Space-time characteristics of vertical wind shears above

certain airports of the UreI-Siborian region
p 329 A87-25262
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Regression method for predicting wind velocity and
direction at cirouJtaltitude at Eniseisk Airport

p 329 A87-25263
Theory and analysis of aircraft turbomachines (2nd

revised and enlarged edition) p 304 A87-25265
Technology and the service life of aircraft

p 275 A87-25268
Wind shear revisited p 295 A87-25848
Optimization of a method for determining the fatigue

limit of the blades of gas turbine engines
p 305 A87-26304

The effect of temperature, protective coatings, and
service history on the fatigue strength Ofgas-turbine engine
blades made from the high-temperature cast alloy
EP539LM p 305 A87-26307

Vibrations of a cylindrical panel in a turbulent pressure
pulsation fie/d p 333 A87-26332

Combustion of liquid fuel in the counter-swirled jets of
a gas turbine plant annular combustion chamber

p 381 A87-28347
Determination of the temperature field of shell

structures p 382 A87-29081
Aerodynamics of a vortex chamber with gas flow rate

adjustment at the outlet p 343 A87-29085
Some features of the approximate calculation of the

integral aerodynamic characteristics of polygonal lifting
configurations at supersonic flight velocities

p 344 A87-29086
Epsilon entropy of trajectory information

p 355 A87-29163
Spatial decoupling between antennas on large bodies

p 382 A87-29167
An equation of state for the material of the nozzle vanes

of a gas-turbine engine under thermal cycling in a
sulfur-containing medium p 379 A87-29203

Thermal and thermally stressed state of trigonal pnsms
modeling the operation of the edges of gas turbine
blades p 382 A87o29204

The use of singular elements in solving two-dimensional
and three.dimensional fracture mechanics problems

p 382 A87-29208
Homomorphic filtering for the resolution of

radio-navigation signals and rereflections
p 355 A87-29759

Solvability of some problems concerning supersonic flow
past a wedge using the Lavrent'ev-Bitsedze
approximation p 345 A87-29893

Hypersonic nonuniform flow of • viscous gas past a
blunt body p 407 A87-31713

Nonstationary and nonequilibrium air flow in the vicinity
of the critical flow line p 407 A87-31717

Solvability condition for the fundamental control
problem p 474 A87-31719

Rheological characteristics of parts of MR material used
in gas turbine engJnee p460 A87-31722

Calculation of a plane nonadjustable supersonic air
intake for CAD p 438 A87-31723

A system of problems in the design of computer-aided
processes for the ground testing of aviation equipment

p 451 A87-31724
Parameters for the evaluation of combined engine thrust

vector control systems p 439 A87-31725
Theoretical description of the coefficients of turbulent

boundery ieyer motien p439 A87-31726
Strain determination during the explosive expansion of

pipes p 460 A87-31727
A utilization complex for a gas.turbine-engine test

station p 439 A87-31728
Construction of a generating solution and a generating

system of equations in a study of self-oscillatory parachute
motion p 408 A87-31729

Geometrically nonlinear theory for thin.walled rods
p 460 A87-31730

First attainment of a level by a random process in flight
dynamics problems p 443 A87-31731

The effect of lower and upper overlaps on the efficiency
of centripetal radial-flow air microturbines with partial
admission p 460 A87-31732

Calculation of jet flow in a diffuser
p 439 A87-31733

Minimizing the vibration amplitude of a symmetrical rotor
at a specified resonance frequency p 460 A87-31734

Calculation of the parameters of a hardening burnishing
treatment p 461 A87-31735

Analytical-experimental determination of the long-term
strength of gas-turbine-eogine materials following
technological treatments p 455 A87-31736

Estimation of the stagnation line of a system of jets
impinging on a plane obstacle in incoming flow

p 439 A87-31737
Determination of pressure losses in the compressor of

a gas turbine engine in the autorotation mode
p 461 A87-31739

Calculation of evaporation under conditions of strong
vapor outflow p 461 A87-31743
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classification of mathematical models of gas turbine
engines. I p 439 A87-31745

Classification of criteria for the gasdynamic stability of
a gas turbine engine based on a set of its parameters

p 439 A87-31746

An analysis of the fatigue fracture of the rotor blades
of gas turbine engines of cast nickel-chromium alloys of
the ZhS type p 455 A87-31939

Derivation of a fundamental solution to the equation of
aeroelastic vibrations of a panel p 461 A87-31994

The principles of composite optimum design of
compound aggregate complexes p 474 A87-32463

Man-machine aircraft-navigation complexes
p 424 A87-32670

Wear resistance of aircraft fuel and hydraulic Systems
p 441 A87-32700

A thin wing in compressible flow (2rid revised and
enlarged edition) p 409 A87.32723

The effect of fuel quality on the emission of pollutants
by aircraft gas-turbine engines p 456 A87-34225

The effectiveness of heat-protection coatings on the
blades of gas turbine engines p 465 A87.34272

Aviation and satellite climatology p 469 A87-34445
Description of the vertical structure of the wind field

by the method of canonical expansions
p 470 A87.34449

ACAS signal-interference studies carried out in the
USSR p 437 A87-34899

Calculation of the statistical characteristics of

high-intensity diffracted acoustic noise
p 548 A87-35770

Structure and pulsation characteristics of a compressible
turbulent boundary layer behind fan of rarefaction
waves _ 484 A87.35813

Transonic gas flow past a plate ) 484 A87-35816
A solution to the variational problem of the optimal shape

of supersonic nozzles ) 484 A87-35817
An experimental study of the structure of coaxial

nonisobaric reacting jets ) 484 A87-35822
A study of the effect of the separation zone on the

oscillations of a cone ) 484 A87-35824
Aspects of the calculation of potential flow past a slat

in a system of airfoil profiles ) 484 A87.35916

The problem of the maximum flight range of aircraft
) 494 A87-35919

Three-dimensional hypersonic flow of a dusty gas past
a wing ) 485 A87-36088

Modeling of large-scale mixing processes in an
expanding supersonic jet ) 485 A87-36093

The effect of operation factors on the fuel system of
aircraft p 528 A87-36578

Aircraft assembly processes p 482 A87-36583
Flight testing of flight control end navigation

equipment p 497 A87-36588
Molecular-beam study of the formation end properties

of H20 clusters p 528 A87-36644
Synthesis of time-invariant linear systems under

determinate and random excitations p 521 A87-39009
Synthesis of optimal discrete multidimensional systems

under random perturbations p 547 A87-39016
Theoretical foundations of a method for the strength

analysis of fuselage frames p 507 A87-39080
Competing factors in the aging of oil in piston and

gas-turbina engines p 529 A87-39100
Theory and design of turbocompressors (2nd revised

and enlarged edition) p 535 A87-39175

Motion of a high-lift wing in supersonic flow
p 489 A87-39218

Automation - A necessity for higher ATC efficiency
p 577 A87-39261

Low-power electric mechanisms of aircraft
p 609 A87-40329

Improving the accuracy and cutting the time required
in numerical investigation of transonic flow of gas in
turbomachine cascades p 554 A87-40871

Calculation of the aerodynamic characteristics of a
helicopter rotor under conditions of atmospheric gusts

p 557 A87-41847
Time optimization of the cyclic testing of the full-scale

parts of gas turbine engines p 591 A87-41901
A mathematical model for estimating the natural vibration

frequency of the disks of gas turbine engines in the case
of a slight change in the disk thickness

p 591 A87-41911
Deformation and fracture of the titanium disks of

gas-turbiee engines due to changes in the frequency and
shape of the loading cycle p 604 A87-41913

Determination of the life of a typical filament-wound
section of a helicopter rotor using a continuity criterion

p 610 A87-41914
Suboptimal control of distributed systems in the case

of incomplete measurements p 619 A87-42126

A mathematical model of processes in a multiple discrete
aircraft stabilization system p 596 A87-42127

Prediction of the reliability of aircraft part manufacturing
processes p 610 A87-42128
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Analytical design of a complex of multimode dynamic
systems p 575 A87-42135

Interference of rotor harmonics in two-shaft coaxial rotor

systems with nonlineady elastic shaft supports
p 610 A87*42136

Full-strength and minimum-weight conical and
composite shells of revolution p 610 A87_42137

An approximate analysis of the accuracy of the optimal
discrete control of nonlinear stochastic systems using the
method of semiinvariants p 619 A87-42138

Analytical determination of the optimal parameters of
automatic pilots p 596 A87-42139

Effect of the longitudinal static stability margin on the
take-off mass of aircraft p 596 A87-42140

Effect of nonuniform excess air ratio distribution in the

afterburner on the specific pulse of the nozzle and the
effective heat release coefficient p 591 A87-42145

Calculation of the radial clearance chronogram for the

compressors of aircraft gas turbine engines
p 591 A87-42149

An algorithm for specifying the directrix in the design
of transition surfaces p 584 A87-42152

Classification of mathematical models of gas turbine
engines. II p 591 A87-42153

A study of the performance of reinforcing cover plates
p 611 A87-42155

Causes of the formation of fatigue cracks with a
compressed cavity p 611 A87-42171

Electrochemical machining processes in aircraft engine
building p 693 A87-42905

Honeycomb structures: Parameter selection and
design p 693 A87-42914

Three-dimensional problems in computational fluid
dynamics p 693 A87-42916

Effect of fabrication-related deviations of the geometrical
parameters of blade profiles on flow in a compressor

p 629 A87-43603
Investigation of flow structure in a compressor with two

types of guides p 629 A87-43604
Selection of admissible contact stresses for toothed

gears of aircraft engines p 663 A87-43605
Approximation of the characteristics of the turbine of a

gas turbine engine in a wide range of operating modes
p 663 A87-43606

The low-aspect-ratio parameter of blades
p 663 A87-43607

Calculation of the boundary layer at the inlet section
of a compressor cascade p 629 A87-43608

Optimization of the duration of ultrasonically activated
impact surface treatment of gas-turbine-engine blades

p 663 A87-43609
Mathematical model for calculating the atomization of

a liquid jet by an annular gas stream
p 693 A87-43610

Efficiency of the utilization of rotor blade shroud labyrinth
seals in an axial-compressor stage with large radial
clearances p 694 A87-43611

Numerical study of the gasdynamic process in a pulsejet
engine p 663 A87-43614

Calculation of the reliability of airoraft-engine parts under
repeated static loading p 664 A87-43616

Investigation of rotating additional blades on the
periphery of an axial-compresssor rotor

p 629 A87-43618
Engineering and cost principles for increasing the

production efficiency and maintainability of aircraft
engines p 664 A87-43620

Optimization of systems for the automatic testing of
aircraft engines according to cost cdtaria

p 664 A87-43621
Parameters of optimal planetary gears of AI type

p 694 A87-43622
A study of the thermal-stress state of gas turbine engine

blades with protective coatings p 664 A87-43640
Errors inthe measurement of the course angles of radar

reference points due to the imprecise stabilization of the
antenna mounting in bank and pitch

p 649 A87-44312

Aerodynamic characteristics of wave riders
p 637 A87-46094

Numerical simulation of transonic throe-dimensional

flows in turbine blade passages p 638 A87-46206
Nonsymmetric transonic flow over an airfoil

p 717 A87-47446

Helicopters can be classified according to
performance p 743 A87-47879

Basic principles for the design and operation of off-shore
helidecks p 777 A87-47880

First results of parallel-runway separation studies in the
USSR p 777 A87-47881

An approach to the numerical modeling of the dynamics
of reacting gases in nozzles p 847 A87-50872

Calculation of the aerodynamic coefficients of aircraft

on a computer with allowance for physicochemical
reactions p 803 A87.50876

Flow of a monoatomic rarefied gas around a rotating
circular cylinder p 803 A87-50880

Forced oscillations in a boundary layer at frequencies
close to the upper branch of the neutral curve

p 803 A87-50890
Optimization of the controlled rotations of a rigid body

with an elastic rod using first integrals of a free system
p 859 A87-50915

The problems of aircraft microclimate (Review of the
literature) p 855 A87-50949

Control of the intensity of convective heat transfer in a
Laval nozzle under conditions of turbulent flow and in the

presence of local separation zones p 803 A87-50972
Pulsation structure of the mixing layer of underexpanded

jets p 847 A87-50974
A three-dimensional boundary layer on blunt bodies with

a porous surface at angles of attack and sideslip
p 803 A87-51007

Numerical modeling in aerohydrodynamics
p 804 A87-51651

Three-dimensional flow around and radiative heating of
blunt bodies p 804 A87-51653

The application of the method of streams to the
numerical modeling of unsteady aerohydrodynamics
problems p 804 A87-51654

Numerical modeling of supersonic muliphase flows
p 804 A87-51659

Interaction of bodies with a nonuniform supersonic
flow p 804 A87-51663

Calculation of the aerodynamic charactaristics of bodies
of complex shape in transition flow p 805 A87-51664

Characteristics of separated flow past a delta wing
p 805 A87.51669

Calculation of three-dimensional supersonic flow past
cone.like bodies with a separated shock wave

p 806 A87-51671
Profiling of a lifting convex wing by a hodograph

method p 806 A87-51672
Direct variational method in flight dynamics boundary

value problems p 856 A87-52233
A method for controlling a centrifuge cabin

p 857 A87-52823
Investigation of the life cycles of complex engineering

systems using Petri nets p 867 A87-52832

Fatigue strength of 30KhGSN2A steel lugs under
programmed loading p 843 A87-53441

Fatigue of gas turbine blades under random vibrations
p 832 A87-53442

A supersonic jet in a chamber with a diaphragm
p 808 A87-53520

Solution of the Volterra integral equation in the problem
of the unsteady motion of a thin wing

p 808 A87-53522
An analysis of the approximation of the aerodynamic

coefficients of thin bodies in a rarefied gas
p 808 A87-53526

Aerogasdynamics and its development at the Institute
of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics of the Siberian
Section of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR

p 809 A87-53544
Principles of the computer-aided design of aircraft

p 858 A87-53957
Determination of wind velocity and direction in the lower

part of the atmospheric boundary layer on the basis of
ground data p 854 A87-53969

Computational aerodynamics of supersonic lifting
vehicles p 12 N87-10030

Supersonic flow around tip sides of wings
p 12 N87-10033

Carbon fibers
[AD-A171370] _ 123 N87-12622

On contact problems of elasticity theory
[NASA-TM-88491] _ 203 N87.14729

Design of aircraft (selected chapters)
lAD-A172865] _ 244 N87-t5962

Discovery doubles jet engine thrust in experiments
262 N87-16172

Treatment of technical objects as complex systems
267 N87-16181

Combined use of hydrogen as fuel atomizer and
additional fuel in gas-turbine engine 3 261 N87-16182

Numerical analysis of heat transfer at surface of delta
wing in hypersonic air stream with large angle of attack

p 233 N87.16183
Optimum bearing surfaces of wings with intricate

geometry for supersonic flight p 245 N87-16187
Nonlinear integro-difterectial equations for

aeroelasticity p 245 N87-16189
Development of new aviation technology for gravimetric

surveying p 331 N87-17106
Model of aircraft for testing ina wind tunnel

[AD.A176095] p 378 N87-19413

Theory and design of flight-vehicle engines
[NASA-TM-88583] p 442 N87-20281

Effect of surface roughness on drag of aircraft
p 584 N87-23571

Principles of data display in aviation instruments
p 590 N87-23572

Experimental study of supersonic stream sliding at angle
past one-step wedge with jaws p 569 N87-23573

Structural analysis of supersonic jet discharging from
free-vortex nozzle by method of holographic interferometry
with pulsed laser p 570 N87-23574

Development of model describing unstable operation of
turbocompressor and design of antisurging protection for
gas turbine engine p 592 N87.23577

Effectiveness of balancing flexible rotary compressor
vanes on low-speed balancing machine

p 592 N87-23580
Flow of gas through turbine stage with spherical nozzle

segment p 592 N87-23582
UNITED KINGDOM

Specification of gas turbine disc forgings
p 44 A87-10121

Forging of blades for gas turbines p 44 A87-10124
Military aeronautical satellite communications

p 18 A87-10137
Palmdale and the bomber connection

p 22 A87-t0574
Yakovlev Forger p 22 A87-10575

Nondestructive inspection of composite structures by
low-velocity impact p 45 A87-10765

Recent developments in FEM-CFD p 5 A87-11411
A pre-processed implicit algorithm for 3D viscous

compressible flow p6 A87-11510
Numerical experiments with a total variation diminishing

(TVD) MacCormack scheme p6 A67.11526
Nonlinear acoustic propagation of broadband noise

p 58 A87-11773
The prediction of the drag of aerofoils and wings at

high subsonic speeds p 9 A87-12266
An exact integral (field panel) method for the calculation

of two-dimensional transonic potential flow around
complex configurations p 9 A87-12267

The lateral dynamic stability and control of a large
receiver aircraft during air-to-air refuelling

p 36 A87-12268
High speed flow visualisation p 48 A87-12648
In-servioe environmental effects on carbon fibre

composite material p 39 A87-12659
Improved durability airline paint schemes

p 40 A87-12660
The balance between theoretical, computational and

experimental work in turbomachines p 49 A87.13015
Resonant and non-resonant acoustic properties of

elastic panels, I - The radiation problem
p 49 A87-13026

Microelectronics in aircraft systems
p 101 A87-13469

The active minimization of harmonic enclosed sound

fields p 138 A87-13593
Fibre reinforced composites 1986; Proceedings of the

Second International Conference, University of Liverpool,
England, April 8-10, 1986 p 121 A87-13613

Mechanized manufacture of composite main rotor blade
spars p 124 A87-13625

Airworthiness of composite structures - Some
experiences from civil certification p 78 A87.13627

The development of balance tubes for Dowty Rotol
composite bladed propellers p 63 A87-13630

Aeroelastic divergence of trimmed aircraft
p 94 A87-14368

Now hear this p 80 A87-14620
Zoning of aircraft for lightning attachment and current

transfer p 94 A87-15009
Simulated lightning current tests on a Lynx helicopter

p 95 A87-15011
Prediction of skin currents flowing On a Lynx helicopter

due to a simulated lightning strike p 95 A87-15012
Corona from simulated aircraft surfaces and their

contribution to the triggered discharge
p 82 A87-15024

Lightning return stroke current computation
p 126 A87-15029

For small aidiners and executive jets
p 105 A87-15179

Advanced flight control actuation systems and their
interface with digital commands
[SAE PAPER 851754] p 112 A87-15479

Some effects of moisture on adhesive-bonded

CFRP-CFRP joints p 129 A87-16160
Identification and system parameter estimation 1985;

Proceedings of the Seventh Symposium, University of

York, England, July 3-7, 1985. Volumes 1 & 2
p 135 A87-16176

Application of regression analysis to coupled responses
at high angles of attack p 113 A87-16185

Comparison of two techniques of LF,D. based on a
non-linear stochastic model of an aircraft

p 114 A87-16196

A320 - Fly-by-wire aidiner p 96 A87-16394
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Aerospace plane - Fact or fantasy?
p 65 A87-16396

The inspectable structure p 65 A87-16397
US air transport technology - Where next?

p 65 A87-16398
V-22 Osprey - Multi-service workhorse

p 96 A87-16400
A review of the technical development of Concorde

p 96 A87-16408

Design of adaptive direct digital flight-mode control
systems incorporating recursive step-response matrix
identifiers for high-performance aircraft

p 187 A87-16771
Pressure fluctuations caused by transonic

shock/boundary-layer interaction p 145 A87-17025
Requirements for engineering ceramics in gas turbine

engines p 194 A87-17182
Ceramics - The fabrication challenge

p 197 A87-17184
The cost-effectiveness of terrestrial radio-navigation

p 158 A87-17244
Optimisation of the conceptual design and mission

profiles of shorf-haul aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 86-2696] p 165 A87-17933

International Conference on Structural Adhesives in

Engineering, University of Bristol, England, July 2-4, 1986,
Proceedings p 198 A87-18183

Quality control of adhesive bonding in the manufacture
of aircraft structures p 198 A87-18191

Structural applications of adhesives
p 199 A87-18195

British Airways experience with composite repairs
p 143 A87-18197

Vulnerability and survivability of flight control actuators
on helicopters p 166 A87-18511

An actuator disc analysis of unsteady subsonic cascade
flow p 147 A87-18539

What's your heading? p 143 A87-18643
Flying Dassault's big bird p 167 A87-18644
Management of utility systems in the Experimental

Aircraft Programme p 181 A87-18998
Rotor load correlation with the A.S.P. blade

p 167 A87-19203
A generalised model for airfoil unsteady aerodynamic

behaviour and dynamic stall using the indicial method
p 149 A87-19224

Integrated system identification methodology for
helicopter flight dynamics p 190 A87-19239

Critical propulsion system parameters for future STOVL
combat aircraft p 185 A87-19280

The design and manufacture of a large zinc sulphide
window for an airborne application p 245 A87-19684

A technique for the objective measurement of MRTD
p 261 A87-19686

Holographic interferometry of rotating components
Decorrelation limitations of the double pulsed technique

p 261 A87-19807
Automatic fringe analysis in double exposure and live

fringe holographic interferometry p 261 A87-19810
A hybrid method for transonic flow past multi-element

aerofoils p 212 A87-20504
Sukhoi fitter p 237 A87-20525
On wings into space p 255 A87-20679
A new pyrgeometer p 263 A87-20952
Derivation of external store vibration test spectra from

flight data p 238 A87-20993
Eurofighter avionics - How advanced?

p 246 A87-2t 175
Concerning inviscid solutions for large-scale separated

flows p 264 A87-21271
Design for low cost p 211 A87-21287
Mikoyan Fulcrum p 238 A87-21450
Predicting the effects of aircraft geometry on the carriage

and release of external stores

[AIAA PAPER 87-0270] p 240 A87-22524
Gulfstream IV - Flying the corporate leader

p 241 A87-22919
Control evolution and the A320 p 253 A87-22920
Predicting the onset of high cycle fatigue damage - An

eogineering application for long crack fatigue threshold
data p 320 A87-24037

Reducing the cost of aero engine research and
development p 304 A87-25050

The fundamentals of body-freedom flutter
p 321 A87-25598

Vehicle vibration prediction - Why and how
p 299 A87-25877

Applications of the statistical discrete element theory
to vehicle response p 322 A87-25878

A procedure for the mechanical design of military aircraft
heed.up-displays to withstand bird-strike loads

p 303 A87-25882

A prediction model for airport ground noise
propagation p 334 A87-27tO4

Effects of weather conditions on airport noise
prediction p334 A87-271t0

An international study of the influence of residual noise
on community disturbance due to aircraft noise

p 330 A87-27114
Aluminium alloys for airframes - Limitations and

developments p 318 A87-27560
Collision risk in the wide open spaces

p 295 A87-27602
Crossed wings fly faster p 339 A87-27698
Mikoyan Flogger p 357 A87-27774
CAD application in definition of aircraft geometry

p 357 A87-27822
The effect of fibre characteristics on the morphology

and performance of semi-crystalline thermoplastic
composites p 378 A87-28140

Derivation of vibration test spectra from flight data
p 358 A87-28925

Airborne remote sensing from remotely piloted aircraft
p 393 A87-29001

New rotary rig at RAE and experiments on HIRM
p 375 A87-29264

Installation aerodynamics of ejectors in combat
aircraft p 367 A87-29265

Advanced Stovl - Who buys wins p 358 A87-29321
Fastest blades in the world p 359 A87-29322
Tactical jet V/STOL - Its future in a CTOL world

[SAE PAPER 861637] p 360 A87-29638
Characteristics of a trailing flap flow with small

separation p 383 A87-29956
A study of wing-fuselage interaction

p 345 A87-30467
New horizons in flight displays p 366 A87-30550
Applications of laser velocimetry and Rayleigh scattering

to engine flows p 385 A87.30677
Pressure fluctuation measurements with passive

shock/boundary-layer control p347 A87-31197
Composites for aerospace dry bearing applications

p 454 A87-31373
Integrated flying aid and mission displays for modern

combat aircraft incorporating a digital data base
p 423 A87-31486

Aircraft fire safety overview
[SAE PAPER 861617] p 420 A87-32576

Robotic technology for ground support equipment yields
high performance and reliability
[SAE PAPER 861658] p 452 A87-32592

Commercial supersonic operations - Ten years of
experience with Concorde
[SAE PAPER 861683] p 427 A87-32599

F.100- Fellowship renewed p 428 A87-33135
Encircling the earth p 402 A87-33136
Current capabilities of NDT - A service operator's view

p 462 A87-33173
Solid state phase transformations in aluminium alloys

containing lithium p 456 A87-33180
Aircraft production technology p 463 A87-33250
On the application of axiomatic aerodynamic modelling

to aircraft dynamics p 445 A87-33326
Studies of the flow field near a NACA 4412 aerofoil at

nearly maximum lift p 410 A87-33327
Application of a dynamic optimization package

[AIAA PAPER 87-0825] p 474 A87-33612
The relevance of short crack behaviour to the integrity

of major rotating aero engine components
p 457 A87-34674

Soviets learn widebody lessons p 420 A87-34766
Towards total simulation p 452 A87-34768

Health and usage monitoring of helicopter mechanical
systems p 403 A87-34864

Design of fast non-interacting digital flight control
systems for short-takeoff-and-landing aircraft

p 448 A87-35018
Profile measurements using radiographic techniques

p 465 A87-35064
British Airways alternative method for the repair of

metal/metal, metal honeycomb and fibreglass,
carbon-fibre or Kevlar/honeycomb components using
hot-setting film or paste adhesives p 481 A87-35278

Availability and maintainability of the RAMP monopulse
SSR systems p 497 A87-35557

LOW cost air surveillance radar developed
p 497 A87-35559

Gear materials in helicopter transmissions
p 527 A87-35669

Weight growth in airline service
[SAWE PAPER 1698] p 494 A87-36284

Surface pressure fluctuations produced by vortex
shedding from a coated airfoil p 485 A87-36336

The longitudinal dynamic stability and control of a large
receiver aircraft during air-to-air refuelling

p 521 A87-36841

On the application of axiomatic aerodynamic modelling
to aircraft dynamics. IV - Two dimensional dynamic stall

p 521 A87-36842
The effect of thermal treatment on properties of rapidly

solidified AA2024 p 528 A87-36855

Effect of porosity strength on passive
shock-wave/boundary-layer control p 533 A87-37116

Modelling of separating flow and its stability
p 533 A87-37216

GE's big fan gets bigger p 513 A87-38034

Flight inspection procedures and position fixing
techniques p 499 A87-38874

Military flight checking of navigation and landing aids
p 500 A87-38875

Impact of numerical methods on gas turbine combustor
design and development p515 A87-38959

Aero-marine design and flying qualities of floatplanes
and flying-boats p 508 A87-39146

Porsche - The warm-up lap is over
p 591 A87-39274

Managing the crowded sky - The UK experience
p 578 A87-39950

Boeing 360 - Helicopter hi-tech p 583 A87-39951
Measurement of the drag of various three-dimensional

excrescences in turbulent boundary layers
p 555 A87-41249

A secure data link for RPV and other applications
p 578 A87-41279

Review of the role of thermoplastics inairborne radomes
for the 1990s p 604 A87-41305

Dual-mode coupled cavity TWT p 610 A87-41322
The potential for digital databases

p 581 A87-41392

Non-linear propagation of broadband noise signals
p 619 A87-41560

Cold weather trials for military aircraft
p 599 A87-41625

Importance of broadband noise for advanced
turboprops p 620 A87-41631

Computational fluid dynamics in the United Kingdom
[AIAA PAPER 87-1132] p 618 A87-42081

An adaptive finite element scheme for the Euler and
Navier-Stokes equations
[AIAA PAPER 87-1172] p 561 A87-42116

Advances in numerical weather prediction for aviation

forecasting p 615 A87-42483
Fracture of an aircraft horizontal stabilizer

p 650 A87-42855
Viscous-inviscid interactions in external aerodynamics

p 626 A87-43299
Flow over a trailing flap and its asymmetric wake

p 626 A87-43376
EH101 cockpit design p 661 A87-43404
Simulator evaluations of inceptors for ACT helicopters

p 678 A87-43405
The effect of pitch rate on the dynamic stall or a modified

NACA 23012 aerofoil and comparison with the unmodified
case p 628 A87-43420

Measurements of the performance of a helicopter swept
tip rotor in flight p 652 A87-43423

An analytic method of quantifying helicopter agility
p 678 A87-43432

Observations of pilot control strategy in low level
helicopter flying tasks p 678 A87-43433

Investigation of helicopter twin-rotor characteristics
p 628 A87-43438

An improved assumed mode method for estimating the
motion of a nonuniform rotor blade p 653 A87-43445

Determination of the structural properties of helicopter

rotor blades by theoretical and expedmental methods
p 653 A87-43450

The microstructure and mechanical properties of various
aluminium-lithium alloy product forms for helicopter
structures p 688 A87-43454

Experience with frequency-domain methods in
helicopter system identification p 680 A87-43457

Experimental application of strain pattern analysis (SPA)
- Wind tunnel and flight test results p 654 A87-43459

Description of, and preliminary results from, a new
blade-vortex interaction test facility p 683 A87-43460

Substantiation of the analytical prediction of ground and
air resonance stability of a bearingless rotor, using model
scale tests p 664 A87-43463

Worldwide navigation into the 21st century - An airline
view p 649 A87-44036

Countdown to the propfan p 664 A87-44272
Prospects for the use of composites in civil aircraft

p 655 A87-44577
Helicopter Rotor Icing Symposium, London, England,

Jan. 14, 1986, Proceedings p 646 A87-44701
Where and when helicopter icing occurs

p 702 A87-44702
Rotor icing experience at Wesfand and its application

to current and future helicopters p 646 A87-44703

Icing clearance criteria for UK military helicopters
p 646 A87-44705

Rotor icing research at RAE Farnborough
p 646 A87-44706

Icing clearances on civil helicopters - Unheated and
heated blades p 646 A87-44707
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Motion software for a research flight simulator
p 704 A87-44713

The integration of a six axis motion system and a wide
angle visual system inside a dome p 684 A87-44720

Visual systems developments p 694 A87-44725
AOI displays using laser illumination

p 694 A87-44726
Materials in aerospace; Proceedings of the First

International Conference, London, England, Apr. 2-4,1986.
Volumes t & 2 p 689 A87-44729

Materials in helicopters - A review
p 624 A87-44731

Helicopter lubrication p 624 A87-44733
High temperature titanium alloys p 689 A87-44739
Adhesives in aerospace p 689 A87-44743

Developments in titanium alloys p 689 A87-44744
Materials for structures of the future

p 689 A87-44745
Fire, smoke, toxicity p 646 A87-44748
Corrosion protection p 624 A87-44750
Engine design and systems integration for propfan and

high bypass turbofan engines
[AIAA PAPER 87-1730] p 665 A87-45169

Real-time neutron imaging of gas turbines
[AIAA PAPER 87-1762] p 695 A87-45189

The influence of dilution hole aerodynamics on the
temperature distribution in a combustor dilution zone
[AIAA PAPER 87-1827] p 666 A87-45232

High performance turbofan afterburner systems
[AIAA PAPER 87-1830] p 666 A87-45234

Transmission efficiency in advanced aerospace

powerplant
[AIAA PAPER 87-2043] p 671 A87-45376

Fokker 50 - Pedigree with power p 656 A87-45647
Seastar - Glass, plastic, and tradition

p 656 A87-45648
Future trends - A European view p 673 A87-46179
Performance prediction in a centrifugal compressor

impeller p 674 A87-46190
The role of short duration facilities in gas turbine

research p 685 A87-46222
Integration of engine/aircraft control - 'How far is it

sensible to go' p 674 A87-46226
Optical flow diagnostic measurements in

turbomachinery p 698 A87-46245
The air-injection method of fixing boundary-layer

transition and investigating scale effects
p 639 A87-46264

Investigation of the aerodynamic performance and noise
characteristics of a 1/5th scale model of the Dowty Rotol
R212 propeller p 640 A87-46265

EH.101 - The helicopter matures p 657 A87-4637t
V.2500 - Back on course? p 676 A87-46372
Burning questions p 646 A87-46373
Soviet helicopter development p 657 A87-46735
Active control of aerofoil flutter p 681 A87-46792
A method for calculating axisymmetric afterbody flows

p 716 A87-47087
More Eagles for the USAF eyrie p 742 A87-47306
Countdown to the propfan. II p 758 A87-47307
Free vibration of a thin cylindrical shell with periodic

circumferential stiffeners p 785 A87-47355
Hotol - A multi-role aerospacecraft for Europe

p 780 A87-47776
Objectives of maintenance - Airworthiness

p 711 A87-47777
Parameter-insensitive technique for aircraft sensor fault

analysis p 793 A87-47806
Electron beam welded titanium alloys in Rolls Royce

aero engines p 781 A87-48002
The Rolls-Royce wide chord fan blade

p 786 A87-48004
Cost effective avionics - Customer's views: Experience

with civil aircraft p 798 A87-48053
Forecasting development and production costs

p 799 A87-48056
Combat aircraft avionic systems - The next generation

p 755 A87-48061
Real cost savings through standard interface

hardware p 755 A87-48062
The impact of new technologies on the life cycle cost

of avionic systems p 787 A87-48064
The impact on cost of new sensor technologies

p 799 A87-48065
Data bus systems p 787 A87-48066
Integrated avionics system - Impact on costs

p 799 A87-48067
European V/STOL: From the pioneers to production -

and the future p 711 A87-48167
X-31 - Breaking the stall barrier p 744 A87-48366
UK lighter-than-air activity - A review

[AIAA PAPER 87-2307] p 712 A87-48642
The design of an advanced civil fan rotor

[ASME PAPER 87-GT-218] p 759 A87-48720

Monitoring of gas turbine engines - Used oil
[SAE PAPER 871014] p 783 A87-48753

The coming-of-age of the public transport helicopter
p 712 A87-48908

Blade/vortex interactions and noise abatement

techniques during descent p 797 A87-48911

A prescribed wake model for helicopter rotor
behaviour p 721 A87-48928

A significant improvement to the low speed yaw control
of the Sea King using a tail boom strake

p 766 A87-48929
The effect of pitch rate on the dynamic stall of a NACA

23012 airfoil p 721 A87-48931

Helicopter condition monitoring in UK military sen/ice
today p 712 A87-48939

Operational experience with the advanced transmission
health monitoring techniques on the Westland 30
helicopter p 713 A87-48949

Helicopter rotor head condition monitoring
p 713 A87-48941

Report of the Working Group on Helicopter Health
Monitoring p 713 A87-48942

The integration of health monitoring techniques for
helicopter gearboxes p713 A87-48943

Managing helicopter dynamic components
p 713 A87-48944

Further studies of helicopter rotor ice accretion and

protection p 738 A87-48945
Flight control systems for search and rescue

p 766 A87-48946
Flight control system philosophy for active control of a

helicopter p 766 A87-48948

U Kresearch into system identification for helicopter flight
mechanics p 793 A87-48959

A review of the applications of a horizontal tail in the
single main and tailrotor helicopter p 766 A87-48960

A robust general helicopter trim program
p 766 A87-48961

Wind tunnel measurements of ship induced turbulence
and the prediction of helicopter rotor blade response

p 747 A87-48968
Compressible, viscous, multi-foil analysis and design on

a micro-computer
[AIAA PAPER 87-2556] p 727 A87-49107

Testing and development of holographic HUD systems
p 757 A87-49207

Materials for advanced gas turbines
p 783 A87-49502

A new analytical approach to vortex breakdown
investigation
[AIAA PAPER 87-2495] p 728 A87-49604

Validation of aerodynamic parameters at high angles
of attack for RAE high incidence research models
[AIAA PAPER 87-2558] p 729 A87-49608

Designing for low cost fabrication; Proceedings of the
Workshop, Loughborough University of Technology,
England, Apr. 16, 17, 1986 p 714 A87-49627

Cost effectiveness using conventional materials
p 788 A87-49628

Airframe cost engineering p 799 A87-49630
Use of composites in propulsion systems

p 761 A87-49633
Novel manufacturing techniques for aircraft

p 714 A87-49635
Novel jointing techniques for aircraft

p 714 A87-49636
Low cost manufacture in titanium and aluminium alloys

using the processes of superplastic forming (SPF) and
diffusion bonding p 788 A87-49637

Helicopter logistics p 715 A87-49646
Microstructural engineering of ceramics for

high-temperature application p 783 A87-50097
Recuraive real-time identification of step-response

matrices of high-performance aircraft with noisy sensors
for adaptive digital flight control
[AIAA PAPER 87-2309] p 771 A87-50430

Flow visualisation on rolling models using minitufts
p 789 A87-50587

Investigations of the aerodynamic performance and
noise characteristics of a Dowty Rotol R212 propeller at
full-scale in the 24 ft wind tunnel p 763 A87-50588

A review of mathematical modelling of aircraft cabin
fires p 739 A87-50714

The measurement of oscillatory pressures with discrete
and sweep excitation p837 A87-51213

Conference on High-Temperature Corrosion of
Superalloys, London, England, Feb 11, 12, 1986,
Proceedings p 840 A87-51351

Hot corrosion site environment in gas turbines
p 830 A87-51353

Transpiration cooling - Contribution of film cooling to
the overall cooling effectiveness p 847 A87-51475

The preparation and properties of vapor deposited
AI-Cr-Fe alloys p 841 A87-51634

The effect of composition and heat treatment upon
microstructure/property relationships in AI-Li-Cu-Mg
alloys p 842 A87-52673

The effect of prestrain and of ageing at room temperature
on the mechanical properties of an AI-Li-Cu-Mg alloy

p 842 A87-52683
Scattering of sound by a semi-infinite elastic plate with

a soft backing - A matrix Wiener-Hopf problem
p 859 A87-52846

Civil liability concerning unlawful interference with civil
aviation p 861 A87-52900

Corsair with more - A-7 plus p 824 A87-53744
Aeroelastic oscillations caused by transitional boundary

layers and their attenuation p 824 A87-53782
Approach to study of PRF sensitivity in airborne

pulse-Doppler radar p 829 A87-53802
High-temperature polymers for adhesive and composite

applications p 843 A87-53888
Aluminium-lithium alloys for helicopter structures

p 843 A87-53892
Development of aluminium-lithium alloys in the UK

p 843 A87-53893
Dispersion strengthened alloys for aerospace

p 844 A87-53894
Simulating Hermes p 840 A87-54195
An experimental investigation of the generation and

consequences of acoustic waves in an axial-flow
compressor - The effect of variations in the axial spacing
between blade rows p 860 A87-54239

Aircraft fires - Living through the smoke
p 818 A87-54315

Impact of IPS and IRS configurations on engine
installation design p 26 N87-10070

Integrated monitoring systems for tactical aircraft
p 31 N87-10080

Application of operational flight recording to
helicopters p 31 N87-10081

Choosing Aircraft Integrated Data Systems (AIDS)
architecture suitable for Engine Health Monitoring (EHM)
on future generation engines p 31 N87-10083

The impact of flight data on an airline: A case study
p 32 N87-10088

Investigation into the attenuation and velocity of acoustic
emissions in carbon fiber composite aircraft structures
[BAE-KGT-R-GEN-01349] p 41 N87-10180

The effects of temperature and loading rate on R-curves
using the CLWL techniques
[BAE-MSM-R-GEN-0544] p 50 N87-10405

A bibliography of aerodynamic heating references
[BAE-BT-13481] p 14 N87-10832

Future aero-engine control systems, why FADEC? Cost,
design cycle timescale, reliability, weight and size targets
[PNR-90298] p 35 N87-10867

Engine performance monitoring for airlines
[PNR-90305] p 35 N87-10868

Practical evaluation of wall pressure signature correction
methods in the 2.7m x 2.1m low speed wind tunnel
[BAE-ARG-204] p 37 N87-10874

Prop-fan slipstream effects using static simulators: Low
speed task, phase 1
[BAE-B59R/R-D/610/13498] p 37 N87-10875

International Conference - Superplasticity in Aerospace
Aluminium
[BAE-S85/AMR/0066] p 42 N87-10994

Net shape forming: The route to low cost components.
The view point of the aerospace industry
[PNR-90306] p 51 N87-11020

Investigation of optimal complexity of BITE and its effects
on reliability, maintainability, monitoring and fault
prediction
[ETN-86-97976] p 51 N87.11175

Aircraft noise measurement: The 1.2 metre microphone
height saga
[PNR-90315] p60 N87-11578

Cost effective single crystals
[PNR-90319] p60 N87-11615

Development of single crystal alloys for specific engine
applications
[PNR-90320] p 60 N87.11616

Pitot and static errors in steady level flight
[ESDU-86006] p 74 N87-t1691

Control of gas turbines. The future: Is a radical approach
needed?
[PNR-90295] p 107 N87-11793

Vertical deflection characteristics of aircraft tyres
[ESDU-86005] p 129 N87-11992

Introduction to aerodynamics derivitives, equations of
motion and stability
[ESDU-86021] p 76 N87-12536

Propellar/bedy interaction for thrust and drag
[ESDU.86017] p 76 N87.12537

An approximate method of estimating the aerodynamic
interference between two parallel bodies in a supersonic
flow (axial force)
[BR100271] p 76 N87-12540

Simplified forms of performance equations. Addendum

A: Effect on aeroplane level speed of small changes in
thrust, drag, weight, power
[ESDU-86004-ADDoA] p 100 N87-12556
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Visualisation of axial turbine tip clearance flow using a
linear cascade
[CUED/A-TURBO/TR-122] p 107 N87-12560

Frictional and retarding forces on aircraft tyres. Part 4:
Estimation of effects of yaw
[ESDU-86016-PT-4] p 131 N87-12868

Measurement of forces, moments and pressures

{BAE-ARG-217] p 151 N87-t3407

Helicopter flight control research: A demanding
application of piloted simulation
[RAE-TM-FS(B)-595] p 191 N87-13445

Wind tunnels and test rigs of the Department of

Aeronautics, Imperial College
[IC-AERO-86-02] p 193 N87-13455

First International Conference Materials in Aerospace
[BAE-S85/AMR/0080] p 144 N87-14243

Reliability of in-service inspection of transport aircraft
structures
[CAA-PAPER-85013] p 145 N87-14244

An assessment of aircraft repair schemes for battle
damage and permanent usage
[R946/8] p 145 N87-14246

Analysis of bird strikes reported by European airlines
1976-1980. Civil aircraft over 5700 kg (t 2 500 Ib) maximum
weight
[CAA-PAPER-84019] p 155 N87-t4296

Accidents to UK aircraft and to large jet and turbo-prop
transport aircraft worldwide in 1984
[CAA-PAPER-85009] p 156 N87-14297

Analysis of bird strikes to United Kingdom registered
aircraft 1983 (civil aircraft over 5700 kg maximum
weight)
[CAA-PAPER-85018] p 156 N87-14299

Wind shear and flight safety: A select bibliography
[CAA-PAPER-86003] p 156 N87-14300

Accidents to United Kingdom aircraft and to large jet
and turbo-prop transport aircraft worldwide in 1985
[CAA-PAPER-86005] p 156 N87-14301

Auditory warnings on the BAC 1-11 and the Boeing 747,
An application of the guidelines of CAA Paper 82017
[CAA-PAPER-85004] p 156 N87-14303

Emergency exits for underwater escape from
rotorcraft
[AEG-REPT-528] p 156 N87-14304

Survey of track keeping and altitudes on Heathrow and
Gatwick Standard Instrument Departure routes
[CAA-PAPER-84018) p 160 N87-14308

Report of the Working Group on Helicopter Health

Monitoring
[CAA-PAPER.85012] p 175 N87-14313

A method for the manufacture of model helicopter rotor
blades from glass fiber reinforced plastic
[RAE-TR-85040] p 175 N87-t4316

A simulated instrument, serial bus system
[LM/TR/654/2/2] p 183 N87-14329

Modeling three dimensional vortex flow in
aerodynamics p 154 N87-14636

United Kingdom aircraft noise index study: Main report
[DR-8402] p 203 N87-14780

Noise disturbance at night near Heathrow and Gatwick
airports: 1984 check study
[DR-8513] p 203 N87-14781

CEC joint study of community response to aircraft noise
t 984: Main report. The influence of residual noise on
disturbance from aircraft noise

[DR-8601] p 203 N87-14782
The dynamic scaling and development of model

helK:opter rotor blades for the RAE 24ft wind tunnel test
Fig
[RAE-TR-85052] p 242 N87-15203

Unsteady aerodynamic and heat transfer processes in
a transonic turbine stage p 251 N87-15220

Frequency spectrum allocation for a potential land
mobile-satellite service p 267 N87*15380

Introduction to air data system parameters, errors and
calibration laws

[ESDU-86031] p 247 N87-15967
Propulsion

[PNRg0321] p 251 N87-15968
Designing with titanium

[PNR90325] p 251 N87-15969
A study of passage flow through a cascade of turbine

blades using image plane holographic interferometry
[PNR90326] p 251 N87-15970

Aerodynamics research and development at the Royal
Aircraft Establishment (RAE), Farnborough in the United
Kingdom
[AD.A171837] p 258 N87-15982

Low aspect ratio turbine design at Rolls-Royce
[PNR90338] p 306 N87-16824

Impact of IPS and InS configuration on engine
installation design
[PNR90324] p 308 N87o16834

Manufacturing cell for the V2500 variable vanes
[PNR90330] p 308 N87-16835

Reducing the cost of aero engine research and
development
[PNR90341] p 308 N87-16836

Component liting
[PNR90346] p 308 N87-16838

Observation of ice/water formations on a model intake

section subjected to simulated cloud conditions
[PNR90347] p 308 N87-16839

Future trends in propulsion
[PNR90349] p 308 N87-16840

An approach to AE monitoring during the rig shop testing
of large CFRP aero-engine components
[PNR90350] p 308 N87-16841

Gas turbine materials: A review

[PNR90356) p 308 N87-16842
The technology of advanced prop-fan transmissions

[PNR90357] p 309 N67-16843
Aircraft derivative gas turbine development in China

[PNR90359] p 309 N87-16844
Operational aids to engine development

[PNR90362] p 309 N87.16845
Developments in data acquisition and processing using

an advanced combustion research facility
[RAE-TM-P1089] p 315 N87-16852

Corrosion/oxidation protection of high temperature
material
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FFA-AU-PROJ-2041:1 ......................... p 699 N87-25534
FFA-AU-PROJ-2240 ............................. p 699 N87-25534
FFWF-P-5657 ....................................... p 716 A87-47161
FHWA-8-3-0187 .................................... p 316 N87-16853
FMV-AU-2154 ....................................... p 72 A87-14372

p 553 A87-39894
FMV-F-K-82260-84-254-73-001 .......... p 292 N87-16811
FMV-F-K-82260-84260 ........................ p 642 N87-25298
FMV-FFL-82250-85-076-73-001 ......... p 326 N87-17094
FMV:FFL-82250-85-076-73-001 ......... p 434 N87-20994

p 469 N87-21401
F04611-86-C-0095 ............................... p 670 A87-45347
F04704-84-C-0069 ............................... p 284 A87-24976
F04704-86-C-0030 ............................... p 284 A87-24976
F08635-83-C-0486 ............................... p 375 A87-28915
F08635-84-C-0253 ............................... p 498 A87-37415
F08635-84-0228 ................................... p 558 A87-42095
F08637-81-C-0039 ............................... p 839 N87-29545
F08637-85-M-6023 ............................... p 779 N87-27675
F09603-85-C-1224 ............................... p 22 N87-10855
F19628-83-C-0143 ............................... p 117 N87-12571
F19628-83-C-0146 ............................... p 159 A87-19360

p 203 N87-14766
F19628-84-C,.0001 ............................... p 200 N87-13616
F19628-84-K-0021 ............................... p 268 N87-16213
F19628-85-C-0002 ............................... p 87 N87-11715

p 503 N87-21905
p 612 N87-23851

F19628-86-C-0001 ............................... p 385 A87-30319
F22615-84-C-2411 ............................... p 131 N87-12816
F29601-79-C-0010 ............................... p 589 A87-42435
F29601-82-C-0005 ............................... p 589 A87-42435
F29601-82-C-0027 ............................... p 174 N87-13435

p 244 N87-15961
F29601-82-K-0024 ............................... p 612 N87-23850
F29601-84-C-0080 ............................... p 194 N87-14356
F29601-84-K-0045 ............................... p 116 N87-12569
F336125-78-C-2200 ............................. p 252 N87-15974
F33615-78-C-2063 ............................... p 26 N87-10066
F33615-78-C-5025 ............................... p 455 A87-32032
F33615-79-C-2050 ............................... p 534 A87-38461

p 696 A87-45296
F33615-79-C-3009 ............................... p 163 A87-17906
F33618-79-C-3602 ............................... p 522 N87-21958
F33615-80-C-2074 ............................... p 751 N87-26899
F33615-80oC-3600 ............................... p 141 A87-16850
F33615-80-C-5106 ............................... p 125 A87-13719
F33615-81-C-2011 ............................... p 135 A87°14957
F33615-81-C-3013 ............................... p 232 N87-15189
F38615-81°C-5002 ............................... p 45 A87-10728

p 45 A87-10730
F33615-82-C-0002 ............................... p 182 N87-13439

p 438 N87-20995
F33615-82-C-0513 ............................... p 391 N87-19570
F33615-82-C-2255 ............................... p 376 A87-31276

p 665 A87-45161
F33615-82-C-3007 ............................... p 4 A87-10523
F33615-82-C-3215 ............................... p 132 N87-12939

p 173 N87-13433
p 174 N87-13434
p 175 N87-14319
p 301 N87-16822
p 363 N87-19381

F33615-82-C-3406 ............................... p 126 A87-15007
p 82 A87-15021
p 82 A87-15022

F33615-82-C*5020 ............................... 45

F33615-82-C-5054 ............................... 461
F33615-83-C-1083 ............................... 179

180

F33615-83-C-1111 ............................... 158
581

F33615-83-C-1112 ............................... 158
F33615-83-C-2435 ............................... 3 130
F33615-83-C-3000 ............................... 3 293

3 341

F33615-83-C-3013 ............................... 3 647
F33615-83-C-3026 ............................... 3 227

:_699
F33615-83-C-3215 ............................... p3
F33615-83-C-3603 ............................... p 767

p 254
p 254
p 775

F33615-83-C-3606 ............................... p 374
F33615-83-C-3618 ............................... p 179

p 180
F33615-83-C-5026 ............................... p 40
F33615-83-K-3226 ............................... p 384

p 531
p 53

F33615-83-K-5016 ............................... p 463
F33615-84-C-2409 ............................... p 695
F33615-84-C-2431 ............................... p 739
F33615-84-C-2453 ............................... p 368
F33615-84-C-3005 ............................... p 217
F33615-84-C-3208 ............................... p 464

p 268
F33615-84-C-3216 ............................... p469
F33615-84-C-3405 ............................... p 267
F33615-84-C-3406 ............................... p 396
F33615-84-C-3604 ............................... p 187
F33615-84-C-3625 ............................... p 186
F33615-84-C-5051 ............................... p 108

p 763
F33615-84-C-5066 ............................... p716
F33615-84-K-3606 ............................... p332
F33615-85-C-0104 ............................... p 561
F33615-85-C-2504 ............................... p 468

p 508
F33615-85-C-2513 ............................... p 520
F33615-85-C-2545 ............................... p 826

p 826
F33615-85-C-2548 ............................... p235
F33615-85-C-3008 ............................... p 816
F33615-85-C-3201 ............................... p 271
F33615-85-C-5067 ............................... p454
F33615-86-C-2604 ............................... p 666
F33615-86-C-2652 ............................... p 700
F33615-86-C-2660 ............................... p785
F33615-86-C-2663 ............................... p 784
F33615-86-C-2664 ............................... p 845
F33615-86-C-3200 ............................... p490
F33615-86-C-3421 ............................... p739
F33657-79-C-0730 ............................... p 695
F33657-81-C-0208 ............................... p 205
F33657-81-C-0210 ............................... p 44
F33657-85-C-2158 ............................... p 157
F33657-85-C-2280 ............................... p 539
F33657-87-D-2048 ............................... p 561
F34601-83-C-3448 ............................... p 664
F40600-84-C-0004 ............................... p 859
F49620-78-C-0084 ............................... p 224
F49620-79-C-0162 ............................... p 212
F49620-79-C-0224 ............................... p 8
F49620-79°0189 ................................... p 249
F49620-81-C-0088 ............................... p 307

p 307
p 307

F49620-81-K-0009 ............................... p 322
F49620-82-C-0020 ............................... p 777
F49620-82-C-0035 ............................... p 187
F49620-82-K-0009 ............................... p 177
F49620-82-K-0011 ............................... p260
F49620-82-K-0032 ............................... p 176
F49620-82-K-0033 ............................... p 538
F49620-83-C-0055 ............................... p 792
F49620-83-C-0116 ............................... p 320
F49620-83-C-0119 ............................... p 370
F49620-83-K-0009 ............................... p 631

p 614
F49620-83-K-0027 ............................... p 529
F49620-83-K-0029 ............................... p 370
F49620-83-K-0034 ............................... p 223

p 728
F49620-84-C-0027 ............................... p 572
F49620-84-C-0042 ............................... p 328
F49620-84-C°0056 ............................... p 341
F49620-84-C-0064 ............................... p 259
F49620-84-C-0065 ............................... p 275
F49620-84-C-0082 ............................... p 565

p 363

A87-10732
A87-32202
A87-16840
A87-16841
A87-16845
A87-41399
A87-16845
N87-12766
N87-17673
N87-19347
N87-25309
A87-22724
N87-25536
A87-10517
A87-49161
N87-15234
N87°15976
N87-26917
N87-19400
A87-16840
A87-16841
A87-12928
A87-30106
A87-35290
N87-11226
A87-33566
A87-45243
N87-26884
A87-29580
A87-22373
A87-33575
N87-16364
N87-21378
N87-15407
N87-19004
A87-16770
A87-16759
N87-12563
N87-26909
N87-27610
A87-23991
A87°42311
N87-21246
N87-21907
N87-22683
N87-29493
N87-29494
N87-15950
N87-29425
A87-22359
A87-31385
A87-45233
N87-25550
N87°27819
N87-27816
N87-28658
N87-21850
N87-26886
A87-45186
A87-16778
A87-10720
A87-16835
N87-22234
A87-42311
A87-43702
A87-51215
A87-22622
A87-20357
A87-12052
A87-22510
N87-16831
N87°16832
N87-16833
A87-26114
A87-48288
A87-16774
A87-16705
N87-16093
N87-14321
N87-22212
N87-28065
A87-24037
N87-19397
A87_4932
N87-23912
N87-22054
N87-19398
A87-22575
A87-49297
N87-24413
N87-18124
A87-27957
N87-15289
A87-24922
A87-42391
N87-19380

CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX

F49620-84-C-0084 ...............................
F49620-84-C-0099 ...............................
F49620-85-C-0013 ...............................

F49620-85-C-0018 ...............................
F49620-85-C-0027 ...........................

F49620-85-C-0049 ...............................
F49620-85-C-0080 ...............................
F49620-85-C-0081 ...............................
F49620-85-C-0084 ...............................
F49620-85-C-0090 ...............................
F49620-85-C°0099 ...............................
F49620-85-C-0107 ...............................

F49620-85-C-01115 .............................
F49620-85-C-0111 ...............................

F49620-85-G-0130-P00002 .................
F49620-85-G-0131 ...............................

F49820-85-K-0007 ...............................
F49620-86-G-0006 ...............................
F49620-86-C-0008 ...............................

F49620-86-C-0071 ...............................
F49620-86-C-0118 ...............................
F61-542 .................................................
GR/B94953 ..........................................
JPL-956520 ...........................................
MDA903-84-C-0031 .............................
MDA903-85-C-0139 .............................
MIPR-ATEC-88-86 ................................
MIPR-FY1455-86-N0616 .....................
MIPR-23111-1249 ................................

MOD(PE)-A81A/1992 ..........................
MOD(PE)-A94B/3593 ..........................
MOD-A81A/2038 .................................
MOD-A85A/393 ...................................
MOD-A91A/906 ...................................
MOD-A93B/1336 .................................
MOD-ER/2/1/7/0090-XR ...................
MOD-K/A12/1668 ...............................

MOD-2048/026)XR/STR ....................
MOD-2048/026-XR/STR ....................
MOD-2048/028/XR/STR ....................
MODI-95234837101 .............................
NAC2-OR-450-201 ...............................

_490 N87-21851
,825 N87-28543
_189 A87-17941
)566 A87-42394
)795 A87°50435
)469 N87-21341
b285 A87-24991
_558 A87-42091
_626 A87-43377
)541 N87-22929
)185 N87-13444
)803 A87-51221
)557 A87-42063
)850 N87-28835
)362 N87-19377
)824 A87-53781
)406 N87-20957
)406 N87-20958
) 406 N87-20959
)407 N87-20960
) 407 N87-20961

280 A87-24908
568 A87-42455
732 N87-26871
562 A87-42312
641 A87-46779
350 N87-19356
394 A87-27699
318 N87-16897
377 N87-19410

3 377 N87-19411
3 732 N87-26872
3 810 N87-29503

41 N87-10209
_585 N87-23613
p381 A87-28414
_764 N87-27672
)802 N87-29405
b495 N87-21876
_536 N87-22136
_196 N87-13545
=453 N87-21005
)860 N87-29311
)844 N87-28607

183 N87-14329
145 N87-14246
844 N87-28606
666 A87-45232
549 N87-23248
628 A87-43420
721 A87-48931
680 A87-43457
497 A87-35342
348 A87-31297

NAGW-478 ............................................ p 5 A87-11411
p 561 A87-42116

NAGW-581 ............................................ p 391 N87-19646
NAGW-674 ............................................ p 685 A87-46183

p 77 N87-12542
NAGW-860 ............................................ p 619 N87-24911
NAG1-134 ............................................. p 332 N87-18329
NAG1-186 ............................................. p 69 A87-14095
NAG1-190 ............................................. p 473 A87-31538

p 795 N87-28277
NAG1-199 ............................................. p 474 A87-32231
NAG1-203 ............................................. p 772 A87-50488

p 659 N87-26035
NAG1-217 ............................................. p 828 A87-52963

p 522 N87-21960
NAG1-244 ............................................. p 607 A87-39539
NAG1-280 ............................................. p 553 A87-40079
NAG1-288 ............................................. p 177 A87-16705
NAG1-28 ............................................... p 81 A87-15005
NAG1-296 ............................................. p 857 A87-52796
NAG1-300 ............................................. p 659 N87-26037
NAG1-308 ............................................. p 231 N87-15186
NAG1-3O9 ............................................. p 677 N87-26044
NAG1-319 ............................................. p 609 A87-41237
NAG1-334 ............................................. p 222 A87-22542

p 231 N87-15187
NAG1-344 ............................................. p 239 A87-22404

p 284 A87-24989
p 812 N87-28523

NAG1-345 ............................................. p64 A87-14034
p 553 A87-39889

NAG1-358 ............................................. p 217 A87-22372
p 556 A87-41512
p 415 N87-20214
p 789 N87-27130

NAG1-373 ............................................. p 281 A87-24916
p 807 A87-52386

NAG1-375 ............................................. p 298 A87-25029
NAG1-379 ............................................. p 138 A87-18458

NAG1-390 ............................................. p 88 A87-13596
p 94 A87-14925
p 361 A87-30933

E-2



CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX NAS1-18107

NAG 1-392 .............................................

NAG 1-394 .............................................

NAG 1-402 .............................................

NAG1-40 ...............................................

NAG1-421 .............................................

NAG1-423 .............................................

NAGI-_6 .............................................

NAG1_55 .............................................

) _ N87-11577

) 791 N87-27936

) 708 N87-26612

) 553 A87_79

) 70 A87-14108

) 859 A87-52_9

) 259 A87-22407

) 789 N87-27124

) 2_ A87-22484

) 569 A87-42650

631 A87-_933

7_ A87-49092

N87-12082

N87-1_40

N87-10854

A87-135_

A87-17882

A87-1 _ 1

A87_29

A87-12138

A87-24946

A87442_

A87-47807

A87-47864

A87-_4_

N87-2_47

A87-33722

N87-29429

A87-22424

A87-22518

A87-50345

N87-25997

A87-22725

A87-23991

N87-27479

N87-27485

A87-_876

A87-17882

N87-2_36

N87-2_58

A87-49103

N87-2_95

A87-4_97

A87-28750

N87-_8_

N87-11695

N87-26988

A87-22374

A87-42472

A87-42473

N87-27623

N87-2_62

N87-2_4

A87-42088

N87-26923

N87°28514

A87-24910

N87-29543

N87-27484

A87-33761

A87o53901

N87-21957

A87-42101

N87-11700

N87-22633

A87-50489

A87-24994

A87-50462

A87-14103

A87-19259

A87-23651

A87-34857

A87-43442

A87-48924

A87_8955

A87-53_1

A87_2338

A87-33725

A87-34857

A87_3442

N87-11752

N87-25807

A87-43428

A87-42328

A87-52357

A87-234_

A87-13418

A87-13419

N87-29588

N87-29501

A87-23739

A87-24_

N87-25804

A87-48120

A87-4_

N87-19754

NAG1-463 ............................................. _ 132

NAG1-465 ............................................. p 12

NAG1-472 ............................................. p 22

NAG1-493 ............................................. p 88

NAG1-505 ............................................. p 163

NAG1-513 ............................................. p 177

p 589

NAG1-518 ............................................. p 24

_311

p680

p 765

p 765

p 771

682

NAG1-541 ............................................. _ 465

NAG1-549 ............................................. _ 816

NAG1-559 ............................................. _ 218

NAG1-588 ............................................. ,222

,730

644

NAG1-573 ............................................. p 227

NAG1-578 ............................................. _ 332

NAG1-58 ............................................... _ 797

,798

NAG1-591 ............................................. b213

NAG1-603 ............................................. _ 163

NAG1-616 ............................................. 3 659

731

NAG1-619 ............................................. 3 727

751

NAG1-625 ............................................. 3 726

NAG1-633 ............................................. _ 382

NAGlo635 ............................................. _ 731

NAGl_38 ............................................. :) 74

783i
NAGI_8 ............................................. :) 217

::,569

569

:) 734

_AGI.6_ ............................................. :) 731

_AG1-659 ............................................. :) 846

_AG1-884 ............................................. :) 617

_AG1-693 ............................................. :) 779

:) 811

_AG1-714 ............................................. :) 281

_AG1-716 ............................................. :) 839

_AG1-722 ............................................. :) 797

_AG1-739 ............................................. :) 429

_AG2-116 ............................................. ::,825

:_522

_AG2-152 ............................................. :) 559

:) 75

_AG2-173 ............................................. :) 494

qAG2°175 ............................................. :) 772

qAG2-191 ............................................. :) 311

:_ 771

AG2-209 ............................................. 3 94

3 149

:} 278

3 430

:) 652

;_ 720

;_ 721

;) 825

AG2-218 ............................................. ;) 563

AG2-226 ............................................. ;) 428

_, 430

;) 652

_) 115

AG2-228 ............................................. _, 705

AG2-244 ............................................. _ 678

AG2-258 ............................................. _, 563

807

AG2-274 ............................................. c, 2_

AG2-297 ............................................. _ 103

= 110

AG2-305 ............................................. _ 827

828

AG2-3_ ............................................. _ 297

AG2-314 ............................................. _ 283

AG2-318 ............................................. _ 705

AG2-345 ............................................. _ 718

AG2-371 ............................................. ;) 725

392

NAG3-330 .............................................

NAG3-347 .............................................

NAG3-349 .............................................

NAG3-354 .............................................

NAG3o357 .............................................

NAG3-376 .............................................

NAG3-388 .............................................

NAG3-391 .............................................

NAG3-388 .............................................

NAG3-416 .............................................

NAG3-479 .............................................

NAG3-499 .............................................

NAG3-534 .............................................

NAG3-566 .............................................

NAG3-580 .............................................

NAG3-61 ...............................................

NAG3-645 .............................................

NAG3-665 .............................................

NAG3-6662 ...........................................

NAG3-886 .............................................

NAG3-730 .............................................

NAG3-767 .............................................

NAG4-1 ..................................................

NAG2-373 ............................................. p 223

NAG2-377 ............................................. p 598

NAG2-38 ............................................... p 161

NAG2-401 ............................................. p 570

NAG2-409 ............................................. p 429

NAG3-102 ............................................. p 552

NAG3-109 ............................................. p 815

NAG3-122 ............................................. p 814

NAG3-182 ............................................. p 58

NAG3-183 ............................................. p 690

NAG3-272 ............................................. p 281

NAG3-28 ............................................... p 75

NAG3-309 .............................................. 632

703

3106

279

:_3_

:) 7_

:) 137

:} 387

:} 282

::,1_

:) 381

:) 131

218

:_328

541

297

545

552

223

285

218

646

234

464

562

:) 444

:) 771

:) 449

NASA ORDER E-69204 ...................... 5_

NASA ORDER H-59314-B .................. 392

352

793

NASA ORDER H-59314B ................... 792

NASA ORDER L-71488-B ................... 342

NASA ORDER L-85272-B ................... 254

254

NASA ORDER L-997258 .................... 453

NASA TASK 84-18 ............................... 205

NASW-3502 .......................................... 621

NASW-4003 .......................................... 2_

NASW-4_4 .......................................... 257

NASW_5 .......................................... 153

175

2O2

258

432

442

615

_4

644

736

813

813

834

NASW-4_ .......................................... 156

175

203

493

NAS1-11_ ......................................... 846

NAS1-12954 ......................................... 360

NAS1-13148 ......................................... 271

NAS1-14_ ......................................... 845

845

NAS1-147_ ......................................... 796

NAS1-14724 ......................................... 360

NAS1-14732 ......................................... 349

NAS1-14869 ......................................... 42

_4

NAS1-14880 ......................................... 449

NAS1-15025 ......................................... 844

NAS1-15_9 ......................................... 318

691

NAS1-15325 ......................................... 836

NAS1-15326 ......................................... 312

313

313

837

NASI-15327 ......................................... 275

:} 302

NAS1-15528 ......................................... _ 858

NAS1-15_4 ......................................... _ 640

NAS1-15782 ......................................... _ 336

NAS1-15820 ......................................... p 15

A87-22578

N87-24483

A87.16963

N87-23589

A87-33759

A87-39528

N87-29419

N87.29412

A87.11768

A87-45372

A87-24929

N87-11701

A87-44938

N87-25621

N87.11732

A87-24010

A87-27989

A87.487_

A87-13587

A87-31176

A87-24954

N87-11769

A87-28543

N87-12915

A87-22415

N87.18121

A87-45279

N87.227_

A87-24918

A87-35718

A87-39528

A87-22578

A87-24992

A87-22414

A87-45635

A87-22464

A87-33719

A87-42314

A87-32233

A87-50432

N87-20289

N87-22_5

A87-28020

A87-29590

N87-28232

A87-49368

A87-28071

N87-15234

N87-15976

N87-20297

A87-16763

N87-243_

N87-13883

N87-15235

N87-14280

N87-14318

N87-14673

N87-15237

N87-20261

N87-20281

N87-24866

N87-25306

N87-25307

N87.27644

N87-28526

N87-28527

N87-28558

N87-14305

N87-14317

N87-14729

N87-22627

N87-2_09

A87-29644

N87-16553

N87-28616

N87-28617

N87-28299

A87-29644

N87-18538

N87-10974

N87-28613

N87-20290

N87-28614

N87-16883

N87-25439

N87-28563

N87-17711

N87-17712

N87-17713

N87-285_

N87-17659

N87-17694

N87-30099

A87-46504

N87-18402

N87-10842

p 293

NAS1-15949 ......................................... p 463

NAS1-16000 ......................................... p 3

p 812

NASl-16048 ......................................... p 458

NAS1-16098 ......................................... p 179

NAS1-16114 ......................................... p 51

NAS1-16138 ......................................... p 336

NASl-16158 ......................................... p 705

NAS1-16199 ......................................... p 192

NAS1-16202 ......................................... p 741

NAS1-16205 ......................................... p 15

p 15

NAS1-16219 ......................................... p 275

NASl-16237 ......................................... p 640

NAS1-16288 ......................................... p 230

NAS1-16394 ......................................... p 70

NAS1-16441 ......................................... p 138

NAS1-16475 ......................................... p 571

NASlo16489 ......................................... p 271

NAS1-16585 ......................................... p 347

p 564

p 814

NAS1*16770 ......................................... p 813

NAS1-16857 ......................................... p 41

p 42

p 844

NAS1-16858 ......................................... p 12

p 13

NAS1-16863 ......................................... p 319

p 844

NAS1-16879 ......................................... p 25

p 27

p 27

NAS1-16969 ......................................... p643

NAS1-16977 ......................................... p640

NAS1-16984 ......................................... p 331

NAS1-17070 ......................................... p 270

NAS1-17130 ......................................... p 70

NAS1-17171 ......................................... p 735

p 735

NAS1-17263 ......................................... p 138

NAS1-17281 ......................................... p 60

NAS1-17296 ......................................... p 8

NAS1-17345 ......................................... )421

NAS1-17403 .........................................

NAS1-17409 .........................................

NAS1-17411 .........................................

NAS1-17415 .........................................

NASl-17487 .........................................

NASl-17496 .........................................

NASl-17506 .........................................

NASl-17509 .........................................

NASl-17533 .........................................

NASl-17635 .........................................

NAS1-17698 .........................................

NAS1-17701 .........................................

NAS1-17719 .........................................

NAS1-17740 .........................................

NAS1-17835 .........................................

NAS1-17919 .........................................

NAS1-17921 .........................................

NAS1-17926 .........................................

NAS1-17928 .........................................

NAS1-17951 .........................................

NAS1-17955 .........................................

NAS1-17974 .........................................

NAS1-17987 .........................................

NAS1-17993-22 ....................................

NAS1-17993 .........................................

NASl-17999 .........................................

NASl-18000 .........................................

NAS1-18004 .........................................

NAS1-18020 .........................................

NAS1-18028 .........................................

NASl-18068 .........................................

NASl-18088 .........................................

NAS1-18107 .........................................

)36

)421

)421

186

524

)845

)483

167

) 201

)469

)802

)775

115

)88

)50

191

183

)236

)845

)844

)590

)844

)293

)220

)559

)569

)631

)726

)292

)272

)838

)553

)512

)777

)731

)582

189

)465

)69

)376

798

)780

548

)222

110

)620

)87

162

362

417

27O

N87-17670

A87-33572

N87-10829

N87-28522

N87-20406

A87-16836

N87-11179

N87-18401

N87-25806

A87-16762

N87-26893

N87-10836

N87-10837

N87-17658

A87-46504

N87-15175

A87-14096

N87-12322

N87-23596

N87-16559

A87-31162

A87-42355

N87-29411

N87o28525

N87-10973

N87-10975

N87-28613

N87-10043

N87-10044

N87-17860

N87-28614

N87-10065

N87-10859

N87-10860

N87-25302

A87-46504

N87o18278

A87-21270

A87-14096

N87-27641

N87-27642

N87-12323

N87-11576

A87-11890

N87-20253

N87-10102

N87-20252

N87-20255

A87-16767

N87-22692

N87-28619

N87-21849

A87-19205

N87-13795

N87-21373

N87-28502

N87-26918

N87o11795

A87-13361

N87-10400

N87-13446

N87-14330

N87-15197

N87-28615

N87-28813

N87-23617

N87-28814

N87-17886

A87-22484

A87-42100

A87-42650

A87-44933

A87-49092

N87-16807

A87-22588

A87-53779

A87-39889

N87-21921

A87-48288

N87-26864

N87-23607

A87-17942

A87-33733

A87-14035

N87-18574

N87-27489

N87-27678

N87-23194

A87-22522

A87-13435

N87-24966

N87-12552

A87-17878

N87-18563

N87-20232

A87-21270

E-3



NAS1-18213 CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX

NAS1-18213 .........................................

NAS1-18235 .........................................

NAS1-18240 .........................................

NAS1-18292 .........................................

NAS2-10184 .........................................

NAS2-10331 .........................................

NAS2-10767 .........................................

NAS2-10791 .........................................

NAS2-10880 .........................................

NAS2-11150 .........................................

NAS2-11304 .........................................

NAS2-11331 .........................................

NAS2-11388 .........................................

NAS2-11570 .........................................

NAS2-11665 .........................................

NAS2-11672 .........................................

NAS2-11711 .........................................

NAS2-11851 .........................................

NAS2-11877 .........................................

NAS2-11920 .........................................

NAS2-11942 .........................................

NAS2-12072 .........................................

NAS2-12092 .........................................

NAS2-12135 .........................................

NAS2-12243 .........................................

NAS2-12261 .........................................

NAS2-12347 .........................................

NAS2-12513 .........................................

NAS2-9646 ............................................

NAS2-9830 ............................................

NAS3-181 ..............................................

NAS3-20043 .........................................

NAS3-20072 .........................................

NAS3-20619 .........................................

NAS3-20836 ......................................... p 2

NAS3-21262 ......................................... ) 850

NAS3-21608 ......................................... ) 860

NAS3-22137 ......................................... ) 59

NAS3-22393 ......................................... ) 833

NAS3-22513 ......................................... 107

NAS3-22755 ......................................... ) 833

NAS3-22759 ......................................... 151

NAS3-22766 ......................................... ) 834

) 834

NAS3-23038 ......................................... ) 834

NAS3-23044 ......................................... ) 833

NAS3-23045 ......................................... ) 833

) 833

NAS3-23046 ......................................... ) 833

NAS3-23156 ......................................... p 51

NAS3-23174 ......................................... ) 764

NAS3-23275 .........................................

NAS3-23277 .........................................

NAS3-23284 .........................................

NAS3-23288 .........................................

NAS3-23681 .........................................

NAS3-23682 .........................................

NAS3-23695 .........................................

NAS3-23697 .........................................

NAS3-23722 .........................................

NAS3-23926 .........................................

NAS3-23931 .........................................

NAS3-23939 .........................................

NAS3-23940 .........................................

NAS3-24083 .........................................

NAS3-24088 .........................................

NAS3-24091 .........................................

NAS3-24105 .........................................

NAS3-24211 .........................................

NAS3-24215 .........................................

NAS3-24217 .........................................

NAS3-24222 .........................................

NAS3-24224 .........................................

NAS3-24339 .........................................

NAS3-24343 .........................................

233 N87-15943

373 N87-18571

777 A87-48288

631 A87-44921

632 A87-44945

632 A87-44946

777 A87-48288

73 A87-15461

395 N87-18993

208 A87-19244

812 N87-28521

312 N87-17708

) 312 N87-17709

) 313 N87-17714

150 A87-19277

767 A87-49578

773 A87-50535

) 413 A87-34851

188 A87-17752

) 312 N87-17710

) 681 N87-25330

) 826 N87-28545

) 569 A87-42480

) 216 A87-22369

) 617 A87-41230

) 730 A87-50342

)371 A87-28910

)219 A87-22425

) 244 N87-15965

) 287 A87-25723

)423 A87-31485

)219 A87-22447

) 557 A87-42063

)635 A87-45284

)424 A87-31533

)613 N87-23856

_609 A87-41237

)630 A87-44905

) 73 A87-15461

125 A87-13872

) 538 N87-22212

) 539 N87-22245

) 784 N87-27029

) 59 N87-10753

N87-10003

N87-28883

N87-29315

N87-10752

N87-28555

N87-11789

N87-28555

N87-13405

N87-29538

N87-29539

N87-29534

N87-28553

N87-28552

N87-28556

N87-28554

N87-11144

N87-26914

)335 N87-17481

185 N87-14349

) 458 N87-20387

) 327 N87-18117

) 417 N87-20239

14 N87-10835

) 200 N87-13661

) 790 N87-27267

) 850 N87-28869

) 43 N87-11193

106 N87-11788

) 593 N87-23622

) 539 N87-22267

) 555 A87-41157

) 519 N87-21955

) 519 N87-21956

) 585 N87-23615

121 A87-14986

) 369 A87-31277

553 A87-39813

)604 N87-23729

555 A87-41157

) 697 A87-45398

)607 N87-24578

)607 N87-24577

707 A87-45282

15 N87-10840

) 265 A87-22509

) 409 A87-32619

) 635 A87-45281

) 830 A87-52245

35 N87-10866

814 N87-29413

834 N87-29536

587 N87-24457

NAS3-24346 ......................................... p 677 N87-25323

NAS3-24349 ......................................... p 184 A87-17934

NAS3-24353 ......................................... p 607 N87-24577

NAS3-24386 ......................................... p 297 A87-24904

NAS3-24533 ......................................... p 105 A87-14123

NAS3-24544 ......................................... p 758 A87-47081

NAS3-24547 ......................................... p 116 N87-11797

NAS3-2483 ............................................ p 697 A87-45398

NAS3-24854 ......................................... p 185 N87-13443

NAS3-354 .............................................. p 304 A87-24944

NAS7-918 .............................................. p 341 A87-27937

p 98 N87-11739

p 196 N87-13566

p 393 N87-18909

NASS-33716 ......................................... p 200 A87-19530

NAS8-35499 ......................................... p 38 N87-10169

NAS9-16023 ......................................... p 205 A87-16763

NATO-916, 83 ....................................... p 608 A87-39839

NAVAIR TASK AIR-536 ....................... p 670 A87-45353

NAVAIR TASK AIR-931L .................... p 563 A87-42336

NAVAIR TASK AIR-931 ....................... p 564 A87-42347

NAVY PROJECT Fl132 ...................... p 564 A87-42347

NAVY PROJECT WR02302 ................ p 563 A87-42336

NBS-NB-81-NADA-2000 ...................... p 78 A87-13187

NCA2-1R-240-401 ................................. p 197 A87-17903

NCA2-1R-340-501 ................................. p 557 A87-42061

NCA2-1R-850-401 ................................. p 70 A87-14117

p 341 A87-27958

p 565 A87-42362

NCA2-OR-130-101 ............................... p 278 A87-23658

NCA2-OR-745-309 ............................... p 342 A87-28069

p 630 A87-44904

NCA2-0R-745-309 ................................ p 730 A87-50341

NCA2-107 .............................................. p 284 A87-24981

NCA2-119 .............................................. p 707 A87-43044

NCA2-142 .............................................. p 558 A87-42064

NCCI-1O0 .............................................. p 625 A87-43009

NCC1-22 ................................................ p 223 A87-22579

p 625 A87-43009

NCC1-41 ................................................ p 557 A87-41683

NCC1-46 ................................................ p 146 A87-17817

NCC1-58 ................................................ p 66 A87-13499

NCC1-68 ................................................ p 228 A87-22755

p 561 A87-42114

p 790 N87-27929

NCC1-79 ................................................ p 437 N87-20264

NCC1-84 ................................................ p 4 A87-10522

NCC2-106 .............................................. p 474 A87-31682

NCC2-112 .............................................. p 731 N87-26865

NCC2-175 .............................................. p 28 N87-10862

NCC2-19 ................................................ p 153 N87-14278

NCC2-271 .............................................. p 597 N87-23627

NCC2-276 .............................................. p 473 A87-31537

NCC2-288 .............................................. p 775 N87-26915

NCC2-293 .............................................. p 310 A87-23978

p 837 N87-28565

NCC2-294 .............................................. p 564 A87-42340

NCC2-303 .............................................. p 473 A87-31537

NCC2-329 .............................................. p 738 A87-49202

NCC2-361 .............................................. p 747 A87-48954

p 25 N87-10063

p 836 N87-28562

NCC2-362 .............................................. p 772 A87-50491

NCC2-387 .............................................. p 707 A87-43129

NCC3-49 ................................................ p 815 N87-29418

NCC4-1 .................................................. p 232 N87-15941

NGL-22-009-640 ................................... p 234 A87-22464

p 646 A87-45635

NGL-31-001-252 ................................... p 35 A87-10519

NGR-09-010-078 .................................. p 336 N87-17526

NGR-22-009-818 .................................. p 220 A87-22474

NGR-33-016-131 .................................. p 281 A87-24931

NGR-47-003-052 .................................. p 3 N87-10828

NGR-48-002-141 .................................. p 487 A87-37107

NGT-03-002-800 .................................. p 627 A87-43392

NGT-34-002-800 .................................. p 808 A87-52890

NGT-36-004-800 .................................. p 278 A87-23658

p 285 A87-24991

NG0530-83-C-0186 .............................. p 567 A87-42410

NIVR-1968 ............................................. p 154 N87-14288

NIVR-1985 ............................................. p 377 N87-18579

NIVR-311.1-1076 .................................. p 349 N87-18544

NIVR-313.3-1907 .................................. p 374 N87-19402

NR PROJECT 062-688 ........................ p 611 A87-42345

NR PROJECT 432-5201 ..................... p 281 A87-24910

NSC-73-0401-E005-01 ........................ p 258 A87-20262

NSC-75-0401-E006-13 ........................ p 564 A87-42354

NSERC-A-7096 ..................................... p 213 A87-20800

NSERC-PRAI-P-8108 ........................... p 450 A87-31473

NSF ATM-82-18978 ............................. p 246 A87-20964

NSF CEE-83-16730 ............................. p 610 A87-41647

NSF CEE-83-51914 ............................. p 610 A87-41647

NSF CHE-83-04021 ............................. p 408 A87-32115

NSF CPE-84-0481 ................................ p 802 N87-28501

NSF DMS-83-20430 ............................. p 718 A87-48120

NSF DMS-84-01738 ............................. p 212 A87-20357

NSF ECS-84-07285 ............................. p 57

NSF ECS-84-15591 ............................. p 134

p 596

NSF ISt-85-60825 ................................ p 777

NSF MCS-80-02203 ............................. p 212

NSF MCS-80-12220 ............................. p 125

NSF MEA-78-22127 ............................. p 138

NSF MEA 80 18565 ............................. p 8

410

NSF MEA-81-15330 .............................

NSF MEA-81-8565 ...............................

NSF MEA-84-04413 .............................

NSF MEA-84-04862 .............................

NSG-1174 .............................................

NSG-1177 .............................................

NSG-1323 .............................................

NSG-1419 .............................................

46

730

722

46

410

733

791

216

221

641

806

790

790

348

115

718

797

797

809

278

,533

542

,280

780

,278

NSG-1498 .............................................

NSG-1561 .............................................

NSG-1578 .............................................

NSG-1579 .............................................

NSG-1583 .............................................

NSG-1629 .............................................

NSG-2233 .............................................

NSG-3032 .............................................

NSG-3079 .............................................

NSG-3135 .............................................

NSG-7523 .............................................

N00014-76-C-0364 ...............................

N00014-79-C-0010 ................................ 118

N00014-79-C-0130 ............................... p 73

N00014-79-C-0849 ............................... p 558

p 626

N00014-80-C-0223 ............................... p 611

N00014-80-C-0324 ............................... p 66

N00014-81-C-0381 ............................... p 346

N00014-81-C-0453 ............................... p 777

N00014-81-K-0024 ............................... p 216

N00014-81-K-0379 ............................... p 69

N00014-81-K-0742 ............................... p 57

N00014-83-C-0435 ............................... p 487

N00014-83-G-0047 .............................. p 620

N00014-83-K-0239 ............................... p 71

p 629

p 724

p 806

p 808

N00014-84-C-0359 ............................... p 633

p 633

p 612

N00014-84-K-0372 ............................... p668

p 612

NO0014-84-K-0383 ............................... p 612

NO0014-84-K-0434 ............................... p 668

p 603

p 604

N00014-84-K-0470 ............................... p 605

N00014-84-K-0700 ............................... p 606

N00014-84-K-0741 ............................... p 5

N00014-85-C-0426 ............................... p455

N00014-85-C-0764 ...............................

N00014-85-C-0841 ...............................

N00014-85-K-0011 ...............................

N00014-85-K-0053 ...............................

N00014-85-K_246 ...............................

N00014-85-K-0321 ...............................

N00014-85-K-0658 ...............................

N00014-86-K-0288 ...............................

N00014-86-K-0434 ...............................

NOO014-87-K-0124 ...............................

NO0014-87-K-0168 ...............................

N00019-80-G-00607 ............................

N00019-80-G-0607 ..............................

N00024-85-C-5301 ...............................

N0014-85-K-0122 .................................

N00140-83-C-9046 ...............................

N00140-84-D-3704 ...............................

p816

)442

)281

_275

)730

)614

)606

)217

)722

)846

)796

)633

)443

108

) 381

) 857

) 462

)591

)758

13

71

13

71

226

219

611

121

565

119

102

119

N00167-81-C-0075 ...............................

N00167-81-C-0078-P00004 ................

N00167-83-C-0114 ...............................

N00167-85-C-0077 ...............................

N00167-85-Co0134 ...............................

N00167-86-C-0006 ...............................

N60530-83-C-0186 ...............................

N60530-85-WR-30011 .........................

N60921-83-G-A165-B02 ......................

N61339-81-Co0105 ...............................

N61339-82-D-0006 ...............................

N61339-85-C-0044 ...............................

N87-11513

A87-13319

A87-40860

A87-48288

A87-20357

A87-13872

A87-15458

A87-11783

A87-33453

A87-11113

A87-50343

A87-49058

A87-11112

A87-33242

N87-27620

N87-27943

A87-22369

A87-22505

A87-46778

A87-52348

N87-27869

N87-27870

A87-31299

N87-11752

A87-48120

A87-48910

A87-48912

A87-53784

A87-23652

A87-37208

N87-22948

A87-24901

N87-27681

A87-23658

A87-15463

A87-15461

A87-42091

A87-43377

A87-42345

A87-13499

A87-31156

A87-48288

A87-22354

A87-14095

N87-11513

A87-37118

N87-23799

A87-14362

A87-44019

A87-49070

A87-52348

A87-52886

A87-44949

A87-44950

N87-23802

A87-45266

N87-23800

N87-23804

A87-45267

N87-23795

N87-23796

N87-23803

N87-23806

A87-11117

A87-31388

N87-29428

N87-20285

A87-24910

A87-24922

A87-50346

N87-24599

N87-23805

A87-22372

A87-49053

N87-29629

N87-28309

A87o44948

N87-20997

N87-12562

A87-28414

A87-52796

A87-32614

A87-39814

A87-47090

N87-10045

A87-14365

N87-10047

A87-14360

A87-22684

A87-22448

N87-23793

A87-14982

A87-42377

N87-12572

N87-11783

N87-12573

E-4



CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX 505-66-21-01

N62269-76-C-0086 ............................... p 73

N62269-80-C-0261 ............................... p 130

N62269-81-C-0717 ............................... p 73

N62269-81-C-0741 ............................... p 41

N62269-83-D-0115 ............................... p 757

N62269-84-C-0264 ............................... p217

N62269-84-C-0437 ............................... p 347
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AD-E951007 .................................... p 825 N87-28541 #

AD-E951026 .................................... p 754 N87-27659 #

AD-F250645 .................................... p 123 N87-12622 #

AD-F300785 .................................... p 232 N87-15191 #

AD-P005211 .................................... p 846 N87-29227 #

AD-P005282 .................................... p 826 N87-29297 #

AD-P005423 .................................... p 790 N87-27851 #

AE-TM-8-83 ..................................... p 37 N87-10104 #

AEDC-TR-85-30-VOL-1-REV ........ p 85 N87-12551 #

AEDC-TRo85-55 .............................. p 108 N87-12565 #

AEDCoTR-86-26 .............................. p 252 N87o15973 #

AEDC-TR-86-34 .............................. p 515 N87-21924 #

AEDC-TSR-86-V57 ......................... p 575 N87-23599 #

AEG-REPT-528 .............................. p 156 N87o14304

AERO-ASTRONAUTICS-203 ........ p 682 N87-26047 * #

AERO-TR-87-2 ............................... p 677 N87-26044 ° #

AESo14070 ...................................... p 252 N87-15974 #

AE002V7407 ................................... p 362 N87-19377 #

F-2



REPORT NUMBER INDEX

AFATL-TR-86-21 ............................ p 51 N87-11126 #

AFATL-TR-86-52 ............................ p 207 N87-14061 #

AFATL-TR-86-74 ............................ p 232 N87-15942 #

AFESC/ESL-TR-86-02 .................. p 194 N87-14356 #

AFESC/ESL-TR-86-32 .................. p 779 N87-27675 #

AFGL-TR-86-0011 .......................... p 615 N87-24045 #

AFGL-TR-86-0036 .......................... p 117 N87-12571 #

AFGL-TR-86-0059 .......................... p 203 N87-14766 #

AFHRL-TP-66-29 ............................ p 193 N87-13453 #

AFHRL-TP-86-43 ............................ p 366 N87-19394 #

AFHRL-TP-86-49 ............................ p 438 N87-20995 #

AFHRL-TR-85-38 ........................... p 34 N87-10865 #

AFHRL-TR-86-10 ........................... p 182 N87-13439 #

AFIT/CI/NR-86-185T .................... p 268 N87-16362 #

AFIT/CI/NR-86-54T ....................... p 13 N87-10046 #

AFIT/CI/NR-86-84T ....................... p 66 N87-12534 #

AFIT/CI/NR-86-88D ...................... p 194 N87-14357 #

AFIT/CI/NR-86-98T ....................... p 133 N87-13110 #

AFIT/GAE/AA-86J-2 ..................... p 255 N87-15978 #

AFIT/GAE/AA/86-02 .................... p 541 N87-22938 #

AFIT/GAE/AA/86D-19 .................. p 825 N87-28542 #

AFIT/GAE/AA/86D-4 .................... p 542 N87-22940 #

AFIT/GAE/AA/86J-1 ..................... p 597 N87-23629 #

AFIT/GAE/AA/86J-2 ..................... p 523 N87-22687 #

AFIT/GAE/AA/87M-1 ................... p 735 N87-27638 #

AFIT/GAE/AA/87M-2 ................... p 548 N87-23204 #

AFIT/GAE/AA/87M-4 ................... p 493 N87-22623 #

AFIT/GAE/ENG/87M-1 ................ p 509 N87-22676 #

AFIT/GCS/MA/86D-1 ................... p 548 N87-23182 #

AFIT/GE/ENG/86D-4 ................... p 522 N87-21959 #

AFIT/GE/ENG/86D-9 ................... p 585 N87-23612 #

AFIT/GE/ENG/86J-2 .................... p 237 N87-15954 #

AFIT/GE/ENG/87M-6 ................... p 597 N87-23628 #

AFIT/GLM/LSM/86S-64 ............... p 274 N87-16661 #

AFOSR-TR-87-0588 ....................... p 465 A87-33984 #

AFOSR-86-0820TR ........................ p 310 N87-17704 #

AFOSR-86-0841TR ........................ p 260 N87-16093 #

AFOSR-86-0854TR ........................ p 185 N87-13444 #

AFOSR-86-0856TR ........................ p 260 N87-16094 #

AFOSR-86-O862TR ........................ p 328 N87-18124 #

AFOSR-86-0863TR ........................ p 307 N87-16831 #

AFOSR-86-0876TR ........................ p 259 N87-15289 #

AFOSR-86-0892TR ........................ p 260 N87-16078 #

AFOSR-86-0934TR ........................ p 176 N87-14321 #

AFOSR-86-0988TR ........................ p 370 N87-19396 #

APOSR-86-1068TR ........................ p 271 N87-16557 #

AFOSR-66-2040TR ........................ p 362 N87-19377 #

AFOSR-86-2088TR ........................ p 377 N87-19412 #

AFOSR-86-2107TR ........................ p 318 N87-16897 #

AFOSR-86-2113TR ........................ p 370 N87-19398 #

AFOSR-86-2128TR ........................ p 350 N87-19356 #

AFOSR-86-2181TR ........................ p 370 N87-19397 #

AFOSR-86-2187TR ........................ p 362 N87-18564 #

AFOSR-86-2209TR ........................ p 363 N87-19380 #

AFOSR-87-0014TR ........................ p 490 N87-21851 #

AFOSR-87-O038TR ........................ p 469 N87-21341 #

AFOSR-87-0171TR ........................ p 529 N87-22054 #

AFOSR-87-0357TR ........................ p 541 N87-22929 #

APOSR-87-0384TR ........................ p 614 N87-23912 #

AFOSR-87-O452TR ........................ p 541 N87-22928 #

AFOSR-87-0543TR ........................ p 574 N87-24431 #

AFOSR-87-0555TR ........................ p 541 N87-22930 #

AFOSR-87-0603TR ........................ p 732 N87-26871 #

AFOSR-87-0605TR-APP-A.5 ........ p 677 N87-25326 #

AFOSR-87-0626TR ........................ p 732 N87-26872 #

AFOSR-87-067OTR ........................ p 731 N87-26866 #

AFOSR-87-0793TR ........................ p 791 N87-27970 #

AFOSR-87-0815TR ........................ p 792 N87-28065 #

AFOSR-87-O818TR ........................ p 810 N87-28503 #

AFOSR-87-0845TR ........................ p 825 N87-28543 #

AFOSR-87-09O0TR ........................ p 850 N87-28835 #

AFOSR-87-0956TR ........................ p 852 N87-29893 #

AFSR.4 ............................................ p 318 N87-16683 ° #

AFWAL-TR-84-2085-VOL-2 .......... p 751 N87-26899 #

AF3NAL-TR-84-4000 ....................... p 62 N87-10779 #

AFWAL-TR-85.2060-V-3.PT-1 ...... p 26 N87-10066 #

AFWAL-TR-85.2087 ....................... p 122 N87-11904 #

AFWAL-TR-85-2099 ....................... p 259 N87-15306 #

AFWAL-TR-85-2104 ....................... p 130 N87-12766 #

AFWAL-TR-85-2112 ....................... p 252 N87-15974 #

AFWAL-TR-85-3000 ....................... p 483 N87-21846 #

AFWAL-TR-85-3062 ....................... p 53 N87-11226

AFWAL-TR-85-3087 ....................... p 232 N87-15189

AFWAL-TR-85-4000 ....................... p 62 N87-10779

AFWAL-TR-85-4000 .......................

AI=WAL-TR-85-4154 .......................

AFWAL-TR-86-2000 .......................

AFWAL-TR-86-2004-VOL- 1 ..........

AFWAL-TR-86-2043 .......................

AF'WAL-TR-86-2060 .......................

AF'_NAL-TR-86-2072 .......................

AF-3NAL-TR-86-2084-1 -PH-1 .........

AF-_NAL-TR-86-2084-2 ...................

AFWAL-TR-86-3000 .......................

AFWAL-TR-86-3003-VOL- 1 ..........

AF3NAL-TR-86-3003-VOL-2 ..........

AF3NA L-TR-86-3003-VOL-3 ..........

AFWA L-TR-86-3003-VO L-4 ..........

AFWAL-TR-86-3003-VOL-5 ..........

AFWAL-TR-86-3009 .......................

AFWAL-TR-86-3013 .......................

AFWAL-TR-86-3017-VOL-3 ..........

AFWAL-TR-86-3018 .......................

AFWAL-TR-86-3028 .......................

AF'WAL-TR-86-3045 .......................

AI_NAL-TR-86-3047 .......................

AFWAL-TR-86-3048 .......................

AFWAL-TR-86-3050 .......................

AF'WAL-TR-86-3070 .......................

AFWAL-TR-86-3071-VOL-1 ..........

AFWAL-TR-86-3072 .......................

AFWAL-TR-86-3077 .......................

AFWAL-TR-86-3098 .......................

AFWAL-TR-86-3100 .......................

AFWAL-TR-86-3109-VOL-2 ..........

AFWAL-TR -86-3114 .......................

AFWAL-TR-86-4000 .......................

AFWAL-TR-86-4074 .......................

AFWAL-TR-87-2000 .......................

AFWAL-TR-87-2004 .......................

AFWAL-TR-87-2015 .......................

AF-_NAL-TR-87-2021 .......................

AFWAL-TR-87-2024-VOL- 1 ..........

AFWAL-TR-87-2024-VOL-2 ..........

AFWAL-TR-87-2026 .......................

AFWAL-TR-87-2034 .......................

AFWAL-TR-87-2036 .......................

AFWAL-TR-87-3001 .......................

AFWAL-TR-87-3013 .......................

AFWAL-TR-87-4011 .......................

)862 N87-30224

108 N87-12563

861 N87-29364

131 N87-12816

) 784 N87-27812

) 235 N87-15950

) 520 N87-22683

)468 N87-21246

) 508 N87-21907

)483 N87-21846

)301 N87-16822

)175 N87-14319

)173 N87-13433

)174 N87-13434

)363 N67-19381

)819 N87-29473

)293 N87-17673

)268 N87-16364

)469 N87-21378

_132 N87-12939

)267 N87-15407

)396 N87-19004

)699 N87-25536

)374 N87-19400

)522 N87-21958

)341 N87-19347

)816 N87-29427

)490 N87-21850

1394 N87-19856

_574 N87-24430

_775 N87-26917

b816 N87-29425

_862 N87-30224

_716 N87-27610

_861 N87-29364

_739 N87-26884

p852 N87-29842

p700 N87-25550

,826 N87-29493

p826 N87-29494

,845 N87-28658

_784 N87-27816

_785 N87-27819

_647 N87-25309

739 N87-26886

_763 N87-26909

AFWL-TN-85-52 ............................. p 116 N87-12569

AFWL-TN-86-29 ............................. p 612 N87-23850

AFWL-TR-85-93 ............................. p 244 N87-15961

AF3NL-TR-85-95 ............................. p 174 N87-13435

AGARD-AG-160-VOL-18 ............... p 511 N87-21920

AGARD-AG-278-VOL-2 ................. p 607 N87-24553

AGARD-AG-295 ............................. p 733 N87-26881

AGARD-AG-298-VOL-1 ................. p 571 N87-24398

AGARD-AG-300-VOL-3-PT-1 ........ p 508 N87-21913

AGARD-AR-223 .............................. p 244 N87-15966

AGARD-AR-234 .............................. p 258 N87-15985

AGARD-AR-236 .............................. p 582 N87-23608

AGARD-CP-381 .............................. p 387 N87-18721

AGARD-CP-398 .............................. p 324 N87-17051

AGARD-CP-399 .............................. p 467 N87-21170

AGARD-CP-401 .............................. p 515 N87-21927

AGARD-CP-402 .............................. p 403 N87-20174

AGARD-CP-408 .............................. p 599 N87-23633

AGARD-CP-410 .............................. p 500 N87-21881

AGARD-CP-411 .............................. p 822 N87-29474

AGARD-CP.412 .............................. p 414 N87-20199

AGARD-LS-147 .............................. p 268 N87-16376

AGARD.LS-148 .............................. p 26 N87-10067

AGARD-LS-151 .............................. p 613 N87-23859

AGARD-LS-153 .............................. p 586 N87-24445

AGARD-R-739 ................................ p 584 N87-23609

AGARD-R-749 ................................ p 812 N87-28518

AGARDOGRAPH-278 .................... p 607 N87-24553

AIAA PAPER 85-1516 ................... p 387 A87-31179

AIAA PAPER 85-1890 ................... p 371 A87-28910

AIAA PAPER 85-1927 ................... p 371 A87-28912

AIAA PAPER 85-1944 ................... p 188 A87-17755

AIAA PAPER 85-5023 ................... p 146 A87-17815

AIAA PAPER 86-0483 ................... p 155 A87-17995

AIAA PAPER 86-1023 ................... p 704 A87-43388

AIAA PAPER 86-1045 ................... p 215 A87-21528

AIAA PAPER 86-1066 ................... p 215 A87-21530

AIAA PAPER 86-1089 ................... p 256 A87-21532

AIAA PAPER 86-2720

AIAA PAPER 86-1240 ................... p 264

AIAA PAPER 86-1460 ................... p 248

AIAA PAPER 86-1542 ................... p 184

AIAA PAPER 86-1557 ................... p 248

AIAA PAPER 86-1619 ................... p 555

AIAA PAPER 86-1667 ................... p 264

AIAA PAPER 86-1741 ................... p 248

AIAA PAPER 86-1779 ................... p 595

AIAA PAPER 86-1814 ................... p 554

AIAA PAPER 86-1876 ................... p 208

AIAA PAPER 86-2145 ................... p 828

AIAA PAPER 86-2239 ................... p 595

AIAA PAPER 86-2403 ................... p 751

AIAA PAPER 86-2423 ................... p 79

AIAA PAPER 86-2434 ................... p 79

AIAA PAPER 86-2437 ................... p 91

AIAA PAPER 86-2440 ................... p 67

AIAA PAPER 86-2448 ................... p 80

AIAA PAPER 86-2449 ................... p 80

AIAA PAPER 86-2452 ................... p 79

AIAA PAPER 86-2455 ................... p 68

AIAA PAPER 86-2456 ................... p 68

AIAA PAPER 86-2458 ................... p 68

AIAA PAPER 86-2471 ................... p 68

AIAA PAPER 66-2472 ................... p 79

AIAA PAPER 86-2473 ................... p 68

AIAA PAPER 86-2475 ................... p 79

AIAA PAPER 86-2488 ................... p 80

AIAA PAPER 86-2591 ................... p 69

AIAA PAPER 86-2595 ................... p 101

AIAA PAPER 86-2596 ................... p 111

AIAA PAPER 86-2597 ................... p 111

AIAA PAPER 86-2599 ................... p 93

AIAA PAPER 86-2600 ................... p 64

AIAA PAPER 86-2602 ...................

AIAA PAPER 86-2606 ...................

AIAA PAPER 86-2607 ...................

AIAA PAPER 86-2608 ...................

AIAA PAPER 86-2612 ...................

AIAA PAPER 86-2613 ...................

AIAA PAPER 86-2617 ...................

AIAA PAPER 86-2618 ...................

AIAA PAPER 86-2620 ...................

AIAA PAPER 86-2623 ...................

AIAA PAPER 86-2624 ...................

AIAA PAPER 86-2625 ...................

AIAA PAPER 86-2626 ...................

AIAA PAPER 86-2627 ...................

AIAA PAPER 86-2628 ...................

AIAA PAPER 86-2629 ...................

AIAA PAPER 86-2630 ...................

AIAA PAPER 86-2631 ...................

AIAA PAPER 86-2639 ...................

AIAA PAPER 86-2640 ...................

AIAA PAPER 86-2642 ...................

AIAA PAPER 86-2649 ...................

AIAA PAPER 86-2651 ...................

AIAA PAPER 86-2653 ...................

AIAA PAPER 86-2655 ...................

AIAA PAPER 86-2658 ...................

AIAA PAPER 86-2660 ...................

AIAA PAPER 86-2661 ...................

AIAA PAPER 86-2663 ...................

# AIAA PAPER 86-2664 ...................

# AIAA PAPER 86-2665 ...................

AIAA PAPER 86-2666 ...................

# AIAA PAPER 86-2667 ...................

# AIAA PAPER 86-2668 ...................

# AIAA PAPER 86-2672 ...................

# AIAA PAPER 86-2674 ...................

# AIAA PAPER 66-2675 ...................

# AIAA PAPER 86-2676 ...................

# AIAA PAPER 86-2677 ...................

# AIAA PAPER 86-2678 ...................

# AIAA PAPER 86-2680 ...................

AIAA PAPER 86-2681 ...................

# AIAA PAPER 86-2682 ...................

# AIAA PAPER 86-2684 ...................

# AIAA PAPER 86-2688 ...................

# AIAA PAPER 86-2690 ...................

AIAA PAPER 86-2691 ...................

# AIAA PAPER 86-2692 ...................

# AIAA PAPER 86-2693 ...................

AIAA PAPER 86-2694 ...................

# AIAA PAPER 86-2695 ...................

AIAA PAPER 86-2696 ...................

• # AIAA PAPER 86-2698 ...................

* # AIAA PAPER 86-2703 ...................

# AIAA PAPER 86-2704 ...................

* # AIAA PAPER 86-2705 ...................

# AIAA PAPER 86-2709 ...................

• # AIAA PAPER 86-2710 ...................

# AIAA PAPER 86-2711 ...................

# AIAA PAPER 86-2712 ...................

# AIAA PAPER 86-2719 ...................

* # AIAA PAPER 86-2720 ...................

69

94

p139

69

162

162

162

162

183

163

147

147

163

147

147

209

163

209

142

142

163

163

147

197

189

142

163

147

142

142

197

197

209

164

142

164

164

164

142

164

)2O6

164

192

198

164

198

)209

164

165

180

147

165

184

)209

)343

)184

)189

)189

)189

)189

)180

)142

A87-21534 #

A87-21507 #

A87-17993 * #

A87-21514 * #

A87-41157 * #

A87-21520 #

A87-21523 #

A87-40272 * #

A87-40273 * #

A87-17991 * #

A87-52962 * #

A87-40274 * #

A87-50487 #

A87-13777 #

A87-13784 #

A87-13821 #

A87-13788 #

A87-13818 #

A87-13823 #

A87-13794 #

A87-13795 #

A87-13796 #

A87-13798 #

A87-13805 #

A87-13806 #

A87-13807 #

A87-13809 #

A87-13815 #

A87-14028 #

A87-14030 #

A87-14031 * #

A87-14032 * #

A87-14033 #

A87-14034 * #

A87-14035 * #

A87-14036 * #

A87-14037 #

A87-14038 * #

A87-17876 #

A87-17877 #

A87-17878 * #

A87-17879 #

A87-17880 #

A87-17882 " #

A87-17883 #

A87-17884 #

A87-17885 #

A87-17886 #

A87-17887 #

A87-17888 #

A87-17889 #

A87-17890 #

A87-17896 #

A87-17897 * #

A87-17898 #

A87-17901 #

A87-17902 #

A87-17903 * #

A87-17904 #

A87-17905 #

A87-17906 #

A87-17907 #

A87-17908 #

A87-17909 #

A87-179!0 #

A87-17911 #

A87-17912 #

A87-17913 #

A87-17914 * #

A87-17915 * #

A87-17916 #

A87-17917 #

A87-17918 #

A87-17919 #

A87-17920 " #

A87-17921 #

A87-17922 #

A87-17923 #

A87-17925 #

A87-17927 #

A87-17928 #

A87-17929 #

A87-17930 #

A87-17931 #

A67-17932 #

A87-17933 #

A87-17934 * #

A87-17936 #

A87-28625 * #

A87-17937 #

A87-17939 #

A87-17940 #

A87-17941 #

A87-17942 * #

A87-17943 #

A87-17944 " #
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AIAA PAPER 87-0041 ...................

AIAA PAPER 87-0045 ...................

AIAA PAPER 87-0049 ...................

AIAA PAPER 87-0051 ...................

AIAA PAPER 87-0055 ...................

AIAA PAPER 87-0070 ...................

AIAA PAPER 87-0081 ...................

AIAA PAPER 87-0082 ...................

AIAA PAPER 87-0083 ...................

AIAA PAPER 87-0084 ...................

AIAA PAPER 87-0085 ...................

AIAA PAPER 87-0087 ...................

AIAA PAPER 87-0088 ...................

AIAA PAPER 87-0097 ...................

AIAA PAPER 87-0099 ...................

AIAA PAPER 87-0101 ...................

AJAA PAPER 87-0107 ...................

AIAA PAPER 87-0108 ...................

AIAA PAPER 87-0109 ...................

AIAA PAPER 87-0110 ...................

AI,t_ PAPER 87-0111 ...................

AIAA PAPER 87-0114 ...................

AIAA PAPER 87-0115 ...................

AIAA PAPER 87-0116 ...................

AIAA PAPER 87-0117 ...................

AIAA PAPER 87.0121 ...................

AIAA PAPER 87-0123 ...................

AIAA PAPER 87-0141 ...................

AIAA PAPER 87-0143 ...................

AIAA PAPER 87-0144 ...................

AIAA PAPER 87-0145 ...................

AIAA PAPER 87-0146 ...................

AIAA PAPER 87-0148 ...................

AIAA PAPER 87-0153 ...................

AIAA PAPER 87-0154 ...................

AIAA PAPER 87-0155 ...................

AIAA PAPER 87-0156 ...................

AIAA PAPER 87-0157 ...................

AIAA PAPER 87-0158 ...................

AIAA PAPER 87-0159 ...................

AIAA PAPER 87-0160 ...................
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AIAA PAPER 87-1520 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1523 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1531 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1546 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1575 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1632 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1659 ...................
AIAA PAPER 97-1708 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1709 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1711 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1716 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1721 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1728 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1729 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1730 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1731 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1732 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1733 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1741 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1742 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1745 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1746 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1747 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1748 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1749 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1750 ...................

AIAA PAPER 87-1751 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1752 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1758 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1762 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1778 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1785 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1787 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1788 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1790 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1791 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1826 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1827 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1828 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1829 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1830 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1832 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1833 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1834 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1835 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1836 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1839 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1840 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1842 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1845 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1846 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1847 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1848 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1849 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1868 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1869 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1870 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1871 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1872 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1879 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1880 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1882 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1884 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1886 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1887 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1889 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1890 ...................
AIAA PAPER 97-1891 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1892 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1893 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1894 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1895 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1896 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1906 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1907 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1910 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1913 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1915 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1916 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1919 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1920 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1922 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1923 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1924 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1926 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1927 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1928 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1929 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1930 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1931 ...................

AIAA PAPER 87-1962 ...................

) 569 A87-42472 * #
) 569 A87-42473 * #
) 625 A87-43009 * #
) 603 A87-42477 * #
) 626 A87-43038 ° #

707 A87-43044 * #
) 693 A87-43046 #
) 693 A87-43053 * #
) 626 A87-43063 * #
) 626 A87-43084 * #
) 707 A87-43129 * #
) 616 A87-41151 #
) 665 A87-45156 #
)665 A87-45157 #
) 655 A87-45158 #

624 A87-45159 #
665 A87-45161 #
830 A87-52245 * #
665 A87-45168 #

) 665 A87-45169 #
665 A87-45170

824 A87-52844 #
666 A87-45171 #
695 A87-45178 #

p730 A87-50187 * #
762 A87-50188 * #

p759 A87-48571 * #

666 A87-45180 #
666 A87-45181 #
634 A87-45182 * #
634 A87-45183 #
634 A87-45184 #
634 A87-45185 #
695 A87-45186 #
695 A87-45189 #
690 A87-45198 #
695 A87-45201 #
690 A87-45202 #

)684 A87-45203 * #
684 A87-45204 #
666 A87-45205 #
666 A87-45231 #
666 A87-45232 #
762 A87-50189 * #
666 A87-45233 #
666 A87-45234 #

)830 A87-52246 * #
667 A87-45235 * #
667 A87-45236 * #
655 A87-45237 #
635 A87-45238 * #
667 A87-45240 #
695 A87-45241 #
695 A87-45243 #
667 A87-45245 #
667 A87-45246 #
667 A87-45247 * #
667 A87-45248 #
759 A87-48574 #
668 A87-45263 #
668 A87-45264 #
709 A87-45265 #
668 A87-45266 #
668 A87-45267 #
696 A87-45273 #
690 A87-45274 #
668 A87-45275 * #
684 A87-45276 #
779 A87-50190 * #
685 A87-45277 * #
635 A87-45278 #
668 A87-45279 * #
635 A87-45280 #
635 A87-45281 * #
806 A87-52251 * #
707 A87-45282 * #
635 A87-45283 #
635 A87-45284 * #
668 A87-45289 * #
669 A87-45290 #
669 A87-45292 #
696 A87-45293 #
669 A87-45295 #
696 A87-45296 #
669 A87-45299 #
655 A87-45300 * #
669 A87-45301 #
655 A87-45302 #
685 A87-45303 * #
669 A87-45304 #
669 A87-45305 #
680 A87-45306 #
681 A87-45307 #
670 A87-45308 #
696 A87-45309 #

636 A87-45332 * #

AIAA PAPER 87-1964 ...................

AIAA PAPER 87-1965 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-1966 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2002 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2003 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2008 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2009 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2013 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2014 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2035 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2036 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2039 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2043 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2046 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2047 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2050 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2052 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2058 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2074 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2078 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2079 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2088 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2089 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2092 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2097 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2099 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2101 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2102 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2103 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2104 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2105 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2108 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2111 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2112 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2132 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2150 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2151 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2161 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2164 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2165 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2170 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2172 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2173 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2174 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2181 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2184 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2222 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2235 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2242 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2255 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2256 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2257 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2258 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2259 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2268 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2270 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2272 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2273 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2274 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2275 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2276 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2278 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2280 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2283 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2285 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2286 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2288 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2289 ...................

AIAA PAPER 87-2290 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2294 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2299 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2300 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2301 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2303 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2304 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2307 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2309 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2311 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2312 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2314 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2316 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2340 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2341 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2342 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2343 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2344 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2345 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2346 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2347 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2348 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2350 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2351 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2352 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2356 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2357 ...................
AIAA PAPER 87-2358 ...................

670 A87-45333 #

636 A87-45334 #
,656 A87-45335 #

;, 670 A87-45347 #
;)670 A87-45348 #
;_696 A87-45349 * #
:) 696 A87-45350 #
:) 670 A87-45353 #
:) 670 A87-45354 #
:) 671 A87-45369 * #
:) 671 A87-45370 #
::,690 A87-45372 * #
:) 671 A87-45376 #
:) 671 A87-45378 #
:) 697 A87-45379 #
:)763 A87-50196 * #

685 A87-45381 * #
636 A87-45386 * #
671 A87-45392 * #
671 A87-45393 #
636 A87-45394 #
636 A87-45397 #
697 A87-45398 * #
656 A87-45400 #
671 A87-45404 #
697 A87-45405 #
672 A87-45406 #
672 A87-45407 #
672 A87-45408 #
672 A87-45409 #
672 A87-45410 #
787 A87-48576 #
636 A87-45413 * #
637 A87-45414 * #
832 A97-53986 #
637 A87-45435 #
637 A87-45436 #
688 A87-45443 #
672 A87-45444 * #
685 A87-45445 * #
697 A87-45450 #
656 A87-45452 #
672 A87-45453 #
673 A87-45454 #
697 A87-45457 #
673 A87-45458 #
793 A87-48603 #
770 A87-50402 #
795 A87-50408 #
770 A87-80418 * #
757 A87-50419 * #
770 A87-50420 #
770 A87-50421 * #
763 A87-50422 * #
721 A87-49052 #
722 A87-49053 * #
722 A87-49054 #
722 A87-49055 #
722 A87-49056 * #
722 A87-49057 #
722 A87-49058 #
723 A87-49060 #
748 A87-49061 #
723 A87-49062 * #
767 A87-49578 * #
767 A87-49579 #
768 A87-49581 #
768 A87-49582 #
768 A87-49583 * #
750 A87-49587 #
794 A87-49157 #
778 A87-49158 #
794 A87-49159 #
736 A87-48639 #
744 A87-48640 #
712 A87-48642 #
771 A87-50430 #
771 A87-50432 * #
771 A87-50433 #
795 A87-50435 #
715 A87-50437 #
792 A87-50459 * #
771 A87-50460 * #
771 A87-50461 #
771 A87-50462 * #
772 A87-50463 #
772 A87-50464 #
748 A87-49065 * #
723 A87-49066 #
723 A87-49067 #
723 A87-49069 #
724 A87-49070 #
724 A87-49071 #
724 A87-49073 #
724 A87-49074 #
748 A87-49075 #

F-5



AIAA PAPER 87-2359

AIAA PAPER 87-2359 ................... p 748 A87-49076 * #

AIAA PAPER 87-2360 ................... p 748 A87-49077 * #

AIAA PAPER 87-2361 ................... p 767 A87-49078 * #

AIAA PAPER 87-2362 ................... p 748 A87-49079 #

AIAA PAPER 87-2370 ................... p 767 A87-49161 #

AIAA PAPER 87-2378 ................... p 744 A87-48643 #

AIAA PAPER 87-2380 ................... p 741 A87-50465 #

AIAA PAPER 87-2404 ................... p 772 A87-50488 * #

AIAA PAPER 87-2406 ................... p 772 A87-50489 * #

AIAA PAPER 87-2408 ................... p 772 A87-50491 * #

AIAA PAPER 87-2410 ................... p 724 A87-49081 #

AIAA PAPER 87-2416 ................... p 724 A87-49086 * #

AIAA PAPER 87-2417 ................... p 725 A87-49087 #

AIAA PAPER 87-2418 ................... p 725 A87-49088 #

AIAA PAPER 87-2420 ................... p 725 A87-49089 * #

AIAA PAPER 87-2421 ................... p 750 A87-49594 #

AIAA PAPER 87-2425 ................... p 794 A87-49166 #

AIAA PAPER 87-2434 ................... p 794 A87-49165 #

AIAA PAPER 87-2437 ................... p 778 A87-49168 #

AIAA PAPER 87-2440 ................... p 736 A87-48644 #

AIAA PAPER 87-2441 ................... p 744 A87-48645 #

AIAA PAPER 87-2443 ................... p 787 A87-48646 #

AIAA PAPER 87-2450 ................... ) 772 A87-50496 #

AIAA PAPER 87-2451 ................... 773 A87-50497 #

AIAA PAPER 87-2452 ................... 773 A87-50498 #

AIAA PAPER 87-2453 ................... 773 A87-50499 #

AIAA PAPER 87-2454 ................... 773 A87-50500 #

AIAA PAPER 87-2474 ................... 725 A87-49090 * #

AIAA PAPER 87-2475 ................... 725 A87-49091 * #

AIAA PAPER 87-2476 ................... 726 A87-49092 * #

AIAA PAPER 87-2477 ................... 726 A87-49093 * #

AIAA PAPER 87-2478 ................... 726 A87-49094 #

AIAA PAPER 87-2479 ................... 726 A87-49095 #

AIAA PAPER 87-2480 ................... 726 A87-49096 #

AIAA PAPER 87-2482 ................... 726 A87-49097 * #

AIAA PAPER 87-2485 ................... 727 A87-49099 #

AIAA PAPER 87-2487 ................... :) 806 A87-52291 * #

AIAA PAPER 87-2495 ................... :) 728 A87-49604 #

AIAA PAPER 87-2496 ................... :) 728 A87-49605 #

AIAA PAPER 87-2497 ................... :) 729 A87-49606 #

AIAA PAPER 87-2498 ................... :_ 794 A87-49169 * #

AIAA PAPER 87-2499 ................... :) 749 A87-49170 #

AIAA PAPER 87-25007 ................. :_ 765 A87-48649 #

AIAA PAPER 87-2500 ................... p 749 A87-49171 #

AIAA PAPER 87-2501 ................... _ 767 A87-49172 " #

AIAA PAPER 87-2504 ................... _ 765 A87-48647 #

AIAA PAPER 87-2505 ................... p 736 A87-48648 #

AIAA PAPER 87-2508 ................... _ 765 A87-48650 * #

AIAA PAPER 87-2522 ................... ) 715 A87-50525 * #

AIAA PAPER 87-2526 ................... ) 741 A87-50529 " #

AIAA PAPER 87-2533 ................... ) 773 A87-50535 * #

AIAA PAPER 87-2535 ................... ) 773 A87-50536 * #

AIAA PAPER 87-2536 ................... ) 774 A87-50537 #

AIAA PAPER 87-2537 ................... 774 A87-50538 #

AIAA PAPER 87-2550 ................... ) 727 A87-49102 #

AIAA PAPER 87-2551 ................... ) 727 A87-49103 * #

AIAA PAPER 87-2552 ................... 727 A87-49104 * #

AIAA PAPER 87-2555 ................... 727 A87-49106 #

AIAA PAPER 87-2556 ................... 727 A87-49107 #

AIAA PAPER 87-2557 ................... 768 A87-49607 * #

AIAA PAPER 87-2558 ................... 729 A87-49608 * #

AIAA PAPER 87-2559 ................... 768 A87-49609 * #

AIAA PAPER 87-2560 ................... 768 A87-49610 #

AIAA PAPER 87-2561 ................... 769 A87-49611 #

AIAA PAPER 87-2562 ................... 769 A87-49612 * #

AIAA PAPER 87-2563 ................... 769 A87-49613 * #

AIAA PAPER 87-2572 ................... :_ 778 A87-49173 * #

AIAA PAPER 87-2574 ................... :) 738 A87-49174 #

AIAA PAPER 87-2575 ................... :_ 779 A87-49176 #

AIAA PAPER 87-2586 ................... :_ 774 A87-50549 #

AIAA PAPER 87-2587 ................... p 774 A87-50550 #

AIAA PAPER 87-2590 ................... p 774 A87-50553 * #

AIAA PAPER 87-2592 ................... t 774 A87-50555 #

AIAA PAPER 87-2602 ................... ) 775 A87-50569 #

AIAA PAPER 87-2603 ................... b 775 A87-50564 #

AIAA PAPER 87-2604 ................... _ 795 A87-50565 #

AIAA PAPER 87-2608 ................... _ 749 A87-49108 #

AIAA PAPER 87-2610 ................... ) 727 A87-49109 #

AIAA PAPER 87-2611 ................... ) 778 A87-49110 #

AIAA PAPER 87-2612 ................... )778 A87-49111 #

AIAA PAPER 87-2613 ................... )728 A87-49112 #

AIAA PAPER 87-2615 ................... )749 A87-49113 #

AIAA PAPER 87-2617 ................... ) 728 A87-49114 * #

AIAA PAPER 87-2621 ................... ) 750 A87-49621 * #

AIAA PAPER 87-2622 ................... ) 769 A87-49622 #

AIAA PAPER 87-2624 ................... ) 795 A87-49623 * #

AIAA PAPER 87-2625 ................... ) 769 A87-49624 * #

AIAA PAPER 87-2627 ................... 729 A87-49626 * #

AIAA PAPER 87-2635 ................... 838 A87-52290 #

AIAA PAPER 87-2638 ................... 723 A87-49059 * #

AIAA PAPER 87-540 ..................... 284 A87-24981 * #

AIAA-PAPER-85-1877 ................... p 592 N87-23619 * #

AIAA-85-0644 ................................. p 660 N87-26042 * #

AIAA-86-0109 ................................. p 230 N87-15176 * #

AIAA-87-0035 .................................

AIAA-87-0081 .................................

AIAA-87-0082 .................................

AIAA-87-0107 .................................

AIAA-87-0420 .................................

AIAA-87-0525 .................................

AIAA-87-0526 .................................

AIAA-87-0530 .................................

AIAA-87-0721 -CP ...........................

AIAA-87-0735-CP ...........................

AIAA-87-0738 .................................

AIAA-87-0739 .................................

AIAA-87-0850 .................................

AIAA-87-1316 .................................

AIAA-87-1746 .................................

AIAA-87-1788 .................................

AIAA-87-1886 .................................

AIAA-87-1893 .................................

AIAA-87-1906 .................................

AIAA-87-2050 .................................

AIAA-87-2111 .................................

AIAA-87-2112 .................................

AIAA-87-2258-CP ...........................

AIAA-87-2259 .................................

AIAA-87-2722 .................................

AIAA*87-2877 .................................

AIAA-87-2949 .................................

293 N87-17667 * #

433 N87-20991 * #

508 N87-21908 * #

492 N87-21874 " #

323 N87-17001 * #

,208 N87-14957 * #

_272 N87-16588 * #

p272 N87-16587 * #

_327 N87-18113 * #

p417 N87-20236 * #

_327 N87-18115 * #

_327 N87-18116 * #

p417 N87-20234 * #

)575 N87-24435 * #

p520 N87-22681 * #

_376 N87-18575 * #

)603 N87-23664 * #

)642 N87-25294 * #

)442 N87-20280 * #

)593 N87-23626 " #

)349 N87-18540 * #

)349 N87-18539 * #

)776 N87-26920 " #

) 536 N87-22097 * #

) 815 N87-29420 * #

)763 N87-26913 * #

) 752 N87-26906 * #

ALLISON-EDR-11984 .................... p 200 N87-13661 * #

AMA-85-09 ...................................... p 421 N87-20253 * #

AM1-8605 ......................................... p 77 N87-12545 #

AMMRC-TR-85-25 .......................... p 122 N87-11877 #

AR-004-049 ..................................... p 25 N87-10061 #

AR-004-497 ..................................... p 619 N87-24934 #

AR-2 ................................................. p 327 N87-18117 * #

AR-3 ................................................. p 41 N87-10182 * #

ARAP-597 ....................................... p 417 N87-20232 * #

ARG-207 ......................................... p 376 N87-18577 #

ARL-AERO-PROP-R-169 .............. p 25 N87-10061 #

ARL-AERO-PROP-TM-435 ............ p 207 N87-14066 #

ARL-AERO-PROP-TM-438 ............ p 832 N87-28549 #

ARL-AERO-TM-377 ....................... p 244 N87-15963 #

ARL-AERO-TM-380 ....................... p 332 N87-18337 #

ARL-AERO-TM-383 ....................... p 752 N87-26901 #

ARL-AERO-TM-384 ....................... p 732 N87-26867 #

ARL-STRUC-R-423 ........................ p 619 N87-24934 #

ARL-STRUC-TM-447 ..................... p 775 N87-26916 #

ARL-SYS-TM-88 ............................. p 450 N87-21002 #

ARL/AERO-PROP-TM-434 ........... p 201 N87-13757 #

ARL/AERO-PROP-TM-436 ........... p 450 N87-21003 #

ARL/AERO/PROP-TM-437 .......... p 754 N87-27662 #

ARL/STRUC-TM-451 ..................... p 520 N87-22682 #

ARL/SYS-TM-90 ............................ p 752 N87-26903 #

ARO-18391.3-EG-S ........................ p 77 N87-12545 #

ARO-18560.28-EG ......................... p 251 N87-15232 #

ARO-18560.29-EG ......................... p 309 N87-17703 #

ARO-18560.30-EG ......................... p 530 N87-22858 #

ARO-19251.5-CH ........................... p 123 N87-12685 #

ARO-19364.18-EG-RW .................. p 232 N87-15190 #

ARO-19471.4-EG ........................... p 643 N87-25300 #

ARO-20155.6-MA ........................... p 130 N87-12729 #

ARO-20155.8-MA ........................... p 116 N87-12568 #

ARO-21731.1-EG ........................... p 77 N87-12544 #

ARO-23322.7-EG ........................... p 449 N87-20292 #

ASD-TR-85-5015 ............................ p 658 N87-25318 #

ASD-TR-86-5018 ............................ p 715 N87-26855 #

ASD-TR-87-5008 ............................ p 539 N87-22234 #

ASIAC-685.1D ................................. p 469 N87-21378 #

ASL-87-1 ......................................... p 644 N87-25997 " #

ASLE PREPRINT 86-TC-3B-2 ...... p 199 A87-19507

ASME PAPER 86-GT-100 ............. p 304 A87-25396 * #

ASME PAPER 86-GT-138 ............. p 287 A87-25395 * #

ASME PAPER 86-GT-18 ............... p 514 A87-38467 #

ASME PAPER 86-TRtB-21 ............ p 200 A87-19530 * #
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ASME PAPER 86-TRIB-6 .............. p 199 A87-19526 #

ASME PAPER 86-WA/APM-23 .... p 46 A87-11113 #

ASME PAPER 86-WA/APM-33 .... p 46 A87-11112 #

ASME PAPER 86-WA/DE-20 ....... p 664 A87-43702 #

ASME PAPER 86-WA/DE-3 ......... p 664 A87-43701 #

ASME PAPER 86-WA/FE-6 .......... p 629 A87-43704 #

ASME PAPER 86-WA/NCA-3 ...... p 333 A87-25316 * #

ASME PAPER 86-WA/TS-2 .......... p 623 A87-43723 #

ASME PAPER 87-GT-111 ............. p 759 A87-48707 #

ASME PAPER 87-GT-112 ............. p 759 A87-48708 #

ASME PAPER 87-GT-171 ............. p 719 A87-48725 #

ASME PAPER 87-GT-218 ............. p 759 A87-48720 #

ASME PAPER 87-GT-233 ............. p 759 A87-48717 #

ASME PAPER 87-GT-234 ............. p 719 A87-48718 #

ASME PAPER 87-GT-253 ............. p 719 A87-48719 * #

ASR-2 .............................................. p 593 N87-23622 * #

ATC-139 .......................................... p 476 N87-21603 #

ATC-141 .......................................... p 854 N87-29057 #

ATC-42-REV-D ............................... p 87 N87-11715 #

ATCEU-511 ..................................... p 160 N87-14308

ATR-2 .............................................. p 363 N87-19380 #

AU-AWC-86-013 ............................. p 483 N87-21848 #

AU-AWC-86-143 ............................. p 508 N87-21911 #

AU-AWC-86-213 ............................. p 526 N87-21962 #

AU-AWC-86-215 ............................. p 511 N87-21919 #

AVSCOM-TM-86-A-1 ...................... p 100 N87-11781 * #

AVSCOM-TM-86-A-2 ...................... p 231 N87-15185 * #

AVSCOM-TM-86-B-4 ...................... p 292 N87-17664 * #

AVSCOM-TM-87-A-1 ...................... p 598 N87-23632 * #

AVSCOM-TM-87-B-10 ................... p 643 N87-25304 * #

AVSCOM-TM-87-B-1 ...................... p 348 N87-18537 * #

AVSCOM-TM-87-B-2 ...................... p 318 N87-16884 * #

AVSCOM-TM-87-B-5 ...................... p 540 N87-22276 * #

AVSCOM-TM-87-B-6 ...................... p 691 N87-25435 * #

AVSCOM-TM-87-B-7 ...................... p 573 N87-24423 * #

AVSCOM-TM-87-B-8 ...................... p 733 N87-26878 * #

AVSCOM-TR-86-C-42 .................... p 467 N87-20555 * #

AVSCOM-TR-86-E-2 ...................... p 757 N87-26907 #

AVSCOM-TR-87-C-10 ................ .... p 542 N87-22978 " #

AVSCOM-TR-87-C-20 .................... p 604 N87-23729 * #

A86409 ............................................ p 571 N87-23595 * #

B-206887 ......................................... p 237 N87-15200 #

B-225200 ......................................... p 741 N87-26894 #

B-226786 ......................................... p 819 N87-29468 #

BAE-AERO-INFORM-33 ................ p 14 N87-10832

BAE-AERO/PROJ/087 ................. p 587 N87-24456

BAE-ARG-204 ................................. p 37 N87-10874

BAE-ARG-217 ................................. p 151 N87-13407 #

BAE-BT-13481 ................................ p 14 N87-10832

BAE-B59R/R-D/610/13498 ......... p 37 N87-10875

BAE-KGT-R-GEN-01349 ............... p 41 N87-10180 #

BAE-MSM-R-GEN-0544 ................ p 50 N87-10405 #

BAE-MSM-R-GEN-0547 ................ p 844 N87-28606 #

BAE-S85/AMR/0066 ..................... p 42 N87-10994

BAE-S85/AMR/0080 ..................... p 144 N87-14243

BBN-5422 ........................................ p 336 N87-18401 * #

BCD-TR-157 ................................... p 741 N87-26892 #

BHT-699-099-217 ........................... p 201 N87-13795 * #

BLL-LIB-TRANS-2147-(5207.00) .. p 326 N87-18094 #

BMFT-FB-W-86-007 ....................... p 177 N87-14328 #

BMFT-FB-W-86-017 ....................... p 692 N87-26151 #

BRL-CR-553 .................................... p 154 N87-14285 #

BRL-MR-3519 ................................. p 116 N87-12570 #

BRL-MR-3523 ................................. p 232 N87-15191 #

BRL-MR-3561 ................................. p 493 N87-22624 #

BR100026 ....................................... p 844 N87-28606 #

BR100178 ....................................... p 844 N87-28607 #

BR100238 ....................................... p 315 N87-16852 #

BR100264 ....................................... p 549 N87-23248 #

BR100271 ....................................... p 76 N87-12540 #

BR100296 ....................................... p 645 N87-26027 #
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BR100581 ....................................... p 829

BR100619 ....................................... p 829
BR100661 ....................................... p 688
BR101808 ....................................... p 426
BR101809 ....................................... p 432
BR72788 ......................................... p 587
BR75315 ......................................... p 449
BR88460 ......................................... p 433
BR97093 ......................................... p 50
BR97843 ......................................... p 41
BR97881 ......................................... p 433
BR97931 ......................................... P 175
BR97932 ......................................... p 242
BR98781 ......................................... p 156
BR98808 ......................................... p 145
BR99422 ......................................... p 752
BR99557 ......................................... p 453
BR99585 ......................................... p 191

BU-321 ............................................ p 375
BU-327 ............................................ p 364
BU-330 ............................................ p 365
BU-332 ............................................ p 350
BU-333 ............................................ p 378
BU-334 ............................................ p 350
BU-335 ............................................ p 432
BU-336 ............................................ p 375
BU-337 ............................................ p 375
BU-340 ............................................ p 392
BU-341 ............................................ p 365
BU-344 ............................................ p 453
BU-345 ............................................ p 421
BU-346 ............................................ p 350
BU-350 ............................................ p 396
BU-351 ............................................ p 418

B8650034 ........................................ p 752
B8667019 ........................................ p 65
B8667020 ........................................ p 28
B8667024 ........................................ p 57
B8667272 ........................................ p 100
B8667275 ........................................ p 43
B8667670 ........................................ p 16
B8667703 ........................................ p 102
B8667704 ........................................ p 103
B8668291 ........................................ p 174
B8668292 ........................................ p 16
B8668293 ........................................ p 54
B8668294 ........................................ p 152
B8668453 ........................................ p 426
B8669020 ........................................ p 207
B8669794 ........................................ p 160
B8671294 ........................................ p 151
B8671295 ........................................ p 154
B8671296 ........................................ p 151
B8673827 ........................................ p 349
B8675508 ........................................ p 370
B8675512 ........................................ p 377
B8677587 ........................................ p 396
B8677588 ........................................ p 396
B8677589 ........................................ p 377
B8677593 ........................................ p 603
B8677594 ........................................ p 603
B8678397 ........................................ p 374
B8678398 ........................................ p 357
B8678399 ........................................ p 357
B8679800 ........................................ p 362
B8707433 ........................................ p 753
B8707449 ........................................ p 860
B8707453 ........................................ p 784
B8707457 ........................................ p 815

B8707459 ........................................ p 753
B8707461 ........................................ p 791
B8707465 ........................................ p 753

CAA-PAPER-84018 ........................ p 160
CAA-PAPER-84019 ........................ p 155
CAA-PAPER-85004 ........................ p 156
CAA-PAPER-85009 ........................ p 156
CAA-PAPER-85012 ........................ p 175
CAA-PAPER-85013 ........................ p 145
CAA-PAPER-85018 ........................ p 156
CAA-PAPER-86003 ........................ p 156
CAA-PAPER-86005 ........................ p 156
CAA-PAPER-87004 ........................ p 860

CALSPAN-7205-9-VOL-2 .............. p 775

CAP-426 .......................................... p 432
CAP-512 .......................................... p 422
CAP-513 .......................................... p 422
CAP-520 .......................................... p 406

CAR-8705 ........................................ p 585

CD6500551 ..................................... p 844

N87-28547 #

N87-28548 #
N87-26055 #
N87-20981 #
N87-20262 #
N87-24456
N87-21000 #
N87-20988 #
N87-10405 #
N87-10180 #
N87-20989 #
N87-14316
N87-15203 #
N87-14304
N87-14246 #
N87-26904 #
N87-21005 #
N87-13445 #

N87-19404 #
N87-19390 #
N87-19391 #

N87-19363 #
N87-19415 #
N87-19364 #
N87-20263 #
N87-19406 #
N87-19407 #
N87-19697 #
N87-19392 #
N87-20299 #
N87-20256 #
N87-19366 #
N87-19961 #
N87-20247 #

N87-26905
N87-11688 #
N87-10863 #
N87-11530 #
N87-11782 #
N87-11004 #
N87-10847 #
N87-11785 #
N87-11786 #
N87-13437 #
N87-10846 #
N87-11233 #
N87-13416 #
N87-20986 #
N87-14041 #
N87-13426 #
N87-13414 #
N87-14288 #
N87-13415 #
N87-18545 #
N87-18569 #
N87-18580 #
N87-19029 #
N87-19018 #
N87-18579 #
N87-23665 #
N87-23666 #
N87-19402 #
N87-19373 #
N87-18560 #
N87-18566 #
N87-27654 #
N87-30150 #
N87-27736 #
N87-29417 #
N87-27656 #
N87-28052 #
N87-27657 #

N87-14308
N87-14296
N87-14303
N87-14297
N87-14313
N87-14244
N87-14299
N87-14300
N87-14301
N87-29311

N87-26917 #

N87-20259
N87-20975
N87-20976
N87-20954

N87-23613 #

N87-28607 #

CEAT-M4-475-000 ......................... p 196

CEPR-594-PT-1 .............................. p 195

CFD-16 ............................................ p 75

CMU-CS-85-145 ............................. p 795

CONF-8608110-2 ........................... p 396
CONF-860882-2 ............................. p 120
CONF-8610140-2 ........................... p 176
CONF-861050-4 ............................. p 391
CONF-8706165-1 ........................... p814
CONF-8706165-2 ........................... p 815
CONF-870622-3 ............................. p 700
CONF.870699-1 ............................. p 577
CONF-870830-2 ............................. p 814

CRC-1393-PT-A .............................. p 361

CRDEC-CR-86020 .......................... p 196

CRINC-FRL-516-2 .......................... p 332
CRINC-FRL-717-1 .......................... p 659
CRINC-FRL-717-1 .......................... p 731

CRREL-86-10 .................................. p 363
CRREL-86-18 .................................. p 316
CRREL-87-2 .................................... p 466

CS-TR-1837 .................................... p 796

CUED/A-TURBO/TR-122 ............. p 107

CWI-NM-R8601 .............................. p 16

DC-FR-1026.3E0-1A ...................... p 244
DC-FR-1026.330-3 ......................... p 174

DERAT-6/5019-DN ........................ p 14

DE86-010989 .................................. p 120
DE86-012140 .................................. p 122
DE86-014294 .................................. p 391
DE86-014332 .................................. p 260
DE86-016101 .................................. p 176
DE87-000973 .................................. p 576
DE87-001628 .................................. p 341
DE87-002025 .................................. p 380
DE87-002028 .................................. p 458
DE87-002386 .................................. p 396
DE87-003790 .................................. p 814
DE87-008516 .................................. p 700
DE87-008653 .................................. p 577
DE87-011634 .................................. p 814
DE87-011722 .................................. p 815
DE87-012316 .................................. p 850
DE87-012342 .................................. p 813

DFVLR-FB-85-16 ............................ p 83
DFVLR-FB-85-32 ............................ p 138
DFVLR-FB-85-35 ............................ p 42
DFVLR-FB-85-39 ............................ p 176
DFVLR-FB-85-46 ............................ p 176
DFVLR-FB-85-50 ............................ p 177
DFVLR-FB-85-53 ............................ p 154
DFVLR-FB-85-55 ............................ p 191
DFVLR-FB-86-16 ............................ p 42
DFVLR-FB-86-17 ............................ p 50
DFVLR-FB-86-21 ............................ p 102
DFVLR-FB-86-21 ............................ p 757
DFVLR.FB-86-29 ............................ p 154
DFVLR-FB-86-35 ............................ p 294
DFVLR-FB-86-47 ............................ p 701
DFVLR-FB-86-59 ............................ p 810
DFVLR-FB-86-61 ............................ p 855
DFVLR-FB-87-09 ............................ p 836
DFVLR-FB-87-10 ............................ p 854

DFVLR-MITT-81-18 ........................ p 477
DFVLR-MITT-84-21 ........................ p 325
DFVLR-MITT-85-12 ........................ p 176
DFVLR-MI17"-86-04 ........................ p 30
DFVLR-MITT-86-09 ........................ p 196
DFVLR-MITT-86-09 ........................ p 851
DFVLR-MITT-86-10 ........................ p 51
DFVLR-MITT-86-10 ........................ p 614
DFVLR-MITT-86-11 ........................ p 38
DFVLR-MITT-86-11 ........................ p 453
DFVLR-MITT-86-12 ........................ p 154
DFVLR-MITT-86-13 ........................ p 209
DFVLR-MITT-86-15-VOL-2 ........... p 590
DFVLR-MITT-86-15 ........................ p 202
DFVLR-MITT-86-21 ........................ p 687
DFVLR-MITT-86o22 ........................ p 688

OFVLR-MITT-86-24 ........................ p 821

N87-14448 #

N87-13496 #

N87-11700 * #

N87-28277 * #

N87-19981 #
N87-12577 #
N87-14322 #

N87-18891 #
N87-29415 #
N87-29416 #
N87-25538 #
N87-24440 #
N87-29414 #

N87-18562 #

N87-13545 #

N87-18329 * #
N87-26036 * #
N87-26858 * #

N87-19383 #
N87-16853 #
N87-20433 #

N87-28309 #

N87-12560 #

N87-10847 #

N87-15961 #
N87-13435 #

N87-10834 #

N87-12577 #
N87-11908 #
N87-18891 #
N87-16157 #
N87-14322 #
N87-24437 #
N87-19348 #
N87-19534 #
N87-21135 #
N87-19981 #
N87-29414 #
N87-25538 #
N87-24440 #
N87-29415 #
N87-29416 #
N87-28866 #
N87-28524 #

N87-11709 #
N87-12326 #
N87-10990 #
N87-14324 #
N87-14325 #
N87-14327 #
N87-14289 #
N87o14352 #
N87-11003 #
N87-11017 #
N87-11784 #
N87-27664 #
N87-14292 #
N87-17685 #
N87-26259 #
N87-28506 #
N87-29115 #
N87-28561 #
N87-28950 #

N87-20800 #
N87-17077 #
N87-14326 #
N87_10075 #
N87-14437 #
N87-28923 #
N87-11149 #
N87-24675 #
N87-10878 #
N87-20300 #
N87-14291 #
N87-14958 #
N87-24462 #
N87-14682 #
N87-26053 #
N87-26054 #
N87-28530 #

DOTIFAAIEE-86110

DFVLR-MITT-86 ............................. p 704 N87-26476 #

DGLR PAPER 86-100 .................... p 545 A87-36753
DGLR PAPER 86-108 .................... p 711 A87-48158

DGLR PAPER 86-110 .................... p 506 A87-36765

DGLR PAPER 86-111 .................... p 744 A87-48159

DGLR PAPER 86-115 .................... p 545 A87-36776

DGLR PAPER 86-117 .................... p 546 A87-36777

DGLR PAPER 86-124 .................... p 485 A87-36766
DGLR PAPER 86-126 .................... p 744 A87-48160
DGLR PAPER 86-127 .................... p 506 A87-36767
DGLR PAPER 86-128 .................... p 494 A87-36768
DGLR PAPER 86-137 .................... p 498 A87-36780
DGLR PAPER 86-140 .................... p 777 A87-48162
DGLR PAPER 86-142 .................... p 485 A87-36788
DGLR PAPER 86-144 .................... p 507 A87-36789
DGLR PAPER 86-145 .................... p 528 A87-36797
DGLR PAPER 86-147 .................... p 528 A87-36793
DGLR PAPER 86-150 .................... p 497 A87-36769
DGLR PAPER 86-151 .................... p 510 A87-36770

DGLR PAPER 86-152 .................... p 506 A87-36771
DGLR PAPER 86-153 .................... p 507 A87-36772
DGLR PAPER 86-154 .................... p 545 A87-36773
DGLR PAPER 86-156 .................... p 521 A87-36782
DGLR PAPER 86-158 .................... p 498 A87-36784
DGLR PAPER 86-159 .................... p 511 A87-36785
DGLR PAPER 86-162 .................... p 486 A87-36790
DGLR PAPER 86-163 .................... p 486 A87-36791
DGLR PAPER 86-165 .................... p 521 A87-36792
DGLR PAPER 86-166 .................... p 787 A87-48164
DGLR PAPER 86-168 .................... p 507 A87-36795
DGLR PAPER 86-169 .................... p 532 A87-36796

DGLR-86-100 .................................. p 707 N87-26831
DGLR-86-108 .................................. p 625 N87-25291 #
DGLR-86-108 .................................. p 660 N87-26834
DGLR-86-167 .................................. p 706 N87-26523 #

DME-007 ......................................... p 530 N87-22808 #

DNA-TR-86-119 .............................. p316 N87-16854 #
DNA-TR-86-132-V2 ........................ p 363 N87-19378 #

DOE/FAA/PM-86/39-VOL-2 ........ p 526 N87-21964 #

DOE/NASA/0168-10 ..................... p 130 N87-11995 * #
DOE/NASA/0330-2 ....................... p 703 N87-25621 * #
DOE/NASA/20320-73 ................... p 855 N87-29956 * #

DOT-TSC-FAA-85-3 ....................... p 65 N87-11686 #

DOT/FAA-CT-86/21 ...................... p 43 N87-11014 #
DOT/FAA-CT-86 ............................ p 353 N87-18547 * #

DOT/FAA-PM-84-16.3 ................... p 466 N87-20433 #
DOT/FAA-PM-86-12 ...................... p 466 N87-20432 #
DOT/FAA-PM-86/50-VOL-1 ......... p 421 N87-20255 * #
DOT/FAA-PM-87/6 ........................ p 793 N87-28233 #

DOT/FAA/ACS-85-2(23) ............... p 155 N87-13420 #

DOT/FAA/AT-87/1 ........................ p 544 N87-23067 #

DOT/FAA/CT-TN86/56 ................ p 742 N87-27652 #
DOT/FAA/CT-TN86/61 ................ p 650 N87-25312 #
DOT/FAA/CT-TN86/64 ................ p 823 N87-29487 #
DOT/FAA/CT-TN87/16 ................ p 823 N87-29488 #

DOT/FAA/CT-82/115-VOL-1-REV p 243 N87-15204 #
DOT/FAA/CT-85/20 ..................... p 17 N87-10055 #
DOT/FAA/CT-85/21 ..................... p 83 N87-11707 #
DOT/FAA/CT-85/25 ..................... p 235 N87-15193 #
DOT/FAA/CT-85/31 ..................... p 122 N87-11902 #
DOT/FAA/CT-85/36 ..................... p 83 N87-11708 #
DOT/FAA/CT-85/9 ....................... P 133 N87-13099 #
DOT/FAA/CT-86-13 ...................... p 647 N87-25308 #
DOT/FAA/CT-86/13 ..................... p 354 N87-19368 #
DOT/FAA/CT-86/14 ..................... p 2 N87-10002 #
DOT/FAA/CT-86/22 ..................... p 42 N87-10985 #
DOT/FAA/CT-86/23 ..................... p 530 N87-22864 #
DOT/FAA/CT-86/23 ..................... p 785 N87-27818 #
DOT/FAA/CT-86/25-1 .................. p 156 N87-14306 #
DOT/FAA/CT-86/25-2 .................. p 156 N87-14307 #
DOT/FAA/CT-86/26 ..................... p 354 N87-19369 #
DOT/FAA/CT-86/35 ..................... p 252 N87-15973 #
DOT/FAA/CT-86/40 ..................... p 613 N87-23856 * #
DOT/FAA/CT-86/42 ..................... p 520 N87-22684 #
DOT/FAA/CT-86/6 ....................... p 606 N87-23816 #
DOT/FAA/CT-87/05 ..................... p 606 N87-23815 #
DOT/FAA/CT-87/3 ....................... p 393 N87-18945 #

DOT/FAA/DL-87/1 ........................ p 544 N87-23067 #

DOT/FAA/EE-85-8 ........................ p 477 N87-20799 #
DOT/FAA/EE-86/10 ..................... p 393 N87-19815 #

F-7



DOTIFAAIFS-8611-VOL- 1

DOT/FAA/FS-86/1-VOL-1 ........... p 236 N87-15198
DOT/FAA/FS-86/1-VOL-2 ........... p 296 N87-16812

DOT/FAA/PM-85/23 ..................... p 316 N87-16853
DOT/FAA/PM-85/29 ..................... p 503 N87-21905
DOT/FAA/PM-86-37 ..................... p 476 N87-21603
DOT/FAA/PM-86-40 ..................... p 854 N87-29057
DOT/FAA/PM-86/19 ..................... p87 N87-11715
DOT/FAA/PM-86/30 ..................... _133 N87-13099
DOT/FAA/PM-86/34 .....................
DOT/FAA/PM-86/36 .....................
DOT IFAA/PM.86/39 .....................
DOT IF AA/PM.86/ 48 .....................
DOTIFAA/PM-86/50.VOL.2 ........
DOT/FAA/PM-86/52 .....................
DOTIFAA/PM-87/10 .....................
DOT/FAA/PM-87/11 .....................
DOTIFAA/PM-87/12 .....................
DOT/FAA/PM-87/14 .....................
DOT/FAA/PM-87/4 .......................
DOT/FAA/PM-87/6 .......................
DOT/FAA/PM-87/7 .......................

_204 N87-14792
_258 N87-15981
=129 N87-11910
b602 N87o23661
_421 N87-20252
,393 N87-18945

839 N87-28572
854 N87-29060
793 N87-28232
741 N87-26892
526 N87-21965
544 N87-22379
792 N87-28229

DOT/FAA/VS-86-1-VOL-2 ............ p 235 N87-15194
DOT/FAA/VS-87/1 ....................... p 544 N87-23067

DP-7266 .......................................... p 41 N87-10973 * #
DP-7269 .......................................... p 42 N87-10974 * #

DR-8402 .......................................... p 203 N87-14780 #
DR-8513 .......................................... p 203 N87-14781
DR-8601 .......................................... p 203 N87-14782

DRIC-BR-100657 ............................ p 357 N87-18557 #

DRR-8607 ....................................... p 860 N87-29311

DTNSRDC/ASED-CR-01-86 ......... p 13 N87-10047
DTNSRDC/ASE D-CR-02-86 ......... p 13 N87-10045

D180-28576-2-PH-1 .......................
D180-28576-3 .................................
D180-28862-VOL-3oPT-1 ...............
D180-29904-1 .................................
D180-29984-2 .................................
D180-29965-1 .................................
D210-12323-VOL-1 ........................
D210-12323-VOL-2 ........................
D210-12323-VOL-3 ........................
D6-1PAD-70040-D ...........................
I)6-38012 .........................................
I)6-49579 .........................................
I)6-53153 .........................................
D6-53840 .........................................

)468 N87-21246
)508 N87-21907
)26 N87-10066
) 826 N87-29493
) 826 N87-29494
) 739 N87-26884
)313 N87°17714
)312 N87-17708
)312 N87-17709
)796 N87-28299

191 N87-13446
)319 N87-17860
=236 N87-15197
)613 N87-23856

E-2177 ............................................. p 59 N87-10753
E-2198 ............................................. p 35 N87-10100
E-2267 ............................................. p 52 N87-11180
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776 N87-26922 ° #

758 N87-27665 * #

691 N87-25435 * #

625 N87-25267 * #

) 817 N87-29462 * #

LG83ER0080 .................................. p 275 N87-17658 ° #

LG84ER0035 .................................. p 483 N87-21849 * #

LG85ER0012-REV ......................... p 35 N87-10866" #

LG85ER0187 .................................. p 814 N87-29413 * #

LG86ER0092 .................................. p 362 N87-18563 * #

LG86ER0173 .................................. p 834 N87-29536 * #

LM/TR/654/2/2 ............................. p 183 N87-14329

LMI-AF6OIR2 .................................. p 802 N87-29405 #

LMS/AFOSR-COMB/83 ................ p 260 N87-16094 #

LR-30463 ......................................... p 312 N87-17711 ° #

LR-30533 ......................................... p 313 N87-17712 * #

LR-30644 ......................................... p 313 N87-17713 * #

LR-30727 ......................................... p 138 N87-12322 * #

LR-30775 ......................................... p 458 N87-20406 * #

LR-30786 ......................................... p 845 N87-28619 * #

LR-30916 ......................................... p 354 N87-19368 #

LR-30916 ......................................... p647 N87-25308 #

LR-31032 ......................................... p 318 N87-16883 * #

L86R1350 ........................................ p 814 N87-29413 * #

L87R1488 ........................................ p 834 N87o29536 * #

MAE-1731 ....................................... p 260 N87-16093 #

MAE-1748 ....................................... p 130 N87-12729 #

MAE-1751 ....................................... p 116 N87-12568 #

MAE-1753 ....................................... p 791 N87-27970 #

MANUDYNE-83-1 ........................... p 681 N87-25330 * #

MBB-LKE-122-S/PUB/234 ........... p 660 N87o26833

MBB-LKE-1231S/PUB-242 ........... p 316 N87-17721

MBB-LKE-292/S/PUB/200 .......... p 770 A87-49965

MBB-LKE-434-S/PUB/284 ........... p 707 N87-26831

MBB-S-PUB-272 ............................. p 486 A87-36801

MBB-S-PUB-279 ............................. p 521 A87-36799

MBB-TE444-B-254/04/08 ............. p 524 A87-36281

MBB-UD-435/86 ............................ p 687 N87-25333 #

MBB-UD-471/86 ............................ p 702 N87-26837

MBB-UD-473/86 ............................ p 662 N87-26838

MBB-UD-480-86-OE ...................... p 584 A87-42674

MBB-UD-482/86 ............................ p 642 N87-25299 #

MBB-UD-483/86 ............................ p 523 N87-22686 #

MBB-UD-485-86-PUB .................... p 654 A87-43474 #

MBB-UD-491/86 ............................ p 658 N87-25315 #

MBB-UR-875/86 ............................ p 658 N87-25314

MBB-UT-0001/86 ........................... p 677 N87-26835

MBB-UT-002-87-PUB ..................... p 799 A87-49968

MBB-UT-0021/86 ........................... p 660 N87-26834

MBB-UT-004-86 .............................. p 92 A87-14002 #

MBB-UT-005-86 .............................. p 126 A87-13999 #

MBB-UT-006-86 .............................. p 93 A87-14026 #

MBB-UT-015/86 ............................. p 658 N87-25317 #

MBB-UT-021-86 .............................. p 711 A87-48158

MBB-UT-023-86 .............................. p 750 A87-49964 #

MBB-UT-12-86 ................................ p 658 N87-25316 #

MBB-UT-133/85 ............................. p 700 N87-25604 #

MBB-UT-17-86 ................................ p 705 N87-25786 #

MBB-UT-21/86 ............................... p 625 N87-25291 #

MBB-UT-221-86-PUB ..................... p 769 A87-49960 #

MBB-UT-221/86 ............................. p 682 N87-26836

MBB-UT-222-86 .............................. p 110 A87-13991 #

MBB-UT-223-86 .............................. p 121 A87-14001 #

MBB-UT-224-86 .............................. p 92 A87-13997 #

MBB-UT-225-86 .............................. p 125 A87-13986 #

MBB-UT-226-86 .............................. p 121 A87-13985 #

MBB-UT-270-86 .............................. p 302 N87-17697 #

MBB-UT-273/86 ............................. p 706 N87-26523 #

MBB-Z-101-86-PUB ....................... p 799 A87-49966 #

MBB-Z-83/86 .................................. p 691 N87-25436 #

MCIC-86-C2 .................................... p 260 N87-16146 #

MDC-J3968 ..................................... p 699 N87o25536 #

MDHC-150-V-1003 ......................... p 571 N87-23596 * #

ME-TSPC-TR-86-11 ....................... p370 N87-19398 #

ME-4786-85-10 ............................... p 176 N87-14321 #

MIT-OSP-93666 .............................. p 789 N87-27130 * #

MPIS-16/1986 ................................ p 811 N87-28508 #

MPIS-23/1985 ................................ p 13 N87-10048 #

MPIS-24/1985 ................................ p 75 N87-11704 #

MPIS-5/1986 .................................. p 209 N87-14960 #

MRL-R-984 ...................................... p 107 N87-11792 #

MRL-TN-504 ................................... p 324 N87-17048 #

MTI-86-TR-36 ................................. p 520 N87-22683 #

MTP-6-E-166 ................................... p 268 N87-16276 #

MTP-7-3-524 ................................... p 268 N87-16204 #

MTR-86W17 .................................... p 237 N87-15953 #

MTR-87W21 .................................... p 582 N87-23607 ° #

MTR-9622-VOL-2 ........................... p 200 N87-13616 #

NA-85-0134 ..................................... p 130 N87-12711 #

NADC-79024-60 ............................. p 130 N87-12711 #

NADC-85158o60 ............................. p 41 N87-10209 #

NADC-86026-60 ............................. p 268 N87-16365 #

NADC-86157-60 ............................. p 829 N87-29532 #

NADC-87016-60 ............................. p 784 N87-27806 #

NAE-AN-36 ..................................... p 493 N87-22628 #

NAE-AN-41 ..................................... p 350 N87-19358 #

NAE-AN-42 ..................................... p 442 N87-20286 #

NAE-AN-44 ..................................... p 836 N87-28559 #

NAL-PD-FM-8715 ........................... p490 N87-21862 #

NAL-PD-PR-8609 ........................... p 537 N87-22167 #

NAL-SP-5 ........................................ p 152 N87-14247 #

NAL-TM-AE-8602 ........................... p 490 N87-21861 #

NAL-TM-AE-8606 ........................... p 491 N87-21866 #

NAL-TM-AE-8610 ........................... p 491 N87-21865 #

NAL-TM-AE-6612 ........................... p 491 N87-21864 #

NAL-TM-AE-8701 ........................... p 491 N87-21863 #

NAL-TM-PR-8607 ........................... p 518 N87-21952 #

NAL-TM-SE-8602 ........................... p 25 N87-10062 #

NAL-TM-ST-8604 ........................... p 50 N87-10404 #

NAL-TR-896T .................................. p 491 N87-21868 #

NAL-TR-898 .................................... p 537 N87-22169 #

NAL-TR-900 .................................... p 529 N87-22052 #

NAL-TR-901T .................................. p 509 N87-21916 #

NAL-TR-905 .................................... p 526 N87-21968 #

NAL-TR-908 .................................... p503 N87-21906 #

NAL-TR-909 .................................... p 547 N87-22424 #

NAL-TR-910 .................................... p 526 N87-21969 #

NAL-TR-911T .................................. p492 N87-21869 #

NAL-TR-913 .................................... p492 N67-21872 #

NAL-TR-918 .................................... p 519 N87-21953 #

NAL-TR-919 .................................... p 491 N87-21867 #

NAMRL°TM-86-1 ............................ p 856 N87-30072 #

NAMRL-1323 .................................. p426 N87-20258 #

NAMRL-1330 .................................. p856 N87-30051 #

NAPC-PE-154C ............................... p 520 N87-22684 #

NAS 1.15:100002 ........................... p858 N87-30102 ° #

NAS 1.15:100008 ........................... p816 N87-29422 ° #

NAS 1.15:100020 ........................... p 815 N87-29421 ° #

NAS 1.15:100114 ........................... p 593 N87-23626 " #

NAS 1.15:100121 ........................... p 798 N87-28396 " #

NAS 1.15:100126 ........................... p819 N87-29470 ° #

NAS 1.15:100133 ........................... p 802 N87-28501 * #

NAS 1.15:100136 ........................... p 855 N87-29956 * #

NAS 1.15:100143 ........................... p839 N87-28571 * #

NAS 1.15:58356

NAS 1.15:100151 ...........................

NAS 1.15:100159 ...........................

NAS 1.15:100171 ...........................

NAS 1.15:100175 ...........................

NAS 1.15:100189 ...........................

NAS 1.15:100201 ...........................

NAS 1.15:100407 ...........................

NAS 1.15:100408 ...........................

NAS 1.15:100477 ...........................

NAS 1.15:100480 ...........................

NAS 1.15:100484 ...........................

NAS 1.15:100490 ...........................

NAS 1.15:100493 ...........................

NAS 1.15:100505 ...........................

NAS 1,15:4003 ...............................

NAS 1,15:4004 ...............................

NAS 1.15:4006 ...............................

NAS 1.15:4010 ...............................

NAS 1.15:58276 .............................

NAS 1.15:85660 .............................

NAS 1.15:85909 .............................

NAS 1.15:86298 .............................

NAS 1.15:86319-REV-1 .................

NAS 1.15:86397 .............................

NAS 1.15:86664 .............................

NAS 1.15:86693 .............................

NAS 1.15:86726 .............................

NAS 1.15:86740 .............................

NAS 1.15:86742 .............................

NAS 1.15:86750 .............................

NAS 1.15:86751 .............................

NAS 1,15:86755 .............................

NAS 1,15:86758 .............................

NAS 1,15:86771 .............................

NAS 1.15:86785 .............................

NAS 1.15:86789 .............................

NAS 1.15:86790 .............................

NAS 1.15:86793 .............................

NAS 1.15:86804 .............................

NAS 1.15:86806 .............................

NAS 1,15:86812 .............................

NAS 1,15:86819 .............................

NAS 1,15:86829 .............................

NAS 1,15:86854 .............................

NAS 1,15:86877 .............................

NAS 1.15:87094 .............................

NAS 1.15:87355 .............................

NAS 1.15:87356-VOL-1 .................

NAS 1.15:87356-VOL-2 .................

NAS 1.15:87358 .............................

NAS 1.15:87574 .............................

701

834

791

798

819

815

752

763

708

791

789

740

829

86O

645

732

854

758

290

12

28

845

452

421

131

826

301

301

) 173

) 587

) 508

) 522

827

) 816

) 100

100

590

592

827

232

542

295

207

572

p540

_571

p538

_495

t496

_389

_858

NAS 1.15:87583 ............................. _845

NAS 1.15:87721 ............................. p 59

NAS 1,15:87729 ............................. p 150

NAS 1.15:87731 ............................. p 116

NAS 1.15:87760 ............................. p 291

NAS 1.15:87762 ............................. p 292

NAS 1.15:87764 ............................. p 118

NAS 1.15:88007 ............................. p 156

NAS 1.15:88008 ............................. p 175

NAS 1.15:88191 ............................. p 230

NAS 1.15:88209 ............................. p 116

NAS 1.15:88210 ............................. p 293

NAS 1.15:88211 ............................. p 588

NAS 1.15:88238 ............................. p 100

NAS 1.15:88247 ............................. p 160

NAS 1,15:88250 ............................. p 76

NAS 1,15:86252 ............................. _ 118

NAS 1.15:88267 .............................

NAS 1.15:88268 .............................

NAS 1.15:88272 .............................

NAS 1.15:88281 .............................

NAS 1.15:88282 .............................

NAS 1.15:88285 .............................

NAS 1.15:88287 .............................

NAS 1,15:88289 .............................

NAS 1.15:88297 .............................

NAS 1,15:88312 .............................

NAS 1,15:88315 .............................

NAS 1.15:88323 .............................

NAS 1.15:86326 .............................

NAS 1.15:88327 .............................

NAS 1.15:88334 .............................

NAS 1,15:88336 .............................

NAS 1.15:88337 .............................

NAS 1.15:88340 .............................

NAS 1.15:88341 .............................

NAS 1.15:88343 .............................

NAS 1.15:88346 .............................

NAS 1,15:88348 .............................

NAS 1,15:88349 .............................

NAS 1.15:88351 .............................

NAS 1.15:88353 .............................

NAS 1.15:88354 .............................

NAS 1.15:88355 .............................

NAS 1.15:88356 .............................

)301

_137

_753

_362

J433

)544

754

_508

_776

131

)373

} 426

541

598

75

732

817

353

153

231

524

716

302

302

313

493

341

231

N87-26399 * #

N87-29537 * #

N87-28058 * #

N87-28398 o #

N87-29471 * #

N87-29420 * #

N87-26906 * #

N87-26913 * #

N87-25827 * #

N87-28056 * #

N87-27154 * #

N87-27651 ° #

N87-29531 ° #

N87-30155 ° #

N87-26033 * #

N87-26877 * #

N87-29068 * #

N87-27665 * #

N87-16792 * #

N87-10041 * #

N87-10861 * #

N87-28618 * #

N87-20294 * #

N87-20254 * #

N87-12869 * #

N87-28546 * #

N87-16821 * #

N87-16820 * #

N87-13428 * #

N87-24455 * #

N87-21915 * #

N87-21961 * #

N87-29496 * #

N87-29431 * #

N87-12558 o #

N87-12557 ° #

N87-23616 ° #

N87-23619 * #

N87-29498 #

N87-15941 #

N87-23009 #

N87-17686 #

N87-14910 #

N87-24409 #

N87-22273 #

N87-23598 #

N87-22181 #

N87-21878 #

N87-21879 #

N87-18801 #

N87-29186 #

N87-28643 #

N87-10750 #

N87-13404 #

N87-12566 #

N87-16802 #

N87-17664 #

N87o11801 #

N87-14305 ° #

N87-14317 ° #

N87-15179 ° #

N87-11796 * #

N87-17671 * #

N87-24459 * #

N87-11781 * #

N87-14310 * #

N87-12539 * #

N87-11800 * #

N87-16819 * #

N87-12273 * #

N87-27655 * #

N87-19376 * #

N87-20991 * #

N87-23100" #

N87-27663 * #

N87-21908 * #

N87-26920 * #

N87-12830 * #

N87-18572 * #

N87-20982 * #

N87-22932 * #

N87-24482 * #

N87-11699 * #

N87-26875 * #

N87-29461 * #

N87-18547 ° #

N87-14279 ° #

N87-15165 * #

N87-22691 * #

N87-27609 * #

N87-17695 * #

N87-17692 * #

N87o17715 * #

N87-22629 * #

N67-18532 ° #

N87-15181 * #

F-11



NAS 1.15:88360

NAS 1.15:88360 .............................

NAS 1.15:88364 .............................

NAS 1.15:88370 .............................

NAS 1,15:88373 .............................

NAS 1.15:88375 .............................

NAS 1.15:88486 .............................

NAS 1.15:88491 .............................

NAS 1.15:88502 .............................

NAS 1.15:88503 .............................

NAS 1.15:88513 .............................

NAS 1.15:88523 .............................

NAS 1.15:88530 .............................

NAS 1.15:88534 .............................

NAS 1.15:88583 .............................

NAS 1.15:88831 .............................

NAS 1.15:88838 .............................

NAS 1.15:88854 .............................

NAS 1.15:88862 .............................

NAS 1.15:88869 .............................

NAS 1.15:88881 .............................

NAS 1.15:88883 .............................

NAS 1.15:88888 .............................

NAS 1.15:88908 .............................

NAS 1.15:88912 .............................

NAS 1.15:88913 .............................

NAS 1.15:88917 .............................

NAS 1.15:88920 .............................

NAS 1.15:88929 .............................

NAS 1.15:88932 .............................

NAS 1.15:88936 .............................

NAS 1.15:88939 .............................

NAS 1.15:88943 .............................

NAS 1,15:88944 .............................

NAS 1.15:88945 .............................

NAS 1.15:88946 .............................

NAS 1.15:88947 .............................

NAS 1.15:88955 .............................

NAS 1.15:88959 .............................

NAS 1.15:88961 .............................

NAS 1.15:88963 .............................

NAS 1.15:88967 .............................

NAS 1,15:88968 .............................

NAS 1,15:88971 .............................

NAS 1.15:88972 .............................

NAS 1.15:88975 .............................

NAS 1.15:88983 .............................

NAS 1.15:88988 .............................

NAS 1.15:89014 .............................

NAS 1.15:89020 .............................

NAS 1.15:89024 .............................

NAS 1.15:89035 .............................

NAS 1.15:89039 .............................

NAS 1.15:89040 .............................

NAS 1.15:89042 .............................

NAS 1.15:89049 .............................

NAS 1.15:89050 .............................

NAS 1.15:89053 .............................

NAS 1,15:89059 .............................

NAS 1,15:89060 .............................

NAS 1.15:89064 .............................

NAS 1.15:89066 .............................

NAS 1.15:89067 .............................

NAS 1.15:89074 .............................

NAS 1.15:89077 .............................

NAS 1.15:89079 .............................

NAS 1.15:89080 .............................

NAS 1.15:89084 .............................

NAS 1.15:89088 .............................

NAS 1.15:89089 .............................

NAS 1.15:89101 .............................

NAS 1,15:89102 .............................

NAS 1,15:89105 .............................

NAS 1.15:89106 .............................

NAS 1.15:89107 .............................

NAS 1.15:89120 .............................

NAS 1.15:89121 .............................

NAS 1.15:89128 .............................

NAS 1.15:89129 .............................

NAS 1.15:89132 .............................

NAS 1.15:89139 .............................

NAS 1.15:89143 .............................

NAS 1.15:89144 .............................

NAS 1.15:89145 .............................

NAS 1.15:89147 .............................

NAS 1.15:89149 .............................

NAS 1.15:89155 .............................

NAS 1.15:89161 .............................

NAS 1.15:89222 .............................

NAS 1.15:89312 .............................

NAS 1.15:89357 .............................

NAS 1.15:89377 .............................

NAS 1.15:89404 .............................

NAS 1.15:89405 .............................

NAS 1.15:89409 .............................

NAS 1.15:89410 .............................

NAS 1.15:89413 .............................

313

230

301

231

571

202

203

175

153

258

258

257

493

442

229

131

130

267

139

129

201

101

520

323

208

391

272

292

832

398

307

833

327

290

29O

272

291

327

315

309

376

309

335

326

467

734

172

230

231

318

335

466

335

453

418

76

573

254

254

:) 438

:) 193

:) 319

:) 625

:) 243

:) 316

:) 293

:) 291

380

:) 477

:_ 642

:) 571

:_ 327

492

540

:) 417

:) 417

:) 509

:) 733

:) 540

:) 705

:) 620

550

:) 643

p 776

620

_660

795

754

300

644

548

735

526

150

151

780

N87-17716 * #

N87-15178 * #

N87-17691 #

N87-15182 #

N87-23595 #

N87-14673 #

N87-14729 #

N87.14318 #

N87.14280 * #

N87-15237 ° #

N87.15236 * #

N87-15235 * #

N87-22627 * #

N87-20281 * #

N87-15173 ° #

N87-12924 ° #

N87-12017 * #

N87-15466 * #

N87.13252 * #

N87-11993 * #

N87-13755 " #

N87-12559 ° #

N87-22681 * #

N87-17001 * #

N87-14957 * #

N87°18883 * #

N87-16588 ° #

N87-16805 * #

N87-28551 * #

N87-19057 * #

N87-16825 * #

N87.28557 * #

N87-18115 " #

N87-16789 ° #

N87.16790 ° #

N87-16587 * #

N87.16798 * #

N87-18116 " #

N87-16851 " #

N87-17701 * #

N87-18575 " #

N87-17700 * #

N87-17480 * #

N87-18057 * #

N87-20556 " #

N87-27628 * #

N87-13427 * #

N87-15176 * #

N87-15180 * #

N87-16884 * #

N87-17482 * #

N87-20517 * #

N87-17483 * #

N87-20296 * #

N87-20240 * #

N87-12538 * #

N87-24423 * #

N87-15977 " #

N87-15975 " #

N87-20265 * #

N87-13450 * #

N87-17858 #

N87-25293 #

N87-15205 #

N87-17718 #

N87-17667 #

N87-16796 #

N87-19450 #

N87-20797 #

N87-25295 #

N87-23594 #

N87-18113 #

N87-21874 #

N87-22276 #

N87-20234 #

N87-20236 #

N87-21917 #

N87-26878 * #

N87-22270 * #

N87-25771 * #

N87-24965 * #

N87-22602 * #

N87.25304 * #

N87-26919 * #

N87-24160 * #

N87-26042 * #

N87-28275 * #

N87-27660 * #

N87-16816 * #

N87-25993 * #

N87-23192 * #

N87-27631 * #

N87-21963 * #

N87-13403 * #

N87-13409 * #

N87-27680 * #

NAS 1.15:89414 .............................

NAS 1.15:89416 .............................

NAS 1.15:89419 .............................

NAS 1.15:89420 .............................

NAS 1.15:89421 .............................

NAS 1.15:89422 .............................

NAS 1.15:89428 .............................

NAS 1.15:89433 .............................

NAS 1.15:89444 .............................

NAS 1.15:89447 .............................

NAS 1.15:89455 .............................

NAS 1.15:89458 .............................

NAS 1.15:89465 .............................

NAS 1.15:89466 .............................

NAS 1.15:89494 .............................

NAS 1.15:89812 .............................

NAS 1.15:89813 .............................

NAS 1.15:89817 .............................

NAS 1.15:89824 .............................

NAS 1.15:89826 .............................

NAS 1.15:89833 .............................

NAS 1.15:89865 .............................

NAS 1.15:89868 .............................

NAS 1.15:89880 .............................

NAS 1.15:89890 .............................

NAS 1.15:89912 .............................

NAS 1.15:89917 .............................

NAS 1.15:89918 .............................

NAS 1.21:4305 ...............................

NAS 1.26:166582 ...........................

NAS 1.26:166608 ...........................

NAS 1.26:166623 ...........................

NAS 1.26:168113 ...........................

NAS 1.26:168114-VOL-1 ...............

NAS 1.26:168114-MOL-2 ...............

NAS 1.26:168115 ...........................

NAS 1.26:172136 ...........................

NAS 1.26:172266 ...........................

NAS 1.26:172277 ...........................

NAS 1.26:172278 ...........................

NAS 1.26:172283 ...........................

NAS 1.26:172330 ...........................

NAS 1.26:172332-SUPPL-1 ..........

NAS 1.26:172342 ...........................

NAS 1.26:172354 ...........................

NAS 1.26:172355 ...........................

NAS 1.26:172358 ...........................

NAS 1.26:172359 ...........................

NAS 1.26:172360 ...........................

NAS 1.26:172383-PH-3 .................

NAS 1.26:172391 ...........................

NAS 1.26:172404 ...........................

NAS 1.26:172424 ...........................

NAS 1.26:172425 ...........................

NAS 1.26:172428 ...........................

NAS 1.26:172439 ...........................

NAS 1.26:172458 ...........................

NAS 1.26:172490 ...........................

NAS 1.26:172494 ...........................

NAS 1.26:172501 ...........................

NAS 1.26:172507 ...........................

NAS 1.26:172521 ...........................

NAS 1.26:172525 ...........................

NAS 1.26:172546 ...........................

NAS 1.26:174676 ...........................

NAS 1.26:174707 ...........................

NAS 1.26:174733 ...........................

NAS 1.26:174773 ...........................

NAS 1.26:174814 ...........................

NAS 1.26:174819 ...........................

NAS 1.26:174828 ...........................

NAS 1.26:174844 ...........................

NAS 1.26:174845 ...........................

NAS 1.26:174850-VOL-2 ...............

NAS 1.26:174860 ...........................

NAS 1.26:174912 ...........................

NAS 1.26:174932 ...........................

NAS 1.26:175039 ...........................

NAS 1.26:175059 ...........................

NAS 1.26:175067 ...........................

NAS 1.26:175067 ...........................

NAS 1.26:175110 ...........................

NAS 1.26:176202 ...........................

NAS 1.26:177339-VOL-1 ...............

NAS 1.26:177339-VOL-2 ...............

NAS 1.26:177339-VOL-3 ...............

NAS 1.26:177360 ...........................

NAS 1.26:177369 ...........................

NAS 1.26:177403 ...........................

NAS 1.26:177404 ...........................

NAS 1.26:177418 ...........................

NAS 1.26:177428 ...........................

NAS 1.26:178929 ...........................

NAS 1.26:178067 ...........................

NAS 1.26:178093 ...........................

NAS 1.26:178094 ...........................

1 291 N87-16801 * #

) 290 N87-16791 ° #

I 642 N87-25296 * #

1292 N87-17663 * #

I 418 N87-20242 * #

I 598 N87-29632 * #

I 524 N87-22690 * #

I 492 N87-21875 * #

1536 N87-22116 * #

I 643 N87-25305 * #

I 453 N87-20298 * #

I 570 N87-23584 * #

I 826 N87-29491 * #

I 828 N87-29502 " #

I 493 N87-22631 * #

I 349 N87-18540 * #

I 349 N87-18539 * #

)442 N87-20280 * #

I 570 N87-23591 * #

I 350 N87-19350 " #

I 442 N87-20282 * #

I 530 N87-22811 * #

) 519 N87-22680 * #

) 536 N87-22097 * #

) 575 N87-24435 * #

) 542 N87-22978 * #

) 642 N87-25294 * #

) 603 N87-23664 * #

) 621 N87-24390 * #

) 826 N87-28545 * #

) 28 N87-10862 " #

520 N87-22685 " #

) 833 N87-28553 * #

) 833 N87-28552 * #

) 833 N87-28556 * #

833 N87-28554 * #

275 N87-17658 * #

313 N87-17712 * #

313 N87-17713 #

837 N87-28564 #

312 N87-17711 #

483 N87-21849 #

36 N87-10102 #

15 N87-10842 #

25 N87-10065 #

27 N87-19860 #

844 N87-28614 #

844 N87-28613 #

845 N87-28615 #

845 N87-28616 * #

138 N87-12322 " #

845 N87-28619 " #

802 N87-28502 * #

336 N87-18402 * #

60 N87-11576 * #

115 N87-11795 * #

51 N87-11179 * #

138 N87-12323 * #

27 N87-10859 * #

332 N87-18329 * #

293 N87-17670 * #

458 N87-20406 * #

836 N87-28563 * #

336 N87-18401 * #

14 N87-10835 * #

850 N87-28883 * #

458 N87-20387 * #

51 N87-11144 * #

833 N87-28555 * #

15 N87-10840 * #

200 N87-13661 * #

_327 N87-18117"#

35 N87-10866 * #

417 N87-20239 * #

834 N87-29534 * #

185 N87-14349 * #

106 N87-11788 " #

815 N87-29419 * #

815 N87-29418 * #

p 834 N87-29538 * #

,834 N87-29539 * #

677 N87-25323 * #

812 N87-28523 * #

)313 N87-17714" #

)312 N87-17708 * #

)312 N87-17709 * #

312 N87-17710 * #

812 N87-28521 * #

395 N87-18993 * #

681 N87-25330 * #

244 N87-15965 * #

731 N87-26865 * #

) 449 N87-20290 * #

) 271 N87-16559 * #

) 236 N87-15197 * #

150 N87-10400 * #

REPORT NUMBER INDEX

NAS 1.26:178149 ........................... p 41 N87-10182 * #

NAS 1.26:178155 ........................... p 191 N87-13446 * #

NAS 1.26:178156 ........................... p 12 N87-10043 * #

NAS 1.26:178157 ........................... p 13 N87-10044 ° #

NAS 1.26:178160 ........................... p 201 N87-13795 * #

NAS 1.26:178170 ........................... p 318 N87-16883 * #

NAS 1 26:178182 ........................... p 87 N87-12552 * #

NAS 1.26:178185 ........................... p 60 N87-11577 * #

NAS 1.26:178188-VOL-1 ............... p 254 N87-15234 * #

NAS 1.26:178188-MOL-2 ............... p 254 N87-15976 * #

NAS 1.26:178201 ........................... p 469 N87-21373 * #

NAS 1.26:178202 ........................... p 183 N87-14330 * #

NAS 1.26:178204 ........................... p 293 N87-17666 * #

NAS 1.26:178210 ........................... p 376 N87-18574 * #

NAS 1.26:178211 ........................... p 233 N87-15943 * #

NAS 1.26:178214 ........................... p 453 N87-20297 ° #

NAS 1.26:178224 ........................... p 373 N87-18571 ° #

NAS 1.26:178239 ........................... p 362 N87-18563 ° #

NAS 1.26:178241 ........................... p 292 N87-16807 ° #

NAS 1.26:178248 ........................... p 417 N87-20232 ° #

NAS 1.26:178252 ........................... p 590 N87-23617 ° #

NAS 1.26:178255 ........................... p 437 N87-20264 * #

NAS 1.26:178284 ........................... p 571 N87-23596 * #

NAS 1.26:178285 ........................... p 775 N87-26918 * #

NAS 1.26:178298 ........................... p 620 N87-24966 * #

NAS 1.26:178299 ........................... p 548 N87-23194 * #

NAS 1.26:178305 ........................... p 524 N87-22692 * #

NAS 1.26:178312 ........................... p 741 N87-26893 * #

NAS 1.26:178313 ........................... p 798 N87-27489 * #

NAS 1.26:178321 ........................... p 691 N87-25439 * #

NAS 1.26:178322 ........................... p 846 N87-29609 * #

NAS 1.26:178348 ........................... p 735 N87-27641 * #

NAS 1.26:178349 ........................... p 735 N87-27642 * #

NAS 1.26:178358 ........................... p 780 N87-27681 *#

NAS 1.26:178904 ........................... p 38 N87-10169 * #

NAS 1.26:179426 ........................... p 392 N87-19754 * #

NAS 1.26:179429 ........................... p 837 N87-28565 * #

NAS 1.26:179458 ........................... p 814 N87-29413 * #

NAS 1.26:179484 ........................... p 130 N87-11995 * #

NAS 1.26:179486 ........................... p 539 N87-22245 * #

NAS 1.26:179503 ........................... p 107 N87-11789 #

NAS 1.26:179512 ........................... p 519 N87-21955 #

NAS 1.26:179515 ........................... p 116 N87-11797 #

NAS 1.26:179517 ........................... p 790 N87-27267 #

NAS 1.26:179518 ........................... p 131 N87-12915 #

NAS 1.26:179528 ........................... p 519 N87-21956 #

NAS 1.26:179557 ........................... p 185 N87-13443 #

NAS 1.26:179574 ........................... p 587 N87-24457 #

NAS 1.26:179580 ........................... p 328 N87-18121 #

NAS 1.26:179582 ........................... p 607 N87-24578 #

NAS 1.26:179589 ........................... p 585 N87-23615 #

NAS 1.26:179594 ........................... p 593 N87-23622 #

NAS 1.26:179601 ........................... p 539 N87-22267 #

NAS 1.26:179613 ........................... p 834 N87-29536 * #

NAS 1.26:179622 ........................... p 784 N87-27029 * #

NAS 1.26:179624 ........................... p 604 N87-23729 * #

NAS 1.26:179711 ........................... p 25 N87-10063 * #

NAS 1.26:179798 ........................... p 3 N87-10828 * #

NAS 1.26:179801 ........................... p 132 N87-12082 * #

NAS 1.26:179823 ........................... p 12 N87-10040 * #

NAS 1.26:179842 ........................... p 137 N87-12265 * #

NAS 1.26:179880 ........................... p 74 N87-11695 * #

NAS 1.26:179897 ........................... p 75 N87-11701 * #

NAS 1.26:179900 ........................... p 75 N87-11700 ° #

NAS 1.26:179937 ........................... p 77 N87-12542 * #

NAS 1.28:179946 ........................... p 200 N87-13663 * #

NAS 1.26:179979 ........................... p 153 N87-14278 ° #

NAS 1.26:180015 ........................... p 196 N87-13566 ° #

NAS 1.26:180237 ........................... p 393 N87-18909 * #

NAS 1.26:180255 ........................... p 391 N87-19646 * #

NAS 1.26:189280 ........................... p 791 N87-27936 * #

NAS 1.26:180289 ........................... p 708 N87-26612 * #

NAS 1.26:180295 ........................... p 789 N87-27124 * #

NAS 1.26:180305 ........................... p 731 N87-26858 * #

NAS 1.26:180308 ........................... p 734 N87-27623 * #

NAS 1.26:180316 ........................... p 682 N87-26047 * #

NAS 1.26:180331 ........................... p 790 N87-27929 * #

NAS 1.26:180374 ........................... p 793 N87-28232 * #

NAS 1.26:180392 ........................... p619 N87-24911 *#

NAS 1.26:180478 ........................... p 597 N87-23627 * #

NAS 1.26:180560 ........................... p 659 N87-26036 * #

NAS 1.26:180623 ........................... p 779 N87-26923 * #

NAS 1.26:180632 ........................... p 797 N87-27479 * #

NAS 1.26:180636 ........................... p 659 N87-26035 * #

NAS 1.26:180646 ........................... p 751 N87-26895 * #

NAS 1.26:180656 ........................... p 449 N87-20289 ° #

NAS 1.26:180671 ........................... p 677 N87-26044 * #

NAS 1.26:180678 ........................... p 731 N87-26860 * #

NAS 1.26:180803 ........................... p 703 N87-25621 * #

NAS 1.26:180811 ........................... p 850 N87-28869 * #

NAS 1.28:180813 ........................... p 764 N87-26914 * #

NAS 1.26:180957 ........................... p 659 N87-26037 * #

NAS 1.26:180987 ........................... p 542 N87-22948 ° #

NAS 1.26:181008 ........................... p 731 N87-26862 * #

NAS 1.26:181018 ........................... p 570 N87-23589 * #

NAS 1.26:181020 ........................... p 494 N87-22633 * #

F-12



REPORT NUMBER INDEX

NAS 1.26:181050 ...........................

NAS 1.26:181051 ...........................
NAS 1.26:181072 ...........................
NAS 1.26:181119 ...........................
NAS 1.26:181144 ...........................
NAS 1.26:181152 ...........................
NAS 1.26:181186 ...........................
NAS 1.26:181189 ...........................
NAS 1.26:181197 ...........................
NAS 1.26:181233 ...........................
NAS 1.26:181234 ...........................
NAS 1.26:181238 ...........................
NAS 1.26:181242 ...........................
NAS 1.26:181248 ...........................
NAS 1.26:181250 ...........................
NAS 1.26:181274 ...........................
NAS 1.26:181278 ...........................
NAS 1.26:181280 ...........................
NAS 1.26:181341 ...........................
NAS 1.26:181354 ...........................
NAS 1.26:181395 ...........................
NAS 1.26:181420 ...........................
NAS 1.26:181421 ...........................
NAS 1.26:3596 ...............................
NAS 1.26:3608 ...............................
NAS 1.26:3710 ...............................
NAS 1.26:3711 ...............................
NAS 1.26:3715 ...............................
NAS 1.26:3746 ...............................
NAS 1.26:3747 ...............................
NAS 1.26:3748 ...............................
NAS 1.26:3767 ...............................

705

613
598
644
789
839
798
797
775
733
783
795
791
790
790
796
846
780

,811
,836
,816

3 827
3 828
3 860
315
341
_, 42

42
,331

_15
302
319

NAS 1.26:3781 ............................... _275
NAS 1.26:3808 ............................... p 3
NAS 1.26:3816 ............................... p 845
NAS 1.26:3818 ............................... p 59
NAS 1.26:3831 ............................... p 2
NAS 1.26:3867 ............................... p 59
NAS 1.26:3883 ............................... p 813
NAS 1.26:3913 ............................... p 812
NAS 1.26:4009 ............................... p 522

, NAS 1.26:4019 ............................... p 335
NAS 1.26:4020 ............................... p 151

NAS 1.26:4024 ............................... p 22
! NAS 1.26:4031 _230

NAS 1.26:4033 ............................... p607
NAS 1.26:4040 ............................... p271
NAS 1.26:4042 ............................... _231
NAS 1.26:4044 ............................... ) 231
NAS 1.26:4046 ............................... _421
NAS 1.26:4047 ............................... ) 421
NAS 1.26:4048 ............................... ) 336
NAS 1.26:4058 ............................... ) 705
NAS 1.26:4063 ............................... ) 421
NAS 1.26:4066 ............................... ) 349
NAS 1.26:4071 ............................... ) 522
NAS 1.26:4073 ............................... ) 512
NAS 1.26:4074 ............................... ) 582
NAS 1.26:4076 ............................... ) 814
NAS 1.26:4078 ............................... 705
NAS 1.26:4082 ............................... ) 643
NAS 1.26:4090 ............................... 731
NAS 1.26:4096 ............................... 814
NAS 1.26:4097 ............................... 858
NAS 1.26:83765 ............................. 35
NAS 1.26:88879 ............................. 107
NAS 1.55:2327-PT-1 ...................... 96
NAS 1.55:2327-PT-2 ...................... 99
NAS 1.55:2339 ............................... 52
NAS 1.55:2435 ............................... 17
NAS 1.55:2443 ............................... 538
NAS 1.55:2451 ............................... 340
NAS 1.55:2452 ............................... 483
NAS 1.55:2453 ............................... 715
NAS 1.55:2457 ............................... 390
NAS 1.55:2468 ............................... _ 543
NAS 1.55:2474 ............................... _ 625
NAS 1.60:2222 ............................... 3 36
NAS 1.60:2223 ............................... 3 373
NAS 1.60:2224 ............................... 3 36
NAS 1.60:2336 ............................... 3 12
NAS 1.60:2350 ............................... ;_36

NAS 1.60:2352 ............................... p 15
NAS 1.60:2364 ............................... p 15
NAS 1.60:2375-PT-2 ...................... p 15
NAS 1.60:2392 ............................... p 302
NAS 1.60:2395 ............................... p 419
NAS 1.60:2567 ............................... p 819
NAS 1.60:2586 ............................... p 335
NAS 1.60:2616 ............................... p 34
NAS 1.60:2623 ............................... p 12
NAS 1.60:2624 ............................... p 77
NAS 1.60:2626 ............................... p 50
NAS 1.60:2627 ............................... p 201
NAS 1.60:2628 ............................... p 75
NAS 1.60:2630 ............................... p 208

N87-25804 * #

N87-23856 " #
N87-24483 * #
N87-25997 * #
N87-27130 #
N87-29543 #
N87-27485 #
N87-27484 #
N87-26915 #
N87-27620 #
N87-26988 #
N87-28277 #
N87-27943 #
N87-27869 #
N87-27870 * #
N87-28299 " #
N87-29604 ° #
N87-27678 * #

N87-28514 ° #
N87-28562 * #
N87-29429 * #
N87-29500 ° #
N87-29501 * #
N87-29315 * #
N87-10836 * #
N87-10973 * #
N87-10975 * #
N87-10974 * #
N87-18278 * #
N87-10837 * #
N87-17694 * #
N87-17860 * #
N87-17659 * #
N87-10829 * #
N87-28617 * #
N87-10753 * #
N87-10003 * #
N87-10752 ° #
N87-28525 * #
N87-28522 * #
N87-21957 * #
N87-17481 * #
N87-13405 * #
N87-10854 * #
N87-15175 * #
N87-24577 * #
N87-16553 * #
N87-15187 * #
N87-15186 * #
N87-20255 * #
N87-20252 * #
N87-17526 * #
N87-25807 ° #
N87-20253 * #
N87-18538 * #
N87-21960 * #
N87-21921 * #
N87-23607 *j #
N87-29412 * #
N87-25806 * #
N87-25302 * #
N87-26864 * #
N87-29411 #
N87-30099 #
N87-10100 #
N87-11790 #
N87-11717 #
N87-11750 #
N87-11180 #
N87-10054 #
N87-22199 * #
N87-18520 * #
N87-22604 * #
N87-27596 * #
N87-18855 * #
N87-22341 * #
N87-25267 * #
N87-10871 * #
N87-18570 ° #
N87-10103 * #
N87-10042 o #
N87-10870 * #
N87-10838 ° #
N87-10839 ° #
N87-10841 " #
N87-17693 * #
N87-20966 ° #
N87-29469 * #
N87-17479 * #
N87-10864 * #
N87-10039 * #
N87-12541 * #
N87-10391 * #
N87-13789 * #
N87-11702 * #
N87-14120 * #

NAS 1.60:2631 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2633 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2642 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2644 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2646 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2648 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2650 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2652 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2653 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2656 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2658 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2660-PT-1 ......................
NAS 1.60:2660-PT-2 ......................
NAS 1.60:2669 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2672 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2678 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2680 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2684 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2689 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2691 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2692 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2700 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2704 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2705 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2707 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2711 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2712 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2713 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2716 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2717 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2718 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2721 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2727 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2728 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2729 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2730 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2731 ...............................

NAS 1.60:2736 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2737 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2739 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2740 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2742 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2746 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2747 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2749 ...............................
NAS 1.60:2763 ...............................

) 201 N87-13664 " #
16 N87-10843 * #

)231 N87-15184 * #
300 N87-16815 * #
376 N87-18576 * #
182 N87-13438 * #
336 N87-18399 * #
312 N87-16849 * #
230 N87-15174 " #
417 N87-20233 * #
348 N87-18537 ° #
571 N87-23597 ° #
643 N87-25301 * #
366 N87-19393 * #
548 N87-23202 * #
433 N87-20990 * #
452 N87-20295 * #
243 N87-15959 * #
620 N87-24161 * #
585 N87-23614 * #
602 N87-23662 * #
490 N87-21855 * #

3492 N87-21873 * #
3 467 N87-20555 * #
3 614 N87-24672 * #
3 467 N87-20566 * #
3 574 N87-24433 * #

735 N87-27643 #
,827 N87-29497 #
570 N87-23593 #
588 N87-24458 #
574 N87-24432 #

p732 N87-26874 #
p645 N87-26031 #
p733 N87-26883 #
691 N87-25435 ° #
734 N87-27622 ° #

_645 N87-26032 * #
492 N87-21871 * #

p659 N87-26041 * #
682 N87-25331 * #

b734 N87-27626 * #
594 N87-24481 ° #
776 N87-26922 * #

I 839 N87-28570 * #
_817 N87-29462 * #

NAS 1.61:1146 ............................... p 37
NAS 1.61:1168 ...............................
NAS 1.61:1177 ...............................
NAS 1.61:1189 ...............................
NAS 1.71 :ARC-11636-1 ................
NAS 1.71 :ARC-11652-1 ................
NAS 1.71 :LAR-12852-1 .................
NAS 1.71:LAR-13215-1 .................
NAS 1.71 :LAR-13438-1 .................
NAS 1.71 :LAR-13609-1 .................
NAS 1.71 :LAR-13613-1-SB ...........
NAS 1.71:LAR-13632-1 .................
NAS 1.77:20011 .............................
NAS 1.77:20020 .............................
NAS 1.77:20079 .............................
NAS 1.77:20080 .............................
NAS 1.77:20096 .............................
NAS 1.77:20112 .............................
NAS 1.77:20113 .............................
NAS 1.77:20117 .............................

N87-10876 ° #
) 827 N87-29499 * #
) 846 N87-29612 * #
) 839 N87-29544 * #
)361 N87-18561 #
)605 N87-23737 #
)588 N87-24461 #
) 153 N87-14282 #
) 699 N87-25496 #
) 588 N87-24460 #

621 N87-24984 #
846 N87-29650 #
432 N87-20261 #

) 615 N87-24866 * #
644 N87-25307 * #
834 N87-28558 * #
644 N87-25306 * #
813 N87-28527 * #
813 N87-28526 * #
736 N87-27644 * #

NASA-CASE-ARC-11425-2 ........... p 844 N87-28605 *
NASA-CASE-ARC-11613-1 ........... p 849 N87-28833 *
NASA-CASE-ARC-11633-1 ........... p 597 N87-23631 *
NASA-CASE-ARC-11636-1 ........... p 361 N87-18561 * #
NASA-CASE-ARC-11652-1 ........... p 605 N87-23737 " #

NASA-CASE-LAR-12852-1 ........... p 588 N87-24461 *#
NASA-CASE-LAR-12984-1 ........... p 512 N87-22678
NASA-CASE-LAR-13111-1-CU ..... p 477 N87-21652

NASA-CASE-LAR-13134-2 ........... p 307 N87-16828
NASA-CASE-LAR-13173-1 ........... p 175 N87-14314
NASA-CASE-LAR-13215-1 ........... p 153 N87-14282 #
NASA-CASE-LAR-13255-1 ........... p 291 N87-16793
NASA-CASE-LAR-13280-1 ........... p 449 N87-20999
NASA-CASE-LAR-13436-1-CU ..... p 570 N87-23587 #
NASA-CASE-LAR-13438-1 ........... p 699 N87-25496 * #
NASA-CASE-LAR-13511-1 ........... p 658 N87-25320 * #
NASA-CASE-LAR-13522-1-SB ..... p 687 N87-25334 *
NASA-CASE-LAR-13564-1 ........... p 700 N87-25558 ° #
NASA-CASE-LAR-13609-1 ........... p 588 N87-24460 * #
NASA-CASE-LAR-13613-1-SB ..... p 621 N87-24984 * #
NASA-CASE-LAR-13626-1 ........... p 700 N87-25584 * #
NASA-CASE-LAR-13630-1 ........... p 597 N87-23630 * #
NASA-CASE-LAR-13632-1 ........... p 846 N87-29650 ° #
NASA-CASE-LAR-13697-1 ........... p 659 N87-25321 * #

NASA-CP-2327°PT-1 ..................... p 96
NASA-CP-2327-PT-2 ..................... p 99

NASA-CP-2339 ............................... p 52

N87-11717 * #
N87-11750 * #

N87-11180 * #

NASA-CR-178252

NASA-CP-2435 ............................... p 17

NASA-CP-2443 ............................... p 538
NASA-CP-2451 ............................... p 340
NASA-CP-2452 ............................... p 483
NASA-CP-2457 ............................... p 390
NASA-CP-2468 ............................... p 543
NASA-CP-2474 ............................... p 625

NASA-CR-166582 .......................... p 826
NASA-CR-166608 .......................... p 28
NASA-CR-166623 .......................... ) 520
NASA-CR-168113 .......................... ) 833
NASA-CR-168114-VOL-1 .............. ) 833
NASA-CR-168114-VOL-2 .............. )833
NASA-CR-168115 .......................... ) 833
NASA-CR-172136 .......................... ) 275
NASA-CR-172266 .......................... ) 313
NASA-CR-172277 .......................... ) 313
NASA-CR-172278 .......................... ) 837
NASA-CR-172283 .......................... ) 312
NASA-CR-172330 .......................... _483
NASA-CR-172332-SUPPL-1 ......... ) 36
NASA-CR-172342 .......................... 15
NASA-CR-172354 .......................... ) 25
NASA-CR-172355 .......................... ) 27
NASA-CR-172358 .......................... 844
NASA-CR-172359 .......................... 844
NASA-CR-172360 .......................... 845
NASA-CR-172383-PH-3 ................ 845
NASA-CR-172391 .......................... 138
NASA-CR-172404 .......................... 845
NASA-CR-172424 .......................... 802
NASA-CR- 172425 .......................... 336
NASA-CR-172428 .......................... 60
NASA-CR-172439 .......................... 115
NASA-CR°172458 .......................... 51
NASA-CR-172490 .......................... 138
NASA-CR-172494 .......................... 27
NASA-CR-172501 .......................... 332
NASA-CR-172507 .......................... 293
NASA-CR-172521 .......................... 458
NASA-CR-172525 .......................... 836
NASA-CR-172546 .......................... 336
NASA-CR-174676 .......................... 14
NASA-CR*174707 .......................... 850
NASA-CR*174733 .......................... 458

NASA-CR-174773 .......................... p 51
NASA-CR-174814 .......................... _ 833
NASA-CR-174819 .......................... 3 15
NASA-CR-174828 .......................... ,200
NASA-CR-174844 .......................... _ 327
NASA-CR-174845 .......................... _35
NASA-CR-174850-VOL-2 .............. _417
NASA-CR-174860 .......................... _834
NASA-CR-174912 .......................... p185
NASA-CR-174932 .......................... , 106
NASA-CR-175039 .......................... _815
NASA°CR-175059 .......................... _815
NASA-CR-175067 .......................... _834
NASA-CR-175067 .......................... _834
NASA-CR-175110 .......................... p677
NASA-CR-176202 .......................... b812
NASA-CR-177339-VOL-1 .............. _313
NASA-CR-177339-VOL-2 .............. _312
NASA-CR-177339-VOL-3 .............. _312
NASA-CR-177360 .......................... ) 312
NASA-CR-177369 .......................... ) 812
NASA-CR-177403 .......................... ) 395
NASA-CR-177404 .......................... ) 681
NASA-CR-177418 .......................... ) 244
NASA-CR-177428 .......................... ) 731
NASA-CR-178029 .......................... )449
NASA-CR-178067 .......................... ) 271
NASA-CR-178093 .......................... ) 236
NASA-CR-178094 .......................... ) 50
NASA-CR-178149 .......................... p 41
NASA-CR-178155 ........................ p 191
NASA-CR-178156 ........................ p 12
NASA-CR-178157 ........................ p 13
NASA-CR-178160 ......................... p 201
NASA-CR-178170 ........................ p 318
NASA-CR-178182 ........................ p 87
NASA-CR-178185 .......................... p 60
NASA-CR-178188-VOL-1 .............. p 254
NASA-CR-178188-VOL-2 .............. p 254
NASA-CR-178201 .......................... p 469
NASA-CR-178202 .......................... p 183
NASA-CR-178204 .......................... p 293
NASA-CR-178210 .......................... p 376
NASA-CR-178211 .......................... p 233
NASA-CR-178214 .......................... p 453
NASA-CR-178224 .......................... p 373
NASA-CR-178239 .......................... p 362
NASA-CR-178241 .......................... p 292
NASA-CR-178248 .......................... p 417
NASA-CR-178252 .......................... p 590

N87-10054 * #

N87-22199 * #
N87-18520 * #
N87-22604 * #
N87°18855 * #
N87-22341 * #
N87-25267 * #

N87-28545 * #
N87-10862 * #
N87°22685 * #
N87-28553 * #
N87-28552 * #
N87-28556 * #
N87-28554 * #

N87-17658 * #
N87-17712 " #
N87-17713 * #
N87-28564 * #
N87-17711 * #
N87-21849 * #
N87-10102 * #
N87-10842 " #
N87-10065 * #
N87-10860 ° #
N87-28614 * #
N87-28613 * #
N87-28615 * #
N87-28616 * #
N87-12322 * #
N87-28619 * #
N87-28502 #
N87-18402 #
N87-11576 #
N87-11795 #
N87-11179 #
N87-12323 #
N87-10859 #
N87-18329 #
N87-17670 #
N87-20406 ° #
N87-28563 * #
N87-18401 * #
N87-10835 * #
N87-28883 * #
N87-20387 * #
N87-11144 * #
N87-28555 * #
N87-10840 * #
N87-13661 o #
N87-18117 * #
N87-10866 * #
N87-20239 * #
N87-29534 * #
N87-14349 * #
N87-11788 * #
N87-29419 * #
N87-29418 ° #
N87-29538 * #
N87-29539 * #
N87-25323 ° #
N87-28523 ° #
N87-17714 * #
N87-17708 * #
N87-17709 * #
N87-17710 * #
N87-28521 * #
N87-18993 * #
N87-25330 * #
N87-15965 * #
N87-26865 * #
N87-20290 * #
N87-16559 * #
N87-15197 * #
N87-10400 * #
N87-10182 * #
N87-13446 * #
N87-10043 * #
N87-10044 * #
N87-13795 * #
N87-16883 * #
N87-12552 * #
N87-11577 * #
N87-15234 * #
N87-15976 * #
N87-21373 ° #
N87-14330 * #
N87-17666 * #
N87-18574 * #
N87-15943 * #
N87-20297 * #
N87-18571 * #
N87-18563 * #
N87-16807 ° #
N87-20232 ° #
N87-23617 * #

F-13



NASA-CR-178255 REPORT NUMBER INDEX

NASA-CR-178255 ..........................

NASA-CR-178284 ..........................

NASA-CR-178285 ..........................

NASA-CR-178298 ..........................

NASA-CR- 178299 ..........................

NASA-CR-178305 ..........................

NASA-CR-178312 ..........................

NASA-CR-178313 ..........................

NASA-CR-178321 ..........................

NASA-CR-178322 ..........................

NASA-CR-178348 ..........................

NASA-CR-178349 ..........................

NASA-CR-178358 ..........................

NASA-CR-178904 ..........................

NASA-CR-179426 ..........................

NASA-CR-179429 ..........................

NASA-CR-179458 ..........................

NASA-CR-179484 ..........................

NASA-CR- 179486 ..........................

NASA-CR-179503 ..........................

NASA-CR-179512 ..........................

NASA-CR-179515 ..........................

NASA-CR-179517 ..........................

NASA-CR-179518 ..........................

NASA-CR-179528 ..........................

NASA-CR-179557 ..........................

NASA-CR-179574 ..........................

NASA-CR-179580 ..........................

NASA-CR-179582 ..........................

NASA-CR-179589 ..........................

NASA-CR-179594 ..........................

NASA-CR-179601 ..........................

NASA-CR-179613 ..........................

NASA-CR-179622 ..........................

437

571

775

620

548

524

741

798

691

846

735

735

78O

) 38

392

837

) 814

130

) 539

p 107

) 519

) 116

) 790

) 131

519

J 185

587

p 328

607

585

593

539

t 834

p 784

NASA-CR-179624 .......................... =604

NASA-CR-179711 .......................... p 25

NASA-CR-179798 .......................... p 3

NASA-CR- 179801 .......................... p 132

NASA-CR-179823 .......................... p 12

NASA-CR-179842 .......................... p 137

NASA-CR-179880 .......................... p 74

NASA-CR-179897 .......................... p 75

NASA-CR-179900 .......................... p 75

NASA-CR-179937 .......................... p 77

NASA-CR-179946 .......................... p 200

NASA-CR-179979 .......................... p 153

NASA-CR-180015 .......................... p 196

NASA-CR-180237 .......................... p 393

NASA-CR-180255 .......................... p 391

NASA-CR-180280 .......................... 791

NASA-CR-180289 ..........................

NASA-CR-180295 ..........................

NASA-CR-180305 ..........................

NASA-CR-180308 ..........................

NASA-CR-180316 ..........................

NASA-CR-180331 ..........................

NASA-CR-180374 ..........................

NASA-CR-180392 ..........................

NASA-CR-180478 ..........................

NASA-CR-180560 ..........................

NASA-CR-180623 ..........................

NASA-CR-180632 ..........................

NASA-CR-180636 ..........................

NASA-CR-180646 ..........................

NASA-CR-180656 ..........................

NASA-CR-180671 ..........................

NASA-CR-180678 ..........................

NASA-CR-180803 ..........................

NASA-CR-180811 ..........................

NASA-CR-180813 ..........................

NASA-CR-180957 ..........................

NASA-CR-180987 ..........................

NASA-CR-181008 ..........................

NASA-CR-181018 ..........................

NASA-CR-181020 ..........................

NASA-CR-181050 ..........................

NASA-CR-181051 ..........................

NASA-CR-181072 ..........................

NASA-CR-181119 ..........................

NASA-CR-181144 ..........................

NASA-CR-181152 ..........................

NASA-CR-181186 ..........................

NASA-CR-181189 ..........................

NASA-CR-181197 ..........................

NASA-CR-181233 ..........................

NASA-CR-181234 ..........................

NASA-CR-181238 ..........................

NASA-CR-181242 ..........................

NASA-CR-181248 ..........................

NASA-CR-181250 ..........................

NASA-CR-181274 ..........................

NASA-CR-181278 ..........................

NASA-CR-181280 ..........................

NASA-CR-181341 ..........................

NASA-CR-181354 ..........................

NASAoCR-181395 ..........................

708

789

731

734

682

790

793

619

597

659

779

797

659

751

449

677

731

703

850

764

659

542

731

570

) 494

705

) 613

) 598

) 644

) 789

) 839

) 798

) 797

) 775

) 733

) 783

) 795

) 791

) 790

) 790

) 796

) 846

) 780

)811

) 836

) 816

N87-20264 * #

N87-23596 * #

N87-26918 " #

N87-24966 * #

N87-23194 * #

N87-22692 * #

N87-26893 * #

N87-27489 * #

N87-25439 * #

N87-29609 * #

N87-27641 * #

N87-27642 * #

N87-27681 * #

N87-10169 * #

N87-19754 * #

N87-28565 * #

N87-29413 * #

N87-11995 * #

N87-22245 * #

N87-11789 * #

N87-21955 * #

N87-11797 * #

N87-27267 * #

N87-12915 * #

N87-21956 * #

N87-13443 * #

N87-24457 * #

N87-18121 * #

N87-24578 * #

N87-23615 * #

N87-23622 * #

N87-22267 * #

N87-29536 * #

N87-27029 * #

N87-23729 * #

N87-10063 * #

N87-10828 * #

N87-12082 * #

N87-10040 * #

N87-12265 #

N87-11695 #

N87-11701 #

N87-11700 #

N87-12542 #

N87-13663 #

N87-14278 #

N87-13566 #

N87-18909 #

N87-19646 #

N87-27936 * #

N87-26612 * #

N87-27124 * #

N87-26858 * #

N87-27623 * #

N87-26047 * #

N87-27929 * #

N87-28232 * #

N87-24911 * #

N87-23627 * #

N87-26036 * #

N87-26923 * #

N87-27479 • #

N87-26035 • #

N87-26895 " #

N87-20289 • #

N87-26044 * #

N87-26860 * #

N87-25621 * #

N87-28869 * #

N87-26914 * #

N87-26037 * #

N87-22948 * #

N87-26862 * #

N87-23589 * #

N87-22633 * #

N87-25804 * #

N87-23856 * #

N87-24483 * #

N87-25997 * #

N87-27130 * #

N87-29543 " #

N87-27485 • #

N87-27484 * #

N87-26915 * #

N87-27620 * #

N87-26988 * #

N87-28277 * #

N87-27943 * #

N87-27869 * #

N87-27870 * #

N87-28299 * #

N87-29604 * #

N87-27678 * #

N87-28514 * #

N87-28562 * #

N87-29429 * #

NASA-CR-181420 ..........................

NASA-CR-181421 ..........................

NASA-CR-3596 ...............................

NASA-CR-3608 ...............................

NASA-CR-3710 ...............................

NASA-CR-3711 ...............................

NASA-CR-3715 ...............................

NASA-CR-3746 ...............................

NASA-CR-3747 ...............................

NASA-CR-3748 ...............................

NASA-CR-3767 ...............................

NASA-CFI-3781 ...............................

NASA-CR-3808 ...............................

NASA-CR-3816 ...............................

NASA-CR-3818 ...............................

NASA-CR-3831 ...............................

NASA-CR-3867 ...............................

NASA-CR-3883 ...............................

NASA-CR-3913 ...............................

NASA-CR-4009 ...............................

NASA-CR-4019 ...............................

NASA-CR-4020 ...............................

NASA-CR-4024 ...............................

NASA-CR-4031 ...............................

NASA-CR-4033 ...............................

NASA-CR-4040 ...............................

NASA-CR-4042 ...............................

NASA-CR-4044 ...............................

NASA-CR-4046 ...............................

NASA-CR-4047 ...............................

NASA-CR-4048 ...............................

NASA-CR-4058 ...............................

NASA-CR-4063 ...............................

NASA-CR-4066 ...............................

NASA-CR-4071 ...............................

NASA-CR-4073 ...............................

NASA-CR-4074 ...............................

NASA-CR-4076 ...............................

NASA-CR-4078 ...............................

NASA-CR-4082 ...............................

NASA-CR-4090 ...............................

NASA-CR-4096 ...............................

NASA-CR-4097 ...............................

827 N87-29500 #

828 N87-29501 #

860 N87-29315 #

15 N87-10836 #

41 N87-10973 #

42 N87-10975 #

42 N87-10974 #

331 N87-18278 #

15 N87-10837 * #

302 N87-17694 * #

319 N87-17860 * #

275 N87-17659 * #

3 N87-10829 * #

845 N87-28617 * #

59 N87-10753 * #

2 N87-10003 ° #

59 N87-10752 * #

) 813 N87-28525 • #

) 812 N87-28522 * #

522 N87-21957 * #

) 335 N87-17481 * #

151 N87-13405 * #

) 22 N87-10854 * #

) 230 N87-15175 * #

) 607 N87-24577 * #

) 271 N87-16553 * #

) 231 N87-15187 * #

) 231 N87-15186 * #

421 N87-20255 • #

) 421 N87.20252 * #

) 336 N87-17526 * #

705 N87-25807 * #

) 421 N87-20253 #

) 349 N87-18538 #

522 N87-21960 #

512 N87-21921 #

582 N87-23607 #

814 N87-29412 #

705 N87-25806 #

p 643 N87-25302 #

b 731 N87-26864 #

b814 N87-29411 #

858 N87-30099 #

NASA-RP-1146 ............................... p 37 N87-10876 * #

NASA-RP-1168 ............................... p 827 N87-29499 * #

NASA-RP-1177 ............................... p 846 N87-29612 * #

NASA-RP-1189 ............................... p 839 N87-29544 * #

NASA-SP-4305 ............................... p 621 N87-24390 * #

NASA-TM-100002 ..........................

NASA-TM-100008 ..........................

NASA-TM-100020 ..........................

NASA-TM-100114 ..........................

NASA-TM-100121 ..........................

NASA-TM-100126 ..........................

NASA-TM-100133 ..........................

NASA-TM-100136 ..........................

NASA-TM-100143 ..........................

NASA-TM-100151 ..........................

NASA-TM-100159 ..........................

NASA-TM-100171 ..........................

NASA-TM-100175 ..........................

NASA-TM.100189 ..........................

NASA-TM-100201 ..........................

NASA-TM-100407 ..........................

NASA-TM-100408 ..........................

NASA-TM-100477 ..........................

NASA-TM°100480 ..........................

NASA-TM-100484 ..........................

NASA-TM-100490 ..........................

NASA-TM-100493 ..........................

NASA-TM-100505 ..........................

NASA-TM.4003 ..............................

NASA-TM-4004 ..............................

NASA-TM-4006 ..............................

NASA-TM-4010 ..............................

NASA-TM-58276 ............................

NASA-TM-83765 ............................

NASA-TM-85660 ............................

NASA-TM-85909 ............................

NASA-TM-86298 ............................

NASA-TM-86319-R EV- 1 ................

NASA-TM-86397 ............................

NASA-TM-86664 ............................

NASA-TM-86693 ............................

NASA-TM-86726 ............................

NASA-TM-86740 ............................

NASA-TM-86742 ............................

NASA-TM-86750 ............................

NASA-TM-86751 ............................

NASA-TM-86755 ............................

NASA-TM-86758 ............................

NASA-TM-86771 ............................

NASA-TM-86785 ............................

858 N87-30102 * #

816 N87-29422 * #

815 N87-29421 * #

593 N87-23626 * #

798 N87-28396 * #

819 N87-29470 * #

802 N87-28501 * #

J 855 N87-29956 * #

839 N87-28571 * #

701 N87-26399 * #

834 N87-29537 * #

791 N87-28058 * #

798 N87-28398 * #

819 N87-29471 * #

815 N87-29420 * #

752 N87-26906 * #

763 N87-26913 * #

708 N87-25827 * #

791 N87-28056 * #

789 N87-27154 * #

740 N87-27651 * #

829 N87-29531 * #

860 N87-30155 * #

645 N87-26033 * #

732 N87-26877 • #

854 N87-29068 * #

758 N87-27665 * #

290 N87-16792 * #

35 N87-10100 * #

12 N87-10041 * #

28 N87-10861 * #

845 N87-28618 * #

452 N87-20294 • #

421 N87-20254 • #

131 N87-12869 ° #

826 N87-28546 • #

301 N87-16821 * #

301 N87-16820 * #

173 N87-13428 * #

587 N87-24455 * #

508 N87-21915 * #

522 N87-21961 * #

827 N87-29496 * #

816 N87-29431 * #

100 N87-12558 * #

NASA-TM-86789 ............................

NASA-TM-86790 ............................

NASA-TM-86793 ............................

NASAoTM-86804 ............................

NASA-TM-86806 ............................

NASA-TM-86812 ............................

NASA-TM-86819 ............................

NASA-TM-86829 ................

NASA-TM-86854 ............................

NASA-TM-86877 ............................

NASA-TM-87094 ............................

NASA-TM-87355 ............................

NASA-TM-87356-VOL- 1 ................

NASA-TM-87356-VOL-2 ................

NASA-TM-87358 ............................

NASA-TM-87574 ............................

NASA-TM-87583 ............................

NASA-TM-87721 ............................

NASA-TM-87729 ............................

NASA-TM-87731 ............................

NASA-TM.87760 ............................

NASA-TM-87762 ............................

NASA-TM-87764 ............................

NASA-TM-88007 ............................

NASA-TM-88008 ............................

NASA-TM-88191 ............................

NASA-TM.88209 ............................

NASA-TM-88210 ............................

NASA-TM-88211 ............................

NASA-TM-88238 ............................

NASA-TM-88247 ............................

NASA-TM-88250 ............................

NASA-TM-88252 ............................

NASA-TM-88267 ............................

NASA-TM-88268 ............................

NASA-TM-88272 ............................

NASA-TM-88281 ............................

NASA-TM-88282 ............................

NASA-TM-88285 ............................

NASA-TM-88287 ............................

NASA-TM-88289 ............................

NASA-TM-88297 ............................

NASA-TM-88312 ............................

NASA-TM-88315 ............................

NASA-TM-88323 ............................

NASA-TM-88326 ............................

NASA-TM-88327 ............................

NASA-TM-88334 ............................

NASA-TM-88336 ............................

NASA-TM-88337 ............................

NASA-TM-88340 ............................

NASA-TM-88341 ............................

NASA-TM-88343 ............................

NASA-TM-88346 ............................

NASA-TM-88348 ............................

NASA-TM-88349 ............................

NASA-TM-88351 ............................

NASA-TM-88353 ............................

NASA-TM-88354 ............................

NASA-TM-88355 ............................

NASA-TM-88356 ............................

NASA-TM-88360 ............................

NASA-TM-88364 ............................

NASA-TM-88370 ............................

NASA-TM-88373 ............................

NASA-TM-88375 ............................

NASA-TM-88486 ............................

NASA-TM-88491 ............................

NASA-TMo88502 ............................

NASA-TM-88503 ............................

NASA-TM-88513 ............................

NASA-TM-88523 ............................

NASA-TM-88530 ............................

NASA-TM-88534 ............................

NASA-TM-88583 ............................

NASA-TM-88831 ............................

NASA-TM-88838 ............................

NASA-TM-88854 ............................

NASAoTMo88862 ............................

NASA-TM-88869 ............................

NASA-TM-88879 ............................

NASA-TM-88881 ............................

NASA-TM-88883 ............................

NASA-TM-88888 ............................

NASA-TM-88908 ............................

NASA-TM-88912 ............................

NASA-TM-88913 ............................

NASA-TM-88917 ............................

NASA-TM-88920 ............................

NASA-TM-88929 ............................

NASA-TM.88932 ............................

NASA-TM.88936 ............................

NASA-TM-88939 ............................

NASA-TM-88943 ............................

NASA-TM-88944 ............................

NASA-TM-88945 ............................

) 100 N87-12557 * #

i 590 N87-23616 * #

592 N87-23619 * #

827 N87-29498 * #

232 N87-15941 * #

542 N87-23009 * #

p 295 N87-17686 * #

207 N87-14910 ° #

572 N87-24409 * #

p 540 N87-22273 #

571 N87-23598 #

538 N87-22181 #

495 N87-21878 #

496 N87-21879 #

389 N87-18801 #

858 N87-29186 #

845 N87-28643 #

59 N87-10750 #

150 N87-13404 #

116 N87-12566 #

291 N87-16802 * #

292 N87-17664 • #

118 N87-11801 * #

156 N87-14305 * #

175 N87-14317 * #

230 N87-15179 * #

116 N87-11796 • #

293 N87-17671 * #

588 N87-24459 * #

100 N87-11781 * #

160 N87-14310 * #

76 N87-12539 * #

118 N87-11800 * #

301 N87-16819 * #

137 N87-12273 * #

753 N87-27655 * #

362 N87-19376 * #

433 N87-20991 * #

544 N87-23100 #

754 N87-27663 #

508 N87-21908 #

776 N87-26920 #

131 N87-12830 #

373 N87-18572 #

426 N87-20982 #

541 N87-22932 #

598 N87-24482 #

75 N87-11699 #

732 N87-26875 #

817 N87-29461 #

353 N87-18547 #

153 N87-14279 #

231 N87-15185 #

524 N87-22691 #

716 N87-27609 #

302 N87-17695 #

302 N87-17692 #

313 N87-17715 #

493 N87-22629 #

341 N87-18532 #

231 N87-15181 #

313 N87-17716 #

230 N87-15178 #

301 N87-17691 #

) 231 N87-15182 * #

571 N87-23595 * #

202 N87-14673 * #

203 N87-14729 * #

175 N87-14318 " #

153 N87-14280 * #

258 N87-15237 * #

258 N87-15236 * #

257 N87-15235 * #

493 N87-22627 * #

442 N87-20281 #

229 N87-15173 #

131 N87-12924 #

130 N87-12017 #

) 267 N87-15466 #

139 N87-13252 #

107 N87-11790 #

129 N87-11993 #

201 N87-13755 #

101 N87-12559 #

520 N87-22681 #

323 N87o17001 #

208 N87-14957 #

391 N87-18883 * #

272 N87-16588 * #

292 N87-16805 * #

832 N87-28551 * #

398 N87-19057 * #

307 N87-16825 * #

833 N87-28557 * #

327 N87-18115 * #

290 N87-16789 * #

F-14



REPORTNUMBERINDEX NTSB/ARC-87-01

NASA-TM-88946 ............................ p 290

NASAoTM-88947 ............................ p 272

NASA-TM-88955 ............................ p 291

NASA-TM-88959 ............................ p 327

NASA-TM-88961 ............................ p 315

NASA-TM_8963 ............................ p 309

NASA-TM-88967 ............................ p 376

NASA-TM-88968 ............................ p 309

NASA-TM-88971 ............................ p 335

NASA-TM_8972 ............................ p 326

NASA-TM-88975 ............................ p 467

NASA-TM-88983 ............................ p 734

NASA-TM-88988 ............................ p 172

NASA-TM-89014 ............................ p 230

NASA-TM-89020 ............................ p 231

NASA-TM-89024 ............................ p 318

NASA-TM-89035 ............................ p 335

NASA-TM-89039 ............................ p 466

NASA-TM-89040 ............................ p 335

NASA-TM-89042 ............................ p 453

NASA-TM-89049 ............................ p 418

NASA-TM-89050 ............................ p 76

NASA-TM-89053 ............................ p 573

NASA-TM-89059 ............................ p 254

NASA-TM-89060 ............................ p 254

NASA-TM-89064 ............................ p 438

NASA-TM-89066 ............................ p 193

NASA-TM-89067 ............................ p 319

NASA-TM-89074 ............................ p 625

NASA-TM-89077 ............................ p 243

NASA-TM-89079 ............................ p 316

NASA-TM-89080 ............................ p 293

NASA-TM-89084 ............................ p 291

NASA-TM-89088 ............................ p 380

NASA-TM-89089 ............................ p 477

NASA-TM-89101 ............................ p 642

NASA-TM-89102 ............................ p 571

NASA-TM_9105 ............................ p 327

NASA-TM-89106 ............................ p 492

NASA-TM-89107 ............................ p 540

NASA-TM-89120 ............................ p 417

NASA-TM-89121 ............................ p417

NASA-TM-89128 ............................ p 509

NASA-TM-89129 ............................ p 733

NASA-TM-89132 ............................ p 540

NASA-TM-89139 ............................ p 705

NASA-TM-89143 ............................ p 620

NASA-TM-89144 ............................ p 550

NASA-TM-89145 ............................ p 643

NASA-TM-89147 ............................ p 776

NASA-TM-89149 ............................ p 620

NASA-TM-89155 ............................ p 660

NASA-TM-89161 ............................ p 795

NASA-TM-89222 ............................ p 754

NASA-TM-89312 ............................ p 300

NASA-TM-89357 ............................ p 644

NASA-TM-89377 ............................ p 548

NASA-TM-89404 ............................ p 735

NASA-TM-89405 ............................ p 526

NASA-TM-89409 ............................ p 150

NASA-TM-89410 ............................ p 151

NASA-TM-89413 ............................ p 780

NASA-TM-89414 ............................ p 291

NASA-TM-89416 ............................ p 290

NASA-TM-89419 ............................ p 642

NASA-TM-89420 ............................ p 292

NASA-TM-89421 ............................ p 418

NASA-TM-89422 ............................ p 598

NASA-TM-89428 ............................ p 524

NASA-TM-89433 ............................ p 492

NASA-TM-89444 ............................ p 536

NASA-TM-89447 ............................ p 643

NASA-TM-89455 ............................ p 453

NASA-TM-89458 ............................ p 570

NASA-TM-89465 ............................ p 826

NASA-TM-89466 ............................ p 828

NASA-TM-89494 ............................ p 493

NASA-TM-89812 ............................ p 349

NASA-TM-89813 ............................ p 349

NASA-TM-89817 ............................ p 442

NASA-TM-69824 ............................ p 570

NASA-TM-89826 ............................ p 350

NASA-TM-89833 ............................ p 442

NASA-TM-89865 ............................ p 530

NASA-TM-89868 ............................ p 519

NASA-TM-89880 ............................ p 536

NASA-TM-89890 ............................ p 575

NASA-TM-89912 ............................ p 542

NASA-TM-89917 ............................ p 642

NASA-TM-89918 ............................ p 603

NASA-TP-2222 ............................... p 36

NASA-TP-2223 ............................... p 373

NASA-TP-2224 ............................... p 36

NASA-TP-2336 ............................... p 12

NASA-TP-2350 ............................... p 36

N87-16790 * #

N87-16587 ° #

N87-16798 ° #

N87-18116 * #

N87-16851 * #

N87-17701 * #

N87-18575 * #

N87-17700 * #

N87*17480 " #

N87-18057 * #

N87-20556 * #

N87-27628 * #

N87-13427 * #

N87-15176 * #

N87-15180 * #

N87.16884 ° #

N87-17482 ° #

N87-20517 * #

N87-17483 " #

N87-20296 * #

N87-20240 * #

N87-12538 * #

N87-24423 * #

N87-15977 * #

N87-15975 * #

N87-20265 * #

N87-13450 * #

N87-17858 * #

N87-25293 * #

N87-15205 * #

N87-17718 * #

N87-17667 * #

N87-16796 * #

N87-19450 * #

N87-20797 * #

N87-25295 * #

N87-23594 * #

N87-18113 * #

N87-21874 * #

N87-22276 * #

N87-20234 * #

N87-20236 * #

N87-21917 * #

N87-26878 * #

N87-22270 * #

N87-25771 * #

N87-24965 * #

N87-22602 * #

N87-25304 * #

N87-26919 * #

N87-24160 ° #

N87-26042 * #

N87-28275 * #

N87-27660 * #

N87-16816 * #

N87-25993 * #

N87-23192 ° #

N87-27631 ° #

N87-21963 ° #

N87-13403 ° #

N87-13409 #

N87-27680 #

N87-16801 #

N87-16791 #

N87-25296 #

N87-17663 #

N87-20242 #

N87-23632 #

N87-22690 #

N87-21875 #

N87-22116 * #

N87-25305 * #

N87-20298 * #

N87-23584 * #

N87-29491 * #

N87-29502 * #

N87.22631 * #

N87-18540 * #

N87-18539 * #

N87-20280 * #

N87-23591 * #

N87-19350 * #

N87-20282 * #

N87-22811 ° #

N87-22680 ° #

N87-22097 ° #

N87-24435 ° #

N87-22978 * #

N87-25294 * #

N87-23664 * #

N87-10871 ° #

N87-18570 * #

N87-10103 * #

N87-10042 * #

N87-10870 * #

NASA-TP-2352 ............................... p 15 N87-10838 #

NASAoTP-2364 ............................... p 15 N87-10839 #

NASA-TP-2375-PT.2 ...................... p 15 N87-10841 #

NASA-TP-2392 ............................... p 302 N87-17693 #

NASA-TP-2395 ............................... p 419 N87-20966 #

NASA-TP-2567 ............................... p 819 N87°29469 #

NASA-TP-2586 ............................... p 335 N87-17479 * #

NASA-TP-2616 ............................... p 34 N87-I0864 #

NASA-TP-2623 ............................... p 12 N87-10039 #

NASA-TP-2624 ............................... p 77 N87-12541 #

NASA-TP-2626 ............................... p 50 N87-10391 #

NASA-TP-2627 ............................... p 201 N87-13789 #

NASA-TP-2628 ............................... p 75 N87-11702 #

NASA-TP-2630 ............................... p 208 N87-14120 #

NASA-TP-2631 ............................... p 201 N87-13664 #

NASA*TP-2633 ............................... p 16 N87-10843 #

NASA-TP-2642 ............................... p 231 N87-15184 #

NASA-TP-2644 ............................... p 300 N87-16815 * #

NASA-TP-2646 ............................... p 376 N87-18576 * #

NASA-TP-2648 ............................... p 182 N87-13435 * #

NASA-TP-2650 ............................... p 336 N87-18399 * #

NASA-TP-2652 ............................... p 312 N87-16849 * #

NASA-TP-2653 ............................... p 230 N87-15174 * #

NASA-TP-2658 ............................... p 417 N87-20233 * #

NASA-TP-2658 ............................... p 348 N87-18537 * #

NASA-TP-2660-PT-1 ...................... p 571 N87-23597 * #

NASA-TP-2660-PT-2 ...................... p 643 N87-25301 * #

NASA-TP-2669 ............................... p 366 N87-19393 * #

NASA-TP-2672 ............................... p 548 N87-23202 * #

NASA-TP-2678 ............................... p 433 N87-20990 * #

NASAoTP-2680 ............................... p 452 N87-20295 * #

NASA-TP-2684 ............................... p 243 N87-15959 * #

NASA-TP-2689 ............................... p 620 N87-24161 * #

NASA-TP-2691 ............................... p 585 N87-23614 * #

NASA-TP-2692 ............................... p 602 N87-23662 * #

NASA-TP-2700 ............................... p 490 N87-21855 * #

NASA-TP-2704 ............................... p 492 N87-21873 * #

NASA-TP-2705 ............................... p 467 N87-20555 * #

NASA-"TP-2707 ............................... p 614 N87-24672 * #

NASA-TP-2711 ............................... p 467 N87-20566 ° #

NASA-TP-2712 ............................... p 574 N87-24433 * #

NASA-TP-2713 ............................... p 735 N87-27643 ° #

NASA-TP-2716 ............................... p 627 N87-29497 ° #

NASA-TP-2717 ............................... p 570 N87-23593 * #

NASA-TPo2718 ............................... p 588 N87-24458 * #

NASA-TP°2721 ............................... p 574 N87-24432 " #

NASA-TP-2727 ............................... p 732 N87-26874 • #

NASA-TP-2728 ............................... p 645 N87-26031 * #

NASA-TP-2729 ............................... p 733 N87-26883 * #

NASA-TP-2730 ............................... p 691 N87-25435 • #

NASA-TP-2731 ............................... p 734 N87-27622 * #

NASA-TP-2736 ............................... p 645 N87-26032 • #

NASA-TP-2737 ............................... p 492 N87-21871 * #

NASA-TP-2739 ............................... p 659 N87-26041 " #

NASA°TP-2740 ............................... p 682 N87-25331 * #

NASA-TP-2742 ............................... p 734 N87-27626 * #

NASA-TP-2746 ............................... p 594 N87-24481 * #

NASA-TP-2747 ............................... p 776 N87-26922 * #

NASA°TP-2749 ............................... p 839 N87-28570 " #

NASA-TP-2763 ............................... p 817 N87-29462 * #

NASA-TT-20011 ............................. p432 N87-20261 * #

NASA-TT-20020 ............................. p 615 N87-24866 ° #

NASA-TT-20079 ............................. p 644 N87-25307 * #

NASA-TT-20080 ............................. p 834 N87-28558 * #

NASA-TT-20096 ............................. p 644 N87-25306 * #

NASA-TT-20112 ............................. p 813 N87-28527 " #

NASA-TT-20113 ............................. p 813 N87-28526 • #

NASA-TT-20117 ............................. p 736 N87-27644 * #

NAS .................................................. p715 N87-27596 * #

NAVTRASYSCEN-81-C-0105-13 .. p 119 N87-12572 #

NAVTRASYSCEN-85-C-0044-2 .... p 119 N87-12573 #

NEAR-TR-287 ................................. p 813 N87-28525 * #

NEAR-TR-295 ................................. p2 N87-10003 * #

NEAR-TR-352 ................................. p 13 N87-10047 #

NEAR-TR-375 ................................. p 732 N87-26872 #

NIPER-144-PPS-86/2 .................... p 122 N87-11908 #

NIPER-202 ...................................... p458 N87-21135 #

NIPER-207 ...................................... p 380 N87-19534 #

NLR-MP-84029-U ........................... p 426 N87-20981 #

NLR-MP-84091-U ........................... p 377 N87-18579 #

NLR-MP-85007-U ........................... p 174 N87-13437 #

NLR-MP-85013-U ........................... p 57 N87-11530 #

NLR-MP-85016-U ........................... p362 N87-18566 #

NLR-MP-85029-U ........................... p 43 N87-11004 #

NLR-MP-85040-U ........................... p 16 N87-I0846 #

NLR-MP-85044-U ........................... p 382 N87-19676 #

NLR-MP-85050-U ........................... p 54 N87-11233 #

NLR-MP-85052-U ........................... p 349 N87-18545 #

NLR-MP-85056-U ........................... p 152 N87-13416 #

NLR-MP-55058-U ........................... p 28 N87-10863 #

NLR-MP-85059-U ........................... p 374 N87-19403 #

NLR-MP-85061-U ........................... p 377 N87-18578 #

NLR-MP-85062-U ........................... p 65 N87-11688 #

NLR-MP°85063-U ........................... p 160 N87-13428 #

NLR-MP-85066-U ........................... p 102 N87-11785 #

NLR-MP-85072-U ........................... p 389 N87-18798 #

NLR-MP-85074-U ........................... p 103 N87-11788 #

NLR-MP-85078-U ........................... p 379 N87-18660 #

NLR-MPo85080-U ........................... p 349 N87-18543 #

NLR-MP-85088-U ........................... p 396 N87-19018 #

NLR-MP-85089-U ........................... p 477 N87-21657 #

NLR-MP-86001-U ........................... p 380 N87-18661 #

NLR-MP-86005-U ........................... p 396 N87-19029 #

NLRoMP-86009-U ........................... p 380 N87-18662 #

NLR-MP-86016-U ........................... p 377 N87-18580 #

NLR-MP-86019-U ........................... p 349 N87-18544 #

NLR-Mpo86021-U ........................... p 370 N87-18569 #

NLR-TR-84005-U ........................... p 100 N87-11782 #

NLR-TR-84114-U ........................... p 151 N87-13414 #

NLR-TR-84126-U ........................... p 154 N87-14288 #

NLR-TR-85065-U ........................... p 151 N87-13415 #

NLR-TR-85074-U ........................... p 207 N87-14041 #

NLR-TR-85090-U ........................... p 374 N87-19402 #

NLR-TR-85097-U-PT-1 .................. p 357 N87-19373 #

NLR-TR-85097oU-PT-2 .................. p 357 N87-18560 #

NMAB-430 ....................................... p 443 N87-20996 #

NMERI-WA5o7(5.06) ...................... p 194 N87-14356 #

NOAA-TM-ERL-WPL-135 .............. p 55 N87-10665 #

NOAA-TM-ERL-WPL-137 .............. p 204 N87-14806 #

NOAA-TM-NWS-ER-71 .................. p 544 N87-22375 #

NOAA-TR-ERL-430 ........................ p 739 N87-26887 #

NOR-84-158 .................................... p 115 N87-11795 ° #

NOSC/TR-1112 .............................. p267 N87-15397 #

NPS52-86-027 ................................ p 495 N87-21876 #

NPS67-86-003 ................................ p 364 N87-19388 #

NPS67-86-004 ................................ p 519 N87-22679 #

NRC-25438 ..................................... p 493 N87-22628 #

NRC-26453 ..................................... p 350 N87-19358 #

NRC-28475 ..................................... p 442 N87-20288 #

NRC-27323 ..................................... p 530 N87o22808 #

NRLoMR-5891 ................................. p 468 N87-21214 #

NRL-MR-5899 ................................. p 577 N87-24442 #

NRL-9000 ........................................ p 433 N87-20993 #

NSWC/MP/86-240 ........................ p 418 N87-20245 #

NSWC/TR-86-142 .......................... p 151 N87-13411 #

NTSB-AAB-86-12 ...........................

NTSB-AAB-86-13 ...........................

NTSB-AAB-86-20 ...........................

NTSB-AAB-86-21 ...........................

NTSB-AAB-86-22 ...........................

NTSB-AAB-86-23 ...........................

NTSB-AAB-86-24 ...........................

NTSB-AAB-88-26-1SSUE-11 .........

NTSB-AAB-86-26-1SSUE-12 .........

NTSB-AAB-86-27 ...........................

NTSB-AAB-86-28 ...........................

) 354 N87-18556 #

354 N87-18555 #

) 235 N87-15196 #

235 N87-15195 #

) 354 N87-18554 #

354 N87-18553 #

>353 N87-16552 #

) 236 N87-15951 #

) 353 N87-18551 #

353 N87-18550 #

) 422 N87-20980 #

NTSB-AAR-86-O2-SUM ................. p 84 N87-12549 #

NTSB-AAR-86-06 ........................... p 64 N87o12550 #

NTSB-AAR-86-07 ........................... p 155 N87-13419 #

NTSB-AAR-87-01 ........................... p 576 N87-24438 #

NTSB-AARo87-04 ........................... p 576 N87-23604 #

NTSB-AAR-87-05 ........................... p 577 N87-24439 #

NTSB-ARG-87-01 ........................... p 354 N87-19367 #

NTSB/AAB-86/16 .......................... p 17 N87-10056 #

NTSB/AAB-86/17 .......................... p 84 N87-11713 #

NTSB/AAB-86/18 .......................... p 84 N87-11712 #

NTSB/AAB-86/19 .......................... p 83 N87-11710 #

NTSB/AAB-87/01 .......................... p $77 N87-24443 #

NTSB/AAB-87/04 .......................... p 818 N87-28528 #

NTSB/AAB-87/05 .......................... p 819 N87-28529 #

NTSB/AAR-86/05 .......................... p 17 N87-10053 #

NTSB/AAR-87/01/SUM ............... p 740 N87-27650 #

NTSB/AAR-87/02/SUM ............... p 648 N87-25310 #

NTSB/AAR-87/06 .......................... p 740 N87-27649 #

NTSB/AAR-87/07 .......................... p 739 N87-26889 #

NTSB/ARC-87-01 .......................... p 648 N87-25311 #
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NTSB/ARC-87/02

NTSB/ARC-87/02 .......................... p 576

NTSB/ARG-66/01 ......................... p 84

NTSB/ARG-67/02 ......................... p 576

NTSB/SIR-86/01 ........................... p 84

NWC-TP-6575-CH-5-OFFPRINT .. p 816

NWC-TP-6741 ................................. p 235

ONERA TP NO. 1987-31 .............. p 446

ONERA TP NO. 1987-35 .............. p 431

ONERA TP NO. 1987-69 .............. p 617

ONERA-NT-1983-1 ........................ p 392

ONERA-NT-1983-2 ........................ p 374

ONERA-NT-1985-5 ........................ P 152

ONERA-RF-15/7234-PY ............... p 577

ONERA-RF-9117154-PY ............... p 470

ONERA-RSF-92/1865-AY ............. p 779

ONERA-RT-19/3239-RY-054-R ... p 574

ONERA-RT-20/3239-RY-054R-056

L ....................................................... p 839

ONERA-RT-26/3064-RY-052-R ... p 733

ONERA-RT-27/3064-RY-052-R ... p 733

ONERA-RTS-17/3423-AY ............. p 419

ONERA-RTS-21/3271-AY ............. p 419

ONERA-RTS-80/7103-EY ............. p 309

ONERA-TP- 1986-170 .................... p 644

ONERA-TP-1986-181 .................... p 644

ONERA-20/3423-AY ..................... p 810

ONERA, TP NO. 1986-106 ........... p 248

ONERA, TP NO. 1986-107 ........... p 263

ONERA, TP NO. 1986-112 ........... p 213

ONERA, TP NO. 1986-113 ........... p 213

ONERA, TP NO. 1986-119 ........... p 213

ONERA, TP NO. 1986-120 ........... p 238

ONERA, TP NO, 1986-123 ........... p 214

ONERA, TP NO. 1986-124 ........... p 214

ONERA, TP NO. 1986-126 ........... p 264

ONERA, TP NO. 1986-152 ........... p 214

ONERA TP NO, 1986-155 ........... p 256

ONERA TP NO. 1986-162 ........... p 264

ONERA TP NO. 1986-169 ........... p 214

ONERA TP NO. 1986-170 ........... p 256

ONERA TP NO. 1986-173 ........... p 214

ONERA TP NO. 1986-174 ........... p 233

ONERh TP NO. 1986-175 ........... p 246

ONERA TP NO. 1986-177 ........... p 233

ONERA TP NO. 1986-178 ........... p 214

ONERA TP NO. 1986-180 ........... p 214

ONERA TP NO. 1986-181 ........... p 256

ONERA TP NO. 1986-183 ........... p 215

ONER, 'a TP NO. 1986-184 ........... p 215

ONERA, TP NO. 1986-186 ........... p 215

ONER/_ TP NO. 1986-190 ........... p 248

ONER/ TP NO. 1986-193 ........... p 264

ONERA TP NO. 1986-69 ............. p 255

ONERA TP NO. 1986-83 ............. p 238

ONERA TP NO. 1986-91 ............. p 263

ONERA TP NO. 1986-95 ............. p 213

ONERA TP NO. 1987-119 ........... p 726

ONERA TP NO. 1987-120 ........... p 725

ONERA TP NO. 1987-122 ........... p 724

ONERA TP NO. 1987-19 ............. p 183

ONERA TP NO. 1987-41 ............. p 264

ONERA TP NO. 1987-4 ............... p 234

ONERA, TP NO. 1987-50 ............. p 707

ONERA, TP NO. 1987-56 ............. p 702

ONERA, TP NO. 1987-58 ............. p 640

ONERA, TP NO. 1987-61 ............. p 640

ONERA, TP NO. 1987-70 ............. p 638

ONERA, TP NO. 1987-73 ............. p 681

ONERA, TP NO. 1987-79 ............. p 691

ONERA, TP NO. 1987-87 ............. p 641

ONERA, TP NO. 1987-8 ............... p 680

ONRL-R-5-86 .................................. p 258

ONRL-R-6-86 .................................. p 403

ORNL/TM-10179 ........................... p 341

ORNL/TM-9947 ............................. p 260

OUEL-1624/86 ............................... p 294

PAPER-38-1 .................................... p 230

PB86-200847 .................................. p 55

PB86-201910 .................................. p 84

N87-23603 #

N87-11714 #

N87-23606 #

N87-11711 #

N87-29426 #

N87-15948 #

A87-33695 #

A87-34860

A87-42080 #

N87-19668 #

N87-19401 #

N87-13418 #

N87-24441 #

N87-20706 #

N87-27677 #

N87-24428 #

N87-28567 #

N87-26882 #

N87-27619 #

N87-20249 #

N87-20250 #

N87-16846 #

N87-25306 * #

N87-25307 * #

N87-28507 #

A87-21025 #

A87-21026 #

A87-21031 #

A87-21032 #

A87-21038 #

A87-21039 #

A87-21041 #

A87-21042 #

A87-21044 #

A87-21054 #

A87-21056 #

A87-21062 #

A87-21069 #

A87-21070 #

A87-21072 #

A87-21073 #

A87-21074 #

A87-21076 #

A87-21077 #

A87-21079 #

A87-21080 #

A87-21082 #

A87-21083 #

A87-21085 #

A87-21089 #

A87-21092 #

A87-21002 #

A87-21014 #

A87-21020 #

A87-21021 #

A87-49094 #

A87-,49087 #

A87-49073 #

A87-17813 #

A87-21044 #

A87-22465 #

A87-46753 #

A87-46757 #

A87-46759 #

A87-46761 #

A87-46192 #

A87-46767 #

A87-46772 #

A87-46776 #

A87-44328 #

N87-15982 #

N87-20173 #

N87-19348 #

N87-16157 #

N87-17682 #

N87-15178 * #

N87-10665 #

N87-11714 #

PB86-229507 .................................. p 204

PB86-231388 .................................. p 175

PB86-231743 .................................. p 237

PB86-910406 .................................. p 17

PB86-910407 .................................. p 84

PB86-910408 .................................. p 84

PB86-910409 ...................... p 155

PB86-916912 .................................. p 354

PB86-916913 .................................. p 354

PB86-916916 .................................. p 17

PB86-916917 .................................. p 84

PB86-916918 .................................. p 84

PB86-916919 .................................. p 83

PB86-916920 .................................. p 235

PB86-916921 .................................. p 235

PB86-916922 .................................. p 354

PB86-916923 .................................. p 354

PB86-916924 .................................. p 353

PB86-916925 .................................. p 236

PB86-916926 .................................. p 353

PB86-916927 .................................. p 353

PB86-916928 .................................. p 422

PB86-917003 .................................. p 84

PB87-120531 .................................. ) 443

PB87-151908 .................................. ) 544

PB87-160628 .................................. ) 648

PB87-161915 .................................. ) 354

PB87-183455 .................................. ) 739

PB87-183992 .................................. ) 576

PB87-186607 .................................. ) 741

PB87-193249 .................................. ) 819

PB87-194791 .................................. ) 576

PB87-196390 .................................. ) 854

PB87-910401 .................................. 576

PB87-910404 .................................. 576

PB87-910405 .................................. 577

PB87-910406 .................................. 740

PB87-910407 .................................. 740

PB87-910408 .................................. 648

PB87-910409 .................................. 739

PB87-916901 .................................. 577

PB87-916904 .................................. 818

PB87-916905 .................................. :) 819

PNR-90295 ..................................... p 107

PNR-90298 ..................................... p 35

PNR-90305 ..................................... p 35

PNR-90306 ..................................... p 51

PNR-90315 ..................................... p 60

PNR-90319 ..................................... p 60

PNR-90320 ..................................... p 60

PNR-90323 ..................................... p 310

PNR90321 ....................................... ) 251

PNRg0324 ....................................... ) 308

PNR90325 ....................................... ) 251

PNR90326 ....................................... ) 251

PNRg0330 ....................................... ) 308

PNR90338 ....................................... ) 306

PNRg0341 ....................................... ) 308

PNR90346 ....................................... ) 308

PNR90347 ....................................... 308

PNRg0349 ....................................... 308

PNR90350 ....................................... 308

PNRg0355 ....................................... 319

PNR90356 ....................................... 308

PNRg0357 ....................................... 309

PNRg0359 ....................................... 309

PNR90361 ....................................... 323

PNRg0362 ....................................... 309

PNR90365 ....................................... 763

PNR90370 ....................................... :) 763

PNR90373 ....................................... :) 764

PNR90388 ....................................... _ 764

PNR90389 ....................................... 3 764

PNR90392 ....................................... _ 764

PPL-87/4 ......................................... p 619

PR-9 ................................................. p 846

PRI-PV-87-R001-VOL-1 ................. p 816

PROJ-REPT-ATC-135 .................... p 503

PSU-ME-86-R-0113 ....................... p 541

PTB-AK-30 ...................................... p 183

PWA-5574-206 ............................... p 784

F_VA-5628-69 .................................. p 850

PWA-5869-68-VOL-1 ..................... p 833

PWA-5869-68-VOL-2 ..................... p 833

I:_NA-5890-24 .................................. p 458

PWA-5894-34 .................................. p 327

PWA-5940-46-VOL-2 ..................... p 790

N87-14806 #

N87-14315 #

N87-15200 #

N87-10053 #

N87-12549 #

N87-12550 #

N87-13419 #

N87-18556 #

N87-18555 #

N87-10056 #

N87-11713 #

N87-11712 #

N87-11710 #

N87-15196 #

N87-15195 #

N87-18554 #

N87-18553 #

N87-18552 #

N87-15951 #

N87-18551 #

N87-18550 #

N87-20980 #

N87-11711 #

N87-20998 #

N87-22375 #

N87-25311 #

N87-19367 #

N87-26887 #

N87-23603 #

N87-26894 #

N87-29468 #

N87-23606 #

N87-29065 #

N87-24438 #

N87-23804 #

N87-24439 #

N87-27650 #

N87-27649 #

N87-25310 #

N87-26889 #

N87-24443 #

N87-28528 #

N87-28529 #

N87-11793 #

N87-10867 #

N87-10868 #

N87-11020 #

N87-11578 #

N87-11615 #

N87-11616 #

N87-17707 #

N87-15968 #

N87-16834 #

N87-15969 #

N87-15970 #

N87-16835 #

N87-16824

N87-16836 #

N87-16838 #

N87-16839 #

N87-16840 #

N87-16841 #

N87-16905 #

N87-16842 #

N87-16843 #

N87-16844 #

N87-17010 #

N87-16845 #

N87-26911 #

N87-26912 #

N87-27667 #

N87-27669 #

N87-27670 #

N87-27671 #

N87-24911 * #

N87-29609 * #

N87-29428 #

N87-21905 #

N87-22928 #

N87-13440 #

N87-27029 * #

N87-28883 * #

N87-28552 * #

N87-28556 * #

N87-20387 " #

N87-18117 * #

N87-27267 * #

REPORT NUMBER INDEX

PWA-5968-47 .................................. p 593 N87-23622 * #

R-8610 ............................................. p 590 N87-23617 * #

RAI6/16/85 .................................... p 37 N87-10875

RADC-TM-86-4 ............................... p 303 N87-16823 #

RADC-TR-86-0114 ......................... p 268 N87-16213 #

RAE-MAT/STR-131 ....................... p 433 N87-20989 #

RAE-MAT/STR-36 ......................... p 433 N87-20988 #

RAE-MAT/STRUCT-122 ............... p 175 N87-14316

RAE-MAT/STRUCT-128 ............... p 242 N87-15203 #

RAE-MAT/STRUCT-149 ............... p 752 N87-26904 #

RAE-STRUCT/BF/B/0816 ........... p 449 N87-21000 #

RAE-TM-AERO-2081 ..................... p 645 N87-26027 #

RAE-TM-AERO-2084 ..................... p 688 N87-26055 #

RAE-TM-FS(B)-595 ........................ P 191 N87-13445 #

RAE-TM-FS(B)-637 ........................ p 829 N87-28547 #

RAE-TM-FS(B)-638 ........................ p 829 N87-28548 #

RAE-TM-P1089 ............................... p 315 N87-16852 #

RAE-TR-80047 ............................... p 449 N87-21000 #

RAE-TR-83023 ............................... p 433 N87-20988 #

RAE-TR-65040 ............................... p 175 N87-14316

RAE-TR-85052 ............................... p 242 N87-15203 #

RAE-TR-85057 ............................... p 433 N87-20989 #

RAE-TR-85094 ............................... p 752 N87-26904 #

RAE-TRANS-2103 .......................... p 432 N87-20262 #

RAE-TRANS-2131 .......................... p 76 N87-12540 #

RAE-TRANS-2143 .......................... p 426 N87-20981 #

RAE-TRANS-2147 .......................... p 324 N87-17032 #

RAND/N-2301-AF .......................... p 377 N87-19410 #

RAND/P-7288-RGS ....................... p 625 N87-25990 #

RAND/R-3276-AF .......................... p 377 N87-19411 #

RE-725-VOL-1 ................................ p 12 N87-10043 * #

RE-726-VOL-2 ................................ P 13 N87-10044 ° #

RE-730 ............................................. p 732 N87-26871 #

REPT-0353-5 .................................. p 797 N87-27479 * #

REPT-0353-8 .................................. p 798 N87-27485 * #

REPT-13670 ................................... p 174 N87-13436 #

REPT-2959-01-2-4106 ................... p 237 N87-15956 #

REPT-3038-01-1-3985 ................... p 83 N87-11707 #

REPT-3707-LC-85-PT-1 ................. p 195 N87-13496 #

REPT-47-084/F .............................. p 202 N87-14721 #

REPT-4950-FTR-86-4 .................... p 449 N87-21001 #

REPT-4950/F_R-66-10 ................. p 650 N87-25313 #

REPT-5/CEV/IS/SE/AV/86 ......... p 174 N87-13436 #

REPT-5058 ...................................... p 336 N87-18402 * #

REPT-6216-019 .............................. p 22 N87-10855 #

REPT-6340A ................................... P 123 N87-12685 #

REPT-699-099-055 ........................ p 643 N87-25302 * #

REPT-699-099-202 ........................ p 469 N87-21373 * #

REPT-716199-1 .............................. p 790 N87-27870 * #

REPT-718199-6 .............................. p 790 N87-27869 * #

REPT-7205-13-VOL-1 .................... p 254 N87-15234 * #

REPT-7205-13-MOL-2 .................... p 254 N87-15976 ° #

REPT-60/31 .................................... p 202 N87-14673 ° #

REPT-82-C-66 ................................ p 122 N87-11877 #

REPT-84-001 .................................. p 60 N87-11576 * #

REPT-85150 ................................... p 826 N87-28546 * #

REPT-85236 ................................... p 508 N87-21915 * #

REPT-85266 ................................... p 827 N87-29496 * #

REPT-65333 ................................... p 816 N87-29431 * #

REPT-66-55 .................................... p 309 N87-17703 #

REPT-86-57 .................................... p 251 N87-15232 #

REPT-87-58 .................................... p 530 N87-22858 #

REPT-8720-3173U ......................... p 108 N87-12562 #

REPT-8720-3179U ......................... p 443 N87-20997 #

RF-7035 ........................................... p 839 N87-28572 #

RID-1912 ......................................... p 453 N87-21005 #

RP-698 ............................................. p 549 N87-23248 #

RR-10-86 ......................................... p 77 N87-12542 * #

RR-63 .............................................. p 490 N87-21851 #

RSRE-86007 ................................... p 357 N87-18557 #

RT-OA-63/1685 .............................. p 14 N87-10834 #

RTCA/DO-132A-REV .................... p 21 N87-10853 #
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REPORT NUMBER INDEX US-PATENT-CLASS-244-1 -R

RTCA/DO-159 ................................ p 357

RTCA/DO-192 ................................ p 21
RTCA/DO-194 ................................ p 357

R81AEG484 .................................... p 860
R83AEB122-3 ................................. p 834
R83AEB566 .................................... p 834
R83AEB574 .................................... p 59
R83AEB592 .................................... p 833
R84-925830-33 ............................... p 51
R85AEB518 .................................... p 335
R86-910004-F ................................. p 370
R86AEB565 .................................... p 606
R87-AEB432 ................................... p 539
R87-916527-1 ................................. p 850
R87AEB111 .................................... p 607
R946/8 ............................................ p 145

SAE P-170 ....................................... p 112

SAE PAPER 851752 ......................
SAE PAPER 851753 ......................
SAE PAPER 851754 ......................
SAE PAPER 851755 ......................
SAE PAPER 851757 ......................

SAE PAPER 851759 ......................
SAE PAPER 860910 ......................
SAE PAPER 860911 ......................
SAE PAPER 860912 ......................
SAE PAPER 860913 ......................
SAE PAPER 860914 ......................
SAE PAPER 860915 ......................
SAE PAPER 861617 ......................
SAE PAPER 861618 ......................
SAE PAPER 861623 ......................
SAE PAPER 861626 ......................
SAE PAPER 861627 ......................
SAE PAPER 861630 ......................
SAE PAPER 861631 ......................
SAE PAPER 861632 ......................
SAE PAPER 861633 ......................
SAE PAPER 861637 ......................
SAE PAPER 861642 ......................
SAE PAPER 861645 ......................
SAE PAPER 861656 ......................
SAE PAPER 861658 ......................
SAE PAPER 861671 ......................
SAE PAPER 861673 ......................
SAE PAPER 861674 ......................
SAE PAPER 861675 ......................
SAE PAPER 861677 ......................
SAE PAPER 861683 ......................
SAE PAPER 861684 ......................
SAE PAPER 861685 ......................
SAE PAPER 861686 ......................
SAE PAPER 861690 ......................
SAE PAPER 861697 ......................
SAE PAPER 861698 ......................
SAE PAPER 861699 ......................
SAE PAPER 861702 ......................
SAE PAPER 861704 ......................
SAE PAPER 861711 ......................
SAE PAPER 861712 ......................
SAE PAPER 861713 ......................
SAE PAPER 861714 ......................
SAE PAPER 861715 ......................
SAE PAPER 861717 ......................
SAE PAPER 861718 ......................
SAE PAPER 861719 ......................
SAE PAPER 861720 ......................
SAE PAPER 861725 ......................
SAE PAPER 861726 ......................
SAE PAPER 861727 ......................
SAE PAPER 861734 ......................
SAE PAPER 861736 ......................
SAE PAPER 861737 ......................
SAE PAPER 861743 ......................
SAE PAPER 861744 ......................
SAE PAPER 861765 ......................
SAE PAPER 861767 ......................
SAE PAPER 661769 ......................
SAE PAPER 861787 ......................
SAE PAPER 861788 ......................
SAE PAPER 861801 ......................
SAE PAPER 861802 ......................
SAE PAPER 861803 ......................
SAE PAPER 861804 ......................
SAE PAPER 861829 ......................
SAE PAPER 861825 ......................
SAE PAPER 861827 ......................
SAE PAPER 861837 ......................
SAE PAPER 861847 ......................
SAE PAPER 861850 ......................
SAE PAPER 871006 ......................
SAE PAPER 871007 ......................
SAE PAPER 871008 ......................

112
112
112
112
112
129
514

) 514
) 514
) 514
) 507
) 534
) 420

451
) 462
) 451
) 452
) 359
) 359
) 339
) 360
) 360

427
408

) 452
p452
p360
b379
b360

360
p462

427
402

p402
b402

402
351
372

,351
351
462
368

p368
368
368
440

p440
408

p409
440
462
437
440
368

_368
368
440
409
409
409

t 409
t 478
t 478
t 444

440
p444

445
437
437
427

p369
p352
p399

:l 737
_)737
:) 737

N87-19372 #

N87-10853 #
N87-19372 #

N87-29315 * #
N87-29534 o #
N87-29539 * #
N87-10753 * #
N87-28553 * #
N87-11144 * #

N87-17481 * #
N87-19397 #
N87-23816 #
N87-22245 * #
N87-28869 * #
N87-24578 * #
N87-14246 #

A87-15476

A87-15477
A87-15478
A87-15479
A87-15480
A87-15481
A87-15482
A87-38702
A87-38703
A87-38704
A87-38705
A87-38706

A87-38707
A87-32576
A87-32577 * #
A87-32580
A87-32582 *
A87-32583
A87-29635 *
A87-29636 *
A87-29639
A87-29637
A87-29638
A87-32584 *
A87-32585
A87-32590
A87-32592
A87-29641 °
A87-29642
A87-29643 *
A87-29644 *
A87-32597
A87-32599
A87-32600
A87-32601
A87-32602
A87-32604
A87-29585
A87-29586 *
A87-29587
A87-29589
A87-32605
A87-29577
A87-29578
A87-29579
A87-29580
A87-32607 *
A87-32608
A87-32609

A87-32610 * #
A87-32611
A87-32614
A87-32615
A87-32616
A87-29581
A87-29582
A87-29583
A87°32618
A87-32619 *
A87-32626 *
A87-32627 *
A87-32629 *
A87-32636
A87-32637
A87-32646
A87-32647
A87-32648 *
A87-32649
A87-32659
A87-32660
A87-32661
A87-31150
A87-29590 *
A87-29645
A87-48693
A87-48694
A87-48695

SAE PAPER 871009 ......................
SAE PAPER 871010 ......................
SAE PAPER 871011 ......................
SAE PAPER 871012 ......................
SAE PAPER 871014 ......................
SAE PAPER 871017 ......................
SAE PAPER 871019 ......................
SAE PAPER 871021 ......................
SAE PAPER 871022 ......................
SAE PAPER 871025 ......................
SAE PAPER 871029 ......................
SAE PAPER 871031 ......................
SAE PAPER 871033 ......................
SAE PAPER 871034 ......................
SAE PAPER 871035 ......................
SAE PAPER 871036 ......................
SAE PAPER 871038 ......................
SAE PAPER 871039 ......................
SAE PAPER 871040 ......................
SAE PAPER 871041 ......................
SAE PAPER 871042 ......................
SAE PAPER 871044 ......................
SAE PAPER 871045 ......................
SAE PAPER 871047 ......................
SAE PAPER 871049 ......................
SAE PAPER 871051 ......................
SAE PAPER 871053 ......................
SAE PAPER 871054 ......................
SAE PAPER 871055 ......................

SAE SP-678 .................................... p 367
SAE SP-680 .................................... p 359
SAE SP-681 .................................... p 351
SAE SP-682 .................................... p 339

SAE SP-716 .................................... p 736
SAE SP-717 .................................... p 712

SAND-86-0624C ............................. ) 391
SAND-86-0685 ............................... =576
SAND-86-1238C ............................. =176
SAND-86-2061C ............................. ) 120
SAND-86-2718C ............................. ) 700
SAND-86-2875C ............................. ) 814
SAND-86-7182 ............................... ) 813
SAND-86-7183 ............................... ) 850
SAND-87-1026C ............................. ) 577
SAND-87-1648C ............................. ) 814
SAND.-87-1649C ............................. ) 815

SAWE PAPER 1688 ...................... ) 504
SAWE PAPER 1689 ...................... ) 527
SAWE PAPER 1690 ...................... ) 528
SAWE PAPER 1693 ...................... _505
SAWE PAPER 1695 ...................... _524
SAWE PAPER 1696 ...................... =510
SAWE PAPER 1697 ...................... _525
SAWE PAPER 1698 ...................... _494
SAWE PAPER 1702 ...................... _525
SAWE PAPER 1716 ...................... _545
SAWE PAPER 1717 ...................... =505
SAWE PAPER 1718 ...................... _532
SAWE PAPER 1720 ...................... _505
SAWE PAPER 1723 ...................... =525
SAWE PAPER 1724 ...................... =532
SAWE PAPER 1725 ...................... _525
SAWE PAPER 1731 ...................... _545
SAWE PAPER 1732 ...................... _505
SAWE PAPER 1734 ...................... _505
SAWE PAPER 1736 ...................... _505

SAWE PAPER 1738 ...................... _506
SAWE PAPER 1741 ...................... _532
SAWE PAPER 1742 ...................... _510
SAWE PAPER 1743 ...................... _506
SAWE PAPER 1748 ...................... _549

SC5358-4FR ................................... p 792

SDL-87-2284-13F ........................... p 643

SDSMTIIASIR-86/07 .................... p 132

SEL-87-001 ..................................... p 548

SER-510297 .................................... p 41
SER-70982 ...................................... p 312
SER-760606 .................................... p 587

SNIAS-861-111-101 ....................... p 37
SNIAS-861-111-103 ....................... p 432

SO-1-87 ........................................... p 710

SPIE-561 ......................................... p 18
SPIE-621 ......................................... p 322

SR-2 ................................................. p 117

744 A87-48696 *
) 737 A87-48697
) 737 A87-48698
) 783 A87-48752
:,783 A87-48753
) 787 A87-48755 *
:,719 A87-48757 *
) 766 A87.48758 *
) 736 A87-48687
) 712 A87-48689
) 745 A87-48759
) 796 A87-48760 *
) 737 A87-48761 *

796 A87-48762
) 755 A87-48763
) 756 A87-48764
) 788 A87-48765
) 759 A87-48766 *
) 760 A87-48767
) 760 A87-48768
) 760 A87-48769

720 A87-48770
) 712 A87-48771
) 745 A87-48772
) 788 A87-48773
) 738 A87-48774

760 A87-48776
) 760 A87-48777
) 760 A87-48778

A87-29576
A87-29634
A87-29584
A87-29640
A87-48692
A87-48686

N87-18891 #
N87-24437 #
N87-14322 #
N87-12577 #
N87-25538 #
N87-29414 #
N87-28524 #
N87-28866 #
N87-24440 #
N87-29415 #
N87-29416 #

A87-36276
A87-36277
A87-36278
A87-36280
A87-36281
A87-36282 #
A87-36283
A87-36284
A87-36286
A87-36288
A87-36289
A87-36290 " #
A87-36291
A87-36294
A87-36295
A87-36296
A87-36297 #
A87-36298
A87-36299
A87-36300
A87-36302
A87-36303 " #
A87-36304
A87-36305
A87-36307

N87-28065 #

N87-25300 #

N87-12082 * #

N87-23192 ° #

N87-10182 * #
N87-17710 * #
N87-24457 * #

N87-10872 #
N87-20261 * #

N87-26853 #

A87-10931
A87-26676

N87-12571 #

SR86-R-4938-39 ............................. p 107 N87-11789 * #

STI-TR-1208-1 ................................ p 374 N87-19400 #

STPA-42744 .................................... p 196 N87-14447 #

SWRI-06-8044 ................................ p 328 N87-18124 #
SWRI-8858/1-VOL-1 ..................... p 442 N87-20265 #

TAE-561 .......................................... p 259 N87-15291 #

TAMRF-5373-87-01 ....................... p 751 N87-26895 * #

TAO-50015 ...................................... p 548 N87-23194 * #

TASC-TR-4769-2 ............................ p 203 N87-14766 #

TELAC-85-25 .................................. p 260 N87-16078 #
TELAC-86-14A ................................ p 825 N87-28543 #

TIR-29/81-BWB-ML ....................... p 432 N87-20262 #

TM-98 .............................................. p 357 N87-18527 * #

TN-N-1765 ...................................... p 466 N87-20432 #

TOP-6-3-166 ................................... p 268 N87-16276 #
TOP-7-3-524 ................................... p 268 N87-16204 #

TR-335 ............................................. p 524 N87-22692 ° #
TR-516 ............................................. p 57 N87-11513 #
TR-606-PT-4 ................................... p 258 N87-15237 * #
TR-756 ............................................. p 612 N87-23851 #
TR-84429-VOL-2 ............................ p 156 N87-14307 #
TR_4430-VOL-1 ............................ p 156 N87-14306 #
TR_5-F-11 ...................................... p25 N87-10064 #
TR_5413 ........................................ p 235 N87-15193 #
TR-85433 ........................................ p 83 N87-11708 #
TR-8_06 ......................................... p 102 N87-11783 #
TR_6408 ........................................ p 353 N87-18549 #

TRANSL-18511 .............................. p 309 N87-16844 #

U-1411-349.10 ................................ p 620 N87-24966 * #

UCRL-95277 ................................... p 396 N87-19981 #

UDR-TR-85-132 .............................. p 108 N87-12563 #
UDR-TR-85-82-VOL-1 .................... p 131 N87-12816 #
UDR-TR-86-03 ................................ p 396 N87-19004 #
UDR-TR-86-141 .............................. p 763 N87-26909 #
UDR-TR-87-14 ................................ p 598 N87-24483 * #

UILU-ENG-86-4012 ........................ p 529 N87-22054 #

US-PATENT-APPL-SN-003676 .....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-008242 .....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-008895 .....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-013801 .....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-022298 .....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-028832 .....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-041387 .....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-041388 .....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-044180 .....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-051426 .....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-063557 .....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-079316 .....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-550681 .....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-566351 .....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-578387 .....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-611041 .....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-627-307 ...
US-PATENToAPPLoSN-641152 .....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-651983 .....
US-PATENT-APpLoSN-690274 .....
US-PATENT-APpLoSN -698720 .....
US-PATENT-APPL°SN-729388 .....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN -739792 .....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-751695 .....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-753462 .....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-790556 .....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-846439 .....
U S-PATE NT-APPL-SN-846462 .....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-855047 .....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-861905 .....
U S-PATE NT-APPL-_,N-861909 .....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-876585 .....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-882101 .....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-890575 .....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-896788 .....
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-904132 .....
US-PATE NT-APPL-SN-933968 .....

:) 570 N87-23587 * #
:_605 N87-23737 * #
:) 597 N87-23630 * #

658 N87-25320 * #
699 N87-25496 * #
588 N87-24461 ° #
588 N87-24460 ° #
621 N87-24984 * #
700 N87-25558 * #
659 N87-25321 * #
700 N87-25584 * #
846 N87-29650 * #
291 N87-16793 *
87 N87-11716

:) 512 N87-22678 *
:) 108 N87-12561
:) 438 N87-20266
:) 844 N87-28605 *
:) 267 N87-16176
:) 175 N87-14314 *
:) 251 N87-15972

251 N87-15971
:) 849 N87-28833 *
:_477 N87-21652 *

77 N87-12543
:) 449 N87-20999 *
:) 597 N87-23631 *

307 N87-16828 °

:) 130 N87-12768 #
:) 131 N87-12881 #

108 N87-12564 #
:) 355 N87-19370 #

324 N87-17020 #
687 N87-25334 *

236 N87-15199 #
153 N87-14282 * #
361 N87-18561 * #

US-PATENT-CLASS-219-302 ....... p 267 N87-16176
US-PATENT-CLASS-239-265.29 ,. p 108 N87-12561
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-1°R ....... p 512 N87-22678 *
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US-PATENT-CLASS-244-118.1
REPORT NUMBER INDEX

US-PATENT-CLASS-244-118.1 .... p 175

US-PATE NT-CLASS-244*122 ....... p 438

US-PATENT-CLASS-244-130 ....... p 291

US-PATENT-CLASS-244-130 ....... p 307

US.PATENT-CLASS-244-134-D ... p 849

US-PATENT-CLASS-244-137-A ... p 175

US-PATENT-CLASS-244-17.27 .... p 175

US-PATENT-CLASS-244-200 ....... p 291

US-PATE NT-CLASS-244-204 ....... p 291

US-PATENT-CLASS-244-35R ...... p 291

US-PATENT-CLASS-244-55 ......... p 307

US-PATENT-CLASS-244-76-R ..... p 449

US_PATENT-CLASS-248-638 ....... p 175

US.PATENT-CLASS-318-116 ....... p 849

US-PATENT-CLASS-340-825.69 .. p 87

US-PATENT-CLASS-340-945 ....... p 512

US-PATENT-CLASS-340-967 ....... p 449

US-PATENT-CLASS-340-971 ....... p 512

US-PATENT-CLASS-340-975 ....... p 512

US-PATENT-CLASS-374-144 ....... p 251

US-PATENT-CLASS-416-114 ....... p 597

US-PATENT-CLASS-416-158 ....... p 597

US-PATENT-CLASS-558-145 ....... p 844

US-PATENT-CLASS-558-190 ....... p 844

US-PATENT-CLASS-558-193 ....... p 844

U S-PATENT-CLASS-60-39.161 .... p 251

US-PATENT-CLASS-60-39.31 ...... p 77

US-PATENT-CLASS-73-147 ......... p 687

US-PATENT-CLASS-73-178-R ..... p 512

US-PATE NT-CLASS-73-583 ......... p 477

US-PATE NT-CLASS-73-589 ......... p 477

US-PATE NT-CLASS-73-599 ......... p 477

US-PATENT-CLASS-73-856 ......... p 687

US-PATENT-CLASS-89-1.54 ........ p 175

U_PATENT-4,571,936 .................. p 77

US-PATENT-4,590,471 .................. p 87

US-PATENT-4,591,097 .................. _ 108

US-PATENT-4,595,298 .................. _ 251

US-PATENT_,595,824 .................. _ 267

US-PATENT-4,598,543 .................. _ 251

US-PATENT-4,603,823 .................. _ 438

U_PATENT-4,616,793 .................. b 175

US-PATENT-4,619,423 .................. _ 291

US-PATENT-4,629,147 .................. _ 307

US-PATENT-4,644,794 .................. _ 477

US-PATENT-4,648,569 .................. _ 449

US-PATENT-4,663-627 ................. _ 512

US-PATENT_,669,958 .................. ) 597

US-PATENT-4,682,494 .................. ) 687

US-PATENT-4,689,421 .................. ) 844

U_PATENT-4,690,353 .................. ) 849

USAAEFA-81_)1-6 ......................... p 753

USAAEFA-82_)5-3 ......................... p 173

USAAEFA-84-25 ............................. p 825

USAAEFA-84-28 ............................. p 827

USAAEFA-85-07 ............................. p 751

USAAEFA-85-10 ............................. p 364

USAAEFA°85-16 ............................. p 511

USAAEFA-85-17 ............................. p 752

USAAEFA-86-01 ............................. p 753

USAAVCOM-TR-87-C-2 ................. p 300

USAAMSCOM-TM-86-A-4 .............. p 75

USAAVSCOM-TM°86-A-5 .............. p 341

USAAVSCOM-TM-86-A-6 .............. p 230

USAAVSCOM-TM-8_A-8 .............. p 231

USAAVSCOM-TM-87-B-4 .............. p 380

USAAVSCOM-TR-84-A-7-VOL- 1 .. 313

USAAMSCOM-TR-84-A-7-VOL-2 .. 312

USAAVSCOM-TR-84-A-7-VOL-3 .. 312

USAAVSCOM-TR-84°C-13 ............ 35

USAAMSCOM-TR-85-A-11 ............ 522

USAAMSCOM-TR-85-A-2 .............. 312

USAAMSCOM-TR-85-A-5 .............. 681

USAAVSCOM-TR-85-C-13 ............ } 185

USAAMSCOM-TR-86-A-3 .............. _ 735

USAAVSCOM-TR-86-C-15 ............ _ 677

USAAVSCOM-TR-86-C-27 ............ _ 267

USAAVSCOM-TR-8_C-29 ............ _ 292

USAAVSCOM-TR-86_-30 ............ _ 290

USAAMSCOM-TR-86-C-31 ............ ,290

USAAVSCOM-TR-86-C-32 ............ ,442

USAAMSCOM-TR-86-C-37 ............ _ 107

USAAVSCOM-TR-86-D-5 .............. _353

USAAVSCOM-TR-87-A-5 .............. _ 524

USAAVSCOM-TR-87-A-8 .............. ,815

USAEPG-FR-1289 .......................... p 200

USAF-TPS-CUR-86-01 .................. p 173

USAF.TPS-CUR-86-02 .................. p 173

USAF.TPS-CUR-86-03 .................. p 173

N87-14314 °

N87-20266

N87-16793

N87-16828

N87-28833

N87-14314

N87-14314

N87-16793

N87-16793

N87-16793

N87-16828

N87-20999

N87-14314

N87°28833

N87-11716

N87-22678 *

N87-20999 *

N87-22678 °

N87-22678 °

N87-15971

N87-23631 *

N87-23631 *

N87-28605 °

N87-28605 *

N87-28605 *

N87-15972

N87-12543

N87-25334

N87-22678

N87-21652

N87-21652

N87-21652

N87-25334

N87-14314

N87-12543

N87-11716

N87-12561

N87-15971

N87-16176

N87-15972

N87-20266

N87-14314

N87-16793

N87-16828

N87-21652

N87-20999

N87-22678

N87°23631

N87-25334

N87-28605

N87-28833

N87-27653 #

N87-13429 #

N87-28541 #

N87-29495 #

N87-26898 #

N87-19385 #

N87-21918 #

N87-26900 #

N87-27658 #

N87-16816 * #

N87-11699 * #

N87-18532 * #

N87-15178 * #

N87-15182 * #

N87-19450 * #

N87-17714 * #

N87-17708 ° #

N87-17709 * #

N87-10100 * #

N87-21961 * #

N87-17710 * #

N87-25330 * #

N87-14349 * #

N87-27631 ° #

N87-25323 * #

N87-15466 * #

N87-16805 * #

N87-16789 * #

N87-16790 * #

N87-20280 ° #

N87-11790 * #

N87-18549 #

N87-22691 * #

N87-29421 " #

N87-13621 #

N87-13430 #

N87-13431 #

N87-13432 #

USAFETAC/DS-86/024 ................ P 133 N87-13105 #

USAFOEHL-87-068E0118ENA ..... p 860 N87-29308 #

USAFOEHL-87-073C00253FOC .. p 819 N87-29472 #

UTIAS-TN-261 ................................ p 119 N87-11802 #

UTRC/R85-915767-3 .................... p 307 N87-16831 #

UTRC/R85-915767-5 .................... p 307 N87-16833 #

UTRC/R86-915767-4 .................... p 307 N87-16832 #

UTRC/R86.956877-19 .................. p 244 N87-15965 * #

UTSI-86-13 ..................................... p 574 N87-24431 #

UVA/528213/CS87/109 ............... P 137 N87-12265 ° #

MTH-LR-409 .................................... p 752 N87-26905

VTH-LR-451 .................................... p 753 N87-27654 #

VTH-LR-475 .................................... p 860 N87-30150 #

MTH-LR-480 .................................... p 784 N87-27736 #

VTH-LR-484 .................................... p 815 N87-29417 #

VTH-LR-486 .................................... p 753 N87-27656 #

MTH-LR-493 .................................... p 791 N87-28052 #

MTH-LR-497 .................................... p 753 N87-27657 #

WES-MP-GL-86-19 ......................... p 258 N87-15238 #

WES-TR-GL-86-14 ......................... p 193 N87-13454 #

WES-TR.GL-86-15 ......................... p 316 N87.17719 #
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A87-10293 ;) 57
A87-10294 _)38
A97-10409 p 3
A87-10444 p 57
A87-10508 p 61
A87-10509 p 61
A87-10510 p 61
A87-10516 # p 44
A67-10517 # p 3
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A87-13595 p 138
A87-11782 * p 8 A87-13003 # p 49 A87-13596 * p 86
A87-11783 p 8 A87-13005 # p 1 A87-13605 p 138
A87-11785 " p 8 A87-13007 # p 49 A87-13613 p 121
A87-11786 p 8 A87-13008 # p 34 A87-13625 p 124
A87-11791 p 38 A87-13009 # p 41 A87-13627 p 78
A87-11792 p 48 A87-13010 # p 41 A87-13628 p 88
A87-11798 p 23 A87-13011 # p 49 A87-13630 p 63
A87-11800 p 48 A87-13012 # p 2 A87-13635 p 64
A87-11801 p I A87-13013 # p 2 A87-13636 # p 139
A87-11802 # p 1 A87-13014 # p 2 A87-13637 # p 88
A87-11804 # p 61 A87-13015 # p 49 A87-13638 # p 67
A87-11805 # p 61 A87-13016 # p 2 A87-13641 # p 67
A87-11806 # p 20 A87-13017 # p 2 A87-13642 # p 124
A87-11807 # p 20 A87-13021 *# p 24 A87-13643 # p 67
A87-11843 p 48 A87-13026 p 49 A87-13646 # p 88
A87-11844 p 39 A87-13050 p 66 A87.13647 # p 104
A87-11848 p 24 A87-13062 p 63 A87-13648 # p 110
A87-11890 * p 6 A87-13063 p 63 A87-13652 # p 67
A87-11898 p 24 A67-13074 p 123 A87-13653 # p 67
A87-11899 p 24 A87-13092 p 120 A67-13654 # p 110
A87-11900 p 17 A87-13093 p 120 A87-13658 # p 104
A67-12052 p 6 A87-13101 p 87 A87-13659 # p 121
A87-12082 p 36 A87-13105 p 63 A97-13660 # p 124
A87-12096 # p 39 A87-13121 p 120 A87-13662 p 89
A87-12133 # p 48 A87-13122 p 117 A87-13663 p 89
A87-12138 * p 24 A87-13123 p 123 A87-13664 p 89
A87-12145 p 9 A87-13151 p 87 A87-13665 p 89
A87-12146 p 9 A87-13157 p 63 A87-13666 p 89
A87-12148 p 9 A87-13164 p 123 A87-13667 p 89
A87-12205 p 9 A87-13171 p 121 A87-13668 p 90
A87-12211 p 56 A87-13173 p 124 A87-13669 p 90
A87-12212 # p 29 A87-13186 p 78 A87-13670 p 90
A67-12217 # p 57 A87-13187 p 78 A87-13671 p 90
A87-12218 # p 29 A87-13200 p 133 A87-13672 p 90
A87-12266 p 9 A87-13301 p 133 A87_13673 p 90
A87-12267 p 9 A87-13318 * p 103 A87-13674 p 90
A87-12268 p 36 A87-13319 p 134 A87-13675 p 91
A67-12445 p 48 A87-13323 p 103 A87-13678 p 91
A97-12585 p 37 A87-13326 p 134 A87-13679 p 91
A87-12586 p 10 A87-13341 * # p 108 A87-13680 p 124
A87-12816 p 10 A87-13342 * p 108 A87-13682 p 124
A87-12617 p 10 A87-13343 p 103 A87-13683 p 124
A67-12646 p 37 A87-13344 p 109 A87-13684 p 78
A87-12647 * p 39 A87-13346 p 109 A87-13685 p 78
A87-12648 p 48 A87-13347 * p 109 A87-13686 p 78
A87-12649 p 24 A87-13352 p 109 A67-13687 p 79
A97-12650 p 24 A87-13353 p 134 A87-13689 p 135
A87-12651 p 39 A87-13354 p 87 A87-13703 " p 135
A87-12652 p 39 A97-13355 p 109 A87-13719 p 125
A87-12656 p 48 A87-13359 p 134 A87-13776 p 79
A67-12659 p 39 A87-13360 * p 88 A87-13777 # p 79
A87-12660 p 40 A87-13361 * p 88 A87-13784 # p 79
A87-12661 p 40 A67-13362 * p 85 A87-13788 # p 67
A87-12667 p 40 A87-13365 p 134 A67-13794 # p 79
A97-12676 p 20 A87-13379 p 109 A87-13795 # p 68
A87-12677 # p 30 A87-13385 p 134 A87-13796 # p 68
A87-12678 # p20 A87-13399 p 134 A87-13798 # p 68
A87-12679 # p 55 A87-13418 " p 103 A87-13805 # p 68
A87-12680 # p21 A87-13419 * p 110 A87-13806 # p 79
A67-12683 # p 17 A87-13426 p 110 A87-13807 # p 68
A87-12684 # p 21 A87-13435 * p 110 A87-13809 # p 79
A87-12685 # p 21 A87-13436 p 134 A87-13815 # p 80
A87-12686 # p21 A87-13438 p 85 A87-13818 # p 80
A87-12687 # p 21 A87-13489 p 101 A87-13821 # p 91
A87-12688 # p30 A87-13499 * p 66 A87-13823 # p 80
A87-12689 # p 21 A87-13501 p 66 A87-13828 p 125
A97o12690 # p 21 A87-13502 p 66 A87-13830 p 125
A87-12694 p 30 A87-13503 p 66 A87-13848 * p 125
A87-12805 p 10 A87-13504 p 66 A87-13872 * p 125
A87-12843 p 10 A87-13532 p 85 A87-13900 p 68
A87-12682 p40 A87-13533 # p 85 A87-13911 p 64
A87-12894 p 48 A87-13536 # p 110 A87-13912 p 101
A87-12901 p 40
A87-12902 p40 A87-13540 # p 85 A67-13965 # p 121
A87-12928 p40 A87-13543 # p 86 A87-13986 # p 125
A87-12956 # p 10 A87-13544 # p 86 A87-13987 # p 91

G-1



A87-13988

A87-13988 # 117
A87-13989 # 104
A87-13990 # 104
A87-13991 # 110
A87-13992 # 91
A87-13993 # _ 92
A87-13994 # ) 68
A87-13995 # ) 69
A87-13997 # ) 92
A87-13998 # 104
A87-13999 # 126
A87-14000 # 104
A87-14001 # 121
A87-14002 # 92
A87-14003 # 92
A87-14004 # ) 86
A87-14005 # 101
A87-14006 # 126
A87-14007 # 117
A87-14008 # 92
A87-14009 # 117
A87-14010 # ) 69
A87-14012 # 92
A87-14013 111
A87-14014 # 92
A87-14015 # 64
A87-14016 # 92
A87-14017 # 93
A87-14018 # 93
A87-14019 # 135
A87-14021 # 111
A87-14022 # 69
A87-14023 # 117
A87-14024 # 117
A67-14025 # 93
A87-14026 # 93
A87-14027 # 93
A87-14028 # 69
A87-14030 # 101
A87-14031 *# 111
A87-14032 *# 111
A87-14033 # 93
A87-14034 * # 64
A87-14035 * # :_69
A87-14036 ° # 94
A87-14037 # 139
A87-14038 "# ) 69
A87-14095 * 69
A87-14096 ° ) 70
A87-14099 3 70
A87-14101 # _ 70
A87-14102 # _ 70

A87-14103 " # ;) 94
A87-14104 "# D 70
A87-14105 "# _)70
A87-14108 ° # p 70
A87-14109 * # p 70
A87-14110 *# p70
A87-14111 °# p70
A87-14117 *# p70
A87-14119 # p 71
A87-14123 ° # p 105
A87-14125 # p 71
A87-14127 # p 71
A87-14129 # p 71
A87-14135 # p 111
A87-14136 # p 111
A67-14139 # p 105
A67-14140 # p 86
A87-14142 # p 111
A87-14261 # p 71
A87-14263 # p 71
A87-14352 * p 102
A87-14360 # p 71
A87-14362 # p 71
A87-14363 ° # p 71
A87-14364 ° # p 105
A87-14365 # p 71
A87-14366 # p 105
A67-14367 # p 111
A87-14368 # p 94
A87-14369 * # p 94
A87-14370 # p 72
A87-14371 *# p80
A87-14372 # p 72
A87-14423 p 126
A87-14620 p 80
A87-14652 *# p 72
A87-14682 p 135
A87-14683 p 126
A87-14687 p 64
A87-14717 p 94

A87-14771 p 72

A87-14861 # p 80

A87-14925 * p 94

A87-14957 p 135

G-2

A87-14982 # p 121

A87-14984 # p 105

A87-14986 "# p 121

A87-15001 p 8O

A87*15002 # p 132
A87-15003 * # p 80
A87-15004 °# p 81
A87-15005 "# p 81
A87-15006 # p 126
A87-15007 # p 126
A87-15008 # p 81
A87-15009 p 94
A87-15010 # p 105
A87-15011 p 95
A87-15012 # p 95
A87-15013 # p 81
A87-15014 # p 81
A87-15015 # p 81
A87-15016 # p 81
A87-15017 # p 82
A87-15018 ° # p 95
A87-15021 # p 82
A87-15022 # p 82
A87-15023 # p 126
A87-15024 # p 82
A87-15027 # p 95
A87-15028 # p 102
A87-15029 # p 126
A87-15033 # p 82
A87-15034 # p 82
,6,87-15037 # p 95
A87-15038 # p 83
A87-15039 # p 127
A87-15179 p 105
A87-15180 p 83
A87-15181 p 95
A87-15187 * p 121
A87-15189 # p 72
A87-15193 # p 127
A87-15203 p 127
A87-15204 p 105
A87-15205 p 95
A87-15206 p 72
A87-15208 p 105
A87-15210 p 105
A87-15211 p 106
A87-15212 p 112
A87-15214 p 96
A87-15215 p 127
A87-15216 p 72
A87-15218 p 127
A87-15220 p 96
A87-15223 p 72
A87-15226 p 127
A87-15229 p 73
A87-15403 p 127
A87-15412 # p 127
A87_15414 p 64
A87-15415 p 102
A87-15417 p 126
A87-15418 p 64
A87-15419 p 64
A87-15423 p 128
A87-15424 p 96
A87-15425 p 128
A87-15427 p 86
A87-15428 p 128
A87-15430 # p 102
A87-15432 p 128
A87-15433 p 128
A87-15435 p 128
A87*15436 p 65
•6,87-15451 ° p 73
A87-15452 p 73
A87-15453 p 73
A87-15454 * p 73
A87-15458 * p 138
A87-15459 p 73
A87-15461 " p 73
A87-15462 p 73
A87-15463 p 118
A87-15464 * p 118
A87-15465 p 118
A87-15467 ° p 74
A87-15468 p 74
A67-15469 * p 74
A87-15476 p 112
A87-15477 p 112
A87-15478 p 112
A87-15479 p 112
A87-15480 p 112
A87-15481 p 112
A87-15482 p 129
A87-15553 p 74
A87-15561 p 74
A67-15563 p 86

A87-15569 p 86
A87-15562 p 138
A87-15761 p 74
A87-15920 # p 120
A87-15924 # p 122
A87-16027 # p 66
A87-16160 p 129
A87-16176 p 135
A87-16179 p 135
A87-16162 p 113
A87-16183 p 113
A87-16164 p 113
A87-16165 p 113
A87-16186 p 113
A87°16189 p 136
A87-16192 p 113
A87-16193 p 114
A87-16195 p 114
A87-16196 p 114
A87-16197 p 114
A87-16202 p 114
A87-16209 p 114
A87-16394 p 96
A87-16396 p 65
A87-16397 p 65
A87-16398 p 65
A87-16400 p 96
A87-16408 p 96
A87-16422 p 204
A87-16599 # p 203
A87-16665 p 197
A87-16681 ° p 177
A87-16682 p 204
A87-16705 " p 177
A87-16726 p 141
A87-16727 p 177
A87-16729 p 177
A87-16730 p 177
A87-16733 p 204
A87-16734 p 205
A87-16737 p 178
A87-16739 p 205
A87-16741 # p 178
A87-16742 # p 178
A87-16744 p 178
A87-16745 p 178
A87-16746 p 178
A87-16747 p 179
A87-16749 p 157
A87-16750 p 157
A87-16751 # p 157
A87-16752 p 157
A87-16753 p 157
A87-16755 p 205
A87-16757 p 197
A87-16758 # p 186
A87-16759 p 186
A87-16760 p 186
A87-16761 p 186
A87-16762 * p 192
A87-16763 * p 205
A87-16764 # p 179
A87-16765 p 197
A87-16766 * p 179
A87-16767 * p 186
A87-16768 p 186
A87-16769 # p 166
A87-16770 p 187
A87-16771 p 187
A87-16772 p 187
A87-16774 p 187
A87-16777 p 192
A87-16778 p 205
A87-16779 p 205
A87-16780 # p 187
A87-16807 p 179
A87-16814 p 157
A87-16827 p 192
A87-16832 # p 205
A67-16835 p 157
A87-16836 * p 179
A87-16839 # p 179
A87-16840 p 179
A87-16841 p 180
A87-16845 p 158
A87-16848 p 180
A87-16849 p 187
A87-16850 p 141
A87-16853 p 187
A87-16927 # p 160
A87-16941 p 161
A87-16962 * p 161

A87-16963 ° p 161

A87-16964 p 161

A87-16965 p 161
A87-16974 p 161

ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX

A87-16987 # p 158

A87-16988 # p 158

A87-16989 # p 158

A87-17022 p 141

A87-17025 p 145
A87-17119 p 161
A87-17140 # p 161
A87-17142 # p 141
A87-17143 *# p 162
A87-17144 # p 162
A87-17182 p 194
A87-17184 p 197
A87-17243 p 158
A87-17244 p 158
A87-17283 p 194
A87-17287 p 195
A87-17416 p 162
A87-17417 p 197
A87-17418 p 155
A87-17433 p 187
A87-17465 p 195
A87-17564 p 188
A87-17586 p 158
A87-17587 p 145
A87-17599 p 145
A87-17590 p 145
A87-17599 p 183
A87-17702 p 158
A87-17705 p 141
A87-17707 p 141
A87-17709 p 145
A87-17718 p 162
A87-17722 p 180
A87-17725 p 162
A87-17735 p 206
A87-17747 p 146
A87-17748 p 146
A87-17740 p 146
A87-17752 *# p 188
A87-17753 # p 188
A87-17754 # p 188
A87-17755 *# p 188
A87-17757 *# p 168
A87-17758 *# p 189
A87°17809 # p 155
A87-17811 # p 146
A87-17812 # p 189
A87-17813 # p 183
A87-17814 # p 146
A87-17815 # p 146
A87-17816 *# p 146
A87-17817 *# p 146
A87-17818 * # p 146
A87-17824 p 195
A87-17839 # p 183
A87-17876 # p 162
A87-17877 # p 162
A87-17878 ° # p 162

' A87-17879 # p 162
A87-17880 # p 183
A87-17882 *# p 163
A87-17883 # p 147
A87-17884 # p 147
A87-17885 # p 163
A87-17886 # p 147
A87-17887 # p 147
A87-17888 # p 209
A87-17889 # p 163
A87-17890 # p 209
A87-17696 # p 142
A87-17897 *# p 142
A87-17898 # p 163
A67-17901 # p 163
A87-17902 # p 147
A87-17903 *# p 197
A87-17904 # p 189
A87-17905 # p 142
A87-17906 # p 163
A87-17907 # p 147
A87-17908 # p 142
A87-17909 # p 142
A87-17910 # p 197
A87-17911 # p 197
A87-17912 # p 209
A87-17913 # p 164
A87-17914 * # p 142
A87-17915 *# p 164
A87-17016 # p 164
A87-17917 # p 164
A87-17918 # p 142
A87-17919 # p 164
A87-17920 * # p 206
A87-17921 # p 164
A87°17922 # p 192
A87-17923 # p 198
A87-17925 # p 164

A87-17927 # p 198
A87-17928 # p 209
A87°17929 # p 164
A87-17930 # p 165
A87-17931 # p 180
A87-17932 # p 147
A87-17933 # p 165
A87-17934 *# p 184
A87-17936 # p 209
A87-17937 # p 184
A87-17939 # p 189
A87-17940 # p 189
A87-17941 # p 189
A87-17942"# p189
A87-17943 # p 180
A87.17944 *# p 142
A87-17945 # p 180
A87-17946 # p 143
A87-17947 # p 165
A87-17948 # p 180
A87-17949 # p 198
A87-17950 # p 165
A87°17951 # p 206
A87-17952 # p 181
A87-17953 # p 181
A87-17954 # p 165
A87-17955 # p 165
A87-17956 # p 165
A87-17957 # p 166
A87-17958 # p 166
A87-17959 # p 210
A87-17960 # p210
A87-17961 # p 210
A87.17963 "# p 166
A87-17965 # p 198
A87-17973 # p 195
A87-17991 °# p208
A87-17993 " # p 184
A87-17995 ° # p 155
A87-18116 p 166
A87-18117 p 184
A87-18138 p 194
A87-18183 p 198
A87-18184 p 198
A87-18191 p 198
A87-18195 p 199
A87-18197 p 143
A87-18318 p 206
A87-18449 p 189
A87-18450 p 166
A87-18510 p 184
A87-18511 p 166
A87-18512 p 184
A87-18526 # p 166
A87-18528 # p 190
A87-18529 # p 190
A87-18530 # p 167
A87-18531 # p 184
A87-18533 # p 158
A87-18534 # p 159
A87-18536 # p 190
A87-18538 # p 206
A87-18539 p 147
A87-18562 p 199
A87-18576 # p 148
A87-18577 # p 148
A87-18579 # p 148
A87-18584 # p 148
A87-18643 p 143
A87-18644 p 167
A87-18828 p 203
A87-18926 # p 148
A87-18927 * # p 148
A87-18934 # p 199
A87-18944 # p 148
A87-18955 # p 148
A87-18998 p 181
A87-19069 p 181
A87-19071 p 199
A87-19094 * p 181
A87-19123 * p 195
A87-19201 p 143
A87-19202 p 167
A87-19203 p 167
A87-19204 p 167
A87-19205 " p 167
A87-19206 p 167
A87-19207 p 168
A87-19208 * p 168
A87-19209 p 168
A67-19210 p 143
A87-19213 p 143

A87-19216 p 143

A87-19217 p 192

A87.19218 p 199

A87.19219 p 199



ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX

A87-19222
A87-19223

A87-19224

A87-19225 o

A87-19226
A87-19227
A87-19228
A87-19229
A87-19230
A87-19231
A87-19232
A87-19233
A87-19234
A87-19235
A87-19236
A87-19238
A87-19239
A87-19241 *
A87-19242
A87-19243 *
A87-19244 *
A87-19245 *
A87-19246 *
A87-19247 *
A87-19248
A87-19249
A87-19250
A87-19251
A87-19252 *
A87-19253
A87-19254
A87-19255 *
A87-19256
A87-19257
A87-19258 *
A87-19259 *
A87-19260
A87-19261
A87-19262 °
A87-19263
A87-19264
A87-19265
A87-19266 *
A87-19267
A87-19268
A87-19269
A87-19270
A87-19271 *
A87-19272
A87-19273
A87-19274
A87-19275 *
A87-19276 °
A87-19277 *
A87-19278
A87-19279 *
A87-19280
A87-19281 *
A87-19282
A87-19283
A87-19284
A87-19285
A87-19286
A87-19287 *
A87-19288
A87-19289
A87-19292 #
A87-19297
A87-19298
A87-19300
A87-19351
A87-19353 #
A87-19355 #
A87-19357 #
A87-19360 if
A87-19362 if
A87-19363 if
A87-19364 if
A87-19365 if
A87-19373
A87-19408

A87-19414 #
A87-19415
A87-19507

A87-19526 if
A87-19530 * #
A87-19595
A87-19629
A87-19651
A87-19684
A87-19686
A87-19689
A87-19695
A87-19700
A87-19807
A87-19810

168

148

149

149

149
168
168
143
168
169
169
144
169
144
144

)206
190
190

) 206
) 208
) 208

=208
) 149
) 169
) 144

169
169
155

p192
193

_190
170

b190
p191

170
p149
,170
,170
_170
p170

171
171
191
171
171
171

3 171
3 171
3 172
3 172
3 199
3 149
3 150
3150
3 150
3 193
3 185
3 172
3 181
3 181
3 182
3 182
3 172
3 172

172
182
150
210
210
210
159
159
182
159
159
159
159
159
160
195
160
182
160
199
199
2OO
2OO
245
255
245
261
261
245
255
261
261

A87.19997
A87-20079 #
A87-20080 #
A87-20087 if
A87-20165
A87-20170
A87-20240
A87-20262 #
A87.20346
A87-20352
A87-20357
A87-20377
A87-20378
A87-20379
A87-20380
A87-20383
A87-20384
A87.20385
A87-20386
A87-20388
A87-20393
A87-20394
A87-20400
A87-20401
A87-20403
A87-20404
A87-20412
A87-20418
A87-20504
A87-20525
A87.20574
A87-20575
A87.20679
A87°20697 #
A87-20797
A87-20799
A87-20800
A87-20876 * #
A87-20880 #
A87-20889 #
A87-20936
A87-20937
A87-20938
A87-20950
A87-20951
A87-20952
A87-20958

A87-20963 #
A87-20964 * #
A87-20973

A87-20993
A87-21002 #
A87-21014 #
A87-21020 #
A87-21021 #
A87-21025 #
A87-21026 #
A87-21031 #
A87-21032 #
A87-21038 #
A87-21039 #
A87.21041 #
A87-21042 #
A87-21044 #
A87-21054 #
A87-21056 #
A87-21062 #
A87-21069 #
A87-21070 #
A87-21072 #
A87-21073 #
A87-21074 if
A87-21076 #
A87-21077 if
A87-21079 if
A87-21080 if
A87-21082 if
A87-21083 if
A87-21085 if
A87-21089 #
A87-21092 if
A87-21175
A87-21195 *
A87-21196

A87-21252 if
A87-21253 if
A87-21270 *
A87-21271
A87-21276 if
A87-21277 #
A87-21287
A87-21449

A87-21450

A87-21507 #

A87-21514 * #

A87-21520 #

236
261
261
262
262

,262
3 212
3 258
3 262
3 255
3 212
3 262
3 237
3 269
3 212
3 252

252
262
212
262
262
263
247
247
263
252
212
269
212
237

) 258
) 259
) 255
) 213
) 246
) 237
) 213
) 213
) 213
) 263
) 255
) 247
)211
) 263
) 246
) 263
) 246
)263
) 246
) 252
) 238
) 255
) 238
) 263
) 213

) 248
) 263
)213
) 213
) 213
) 238
) 214
) 214
) 264
) 214
) 256
)264
) 214
) 256
) 214
) 233
) 246

233
) 214
) 214
) 256
) 215
J215
) 215
) 248
) 264
) 246
) 271

) 264
) 238
) 246

) 270
) 264
) 238
) 238
)211
) 238

) 238

) 248

) 248

264

A87-21523 #

A87-21528 #

A87-21530 #

A87-21532 "#

A87-21534 #
A87°21542
A87-21863
A87-22035
A87-22220
A87-22221
A87-22222
A87-22223
A87-22224
A87-22333
A87-22338

A87-22351 #
A87-22353 #
A87-22354 #
A87-22355 #
A87-22359 #
A57-22365 #
A87-22366"#
A87-22369 *#
A87-22370 *#
A87-22371 #
A87-22372 *#
A87-22373 #
A87-22374 *#
A87-22380 *#
A87-22382 '#
A87-22385 #
A87-22392 #
A87-22402 * #
A87-22403 * #
A87-22404 * #
A67-22405 #
A67-22406 #
A87-22407 *#
A87-22414 *#
A87-22415 *#
A87-22418 *#
A87-22419 #
A87-22420 *#

A87-22421 #
A87-22424 *#
A87-22425 "#
A87-22429 #
A87-22437 #
A87-22439 #
A87-22440 #
A87-22441 #
A87-22442 #
A87-22446 #
A87-22447 "#
A87-22448 #
A87-22449 *#
A87-22450 #
A87-22452 #
A87-22454 #
A87-22463 #
A87-22464"#
A87-22465 #
A87-22466 * #
A87-22471 #
A87-22472 * #
A87-22474 * #
A87-22476 #
A67-22482 #
A67-22483 "#
A87-22484 "#
A87-22485 *#
A87-22486 #
A87-22487 #
A87-22488 #
A87-22491 #
A87-22503 #
A67-22505 * #
A87-22506 #
A87-22507 * #
A67-22508 #
A87-22509 * #
A87-22510 #
A87-22512 "#
A87-22513 #
A67-22514 *#
A87-22516 #
A87-22517 #
A67-22518 "#
A87-22519 *#
A87-22522 *#
A87-22523 #
A87-22524 #
A87-22528 #
A67-22531 *#
A87-22541 #
A87-22542 "#

p248

p215
215

256

b264
215

,211
,216
_236
_233
_233
_211
233

3 238
3 216
3 216
3 248
3 216
3 216
3 271
3 239
3 234
3 216
3 216
3 256
3217

217
217
256
217
217
253
239
239
239

239
217
259
218
218
218
218
218
265
218
219
219
240
219
249
240
270
219
219
219
219
220
249
249
256
234
234
265
247

) 220
) 220
) 265
) 249
) 220
) 220
) 22O
) 221
) 221
)240
) 221
) 221
) 221
)257
)249
)249
)265
)249
) 272
) 272
) 250
)257
) 221
) 222
) 222
)222
)240
)240
)270
)222
)257
)222

A87-22563 * #
A87-22564 #
A87-22565 #
A87-22560 if
A87-22567 if
A87-22568 if
A87-22570 * #
A87-22571 if
A87-22572 #
A87-22573 if
A87-22574 if

A87-22575 if
A87-22576 if
A87-22578 * #
A87-22579 * #
A87-22599 #
A87-22615 #
A87-22616 #
A87-22617 #
A87-22618 * if
A87-22619 * if
A87-22620 if
A87-22621 if
A87-22622 if
A87-22623 #
A87-22625 * #
A87-22626 #
A87-22632 #
A87-22634 #
A87-22635 #
A87-22636 #
A87-22641 #
A87-22642 #
A87-226,44 * if
A87-22646 if
A87-22647 if
A87-22648 if
A87-22650 if
A87-22656 if
A87-22664 #
A87-22682 ° #
A87-22684 if
A87-22685 " #
A87-22686 #
A87-22687 #
A67-22688 * #
A87-22689 * #
A87-22690 #
A87-22691 *#
A87-22723 * #
A67-22724 #
A87-22725 * #
A87-22794 #
A87-22735 #
A87-22745 " #
A87-22747 #
A87-22753 if
A87-22754 if
A87-22755 * if
A87-22797 *
A87-22819 *
A87-22821
A87-22823
A87-22824
A87-22825
A87-22919
A87-22920

A87-22928 #
A87-22929 * #
A87-22953 #
A87-22960 #
A87-23066
A87-23068
A87-23070
A87-23071
A87-23072
A87-23073
A87-23075
A87-23078
A87-23226 * #
A87-23234 * #
A87-23258 °#
A87-23259 * #
A87-23260 #
A87-23261 #
A87-23262 #
A87-23263 #
A87-23264
A87-23268
A87-23270
A87-23272
A87-23273

A87-23274

A87-23275

A87-23284

A87-23296 #

3 265
3 222

265
223
234
234
253
253
253
253
253
223
223
223
223
265
223
223
223
224
224
224
224
224
224

)225
)225
)225
)269
)234
)269
)240
)225
)225
)225
)226
)226
)226
)259
)226
)226
)226
)227
)227
)272
)272
)240
)269
)227
)227
)227
)227
)228
)228
)241
)234
)269
)228
)228

247
) 266

266
)241
p241
)241

p241
)253
,266
_228
)228
_250
_257
_236
)260
_270
)270
_270

270
253

p266
b229
)250
)259
p241
p257
p273
)241
p273
)273

273
273
274

274
274

=229

_211

A87-24944

A67-23431 # _317
A87-23458 * _296

A87-23614 _319

A87-23626 _276

A87-23627 3 319
A87-23628 ,319
A87-23629 3 276
A87-23630 ° 3 276
A87-23631 3 276
A87-23632 3 276
A87-23633 3 276
A87-23634 277
A87-23636 277
A87-23637 277
A87-23638 277
A87-23639 * 277
A87-23640 " 277
A87-23641 277
A87-23642 ° 277
A87-23643 278
A87o23644 278
A87-23645 278
A87-23651 * if 278
A87-23652 * if 278
A87-23654 if 278
A87-23656 * # 278
A87-23658 * # 276
A87-23672 # ) 278
A87-23728 if ) 278
A87-23731 if ) 303
A87-23738 ) 296
A87-23739 * ) 297

A87-23740 ) 297
A87-23744 ) 275
A87-23746 ) 314

A87-23755 # ) 278
A87-23757 # ) 279
A87-23759 # ) 279-
A87-23778 ) 328
A87-23976 * if ) 310
A87-23977 # ) 310
A87-23978 * # _310
A87-23988 # ) 310
A87-23991 * # ) 332
A87-24007 # ) 303
A87-24009 # ) 279
A87-24010 * # ) 279
A87-24026 # ) 279
A87-24028 # ) 310
A87-24029 * # ) 279
A87-24032 * # ) 279
A87-24033 * # ) 320
A87-24034 # ) 310
A87-24035 ° # ) 297
A87-24037 ) 320
A87-24172 _295
A87-24174 ) 294
A87-24175 ) 295
A87-24246 =279
A87-24362 ) 328
A87-24366 _328
A87-24401 _317
A87-24468 ) 279
A87-24611 _314
A87-24612 _303
A87-24647 _279
A87-24713 # _280
A87-24714 # _280
A87-24715 # _310
A87-24718 # _320
A87-24719 # _296
A87-24722 # _311
A87-24724 # _311
A87-24746 _328
A87-24852 _332

A87-24901 * # =280
A87-24904 * # _297
A87-24905 * # _297
A87-24906 * # =280
A87-24907 # _280
A87-24908 # _280
A87-24910 * # _281
A87-24916 * # _281
A87-24918 * if _297
A87-24920 # _281
A87-24921 # _281
A87-24922 # _275
A87-24929 * # _281
A87-24931 * # _281
A87-24932 * # _282
A87-24934 # _282
A87-24938 # ) 320
A87-24940 # _304
A87-24942 # _282
A87-24943 # ) 320
A87°24944 * # _304

G-3



A87-24946

A87-24946 *# )311

A87-24947 * # ) 332

A87-24953 ° # ) 282

A87-24954 ° # ) 282

A87-24958 * # ) 320

A87-24959 # ) 282

A87-24960 "# ) 283

A87-24961 ° # ) 283

A87-24962 # ) 283

A87-24963 # ) 283

A87-24964 # ) 283

A87-24966 ° # ) 283

A87-24970 # ) 283

A87-24971 * # ) 284

A87-24976 # ) 284

A87-24977 # ) 284

A87-24978 * # ) 333

A87-24981 * # ) 284

A87-24982 # :, 284

A87-24989 * # ) 284

A87-24990 # 285

A87-24991 "# 285

A87-24992 ° # 285

A87-24994 * # 311

A87-25002 285

A87-25026 297

A87-25027 " 298

A87-25028 285

A87-25029 * 298

A87-25050 304

A87-25127 317

A87-25226 285

A87-25227 285

A87-25228 286

A87-25229 286

A87-25231 286

A87-25232 286

A87-25233 :) 286

A87-25251 329

A87-25258 :_ 329

A87-25259 329

A87-25260 329

A87-25261 _ 329

A87-25262 _ 329

A87-25263 _ 329

A87-25265 = 304

A87-25268 ,275

A87-25279 _ 314

A87-25280 _ 286

A87-25291 ° _ 320

A87-25293 _ 286

A87-25316 ° # = 333

A87-25395 ° # _ 287

A87-25396 ° # ) 304

A87-25411 # ) 304

A87-25416 # ) 287

A87-25417 # ) 321

A87-25421 # ) 304

A87-25422 # ) 305

A87-25423 # ) 317

A87-25437 298

A87-25521 ) 311

A87-25522 ) 298

A87-25548 # ) 329

A87-25595 287

A87-25598 321

A87-25716 ° # 287

A87-25717 # 305

A87-25718 # 287

A87-25719 # 314

A87-25720 * # 287

A87-25721 *# 314

A87-25723 * # 287

A87-25822 321

A87-25823 _ 321

A87-25836 294

A87-25837 :) 298

A87-25842 # :_ 321

A87-25843 # ,321

A87-25844 # _ 333

A87-25845 _ 295

A87-25846 ,314

A87-25847 _ 314

A87-25848 _ 295

A87-25849 b 333

A87-25869 # _ 321

A87-25870 # _ 314

A87-25871 # _ 315

A87-25872 # _ 317

A87-25873 # ) 298

A87-25876 ) 322

A87-25877 ) 299

A87-25878 ) 322

A87-25882 ) 303

A87-25884 ) 305

A87-25907 # ) 287
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A87-25911 #

A87-25912 #

A87-25913 #

A87-25926

A87-25969 #

A87-25970 #

A87-25971 #

A87-25972 #

A87-25973 #

A87-25974 #

A87-25975 #

A87-25994

A87-26001

A87-26002

A87-26003

A87-26035

A87-26079

A87-26094

A87-26096

A87-26105

A87-26111

A87-26114

A87-26304

A87-26307

A87-26332

A87-26676

A87-26677

A87-26678

A87-26679

A87-27100

A87-27101

A87-27103

A87-27104

A87-27108

A87-27109

A87-27110

A87-27111

A87-27112

A87-27113

A87-27114

A87-27115

A87-27116

A87-27117

A87-27118

A87-27119

A87-27120 *

A87-27121

A87-27168 #

A87-27174 #

A87-27242

A87-27299

A87-27330 #

A87-27331

A87-27332

A87-27333

A87-27334

A87-27469 #

A87-27473 #

A87-27474 #

A87-27475 #

A87-27476 #

A87-27477 #

A87°27478 #

A87-27479 #

A87-27481 #

A87-27483 #

A87-27484 #

A87-27485 #

A87-27486 #

A87-27487 #

A87-27488 #

A87-27490 #

A87-27491 #

A87-27492 #

A87°27493 #

A87-27529

A87-27532

A87-27534

A87-27536

A87°27560

A87-27602

A87-27698

A87-27699

A87-27706 #

A87-27774

A87-27811 #

A87-27814

A87-27822

A87-27935 #

A87-27937 °#

A87-27938 #

A87-27957 #

A87-27958 *#

A87-27962 #

A87-27981 #

A87-27983 #

305

287

322

336

305

317

299

288

305

_299

_317

_329

_315

_315

_296

p299

_288

p332

_332

_317

p322

_322

_305

_305

_333

_322

) 322

) 323

) 323

) 323

) 333

) 334

) 334

) 329

) 334

) 334

) 330

) 330

) 330

330

330

330

331

334

334

299

334

288

323

318

:) 299

:) 299

:) 299

:) 318

:_300

300

,288

p 323

288

,288

288

305

306

289

306

289

) 289

) 306

) 289

) 289

) 289

) 315

) 306

) 306

) 306

323

311

332

306

318

295

339

394

380

357

366

339

:) 357

:) 351

:) 341

341

341

341

,342

342

342

A87-27984 * # p 342

A87-27989 * # p 366

A87-28020 * p 392

A87-28067 # p 342

A87-28068 # p 342

A87-28069 *# p 342

A87-28070 # p 375

A87-28071 * # p 342

A87-28072 # 342

A87-28073 # _342

A87-28074 # _342

A87-28125 _365

A87-28140 _378

A87-28150 _357

A87-28151 ,358

A87-28152 _351

A87-28328 # ,381

A87-28334 # _342

A87-28335 # )343

A87-28337 # )343

A87-28338 # )343

A87-28341 # )343

A87-28342 # _343

A87-28343 # _371

A87-28347 )381

A87-28350 )366

A87-28351 )394

A87-28353 )355

A87-28372 )358

A87-28389 )365

A87-28390 )378

A87-28399 # )399

A87-28414 * )381

A87-28417 )343

A87-28434 # )381

A87-28435 # )365

A87-28436 # ) 393

A87-28538 ) 381

A87-28539 358

A87-28542 381

A87-28543 * 381

A87-28554 375

A87-28561 381

A87-28562 382

A87-28566 394

A87-28613 339

A87-28625 ° # 343

A87-28750 * # 382

A87-28910 ° # _ 371

A87-28911 # _ 371

A87-28912 # 3 371

A87-28915 # _ 375

A87-28917 # 355

A87-28918 # 371

A87-28925 _358

A87-28966 _365

A87-29001 _393

A87-29081 _382

A87-29085 _343

A87-29086 _344

A87-29163 )355

A87-29167 )382

A87-29203 )379

A87-29204 =382

A87-29208 )382

A87-29249 )372

A87-29262 )344

A87-29264 )375

A87-29265 )367

A87-29268 )382

A87-29276 # )339

A87-29278 # )358

A87-29279 # )383

A87-29281 # ) 367

A87-29282 # 358

A87-29321 358

A87-29322 359

A87-29351 359

A87-29352 359

A87-29355 379

A87-29357 378

A87-29385 # 379

A87-29388 # 367

A87-29389 # 367

A87-29390 # _ 378

A87-29454 # _ 367

A87-29483 398

A87-29485 # 398

A87-29486 # 398

A87-29487 # _399

A87-29488 # _399

A87-29489 # _399

A87-29558 # )372

A87-29561 # )367

A87-29564 # _344

A87-29565 # )344

ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX

A87-29566 # )344

A87-29571 )379

A87-29576 _ 367

A87-29577 ) 368

A87-29578 368

A87-29579 368

A87-29580 368

A87-29581 368

A87-29582 368

A87-29583 368

A87-29584 351

A87-29585 351

A87-29586 * 372

A87-29587 351

A87-29588 372

A87-29589 351

A87-29590 * 352

A87-29593 # 359

A87-29595 * # 395

A87-29596 # 395

A87-29600 383

A87-29601 # 383

A87-29602 # 359

A87-29803 # _ 383

A87-29607 # ) 372

A87-29610 # _ 395

A87-29617 _ 383

A87-29631 # _ 365

A87°29632 # _ 355

A87-29633 # 355

A87-29634 _359

A87-29635 * _359

A87-29636 * _359

A87-29637 _360

A87-29638 _360

A87-29639 )339

A87-29640 )339

A87-29641 ° _360

A87-29642 =379

A87-29643 * )360

A87-29644 * )360

A87-29645 )399

A87-29677 )372

A87-29688 * )344

A87-29759 )355

A87-29859 " )344

A87-29875 )383

A87-29893 345

A87-29951 369

A87-29956 " 383

A87-30001 360

A87-30002 340

A87-30003 352

A87-30005 360

A87-30006 361

A87-30007 361

A87-30075 345

A87-30102 383

A87-30103 384

A87-30106 384

A87-30107 _ 384

A87-30109 3 384

A87-30118 3 355

A87-30121 3 356

A87-30154 _384

A87-30165 _340

A87-30176 _395

A87-30226 # _372

A87-30227 # )373

A87-30270 # )356

A87-30271 )395

A87-30274 )395

A87-30275 )356

A87-30279 "# )345

A87-30297 # )385

A87-30300 # )361

A87-30319 )385

A87-30321 " )385

A87-30390 # 361

A87-30406 # 345

A87-30407 # 373

A87-30415 # 373

A87-30443 361

A87-30446 345

A87-30467 345

A87-30478 385

A87-30498 " 385

A87-30501 369

A87-30502 369

A87-39550 3 366

A87-30677 _385

A87-30706 * _385

A87-30707 _386

A87-30718 )386

A87-30779 )386

A87-30843 =340

A87-30844 p 340

A87-30845 p 386

A87-30848 p 375

A87-30850 p 376

A87-30851 p 376

A87-30918 p 340

A87-30933 * p 361

A87-31100 * # p 356

A87-31101 * # p 345

A87-31104 * # p 345

A87-31105 # p 352

A87-31106"# p346

A87-31109 "# p 397

A87-31110 "# p 397

A87-31127 ° # p 346

A87-31128 * # p 346

A87-31129 " # p 346

A87-31135 # p 352

A87-31141 * # p 397

A87-31142 * # p 397

A87-31143 * # p 397

A87-31144 * # p 398

A87-31145 p 399

A87-31149 # p 340

A87-31150 p 369

A87-31151 # p 346

A87-31152 # p 346

A87-31153 # p 346

A87-31156 # p 346

A87-31157 # p 386

A87-31158 * # p 346

A87-31159 # p 346

A87-31160 # p 347

A87-31162 *# p 347

A87-31164 * # p 398

A87-31166 # p 347

A87-31169 # p 386

A87-31173 * # p 386

A87-31176 * # p 387

A87-31177 * # p 347

A87-31179 * # p 387

A87-31182 *# p 347

A87-31187 # p 369

A87-31195 # p 347

A87-31196 # p 347

A87-31197 # p 347

A87-31209 # p 369

A87-31276 # p 376

A87-31277 * # p 369

A87-31278 # p 369

A87-31284 ° # p 387

A87-31285 # p 347

A87-31287 # p 370

A87-31288 # p 379

A87-31289 # p 347

A87-31290 # p 347

A87-31291 # p 348

A87-31292 # p 348

A87-31293 # p 348

A87-31294 # p 348

A87-31295 # p 348

A87-31297 *# p 348

A87-31298 * # p 348

A87-31299 * # p 348

A87-31373 p 454

A87-31379 p 454

A87-31385 p 454

A87-31388 p 455

A87-31399 p 455

A87-31451 p 401

A87-31453 p 470

A87-31457 p 422

A87-31458 # p 422

A87-31459 # p 434

A87-31460 p 434

A87-31465 p 434

A87-31466 p 434

A87-31467 p 434

A87-31468 p 422

A87-31469 p 422

A87-31470 p 434

A87-31471 p 435

A87-31472 p 470

A87-31473 p 450

A87-31474 p 450

A87-31475 p 471

A87-31476 p 450

A87-31477 p 471

A87-31478 p 451

A87-31479 p 471

A87-31480 * # p 471

A87-31481 p 471

A87-31482 # p 471

A87-31483 p 472

A87-31484 p 423

A87-31485 * p 423



ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX

A87-31486

A87-31487 #

A87-31488

A87-31489

A87-31490

A87-31491

A87-31495

A87-31496

A87-31497

A87-31498

A87-31500 #

A87-31501 #

A87-31506

A87-31507

A87-31508

A87-31509

A87-31510

A87-31511

A87-31515

A87-31517

A87-31520

A87-31522

A87-31523

A87-31524

A87-31526

A87-31529

A87-31530

A87-31533 *

A87-31534

A87-31536

A87-31537 *

A87-31538 *

A87-31539

A87-31540

A87-31541

A87-31542

A87-31543 * #

A87-31544

A87-31545

A87-31546

A87-31547

A87-31548

A87-31549

A87-31550

A87-31613 #

A87-31615 #

A87-31618 #

A87-31619 #

A87-31624

A87-31676

A87-31682 °

A87-31698

A87-31713

A87-31717

A87-31719

A87-31722

A87-31723

A87-31724

A87-31725

A87-31726

A87-31727

A87-31728

A87-31729

A87-31730

A87-31731

A87-31732

A87-31733

A87-31734

A87-31735

A87-31736

A87-31737

A87-31739

A87-31743

A87-31745

A87-31746

A87-31939

A87-31994

A87-32002

A87-32003

A87-32022

A87-32032

A87-32068

A87-32069

A87-32070

A87-32071

A87-32072 *

A87-32073

A87-32074 *

A87-32084

A87-32101 #

A87-32103 #

A87-32105 #

A87-32107

A87-32115

A87-32117

A87-32118

,423

t 423

419

420

435

459

472

I 472

472

) 423

459

459

) 459

472

472

472

435

435

435

473

451

423

424

424

459

435

436

424

459

473

473

473

:) 460

:) 443

:) 438

:) 473

401

424

451

436

p436

401

436

473

p 436

p 478

401

) 401

407

) 460

) 474

) 420

) 407

) 407

) 474

) 460

438

451

439

439

460

439

4O8

460

:_443

:} 460

3 439

460

461

455

439

461

P461

439

) 439

) 455

) 461

) 478

) 439

) 461

) 455

) 440

) 408

) 426

401

444

427

427

455

444

427

408

461

) 408

,474

,444

A87-32157

A87.32160 ° #

A87-32163 #

A87-32194 #

A87-32201

A87-32202

A87-32207

A87-32226 *#

A87-32228 #

A87-32231 ° #

A87-32233 * #

A87-32234 #

A87-32353

A87-32419

A87-32450

A87-32463

A87-32482

A87-32484

A87-32485

A87-32559

A87-32576

A87-32577 * #

A87-32580

A87-32562 *

A87-32583

A87-32584 *

A87-32585

A87-32590

A87-32592

A87-32597

A87-32599

A87-32600

A87-32601

A87-32602

A87-32604

A87-32605

A87-32607 °

A87-32608

A87-32609

A87-32610 °#

A87-32611

A87-32614

A87-32615

A87-32616

A87-32618

A87-32619 °

A87-32626 °

A87-32627 *

A87-32629 *

A87-32636

A87-32637

A87-32646

A87-32647

A87-32648 *

A87-32649

A87-32659

A87-32660

A87-32661

A87-32670

A87-32700

A87-32723

A87-32917

A87-32934

A87-32936

A87-33030

A87-33041

A87-33047

A87-33049

A87-33052

A87-33054

A87-33070

A87-33073

A87-33135

A87-33136

A87-33152 °

A87-33164

A87-33168

A67-33173

A87-33180

A87-33181

A87-33239 #

A87-33241 #

A87-33242 * #

A87-33244 * #

A87-33245 ° #

A87-33246 #

A87-33249

A87-33250

A87-33265

A87-33269

A87-33272

A87-33326

A67-33327

A87-33330

A87-33331

A87-33332

436

408

420

451

456

461

461

444

444

474

444

444

408

462

474

,474

,402

,436

,436

_454

_420

,451

,462

_451

_452

p427

_408

_452

_452

_462

)427

)402

)402

)402

402

)462

440

440

4O8

409

440

462

437

440

440

409

409

409

409

478

478

444

,440

,444

_445

b437

p437

_427

_424

p441

)409

)462

=428

402

424

437

445

424

424

420

425

428

428

402

478

,410

,410

,462

_456

_463

=410

_410

_410

_410

_428

)410

)474

=463

) 456

3456

3456

)445

)410

425

425

425

A87-33333

A87-33380

A87-33424

A87-33453

A87-33562 * #

A87-33566 #

A87-33572 * #

A87-33575 #

A87-33598 #

A87-33600 ° #

A87-33612 #

A87-33614 ° #

A87-33620 #

A87-33647 #

A87-33648 * #

A87-33651 #

A87-33655 #

A87-33657 * #

A87-33661 #

A87-33662 * #

A87-33663 #

A87-33664 #

A87-33675 #

A87-33676 #

A87-33677 #

A87-33690 * #

A87-33691 *#

A87-33692 #

A87-33694 °#

A87-33695 #

A87-33701 * #

A87-33702 °#

A87-33703 #

A87-33715 #

A87-33716 * #

A87-33717 #

A87-33718 #

A87-33719 * #

A87-33720 #

A87-33722 * #

A87-33724 #

A87-33725 * #

A87-33726 #

A87-33733 * #

A87-33748 * #

A87-33749 * #

A87-33750 #

A87-33759 * #

A87-33761 * #

A87-33872

A87-33984 #

A87-34042

A87-34048

A87-34225

A87-34272

A67-34445

A87-34449

A87-34505 *#

A87-34506 #

A87-34507 #

A87-34508 * #

A87-34509 #

A87-34512 * #

A87-34513 #

A87-34514 * #

A87-34515 * #

A87-34516 #

A67-34569 *#

A87-34647 #

A87-34668 *

A87-34674

A87-34702 * #

A87°34704 #

A87-34723 *#

A87-34766

A87-34768

A87-34845

A87-34851 *

A87-34852

A87-34853 *

A87-34854

A87-34855

A87-34856

A87-34857 °

A87-34858

A87-34859

A87-34860

A87-34862

A87-34863 *

A87-34864

A87-34865

A87-34899

A87-34900

A87-35000 #

A87-35002 #

A87-35005 #

425

463

,403

,410

,463

,463

,463

_464

p403

=464

t474

t475

_475

_456

)464

1428

1411

)411

)445

)411

)464

_441

3464

3445

446

411

411

412

412

446

) 446

446

412

446

447

447

447

464

476

,465

,428

,428

,429

_465

_429

=429

_429

_429

_429

1437

)465

)412

)412

1456

)465

3469

470

412

)430

413

447

)457

)430

413

470

447

430

420

403

457

457

43O

,447

,413

_420

,452

=457

_413

_447

_448

=430

)448

)448

)430

3430

3430

3431

431

431

)403

478

437

425

470

446

431

A87-35008 #

A87-35009 #

A87-35013 #

A87-35014 #

A87-35016 #

A87-35018 #

A87-35021 #

A87-35022 #

A87-35024 #

A87-35026 #

A87-35029 #

A87-35064

A87-35073

A87-35079 #

A87-35176

A87-35177

A87-35180

A87-35276

A87-35277 #

A87-35278 #

A87-35279 #

A87-35280 #

A87-35281 #

A87-35283 #

A87-35286

A87-35288

A87-35289

A87-35290

A87-35291

A87-35300

A87-35337

A87-35340

A87-35342

A87-35343

A87-35395

A87-35397

A87-35424

A87-35425

A87-35552

A87-35557

A87-35558

A87-35559

A87-35560

A87-35655 #

A87-35657 #

A87-35659 #

A87-35669

A87-35671

A87-35672

A87-35673

A87-35674

A87-35675

A87-35714

A87-35718 "

A87-35770

A87-35813

A87-35816

A87-35817

A87-35822

A67-35824

A87-35916

A87-35919

A87-36088

A87-36093

A87-36276

A87-36277

A87-36278

A87-36280

A87-36281

A87-36282 #

A87-36283

A87-36284

A87-36286

A87-36288

A87-36289

A87-36290 * #

A87-36291

A67-36294

A87-36295

A87-36296

A87-36297 #

A87-36298

A87-36299

A87-36300

A87-36302

A87-36303 * #

A87-36304

A87-36305

A87-36367

A87-36336

A87°36367

A87-36562

A87-36578

A87-36583

A87-36588

A87-36634

)413

)475

)413

_431

)413

)448

)441

)465

3 457

441

475

3465

)403

448

)403

)425

441

481

481

481

481

481

527

482

530

) 530

530

531

531

531

_496

=497

_497

_524

_531

_531

1494

)550

)484

)497

)497

3497

494

3 531

531

531

527

504

510

504

504

504

544

545

548

484

484

484

,484

,484

_484

_494

_485

_485

_504

_527

_528

_505

_524

)510

)525

3494

3525

3545

505

532

505

525

532

525

545

505

505

5O5

,506

532

,510

_506

_549

_485

_520

_485

_528

)482

)497

3485

A87-38033

A87-36644 _ 528

A87-36698 ) 512

A87-36699 _ 506

A87-36751 ) 482

A87-36753 ) 545

A87-36765 ) 506

A87-36766 ) 485

A87-36767 ) 506

A87-36768 ) 494

A87-36769 ) 497

A87-36770 510

A87-36771 506

A87-36772 507

A87-36773 545

A87-36776 545

A87-36777 546

A87-36780 498

A87-36782 521

A87-36784 498

A87.36785 511

A87-36788 485

A87-36789 507

A87-36790 486

A87-36791 486

A87-36792 521

A87-36793 528

A87-36795 507

A87-36796 ,532

A87-36797 :) 528

A87-36799 :) 521

A87-36800 # :) 512

A87-36801 _ 486

A87-36841 _ 521

A87-36842 ,521

A87-36843 , 546

A87-36855 _ 528

A87-36866 _ 528

A87-36885 _ 532

A87-36898 _ 532

A87-36916 # _ 486

A87-36917 # ) 486

A87-36918 # ) 486

A87-36920 # ) 486

A67-36940 ) 482

A87-36941 ) 482

A87-36942 ) 482

A87-36943 525

A87-37015 549

A87-37016 549

A87-37017 549

A87-37040 532

A87-37104 # 486

A87-37105 # 487

A87-37107 ° # 487

A87-37106 # 487

A87-37116 # 533

A87-37118 # 487

A87-37204 # 487

A87-37205 # :) 487

A87-37208 ° # :) 533

A87-37209 # :) 487

A87-37210 # :_ 487

A87-37211 # _ 488

A87-37213 # _ 488

A87-37215 _533

A87-37216 _ 533

A87-37400 _ 527

A87-37401 _ 496

A87-37402 = 498

A87-37406 _ 498

A87-37414 ) 498

A87-37415 ) 498

A87-37416 ) 499

A87-37417 ) 499

A87-37418 ) 499

A87-37426 ) 499

A87.37426 533

A87-37429 511

A87-37550 546

A67-37554 # 486

A67-37566 550

A87-37577 499

A87-37770 494

A87-37835 # 512

A87-37839 # :_ 488

A87-37640 # :) 513

A87-37841 # ;) 513

A87.37844 # ;) 513

A87.37845 # _ 513

A87-37846 # _ 513

A87-37847 # _ 513

A87-37846 # _ 533

A87-37849 # _ 488

A87-37850 # ) 513

A87-37856 ) 488

A87-38033 ) 525

G-5



A87-38034

A87-38034
A87-38036
A87-38037
A87-38038
A87-38041
A87-38042
A87-38044
A87-38045
A87-38106
A87-38461 #
A87-38467 #
A87-38478 #
A87-38493 #
A87-38545
A87-38555
A87-38591
A87-38595
A87-38602 "
A87-38616
A87-38617
A87-38630
A87-38651
A87-38653
A87-38654
A87-36056
A87-36057
A87-38661
A87-38666
A87-38668
A87-38679
A87-38680
A87-38693
A87-38694 #
A87-38697 #
A87-38702
A87-38703
A87-38704
A87-38705
A87-38706
A87-38707
A87-38788 #
A87-38807 #
A87-38821 #
A87-38874
A87-38875
A87-38954 #
A87-38955 #
A87-38959 #
A87-39009
A87-39016

A87-39079 #
A87-39080 #
A87-39085 #
A87-39100
A87-39146
A87-39147
A87-39175
A87-39218
A87-39261
A87-39262
A87-39265 #
A87-39266 #
A87-39269 #
A87-39272 #
A87-39274
A87-39409 #
A87-39410 #
A87-39411 #
A87-39415 #
A87-39417 #
A87-39419 #
A87-39420 #
A87-39422 #
A67-39428 #
A67-39429 #
A87-39462 "#
A87-39478
A87-39483
A67-39484
A87-39526 #
A87-39527 #
A87-39528 * #
A87-39529 #
A87-39531 #
A87-39536 #
A87-39537 #
A87-39539 * #
A87-39544 #
A87-39547 #
A87-39641 #
A87-39646 #
A87-39647 * #

A87-39649 * #

A87-39708 #

A87-39709 #

A87-39736

G-6

) 513
) 526

533
488
521
489
489
489
549
534
514

p495
t489
534
534
534
534
529
529
529
534
546
546
482

) 483
546
546
547
547
547
547
495
495
507
514
514
514
514
507
534
535
514
535
499
500
515
515
515
521
547
489
507
507
529
508
489
535
489
577
577
582
590
578
582
591
551
594
578
607
598
594
595
595
578
551
588
583
552

) 607
552
552
552
552
552
552

) 619
) 607

552
552
6O7
552
583

583

553

553

578

A87-39768

A87-39773

A87-39774

A87-39775

A87-39804 #
A87-39805 * #
A87-39813 ° #
A87-39814 #
A87-39839
A87-39840
A87-39889 ° #
A87-39890 #
A87-39891 #
A87-39893 #
A87-39894 #
A87-39895 * #
A87-39912
A87-39924
A87-39935 #
A87-39950
A87-39951
A87-40060 #
A87-40079 * #
A87-40082 * #
A87-40083 #
A87-40085 * #
A87-40095
A87-40096
A87-40200
A87-40218
A87-40230
A87-40245 #
A87-40247 #
A87-40272 ° #
A87-40273 ° #
A87-40274 ° #
A87-40305
A87-40306
A87-40307
A87-40329
A87-40360
A87-40384 #
A87-40386 #
A87-40496 * #
A87-40497 * #
A87-40511
A87-40520 #
A87-40521 #
A87-40522 #
A87-40827

A87-40840 #
A87-40847 #
A87-40860 #
A87-40862 #
A87-40863 * #
A87-40871
A87-40921
A87-40922
A87-40923
A87-40925
A87-41026
A87-41027
A87-41028
A87-41151 #
A87-41157 * #
A87-41227 * #
A87-41230 o #
A87-41237 ° #
A87-41238 #
A87-41249
A87-41268
A87-41269
A87-41279 #
A87-41281 #
A87-41305 #
A87-41322 #
A87-41351

A87-41358 #
A87-41359 #
A87-41360
A87-41364
A87-41365
A87-41371
A87-41377
A87-41378
A87-41385
A87-41388
A87-41389

A87-41390 #
A87-41391
A87-41392
A87-41393
A87-41394
A87-41395
A87-41397
A87-41399

583

595

583

583

) 608
) 608
) 553

591
608

) 608
553

) 553
) 614
) 598
) 553
) 608
) 616
) 553
) 608
) 578
) 583
) 608
) 553
) 554
) 554
) 554
) 575
) 608
) 584

584
604
615
615
595
554
595
616
599

)619
609
578
604
551
609
609
609
616
595
596
554
551
591
596
596
596
554
596
555
584
604
584
551
551

p616
p555
p616
_617
p609
p555

555
555
609
578
578
604
610
579
579
579
579
579
579
579
580
580
580
580
580
580
581
581
581
581
581
581
581

A87-41402
A87-41403 #
A87-41404
A87-41405
A87-41411
A87-41419
A87-41510
A87-41511
A87-41512 *
A87-41560
A87-41599
A87-41625

A87-41626 #
A87-41627 #
A87-41628 #
A87-41629 #
A87-41630 * #
A87-41631 #
A87-41632 *#
A87-41634 #
A87-41635 #
A87-41647
A87-41667
A87-41670
A87-41683 °
A87-41689
A87-41690

A87-41696 #
A87-41847
A87-41901
A87-41911
A87-41913
A87-41914
A87-42051
A87-42061 * #
A87-42063 * #
A87-42064 * #
A87-42066 * #
A87-42070 * #
A87-42072 #
A87-42073 * #
A87-42074 * #
A87-42076 #
A87-42077 #
A87-42079 #
A87-42080 #
A87-42081 #
A87-42083 * #
A87-42088 #
A87-42090 #
A87-42091 #
A87-42095 #
A87-42096 #
A87-42097 #
A87-42098 "#
A87-42099 #
A87-42100 ° #
A87-42101 * #
A87-42104 #
A87-42105 #
A87-42106 #
A87-42107 * #
A87-42109 #
A87-42110 #
A87-42112 #
A87-42114 * #
A87-42116 * #
A87-42118 #
A87-42119 #
A87-42123 * #
A87-42125 * #
A87-42126
A87-42127
A87-42128
A87-42135
A87-42136
A87-42137
A87-42138
A87-42139
A87-42140
A87-42145
A87-42149
A87-42152
A87-42153
A87-42155
A87-42171
A87-42183 *
A87-42184 *
A87-42185 *
A87-42310 * #
A87-42311 #
A87-42312 #

A87-42313 #

A87-42314 * #

A87-42315 #

A87-42317 #

581
582
588
589
555
555
556
556
556
619
589
599
556
556
596
599
556
62O
556
556
556

) 610
556
557

) 557
) 610
) 610
) 582
) 557
) 591
) 591
) 604
) 610
) 557
) 557
) 557
) 558
) 617
) 558
)617
) 617
) 558
) 558
)617
) 617
)617
) 618
) 618
) 618
) 618
) 558
) 558
) 559
) 618

) 559
) 559
) 559
) 559
) 559
) 560
) 560
) 560
) 560
) 560
) 560
) 561
) 561
) 561
) 561
) 618
) 619
) 619
) 596
) 610
) 575
) 610
) 610
) 619
) 596
) 596
) 591
) 591
) 584
) 591
)611
)611
) 589
) 589
) 611
) 561
) 561
) 562

) 562

562

562

562

A87-42326 #
A87-42327 * #

A87-42328 * #

A87-42335 #
A87-42336 ° #
A87-42337 * #
A87-42338 * #
A87-42339 o#
A87-42340 ° #
A87-42345 #
A87-42347 #
A87-42351 * #
A87-42352 #
A87-42354 #
A87-42355 * #
A87-42362 * #
A87-42363 #
A87-42377 #
A87-42378 * #
A87-42380 #
A87-42385 * #
A87-42391 #
A87-42394 #
A87-42395 #
A87-42397 #
A87-42398 #
A87-42401 #
A87-42402 #
A87-42409 #
A87-42410 #
A87-42418 #
A87-42419 #
A87-42422 * #
A87-42423 #
A87-42435 #
A87-42442 * #
A87-42446 #
A87-42448 #
A87-42449 #
A87-42450 #
A87-42455 #
A87-42458 #
A87-42471 * #
A87-42472 * #
A87-42473 * #
A87-42477 * #
A87-42480 * #
A87-42483
A87-42609
A87-42622 #
A87-42623 #
A87-42629 °
A87-42649 #
A87-42650 ° #
A87-42674
A87.42682
A87-42736
A87-42779
A87-42786
A87-42812
A87-42851 *
A87-42852 *
A87-42853
A87-42854
A87-42855
A87-42856
A87-42857
A87-42859 #
A87-42860 #
A87-42861 #
A87-42862 #
A87.-42863 #
A87..42864 #
A87-42905
A87-42914
A87-42916

A87-43009 * #
A87-43038 * #
A87-43044 * #
A87-43046 #
A87-43053 * #
A87-43063 * #
A87-43084 * #
A87-43129 "#
A87-43299
A87-43375
A87-43376 #
A87-43377 #
A87-43381 * #
A87-43383 #
A87-43388 #
A87-43392 * #
A87-43398 *
A87-43401 #
A87-43402 #
A67-43403 #

ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX

) 562 A87-43404 # p 661
) 562 A87-43405 # p 678
) 563 A87-43406 # p 651

563 A87-43407 # p 651
A87-43408 ° # p 651

563 A87-43409 # p 651
563 A87-43410 ° # p 651
563 A87-43411 # p 651
563 A87-43412 # p 627
564 A87-43413 # p 627
611 A87-43414 # p 627
564 A87-43415 # p 627
564 A87-43416 # p 627
564 A87-43417 * # p 627
564 A87-43418 # p 628
564 A87-43419 # p 628
565 A87-43420 # p 628
565 A87-43421 * # p 628
565 A87-43422 # p 628
565 A87-43423 # p 652
565 A87-43424 # p 628
611 A87-43425 * # p 683
565 A87-43426 # p 623
566 A87-43427 # p 652
566 A87-43428 " # p 678
566 A87-43429 # p 678

,566 A87-43430 # p 678
566 A87-43431 * # p 652

,566 A87-43432 # p 678
567 A87-43433 # p 678

:)567 A87-43434 # p 652
:)567 A87-43435 # p 679
:)567 A87-43436 # p 679
3 567 A87-43437 # p 661
3 567 A87-43438 # p 628
:)589 A87-43439 # p 661
:)567 A87-43440 # p 679
:)592 A87-43441 # p 679
3 568 A87-43442 * # p 652
:_568 A87-43443 # p 652
:)568 A87-43444 # p 653
:)568 A87-43445 # p 653
3 568 A87-43446 ° # p 679

568 A87-43447 # p 679
569 A87-43448 * # p 679

3 569 A87-43449 # p 653
603 A87-43450 # p 653
569 A87-43451 # p 653
615 A87-43453 # p 693
582 A87-43454 # p 688
569 A87-43455 # p 648
597 A87-43456 *# p 653
589 A87-43457 # p 680
597 A87-43458 # p 680
569 A87-43459 # p 654
584 A87-43460 # p 683

,575 A87-43461 # p 683
:)707 A87-43462 # p 683
,648 A87-43463 # p 654
648 A87-43464 # p 663

,660 A87-43465 # p 663
692 A87-43466 # p 663
692 A87-43467 # p 663
692 A87-43468 # p 661
692 A87-43469 # p 648
650 A87-43470 # p 661
650 A87-43471 # p 654
623 A87-43472 # p 654
708 A87-43473 # p 654

=708 A87-43474 # p 654
708 A87-43603 p 629

=709 A87-43604 p 629
709 A87-43605 p 663

,709 A87-43606 p 663
,693 A87-43607 p 663
,693 A87-43608 p 629
693 A87-43609 p 663

,625 A87-43610 p 693
626 A87-43611 p 694
707 A87-43614 p 663

_693 A87-43616 p 664
693 A87-43618 p 629
626 A87-43620 p 664
626 A87-43621 p 664
707 A87-43622 p 694
626 A87-43640 p 664
660 A87-43701 # p 664
626 A87-43702 # p 664
626 A87-43704 # p 629
693 A87-43723 # p 623
707 A87-44019 p 629
704 A87-44036 p 649
627
688 A87-44039 p 649
623 A87-44040 p 649

) 651 A87-44064 p 709

) 651 A87-44228 # p 623



ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX

A87°44231

A87-44241

A87-44253
A87-44254 *

A87-44255
A87-44256
A87.-44272
A87-44312
A87-44328 #

•A87-44577
A87-44582
A87-44594
A87-44701
A87-44702
A87-44703
A87-44704
A87-44705
A87-44706
A87-44707
A87-44712
A87-44713
A87-44714
A87-44715
A87-44720
A87-44725
A87-44726
A87-44727
A87-44729
A87-44731
A87-44733
A87-44739
A87-44743
A87-44744
A87-44745
A87-44747
A87-44748
A87-44750
A87-44845
A87-44861
A87-44902 * #
A87-44904 * #
A87-44905 * #
A87-44906 * #
A87,-44913 * #
A87-44914 *#
A87-44915 #
A87-44920 * #
A87-44921 * #
A87-44929 #
A87-44931 #
A87-44932 #
A87-44933 * #
A87-44934 * #

) 649

) 704

>664
>680

) 623
654

)664
649
68O
655
665
655

,646
) 702

646
,655
_646
_646
_646

704
p704
_683
_683
_684
) 694
) 694
) 661
) 689
>624
) 624
) 689
) 689

689
689
689
646
624
649

:)689
629
630

,630
p630

630
630
630

_631
)631
) 631
)631

631
)631
) 632

A87-44938 * # ) 632
A87-44943 # 632
A87-44945 * # 632
A87-44946 * # 632
A87-44947 * # 632
A87-44948 # 633
A87-44949 # ) 633
A87-44950 # 3 633
A87-44951 # _633
A87-44952 * # _633
A87-44953 * # t633
A87-44954 * # _684
A87-44955 # _634
A87-45094 # p634
A87.-45096 # ) 680
A87-45097 # ) 680
A87-45104 *# )694
A87-45107 ) 694
A87-45115 >661
A87.45123 * # ) 694
A87-45124 695

A87-45125 # 684
A87-45126 662

A87-45156 # 665
A87-45157 # 665
A87-45158 # _ 655
A87-45159 # _ 624
A87-45161 # b665
A87-45168 # p665
A87-45169 # _665
A87-45170 _665
A87-45171 # _666
A87-45178 # _695
A87-45180 # ) 666
A87-45181 # _666
A87-45182 * # ) 634
A87-45183 # ) 634
A87-45184 # >634
A87-45185 # ) 634
A87-45186 # ) 695
A87-45189 # 695
A87-45198 # 690
A87-45201 # 695

A87-45202 # 690
A87-45203 * # 684
A87-45204 # 684
A87-45205 # ) 666
A87-45231 # 3 666
A87-45232 # ,666
A87-45233 # ,666
A87-45234 # b666
A87-45235 * # p667
A87-45236 * # p667
A87-45237 # _655
A87-45238 * # _635
A87-45240 # p667
A87-45241 # p695
A87-45243 # _695
A87-45245 # ) 667
A87-45246 # ) 667
A87-45247 * # ) 667
A87-45248 # ) 667
A87-45263 # > 668
A87-45264 # > 668
A87-45265 # 709
A87-45266 # 668
A87-45267 # 668
A87-45273 # 696
A87-45274 # 690
A87-45275 * # 668
A87-45276 # 684
A87-45277 ° # 685

A87..45278 # ,635
A87-45279 * # _ 668
A87-45280 # ,635
A87..45281 * # _635
A87-45282 * # b707
A87-45283 # ,635
A87-45284 * # p635
A87-45289 * # _668
A87-45290 # _669
A87-45292 # p669
A87-45293 # _696
A87-45295 # ) 669
A87-45296 # ) 696
A87-45299 # ) 669
A87-45300 * # _ 655
A87-45301 # _ 669
A87-,45302 # > 655
A87-45303 * # ) 685
A87-45304 # ) 669
A87-45305 # 669
A87..45306 # 680
A87-45307 # 681
A87-45308 # 670
A87-45309 # 696
A87-45332 * # ) 636
A87-45333 # ,670
A87-45334 # _636
A87-45335 # =656
A87-45347 # t 670
A87-45348 # p670
A87-45349 * # _696
A87-45350 # ) 696
A87-45353 # _ 670
A87-45354 # _ 670
A87-45369 * # ) 671
A87-45370 # ) 671
A87-45372 * # 690
A87-45376 # 671
A87-45378 # 671
A87-45379 # 697
A87-45381 * # 685
A87-45386 * # ,636
A87-45392 * # ,671
A87-45393 # _671
A87-45394 # p636
A87-45397 # b636
A87-45398 * # _697
A87-45400 # _656
A87-45404 # ) 671
A87-45405 # ) 697
A87-45406 # ) 672
A87-45407 # > 672
A87-45408 # > 672
A87-45409 # ) 672
A87-45410 # 672
A87-45413 * # 636
A87-45414 * # 637
A87-45435 # 637
A87-45436 # ) 637
A87-45443 # ) 688
A87-45444 * # _672
A87-45445 * # _685
A87-45450 # _697

A87-45452 # _656

A87..45453 # _672

A87-45454 # _673

A87-45457 # ) 697

A87-45458 # p 673

A87-45635 * # p 646

A87-45647 p 656

A87*45648 p 656

A87-45689 p 697
A87-45722 # p 649
A87-45732 p 662
A87-45733 p 662
A87-45771 * p 704
A87-45779 p 637
A87-45792 p 637
A87-45875 # p 673
A87-45876 p 697
A87-45878 p 650
A87-45879 p 662
A8745886 p 698
A87-45892 p 702
A87-45898 * # p 690
A87-45962 p 702
A87-46094 p 637
A87-46176 p 673
A87.-46177 ° # p 624
A87-46178 # p 709
A87-46179 # p 673
A87-46180 # p 673
A87-46181 # p 673
A87-46182 # p 624
A87-46183 *# p 685
A87o46184 # p 637
A87-46189 # p 638
A87-46190 # p 674
A87-46191 # p 638
A87-46192 # p 638
A87-46195 # p 638
A87-46198 # p 698
A87-46204 # p 638
A87-46206 # p 638
A87-46208 # p 638
A87-46211 # p 639
A87-46212 # p 674
A87-46215 # p 639
A87-46216 # p 639
A87-46217 * # p 674
A87-46218 *# p 674
A87-46221 # p 690
A87-46222 # p 685
A87-46223 # p 639
A87-,46226 # p 674
A87-46227 # p 674
A87-46228 * # p 674
A87-46229 # p 698
A87-46230 # p 698
A87-46231 # p 698
A87-46232 # p 639
A87-46238 # p 639
A87-46239 # p 675
A87-46240 # p 675
A87-46241 # p 686
A87-46243 # p 686
A87-46244 # p 698
A87-46245 # p 698
A87-46246 # p 675
A87-46247 # p 675
A87-46248 # p 675
A87-46249 *# p 676
A87-46250 # p 699
A87-46253 # p 676
A87-46255 # p 676
A87-46258 * # p 676
A87-46261 # p 676
A87-46262 # p 676
A87-46264 p 639
A87-46265 p 640
A87-46312 p 656
A87-46313 p 656
A87-46314 p 656
A87-46315 p 681
A87-46317 p 646
A87-46326 # p 657
A87-46327 # p 657
A87-46328 # p 640
A87-46351 # p640
A87-46353 # p 686
A87-46354 # p 686
A87-46361 p 699
A87-46362 p 657
A87-46363 p 640
A87-46365 p 705
A87-46371 p 657
A87-46372 p 676
A87-46373 p 646
A87-46415 p 650
A87-46438 p 686
A87-46481 p 702
A87-46504 * p 640
A87-46708 # p624

A87-46715 #
A87-46716
A87-46724 #
A87-46727
A87-46728
A87-46735
A87-46753 #
A87-46757 #
A87-46759 #
A87-46761 #
A87-46767 #
A87-46772 #
A87-46776 #
A87-46777 #
A87-46778 * #
A87-46779 #
A87-46792 #
A87-46797 #
A87-46861
A87-46870 #
A87-46874 #
A87-46922
A87-46951 #
A87-46955 #
A87-46956 #
A87-46958 #
A87-46960 #
A87-46962 #
A87-47009 * #
A87-47014 #
A87-47081 * #
A87-47084 #
A87-47087 #
A87-47090 #
A87-47112
A87-47118 #
A87-47119 #
A87-47120 #
A87-47153
A87-47161
A87-47165
A87-47192
A87-47247
A87-47248
A87-47249
A87-47250
A87-47306
A87-47307
A87-47316 #
A87-47352 *
A87-47355
A87-47446
A87-47642
A87-47658
A87.47660
A87-47664
A87-47665
A87-47673
A87-47674
A87.47681 #
A87-47683 #
A87-47691 #
A87-47715 #
A87-47717 #
A87-47747
A87-47776
A87-47777
A87-47784
A87-47806 #
A87-47807 * #
A87.47821
A87-47835
A87-47836
A87.47837
A87-47838
A87.47839 *
A87-47840
A87.47841 °
A87-47842
A87-47843
A87.47844
A87-47845
A87-47850
A87-47853
A87-47855
A87.47856
A87-47859
A87.47867
A87-47869
A87-47879
A87-47880
A87-47881

A87.47884 *

A87-47938

A87.47978
A87-47985

) 699
) 625
) 647
) 662
> 699
> 657

707
702
640
640
681
691
641

) 641
)641
)641

681
699

_650
657
691

_641
_641

686
>641
) 686

687
>641
> 657
)641

758
758
716
758
755
776

,758
785
716
716
785
785
742
742

) 742
) 711
) 742
) 758
> 777

796
785
717
786
717
717
717

:_717
717
717
780

_764
777
786
786

) 718
)780

711
786
793

>765
78O
742
742
758
743
743

,743
,743
743

,765
743
755
718
718

) 718
) 718

718
758
755
743
777
777

765

781

,781

781

A87-48771

A87-47992 781

A87-47993 781

A87-48002 781
A87-48004 786

A87-48007 782
A87-48012 782
A87-48018 782
A87-48019 782
A87-48020 ,782
A87-48021 ,786
A87-48022 ,786
A87-48044 ,786
A87-48053 _798
A87-48056 _799
A87-48061 _755
A87-48062 _755
A87-48064 _787
A87-48065 =799
A87-48066 _787
A87-48067 ) 799
A87-48120 * ) 718
A87-48154 _711
A87-48158 ) 711
A87-48159 ) 744
A87-48160 ) 744
A87-48162 >777
A87-48164 ) 787
A87-48165 777
A8748166 800
A87-48167 711
A87-48276 765
A87-48277 777
A8748278 755
A87-48288 ° 777
A87-48294 _ 778
A87-48313 * 787
A87-48339 ,719
A87-48356 # _740
A87-48366 _744
A87-48531 ,782
A87-48532 _782

A87-48571 * # _759
A87-48574 # =759
A87-48576 # _787
A87-48603 # =793
A87-48638 _711
A87-48639 # >736
A87-48640 # ) 744
A87-48642 # >712
A87-48643 # 744
A87-48644 # 736
A87-48645 # 744
A87-48646 # 787
A87-48647 # 765
A87-48648 # 736
A87-48649 # 765
A87-48650 ° # ) 765
A87-48686 ,712
A87-48687 ,736
A87..48689 _712
A87-48692 _736
A87-48693 _737
A87-48694 _737
A87-48695 _737
A87-48696 * _744
A87-48697 ) 737
A87-48698 ) 737
A87-48707 # ) 759
A87-48708 # >759
A87-48713 # 745
A87-48717 # 759
A87-48718 # 719
A87-48719 *# 719
A87-48720 # 759
A87-48723 # 719
A87-48724 # 719
A87-48725 # ,719
A87-48727 # ,745
A87-48752 _783
A87-48753 _783
A87°48755 * _787
A87-48757 * _719
A87-48758 * _766
A87-48759 _745
A87-48760 * ) 796
A87-48761 * ) 737
A87-48762 ) 796
A87..48763 >755
A87-48764 ) 756
A87-48765 788
A87-48766 ° 759
A87-48767 760
A87-48768 760
A8748769 ) 760
A8748770 _ 720
A87-48771 _712
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A87-48772

A87-48772 745

A87-48773 788

A87-48774 738

A87-48776 760

A87-48777 760

A87-48778 760

A87-48799 745

A87-48800 738

A87-48908 # ) 712

A87-48909 # ) 797

A87-48910 * # ) 797

A87-48911 # ) 797

A87-48912 * # ) 797

A87-48913 # ) 745

A87-48914 # _ 760

A87-48918 # _ 756

A87-48919 # _ 745

A87-48920 # _ 745

A87-48921 # _ 756

A87-48922 # D 756

A87-48923 * # :) 720

A87-48924 * # 3 720

A87-48925 # _ 720

A87-48926 # ) 720

A87-48927 # 720

A87-48928 # 721

A87-48929 # 766

A87-48930 # 721

A87-48931 # 721

A87-48933 # 712

A87-48934 # 712

A87-48935 # 793

A87-48936 # 746

A87-48937 # 746

A87-48938 # ) 746

A87-48939 # ) 712

A87-48940 # ) 713

A87-48941 # ) 713

A87-48942 # ) 713

A87-48943 # ) 713

A87-48944 # ) 713

A87-48945 # ) 738

A87-48946 # ) 766

A87-48947 # ) 766

A87-48948 # p 766

A87-48949 # _ 756

A87-48950 # t 746

A87-48951 # _ 746

A87-48952 # _ 746

A87-48953 * # _ 746

A87-48954 * # :) 747

A87-48955 * # 3 721

A87-48956 # :) 747

A87-48957 # :) 747

A87-48958 # :) 747

A87-48959 793

A87-48960 # 766

A87-48961 # 766

A87-48962 # 760

A87-48964 # 766

A87-48965 # 761

A87-48966 # 788

A87-48967 * # 747

A87-48968 # 747

A87-48969 # 747

A87-48970 # 721

A87-48971 # 778

A87-49051 721

A87-49052 # 721

A87-49053 * # 722

A87-49054 # ) 722

A87-49055 # ) 722

A87-49056 * # ) 722

A87-49057 # ) 722

A87-49058 # ) 722

A87-49059 * # ) 723

A87-49060 # ) 723

A87-49061 # ) 748

A87-49062 * # ) 723

A87-49065 * # p 748

A87-49066 # _ 723

A87-49067 # b 723

A87-49069 # ) 723

A87-49070 # ) 724

A87-49071 # _ 724

A87-49073 # ,724

A87-49074 # ,724

A87-49075 # _ 748

A87-49076 " # ;) 748

A87-49077 * # :) 748

A87-49078 * # :) 767

A87-49079 # :) 748

A87-49081 # :) 724

A87-49086 * # :) 724

A87-49087 # 725

A87-49088 # 725
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A87-49089 * #

A87-49090 * #

A87-49091 * #

A87-49092 * #

A87-49093 * #

A87-49094 #

A87-49095 #

A87-49096 #

A87-49097 *#

A87-49099 #

A87-49102 #

A87-49103 *#

A87-49104 *#

A87-49106 #

A87-49107 #

A87_9108 #

A87-49109 #

A87-49110 #

A87-49111 #

A87-49112 #

A87-49113 #

A87-49114 *#

A87-49156

A87-49157 #

A87-49158 #

A87-49159 #

A87-49161 #

A87-49165 #

A87-49166 #

A87-49168 #

A87-49169 *#

A87-49170 #

A87-49171 #

A87-49172 *#

A87-49173 *#

A87-49174 #

A87-49176 #

A87-49198

A87-49199

A87-49200

A87-49201

A87-49202 *#

A87-49203

A87-49204

A87-49205

A87-49206

A87-49207

A87-49208

A87-49209

A87-49210

A87-49214

A87-49241 #

A87-49297

A87-49368 *

A87-49496 *

A87-49497

A87-49502

A87-49507

A87-49530

A87-49553

A87-49555

A87-49577

A87-49578 *#

A87-49579 #

A87-49581 #

A87-49582 #

A87-49583 *#

A87-49587 #

A87-49594 #

A87-49604 #

A87_9605 #

A87-49606 #

A87-49607 * #

A87-49608 * #

A87-49609 * #

A87-49610 #

A87-49611 #

A87-49612 * #

A87-49613 * #

A87-49621 * #

A87*49622 #

A87-49623 *#

A87-49624 *#

A87-49626 *#

A87-49627

A87-49628

A87-49630

A87-49633

A87-49635

A87-49636

A87-49637

A87-49638

A87-49639 #

A87-49640 #

A87-49641 #

A87-49642 #

725

725

725

p 726

726

,726

,726

:) 726

:_ 726

) 727

727

727

727

727

727

749

727

778

778

) 728

) 749

) 728

) 713

) 794

778

) 794

) 767

794

794

p 778

794

749

,749

767

778

738

:) 779

:) 713

:) 799

:) 794

779

738

738

756

756

749

757

713

749

761

757

761

728

792

) 728

) 761

) 783

) 788

) 761

) 783

) 788

) 767

) 767

767

768

768

b 768

750

750

p728

,728

729

_768

;) 729

;) 768

:) 768

:) 769

:) 769

769

75O

769

795

769

729

714

788

799

761

714

714

788

714

) 714

) 757

) 741

) 738

A87-49643 # _714

A87-49644 # _761

A87-49645 # _714

A87-49646 # _715

A87-49649 * # 1729

A87-49960 # _769

A87-49964 # D 750

A87-49965 _ 770

A87-49966 # 3 799

A87-49968 _ 799

A87-49976 # ) 762

A87-49978 # ) 729

A87-49979 # 762

A87-49980 # 729

A87-49981 # 789

A87-49985 # 762

A87-49989 # 730

A87-49990 # 779

A87-49991 # 730

A87-49993 # 762

A87-50004 # 757

A87-50097 783

A87-50187 * # ) 730

A87-50188 * # ) 762

A87-50189 * # ) 762

A87-50190 * # ) 779

A87-50196 * # )763

A87-50224 )750

A87-50225 )750

A87-50233 _770

A87-50333 # _789

A87-50334 # _789

A87-50335 # p757

A87-50336 # _750

A87-50338 # ,730

A87-50339 * # _730

A87-50340 # D 770

A87-50341 * # _ 730

A87-50342 * # 3 730

A87-50343 # 3 730

A87-50344 # _ 738

A87-50345 * # _ 730

A87-50346 # ) 730

A87-50347 * # 731

A87-50372 # 715

A87-50373 * # 715

A87-50402 # 770

A87-50408 # 795

A87-50418 *# 770

A87-50419 * # 757

A87-50420 # 770

A87-50421 *# 770

A87-50422 * # 763

A87-50430 # 771

A87-50432 * # 771

A87-50433 # 771

A87-50435 # 795

A87-50437 # 715

A87-50459 * # 792

A87-50460 * # )771

A87-50461 # )771

A87-50462 * # )771

A87-50463 # )772

A87-50464 # )772

A87-50465 # )741

A87-50487 # ) 751

A87-50488 * # _ 772

A87-50489 * # _ 772

A87-50491 *# _772

A87-50496 # _772

A87-50497 # _773

A87-50498 # _773

A87-50499 # _773

A87-50500 # =773

A87-50525 *# _715

A87-50529 *# _741

A87-50535 * # _ 773

A87-50536 *# _773

A87-50537 # _ 774

A87-50538 # ) 774

A87-50549 # _ 774

A87-50550 # _ 774

A87-50553 * # ) 774

A87-50555 # 774

A87-50564 # 775

A87-50565 # 795

A87-50569 # 775

A87-50587 789

A87-50588 763

A87-50617 783

A87-50714 739

A87-50872 847

A87-50876 803

A87-50880 803

A87-50890 803

A87-50915 859

A87-50949

A87-50972

A87-50974

A87-51007

A87-51158

A87-51177 #

A87-51195

A87-51213

A87-51214

A87-51215

A87-51221

A87-51231

A87-51232

A87-51301

A87-51322

A87-51325

A87-51347

A87-51351

A87-51353

A87-51400

A87°51454

A87-51469

A87-51471

A87-51472

A87-51473

A87-51474

A87-51475

A87-51477

A87-51483

A87-51614

A87-51634

A87-51648

A87-51651

A87-51653

A87-51654

A87-51659

A87-51663

A87-51664

A87-51669

A87-51671

A87-51672

A87-51757

A87-51792

A87-51807

A87-51808 #

A87-51809 #

A87-51810 #

A87-51811 #

A87-51812 #

A87-51813 #

A87-51941 #

A87-51968

A87-51981 #

A87-52056

A87-52064 *

A87-52069 *

A87-52171

A87-52172

A87-52189 #

A87-52233

A87-52245 *#

A87-52246 * #

A87-52251 *#

A87-52290 #

A87-52291 *#

A87-52304

A87-52306

A87-52314

A87-52322

A87-52324

A87-52334

A87-52348 *

A87-52355

A87-52357 *

A87-52359

A87-52360

A87-52370

A87-52371

A87-52386 *

A87-52393

A87-52403

A87-52494 *

A87-52517

A87-52522

A87-52534 *#

A87-52658

A87-52661

A87-52673

A87-52678

A87-52683

A87-52765

A87-52796 *

A87-52823

A87-52832

A87-_2844 #

A87-52846

ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX

:_ 855 A87-52876 # p 859

803 A87-52877 # p 859

847 A87-52878 * # p 807

803 A87-52879 * # p 838

A87-52880 # p 835
847

A87-52881 # p 824
84O

A87°52882 # p 807

853 A87-52883 # p 808
837

A87-52884 # p 808

) 823 A87-52885 * # p 808

) 859 A87-52886 # p 808
) 803

A87-52887 *# p 824

) 820 A87-52888 # p 808
) 853

) 840 A87-52889 # p 808

) 820 A87-52890 * # p 808
A87-52900 p 861

) 820
A87-52960 * # p 857

823 A87-52962 * # p 828

840 A87-52963 * # p 828
830

840 A87-52964 # p 835

804 A87-53062 # p 857
A87-53066 # p 857

847
A87-53069 # p 857

847
A87-53075 # p 857

847 A87-53079 * p 835
804

A87-53115 * p 853

:_ 830 A87-53159 * p 853

:) 847 A87-53206 * p 853

) 861 A87-53231 * p 858

859 A87-53269 p 853

848 A87-53352 * p 842

841 A87-53354 p 842

841 A87-53373 p 842
804

A87-53412 # p 808

804 A87-53413 p 801

804 A87-53414 p 801

804 A87-53415 p 801

804 A87-53416 p 849
805

A87-53417 p 861805
A87-53418 p 849) 805
A87-53419 p 849805
A87-53420 * p 849) 841
A87-53423 p 831

) 841
A87-53424 p 831

) 841
A87-53425 p 801

) 830
A87-53426 p 831

) 805
A87-53427 p 831

) 830
A87-53428 * p 831

) 805
A87-53429 p 831

) 859 A87-53430 p 831

) 805 A87-53431 p 832
) 828

A87-53441 p 843
) 837

A87-53442 p 832
) 835

A87-53520 p 808
806

A87-53522 p 808
I 853

A87-53526 p 808
859

A87-53544 p 809
861

A87-53552 p 801
861

A87-53553 p 801
848

A87-53562 p 809
856

A87-53563 p 809
,830

A87-53564 p 824
830

A87-53569 p 838
806

A87-53573 p 824
838

A87-53574 p 809:) 806
A87°53575 p 832:) 806
A87-53576 p 849:) 806
A87-53578 p 820

848
A87-53580 p 820

:) 806
A87-53581 p 840

) 806
A87-53582 p 820

) 848
A87-53583 p 835

806
A87-53585 p 849

807
A87-53623 * p 843

807
A87-53744 p 824

807

807 A87-53776 # p 824

848 A87-53777 # p 809

807 A87-53778 * # p 809

807 A87-53779 * # p 838

848 A87-53780 * # p 818

841 A87-53781 # p 824

838 A87-53782 # p 824

848 A87-53783 * # p 818

824 A87-53784 *# p 809
A87-53785 # p 843

856

842 p 824

842 p 821

842 p 829

848 p 843

842 p 843

820 p 843

857 p 843

857 p 844

857 p 825

) 824 p 860

) 859 p 858

A87-53798

A87-53800

A87-53802

A87-53823

A87-53888

A87.53892

A87-53893

A87.53894

A87.53901 *

A87°53903

A87-53957



ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX

A87-53969 p 854

A87-53986 tf p 832

A87-54139 p 835

A87-54140 p 835

A87-54189 tf p 838

A87-54190 If p 836

A87-54191 If p 818

A87-54.195 p 840

A87-54201 p 825

A .87-54239 p 860

A87-54252 If p 801

A87-54315 p 818

A87-54316 p 844

A87-54361 p 809

A87-54363 p 809

A87-54364 p 810

A87-54367 ° p 821

N87-10002 If p 2

N87-10003 *if p2

N87-10004 If p 3

N87-10005 p 11

N87-10006 p 11

N87-10007 p 11

N87-10009 p 11

N87-10014 If p 11

N87-10016 # p 49

N87-10017 If p 57

N87-10029 If p 49

N87-10030 If p 12

N87°10033 If p 12

N87-10039 *if p 12

N87-10040 *if p 12

N87-10041 *if p 12

N87-10042 "if p 12

N87-10043 "if p 12

N87-10044 "if p 13

N87-10045 If p 13

N87-10046 If p 13

N87-10047 If p 13

N87-10048 # p 13

N87-10051 p 13

N87-10052 p 14

N87-10053 If p 17

N87-10054 *if p 17

N87-10055 If p 17

N87-10056 If p 17

N87-10057 p 21

N87-10060 p 25

N87-10061 If p 25

N87-10062 If p 25

N87-10063 * If p 25

N87-10064 If p 25

N87-10065 ° If p 25

N87-10066 If p 26

N87-10067 If p 26

N87-10068 If p 26

N87-10069 If p 26

N87-10070 # p 26

N87-10071 If p 26

N87-10072 If p 27

N87-10073 If p 27

N87-10074 If p 27

N87-10075 If p 30

N87-10076 If p 30

N87-10077 If p 30

N87-10078 If p 30

N87-10079 # p 31

N87-10080 If p 31

N87-10081 If p 31

N87-10082 If p 31

N87-10083 # p 31

N87-10084 If p 31

N87-10085 # p 35

N87-10086 If p 31

N87-10087 If ) 32

N87-10088 # ) 32

N87-10089 # ) 32

N87-10090 If :J 32

N87-10091 If ) 32

N87-10092 If ) 32

N87-10093 If ) 32

N87-10094 If 33

N87-10095 If ,_ 33

N87-10096 If ) 33

N87-10097 If 33

N97-10098 If 33

N87-10099 If 33

N87-10100 "if 35

N87-10102 *if 36

N87-10103 *if 36

N87-10104 If 37

N87-10169 *if 38

N87-10180 If 41

N87-10182 *# 41

N87-10209 If 41

N87-10244 50

N87-10262 50

N87-10330 * If 14

N87-10391 "# 50

N87-10400 * If 50

N87-10404 If 50

N87-10405 If 50

N87°10665 If 55

N87-10748 If 59

N87-10750 ° If 59

N87-10752 ° If 59

N87-10753 ° If 59

N87-10774 If 61

N87-10779 If 62

N87-10791 62

N87-10828 * If 3

N87-10829 * If 3

N87-10830 If 3

N87-10832 14

N87-10833 14

N87-10834 If 14

N87-10835 *if 14

N87-10836 * If 15

N87-10837 *if 15

N87-10838 *if 15

N87-10839 *if 15

N87-10840 *if 15

N87-10841 *if 15

N87-10842 *# 15

N87-10843 *# 16

N87-10845 # 16

N87-10847 If 16

N87-10849 16

N87-10851 18

N87-10852 If 18

N87-10853 If 21

N87-10854 * If 22

N87-10855 # 22

N87-10858 27

N87-10859 ° If 27

N87-10860 * If 27

N87-10861 *if 28

N87-10862 * If 28

N87-10863 If 28

N87-10864 *if 34

N87-10865 If 34

N87-10866 * If 35

N87-10867 If 35

N87-10868 If 35

N87-10870 * If 36

N87-10871 *if 36

N87-10872 # 37

N87-10874 37

N87o10875 37

N87-10876 * If 37

N87-10878 If 38

N87-10973 * If :) 41

N87-10974 ° If :) 42

N87-10975 ° # :) 42

N87-10985 If ;) 42

N87-10990 If ;) 42

N87-10994 :) 42

N87-11003 If ;) 42

N87-11004 # _43

N87-11014 # _43

N87-11017 # _50

N87-11020 If _51

N87-11128 # D 51

N87-11129 If p 51

N87-11144 *if p 51

N87-11149 # p 51

N87-11175 p51

N87-11179 *if p51

N87°11180 *if p 52

N87-11181 *if p43

N87.11182 *if p 43

N87.11183 *if p 52

N87.11184 "if p 52

N87-11186 *if p 52

N87-11187 "if p 52

N87-11188 "if p 52

N87-11189 *if p 52

N87-11193 *if p43

N87-11194 *if p43

N87-11195 *if p43

N87-11199 *if p 52

N87-11200 °# p35

N87-11202 *if p 53

N87-11204 *if p43

N87-11206 *if p 53

N87-11207 *if p 35

N87-11211 *if p53

N87-11214 *if p 53

N87-11217 *if p 53

N87-11221 "if p53

N87-11225 *# p53

N87-11226 If 53

N87-11231 # 54

N87-11233 # 54

N87-11242 # 55

N87-11252 # 55

N87-11433 55

N87-11434 56

N87-11437 56

N87-11461 56

N87-11513 If 57

N87-11530 # 57

N87-11576 *if 60

N87-11577 °if 60

N87-11578 If 60

N87-11579 60

N87-11615 If 60

N87-11616 If 60

N87-11686 If 65

N87-11687 If 65

N87-11688 # 65

N87-11691 74

N87-11695 ° If 74

N87-11699 ° If 75

N87-11700 *if :)75

N87°11701 *if :_75

N87-11702 *if 375

N87-11704 If :) 75

N87-11706 If ;_ 83

N87-11707 If ;_ 83

N87-11708 If ;_83

N87-11709 If 383

N87-11710 If ;_83

N87-11711 If D84

N87°11712 If :)84

N87-11713 If _84

N87-11714 If _84

N87o11715 If _ 87

N87-11716 p 87

N87-11717 *if p 96

N87-11719 *if p 96

N87-11720 *if p97

N87-11721 °if p97

N87-11722 *if p97

N87-11723 * If p 97

N87-11725 *if p97

N87-11726 °if p98

N87-11730 *if p 115

N87-11731 *if p 106

N87-11732"# p106

N87-11733 *# p 129

N87-11736 *if p 115

N87-11737 * If p 98

N87-11738 ° If p 75

N87-11739 * # p 98

N87-11740 *if p 136

N87-11743 * If p 98

N87-11746 * If p84

N87-11747 *if p98

N87-11748 *if p 136

N87-11749 *if p98

N87-11750 *if p99

N87-11751 *if p99

N87-11752 *if p 115

N87-11753 ° If p 99

N87-11754 *if p 136

N87-11755 *if p 136

N87-11756 *if p 99

N87-11757 *if p 99

N87-11758 * If p 99

N87-11759 *if b 100

N87-11768 *if _ 106

N87-11769 ° If p 106

N87-11774 *if = 115

N87-11775 *if p 136

N87-11781 *if p 100

N87-11782 If _ 100

N87-11783 If ) 102

N87°11784 If ) 102

N87-11785 If _ 102

N87-11786 If _ 103

N87-11787 ) 103

N87°11788 *if ) 106

N87-11789 *# ) 107

N87-11790 *if ) 107

N87-11792 If ) 107

N87-11793 If ) 107

N87-11794 ) 115

N87-11795 *if ) 115

N87-11796 * If ) 116

N87-11797 *if 116

N87-11798 If 118

N87-11799 If 118

N87-11800 *if 118

N87-11801 *if 118

N87-11802 If 119

N87-11803 If 119

N87-11805 #

N87-11877 #

N87-11902 #

N87-11904 #

N87-11908 #

N87-11910 #

N87-11992 If

N87-11993 * If

N87-11995 * #

N87-12017 * If

N87-12082 * #

N87-12265 " #

N87-12273 * #

N87-12322 " #

N87-12323 * If

N87-12326 #

N87-12327 #

N87-12533 #

N87-12534 #

N87-12535

N87-12536

N87-12537

N87-12538 * If

N87-12539 * If

N87-12540 If

N87-12541 * If

N87-12542 * If

N87-12543

N87-12544 #

N87-12545 #

N87-12547

N87-12549 #

N87-12550 #

N87-12551 #

N87-12552 * If

N87-12556

N87-12557 * #

N87-12558 ° If

N87-12559 ° If

N87-12560 If

N87-12561

N87-12562 #

N87-12563 If

N87-12564 #

N87-12565 #

N87-12566 * #

N87-12568 #

N87-12569 If

N87°12570 #

N87-12571 If

N87-12572 If

N87-12573 If

N87°12577 If

N87-12622 If

N87-12685 #

N87-12711 If

N87-12716 #

N87-12729 If

N87-12766 If

N87-12768 If

N87-12816 #

N87-12830 * #

N87-12868

N87-12869 * If

N87-12881 If

N87-12915 " #

N87-12924 ° #

N87-12939 If

N87-13064 ° #

N87-13099 If

N87-13105 If

N87-13110 #

N87-13149 If

N87-13179 #

N87-13252 * If

N87-13347 If

N87-13352 If

N87-13401 If

N87-13402 #

N87-13403 * #

N87-13404 * If

N87-13405 * If

N87-13407 If

N87-13409 * #

N87-13411 #

N87-13412 If

N87-13413 #

N87-13414 #

N87-13415 If

N87-13416 If

N87-13418 If

N87-13419 If

N87-13420 #

N87-13426 #

N87-13427 * #

N87-13428 ° #

119

122

122

122

122

129

129

129

130

130

132

137

137

138

138

138

139

) 65

)66

) 76

) 76

) 76

76

) 76

76

77

77

77

77

77

77

84

84

85

87

100

100

100

101

107

108

108

108

108

108

116

116

116

116

117

119

119

120

123

123

130

101

130

130

130

131

131

131

131

131

131

131

132

132

133

133

133

132

:) 137

:) 139

:) 139

:) 139

, 144

, 144

:) 150

,150

, 151

151

, 151

:_ 151

:_ 151

151

151

3 151

;_ 152

152

_155

, 155

160

=172

,173

N87-14329

N87-13429 # 173

N87-13430 If 173

N87-13431 # 173

N87-13432 # 173

N87-13433 # 173

N87-13434 # 174

N87-13435 If 174

N87-13436 # 174

N87-13437 # 174

N87-13438 ° # 182

N87-13439 # 182

N87-13440 # 183

N87-13443 "# 185

N87-13444 # 185

N87-13445 # 191

N87-13446 "# 191

N87-13450 * # 193

N87-13453 # 193

N87-13454 # 193

N87-13455 # 193

N87-13496 # 195

N87-13545 # 196

N87-13566 ° # 196

N87-13589 If ) 200

N87-13616 If ) 200

N87-13621 # ) 200

N87-13661 ° # ) 200

N87-13663 ° If ) 200

N87-13664 ° If ) 201

N87-13755 ° If ) 201

N87-13757 If ) 201

N87-13789 * If ) 201

N87-13795 * If ) 201

N87-14041 If )207

N87-14061 If )207

N87-14066 If )207

N87-14120 * # 208

N87-14243 144

N87-14244 145

N87-14246 # 145

N87-14247 # 152

N87-14248 # 174

N87-14252 # 210

N87-14257 # 202

N87-14258 # 207

N87-14262 # 152

N87-14263 # 202

N87-14266 # 152

N87-14267 If 152

N87-14268 # 152

N87-14269 # 202

N87-14270 # 207

N87-14271 # 153

N87-14273 # 153

N87-14274 # 191

N87-14275 If 174

N87-14276 If 174

N87°14277 If 174

N87-14278 "# 153

N87-14279 ° # 153

N87-14280 *if 153

N87-14282 ° # 153

N87-14285 # 154

N87-14288 # 154

N87-14289 If 154

N87-14291 If 154

N87-14292 If 154

N87-14296 155

N87-14297 156

N87-14299 156

N87-14300 156

N87-14301 156

N87-14303 156

N87-14304 156

N87-14305 * # 156

N87-14306 # 156

N87-14307 # 156

N87-14308 160

N87-14309 160

N87-14310 *if 160

N87-14313 176

N87-14314 * } 175

N87-14315 If _ 175

N87-14316 _ 175

N87-14317 ° If _ 175

N87°14318 ° # _ 175

N87-14319 # _ 175

N87-14321 If 3 176

N87-14322 If 3 176

N87-14323 If 3 176

N87-14324 If 3 176

N87-14325 If 3 176

N87-14326 If _176

N87-14327 # _177

N87-14328 # _177

N87-14329 _183

G-9



N87-14330

N87-14330 *#
N87-14331 #
N87-14333 #
N87-14344 #
N87-14349 * #
N87-14352 #
N87-14353
N87-14354
N87-14356 #
N87-14357 #
N87-14437 #
N87-14438 #
N87-14447 #
N87-14448 #
N87-14636 #
N87-14641 #
N87-14642 #
N87-14673 * #
N87-14682 #
N87-14721 #
N87-14729 * #
N87-14766 #
N87-14780 #
N87-14781
N87-14782
N87-14792 #
N87-14806 #
N87-14910 * #
N87-14957 * #
N87-14958 #
N87-14960 #
N87-15161 #
N87-15162 #
N87-15163 #
N87-15164 #
N87-15165 #
N87-15166 #
N87-15168 #
N87-15169 #
N87-15173 * #
N87-15174 * #
N87-15175 * #
N87-15176 * #
N87-15178 * #
N87-15179 * #
N87-15180 * #
N87-15181 * #
N87-15182 * #
N87-15184 * #
N87-15185 * #
N87-15186 * #
N87-15187 * #
N87-15189 #
N87-15190 #
N87-15191 #
N87-15192 #
N87-15193 #
N87-15194 #
N87-15195 #
N87-15196 #
N87-15197 * #

N87-15198 #
N87-15199 #
N87-15200 #
N87-15201
N87-15203 #
N87-15204 #
N87-15205 * #
N87-15207 #
N87-15210 #
N87-15212 #
N87-15218 #
N87-15220 #
N87-15223 #
N87-15232 #
N87-15233
N87-15234 * #
N87-15235 o #
N87-15236 ° #
N87-15237 * #
N87-15238 #
N87-15289 #
N87-15291 #
N87-15306 #
N87-15364 #
N87-15371 #
N87-15380 #
N87-15381 #
N87-15397 #
N87-15407 #
N87-15466 * #
N87-15904 #

N87-15933 #
N87-15935 #

N87-15936 #

N87-15941 * #

G-IO

183
185

_196
, 185
p185
p191

192
b193
,194
_194
_196
_196

196
196
154
154
154
202

:) 202
202
203
203
203
203

:) 203
:)204
:)204

207
:)208
3209
:) 209
:) 242

242
242
242
211
229
229
229
229
23O
23O
23O
23O
23O
231
231
231
231
231
231
231
232

232
232
235
235
235
235
235
236
236

:) 236
237

:) 242
:) 242
:) 243
:) 243
:) 243
:) 250
:) 250

250
251
251

:) 251
:) 254
:) 254
:) 257

258
:) 258
:) 258
:) 259

259
259
266
266
267
267

267
267
267
274

212

232

254

232

N87-15942 #

N87-15943 * #

N87-15948 #

N87-15950 #

N87-15951 #
N87-15953 #
N87-15954 #
N87-15956 #
N87-15957
N87-15959 * #
N87-15961 #
N87-15962 #
N87°15963 #
N87-15964 #
N87-15965 * #
N87-15966 #
N87-15967

N87-15968 #
N87-15969 #
N87-15970 #
N87-15971
N87-15972
N87-15973 #
N87-15974 #
N87-15975 *#
N87-15976 *#
N87-15977 * #
N87-15978 #
N87-15979 #
N87-15981 #
N87-15982 #
N87-15985 #
N87-16002 #
N87-16011 #
N87-16078 #
N87-16093 #
N87-16094 #
N87-16146 #
N87-16157 #
N87-16172 #
N87-16176
N87-16181 #
N87-16182 #
N87-16183 #
N87-16187 #
N87-16189 #
N87-16204 #
N87-16213 #
N87-16276 #
N87-16362 #
N87-16364 #
N87-16365 #
N87-16376 #
N87-16380 #
N87-16553 * #
N87-16557 #
N87-16559 ° #
N87-16587 "#
N87-16588 "#
N87-16590 #
N87-16661 #
N87-16786
N87-16788

N87-16789 *#
N87.16790 * #
N87.16791 "#
N87-16792 * #
N87-16793 *
N87-16794 #
N87-16796 * #
N87-16798 ° #
N87-16801 ° #
N87-16802 * #
N87-16805 * #
N87-16807 * #
N87-16809 #
N87-16810 #
N87-16811 #
N87-16812 #
N87-16813 #
N87-16814
N87-16815 * #
N87-16816 * #
N87-16817 #
N87-16818 #
N87-16819 ° #
N87-16820 * #
N87-16821 ° #
N87-16822 #
N87-16823 #
N87-16824
N87-16825 * #
N87-16828 "
N87-16831 #
N87-16832 #
N87-16833 #

232

233

235

235

236
237
237
237
243
243
244
244

) 244
) 244
) 244
) 244
) 247
) 251
) 251
) 251
) 251
) 251
) 252
) 252
) 254
) 254
) 254
) 255
) 255
) 258
) 258
) 258
) 245
) 245

260
260

) 260
) 260
) 260
) 252
) 267
) 267
) 261
) 233
) 245
) 245

268
) 268

268
) 268

268
) 268
) 268
) 269
) 271
) 271
) 271
) 272
) 272
) 273
) 274
) 289
) 290
) 290
) 290
) 290
) 290
) 291
) 291
) 291
) 291
) 291
) 291
) 292
) 292

292
) 292
) 292
)296

300
300
306
30O
301
301
301
301
301
301
3O3
306
307
307
3O7
3O7
307

N87-16834 #
N87-16835 #
N87-16836 #
N87-16838 #
N87-16839 #
N87-16840 #
N87-16841 #
N87-16842 #
N87-16843 #
N87-16844 #
N87-16845 #
N87-16846 #
N87-16847
N87-16849 * #
N87-16850
N87-16851 * #
N87-16852 #
N87-16853 #
N87-16854 #
N87-16883 ° #
N87-16884 * #
N87-16897 #
N87-16905 #
N87-17001 * #
N87-17010 #
N87-17020 #
N87-17032 #
N87-17048 #
N87-17051 #
N87-17055 #
N87-17057 #
N87-17059 #
N87-17063 #
N87-17067 #
N87-17070 #
N87-17071 #
N87-17077 #
N87-17078 #
N87-17079 #
N87-17085 #
N87-17094 #
N87-17106 #
N87-17271 #
N87-17378 #
N87-17422 #
N87-17479 ° #
N87-17480 * #
N87-17481 * #
N87-17482 * #
N87-17483 "#
N87-17526 "#
N87-17658 o #
N87-17659 * #
N87-17661 #
N87-17663 * #
N87-17664 *#
N87-17666 *#
N87-17667 *#
N87-17670 * #
N87-17671 * #
N87-17673 #
N87-17682 #
N87-17683 #
N87-17684 #
N87-17685 #
N87-17686 * #
N87-17687 #
N87-17691 * #
N87-17692 * #
N87-17693 * #
N87-17694 * #
N87-17695 * #
N87-17696 #
N87-17697 #
N87-17698 #
N87-17700 * #
N87-17701 *#
N87-17703 #
N87-17704 #
N87-17705 #
N87-17707 #
N87-17708 * #
N87-17709 * #
N87-17710 * #
N87-17711 *#
N87-17712 * #
N87-17713 * #
N87-17714 * #
N87-17715 * #
N87-17716 * #
N87-17718 *#
N87-17719 #

N87-17721 #

N87-17753 * #

N87-17858 * #

N87-17860 * #

308
308
308
308
308
305
308
308
309
309
309
309
311
312
315
315
315
316
316
318
318
318
319
323
323
324
324
324
324
324
324
324
325
325
325
325
325
326
326
326
326
331
331
331
331
335
335
335
335
335
336
275
275
276
292
292
293
293
293
293
293
294
294
294
294
295
295
301
3O2
3O2
3O2
3O2
302
302
303
3O9
3O9
3O9
310
310
310
312
312
312

:) 312
313

:) 313
:) 313
:) 313
:) 313
:) 316
:) 316

316

303

,319

_319

N87-18057 ° #

N87-18094 #

N87-18098 #

N87-18113 *#

N87-18115 *#
N87-18116 "#
N87-18117 *#
N87-18121 *#
N87-18124 #
N87-18278 * #
N87-18329 * #
N87-18337 #
N87-18399 * #
N87-18401 ° #
N87-18402 * #
N87°18513 #
N87-18517 #
N87-18518 #
N87-18520 "#
N87-18521 * #
N87-18522 * #
N87-18523 * #
N87-18524 * #
N87-18527 * #
N87-18528 ° #
N87-18529 * #
N87-18530 ° #
N87-18531 "#
N87-18532 ° #
N87-18533
N87-18537 ° #
N87-18538 ° #
N87-18539 ° #
N87-18540 * #
N87-18543 #
N87-18544 #
N87-18545 #
N87-18547 * #
N87-18548 #
N87-18549 #
N87-18550 #
N87-18551 #
N87-18552 #
N87-18553 #
N87-18554 #
N87-18555 #
N87-18556 #
N87-18557 #
N87-18560 #
N87-18561 * #
N87-18562 #
N87-18563 * #
N87-18564 #
N87-18565 #
N87-18566 #
N87-18567 #
N87-18569 #
N87-18570 * #
N87-18571 * #
N87-18572 * #
N87-18573 #
N87-18574 * #
N87-18575 * #
N87-18576 * #
N87-18577 #
N87-18578 #
N87-18579 #
N87-18580 #
N87-18660 #
N87-18661 #
N87-18662 #
N87-18721 #
N87-18722 #
N87-18724 #
N87-18725 #
N87-18727 #
N87-18728 #
N87-18729 #
N87-18752 #
N87-18756 #
N87-18759 #
N87-18797 #
N87-18798 #
N87-18801 ° #
N87-18825 #
N87-18855 * #
N87-18860 * #
N87-18861 * #
N87-18862 * #
N87-18863 * #
N87-18864 * #
N87-18869 * #
N87-18871 * #
N87-18874 * #
N87-18883 * #
N87-18891 #
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326

326

327

327

327
327
327
328

b328
331

b332
b332

336
336
336

p294
p336

337
340
352
356

p356
b352

357
352

p373
p373

353
341

p348
348
349
349
349
349
349
349
353
353
353
353
353
353
354

) 354
354

) 354
) 357
) 357

361

361
362
362
362
362

) 370
) 370
) 373
) 373

373
) 374
) 376

376
376

) 376
) 377

377
) 377
) 379
) 380
) 380

387
) 387
) 387

387
388
388
388
388
389
389
389
389
389
389
390
390
349
390
390
390
390
390

:) 391
391
391

N87-18909 ° # ) 393
N87-18945 # ) 393
N87-18993 * # ) 395
N87-10604 # ) 396
N87-19018 # ) 396
N87-19029 # ) 396
N87-10631 # ) 396
N87-10657 * # ) 398

N87-19347 # ) 341
N87-19348 # ) 341
N87-19350 * # ) 350
N87-19355 # ) 350
N87-19356 # ) 350
N87-19358 # ) 350
N87-19363 # _350
N87-19364 # ) 350
N87-19366 # ) 350
N87-19367 # ) 354
N87-19388 # ) 354
N87-19389 # ) 354
N87-19370 # ) 355
N87-19371 ) 357
N87-19372 # _357
N87-19373 # ) 357
N87-19376 * # ) 362
N87-19377 # ) 362
N87-19378 # ) 363
N87-19380 # ) 363
N87-19381 # ) 363

N87-19382 # p 363
N87-19383 # p 363
N87-19384 # p 363
N87-19385 # p 364
N87-19386 # p 364
N87-19387 # p 364
N87-19388 # p 364
N87-19389 # p 364
N87-19390 # p 364
N87-19391 # p 365
N87-19392 # p 365
N87-19393 *# p 366
N87-19394 # p 366
N87-19395 # p 370
N87-19396 # p 370
N87-19397 # p 370
N87-19398 # p 370
N87-19399 # p 371
N87-19400 # p 374
N87-19401 # p 374
N87-19402 # p 374
N87-19403 # p 374
N87-19404 # p 375
N87-19406 # p 375
N87-19407 # p 375
N87°19410 # p 377
N87-19411 # p 377
N87-19412 # p 377
N87-19413 # p 378
N87-19415 # p 378
N87-19450 "# p 380
N87°19508 # p 380
N87-19534 # p 380
N87°19541 # p 391
N87-19570 # p 391
N87-19646 *# p 391
N87-19668 # p 392
N87-19676 # p 392
N87-19697 # p 392
N87-19754 * # p 392
N87-19798 # p 393
N87-19815 # p 393
N87-19856 # p 394
N87-19911 # p 394
N87-19961 # p 396
N87-19981 # p 396
N87-20145 # p 399
N87-20173 # p 403
N87-20174 # p 403
N87-20175 # p 404
N87-20176 # p 431
N87-20177 # p 404
N87-20178 # p 457
N87-20179 # p 404
N87-20181 # p 404
N87-20182 # p 404
N87-20183 # p 404
N87-20184 # p 405
N87-20185 # p 405
N87-20186 # p 405
N87-20187 # p 405
N87-20188 # p 405
N87-20189 # p 405

N87-20106 # p 406
N87-20191 # p 406

N87-20192 # p 406

N87-20193 # p 413
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N87-20196

N87-20197

N87-20199 #

N87-20201 #
N87-20202 #
N87-20203 * #
N87-20204 #
N87-20206 * #
N87-20207 #
N87-20208 #
N87-20209 #
N87-20210 #
N87-20213 #
N87-20214 * #
N87-20216 #
N87-20217 #
N87-20218 #
N87-20221 #
N87-20222 * #
N87-20223 #
N87-20224 #
N87-20225 #
N87-20226 #
N87-20227 * #
N87°20228 * #
N87-20229 * #
N87-20231 * #
N87-20232 * #
N87-20233 * #
N87-20234 * #
N87-20236 * #
N87-20239 * #
N87-20240 * #
N87-20242 * #
N87-20245 #
N87.20246 #
N87-20247 #
N87-20248 #
N87-20249 #
N87-20250 #
N87-20251 #
N87-20252 * #
N87-20253 * #
N87-20254 "#
N87-20255 * #
N87-20256 #
N87-20258 #
N87-20259
N87-20260
N87-20261 * #
N87-20262 #
N87.20263 #
N87.20264 * #
N87-20265 * #
N87-20266
N87-20268 * #
N87-20269 * #
N87-20273 * #
N87-20275 * #
N87-20277 * #
N87-20278 * #
N87-20280 * #
N87-20281 * #
N87-20282 * #
N87-20285 #
N87-20286 #
N87-20288

N87-20289 * #
N87-20290 * #
N87-20292 #
N87-20293 #
N87-20294 * #
N87-20295 * #
N87-20296 * #
N87-20297 * #
N87-20298 * #
N87-20299 #
N87-20300 #
N87-20387 * #
N87-20406 * #
N87-20432 #
N87-20433 #
N87-20517 * #
N87-20555 * #
N87.20556 * #
N87-20566 * #
N87-_0601 #
N87-20700 #
N87-20797 * #
N87-20799 #
N87-20800 #
N87-20954
N87-20957 #
N87-20958 #
N87-20959 #
N87-20960 #

p 414

p 414

p 414

p 475

p 475
p 475
p 476

414
414

)415
)415
) 431
) 466

415
432
415
415
415
466
466
416
416

3 432
416

:)416
,416
,416
417
417

_417
p417
p417

418
t 418
_418

418
p418
1418

419
_419

419
) 421
) 421

421
) 421
) 421
) 426
) 432

432
) 432
) 432

432
) 437
) 438
) 438
) 457

458
458
441
476
441
442
442

:_442
:)442

442
,448
449

,449
449
449

p452
452
453
453
453
453

) 453
458

1458
) 466
) 466
) 466
) 467
) 467
) 467

476
) 470

477
477
477
406
400
4O6
4O6
407

N87-20001 #
N87-20962 #
N87-20966 * #
N87-20973 #
N87-20974 #
N87-20975
N87-20976
N87-20980 #
N87-20981 #
N87-20982 * #
N87-20986 #
N87-20988 #
N87-20989 #
N87-20990 * #
N87-20991 * #
N87-20992 #
N87-20993 #
N87-20994 #
N87-20995 #
N87-20997 #
N87-20998 #
N87-20999 *
N87-21000 #
N87-21001 #
N87-21002 #
N87-21003 #
N87-21004 #
N87-21005 #
N87-21007
N87-21135 #
N87-21166 #
N87-21170 #
N87-21181 #
N87-21184 #
N87-21187 #
N87-21191 #
N87-21192 #
N87-21195 #
N87-21202 #
N87-21214 #
N87-21246 #
N87-21265 #
N87-21341 #
N87-21373 * #
N87-21378 #
N87-21401 #
N87-21456 #
N87-21467 #
N87-21603 #
N87-21652 *
N87-21657 #
N87-21845 #
N87-21846 #
N87-21847 #
N87-21848 #
N87-21849 * #
N87-21850 #
N87-21851 #
N87-21855 * #
N87-21856
N87-21857 #
N87-21861 #
N87-21862 #
N87-21863 #
N87-21864 #
N87-21865 #
N87-21866 #
N87-21867 #
N87-21868 #
N87-21869 #
N87-21871 * #
N87-21872 #
N87°21873 * #
N87-21874 * #
N87-21875 * #
N87°21876 #
N87-21877
N87-21878 ° #
N87-21879 * #
N87-21881 #
N87-21883 #
N87-21885 #
N87-21886 #
N87-21887 #
N87-21889 #
N87-21890 #
N87-21891 #
N87°21892 #
N87-21893 * #
N87-21894 #
N87-21895 * #
N87-21896 #

N87-21897 #

N87-21898 #

N87-21899 #

N87-21900 #

407
407
419
419
419
422
422
422
426
426

,426
,433
,433

433
433

,433
433
434
438

p443
p443
p449

449
_449

450
) 450

450
453

) 453
) 458
) 467
) 467
) 467
) 443
) 468
) 468
) 454

468
468
468
468
468
469
469
469
469
470
438
476

,477
,477

478
483

,483
483

p483
,490

490
490
490
490
490

= 490
) 491

491
491
491
491
491
492
492
492
492
492
492
495
495
495
496

_500
,500

500
500

_500
p535

535
_501

501
_501
=501
=501
) 501

) 502

) 502

) 502

5O2

N87-21901 #

N87-21902 #

N87-21903 #

N87-21904 #
N87-21905 #
N87-21906 #
N87-21907 #
N87-21908 "#
N87-21911 #
N87-21913 #
N87-21915 * #
N87-21916 #
N87-21917 ° #
N87-21918 #
N87-21919 #
N87-21920 #
N87-21921 * #
N87-21922 #
N87-21924 #
N87-21926
N87-21927 #
N87-21929 * #
N87-21930 #
N87-21931 #
N87-21932 "#
N87-21934 #
N87-21935 #
N87-21936 #
N87-21937 #
N87-21939 #
N87-21940 #
N87-21941 #
N87-21942 #
N87-21943 #
N87-21944 #
N87-21945 #
N87-21947 #
N87-21948 #
N87-21949 #
N87-21950 #
N87-21951 #
N87-21952 #
N87-21953 #
N87-21955 * #
N87-21956 * #
N87-21957 ° #
N87-21958 #

N87-21959 #
N87-21000 * #
N87-21961 " #
N87-21962 #
N87-21003 " #
N87-21004 #
N87-21005 #
N87-21968 #
N87-21969 #
N87-22052 #
N87-22054 #
N87-22097 * #
N87-22116 * #
N87-22136 #
N87-22138 #
N87-22139 #
N87-22140 #
N87-22149 #
N87-22151 #
N87-22152 #
N87-22153 #
N87-22167 #
N87-22169 #
N87-22181 * #
N87-22199 * #
N87-22200 * #
N87-22210 * #
N87-22212 * #
N87-22213 * #
N87-22215 * #
N87-22216 * #
N87-22217 * #
N87-22219 * #
N87-22234 #
N87-22245 * #
N87-22251 #
N87-22267 * #
N87-22270 * #
N87-22273 * #
N87-22276 * #
N87-22314 #
N87-22341 " #
N87-22342 * #
N87-22343 * #
N87-22344 * #
N87-22346 * #
N87-22347 * #
N87-22348 * #
N87-22351 " #

) 522

)511
502

503

5O3
) 503

5O8
508
5O8
5O8
5O8
5O9
509
511
511
511
512
515

:)515
515
515

,516
516
516
516
516
516
517
517
535
517
517
517
517

) 518
) 518
) 518
) 536
) 518
) 518
) 518
) 518

519
519
519
522
522
522
522
522
526
526

:_526
;_526

526
526

,529
529
536
536
536
536
536
536
537
537

) 537
) 537
) 537
) 537
) 538

538
) 538
) 538
) 538
) 538
) 539

539
539
539
539
539
539
539
540
540
540

,543
,543
_496
_496
=509

543
543

_543
543

N87-22353 * #
N87-22354 * #
N87-22355 * #
N87-22375 #
N87-22379 #
N87-22416 #
N87-22424 #
N87-22602 * #
N87-22604 * #
N87-22605 * #
N87-22606 * #
N87-22607 * #
N87-22609 * #
N87-22610 * #
N87-22611 * #
N87-22612 * #
N87-22614 * #
N87-22619 ° #
N87-22620 * #
N87-22622 * #
N87-22623 #
N87-22624 #
N87-22627 * #
N87-22628 #
N87-22629 * #
N87-22631 * #
N87-22633 * #
N87-22664 #
N87-22666 #
N87-22668 #
N87-22669 #
N87-22670 #
N87-22674 #
N87-22675 #
N87-22676 #
N87-22677 #
N87-22678 *
N87-22679 #
N87-22680 * #
N87-22681 * #
N87-22682 #
N87-22683 #
N87-22684 #
N87-22685 " #
N87-22686 #
N87-22687 #
N87-22688 #
N87-22689 #
N87°22690 * #
N87-22691 * #
N87-22692 * #
N87-22767 * #
N87-22796 * #
N87-22808 #
N87-22811 * #
N87-22858 #
N87-22864 #
N87-22928 #
N87-22929 #
N87-22930 #
N87-22932 * #
N87-22938 #
N87-22940 #
N87-22948 * #
N87-22978 * #
N87-23004 #
N87-23009 * #
N87-23007 #
N87-23100 * #
N87-23162 * #
N87-23182 #
N87-23192 * #
N87-23194 * #
N87-23202 * #
N87-23204 #
N87-23248 #
N87-23250 #
N87-23571 #
N87-23572 #
N87-23573 #
N87-23574 #
N87-23577 #
N87-23580 #
N87-23582 #
N87-23584 * #
N87-23587 * #
N87-23589 " #
N87-23591 " #
N87-23593 * #
N87-23594 * #
N87-23595 * #
N87-23596 * #

N87-23597 * #

N87-23598 * #

N87-23599 #

N87-23602 #

) 543
) 527
) 544
) 544
) 544
) 547
) 547
) 550
) 483
) 496

503
503
496
540
540
5O3
5O3
496
504
523
493
493
493

:)493
:_493
3 493

494
483

,509
509
509
519
523
509
509
510
512

) 519
) 519
) 520
) 520

520
520
520
523
523
523
524
524
524
524
541
541

) 530
,530

) 530
530

3 541
:) 541

541
541
541
542
542
542
542
542

) 544
) 544
) 548
) 548
) 548
) 548
) 548

548
549
549
584
59O
569
570
592
592
592
570

) 570
) 570

570
,570

571
571
571

571

571

575

576

N87-24407

N87-23603 # 576

N87-23504 # 576
N87-23606 # 576

N87-23607 * # 582

N87-23608 # 582
N87-23609 # 584
N87-23610 # 585
N87-23611 # 585
N87-23612 # 585
N87-23613 # 585
N87-23614 * # 585
N87-23615 * # 585
N87-23616 * # 590
N87-23617 * # 590
N87-23618 # 592
N87-23619 * # ) 592
N87-23621 # ) 593
N87-23622 *# ) 593
N87-23626 * # ) 593
N87-23627 * # _ 597
N87-23628 # _ 597
N87-23629 # 3 597
N87-23630 ° # _597
N87-23631 * ,597
N87-23632 * # _598
N87-23633 # ,599
N87-23634 * # _599
N87-23635 # _599
N87-23636 # _599
N87-23637 # _599
N87-23638 # _600
N87-23639 # _600
N87-23640 # _600
N87-23643 # ) 600
N87-23645 # ) 600
N87-23646 # ) 600
N87-23647 # ) 600
N87-23649 # ) 600
N87-23650 # ) 601
N87-23651 # ) 601
N87-23652 # ) 601
N87-23653 # ) 601
N87-23654 # ) 601
N87-23655 # ) 601
N87-23656 # 602
N87-23657 # 602
N87-23658 # 602
N87-23659 # 602
N87-23660 # 602
N87-23661 # 602
N87-23662 * # 602
N87-23664 * # 603
N87-23665 # 603
N87-23666 # ) 603
N87-23729 * # 604
N87-23737 " # :) 605
N87-23789 * 605
N87-23791 * _605
N87-23792 _605
N87-23793 # ,611
N87-23794 # )611
N87-23795 # _603
N87-23796 # _604
N87-23797 # )620
N87-23798 # )605
N87-23799 # _620
N87-23800 # ) 612
N87-23801 # ) 612
N87-23802 # _612
N87-23803 # ) 605
N87-23804 # ) 612
N87-23805 # ) 606
N87-23800 # ) 606
N87-23807 # ) 606
N87-23815 # ) 606
N87-23816 # ) 606
N87-23818 # 612
N87-23850 # 612
N87-23851 # 612
N87-23856 * # 613
N87-23859 # 613
N87-23860 # 613
N87-23861 # 613
N87-23862 # 613
N87-23864 # :)613
N87-23912 # 614
N87-24045 # _615
N87-24160 * # ,620
N87-24161 * # _620
N87-24390 * # _621
N87-24398 # _ 571
N87-24399 _ 571
N87-24403 _ 572
N87-24404 ) 598
N87-24405 ) 572
N87-24407 ) 572
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N87-24409

N87-24409 * # p 572

N87-24411 * # p 586

N87-24412 * # p 572

N87-24413 * # p 572

N87-24414 • # p 572

N87-24415 * # p 572

N87-24416 • # p 573

N87-24417 * # p 573

N87-24418 "# p 593

N87-24419 * # p 593

N87-24420 * # p 573

N87-24421 "# p 586

N87-24422 * # p 573

N87-24423 * # p 573

N87-24424 p 573

N87-24426 p 574

N87-24428 # p 574

N87-24429 # p 574

N87-24430 # p 574

N87-24431 # p 574

N87-24432 * # p 574

N87-24433 *# p 574

N87-24435 * # p 575

N87-24437 # p 576

N87-24438 # p 576

N87-24439 # p 577

N87-24440 # p 577

N87-24441 # p 577

N87-24442 # p 577

N87-24443 # p 577

N87-24445 # p 586

N87-24446 # p 586

N87-24450 # p 586

N87-24451 # p 586

N87-24452 # p 587

N87-24453 # p 587

N87-24454 # p 587

N87-24455 * # p 587

N87-24456 p 587

N87-24457 * # p 587

N87-24458 * # p 568

N87-24459 * # p 588

N87-24460 * # p 588

N87-24461 * # p 588

N87-24462 # p 590

N87-24467 # p 593

N87-24473 # p 594

N87-24475 # p 594

N87-24476 # p 594

N87-24478 # p 575

N87-24480 # p 603

N87-24481 * # p 594

N87-24482 * # p 598

N87-24483 • # p 598

N87-24553 # p 607

N87-24577 * # p 607

N87-24578 * # p 607

N87-24599 # p 614

N87-24672 * # p 614

N87-24675 # p 614

N87-24802 • # p 615

N87-24866 " # p 615

N87-24911 * # p 619

N87-24934 # p 619

N87-24965 * # p 620

N87-24966 * # p 620

N87-24984 • # p 621

N87-25267 • # p 625

N87-25268 * # p 703

N87-25269 * # p 703

N87-25270 • # p 703

N87-25271 • # p 703

N87-25272 * # p 703

N87-25273 * # p 709

N87-25274 * # p 703

N87-25275 * # p 687

N87-25276 °# p 657

N87-25277 " # p 703

N87-25278 * # p 687

N87-25279 " # p 681

N87-25280 ° # p 687

N87-25281 ° # p 658

N87-25282 • # p 647

N87-25283 " # p 687

N87-25284 * # p 658

N87-25285 * # p 647

N87-25287 * # p 647

N87-25288 * # p 647

N87-25291 # p625

N87-25293 ° # p 625

N87-25294 ° # p 642

N87-25295 * # p 642

N87-25296 * # p 642

N87-25297 p 642

N87-25298 # p 642

N87-25299 # p 642

G-12

N87-25300 #

N87-25301 * #

N87-25302 * #

N87-25304 * #

N87-25305 ° #

N87-25306 " #

N87-25307 ° #

N87-25308 #

N87-25309 #

N87-25310 #

N87-25311 #

N87-25312 #

N87-25313 #

N87-25314

N87-25315 #

N87-25316 #

N87-25317 #

N87-25318 #

N87-25320 * #

N87-25321 * #

N87-25323 * #

N87-25326 #

N87-25330 * #

N87-25331 " #

N87-25333 #

N87-25334 *

N87-25435 * #

N87-25436 #

N87-25439 * #

N87-25496 * #

N87-25534 #

N87-25536 #

N87-25538 #

N87-25550 #

N87-25558 * #

N87-25584 * #

N87-25604 #

N87-25621 * #

N87-25771 * #

N87-25786 #

N87-25804 * #

N87-25806 * #

NB7-25807 * #

N87-25824 #

N87-25827 * #

N87-25988 #

N87-25990 #

N87-25993 * #

N87-25997 * #

N87-26004 ° #

N87-26005 * #

N87-26006 * #

N87-26007 * #

N87-26008 * #

N87-26009 * #

N87-26010 * #

N87-26011 ° #

N87-2EO19 * #

N87-26021 * #

N87-26022 * #

N87-26023 ° #

N87-26027 #

N87-26Q28

N87-26030

N87-26031 * #

N87-26032 * #

N87-26033 * #

N87-26034 #

N87-26035 * #

N87-26036 " #

N87-26037 * #

N87-26039 #

N87-26040

N87-26041 * #

N87-26042 * #

N87-26044 * #

N87°26047 * #

N87°26048

N87-26049

N87-26050

N87-26051

N87-26053 #

N87-26054 #

N87-26055 #

N87-26056

N87-26151 #

N87-26247 #

N87-26259 #

N87-26301

N87-26324

N87-26399 * #

N87-26476 #

N87-26523 #

N87-26612 * #

N87-26826

N87-26831

643

643

643

643

643

644

644

647

647

648

648

65O

650

658

658

658

658

658

p 658

659

677

677

p681

_682

b 687

) 687

) 691

) 691

} 691

) 699

) 699

) 699

:, 7OO

700

7OO

7O0

700

703

705

705

7O5

7O5

705

7O8

7O8

:) 691

:) 625

644

644

:) 700

644

p 705

701

p 706

677

p 706

701

_645

) 706

) 701

) 706

) 645

J645

645

645

) 645

645

) 648

659

) 659

659

659

659

659

66O

677

682

682

682

682

:) 682

:) 687

688

:) 688

:) 688

::, 692

:)660

:) 701

701

701

701

t 704

706

708

710

707

N87-26833

N87-26834

N87-26835

N87-26836

N87-26837

N87-26838

N87-26853 #

N87-26855 #

N87-26858 * #

N87-26860 ° #

N87-26862 * #

N87-26864 ° #

N87-26865 * #

N87-26866 #

N87-26867 #

N87-26869 #

N87-26871 #

N87-26872 #

N87-26874 * #

N87-26875 * #

N87-26877 * #

N87-26878 * #

N87-26881 #

N87-26882 #

N87-26883 * #

N87-26884 #

N87-26885 #

N87-26886 #

N87-26887 #

N87-26889 #

N87-26892 #

N87-26893 * #

N87-26894 #

N87-26895 * #

N87-26896

N87-26897

N87-26898 #

N87-26899 #

N87-26900 #

N87-26901 #

N87-26902 #

N87-26903 #

N87-26904 #

N87-26905

N87-26906 "#

N87-26907 #

N87-26909 #

N87-26911 #

N87-26912 #

N87-26913 * #

N87-26914 * #

N87-26915 ° #

N87-26916 #

N87-26917 #

N87-26918 * #

N87-26919 * #

N87-26920 * #

N87-26922 * #

N87-26923 • #

N87-26988 * #

N87-26989 * #

N87-27029 * #

N87-27124 * #

N87-27130 ° #

N87-27154 "#

N87-27242 * #

N87-27248 * #

N87-27267 ° #

N87-27479 * #

N87-27484 ° #

N87-27485 ° #

N87-27489 ° #

N87-27491 #

N87-27596 * #

N87-27597 * #

N87-27598 * #

N87-27600 * #

N87-27603 * #

N87-27604 * #

N87-27605 * #

N87-27607 * #

N87-27609 * #

N87-27610 #

N87-27611 #

N87-27612 #

N87-27619 #

N87-27620 * #

N87-27622 * #

N87-27623 * #

N87-27624 "#

N87-27625 ° #

N87-27626 ° #

N87.27628 * #

N87-27631 ° #

N87-27633 #

N67-27634 #

66O

660

677

:) 682

) 702

,662

710

715

p 731

,731

731

731

p 731

731

732

732

) 732

) 732

) 732

) 732

732

) 733

) 733

733

733

739

739

739

739

739

741

741

741

751

751

751

751

:) 751

752

,752

752

t 752

p752

752

752

p 757

763

) 763

) 763

) 763

) 764

) 775

) 775

) 775

775

776

776

776

779

783

784

784

789

789

789

789

797

790

,797

797

798

=798

798

715

740

t 740

741

b 740

753

776

742

716

) 716

716

) 716

733

733

734

734

734

) 734

734

734

735

735

735
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N87-27638 # p 735

N87-27641 * # p 735

N87-27EA2 * # p 735

N87-27643 * # p 735

N87-27644 * # p 736

N87-27649 # p 740

N87-27650 # p 740

N87-27651 * # p 740

N87-27652 # p 742

N87-27653 # p 753

N87-27654 # p 753

N87-27655 * # p 753

N87*27656 # p 753

N87-27657 # p 753

N87-27658 # p 753

N87-27659 # p 754

N87-27660 * # p 754

N87-27662 # p 754

N87-27663 * # p 754

N87-27664 # p 757

N87-27665 * # p 758

N87-27667 # p 764

N67-27669 # p 764

N87-27670 # ) 764

N87-27671 # ) 764

N87-27672 # ) 764

N87-27673 ) 776

N87-27675 # ) 779

N87-27677 # 779

N87-27678 * # 780

N87-27680 ° # 780

N87-27681 * # 780

N87-27736 # 784

N87-27806 # 784

N87-27812 # 784

N87-27816 # 784

N87-27818 # 785

N87-27819 # 785

N87-27851 # 790

N87-27869 * # 790

N87-27870 " # 790

N87-27929 * # 790

N87-27931 790

N87-27936 * # = 791

N87-27943 * # p 791

N87-27970 # p 791

N87-28052 # _ 791

N87-28056 * # _ 791

N87-28058 * # ) 791

N87-28065 # _ 792

N87-28067 # > 792

N87-28229 # ) 792

N87-28232 * # ) 793

N87-28233 # 793

N87-28275 * # ) 795

N87-28277 * # ) 795

N87-28299 * # 796

N87-28309 # 796

N87-28348 * # 796

N87-28396 * # 798

N87-28398 * # 798

N87-285OO # 802

N87-28501 * # 802

N87-28502 * # 802

N87°28503 # 810

N87-28504 # :) 810

N87-28505 # :) 810

N87-28506 # 810

N87-28507 # :) 810

N87-28508 # 3 811

N87-28509 _811

N87-28510 _811

N87-28511 _811

N87-28513 _ 811

N87-28514 * # ,811

N87-28518 # _ 812

N87-28520 # _ 812

N87-28521 * # _ 812

N87-28522 * # ) 812

N87-28523 * # ) 812

N87-28524 # _ 813

N87-28525 * # ) 813

N87-28526 * # ) 813

N87-28527 * # ) 813

N87-28528 # ) 818

N87-28529 # ) 819

N87-28530 # ) 821

N87-28531 # ) 821

N87-28532 # 836

N87-28533 # 821

N87-28534 # ) 821

N87-28535 # 821

N87-28536 # 822

N87-28537 # 822

N87-28538 # 822

N87-28539 # 822

N87-28540 # p 822

N87-28541 # p 825

N87-28542 # p 825

N87-28543 # p 825

N87-28544 p 825

N87-28545 * # p 826

N87-28546 * # p 826

N87-28547 # p 829

N87-28548 # p 829

N87-28549 # p 832

N87-28550 # p 832

N87-28551 * # p 832

N87-28552 *# p 833

N87-28553 *# p 833

N87-28554 *# p 833

N87-28555 * # p 833

N87-28556 * # p 833

N87-28557 * # p 833

N87-28558 * # p 834

N87-28559 # p 836

N87-28561 # p 836

N87-28562 * # p 836

N87-28563 ° # p 836

N87-28564 " # p 837

N87-28565 * # p 837

N87-28566 # p 838

N87-28567 # p 839

N87-28570 * # p 839

N87-28571 * # p 839

N87-28572 # p 839

N87-28605 * p 844

N87-28606 # p 844

N87-28607 # p 844

N87-28613 * # p 844

N87-28614 * # p 844

N87-28615*# p845

N87-28616 *# p 845

N87-28617 * # p 845

N87-28618 * # p 8,45

N87-28619 *# p 845

N87-28643 *# p 845

N87-28658 # p 845

N87-28833 * p 849

N87-28835 # p 850

N87-28845 # p 850

N87-28866 # p 850

N87-28869 *# p 850

N87-28883 *# p 850

N87-28923 # p 851

N87-28950 # p 854

N87-29057 # p 854

N87-29060 # p 854

N87-29065 # p 854

Ne,7-29068 * # p 854

N87-29115 # p 855

N87-29140 ° # p 858

N87-29174 # p 858

N87-29186 • # p 858

N87-29227 # p 846

N87-29297 # p 826

N87-29308 # p 860

N87-29311 p 860

N87-29315 ° # p 860

N87-29364 # p 861

N87-29404 # p 802

N87-29405 # p 802

N87-29406 # p 802

N87-29407 # p 802

N87-29409 p 813

N87-29410 p 813

N87-29411 * # p 814

N87-29412 ° # p 814

N87-29413 * # p 814

N87-29414 # p 814

N87-29415 # p 814

N87-29416 # p 815

N87-29417 # p 815

N87-294i8 *# p815

N87-29419 ° # p 815

N87-29420 ° # p 815

N87-29421 ° # p 815

N87-29422 * # p 816

N87-29425 # p 816

N87-29426 # p 816

N87-29427 # p 816

N87-29428 # p 816

N87-29429 ° # p 816

N87-29431 °# p816

N87-29434 * # p 851

N87-29435 "# p 851

N87-29436 "# p 851

N87-29445 * # p 817

N87-29447 "# p 851

N87.29451 * # p 851

N87-29452 * # p 851

N87-29454 * # p 852
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N87-29461

N87-29462

N87-29464

N87-29465

N87-29466

N87-29467

N87-29468

N87-29469

N87-29470

N87-29471 * #

N87-29472 #

N87-29473 #

N87-29474 #

N87-29477 #

N87-29479 #

N87-29480 #

N87-29481 #

N87-29487 #

N87-29488 #

N87-29490

N87-29491 * #

N87-29493 #

N87-29494 #

N87-29495 #

N87-29496 • #

N87-29497 ° #

N87-29498 ° #

N87-29499 * #

N87-29500 ° #

N87-29501 * #

N87-29502 * #

N87-29504 #

N87-29507 #

N87-29510 #

N87-29512 #

N87-29516 #

N87-29526 #

N87-29527 #

N87-29531 * #

N87-29532 #

N87-29534 * #

N87-29536 #

N87-29537 #

N87-29538 #

N87-29539 #

N87-29543 #

N87-29544 #

N87-29545 #

N87-29604 * #

N87-29609 * #

N87-29612 * #

N87-29629 #

N87-29646 #

N87-29650 * #

N87-29842 #

N87-29893 #

N87-29956 * #

N87-30051 #

N87-30072 #

N87-30099 ° #

N87-30102 * #

N87-30150 #

N87-30155 * #

N87-30224 #

*# 817

*# 817

817

817

818

818

# 819

*# 819

*# }819

:D819

:) 819

819

:) 822

822

852

,823

b 823

,823

823

p 826

,826

826

826

b 827

p 827

827

_827

827

827

p 828

) 828

855

) 855

) 856

) 861

) 856

) 837

) 829

) 829

) 829

) 834

) 834

) 834

) 834

) 834

} 839

) 839

) 839

) 846

) 846

846

846

852

846

852

852

855

856

856

858

858

860

86O

862

N87-30224
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